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Introduction - Foreword

Colin Lucas 1906 - 84
Volume O introduces the Colin Lucas New System Papers
which form the major part of this Archive.
The Archive (assembled by Colin's eldest son Mark) is
basically a Family Archive - although it may also be of wider
interest.
The Memo1r Volume in the Archive contains a good
deal of background information about Colin's family and creative
career*.
The Memoir emphasizes Colin's long study of the teaching of
the Russian writer/philosopher P.D.Ouspensky and also the
insights he gained into those ideas** later from his experience of
the meditation technique he learned from His Holiness Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi.***
These two unique influences inspired Colin's New System
Papers which are his reformulation of the ideas he studied, known
as 'The System'.**
·
This Volume O Introduction to the New System Papers also
includes further original material of Colin's so that with the
Appendix & Index Volume XI there are twelve Volumes in all, the
remarkable achievement of Colin's task of reformulation which was
his major focus over some two decades.
The Papers also illustrate and indeed confirm the level of
understanding and happiness which the fusion of System and
meditation blessed Colin with so memorably.****

. (* the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography article can
also be referred to, particularly for Colin's architecture)
(** see this Volume's Section 1/1 & Section 2 - The main
System ideas)
(*** see this Volume's Section 6/1 and Vol X Meditation)
(**** 'There is no greater happiness a man could possess
than to discover the purpose for which he was created. 1 From
Vol I Way of Happfness 1/1)

Introduction - Dedication

- But wby is this new formulation needed - who is it needed for?
- As I see it there are three purposes for which it is needed. First,,
it is needed for ourselves. Until we have found an expression - a
clear and simple expression of everything we have understood about
the system, it will not be our own.
The truth behind the system
is independent of the form in which it m~ be e.:J:Pressed.

Next time

it is most unlikely to be in the same form again.

So we have to
discard the form - discard it and find the truth behind.
Then we
shall recognise thEt- t:ru,th again - whatever the form in which it is
expressed.
- And is there a second purpose for which it is needed?
- Yes,. it is needed to help people when they a.re given the meditation.
Unless people are given the right framework of knowledge, they have
no ~ o:f fixing what they get f'rom- the medita.tion.
They may
experience this or that, but they oa.nnot see what it means.

And

so it all evaporates, and sooner or later they lose -interest. But
if their experience is related -to real knowledge - if ii; is related ·
to the truth,- they will begin to va.l:,u~ what they get from the
meditation more and more.
-

And the third purpose?

- The third purpose for which a new formulation is needed is to help
mankind - to provide an expression of the truth which mankind will
accept.
That is a. very big task - how do you think it could be done?
If the truth is expressed clearly enough, if it is simple enough
for everyone to un.dei-stand it, if' it comes straight from the heart,
and if it is not reminiscrent of a:ay- previous teachings or dogmas,
then perhaps mankind will accept it.
.Ai'ter all, that is the way
Christ taught.
But many would not accept what he said.
- Those that were a.ble to do so accepted what he said, and that
ia all that matters.
•·•·· · it is our job to do this, otherwise the truth will be lost.
Truth cannot remain unformulated for long, or it is lost. It is

urg~nt - we o~ot a.f:ford to let all this be lost.
( from Vol I New Truths 111/1&11 )

1/1

The System - some definitions

'The System' is a term used to describe a body of ideas
about the Universe and our position in it.
These ideas can be understood as cognitions of the eternal
signature of things - as a remarkable collection of insights.
Seen in this way - as insights into a constant reality - the
System ideas are timeless in origin and in this sense may be
thought of as intrinsically sixth dimensional, using
Ouspensky's period of dimensions.*
It is a beautiful feature of the human mind that we are
capable of looking into the truth of everything, and expressing it.
Colin describes the System as 'a formulation of the truth - a quite
extraordinary formulation - but of course it is not the only one.' **
Although acknowledged as incomplete when Colin learned
it at Ouspensky's lectures, the System still forms a recognizably
distinct and uniquely important body of ideas.
The System describes unlimited possibilities for our
life but does not provide a practical means for their realisation
today. The New System Papers set out to resolve this situation.
With Colin's reformulation, and from the same fusion of
System knowledge and meditation experience on which it is based,
an answer to any question we may have can be found.

(* see 2/12)
(** from Vol I New Truths 111/1)

2/1

The main System ideas

The Russian writer/philosopher P.D.Ouspensky (1878-1947)
became convinced of the existence of knowledge about an eternal
reality, and searched widely for its custodians. The search brought him
into contact with 'The System' ideas which he studied and described in
depth.
These ideas, about the Universe and our position in it, included
consideration of man's possible self-development, and advice about
how this might be achieved. But this practical side of the System did not
prove very effective - the big picture was there without a natural method
for experiencing it. So it is best perhaps to start here with an overview
of the big ideas of the System.
Colin came to regard these big ideas as 'three great truths' about the origin of things, the nature of things, and the relation between
things:
The origin of thing.§ is concerned with the emergence of 'Tfle Ray
of Creation' from unified, absolute wholeness and its sequential
divergence to multiplicity. The return process, from multiplicity back to
source, is also considered. The descending and ascending processes.
which are described in terms of our diatonic major musical scale, enable
precise 'levels of materiality' in creation to be defined;
The nature of thin~ is concerned with two usually unknown laws,
The Law of Three Forces and the Law of Seven or Law of Octaves.
These laws are at the basis of the processes in 'the origin of things' and
indeed everything in creation. The Law of Three states that for anything
to happen there has to be the interaction of an active, a passive, and
also a neutralizing force ( this third force is often unseen). The Law of
Octaves describes the development of this interaction process using the
example of the diatonic major musical scale. The importance of the
'discontinuity of vibrations' at the semitone intervals, and the need for
a bridging stimulus at these points of recession if the process is to
continue, is emphasized;
The relation between thin~ ( the System 'Doctrine of Cosmoses')
is, in Colin's words, 'the beginning and end of all knowledge. It is a way
of approaching the objective meaning of the world - of understanding the
world as it really is independently of man's viewpoint.' *
(to 2/2)

(* from Vol III Kingdom of Heaven 11.6)

2/2

The main System ideas

The relation between things (continued)
Seven Cosmoses, or worlds, were described, each a living being.
The Protocosmos or first world of the All or Absolute, the Ayocosmos or
Holy, great world, the Macrocosmos or large world of galaxies, the world
of the sun or Deuterocosmos, the Mesocosmos or world of planets, the
Tritocosmos and Microcosmos. Originally these last two were man and
atom respectively, but this was modified later.
It was understood that these seven living worlds together provide a
complete view of the Universe, that each world is 'as zero to infinity' to
the next, that the adjoining cosmoses above and below are needed to
illustrate a particular cosmos, and that a growing understanding of his
adjoining cosmoses would be a feature of a man's increase in
consciousness.
A hint was given that breath for each cosmos is a measure of its
time. It appears that no explanation was provided for the sequence of
names of the seven cosmoses - for Colin's insight into the significance of
the names, see Vol VIII Cosmoses 7 Worlds 2/1-3.
A separate and special view was taken of the world within the solar
system - The Cosmos of All Living in Colin's description:'.. .The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system, the
smallest elements that belong to it are living creatures like ourselves.
Man, organic life, the earth and other planets - these are the elements
of which it consists. All these elements taken together make a single
whole - a single being, with its own life, its own breath and its own
intelligence ... ' - from Vol IX All Living 9/0a.
The following Conversations of 2/3-5, about Colin's 'three great
truths', are from Vol I New Truths 111/111 & IIINII.

2./3

- What principles of the system do you feel are the most important
what kind of framework is it that people need?
- In the system there are three great truths.
three truths contain everything that is needed.

Between them these
The first is

concerned with the origin of things, with the way in which things
come into being.
of cr-eation.

This truth is expressed, principally, in the ray

And it is through this truth that man is able to

recognise the existence of different levels in himself.

For man is

not ordinarily aware of levels - he takes everything on the same
Level. . C_o naequ.entl~ he has no aim, for he does not know what is
a:tmve nirrr and what is below.

And what is the second great truth?
The second is concerned with the nature of things - with that
which they are ~n themselves.

This truth is expressed in the law

of three forces - the interpley of three forces, and their development
in the law of octaves.

It is through this truth that man is able

to recognise. ~he. diff'erence between things - to feel the contrast
between outwardly similar things in the world around him, and to
understand their real nature.

Without this understanding man is

unable to tell the diIIerence between right and wrong, or to see
the direction in which events are leading.
And the third great truth?
The third is concerned with the relation between things
their function and purpose in relation to a larger whole.

with

It is

this truth whioh contains within it the secrets of time and magnitude,
of relativity and scale.

- You mean the doctrine of cosmoses?
- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses, which was described, if you remember,.
as the key to all knowledge.

It is through this truth that man is

able to approach an understanding of the universe as it really is.

2/4

- :But how are these three great truths related to man's work - what
practical value have they got?'
- The first of these three great truths is related particularly to
man's personal life - his inner work.

For just as he comes from

his creator when he is born, so does he return to his creator again
when he dies.
the mecii tat ion.

And so, during his lifetime, he turns towards him in
But unless he understands the rrzy- of creation, and

realises what it -means, he will not know what is nearer his creator and
what is further away;

and so he will be unable to value what the

meditation brings him, and sooner or later his interest will disappear.
- And the second great- truth - is this also related to man's work?

- Yes, the sec-o nd great truth

is

related particularly to man,1 s outer

life - to his work with other people.
For nowadays there is little
or nothing to serve as a guide for man's behaviour in life
he has
no

wey

--of

telling what he should -do,_ or why.

In particular he cannot

feel the difference between actions, either on a personal scale, or
in

._a

larger, a :;;oci~l or political sense.

But if a. man is able to

understand the law or- -three forces-, if he can live the principles

behind it. in all his everyda.-r actions, he will :find the wa;r open for a
quite new approach to human behaviour - an approaoh whioh is based
on real objective principles instead of on outworn moral oodes.
And the third great truth - how is this related to man's work?
'I'he third grea~ truth is related particularly to man's knowledge
his pursuit of the truth itself.

to

For at different times in history

great discoveries are made - discoveries which enable man to take a
step forward in his evolution, and to reach a fuller understanding
and control of the world in which he lives.
It is the doctrine of
cosmoses which holds the key to these discoveries; and at the present
time there a.re certain a,spects of this teaching which could be of
extreme value to science, provided they were formulated a.~d applied
in the right way.

2/5

- And lastly, there is the doctrine of cosmoses.
- Yes, why is it so different from the rest of the system - wby
were we always told to keep it separate?
- It is a different view of the universe - that is why we were told
to keep it separate.

At first it is difficult to understand what

this means, but later it all fits together.

- But how is it a different view of' the universe - that is what I
dont understand.
- It is like an apple on a tree.

If you cut the apple in half and
study its cross section, you will find the ra;; of creation - it is

But if _you study the apple as a whole,

all there before your eyes.

if you find out what kind of an apple it is, . and compare it with all
the other apples you know, and if you study the tree to which it
bel~ngs, and compare it with all other trees •••• then that is connected
with the doctrine of cosmoses.
And the tree itself - has it a.lao a ray~£ creation?
- Yes, you have only to cut through the trunk of the tree with a saw
and there is the ray of creation before _yo~ ~yes.

- You mean the ray of creation exists in everything?
- Yes, it exists in everything, everywhere - the principles are
always the same.

But the doctrine of cosmoses is everything - it

explains what everything is

.f.2.!:•

- So both are necessary parts of the system - you oannot have one
without the other?
- Yes, both are neoessary parts of the system, and if we could see
them both together, then our understanding would be complete.
- Then what is it that links them together - how can we see this more
clearly?
- It is the law of three which links them together, for this law is
common to both.
la.w of seven.

And in their structure they both conform with the
But much is ·st·111 missing in our understanding of the

law of seven ••••••••

2/6
The main SY.stem ideas
The Ray of Creation, in the 2/1 origin of things paragraph, is
linked, in the nature of things paragraph, with the Law of Three Forces
and Law of Octaves:'Like a peal of bells coming down from heaven, creation manifests
on every possible level and scale, from the creation of the galaxies to
that of a tiny flower in the fields around us. It is all the same triad and
same order of forces'* - see 2/6a for Colin's double spiral diagram.
The System description of this vast Ray of Creation of countless
universes is scaled down considerably to a 'lateral octave'.
In Colin's words:'The lateral octave describes the passage of a secondary or lateral ray
which branches off from the main ray of creation from a point above the
sun. This lateral ray, which is said to originate in the 'unmanifest sun',
passes through first the planetary world, and then through three aspects
of life here on earth, which are called, symbolically, 'man', 'sheep' and
'earthworm'. It then passes on through the world of plants, and finally to
the earth itself and the moon. These eight steps form an 'octave' of which
the upper interval occurs between the sun and the planetary world, and
the lower interval is filled by the world of plants.
Like the ray of creation itself, this lateral octave describes different
levels through which creation passes. But whereas the ray of creation is
so big in scale that man does not exist, the lateral octave is much more
within our reach. It tells us many things about man's relation to other
creatures, and particularly the level of his being in relation to the
world of organic life in which he lives.' **
Continuing with the lateral octave, it may be easy to understand the
System's assertion that the living creatures of organic life, in their
eventual physical disintegration and absorption by the earth's crust,
become 'food' for a living earth. It may not be quite so easy
to understand the System's further assertion that when they die, the soul
of living creatures becomes 'food' for a growing moon to which they are
attracted as if to some cosmic electro-magnet.
Also, the moon is said to be like a vast pendulum, the weight of
which governs all our mechanical movement.
A feature of man's self development would be to become freer of
the moon's mechanical influence:'to establish' (through meditation) 'a centre in ourselves from which
all our actions can come. In this way we can escape the influence of the
planetary world and the moon. As it was once said, 'we have to create
moon in ourselves.' ***
(* from Vol V Enneagram - triads 36c. Triads are discussed in 2/17-18)
(** see Vol IX All Living 5/1)
(*** from Vol VIII Cosmoses - Further Papers 1/11)

2./6 a.
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The main System ideas

It is mentioned in 2/5 that System students were required tb
keep the big ideas separate at first ... ' but later it all fits together'.
In a letter*to his friend and fellow System student from the early
1930s Dr Francis Roles, Colin recalls 'how disconcerted I was' to
be reminded by Ouspensky about this (it appears Colin had been
combining the Ray of Creation and Cosmoses ideas). He was to be
encouraged in due course though to continue his research
into Cosmoses.
Further on in that letter there is another view of the difference
between the Ray of Creation and Cosmoses:'! have wondered again and again about the difference
between cosmoses and the ray of creation, but have rather come
to the conclusion that they probably belong to different teachings,
and come in their origin from a different source. The difference is
remarkably like that between the 'divisive' approach to the musical
scale and the 'multiplicative', both of which have their origin in the
remotest past. The divisive method takes the octave and divides it
into parts - harmonic and arithmetic means and so on - whereas
the multiplicative takes a basic note and from it produces the
geometric series of fifths from which all the notes of the scale are
derived. The divisive has certain marked similarities to the ray of
creation, the multiplicative to the doctrine of cosmoses. In both
cases the notes produced are very nearly the same - but not quite!
And you certainly couldn't mix them.'
(Colin and his mother, the composer Mary Anderson Lucas
spent much time looking into correspondences between the big
System ideas and musical scales).
(* of 2/6/68)

2/8

The main System ideas

2/5 concludes with the possibility of linking all the big ideas
of the System together and arriving at a complete understanding.
The System included a description of a universal symbol or
diagram - a circle of nine points containing a triangle and inner
circulation - called the enneagram. *
In the unfinished draft Conversation Paper below Colin
regards the enneagram as a means of expressing the unification
of the 'three great truths' of the System:- How is it possible to see these different truths belonging to
the system as a a single whole?
- There is a way of doing this. If you understand the
enneagram you will realise that this is what it is for.
- But surely there are many different applications of the
enneagram?
- Yes indeed, but as a symbol it contains all truth.
- And every aspect of truth can therefore be expressed in it?
- Yes, every aspect of truth. And if we think about it for long
enough, we shall discover how these three great truths of the
system can be expressed in the enneagram. In this way we
shall see them as a single whole.

(* see 2/8a and Vol V Enneagram)

2/Sa
These extracts from Vol V Enneagram Prologue & System Overview
provide some more background about the enneagram symbol:9

7

2

'... The diagram, .. is a cosmos...containing all the laws and principles
necessary for its fulfilment. As a cosmos, it can be applied on any
scale ... The circle is a symbol of unity. Like the figure nought in arabic
notation, it indicates a complete period of numbers, from 1 to 9. On the
other hand the circle is not divided into nine steps, it is divided into
seven According to the law of seven, any complete period or process
contains seven steps. So how do we divide the circle into seven? ... You
will find that the number 1 or unity, dMded by the number 7, gives the
recurring decimal .142857. Twice this gives the decimal .285714, three
times gives the decimal .428571 and so on.Seven times, of course, gives
unity, or the decimal .999999 .
...the inner circulation is obtained by joining the points round the circle
in the order of this recurring decimal. ..the decimal value of each point
contains all the other points within it, to a greater or lesser degree.
Nothing is separate - everything is connected ... about the hierarchy of
points.. it is not exactly a hierarchy but a simple logarithmic progression ...
But points 3,6 and 9.... are naturally excluded from this progression ...
these three points are a symbol of the law of three. According to this law,
every phenomenon, everything that happens in the universe on any
scale depends on the coming together of three elements ...'

2/9

The main System ideas
Hand in hand with the big ideas of the System went consideration
of man's possible self-development, an ascending process of increasing
consciousness.*
It was maintained that most of our life passes either in the actual
state of sleep consciousness or in a so-called waking state that is more
like a state of waking s1eep. This was our situation, associated perhaps
with some lack of healthy physiological balance - otherwise we would
tend more to real self consciousness, 'remembering ourselves'.**
A feature of this real self consciousness was said to be growing
familiarity with one~s 'higher emotional centre' which, for example, knows
everything about one's life, is incapable of negativity, and leads on to an
understanding of reality - objective consciousness - through contact with
our 'higher intellectual centre' which knows all truth. These higher
centres were said to be fully working in us though we are usually
unaware of them.***
Much was made of the barriers to real self consciousness - those
features in our life associated with the waking sleep condition we find
ourselves in - the first barrier being the conviction that we are fu11y awake
and conscious all the time rather than occasionally.
Another characteristic of this waking sleep was 'identification', a
state (generally unrecognized) in which we are almost continually
captivated and governed by life's circumstances. The conclusion was
that in this waking sleep we remain basically automatons driven by
external influences.**** What could be done at least was to start to
observe the situation,***** to avoid expressing negativity, and to try to
'remember ourselves'. Some element of stability- the 'magnetic centre'
(formed from an interest in more conscious influences found in life)******
which had guided our search so far, could be encouraged, and grow
into a permanent 'centre of gravity', freer of the moon's mechanical
influence - see 2/6. 1n time, in the System analogy, a Deputy Steward
could be appointed, untir a Steward and then the Master courd take their
rightful place.
(to 2/10)
(* levels of man from 1 to 7 were classified - see second footnote of 4/12)
(** see second quotation in 2/11, and last paragraph of 2/23)
(*** see Vol IV Levels and Laws 3/1)
(**** the analogy of the cart, horse and driver - with cart in
disrepair, horse unschooled, driver asleep and Master absent was used.
Or again, that we live in only three rooms of a house with an
undiscovered fourth room containing all treasure. Connected with higher
centres there was the idea that as well as the physical body, man has
potentially three other bodies - subtle, causal and divine in Colin's
description - which are not organized. See Vol XI Index - Bodies of Man)
(***** to assist self observation, group 'activities' were arranged,
such as farmwork or gardening, 'Movements' to music, decorating etc)
(****** see 2/15 reference to 'B influences')

2/10

The main System ideas

Colin had followed this practical approach of the System of course
for nearly 30 years when in 1960, 'a miracle happened',* and he started
Maharishi's meditatron. He began to see the practical ideas of the
System in a different light, and by 1964 had written his 'Way of
·
Happiness' which is the first Volume of his New System Papers.**
To illustrate something of this difference in approach, it may help to
look at the following extract from Colin's Paper 'Man is like a deep well'
in connection with the concept of waking sleep discussed in 2/9:'lf you try to notice how much - and how often - you are actually
aware of yourself in your surroundings, you may get rather an
unpleasant surprise.
You will find that for long periods in the day you
are absent. And during those periods of course, you have no memory.
The trouble is that one cannot simply remedy this state of affairs by
trying. If one tries, it will last for a moment or two, but then it will be
forgotten again. And besides, if we go about during the day trying to
remember to ask ourselves if we are there in our surroundings, it
distracts our attention from whatever we are doing, and this confuses
the mind.
The meditation tackles this in a different way. When we have found
this place of happiness within us, and when we have become one
person instead of many, there is no question about it - we are there in
our surroundings. Without any effort on our part we begin to exist.
Actually, the reason is that we have got the energy to do it - and so it
comes naturally.
So the meditation can bring us back to life. Once we were dead we walked the streets mechanically, like automatons. But now we have
woken up from sleep, and we begin to see the world around us .... ' ***
Both approaches share the same destination - realisation of man's
infinite possibilities - but take very different routes.

(* see 6/1 and Vol VI Time & Space - Prologue 4. A miracle is
defined in the System as the manifestation of the laws of a higher
world in a world below)
(** see Vol I Way of Happiness & New Truths)
(***see Vol X Meditation 1/1-4)

2/11

The main System ideas

Apropos the footnote in 2/9 about the analogy of the cart,
horse and driver, and the contrasting approach referred to in 2/10,
Colin's letter*to Dr Roles, which follows, is a further illustration of
this change of viewpoint:'lt is interesting to return to the Cart, Horse, Driver and
Master, if only to see how our ideas have changed. If you
remember, the Cart had to be driven hard, over a bumpy and
cobbly road; the Horse had to be tamed and subdued broken in, and made to obey the Driver; and the Driver
himself had to be woken up, put in his place on the Cart and
taught how to hold the reins. But now ... we go straight to the
Master. And if we find the Master and get to know him, the
rest follows naturally - there is nothing we need do.
How do we find the Master? It is here perhaps that the
meditation has changed our views most of all. The way to the
Master is through happiness - that is the most surprising thing.
We used to think effort and struggle were needed. All that is
needed is happiness!
In the meditation the mind goes
naturally towards the place of greatest happiness, and when it
gets there, that is where the Master is.
Not that happiness is an end in itself. Happiness is the
ground in which the Master lives. And if one finds that
ground, all the other things will follow - real knowledge of
ourselves, and the world in which we live, consciousness,
truth, mercy - and many other wonderful things.
Certainly our ideas have changed!'

Also, in connection with the references to 'remembering ourselves'
in 2/9, Colin points out that :'.. the meditation has changed our attitude quite a lot.
We now realise that if ' ( in meditation) ' we .. make a
connection with the universal self, .. remembering
ourselves will come naturally during the day. There
is no longer any need to carry an alarm clock around
with us .. In this way not all at once, perhaps, but sooner
or later memory will come.' **
(* of 17/11/65)
(** Vol IX All living 8/27)

2/12
The main System ideas

The last few pages bring out the importance of an
effective method of self development for balancing one's
comprehension - one's understanding - of the System. This was, of
course, a fundamental System principle.
Colin comments:'What is understanding? Understanding is the arithmetic
mean between knowledge and being. In order that our
understanding can grow knowledge and being have both to
increase in equal proportion ... Knowledge and being have both
to go hand in hand.'*
Here it is appropriate, and as a link to 2/13 about Ouspensky's
Dimensions of Time, to consider another System idea - in Colin's
description:'There is ... an idea of the system, that man is under four
different laws, the law of accident, the law of cause and effect, the
law of fate, and the law of will. Some things that happen in our lives
are accidental, other things are due to the effect of certain causes,
a third category of things is due to fate, and a fourth category to will.
Now there is reason to believe that these four laws that man is
under have a direct connection with dimensions of time. The most
obvious, perhaps, is the law of cause and effect, which belongs to
the fourth dimension, for it depends on the sequence of events in
time for its manifestation. By comparison the law of accident has
no dependence on time, for accidents can happen to any of us at
any time, and their causes are not dependent on any sequence of
events within our control. We might, perhaps, say they belong to
the zero dimension.
Our fate is not so easy to understand - it controls the big
events of our life - the place of our birth and the hour of our death,
our marriage, our work in life, and things of that order. It is
precisely these things in our life which are subject to recurrence, for
they are fixed points, and in the ordinary way are not able to be
changed. But there is a way of changing them, for nothing is
· impossible. They can be changed in the sixth dimension, by the
law of will.
What is meant by 'will'? Obviously not our will - the will of the
ordinary mind, which feels itself to be the doer of all our everyday
actions. More probably the will of some deeper part, which seems
to come from beyond us ... ' **

(* see Vol V Enneagram - System Overview 13m)
(** see Vol VII Recurrence - Memory 3/2)

2/13
The main System ideas
When Ouspensky came across the System he brought to it some
important cognitions of his own that throw additional light on the System
ideas.
His cognitions about Time were summarized by Colin in an essay
'The Dimensions of Time' ( see Vol VI Time & Space 1-7) from which the
following extract is taken:.. The centre of gravity of Ouspensky's theory of time lies in the discovery
(which would appear to be entirely his own) that time has not one, but three
dimensions. We all of us know that space has three dimensions, and since
Einstein demonstrated his theory of relativity it has become an accepted idea
that time is the fourth dimension of space. But Ouspensky claimed that one
dimension of time is not enough, and that all the complications of Einstein's
theory arose from the fact that he was trying to fit his universe into four
dimensions, when the real world has six. But what are those six dimensions?
According to Ouspensky they are a 'period' consisting of three space
dimensions and three time dimensions and up to a point the one is analogous
to the other. The first dimension of space - a line - is analogous to the first
dimension of time - the line of time. The second dimension of space - a
surface - is analogous ( in a certain sense) to the second dimension of time, to
repetition. And the third dimension of space - a solid - is analogous to the
third dimension of time, the solid of time,·or eternity. But these terms require
further definition. The idea that time is a line is clear enough - as a line of
events passing from before to after. This line of time is theoretically a straight
line, just as a line in space can be theoretically straight. But straight lines do
not actually exist, except in a very limited sense. They possess a certain
curvature, and it is only when this curvature is very small that they appear to
be straight. In the same way the line of time is never straight - it only appears
to be so when we cannot see its end or its beginning. Every line of time is
really a circle - a circle which repeats again and again. This is the second
dimension of time. But as Ouspensky demonstrates in a quotation from the
commentaries of Simplicius (p.410 in 'A New Model of the Universe') there are
two kinds of repetition - there is repetition in time, as for instance the repetition
of the seasons, the repetitive movement of the planets, the vibrations of a
stretched string, and many other things, and there is repetition in eternity, or
eternal recurrence. According to this second kind of repetition, the line of time
itself, and every moment in this line, is repeated again and again in eternity.
This eternal repetition of events is like the surface of a pond, over which
reflections are passing. But the third dimension lies in the depth of the pond,
for it is here that other possible moments, other lines of time exist of which we
are not aware. Just as a space solid contains inner depths which cannot be
seen from its surface, so the time solid contains all those hidden possibilities
in each situation, each moment, which are not ordinarily realised. This is the
real meaning of the third dimension of time, the sixth dimension of
Ouspensky's period of dimensions ... (to 2/14)

2/14

The main System ideas

Understandably, when Ouspensky heard the System
description of the Doctrine of Cosmoses he found its exact
correspondence with his period of dimensions an amazing
coincidence. (see Vol VIII Cosmoses - 7 Worlds Prologue 1).
Assisted by the hint given that bre·ath for each cosmos is a
measure of its time (and also approval for the assumption that the
Tritocosmos and Microcosmos should be taken as organic life and
man respectively), Ouspensky worked out a detailed table of times
for each cosmos - lifetime, day & night, breath and assimilation of
impressions. This provided a 'zero to infinity' ratio of 30,000 which
he also applied to the System concept of the vastly different speeds
of man's physiological centres.
The other cognition about Time which Ouspensky brought
with him to the System was eternal recurrence, repetition of lives, of
everything again and again, explained theoretically as the second
time dimension or fifth dimension of his period of dimensions.*
Recurrence was not part of the System Ouspensky came
across, but was included in his independent System teaching later.
It was something, he said, to be experienced although the maths
was correct.
Colin's view about recurrence and the System went like this:'Later, when you have studied the system in more detail, you
will realise that there is hardly a single part of it which is not
affected by the idea of recurrence and you will wonder how
anyone who has never "heard this idea could understand what
the system is all about.' **
The combination of Ouspensky's original cognitions with the
unique knowledge of the System, and his subsequent development
of particular System ideas, provided what can be described as
special 'growing points' for the System. Colin was to develop these
'growing points' further, and to introduce a totally fresh approach
with the insights he gained from his experience of Maharishi1 s
meditation.***
(to 2/15)

(* see Vol VII Recurrence - Prologue )
(** see Vol V Enneagram - Prologue 7g)
(*** see this Volume's Section 7 Part 2 )

2/15

The main System ideas

Parallel with the seemingly rather dire System unmasking of
man as an automaton, in waking sleep, was the uplifting understanding
of his potential as a self-creative being. Different sides of the same coin
were there, identification, and its opposite, consciousness. This theme
was constantly emphasized by Ouspensky.
Linked with this was a hugely important 'growing point' for
the System in Ouspensky's cognition that because it is natural for man to
grow there must be a natural method for it. And such a method might be
found if the organisation could become strong enough to interest those
of higher consciousness who could provide that help (see 3/2). This
might be thought to have been the ultimate aim of 'the Work'.*
It is interesting to see this truly heroic endeavour in the light
of the System description of the different levels of influence available, or
potentially available, in life. These were called 'A, Band C influences'.
'A influences• are those of our ordinary, perhaps somewhat repetitive,
life circumstances. Then there are the more civilizing 1B influences' of
philosophy, religion and art, for example, which are said to come
originally from a higher level of consciousness. And then there is that
higher level of consciousness itself, or ·'C influence'. 'C influence was
said to be individually transmitted and under different cosmic laws.** In
System terms it belongs to the realm of the 'Inner Circle' of humanity.
In 'New Model of the Universe', Ouspensky regards the
'Inner Circle' as an immortal influence guiding man's potential
development (p19/20 2nd ed).
Colin, too, has some very inspiring
passages (in Val IX All Living 4/2-3,5/7&9/0f) in which the role of the
'Inner Circle' as a permanent principle, 'outside the ordinary laws of time',
of those able to remember the necessary knowledge for man's
development, is discussed on the vast scale of the Solar System - see
also in this Val O 4/17-18.
(to 2/16)
(* a term describing System activities. These were categorized as, • first
line of work' - the individual's self study, 'second line of work' - group
activities with others in the organisation, and 'third line of work' - for the
organisation as a whole. Together, these three 'lines' were
intended to provide the necessary overlapping bridging stimulus at
points of recession in their respective ascending octaves so that, as in
natural processes, growth proceeded smoothly - see 2/1 Law of Octaves
description in The nature of thing§ para, and Val IV Levels & Laws 7
1/1-6)
(** a feature of 'C influence' is that it is free of the law of accident - see
2/12)

2/16

The main System ideas

A significant 'growing point• for the System ideas was Ouspensky's
development of the Law of Three Forces, particularly in connection with
human activities.
This law is briefly described in 2/1 The nature of things, the second
of the 'three great truths' Colin found within the System ideas. He
discusses this in a letter*to Dr Roles:•... The second question is concerned with the nature of things, with
their essence, or that which they are in themselves. It is through the
meditation that one begins to get direct glimpses - more than
anything else perhaps - of the answer to this question. And one
finds to one's surprise, for one never understood it before, that the
true nature of things is happiness, or bliss. But how can we
approach this subject theoretically? I think the answer lies in
the law of three forces, and particularly in Mr Ouspensky's
development of this idea in the six combinations, or triads. And I
dont believe this whole subject was developed very much in the
system - it seems quite possible a lot of it was missing ... •
In a later paper,** Colin wrote about the 'six combinations, or triads'
mentioned above as follows:' It was Mr Ouspensky who developed this idea of the law of three
forces in its application to human activity. He maintained (with that
extraordinary clarity which is characteristic of his thinking) that as
everything depends on the interaction of three forces, there can
only be six ways in which this interaction can occur. These six ways
depend on the order of the three forces - as each of the three forces
can be first in order of action, or second or third, the number of
combinations is limited to six. It follows that in the whole universe and equally within the field of man's activities - there are only six
different things which can happen ..... the first force is highest in
level of energy and therefore most active, the second force is
lowest in energy level, and therefore passive by comparison, and
the third force is intermediate between the other two .. .' (to 2/17)

(* of 27/9/67)
(** Vol IV Levels and Laws 5-3.1)

2/17

The main System ideas

In another paper,* Colin gives a table of the six activities or
triads we have been discussing, applied to human activities:-

active - passive - intermediate · (creative work))
passive - active - rntermediate (meditation)
intermediate - passive - active (union with the source)
active - intermediate - passive
passive - intermediate - active
intermediate - active - passive

(unconscious actions)
(imagination, magic)
(crime, explosions)

As the next extract from a 1etter**to Dr Ro1es shows, Colin
found these insights of Ouspensky's based on the System Law of
Three Forces extremely illuminating:'.. I feel very strongly that Mr Ouspensky's development of
triads is an absolutely priceless gem, but we keep it hidden in the
safe! I wrote a long treatise on the subject of triads in 1967 as you
may remember, of which the attached is the first chapter***. The
rest was pretty long winded but I think this beginning is rather nice
and simple. Probably the reason people arent more interested is
because they cant find the key to the safe. It seems to take quite a
time to find it, but once you do you realise how important it is .. .'

(* Vol IV Levels and Laws 5-3.5)
(** of 25/4/70)
(*** the whole subject is ful1y discussed by Colin in Vol IV levels
& Laws 5 which has the 'long treatise' on triads mentioned above
- see Vol IV 5-4.1-27. This has an expanded table of activity
categories on its last page. Additionally, triads are a major theme
of Vol V Enneagram.)
(to 2/18)

2/18

The main System ideas

Ouspensky also emphasized an important distinction
between the combinations of Three Forces or triads which depends
on their level of origin.
The System described a unified combination of the Three
Forces on the level of the Absolute before creation begins.
Colin continues:'... On this level the three forces combine in a way which is
incomprehensible for our minds. Each of the three forces
can act in the capacity of any other, and the number of
combinations is unlimited. But on the next level. .. there are
three separate triads. These three triads are those of creation,
regeneration and conception - the remaining three triads do
not arise until the level below, and it is not until this level ...
that all six triads manifest ... This description is based on the
system we were given by Mr Ouspensky, and it contains
certain very deep truths. The first and second levels are
different from the levels below. Like an architect's design for
a building - while it is still on the drawing board it is above the
level on which action begins, but when the drawings are
handed to the builder, many things can happen, for the work
is no longer under the architect's direct control.
It is at this stage that the further three triads come into play the triad of involuntary actions, that of destruction or
disintegration, and that of self will or imaginary desires. This
does not mean that these three triads are wrong - it means
that they ~ be wrong if they are not directly under the
universal will But more important perhaps is the fact that
above a certain level nothing can be wrong, and that is the
place we have to find.
· Mr Ouspensky used to speak of finding the way into a special
room, and when one had found it, of shutting the door. This
room is above the level of action, and if we can learn how to
find it at will, eventually it will be with us all the time, and will
influence everything we do. And then everything will be right.
It is really very simple.'* (to 2/19)

(* from Vol V Enneagram - Latest Introductory Papers 1/1-2)

2/19
The main SY.stem ideas
A passage in Colin's 'long treatise on the subject of triads',
mentioned in 2/17 helps to illustrate the distinction in level of the
first three separate triads (from Vol IV Levels & Laws 5-4.17):'... Above a certain level - above the level of thought as we
ordinarily know it - is a state. or a series of states, in which
the action of the three forces is quite unlike anything we
ordinarily experience. And however difficult it is to convey
what this state is like, we can at least be certain of one
thing - the action of the three forces on this level is entirely
positive - it is free from negative influences of every kind
and it produces nothing but good. It is in fact the level on
which the three combinations 1 - 2 - 3, 2 - 1 - 3 and 3 - 2 - 1
are working ... ' ( 1= active, 2= passive and 3= intermediate see table of activities in 2/17)
The System also classified the levels we have been
discussing as 'levels of materiality' (see Vol IV 2-1.1-2):'... suppose we say that the highest matter we can conceive
has a level of one or unity. Matter on this level - the level of the
absolute - consists, we are told, of three elements, but these
three elements are one and indivisible. On the next level there
will be three separate elements, and matter on this level will
therefore have the number three in our classification. On the
next level the number of elements will be doubled, for there
will be a further three elements generated on this level, as
well as those on the level above, and the number will
therefore be six .... the number on the next level will be twelve,
on the next level twenty four, and so on. (see table below)

1)

)

} matter too fine to be absorbed
3)
6 ) higher mind
12) positive emotion
24)
. 48)
96)
192)

instincts, feelings, sensations
thoughts, impressions
hormones
air

384) water
768) food
1536) organic matter eg. wood
3072) inorganic substances

)
) causal world
)
)

)
) subtle world
)

)
)
) physical world
)

)

This describes descending levels of matter in creation - for their
regeneration, in Man and the Sun using the System 'Three-Storey
Food Table' Factory/Refinery analogy, see Vol IX All Living.

2/20

The main System ideas

Continuing with the themes of Ouspensky's System 'growing
points', and the important distinction between activities based on
their level of origin (considered in 2/18-19), we come to
Ouspensky's development of the difference between
consciousness and functions:'... consciousness and functions are quite different things. To
move, to think, to feel, to have sensations - these are
functions; they can work quite independently of whether we
are conscious or not..., To be conscious is something quite
different ........... Functions can be compared to machines
working in varying degrees of light. These machines are such
that they are able to work better in light than in darkness ....... .
Consciousness is light and machines are functions.'
'The slight differences between people are differences in
functions, but real difference of being is difference of state
of consciousness.'
'When we are conscious we become connected with higher
centres and then the whole picture changes.' *

Colin's paper (overleaf) about consciousness and functions
links up with our consideration of the levels of origin of the three
forces. In this case, attributes of the first three separate forces are
also mentioned (as in the Trinity) before they 'act together' in
combinations or triads.**
Ouspensky's distinction between consciousness and
functions also provided a basis for Colin's development of the
System concept of the 'Fourth Way' - see 5/1-10.
The System outlined three traditional 'Ways' of self
development - physical (fakir), devotional (monk), intellectual
(yogi), all requiring special conditions of life - and a fourth, for the
householder in ordinary life, which set out to combine the three
traditional approaches.
(to 2/21)
(* see Vol V Enneagram - Latest Introductory Papers 2/18)
(** 2/21 is from Vol I Way of Happiness - part 111/1)

. 2/2.l

Man has a pey-sical body.

Within his physical body

Within the living body are his various functions

is life.

his ability to think, to feel, to make skilled movements and
so

on - and within the living and functioning body of man

is consciousness.
Consciousness is quite distinct from :functions - it
works on a different level, exists in a different place.
Functions each have their separate centres within us, but

the place where consciousness dwells is the kingdom of heaven.
And the kingdom of heaven is higher than all our functions
it stands above them and inf'luenoes all their actions.

Consciousness in its origin is undivided.
from the divine will within us.

It comes

But when it reaches the

kingdom of heaven there are three different ways in which it
manifests.

'l'he first is in the feeling of 'I' - of a presence

within us that is always there, that cannot be lost or destroyed.
The second 1!7happiness, ecstasy, bliss - for deep within us
everything is happiness, everything is bliss.

And the third

is in knowledge - the direct experience of knowing - the
reflection within us of consciousness.
These three elements act together in various ways.

:But

when the middle element, when happiness predominates, there is
unity in the kingdom of heaven.

When there is unity in the

kingdom of heaven our :functions work in unity also.

When our

functions work in unity, the life within us is well regulated.
And when the lito/within us is well regulated our bodies are :full
of well being.

In this way consciousness penetrates deeper

and deeper within us - we are brought under the influence of

the kingdom af heaven more and more.

2/22

The main System ideas - some aphorisms

There was said to have been a book of System aphorisms.
The following aphorisms, plus a prayer, have been passed down
in our family. They seem to have been designed as signposts for
seekers of reality by those who have already passed that way:-

1. 'In order to know everything it is necessary to know very
little, but in order to know that very little, it is necessary to
know very much.'
2. 'A man can be born, but before he is born he must die, and
before he dies he must first awake.'

3. 'Try to create causes; leave the rest to the great laws of the
Universe.'

4. 'Give up your suffering -·create moon in yourself.'
5. 'Prepare to die tomorrow, but treat your body as if it had
1000 years.'
6. 'The Laws of Nature will grind you to powder unless you
first learn to become the miller.'

And the prayer:'Lord Creator, and all you his assistants, help us to remember
ourselves at all times, in order to avoid all unconscious
actions, for from these alone can evil manifest itself.'
(to 2/23)

2/23

The main SY.stem ideas - some aphorisms (continued)
The meaning of these compact expressions of reality is
probably for our individual discovery - part of our own journey,
so to speak. It may be helpful though, to have a brief look at the
aphorisms in the light of the System ideas.

1. Knowledge of everything, as in understanding the System
Doctrine of Cosmoses, 'the beginning and end of all
knowledge' (2/1 ), must be possibre or the Doctrine of
Cosmoses would not have been cognized. The System ·
regards understanding as an equa1 mix of knowledge and
being (2/12), and says we all have higher consciousness in
potential, and that higher consciousness brings direct
cognition of reality (see 2/9 and also the quotations in 2/20).
This quote (from 2/19) may be helpful:- 1Above a certain level above the level of thought as we ordinarily know it - is a
state ... quite unlike anything we ordinarily experience. And
however difficult it is to convey what this state is like, we
can .. be certain .. this level is entirely positive .. and it produces
nothing but good ... '
2. Man, the self creative being, must die to identification
(see 2/15 first paragraph and 2/9 & 2/10), but before that
must find a way to wake up from his waking sleep.
( see also St John 3.3 )
3. It is interesting to think of this in terms of the System laws of
accident, cause & effect, fate, and will (2/12).
4. See 2/6 and 2/9.

5. To secure health and wholeness, the situation described in
2/21 seems obviously the best, and highest, to go for.

6. This comes back to 5 above.
Regarding the prayer, the second quotation in 2/11 is about
self remembering. Also, 'Mr Ouspensky's teaching was based
on the idea of self remembering. He would say, unless we can
remember ourserves, nothing is possible' (Vor V Enneagram
System Overview 8h). Unconscious actions are those in
waking sleep (2/9) and, more technically, as a triad (2/17).
This System prayer was much treasured by my dear mother
Dione.

3/1

The System - some history

There seems to be little historical information about the
System. Possibly this is partly because, as suggested in 1/1,
the ideas are basically timeless in origin.
But we do have Ouspensky's account of meeting a man
(Gurdjieff) in Moscow in 1915 who taught the System to small
groups. We owe our knowledge of the System ideas both to
Ouspensky's record of those days, and to his own exposition
of them later when he started teaching the System separately.
About those times Colin comments (in one of his Conversations
papers):·
'The system was intended for a specific purpose at a specific
time. It was given ... in a special language - a language and a form
which were particularly suited to that time, And it was given
verbally - it was never intended to be written down. One of the
reasons for this was that the words used in the system had to be
specially learnt - their meaning could only be understood from
practical experience ..
- But later it was written down and published?
- Yes, but of course in this form it is worse than useless. As
written material - as a series of published works - it confuses
people terribly - it leads to all sorts of wrong ideas ... ' *
Colin began his study of the System at Ouspensky's London
lectures in the early 1930s. The System was a sort of lifeline of
absorbing interest for him then and thereafter. After Ouspensky's
death in 1947, one of his close followers - Colin's friend from the
1930s lectures days, Dr Francis Roles - continued System
meetings at what became The Study Society at Colet House in
London. The Society grew, but as Colin explained in 1978:'... Time passes, and more and more obviously the way to
Ouspensky's '.. (ideas) .. ' is not to be found by discussing them. But
in 1960 a miracle happened. A man '(Maharishi Mahesh Yogi)'
came from the East with a method of meditation ...... the method
took one straight there - of that there was no question. It took one ...
to the primary source of energy. And it did so in the gentlest
possible way.'** (to 3/2)

( * see Vol I New Truths 111/1 )
( ** see this Volume's 6/1 and Vol VI Time & Space - Prologue 4 )

3/2

The System - some history ( continued )

Colin's experience of the meditation he learned from Maharishi
in 1960 soon transformed his viewpoint of every aspect of the System.
It was as if he became capable of seeing it all from the inside out, rather
than from the outside in! And it was his conviction that this simple
meditation technique was the missing element in the System.
Ouspensky had maintained, *with characteristic profound ·
insight, that because it is natural for man to grow (or to 'remember
himself ') there must be a natural method for that growth, but he had not
been able to find this in all his travels. It was the task of the Society to
become sufficiently strong to attract the interest of custodians of such a
method and reconnect to the tradition from which it derived.
So it was an extraordinary achievement of Dr Roles and The
Study Society that by 1960 there was sufficient strength to welcome
Maharishi and provide initial support for his teaching activities and,
later, full-time ongoing support from some of its suitably qualified
Members . Then in 1961 when Maharishi introduced Dr Roles to the
Shankaracharya of North India, His Holiness Swami Shantanand
Saraswati, the link to the Holy Tradition**was accomplished.
During the ensuing years Dr Roles and others from the Study
Society and its associated groups strengthened this connection with
regular visits to the Shankaracharya and a large and remarkable Record
of their Audiences built up and increasingly took the centre stage at
the Society's meetings.
Meanwhile, Colin was constantly inspired by his desire to
reformulate the System in the light of his experience of meditation, and
to preserve the insights into the technique which he had gained from
Maharishi's talks in 1960/61. He was always a steadfast friend and loyal
supporter of Dr Roles' work with the Study Society, and so it was by
friendly arrangement that Colin began his own additional meetings with
those heartfelt aims of reformulation in mind. The meetings, at Colin's
Studios home in London, from the mid-70s, were a focus and sounding
board for the New System Papers we have today.***
(* Dr Roles gave an account to Mark Lucas in the early 60s of a private
conversation Ouspensky had with him on these lines.)
(** see also Val X Meditation 3/16 and this Volume's 6/1 &2 )
(*** see this Volume's Section 8)

4/1

New System Formulations - foreword

The New System Papers need to be taken all
together to understand Colin's work of reformulation.
A general overview is provided by Volume II
'Discovery of Truth', and there are shorter overviews at the
beginning of Vais V Enneagram and VII Cosmoses which
particularly outline Colin's 'three great truths' or categories
of System knowledge - for which see also 2/1-5.
The next two papers, 1"he Threefold Structure of
Knowledge' (4/2-6) and 'The Purpose of Knowledge' (4/7-10),
consider these categories further.
A third paper, Colin's 'Formulations for a New
System' (4/11-30), considers man's potential role within the
solar system.

4/2
THE T!-IR.EMJ<"OLD STRUCTURE OF KNOWLEDGE.

I.

Since the beginning of history man has always been faced. with
three great unknowns, three great questions to which he seeks the

answer.

Somet~mes one of these three questions engages his attention,

sometimes another, but seldom if ever do they all three come together,
in. the c,ontext of his philosopb,y or his religious thought.

Yet these

thre·e questions are complementary to each other, and only if they were
united in a single truth would man's understanding be complete.
The first of these· three questions is concerned with the origin
of things, with the way in which things are created, or come into being.
This question has always been of c~ncern to religion.

At certain times

in the past religion has known a very great deal about the principles of
crea.tion.

She has known, too, about its a.ifferent stages, about the

crha.racteristic levels of eTeated beings.

And from time to time she has

realised the importance of these different levels.

She has realised

that man needs the ability to recognise and understand them, both in
himself and in the world in which he lives, so that he can learn how to
transcend. suffering, and to find his· way back to the source from which
he came.

But the language in which these truths were expressed has

long since become outmoded, a~a nowadays there is

nothing to take

its· place.
The second of these three questions is concerned with the nature
of things, with their essence, or that which they are in themselves.
This question has always · been of interest to the artist.

In faot, all

great works of art provide in some degree an answer to this question, if'
only a very partial one - a glimpse perhaps of the nature of things,
hidden behind. their outwcll'd form.

Yet the principles underlying the

nature of ·things - these are not easily lmown.

A.~d the great mystical

writers of the past, even though they may have reached a very high level
of inner experience, e.re often d.ismally unable to express what they
have found..
time a

Yet somewhere these principles exist, and from time to

hint of their existence can be traced - hidden, perhaps·, behind

the screen of alchemy or magic, but never openly described.
And the third great question is concerned with the relation between
things, with their purpose and their function in relation to each other,
and to the whole to which they belong.

This question has always been

4/ 3
of interest to science

in f act, sc-i.enc.e will not acc:ept the evidence

. of art or religion, and deliberately c:onfines herself within the limits
of this third approach to truth.

Yet here again the principles are

lacking - the key which would open the d.oor to a new and simple method
of stud.ying the relation between cosmic entities is missing, and
scienc:e is becoming more and more confused.

Yet certain civilisations

were onoe in possession of this key, although nothing remains of what
they found

except perhaps a symbol, long since forgotten-, or the

remains of a musical theory, or an ancient religious calendar, or a
teaching about the gods.
Let us try to piece together all the knowledge we possess relating
to these three great questions, and then in time an answer will be foimd.

II.

In the holy t radition to whic-h the meditation belongs, it is said
that everything in the universe can be .reduced to three principles,

which are described as ABSOLUTE - BLISS - CONSCIOUSNESS.

These three

principles are a reflection, on the_ highest possible level, of the same
three questions we have been discussing.

Everything in its origin

comes from the Absolute, and everything sooner or later returns to
it again.
It follows that if we could find the Absolute in ourselves,
we should know where we came from, and where we· are going when we die.
For the Absolute is beyond life and death - it is that part of us which
remains - which is always there.
On the level of the Absolute, everything is Bliss - everything is
filled with ec·stasy, with indescribable happiness..
For- such is- the
true nature of things -

and.

all the great poets 1 the mystical writers,

the artists· a."l.d musicians of the past, have given us ample evid·e nc-e
that this is so.

In its true nature everything is

Bliss - that is what the medi ta,tion has shown us.

And on the level of the Absolute, everything exists in full
Consciousness - in full awareness of existence.
And so eve!'"'Jthing
is lmmm together and at once, which is what the word 'consciousness'
In this way the true function of everythiP.g is known, and. its
means.
meaning and purpose in relation to the whole •.
So if we could reach the Absolute within us, we should find. an answer
to these three questions - we should in fact know all there is to know.

4./4
But it is precisely here that we make a mistake - we thin.le the
Absolute is a long way off - we cannot see how near it really is.

They

People have given up all they possess, in search of the Absolute.

have endured physical suffering; left.the world to become a recluse.
People, too, have spent their lives in search o~ Consciousness,
und.ergoing strenuous d.isciplines in the special conditions of esoteric
schools.

But the Absolute is not all.that far away - through the

technique of meditation it can be reached in half an

hour~

In the technique of meditation we d.o not actually concern ourselves

with finding the Absolute;
control our attention.

nor do we disc·ipline our thoughts, or try to
We simply repeat the mantra in the way we

are told, and the Bliss which comes from the mantra attracts our minds
in that direction.

Sooner or later the mantra transcends, and in

that moment these three principles are reached.
So when we get up from the meditation and go about our daily work,
we begin to und.erstand more clearly what these three great unkno,..ms
are all about.

We begin to feel the presence of the creator in

ever-Jthing around us, and we see more clearly into the true nature
of things.

At the same time we realise the need for more knowledge

real knowled.ge about the world in which we live.

III.
What is real knowledge?

What form does it ta.~e - and how does it

d.iffer from all the knowledge we already possess?
that there are th~ee kinds of lrnowledge.

It has been said

There is the knowledge we

can get from logical writings, books and treatises on various subjec~s
that is the lo;rest level of knowledge.

Then there is the :!mowledge

to be obtained from ancient myths, from fairy tales and allegories - that
is knowledge on a higher level than the r~.irs .1.".

But the highest level

of knowledge is contained in symbols- for symbols are not only above the
level of words, but they are able to contain ma,.v different aspects of

And

truth simultaneously, on different levels a.'11.d on different scales.
that is the begin..'11.ing of real knowled.ge.
The symbol on the board is a
d.iscussed so far.

wa;y

of putting together all we have

You will see that the three principles are put at

each corner of the triangle~ and round the triangle is a circle.

This

means that the three principles a.re one and indivisible, like the Holy
TTinity of the Christian tradition.

Novement · round the circle

ABSdLUTE
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BLISS

CONSCIOUSNESS
c h i

1

indicates the passage of time, from c·onception to d.eath.
at the apex of the triangle.

Time begins

-We come in our origin from the Absolute,

and at the end of the circle we return to the Absolute again.

If we

measure time loga.L"i t.hmically \>,e find that exactly one half of the circle

the right hand. side - is that part of our life which is unknown to us,
including our prenatal life and our verJ early child.hood, a."1.d the other
half - the left ha..'ld sid.e - is that part of our 1 ife we can remember.
Just as in deep sleep during the night they say we are in direct touch
with Bliss - with the Absolute - so during prenatal life there are some
who believe that the same thing is true, and that when we awake in early
When

childhood. -we can still remember it.

our parents

begin talking to us in baby la.11o~age, this memory of course soon evaporates .
Eut think about this in relation to recurrence.

During

the rest of our life - throughout the left hand half of the

circle - we live in consciousness.

But only in .a relative sense, for

this consciousness is very fleeting, and most of our time we are simply
not there.
remember.

You may have noticed how little of our life we can ac·tua,lly
That is because consciousness is not continuous - it c·omes

for brief moments and then disappears again.

In between we are in a

kind. of clream state, but we think we are conscious all the time.
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Contrary to ma.1i.y current views, we cannot be conscious at will.
It 2.11 depends on having the right energy, and. this energy is produced
by

the meditation.

On the right hand side energy is manufactured,

on the left hand side it is used. for consciousness - and this is true,
not only on the scale of life itself, but also of our daily routine
with the meditation.

As a result of meditation consciousness will

come to us naturally during the day, and with it will come a new
Consciousness
happiness - a happiness which we never experienced before.
cannot exist without- happiness, and neither of these can exist without
unityo

Really these three are one and the same.
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TlIB PURPOSE OF KNOWLEDGE

I.

What is the purpose of knowledge?
different levels of knowledge?

Are there different kinds,

And where does knowledge lead us?

Wby is man always s.e archine for knowledge - is it an essential part
of his evolution?
The real purpose of knowledge is to lift man from the personal
level to the universal level - to enable him to lose his personal
self in searching for the universal self.

If he can do this, his

personal self will become free to exp?,nd into the tmiversal self,
and the two will become one thing.
But this presupposes the existence of real knowledge.
real knowledge, - how does it differ f!'om ord.inary lmowledge?

What is
In

terms· of· the table of materialities-, ordinary knowledge is about
level 48.

If it is a ffomewhat unusual kind of knowledge it may

be nearer 24.

But real knowledge is- of quite a different order

it belongs to level 6.

Above level 6 is level 3, and level. 3 is·

absolute - bliss - consciousness.

On this level knowledge would

become direct experience of being •.
So real knowledge· can lead us towards the transcendent, and that
is perhaps why man is alw,ws searehing for it, just as he is alwaysse~..rching for happiness.

For in its pure form knowledge bec-omes

consciousness of the absolute, just as happiness in its pur-e form·
bec-omes bliss.

Now there are actually three quite separate approaches to knowledge.
And it helps to keep t ·his :fact in mind when we are discussing things,
and not to allow them to become confused.

The first approach is

connected with the origin of things - with the way things are created
and come into being.

In the system this approach is expressed by

the ray of creation, the table- of" different materiali ties and many
things c~nnected with these idea"S.

When we start doing the meditation

it is· a great help to have some lrnowled.ge of this part of' the system,
particularly t he idea of different levels.

We tried to express this

in the last :few papers, the main idea of which was to find a way of
recognising different levels in oneself, and so of understanding how
the medltation works.
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The second approach to kn.owl edge is connected, not with the
origin of things but simply with their nature - with that which
they, are in themselves.

And this is expre13sed in the system by

the 18.w of three forces, and by triads.

For it is the order and

relative emphasis of each of the three forces in
determines the nature of' iihings,

a;

triad whiali

a11d it is this whic-h

produces

the difference between one kind of phenomenon and another.

If you go into the garden, or better still into the fields
and among the hedgerows, you will find many different kinds of'

flowers· and plants, growing there.

How

C?~

they each be so

different - how is thi·s inf'"ini-te variety achieved?

It is

all basically a·matter of the interrela,tion between three forces,
just as the wonderful variety of colour they contain is a matter

of the interrelation between three primary hues..

A little

more of this element, and a little less of that, and, a flower
becomes larger or smaller, more open or closed, containing: less
petals or more petals, growing a little differently on the stem.
Why does there hRve to be this enormous variety?

We were to1a·

it is because there are so many different influences to be received.
And in the same way with human actions - each person acts a little

differently- - no two people are-the same

one person will always

behave in this way and another in that.

And all this is due to

the way in which the three forc-es are acting through him, and the
order they happen to teJce.

No wonder we were told, origine.lly,

that 'man· cannot do'.
Now the law of three- forces· is intimately, c-onnected, as we know,
with the· wey in which the meditation works.

The mantra itself'

contains these three forces, in a certain order, and tha,t is why

when· we repeat it the ef'fe-et is pr-edictable· - it is not just a
matter of chance-.

In addition to this- the relation between

ourselves, the mantra, and the e:ffect of meditation must follow
a certain sequenc·e, and if this relation is the right one, sooner
or later these three elements will come together as one, and the

meditation will transcend.
So if we could understand the law of three forces we should: know

how to do the meditation - and what is more, we should be able to
make sure that it continued to be done in the right way in the
future, for that is- essential if we want

it. to remain, and not
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to becom~ lost or distorted.

So this second approach to knowledge

is very important :for us, and one day s·oon we must return· to
discussing it again.
But there is a third approach to lmowled.ge whic-h is equally
important·.

This third approach is-connected, neither with the

origin of things, nor with their nature, but with their relations·hip
one t ·o another.

This s-tudy of the relationship between things·,

and' of the way in which everything in the universe is interconnected,
lies at the root of all knowledge.

In the system we find it

expl'ained for us in the d oc,trine of· c-osmoses.
The doctrine of c-osmoses is a vecy wonderful instrument of· thought.
If we c-ou1a · ta.1.ce it _to its- final point it would. show us- - at least in
theory· - what the world is really like, whether- we exist in it or not-.
For this reason it has· a specia·l importance for us in connection with
the meditation, for when the meditation transcends it ta.lees· us to the·
same point - not- in theory but· in fact.

The trouble is, when we

get there·, the ordinary mind has nothing to get hold of".

But if

we· could: make the· doctrine of' cosmoses part· of our- being, it might
pess-toly f'il.l the· gap.

At any rate, it is, worth a try.

The basic: idea of the doctrine o:f cosmoses is that the- world
in which we- live c-o nsists of

a;

~umber- - a li'm i t-ed number- - of' separate

entities, each complete in itself.

These· entities,, or cosmoses,:

exist one within the other, and form, an orderly succession of worlds,.
the greatest of which contains· all the others within it.

B.e-ing

contained one within the other, each c-osmos· must of neces-sity, va;ry
enormously im magnitude from the one· below or above it-..

And being·

so different· in magnitud.e, each c:osmos has- its· own time, which differs
to the same degree.

This relation between one c-osmos and the next

is a· c-ons-tant factor throughout the universe - a factor which was
described, originally, as the difference between zero and infinity.
This means· th?,t each cosmos is · zero to the c-osmos· above it, and
infinity to the cosmos below it - a definition of infinity which is
clearly different from the usual mathematical definition,. and implies,
amongst other things, that infinity is~ measurable quantity.

Actually,

this quantity was stated to be· approximately 30,000 times.
But perhaps the most important idea. of this doctrine is that each
c·osmos is a living 15eing, existing in its own time .- a- be-ing whic·h
is born, lives and dies, and receives impressions from its surround.ings
just as we do..

Ey implication this would mean that everything in

the whole universe is alive - that there is no such thine- as·~ lifeless
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universe, in certain remote corn·e rs·
come about accidentally·..

or·

which living beings have

On the contrary, there is· no corner

of the universe which is not fully living .md sensitive to impress·ions
just as· we are, and the only reason why we are not aware of this· fact

is due to the enormous differences in time and magnitude which exist
between other beings and ourselves.

If we- can learn how to overcome

these differences, w:e shall begin to see t-he- world

as

it· really is.

MAN.

GALAXY.·

ORGAl'HC'
LIFE

STAR
CLUSTER

atoyr

I
I
I

SUN
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Colin's summer 1971 'Formulations for a New System' is introduced
here with extracts from letters to his friend· Dr Roles which help to
illustrate Colin's developing cognition about the difference between
man's evolution and realisation:'. .! am far from clear what you really mean by self realisation, so
perhaps that is the first thing to clear up. You speak about 'realised man'
as if you meant number 7 - the highest a man could be. On the other
hand self realisation can be taken very differently - to mean, in a simple
way, the realisation of man's possibilities in life, on the level on which he
was created. As such it would refer to all men.
These are two different things, arent they?. There is evolution, from
man 1 to man 7, and there is self realisation, at right angles to it, so to
speak. I have a feeling these are different processes, and that they
belong to different kinds of time & different scales - the first to
evolutionary time, the second perhaps to recurrence ..' (6/3/71)
'I got the answer to my question about evolution and self
realisation. It came in the form of a diagram - our old friend the
equiangular spiral.
If you take evolution, in the sense of different levels of man
(man 1 to man 7) - as they have existed as far as we know since the
beginning of man's history- if you take this to be the angular coordinate
i.e. measured round the spiral, then self realisation, which is possible for
man on any level of evolution, is the radial coordinate i.e. it is movement
from any point on the spiral along the "radius, towards the centre:-
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This explains many things - how man 6, for instance, lives much
nearer to self realisation than man 1, 2 and 3, and can get to the centre
very easily, whereas man 7 is always there. Also that self realisation
must be different, and require different methods for each kind of man
round the spiral, and yet it is quite possible for man on any level to move
inwards to the centre, while remaining where he is in life. And one sees.
too, that evolution is a different kind of direction from self realisation - it
moves along a different coordinate, and probably exists in a different
space and time.' (14/3/71)
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'... You .. question why I have called them dimensions instead of
levels of man, and why I dont use the old terminology. There are two
reasons - first the idea of levels is inclined to give the impression of a
kind of superiority game - "he's on a higher level than I am" - and the
idea of dimensions seems to get over this to some extent. Secondly, I
really think there are dimensions. The idea explains certain things about
people which wasnt contained in the system formulation. It explains a lot
about the differences between people - more on the lines of the Laws of
Manu* ....
The system teaching about man 1, 2 and 3** just isnt 'on'
nowadays, at least thats how I feel. It got taken in the sense of 'those in
the work and those outside', it lead into the idea that one had to change
into somebody different, and it seemed to encourage the wrong kind of
struggle in oneself and to produce a great deal of fear and uncertainty
about where one was going. But the modern idea that 'everyone is the
same' is equally wrong, and without the idea of the inner circle*** life
becomes meaningless. But the idea of the inner circle is not an easy
one to put across, and there is a great deal about it I dont understand,
and would like to understand better.
My idea about this paper was to start with man's relation to
mankind ... and to go on to show his relation to organic life, to the
planetary world and the sun in the way it is expressed in the Diagram of
All Living**** and the lateral octave.***** But all this is quite an
undertaking!
This is how I see it:Six dimensional man
Five dimensional man
Four dimensional man

Man no.7
Man no.6
Man no.5
(Man no.4)
Three dimensional man Man no.3 )
Two dimensional man
Man no.2 }
One dimensional man
Man no.1
)

Archangels
Angels
Man

Vertebrates
(15/8/71)

(* see P.O. Ouspensky - New Model of the Universe 1934 p 502)
(** the System classified man 1, 2 and 3 as all on the same level of
self development with either physical(1 ), emotional(2) or intellectual(3)
predominance. Man 4 had acquired more balance and a permanent
'centre of gravity' towards self development. Man 5, 6 and 7 signified
increasing stages of self realisation)
(*** see 2/15)
(**** see Vol IX All Living)
(***** see 2/6)
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An earlier unfinished rough draft for a paper on the lines of
4/11-12 includes this pencil sketch of the equiangular spiral
within the circle. (The sketch has been slightly adjusted for the
4/11-12 context.)
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FORMULATIO£-TS FOR A NEW SYSTEM.

Summer I97I~

I.
This system teaches the fulfilment of lifee

It is, not

concerned with withdrawal :from life, or with the need for any
special conditions-· of living.

The aim of this system is to

enable man to achieve the greatest possible fullness of life
in the world c.irc.umsi:anc-es- to which he belongs.
This system does not believe in a;ny doctrine of denial.
Desires are natural for man, and it is only when they cannot be
realised that suffering begins:e

The purpose of this system

is therefore to enable man to realise his desires, and to obtain
what his heart really wants, and what it is_· right for him to have ..
This system teaches that goodness is natural for man, and
By reaching the deeper

that ~truggle with evil is unnecessary.

parts of his nature, it is possible for man to learn how to live
by this goodness, ·which exis-ts in everything created.

If he

can; learn_ how to do this, evil will disappear~

•

•

•

•

•

•

What do we mean'. by fulfilmen-t of life?
life - which way are we trying to go?

What is- our aim in

What~ ultimately, clo we

hope to achieve?
Let us begin by remembering a very important thing - each of
us-contains within him the possibilities of all ma.nkinde

Yet

each of us is different - each of us develops certain of these
possibilities and nnt others.
develop if we knew the

wa:y -

Are there certain things we coulcl
things which would enable our lives

to be· fulfilled?
Let us remember another thing - there are two kinds of
dif':ference between men, there is difference in-kind, or in nature,
and there is difference in level, or dimension.

Difference in

kind we know about - it is this which makes each person himself,
unlike any other - no two persons are the same.

But difference

in dimension is something different - it is not so easy to s-ee,
unless one knows how to look for it, and it belongs to a muc.h bigger
scale - the scale of all mankind.
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And so on a· large scale - the scale of all mankind - there
are difi'erent kinds of people, different'. according to the number·
of dimensions they possess.

Some people are onec dimensional,

o-thers: are two dimerrsional, others three dimensional and so on ..
Men of one dimension, for insta.rrce, - they a:re: simple people,
often very deep and genuine people, who live

a;

muc-Jr more physical.

life, much nearer to earth and to nature than we are.

Men of two dimensions are simple people too, but there is
something added..

They are- essentially I:ovable and friendly;

s:oc::iable-, and dep~nderrt on each other.

Often. they are busine::ss

people, and good· at making money.

Men of three· dimensions hava something still further added.

They are- more developed in-teliectually,. and are often the
professional types - the doctors-, the lawyers, the accountants·
pe:ople who have had a· long and specialised training,, and are
usually very dedicated to their work.
In days- gone by the dif.f'erenc·e between these three kinds of
people was- clearer cut.

In the,' modern world they tend to merge

together, and this is as, it s-hou.ld be,. for it mean-s· that man is
developing.- his life is becoming more fulfilleda

On a world

s:cale s-omething is growing - man's potentialities are being be-ttei-·
e:x:ploi ted, and all three dimensions are- becoming avail'able f.or
the oenefi t of man.icind. -

This shows, itself: outwardly in a vastly

improved standard of education, in a better understanding of_ man' &
s-ocial needs-, of his emotional and physical outlets, and so on.
But even if all thes-e:, things were fully exploited, there would
still be s-ome quality missing.

This quality i& c:reative ability

tne CTeative ability of the artist, the scientist, the poet, the
composer - it is- this which gives certain men a further dimension,
and it makes a profound difference to their lives.
The: chief characteristic of a man with c:reative ability is
that he is always searching - searching for something above him
and beyond his reac-h.

Other pe·ople seldom understand this-, and

that is why great artists go unrecognised, and sometimes dia in
poverty.

But sometimes there are people who understand, and.

sometimes they can help, f.or this charac::teristic, ex:ists potentially
in all men, and that is the whole point about it.

It can show
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itself' in a great many different forms - in a, simple way, in
devotion to God-, in the love of lfature, in great artistic: ability;
in the search for truth, in great discoveries - always it is there
beneath the surface.

In younger people it shows itself in a g:eea-t

res·l;lessness, a desire for new experience;

and if it cannot ba

eirpressed it brings frustration, and sometimes turns to violem:rec
And ~o this qua-J..ity exists in all men, but in some it is

stronger than others.

With some mew everything· in life is given

up to this one end - to-find the source of creativity within
themselves:-.

1rfl1en they find it they are in the cJ.ouds, when they

los-e it they are in despair._

It is the beloved to whom all great

poetry is 1-rritten,. the water of life in the Russian fairy tale, the
sleeping beauty, the holy grail ••••••
But what exactly is it?without it?

And why is life so boring and dull

What is this spark of life, of creativity, which some:

people have and not others?_

It is a quality whicn springs from

the deepest part of man's nature, from the .most real part of himself and that is why it is so innaccessible.

In men of one,- two and

three dimensions it c:omes e.nd goes - it is s.o metimes available and_
sometimes not.

But in four dimensional man it is established - it

is always: within his reach.

In this respect, four dimensional ma."?

has attained a c:_-ertain fulfilment of life which men of one, two_ and
three dimensions do not possess.;11Four dimensional man has unity. - Having found what is real in
himself he has become free from cnnf'lict, and having no conflict hia
suffering disappears.

Everything springs from a single point within

himself - a point which is full of real and permanent happinessoeo~
Ahdyet there is still a dimension he lacks - certain qualities
he does not possess, qualities which on his level are very importanto
These qualities are connected with knowledge - for four dimensional .
man has found himself, but he has not yet found the world.

To know

oneself is one thing, but to know the world - to know the laws and

*

Four dimensional man is

dimensional man is 'man no.

1

roan no. 5 1 in the old terminology, five

6', and six dimensional man is 'man no. 7'~

'Man'.!'lo. 4' in the old terminology had not acquired this extra
dimension, but he had a 'permanent aentre of gravity', and was on
the way to doing so.
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principles governing the world, the causes of all phenomena
which manifest in the world, the objective reality of the
world - this is a further dimension which five dimensional
man possesses.

No-one less than five dimensional man is

capable of tmderstanding what is n-eeded by the world - what is
needed to save mankind at a particular
instan-c:e.

tim~

in history, for

No-one less than him c-ould devise a new system, a new

teaching or a new relj,gion which cnuld achieve this.

Attempts

have b-een- made by men of les:s dimensions,. and inevitably they
have produc:ed wrong results, and often a great deaL of suffering.
F"br it is only five dimensional man who kn·ows the full effect of'
his actions on every levels of mankind.
We are told that a still further dimension is possible for
man

the sixth..

This is c:onnec:ted .with ma..~ing permantmt all_

those qualities which are valuable in man, so that they cannot be
lost or destroyed.

And in this sense· a man of six dimensions

would have fulfilled his lif~., and the cycle of life and death
would nn longer interrupt the flow of this fulfilment, which
would c:ontinue to exist whether or not the body c.a~e

ann

went~

For this reas·on, perhaps, it has been said that he is immortale.•••
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II.

Man - individual man, the microcosm - reflects in himself
the whole of mankind, the macrocosfil.

Each of us has all these

different dimensions within himself - each of us is all men - and
yet each of us is himself, he is different from any other persono

And so fulfilment of life does not mean bec:-oming another person
a man of, • a difi'erent dimension - it means. becoming oneself.
In order t 'o fulfil one's life one has to become that which one
already is.

Everything is already there - it has only to be

disc-overed and unf'olded.

And this can best be done in the ordinary

c:onditions of our life - there is no need to imitate the lif'e of
another, or to change our natural role.
But how do men of di:r:ferent dimensions crome to be where they
are,?

How does a man of'• four, or five dimensions c:ome into existence?

Was he born· to be what he is-, or did he reach this:· level through hisown doing?

.P..nd what determines the presence, at certain times in

the history of ma...•1kind, of a man of six dimensions?

Is there some-.

higher intelligenc:e which controls these things?
Yes, there is a higher intelligence whic.h c:ontrols the development
of different levels within mankind, just a-s there, is· a higher

intelligence which controls the deve:lopment of different qualities:
di:fferent characteristics - in each i:ndividuai. man.
ques:tion how they came into existence in the
should we question it in the former case?

We d:o not

Latter case, s:o why
It has - been said that

man is the mind, the intelligenc:e of tha~ great Being to whom we
all belong-.

And' just as the mind of individual man contains: many

d1:fferent levels, s:o does, mankind c:ontain many different levels, or
different dimensions of men.
So· by studying the mind of individual man we should expect to
find in it a reflection of that great mind - the mind that is
mankind·..

Mow the individual mind has an oute:r and an inner part

the outer part is that which we use every day, for the ordinary
affairs of lif'e, the inner part is more remote - it is where all
the causes of our actions c-ome from, for it is: much older ana.
deeper - it is what we really are.

In the same way there is an

outer and an inner part of mankind.

The outer par-t Qunsists of
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men of one, two and thr.ee dimensions
the ordinary affairs of life.

it is · they who look after

But the inner part cunsists · of men of·

four, five and six dimensions - it is they who know what is. needed:
by mankind, . and are able to create the causes behind his acitionso
This inner part of mankind has been called the inner ~ircle of
humanity.
The inner cdrc:-le of hume-,ni ty is not easily found.

Even the

very idea of its existence escapes use, for we cannot grasp what

it means.

In the same wa;y the deeper parts of .the mind are not

easily found, and in the ordinary way we are not aware of their
existence except at one or two special moments· in our livese
But acoording to this system it is these deeper parts of the·
mind which

are the key to man's · real nature..

By c:ontcw:ting them

he finds himself, and at the s.ame time he finds that goodness which

belongs to everything created.

Ordinarily in trying-to find

goodness man looks outwards, antl sometimes he finds it in the world
around him - in the wonders of Na;t;ure, perhaps., or in the laws- ofc
the Universe, or in the simple kindness of other people.

Bht the

0

real source of this goodness is within - it exists in the deepest
levels of the mind,, just as it exists within the inner c:irc.le of.
humanity..

If the attention is attracted towards this goodness it

will find it, for that is where the mind likes to beo
Modern psychological theories give the impression that the
deeper levels of the mind are ~ull of primitive instincis, complex
desires, hallucinations and so on.

All these things," if' they

exist at all, are on a quite super:ficial level - they exist, perhaps,
on· the level of dreams, or dreams in the waking state._

When the

. attention reaches deeper levels these things disappear

the: mind

0

begins to experience blis.s - a new and quite unexpected happine.s.s •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Happiness is the key to man's real nature.

This is a secret

which man understood long ago, but time and again throughout history

he has forgotten it.

Time and a-gain man has tried to reach these

deeper levels of the mind by other ways - by efforts, by prayer, by
fasting, by strenuous disciplines - but there is only one way in
which the mind will go there naturally - through happiness.
A method which uses this simple way is a natural method
which requires no struggle or inner c:onflict.
have to be forced to go there, it goes there of

one

The mind does not
its

own accord.
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Consequently all the dangers and difficulties, inherent in
struggle with fun:c:tions are avoided.
This method is in fa.et unlike any other method o:f prayer- or·
meditation one has ever heard of.

Ordinarily one thinks of

prayer or- meditation in terms of controlling the mind 1 forcing
it by means of words- or images·· to gp in a c:~rtain direction.
With this, method we never struggle wit.hour thoughts - we: lettliem go on unhinder.-etl, in the way they like to·go.
attent'ion is left free - free- t-o
de:eper- than- words.

be

And s:o the

attracxed t'.oward·s levels f:a;l"'

Only in this way can our reaL nature- he reacJ1.ed.

The more we experienc·e the bliss that belongs to these deep
levels in the mind, the more we begin t ~o realise tha-t everything ·
· about us - everything of · any importance that ever happened. in
our- lives - has its origin in these deeper parts-.

It is: fr:orrr

here that everything begins, and it is to here that everything returns.
An:d s-o if they are reached regularly it wilL have a most profound

effect on our lives - many of ' our personal prcolems will disappearj.

and life will take on a new complexion.

But more important thai.~

this,, a new direction will begin to appear: in our liv:es.
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III.

Man is

not only man-, he is part of organic life on earth.

And in order to fulfil his life on earth he has to bec-.ome m1ited
with organic life, to live according to his true nature, to take
his place, not only among other men, but among all living creatures.
lfow each of us c:ontains within himself a sample of everything

valuable in orga..11ic' life.

Each of us is like an Ark, in which

every kind and description of' living thing is assembled. This
The peculiar characteris-tic of each
is· not pha.ntasy, it is fact.
animal, each sp9c:ies, - exists also in man.

Animals are like

experiments - experiments: in· which the specdal organs
required by man have been separately developed.

and

sensea

Yet man has

something else - a further characteristic whicll no animal pos-sess,es-·
a ch.arac:teristic which exists only in Nature as a wholee
0

The key to ·an understanding of man's relation to Nature lies in
the idea of parallel worlds.

Man,- regarded as a world, a c.csmos---,

is· parallel to the world of Nature ..

Man . contains

everything that Nature a..ontains within herself:.

Hut

within hims:elf·
of · cx,urse

the scale is vastly dif':ferent,- -and that is why this fact is s:o
difficult to grasp.

Features which are really the same look

different, becaus-e of the · vast differenae in space a.-id timeo
This parallel between the world of Nature and the world of
man

iEtc: accepted in the sense of physical matter.

It is well known

that man- contains the same matter - is made of the same subst~nce -

But from the point of view
of func~ion the parallel is not so clear.
It is not generally
accepted, for instancre, that Nature breathes, that she absorbs food,
that she receives impressions a.~d influences from outside her. Thi&
fa.et is not understood bec.ause the timing of these functions-: is s·o
as that which exists in organic life.

vastly different from our own.

And yet it is true - Nature is a

living being just as we are, and fundamentally her functions are
the same.
In order to understand .Nature, we have to feel her as alive.
We have to feel her presence around us - something we cannot put
into words.

Yet it helps to think about her too, and to work out
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what her functions really are.

The world of plants, for

instanne, the trees, the green fields, the forests - what is
the real purpose of plants, what are they really for?
connected with Nature's breathing
as the respiratory system in

man.

They · are

they fulfil the same function
Nature breathes every 24 hours:,

man breathes every 3 secfonds - the two proc:esses have m11ch in
commorr,. 'li·o th in a physic:o-chemical sense and in many other ways ,.
And then· the differ.ent'.- orders of living creatures - invertebrates,

vertebrat-es, man - what is their purpose in Nature, what function·
do they fulfil?:'

If we study their anatomy only there is not very

muah we can learn,, but if we atudy their nerv.o us struc:ture we
discover a

most· important fact - the nervous structure of{· each

of these different orders of living creatures has its crounterpart
in man.

The oldest and most primitive kind of nervous structure - that
of the invertebrates - has developed into the creep instinctive
mind of man - that part of him whic.h crontrols all his vital funclion~
and according to recent researc:h is am;i ve even in deep sleepo
The n~xt level of nervous strudure - that of the vertebrates· and
mammals - has developed into the emotional mind in man, and shows:
itself in dreams; in habits, in c-hemic-al o:hanges and many other
things whic-h are half hidden from us,- in: the usual way, and yet have
a profound effect on our behaviour..

And the lasii, the most

reo:ent level of nervous structure is that which belongs to man
the · c:erebral cortex-.

This part of the mind is perfected in ma.ll,

and distinguishes him from : the animal world.

It does not exis-t·

at all in most animals,, and is only partially devel'oped in the
great apes.- and some of the higher mammals •.

It is active in our

everyday wa.~ing state, and it enables us to think logica~ly, to
talk, to write 2.nd. to do all those things which animals az.nnot do9
But above all it enables us to see ourselves · - t-o be aware of our
own existeno:e

and its proper function is that of a mirror, a

mirror in which the impressions which c:ome to it from the deeper
parts of the mind are reflec~ed~

And if it works properly as a

mirror, and is able to ref'leci; these deeper parts, we begin- to
understand Nature, and to bec.--ome united with her •.
•
•
•
And so we oegin to realise what fulfilment of life re-ally
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means.

It means the development of these three levers-· of nervous

struc::ture,, - these thre-e parts of the mino. - so that their· full
potentiari ties are realis:ed, and' they wor.k together a-s one. .

In

the man of one dimens1on it is the rinvertebrate' mind whic:.h
dominatesc, in the man· of two dimensions, the 'vertebrate} mind
ta.-1<:es pr-e:crnd·ence, and i'n' the man of three dimensions, the mind of0

reason and logic - the mind of man-...takes prec:edence over the other

two-.

But it is _only through special. training and speaial methoa:s

that all tbrBe minds can be- brought int~ harmony with each other,
as they are in men of higher dimensions.
wordrr-, is the aim, the purpose of'- this system.•-• e.
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rv.
It is at this point in· our discussion that we neecr t-o bring in
the idea of c:onsaiousness.
does it c-ome from?:

What actualJ.y is c:onsciousness?

Where -

Are there differeni; degrees, different levelffi

of consciousness?

And what is the c:onnection, ifa:n.y, between

a:onsciousn·ess: and functions-?
If we t'ry to understand c:onsc:iousness as a separate phenomenon
we cannot get very far, for consciousness dBpends on creative energj- 7
a:n.d areative energy has more than one aspect..

In its purest form

creative energy has three aspea:ts - the first is identity, or onenes1? 1
the secrond is consciousness, and the third is happiness,, or b1iss:'These three aspect~ of creative energy exist in every form of life,
whatever it may be, but the degree to which they manifest is very
0

d~fferent - it depends on the nearness of the sourc~.
In man the source of creative energy exists in the deepest part
of the mind - the 'invertebrate' mind discussed in the last chap'.i;er,
which is ao:tive even in deep sleep.,

Eut in the ordinary way we are

only dimly aware of tliese three a:sp·ee:ts of creative energy, bec-ause
that part of the mind in which we are ordinarily active is:. too far
awa:y - it cannot make contact with the creep insidndive mind.

So we

s-eldom experienc-.e _c:onsciousness or bliss· to any degree, and we knnw
very little about our real identity,. our real 'I'.
On the other hand the lev.el of creative en~rgy which reaches us
is constantly changing, c:onstantly fluctuating, and it is possible
to observe and to measure this level in three diff'erent ways.

For

we know that if the level of our o·onsc:iousness increases we experienc:e
greater happiness, greater b-liss;

and c:onv.ersely if our happiness

· increases, we can be sure that this implies greater consciousness;

ana

thirdly, if either increases, do we not experienc:e with it a greater
sense of' our own identity, a Gtronger feeling of 'I'?

•

•

•

•

•

..

•

•

•

Now it is· a mistake we have made in, the past to believe that we
can increase the level of our cr.onsciousness oy deliberately trying to
do so, or by thinking or remembering about it by an effort of will.
The t•eason f'ol' this becomes clear when we realise that such efforts·
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have their origin· in the ordinary everyday mind, and' do- rrot
15ring us any nearer to the deep Tevel of mind from whic-11 creative
energy comese
Sometimes- we contact this dee:p revel'. by accident'
·
· d 1· t in
· the mi· d s t of a per:i.o
· d . of · great/ s -J;ressor
some t imes
we f in
suffering, sometimes it comes to us unexplained, in a quite
ordinary moment of our lives~

But always· it c:omes to us

naturally, and' is aertainly not within our direct control.,
Yet it is not the &,im of this system to find a way of."
ino.reasing these

moments·, these 'peak experienc·es'.

The

purpose of this system is to bring creative energy into the
ordinary routin~ of life - to make ordinary life fuller and more
'Pea:k experiences' ffo not help with this

they tend

to make ordinary life seem duller and less inviting

something

creative.

to be av:oided if possiole, something from whic::h we hav.e to escape.
With this method

Where does the differenCB actually lie?

of meditation we learn how to bring the ordinary level of mind
into c:ontac;l; with· the sourc:e of creative energy, not just once
or twia.e, but every day as a matter of routine.

In this wey ·i;he

ordinary mind bec:orrres gradually steeped in creative energy - the
subtl'e levels of energy oec·ome intermi.n.gled with the gross...

Like

dipping cloth in a dye - the ordinary mind bec:omes more and more deepry
dyed with creative energy, every time it is dipped.

And

SO'

it

is our ordirrary everyday life whic-h takes on a new crom}'Jlerion,
and

the need for special experiencre no longer arises •

•

•

•

•

•

•

But to return to the question of consciousness;

it is arr

important thing t'o realise that above a c:erta1.n level of energy
r-unntions do not exist.

Functions, in the sense of. movements:,.

. actions, t'houghts, sensations, do not exist at all. on the highest
level. of experiencre - they only begin to manifest on a level below•
This does not mean that we experience a sense of nothingness or
oblivion· - just the -opposite •.

On the highest level there is

direat experience of being - the fullest a..11.d most
experience it is possible for man to have.

complete

Such experiemre is

beyond the level of words, out has been d·escribed in the t:r•affition·
of the meditation as 'absolute
Consciousness~ ca11.
..

bli'ss - consciousness·'.
therefore exist independently of
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functions, and as it exists on a higher level than functions,
work on the control of functions, of which there are many kinds
in esoteric: and religiom,· schools, will not necessarily increase
a

man's c·onsciousness - it may do just the opposite.

can a:onsciousness

How, then,

be increased?

The answer to this question is not a. simple one.

Traditionally

we are told that there are three ways,to enlightenment.

One wey is:

through pursuit of the Absolute,. another is through the pursuit of
consciousness, and the third wa;y is-, through the pursuit of happine.-ssor bliss.

Pursuit of ·the Abs:olute is the wa;y of ·the monk,

the ascetic, the recluse,,,

It involves denying the world, giving

up everything one has-, and retiring to the sec.:J.usion of a cave or
a cell to·· meditate upon~ the Absolute to the exc·l usion of all else.
Pursuit of consciousness requires spe~ial methods, special clisciplines·
connected with the control of attention.

It is the way of ma..-zy

traditional schools, such as Zen, and can only be carried out
suc:m~ssfully 11,."lder special conditions applying· inc thes·e schools:·.,
Only in the third way are no special conditions neetled.

This iR

the wa;y of the meditation, which was designed by thos·e who created
0

it to be carried.out in the ordinary conditions of life.

It works

through the pursuit of happiness or bliss.
Why should special conditions, long and arduous disciplines,

retirement from the world be nec:essary in the first two ways:: and
not in the third?

We know · tha.t the meditation had been· losii to

man..~ind for many c-enturies before it was rediscovered only recently 1
about the time of the Second World War •.

If it hail not been lost,

could it perhaps· have taken the place of these tradi tiona·l ways - or
is each of the thre-e ways necessary, perhaps· to suit the needs of
different people, or for some other purposa

connected with the

evolution of mankind?
Or is it not possible that the world we live in is changing, and
that there is no longer any place for these arduous and difficult
methods - that they belong to a different period of man's history?
Certainly they seem quite out of character wi t .h the spirit of man
today •••••
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Sb this wa;y we have found is anew wa;y, a wa;y of happinesso
The struggle and conflict of other wa07"s has disappeared.

But -

the relics of other ways are still around us, . and it is important
to recognise the difference - to know at once, in what one reads:
and what one is told, and especially in what one is trying to do
oneself, which of these three wa;ys: lies behinQ ite,

Otherwise

the full eff ect of the meditation will be lost.
Rut how can one tell the differenc.e?:
happiness.,

· Largely, perhaps:? through

For happiness is not only the result of meditation-, it

is part of the actual technique~

Every moment the mind is searching ·

for happiness, and that is why it goes: in a certain direc_tion.
Gradually it is attracted nearer and nearer to the s:ourc:e from which
happiness comes, the place of happiness within us.

And in this

plac~ the three elements bea:ome one - happiness, consciousness and
unity are one and the same thing.
The fact that it is natural for the mind to go in the direc~iorr
of happiness - the fact that i:t goes there of its own auc:ord - this,
is the key to the whole thing.

It is this which distinguishes_ the

wa;y of happiness from all other wa;ys.
For it means that effort
and struggle are avoided - one does not have to f .o rce anything,
one does not have to oppose anything.
The· whole proc:esz is a
natural one, from beginning to end •.
.Inevitably the relicE of other ways ~untain some element of
struggle, of effort, of 'doing'.

Inevitably they c~ntain the

f~eling of 'ought', of an uphill climb, of an arduous and difficult
ascent.

of

And thos-e that are derived from the first way - the wa;y

the Abs-olute - i'nevi tably contain a doctrine of denial.

of'.

abandoning the world, of turning awa;y from it because it is. full
of evil.

All these things are crontral'""J to the meditation, an.cl

everything c·o nnec-ted ui th this system..
place and a different time •• •·•

They belong to a ffifferent
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Man's relation to organic life is· primarily a physical
relation~

His physical body comes to him from organic life

it comes out of time, out of long avenues of evolutionary time. In , this sense man's phys:ica.l body is four dimensional, for it is,

a three dimensional object existing in time, existing in the time
. of Nature.
And that is why four dimensional man has a special
relation to Nature - he has f.bu.nd in himself a c:onnec.t ion with
· Nature's time.
But what is there beyond the physical . body?
body dies~ what i •s it that survives?

When the physical

It is man's- soul thaii

survives the death of the physical body - it survives~ to be born
again in a new body - to take on a new body, like a new suit of
clothes.
Ma1r's soul · does not c.ome from organic- life like· the bodyf it
· comes from a very much bigger world, the world of the earth and
the planets.

It is the repetition of the planeta...ry- orbits. as they

revolve around the sun - it is this which determines the nature of
man's sou.l..

In days gone by this fact was known and understood,

but now it has all been forgotten·.

The s:oul belongs to a different '.

dimension - the fifth dimension of time, and that is why it repeat~
again and. again.
So it is five dimensional man who understands the nature of. the.
soul

it is he who is able to see - men as · individuals, and to know

what each individual needs.

He knows:, too, that man is tied to

repetition - that everything in life is repeated again and again,
and that the more things are repeated, the stronger man's tendencies:
bec:ome.
And he knows that the wa:y of escape lies in the sixth
dimension- - that it is only through the sixth dimension that any
real chruige can take place in a man's life.
Everything new, everything that has never happened before in a
man's life, every real change that ta.~es place in himself - all these
things come from the sixth dimension, and in their origin they depend
L'ike the light of the s:un,

on the presence of six-dimensional man.

this presence is not contained, it is limitless.
we call spirit.
•·

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It is this which
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Everyone has the spirit within him.

Sometimes it is

hidden away in a deep corner of ourselves, sometimes it shines
out strongly. ,

But in six dimensional. man it is fully o~rculating

it is available a.ll the time.

When the spirit cira-.J.la.tes in

the body it brings life , to the body, and so we call it the life
principle;

and when the spirit circulates in the soul it brings

l 'i:f'e to the soul, a.nd so we experience ha.ppines~ - tha;t wonderful

happiness that belongs to the meditation.
The spi7it has power ~o
unite the .soul and the body, . and to bring about harmony between them-.
Wherever it circulates there is li~e, wherever it circulates tension
and suf'feri~ disappear....
And just as the body comes to us
:from org~'flio life, and just as the soul belongs to the planetary
world, so does the spirit belong to a very much larger world again the world of the sun, o.f the solar system as a whole.
The real sun is much bigger than the sun we see.

It exists for

countless ages, and ino-1udes in its li:fe the whole long history
of earth, of nature and of man.
is that great Being to whom

we

It is this - the real sun - whio-h

all belong.

but in actual fact this is true.
island universes

Not in

a;

my-stical sens-e,

Galaxies, spiral nebulae,

these are too remote :from us,

their time,

is too different from our own.
Atoms-, elee:trons, nuclear particles these are too remote from us too, but on the other side of space~
But the solar system is different - it is possible to understand it
as a living Being, and to realise what man's purpose is in relation
to this Being.

•

stp e/

Only then shall we

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

why man exists •

•

In· ancient Indian philosophy this great J3eing was kn.mm as Brahma ..
Brahma was the solar system - the key to this fac:t exists, in the time
scales of ancient Hindu c:hronology.

rn

the Vishnu Pimana certain

astronomical periods are mentioned - a period after whiah Nature iff
destroyed, a very much longer period, called the Day 0£ Brahma, after

which heaven- and earth a.re destroyed, and a very much longer period
still, called the Life of' Brahma, . after whie.h the s-olar system is
destroyed. This- period:, the Lif'e of' Brahma, is re:ferred to as the
'twinkling of an- eye' for Shiva.
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The actual periods need not c-oncern us here, but what is the
meaning behind them?
First, Brahma is a living being, a being who
lives and breathes and has his own time, . jus:t as: every other- living
being has his own time.

Se«ondly, the time of Brahma is interlocked

with that of lesser beings - a day for Brahma is~ whole lifetime for
the earth, a day for the earth is a whole lifetime for nature, and ao on.
Thirdly, all these lesser beings - earth, nature, even man himself are part o:f Brahma,· exist within the boey of the solar system, just as
cells·, molecules and atoms exist within the body of man.
And lastly, Brahma himself is part of an even larger -being; for
his whole lifetime stands in relation to Shiva, the whole Universe,
as the 'twinkling of an eye' is to us.

Clearly, the time of

Brahma - of the whole solar system - is interlocked with that of
other beings, star clusters, galaxies--, spiral nebulae, in a great
crhain of worlds stretching from one end of space to an-other.

Everything

in- the Universe is intercronnecrted, and everything in the Universe

is alive.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so fulfilment of life is a very much bigger thing than we
first supposed.
On the scale of' maru's place among other men it is
one thing, on the scale of man's pla.c:e among all living crea-tures
it is another; on the scale of ma.n:'s' plac:e in the planetary world
it h 9,s a still :further meaning and significanee, and on the scale
of -Brahma, the solar system as a whole, fulfilment of life has the
fullest meaning it could have for man.

Let us try to imagine what

this meaning could be.
From the point of view of Brahma, the GOlar system, one is tempteQ
to say that individual man does not exist.,

His life i~ surely ~oo

short - only the 'twinkling of aw eye' in duration;, and in any case
his physical body is too small to be seen on this enormous s:oale,
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But is this r.eally true?
is· no proof that

~

The fact that his body does not exis~

does not exist, f'or the b:ody is a temporary thing,

a phen-0mennn existing in time.

The soul is much bigger tha..~ the

bndy - exiBting as it does in the fifth dimension, in recrurrencre, it
has a c:ertain signific:amre, owing to the eternal nature of': this·
reaurrenc-e,, · which t·he body cannot be said to posses.a-.

Like the

waves of the sea, the body appears to pass: us by, but the a-0ul, like the
water itself, actually moves in a crirc.le, turning on itself'again
and a.gain.

In: contrast to the body and the soul, the spirit is beyond
repetition.

It is like the oc.ean itself', which exists always.

The

spirit is therefore that part of us which might well be significant
in relation to :Brahma.

And strangely enough it is only through

the regeneration of the spirit within us that fulfilment of life
can take place •••••
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New Fourth Way
The following extracts illustrate Colin's growing
conviction about the essential nature of what was described
in the System as 'The Fourth Way'.
The first is from Vol I New Truths Part 11/1 (1967).
The second, longer extract, which is of the same era, explores
the practical implications and benefits Colin discovered from
the meditation he learned from Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in 1960.
The third extract, from Vol X Meditation 5/17-18 and
dating from the early 1980s, sums up his views on the whole
subject.

- This way that you have been describing - is it the fourth way?
- You can call it that if' you like - I call it the "way of happiness".

- But is it the same as the fourth way described in the system?
-No, not really.

Something was missing.

And what was that?
-

A method whereby man's inner.development could talce place in the

natural conditions of his everyday life.
- But wasnt that possible before?
- No, before we had the meditation real work was only possible under
special conditions.
- But is there anything against special conditions - why is the

other to be preferred?
- Because it ensures that the right relation is established between
man's inner development and his outward life.~ ••

••• Apart from the question of special conditions, I think the
difference lies in the nature of the fourth way itself.

As we

realise now, the fourth way works direct on consciousness - it
works on the fourth room.*

All other ways work on the other

three rooms - they work on the control of our functions.

But

the fourth way does not concern itself directly with work on(to 5/2)

(*see fourth footnote of 2/9 1 and 2/20)
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functions, it brings us straight to consciousness through a
special method - the meditation.
:But what happens about our functions - how do they come
under our control if nothing is done to restrain them?
doesnt the horse run away - break
in the ditch?

up

Why

the carriage and throw us

That is the whole point - it doesnt run away.

If the mind is steeped in consciousness twice a day during
meditation, all our functions begin to work as they should.
Wrong work of centres is eliminated, and something much deeper
and stronger begins to take over the reins.
takes on

a different

meaning.

Gradually life

We begin to live, to realise

ourselves in the world, to love and to enjoy the ordinary people
around us, to find ways of helping them, of understanding what
they need, and at the same time to glimpse something much
deeper behind it all.
So what has become of all the exercises and disciplines we
used to carry out, the efforts we used to make?
I thin_k, that certain confusions have arisen.

It is here,
For although,

when he gave us the meditation, the Maharishi was perfectly clear
on this point, some of us may not have heard him, and others
perhaps, were unable to take what he said.
~ne Maharishi made it perfectly clear that the method he
was introducing to us did not require any special exercises or
disciplines other than the half hour itself.

And yet he did

not mean by this that the way we spent our day was unimportant.
On

the contrary, it was just as important as the half hour.

But

everything he said about it seemed to run contrary to the way
we had been trying to spend it before!

Instead of trying to

conserve energy, we were to go straight ahead and spend it; instead
of withdrawing and standing aside from the mechanicalness of life
we were to enter wholeheartedly into it;

and if we found our

energy was flagging and our spirits sinking, we had only to
return to the meditation.

The more desperate we became about
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the state we were in, the more willingly would we return to
the meditation at the end of the day.
The Maharishi also made it clear that there were certain
methods and disciplines of which he did not approve.

He

maintained, for instance, that many of the traditional ways
involved great hardship and suffering, and that this was quite
unnecessary;

that they took a very long time, whereas the

meditation produced results at once;

and of other methods he

said that they simply made a cocoon within people's minds, which
protected them 'from reality - a kind of imaginary world within
themselves.
But of more direct interest to
he made about awareness.

,_
•· us/·

were th e s t a t ements

He said that the practice of trying

to be aware of oneself should be avoided - that attempts to direct
the attention, both on oneself and on what one is doing at the
same time, led only to "dullness of mind".

Conversely, if

nothing came between us and what we were doing, energy would be
saved and our work carried out more efficiently.

And as regards

awareness, if the meditation went deep enough it would come to
us naturally.

This was in fact the only way it could come - like

dipping the cloth in the dye.
Through personal experience one realises very soon that the
meditation is the only way in which a real change can take place
in our daily life.

Anything else one tries to do simply interferes

with the magical effects the meditation can have.

And if things

go badly during the day, none of the disciplines we used to try
seem to have any lasting effect, and most of them only create more
conflict within us.

So the only thing to do is to get back to

the meditation as soon as one can.
But there is much more to it than that.

The meditation has

revealed a quite new approach to life itself - a quite new way of
taking what life can bring.

One begins to get glimpses of the

real meaning of the system saying that "man cannot do".

To be
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able to put oneself willingly and joyfully in the hands of a
cosmos larger than oneself, to learn what it means to accept
suffering instead of opposing it, and on a smaller scale to give
up "minding" about this or that - all these things come from
the meditation, and they all point to a new way, a new answer to
the question "what should I do during the day? 11
Isnt it

And what in fact should one do during the day?
time we found out?

Could we perhaps begin by trying to assemble

the hints we have already been given?

One of the most important

is contained, :for instance, in the idea of the treasury and the
market.

Obviously the first thing to do is to arrange a daily

timetable

a twice daily visit to the treasury, to make sure

we draw out some money.

And then there is the question whether

the cash we draw from the treasury is enough to last until our
Sometimes we run dreadfully short by the end of

next visit.
the day.

Why is this, and what does it depend on?

Does it

vary, and if so, why?
All these considerations lead us sooner or later to the need
for a daily routine.

"A regular comfortable life is the quickest

way to cosmic consciousness".

Tb.at is what the Maharishi said.

But everybody's life is different, and we each have to find our
own

way.

Perhaps if we understood the principles better we should

find it easier to do.

For the method as a whole is based on two

things - going inwards to the centre during meditation, going
outwards into life during the day.
This idea surely gives us the clue to the whole thing.

During

the day, the meditation has to express itself - it has to come out,
so to speak.

Tb.is is as important as the technique of meditation

itself, but hov1 do we let it come out?
same thing.

Actually it is just t he

During meditation we try to be passive - to allow

things to go on their own, without interference;

during the day

we do just the same - we allow things to go quite freely, without
•

.

~

9

in -r;erI el[nce.

What is it that prevents them from going freely?
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Isnt it simply because we try to alter things - isnt it precisely
the idea that we can do?
At first it is. difficult to refrain from interfering.

We have

tried for so many years to change ourselves, to make efforts of one
kind or another, it is difficult to give it all up.

But sooner

or later we realise there is only one thing that can change our
situation - only one thing on which it all depends.

And so we

leave it all to the meditation - we take our little pill twice a
day, and watch to see what happens.
This idea, that we leave it all to the meditation, has rm.ich
deeper effects than one would suppose.
piety to which we are so prone.

It takes away that dreadful

After all, if things go badly, it

is not due to some awful misdemeanour on our part, it is the technique
of meditation we havent yet mastered.
things go much better.

Once we improve the technique,

We try different experiments - it all becomes

a thrilling adventure - sooner or later, everything in the day becomes
related to the half hour.

At last, we begin to forget about

ourselves!
For the meditation doesnt come from ourselves, it comes from
something much higher, and that is how we judge its effects during
the day.

We soon learn to recognise these effects - they have that

peculiar characteristic of coming from beyond us, as if from someone
else.

Perhaps it is something we say at a critical moment, or a

sudden flash of understanding, or a new gesture of sympathy
towards some other person - we find ourselves thinking "that couldnt
be me - that couldnt be &

doing •

And so we realise it comes from

the half hour.
That, in my opinion, is the essence of this new way we have
discovered, and it is quite, quite different from anything we tried
before.

But you have to leave it all to the meditation - its no

good half one way and half another.

The meditation isnt just

one further exercise, added to all those we have
tried.

already

Everything in life is related to it - everything we do

from day to day.

Once this is understood I believe we shall find
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out by deg-rees how this wonderful discovery can be developed
and used in the ordinary conditions of life, and our approach to

many things will change.

And last but not least the half hour

itself will begin to go much better for many people, simply
because they are not trying to make

11

efforts 11 any more!

------ - -- - -

- - --
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THE

FOURTH

WAY.

In the system we were given by Mr Ouspensky it was said that there have
always been three traditional ways to enlightenment.

The first is the physical

way, which was called the way of the Fakir, the second is the intellectual way,
which was called the way of the Yogi, and the third is

the emotional way, which

was called the way of the Monk.
Although many offshoots of these three traditional ways have appeared in the
· recen t years, we know
West, especia11yin

'""T"
,u J

11.· ttle about them in their true

form, except that they were concerned with work on functions - on different
parts of man's

nature, as represented by his three nervous systems, the spinal,

the voluntary and the autonomic.
out under strict supervision,

But this work could obviously only be carried

in the special conditions

of a school or

monastery, and was quite unsuitable for people in the world today, living an
ordinary life in the world.

Their object was not, as one might suppose, to

improve man's ordinary functions, it was to reach the kingdom of heaven.

But

their methods were long and arduous - they took the kingdom of heaven by force
and it was always said that a fourth way existed, one which could reach the
kingdom of heaven more easily, for it worked on all three ways simultaneously.
And although it was far from clear what was meant, the system we inherited from

Mr Ouspensky did in fact claim to be this fourth way, although attempts to carry
it out in the conditions of modern life were not on the whole successful.
Something was missing - something was obviously wrong with certain aspects of
the system, although few people could see or understand what it was.
It was, of course, the meditation which was missing.

Mr Ouspensky always

maintained that such a method existed somewhere

a method which could take one
at will to that quiet place within one where life is regulated.
How often had
he said that one had to find that place, and having found it, to learn how to
get there again and again.
But without the right technique, he would say, it
is difficult.

W'nat is the secret of the meditation?

How can it make the traditional
ways unnecessary, and take us straight to the kingdom of heaven?
And how
does it differ from other methods - other forms of meditation, for instance?
Clearly, it is connected with another thing that I'1r Ouspensky used to say, that
consciousness and functions can exist independently of each other.*

Other

methods depend on learning to control our functions, but the meditation ignores
functions, and goes straight to the source of consciousness.

Having reached
the source of consciousness it is able to influence our functions - to bring the
light into them, as it were.
And so functions begin to work as they should,
and the results obtained by the traditional ways through years of effort and
struggle can be got from a few months of meditation.
(for* see Vcl V, Latest intro papers 2/l8)
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Now the method on which the meditation depends is simpl y this, that the
effects of the half hour's meditation come out naturally during the day, and
influence all our functions.
different

The practical methods of the system are

they depend on deliberate efforts of one kind or another - efforts

to hold the attention, to control one's thoughts, to create certain attitudes,
to give up certain features and develop others •••••
As the meditation goes deeper and becomes established, one begins to realise
that these disciplines are unnecessary.

One begins to depend more and more

on the meditation, and the more one depends on it, the better it works.
Eventually one learns how to leave everything to it, and when this point is
reached one's actions come from within one - from oneself.

Consequently

everything we think or say or do is bound to be right, because the centre is
what we are

it is our.1:)eing.

So there is no longer any need for practical

disciplines and systems, and we are free to pursue any form of knowledge we
like.

Knowledge which is imposed on us from outside is bound to some extent

to be wrong, for each of us is different.
to be wrong, for the same reason.

Teaching other people is also bound

But if we can help people to find the centre

in themselves, then it is unnecessary to teach them anything, for they will

already know it.
This, very briefly, is what the meditation is all about, and how it fits
into the history of our work.

Strangely enough, it explains many stories and

sayings about the fourth way, which never made sense before.

But what everyone

seems to have missed is the fact that if such a way existed, it must work from
the top downwards, and so make work on the control of our functions unnecessary.
Nor was it realised that a method of this kind would be suitable for all types
of people.

Work on the control of our functions, physical, mental or emotional,

can be very unsafe without special knowledge of types.

But this method imposes

nothing from without, it works from within, from the deepest part of each of us.
So what is right

for

each of us comes naturally, and conflict is avoided.

The meditation lies within the reach of everyone, and no special preparation
is needed..

It is perhaps the only method in the world today which was

d esigned to be carried out in the ordinary conditions of modern living.
this reason it enables our life to take on a new meaning
enjoyed to the full.
today.

And for

to be lived and

This, on a big scale, is what is needed in the world

But how can one ensure that it does not disappear, as it has so often

before in the history of mankind?

The real need is for those who have been

gi ven the knowledge of the system and the Shankaracharya's tradition to discover
how the meditation works.

Then it will not disappear again, at least among
thos e who truly understa.~d it.
This would be third line of work - work on the
biggest possible scale - work which could help mankind.

i
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The Meditation

The meditation Colin learned from His Holiness
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in 1960 is a technique from the Holy
Vedic Tradition using a mantra suitable for householders in
ordinary life. It was revived for our times by Maharishi's Master
Guru Dev*
Taught one to one,**its essentially natural features, are
comprehensively explained in Volume X's Section 2/1-3 Principles
of Meditation, and the Conversations of Volume X's Section 3/1-18.
The meditation Colin describes is based on twice
daily half hour sessions - morning and evening - in the comfort
of one's home. As Colin explains, its success depends on its easy
naturalness, and the alternation between its daily enjoyment and
the resulting expression of that experience in the ordinary day to
day conditions of life which follow.
Colin's 'New System Formulations' of this Volume's
Section 4 which integrate meditation experience with System
knowledge ( as do all the New System Papers) emphasize (4/13):'This system teaches the.fulfilment of life. It is not
concerned with withdrawal from life, or the need for any special
conditions of living. The aim of this system is to enable man to
achieve the greatest possible fullness of life in the world
circumstances to which he belongs.'
In describing the purpose of his System reformulations
in the Foreword to Volume V, Colin suggests:'Try to imagine someone - perhaps one of our own
children or grandchildren - living in the third millenium .. how can
we ensure that the knowledge we have been given is gathered
together in a form he would accept or understand?'
This question also contains another, that of the
preservation of continuity within change, which is considered in 6/2.

(* Guru Dev, His Divinity Swami Brahmanand Saraswati
Jagadguru Bhagwan Shankaracharya of Jyotir Math, Himalayas
was Shankaracharya of North India from 1941 until 1953)
(** see also this Volume's 2/15 for description of 'C influence')
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Resuming the consideration of continuity, it is understood that
in ancient Vedic times the householder technique was passed from
father to son. But this tradition was lost and spiritual guidance continued
from the Master/Disciple platform, and somehow with the emphasis on
absolute values the validity of the joys and successes of ordinary living
got overlooked.
Guru Dev's revival of the householder technique in a form to
suit our times is a highly remarkable historic development. It is looked
after in our era by organisations, briefly described in Vol XI Appendix 1e,
which one can expect would have continuity much in mind.
Colin considers the question of continuity within change very
interestingly in his Conversation 3/18 of Vol X Meditation:'lt is in the starting point of all new endeavours that their true
meaning can be found. Very quickly afterwards their meaning begins to
change, and after only a few years this meaning has got lost.'
Asked what can be done, his advice was, 'get back to the
point from which it started'.
This getting back to the starting point, the original purity of
impulse, the source of inspiration, is explained in System terms as a
cosmic triad, one of the 6 Activities discernible in the Universe. There are
many references to this triad in Vol IV Levels & Laws 5, the last sentence
of 5/2.3 being particularly and practically relevant:'When, at a certain point during meditation the mantra
transcends - that is the same triad. For it is at this point that one is
united with the source.'
In Colin's New System Papers the flavour of this starting point
can be found especially in Val I Way of Happiness and Val X Meditation,
and indeed generally throughout all the Papers. It could not help being
expressed as the natural result of his daily, easy, meditation experience.
This profound daily meditation experience, anchored to
reliable knowledge of its principles* and of the way ahead,* would surely
be Colin's recommendation for achieving continuity as times change.
(*Colin's exposition of the Principles of Meditation can be found in Val X
Meditation 2/1-3. His exposition of the way ahead, linked with that easy
meditation experience, is really the theme of all the New System Papers.
Colin did not rule out real knowledge from any source:'But what actually is real knowledge? Real knowledge is
concerned with universal law - with the laws and principles which control
the universe ...This knowledge is not an end in itself - it is a step along
the way. For it leads to an understanding of the purpose underlying the
creation of the universe, and so to the realisation of the creator's will.
There could be no higher thing for man than this - to know the creator's
will.' ( Vol X Meditation 1/4)
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Part 1 - The New System Papers (background)

The New System Papers are Colin's reformulation of the System in
the light of the meditation method he learned from Maharishi in 1960.
They are facsimiles of typescripts of the papers Colin composed
mainly between 1964 and 1984 which were used primarily for his
meetings at Queens Grove Studios in London from the mid-70s.
The quality of the typescripts - sometimes in photocopy - varies
greatly, and where possible an attempt has been made to enhance the
worn lettering of typewriters and their often overactive or fading ribbons!
The typescripts were scanned into laptop, printed out, bound into books,
and later redone as PDF 'books'.
The use of facsimiles, rather than retypes and OCR, was preferred
in order best to retain the flavour of Colin's original creative work with
its mastery of beautiful illustrative diagrams - often freehand. Some of
the big nearly AO size diagrams used at the Studios are included in the
Appendix & Index Volume XI, reduced to A4.
Although the quite vast collection of typescripts, which my lovely
stepmother Pamela Lucas gave me after Colin passed on in 1984, did
not seem to have ended up in particular order, there were some major
subject groupings, with a few dates on papers . So, when in 2009 ( by
then fully retired ) I felt capable of getting it all together, it was possible
with the help of enthusiasts from the Studios meetings days to establish
when Colin used and circulated most of his papers and be satisfied that
the collection I have is as complete "as makes no odds", as they say in
North Devon. Of course he reworked some papers to suit the needs of
the day - or anyway - and it has been possible to include most versions.
Nearly all Colin's papers are in the bound books with some added later
to the PDF 'books', mainly PDF Vols IV,V&VI. It was only necessary on
two occasions (in Vol X) to trim a paragraph or line to retain clarity in a
particular subject context - shown by( ..... ). Other adjustments are noted
in the texts. Where possible the origin of quotations has been given. In
Vol IX two sets of 'Food Table' diagrams were specially constructed to
assist the flow of the texts - with some colour enhancement in the Val IX
PDF version and occasionally for other PDF Volume diagrams. So it can
be understood that of Colin's quite remarkably comprehensive and
considerable work of reformulation little has been added or taken away.
Colin was always very open to discussion about each avenue of
his thought on the System and meditation and welcomed suggestions.
Having talked over so many of these papers as drafts, back in those
treasured times of frequent evening 'phone calls between our North
Devon farm and Colin's London Studios, it is immensely fulfilling to
have seen them through to a more accessible stage now, bound, and
in PDF as a potential website.
I am sure Colin is happy with this result
and, characteristically, perhaps rather surprised at the totality of his
finished task of reformulation!

Colin on the balcony of Queens Grove Studios probably drafting a New System Paper - mid 1970s?
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In this Volume's 3/2, mention is made of the meetings Colin
began to have at his Queens Grove Studios home in London from the
mid-70s '.. inspired by his desire to reformulate the System in the light of
his experience of meditation, and to preserve the insights into the
technique which he gained from Maharishi's talks in 1960/1 .. the
meetings .. were a focus and sounding board for the New System Papers
we have today.'
These monthly (school-term time) Wednesday evening
meetings, which lasted about an hour and a half or so, were by friendly
arrangement with The Study Society and people came mainly
through that link. There were both older Society members and those who
might have recently started meditation with a spectrum of interest
between System and meditation.
" .. The fact that we are a mixture of quite new, and quite old,
makes it all the more interesting ... these Wednesdays have been a
wonderful training in how to formulate - or reformulate the System, and
that is one of the things I promised myself- and you - that I would try to
do. How can we gather in all this knowledge, so that it does not get lost?"
(from a letter of 10/8/78 to Colin's friend Dr Roles).
The foreword to one of Colin's System reformulation papers
develops this theme:'The purpose of these Wednesday evenings is to find a way
of reformulating the system we were given by P.D.Ouspensky, in the
light of any further knowledge and experience we have received since
his death, particularly from the Shankaracharya, and from the meditation
which belongs to his Tradition.
Try to imagine someone - perhaps one of our own children or
grandchildren - living in the third millenium (only some twenty years from
now). How can we ensure that the knowledge we have been given is
gathered together in a form he would accept and understand?
With this in mind I have tried to start from fundamentals. If you
have heard some of it before try to hear it afresh from this point of view.'
Bob Simmons, who often came with his wife Anna to the
Studios Wednesdays, wrote a delightful background article about Colin's
New System Papers for the Spring 2010 issue of the Study Society's
Contact magazine from which the following is extracted:'Colin was an architect. For a shy, rather retiring man, it is
surprising to discover how radical he was. Starting as a young architect
in the family building firm, he developed an interest in the use of
monolithic reinforced concrete in domestic buildings and formed a
partnership with two New Zealand architects with a similar enthusiasm.
The firm of Connell, Ward & Lucas soon became well-known for its work
in this medium,
(to 8/2)
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and Colin is credited with a number of landmark
buildings, the most accessible of which is 66 Frognal in
Hampstead which* he designed for his friends Geoffrey and Ursula
Walford. The Walfords were, like Colin, students of P .D.Ouspensky from
the early 1930s.
Later Colin worked for the LCC and its successor the GLC,
his most famous achievement being the prize-winning Roehampton
Estate, for which he was architect-in-chief ...
After the war, when Dr Roles took over the direction of what
became the Study Society, Colin was a great supporter. But he
preserved a degree of independence, unsurprisingly given his radical
turn of mind. Though Dr Roles used Colin's work at times, particularly
when it came to 'Cosmoses' and 'Triads' on which subjects Colin was
without peer, the two often differed in their interpretation of the System,
which developed into a friendly and productive competition. Colin was
authorised to have his own group, which met once a month in his
studio ...
Colin was a great enthusiast for the Meditation: indeed he
was a great advertisement for it - the shy charm he had always owned
now seemed to bubble up like a perpetual inner champagne.
He explained, indefatigably, how the -Meditation 'worked' using the
enneagram ...
Colin had told Ouspensky about some of his findings about
'Cosmoses' and Ouspensky encouraged him to go on with his enquiries.
He did so, to great effect, compiling a huge number of examples to show
the relation between time and size at different levels of the universe from
the atom to the galaxy.
Many of us, though, will remember Colin first and foremost
for his gentle personal kindness . Whether as architect or friend, he made
the world a better place.'
Graham Francis, gives an architect's 'pen-picture' of his
Studios meetings recollections:'.. Colin's Studio was .. over garages in a small enclosed area
in St John's Wood .. the double-height studio & principal living room
would be set up with chairs of different sizes and vintages and a large
easel with near AO size paper arranged with a diagram** on the top
sheet turned over to reveal the next beautiful diagram of the evening
during Colin's talk .. The room had a wonderful feeling of calm and
'knowledge'..'
(to 8/3)
(* see the Memoir Volume in this Archive for more about 66 Frognal and
those Modernist Architecture days)
(** see Volume Xl's Appendix for examples of these large diagrams,
reduced to A4)
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The Studios Meetings

My own memories are based on a few rare visits from the
daily demands of our North Devon dairy farm. There would always be
a main theme accompanied by a paper Colin specially wrote for that
Wednesday with its large explanatory diagrams. The paper, which had
usually gone through several drafts and family conversations, would be
read in stages by Colin (who got me reading them too on those few
occasions). Colin would then use his beautiful diagrams to encourage
discussion. My memory is of Colin's warm and total response to
everyone's questions, the feeling that he took in the whole meeting's
individual and collective requirements at the same time, and his
infectious enthusiasm for the inherent elegance of the big System ideas
with their ability to explain and assist our spiritual journey in meditation.
And, of course, Pamela provided the mainly silent anchor (as well as the
coffee and biscuits!)
The Wednesday evenings were of enormous importance to
Colin as the beginnings of an audience for his work of reformulation. In
his last week he was seeking a theme for the coming Autumn term
meetings and asked for suggestions. I think I would now recommend
Volume IX All Living as a fresh starting point.
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THE WAY OF HAPPINESS.

April I964.

11 • • • • • •

man can build within himself

an 'Ark' and assemble in it specimens of everything

In such a case these

that is valuable in him.
specimens will not perish.

They will survive

death and be born again."

A New Model of the Universe.
Chapter I.

p.52.

I NTR ODUCT I ON •

Everyone knows what happiness is.

And

everyone knows it is a fickle thing, here_ today
and gone ~omorrow.
from?

But where does happiness come

And if- we want more of it, want others to

have it too, where can we hope to find it?
Happiness a'Omes from within.

We have been told

this often enough, but we never realised what it meant.
We thought it was a different kind of happiness - this
happiness that a:omes from within - an austere, solemn
kind of happiness that only saints and holy men possessed.
And that is- where the trouble s--tarted long ago.

Religious-

people began to teach that there were two kinds of happiness,
that one was right and the other wrong.

And so they

created abarrier - a barrier that made happiness taboo.
But really there is only one happiness - it all O'Omes
from the same plao:e.

And when a man begins to find the

place of happiness within him, he realises that this is so.
For the happiness that a:omes from within us is the same,
happiness that exists in everything and everyone around
us - a happiness that somehow we always knew was there.
And so we begin to sense it more and more •••••

PART I.

ESSAYS ON HAPPINESS.

I/I.

This is a new way - a way of happiness.

The

grea test happiness a man could possess lies within himself.

If the mind is shown the way, it will go there.
Happiness is natural for man
external, to be acquired.

it is not s omething

And as the place of happiness

the kingdom of heaven within him

is free fromall evil,

goodness is natural for man also - there is no question of
a struggle against evil, for goodness is part of his nature,
just as mercy, love, joy, ecstasy and many other things are
part of his nature.

So was man created.

At some point in history religion went wrong in.
this respect.

It began to teach man that his natural

inclinations were evil, and that evil had to be fought and
conq_uered.

This is quite u.n true.

Evil is unna t,1ral for

man, and in trying to fight and to resist it he only dwells
with it longer, makes it more important than it need be.
If he turns instead to the kingdom of heaven within him,
evil will disappear.
Real religion, as it once existed, was not separate
from life, as it is now.

Its object was to bring man

happiness, to show him how to enjoy his life to the full 1
to develop the :possibilities within him, and above all to
discover the purpose for which he was created.

There is

no greater happiness a man could possess than to discover the
purpose for which he was created •

.-- -·

I/II.

Many religious teachings are based on the idea
that man must learn to control his thoughts - that man
can only change himself by learning to keep good thoughts
in mind to the exclusion of evil.
But if, after years of training and effort, a
man s ucceeds in doing this, what good will it be to him?

By excluding evil thoughts from his mind he will exclude
the good thoughts also;

and in time he will create a

barrier in himself - a barrie1· which will prevent him
from reaching the kingdom of heaven within him - the source
from which all good thoughts can come.
So man, if he is wise, will exclude no-one from
his house - he will let every thought come in.

And if

evil thoughts arise in him, he will accept them, turnir1g
again to the kingdom of heaven - the source of happiness
within him.

And soon he will find his thoughts themselves

have changed - they will change their quality - become
sweetened - quite naturally and without effort.
sooner or later evil thoughts will cease.

.And

I/III•

livery man and woman in their heart of hearts has a
longing for the happiness that lies within them.

Being unable

to firid it, even perhaps not knowing what it is they want, yet
longing for something, they becom~e disillusioned.

In time

various negative feelings develop i?1 them, which hide the
source of happiness more and more.
When a way is found to the kinguom of heaven; many
of these negative feelings disappear at once, for there is no
reason to have them any more.

:SUt some of our negative

reactions are deeper rooted and more habitual, and they therefore
take longer to dissipate.

Seeing they stand in the way, we

are inclined to oppose them, to struggle and try to overcome them,
for we begin to dislike them so.

But these are our debts - their

causes are all in the past.

we

make them larger,
ourselves.

And if

oppose them we shall only

and set up more conflict in

If on the contrary we accept them, if we suffer

them, go along with them, then sooner or la,ter they will dissolve.
For in time the happiness within us will grow so much that it
leaves no room for such things - in time the house will be full.
The idea that roan has to struggle with his weal-s..nes ses,
to discipline himself, to be hard and severe with himself, is
all wrong.

We have to learn to be merciful with ourselves

merciful and full of understanding.
merciful to others.

Only then shall we be

A man who is hard and intolerant with

himself will be hard and intolerant to others;
merciful will be merciful to otherg.

a man who is

I/IV.

We have to learn hov; to accept - to accept
everything that comes to our door.

If we exclude

anything from our door, to that extent do we exclude God;
for by so doing we create a barrier - a barrier to the
kingdom of heaven within us.
There is no need to worry about the kind of things
that come to our door - it is not our concern whether
they are good or evil.
good will come to us;

If we a re filled with happiness,
if we are empty of happiness, evil

will affect us more.

There are times when we are empty

when we are beset by evil things.

It is then that

we have to accept, to be patient, for happiness will
come again.

When we get to know it will come again,

we do not worry so much.

We wait with open mouths, and

presently it comes.
As time goes on we build up more reserves of
happiness within us, and these tide us over, when supplies
are short.

At first there are no reserves - either we

are empty or we are full.

But sooner or later we begin to

find we are empty less often, and eventually we cannot
be empty any more, for happiness is overflowing in us
all the time.

r/v.

When ou:r thoughts are full of happiness that is one
thing, when our feelings are full of happiness that is another;
but real happine s s, happines s that lasts, depends on something
more.

Just as the light of the sun strikes first upon

the roundness of the earth as a whole, and afterwards penetrates
deeper into the film of organic life surrounding it, finally
reaching the individual living creatures, the plants and flowers
of which this film is composed, so the light within us - the
happiness - penetrates deeper and deeper, reaching more and
more potent store s of energy as it does so.
The deeper it penetrates, the more lasting happiness
becomes.

If happiness only exists in the mind, it will last

for a certain time;

but when other impressions enter and fill

the mind, it will dissipate.

If happiness enters the

bloodstream and circulates within us, it will stay for much
longer.

Sooner or later it will dissipate too, but traces

of it will remain in our cells, and will become permanent.
These permanent traces will remind us of the taste of happiness,
and will bring us to it again.

Gradually in this way we

shall become saturated with happiness, and it will begin to
remain with us all the time.
When happiness reaches the cells of our bodies it will
become physical and real;

when it reaches the molecules within

each cell it will become part of our nature;

when it reaches

the atoms within each molecule it will become part of our
spirit, and when it reaches the ultimate source of energy
within us it will become divine, for it will unite us with
the divine happiness that exists in all things.
no greater happiness a man could possess than this.

There is

I/VI.

So the word 'happiness' has many meanings.

Like the

word 'love' it stretches from below to above, from the
lowest level to the highest~
the physical body only;
intended it to be;

Love can be physical - of

love can be natural - as nature

love, too, can be spiritual - on a

level above the physical body, and love in its purest form
can be di vine.
And so with happiness also - happiness exists on

all these different levels - it stretches from the physical
to the divine.

And when we speak of happiness we do not mean

one kind only, we mean all happiness taken together.

For

every kind is good, on whatever level it may be.
Love is the activ.e ingredient of happiness, suffering is
passive.
the
Only through love can suffering be converted
into happiness
is the result.

love acts upon suffering, and happiness
First one must know how to suffer,. to

accept, then love will come, and so the result will be happiness.

In this way happiness will grow more and more - it will
become permanent and real.

I/VII.

When a man begins to find the kingdom of heaven
within him, he searches for it more actively.

Like one

who is digging for treasure in a field, directly he finds
that1it really exists, he doubles his efforts to reach it.
Convinced that nothing can be done without effo:r:t, he forces

himself more and more.

And so the kingdom of heaven recedes

from him, and he becomes disillusioned.
Some things in this world require effort, others
require the reverse.

To find the kingdom of heaven within

us we have to be passive.

If

we

struggle, if we are active,

we shall never find it, for it will go away.
When we have found the kingdom of heaven and are
filled with happiness, then is the time to be active.

We

make efforts, we work, we -carry out this endeavour or that,
and everything we do is enjoyed to the full, for love
active ir1gredient of happiness - is in 1·+

V 0

the

Sooner or lster

we begir: to enjoy things less, we feel the need for a new
sup:p ly of happiness, and so we r·e turn to it again.

In this

way a rhythm is established, like breathing - first we take in,
then we give out;

and in both cases happiness is the result.

I/VIII.

The sun is pouring out love continuously -

r adi &.ting it in every direction.

Some of these radiations

are absorbed by the plc,rn~ts, s ome reach the earth and are
translated ir1to a myriad forms of life and colour and 1Jeauty.
The warmth of the sun, its creative power, its light - all

these taken together ere manifE'S ta tions of the sun's love.
We only see little fragments of it - in the colour· of . a

bird's wing, in the depth of a man's eyetf;' in the face of a
little child.

But all this comes from the sun - where

else could it come from?
When the sun's love strikes upon humanity it has
power to dissolve man's suffering - to act 1.:1,on his suffe:ring

and convert it into happiness.

At certain times irJ his tor~r,

when man is at peace, when he knows how to suffer, to accept,

then each ingredient of _happiness is in the right rela,tion,
and this conve:rsion becomes possible.

At other times in

history, when the world is full of discord, the sun's love
i:s not able to penetrate deep enough within humanity, and

suffering continues.

It is then that a new way is needed

a way that will bring man back to the happiness that is
his birthright.

PART II.

ESSAYS ON UNITY AND THE GROWTH
OF INDIVIDUALITY.

II/I.

Religion has always claime.d to show man the
way to the kingdom of heaven.

But religion works as

it were from without - it tries to control man's functions.

And that is why the religious ways are so arduous and long,
for to control man's functions requires long effort and
inner conflict.
This way - this method - does not concern itself

with functions - it goes straight to the kingdom of
heaven.

In the kingdom of heaven is a place where

happiness dwells.

If we find it the rest will follow.

For happiness, when it circulates, has the power of uniting
everything within us - it brings all our functions together,
under the light of heaven.
That is why we do not struggle with our functions,
for to do so only leads to inner conflict.

In everything

we do we look for unity - if evil things arise in us we
do not oppose them, we accept everything that comes to us,
be it good or evil.
good and what is evil?

For who are we to judge what is

I I/II.

When a man reaches the kingdom of heaven within
him he becomes free.

The more he is filled with

happiness, the less he is pulled this way and that by
worries and_ fears 1 indecisions, turning thoughts and so on.
Having a centre ir: himself, and 1:-..nowing in himself what
is right, he ceases to depend on the opinion of others,
he ceases to lose himself in everything he does.
Man loses himself in this way because his mind
is not unified.

When nis mind is unified, man has
1

•

identi.ty - he is, so to speak, himself.

When it lacks

unity, when it works in separate parts, he loses his
io.enti.ty in ea.eh successive thing he does.

When thiE" happens, man ceases to enjoy what he is
doing.

For in losing himself, he loses the source of

happiness within him.

Vlhen he finds the kingdom of

heaven and dwells there, everything he does is enjoyed to
the full - nothing can be done without enjoyment.

II/III.

When a man has unity, he speaks and acts
always from the same place.

He does not calculate

what he should say, or act purposely in a certain
way, he speaks and acts from himself.
To believe that we can produce a calculated
result by what we say or do - that we can alte:r things
purpoeely in this way or that - is an illusion.
If

we

speak and act from the kingdom of heaven within

us, that will be the result.

There could be no better

result than this.
There is therefore no need to worry about
what we say or do.

What is said will be said,

what is done will be done.

It will come from

the kingdom of heaven within us.

Ir/rv.

At one time we looked for what i s f alse
i n ourselves, but n ow we look for what is true - we
look for what is true i n ourselves in order to love
and to unders tand it.

If we fi nd what is true i n

ourselves we see it in other people too - we see what
is loveable, and real in them, and what is f a lse
cloes not matter any longer.
In the kingdom of heaven within us there is
no su ch thi ng as a division into true and false.

That

is why we do not look for it any longer - we do n ot look
f or what divides us, we look for unity ins tead.

If we

become unified - if we become on e person - who cares
about the false?
If we become one in ourselves, at the se,me time
we become one with other people - we begin to feel a
coru1ectedness with t hem which we never I<-..new 1)efore.

.And

when this happens, everything false in our relationship
with t hem disappears.

II/V.

All our lives we have been searching for the
source of happiness within us, and when we find it,
fill ourselves with happiness more and more.

W8

As we

become saturated with happiness, gradually our individuality
awakens and begins to grow.

Like a little child, it

looks out upon tho world and hungers for knowledge.
Our individuality is the most precious thing
we possess.

But in most of us it is hidden - hidden

like a seed in the earth.

When we look at people; or

when we get to know them, we cannot see what they really
are, we can only see their personality.

And a man's

personality can be very different from what he really is it can even be the opposite.
But when man's individuality begins to grow when he finds the kingdom of heaven within him - that
which he really is begins to show itself more and more.
And when this happons, everything false in his personality
disappears.

Bventually there is no need to distinguish

one from tha other, for everything comes from the same
place within him - everything comes from himself.

II/VI.

Individuality i s like a tree - its root s are
deep within our nature •

and the tree will grow.
is nothing we need do.

We have only to water t be roots,
The tree grows na:turally

there

If we find the kingdom of heaven

within us it will get the nourishment it needs.
All that we are is there already - deep withir, us.
If we can find it, it will spread.

More and more o:f us

will become what we really are, and eventually all of us
will become ourselves.

At first we are separated from

ourselves, and there is conflict and suffering.

Sooner or

later we begin to find ourselves, and our suffering changes
to happiness.

The more we find ourselves, the greater

our happiness becomes.
The idea that we have to change ourselves - to
become something we are not - is all wrong.
what we are - what we always were.

We have to become

We have to become ourselves.

And if we can find the way to the kingdom of heaven within
us, we shall bec.ome ourfJelves, quite naturally and without

effort.

For that is what nature intended us to be.

T-r;~TTJ
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Only if we see men as individuals shall we le:arn
how to love and to understand them.

Every man that

comes into the world is a new indivit~ual, unlike any other
man that came before him.

That is why man was created -

in order that individuality could be expressed - in order

that it might grow.

If man's individuality is starved or :prevented from
growing, in time he will develop :false ideas of what he is
and what he wants, and these may produce much conflict and
suffering within himself.

If he can find the kingdom of

heaven within him, these false ideas and feelings will
soon disappear, for he will begin to see what is real.
It is then that his individuality will begin to grow, and
his suffering will change to happiness.
As man's individuality grows and develops, so his
happiness increases.

If conditions are right, it will

grow naturally, for that is why he was created.

.And the

more it gTows, the happier he becomes, for happir.ess is
the measure of man I s growth.

PART III.

ESSAYS ON CONSCIOUSNESS I AND

ITS RELATION TO MAN'S FUNCTIONS.

III/I.

Man has a physical body.

Within his physical body

Within the living body are his various functions -

is life.

his ability to think, to feel, to make skilled movements and
.

,

so on - and within the living and functioning body of man
is consciousness.
Consciousness is quite distinct from functions - it
works on a different level, exists in a different place.
Functions each have their separate centres within us, but
the place where consciousness dwells is the kingdom of heaven.
And the kingdom of heaven is higher than all our functions - ·
it stands above them and influences all their actions.
Consciousness in its origin is undivided.
from the divine will within us.

It comes

But when it reaches the

kingdom of heaven the.re are three different ways in which it
manifests.

'l'he first is in the feeling of

'I' -

of a presence

within us that is alw~s there, that cannot be lost or destroyed.
The second 11?bappinees, ecstasy, bliss - for deep within us
everything is happiness, everything is bliss•

And the third

is in knowledge - the direct experience of knowing - the
reflection within us of consciousness.
These three elements act together in various ways.

But

when the middle element, when happiness predominates, there is
unity in the kingdom of heaven.

When there is unity in the

kingdom of heaven our functions work in unity also.

When our

functions work in unity, the life within us is well regulated.
And when the li:t:,wi thin -~
of well being.

is well regulated our bodies are full

In this way consciousness penetrates deeper

and deeper within us - we are brought under the influence of
the kingdom of heaven more and more.

III/II.

'l'b.e first of these three elements - the 'I' or the
will within us - is by its nature active.

It lies behind

all that we do - is the driving force behind our activity.
The third element - the knowing or reflecting pa.rt - is by

its nature passive.

Like a mirror it reflects what we are -

it experiences whatever falls upon it.

:But the middle

element - the happiness within us - is neither active nor
passive.

By its nature it is different from the other two

elements - it is able to fuse them together.

Like a flux

which causes two metals to join, it is able to make them unite.
When the first elemen"t< manifests there is action.

When

the third element manifests there is awareness. . But only'
when the middle element joins them together is there simultaneous
awareness with action.

It is possible through our own

efforts to be aware to some extent of our actions, but this

is not the same.

-

We are not with

aware of' them after they happen.
with action it is different.

our actions - we are
When awareness is fused

We a.re, and therefore we do.

'!'here is not 8Xf3' question of struggle or effort.
Simultaneous awareness with action is bliss.
where the difference lies.

'l'ha.t is

Everything we do is enjoyed to

the full - nothing is done without enjoyment.

This enjoyment

of what we are doing arises f'rom the fusion of these three
elements within us

it arises :from a state of unity in the

kingdom of heaven.

That is why we call this the "Way of

Happinesstt.

For the nearer we get to right action, the

greater our happiness beeomes.

III/III.

If right action arises from a state of unity in

the kingdom of heaven, and this state of unit,y a.rises from
the presence wi.thin us of happiness or bliss, how can this

happiness be manufactured, and

how

can its store be increased?

There, are two ws.ya which lead to inner happiness - two
1ftqS

in which i ta a tore can be increaaecl.

The first wq

is passiw, and comes ~ g h meditation, the secand wq is

:r~f:'uon.

active, and aris•

Th&Be

two wqa must both

on together - one cannot work without the other.

go

I<'or when, twice a dq, we a.re passive - when our nature
is quiet and paasi'R during med1 ta.tion, then 11" we can find

our wq to the 1 1 1 within us, bappinns anct. bliss will be
the result.
we

And

a.f'terwa:rda, d.ur1ng our

daily work, when

are ac\ift, action will be f'used with awareness, a.nd once

a.gain ha.ppineaa and bliss will be '\he result.

so

once we have collected happiness within us, ha.ppineos

will increase more and more.

And then, at a time when we

least expect it - a.ta. 'lime when we are neither active nor
passive, a.
we

flash of" understanding will come to us, and

shall aee t.ru~ within ourselves.

way

For this is the third

in which these three elements can fuse together in the

kingdom of hea'ftln.

Ill/IV.

These three elements in the kingdom of heaven exert their

influence in turn upon the world of :functions below them,
and in doing so they become translated into movements

of 'Various kinds - inner and outer movements, of our thoughts,

our f'eelinlS and our actions, and movements of the instinctive
mechanisms within us.

ill the enormous va.rie ty of these

different movements, if they could be taken together, would
add up to the total expression - the outer expression - of
what we are.
:But

movements of themselves will g1Jnera.te movement.

And through the ve-ry impetus of their own movement, three
further combinati.ons o.f thes-e elements come into being.
As they are not under _the direct influence of the kingdom

of heaven - as they originate of themselves on this lower
level - the meaning of these further three combinations

is essentia.113' different.

In this

W8:3' six different combinations occur in all -

three from above, from the world of consciousness, and three
from the level of functions themselves.

::BJr' a simple

mathematical rule no further combinations are possible.
Af'terwa.rds 1 . actions repeat again and again, come under

more and more laws, manifest in fields of ever increasing
density.

:But never, beyond these six,

essentiall.7 different.

a.re actions

Strange as it may- seem, there

a.re only six dif'ferent things a. man can do.

III/V.

What is the real difference between our actions?
How do actions originate, and how do they come

into being?

The impulse behind all action comes from the divine

will within us.

When this impulse reaches the kingdom of

heaven the form of actions is conceived.

But only on the

level of functions do actions come into being; and even then
many stages ma.y pass before ea.eh action occurs.

In the

end actions may even run contrary to the impulse from which
they started.

Like an artist who paints a picture - first there
is the impulse, the desire.
work is conceived in his mind.

'Then at a certain point the
Only afterwards does he

take up his brush a.nd begin, and then gradually the whole
painting unfolds.

The kingdom of heaven is like the artist's conception
it is above the level where actions begin.

Everything

there is whole and perfect, for everything comes from the one
will.

Only when actions begin do separate wills arise.

In the kingdom of heaven also, everything that exists is
positive - only on lower levels do negative actions occur.
And lastly, in the kingdom of heaven, everything that is

done is conscious - only on lower levels do mechanical actions
begin.

And only when mechanical actions begin can evil

come into being.
Nothing in its origin is evil, for the origin of
all things comes from above.

In the kingdom of heaven

there is no evil, for everything there is conscious.

But

on the level of our functions evil for the first time arises.
And only through the growth of unity within us can evil

be avoided, for when the influence of the kingdom of
heaven circulates within us evil is unable to manifest.·

Ill/VI.
When we consider the ranifostati.ons of the~• six
combinationo on the level below man's fU.nctione - the level
of his 11ving boq, wi th its breathing, i te heartbeat, its
circulation, and. the endocrine qste:u which control 1 t - we
find ourselves in a. total.ly different world.

impulaes we find biochemical substances.

Instead of nerve

Instead of the

immediate response o1' sensations and feelings we .find moods,
ph;Jsie&l and emotional states, changes of temperament and so on.
It is a world which moves at ave~ much slower speed - a world

of matter, no longer a world of energy.
We can imagine, and we shall not be far :f'rom the truth,
that each of these six coabins:U..ans corresponds, on this lower

level, to an actual p~sical substance - a substance secreted
by the emlocriue glands and circula:&.d in the bloodstream.
These substances ea.eh baw their own effect - an effect which

lasts, not for a matter of seconds, but perhaps for aeveral hOl.ll'S.
The effect maJ be one of -,timulation, or 1 t ma::, be one of

depression.

It JD8¥ lead

of tension or irri:tati.on.

~

a state of rel.ua.tion, or to one

Each substance is in :fact the

counterpart, in a cU.tterent medium and on a different scale, to

one of the

au

combinati01DS on the lewl above, and ea.eh is

directly affecwa. bJ" what happens on this level, and in 1 ts turn
affects it a.lao.

In the ordinary~ we have no control whatsoever of the
quantiV or distribution of these substances witld.n us, and
sometimes their ef'f'ects a.re devastating.

But if we can experience

the unity and happiness that. uista in the kingdom of heaven for
long enOUBh, and a.re able to return to it often enough, then an

actual substance will be produced on ~slower level, and will
begin to circulate in the bloodstream.

This substance will bring

the action of the endocrine glands into greater hfmnon;r, and will

ensure that the7 work: together as one whole.

If in time a sufficient

quantity of it is produced, it will mean that the influence of

the kingdom of heaven becomes continuous in our lives.

III/VII.
So the interpl.q of diffeNnt el911811ts in the

worlds abc:ne results, on this lower level, in the production
Anti a.a they mulUpl,7 th4to substances

o£ living aubatanoea.

inCNase in d&na1 Vt came under more and more l&lfS, gra,,

more atatio and laa intelliaant.
But the influence of -the kingdom of heaven still

exists, even on these lower lewla.

And the substance it

sacretes in the bloodstNam can transtozm llfiLnJ' tld.ngs.
will bring into action

1DlUO" part.a

It

of our nature which a.re

not at present in use, and. it will make our nature as a
whole more lta.1"mclniaus, brl.ngt.ng uni

v

to w!aa wver part

1 t reaolaes.

In this wq the influence of the kingdom

of heaven

sooner or later reaches the last lewl within us - the level

of the pb.,Ts1cal boq itself.

F0r just

ae the food n

eat

is oanied in tu blooclatN&m and auppliea the cella ot tu
bocq wi'Ul tile l'lOUri.chmelit it

needs, so 1.hN-e different

substances 'rill a1ae get 0Clllft1"M aOG11er or later to the
cells o£ tu 'bo(\f, an4 each will produce a clitterent effect.
Bat iutead

~

these .tfeots being

CQ111larati'Ye~

shorilived.. (as thq aN in 'Uae oaae ot wbatanoes circulating
in the bloodstream), when tu cell.a tla1maelYN are affected
ti. resul ta are V.1'7 ditferent.

For 1 t is our cells which

determine the materi.&li;\T of the living body.

And if the

innwmce of the kingdom ot hea."19D reaches them in this way•

sOQDer or later this ma1eria.UV will be tramJformecl.

And

when W.a l:lappena· the effect will be permanent - permanen-t

within the life 07cle of the body itself'.

NEW

TRUTHS.

December 1968.

F O R E WO R D •

Since we had the meditation our approach to
many things has changed.

Certain new truths have

been given us - truths which do not invalidate the
system teaching by any means, but shed new light on
many aspects of it we never understood before.

And

while it is important not to lose any of the very deep
knowledge which lies behind the practical methods of
the system, it is equally important to develop these
new truths which have come from the meditation, and
to make sure they a.re put into practice.
These notes a.re an attempt along these lines ••••

I.

The first, @d perhaps the most important of these
new truths is connected with the idea of goodness.

Goodness,

as we unders~ood it in the system, was associated with the
struggle against mecha.nicalness, and as such could only be
acquired through long and continuous effort.

But now we

realise that goodness is natural for man - it is not something
which has to be acquired, for it exists in all men without
exception, and belongs to our very nature.

Our

work is

therefore to discover this goodness, both in ourselves and
in other people.
In order to discover this goodness, struggle with evil
is unnecessary.

If we struggle to overcome evil in ourselves

we tend to make the evil stronger.

It is therefore necessary

to avoid any conflict with evil.

Everything, too, contains

a certain proportion of goodness

however wrong or evil it

may appear to us, there is goodness hidden in it somewhere.
So if we oppose evil we shall oppose the goodness also, and
who are we to judge about ourselves, what is good and what is
evil?
In the ordinary way goodness cannot be separated from
evil - that is why it is useless to oppose.

But when we

do the meditation it is different - we go straight towards
goodness, and evil does not concern us any longer.
way

evil is transcended, and only goodness remains•·

In this

II.

The second new truth which affects our work is connected
with the idea. of awareness.

Awareness, as we understood

it in the system, depended on control of attention.

But

we now realise that deliberate attempts to control or

expand the attention lead to wrong results.

They interfere

with the natural flow of energy, and oreate a barrier which
prevents the effects of the meditation from cnming through.
Our aim is therefore not to interfere with the attention,
but to allow it to flow naturally into whatever we are doing.
In fact, the quality of our attention does not depend on a:rry
deliberate efforts on our pa.rt, but on the depth of meditation
during the half hour.

If the meditation goes well, our

attention during the day-is quite different - it is less
scattered, better directed.

At the srune time we become more

aware of our actions, and begin to enjoy them more.

Happiness,

and enjoyment of our actions, are indications of the half hour they show us whether the meditation has been suoo~ul.
Real awareness does not require a:rry effort on our part - it
comes naturally, and is simultaneous with our actions.

Trying

to be aware is quite different - it comes from a different part
of ourselves, and is not simultaneous with our actions - we are
aware of them only after they have happened.

Disciplines

connected with awareness and control of attention are therefore
unnecessary - it is better to rely on the meditation.

III.

The third new truth which affects our work is connected
with the idea of will.

According to the system, man as he

is does not possess will, only self will and wilfulness.
In order to develop will, man has to go against certain
features in himself, features which contradict his aim.

But now we realise that will is something different. It
does not have to be developed by struggle and inner conflict,
for it already exists within us, and b-y- doing the meditation
we can find it.

In fa.et it does not come from ourselves, it

comes from something much higher - and if we find it during the
half hour, and the effects of the meditation a.re strong enough,
it can guide our actions during the day, without a.11.y effort
on our part.
That is the true meaning of the system sa._ying that "man
oeJ111ot do."

This sa.ying does not mean that man should try.

to do, or that eventually he will be able to do if he makes the
right efforts.
him.

It simply means that doing comes from beyond

/\.nd if he goes on thinking he can do, and does not

recognise this fact, he puts a block in the wr.zy of will, which
would otherwise come to him naturally.
So will is really much nearer - and mu.oh simpler - than
we supposed, and the meditation is a way of putting ourselves
in the hands of will.

But we have to leave it _ill to the

meditation - its no good half one way and half another:

IV.

And the fourth truth the meditation has shown us is
connected with the idea of happiness.

In the system we

spoke about consciousness and unity, but we never mentioned
happiness.

But happiness, too, exists in ever,rthing created,

and where there is consciousness and unity, there at the same
time is happiness - one cannot exist without the other.
The meditation works through happiness.

It works by

reason of the fact that the mind goes naturally towards the
place of greatest happiness.

That is a great secret we

never knew before - once it is shown the way it will go there,
provided one does not prevent it.

And in the place of

greatest happiness consciousness and unity exist also - they
exist together in that place.
Happiness is

man's natural state.

It is not dependent

on outside events, it is something inherent in him - something
he can always have.

If it is absent, or if he is definitely

unhappy, something unnatural is going on within him, either
through illness, or ie;norance, or illusion, or some such thing.
That is where the meditation can help us, for it is able to
dispel many troubles of this kind, and brin 5 man back to the
happiness which is his birthright.
During the day, happiness is an indication of our state.
If we are full of happiness, we know it is because of the
meditation, and things are going as they should.

If there

is no happiness, we accept the fact, for what else can we do?
But as soon as possible we return to the meditation, and then
we can find it again.

v.

The fifth new truth which affects our work is connected
with the idea of suffering.

In the system we were told,

"man must sacrifice his suffering" - and these words go very
deep.

But when we tried to put them into practice, what

did we actually find?

:By

observing our negative emotions,

by trying not to express them, by pushing them aside, or by
trying to overcome them, we made them more important - and
much larger - than they need be.
The meditation has given us a different attitude - a new
approach - to negative emotions.

Finding it ha.a power to

transcend them - and at least for a time to free us· from
them -

we

cease. to believe in their importance any more, .

and so we begin to understand how they arise.

Sometimes

by being a little more merciful with ourselves we are able
to discover why we have them.

At other times we are able

to accept them and go along with them, knowing that sooner
or later the meditation will dispel them.

And some kinds

simply disappear.
The best antidote for negative emptions is the happiness
which comes during meditation.

And if we can remember '"that

this happiness belongs to our nature, whereas suffering is
unnatural, and indeed unnecessary for us, this truth will
help us to turn towards happiness, and discover it more and
more in our lives.
will always be there.

For we know that whatever befalls, happiness

VI.

And the sixth truth which affects our work is connected
with the idea of unity.

In the system we were told that

man has many I's, some of which are false and others true.
By trying to discover and observe these I's we hoped in this
w~

to change them.
But now we realise three things - first, that we are unable

to judge what is false and what is true, and in trying to do
so we are usually wrong;

secondly, that the practice of

observing our different I's leads to inner conflict;

and thirdly

that by trying to eliminate one feature we create another,, and
nothing in fact can be changed.
So we turn to the meditation instead.

And it is the

meditation which brings our different I's into unity with each
other.

When they become more unified many new truths come to

light, and the picture which reveals itself is quite different
from what we supposed.

But mainly, a new sense of assurance

begins to develop - assurance that the meditation knows what is
right.

And with this assurance comes a new freedom - freedom from

inner conflict.
It can be said that when all the different I's in a man a.re
brought into unity with each other, then he has found himself.
And when he has found himself, there is no longer anything false.
So the main concern of our work is to discover this unity.

VII.

The seventh truth the meditation has shown us is oonnected
with the idea of energy.
must a-ave his energy;

In the system it was said that man

but now we realise that energy has to

be spent, and the more we spend it,, the more it will increase."
The idea that energy can be saved deliberately in this wa,y
or that is an illusion.

As a result of the meditation, centres

begin to work better, and so less energy is wasted; but this is
a thing whioh comes naturally.
To achieve the same result
deliberately is out of the question.
So when we have finished the half hour it is no good worrying
about what to do with the energy one has accumulated.
The right
thing to do is to spend it, for that is ,.,by we were given it. And
so we go straight ahead into the da,y and enjoy whatever it is we
have to do.,
Just as the energy required by the ph,ysical body is used
during the da;r, and at night, when we go to sleep, it is renewed,
so the energy we get from the meditation should be used during
the da.Y, and when we return to the half hour in the evening it
will be renewed.

In this way the energy will oiroulate freely,

and will open up new posaibilities within us.
circulates, the more it will increase.

And the more it

VIII.

The eighth truth the meditation has shown us is connected
with the idea of life interests.

In the system we spoke of

life interests and work interests, and we distinguished the
one from the other.
But now we realise that this is a false
distinction, for both are really the same.
The meditation as a method is designed to be carried out
in the ordinary conditions of life.

That is why life interests

are important - whatever one's work, and whatever one's life
maJ7 be, that is the medium in which the meditation works - there
is no need for special conditions, and nothing has to be changed.
There are in fact two sides to the meditation - the one
when we go inwards during the half hour a..~d crollect the energy
we need, the other when we go outwards during the d~, and
express this energy in life.
The one depends on the other,
and both are equally important - if the half hour cannot express
itself during the daJ7, it will not grow and develop as it should,
and if the half hour itself is neglected, the day will not go
as it should.

But when a rhythm is established between them,

each helps the other, like breathing in and out, and energy
begins to circulate.

IX.

And the ninth truth we have learnt from the meditation
is connected with second line of work.

In the system we

spoke about three lines of work, and the second line was
connected with other people.

But now we realise that with

the meditation second line of work is carried out in life,
not in the special conditions of a school.
But how is second line of work possible, in the ordinary
conditions of life?

'rhe idea of second line of work being

carried out in life is a very big idea.

And although the

setting is different, the principles are the same - it is·
what we were told before, but on a much larger scale.
In the first place "other people 11 means everyone, not
just people in the work - everyone in our life, fromyear
to yea:r and from daJ'" to daJ'"•

And then it is the meditation

which tells one what to do, no-one else.

To do what the

meditation tells one - that is all that is necessary.

For

no initiative is required of us - the initiative comes from
beyond us, from something much higher within us.
And although this IDaJ'" seem a long wey off, the meditation
works by degrees.

At first it mey be in little things - something

we sa;r at a critical moment, or a sudden flash of understanding,
or a new gesture of sympathy towa:rds some other pe~son - we find
ourselves thinking, "that couldnt be ~, that couldnt be & doing".
And so we realise it c~mes from the half hour.

x.

The tenth truth we have learnt from the meditation
is connected with the idea of aim.
In the system our
aim was to change ourselves - to become something different,
something which at present we are not.
But now we realise
that there is no question of changing ourselves - we have
only to becrome that which we already are.
To become ourselves - that is what the meditation brings.
And the more we become ourselves, the more we discover what
it is we really want.
Gradually all the wrong ideas disappear about efforts, about our relation to the work, about what we
ought, or ought not to be doing.
For most of these ideas had
something false about them - they were not based on what we
actually wanted, only on what we thought we wanted, or had
formulated as our aim.
With the meditation we do not formulate our aim, we go
straight ahead and become it - experience it.
If we think
about it first we create a false picture, an empty dream about
ourselves.
Fortunately there is no longer a:n:y need for
empty dreams - the meditation talces us to what is real.
It has been said that the Self is eternal, and being
eternal it is also unchanging.
Whatever happens to the body,
whatever happens to the soul, there is something within us
which never changes, and which never disappears.

XI.

The eleventh truth which affects our work is connected
with the idea of rules.

In the system we us eel to keep to

certrtin rules, but since we hacl the mecli tat ion our atti tu.de
has changed..
How has our attitude changed?

- Now that we have the

meditation it is possible for rules to come from inside, from
within one.

Rules that ere imposed from outside tend to

produce wrong results, simply bec'lsrnse they are not understood.
But when the meditation tells one what to do it is different
one knows when to spea.1c, and one knows when it is best to
keep silent.
But how are rules not understood?

- At one time rules had

a very important place in the special methods belonging to schools.
But if this is not understood, and if they continue to be applied
when conditions have changed, they produce a great deal of suffering,
and cause the work a great deal of harm.

Besides, they tend

very easily to make a closed circle of :those in the work, and
this id.ea of

c1.

the medi tn,tion.

closed circle is quite contrary to the spirit of
The meditation opens one out to everyone - it

makes no distinctions at all.
:But if there are no clistinctions - ancl no rules - how can
the knowledge of the system 1)e preserved?

If some people a.re

unable to hear what the meditation is telling them, then surely
mistakes will be made?

-Yes, but which is the greater evil,

that some people should make mistakes, or that rules should be
imposed wrongly and obeyed artificially?

In any case, have

not all the rules been broken already, yet the system still
survives ••••••

XII.

And the twelfth truth we have learnt from the
meditation is connected with the idea of effort. In
the system we believed that effort was required; and the
higher the level we achieved, the greater the intensity of
effort which was needed.
But now we realise that this idea
belongs to a different wa;r, and that with the meditation effort
is not required.

Wey is effort not required, with the meditation?

- The
efforts we used to make were directed towards control of our
functions.
By struggling to achieve control of our functions
through conscious effort we hoped in this wczy to change them.
But the meditation works above the level of functions
it works·
direct on consciousness.
A:ny attempts to control or alter our
functions simply get in the way.
So when we do the half hour
we make no efforts at all, either to stop thoughts, or to be
aware of ourselves, or to hold attention, or anything else. We
leave it to the meditation to create the attention it requires,
and sooner or later it carries us beyond the level of functions,
to the point from which consciousness comes.
Nor do we have to concern ourselves any longer with efforts
during the da.y.
If the mind is steeped in consciousness twice
a day during meditation, all our functions begin to work as they
should.
Wrong work of centres is eliminated, and something much
deeper and stronger begins to take over the reins.
So instead of
making deliberate efforts to change ourselves, we leave it to this
deeper element ~ithin us to guide our, actions.
In this way- the
whole concept of effort changes - there is in fact no need for
efforts any more!
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PART I.

I.

- Behind the meditation, and behind our own system, one feels
there is a single truth.
Are we a;ny nearer to finding this
truth, and what do we know of its nature?
- I feel it is becoming clearer.
telling.

You see, there is a wey of

As one continues with the meditation, one finds

certain parts of the system are bec~ming more and more alive.
Other parts, particularly the practical side, often seem t'o
o-onflic:t with the meditation, as if something had been
misunderstood.
And about the meditation?
The same thing is true.
But in this oase it is the practical
knowledge whioh is becoming more and more real.

Some of the

theoretical explanations are not so clear as those in our
own system.
So what do you conclude?
If you put together that which is alive and real in both
teachings, in time the truth will unfold.
- And do you think it would be possible to s93 what has been
found up to now?
- Yes, there are certain very interesting and important things
which we have found ••••

r
II.
- I feel we have found a new way - that is the most important
thing - a way that will free man from suffering, . and enable
him to realise himself, without the long work, the long effort
we thought so essential before.
- You mean the meditation?
- Yes, the meditation and many other things connected with it.
If you remember, the work we used to do before was based on
self remembering. It was based on the idea that man does not
remember himself
that he can only do so by constant effort
and practice, by a constant struggle against the forces that
keep him asleep.
And is it any different now?
Yes, it is quite different now.
We have made a new discovery a discovery almost as fundamental as self remembering itself.
We have discovered that self remembering is natural for man - that
it is part of man's nature to remember himself.
But long ago
he forgot how to do it.
Then what did he actually forget?
He forgot how to find the energy required for self remembering.
Self remembering requires a special kind of energy - a kind of
energy which is very delightful, very attractive to the mind.
The mind is actually alwaJ7s searching for this energy, but it
looks in the wrong direction.
Once it is shown where to look,
it will follow the taste until it finds it. There is nothing
the mind wants more than to find the energy it needs for
self remembering.
And this is what the meditation does?
Yes, this is what the meditation does - it leads us to the
source of this energy.
And once the mind has got to know the way,
it fills itself with it more and more.
And the more it is filled
with the right energy, the more we remember ourselves - quite
naturally, and without any effort and struggle.

III.

You mean the meditation is a way of remembering ourselves?

No, not exactly.
remember oneself.

During the half hour one does not~ to
One simply carries out the technique, in

the way we were told.

And du.ring the da,y?
If the meditation is successful, self remembering will crome
to us quite naturally du.ring the da,y, simply because we have
o-ollected the energy it needs during the half hour..

Trying

to remember oneself does not help - in fact it ma,y aotually
hinder the flow of energy required for self remembering.
But wh,y is this?
If you direct your attention onto yourself deliberately while
you are doing something,, it divides your attention, and the
mind becomes · confused."
Then what should one do instead?

Go straight ahead and enjoy whatever it is you have to do.
The energv you get from the meditation will then be able to
express itself in your actions.

When this happens you will

find the results are quite different.
How will they be different?
Awareness and action will be simultaneous.
~

your actions.

You will be

Nothing will come between.

- This is certainly a new approach.

It makes me feel there is

nothing left to do.
- That is exactly as it should be.

There is nothing to be done.

If you ta.ke the right pill twice ad~, everything else will
follow.

IV.

- But what is this energy the meditation gives us - what is it
actually like?
- In its origin it is beyond experience.

But when- it reaches

the level of our experience,. it can show itself in three
different ways.

The first is what we describe as self

remembering - consciousness, awareness and so on.

The more

of this energy we have, the more we are directly aware, both of
ourselves and of the world in whiah we live.
- And has it another meaning too?
- Yes, it is happiness or bliss.,

On the highest level within

us everything is bliss - everything is real and permanent happiness.
- You mean it is alw~ys there?
- Yes, the happiness is always there.

That is what this way is:

all about - that is how this method works.

In the meditation,

the mind goes naturally towards the highest level within us,
simply because it is the level of greatest happiness.

It does

not have to be forced to go there, it goes there o:f Hs own accord.
But why did we never hear of this before?
Simply because the method was lost.

All one has heard and all

one has read about the difficulties man encounters in the course
of his development, the efforts he has to make along the way, the
suffering and hardship he has to endure - all these ideas arose
when the method was lost.

Suoh ideas may belong to other ways,

but they have nothing to do with this one.

For directly ma.n

begins to £orce the meditation, to do it against his will, to ma.ke
efforts to do it and so on - directly he forgets about happiness it ceases to work an,y more.
And yet happiness is what man has always wanted.
Yes, there is nothing a man wants more than happiness, for
happiness is his birthright.

v.
- You said there was a third wa;r in which the energy we get
from the meditation shows itself?
- Yea, it shows itself in the form of unity.

The meditation has

the effect of unifying the mind •. This means that we become one

person instead of many, that we begin to know what we want, that
we develop self-confidence, a deeper and more genuine sense of' "I",
and many other things.
But how does it bring this about?
By connecting us with the source of our being.

This energy

that the meditation produces connects everything together - it
connects every part of the mind with its source.
And cloes this enable us to see what is false in ourselves'?

Ho, no, there is no need.

Once we begin to experience what

is real, there is no longer any need to concern ourselves with
what is false.

If we begin to look for what is false we create

a conflict within ourselves

we begin to dislike it, and so

naturally we struggle ~gainst it.
But shouldnt we struggle against it?
Ho, no, that is where this wa;r differs from anything we heard
before.

In this wa;r it is said that everything has something

good, something real in it, however much it may be outwardly false.
That is why it is wrong for man to destroy what is false, for by
doing so he is bound at the same time to destroy something real.
And so what does he do about the false?
He simply does not concern himself with it any longer, and turns
to what is real instead.

In time he will begin to see what is

real in other people too

he will f.ind he can look right past what is··

false in them and see what is real.

Then he will begin to know

people as they are - to see what it is they want and how he can help

them.

VI.
- But if we make no attempt to overcome it, how aan we get
rid of what is false in ourselves?
It is the meditation whioh frees us from what is false.
But during the day, one becomes identified, one gets into
a bad state, beo-omes depressed, negative and so on.

Surely

one has to struggle against all this?
- It will not help - it simply will not help.

All one can do

is to accept - accept and return to the meditation.

You

remember the parable of the tares?
- You mean, if ' one struggles one pulls up the wheat with the tares?
- Yes, one destroys them both. But if one can wait, the meditation
will separate the two quite naturally. You see, the meditation
corresponds to the 'harvest' - the 'end of this world'.
- And didnt Christ SaJ" 'that ye resist not evil'?
- Yes, the point is that efforts to change ourselves are generally
all on one level.
How do you mean, they are all on one level?
That is the
All on the same level, the level of our functions.
inner meaning of the saying 'an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth'.
The old ways - the traditional ways - nec-essitated inner
struggle - struggle to control our functions. _ But however muoh
we struggle with our functions - our thoughts, feelings, sensations
and so on - however much we learn to control them, the evil in them
docs not disappear. It either gets shifted around or covered over·t
but it does not disappear.
- And the meditation makes all that unnecessary?
Yes,. the meditation makes all that c-onflict urme::cessa.ry, because
it works on a different level.
consciousness, not functions.

It works on the level of
When we get to this level there,.!!

no evil - the evil has fallen away.

VII.

- You say there is no need to struggle with our functions.

But

without struggle, without friction, how can we create Will?
- That is a wrong idea, that we have to create Will.

It is not

ours- to create.
Then where does it come from?
I would say it is universal.
Then how can we find it?
Through the meditation.

The meditation is a method of putting

ourselves in the hands of Will.
You mean it comes from above?
Not exactly, although that is certainly true.

But it also

comes from within.
But how can it be universal, if it aomes from within?
If we could find Will, we would become universal.
- You mean we would expand our consei.ousness, become larger?
- Yes.

We used to speak, if you remember, of our own nothingness.

But God did not create us to l:ie nothing, he created us to be
everything - to realise his in:finite greatness in ourselves.
It is difficult to understand what this means-.
There is no need to think about it overmuch - the meditation
will bring us to it.

But only if we give up this idea that we can

!2•

You mean it stands in the way?
Yes, by behaving as if we c'Ould _g_£ - by continually trying to change
ourselves, by objeo"ting to this or that feature in ourselves, by
assuming we know what is right and what is wrong about ourselves,
when in fact we know nothing of the kind - in all these different
ways we put a blook against Will, which would otherwise c.:ome to
us naturally.
So what is the alternative?
Leave all these things to the meditation, and enjoy whatever it
0

is you have to do.

PART II.
I.

- This wrzy- that you have been describing - is it the fourth wtzy?
You can call it that if you like - I call it the "wrzy- of happinessu.
But is it the same as the fourth way described in the system?
-No, not really. Something was missing.
And what was that?
A method whereby man's inner development could take place in the
natural conditions of his everyday life.
But wasnt that possible before?
No, before we had the meditation real work was only possible under
special conditions.
- But is there anything against special conditions - wh.y is the
other to be preferred?
- Because it ensures that the right relation is established between,
man's inner development a.nd his outward life.
If you take man out
of life and put him in special conditions this relation is likely
to suffer. In the end he ma.Y lose his place in life, and then his
development will become meaningless.
- But I thought life influences were harmful to man's development?
- No, no, they will not do him any harm.
Man was not created to
a~oid life, he wa.s created to live. He was put in his place in the
world in order to realise himself. He cannot do so in any other place.
But how can he find what his place in the world really is?
That is what schools are for - to help him to realise himself. With
the help of the meditation, and with the right knowledge, he will
come to it.
The function of every man is different - there is an
infinite number of different places to be filled.,

II.

- You spoke of the right relation between man's inner development
e.na. his outward life.

What should this relation be?

- The s&~e relation as that between the half hour and the rest
of the day.
- You mean if the half hour goes right the rest of the day
will follow1
- Yes, certainly.

But the half hour in its turn depends on what

happens during the day.

The half hour must have an outlet - the

energy we get during the half hour must be able to express itself
otherwise the meditation will not work as it should.
- Then if the half hour and the day are in the right relation,
man's inner development and his outward life will also be in the
right relation?
- Yes, in time, if the right relation is established between the
half hour and the rest of the day, man's outward life will begin
to change - it will become more in tune with his inner being, more
what he always hoped it micht be.
- So there is no need to make any drastic changes in one's outward
life - no need to put oneself under special conditions, or anything
like that?
- No need to alter anything - just continue with the meditation.
Sooner or later you will find there is less difference - less
conflict - between the inner and outer sides of your life.
will seem to come together more and more.

They

III.
- You say that man was created in order to live, and to realise
himself'- what do you think his work in the world should be?
- As I see it, man's work in the world has three dimensions - it
exists on three different scales. Everything we have disoussed
so far relates only to the first scale - it refers to man's
personal life - his inner work.
And what is the next?
The next is connected with man's outer life - the world of people
and things. Work on this scale is much bigger - there is no longer
anything personal.
It consists in helping other people - working
for other people rather than oneself.
And the third kind?
The third kind is bigger still - it is concerned with helping
mankind.
It consis~s in conveying the right influences to
mankind through the realisation of truth.
And this is the most important?
No, no, , they are all three important, for each depends on the
next. It is like the growth of a tree. The first thing to grow
is the tree itself
the roots, the trunk and the branches. Then
at an appointed time the leaves and the flowers appear. And
finally the tree bears fruit, and the fruit is picked and eaten. For
truth does not last very long - it has soon to be fashioned again."
- And the growth of the tree itself - that is man's personal work?
- Yes, the tree itself is always there - in a sense it includes
all the rest.
- But the leaves and the fruit come and go with the seasons of the
year?
Would you say they are not so permanent?
- Yes, our relations with other people are always changing.

Each

time new situations are arising, and new formulations of the truth
will be needed.
But that which is truly oneself never changes or
disappears •.

IV.
- I would like to know the right wa;r to help people.
So often
one wants to help someone, and one only succeeds in making
matters worse •.
- There are certain principles you have to ~ollow, then it is
much easier.
And what are they?
Leave it to the meditation - that is the first thing to remember.
How do you mean-., 'leave it to the meditation'?
If the meditation has the right effeci, you will find you~
helping other people. It just comes out of you in the right wa;r,
and at the right time.
But if you try to do it purposely, or if
you think too much beforehand, it simply doesnt work.
- And if the meditation doesnt have the right effect?
- You just cant help other people, that's all.
But how does one know the -differeno~?
One very soon gets to know the feel of it.
- You mean when one feels emotional?
- No, not emotional. When one feels emotional one tries to £!.2
something, and inevitably one does the wrong thing. It isnt a
question of doing anything - the meditation does it for you.
- You said just now that we are alwa;rs trying to ,2;2•
- Yes, I know.
But really there is nothing we oan do to help other
people.
Any help we ma;, give then comes from beyond us - it comes
from the meditation.

v.
- But why does the meditation have this effect - why cant we
do it on our own?
- It is a question of energy. In order to help other people
one needs the energy produced by the meditation
the same energy
that one needs for self remembering.
If one has enough of this
energy one oan help people - one can even take awa;y . their suffering
convert their suffering into positive emotion.
That seems too wonderful to believe - isnt it a very long wa;y off?
The meditation can oonvert one's own suffering into positive
emotion, so why should it not be possible with others?
- But unless one has the right energy there is not muon one can do?
- Not much one can do, at least in a. permanent wa;y.
Like a doctor
he aan make things more o-omfortable for his patient
make it easier
for nature to cure him of his illness.
But the power to cure - the
curative power - has to o·ome from the patient himself.
Then what does this power depend on?
The doctor may prescribe certain
It depends on the level of energy.
medicines, but these medicines are- on much the same level as the
diseases they a.re supposed to cure, so the fight is evenly matched.
- And the same thing is true when one sets out to help other people?
- Yes,, the same thing is true.
The help that you and I can give
people is all on one level - the same level as the trouble itself •.
All we can do is to shift things a.round a little - make things more
comfortable for a while.
But the meditation works on quite a
different level
a level at least two steps higher in the sea.le.
That is why it comes like help from above - that is why it has
such curative powers.,

VI.,

- And are there any other principles connec~ed with helping
other people?
- Yes, there is one other - about the kind of people one helps.
You mean one should help some people and not others?
On the contrary, that is what one always tends to do.

But if

you really do leave things to the meditation you will find yourself
helping people you never helped before.

You will find there is

absolutely no distinction about whom one should help - everyone
is equal in this respect.
I suppose we usually help the people we like most?
Maybe, but I dont mean you have to force yourself to go and help
people you dont like.
Then what should one do?
If the meditation has the right effect you will find you want to
help everyone.

It just comes naturally - it is the right triad,

the right activity.
You mean one will even want to help evil and unpleasant people?
Why, of course.
your help.

They may be the ones that are most in need of

After all, if you are selective about it - if you

decide in your mind to help some people and not others - you will
end up 'by helping fewer and fewer people, until eventually you
help nobody at all.
But shouldnt one use one's discrimination to some extent?
You will find if the meditation has the right effec~ you will
be able to discriminate much better.

Something will tell you

wha,t to do.
- You mean whether to interfere or not?
- Yes, whether to interfere or to leave things alone, whether to
speak or to remain silent, whether to act or to wait until another
time. All these things will come to you naturally if the meditation'
has the right effect.

But you cant work them out on your own - they

are far too subtle, too complex for the ordinary mind to decide.

VII.
- But surely the best wa:, to help people is to see that they are
given the meditation?
- They ma:, not want it, and in rmy- case you cannot force them to
have it.
Well, perhaps to introduce them to the system?
They ma:, not want that either.
But ie it really possible to help people who know nothing about
the meditation or the system?
- Why, of course. They are the ones that are in need of help - that
is what the fourth wa:, is all about.
The purpose of the fourth
wa:, is to teach people how to give this help - to form a bridge
between those that have the help to give and those that are in
need of it - between those that are in the light and those that
are in darkness.
- So when we are given the meditation it is really, to help other
people?
- Partly for oneself, partly to help other people. But there is
something muoh bigger too.
And what is that?
If one gets something for oneself from the meditation - if one.!!
something - in one wa;r or another it is bound to express itself, to
be given to other people, and the wa;r in whioh this happens need not
oonoern us overmuch, because it will happen naturally. But there
is a third kind of work which is much bigger than all this. It
consists in discovering the truth. If we can find truth for ourselves,
and if we can formulate it in the right wa;:r, the knowledge which
results will be of help to mankind as a whole •. This is work of a
different kind - much bigger in scale - than either the first or
the second.

PART III.
I.

- You were speaking just now about the discovery of truth.

How

can the truth be found?
- Fundamentally it comes from within us - it is always there.

But

the knowledge we have been given can lead us to it.,
- You mean the knowledge of the system?
- Yes, the system is a formulation of the truth - a quite extraordinary
formulation - but of course it is not the only one.
'I1hen would you say that a new formulation is needed?
Certainly a new formulation is needed, not only because the old
formulation is out of date, but also because the purpose for which
it is required is different.
But why is the purpose different?
The system was intended for a specific purpose at a specific time.
It was given, , if you remember, in a special language - a la?l.o"'llage
and a form . whicrh were particularly suited to that time.,

And it

was given verbally - it was never intended to be written down.

One

of the reasons for this was that the words used in the system had to
be specially learnt - their meaning could only be understood from
practical experience.
- But later it was written down and published?
- Yes, but of course in this form it is worse than useless.
material

As written

as a series of published works - it confuses people terribly -

it leads to all sorts of wrong ideas •.
- So would you say it has to be discarded?
- Yes, perhaps.

But the truth behind the system never dies - just

lately it is very much alive.
- And you feel it is this that has to be reformulated?
- Yes, it is our job to do this, otherwise the truth will be lost.
Truth aannot remain unformulated for long, or it is lost.
urgent - we cannot afford to let all this be lost.

It is

II.
But why is this new formulation needed - who is it needed for?
As I see it there are three purposes for which it is needed.
it is needed for ourselves.

First,

Until we have found an expression - a

clear and simple expression of everything we have understood about
the system, it will not be our own.

The truth behind the system

is independent of the form in which it mey be expressed.
it is most unlikely to be in the same form again.

Next time

So we have to

discard the form - discard it and find the truth behind.

Then we

shall recognise the truth again - whatever the form in which it is
expressed.
- And is there a second purpose for which it is needed?
- Yes, it is needed to help people when they are given the meditation.
Unless people are given the right framework of knowledge,, they have
no wey of fixing what they get from, the meditation.

They mey

experience this or that, but. they cannot see what it means.

And

so it all evaporates, . and sooner or later they lose interest.

But

if their experience is related to real knowledge - if it is related
to the truth, they will begin to value what they get from the
meditation more and more.
And the third purpose?
rrhe third purpose for which a new formula.-tion is needed is to help
mankind - to provide an expression of the truth which mankind will
accept.,
That is a very big task - how do you think it · could be done?
If the truth is expressed clearly enough, if it is simple enough
for everyone to understand it, if it comes straight from the heart,
and if it is not reminisc:ent of

a;ny

then perhaps mankind will accept it.

previous teachings or dogmas,
After all, that is the wey

Christ taught.
But many would not accept what he said.
Those that were able to do so accepted what he said, and that
is all that matters.

III.
- What principles of the system do you feel are the most important what kind of framework is it that people need?
- In the system there are three great truths.
three truths contain everything that is needed.

Between them these
The first is

concerned with the origin of things, with the way in which things
come into being.
of creation.

'rhis truth is expressed, principally, in the rey

And it is through this truth that man is able to

recognise the existence of different levels in himself'.

For man is

not ordinarily aware of levels - he takes everything on the same
level.

Consequently he has no aim, for he does not know what is

above him end what is below.
And what is the seonnd great truth?
The second is concerned with the nature of things - with that
which they are in themselves.

This truth is expressed in the law

of three forces - the interplay of three forces, and their development
in the law of octaves.

It is through this truth that man is able

to recognise the difference between things - to feel the contrast
between outwardly similar things in the world around him,, and to
understand their real nature.

Without this understanding man is

unable to tell the difference between right 8.nd wrong, or to see
the direction in which events are leading.

- And the third great truth?
The third is concerned with the relation between things
their function and purpose in relation to a larger whole.

with
It is

this truth which contains within it the secrets o:f time and magnitude,
of relativity and scale.
- You mean the doctrine of cosmoses?
- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses, which was described, if you remember,
as the key to all knowledge.

It is through this truth that man is

able to approach an understanding of the universe as it really is.

IV.

- But how are these three great truths related to man's work - what
practical value have they got~
- The first of these three great truths is related particularly to
man's personal life - his inner work., For just as he comes from
his creator when he is born, so does he return to his creator again
when he dies. And so, during his lifetime, he turns towards him in
the meditation. But unless he llllderstands the ra;v- of creation, and
realises what it means, he will not know what is nearer his creator and
what is further away; and so he will be unable to value what the
meditation brings him, and sooner or later his interest will disappear.
- And the second great truth - is this also related to man's work?
- Yes, the seo-ond great truth is related particularly to man's outer
life - to his work with other people.
For nowadays there is little
or nothing to serve as a guide for man's behaviour in life
he has
no way of telling what he should do, or wby.
In particular he cannot
feel the difference between actions, either on a personal scale, or
in a larger, a social or political sense.
But if a man is able to
understand the law of three forces, if he can live the principles
behind it in all his everyday actions, he will find the way open for a
quite new approach to human behaviour - an approaah which is based
on real objective principles instead of on outworn moral codes.
And the third great truth - how is this related to man's work?
The third great truth is related particularly to man's knowledg~
his pursuit of the truth itself.

to

For at different times in history

great discoveries are made - discoveries which enable man to take a
step forward in his evolution, and to reach a fuller understanding
and control of the world in which he lives.
It is the doctrine of
cosmoses whioh holds the key to these discoveries; and at the present
time there are certain aspects of this teaching whioh could be of
extreme value to science, provided they were formulated and applied
in the right way.

v.
- You said the ray of creation is related to man's personal
life, his inner work.

What are the most important principles

it contains?
- There are two important principles in the ray of creation.

They

are both so simple we take them for granted, but ma..v people have
not heard of them at all.
What principles do you mean?
In its origin, everything comes from above.
principle.

That is the first

People do not understand this - they think the origin

of things is from below, and so they get confused.
- You mean the origin of life?
- Yes, the origin of life and many other things.
in relation to ourselves that I meant.

But it is particularly-

Unless people understBnd what

is highest in them - unless they realise there~ a highest plaoe in
them, and that is where they came from - they will never know whioh
way to turn.
And what is the second principle?
That everything which comes from above is good.

People get

confused about this too.
How do they get confused?
They dont

1010w

what~ of things come from above.

there is evil there somewhere.
nothing but good.

They think

They dont realise it is all good,

It is difficult to explain what this means.

If they understood perhaps they would turn more often towards it?
Yes, if they understood how delightful this goodness is - if they
realised it is what they really want - then they would turn quite
naturally towards it.
I woml er wby people d.ont understand this?
They havent been told about it in the right
full of wrong ideas.
- Then perhaps it is our job to explain?
- Yes, that is what we have to try a.nd do.

way.

Their heads are

VI.
And are there any other things in the ra:, of creation?
Yea, there are many wonderful things. But these two principles
are the starting point.
And what comes next?
The law of three forces. It is from the ra:, of creation that
our knowledge of this law is derived.
- You mean the three forces in the absolute, the three separate
triads in world
three, the six triads in world six, and so on?
- Yes, there was very little said in the system about the meaning
and significance of these triads. It was Mr Ouspensky who developed
the idea later on.
And what do you feel their meaning and significance is?
They explain the difference between actions. In the whole universe
there are only six different kinds of action. Like all great
discoveries it seems too simple to be true.
But why are there only six?
It is a simple mathematical law - there oa.n only be six different
ways in which the three forces combine.
And what are these six different ways - what do they actually mean?
It depends on the context, the scale,
level. But in connection with our work
- But how does it affect our work - how
- Next time it has to be applied. Next

and it also depends on the
- that is where it matters most.
can the idea be applied?
time we have to be sure about

it - we have to find the way again.
- You mean we have to know what is right through the understanding
of triads?
So many books, so many different
- Yes, there must be no question.
ideas, so many teachers, so many schools, so many different ways. Only
if we understand about triads shall we be sure what to do.
can explain our work in the fourth We.Y•

For triads

VII.

- And lastly, there is the doctrine of cosmoses.
- Yes, why is it so different from the rest of the system - wh;y'
were we always told to keep it separate?
- It is a different view of the universe - that is wh;y' we were told
to keep it separate.
At first it is difficult to understand what
this means, but later it all fits together.
- But how is it a different view of the universe - that is what I
dont understand.
- It is like an apple on a tree. If you out the apple in half and
study its cross section, you will find the ray of creation - it is
all there before your eyes.
But if you study the apple as a whole,if you find out what kind of an apple it is, and compare it with all
the other apples you know, and if you study the tree to which it
belongs, and compare it with all other trees •••• then that is connected
with the doctrine of cosmoses.
And the tree itself - has it also a ray of creation?
- Yes, you have only to cut through the trunk of the tree with a saw
and there is the ray of creation before your eyes.
- You mean the ray of creation exists in everything?
- Yes, it exists in everything, everywhere - the principles are
always the same. But the doctrine of' cosmoses,!! everything - it
explains what everything i s ~ •
- So both are necressa.ry parts of the system - you oannot have one
without the other?
- Yes, both are necessary parts of the system, and if we could see
them both together, then our understanding would be complete.
- Then what is it that links them together - how can we see this more
clearly?
- It is the law of three which links them together, for this law is
common to both.
And in their structure they both conform with the
law of seven.
But mu.eh is 'Still missing in our understanding of the
law of seven ••• ~ ••••

:BODY, SOUL AND SPIRI'l'.
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I.

Man ha.s a body and a soul.

is the epiri t.

__:c

AboTe them both

It is man' e spirit which -uni-tes

the body and. the soul, -and enables_ them to live

and to - grcn,.

-~-~~

When-a man is united in himself, when he is filled
with happiness, when Jie is kind and merciful to others t
when he sees -and understands the truth, then _the--spiri t
is circulating within his soul•
When a man is full of-well being, when his actions
are full--of- awareness, -when -he-feels deli.ght in-his
movements and sensations, then the-spirit is circulating
-within his body'-.

When a man's soul and his bo~ are as one, when the
desires and inclinations of the body are in tune with
those of -the--soul, _then the spirit is -circulating
-between them.

II.

Everyone bas the spirit w1 thin him.
essenoe of life itself:.

It is the

fut 1n ma.Jl¥ of' us -it bas

become enclosed, hidden avnq in a small part _of
· ourselves • -

Only at · times does it -circulate -through

-us, and then we e%p.etlenoe qui te . .sudden~ ._a strange

warmth and loveliness, when everything before was
dark and bleak.

The soul is hungry for this warmth and loveliness.
It cannot live and - grow without it.

And the soul -.

stores this precious -energy within its various centres.
For the - soul has ···ma.?lY parts, -ma.DY wonderful .rooms __of •

whiohweknCN very little.
And the body -tooJ

-but the body" is more remote.

deep rey-sterious pow.ers -belong to the b ~ .

Verr

III.

It is made of

The body comes from nature.

the same earth -as the -woods and the fields and
-the tr-ees •
And-when the 'body dies, it returns to nature
again.

When tho--spirit enters it the_bo~ becomes

alive, when the spirit 1eaves it the body dies.

It

comes and goes w1 th -the spirit•-

· The body exists in time •.

It exists in the great

time of nature. _- This -bod;r that -belongs to me contains
.everything that went before me, right -back-to the
beginning of-time, to the beginning of nature.
, _

-Like a wave that passes by-as we watch it, so is the
life of the b~-• - But the waters of-the ocean -do not
-move, -they- return on -themselves again.

As each wave

_passes. by they .return on themselves, over and over again.

---

-

-

._ , ,

···-·

- --

IV.

The bodJ' exists in time, but the spirit erlsts
in eternity.

The bodJ' is like a wave - tha t --passos

b1", 'but the spirit ·-i s -like the ocean • .
When the wave has passed, another wave comes.

When

the bocq has passed, another body comes. - -But the spirit
is alwqs there, like -the ocean.
The soul does not -pa.as -like the body, nor is it ,

alwa7s present like the -spirit• -

The soul -moves -like

the waters of. the ocean. - It returns again-and again.

So --when -we speak of the -body, we mean that pa.rt of

us which passes by.

When -we speak of the -soul, we

mean that part of us which returns.

· When -we speak of

-the spirit, we --mean that -part of ·us which is alw~s

there, like the ocean.

v.

That part of the bod;, which passes by is the matter
of which it -is made.

This matter disappears when we die.

:But the form of the body doe& not disappear.

When the

spirit quickens -1 t, --the form returns again.
That part of the soul which passes by is the matter
of which-our everrds.y -thoughts are ma.de.

All these ·

disappear when we die. - :ait the form of the soul does not
disappoo.r.

-When the spirit -.quickens -it,- the form -

returns again.
What is the form of the eoulT

we call

"I"•

It is that which

Just ·as -tha -form of the body is individual

to -each -of- us, so too is -the f-orm of -the soul.

It is this

-p art of us that returns, -that -is born again and again.
~e form of -the body -and the -soul come in their origin
from the spirit.- --_ 'l'hq are both an -expression of •the spirit.
FoP. the spirit -is able to create forms.

-It -is er-eating a -

hundred thousand forms -ever,- moment,- and each of -them

is · different.·

VI.

'l'h.e f'orm of the bo~ is reflected in the mind.

When the mind is corisoioue this reflection appears
-and we become aware of the -body, when --the mind is
not conscious -this ref'l-ection disappears and we cease

to. be aware of. the -body•

That which brings consciousness

-is the spirit.
- The :form

of the soul is also reflected in the mind.

When the mind is conscious this reflection appears and
we become aware of I, when the mind is not conscious

this reflection disappears --and--we cease to be aware of I.

-That -w hich brings consoi-ousness -is the spirit.
When the mind

is conscious we experience · bl.iss, for

that is the nature of the spirit. - -And .whether tho soul
---or the body -is reflected in the- mind it is -real~ the

same -- deep -down there is onl:, one consciousness, -there
is- only one bliss •

VII.

The mind reflects like a mirror - it reflects
the body and the soul.

But this reflection ie not

complete, 1 t -is not a whole reflection. ·

Like a

mirror which reflects first one corner of a room and
then another, such is the mind's reflection.

Ea.eh corner of the room is
whole· I.

I,

but

it is never the

Each -comer of ·the room 1s truth, but

it is never the whole truth•

Ea.eh corner of -the

room is bliss I but it -is never the whole ·bliss• - For
•the room as a whole •is 1n darkness, it is never seen.
· ~ •on the light, and the room will be -seen.

Allow

the spirit to circulate, and the whole will be seen.
will -be reflected 1n the mind, and -the mind will sq I.
'lhat which the mind :ren00ts will be the whole I, the

whole truth, the whole bliss.
seen will be.seen.

~ t which was never

It

COBVERSATIONS
OB THE SUBJEC'l' OF

BODT 1 SOUL AND SPIRIT.

Conversation I.

- What does the meditation a ctually do?
- It fills us with the spirit.

- What do you mean by the spirit?
- That which circulates when we do the meditation, and renews
the stores of energy within us.

:But how does the spirit circulate - where does it actually go?
There are two places in which it circula tes - one is the soul,

the other the body.

When spirit circulates in the soul it

brings life to the soul.

And so we experience happiness - that

wonderful happiness that belongs to the meditation.
- And when it circulates in the body?
- When spirit circulates in the body it brings life to the body,
and so we call it the life principle.

:But if we could experience

it as it really is, we should find it is just the same happiness
the same kind of happiness as that which belongs to the soul.
- :But isnt the spirit always there - why do we naed the meditation
to make it circulate?
- The spirit is always there, but in time it becomes enclosed.
It dwells, as it were, in a single room of the house.

The

meditation opens the door, and the spirit is free - free to visit
the soul, and the body alike.
- And so tha body and soul become united in the spirit?
- Yes, they become united.
separate no longer.

When the spirit enters them they are

Conversation 2.

- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?

- Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
- Then what happens to the soul when we die?

- It is born again.
- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.

- But how can the body belong to time, if the soul belongs to
repetition?
- Everything in the body comes from time - it comes from the
past - :from our parents, our ancestore.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of evolutionary time, over thousands
and thousands o:f years.

- But the soul does not come from the past?
- No, the soul belongs to the present - it grO'Hs from each
moment of

•now'.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.

- And the spirit is above repetition?
- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

The spirit is everywhere, always.

Conversation

3.

- If you look at people you will see the spirit.
- You mean people in the world around one?
- Yes, everyone.

It is the spirit which connects us with other

people.

- But havent some people more of it than others?
- No, it is the same in everyone - there is no distinction.
- And the soul is in everyone too?
- It is different with the soul - it is more an individual thing.

- But does everyone have a soul?
- Potentially, yes.

:Bu. t 1 t varies a great deal.

In some people

the soul has become conf'used - it bas never been able to grow.
- But what makes it grow?

- Connection with the spirit.

It is when this connection is

weak that the soul becomes confused.
- Then bow can
-

Through the

we

make it stronger?

meditation.

between soul and spllit.

The meditation strengthens the connection

Then the soul can begin to grow.

- And the body - is the body also connected with the spirit?
- Yes, but sometimes this connection is not strong enough either,
and then the body becomes unwell.

Tha. t is why the meditation

can make us well.
- You ?Man the spirit is necessary for the well being of the body?
- Indeed it is.

But the right relation between soul and body

is necessary also.
- And what does this depend on?
- If the spirit is present, the relation between soul and body
will be in balance, but if it is absent the balance is upset.
- And this depends on the meditation too?

- Yes, this also depends on the meditation.

- You said just now that the boccy- belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity.
- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different?
- That is the great question - that is why there are so many

different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the boey, for instance -

whose life is ta.ken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, he lives, he grows old, he dies - that is

all there is to it.

But to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.

- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he calls the
soul, but he may not understand what it is.

usu:ally he thinks

the soul will exist separately from the body after death.

- You mean in eternity?

- Tes, but he does not realise that eternity exists here and
now i n ~ life - it exists in ea.eh moment of time and repetition.
What is more, it will always be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks of eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eterna.11.y the same.

- Yes, but where could such a place really be?

And how ean one

think of it as always the same, when life is eternally different?

Conversation

5•

- .But when people die, why do they haw to be parted from
us - why do they go away?

- They are not really parted from us, nor do they go awa:s.
- You mean death makes no difference?
- It makes no difference - all our connections w1 th them remain.
- What do you mean by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with them stronger than ever
before.
- .And is this the spirit?
- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections exist.
- Rit when people die, doesnt the soul go away?

It makes a. new beginning.
- And sooner or later it returns?
- Yes, its circle is lin):ad with our own.

- .But if we are connected with it by the spirit, does it ever
really disappear?
- It never really disappears i:f' the connection is strong enough.
- '!hen how can we make the connection stronger?
Through the medi ta.tion.

'!he meditation works on the level

of spirit.
- And if the connection were strong enough, would we loso the feeling

of being separated?
-Yes, it is this feeling of being separated that causes so
much suffering.

- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?
- Yes, it is unnecessary.
us when they die.

People are not really separated from

'!heir li:fe is always there, just as our life

is always there• a.nd all our connections with them remain.
what need ca.n there be :for suf'f'ering?

So

Conversation 6.

- From tho point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul exists in time, and the spirit exists in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.
- You mean there is nothing else?
Th.ere is nothing else, from the body's point of view.

Then how does it appear to the soul?
- From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn again
and again, the soul is reborn a.gain and a.gain, and the spirit

is reborn a.gain and again.

Everything is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?
- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spi.ri t exists eternally. Everything
is etemity for the spirit.
Then which of these three points o:f view is the right one?
They are all the right one - each point of view is right.
But surely one is more correct than the others?
If you walk over the surface of the earth it is f'la t;
look at it from above it is round;

if you

but if you could see it :from

far enough awa::r 1 t would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the right one?
- Yes, I begin to see what you mean ••••

Conversation

- But bow can

we

7.

escape the laws of time and repetition?

- The laws of time and repetition are part of the structure
of the universe - why should we want to escape them?
- Then what is their proper function?
- If it were not for time-, we should be unable to enjoy the
infinite variety of the world in which we live.
- Row do

you

mean?

- If the infinite variety of the world were to be put before us

all at once, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?
- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world
to unfold before our e7es.

Time is concerned with the newness,

the evercbangingness of things.

I:f' we can learn how to make

friends with time, a new wcq of looking at the world will be
revealed to us.
- And what is the purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things a.long their length, so
repetition enables us to see things in breadth.

'l'he breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated 1n eternity.

- You mean the number of times it has happened before?
- If you like to put it that

WOJ•

Certain things have a great

deal of breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will a.lwa_y-s return a.gain.
significant.

Other things a.re not so broad? so

They ma;r appear in one life, but not in another.

They are more variable, more uncertain.
- And do things also have depth?
- Yes t the depth of things is concerned with something quite
di:f:ferent - it is concerned with a new direction - a direction
unknown either to time or to repetition.
- You mean things which never happened before?

- Tes, new possibilities in life - things which have never before
been realised.

Conversation •

8.

- Then is our life always with us?
- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else.
- But if life is alWS¥B w1 th us, wby dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- But is there nothing we can change?

- Yes, everything 2.!:!!. be changed.
do you

l3ut wby change anything - what

want to change?

- '.Many things.

Suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suffering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas •••

- These are easily changed.

- But how?
- Through the meditation.

Things of' this kind are not essential

to life - they CBll be dispensed with very easily.

But generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.
- l3ut wby is this?

- Because everything needed for the fulfilment of life is already
there.

You have no idea how wonderful life could be, eve~ if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
Then how do we find the rest?
Through the spirit.

When the spirit circulates in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones
which have never yet been realised.

- And it is this which ba.s the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the meditation.

- Then is the spirit on a higher level than the soul . and the body?
- Yes., the spirit is above the level o:f functions.

-What do you mean by functions?
- Thoughts, :feelings and sensations - everything to do with our
psychology - the spirit is above all that.

- Then how does it actually work?
- Like "tuming on the light in a dark room - it illumines that

which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- No, it is not emotion - it is bliss.
- But what is the d11"ference?

- One is a function, the other a state.
- And a.re

there different degrees?

- Yes, different degrees - di:f:ferent levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when it falls upon some
part of us, it brings consciousness.

And when it brings

consciousness, we experience bliss.
- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yea, they begin to work q_ui te dif:ferently - they work in the

light instead of in darkness.
- Then how can we find this light - how can we find the spirit?
- By turning away from the objects

it illumines., and finding the

source from which it comes.
- And this is what the medi ta.tion does?

- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become filled with the spirit,
more and more.

.
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I. 1
The most important aim of'

Olll' wo1"'k

is· to discover' truth.

We

may have other aims-, both ind.ividually and together-, but they 2-..re·-

all subservient to this one aim - to discover truth.

And: the,

nearer· we _get to truth, the·- more limitless does it bec·ome.

There

was a time when we used t·o believe that truth could simply be learnt- that it' was, a matter of assimilating the right knowledge, of' learning
-t-he right facts.

But now we- know that truth is· not like this· -

is· actually beyond. words.

it

Ultimately it is experience, and nothing

But we have to begin somewhere - we have to find some way of
approaching truth.
words?

How can we possibly do this, if truth is beyond

There is· a way - a very simple way.

If we can learn how

to use certain symbols·, in time we shall :find that words become
unnecessary.

Symbols will take the place of' words, and they will

go much deeper, much nearer to truth than words can do-.
Let us begin with the most familiar symbol known to us - a circle.
For a long while· a circ-le is all we need - it is almost enough forall we need to know.

The circ·le is

~

- and yet it is everything

outside us, for i~ includes all our experience and all our time.
At first it is difficult to see how the circle can be us, and
yet includ.e everything outside us.
of these two as separate things.

In the ordinary way we think
But in reality the world outside us

is a reflection of the world. within, and the world within us is a
reflec-tion o:f the world outside.

The, id.ea tha,t they are separate

is an illusion - it is due to the limitations of our consciousness-.
Our consciousness is limited in the ordinary wey to a small pa.rt
of the mind - that part which is active during the time we are awake.
But the mind has many much deeper· parts - parts which include what
we really are,.

And as'. our ordinary consciousness knows- nothing of

these deeper parts, we see the outside world as a partial reflection
only, and we s.-ee it as s-omething separate from ourselves..

It is this

separation or· ours-elves from the world in which we live which is an
illusion.

It is this that causes d.isharmony and. suffering.

But- if we could reach these deeper- parts of" the mind. - if· we c-ou1d.
expand our c-onsciousnes-s t-o includ.e them· - we should begin to find
unity with the-world around· us.

And: if' we c-ould find the- centre

of ourselves - the-- sourc--e from whic-h everything· comes - we should:

I.la
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Why are you silent, blackbird, till the spring
Is here again ? Why does your lovely song
Fade like an empty dream, all through the long
Dark days of winter, till the green buds bring
New life, new joy to every living thing?
Today I heard you sing. Like a clear pool
Your voice went deep, into the limpid cool
Waters beyond all fear, all questioning.
And in that moment when I heard you sing,
There in that brief moment was everything;
All that I ever hoped for, held most dear,
Everything, always,-in that voice so clear.
And even now its lovely echo rings
Deep in the centre, in the heart of things.

I.2
a:t the same t'ime become aware· of our o·onnec-tion with the whole·

universe - we should see' ourselves· as a reflection of" everything
it crontains.
Le-t usc put· t·hese ideas· in-to the symbol
three principal areas.

(see fig. I..)

oy

dividing: it into·

The· outsicie area, (which

we have called: area: I), is the c:onsc;.iousness· of our ordinary walcing
state.

When we g .o to sleep at night, this consciousness disappears.

But research has shown that there are two quite distinci levels. of
sleep - there is a lighter kind of sleep, which is· usually
accompanied by dreams, ( this we have called: area 2), and' there· is
deep sleep, in which no dreams occur, and in which i;he breathing
and heartbeat are more regular, and the brain rhythms much stronger

ann more even. (This we ha.ve called area 3):-

area

I.

fig.I.
What does all this mean?
happens when. we are asleep?

W~y are we interested in what
The point is that even in deep

sleep some part of us is still awake - some part of us never
sleeps, even if we are given an anaesthetic, or get hit on the
head.

This in i tsel:f: is proof tha:t these deeper· levels· of the

I .. 3

mind exist, a.nd that they have their own consciousness, ahoui;
which we - know very little.

And although there are pe-ople, who

have been able- to contaa-t these deeper levels,; and have• tried: t-o
describe what they are like, it fs· really only by personal
experience that we can learn anything real about- them.
Besides all this, there is a point whic-h is easily missed. Thes·e
three- revels- o:f- consc-iousness have a natural relation to each at-her.
In the cas:e of' mystic-al or- 'peak' experienc-es·,- or. in the experiences:

produc:ed by drugs, this- natural relation is upset - on-e- part isover excited, another part is suppresse~, and so on..
frankly,. is not wha1: we are after.
help us much, and:

may

This, quite

In the long run it will not.

lead us into trouble.

But what is t'he natura-1 relation between these three levels,?
......__

__

How

are t-hey designed to- f'Un:ction in normal pe·o ple?

unlike the three parts- of an eleo-tric lamp.

It is· not-

The innermost area,

(area 3), is the power which runs the lamp, the· mid.dle area·, (area: 2) ~
is the filament which glows, and the outer .area, (area: I), is the
refle-ctor whic-h enables the light to be seen.

And the centre. of'·

the cir~la is the- wir~, the cable whic-h c-onnec:ts·

U8

with the power-

station - the universal source from which all li:fe is· derived •.
Why d:o we know so li tt.le- about these· different parts of'_· the

lamp?

And

us?

-

Wey do
wh,y

so seldom become aware- of' the lamp glowing within
do we know so little what the source of power is, like?
we

If we. are really and truly connected with the same source of energy
whic-h lights, all living CTeatures, why are we not continuously
awarec of' it?

The answer is- quite simply that we have lost the way of finding
And having forgotten the wa;y, we look always- in the wrong

it.

direction.

It i~ a matter of learning a very simple method - a

method of -meditation which was known many thousands of years ago.
This method is designed t ·o unite us with these d'e eper parts· of the
mind, and to bring them·- naturally into the moments of· our· everyday
life.
But to return to the symbol of the circle.

It will be clear

from - what has been said that movement towards the centre of the
circle. is c-onnec-ted with changes in the level of our consciousness.
But what do we really mean by consciousness?

It is- here,that

confusion so often arises, for we tend to 'describe consciousness,
in· terms of the change it brings to our func:tions - we find it

______

I.ja.
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Yes, yes, these thy sweet mysteries; so did
No word know thy speaking; so did no sound
Through any air reach thee; thou wert not found
Passing any place, yet thou wert not hid.
Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; yes, soft As small wind breathing, the feathered grasses
Not knowing; yes, soft as moment passes
In nighttimes sweet sleeping; yes, when aloft
The cool stars wander on summer evening,
Making quiet minstrelsy in firmament;
Or as sweet nicotine delivers scent
In hot summer garden, no bird singing ...
Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; and I
Close with thee, close with thee under great sky.

___J
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very difficult to imagine it existing on its own.

Yet it is·
consciousness on its own - pure consciousness· - that we are reallyafter, and it is· this that comes from the centre of ourselves·- from

the centre, of the circle in fig.I.
consciousness· is vr:rry relative.
over exposed photograph.

On the outside of the circle
The world is badly lit, like an

Life is d.ull and drab - very lacking in

contrast.

In the middle a.rea things are different- - we feel. the
warmth of t-he lamp glowing wi tliin us·.
A strange inner happiness
comes to us unexpectedly, and we feel a connectedness with everyone
around. us.

I'.!'11 the c,entral area things are qui i;e different aga;in -

we expand, as it weTe-, into a very much larger world, a: world in,
which we are too small to exist.

And yet it- is ourselves who

expand - we ~- that larger world.

And at the centr& of the c-irc:le

itself we are infinite - we are one with everything.

Yet t·his

everything is beyond .e:x:perien·ce - we only know i't is there.
And so the only one truth
at the centre of the circle.

the truth which is limitless

is

All other truths are but partial

truths, for they arise further out from the centre, and are modified:
by the level of our consciousness.

Our aim is to find the one

truth - that truth which exists- at the centre - and having found
it to bring it with us, back into our everyday life ••

Even if it

is only a glimpse, a perfume of truth, and we can find it just for
a moment, once or twice a day, the effect on our life will be very
great.

For truth has tremend.ous power - there is nothing it

cannot do.
"Let him who seeks, not cease seeking until he finds, and
when he finds, he will be troubled., and when he has been
troubled, he will marvel and. he will reign over the All. 11
S t.Th.omas •. Log 2

II. 1

In the last ehapter we were discussing different levels of
consciousness, . in their relation to truth.
is only one aspec.t of truth.

But c·o nsciousness

As we approach nearer to truth,

unity increases· also, for truth in an ab.solute·, sense, is one, there cannot ultimately be more-than one truth.

And strange

as it may seem t-o us there - cannot ultimately be truth wit-hout
happiness, for· in its true nature everything· is ec.s tasy, is happiness •.
And so truth can be approached in three different ways - throug-h
methods which increase man's· unity, his oneness with the absolute,tbrough
methods· which increase man's· consciousness, his ability to rememberhimself, and through methods which bring-: him to happines·s, or- bliss.
From -the earliest times man has· struggled to· find these· differentHe has· given up the world in pursuit of.· the, abS"olute, -

ways- to truth.

has bec.ome a · recluse, an· asc-etic·, medi ta.ting in'. the· :foresi; - or he· has
given his life to
even his name•;

a;

monastery - abandoned everything he possess-ea:,

or- he hasc spent many years of his lif& in a.n esoteric

school, following specrial methods· of increasing and sustaining
consciousness....

All the-se, ways are· arduous and diffic.ult, and

they all, to a greater or· a lesser degree,, involve retirement fr.om
the:· world.

To be quite candid, they are not for us.

another w~ - a

\'f~

We need

which would enable us t6 find tr.u.th while

remaining irr• the world, so that we can discover our.- place in· the
wor-la:, and help other.s t-o do the same.
Now it is through the third aspect of truth - through happiness
that this method of meditation works.

One of the first things we

discover when we start pra-c-tising the meditation is that there exists·,.
a.eep down ·within us·, a · great store of happiness.

And as· we get to-

know t'he, taste of this- happiness·, we find that the mind tends· t-o go
to it naturally - there' is· no nee-a. to force it to go there, for- i'tWhen it has· reached t-his
tends, in that direction .o f its own accord.
place of' happiness, which of course is at the c-entre of the circ:-le·,
it· finds· that unity and consciousness exist there too.

The nearer

it gets to the c·entre, the more they bec·ome one thing.

And. so we

are able to bring them with us·, back into our everyday life.

In

this wa;y the long and. arduous disciplines of ?t'her w~s become
unnecessary - almost without knowing it we bec:ome free.
In order· to undersi.and how this· method works, let us imagine

II.2
thcd; the circle is like. a nation of' many people, and at the

centre- of' the circle is the king.

Imman'as· he is the

people are, all at war with each other,. and the- king has lj:tide
inf'!uenc:e over them.

But- if twice a day the people were, t-o visit

their king, to listen to his word, and in time to begin to
understand his purpose, the whole character of the nation would
change.
Instead· of internal discord there would be unity,
instead of misery and suffering there would be happiness, instead.
of ignorance and stupidity there would be consciousness....

Ahd

yet n·one of the ·people in the country would need to be put to any
spe~ial discipline, or to crhange their way of life in any way - except
only to visit their king twice a day, and this they would greatly
enjoy.

In time t'he inhabitants
of the country began to say to themselves "suppose instead of
visiting our king every day we simply remember him instead. - suppose
we pray to him for help without actually going to see him - this
would be much simpler, and would save him much trouble, to say
nothing of ourselves."
And so they lost touch with their king.
A..11.d worse still, they
began to make their own picture of' what he was like, so that in the
end they were praying every day to someone who had never existed.
For they had built up a picture of' the king in their own image •••••
But one has actually to visit the king.

This method we have been given enables us actually to visit ~heking - that is wh,y it is different from all other methods of prayer
or thought or c-ontemplation.
Visiting the king means allowing the·
attention to be drawn away from the activities which. go on in the
outer part of the circle, allowing it to be drawn away from the·
middle part, allowing it to be attracted more a..~d more towards the
central part, allowing·it to reach the centre itself - for that is
Other methods do not do this - they
where the attention likes to be.
harness the attent·ion to the outer part, and that is where it' remains·.
And: that is why they always involve some·kind of effort or struggle,

for it is in the outer part of the circ·le that effort· and struggle
exis·t.
:Sut·when one is not visiting the· king- what happens· in between-?
How can we keep his presence always before us in the midst of oureveryday life?

What can we actually do to remind us of him?

The answer· t·o this· question is really a very simple one.
king is actually.:!!!! - he is not a separate person.
visiii him we become king ourselves.

The

And when we

Raving become king ourselves.

II.3

we go out into the day - we enjoy wholeheartedly everything
there is to do.

No need to stop and ask ourselves "where is

the king - what should I do to remember him?"

- the more we

let go, the more we become king ourselves.
It is all a matter of the attention and how it is :flowing.
When we go to visit the king in his palace the attention is
flowing inwards towards the centre.

When we go out into the day

the attention is flowing outwards.

Our aim is to keep the

attention one directional.
it is flowing outwards.

Either it is flowing inwards or
If we try to alter it we put a wedge

in the way.
The wedge arises because we contrive something - we think
to ourselves "I should be doing this or that to remember the
king".

And so we create two people instead of one.

But if•

we allow the attention to flow naturally we are one with the
king - it is one and the same- thing.

And so in this way awareness arises naturally - it does so
in the ordinary circumstances of life.

And all the activities

of life get done much better - we do things more efficiently, and
Always provided we visit the king every
we enjoy things more.
day.•••

III. l

The circie, regarded as a geometrical figure, has two
co-ord.inates.

One of these two co-ordinates lies· in a direction

along radii, inwards or outwards from the centre, the other
co-ordinate lies in a direction around the circumferenc:e. (see fig. 2)

area I

fig.2.

Regarded as, a symbol, these two co-ordinates of the circle are
of great importance

they can help us to understand actions.

our actions move in a direction around the circle.
they happen.

All.

We have no choic-e·-

This is a very difficult thing to accept.

We think-

we have choice over our actions, but actually it is not so - everything
happens.
In the outer area of the circle (area I) everything happens in time.
Day follows day, week follm·rs week, year follows· yea:r, and. all the·

ordinary sma,lL events: of_· our life follow suit,

In the middle

III.la
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I saw the morning pavement in the sun
Crowded with people moving to and fro;
The daily rush to work had just begunEach person knew exactly where to go.
And as I looked I thought, suppose each one
Went in the selfsame way to work each daySuppose all hope of any change had gone,
Suppose our life in utter sameness laySuppose each gesture, every word we say,
Each step we take upon the journey's way
Without the slightest alteration done
Exactly as it had been yesterday ...
And then I heard a laugh and saw a smile,
And sat there in the morning sun, awhile.

III.2
area; (area 2) things are repeated in eternity - they happen
again and. again.

This is· a different kind of happening - it

refers to many things in our life which have always been, like
our childhood., or when we fall in love, or choose a

career

In a sense these things are

or make certain big decisions._...

muc:h more inevitable, much more unchangeable..

In this· middle·

area, too,. are all our dreams - dreams about what we· might haved.one, what we hope to do one day ••••
But in t·he central area (area 3) it is d.iffer-ent.
of us is above the level of actions.

This· part

And so everJthing is always

there - all our possibilities, all our past,. our- presen~ and our·
future - all of it exists side by side •.

But of course we cannot

see all this, although certain things affect us very muc::h.
What is it, then, that decid.es our actions?
crhosen, others not' - what determines this?

Some of them are,

The origin of: all our

actions comes r-rom the centre of the circ:le - it is from,here thaii
ever-Jthing begins.

And. so the line which connects us with the

centre - the radial co-ordinate - is the line of ~hoioe.
along this line - movement t'owarde· the centre

Movement

brings us nearer·

to choice, nearer to the possibility of doing.
Suppose there is something in our life we wish to change.

If

we struggle with it on its own level we only make it stronger.
is· the meaning of that saying a tooth11 •

But if we:

11

11

This

an eye for an eye and. a tooth for-

resist not evil" - if we can learn how t'o

let things be, and at the sa.11e time practise some method such as

the meditation which will bring us nearer to the centre of the circle,
not just once, but regularly every day - then sooner or later a
miracle will happen, and. things will change.
remember that nothing is impossible for us.

For we have to
At the centre of the

circle is the one who created us, and. r1"om t-he centre of the circle
he will one day create us again.. •·•.
This, then, is the meaning of the symbol from the point of
view of action·.
of being.

Let us now consider it from the point off view

As we have already said, movement round. the

circumference of the circle is concerned with passing·time.

In

this direction, therefore, the present moment d.oes not exist - it
is d.isappearing continuously from the future into the past•
:But movement towards the centre of the circle is along·the
line of .!}.2,!!:•

Directly we turn ou..1:· attention along this line

II I.2 e.
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How strangely does each hour, each little day
Go winding on. How strange that all our years,
Numbered and counted so relentlessly,
Should pass us by, leaving no room for tears.
And yet more strange, that deep behind disguise
We know that nothing vanishes-each joy,
Each sudden flow of warmth in lover' s eyes,
Each new discovery, ea-eh simple toy
Is guarded always in Eternity.
Oh miracle! that each new moment brings
Its own sweet treasure house of ecstasy,
To complement the rounded whole of things . ..
For underneath Time's losses and his gains,
Nothing is parted from us-all remains.
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wear~-· we exist.

And the nearer we get to the centre of the-

circle the greater 'now' bec'Omes.

For- 'now' has a different

value - a different duration - the nearer we get to the centre.
In the outside area (area I ) the,value of· 'now' is only·a few
This is

seo-onds.

1

now 1 for the ordinary level of consciousness·

our ordinary waking state.

For the middle area of the circle

(area 2) 'now' is· very much longer-- perhaps several hours, or
even a day and' a- night.

For- the central area (area 3) 'n-ow' is

much longer still - it may even erlend to the length of our whole
life.

And at t'he centre of'· the circle itself· 'now' is infini t'e,

or eternal - it is this- which we· mean when we speak of' the

I

eternal

now'.
If our daily life has no 'now' in it we do not exist, we. have
no being.

This is a very unc·omfortable thought - that so much of

our life· is- spent' in this way, in non-existence..

But- the purpose·

or· the meditation is- to bring· 'now' into our daily l'ife - that is
precisely what it is for..

By turning- our attention along the

line of 'now' and by finding ourw~ t-owards the centre of· the·
circle, for two periods every day, we find in time,tha:t the value
of.' •now' has increased.

Gradually our daily life begins·to have

more· and more 'now' in it

gradually we begin to exist, and our

level of being increases-.

When this happens we find -t-hat the wa;,

we spend out' time is diff'erent·.

Instead of_ the past and the

future, it is the present moment on which we spend our· energy.
And in a strange wa:y the past and the futur& solve themselves· ......
Mow everything that happens in the universe is c·ompounded of'

these two direc-tions

everything moves round the circ-le, and as·

it does so, it moves a little nearer, or a little further from the
centre.

The resultant of these two kinds of movement is a spiral.

Basically a;-11 proc·esses, all activities are spirals- - and basic-ally
t-hey are of two kinds only - either they a:re· moving outwards,, awa::,
fl:'om the centre, or they are moving inwards, towards the centre.
There cannot be a process, an activity, which continues- to move
at the same distanc:e from the c-entre - that is what ordinarily we
cannot see.
But what kinds· of spiral a.re there?

Most of our ordinary

activities move a certain distance round the c-irc:le and then fa.de·
away, or change their d.irectio_n.

Unless', there is a d.efinite aim

behind t·hem, and this· aim is- suai;ained f'or a. very long period, it
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is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their direction.

But

with certain kinds of activity, and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direc:tion more exac:tly, and to study the laws which control them.
Let us consider, -for instance, the way in which man is created.,
and grows throughout his life.

This will b:e a spiral of' the kind

shown in fig. 3 below:4-death

fig. 3.

SPIRAL OF CREATION.

It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the circle·
it is- here t 'hat man is c:oncei ved.

As the spiral moves outwards

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the ena.· of the first
segment we are born.

During t ·he next segment the child develops·

and grows, and. by the end of this segment he is a.bout 7 y~ars old.
From this· point onward.s adult life begins - first adolescenc:e, then
marriage and child.ren, then midd.le age, and' finally old age and
d.eath.

By the time f'ull circle is reached death comes and we

begin again - the clocks are put back, and: once again man is

I II. 5

c:oncei ved.

The embryo develops· in the womb, and at the encl of

the first segmerrt we are born.

Childhood once again, with all

its adventures - shall we remember how it was before?

••• and

so on and so on •••.•
The spiral of creation, of growth, is a descending, a 'downhill'
process.

This means that the value of time is decreasing as time

goes on.

In· the early stages of embryonic growth, when the spiral

is so near the centre of the c.irc1e, time has enormous value.

In

ot-her words, eno-rmous chc>...nges take place in a very short time..

As

time goes on it passes· more quickly, until by the end of · our li£.e
the value of time has reduced. t'o little or nothing - this from the
point of view of' our physical ex istence - and sometimes, too, f':r-om
other points of view.
But- there is a reverse process, another kind of spiral, which is
shoi-m in fig. 4 below:-

fi g . 4. SPIRAL OF REGENERATION.
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I don't know why, but everything seems to be
Different this morning; as if someone had said
"How would you like things?" And suddenly instead
Of the dull dreary world we usually· see,
There is a new wonder in each leaf, each tree,
And even the grey pavements seem enchanted
With bright reflections from each raindrop slanted ...
So is my heart filled with a bright ecstacy,
And I would laugh for joy, telling those I meet
To look about them, here in this busy streetTo look and see how terror has gone away,
And sadness is no more, just for this one day.
And looking, I would ask them if they know
How it could be like this always-how it could be so.
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In this case the value of time increases as time goes on.

'11he

spiral therefore represents an ascending, an 'uphill' process.

It is what we call 'regeneration' - and without it creation would
be impossible.
In· a sense it is going on all through our lif.e-, .
as the diagram indicates-, but it can happen any time - within a

half hour, even sometimes within a few moments.

There is no need to

think of it in· terms of a lifetime.
These two processes - creation and regeneration - have a speciai
importance for us.

When we do the medJ. tat ion energy is, being.

regenerated, when we- do our daily work energy is being used f-_o r
creation.

Without the meditation energy of the right kind is

not produced,-. and so our daily work is not creative - it goes: along
in- a dull sort of wa;y.
will begin to change.

But if- a rhythm can· be established· things·
Gradually our daily work will change its

quality - gradually life will take on a new meaning, as t ·h e value

of each moment - the value of 'now' increases· more and more.
If we can superimpose these two diaoo-rams in our minds, it will
help us· to understand many much bigger things too - particularly
about the meaning of· life and· death -- how d.eath is not an end buta beginning - how it is a starting point on the wa;y to rebirth and

the awakening of memory

a doorwa;y opening into a new lif:e.

IV.l

We were onc-e told of a certain law or principle connected
with the development of processes· or activities - it was c-alledi
the principle of·the discontinuity of· vibrations.

This principle

maintained that no process or activity ever· proceeds in a straight·
line - it inevitaoly changes its d.irec·tion, falls away, even
sometimes turns back on itself, unless certain special mechanisms
or- devic-es are provided at the right place •.
These special mechanisms are not normally present- in man·' s
activities - and that is· perhaps why the course of history is so
irregular, and. why so many of our own ventures end in a differ:ent

way than we had hoped.

But in many natural processes, sue-has

that of· our-· own physical growth and evolution, and in many biochemical
processes· t·oo, these mechanisms are present.
We can see an example of this law in processes of the kind
shown in fig. 3.

It is- clear that for the spired of creation to

c-ontinue its d"ir-ec:tion, something new has to start, both at the
one third point and at the two thirds point round the c-i.rcle.

At

the one third point the child. is born and for· the first time begins
to breathe, at the two thirds point' a new life begins with t-he·
arrival of ad.olescenc-e arnl the ending of c-hildhood.

In fact, there

are really three d.ifferent spirals superimposed on each other--, rrot
jus-t one.

If there was only one spiral, development would cease.

Like the different strands of a rope or a cable - at each third point
a new strand begins, and so the cable holds together throughout- its
length.
And. if we study each segment of the C'ircle in more detail, we
disCDVer a similar arrangement on a smaller- sc-ale.

Within each

segment· there are also three strands - two intermediate points at
which some new element enters.

In the first segment,. for·instance,

- the period of prenatal growth - there is a point near the beginning
of pregnancy where the physical basis of the embryo is determined-;
there is also a secDnd point - a very important one - when life
enters and the child begins to move.

Let us put these points around

the perimeter of the circle, as in fig.5.

Altogether, there will

be nine points - three major points at each third segment of the·
circle, and six further points in between.
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I find it very strange we cannot tell
What he is like, this little one so soon
To be amongst us. Yet we know so well
What he is like-we know that the same noon
Which shines on him today has always been,
Has always brought the sunlight to his browAnd so we cannot say 'I have not seen
Him yet, I do not know him now ... '
And when he comes, and when we count his toes,
Admire his ears, his little turned up nose,
( Or watch to see how high his forehead grows),
Let us not say he looks like you or meLet us remember he will always be
Only himself, throughout eternity.
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Point 3, as we have already said,. is the point where the
child is born and starts a new life·, - a· life· on dry land, s ·o
to speak, for.· it- is· here• t-hat breathing begins, and c:ontinuesuntil" death, when it just as suddenly stops-..

But the· newb:or.lll

child has· to learn, ma..'!1y other· things too - how to eat and diges,t,
how to s"0e, how to balanc:e· and c:oordinate its· movement-s,, and so on.
All these things are under· the c-ontrol or · point 4,. that extraordina._r-y
mind whic-h- l 'o oks- after the pbysioal body.
But· point· r ·o ur- includes· muc-h mor-e t-han this-.

It is responsible

for- programming the development of the pli,ysical b.ody in. i.ime - f'or
c:0ntrolling· the c-hanges that take place as the· body grows- - and ita--ls·o- determines· _the· identity of the body· - that strange thing which
make-s one person's body d.ifferent from another's.
part of· us our ess-enc-e.

(see fig

We c:all t-his

5. )

For the first few months of its life - even perhaps for a• yearor so - the newborn baby is· nothing muc-h more than essencre..

In, spit e

of· all the blandishments bestowed. on it- by parents - a...11.d: particularly
by grandparents -

it is not until the speech centres· develop in

the left hand: hemisphere of the brain that personality begins to
gr-ow, at point

5.

.And' t-hen of· c;ourse - the fun begins.

All.. t-he•

protec:tive d'evic-.es, the mannerisms·, the tricks,, the naughtiness·,,
the c-liarm: - a;ll the: array of· aTmou.r- whic-h will stand. it in good
stead throughout- lif:e - all this develops during · this period, from
about- three to seven years- old.
And then at point 6, or a :few years· later, c-ome the- first :t:'ew
beginnings of· somet-hing else - something which is nei t ·h er essence:
nor- personality - something connected with onese-lf.

For during

the period from point 6 to point 7 we begin to have many new

impressions - new inc-linations, new long ings, deep emotional
experiences, perhaps, aroused by

the circ-ulation of sex energy.

And for t 'he first time, we begin to ask ourselves· certain quest.ions wby we are here, and what life is all about.

At point

7

we are about sixteen•years old.

has· started to grow.

Some part of· us

If it is not overwhelmed by the cares· and

tribulations or· the wor1d, and if' it is not d.istorted' by wrong ideas
one day it will be able to guide us.

For it is here, at point

that there exists- what Solomon was· asking for when he· said:

11

7,

0 Lord

my God, I am but a little c:hild; I know not· how t-o go out or to
c:ome in.

Give therefore tby servant an understanding heart ••• that

I may discern between good and bad •••• "

And. then there is point 8, whic:h we have called man's soul.,

In- a sense it- is what we axe, and

What d.o we: mean by· the soul?·

yet it- inc-lucres· all we c:ould .be.

All the different- possibilities-

that exist in mankind axe hidden. there - they ac:tually exist in
eac-h of' us- - but of course only certain of them are realised.
idea raises many questions-.
What would it entail?

This

What do we hope might be realised?

Have we any experien-ce of the differene:e

between new and old pos·sibili ties?

Is there anything in lif"e whi~h.

nev:er happened: bef"ore· - which lies in a different d"ireetion fnom

the circ:le-- of· repeti t-ion?

And how can we· tell the difference?

(SPIRIT)
-+,a.eath

9
SOUL

MI

(BODY)

(sour;,)

PERSON'ALITY

In olden ti.mes the soul was sa,id to contain three parts- - a
creative part-, (corresponding to point 8), a rational part,
(corresponding -to point
to point T).

5),

and. an emotional part,

This· is a good wey to think of· it o

(corresponding
We see t-hat

it is in the creative part that new possibilities exist - this part
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No poet can explain his verse; the same
Wonder which breathes on all created things
Lives in each line he writes; the poem springs,
Borne on the murmur of an angel's wings,
From nowhere-none ·c an tell from whence it came;
Nor could the logic of unaided thought
Deliver lines so delicately wrought,
Telling of all he loved, of all he sought.
For when he writes, although he knows not why,
Strange memories that no man understands,
Deep diapasons of forgotten lands
Roll in upon him from Eternity.
Oh seek not to explain; for by the same
Miracle, Man and all Creation came.
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of us is like- an artist, who is able to create new designs.

The

carrying out of these designs belongs to the emotional mind, at
point 7.

It is- the proper func:tion of this mind to listen to

_the· souL - t:o lea.mi· how to hear what the soul is asking, and to
carry out its commands.
part, at point

5.

And in this· it is helped. by the rational

For wi thou-fr this· part of_· us there would' be no

outward expression of'what we are.

In the ordinary way point·

5,

the

pers-onali ty I is all we can see of• a: person's soul,. and: the pie;i;ure
it gives us is sometimes very misleading.
In a similar wa:y points I, 2 and 4 on· the rieht hand side of·
the diagram are all part of the body.

Point I is the physical

substance of the body - the d.ust of which we are made - and point 2
is the- life principle whic:h holds.this substance together.

And

point 4 is- the controlling mind which co-ordinates all the body's·
movements and functions.
So the circle can really be divid.ed. much more simply into two·
halves - body on the right and. soul on the left.
above these two parts of man· is spirit.
thing.

:But over and

Spirit is quite a different

Like light it is everywhere: - it is universal.

And being

of a level of matter which is too fine to be c'Ontained by the' body
ancl the soul, it has- to be mad·e to c,irculate· through them,
only when· it circulates·

- it is

through them that things begin to change-.

'When the spirit circulates through the soul we beC'Ome aware of
the soul - we begin to exist, to remember ourselves.

At the same

time we experience inner happiness, greater unity and self confidence
and. many other things. When the spirit circulates through 'the boccy
we become a.ware- of the body - we feel a sense of·well being, a.
c-onnec-tedness in the body,· and our inner and. outer movements· become
more co-ord.inated.

And. when the spirit circulates· between the

body and tne soul they begin to work in harmony with each other,
and our inner conflicts disappear.,
:But what is it that makes the spirit circulate?·

This is the

most important of all questions, for everything worthwhile in life
depend.s on it.

Clearly it is C;onnected with the meditation, but

precisely- how it c,irculates·, and in which ord.er, has· yet to ba·
d.isc-0vered.

In this symbol, there is a wa:y of understanding

how this inner circulation works •••• .,.,
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Before we can discover how the spirit circulates.·, we have to
introduce- a further- id,ea - that of ac-cu.mulators of· energy.

Man

contains within him a number of different ac-cumulators, or- plac:es
where, energy is stored.

The-se accumulators are in pairs, so t·hat

when one has emptied. the other talces over.

It is· quite- possible

to notice this happening, for instance, when one is tir-ed,. perhaps
one yawns, or stops· for a moment,. and then quite unexpec·tedly one
feels a new flow of energy.

The- phenomen.o n of a

I

s econd wind I which

long distanc:ec runners experienc·e,. is another example.

What actualfy

talces place , is that a switch changes over the circuit from one.
acc:umula1;or to the- other-.
Meanwhile the first accumulator is f'illingup a.gain.
it fill up from?

Where does

Both accumulators are connec:tea; to a c:entral

supply - the sourc-e of power we were talking about in chapter I.
This s-ource of: power is· called the big accumulator.

We can only

c:ontac.t it at moments of extreme urge.n cy, otherwise it might get
all used up, and we should die·.

So for- all normal purposes the,

energy we need: is· drawn from the small accumulators, and this
arrangement ensures that plenty is kept in reserve.

Many of our troubles are d.ue to the fact that some of the small
accumulators are not in proper working cond.i tion.

Others· are blocked

and need emptying and clearing out, still others have never been· used
and. need: opening up.

The function of the meditation - one of its·

functions - is to put all this in order, and. that is where the·
circulation of the spirit comes into it.
In the symbol these accumula.tors are arranged. along the three·
sid.es of the · triangle.

(see fig.6.)

Accumulators, of course,

exist on , many different levels, and so there are really severa·l
triangles - one very near to the centre, a.nother further· out, another·
further· out still, and. so on •.

But to simplify· matters we will

consider only one triangle - that which is concerned. with the level
of energy of whicb. our impressions consist - the energy which
circulates through our nervous centres and brain.
The rieht ha.nd sid.e of the triangle represents the spinal nervous
system, and. each of the points along this side of the triangle is
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a d.iff.erent group of nerve centres in the spine, the highest
part of the spine being at point

3, where the brain stem is,

and the· lowest part being· at the- apex of the triangle, a;t point·

9,

like a man upside down •.
The base· of the triangle contains all the control centres in the
brain, the three points on the right being connected with that part
of the brain which c·ontrols all our physical and instinctive
mechanisms, our· inner and outer· movements, our reflexes ana: so on,
the three points on-. the lef.t being cronnecied with· our- intellectual and
emotional reactions - including· of course -the speech centres, whic-h.
would appear to play such an important role in, the development of
personality.
The left hand side of' the triangle c·onta.ins the various plexuses
which be long to the autonomic· and sympathetic nervous systems·.
0

on the·right hand side, the highest of' these· comes nearest to the
base of' the triangle, at point 6, the lowest at the apex of· the,
triangle, at point

9.
SPIRIT
9

7

2

symp
nervo

part

pine

BODY

fig.6.
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So the inner triangle is like a great storehouse of energy it c-onta;ins all the energy stored away in man's nervous· centres
and brain.

If this energy is t-o be used, and if' the centres are

to be kept replenished with new energy, there has to be a. connection
between them• ancl the a:ifferent functional systems a.round the,
circumference of the circ.l e.

Th.is connection is provided by

an inner c,i rculation, which follows a certa:in order or pattern
in i t-s d irec:tion.
Before we ge-t lost in t ·oo much detail, let us take a general
view of this inner· circulation, and. try to see what it implies.
We notice that it is symmetrical about a point of intersec-tion,
just below the apex of the triangle, and. that it divides naturally
into two parts

points I,4, a.nd 2 on the right hand side, and

points· 8,5 and 7 on the- left.

We notice, too, that it flows

always in one direction - from I to
and su on.

4, from 4 to 2, from 2 to 8

In ffoing s·o, it brings energy to certain nerve centres

and' receives energy from others·.

All the time - every moment of.

our lives· - this- exchange of· energy is taking place- - the whole
figure is in perpetual mot-ion - it never stops.
Now points· I,4 and 2 and points
different kind of process.

8,5

and

7

each, represent a

Points I,4 and] 2 a.re c·once-rned with

regener.ation, points· 8,5 and 7 are concerned. with creation.

As ·

we d'i scussed earlier, creation is a descend.ing, a 'downhill'
proce-ss, and if it is to continue a reverse process - an 'uphill'
process· - is necessar'J, which we called. regeneration.

These.- two

aspects of the inner circulation are reciprocal and. complementary
to each other.
A classic example of these two processes can be studied in
organic life.

As is well known, the action of sunlight on the

green plant- cell has the effect of releasing oxygen into the
The oxygen is obtained from water (H2o)
which is taken up by the plant from·the soil.
If we take point- I
earth's atmosphere.

to be water, we can see that it travels first from point I to
point 4.

At point 4 it is acted. on by sunlight, which l)y · means·

of a special mechanism in the plant cell splits · the water molecule
into two separate parts, H and.

o..

The IF combines with carbon

at point 4 to forrri carbohydrates and: various other high energy
fuels, but the O travels from point 4 to point 2 - the earth's·
atmosphere.

(see fig 7).
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Not until April comes does Nature show
Her loveliness; not till the new buds make
Delicate traceries that hang below
The willow branches, drooped over the lake;
Not until yellow daffodils awake,
And primroses grow wild among the woodsNot until then do the cruel winds forsake
Their bitter cold and deep midwinter moods.
For when sweet April comes, like a great breath
That quickens all her creatures, Nature blows
New life and virtue into all that grows,
And Spring is born again, from Winter's death.
So comes the miracle that all may seeDead branch and living shoot on the same tree.
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The Breath of Life.

It is interesting tha,t this c,oming together of three elements
at points I,4 and 2 is much more than a chance combination or·

events - it is a beautifully controlled process by means of which
a balance is kept on the oxygen c·ontent of the earth's atmosphere,the
presenc·e of which is vital for all living creatures.

From the

point of view of this teaching it is a 'triad' or combination of
three forces, the significance of which we will discuss presently.
earth's
The second half of the process occurs when the oxygen in the/
atmosphere trave1s across from point 2 to point 8, where it becomes
available for man and onimals to bree.the.

And this is the starting

point of a second coming together of three elements at points 8,5 and7
Point 8 may be considered as the breathing of man and animals - the
earth-' s
combined. breathing of man,y millions of living creatures over- the/
surface.

Point 5 is the mechanism for conveyi11g oxygen in.to the

blood.stream, and point 7 is the inner respiration which takes p-lac,e
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when this energy is made available to the ;body cells.
And so the cycle is completed.

The cellular matter of organic

life has been quickened. through the circulation of oxygen•, and.
the waste products of the respiration process - carbon dioxide and
water - a.re returned. to the soil at point I, and the process begins
again.

The whole circulation, through points

I,4,2,8,5 and. 7, is

corn1.ec-ted. with breath - with the breath of life..

We are reminded

of the sec·ond chapter of Genesis - "And the Lord God formed. ma.n of
"the dust of the ground, and. breathed into his nostrils the breath
of. life;

and man became a living soul".

Now on a spiritual level the same thine is true.

Spirit is

breath - it is called in Greek pneuma hagion - holy breath, holy
s pirit or holy ghost.

Arn:1 when the spirit circulates through

these six points· it brings life to the soul - it· is in real fact
the breath of life.
meditation.

That which enables it to circulate is the

For when we do the· meditation a· special kind of energy

is manu-fac"1;ured through the interpla,y of elements· which form the
triad: I,4,2.

This energy is quite easily recognisable and has

quite definite effects.

Gradually a.s we continue with the

meditation, more and more of this energy collects at point 2,
until eventually it passes across to point 8, where it bec·omes· food
for the soul.

For the soul is starved of this energy and needs

it desperately, just as the body need.s oxygen.

(s ee fig 7 a overleaf)

When this transformation happens, new energy bec·omes available
at point 8 - new energy which will enable the three parts of the
soul - points

8,5

and

7 - to grow

a.ml develop.

That is how

expand into a larger world, through the meditation.
which will bring about a real change in our lives.
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VI.l
In the last chapter we were discussing the processes of crea~ion
and. regeneration, and we were saying that these processes c-ome about
through the interplay of three elements, or forces..

This· id.ea, that

events and proces-ses depend: on a combination o:f•tnree elements, is· a
very old idea. - it exists- in almost all religions,, right back to the
beginning of history,

But needless to say the idea has· bec~me

d.istorted, and certain features· belonging to it have been Lost ..
In this teaching the same idea exists, but it is put rather
dif'Terently.

In the first plac:e, we a.re told that unless the•three

forces come· together, nothing happens· - in other words,, none of the
three forces can produce action on its· own.

Sec-ondly, the three

forces· a.re not consid·ered to be fixed states or attributes of matter.
Unlike the eastern idea of the three· gunas, or the mediaeval. idea of·
three- elements, these three forc-es are c·onstantly changing, an-a: a.re
able to attach themselves to clifferent levels of matter, so that a
particular kind or level of matter may be imbued with one force at
one moment, another force at the next.
But what difference is there between each of these three forces· We are told t-hat the
how can we distinguish one from another-?
first force, which is highest in level, is active or positive, the
second forc-e, which is lowest in- level, is passive or negative, and
the third force, which is intermediate in level,. is· neither active
nor passive, but ha-s the capacity-of a balancing or-unifying element
In some cases this third force appears· as
between the other· two.
the result of a combination of events, in other cases it appears· as
the und.erlying cause, but often it- oannot be seen at all

for man,.

in the normal way, is· said to be 'third. force, blind' - the third
force is- one of those things which are hidd.en from him.
But perhaps· the most important idea which belongs to this teaching
is that the three forces manifest in a certain order or sequence.
When the active force comes first in ord.er,- a certain kind. of events
or processes will follow, when the passive force comes first, a quite
different kind. of events will follow, and when the balancing force
Then the force
comes first, a- quite different kind of events again.
which comes second in order will also determine the nature of· events,
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so that only a limited number of combinations will actually be
possible, as follows:active o •••••• passive ••••••.• balancing
passive. •·• ••• active .... .. . .....balancing
active •• •·• ••• balanc-ing ••••• passive
balanc·ing . . . .. active•• .•••••• passive
balanc:ing ..... passive •••••••active
passive •••••• balancing.• ·• •• .actiye
We find, to our surprise, that the number of combinations· is
limi t ·ed' to six.

This fact, which d.epends · of c:ourse- on· a- simpl.e-

law of mathematics, has · tremendous implications. If i =t is the order of
the tbr-ee forc:es

which

d.eter-mines the nature of· an everrt, this

will mean that essentially there a.re on·l y six: different events - si:x:
different· kinds of· things which can happen,in the whole universe.
But what exactly do we mean by the order· of the t'liree f :orces,?
In the ordinary wa;y we mean their- sequence in time.,

In, the process

of creation, for instance, which belongs to the left . hand sid•e of·
the cliagram, it is the active force at point 8

which, begins the·

process, . for unless· t-here is action, nothing· will liappeni.
force - which comes · nerl at point

'I'hen the

5 will be passive, for all good

creative work in-evi tably meets with resistanc:e, with something whic·h
Ana. the third. forc-e at point 7 aomes last - it

has to be overc-ome.

is the balancing point, so to speal{, around: which e:r--eation can turn
t'he result, perhaps·, of the first step of creation, lead.ing us on
to the next'.

'And the evening an.d the morning were the first

day •••••• and God saw that it was good..'

So we call point 8 active, point 5 passive and point 7 balancing.
But on the other side of the d.iagra.'11: we put things the other wa;y up.
(see fig. 8)

Wh,y d.o we d.o this?-

- because the process of

regeneration has a different . ord:er of forces - it is, so to speak,
the inverse of crea1iion, and· begins from the lowest point - the
passive force, instead of the active.
Point I is: therefore passive - it is always· the basic or inert
sta1;e of matter which is acted upon by some active and usually very
powerful substance at point

4.

This- substance has the effect of

splitting, or breaking up the inert matter of point I so that finer
.1d. I~rom 1·t • On· a bibrf' · scale this is the
substanc·es can b e · e:ic-.,racve
I,.

function of organic life - it is able to break up the basic materials
of the earth's crust and convert them into high energy fuels which
are used to create living matter.
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So the process of creation (on the left) has the order of
forces active ••• pas-sive •• ~ balancing, and. the process or· regeneration(on the right) has· the ord.er of forces passive ••• ac.t ive ... balancing.
But there are four other c·ombinations - four further processes or
kind.s· of· event which by their very nature are essentially different
from these· two.
How can we discover what t-hey are?
We can find.' out wha-t these further processes are if we realise
that there are actually three circulations in the a:iagram - not- just
one.

The first is the C'irculation of the spirit, and this circulation

is symmetrical about the apex of· the triangle, as in fig.8.

But

there is a further circulation which is symmetrical about point

3,

(exactly as if we ha.d rotated the first c·irculation through I20 degrees)
;.u1.d there is· a still further circulation about point

6.

If we put

all these three c-irculations in the diagram we arrive at the figure
shown in fig . 9.
The c-irculation about point 3 is c·onnec-ted. with physical energy.
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In this sense the pbysica-1 aspec'l; of thing·s does not nec,essarily
refer only to physical matter.

Thought processes, for instance~

have a- ph,ysical aspect - they can be studied. by scienc'8, 2..nrl. their
vibrations recorded and analysed.

But thoughts also have certain·

meanings - they explain certain things about the world. around. us.
These meanings cannot be arrived at by studying their vibrations, .for
they belong to a a.ifferent dimension , the subtle or psychological

level.
point 6.

And. it is energy of this level whic·h circulates about

But the circulation about the apex of the triangle- is

just as· different again - it is concerned with consciousness and
withthe spirit.

No amount of thinking can ever explain

c-onsciousness, nor can it be weighed. and. measured., for it belongs·
to a different d.imension from thought, just as thought belongs to
a different d.imension from - the pb,ysical aspect of things.
And so these three circulations refer to three quite d.if.feren·c
kind.s or dimensions of'• energy - ph,ysical, subtle cllld c-ausaL - and.
if we foll 01,r them out on the d.iagram we shall find that they each·
cont ain two different triau.s •.

The fir st circulation, about point 9,-
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contains the triad.s 8,5,-7 and I,4,.2,, which as· we have already
d.escribed., refer to creation and. regeneration.

The sec:ond

circulation, about point 3, contains the triads· 4, 7 ,5 and 2,,8, I,
and the third. circulation, about point 6, contains the triad.s

7 ,T, 8 and. 5,.2,4.
Nowt-he triad 4,7,5 is connected with involuntary actions.
All internal and external movements which are, carried out by· the·
body without one knowing it, and. all actions which go by themselves
and can: be done without attention, are inc-lud.ed in this category.
The d.ifference between this triad and the triad of creation,

8,5, 7,

is· that tne balancing force comes second. in order; instead of
c-oming last.

In this c:ontext the balancing force is the instinctive

memory which carries our actions- along.
The triad. 2,8,J is· connected. with somewhat similar actions, at
least in the sense that they happen without attention and. are
largelJr instinctive, but in this case they are initiated by the
balancing force,which comes first.

Such actions are very ex:plosive

in character - as if an explosive mixture had 1)een allowed. to
accumulate in the mem:ory, and. _sudd.enly
a match sets it off.

often quite unexpectedly

In human society this triad. is connected

with d.isruptive social behaviour, uprisings, the overthrow of
governments, and many other situations of this kind. which involve
crime and violence.
Of the two triads contained. in the circulation about point 6,
the first, the triad 7,I,8 refers to many higher faculties possible
for man., such as the emotional und.erstand.ing of truth, artistic
inspiration and. mystical experience.

But in man as he is these

capacities often go unre<-l-lised, even though they are said. to be
his birthright.

It will be seen that the triad ~nds,- at point 8,

with active energy of a high level - energy which lead.s into the
creative t-riarl. 8,5, 7.
The second triad,

5 ,.2,--4, refers to another capacity of the human

mind: - the power to imagine, to dream; t·o create desires.

It is·

through this triad that active energy is prod.uced. at point 4 - energy
which in human society is what 'makes the wheels go round'.
Newspapers., ad.vertisements, theatres and. cinemas, space fiction,
television - they are all part of the magic·,. the creation of· desiresdesires which in their turn set the triad 4, 7 ,5 in motion, and lead
involuntary actions •.

to

VL5a
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Here in the Tube, how strange that each man's faceIs as it is; strange that each nose, each ear
Is shaped in just that way, is in its place,
Making each man's identity so clear;
And stranger still, each thought, each hope, each fear,
The way he smiles, the way he likes to dress,
All he possesses, all he holds most dear
·
Belongs to each alone, is his no less.
Yet is there not some deeper gentleness,
Some hidden suffering, some high ideal,
Something which you and I could never guess
Behind each face-is it not this that's real?
For if our eyes were opened, we should see
Not only what he is, but what each man might be.
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Now let us forget the details, and try to see in more general
terms what all this implies.

We have established tha,t man, a.s a

world, a cosmos, . contains three different kinds or levels· of energy
which a.re circulating within him, between his various centres, and
that these three circulations can be represented s;;rmbolic-ally by
the inner lines in the d.iagram.

Connected. with these tlu~ee

circulations are certain triads

certain kind.s of process or

activity which are characteristic· of each.
This brings us to a point about the diagram which has not· been
previously mentioned - it is not a symbol of man as he is, it is
a symbol of what he might become

what he could. be if his

possibilities were fully realised.

And the key to the full

realisation of his possibilities lies in these three circulations.
In man as he is only certain parts of these three circulations are
fully working - those whic·h are conc-erned. with his physical
existence, and. are necessary for the creation and maintenance
of life.

'l'he e:irculation about point 6, which is connected with

subtle or psychological energy, is only partl;y established, and.
depenrl.s to a greater· or lesser· extent on- the physical circulation ..
And the circulation about point

9, the circulation of the spirit,

is hardly established at all.
This idea wa.s expressed originally in

c1,

very interesting way.

It was said that man had, potentially, four different bod.ies.

Only

the first body, the physical, was properly formed - the others

were not yet established., al though the material from which they
could be mad.e was actually available.

The first of these further

bodies which man could acquire was called. the subtle body, the
next was called the causal or spiritual body, and the highest was
called. the divine body.

We know very little about the divine

body, and how it could. be formea, but it is quite clear from the
diagram what the formation of the subtle and. causal bod.ies would
mean - it would mean that these two further circulations, the
circulation about point

6,

and that about point

9,

would have to

be established~ and. fully working in us all the t'ime.

Then the

material required for the formation of these two bod.ies would be
a.eposi ted in our various centres, and eventually it would. be~ome
permanent.
changed.

And. s-0 in this wa;y the level of our being would be

VII. l

In the last chapter we were saying that man's activities are
d.etermined by the interaction·· of three forces, and that by· their. very
nature these t'hree forces, can c-ombine only in six different ways·.
these six kinds· of'activity are not, of c:ourse, confined. to man.

But
They

exist, virtually, in everything - in all natural processes,. in the lawsof pbysics·, in the cyc:le of nuclear reactions in the sun, in the motions
of the stars and. galaxies.

And they exist, too, in the very nature

of things - in the colours of the spectrum, the· quality of musical
sounds, the proportions of natural :forms.
In fact, it is their uni versa-1 nature which malces it so difficult
to describe them.

And in trying to find. clearcut examples we have to

be care:ful not to wander into different fields.

In this, we have

found a c:lue which can help us - we have discovered. that the six triads·
are related: to three different circulations - that two of them are
related to the circulation of physical energy - in fact~ to the physical
world - that two of them are related: to the subtle or· psychological
level - to the world of thought, or· intelligence - and that two of
them are related. to- the circulation of the spirit - to the causal
level, or the world· of consciousness.
It is, perhaps, the circulation of the spirit which is the most
a.ifficult for us to understand.

And the rea,son is, of· course, that

consciousness cannot be explained, it has to be experienced •.

But

sometimes we are helped by the fa9t that this circulation has a
physical counterpart.
things become alive.

Spirit is breath - when the spirit circulates,.
And the triad

of the physical body, not only

I,4,2 can. refer t·o the regeneraiiion

to spiritual regeneration.

In fact,

this physical regeneration is what happens in deep sleep, and iw one
sense these two triads, I,4,2 and
and waking.

8,5,7

refer to the cycle of sleeping

But sleep is not enough to· give us· the psychologic:aJ:

rest we need, and it is only through the meditation that we can get
f"ull spiritual rest.

And. when we get this spiritual rest through

the- meditation, it works through the other two levels· to give us,
renewed energy in both the mind and. the body, for it comes from a
level above· them both.

So we can understand to some extent what regeneration means, at
leas-ton a, physical plane.
Eut the triad 8,5,7, the triad of creation,

.2
is an- entirely d.ifferent thing·.

It starts with the active force,

not the passive, and this means that effort is needed to get it goingan initial impulse of some kind,, which can come from a very high level,
as with artistic creation., or from: the quite ordinary level of· physic-al
work •.

In either case the passive forc-e which follows implies that

resistanc,e has to be overcome, in, other words ef..forl is needed·, all.
a;longthe line.
By contrast the triad.

4,7,5, which a.ls·o begins with the active force,

requires, no effort at all, once the initial impulse has been given~ r·or
t-he balanoing forc·e at point 7 carries- it along.

It is· this· triad

which the scientis·ts refer to when they speak of the second law of
therrnodynamic-s,. a.nd the eventual 'heat death' of' the universe.

If this

triad were the only- one that existed. in the universe, they would be
right - all energy would gradually· be dissipated into heat, and sooner
or later· the end of all motion would come.

Im this sens-e- we can take

point 4 as t·he energy available in the uni verse - the energy of' all
suns - point

7 as the means whereby this energy is produced,

by the

burning· of hydrogen to form helium, or in other wc1~s, and point 5 as
the passive state of equilibrium - the heat death - to which the
scientists refer.
But of course, there are other triads in the universe whic11 work in
the opposite direcxion - the triad
'uphi1·1' process.

5,.2,4,

for instance, which is an

This· triad was· originally described as· 'magic', and

aptly enough, for it implies the c-onversion of inactive states o:f· matter
back into active energ-y - carbon d.ioxide,, for instance,. whic-li is·
exhaled by man and animals as the end product of respiration, and
reused. by plants in the formation of living tissue.
But the triad. 5 ,.2,,4 really belongs to the next circulation - the
circulation of subtle or psychological energy which is symmetrical
about· point 6.

That is perhaps, why, when it manifests on; the

physical-plane, it appears to possess magical powers.

For it depends

on' something more than ordinary physical laws - it depends on a c-ertain
l'evel of intelligence which they do not possess.
the other peysical triad, 2,-8, I,

Compared with it

is easy enough to und.erstana..

It

relates to a.isintegration - to the wey in which organic· matter is
deeomposed, and. returned. once again to the basic· elements from· which
it came.

This process is very evid.ent in organic life - it is the

way in which organic matter - leaves and' plants, and the bodies of

living creatures·

are disposed of.

And it is connec'.tea., too,

with the nutri tiona1 factors needed by the soil - nitrogen,. phosphorus,
carbon· and other- elements which are taken up by the circulation, at
point' I.

:N'bw it. is interesting that both these• triads,,. 4,7,5 and 2,,8,,I

are- perfec,tly normal and essential on a physical level, but when
they manifest on the subtle level - and even, more on the spiritual
level - they are out of place.

As we have said,. the triad

is: eoncernecl with involuntary actions.

4,7 ,-5

And the point about

involuntary actions is that they are contrary to consciousness - on
the subtle and

causal leve,ls they destroy memory.

That is perhaps

why,. in this system, there is· a prayer - a prayer which goes like
this, - no11 Lord Creator, and: all you his Assistants, help us to
in nrder tha..t

remember ourselves at all times;

we may· avoid. all.

involuntary actions,. through which alone c·an evil manifest".,
Even more does the triad 2,-8,I destroy memory.
is fa:r- mor-e violent, more destructive.

And its· action

For when·· physical things

have· t'o be destroyed., that is one thing, but when memory- is destroyed,
tha·t is another.

Yet even truth itself cannot remain clothed forever

in, the same outward. forms, and· sooner or later the time arrives when,

forms of· knowledge, everr great religious teachings· have t-o be
abandoned..

It is then that we sometimes catch a glimpse of· this·

triad working as it should - and some-times, too, we see it working

There• is one further triad we have· not mentioned, the triad

7,I,8 ..

This triad belongs to the circulation about point 6 - the circulation
of subtle or psychological energy - and. it has always been connected
with the idea of self' remembering.,.

triad means?

How can we understand: what this

It begins, at point 7, wi t-h emotion - with the

emotional understanding of truth;

and it is followed., at point· I,

with the passive :force - with compassion, perhaps, or awareness;

and

it encls at point 8 with active energy of a high level - energy which
is capable of· setting the triad
creation•.

8,5,..7 in motion - the triad of·

Perhaps this parable describes it - at least it is

something of this kind:11

And Jesus answering said, A certain ma,n went down f:rom

Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped
him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him
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Here in my hands this little frightened bird;
So soft, so light, my hands can scarcely feel
His little weight, as they in awe conceal
Treasure so delicate ... as if the word
Of God's creation long ago was heard,
And one small fragment of the living sound
Lay here vibrating still, unseen, unfound ...
Yet quietly does he lie, and has not stirred,
One bright eye questioning his fate deferred;
And with his little heart he pleads more true,
More eloquent a case than we could doSo in all truth is heart to tongue preferred.
And while I question him if he would stay,
He moves, and then quite suddenly he flies away.

VII.4

And by c·h ance there came clown, a certain, priest
half dead.
that way: and' when he saw him, he passed by· on the other side ..
And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked
on him, and passed: by on the other side.

But a eertain

Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he wa-s : c>.nd when he saw
him, he, had. compassion •

And went to him, and: bound up his

wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on· his own beast,
And on the
and brought him to an inn, and took care of him.
morrow when he departed, he took out two penc·e, and ga,ve· them
to the host, and said unto him,

Take ea.re of him;

and whatsoever

thou spend.est more, when I c·ome fli_g;ain, I will repay thee ....... "

There is one further kind of action, or triad,- which is outside
any of · these six combinations we have described so far.

it acts on the

the seventh, is said to be inc·omprehensible for us
level of the Creator himself.

This triad:,

And on this level we are told that any

of the three fbrces can act in the· capacity of any other, their action
being under t'he a_irect control of the Creator's will.
But although it is said to be inc·omprehensible for us, there is·
one thing we know about this seventh combination

it comes from the

same plac-e, in its origin, a,s the word we repea.t during meditation.
And such is the power· of the word on the level of its origin that
when the Cree:tor med.i tates,

·· new worlds, new forms

c'Clme into existence at every moment.
And. so, really ancl truly, when~ med:itate, there is nothing we have

to do - we have only to leave it to the mantra, to carry out its work
on i-ts own.

VIII. 1

Ac-cording t·o an ancient teaching, the world·, the universe,
the all, is said to consist of a number of separate and distinc;t
entities or cosmoses contained. one within the other.

Thes:e

c-osmos.es- are built on the same pattern as:· that of the greatest,
the protoc-osmos, which . e:ontains all· others within· it.
Each of these · different c.-o smoses is said to be a. living being,.
existing in its own time · -

a;

being which eats, breathes and

rec.-e ives. impressions from its surroundings just as we do.

But

although they .must clearly influenc:e us in many ways·, and. play
an important part in our· lives, it is difficult· for us to grasp
the fact that t'hey are living beings, for- their- times are so
different from ours-.

It is even· difficult for us to see what

this means·, that they each exist in their· own time·-, for we measure
everything in terms of our time, and that is- perhaps why there are
so many t•hings about the uni verse which we cannot understand.
In this connection, it was- said that 'time· is breath'.

It wa-s

said, too, that the breath of each c-osmos is 30,000 times longer
or shorter in d.uration· than .that of the cosmos below or above it.
This would mean that if we take the period of man's breathing as
a-bout 3 sec-onds, for instanc-e, the cosmos next above him would
breathe every 24 hours.

This would. be the world of nature - of·

organic life on- earth, which clearly has a cycle of this pe:rdod, .
both in the process of photosynthesis, and that of respiration.
And. this· would imply that everything about nature

all. her

different functions, even

is geared to

the length of her life

a · quite different clock from ours, a clock that measures time in
uni ta of 24 hours, instead of' in un.i ts- of seconds·.
But according to this teaching, there are many cosmoses much,
larger in sea.le t ·h an organic life.

And although we know little

or nothing about its origin, the teaching itself c-oincid.es
remarkably well with the d.ata available from contemporary sourc:es.
In fact, if we construct a grid. which is based on this factor of
30, ,0 00, we find that entities throughout the universe tend. to
group themselves naturally into categories which c:oincicl.e with
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the spacing of this grid.

The following, for instance, is· a

table recently c·ompiled. of the sizes of various entities knoim
to scienc·e, spaced' approximately at intervals o:f 30,:000 times:..........
en

{!)

H
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E

'--'

0
0
0
0

'"'
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l'+-l
0

6

universe

5

galaJ:ies

4

star clusters

3

stars (solar systems)

2

planets·

I

organic life

0

man.·

I

cells

2

molec.ules

3

atomic nuclei and
subatomic particles.

(I)

H

<D
~
0

D.

This · table is interesting, it' only because it shows · a c.ertain
order or cons-i.stenc;r of measurement in the · universe known to us.
We notice, for instanc,a, th2,t d.imensionally the atomic nucleus isas far awa;y from us- in one d.irec-tion as the solar system is in
the other.

We notice, . too, that beyond a c-ertain distanc-e life-

seems to d.isappear - only those entities quite near to us areconsidered. to be alive.
And. yet this ancient teaching · sta,tes quite categorically tha:t

a-11 these entities are alive - that each of them exists in its own
world of space and time.

We are told that each entity is thre~

d.imensional for i ·tsBlf, and that it can only know the entities
above and below it in terms· o:f added: dimensions.

In other words,

the appearance o:f the world is C'.Onstantly changing - changing
according t ·o the viewpoint of the observer.
If we look in, one
direction we see space without time, and i:f we look ,in the otherdirection we see time without space.

Yet the real world is not

like this - it exists, independently of our viewpoint.
continue to exist whether we· are there or not •.

And it- will

That is what

the doctrine of c·osmoses can show us.
Let us begin by con.sid.ering a cosmos such as the earth - let
us try to see the earth in a new light.

Fechner spoke of the

earth as an angel - an angel carrying us along with her into
heaven.

Nowadays it is popular to refer to the earth as a
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The great Earth, like a mighty being, stands
Balanced upon her orbit, while the Sun
Delivers his bright light in golden strands
Of radiance, that like deep rivers run
Over her rounded surface; so begun
Are all Earth's living creatures that enjoy
Her fruitfulness, and when their time is done
Return to her again, and so employ_
The very life that, dying, they destroy ...
And through this film of living creatures pass
Reflections clear and pure without alloy,
Which move upon Earth's surface like a glass ...
Thus do the Planets sweet vibrations make,
And Earth's small creatures form and beauty take.
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sp a ceship, or as· a generator of ph,ysical energy.

Eut wha.t really

is · the earth - has she a- real existence of her own?

According to

this teaching- a moment for the earth is a year - the period of' her
revolution round. the sun·.

In one such moment does she know herself' -

in the period of a year she tak es
than a year is only a

c>.

deep breath.

But an,ything 1:ess

fragment· ·of her time,. and a day would be· only-

an instant - the time of her shortest impression.
So already we know certain new things about the earth - we· know
that as the spring moves a~ross her surface every year she· is
actually breathing- - im other words she· is quickened., made alive
by the c-oming of spring, .just as we are made alive by the air
passing· through our lungs.
her plant life lives· and dies

And. in this same period of a year
the corn grows up and; is harvested

in the :fields, leaves 8,ppear on the trees and: :fall in

a;

carpet on

the ground, small animals and insects live and die.

All the-se

things are timed - they are part of a plan - and: behind them• lies
a c·ertain law or principle which holds good: throughout the universe.
This princ·iple is a very simple one.

When a cosmos ea-ts, the

cosmos one below it lives a.nd dies; when a c·osmos breathes, the
c·osmos two below it lives and dies;

and when· a cosmos receives

impressions, the cosmos three below it lives and dies.

In a sense

we can say that each cosmos eats the cosmos one below it,. breathe-s
the cosmos two below it, and receives impressions from the cosmos
three below it;

but this is not entirely true,. for it is more

that an exchang e of energy takes place ••••
And so when the earth breathes, living creatures live and die.
But when she eats, it is the whole of nature whicll. is born, lives
a.l'ld dies, for her digestive cycle lasts for many thousands of years.
And. during this period mineral s are absorbed into the earth t s
surface - deposits

of coal and. oil and. other fossil fuels - prec·ious

stores of energy which man so soon d.estroys.
13ut· what are the earth's impressions?

How does she receive

influences from outside her - from the planets, the sun and. tha
starry world beyond?

If we look carefully we can discover-

certain mechanisms or devices which enable the earth to receive
impressions.

But first we have to realise that?ifupres s ions are

of many different kinds and levels, and. like our own i mpressions
they have to be converted. into a f orm which the earth can accept.
The basic- frequency of the earth's impressions is a.et ermined by
her rotation - by t he alternation of night and da,y, of light and
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Here in the bosom of this earth I stand,
Myself so small, this lovely earth so great,
And here are fields and trees, and the broad land
Stretching beyond, and clouds immaculate ...
And I so small, here in this earth so great,
Here in this meadow grass so soft and warm,
Under this canopy so safe from harm,
Under this greenery so delicate .. .
Oh lovely earth, here in this little place
How soft the air, how scented thy embrace,
How perfect each small flower in thy dress,
How sweet the treasure of thy loveliness .. .
How happy I so small, to be no less
One little part of thy great consciousness.

VIII.4

darkness-.

Through ·the ability of plant c,ells to react to the

sun's rays·, influences· striking upon, the earth's surfac:e· are
converted' into living :forms, and it is these living forms, in
their enormous· variety of shape and: pattern and c·olour which are
the end product of impressions reaching· the earth.,

:But- a·ls-o

involved in the process are man.y other devices - the screening
effect of the earth's atmosphere, for instance, which enables•
c-ertain influences t-o pass through to organie: life and not others,and the· extraordinarily complex chemical processes which talce place·
within the plant cell, enabling it to run true to the species t-o
which it belongs.

In all these devices not only cells, but·

molecules, atoms and electrons play a part.
So there is much more to the earth than we ever supposed, and
perhaps· Fechner was right after a:11.
Let us· read once· again what
he says:11

0n a certain morning I went out to walk.

The fields were

green, the birds sang, the dew glistened., the smoke was
rising, here and there a man appeared, a light of transfiguration
lay on all things·.
It was· only a little bit of earth; it
was· only one moment of her e:x:istenc-e;

and. yet as· my· look embraced

her more· and more it seemed to me not only· so beautiful an
idea, but so true- and. clear a fact, that she is an angel_ - an
angel carrying me along with her into heaven.

I asked myself'
how the opinions of men could. have spun themselves awey f'.r'-Orrt
life so far as to deem the earth only a d.ry clod.
But such
an experience as this·passes for fantasy.
The earth is a
globular body, and what more she may be, one can find in
mineralogical cabinets."
Now if we return for a moment to the table of different· entitieE,
and try to see it as a whole, we come to the c.·onclusion that at least
from man's point of view - from his position in the universe - it
seems to divide naturally into three parts.
big and. remote world studied. by astronomy
nebulae, star c-lus·~ers and. stars;

There is the very
the world of galaxies,.

there is the world. under the

sun,'s influenc--e - the planets, the biosphere, the world. of animals
and plants;

and there is the world below man, and. within him - the·

world of small quantities, of cells, molecules, atoms and electrons.
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate,
As if the motion of the galaxies
Were held in still suspense eternally
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create .. .
And here below, where shorter lives dictate
>Time's motion. that in days and years runs by,
In that same moment Nature's mysteries
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate
·· And fill with a strange, quiet e.cstacy
The ordinary world, under those winter skies . . .
As if the power that dwells in worlds above
Were here on Earth, to fill our hearts with love.

5

· Now does the Sun in quietness bestow
His light on all things; over the wide sea
He shines, and on the summer fields which grow
Their golden harvest; now relentlessly
He turns, and as the hours of night go by
His light still shines on other fields beloW;
. Scfdo his lovely rays adorn the sky,
And make Earth's rounded surface all aglow
W'ith man's activity; yet man would grow
Weary of peace, and in his restless fears
Would soon forget that it is really so,
.· .·.• Exchanging ecstasy for bitter tears.
Yet when at last his little life is done,
Still turns the Earth, forever shines the Sun.
19
Here in this little flower does Time reveal
Her mysteries; here in order delicate
Time, one by one, unlocks the little seal
Which holds each petal in its folded state,
And like a tiny star, immaculate,
The flower opens-miracle more real
Than all the wit of man might recreate!
And see, hidden within where none may steal,
A little hieroglyph, whose lines conceal
Secrets which lie beyond Time's ordinateEternity, inscribed within the wheel
Of universal law, to which all truths relate!
And yet this idle world-and you and ISee but a little flower, and so pass by.

'VITI..5

We can put these three worlds in the diagram, along each
of the three sid.es of t·he triangle.

On the left hand. sid.e

will be the very large and. remote ~ni;ities beyond· the sun - the
milky way with its· innumerable clusters of stars,

the more distant·

galaxies and nebulae, and the limits of the universe itself.".
At the left hand corner of· t-he triangle will oe the sun - our· own
sun, whicfr or-· course is the onl;y· sola.r system known to us·.

At

the bas-e o:f' the triangle will be the world und.er the sull''s influeno:e the planets on the left, and organic, life with its different elemen-tll:
on the right, culminating in man at the right hand corner.

And on

the right hand sid.e of' the triangle will be the world. of small
quantities - the world within, or below man - c,ells, organic e.nd
inorganic molecules, atoms a.ncl electrons.

(see :fig. IO).
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This arrangement is not an arbitrary one.

Each of the

nine points around. the circumference of the circle represents
a difference in magnitude of" 30,000 times, consequently each
side- of the· triangle · is a finite scale c:0vering some- thirteen·
and a half powers of ten.

Dimern=donally, the· arrangement- is·

very exac:t;

includes ev:el"'Jt-hing that man · is able

and. it

to, measure - it is,. in fact, a picture of· the ALL.
does· it ao:tually mean?

What are these d;· ifferent worlds, with

their- enormous- range of· different magnitudes?
all. about~

But what

What are they

And how does man fit into the pic-ture?

Now suppose we go back in our minds to

a;

previous chapt·er-,

when we were· discussing this same diagram· on the scale of· man.
We said· that the-points around the circumference of· the circle
were d.i:fferent systems or· principles within him, and. that the
triangle itself contained all his· different accumulators.

In

fact, we said, that the triangle was lik0' a big storehouse of·
energy, connec:te.d by means· of an inner circulation with the- points
around. the circumferenc-e.

This inner c·irculation was continually·

exchanging energy of different kinds - carrying energy to some
points, rec:eiving energ-.1 from others.
On- this enormous scale, the same thing is true - these
different -worla.s, arranged. along the inner triangle of fig.IO,
are nothing more nor less than a series of accumulators, or places
in the uni verse where energy is manufactured. and. stored..

And each

contains energy of a different kind - each has- a d.ifferent purpose
in relation to the ALL.

Cells·, for instanc-e, are accumulators

of' one kind of energy, pla..11ets are accumulators of another.

And.

to- some extent we can, tell what kind. of energy is involved:, becaus-e
we know something of · the meaning· of the six different princi.ples·
around the circumference.
Point I, for instance,- is the physical principle.

And opposite

this principle, in the triangle, aTe atoms, elec-trons, nuclear
particles 2.nd. so on - elements which are concerned with providing
the energy needed. for the physical world.

Compared with this

storehouse of pb,ysical energy - and. we all know what enormous·
stores of· physical energy are c.- ontained within the atom - the next
bracket includes

a,

quite d.ifferent kind of energy - that provid:ed

by orga.nic: molecules and. cells.

The ramifications of this

VIII. 6a
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Bright stars; cold points of white and brilliant light;
Strange ornaments upon the midnight deep;
Hanging so still under the dome of night,
Alive, awake, while Nature lies asleep;
To you this little earth, this human place so soon
Forgotten; all these trees and fields which lie
Breathing so quietly underneath the Moon
Are but a moment passed, an hour gone by.
Your yesterday, lost in the depths of Time,
Saw mighty Nature's mystic origin;
Your life-ah, in what magic se~e sublime
Did galaxies conceive, did Time begin ?
Bright stars, bright symbols mirrored in the sky;
Deep beyond depth, symbol's reality ...
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kind. of energy, which is concerned. with the secret of lif'e-·, have
been explored: very e::densively by scientists in, rec-ent yeaxs·.

And,

although we are still very far from understand.ing what vital energy
really is, a number of important d.isc-0veries have been mad·e.
The next bracket, above point 4 in the diagram, is concerned.
with something quite d.ifferent - the enormous va.riety o:f living
creatures and. living forms in-the biosphere.

What kind of energy

What is the energy on which the mind

is C'Onc-erned. with all this?

o:f Nature depends? - the mind. which, in another context, was calied
the Great Laboratory?

The same energy, perhaps,. as that whic-h

controls the- growth and. d.ifferentiation of our own· bodies - matter
on, the borderline· between physical and. subtle levels, suc'11 as·
hormones, enzymes, endocrine secTetions •••
And yet this form, of energy is quite different f:rom nervous·, or
psychological energy - that which belongs to the next bracket,. above
point

5 .,

In a sense psychological energy is more familiar to us

it is that on. which our thoughts,. feelings and: sensations a·epenit.
And al though it may- seem strange to us,. we are told that this· energy
is C'Ontrolled· by the planets - that they are like giarrt electro-magnets
pulling· us first iw one direction and. then, in another-,. as· t·heir
in:fluenc:e sweeps past the earth~
And. beyond. the planetary world -

know nothing-.

beyond the sun's influence-we

All we can, see is number - an, infinite number of: suns

like our own, repeated. in tlic stillness of eternity.
o-f the triangle -

the causal level.

For this side

this part of the giant·accumulator - belongs to
It is where energy is stored for creation-- :for-

the creation of new worlds, new causes in· the universe.

And c-ertainl,y

although little is- known about the way- in which it happens, . it would
seem to be in , these vast regions of outer space that· creation is
tak:ing place -

either continuously,- according to scientific- theory-,.

o-r- in some initial expansion, some primary explosion, the effecrf;s,
of which are still continuing.
Now when we were discussing triads, in a previous chapter, we
said that the circulation through points 8,5,and 7 was the t:viad
of'• creation, and. that the c-irculation through points I,4, a.nil: 2
was the triad. of regeneration.

In other word.s·, it is- through the

triad. I,4, 2 that the life princ,iple in the universe is generated,
and. it is· through the triad.

8,5,7

that this same· li:fe principle i's

circulated., so that it reaches every corner o:f the universe, and:
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate,
As if the motion of the galaxies
Were held in still suspense eternally
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create ...
.. And here below, where shorter lives dictate
Time's motion, that in days and years runs by,
In that same moment Nature's mysteries
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate
And fill with a strange, quiet ecstacy
The ordinary world, under those winter skies ...
As if the power that dwells in worlds above
Were here on Earth, to Hll our hearts with love.

VIII.8

every c.o smos becomes a living being.

This aspect of creation - the

creation of lif:e - is one which is not included in scien·t;ific theories
about the origin of the universe, yet who can· imagine a universe
areated without life?

What purpose would there b.e in creating a

dead universe- a universe in which the life principle was absent?
This, surely, is what the living earth, the biosphere, is all
about.

The biosphere is a mechanism

1 -

one of countless millions

o·f similar mechanisms, perhaps, whereby life is maintained: t'hroughout
the univeTse.

Involved in this process, on the- right hand side of

the d.iagram, are organic molecules, living organisms and cells entities of a kind which can only exist in the special conditions
which apply to the earth's surface.

And it is through the

interac,t ion of these entities with their environment that vital
energy is- manufactur-ed.

This vital energy - the breath of life

is - then distribut-ed·(on the left hand side of the diagram,) amongst
the galaxies, the star clusters and the solar systems throughout
the universe •.

And so the universe is quickened, and becomes a

living being.
But we he,ve to r-emember tli--e1,t there a.re other processes, otherforms - of energy circ:ulating in the universe.

There is the

circulation about point 3, which is concerned mainly _with the
various forms of physical energy known to scienc·e - the burning
of byd.rogen to produce nuclear energy, for instance, and the
effects of gravitationj and there is the circulation- about point 6,
which would seem to be concerned more with the controlling devic-es the mind. - which regulates the flow of pb,ysical energy and preventsit from getting out of hand.

On this enormous scale it is very

difficult to follow these processes, for the time scale is so
different from ours.

How can we see the mind of the universe at

work, for instance, or how can we- feel its emotions?

And how,

indeed., can we understa,nd its soul?
And yet it is now much c-learer wh?t each part of the 1.mi verse

is for-.
J\.nd

Everything has a purpose, everiJthing is part of a plan.

this plan is the same within us as it is in the universe outside ..

In fact, we~- that universe, for the within and the without are
t he same.

;
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'KNOW TKYSELF' I-IV

L920s

I.l
The saying 'Know thyself' lies at the root of all ancient
teachings about man.
ways.

But this saying can be taken in many different

Many people take it to refer t-o self' analysis - a practioo

wliic~ is never very helpful.
observa:tion.

Others take it to mean sel~

But although self· observation !llBiY have good results·, it

usually leads in the end. to the study of' man's weaknesses and limi tat:Lon-s,
and so produces inner conflicts.

Still others advocate methods o~

maintaining awareness, particularly that of' trying to be aware o:t'
ourselves.

But awareness is not actually a thing to be tried.

If it

comes· naturally, that is another matter, but if we try deliberately,- to
be aware of ourse,lves during action, we clivide our- attention, and this·
makes the mind confused.

Recently we have discovered another

a· wa:y whic·h was introduced to us· in 1960, when we were given the
meditation. •.

wa::r -

0

This way has given a quite new meaning·to the expression

'Know thyself.'
When we start doing the meditation, we discover, deep down·within

us, a great store of strength and happiness which we never knew existed.
This disc-overy is the starting point on the wgy to knowing ourselves.
For man is a cosmos,

a;

complete world in himself, and this c:osmoa is a

reflection of the great world outside him.

Like· the great world outside

him he c·ontains many depths, many levels of which the ordinary mind is·
not aware, and it is only through a method such a-s· the meditation that
he can discover thes-e different- levels within himself.

Finding· them,

in himself, he will discover them in the greater world. also.

And s-o

by knowing himself he will in time know all - he will know everythingthere is to know.

In order to study man as a cosmos, we begin with a very simple
diagram - a circle containing three different areas, with a point in·
the centre..

The outside area of the circle, which we have called

area I, is the ordinary mind. - the consciousness of our everyday waking·
state.

It is this part which sits down and starts to meditate.

we repeat the mantra
centre of the circle.

When

and when it goes, by itsel:f - it comes from the·
The energy which the mantra brings with it·

from the centre is very delightful, very attractive to the mind,. for

-
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the centre is that great store of strength and happiness which exists
within us.

Consequently, the mind tends to go in that direction of

its own a,ccord, for it belongs t-o the very nature of the mind to be
seeking for happiness.

The nearer it gets to the centre the more

it is pulled, or attracted by the mantra.

Tha.t is why this method

requires no effort on our part, either to di:ree:t our attention,.. or- to
cha-nnel our thoughts in a certain direc-tion.

We simply follow the

mantra, wherever it chooses to take us.

area I

l3ut to return to the study of these different areas of the· mind.
Area I is of course only a.wake in the daytime - when we go to sleep

at night its consciousness d isa,ppears.

But sometimes it receives·

reflections during sleep from a much deeper level of mind, reflections
which we call dreams.

Dreams, as a matter of fact,. are not limited

to nighttime - they go on all through the day, but the lign.t of area: I
is so strong tho.t we cannot see them.

Dreams are in n.rea 2;

but area 2

contains many things - it is like a house with many rooms, rooms full of
And area 2 works
wonderful treasures whic-h we know very little about.
with a level of energy which is quite indesm-iba.bly different from

I.3
that of area I.

All our vivid emotional memories are stored in this

part of us - when people remember things which happened. long, ago as· if'
they were yesterday, for instance.

And

time is quite different, too -

the ordinary 'before, now, after' kind of time does not exist.
The central area, area

3, is just as different again.

It works

with a level of energy which is quite indescribably different from,
that of area 2.

And if we eould contact this area of the mind we

should. find that time, in the sense we know it, no longer exists.
Unlike the other two areas, this pa.rt of us never sleeps, for itcontrols all our vital functions, and if it went to sleep we should
But the ordinary mind of area I finds it difficult to register

die.

experience on.this level.

Sometimes we get a glimpse - and when we

do so it always relates to something much bigger than oneself".
nrea.

2

Whereas-

relates to that c·osmos which is oneself - the microo-osm - area 3

relates to the larger world outside us - the macrocosm.

And

when area 2

is· illumined by the energy whia-h o-oines from t-he centre of the circle-.
it bringsselfc-onsciousness;

but when area: 3 is· illumined by the-

energy which comes from the c-entre of the c-irc-le it brings objective,.
or cosmic- consciousness· ..
When we are doing the meditation there is no need to c-onc:-ern
ourselves directly with these different parts of the mind.

An:r

reflec·tions we may receive :from them can· be disregarded, for- the only·
real thing is the mantra..

But the meditation opens· up the: possibility

of experiencing-- the quality o:f energy which belongs to these deeper

levels.

For it iij very m,tic-eable that the mantra itself c·hanges its

quality, the nearer we get to the centre o:f the circle, and this· is:
because it is working in a different level of materiality.

WheIL we

start to med.i tate it is working in a very gross level, but as'. we approach
the c-entre its quality becomes more ancl more subtle.

Sooner or later

it reaches a level too subtle for the mind to grasp ..

And then it

transcends, and we quietly start again •••••

II.l

What is life for - what is it all about?

When we were given

the meditation the Maharishi used to say "Life is blissit is not a struggle..

essentiall;r

Man was born to enjoy - certainly not to su:£':f"er-•."

But we neect to know a little more than this.

We need to lmow where we

are- going, what happens- to us when we d-ie, and many other things •• ••
Now all our ordinary actions move in a direction- round the circle.
Although we ma,y not see· it, they happen again and again.

And: if' the

c·ircle corresponds to our lifetime, this means that life itself' repeats
that the moment of death is not an end but- a beginning - the beginning
of another life :DEATH

BIRTH'.

But even if we knew this t-o be true, the knowledge would not,
help us very muc-li unless- we knew something else.

This 'something· else'

is the way out of the c-irc.le· of' repetition - in other words, movementtowards the centre..

It is in t-his direc-tion that life is, bliss-; and

if we crould, find it many things in our life would change - they would not
continue to repeat themselves, over and. over again.
Actually everything we do is a combination of both these direations· everything moves round the circle, and as it d.oes so it moves a little
nearer or a little further from the centre.
direc1;ions is a spiral.

The resultant of b-oth these

All our activities are spirals, but most o-r them

fad.e aw~ or change their direction.

Unless there is a definite aim

-
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behind them, and this aim is sustained for a very long period, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to follow their direction.

But

with certain kinds of activity, and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direction more·
exactly, and to study the laws which crontrol them.
Let us consider, for instance, the way in whi~n man is created,
and grows throughout his li:fe.
shown below:-

This will be a spiral o:f the kind

· death

SPIRAL OF CREATION.
It will be seen that lifa begins at the centre of the c.irele it is here that man is c:oncei ved.

As the spiral moves outwards:

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end o:f the :first
segment we are born.

During the next segment the child develops-

and grows, and by the end of this segment he is about

7 years old.

From this point onwards ad.ul t life begins - first adolesc-encra, then
marriage and children, then middl'e a.gee, and finally old age and
death.

By the time full circrle is reached death comes and wa.

begin again - the clocks are put baGk, and: once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo d.evelops in the womb, and at the end of

the first segment we are born°.

Childhood once again, wi t-h all

its adventures - shall we remember how it was before?
Now if we look carefully at the diagram-, we may notice that th~
spiral of our life· moves through different areas· of the circle..

In

the first segment, from conception till birlh, it moves entirely in
the central area, area

3.

In the second segment, from birth until

the end of childhood:, it moves through the middle area, area 2.

And

only in the last segment·, during our adult life, does· it move thr-ough
area

I.
This fact can tell us a great deal about these different areas -

it can show us what they are like.

Just as· the central area, area 3,

ia hidden :from us

so the· period in the worn~

in the normal wey·,.

is hidden :from us - we can remember nothing about it.

And yet it is·

a very important part of our life - in· 'real' time it ocoupies a third
of the whole circle.

During- this period everything belonging to our

past life - everything of real value - is assembled together again.
And when we are born we bring with us many memories :from this period~
or so we are told - memories o:f the life we lived before.

We are

not just stupid babies when we are born, we are wise old men.

But-

soon our parents begin to make baby noises at us, and we quickly forget

what we knew so well, a,nd imitate them instea.d.
As child.hood develops we are moving through the mid.dle area, t·he

place where all our dreams and. phantasies, our fears and our d.elighiis·
e.re situated...

During much of this period we live in a world of

make-believe.

And yet it is a very clear world, :full of vivid

memories, much nearer the centre of the circ-le than in later l:ife.
One remembers how Christ spoke of children-how he said., "Verily· I
say unto you,. their angels do always behold the fac-e o:f my Father which·

is· in heaven".
·And. then there is the third segment, during which we are moving
through area I.

This is the period of auul t life, when we develop

all our knowledge, all our skills, and all our experieno-e of the world.
The trouble is that about this time a kind of veil or a screen begins
to :fall down between us and the inner two areas, a,nd we tend to loseOUX'

o-onnec-tion with them.

But our real self is not like this at all

it includes everything under the spiral - everything in ea-oh of the
three areas.

And if we draw a line, such as the line a - o, it will

- --
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be a cros-s section of what we really are, at that particular
poin1; in our life.

For the spiral is growing all the t-ime, up

to the moment of death.

At the moment of conception it is· a

tiny· point at the a-entre of the cir~le;
it includes area 3;

by the time of our- birth

by the end of childhood it has- grown stilL

more, to include area 2 aa well;

and by· the moment of' death it

includes all three· areas· - area 3, area 2 and area I.
What ha.ppens· then?

What happens at the moment of death?

To

quote from "A New Model of the Universe",

"A man dies, and the
moments of his death agony, the moments· of his last thoughts and
realisations, his last sensations and last regrets, are c-onnected
with the sensa.tions of love which create new birth.
Which precedesand which follows the other?
All -this must be simultaneous.
Thenthe soul sinks into sleep, and then awakes in the same world as
bef'ore, in the same house, with the same parents.II
So what is life for, what is it all about?
find some

wey

Unless we oa:n

of remembering - of carrying our c-onsc,iousness acroS13

this period of sleep - everything will be much as H was before - why,.
in fact, should it be otherwise?.

But if the meditation goes deap

enough, there· is · every reason to suppose it will still be- there
when we awake.

And then ii; will be up to us to find

a wa;, o-r keeping

it going - through all the distractions of our c·h ildhood, the aims-

and anxieties of ad'o lescent life - until, with t-he· reawakening

memory, we discover

or·

our- c·onnect ion· with the c:entre: - we discover

what it means that 'life - is· bliss-' •

III.l

The 'Spiral of Creation' described in the last chapter has
an interesting mathemationl basis.

It is based on the idea that

'real' time is logarithmic, or in other words that the value of· time
decreases as time goes on.

The basic: unit of time is taken, as· the

lunar month of 28 days - 1lhe period of conception.

Terr lunar months·
represent the period of pregnancy, one hundred lunar months represem:
the period of child:hood, and one· thousand lunar months represent· the
period of our life.

The time scale round the perimeter of" the circ:le

is theref·o re a loga1•i thmic· scale- to the base ro.
The period or
0
~onception - one lunar month - will be ro , the period of p r e ~
1
ten lunar months - will be ro , the period of childhood: - one- hundred
2
lunar months - will be ro , and: the· period of our lifeiiime - one
thousand lunar months - will be

ro 3•

As time moves round the circle in this
moves outwards fl:'om the centre.

wa;1,

the spiral of growth

But growth is a difficult thing to

measure,. except in purely physical terms •.

The growth of the physical

body moves outwards in a very regular curve d.u ring- the :l:irst segment,
but beaomes less· regular during the next segment, and ceases alt-ogether
during .the third..
US"

But the growth of the subtle body · - that part o:r·

which is c·onc-erned with our psycho-physical. life - begins at the

moment of birth and reaches its zenith, perhaps, during the third
segment.

And the causal body, which is concerned mainly with the

growth of the soul, begins with the third section· and continues through
till death, or possibly beyond.•
So the form · of the spiral cannot be accurately · determined - f'or not
only, are we unable to measure the growth of the subtle and causal bodies
but this growth, · and espeeially ·that of the c·ausal body, must va:ry
tremendously from one person to the next.
J

But the time scale round

the perimeter of the circle is very exact, and it can tell us precis·ely
when certain changes ta.lee place in our lives.
With the help of a log. book it ia not a difficult matter to.
determine two intermediate points in each segment.

The first

segment d.ivides into two points at O. 333 and 0.666 powers of ten.
These two points coinc·i de in a remarkable

wa;1

with the two important
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IOOO LUNAR
MOUTHS

I LUNAR
MONTH

35 yea:rs

6 weeks

old

I6

I8 weeks

3 years old

milestones which occur during pregne..ncy - the first, when the embryo
has been formed, which occurs after about siz weeks
and. the second, after about .eighteen weeks,.

of pregnancy,

when the cll.ild

begins to move in the womb.
What is the real significance of these two points?
surely, is when the

plan, ~he shape

The first,

of man's physical body is

laid down, the sec-ond when the physic-al body is made alive, - when
the life principle enters it.

A more extraordinary miracle it is

ffifficult to imagine - one is reminded of the story about the infant
Jesus·, who was disc-overed by his parents pla;y-ing- down by t-he stream.
He had taken clay from the stream,. and was modelling small birds outof the clay.
and

And when he had finished making them, he-blessed them

they flew a:w;zy- ••••

-
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The two intermediate points in the next segment - the segmettt
concerned with our childhood - occur at about 2I anti 46 lunar mcmths·
after conception, whic·h corresponds to a year a:fter birth for the
first point, and 3 years after birth for the sec-ond.

year old. ba.by like?

What is: a

He is- mainly c-oncerned with the instinctive

func·t ions of the body - how to eat and digest his food, . how to move
different parts of his body, how to balanc:e, how t-o see, how to hear~
how to get what the body needs.

We call this part or· us our

essenc~ - .9,nd when it is fully developed. it inc-lud.es the instinc:tive
mind - the intelligence which controls all the workings of· the
physical body throughout our life.
A Ii ttle later on,.
to grow.

at about 3 years old, the persona;li ty begins

This happens when the nervous c·entres develop, · and we

begin to got thoroughly difficult and naughty, and start exploring-the- psychological situation in which we find. ourselves.

Actually,

personality only starts growing· in this segment, and in these earlystages it is mainly ma.de u,p of desires.

These different desires·

cryst·allize later on, an<l become our many different 'I's.

But-

at

first it is all 'I want' - only later does it bec·ome 'I am'.
And what am I ?'

'I'hat is what the ·third segment is- all about.

Many people never discover what they are, and the reason usually is·

For as life goes on personaliily

thn.t personality prevents them.

develops- a hard and crusty shell in the out-sid.e area

o-r·

the circ:le.

Even though it m(W be based originally- on real desires belongingto the middle area, sooner or later it crys-t-alliz-es, and' then it
stands in the way.

We have t-o get beneath it - t-o go back into the

past, to become as little children •• •·• n.ot all the time·,. but f'or
two periods a day.
By the end of· the sec:ond segment, at about seven years old, we

reach another point of transition.

We begin to pass from childhood

into adult life - not suddenly; a.s with physic-al birth, but gradually.',
we face a new situation - that of growing- up.

And by· the first

point of the third. segment we are already sixteen years· old.

At this-

age all sorts of things are happening to us - we are dec-id.ing on a
career, our sex life is developing, we are learning how to apply
ourselves to serious work.

But there is something else - something

whic-h keeps on ma.king. itself known to us - the ever recu.rring question,

'What is life for

IIL4
what is it all about?'

- and particularly,

the question, 'Is there· some higher being, some higher intellig.ence
behind. it all?'

For this is the age when Mind should develop,

and the true func1:ion of Mind is to discover the Soul - f'"or only
the Soul knows the answer to this question.
According to the diagram, the Soul does not develop t-ill we- are
thirty :five years old.

This does not mean that man has no soul

until then - very much the reverse.

It means that if the Mind

continues to search for it, sooner or later the Soul will come out
o:f its hiding place· a.nd begin to guide• man in all his actions.

But

if he :forgets that he has a Soul, or even if' he searches for it- in

the wrong direction, the Soul will remain hidderr.
We know that the Soul exists in the presence of· something much
greater, which we can call Spiri-f;.

The· Soul. is individual. to each

o:f us - and each of us is himself, unlike any other.

But Spirit

is uni ver-sal - it is the Spirit which f'ills the Body and the Soul.,and enables them to live and to grow!( SPIRIT )

physical body

mind

(SOUL )

lif'e prineiple

- -- - - -
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And so we have arrived at a definition of' man as a cosmos·,
a world in himself".

Essentially he is· one and: indivisible·, and

yet he c-onta,ins within himself' three different parts· - Body, Soul
and Spirit.

Body, on the right hand side of the diagram, includeEr

the physica.l body- itself', the- life princ'iple whie-h quickens the
phys-ical body, and the essence, or instinctive mind - the intelli'gen-ce
b-ehind the· physical body..

Soul, on the left hand side of" the·

diagram, includes the soul itself', which is above the level of actionB,
the mind, whose :function it is to carry out the requirements· of" the
soul, and the personality, which is the, outward expression of' the
soul, and all we oa.n s·e:e of it in the ordinary way.

Above the

body and the soul, a.t the top of the diagram, is· Spirit.
called, in Greek, pneuma hagion, or holy breath.
about it is that irt- has· to circulate.

Spirit is·

And the whole poin1t

If we can discover how to

make it circulate, - and. it is the meditation whic-li car make this
possible - all these six di:ff'erent principles will become- united, and
will begin to work together- as they should.
we ha,ve to do - to make the Spirit circ'Ulate.

That, really, is alli.

IV.l
In order to answer t he question, ' What is life for - what is it
a ll about?'

we must s ooner· or later begin thinking about scornething

larger t'han ourselves.
not easy t-o define.

But t ·he- larger world in which we live is'
In one sense it is limitless, but in anothe1r

sense it annforms to certain laws - laws e:onnec.ted with time and
magnitud.e, and with the relation between one entity and the next.

Perhaps the most obvious d~finition of· the world in which we
Iive - and· incident'ally one of the old.est

creatures· under t-he sun's- influenee.

is· the world of· living:
· Man:,, t he: worl'd' of

Naturre, . the Earth as· a p lanet. ~ t hese are t'hre-e orders, ~ -wo-r.-1.ds whic-h:
erist und:er the influene:e of the sun.
And as a:ny seientis~ will
te-11 you nowadays·, it- is· t-he sun whieh pr-ovides the energy which
motivates t-hes-e worlds·.

The amount of activity whic:h takes· place

in the lithosphere, t'he amount -of activity whieh take.s plac-e irr thebiosphere, even the sum'. t-ota-1 o:f all man's activities - all these
depend on the amount of energy given off by the sun, and nowadays it

is even possible t ·o equate the: one with the other-,; at least in
physicral terms.
Of course, the solar system is only a small thing in re:lation to
the universe as a whole.,

In terms of si:teer magnitude, the univers-e

is as many t 'imes: larger than the solar system: as.- the solar- system is,
larger t-han a man.

And curiously enough, the s:ular system, is· as

many times· larger than a man a-s· a man is- larger than- the nucleus o£
the a:tom.

We call this world below man: - the· world of atoms,.

moliecules and cells. - the MICROCOSMOS, and we eall the world a1inv-e
the sun.' - the world of' stars- and galaxies· - the MACROCOSMOS.

But-

the world of living creature.a· under the sun's· inf'luenee we oa·ll the
MESOCOSMOS, because it stancrs midway between the other two.
So let us· begin by oonsidering the way in which t-his planet Eartlr
was e:one.eived wit-hin the MESO:COSMOS
gr-own and. developed since that time.

many years a:go, and how i't- has
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(EARTH)

origin of'
Earth.
man's
higher centres,
dominate.
(age or· spirit)

formation o-r·
Earth's cTUat

man-' s ·

early f'orms
of· lif:e

intellige
spreads.
(l?_ge of · rea-s·on·

plantsdevelop:
atmos.phere:es1 a'l:rlished

man's
cerebral
hemispheres
develop, (M.IU{}

· (NATURE)

s

(central n.s •. develops)

animals-:
evolution of species
(autonomic· n.s .. develops-)

M'Es: ocos:r.ro s.
It seems generally accepted nowa-days that the sole..r system
originated' about 4,500 million years ago, ana the,t the origin
of the Earth a,s l?, planet d1:1.tes from then.

But we lee.rn Yrom

other sourees that the solar system belongs to a quite dif'ferent
time scale from the Earth, e,n.d. has a much longer lifetime.

In

a;ny case, it would seem to have been some 3,000 million years ago

when the Earth 1 s crust se"ttled into some d.efini te form c?,n.d became
sta,bilised., 1".nd this we h~e ca:llecl point I on the d:i.agre,m, as it
c·ompares, with the moment during pregnancy when the embryo is

s e~tled in the womb.
Not- very long after this, between. 3,000 an.d 2,000 million
years e..go, the first signs of life began to appe~..r.

But these
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early forms- of life did not breathe oxygen as we- do, and it- was only ·
when the Earth's a,tmosphere was· established tha.-t the respiration
of oxygen bega,n.,

This- extraordinary swi tc-h over to oxygen·, which

is c-ompaxable to the breathing of the newly born ehild, was ma.de
possible by the:· d evel opment of plants, which a.re able to extract
oxygen f"rom watel" anrl. release it into the atmosphere.

By about

I00 million years a,go the Earth's ;e.ttmos--phere had. beo-ome established,
In this way far

an.d the breathing of living creatures had begun.,

higher levels of energy became available - energy which was require-a.
by the great laboratory of Nature for the experiments· it was about
to earry out.
These experiments- of the great laboratory were aimed at perfecting
all those characteristics of animals

- all tho~ diff'eren-t organs

and functions- - which were later to be ino:orporated in: man.

Like

a newly born child, Nature was feeling her way - trying out- all her
functions.

And perhaps: the most important of these was the

e:o-ordinating function of tne autonomic-· nervous system, which enabl.ed
all the instinctive mec.hanisms of the body to worlt

togethe-zr, as·

one whole-.

All this:was- going on around point 4 in the diagram~ about
50 million years ago or more.
But it was not unt:il a mer.e· 70,000
t-o· 40,000 years· ago that the first indications of modern man began
to appear.

In C-'ommon with the higher mammals-, early man c'Onta;ined

a much more cromplete nervous· system than the aut-onomie, - one- whicrh

enabled him to orientate himself in his surroundings·, and to rec-eive
a far wid:er waveband of impressions-.

But ea:rly -man e.·ontai ned:·
0

something else - somethingwhieh developed later into another
breakthrough c'Omparable· in importane-e to that of breathing-.

This-

was the rie-'re-bral. c.or_tex, iru its- first ea1"1~ stages· ..;.,. a dev:toewhich finally · and irrevocably - differentiated hiin· fromthe anima-1:t.
What is the purpose of a cer~bra-1 e-ortex?

Of e-ourse, it enables

man t-o t'hink, to form concepts, to develop language-·, to communic:a.te.
But there is s<>mething else - something mue·h more important.
animal knows something, it knows it;
he als·o knows that he knows.,

If: an

but if a man, knows something,

That is the true function of the

cerebral c.orte:x: - to enable man to know himself.
And. s.o we have arrived, through points

5 and 6, at the pres,ent

moment - the moment in history when man is beginning to ask himseli
what he knows·.

And as he spreads more and more over the Earth's
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surface, e.n

answer to this question becomes more and more

imperative.

He sees the mista,kes that others have made bef"ore

him, he sees large areas of the biosphere devastated by pollution,
he sees violence and- su:r-fering, poverty and crime.

And at the

same time he begins to realise that all this is unnecessary - that
there are individual people in the world who know the answer - who
could show man wha,t to do, if only he would liste-n ••••
It was the Ru1rnian scientist Vernadslcy who wrot-e just before his
death in I945 "I look forward with great optimism.

I think that we

undergo not only a historical, but a planetary change as well.
live in

a;

tramrl'tion t-o the noos-phere. 11

We

By noosphere Verna<fs:ky

meant the envelope of' mind t-hat will' one d:ay_ spreaif:-;ov:~~t-'"bh& Earth's

slll"iace and int'-erpenetrate t-he biosphere - or is it perhaps already
What is- it that ha.s to develop at point 7 in the diagram,

there?

and how is it different from point

5?

In reality there is not just one envelope, there a;re three,
is the envelope of neuro-electrical energy a-t point
already

5.

There

This has

apread ov_:er the- Earth's surface, largely in the form of

rad.io waves, with which the present day atmosphere is filled:.

Then

there is the envelope of mind at point 7, and al though there are,
indicationi::i tha-t this is on the wa:y, we cannot really· say it is,
established yet.

When, and if' it is established - and we have

every reason t'o believe it will be - man will understand: what the
Earth needs for her development, and his actions will be enlightened
by reason.

But this will only be possible with the help of point 8,

tha.t is to sr:zy-, if man's higher centres begin to domina,te in his
decis·ions.

For it is only man's higher centres whieh a-,re capable

of u.nderste,nding the re~l meaning· and: purpose of this great c.'Osmosthe MESOGOSNOS

in which we live and: have our being.

Ordinary

levels of mind are too small - they cannot see the cosmos as one whole.

THE FOUR BODIES OF MAN 1-7

l970s

l.

The circle is a geometrical figure with two co-ordinates - the
radial co-ordinate, inwards and outwards from the centre, and the
angular co-ordinate, in a direction around the circumference.
In the enneagram these two e:o-ordinates are :fundamentally different
in their meaning.
The radial co-ordinate refers to levels, and the
angular co-ordinate, in its simplest meaning, ret'ers to time.
What d,o we mean by levels?

To take one example, it is said in the

system that man consists o:f four different bodies.

Eaoh.

of these four

bodies · is different in level - ea.oh consists o:f a different level of
matter.

The lowest level of matter is that of the physical body -

ordinarily this is the only body we can see.

Within, and

interpenetrating the physical body is the subtle body.

The subtle

body is on a higher level than the physical body, and it influences and
controls it in many w~s, but it is not as well organised as it oould
be, and many wrong results follow from this fact.

Within the subtle

body, on a still higher level, is the causal body.

Once again, although

we actually posses the materials necessary for the causal b:ody, it is

And within.

not fully organised, a..nd works in a very fragmentary w~.

the e-ausal body, on the highest level of all, is the divine body.

The

divine body, at the centre of the c·irc·le, is actually fully working in us,
but we have no contact with it in the ordinary way, so we cannot hear wha"t
it is s~ing.

If we e·o uld do so, life would be quite different.

For

one thing, we should alweys· k:now without question what to do.
Each of' th.ese four bodies has its own time.

It is difficult to

d.esoribe what this means,, for in the ordinary way we only know one time
the · time of the ph,ysioal '6.ody, which starts, as you see in the diagram,
at the top of the c~rcle with the moment of ~onception, and ends at the
sa,me point, after some eighty years·, with the moment of death.
The next circle indicates the time of the subtle b·o dy.

The subtle

body has a, quite dif'ferent kind of time :from that of the physical body.
Our whole lifetime is only a da;y and a night for the subtle body, and yet
every day and night contains a whole lifetime of ita experience.
And the innermost cirale indicates the time of the causal body.

The,

time of the causal body is even more remote from our usual conaeption of
time.

Our whole lifetime is only a moment of a few seconds for it, and

2.
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yet eaoh moment contains the same content as a lifetime.
And. at the e-entre of the cirale is the divine body.

body exists beyond time.

The divine

Whether any of the other three bodies

comes or goes it is always there.

Whatever happens to us, it will

always remain.

You will have realised by now that it is impossible to think
logically about the, meaning of time for these different bodies.

But

if one knows that they exist, and thatEB.ch has a quite different power
over time, sooner or later the idea will begin to fit into one's
experience.

Suppose we confine our attention for the moment to

the kind of time which belongs to the pbysic:a.l body - the time of our
lifec, from the moment of conoe,ptionuntil death.

You will see t}lat we

have. divided it into three different stage-s.

The first stage is from
~onception till birth, which includes all our prenatal life;
the

second stage is· from birth till the end of childhood. - about seven years
old;
and the last stage is :from the end of childhood till death - on
the· average about eighty years old.

Wey have we divided the c:irc1.e in this w~?

It is based on the
idea that the value of time decreases as time goes on, or in other words,
that real time passes logarithmically.
The longer the period whio·h has
passed since the moment of c-onception, the less value time actually has.
If we take- the unit of time as a lunar month of twenty eight d~s, then

in the first stage, - that of our prenatal life - there are ten lunar
months, in the next stagec - that of our childhood - there are on& hundred
lunar months, and b;y: the last stage:--- that of our adult life - there ar&
Each of these three stages has the· same
one thousand lunar months.
value in real time-, or in other words, each has the- same· significance
in relation to life as a whole.
Of c-ourse, all this is not true - exactly.

Yet in certain respects

it is a great deal nearer the truth than our usual wa;, of reckoning time.
And it can show us certain important things about man's life whieh we
never understood before.
_ J .lle ~.. lilJ.e of h.ia life; f"?r instance,
a_!3' in the next diagram (over) - this. line will be _a spiral, wlrle-h starts
from t he _centre of the c-ircle at the - moment of o·onoeption.
Man is of'
divine origin - he comes from the divine body, and, in that momen.t he is
beyond time .-:
In the prenatal period, of which our ordina.cy waking
consciousness is unaware, ·he exists on the causal level.
During:
t:-his period
all the
causes
are being: formed which will determine
his nature - his physical characteristics, his capabilities, his
inclinations and so on - things which will only bee.:ome manifest at some
later stage in his· l _ife.
And. then he is born - and at the moment o'f
birth he passes into the subtle level, bringing these causes with him
into the world.
Childhood is the time when the subtle body develops when we learn how to manage and control the physical body, and when the·
mind in e'Ontrol of_ all this remembers-- what to do.
be-longs to reourrence,

and

is able to remember.

For the subtle body ,

B1,.rlf the :ph,ysd.cd:ibod:y ·_

belongs to time·, and when , adult life begins oµr ahildhoodi days: are

for,gott~, and we, thiM only of what lies ahead.
The fulfilment of man•~ pbysical existeno~
But what does lie ahead?

in the world?

The realisation of new possibilities?

of truth, of the real purpose of existence?

The disoovery

Or simply the same· life·

-

over again?

---------··--· --

--

And what does all this depend. on?

It depends,. surely,-,
on how muc'h we oan remember - how firmly we can establish a e:onnec,t ion
with the centre.
As you se~ in the diagram, when we were children we were actually· mucil.
nearer the· centre.

As Christ said, "Take heed that ye despise not one

of these, little ones; for I sa,y unto you, that in heaven their angels do
alwa,ys behold the face of my Father whieh is in heaven".
As life goes
on, and the spiral moves outwards, we tend to drift further awa,y.

That is

why certain people on a high level invented the meditation - to enable man

to re-establis,h this e:onnection.

For every time we do the meditation we

move inwards along one of the radial lines.

Then at the end of our life

~he cx,nnection will be there - we shall already know what it is.
is the real purpose of medita-1iion.

DEATH
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That

You will have realised by now from the last diagram that as thespiral of our life move·s outwards from the centre, d.ifferent princ-iples
develop around. the circumference.

What are the-se different principles?

They can be taken in a number of wa::,s, on different scales, but as far
as man is concerned, they refer to the completeness, the- fulfilment of
his being.

As man grows up, and as his life c-0ntinues, each step along the way
should bring· him greater fulfilment.
But this is not always, so, and
many of us are unaware what the fulf'ilment of our possibilities could
mean·.
Let us try to understand from the diagram what these
possibilities really are-:-

DEATH::
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inciple

BIRTH

By about six weeks after conception, at point I in the diagram,
the- main outline of our physical structure has been laid down, and
the physical principle in us has become established.

At point 2

is the moment, some eighte-en to twenty weeks after e,onoeption, when
the life princriple enters us, and the body is quickened.

And. then

at puint 3 is the moment of birth - from this moment onwards our
breathing will continue until d.eath.

The next point - point 4

the time when our essenc--e predominates

for the newly born child is

virtually nothing but essenc.e

is

he is literally learning how to survive-,

how to eat and move and focus, and rec~gnise his surroundings.
The next point - point 5 - comes at about three years old when the
personality begins to develop.

We all know what this means· - trying

things out on our parents, finding out what they will take

a kind of

voyage of discovery into the world of thought and ftreling, aided by,the deve:lopment of the newly found speech centres.
point 6 we are seven years old.

And then at

Wear& beginning to grow up, and in

a little while a whole new world will open for us.

actually happens, between points 6 and 71'

What is it that

There is the- development

of sex, which brings all sorts of new impressions, there is the final
and very rapid growth of the body, and nearer point 7 the development
of mind.

All this ad.ds up to a change which is almost as great as

when we were born.

We are going out into the world, and leaving our

childhood behind us.

At point 7 we are about I6 years old, and at point 8 we are about
thirty five.

By the time we have reached point 8 we have married and

got a family, and. with luck a well paid job.
all they want.

For some people this is

But others are searching - searching for something they

cannot define, connected with that part of us we call the 'soul'.
do some people feel this and not others?
some moment in their lives?

Why

Or does everyone feel it at

The truth of the matter is the soul is:

starved,, and this· is what they really feel.

Some people find this

out, and by' the end of the c-ircle they have diseovered a great deal
more:.

But what does it really depend on?;

There is something beyond the soul, which we have called 'spirit'.
The soul is individual to each of us, but the spirit is universal.

N'one

of the solutions to our problems, none of the discoveries we make, will
be wholly· satisfactory unless we can find the spirit.

Spirit is on.

the same level as the divine body at the centre of the eircle· - it
is· the substance of which the divine boey is made.

But the point

about it is that it is beyond the personal level.

When we do the
med.i tat ion, and it carries us to a point beyond words - that is the·
spirit.

Spirit has the power to unify the body and the s-0ul - at

least, it has that power if it circulates.
What is it that makes
it circulate?
It is the mantra.
The mantra is like a vehicle,
whic·h carries the pigment of a. dye.
It carries the pigment from one
part of the organism to the next
without it, the colour would all
settle in one place and we should become wrongly balanced.
But whe,n

it circulates, gradually our whole being is affected - graduallyc the·
effect of the ma_~tra becomes permanent, and the spirit is fixed.
But how does the spirit circulate?

Where does it actually go?

Perhaps· we can find this out from our own experience - and then we
shall know where to put it in the diagram.

'LIGHT

&

DARKNESS' 1-6

1970s

The diagram we have been d.iscussing - the c,irc:le of man's life - has
something very interesting a.bout it.

From the point of view o:t memoryf

half" the circle is in light,. and half' is· in darkness.

Most people

cannot remember anything earlier than about two years old, which cromes
half' way round the circ,le, between points

4 and 5.

Everything·· before

that age, including the extraordinary event of birth itself',, is unknown
to us.

At the other extreme - at the top of the circ-le· - our memory

disappears at death.
This strange fact has much in c·ommon with the· phenomenon of sleeping
For in much the same way, one half (logarithmically) of'

and waking.

the twenty four hours is spent in sleep - some of it in d.eep sleep, some
in a dream stat& - and the other half is· spent awake!-
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The important thing about this alternation between light' and' darkness
is, that there comes

a;

moment when we pass fr-om one sta;te into the, ot"h&r.

This moment is o'f' great importance - it- is like a renv in the veil, which
enables us to see thr-ough t-o the centre of t ·h e circle.
If there were nothing but the outside c,ircde, this moment would only
come twice in a lifetime.
day and. night-.

up

~are,- -both

But fortunately there is also the cirele of

The moment of going· to- sleep, and the moment of waking
very important-,.

Besides, there, is,

the third e.irole - the moment it-self, whic.h normally pass-as unnoti.eed,
but could, at any time, open up

~

let us~ ~e, througjl.

What is this period of three seconds-?

It is: t-he ti.me we take, ito

c::ome-_t-o ourse-lveB", and'.' to-- ri:otioe ·t hat the- mantra

is- gpi!lg'.

Pr-oliabl;r,

the, mantra was t-her• a:11 the- time, but we nevel" notio.e d' it-.

We never

noticed' it- beoaUS'e one revolution of' t-he cire~e was· following· another in1
quiek: suecessi.'on.

Whe-n there is· a break - when we S'top doi~ one 1fhing

and start doing· another- - that is, when we notice it-.

This momemt is

what Mr Ouspens-k:y used to call the:· 'weak· spot in 1;he wall of' ourmechanicalness'.
One moment: sueli•

aB

thisc could

b-e as important

Tha:t: is· not an exaggeration, it is a statement- of

aS'

our whole lif"eo.

f"~.

If you ~ud,y'

these· three circ,,les- you will find that their periods are in equal ratio,
one to the next.

According to the system, the same ra.~io applies to

man's diff'erent funetions.

His· ordinary intellect, whie-h isc w:hat heo us·e a

to measure the time of' the outside c,iro-le-, sees· his life as· a, period of
80 years,, or t-hereabouts.

But his- instinctive miner - his eas:ene-e -

works, at a very mueh higher speed.

Consequently, lif'·e is· only a day

and a night - a: period whioh repeats again and again.
ess-enc-e remembers,.

That is-: wey ·

It does not have t-o learn things a;ll over again,

for it: remembers, how to do it f'rom the time before.

And man's, higher

centres, which work at a very much higher speed again, are able t-o· s:ee
life as a moment of time.

That is wey memory on t-his level is'. s-o··

d.if'f'erent - wh,y the 'bef"or-e - now - a.£ter' kind of' t-ime does- not exis1;.
And at the eentre of' the cire-le every-f;hing is now - everything-;, even
time itself, exists· together a;nd_ at once.
This may sound rather like philosopey, but it helps, us to unders1;andi
what people mean when they speak about 'living in the moment·' •
mean a great deal, or it could mean very little.

It eould

Wha<t does it- depend· on?'

Perhaps it would- help to get a little clearer about what we are
trying t-o do.

When we do the med_i tat ion we go inward_s to find energy

at the crentre of the cirde.

outwards into life-.

During the d.ay we bring this, energy

As we go through tche day we o:an feel this

energy flowing up in us - flowing· outwards.

That is t-he red purposce

or meditation - that is the primary thing.

But- there is· a secondary thing t-oo.

There are c:ertain t-imes d.uri:ng
These moments, are

the day when t'he mantra s-ta.rts going on its own.

not predictable, and we o:annot deliberately induoe them.

aome they sometimes go very deep.
primary.

But when they

And then wha~ is seo:ondary be~omes

For the way through t-o the o-entre may eome more easi.ly- at such

moments - more easily than it does du.ring the half hour itself.

And

that will h~lp the half hour too.

*

*

*

*

*

N'-0w if you_ study the d'iagram you will see

a.r--e
points 5,, 7

t11a:t three of the seven

1'1."in,Qipl:e#J - poi,r..t£:J I, 2 ~- 4 - -

on . th~ right hand

d.a.rkness: as it- were, and

and

in the light:.

aiq.~, in

the·

8 are om t-he left hand side,,

The three principles on the right hand aide - the

ph;ysioal body, the life princ-iple and the essence - are not- directly
a;oo-essible to our aonsoiousness, ·and in many ways they remain a nzy-stery
to us·, partiou.larly our essencre, which is wa;r beyond our· reach.

Bu.t-

the three principles on the left hand side a.re def'-'initely aoo-essible

to our <rons<Jiousness, in fac.-t they are manif-erlations or consciousness
itself".
On the ot·her hand, the three principles, on the right- hand sid.e have

their- own kind of" oonsC?-iousness, and the only reason why t-hey appear to
be in darkness is because we are not- aware of thenr.
mus-t· in fact be' t-ne same as that of" deep s-I'eep -

we,

Their- oonsoiousness
know that in d:eep

sleep that part of the mind which aontrols all our vital fune'f;ions is,
still awake, and that d.uring med.itation it is, possible to reach it.
energy belonging to this part of the mind is· on

a;

The

very high level,, and

it- is this that produces the bliss· we experienc:e d.uring_ meditation.

So

possi.bly it- is here, on the right- hand side, that the meditation begins.
Now there is, in the symbol an inner crireulation - in fact, that is
one of' the main things about it.

This inner cdrc:ulation passes tlmougll

points, I,4,2,8,5 and 7, in that order•

Energy is pas&ing th:m>ugh a.11-

these sir points: in a clos-ed system, and as. it d'oea so, va:riousin-tercha:nges:c of· enengy take plac:e.

This inner eireulation divides naturally into two parts,, one on
the right, the other on the lef't.
These two sides of the di.agram are
like different worlds - worlds whioh are equal and complementary to
each other, ea.oh with its own life and its own consciousness. Ordin~ily
there
is li tt'le_,. ___!f'
---.-- --

~ . c:onneetion
. "'

between
them• - a;, fa.et expressed i'nl the
. -~
__

para:ble· of_ D!tes:· a.nfl:fa.$~l '. wh~n : A1>r~am. s:a;ys •••••• "And beside all
this, between us and you there is· a great gulf" :tixed~f so t:ha.t 1rhey w-hic-h

would' pass, from hence to you cannot-:
would cnme from thence."

neither o:an they pass: t:o us,

For· in the ordinary way the right, ham:IJ

side is dominated by our essence, and the left hand side by our
personality.

But there iB", a.s we know, a. way of' unit-tng the two, and!

the key to this-union is· the meditation.

9
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These two sides, of t'he diagram have mueh in common with the> two·
hemispheres·· of "bhe bra-in.
The one on t ·he left is what we ca,llJ the
d:ominant hemis:phere-, the one on the right is thee silent hemisphere, about
whie-h we know so little.
The a,ilent hemisphere uses· a quite dif'i'erent
language from tb.e dominant hemisphere, and this applies :particularly to
memory.
The dominant hemisphere uses concepts, in fact, it is very
mue-h de:pendent on words;
but the silent hemisphere is· without words
it o:ommunicates by means of forms-, rhythms, scents, sounds, movements,
postures and so on, and eonsequent'l y its memory is based on these faculties.
When you bec,ome suddenly aware of' a. certain scent whieh takes you back
to a. vi.vd.d moment in ehildhood - that must be memory on the right hand
and the same thing is true of o-ertain sounds ·, also of certain
s-ide;
At lea-st one <'rould say that such memories origina<t&
images and forms.
on the right hand: side,. even though t-hey are subs-equently interpreted
by the left hand side.

The point about a.11 this is tha.-t there c:omes a moment when we switcii
o-ver from one side to the other.
That is wha1 happens- when, we sit down
and: start doing t-he medi taiiion, a.nd it is, what was called, originallT,
the I80 degrees turn - which c-onfirms onee again that the meditation
belongs t-o the right hand sid.e, and our- work during- t he da;y to the le:f"t
but not entirely, beeause there come moments· during· the day when the lef't
hand side gets tired a.nd wants a rest, or t-t- ma;y just have finished what
it was d'oing, and then the swi tc-h over occurs, na:turally.
And or course
there· are· othe~ times when the kind o-f work we are doing, demands· .the
atten:Hoii of' the right- Tiand sid~ x-ather t:han the left. ~· "But: in e--i.t-her
case it ii -'the . swi:tch over which interestsc· us, for tha<t oan lie a very
important· moment.
Wby is it suc:h an important moment?
That is0

what we want to find ou-tt.

It is strange how often re]igious and mystical writings tend· t-o
emphasise the difference between these two sides of the diagram, and
yet they o-ffer no we;y of resolving it.
The idea that the 'world' has
to be aba.nd.oned or rejected, and that only the inner, spiritual life
is real; th811; perso:na.l des.ires have t-o be overccme, that thoughts, have
to be e.ontrolle~ and emotions suppressed - a--11 these things arise
beoauae one half of' the cliagram is seen without the other, and tha, idea
of.' a ai.re.ulation linking the two has been lost.
The whole point about:
the meditation is that it resolves, all this,.

When we do the half hom:r ' ,

we follow the right hand aide, when we do our work during the day we

6.
:follow the left.
'l'h.e eneX!'gy we get from the ri~t hand atd·e is· o:arried
over to the left - the one depends on the other.
And so there is nothing to worry about - nothing that ha,a, t-o be done.,
The meditation is a. natural process, and it will encrourage the light·· to
circulate.
If we keep the diagram in mind, little by little we shall
beg'i.n to u.nders~and how the meditation works, and at the same time ma.ey
other things will be revealed to us.
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THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN' I-V
with-- Sonnets 4 & 52

cl982

I.l
- This is a new way - a way of happiness - a way to the fulfilment of
life.

In order that our l.ife may be fulfilled, two things are

necessary - a method of reaching the kingdom of heaven within us, and

an active life in the world, so that the in:fluence of the kingdom of
heaven can be expressed.

- But how can we reach the kingdom of heaven - isnt it dif£-icult to get ~here?
- No, the way vo it is really very simple.

- You mean it can be reached without effort?
- Yea, people think that effort is required, but that is actually untrue~

You cannot get to a higher level by being active - in order to reach a
higher level you have to b3 paasiv~.
- So this is a passive way?
- Yes and no.
day

When one does the meditation one is passive, during the

one is active.

Both are necessary for the ful:filment of our lives.

- You mea.Ii. activity is an essential part of this method?
- Yes, the more the better - but only what is natural for each of us - only
what our normal life demands.

- But tell me, what is the principle on which the meditation depends - how
can it get to the, kingdom of heaven so easily?
- The princriple is onnneoted with happiness
with the simple truth that
the mind is always searc-hing for happiness.
Not knowing how to find it,
the mind searc-hes :for happiness outside us.
But if it is shown the wa:y,
it will go quite naturally "t:o the source of happiness within us.
And itwill go there . without any ef'f'ort on our part, for thai; is· where the greatest
happiness belongs.
- You mean thi~' Was nevEn' known before?
- Yes, it was lrnol<rn long ago, but the method got los-t, and s-o the truth
was forgotten.
Instead, people tried to get to the kingdom of heaven
by effort and struggle·, but that way never succeeds • .

I.-2

- But surely the meditation requires effort?

To do it twice a day

is, sometimes quite a struggle. ·
- If you ca:rry out the technique correc-tly you will find it is s·o delighti'ul

to d'o t-hat no effort is required.

If it seems to require effort, probably·

you are doing.•: something wrong.

- What kind o~ thing might that be?
- Possibly you are opposing something.

Some people get the idea that

thoughts, interfere with the repetition of the mantra, for instance, and s•o

But thoughts have no importance, and they are
going- on all the time anyw.cy", for that is how the mind works.
When they
go on during meditation it is perfectly natural, in fact, some people S.cy"
they are an indication that tens.ions, are being released.
they tend to oppose them.

- But will they eventually di~ down?
- Yes, when the tensions and s--tresses· in the body die down, thoughts will

do the same,.

The body is like the mind - when it is· perfec:'tly at rest

it erperiencae bliss, so it tends_to go naturally-· i -n that direction:.
- You mean we dont have to relax the body?

- No, it goes there on its own

it is always tending towards bliss, just

as the mind is tending towards happiness·.

- But when the mind and the body are· at rest, what happens- then?
- The mantra will be able to ci.rculate through them, and £ill them with

new energy.
- Does this take a long time to happen?
- It depends on a number of things, and it is never the sam~.

Sometimes·

it c:omes very quickly, at other times it takes half· an hour or more - you
can never tell.. • •·• •

I.3
- Is it a gpod thing to prepare for the meditati~n before you do it,
by reading or listening to musio or some sueh thiJ1g?

- No, not good.

There is no better preparation for the medita.-tion

than the meditation itself.

The mantra knows what to do much better

than we do.
- You me-an one should do it just the same- whatever state one is in?·
- Yes, that is the whole point.
bad it makes no difference.
what to do.

You start as you are - good s::tate· or

The mantra works on this material - it knows

But if you prepare beforehand you create an artificial

state, and the: mantra cannot work properly.
- I t·hink I sea what you mean - you let everythillg that wants t'o happen

just happen - is that right?
.. Yes, that is right -

just let everything be.

- But if one is in pain, or physical discomfort, what does one do then?
- The same thing applies.
opposing it.

Let the: mantra go a.long with it:, instead of

Then you will find it -can hel_p.

- You mean- the mantra can take away -pain?.·

- Nothing is impossible, but of course there are many degrees.

:But if'

you try to keep the mantra away from the pa-in, or try t-o repeat it in
spite of the pain, it will be_ .unable t_o do its work.
- This opens up a great many possibilities.

:But it is just the opposite:

of our usual approach - like leaving it to somebody e1ae.
- Yes-, one simply leaves everything to the medita-ti-on.
longer· one goea on doing it,

t-he .more- one realises-: thai; thi-s .

is the · great secret about- this method.

One ~ nothing oneself - the

mantra does- it _f_or· one.
- I think i-t ne.eds great aonfidence,.

- Yea I know.

The

13ut c:onfide.nce will come by degrees.

L4
- I would like to know what one should do during the day to get the
best results from the meditation?
- Do nothing different from that whi-0h you usually do.
- But surely, there are certain disciplines which would help?
- No, it is not like that.

The whole point about this method is

that you let the effect~ of the meditation unfold naturally.

Your

usual everyday life is t'he berl place in which this could happen.

- 'But shouldnt one try t'o be more aware during the d~, or at least to
hold something in mind?
- No, that will divide your attention - you will fiud it makes the mind
dull.
When the meditation works as it should, nothing will come
between you and what you are doing.
- Then will there be no awareness?
- On the c.ontrary, your awareness will be increased, and your a.c-tions
will be different.
They will a~me from beyond you - from the
meditation - in fact, there will be no need for you to !g anything, you
will find i-t is already done.
- I find this difficult to understand - I thought we were trying to
learn how to act rightly?
- That J:!. right acti-on - let me try to exp1ain; fer this is a big
mistqke we have always made.
- You mean the idea: that we can B;.2 ?
- Yes, ~ight- action comes from bey<>nd us - from somewh·ere deep down
withi-n us.

-not realisi-ng this, we think it come-a :from ourselves -

we think we a.re d-oing things-.

If we can ge-t back to the origin of

actions we shall find everything is different - even our movements will
be different, and awarene~· will be increased.
- Then how do we ge1; back to the origin of actions?'.

Simply by doing the meditation.
take us there. -

If it goes deep enough it-will

T.5
- But if one does nothing to prevent it, surely· one will become lost
in what one is d'oingY
- There ie nothing wrong with getting lost in what one is doing.
- You mean one shou.ldnt try to prevent it?
- No, the extent to which one is lost, as you call it, depends on the,

amount of energy _one has.
overwhelm one.

I£ one's house is £ull, nothing will

If it is empty, every little thing will do so.

- But how does one get the energy to .fill one's house?
- Through the meditation - there is no other wa;y.
Then what kind of energy is it?
Consc.:iousnes:s..
I find it difficult to understand wha-t c:onsc:iousness really: i-s-?

One cannot possibly de¥be ii., but if you like, it i -s the opposi.te

of getting los1. in what one is doing.

W.hen one is lost, it is- simply

because:f.ttnc:-tions-· are working without consciousness.
- You mean that functions can work on their own, without c:onsciousness?
- Yes, and a:onsciousness can exist without functions - it is this which

makes the tecllni..que of meditation pos-s-ible.
How do you mean?

The medita-tion works· directly on consciousness, and it leaves- f'unctions
alone - it makes no attempt to control them.

As you will have noticed,

it bringsc one to pure ,o,ons-ciousness - conso.iousness without functions-.
- But I thought y-ou said the medi~ation works through happiness - arehappiness and C'Onsciousness the srune thing?
- Not quite, but very nearly.

When we do the meditation the mind is

attracted to the place of' greatest happiness.

That place is where

c:onso1ousness is.
And is there nothing else in that place?

No, no - there is everything.

It is the place where everything: is

one - where nothing is separate, for everything belongs to a single
whole.

You s-ee, it is the origin o:f. everything - the s-ource from

which everything- c.omes.

I.6
- I gather, from what you have said, that the meditation fills us,
with energy in the morning, and then we are le:ft to spend this energy
during the d~?
- Yes, it is like dipping a pieo~ of c1oth in yellow dye.
When one
has d.i.pped the cloth, it is put out in the sun to be f.ixed.
The ligp.t
of the sun fades it, but some enlour remains.
By repeating the
process· again a.n.c1. again, gradually- the colour bea:omes str.onger, until
eventually it is a full yellow - a.nd then it never f.ades, however strong
the sun may bee.

- Which makes me wonder- what the eventual aim of' the meditation is - where
it will take one eventually?
- Every time you do it, you get an answer to that question.

- You mean, one knows the colour of the eye?
- Yes-., the al.oth is d'ipped in the full colour every time, but later, of
course, it fades.

- So one really knows where it will take one?
- Ye~, sooner or later its· effects will bec.ome permanent - sooner or
later one•~ houae will be full.
- I wonder what tha-t would mean - do you think one's life e~rcumatances
would cha.nge"l·

- It is d'ifficult -to s~, because everyone is so different, but certainly
one~s relation to other paople would change.
- In what wa;y would it change?
- One would be able to help other people.
Helping other peoplo is a
very. big thing - muoh, muc-h bigger than everything we have diecussed
so far, which is to do with helping oneself.
- You mean it is more important?
- Ho, no, they are both important, for the one depends on the other. Bnt
helping other people is on a much bigger scale - in fact, there is only
one thing bigger in scale that ma.n can do.

- And what would that be?
- Helping mankind.

That is the biggest thing man can do •••••

I.7
- You spoke about helping·other people - what did you actually mean?

- When you d·o the med'itation you go inwards, during the day you go
outwards.
When you go outwards you become involved with other people.
Sometimes you can help them, sometimes not.
- Then what does it depend on?
- The energy you get from the medita-ti-on •
.;. .You mean the meditation tells one llhat to do?

Af'terwards, one wondera how
- No, one will find it is already done.
it happened - one find.a one has helped people one never could before.
- What kind of· thing do you mean?

- Well, suppose one c.t0uld take away their su:f'f"ering, for ins-tance. ••••
- That would be wond~rful - is it really possible?
- The meditation can take- away one·' s own suf£ering, s.o perhaps one c.ould
take away oimer people's

in fact, it might. e.ome about in a perfeatly

natural way.
- l3ut many- pe-ople e.e-em to think that suffering is nec:essary?

- No, su:f'f'ering· is not necressary - that is what Christ's teaching is

all about.
- Then wey did he have -1.·o su:f'£er?
- Christ never suffered: - he o~uld not possi-bly have done so.
us tha-t su:fi'ering is unne-c.essary, but· no-one understood,.

He showed

They 't-ook i-t-

that su:f"f'ering was right - that it had to be endured.
- But surely we cannot avoid suffering?
- Above a c:ertain leve·l it does not exist.

trying.to tell ue.

That is what he was

I. 2a.
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Christ suffer ? Christ the Son of God, who died .
That Man might live? Christ, who alo~e could bring
That joy~ that bliss that all the worlddenied ?
No, Christ our Saviour was not suffering . ·..
But as the ocean, on the rlsing tide,
·
Covers the white sand beaches,, pure and clean,
Washing the rack, the sediment aside, ·
Filling new pathways with clear watexs green;
So did Christ die; and by the world unseen,
He filled our hearts with a. new loveliness;
He brought new light where only dark had been;
He brought new love, our hungry souls to bless ...
And when they came to take·his life away,
"Forbid them no-t'' ·was all tha.t he would say.

II.l

- Tell me, is the meditation a way of increasi.ng one's knowledge?
- Yes, it certainly is - in fact, one might almost say that the purpose
of the meditation is · knowledge.
- How do you mean?

I mean different levels of knowledge.
in the orffinary wa:y is all on one level

What we think of as knowledge
there are many muc~ higher

levels we know very little about.
Then how do we discover what they are?
By doing the meditation.

It is the meditation which supplies the· energy

required for higher levels of knowled.ge.

That is why, when you have been

d·o ing it for some time, you begin to see things in a new way.
You mean things that happen during the dczy?
Yes, du.ring meditation of course one simply follows the mantra.

When

one follOWS' the mantra it takes one to higher and higher levels.
But how does one know what level one· is on?

I expec-t you have noticed that the mantra changes its quality?
Yes, I have, but it is difficult to describe in words.
No need to do so - it is above the level of words.
pass through many. d:ifteren:tf levels o:t· materiality.

But it d.oes actually
If you want

t-:o. pr'"°ve it for youns,elf' ~ see. whether your impress~ons- are

any

.diff',enent-

during the d'ay.

- I sometimes notice when I am doing the meditation that it seems to expand

into something much bigger, and this feeling remains with me a:f'terwards.
- Yes, that's right - that is when one reaches higher levels.

As one

repeats the mantra its materiality changes - it bec:omes finer and finer.
Eventually it is too fine :for the mind to grasp, and. so it seems to disappear.
But does it really disappear?
Maybe not, but we are no longer aware of it.
TranscBndental Medi tat ion.

That is why it is called

II.2

I d.ont think I really understand what knowledge is?
Take it in a very simple way - how do you know things?

I would say there are different ways of knowing things.

Certain things

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows through

the senses - through shape and c-olour, touch, taste, hearing and so on.
· - Y.es,, but· there is· a bi.gger field: of·· knowledge than e-i.the-r- of thes-e there is the field of pure emotion.
What do you mean by 'pure emotion'.
I ·me-an positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss.

I had never thought of that as knowledge.
It is a very important way of knowing things.

One can learn more in a

few moments of ecstasy than one oan in a lifetime of logical thought.

I begin to see what you mean - it is a higher form of" cognition.
Yes, but there is a still higher form.
And

what would that be:?

The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is this

level whic.h gives the feeling of expansion you describe.
You mean it is beyond man's personal existence?
Yes and no.

It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth

and death, and in this sense it is

beyond our- pers-onal -eti:sten,ce=o.

But

it is much more ourselves than we are, if you see what I . mean.

Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level?"
Memory.
I d.ont quite

underertand.

If memory was c.1 ear enough, one would know everything - one would know
both the past and the future ·.
You mean: all knowledge is really remembering-?;
Yes-, it. would certainly · seem to be· s·o.

II.3
Tell me, are there different approaches t'.o knowledge·?
Yes-, there are.

There are three- very broad categories of knowledge--,

which have e::icisted sinc-e-· the· beginning of t :ime.

The first is· concerned

with the origin of things - with the way "things are created and c:ome into
being.

This approach is, connected with levels· - with the fact t-ha:t

everything e'Omes in its· origin from a higher source, and moves from
higher· to lower levels:, as it be:c-omes'. mani:f.eat ..
- Then d.oes the higher s:ource, - the origin of things, - contain both gnod

and• evil?
- No, no.

It is above the level oil· evil.

In i ta origin everything

is- gpod.

Then t~ll me more - tell me what tne sec~nd approach is about?
The s:e«:ond · approach is c:onc.erned with the nature-- of things, - with that

whicrll they are: in themselves.
But' what doe-s the nature of things d-e pend on?

It depends on the arrangement· or· t ·he e:lement1r of which they consist• .
Then does: everyt'hing cronsist, basie.all;r, of the same, e-1.emerrts-?
- Yes·, fundamentally everything depenrls on the croming together-

or:· thr-ee-

elements,•.
- I would like to know more about this·.

But t:ell me,, :Eirs-t, what the:

third kind of knowledge' is· all about:?
- The third category is conce-rned with the relation between things - with
their meaning and purpose in relation to each other, and t.o thee larger ·
whole to which they be:long.
Then what does this r:elett i-orurhip depend on?
It depends on tneir relative dimensd.-on.

Everything is what i~ is, only

within certain dimensional limits.
You mean dimensions-· of' time:?

Yes·, time: and size:..
a

Everything has its own t ·ime, and everything ha.a

dimensional relation t-o everything: ~lse.

It is this whi-ch

determines i~s meaning and purpose in the scheme- o:f. things,.

The

universe; from t 'h is point of view, is- a peri-od of': dimensions •• •·•

II.4
- These three categories of knowledge you were a.ascribing - how do they
c.- oncern us in everyd·ay- life?
- They concern us very much, particularly in c·o nnection with the meditation.
The first category, for instance - every time you do the meditation you go
towards · the origin of things - towards the source from which everything·
comes.
- So it might be possible to obtain direct proof of the existence of that
source?

- Yes·, indeed, in fact sinc:e you have been doing the meditation dont you
feel you have - that proof, even though you cannot describe it in words?

Yes, I

do.

I know it really exists·.

Yet some people seem to question it.

Naturally they d'o , because they have never been there.
You mean they have never gone beyond the first or the secr.ond level you
were describing?
- Yes, although i-i;. is possible they
logical minds refuse to accept it.

really know all about it, out their
The purpose of the meditation is to

c:onnec:t these d'ifferent levels together - to make the mind work as one ..
- I was thinking as you said that -

isnt thiB' approach the concern of all

the great religions - isnt it a religious· approach?
- Yes., it is.

Most people turn to religion for an answer to this question -

the question who it is who created us, and how we c.arne into being.
And what answer can religion give them?
Religion answers this question through nii th.

It says, if you have faith

you will know the answel'.
And is that r.eally · true?
Yes, it is.

Real faith is not a hoa~ - it is not imagination - ii; is

simply a function of the human mind - a higher form of c~gnition.
- Then how d.oes one get faith?
-You have it already - from the meditation.

You have just told me so ••••

II.4a
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"If ye had faith ... " he said; and so the word
Dwelt in the hearts of men. Two thousand years
It dwelt, and lives there still, beneath our tears. But no-one understood, for none had heard
And yet somewhere beyond our sight, a dream,
A bright shaft of sunlight, a passing gleam,
A strange power filling the heart, a tree
Lifted by its roots and cast in the sea ...
But no-one understood, for none had known.
And then at last before God's countenance
His spirit left all earthly circumstance,
And faith-a grain of mustard seed-was sown.
So now within our hearts strange confidence-Conviction ultimate, beyond all worldly sense.

II.5
- It is the second category of knowledge I :find ni:fficult to understand -

c:ould you Bay more about it.?
- You mean, about the nature of things?
- Yes, about t ·h at which they are in themselves ..

Would this perhaps be,•

more the conc:ern of' art than religion?
- Yes:-, it'- is s.omet'hing whicll every artist knows instinc.tivelyi·.

Then is: art also a ~orm of knowledg&?
Yes, most d-efinit'ely - a very high for.m o:f' knowledge- - a means o:t:·
e.J:pr.essing trutn •.

- But what does t'he natur-e, o:f• things· depend on?

- It depends · on the·, cx,ming together· of three elements - on the, way in
which thr.-e-e elements combine.

Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Yes, take C-'Olour, :for instance.

The· real nature of a · ~lour de])end:s·

on the relative si.rength - the pred.ominan.c.,a - of. thr-e:~ basic C'Olour.s, - three
pr.imari:.eB:, red, . yell:OW and" blue.

From these three primaries all the

d'iff'erent shade..s of colour in the spec.trum can be, obtained.

- Then does this: principle apply to other· things- as well"?
Yes:, it

applies· to everything, and particularly.- t-o the medita:tion •.

But how can it; apply- t-o the meditation?
In the mectitai;ion there are tlmee things:- t'here is, the one who is
med:itating, t:he mantra, and t'he objec.~ of: medita-tion.

It wa-s- s.a.-id tha:t

when these t.lu!ee things crome · together· as one, the· purpose of meditation
0

has be:en aohieved.,

- You mean, like t'~e c:olours- merging together. to :form a single t:one-?

. - Yes, finst tne one who is:- med'i.tating l:Os-es himself in t:he mantr..a, and
t'hen eventual'J.y,- the· mantr.a. lose-s it:S:e1f' i-n the transo"8ntl!ent.
happens-., unity of' the mind is· achi-eved. ·

When this·

II.6
- You said that the f'irst category of knowledge is t-heconoer-n cf'
religion, and. the seoond category is the cx:mcern o:r:· art.

'What is the--

third category c.,onc-erned. wit·h?
- It is the concern of· scienee.
ways to knowledg&.

Science, art and religion are the three·

When they c-ome together, man disc-overs tru:t-h.

- Then are they usually separate?
- Yes:, they arec usually in conflict with ea-eh otJier - and. so t.he-· truth
is forgott·en.
- But what is. the third. crategory all about?

How does i-t dif..f.er._- from

the' other two?
- The third c:a-tegpry is the beg,i-nning and end of all knowledge-.
way of· approaching the, objective: me,ming- of the world -

It is- a

of: un.derstand'i-ng-

the· wor.-ld as· i-t: really is,,:- independen~ of· man's· vielfl>oint..

But how- can this be «rone!?'
In two ways, - outwardly and inwardly·..

Inward"l.y it is possible t·o f'ind

it through the, medi ta-ti-on, but- one has· no wa;y o:f expn:em3ing what one ha:s-

r·ound.

If outward.1.y the· r:igh-t- fl!amework of· knowledge- i-s· ava:ila-b-le, -then

t--hat which. one f"ind:S' inwardly can '6e expre-ssed.
0

- But what kind of' framework do you m&a:n?
- A fr-amework into which a.ll_ knowledge can be- put., - a symbol, if you like

to call it t-.hat •
- You mean it would include· ev~hing?
- Yes,, it- would incdud~ all three- eateg_ori-es-. o:f:' knowledge-.

You may not

reali-se it:-,. but t·here· is- virtually no prace in t::he- wor-.ld where a-11 t1lree

cai;egmrl-es. can be f:ound t'ogether-.

III. l.
- You spoke of a framework into which all knowledge can be put.

What

kind of framework had you in mind?
- Imagine a c:irale, and within the circle a number of concentric rings,
with a point in the centre.

This is a symbol of the first ca~egory

of knowledge.
You mean, the nearer one is to the c~nt':re, the higher· the level?

Yes,: and at t'he centre i-b:Self is the origin of things· - the source
from which everything·cromes.
And what do the radial lines ref er -to?

They are a symbol of. the sea:ond category of knowledge·.
You mean, the coming together of thre-e· elements?
Yes, and you will seeo that the ne-arer .t.he centre one is, the nearer these
three, elements are to each ot·her, and at the centr-e it.self they are. one.
- Then d'oest'he creation of everyt'hing depend on the c-oming togethen of
these, t'hree· elements?

Is that how the· univers-e- was- created'?

Yes·, but it ig· not· the only universe·.
Then where-· are i:h& othenJ?
Each point on the circumference of the c:irc:le is· a universe - a world.
Each of' these worlds is built on the same patta-n as the greatest, which
contains all t'he others within it'.

That is where the third category of

knowledge- begins.
You mean, each point cxmtain~ the s-a.me pri.nc:iples-. a;s, the whole diagram?
Yes, the s.ame levels:, the s:ame interplay o:f thne:e elements, the same
worlds· •••

- Then what is- the dir:£.erencE be~ween them?
- They ea.eh ex-ist in their own space- and their· own time·.
Then where- do they erirl?
That is the whole · point - there is- only one world.

And:- ye:t i-t c.nntains

these t'en different worlds wit'hin ii;.
You mean they interpenetrate each other'?
Yes,, they are present everywhere, on every level and on every scale.

----------------------- --·
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III.-~
- You said tha-t each point on the circumference of the circle is a d:if.ferent·

world, or enti-t y, and that each of thene entities exists in its own spac-e
and its own time.

Could you describe what they are?

- Actually there· are ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us·,
and thei.r spatial relation to ea.oh other - their- relative size· - is· in
constant proportion.

At point

o,

at the· top of the diagram, is the

atomic nucleus, which on this scale· is· about the smallest oompleteentity known •.
And

what is the next?

At point I is · the molecule.

A. water· molecule, £or instance, is some-

30, 000 times· larger than the nucleus of' the· atom.
And what comes next in aize?

A typical cell - the germ cell for· instance - which is some 30,000 times

larger than the molecule.
That would be at point 2.

Then what ia point

3?

Point 3 i -s- a man - roughly a metre in size •••

And point 4?
Point 4 ia interefrting - it is - a · unit. of.· nature, some 30 kilometres: in

diameten-.
And point
Point

One can think or.· it a.s· an ec:-ological system, i -f.• you like·.

5?

5 is- a planet, an e-arth.

Our own earth is smaller than average,

but if you inc.lude the moon's orbi-t, its diame1:er is a:bout this size.

And what about point 6?
Point 6 is the s ·o lar system.

You will see that man is· midway in size·

between the solar system and the atomic nucleus.
And point

7?

- Point 7 is · a typiaal star a.lust er - a grouping of:· sta:rs in the·· Milky Way.

And point 8?
Point 8 is, a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself.
And so what is point 9?
Point 9 is the one uni-verse~ - the All - .which c-ontaills all t'he- others
withi-n it.

r11 ~ 2..a
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III.3
- I find. it very strange that the world in which we live should contain
all these enti t 'ie:s- of such enormously di:f"f'erent size.

- Yes-, and time too.

But it is only because of their differ-ant times that

these entities can e.:x:ist together.

They are · all c-onnecxed together in a

great c-hain, from one end of the universe t·o the ot-her.
- Can you explain what you mean?
- Yes, each enti.ty has four periodi-c times· - its liftetime, its- day and nigp.t,
its breathing, and· its:- time of_ receiving impressions-.

Thes-e four periodie

times intereonnect with ea-eh other throughoui; · the univEn""Se·.
- Then would that be t-he way in which energy pa.s-ses· f-r.-om one enti-ty t'o t ·h e
next?
- Yes, take man, for instance.

Man feeds on c:e1ls-, he breathes molecules-,

and he receives , impressions:- :from atoms and. eledrons.

The· lifetime of· each

entity crorre-s.ponffs· t:o the- periodicr fime of· each f.-une.'tion..

It is· alL

beautifully timed so that energy can be exchanged •.
- And is-, the - same t ,h ing · t-rue, of'• the entities- above him?

- Yes-, man is hims:e.·lf food· f .or organic: life, breath for- the planets,. and'
impre-ssi.ons £or the sun.

But· there. is,. one, other- thing I f .orgot to mention.

And" wha-t is that?

Energy is exchanged in bot-h direclions.

If' man prorid.es- f·ood f 'o r

organia li:f~e,. organic life als-o provide-a: him with :ll'."ood.

If man gives: life,

to the e..arth,- it is the earth which provide.a, him with the air· he breathes-.
0

And if man pl"'Ov.id:es: impressions £or- the sun, it is, the sun which pr.ovides, the
light on whic:h his impressions depend.

And if his spirit is unit:ed with

the worlds above t:.he sun, it is :f'.i'om these worlds that he himself is· f'illed.1 ·
with t-he spirit.

As above, s-0 below.
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III.4
- Tell me, to what erl.ent is it possible for man to become- aware of these
differeni; worlds above · and' below him?
It depends- on the level of his cronsci.ousness.
You mean, if his consa:iousne:ss expands·?
Yes, change, in level always involves an expansion, both into larger worlds
above us,, and into s-maller worlds below us.

That is what happens when you

are d.oing the, meditation,

Is that c:onnected with the c:oncrentric c-irc-les in the diagram?
Yes,, the nearer one is · to the centre the more of t-he uni verse one is able·
to know, and if one could r-each the centre it.self- one would be··aware- of·
the whole uni verse~ together.

Is thaii what cronsaiousneas means - knowing things together.?
Yes·, the point we tend to overlook is · that when we do the meditation
dtl.f:f.erent kind's of consa:iousne-ss- are brought together.

The consc:iousness

of the intellec:tual mind is· merged int·o that of t-he instinctive, the ·
ins:tinc:tive merges: int:o the emot-ional, and. the emotional into t:.he transcendent.
Then d'o these minds· aorrespond to d.iff'erent'- enti-c:ies· in the diagram?
Yes, the int.ellecrtua1 mind: is croncrerned: with man's· world, the instinctive
with nature and' tbe a:ell, the emotional with the planetary world' and' the
molecule, and- the· universal or crosmic· mind with the sun and t.hec atomie: nucleus.
And is- there a higher level than this?
Yes, at the centre itself" is- the world a'bove t-he sun - the world o:f st a.rs
and· galaxies.

This is the level of the spirit - of the s ·o urce f.rom whie-h

everything c-omes·.
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III.5
- Then is every entity able to see the worlds above and be-low it in the
same way that we can?
- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its

◊vm

It can only see the worlds above and below

three dimensional world.
it in higher dimensions.

Then has it the same consciousness as we have?
That we do not know.

One can only- know c,onsciousness for onesel:lr-.

You mean one can study functions in othei! worlds·, but one cannot' study
their c:onsc'iousnes-s~
- Yes,, as you may have realis-ed, there are- two a:if:ferent. approaches to the·
symbol we have been d.iscru.ITTiing.
is in the- world outside..

The one approach is wi t'hin us:, the ot-her

Within us, we can di.sc,oveT ffifferent levels of

conscd.ousness, outside· us,. we can study funct--ions.

Both approache-s exiS'.t

in the a·iagram.
Then what is,the real significance of these four ~ircles in the diagram?
They refer t-o different veloc·i ties-.
Then d'oe·s· each of these four fun.cl ions have a characteristic veloai ty?
Yes·,. the ve-loc:ity will always- be the same,, whatever the scale-.
one is: to the ce11tre, the higher- the veloc,ity.
Then what is- the velocity at the centr-e i tse-1:t?
The ve,loci ty of.• light - there, is no higher ve-loc:i ty than this._
- And if one is looking inwards, wha-t do the circJ.es· refer to?
They refer. to levels of consciousne-s-s.
And in that cas-e-, what is there at the a-entre?
The same, light - the light of c:onscriousnesa itself.

The nearer
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IV.l

- Tell me, what is

there a-t the centre- of· t-he circle?

- It has been descri betl .as .the 'inner glory 1 •

The-n doeS" one. f~el this inner glory, the n89l'er one is -t-o t-he centre-?

Yes·, one doe.a:.

But it- reoa.11:y exi-s-ts- everywhere.

You mean) i-n t.he, wonld around us?

Yes, in every entt½.y-, on every soal&~
- Then are tlles.-9 enti-ti-es buiit. on the same pattern, or is
each · of·· them different'?
- Think

o~

the- murica.l scale •

Each not·e is: much like· all)" ot-her,. lm:t: when

they are· put- together to form an octave, e.ach ha:s a special meaning•

- You mean, in rela-ti-on to t'he tonic?

- Yes-, and to other not'es: in the octave.

It ia just the same· thi.-ng· with

the:s-e different entiti-es: in the univerae-.

Then how can we discover what their- relation i-s?
Wel½ the uni-v ersa, s-o we are t-old,

has

a thxt:e&fold origin, so natlll!al~

this tbre-efold nature a-hows i ts-eJ.f" on different. lave-ls.

- You, mean, at points 3, 6 and 9 in tjie d·iagram?
- Yes-, these are t-.he places where a· r.ea-onance occurs.-, j'U.frl as- it: does in

the musical scale.

- Wha-t do you mean by a resonanoe:?
- A place: where vibrations on one: scale

s-rt up corresponding vibrrlions on

anotb.er - like the octave, 'the :fifth and the major third.

Thel\ wha-t kind of vibrations would' they be, in this c-a.se-7
It a·epends:· on t-he level.

At the perime:-ter of' the ciro.le t"hey would be-

physical vibrations of. one kind or another, but nearer the: oentro they would
bee very subtle vibrations, like those produced by the mantra.

- Then is, that s-imilar to wh~ happens: when one is doing t.he. me.di-tation"Z
-

Very

probably,.

There are places-- in the organism where the vi-bra:tions

ef the mantra prod-uce

a;

res-onance - it- seems- t:o be the same thi-n g.
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- Then what is • the na-time of' "these places in the universe where a
resonano.-e: oc.cnrs?

- They are ~ompleta in themselvea - in faot, ~hey are -v.he only crompl&te
worlds known to us,.
What do you me.an by 'a,omplete·'?
They a .o ntain all the laws and prina.iplea belonging: t .o ~e univere.e - -v.hey

are eaa:h the: s-ame· as., the univer_ae iii.SGlf, but· on a different.- aeale.
- You mean man is a univenstr-?·

- Yea, he: has: the. same possi-b ili ti-es-, t .-h e samEr laws and princ·iplea.
- And tha. same. thi-n g applies

w

t.he solar sylrl~?

- Yes:, the:. s.olar sy-S'tem i-s a complete world.
- Then what is t:he, purpon of t-he- ot-.her entiti-eEt?
- Be~ween them they form t-he fnl.bsta:noe of theae: three world-a.
fune.tion ehanges - if you look- at· the diagram

r

But- t-heeir

t-hi-nk y,ou will s--ee what

I me:an.
- You me·all, planets, f'or instance- are· ·one thing for the sun, another for man?
- Yes, for- man time begina wit.:h the- plane-ta - -v.hey detMmiioe his t :imea _ t-Jte
repe:tition of -the seas:-ons, t"he dqs, ancl the years, t,£ his· life:,.

But· ffor

the sun:ii.hey mean a-omething difrerent - they are the s1.rucrlure of the
a:olar system and determine i ta rurl-ure, just as: e.le.etrons determine-' the

nature of tha a~om.
I wonder what the nature of' the s.olar sys:tem re.al.17 is-?
Man's. view of. the aolar sys-tem belongs: t:o the inxth d'imensi.-on, just a:a:

But · we pictur.e. 'ti.heae. worJ.ds: -to our.~l~ as if t.hey

were 'three dimensional, whieh of c:-o~ is impoira-ible-.
So our view of· the univers-e ia di-s:torteci?
Yes- i-t. is.

But- this f'ae.t explains · certai-n thingEr about- -t-ha univer.-s-e

which are not. understood.

What kind of thi-ngs: do you. mean?
Well., t'he enormotlS' variation in time and magnitud"e throughout tho

univer.se:.
viewpoint .•

Thi-s is- an illus-ion - it is- due , 1to our. t'hree: dime-n:s_ional.
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IV.3

- I am not. very clear a.bout the- function of' these six point'S in t-he
diagram· - I mean pointe I and 2,

4

and

5

and

7

and

8.

- Well., the molecule is the uni~ of physical matter, or so my dl.ctionar.r

says.

It is: "the smalletrl :particle: to contain all the propertieu- of the

matter ~o which it balonga.
Then would -t-he cell be the.·unit of. living matter'?
I would think s-o, by- t-he- s:ame: definitton.

Then how is, physical matter eonvert-ed into living· matter?·
That is; where point 4 comes-: in.

Plants,, in the biosphere=, are able

to eonvert: physi.cal matter into liv:ing mattar:, b7 pli-otosynthesi.s-.
- Then points. I, 4 and 2 are the coming together- of iihree- e:lements?

- Yes-, they are a triad - a special meGhani-sm ffor manu.f.aa:turing lif:e.
- Then how doe:a~ li-:fe c:::incnlate in the- unive:nse:,, or is- i ~ o.x:,nf'ined to
the- biosphere?·
- According to the d'i-agram i tc passes- along- the line:- 2 - 8, and cinculateB

among the star~ and. gala.x:ie:a.
- But what does -that actually mean?

- It is aomething we dont know, al though reeently scienti-s:ts- have· been
dis-cussing i -t ..

Af"ter al1, it happens in 'the human body - it is going

on a;ll the time thr-otigh the circulation of· oxygen - in the bl.:oocls:tream, so
why should i:t - not- happen in the univers-er·

5- - T

- Then ia the tri-ad 8 -

on the left hand. sid'e similar t:o points

I, 4 and 2 on the· right?

- No, -the triad 8 - 5 - 7 is oonoerned with creation - with the c:reati:on
of' matbr in theuniversa.
- So the matter of:' the universe is c.reated· on the le£t hand: sd.d'e',, and by
the- ~ad on the right hand side this. matter is made alive_?

- Yea, that 'a night.

That is the. out-eT c:irculation in the di-agra.m.

Further in, there are, higher a;inoula-tions - the ci.-rculati-on of nel!'Voua:
energy,- for inata.noe, of: mind and. of. oonsei-ousness .•
- Thau if" we are looking inwards, would the sam& oi.ncn.lation apply- t:o;
the medi-'tation?
- Yes it would.

Tha.t is what we hope t--o dis-oove:r.

universe
9
0 atomie: nuc-J:eus

galaxy

ell

solar
system
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Tell me, how does the pnocess o:£. ~eat ion take plaa:e?

As I said, i-t is the coming together oi' three elements.
point

8, ia acti-ve, the second,

point

5 is passive,

The-first,

and the third, point:-

7,

is neutral or balancing.
- Then what is. it that actually happensr?
- Active matter in the galax;y i-s caught._ in the gravitational i:nfluenc9
0£· stars:, and cond-ensea t:o form planetary- orbits.

The S'Olar systems-

thua f.oNied group together to f:orm s:ta:r clusterEt..
- .And does i;he same i;hing · apply on a mieroscopi~ seal~'?'

- Yes., firee. elec-trons, are caught in t-he magntrtio field of atoms-., and
become orbit·ing electrons.

f"orm molacules,.

The atoms thus formed ~oup together to,

As· above·, so below.

- Then how does· this prooe.-ss o:f creation dif'f'er from that on -fhe right
hand ride --the t.riad I - 4 - 2?

Th.a triad I - 4 - 2 has a- dit"'feren:t: order of' ao'.tion...

How- do y-0u mean?
~

The, pass-ive pninciplie comes first~ a-t point I, the active pri-nciple

second·, a-t point 4,, and the neut:ra.l principle third,, at point- 2.

- You mean, water and inorganic elements- a:t point- I are· taken, up. i-nt:o" the
leaves of.• plants a:t point 4, and be-c-ome- living ma-tter

- Yes, in gener-al principle.

~

point: 2?

Actually, oxygen is: rele:as-ed from its

bondage with wateT, and e-saapes int.o t-he earth's. a-tmospher& at point 2~
where it': becomes- available to oells as li:fE? energy. It ia a complex:
pr_oces_-s which even now is. not completely und:er.~ood.
- So it is ~he orde~ in which. these thre~ principles £ollow each o~her-

that determines t-he- k1nd of'' process.
You will :find there- are si.r di:f:terent kinder- - two,
- Yes-, that's right.

to each eircnlation.
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IV.5
- You s.ay there are · only ai.:x different processes· in the universe - do y,ou
really mean there are only six?
- Yea, essentially °t'here·· are· only erix: - that is, the extra.ordinary thing:.

Ii.

is s.omething on& had never realised.
Then what are these sir proces-seso- - how can one get t:o know them?
Well, there· are: the tTiads · o:t:· creati-on and: regenera:tion - the tri-adS

8 - 5 - 7 and I - 4 - 2, which we have already discussed.
Then wha.~ others. are there?
The triad 7 _- I - 8·. is
There are -the:t:riads. 7 ... I - 8 and 5 - 2 - 4•
the triad of· c.onc:eption._
With every great work of a:rt, e.oncepti.on c:ome:sf'irst.

The pr.ocetm of creation flollows-· a-:f'terwards-..

- Then what is t'he triad

5 - 2 - 4?

- It is o.nnnecrled with specialisation - with -the e-volut-ion of species in,
0

organic:. life,.

That is- int'ererling~- h:ow does it work?:
Pz,obably through the inf'luence o:t· irhe planets, on the· hered:i-tary mee:h.anism
in tile o:ell.

Thia would bring about muta'tiona at point

So what ia the triad

4.

4 - 7 - 5?

It ia o:onne-c:ted with instinct - with the instinc:rtive: behaviour of. different:

You see, point- 7 1.s· c.onnecrte.d· with memory - ins-tinative, memory.

species.

Animals remember how to do thinga - it. is- very strange,.
- So we c:om~ onc:e, again t.o the triad I - 4 - 2?'
- YeB', the triad -I - 4 - 2 is conc-erned with separating fine matter f".rom

coarse.

We spoke about photosyntheris, if you remember.

But it applies

to any process which involvea,, separation ar purification.

The parable of

the tares and the whe-at in the New Testament is- a beautiful description of
this triad.

But it also includes the triad 2 - 8 - I.

So what i~ the triad 2 -

8 - I?

When fine matter is separated from coarse.. the coarse matter has to be,
disposed of.

You remember what was said - Ga:thel' y~- together- first · -the tares

and bind t-hem in bundles- t ·o burn them; but gather the wheat into my barn.
I believe you said the triad I. - .4

~

2 is· connecte.d wi;i;h the med.i:tation?·

Ye&, it is all described in Christ's- parable.
wheat from the tares.

The mantra separate-a. "the

But du.ring the da3 they both have to grov together •.

Who hath ears to hear, let him hear •••••

IV.5:a
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V.l

I believe you said that man is· built an the same pattern as· the univer.se?

Yes, he · has· a three-fold e-tructure.
is t~e head, and at point

At point

3 is the body.

9 is the heart, at point 6

(see V.la)

Then what do the c-oncentrio· c-ircles me-an?
They r.efer to dj,ffe-rent levels, within us and outside us.

Outwardly, they

are different aspeats of' iihe world, inwardly they are the different leve-ls of
conae-.iouaneBs with which we see the world.

Then what are- -tb.eae di:f.ferent aspec:ts of the world, and how do we see them?
The outer circr.le is t-he physical world.

. This is- the world in which we

orientat!:f ourselves in our ordinary level of c-onsoiousness, our ordinary

waking state.

Then what does the sec-ond circle mean?
The see:end circle is the· instinctive world - a c,ompletely different world
from the first, c~nneeted with our- instinc-tive functions, our sensations and

our movements.

We know very little· about the consc:iousness of this world,

exoep~ indireatly through dreams and imagination.

It works at enormously.

different speed from the first, and its sense of time is completely different-.
- And is there a t-hird worlcl beyond the instine-tive?

- Yes, the world of pure emotion - of' happiness, ec:Stasy, bliss.
- You mean the. world around us : is s .·e en in this lig-ht?
- Yes:, on this level there is- nothing negative - negative- emotions do not exist.
It is· sometimes called self· e:onsc:iousn:ess, as· distinc:t from the leve·l above- it,
whie:h is-: known as objective-, or c:osmic c.- onsc:iousness.
- You mean the innermost world. in the diagram?·
- Yes·, i.he' innermost world is no longer pers-ona.l, it- ia- universal..

When

things are no longer seyarate, - when they are s-een as symbols - symbols ..of
the whole- universe - that is what this world: is l.ike-.
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V.2.

- Tell me, how are these diff'er_en-t levels- of c:onsciousness related to
the meditation?

- When we do the meditation we are' in the c-onsc:i.ousness ot· our ol!dinary
waking state_,.
- But sunely, the point is to reach higher levels?
- Yes- it is, but 'they are, merged with t-he ordinary level

- there· is no

question of'· going:: off' into dream states, or myrii-cal experi-eneea.

- You mean. the aonoentrie, circles- are additive-, as it- l'f'ere?
- Yes, think of the dif.ferent' harmonies-: i-n a musical note,.

When ;r.ou play

a not'e· on the piano, what ;y,ou actually hear is,six or a-even not-ea: imposed'
on ea-oh other, at highen- and higher levels- above t-he baa-i.-c tone.

The-se are

its harmonies, or partialEr, and t'heir effect is t-o rein:foroe the bas-i-c: tone,
and to give it a- cortatn qua-1.ity, or timbre.

- I think I see· what y.ou me_an..

The_- effect of the- meditation is: to give

quality t.o our- ord:1.nary ata.te- of consa:ious:ueS'S?
- Yes - t-ha.t ia the s-ecret of' t-his: method - it is: de&igned t:o strengthen one' a--

ordinary c-.ons~ousneaa and to give: i-t. greater d:ept-h, by merging; higher leve-J.s
of cronsciousne-ss with it_, e-o that when one comes· out of" meditation, one•'S'
lif'_e has· greater· meaning-, instead of being empty, as wi-th otb.er- m9'"t:hods:.

- Then what is- the event:ual ai-m of· this met-hod'?

- 'l'o live one's ondi-nar,y li'fl"e, in the full experience of" ~nsciousnesa - t:-o,
li-ve one's- lif:e t-o the full.

, V.Z.a

.
c,-k.r--A

'"'Y">¼?rw.~

- You were sa;y-ingthat during · meditation higher levels· of· e-onsclousness
are merged with ·o ur Ol!dinary level, but how is- it po:ts-ible, to maintain
awareness of· these higher levels duri?tg" the da_;r?

Have we·

~

o:ontrot

<Her them?
- No, none at all.

But- if we haVG·' reached them during: meditation there. is

no need t-o worry about them during the day.
our actions:, whether we- like it or not.

Their influence will af"fect

- Then how do you see oun actions., and how are 'they related' .to the- meditation?
- When we do t'he · meditation t.he mantra c-.irculatee within us· in a certain way.
It is- this· circulation which really determines· our actions, because
establiahed

u · it

is

during medita"tion it- will infiuene.e ever,ythi?lg:' we do in the da;y'.

Then how doe:s. this circulati-on go?
- If you :follow it'· in, the diagram you will see t.hat it passes thr.oug-_h
points: I - 4, - 2, and:

prooesa is- repeated.

8 - 5· - T, and then ba.ek t-o point- I, where the
As Y ·OU

see, it- is- c:entred around t:he- heart.

- Then a.re, there-· other- circru.lat iorus?
- Yesj there is, t-he circ:ula'tion around the head, at point 6 · - this passes

-through points 7 - I - 8, and 5 - 2 - 4.

Then there- is the eircmla.tion

around' the· bod:r, a't point 3', whic:h passes· through pointe· 4 - 7 - 5, and

2 - ff - I.
- Then a.re: thea.e threE aircula:tions· each on di.f'f'"eren.t- levels?
- No~ they can all tlmee erlst on a:ny 1-evel, nearer or f'.urther from the- centre.
The point' is that each ia- dominated by a: diff'erent- part of' us.

If we are

speaking of the autonomia nervous system, f.01" instanc:e, - and t-his- is what
really concerns: wr mos~ - the first circulation is dominated by t _.h e sympathetic

division, the second by the cranial di-visi·on, and the, third b;r t-he- sacraL
- You mean .t.he aympa'thetio: di-visi.on is- centred round: the. heart, the· cranial.
division :rround the: head, and the · sacral division r-ound the body?

- Yes:, that i -s right:-.

The sacral division is concerned: with a.1tousal.. - with

exc-it.able energy, t-he cranial d'ivisi.on is: c.onc:arned vf.th suppression - with
ds.mpening down·, but: tha sympa.thetie· division is a balancing f:OJ?Ce between

the two - or it c-ould be, i:f the c:htcnlation were wol."king· as- i t s-hculd.

V.3a

V.4

- You say that it is the autonomic_· nervous system whic.h really crorumrns
us most.

Could you explain what you me:an?

- The autonomic nervous sy-&t_em,. as- i ta name-- implies, is· that part of our
nervous system over which we have no dire-at eontrol.

It_ works with

a· much higher speed than the:- voluntary and: the spittal nervous systems, and

consequently it is mu.eh more power_:f:uL
- You mean that attempts, t:o ~iso1pline and c:ontrol our thoughts, or- our

movements, for- instance, are not much use if• we c.:annot crontrol our. emotious?
- No, they are not muah

US'8e

It is- the meditation alone whie.h can re:e.c:h

our- emotional life - t-hat is· why the c:ir.eulation

or· the

mantra. is: centred

around' the heart.
Then what does· i-t- ac-tu~fy -do?
Many things · - 'but- in general t-erms·, it enables the- heart to take its ,

place as a balane::ing force between the head and t-he body.

That is· wh.a1;

the ciren.lation I - 4 - 2 - 8 : - 5 - 7 is all a.bout.

- But doe-snt this- come about: na-turally-?
- Unfcorluna"t.e.ly not..

It would seem "that the auton.omie nervoUB system is

undeveloped in certain JreSpecrls.
- How, do y-011 mean?

- Unlike the voluntary a.mi: spinal nervous sy&tems, which are :found on
0

diascedien to c:ontaill a c8rtain pattewi, whieh is: common 1to all of' us:, t:h.e

au-t-enomi-o nervous system is ditter:ent. in each individual ...: no two people·

are the &a:111eo.:·
- Then·what would you inf~r f~m that?
- It is poss-ible t-.hat the autonomic is more flexible: t:ha.n other parts of
,our

nervous system.

Posribly it: iB where there is room for evdution 'ta·

take place,.

- You mean. the evolution of e-ach individual person, or that of mankind?
- Both perhaps.

Are · they not: af'te:r- all the a-am,, thing?

I
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V.5

- Tell me mon about the autonomic: nervow, eyriem.

Do you mean it is

incomplete:?

- Po&Si.bly, but we need m1>re- evidence.
t'he nest

or· our

It csrtainly s-eenm lea~ £ired than

nervous ays'.tem.

- Didnt:- y,ou once· te·ll me • -t.ha-t man is· a- Eteli creative bed.'ng1
- Yes:, in the ear 1y days. of'" t-he-· syriem we-· were 'told t.wo. things: -

~·irs1;,

that

man is· a machine· driven by external influenees, and n-ct-0ndlzy", that man• fs a.·
e-el.£- creative-- being..

- The-a-a two statements appear on the face of' it- t:o c:0ntradicrt ea.eh ot-her.

- Yes:,, they do· if" y-ou va.ke t-hem: on, th" same level.

Bttt suppose· the· first

statement: - t.ha-t man is a ma.chine· - referred: t:o t-he a.erebl!'o-spinal uervous
system, and t.he second, that man i's · a self' ereative being: - re:t:erited te- t-he·
sympathetic: part of the· autonomic - that part

of the

au1ton0Dlie e-.oncelmed.

wi--t=h

posi t'ive emotion - then the idea begins t-o make- s--ense~
- You mean, what is· missing in us ia· porinve· emo:W.:on?

- Yes-,. the: possi'bilify of completing ~he evolution o£' the aut-onomic nervOUB
system and fre.-eing: oimselves- from ~ering..
have· t:o suflrer- so?

Aft-er all, whJ" s-hould man

Sufi"«ring- is: nati" a necessary part

~

hi's ev.oh.rtton -

he was c-ertainly no:t b-or.n ½-o su.f'rer - he vas· born to errjO',Y'· life t.-o t.he :tulL

- s·o what

~ are, really· 8'-a3"ing. is that the- medit-atioir i's a wa;r of ~ee-ing.

us ~m suffering;?

- Yea--, a natural wrq - some:t:hing · which man once poaseSBed 1 lm't has l.ong S:ince

forg<>tten.

Then ia there no wa:, of' doing this- by our own: eff'orts:?
- They are far 'too- slow.

OtJr,

emotions work- many- thousands, of: ttmes- faster

than our thoughts: and our.- movements,, so how can we hope· to aontro1. them by
our own volition?
... I am beginning to slle what ·y,ou mean •••••

t
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·'!'he diagram is really .a. pic.t ur.e of the. human mind, seen

from the point of view of different levels.

At the centre 0£ the circue

is the s-<>urce from which all our engrgy comes - the- 'inner glory' from.

In the central area everything- is- blis-s - on

which the mantra originates.

the next level (level 2) a.re man's-· b:igher centres=, which - if' you remember -

have no negative side.

But . on. .levels

3, 4 and 5 are th~ differ.ant- levels

on whio.h our o r d ~ func~ions work - levels which depend on the amo,mt of

attention - the-- .amount of_ energy. which reaches them from _the centre. ·
.(Not~: the three · segments of' the cireJ.e represent man's three kinds of'

funo-ti.on - -movemen:ts and. sen.s.a.tions . on. the right, feelings and emotions
on the left, and the thinking :f'unction at · the base·.) _
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In the dqs of traditional methods and schools the idea was ~o work
on these three lowest levels and learn to control them at will.
It was
considered that without this discipline and preparation - a process, by
the wq, which might take a lifetime - there would be no hope of getting
through to the central area..
But with the meditation we go about it
differently.
We ignore the three outer areas - just leave them to
themselves - a.nd a-imply repeat the mantra.
Little by little the rhythm
of' the mantra attracts our attention to the centre.
Wb;y does the mantra do this?
We were told it i~ because the mind
is- attracted naturally toward.s the place of greatest happiness.
This
simple statement has: tremendous implications.
It implies--, not only that
somewhere within us-, a great store of happiuess- exists, but also that we
can f"ind it naturally', without the ef'f'ort and struggle whicth since time
immemorial have been c:onnected with these things.
But wha;t actual~ happens?·
When we start repeating the mantra it.
s-eems· at first to be flat and dull, but as we continue it beoomes: more and
more attractive, more delightful to repeat.
Eventually- it becomes too
fine for the mind to £ollow, and s-o it transcends.
This cthange in the
quality o'i" the mantra. means that the mind is receiving- it in a purer and
purer form, nearer and nearer to what it really is.
.And this in itEr
turn means that the energy from the centre is.filling the mind more and
more.
So the effe~t of doing the meditation is to change the quality
of energy in the mind - not just one part of the mind, but the whole mind,on every level.
And this in its turn has a vez-y definite effee~ on the
wey our f'unctions work.
Consider for a moment how our functions work in the ordinary wq.
On
level 5, everything happens mecllanically- - m:, attention is required.
On
the next leve-1, level 4, our attention is held~ what we are doing - we
enjoy it, and the work gets done much better.
But on level 3 our attention
is- held b;r something higher than 0tzrselves.
Take,
for. inatanoe_,
. the work .of an artist, ·a: poet or at rmutici:an, . when he is
truly- inspired.
His achievement, his- succe-ss or his failure is neve:r- a
personal matter - it 01>mes from-somewhere beyond him.
And the energy,
th& inspiration he gets can have tremendous- power over h!s attention~
sometimes involving days or weeks of' very oono~ntrated vork.
What an enormous difference there is between these three levels!
And
yet they all come from the one mind.
As far as- one knows it is not the
strucrlure· which is diff'erent, it is simp~ the level o-r energy.
In terms

of the diagram it is a question how much of the very subtle energy
from the centre is present in the mind as a whole.
But what happens on level 2?
On level 2 ar& man's higher centreg,
and these are utterly different from our ordinary fun~tions.

In the

first pla.ca they hav~ no negative side - everything is positive.
Secondly, they exist on the level of ecstasy - that is the point which
alwa.;y~ gets mi~d, for no des~iption can convey it.
The meditation
can help us to understand what this,. means, for it is the same· eos:taa,:, ·
the same-bliss whio-h belongs· to the mantra - but i1r this case not
attached to any object, for the mantra belongs to area I, and area I is
above the level of functions altogether.
Area I is· absolute blis~, absolute o~nsoiousness.
That i~ why, in
the technique of meditation, we kee~ experience within the compass of
the- mantra.
When experience is attached to this object or that, as it
is· at all other times, it is no longer absolute, it is r.e·lative.
Any experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it can easily

b& mistaken for the real thing.
Even the experience of th~ mantra
itself i~relativ~.
Only when it transcends is the abs~lute level
of e::rperienae reached.
Like a pure sound, which when it is so pur&
that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when :
it transcends.

The purpose of meditation is to change the quality of energy in
the mind - the whole mind., particularly the functions we use everyday.
It is not to escape from our everyday functions, but to transform
them, so that they work in the full light of the energy from the centre.
Tb.is transf'ormation is brought about by repeatedly- reaching the
c~ntre and coming back to ordinary levels again.
This ha.a the effect
of infusing the mind with higher energy - it is in fa.et psycho-transformism
in the true sense of the word.
It is not easy to see what this process really mean& - it has a much
deeper significance than one thinks at first.

One is inc-lined to

concentrate on the incresed efficiency and alertness of the mind which
results from meditation.
But in doing so one overlooks something mueh
more important.
The key to the real significance of meditation lies
in the quality of energy which belongs to the c:entre.
The energy which o·omes from the centre is aosmio

it is way, way

above all the ordinary energies one uses in life.
It is the light
referred to in the opening verses of' St John1 s Gospel - 'the light
shine-thin darkness, and the darkness c-omprehendeth it not'.
Thedarkness is the outside part of the o-ircie - the everyday fu.nO"tions with
whiah we stumble through our lives.
But the purpose of' meditation is
to bring the light to the darkness.,
The question is, what effeo-t
does that have?
When we were given the meditation it was said that when the process
of in.f'using,, the mind with higher energy from the c-entre was c-omplete,
that would be crosmie consciousness.
And contrary to all o-11r previou~
thinking, cosmic C'Onsciousness (which is another name for objective
consciousness referred to in the sys-tem) was not considered to be a
special state-, · it wag c-omddered to be a oondi tion in whiah our everyday
life could be lived.

What would it mean to live one's life in a state- of oosmia.
e-onso-iou.sne-as:?
misleading-.

I think, pos-sibly, the high sounding words are
I think it would mean remembering the universal nature

of' things-· all the time - being always aware of the grea-t self who
created the universe.
The universal nature of' thing~ is bliss - it
is the same biisg as that whio-h comes from the half hour.
So perhaps
it is n-ot so very far awa;r after all.

This is a new way - a way of understanding.
What do you mean by a

wa:y

of understanding?

I mean a method, a system - one which is aimed at increasing man's·
understanding.
What would such a system be like?

It would include two things - work on knowledge and work on being.
Understanding depends on both these things - it is like an arithmetic·
mean between them.
You mean, the one cannot increase without the other?
Yes
enough.

knowledge by itself is not enough, and being by itself is not
Both are needed in the right proportion.

Then what is it that makes them increase?
That which makes our being develop and grow is the meditation.
But you say this is not enough?

No, it is not enough - knowledge is needed also.

You have to have

the right knowledge in the right order, and you have to study this
knowledge and check it in practice.
Then what is the right knowledge with which to begin?

I would say it is the idea of different levels.
What do you mean by different levels?
When one is doing the meditation one actually experiences different
levels - one experiences this through the quality of the mantra, whi~h
starts on a gross level, when it is first· repeated, but becomes more
and more subtle as the half hour continues, eventually bec·oming too
subtle for the mind to grasp, when it transcends.
But why does it become more and more subtle?
It depends on· the level of mind which is receiving it.
content of the mind can vary tremendously in level.

The energy

When the mantra

is received by a gross level of mind it seems flat and. dull, but as it
is received by finer and finer levels it becomes more attractive, more
delightful to repeat.
But what makes it go in that direction - what does it depend on?
It depends on the fact that the mind goes naturally towards the place

of greatest happiness.

- You mean the place of greatest happiness is where the level of the
mind is highest?
- Yes, and that is where the mantra comes from.
an enormous store of happiness exists.

Deep down within us

6.
Can you explain where these different levels of mind are situated?
- It is difficult to follow it physiologically, but we can make a

diagram to explain the general principles.
- You mean the highest level of mind is in the centre of the diagram,
and the lowest level at the edge of the circle?

At the
centre is the source from which everything comes - the 'inner glory'
In the central area everything is
from which the mantra originates.
one - there are no divisions, for it is above the level of functions.
But in the outer part of the circle are the functions we use every daJ".
- Yes, each of the concentricr rings is on a different level.
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7.

Then do the functions we use every
Yes.

day

work on different levels?

On level 5 everything happens mechanically - no attention is

required.

On the next level, level 4, our attention is held by what we

are doing

we enjoy it, and the work gets done much better.

But on

level 3 our a.ttention is held by something higher than ourselves - it
comes from above us.
You mean in creative work?
Artistic inspiration, for instance - it has

Yes, that's right.

tremendous power over our attention.

And great discoveries too - you see,

this area is under the direct influence of the central part of the diagram.
Then what d.oes the central area contain?
Level 2 is where man's higher centres are.
What do you mean by 'higher centres'?
There are three higher centres - the sex centre, the higher emotional
centre and the higher intellectual centre.
Does everyone have these higher cent res, or do they have to be acquired.?
Everyone has them, in fact they are said to be fully working in us, but
ordinarily we know nothing about them - except perhaps the se.x: oentre, but
even that is seldom experienced in its real form.
- In what way are these higher centres different from the functions in the
outer part of the diagram?
- They a.!'e utterly different.

To begin with, they have no negative side.

Our ordinary functions all have a positive and a negative side to
them, but our higher centres a.re always positive - it is difficult to
realise what this means.
- Is that why we experience that extraordinary happiness during meditation?
Yes, it is when the mind reaches this area.
beyond. · it, on level I.

But there is a further area

This area is above the level of functions - it

is pure consciousness.
What do you mean by 'pure consciousness'?
It is not generally· realised that consciousness can exist without functions
just as functions can exist without consciousness.
on level I, there are no

In the central area,

functions, there is only consciousness, or as it

was once described., 'awareness of the awareness, not of any object•. *
- And on the outside of the circle there is no consciousness, only functions?
- Yes, the outside is in darkness, the centre is in the light.
When
we do the meditation we turn toward the light - we leave all our functions
behind us.

*Maharishi

8.
- I agree with you, that is the right knowledge with which to
begin, but what c-omes next?
- One should. understand how the opposite process works - how the energy

flows outwards from the centre during one's d.aily life.
- You mean that du.ring the half hour we go inwards to the centre, during
the day we go outwards to the circumference?
- Yes, you can think of it that way.
as the treasury and the market.

It was described, originally,

During the half hour we draw out

some money· from the treasury - from the bank - during the day we spend

it in the market place.
- Then how do we spend it in the right way - how do we prevent it from
getting wasted.?
- There is no need to worry about that.

This money- is a special kind

of currency· - i t ~ only be spent in the right wa:y.

How can that be?
The energy which comes from the centre cannot be wasted - it is
inexhaustible, like the ocean.

The idea that we have to save energy

comes from a different method, one in which we learn to control our
functions.

In this method we go straight to the centre· instead.

- But couldnt the energy from the centre be wrongly used?
It is above the level of evil - so it cannot be wrongly used.
Why is that?

In the central area evil does not exist - it has not yet begun.

Only

when creation reaches lower levels - when movemen~ and actions begin does the possibility of evil arise.

For then there are two sides to

everything - positive and negative, good and evil, happiness· and suf'fering
yes and no ••••
- So provided we get the right energy from the meditation - energy from
the centre itself - there is no need. to worry about the wa;y it is used?
No need. to worry - it will tell you what to do - in fact, you will
find it is already done.

I
9.

- I would think perha.ps the most important thing is to learn how to
recognize· this energy w-e get from the med.i tat ion?
- Yes, you are right, al though the energy
itself does this for one.
How do you mea.n?

One cannot help noticing it - it has a particular quality of its own.
Then how would you describe it?
- Words are- difficult.

I find the· only word whio-h describes· it is- 'bliss 1

but others may prefer to call it something else.
-

And. you say it comes to one

during the d.ay?

- Yes·, it is unmistakeable - it comes up from the centre of one's being-.
Do you think other people have it?

- Yes, everyone has it, to a greater or lesser extent, but many are not
aware of it.
- You mean it is there all the time?
- Yes, it exists in. everyone, but it is only when one feels it oneself'
that one notices it in other people.
But when one no longer feels it, what can one do?·
Nothing.

After all, one cannot expect too much.
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lO.
Tell me, why have you divided the circle into three segments?
Because the human mind has three parts.
- Then what are these three parts?
That on the right is the mind in control of our movements and
sensations, that on the left is the mind. in control of' our emotions,
and that at the base is the mind in control of our thoughts.

Each

of these three minds is essentially different - they are like
different worlds.
- But surely the mind has many more parts than this - surely it can
work in a great many different ways?
- That is the interesting thing.

Each of these -three segments

has its own structure - but within each segment the mind. can work on
many different levels.

If yuu ehange the level of energy, the

kind of work which the mind can produce

will

be

utterly different.
- Can you give an example of what you mean?
- Yes, the emotional mind, for instance~ the segment on the left.
level 5 it works mechanically.

On

These are the emotions and feelings

we have every day - likes and dislikes, sadn-ess and joy-, anger and
irritation, jealousy, even hatred - they are all mechanical.
- You mean it is mechanical to hate someone?
- Yes, that is why Christ said. 'love your enemies'.

In order to love

someone you ha,te you have to be on a different level - you cannot do
it mechanically.
How can one get onto a different level?
Through the meditation.

The meditation can change the level of

our emotions - that is the extraordinary thing about it.
And what about the next level - level 4?
On level 4 is a deeper kind of emotion - religious emotion, genuine
love for other people, dedication to some social aim, and so on.
And level 3?
Level 3 is creative emotion - artistic inspiration, for instance.
When it is C'Onnected. with the right technical ability it results in
works of art, poetry or music.
And level 2?
Level 2 is the higher emotional centre.
How would you describe it?

ll.

- Everything is on the level of ecstasy - but connected with one's
personal life, one's aim, one's relation to people very close to one.
Subjective realisation of truth, not objective.

Objective truth

belongs to the higher intellectual centre.
Then where does the higher intellectual centre come, in the diagram?
It is in the lower segment of level 2.
- You mea.n it is in the same segment as our thoughts?
- Yes, but from all accounts it is utterly different.

When one

und.erstand.s the meaning of the universe, whether one exists in it or
not, or when some great cosmic truth is revealed to one - as it was to
Jacob Boehme, for instance - perhaps it is iromething like that.
- Then is it alwa_ys beyond the personal level?
- Yes, it belongs to a different scale, a different cosmos - one in which
personal questions· no longer exist.
- And so that means that the remaining higher centre - the sex centre must be on the right hand side?
- Yes, it is connected with the physical body - with its movementg· and
sensations.

But one has to remember that on this level everything· is

much more connected together - not in separate compartments, as on lower
levels.
Then what is there on level I?
Level I is cosmic consciousness.
What is meant by cosmic consciousness?
We were told it is the ultimate aim of the meditation.
I wonder what that really·means?
We were told, if you remember, that every time we transcend during
meditation, a little of the very subtle energy from the centre is infused
into the gross level of' ordinary life.

When this process of' infusion is

complete - when it has reached saturation point - then that will be
cosmic consciousness.
- So cosmic consciousness is something we can have during: our everyday life?
- Yes, that is the idea.

It means that little by little· our actions will

come under the influence of the meditation.
That doesnt sound too impossible.
It is by no means impossible.
Already we begin to find that certain
things could never have happened without it.
beginning.

That, at least, is a

12.

Suppose we take the diagram on a different scale - the scale of the
whole solar system, with the sun in the centre.

As the sun's

radiations flow outward.s they penetrate deeper and deeper into succ-essive
levels of the solar system, until by level 5 they can penetrate no further.
What are these different levels - how can we understand- them?
In the solar system there are three quite different worlds, just as
there are in man.

In the right hend segment is the world of nature,

in the segment at the base of the d iagra.m is mankind, and. on the left
hand side is the plan&t earth.

Each of these three worlds is nec-essary

for the fulfilment of the ~olar system.

In: order that the earth can

evolve as a planet there has to be organic life, and in order that organic
life can evolve there has to be man.

Influene:es are reaching these three worlds all the time, from the
sun in the centre.

In area I there is nothing but the diree:t influence

of the sun, but as this: i:nfluenee· passes,, o'U~!f~S; through area 2 it- ·ismodified by the effec:t of the planets.

The planets were once described

as glasses, or screens- of different c·o lours.

the earth·, it c-olours, it- diff'~ren-tly.
in each segment

As ea.ah

But the:

planet passes

effec.,t is very different

and it is different again on each successive level.

On level 5 the effect of planetary influences is entirely .lla-phazard.,
If we look at nature, for instance, in the right hand segment, we s-~e
nothing but the struggle for survival.

Every species of animal and plant

is feeding on every other, and in the death of' one living creature, is the
energy on which. another creature d.epends.

If we look at mankind on this

level the picture is not very different.
Everywhere there is violence
and suff'ering - even more suffering, perhaps, than there is in nature. For
man has the possibility of transcending suffering, but on this- level he
cannot do eto.
Oru lever 4 the preture is, very dif'f'erent.

On this lever], s,tt1lL ll02?':e

on leve-1 J,,, the du--ecrl- influence- o:f' · the sum is_, mueli nea;rer.

We a.an. see

it everywhere, a.round us in the beauty of nature - im her colours· and scents

and sound't:r, and her extraordinary va:riei;y" of f'o:t"tl't.

- And in man. too•,

we- notice-, the sun's inf'luene.e - in the spontaneous · happiness o:f children:,
in the love- people have for each other-, in kind-n.ess and

~~

of

af:ffeetion"-. none of' these things- could exiri without the, sun'al' radiance every-1:lii:'ng: comes- front, the sun.

l3.
On leve1 3 it is· no longer mankind as

is,. indiivd.diual man.

a;

whole whieh eonC'erns· us, ii

The- influence of -the- planets on: indi vidua1 man; is

someithing,: quite d,if'feren."t :frrom· t-hrir in;fluenae on mankind as· a whole.
are nesponsible for his ffateo.

Th•

Theo reason why our emoiiional litre,, and: m8Dl1!

things- a.bout us are, as. they are, is no1. a matter of. chance, it depends on
t-he influenae of th& planets.

Our- f"ate is· generally,· eonsidered -to be

inescapable,-, but aetual]zy-, it is, quite poslrlble for man 'fro b:ecome :f:rree from

e:ert'ain aspects· of· i t .

If' we' c::ould reach level I we should be: abov-e -the-

inf'luenee of the planetS' - we tthould! be under the direct influence of t:he
sun.

Level. I is· where:· all maJB.~• a, possibilities· ar&.

On level 2 c:ertain,

of" theae poS'sibili tiea are• actualised, depend'.ing; on whica pl~etary

inf1.uene.es· a.:ffect him, , and theee, work themselves out in his- life.

But

level ll is· free :from all this.
It is where -that part of' US' exists which
is- immortal, which is~ above• the influenc-e of' life and death.
But on our own Ereale the· lev&ls

That is, all on a very big scale.
0£·

energy are t-ha, same' - it is, t-h& s'allle sun which' i ;s. radiating energy

:fr-01.111

the· c.ent-r.e, and as this energy £"lows outwards int-o our different- :functions

it is mod'if'ied in various wayer.

On.1 level 2· are man:1 s higher c-entr-es=, and

although thes=e control and inf'luence our f"une:tionsas= a rulle aware of t-lleire:x:is-tence.

m

ma.n;r ways,. we are not

Actuallzy:· they are fully working· in us

all the time,,,_ but we canno:t hear what t-hey are, saying,.

Or perhaps i:t is

just that we never listen - :for the· meditation is c:ertainil.yra waq of
r-eac:hi~· the~

and: that . is perhaps, its, most important f~t-:i.ion.

By trans-forming the leve·l of'' energy in our ordinary functions the
meditation makes· tt p0ssible :f'or them·, t-o work more closely• under the
influence of' our higher eentr-es..

This- shows itself' in a great

lllaJzy'

di'fferent- wrzys - more obviously';, perhaps,-, in the ef'fect it has on our
emotional life,, but als,o in our ability to think - to s--e:e, trut-h..
ire.a l_ purpose of t-hought ia iro discover truth -

The

ob,j-ecnive truth about- t-he

woPld,a.nd the me~i?l€behind:' its outward appe-aranc.e.

If we had a g-limpS'e

of this· truth,. even for a fraetion of a secrond,.. all our- thinking would
change-.

But even ordinary levels of' t-hought can be tremendously

rewardillg:", if they are- ori.entated

towards the centre of· the eire-le - even

on level 3 we sometimes get glimpses of' truth, and these glimpses depend
ver:, much on the , preparatory work done by level 4.

Level 4 is good

logioalJ thinking - and this in it-s, turn depend.son the ll'out-ine operationsof leve,l

5, whieh should be e-onfined to ree-ording and analysing.

So eae-h level in the d:iagram has a right fun.et ion, and each level is a
puil~ing together - a synthesis - of" everything collected on the level below.
All this goes· on in the lower segment-.

But with the left hand segment -

l4 . .
with our emotions - the pattern is· no·t so c,lear.

T1ie fact· bt that mos-t-

of our so-called emot'ions- are nothing: of t:hekind,· ospec;rialll~ if t-hey
c-0nta..in a negatj.ve element, an element- of su.f£ering·.
They are• not:
really em_o -tion -

they are

thoughts and feeli:nge..

imagina1;ion, ;,:. a kindi o-£:· ~ie,;,,ul)': betwaen our
If we · could cut the- connee,t ion between our

feelings: and ou:I' thoughts we should :tind out- somet-hing · rather surprising -

m

we should d!is:c:over that ~f'er~- is, unnaereas:a:ry -

exist.

fact" JJ it- d!oe-a n.o-t:

There, are fee-Ii~,, mosti_r on the pbysia:al level, and there·

are the though.ta irhic-h accompal\Y them:..

Separate];w, neither ha-ve mue-h·

importance - it is- onl;r when ffiley g&'t tied up together that su:t:fering·
c·omes- intro be-izig - and t:his suf'fering: is not re•l. - we• a:re muck better
of"f' without- it:.

This- d.is-ci::overy leans• one to an even more surprising conclua:iion, - real
Physic.al. f .e elings o:a:n be• negative· - real. pain>,;

emotion is po:s i tive·.

for instancre,- or phyei.c-al fear - but that is some,th±ng: qui ta, different,.

Emo-t±.on comes, :from- al1l01'ther

plao-e, - and it has no traoe of anything

negative,.
If'

W1iJ

w-e might dii:;:e~er,, .

could free ourselves· from -~uff'e-Pi:ng,,

perhaps:,, that real emoti'o n, c:an be-· elassi.f'ied according· to i t-s purity.

Very diffiC11lt tQ put into words-, but on level 5 emotions are mu.c::.hl.ess
pu:rE!'

than on level 4 - -mucli mor-e-, n:r.bted.

On lev:e,l

4 one s"Ometimes

meets· with pure I'eligiouS" emotion, or real dedication to s-ome social a;im.
But on level 3 t:he emotion e:omes from beyond one,- as· with ereative
inspiration, or religiottac revelati:on.

And on level 2 is· the

k.md: of emotion, . which. is, on the level o'C ecstasy.
lower ~

hi.gltest-

Bu1t unlike the

-, - whieh is· concerned with objective- truth, it fa concelnted

with oneaelf', with ;ne,•a-

own

lif".'e and the people

What is- real emotion all about?

very

close to one.

Actually,-, it is ~onnact:e d wi t-h

Our identity i~ the one thing about us· which, never C!th.anges,

our ident:ity.

a-11 through our lif"e.

But it- can develop and grow stronger, and. i:t

through the medlitation one begins- to feel it-, a,11.d. at t:he same time t:o
become aware
of ±t: in other people, thaft will be' ~1::
-~nmtion.
_ -~ ·---~...

.

.·

,••

lastly;

-

·-.

there is t.he right hand segment, which ine:ludes all our
It may not be- entirelY7 obvious, but all the
m:ovementB' and s-ensa.tions-.
And

movements we make have to be accompanied by sensations, or they would not
b& eontrollaltl.e.

Some, of e:ourse, are au¼c,manc, , which means they

never rea.eh the c:.-entral headquarters- of the brain, but they are there jus-t
the same-·.

These · aut--amarltiic moviements-, are on level

we are aware of. our movements·, and enjoy· them.
is not-

~

5:.

Bu1r on level 4i

To be more preeise, it

who are aware of' our move~nts,.,. ii; is the· movements themselves

whiah have:- more awareness· in them · - morec- light f':rom the centre-.

This

intrins-icr awareness, which ,.i is one o'C the ef:feotS' of the med.i tat ion,

makes, our movements more controlled, more precise, and usually more
graceful.

But on level 3' our movements a.re inspired,. as if they

c-ame f'rom bey.ond us - as, :for instance, the movements o:f a great
ballet dancer, or the hands of a great sculptor.
And on level 2
is the inspiration which make~ such things- poss:ible
provided, of·
c-ours,a,, the right training and technique- are- available.
Wby is man endowed with the-s,ec t:hre~ di:ff'erent kinds of' funcrtion?

On t-he outside of' the circle they are like thl:ree different worlds so mueh so that people cannot unders.tand one anot"her-, for- in each of

But the nearer we
get to the crentre t-he more they baC'Ome alike,, and at the centre its-calf
these, threce worlds the language is, diff'erent-.
they are one.

And thee aame thing is tl"Ue of our eneirgy..

We maka-

the mistake o-f" thinking ther-e are different kinds o:f' energy - physical
energy,, emotional energy and so on.

But raa:llyc there ia only., one,

energy - the energy which c:omes f'l>om the centre.

As t-hia, energy :flows

outwards· it manif"est~ in di:f:terent. wa;,s and on dif'ferent levels, s ·o we
think the energy itgel:f' ia' different.

But like the light which comes

from the sun, its rea;l na"tur8' is always the same•.

16.

As we have s·een, man's inner wo:ttld is, contained within the three
segments o:f the diagram.

Everything-· that he is, from his lowliest

thoughts to the liigheert possible level of his experienc-e, is conte,ined
within thes-e three, segments-.

On the right hand s-ide is: the 0,antral.

nervous system, responsible r-or his voluntary movements a;nd s-ensa:tions,
at the base of the· dia.grarrr is· the o·o nscious mind, s ·o-ealled, res:pons-ible

for all his· thoughts, and on the left hand side is the autonomic nervous

system, whie-h controls all the inner workings of- the body, and is als-o
the o:entre· of his emotional life.
It is- not generally realised tha-t each of these three segments- has,
its· own time - a time s-o complet-ely, different- :from the next tha-t it is
difficult to· imagine how there can be any e-ommunieation between them.
They are·, quite li teral~'t· different time-worlds.
Our ordinary sense of time is governed by t-he lower s-egment.

in this- segment- t-hat we know t-he time.

this time s-ens-e disappears.

It is

When we go to sleep a-1; night,

What actually, takes- its- pla;ce?

Some ot-her

sense of time - a much more aoouratec one in fact - as· we dis-o:over when it
wakes us up a:t precisely, t-he right moment- in the- morning.
This would be the right hand segment.

But there is- a still further

time sense - that of' the le:ft hand segment.

This time sense, is mu.eh

more elusive-, and yet in

Moments in early childhood

are a-s vivid for it

a;s

a; wrzy-

it is nearer.

yesterday.

They never seem to fade, in fact the

Where does this time sens~ belong·,
whole of our li:fe is always there.
and how can it- be found?
In ordinary life we know little or nothing about these different
time-worlds·.

But; those who are able t ,o reach them assure us that they-

stand ini a matherna-tical ratio, one to, another.
They are
said to be ±m Jrelation to ea-eh other as pne t-o thirty t-housand.
And
this ratio als-o· applies,, believe it· or not, to the larger worlds outs-ide
us.
Nature·' s time is· thirty thousand times larger than ours, and
planetary time is thirty thousand times larger again.
The fact that each segment of the diagram· e:x:ists in a c-ompletely
different time world has tremendous implications.

It explains, firS'tt

how infinitely:, mor-e powerful the sensory world of the right hand segment

can be than our ordinary thinking~mind,, and secondly it shows- us how the
left hand segment - our emotional world - is· way beyond the- reach of either.

Our emotions, ao.tualJl.y work a:t' sua-h enormo'Wt speed t-hat evecyt-hing,.:
has· happened long;, before the thinking· mind knows- ~liing; about it..

Yret

we S!till gp on believing t-hat somehow or other our emotions are
eontrollaible-.

Our mov:ements a.re, to some extent o·ontr-o lla;ble,, at least

t:n the s-ense- that movements-· c_-an be learnt.

But onc:e- learnt they:, work

on their own at- such a speed that we d.o better not to, int-erf"ere wi-th
them.

All_ t-his- points to the: fact that t-here is something,- wrong: wit-h

the idea - a very common one - that we c a n ~ our :f'unc.tions under
control.

The truth of the matter is we can do nothing· of' the kiruH

The- meditation goe-s about aill this in a di:f'"ferent-. ~ -•
It works
on the prineiple, first, that there is nothing; we can do, and seoondl;yr
that- there exists deep down within us: a mind whieh contP"ols all t-hings a mind whie:h ia inf'inite~ more powerful than the ord:inar,y t -h ink:ing mind.
little, by li-ttle, t-o this hd.gher mind-, things: will

By linkinit ours-elves,

c.:ome right natUJrally ... ii-hey will eome right- o:f t-hemselvas.
But thia process, has to follow a certain order, and it has t-o go,
by degrees.,

The wa::, in,which it goes is indicated in the following

diagram:-

-
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As we have already said, both the right hand segment of the circle

and the· left hand segmen"lt a.re not withirr our direct control- we have

virtually no c-ontrol over our emotions, and only, a limit-ed ecntrol over
our moviements-.

The: idea of reaching- the centre, of the circ-le by a

direct ef'fort of' will is therefore out of the- question.

But it: s ·o

happens, t hat there is- a small ga;p in the, gates- to the kingdom of heaven,
- a tiny crack through which it is possible to enter.

This gap

consists· b1 our ability to learn c·ertain inner movements - in otli:er

words to repeat the mantra-.

When the· mantra is repeated it sets up

certa;in vibration.sin the central area of the eirc-le, and these

vibrations radiate outwards in a:11 direations.
Wha.-t is the ef:fee-t o:f these vibrations-?

At firs-t, they are·

experienced only• as· a word, whic-h is: where the spiral starts, in the
lower segment.

But a.s the attention is drawn inwards· along the

spiral, they begin to be experienced as a rb,vthm or pulse.,

This

rhy'thm is very attractive to the mind, and' it carries the· attention:
along· with it.

As it continues round the right hand. s·egment, the

level of" energy becomes finer, until by· the top of the circle it has
reached the threshold between level 3 and level 2.

On this leve-1

the vibrations from the mantra have such a strrongpull, and are so
delightful t-o the mind, t-hat the attention rollows them still further,
into the left hand s-egment-, · and e-ventua,Ily to the c_,entre its:elf'·.

Somewhere, along the line t-he· mantra transcends - whecre, ~actly--, it- is
diffieult t-o say-'1'1 for it varies· for different-. people and at di.fferent
times.

Now there is- no need t--0 f'ollow all this during the ha-lf' hour once the-· mantra has· been started it will ta.keus along· the, spiral
of its, own accord.

But we c-a.n study the e-f'f eet of the spiral on

our li:f'e from day to day,. for in eac.h part of the spiral there is a

corresponding outward effect.

This effect is obviouslydi:fferen-t

for different people-, for some have been doing it longer than others.
At first the mantra will be working mainly perhaps in the, right hand

segment.,

This' will mean that a great many things we do during the

day will seem easier.

At times our movements will be different - they

will be more graceful, more controlled, and our work will be quiekel!'
d.one.

That unpleasant ha:bi t of' di. thering, between, one action and t-he

next will disappear, and we will f ~ind ourselves· doing our work in the
ri.ght sequencre.

But- sooner or later-- the mantra

will

begin t:o hav.e

its ef'feet on our emotional li:fe.

We will become awa:re, more and more,

of a great store of inner happiness, which we never knew existed.

li".a.IW

of' our unpleasant feelings a.nd moods will disappear, and our attitude
to life will beo,ome more positive.

But more important them this,

sooner or later this place of inner happiness will become a centre to
which we can turn - a referenee· point for all our actions •
.As the mantra opens up more and: more connections with the left hand
segment, this referenee point grows, in importance.

It is a kind of

coming home to ourselves - to what we really are.

In thes-e times, .

when man has, no o.eliefs, no relig.ion to which he can turn with axr:,convietion,. suc:h a referenc:e point- has enormous value, for it can show

us, always, wha-t is right for us to do.

But the spiral goes- further

than this - it can take us beyond the personal level altogether.

In

the last seet-ion,,. as· it transcend:s · into the mmtra1 area,, its
effect will be- to bring us truth - truth about t-he world, and the re-a:l
meaning behind its, outward appearanc:e.

It is, this- last part of the spiral whie:h brings an expansion of our
being.

Just as the right hand segment brings an expansion of our

awareness in action, and just

a;s

the left hand segment brings arr

expans-ion of our emotional life - our inner happiness - so the last
part of' the spiral brings an expansion of our whole being.

Those

who invented the sys-tem must have known a.bout t-his:, for t-he-y formula-ted
c:ertain cosmological ideas, - ideas which are much, much bigger than
anything:

we ar-e eve-r likely- to meet in ordinary life - ideas whiel't

can lift us fronr. t-he personal level into the universal.

The-se very

big ideas are a framework into whic-h the mind can expand, for when being
d.evelops, the right knowledge is- needed to go with it.

But already

these big ideas of the system have bec-ome outmoded., and a new formulation
is needed, in line with cont-emporary thought.

The question is, how

can this reformulation be done, and what form should it take'?

-
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When we do the meditation we go inwards· towards the eentre,.

But

during the da.,r the eneTgy is rlowing outwa.:rds - it is :flowing outwards
a:long· the same spiral in the opposite d:ireetion.

Let us

tl!'j"'

'to se&

what actually- happens.

Everything comes- in its- origin from the c-entre of the· circle·.

Energy-

is f"lowing outwards from the centre- all the' time, like the radiations f'rom
the, sun..

First, these radiations bring light to area I - the' liighe-r

mind within us- whe-re• all our lif'e is regulated.

They thew pass on t-o

the higher emotional world of' level 2, where they are· sorted out and

certain dec:is-ions taken1e

Next, they continue round the spiral to the

right hand: segment, where they are· translated into a;o-tion - eonv:Eri:-ted into
the right fX-equenc:ie·s for levels 3 and 4;

Finallyr they find their

waw to the- lower segment, are• r-educ:ed in frequency- onc.e again,. and. end. up
in the form: of certain thoughte- . on, level:. 5.
You see·· 'the d if":ficu.1ty - the thought 'I am doing · it"' c,o mes last - i 1;
cromes af'ter the a.c'tion has taken place!

No wonder we were told tn the

system that man cannot do - that everything happens.

But what can be

the purpose of" the, lower s,agment - what is it actually :ror?

It is a

refleetor - a very wonderful instrument capable of re:fle-c·ting everything-

tha;t takes plane within the circle.

Like thos•e enormous· parabolic

re:flectoTS' used by; astronomeTs it can pick up vibrations of di:f:ferenrt
wave·l:engths.

But

the reflector has to be tuned.

In the ordinary way · its range, of'

frequencies is very limi t ·e d - for various reasons it only · refleci;s a sma.11

part- of the c::ircle, and the trouble is· we think this is all we are.

And

s-0 we begin to analyse, to construct various theories about ourselvea, to

indulge in various· disciplines.
on the surface of the pond:..

This is all on one level - it is alll.
By diving deeper- we c_a..tr make the r-efleetor

more sensitive, more receptive to higheT f'requenoies - and this is what
the meditation does.

By drawing the attention: inwards along the spiral

it gradually· accustoms the mind -to higher and higher levels of" energy.
This prac'"tie-e ta.lees- the plac-e o:f all the disc,iplines: we used to do before.
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Now when we do the meditation we turn the reflector inwara.s, but

during the d:ay we turn the reflec,t or outwards.

During the day we do

not turn it :first one way and then another,

a;s

flow or energy-, and e-on:fuses the mind.

You remember the story about

Lot's wife, in tb.e, Ol<i Testament?

Lot was :fleeing- with his family from

the burning cities of' Sodom and Gomorrah.
by, the Lord

this upsets the natural

But in spite of being. warned

not tco do so, his wife 'looked baek from behind him, and she
So during the day dont look back - go

bec:ame a pillar of salt.'
straight ahead!

The analogy of dipping the c:loth in the dye may Illftktr this a,learer.
If you dip a piece of white cloth in a yellow dye it will take on a yellow
cx:>lour.

Then if you hang it out· in the sun the c:olour will gra.dually·

fade, but some of the c:olour will remain and the ra:,s of the sun will
fix it-.

Then you dip the cloth in the dye once again and the aa.meo thing
In time the cloth will become

will happen - and. so on, d.a.y after day.

a full yellow, and this yellow colour will be fixed - it will not fad.e
t'!';rr;y more.,

This analogy is a very exact description of the meditation.

see that there are two points about it.

You will

First, the eloth has to be

immersed in the dye·, long enough for the dye· to circ:ula:te through it.
Sec-0ndly, the cloth has to be liung out in -the sun in ord:er to be ftxed.
This fixing of the d,ye refers to what happens during the da:,.,

When we

get up from the half hour and start the day's work, the influence of" the
meditation will be: with us for a c:ertain time, but sooner or later it
will fade.

But a certain amount of' •its

this residue will beeome- permanent.

will never g-c:, a-wa;r.

in:tluenee will remain-, and

It ma._v not be very much, but it

And as we continue with the· med:ita:tion day after

day, it will gradually, increa-s-e.

So we have to gu straight ahead during t-he da.;r and let the influence of'
the meditation fade.

And then we have to do the same thing again the

next day, and so on.

This is quite unlike· an._y other method we have,

tried before.

But it is· a perfectly, natura.l thing to do, and it is the

only" way the energy from the half hour ce,n circulate, and bec-ome fixed.
So when things· ge-t difficult during· the da:,, dont look back on yourself remember Lot's wife •.

If you go straight ahead the med.itai;ion will come

to your rescue·.
There is an old saying that man c-onsists o:f -four things - a cart,. a

horse, a driver and a maste-r.

If ;y;uu apply this to the diagram you

will see that the master is at the C'entre of the circle, the driver is·
immediately under him

in the lower segment, the horse· is'. in the ler-t
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hand segment and the ea.rt·· is on ·the right-.

But the old s -a ,ying goes on

to point out- 'that the driver is asleep, and he cannot hear the master's

voice.

In other words he is down on level 4 or 5 in the lower segment

instead of. level I, and does not even remember t'hat the c:entre exists.

Because he ha-a- fallen off his S'eat and dropped the reins t he hor.s'& has
got out- of' crontroT - it is pa.nicking· and running awaJT with the c.art, which
is· in grave danger of bree.king up under the strain.
Now many d.i fferent remedies· ha:ve been suggested for this s-tai;e of
af'fairs.

Mosi; of them start from below, by working on the cart :first.

Then the horse has to be· trained - a long and. diffioul t task - and :finally,,the driver has to be woken up and returned to- his proper place,.

Alli this

takes a cronsiderable time - even perhaps several lifetimes - and. generallyc
a good deal of suffering too.
different way.

But the metlitation goes about it in a

What does it actually d~o?

wi_ith the· mas.tar.

It unites the driver

Once the influence of the master is· f'elLt, the

driver takes up the reins.

Feeling · the driver's, influenc:e, the horse

starts pulling on the shaf'ts, and so the cart goes, merrily, along.
Y,o u

see- the point - in this method no spec1.al disciplines are required.

If -the technique is carried out c,orrectly, the resi; will follow naturally-.
This is a very great advantage, for practically, all the disciplines, one

hears about today come in their origin from schools and monasticorganisations· of' the pa1::rt, and were originally intended. to be carried
out under special conditions.

In the modern conditions of lifa they

can have a wrong effect, as- they be-J.ong · to a dif''f'erent wrq - a wrr:, of .
retirement :from the, world.

Thia- method does not- in:\l:olve retirement

f''bo•the world - it is a. wa,y of livd.ng · more truly, in the world - o£.
living one's, life to the full.
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In order to understand the ai.gnif:ioanc.,e of': the meditation, and
mar~ things: e,onnec.-ted with it, we have to raali~ that the-, world in
which we live e.ontains clif'Teren-t levels: of materiality ;... levea which

c~"'t be clJa~f''ied and ac:curate-.ly defined.

But before we embark on suoil a. c:lassif'ication, we have, t--o get nidl
of the idea that aome things: are material and ot-hem: nc,t.

Actu.all,lf

everytihing is material - that is t-o S'a.Y, it has ma:terial substanc:e
whether i tc is. a thought", or.· an emotion, or a· drop of water, or

a;

It is in f&-ot only beaaus-e of our-- limited viewpoint
that we: see certain things, as material, others, as non--materiall-, . and
on a-' ~mnie soa.le· there: ia- no such dis-tinctien.
Now auppose we s:ay- that the highest matter-we Olm aon~ive-piec,e of wood.

. has; a level of one, or- unity.

Matter on 'this level... the le.v&l of

the: a.bs'Olute - c;onrla-ts, we are toid, of ifuree: elements·, but: theae.
three element& are one and indivisible.

Oh the nerl levol there

will be three separate elements:, and matter on this leve~ will therefone

have the number twee- in our elasnification.,

On the next level the--

number of elements_, will be doubled, for there- will be a. furthen t:lme:e

elements generated· on thiS" level, a.a lfflll a&' t:hose on. the level a.bove,-and the number will therefore be s:ix.
B;r the same neas:oning the,
number on the next level will be twelve,. on the next leve-1 twenty-four,

and so on:.

(s:ee table )

The numbers in our o~assification will therefore indio:at& the
number of· elements,, or- 'a-toms' of which a partio:le of matter -

a;

particle crontaining all the cha.racteristic:s of° matter- on t:hat level actually e:onaists.

On t'he higheS't level in the table a particrle-

of ~tter ~onsists of' one 'atom', and on the lowest level it: annsists
of 307 2 'atoms·'.

Clearly, the lower the level in the tabla, the

denser and heavier the quality of' matter, and the more intractable

its nature.
Now although such a o--1aasifioation cannot be related directly
to soient-ific knowledge, for science has:no means of measuring manyof the higher level~ it contains-, it: is of grea~ help t:o us in
understanding many things-aonne<rted with man's,psyehology and higher
funcrli ons·.

Firs'.fi, we .must realise -that ea-on level in the table

ine--lud:~sc a great many di:fferent substances~ of' whieh t-he exampLes: give-n.

are only an indic:ation.
Secondly, it divid~s, na:tura-11.y · into- t-hreeparta, physical, subtle and aaus.al...
Physic-.ai matter in thisa:e11B8 includes.i all substances which are a-olid: or liquid, v.iaible
a.."ld" tangible in, the ord.1~ w~.

Matt-er.- on the· subtla, avtl.

inalud'es a-ir and. otner.· ga;ses at its lowest axt"reme, andJ ,a.-t: the
higheat extreme it· erlends to the worm o-r thought a_,, feelings and
scena'1.t'ions-.., and inel.ud'es: ma.ey of-' our.· instinctive· reaa.ti.ona·. .

The

subtle level is therefore a kind of bridge between the hidden wo~ld
And man,. who- stand.a-:
of ea.uses: and the V-is:ible world or·matter.

as- it were on this bridge-, :finds hirmrelf"'unable -t:o deaide whicrh of
these two worlds is trhe rea.1 °on-e·.

(

caua.a!

world

I

(
(
( 3
(
(
( 6
(
(

)
)
)

I2

( 24
(
subtl~
world

(
( 48
(
(96
(
.

(
(

~

highetr· mind
positive emotion

instincta, feelings, sensations
i;noughts., impressions

hormones

I92

air

384

water

(

( 768
phys.deal (
(
world
I536

~

(

mrlter too fine to be absorbed

3072

f.ood

organic matter e.-.g. wood:.
inorganic: subs.tances:

Bu-vwha.t does the oausal world contain?
The lowest" level.of"
This is the level. of' matter
matter it contains is on level I2.
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used by our higher emotional centre - in; other words it is tile, level!
of ecs:ta.sy or bliss, positive emotion, emotion which cannot turn
negative.
And this, :fact in itself". ca.n tell ua· a great many things :i t · mm tell us- that the ao.tual substance of t-he c:auaal .wor-l:d' is b:l.£se •.

And that is:, something we can rec:ognise - it is aomet-hing we know about,
from the meditation, to a greater or lesser ciegree.

The nerl level the causal world aontains is level 6.
This is
the level. of ma-tter used" by th& highel' me:i:ital centrce.
And where.=aa
level I2 relates-- t:-o our own inner world - to ours.elves: - level 6
relates t:-o the outer world - the univers.e to whic-.h we belong.
When
the meditation trans:oends we sometimes- feel this, - a.a" if':• the mantra
passes-- from the individual into the universal - ac.companied, p~rhaps,
by- a sense of expansion and relief.
But above this level it is very difficult to des:cribe the caus-al.
world in any terma,, for- level 3 and level I are too fine.· in aubstanc-e
to be o.-ontained within the human organism.
Yet in a strange way we.
know that they are there - we know that higher influences exist whic-h
wee cannot pos.aibly define.
And perhaps, it is-- better t-o keep them
in t-his simple numerical f'orm, for all the d:escriptions· whic.h man
baa ever attempted: suffer :f".rom one limi ta:tion or- another.-.
On the other hand we know- something about the difference between
level 3 and level I.

Level I is unmanifeat

it contains all

posribilities or· all universe~ - but level 3 is the aO'.'tualis.a.tion
of' a particular universe, the one in which we 11.ve.
And so the
laws under which we live begin on level J.
Level.. I, which ia
the divine level, is free from a:ay laws-.
Now when we cfo the meditation, what is it that actually· happens:?
As we have said bef:'&re, we start from where we are - and where: we_
,
a.r8 ia; usually a.bout level 48 in the-, table.
Lev.e.l 48 ref'ers· to;
impressions- which are f'la.t and unernot.iona.l - the, kind: we -use- al1
through the day for-- the ordinary purposesc of li~e.
But the· mantra
cromes: - at lealrl in its- origin - fi'om eromewhere high up in the:, oa.usa-l _

world, on a level far higher t-ha.n we can rec-.ognise.
Asc we e:ontinue
to repeat iv, we begin to get an indication or· that bliss- which,. a-s:
we saidJ earlier-, is a.harac_teris1:ic of the causal level.

This eould

Matter on this lev81 is vecy delightful, vecy
attractive to -the mind, a.nd the· mind, f'ollows it naturally-.
As a

be about level I2.
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result, the flat and unemotional impressions ef' level 48 begin to
change thei1r quality - they move t~o level 24.
From level 24 the,
mind can ree.ognis:e even higher levels - posably level 6 •. In thisw~ , . gradually the mind beeomes:- more and more familiar with t :he,
c.ausa;l. world - it begins t ·o know it· better - to reeogniae the,
particular flavour which belongs to it.
And s-ooner or· later it may
even experience something o:f level 3.
But eventually ii:he:· mantra
transcend•, and' the· mind'. becomes, united wit-h the e-ausa1 level.
So
we begin a.gain - but this tima per.haps- fr-om a livt1e higher- up
the ge:a,le •••.•.•
The real object of med'i tat ion is· union with the causal' level!.. For
the causal level is of" quite a di:f"ferent order from the suot-I.e level it belongs to the sixth dimerurlon rather than-t;he fif"th.
Everything:
on the subtle level is repetit-ive - it· happens, again and again.
And
man cannot really change anyithing from this: lever- he can only s-hitt
things a.round a bit:, aer it were-.,, and substitute one evil :for anot-her.

But on the causal level everything is quite new - i-t nevw happened
bef·ore·.
And that ia wey the meditation itseU-- is., nev:er- the aame,,
from one haltt· hour t:o another-.
For- on the level of. ::vhe absolute.,,.
whenever- the · mantra is, repeated, new world's:,, new univers:es- e:ome:· inito
exiatenc.e at every moment:, and each of thes:e wor1.d.s is: d'i.ff:enent:
f"rom the next: •• •·•
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The table o:f d.ifferent levels of materiality C'lears up a. great

many problems ab'Out the reality of the world.

For- man., in the ·

ordinary way, believes only in the reality of the physical wor-lcr.
Existing as he does· in- the subtle worlcr, he cnnnot really see it,
for to ~o so he would" have to see himsel:f.

And if' any influences

reach. him from the causal level, he is inclined to dismiss them-as

illusion,. or- very soon to :forget them, for he does not know that the
causal world' exists.

Cionversely, spiritual teachers throughout-

hia-tory have c:onsistently maintained that the pbys-ical world is an
illusion, and that the only real world is the c-ausal..

But' we sea.·

from the table of materiality that both of' these views a.re wrong:.
Everything is- material - every-thing is rea½ it" e:x:is:ts.

And! tne:

on:ly illusion lies: in ou:rr wr-ong· way or· t:hinking.
But the prine,d.ple advantage of this approach is, t-hat it enables
t-o be much more prerise in our

instance:,.

language.

W!t-

Take -t-he, word 'God', for
0

When a· man, speaks of· God, whrl d'oeS? he I!eallyr mean?

Is he

spea.lcing· of"• level I, or· leve-1 3,- or 6, . or- I2, or- e:ve-n perhaps, 24?
Clearly, , God can be: d'if:ferent-, for different pe-oplo•..

And' the s-ame

with other· things , - with the word: 'love', for- insta;noa,, or· 'fait:h'.

That is why we try t-o avoid using these words, and keep to t·he tableinstead.• .

Let us try t"o establish what each of these leve-1.s· inc-ludes.

The·

lowest level, 3072, refers· t-o matter which is e.ommonly considered t ·o
be inorganic - matter belonging to. the field of inorganic.- chemistry,.

the world 0£ inorganic~ molecules.

Matter a.-s it- exists on the moon

is 3012 - the nerl level, I536, c-ould only exist on' t'-he moon if • life·
had been present, which as far a.s we know is not s·o.

1536 is not

living ma-tt'er, but- it c:ould' not- exist without- living matt'er.

It

includes, a' vaat range: or~ materials· on the earth's· sur:faoe, such a-s wood
and cx,al.. and oil and many other substances- based on or_ganic mol~les,,

s~me of which are of·' course invented by man hims-elf.
Living matter is

768 - animal and plant tissue,. for instance - and

its- chief'' charac~eris:tic is vhe fa-et t-hat it is, croll1nlar,- and· suf':Me:ient-ly

fine in struc:ture t-o be eaten by man-.

be eaten by man;

Not- t-hat all: living matter aan

and of course some men prefer gomewha~ finer &1i'u£1" to
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eat, such as gluc:os:e, or alc:ohol, , or honey, £.or instance, which
are proliably· 384.

Conversely,, most animals:· eat somewhat e:oaraer

matter than 768, and baot9ria can ~eed on I536, s:ome even on 3072.
Level 384 als-e net'ers:, to:- matter wh..ich has: been au:ffie:i.en:t-ly
prepared by the digestive processes to be able 1to enter the, biood'atre:am.
Level I92, in this c-ont:ert,, refers· t-c, the variGUS' dige~ive juic:ea,.
and n:eymee: which attack the :food, 768,

:fine matter :f"rom cx,a,rse..

denaer- matter

am:r

break: it

crown,

s--eparating

So we begin to r-ealiso t-h&tt in- order tha:t-

be· converted' int-o fl:ner- matter- - in order t:hat 768
cr.a.n be· ca:onverted: int:o 384 - an GVen higher- level of matter has- t-e:
lie pre:seri·, the enzyme· I92~
This- is 'time, of' all rare-fying proc:ess-es-:
of 'f:!his kind,. o:n 8V8l.'Y' level in the table, as· we- shall. prem.m.t:],W see ..
It is· one,· of" the. meanings of' that sa;y-ing in the New Testamen:t, 'For
Gan

0

u.nto everyone that hath shall be giv:en, . a.n.d he shall have abunclanc:w;
but f~om , liim that ha'th no.t shall be taken· aw~, even t:ha,t which. ha. hatfu'.

But t ·o l!etulrn to the tabite;

level 384 refers,, af· c.ours-e-, . t:o: many

other- things - t'o water and liquids generally-, but· not- t-o water -wapourol!' gas,.

Water vapour-,

au-

and gase-s of' various-: kinds:, are on level

Level I92 is, the air we breatn&.

I92.

And j-wrt as: tb.e f'ooci we

eat is c:omr.ented int-o higher: aubstance& byr t-he pJreseno:& of· enzymes,,
s,o-

tb.e air- we, breathe, c:an

be,

~vel."t"ed int-o· verr,y ltigli levels: m"

materiality - level. 6, and: possibly· even. le-v.!01'. 3. -

These very liig!i'

levels, rum only be ertra-c:ted from air- undttr certain c,irewnstances- c:ireums,tancea which depend on man• s, love,l of c:onseiou.sness,, andl otme·

again on the right- 'enzymes-:' being,, pres:ent.
The firlrl a:t-ep in the: transformation of' air- is, ftom I92 t-o
Level

96 is c-onnecrled with ltormones, endoe.1"ine se~etionB',-

96.

and ma.D7

very subt-le matters· on the b:orderline betwe:en matter and enell'gy •.
Level 48, on the other hand, . is- no longer material. in t-he- ao-c:ept.ed
sense, and belongs, t-o the wor-ld of neuro-elee%ric-a-i impulses, radio
wa.ves,, and e-le<rt1ronios· gener ally.

In· the liuma.n organism i 1i

refers:, vo t:he entry of' impresrions - flat impress.ions-., , without- muc-h.1•
depth of· meaning - the kind that al"e flowing into· the n~us: syS?tem
and bra.in a-11 ti:lm>ugh t-he

day.

LevelJ. 24, on the ot-her· hand, is just about as dif£:e rent fr-om leve-1.

48 as living_· ms,tt-er is firorn dead} matte-r.

It opens: up a· whole: new

worldl of' expenience - mor-e· vi'V'id: sensations·, creeper-- andl more vi tall
Wc!YS

or·· thinking

a.n<t feeling, more subtle instinctive: reactions..,

In, fact, it- really· doe-a· f'eel as if• things:- hacl CX)me to life, and t-he

wov.Id' had: sudd:enly become more meanin.g:ftll.
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But-:how oan level 48 be transf.ormed int-o level 24?

Is there

an,y w~ of making~ the• world' more meaningful~ of· raising · 1tha, level

of our impressions--?

Ohe.-e· again, the sama principle applies - l ievel

48 can only be cronverted· into level 24 by the presence of· a highe-nsubstanc.e - level I2.

Level I2,, if you remember, isc matter used by
the higher emotional. centre
posit'ive emotion,. or- bliss:..
If we
already have this· substance available i"n us, the eonversion off: 48 fnt0;
24 will take plao.e naturally.

But· we ha,ve,. to ac-c:umulate a suffic-±ent:

quant'i ty of I2 f"or this· to happen, and it has· t-o be available in t .he
right plaoe.

Without the meditation this is· not

~

easy matter.

Level I2 is usually very much mixed in with lower substances, wit-hin
the organism - s.ubstances on the ordinary level of instina:tive and
percSonal feelings - - and" s.o: it tends to beG::ome dissipa:ted in over.-

exoi:l;-a;,ble states or· negative emGt-ions.
in

a;

But, when it is· experieneed

pure f'o:rnn ; it'- is s-omet-hing c.ompletely di.fferenv..

The interesting

thing: about- the meditation is · tha.t it seems, able to ex-tra.-ot level. I2
in a. pu;ne form,

ana:

1

at the aa.me ti.me ito a-eanmulate it· in tha righit pl1ace,

But how is: 24 c:onverted int-o level. I2, and what would t'his' mean?
It would mean tha-t the higher· emoti.onal' c:entr.e would' be :f1tll:y wo:uking:
in us· - and, when this happens, i t· is, quite impos-sible t ·o be negative
0

about' anything.

But' in prao1:iaal terms this oan only e:0me a-bout:

if ma·tter on level 6 i&- available.

Matter on level 6 is cronneeted
wit'h many things on a very much larger seale than ours-elves,. , Some-1dmesthe events of life bring such things, - as when someone very e-los-e t:o

ua· i1:t dying, or we find ourselves- in a situation of great danger-.
The very bigness of the situation arousoes something quit:e new in us, s.~methil'lg ex>mpletely f'":iree f.rom negative a:ssociations·, and £'.ull of a

strange new cx:,nfidencro.

The meditation is, a way of preparing f'o:7!'

:these times, so that when they cx,me upon us: we know wha.t to do.
There, remaina, one fu:nther step - the eonv.ersion of matter on leve1
I2 into matter on level 6.

For- level I2 to be o.-omrerted' t ·o leve:l! 6,

the pres:encre of? level J ia,, nec:e1:JSary.

But if' level 3' is too ftme to,

be eontain:od wit'hin the b-ody, how can it- be made: avaiJ.la.ble fort-his
purpos-e?

If we nmembe:r· that level 6 ia eosmio eonsc:iousneS'S', and!

that level .3 is-· iihe univers-al. matter of which the crosmos, is? mad'e, we
mq perhaps be on the road· to finding an answer-.,
t-hink a;bout it until we meet' again •• •.

But why not-. lets
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Although man m.zy- possess these different levels- o:f materiality
within him - and to s-0me t:11rlent he does possess them a ll, even the v ery

highes't - y&t the fa-et that they are not properly or ganised makes, them·
useless t ·o him, and in some ways, even harm:f'ul..

Yet it is· possible

for them to be o~ganisad, and to ac.t together harmoniously, and t his
is really the aim and purpos~ of· our· work.
In most of us the physical body i :S well organ.is-ad, a-t lea"St in
good health.

But t ·o have a· subtle boay· whieh is well orga;.nised, c.nd:

acts together· as it' s:hould:, is · something of' a· luxury..

When the,

centurion in the New Testament said' to Jesus,, 'speak the word only,

and'

my

servant shall be healed.

soldiers under me:

For I am a; man und·er authorit"J, having

and I s-ay to this man, Go, and lie goeth; and to

another, C:rome ' " ancf he c-omet-h; and to my servant, Do this·, and he doeth

it.'

••• he was referring (in one meaning at least) to the organisation

of the sub.tle. body, Hhio.h in his c:as~ was und·e r the control o:f higher

inf'luenc.es-.

And' normally it is · the lack o:f this· very thing- whic-li

causes us so much su:f'f"ering.

For i:f you look at the t~ble o~

materia.li ·Hes,, you will see tha-t the subtle world inaludes within
it both man,' s psychological life, with a.11 its, thoughts and feelings--, .

ideologies and aspirations-, arur the much more hidden voices of'· his:
real nature.,

Sometimeao - in some people - these two parts· ar:e in

harmocy with each other, but more often they a.re at loggerhead~.

And

as· a resu.l t of this, inner c-onf-lict the physical body is overs.trained,

ps.yaho-physical illnosses, arise, and man lives his lif'e in quite

unnecessary d1stress.
In animals· sucro as the cat, whose psychology is vecy d.iff:eren't
from ours, the subtle body is very highly deve-loped.

One of the

func.-tions of the subtle body is to c·ontrol and t'o co-ordinate the
ph,ysi.cal bod:y . ,

And i:f you watch the movements of a ca.'t, and study·

its· behaviour - how it cares for its physical body, how it· eats, or
refuses t-o eat, how it always:- knows just what t _o do, . and how,, for
instance, it is able to becrome-- in.visible - to appear, or not to appear,

a,s it thinks fit - then you will realise whe.t the subtle body is e,11
about, at least in one respect.
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But in ma:n the subtle body ha;a another :r-unction - a function

It is- a way in which higher

inf1.uenc:.es can be received f'I!Om the causal level, a.nd given outward
:form and e:x:pres-sion.

But' this: c-an only e:ome about- if: the subtle

and al t ·h ough there ·a re· rna;ey- sys:tems: whicll

body is- f"ul1.y d>eveloped·;

are aimed' ai. developing· the subtle

oody,

the trouble, i s:- tha.t most

of' these systems: work· on the a:ame, level as the subtle body itaeli,,
In. fttc.t', this is, one- of'
and therefore c:annot achiev&very much.
the grea~ secretg about· the meditation.
Forth~- meditat i on work""S
from tbe highes-t level d'ownwards,, whereas t-he great ma jority o:f otherme-thods- do the revera-e.
They endeavour- to reaah higher levels· by
struggling to overaome obstacleS"' on lower· leveis, and t-hat is- why
ma.n.'s· evolution has, bec:ome associated, qu.itec- wrongly, with the
neu-es:s:i ty :for· ef:f"ort andi atruggle~

the evil will grow s1;ronger.

If you strugg.le with evil..,

And sooner or- later the struggle willl.

be all there is, - even the memory of. what one is- struggling for will.
1::ie lo:st:.

A:fter all, C'hris-t was pointing this out when he said,

'That ye :v.es--is-t not evil •• ••'

whic-h is ®mething th.rt almost alJll.

of• his followers have f'orgotten •.

So we have only to do the meditation.
centurion, we shall have? fai t-h.

And then,- like the,

For- fai t'h is, about- J..evel I2 - it i s '.

the- energy used by man.' s- higher- emot-ional centre-.

t:he m$di tation:, there is no ·n$ed :1;:0-~;worey a.cy more.

And n:ow we h ave
For-

if' t-he

tecmnique,is right, it will cutt thr-ough all t-ha, symptoms- of" distress
which are gping·on in the subtle body, and ca:rry us· straight pa-at
them into

a;

much deeper part of the mind on the c:aus-al leve.l.

The

interesting thing is that on this leve-1 the causal body, whicb , we
always, thought- had t-o be s-pe~ially :formed·t' already exists.

It is-

a.lr-ee.-dy there, . fully working in us·, s:ai'egua:rding ou:r fate- and

protee<ting our being throughout" eternity.
is it· watching over us-,

as well.

out-

Not just in thier one lif-e

in all pas.t lives, and in all future ]ives

The only trouble is:, that we, who spend most of our· time

wor:rying over problems, on the subtle level, know n othing about:- a.lll.
this-.

A.."ld so we are incd.ined ·t-o take aoiiions·, . or make dJecisd.ons,,

whici::h a:re-· not in harmony with what the causal bocl,v intends.
Butif we do t'he meditation regula:rly, sooner- or later this will c-hange.
We shall becrome more and more awa:re of the existenc-e of the causal

body, and ' it will begin to work mor e and more- in t he light of'
everyday.

And so eventually we s-ha-11 be united with it-, and t-his

union w-ill' be permanent.
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And so, really·,. there is no need: :f'br' struggre-.

There is need:

onJ.:y for underst a:.."ldingt and' f'or ensuring that the method we are,
us·ing is c:orree1dy done.
0

If:' it' is· C'Orreetly done, it will bring-

us to the Pealisation t-b.at over and above the causal body· a. still
further body exists- - the di vine b-ody .,

infinitecbeingof whic:h we form part.

Theo di vine bod:y is that
And yet we a.re, that inf'init-ec

being,' - there is no duality between it and ourselves·.

There is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great de~l to understand the meditation.

ma:ny

According to this idea, the world in which we live conta.illB:
different levels of materiality - levels which a.a.~ be classified quite

simply, and accurately defined.
There are, of course, many such
classifications on the physical level, but the point a:bout this one is· tha."t:
it includes everything - eve-.7-thing, as it was said, from mineral to Go~.
In other words it implies that everything, however elus:d.ve or intangible,

all our thoughts, feelings and' higher emotional states, actually possess
material substance, in the same wa:y that water andi air pos:.sess material
substance, and it is only because s·cience has no way of measuring them
tha~ no such oJ.assification has existed before.
(see diagram)
Suppose we say that the highest possible level of matter whiah man is.
able to ~onceive has a level of one, or unity.

Matter on this level

consists, we are told, of three elements, but these three elements are
one and indivis:i.ble.
On the nert level there will-be three separate
elements, and matter on this level will therefore have the number tb.r.ee in
our clas-si:fication.

On the nerl level the number of elements will
doubled, for there will be a further three elements·generated on this
as well as those on the level -above, and the number will therefore be
By the same reasoning the number on the nerl level will be twelve, on

be
level,
six.
the

next level twenty-four, on the nerl level forty eight, and so on.
The numbers in the classification will therefore indicate the number
of elements, or 'atoma' of which a particle of matter - a pa.rticr-le

containing all the characteristics of matter on that level - actually
consists.
On the highest level in the table a · particle of matter consisi;s
of one 'atom', and on the lowest level it consists of' 3072 'atoms'.
Clearly, the lower the level in the table, the denser an~ heavier the
quality of matter, and the more intra.ctible its nature.
Just as the amount of light we recreive from the sun depends on the
density of matter it has to penetrate before it reaches us, so the level
of our consci.ousness depends pn the densi-ty of matter in which it manifests.·.
At the top of the table there is pure consciousness
consciousness without
functions - and at the bottom of the table there is no consciousness simply functions working on their own.
Contrary to ceriiain theories:,
there is only one consciousness.
The idea of different levels o~
cronsciousness arises simply because- of the different levels., of matter in
which this one consciousness manifests.
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As we read

in St John's Gos-pel,

"•••• the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness com:prehendeth it noit'

What · we are after du.ring the half hour is consc.iousness, not

By observing different fun<rl;ions of the

impediments to consciousness.

mind and nervous system - still more by trying to c~ntrol them - we are
taking ourselves away from consc~ousness, into a different world - a

This is a different activity - the meditation iS:
not concerned with doing
with acquiring certain powers - it is c.oncerned
world of doing.

1

Other methods start with the cuntrol of

quit~ frimply with bein~.

funations, but this method goes siiraight i.o the t ·op, to the source o:f
c:~ns c:io:i.,,.1:1_nes s •

consciousness

I

without
:fu.ncrtions

functions

)
)

)
3

matter too fine to be contained in the organism

)

6

universal oons:c-iousness

I2

happiness, ·ec:stasy, bliss

24

instinci.s, feelings, sensations

48

thoughts.~ impressions

96

hormoneff

I92

air.

384

water

768

:food

I536

organic: matter, e.g. wood

3072

inorganic· substances

without
cronsci.ousness
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So when we do the meditation, what is it that actually happens?
We
s:tart from leve.l 48
- from the ordinary level of mind - good state
or bad it makes no difference.
Deeper parts of the mind contain much
higher levels - 24, I2, 6 and even 3.
Like the harmonics of a musical
note,, it is these higher levels which determine the quality of the mind,
but in the ordinary wa;y we are not aware of them.
A musical note
without harmonics is very flat and dull, and so it is with level 48.

But

a:s we repeat the mantra it brings aertain of theae. higher levels to our
awareness, and it is this which makes the mantra att~a.ctive to repeat.
If you think about it you will realize that there is no queation 0£'
ahanging our ordiriarJ state of consciousness when we do the m-edita1ion.
On the contrary, we remain exactly as we are; but the .crons:o:iousneEra of ·
our: ordinary state is increased, and its- quality ia ·t~ans:f orrned.
This,
process-: of transformation i~ a perfec:tly natural one, whic:h. talces, plac:e
in other parts of the organism, particularly in breathing and in the
as:s:-imilation of food.
Just as f'.ooa·, when it enters the si;omach, is:
acted on by various enzymes, which transf:orm it into higher levels: of ·
ma'tter, so the crontent of the- mind, on level 48, is acted on by higher
levels of energy contained in the mantra, particularly level I2, and' s:o
converted into level 24.
At the next step level 24 is converted into
level 12, by the a"Ction of level 6, and so on.
One is tempted to ask, if this is a perfec.tly natural proc:ess, why
isnt everyone doing it?
The reason is that something is missing
without the technique of meditation there isno way of bringing the right
energy to the right place.
It is the mantra which carries thia
energy, . end :provides the enzymes required..
And it.. is this w.hiah
transforms the content of the mind, freeing it from impurities· of various,
kinds - negative thoughts, illusions, unpleasant sensations - and at the
same time making everything become alive.
When -!;he alchemis1.$ used..
to speak of transmuting base metals into gold, this is what they meant.
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(alternative preamble to 2/1)

(see
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To return to the diagram/we had last time.

When you start doing

the half hour you change quite suddenly from going round the circle~
going inwards along the radial line.

What makes you ahange?

At firsi;

you have to find S'Ome way of remembering, but sooner or later s:omething
reminds you - it gives you a pull.

If you cant do it just then it

pulls even harder - it wont leave you alone.

Once you have made a

connection with the centre, that pull will always be there.
But wey is the pull sometimes s:tronger and sometimes weaker - why does
it vary?

That is something one does not know.

It may jua1i be that the

0

mind does not refled it so clearly, for some physical reason, and when
this happens, the mantra will eventually clear it..

Or it may be thai;

it has work to do in some other part of the house - clearing out the cellars
for instance, and that is why it seems so far away.

All of which goes

to show that the meditation does not follow the ordinary laws of c:aus:e
and effeat.

One cannot persuade it or influence it to do this or that,

nor can one prepare for it before one doe~ it.

One starts, from where

one is - good state or bad it makes no difference.

And sometimes, when

one least expeC$S it, the door to the kingdom of heaven opens, and in
one goes ••••
Many people will tell you something different.

They will say that you

should hold something in mind while you are doing it, or t:ry to influence
it in one way or another, ol" do something:during the day to make it go
better.

The fact ia.-, there are many system$ ofl·meditation which advoc:ai;~

this·kind of thing, but those who practise them never get any distance
down the radial line - they stay on the surface - the circumference 0£
the circ~e.

We were told that the followers of Buddha did precis:ely

this - after Buddha had died they misinterpreted what he had told them, an&
For one reason or another they never
began to do the meditation wrongly.
got

very deep - very far down the radial line - perhaps; about half way.

And when they got there what did they find?

Nothing.

So they began to

the ultimate aim of lif'e was nothingness:,
preach that the real meaning
And this idea has dogged India ever sincre, and haa oaused
Nirvana.
a great deal of harm.

There is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great dea~ to understand the meditation, and if the
e
· mistake.
follolf's of Buddha had known about it, they would never have made this/
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How much is actually known about man's higher centres?

In the

system it was said that there are thr-ee higher centres - the sex centre,
the higher emotional centre, and the higher mind.

When they are

working at their proper speed, the sex centre and the higher emotional

l.:evel I2), but the higher.
leve_l 6).

centre both us:e the same level of energy (
mind. uses an even higher level of energy (

Perhaps the most important thing to realise- robout the higher aent:re&
is that they have no negative side.

Our intelleetual apparatus, :for

instance, thinks in terms of 'yes' and 'no', and our emotional and
instinctive functions respond in terms of pleas-ant and .unpleasant, plea;sure
and pain, fear, desire and so on, but the higher centres only res-pond to
what is positive - to happiness, e:cstasy, love _and delight, pure know1-ed:ge
and und'.erstanding
exist f,or them.

and the'· oppos:tl.t-e- s:id)e- of· these quali tie:s; does no-tIn this c:onnection it is important to re--alise that
0
•

everything we call 'emot_ion' in the ordina;ry wa:y is· s-omething quite,
d!iffer-emr - it has nothing to do with tfrl.e higher emotional eentre, if only
he cause it is capable , a-t am::,- moment,. of beeoming neg at iv&.
emotional cremlme c:an never become nega-tive

0

-

The hig}ler

either i~ is positiv& - much

m-or.:-e postt-ive than anytning one ever th~ught- possible, OJ! it does not- exist.
Much Leim is known about i;he lii.gher mind.

But whereas the higher

emotional centre is the ins:trument of individual or pers'Onal truth, the
higher mind is ; the instrument of universal truth.

0

It c:ould be said, for

instancre,. that- the e-osmological teachings of the system - the· law of three
and: the law of· S:even, the ra;y of CTea-tion, the doctrine of cosmoses:: - a:11:.
these great formulations of truth must have come,, in their origin,. from;
hig:h.er mind, but

inaight

into

t 'h e liigher- emofional c:entre.
0

to each of us personally.

man's, inner nature must have come f:rrorm
The higher emotional e.entre is very close

It is our guardian angel, and is always, -ttrying,·

to help us, but we cannot hear - or we do not lis:ten - to what it is s,aying.
More than anything · els-e, it is connec;ted with the meditation.
That is in relation to

experiEmce. Physiologically, we know very

little::, except: that obviously, thEr sex centre has its, centre of' gravity
in the lower part of:· the body, the highe-r emotional centre in 1:he he:art,
and the higher mind in the head."

But when we study man's: higher c_e ntres

from the point of view of· energy, the pic:ture is very diffcerent.

Judging;

by certain things said by the Shankaracharya, there is· a perpetual flow
of energy du.ring meditation through each of the higher c:entres·, and ea;ch:
of them has a certain part to play in the way the meditation works-.

-

- --

--

-

- ·

...

.

-

-----·-··-~ -
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ini ec-lleci;ua;-l

centre

(48)

PHYSICAL
:BODY

higher
emot'ion

sex, moving
and instinctive (24)
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If you look at the diagram you will see that the flow of energy moves
from lower and denser levels, to higher and more subtle levels o:t:
ma:teriali ty.

It starts at level 48, which is that of. our ordinary

intellect, and passes down the spine to level 24, where a big store of
energy

ex.ists:.

It then expands, through the various plexus-es and

up through the sympa:theti~ nerve , to level I2, the highe-r emotional c:e-nt:r e.
From here - it eventually travels,, stilL higher to level 6, thee- higher mind!.
Prrobably, somewhere around level 6 the mantra transc:ends, but the extent
to which these higher levels are within the range of our experiencre'varie:s
a great deal, for different people and at different times-,.
Now it was always said that our higher centres are fully working in
us all the time, but we have no cronnection with them.

Strangely enoug)i

this si;atement, al though it cromes :from the system, is more in- line=- with
the meditation, for it means that everyone has the highest possibilitie:s,
already in him - he is born with them, and they do not have to be create:t'L
by his own efforts, as we were- onc:e led to believe.

And unlike our

lower functions, which are generally uncroordinated and of.ten chaotic· in
the way they work, our higher centTes work perfectly, without our knowing
it.

To put it in another way, the kingdom of heaven is: within us.
This may, perhaps be an important key to unders:tanding the medita:tion.,

For whereas other methods-- tend to conc-entrate on the e-ontrol of' our
funo:tions, the meditation simply leaves them alone, and c~nneQts us with
our higher centres.

Our higher centres work in the £1111 light of_·

c::onsc:iousness,, and they work in perfect harmony.

By c:onnecrling us- with

them, the same harmony can be introducred into our daily life.
This:, of course, is an oversimplified statement.

To b:e put into

direc.t contact with our higher a-.entres is actually out of the:-- ques:tion,
for the rnin~ could not take it, one of the reasons b~ing the enormou$
difference in their speed.

The me:d'itation overcomes this dif.f'ic.ulty

in a very subtle way - it works by degrees.

Gradually it accusi;orns-,_

the mind to the levels of energy belonging to our higher c-entres
in doing so it never goes further than the c:irc1l!Tistances- demand.
has a twofold effeo:t.

0
,

and
Thie;

It ensures that the method is perfeatly safe -

safe enough for each individual to practise on his own - and it means:,
that when the circ:umsi;ances ffemand it, the meditation will always a:x>me t :.o
one's help, however much one is 'up against it'.
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Bu:li to return t ,o the diagram -

.irr

order to understand the significance of: man's higher centres,

one has ~o realise that each of them has its own sphere of influenc:e-.
We have be:en told that man contains four different bodies - the physical
bod.y, the subtle body, the causal body and the divine body.

It is: man's;

higher centres which c:ontrol and influenc.:e these different- bodies - tihe
sex centre, with the moving and instinctive centres, controls- thaphysical bndy, the higher emotional centre a:ontrols the subtle bod.y,
the higher mind. c:ontrols the c:ausal body, and the three higher centres
working together as one, c~ntrol the divine body.
The sex centre, as we know, has a very big effed - and a very
benef.icial one - on the well being of the physical bndy, both on the
scale of mankind as a whole, and on each of us individually.
0

But it:

may not be generally realised tha-t the higher emotional c:entr..e, working
through the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system, has:an equally beneficial effed on the well being of our emotional and
psyc.hological life - our subtle body - for it aats as a balancing force-between the sacral an~ cranial divisions.
The higher mind must pla,y an equally important part on the a:ausal
level - a part which is universal rather than personal.

When in man's

history, for instance, _a great teacher appears-, and is able, with a few
realised men, to create a new method suc:h as the meditation - a metho~
which is known, at that particular time, to be nec:essary for mankind
then one can SaY with assurance that this is the work of higher mind'
work on the crausal level, for it is creating new caus-es amongst us · all ..
But the divine body, unlike the other three bodies, is above the
level of actions.

It is the place where things are conc:eived, bef.ore:-

they c:ome into being.

And like the Holy Trinity of the Christian

religion, on this level the three higher centres work together as one.
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The meditation has two aspects.

There is the meditation itselr-, and

there is what happens du.ring the d'a y.
is very important.
is

The relation between these two

If we understood it we should know what the meditation

f.2!:.
When you do the meditation the mind bec:omes united with higher levels,.

This means that everything you do during the day will be affected in one
way or another by these higher levels, depending of course on the kind or
work you are doing, and the energy reached during meditation.

The

important thing to realise is that this effect of the meditation on yorm
work during the day is bound to take place.
do about it -

There is nothing you need.

in fact, it is rather important not to do anything about it:

or you may get yourself in the way.
We were told originally that if we did the meditation regularly, s-ooner
or later we should attain crosmicr consciousness.

This a_oes not refer t ,o

a particular state reached during meditation, it refers to something which
would always be with us whatever we were doing.

One can understand it

in terms of the table of materiality - if we take m:,smic consciousness, to
belong to level 6 in . the table, then every time we do the meditation it
is quite possible to reach this level, if only for a few moments.

The

effec.:t of this will show itself in one way or another during the day.
And even though these moments fade, there is something whien remains something which c:an build up over a long period into a deep realis:ation
of the universal nature of things

so much so that eventually this--

realisation will always be with us.
This does not mean that our daily life would change outwardly - it
simply means that inwardly we would know truth.

And when people try to

explain what truth is, and tell one about it in so many words, one will
know they are wrong, because truth does not come to one like that, it
comes from the mantra.

And the same thing is true about level I2.
And when one d.isc:-overs throug,h the

Level I2 is the truth about ones~lf.

mantra what is righ-t- for oneself and what has to be done, it is so
completely opposite to what one thought and what one had heard about from ·
ot·h er people,. and so refreshing and new, that one finds oneself doing it
anyway, and nothing will make one c:-hange

0
•

But level 24 is different - it is matter on the instinc:tive level - the
level of matter which runs· all our instinctive mechanisms, our inner and
outer movements, our intuitive former of thinking.

One can always
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recognise the difference between levels 24 and I2.

Level 24 incrludes·
a ll our instinctive emotions - even very high levels of emotion - but

level I2 is of a quite different order

it is not like emotion as we

ordinarily know it, more like ecstasy, or bliss.

It is not generally realised that everything on level I2 and above is
working perfectly in us all the time, but in the ordinary wa:y we have no
connection with it.

The reason we have no c:onnection with it is that

levels 24 and 48 are in such confusion.

Many systems and teac:hings

realise this, and they try to get things in better order by _
disciplines of various kinds, which usually produce even greater c:onflic:t.
But the med~tation works in a different way - it leaves all disciplines
behind, and simply conneQts us with higher levels - levels we rrannot reach
in the ordinary wa:y.
One tends to think of the meditation as a process on the sa~e level
as our impressions, but actually it is nothing of the kind.

Impressions,

at level 48, are functions - they work with neuro-electrical energy.

But

the meditation is croncerned with consciousness - with the circulation of'
the light.

As such, it enters the system at level I2, and acts on our

impressions as a catalyst, purifying and transforming them first of all,
and eventually lifting them from the personal level to the universal
from .l evel I2 to levels 6 and 3 - and so to level I where the mantra
transcends.
If this process takes place during meditation, what effec;t will it
have during the da:y?

From experiencB one finds that much of the
It is difficult to say
c:nnfusion on levels 24 and 48 is resolved.
exactly how it is resolved, for each of us is different - each has his own

problems.

But the most general effec~ it has on all of us is happines~.
Happiness may not be the only purpose in life, but it is a very gpod.
Suffering is not neo:essary
criterion of'. what is going on a.uring the day.
The more our.
for man - it is not something we were born to possess.
happiness increases, the more we know we are on the right road - it's aa
simple as that!
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NOTE ON THE DIAGRAM

From certain points of view we can regard man as a factory - a
factory in which different levels of matter are produced.

These

d.ifferent levels of matter are extracted from the raw material he
takes in from his surroundings, that is to say, from the food he eats,
the air he breathes, and the impressions he recreives.
way the output of the factory is limited.

In the ordinary

The food we eat can actually

be converted into comparatively high levels in the region of level I2,
but the air we breathe and the impressions we receive do not normally
go higher than level 48 or sometimes 24, so that a great many higher
possibilities are left unrealised, particularly those belonging to our
higher centres, which work with levels I2 and 6.
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If you look carefully at the diagram, you will see that there are
four production lines, but the fourth line is missing, amongst the great
majority of people. ·
experieno:ed.,

This means that although higher levels--m~ be

they tend to be spasmodic and unreliable, and cannot be,

produc:ed at will.

The meditation, which was of o:ourse unknown t'o

those who invented· the system, is a simple and natural wa:y of enabling
these higher levels to be reached.

Just as the first line is helped

at level I92 by oxygenation of the bloodstream, and the sec:..ond line is •
helped at level 48 by the entry of impressions, so the third: line· is·
helped at level I2 by the presence of the mantra, to which the mind is
attracted.

The more the mind is attracted to the mantra, the higher

the level it reaches, and so it eventually transcends.
During the day the influence of these higher levels will have its.
effect on the levels below.

The presence of the mantra will influen~e

our impressions, our impressions will influenQ~ the air we breathe, and.

the air we breathe will influence the content of the bloodstream,

So

the meditation can have a very big effect on the organism as a whole.

It

enables it to work in the light, instead of in dark.~ess.

)
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I
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To return to the diagram we had last time - the diagram o:f man as a
factory.
The important thing about this diagram is the fourth
'production line' - the one that starts with the mantra at level I2.

This

fourth line is the crira:ulation of the mantra, and it is only concerned with
consciousness.

All the thoughts, feelings and sensations· which are going·

on when we are doing the meditation are in other production lines, not this
one, and during meditation there is no need to concern ourselves with them all we have to do is to follow the mantra.
The meditati~n influences these other produation lines by bringing the

light into them - it in:fluences them from above.

After meditation, and

during the day,at different times, one bec.omes aware of this influence.
may

One

feel ma.ey things - a sense of well-being, or a strange new happiness,

or a freedom from worrying thoughts, or better a-ontrol of our actions.

But

one never knows beforehand what the effect of the meditation will be.
Let us consider how the factory works, in more detail.

The actual

process of production is very important, for it can help us to understand

In each step there has to be a catalyst.
For 768 to
be transformed into 384, a substance on level I92 has to be present.
For
384 to be transformed into !92~.a substance on level 96 has to b~ present,
the meditation.

and so on.

These substances are well enough known - they a.Te enzymes o~

various kinds in the digestive system.

At certain points these substancms

are missing, and.have to be supplied by the next production line - in this
case the production line of air, which oxygenates the bloodstream at leval

I92.

On higher levels the substances are not so clear, and some are very

intangible, particularly in the sec:ond produa.-tion line - the production line
of air.

For this line to move from 48 to 24, some substance is missing,

and has to be supplied by the third production line - that of impressions.
What this substance is we do not know - we only know that the air we breaths
contains many finer substances which are not usually absorbed.
When we come to the third production line it is now clear that the
substances needed are supplied by the mantra.

Try doing the meditation

without a mantra and you will understand what is meant - one cannot get
further than 48 or 24, or in other words one stays on the surface o:t:t-he
pond.
to work.

The mantra is in fact the aatalyst which enables t.he third' line
For the third line to move from 48 to 24, the presence of the

mantra at leve.l I2 is .needed.

The mantra, at level I2, works- on the

G.ontent of the mind at level 48, and transforms it to lsvel 24,.

Again, the
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mantra at level 6 works on the content of the mind at level 24 and
transforms it to level I2.
level I2 to level 6.
is transformed.

And at level 3 the mantra transforms

Gradually in this way the a.ontent of ~he mind

Conscci.ousness is separated out and the mec:hania.al

content discarded.
But what are the indications that consc:iousnesa is present?
that we experience blias, or happiness.

Simply

Every time the mantra is

repeated a little more blis£ is produced, and a little unhappiness and'
suf'fering taken away.
pure awareness.

Eventually the content of the mind is pure blia1:1-,

When this point is reached the mantra transcends.

One of the most conv.-incing and rewarding things about the meditation
is the possibility of becoming free from suf'fering.
Suffering is not
necessary for man - it is not an essential part of his nature, and

however much he thinks otherwise, he is better of"f' without it.
The.
idea that man has to suff"er, and that suf'ferillg' is a nea.essary feature
of his development, is a wrong idea - one whiah seems to have arisen from
the monastic tradition, or from early Christian teachings.
Strictly,
the causes of sufXering are never outside us, only within - that i& what
we keep on forgetting.
In t ·.erms ot the factory, suffering- arises through
wrong func;;ioning of levels 48 and 24 - wrong o:onne<rlions between the
mind and the instina:tive parts of the nervous, &ystem.

Once the a.ontent

of the mind has risen to level 12 and above, suffering no longer exists.
By finding these higher levels more often through the medli.tation, i~
becomes possible to bring about a change in level& 24 and 48.

Their

negative content begins to disappear.
When we first came across the meditation in

I960,

the fact that

suffering is unneo-essary for man was one of the first things-, we were tiold,
and this aonfirmed, in a remarkable way, the things we had learnt from
our own system.

The philosophy behind the meditation was expressed in
the

the following sentences - sentences which belong to/spirit of the holy
tradition to whioh the medita'tion belongs:"Life is· blia-s.

Essentially it is not a struggle.

Man was born to enjoy.

Certainly not to suffer."
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As we discussed last time, the fourth production line in the factory
may be compared to something we used t-o c::all the 'fourth room'.

It is

interesting to go back to what was said about. this originally.

It was,

said that man may be compared to a house of four rooms, and that he lives
only in one of the r.ooms, the small,est and poorest of them all.

He does

not suspect the existence of other rooms, nor does he know that they ar~
full of treasures.

When he does learn of them he begins to look for the

keys of these rooms, and especially the fourth, the most important room.
And when he has found his way into this room he bec:omes the master of the
house, for only then does the house belong to him, wholly and forever.
It was said that the fourth room gives man immortality, and all
religious teachings strive to show the way to it.

There are a great many

ways, some shorter and some longer, some harder and some easier, but all
without exception lead, or strive to lead in one direction, that is, to
immortality.
What is meant by the fourth room?

And what is meant by 'immortality'?

The fourth room is virtually the same thing as the fourth produation line
in the factory, but in the ordinary way the door to it is 1 ocked.

The

meditation is a way of opening up this room, and it is the mantra which
unlocks the door.

The fourth room is that place in us where immortality

is - it is where the whole of our life is enfolded in each moment.

Everyone

has a fourth room, and in this sense ail men are immortal, but they do not
know it.

What good is it to be immortal if you d.o not know it?

That

is why we have to open the door.
But if you tell people that the purpose of the meditation is to becroma
immortal, they will very naturally disbelieve you.

And the reason is:-, of

course, that their idea of immortality is differen't from ours.

Most of

the people one knows have been brought up to believe in immortality as a
state which exists after death.

But immortality does not exist after

death, it exists during life, .!!2!!•

It may become more real for us at

different times of our life, even perhaps ai; the moment of death, but it
exists within life, not outside it.
In order to understand what immortality is one has to know that
different levels in the factory work at different speeds.
much faster than level 96, level 24 than level 48 and so on.

Level 48 works
This means

that more can happen in a given period of time, or in other words, the
value of the moment changes.

For level 48 a moment is about 3 se@nds.
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It corresponds roughly to the time of a breath.

But for level 24 the

moment - the same moment - contains many hours of experience, and on
level I2 it contains a whole lifetime.
How can a moment contain a whole lifetime?
see the whole of our life in a moment of time.

If this were fro, we should
And this moment would have

a separate existence of its own in eternity, for it would be repeated again
and again.

In this sense it would be immortal.

In fact, for level I2

our life is-- immortal - it is all there at once, from birth to death.

It is

only on lower levels that we experience life as a sequence of events in
time, in fact there is evidence that our ordinary sense of time belongs
only to a relatively small part of the mind - the dominant hemisphere.
Where does the meditation come into all this?

As we have been told.

many times, the meditation works by degrees - it does nothing abruptly.
If we were suddenly to experience the whole of our life in a moment of time
it would be too much for the ordinary mind to grasp - it would be
But it is possible for the mind. gradually to see things

overwhelmed.
in a new light.

As it experiences more, so it begins searching for the

explanation of certain things whiah formerly it took for granted,

And

the more it searches, the more it will remember •••
This idea about immortality.is not just philosophy.

It is something

It has many different sides to it, but
very real - very real indeed.
All of us
perhaps the most important is connected with birth and death.
it is
have to die and be reborn at a certain stage in our existence
The ordinary mind sees
of ensuring the continuity of life.
But the mind
this as an isolated event at some time in the years ahead.
of level I2 knows it all already, for the whole of our life, b.oth past
Nature's

wa;y

and future, are enfolded in each moment, .!!.2!!•

When one realises this,

as one sometimes does, it comes as a tremendous relief.

All one's

thoughts about the past and the future, with all the negative assucriations
connecrted with them, suddenly disappear.
and. future - everything is ~ .

For there really~ no past

It is only on levels 48 and 24 that

these negative associations exist~
The Gospel according to Thomas has - some ve--ry _int-eresting references The Gospel begina-:to birth and death and t :he continuity 6f lire~
"These are the seGret word.s- whi.-ch the living Jesus sp-ake and Did;y-mus
Judas Thomas wrote.

And He said:.Whosoever finds- the explanation of thes:e

words will n<?t taste death."
The man old

ii}

A few verses later one reads; "Jesus s-ai<fu:

days will not het::ritate f..o as1<: a . li ttie child of seven d.ays

about the plac:e of ;Life, and he will live.

For ma..riy who are first shall
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bec-ome last, and they shall become a single one.".

And then later

comes the quotation we read the other day, which explains much more clearlywhat this last sentence means.
how our end will be.

"The disciples said. to Jesus:

Jes:us said: Have you then discovered the beginning
For where the beginning i~, there

so that you enquire about the end?
shall be the end.

Tell us

Blessed is he who shall stand at the beginning and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.

Jesus said: Ble:ssedi

is he who was before he Qanie into being."
One may compare these sayings with P.D.Ouspensky's words on the sam~
subjec;t :-

"The study of recurrence must begin with the study of

cdl.ildren's minds, particularly before they begin to speak.

If ~hildren

c.ould remember this t irne they would remember very interesting things·.

But

unfortunately, when they begin to speak they become real children and: they
forget a:fter six months or a yea:r.

If they crould. do so they would

remember themselves such as they were when grown up.

They were not

children at all;

If they crould

then, later they bec:ame children.

remember their early mentality it would be the same- mentality as grown up
people have.

That is what is interesting."

The Gospel according to Thomas was only discovered in 1945, in Upper
Egypt, and was not published till 1959 - too late-, of coursa, for Ouspensky
to know of it.

It_s origin goes back

as early, perhaps as I40 A.D.

Later on, when Christianity began to develop, the idea of recurrenne seem~
to have gone underground.

What happened?

Where did it go?
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- ·what are the laws on which the meditation is based?
The most important is the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to take place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by 'states of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive stata,
or a third or neutral state.

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matte~

crome together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation,in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, 'radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water to evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds and eventually precipitates

over the earth's surface in the form of rain.
And water in. this £form is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, but the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and f.bllows with

matter in an active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started.
Yes, but there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes c:alled a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six: kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, but there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.

- What

you say about . different processes is very interesting, but how

does it relate to the meditation?
- The technique of meditation is a process - it is very exact.

The one who

is meditating is passive, the mantra is active, and the effect of meditation
the bliss, or the special energy which comes from doing it - is neutral - it
brings the other two elements together.
come together as one, the purpose

When these three states of matter

of meditation is achieved.

Then do they combine in a certain order?
Yes, it is this which determines the nature of the event which takes place.

One starts by being passive, and when one is passive the mantra comes to one.
As one continues to repeat it, the third state becomes more and more evident
the bliss which comes from meditation grows naturally - one does not induce
it in any way.
Then is there another order which would produce a different effeQ~?
Yes, if one starts by being passive as before, -but tries deliberately to
induce a certain state, by holding something in mind or remembering something,
or making a picture of what one wants, then the active energy required to
obtain it will be released, and·: one will.. find one is left with a; certain .
desire.
This is a crompletely different kind of process, suitable for many
different purposes in life, but not for this method of meditation.
- You mean, with the. first. kind· one has no particular aim in mind?'
- One puts oneself in the hands of the mantra.
One finds out where it is
taking one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand.
You may not
realise it, but the picture we have of our aim is almost entirely false.
Much better to go there instead.
- What do you mean, 'go there instead'?
- Follow the mantra.
Ist.

2nd.

It will take one to what one really is - to oneself.
3:rd.

passive ••••••••• active ••••••••• neutral
pas s:i ve ••••••••• neutral •••••••• active

(purification, distilling)
( 'magio.', imagination)

active •••••••••• passive •••••••• neutral

(creation, building a house)

a~tive •••••••••• neutral •••••••• passive

(destruction, burning a house)

neutral ••••••••• passive •••••••• active

(inspiration, remembering)

neutral ••••••••• active ••••••••• passive

(disintegration, 'CTime')
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It was Mr Ouspensky who discovered, through his unders:tanding of:•
the i:aw of three forc:es, that man is only e:a.pable of si.x activi"ties, or
in other wo:rtds that there are only six ea1,3entially different things that
he o:an do.

He used to s:ay, too, that man is always~ e·onfusi.ng one:,

activity for another - that he thinks he is doing one thing and r.eally· he
is doing something quite dif.f'erent or even opposite, for he has no way of
discriminating between: aci;ivities - no yardstiGic against which t-o measure
them.
This yardstick is the law of three forces - a law which is not generally
known about, although many thous~s of years old.

According t.o · this law-,

every event in the universe depends on the aoming· together of three £orces,
an a;ctive force, a passive force, and a third force whicm is neither ac:tive
nor passive, and often hidden or unrecognised·, but none the leas essential.
for the event ~o take place.

What Mr Ouspensky discovered· in partiauJ.ax.·

was that the order in which the three forces e~mbine is important, for i~
determines the nature of the event which takes place.

And as there are

only six different orders in which three different elements. can c.-ombine:,,
it follows that only six di.fierent kinds of event are possible, throughout·
the whole universe and· on every s:cale.
This application of the law of three forces is quite uniqu~, and it·
must not be c:on:fused with other teachings on the subjec:t, particularly the·
thr-ee gunas of Indian philos-0pby, for instance, which is a quite d:if'ferent.
idea, suitable for a quite dif£erent purpose.
Offshoots of the s:ame
idea also appear in certain mediaeval teachings, such as· the f.·o'lll'" elements,
fir.e, air, earth and water, and mor$ obscurely, perhaps;, in the,music:al
modes.
But the system teaching is different from all of them in one very
important respecrl.
The three forces are not allied to certain fixed stai;es
of matter, they are c:-onstantly ehanging, so that the same· kind of matter
can be embued with one force at one moment, and with another :forCl:! a:t thenert.

Air, for instance, can be active in one combination, passiva in

another, or neutral in a third, and the rapidity with which such changes·
occur would seem to depend on the level of matter concerned.
But what are these si.r different kinds of' even-ta
way of distinguishing them?

Is: there

a,

s-imple•

Perhaps-we should begin by taking them on

the scale of our everyday activities; and in doing so it will soon bea»me
apparent that certain of our activities are predominantly active, other~

_______ _ _ ________
_________ _ _ _ _ __
,,

,
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are predominantly passive or reflective, and concerned with thought" or
attention, a:nd a third kind is neither active nor passive, but depends
predominantly on memory, or . in some cases emotion •.
The interesting thing is that every activity requires a subtle mixture
of these thr.ae ingredients - a mixture whieh obviously a:annot be ehos eni
0

deliberately, for it is beyond our dire<rl control.
the flavour of these

su

Yet if one can get

activitie=s, and is- able t'o sense the d.if..f..eren~

between them, they will becnme an. invaluable guide in all sorts- of
<fifferent ways:.

For one will see. that there is only one wa;y a thing::

o:an be done, yet we a.re constantly trying to do it in a dif:£erent. wccy-,

Take ac..tiona·, for instance.
and cannot B:ee wb;y it never suaoeeds.
Actions a.re of two kinds-.
There are~ creative actions, in which attent.i orr
is:, closely linked to action,. or to put it in another wa;y, nothing:: aomasi
betw~n one and what one is doing.

And

then there are involuntary

actions - actions whie:b. go by themselves, for mem·o ry is in the seaond·
place instead of: attention, and plays- a predominan1i role.

. Neither of:·

these two is wrong, provided it is the right one for the job.
If you
a:re an arrowmaker, the first is the right one, for nothing cornea• between
you and the arrow you are making.
But £or al.]. the roil.tine bus'ines-s ·
-· ·

.

of: the. _d ay, the s:ea.ond, is.: essentiail, for- without- i't 'the: w.ork would

never, be: done.
So there are two kinds- o:f ac.tive work.

And although we. are constantJ.y

drifting from one into the other, they are actually crompletdy differen:t.·,
as one can see f'rom the kind of work producred
there are also two kinds o:r reflec:.tive work.

~

each~

. But

Medi-tation, for instance., -

by turning one's. attention inwards and refle~ting on•the activity of the
mantra, one is doing the meditation - in fact, during the half hour, it
i5:; only this simple thing one has to d'o .
But if one turns one:•s:,
a~tention inwards and· reflects on some emotional picture o~ memory, it
is another activity altogether, more akin to prayer or contemplation.
This activity, which is c:onstantly being C'Onf'used with the medita1tion,
produces· a different result altogether - it leads to uns:i;a.ble ens-gy, quite
unlike the quiet energy of the meditation.
On the ordinary level of life
it is the activity by which desires are created, and all f ·orms of
imagination depend on it.
The remaining two activities are those which a.re predominantly
emotional, or in other words they both begin with the thir~ force, which
is ~~nnee~ed with emotion, or sometimes memory..
The firsi; is one of
the most common, and in its wrong place a most unpleasant activity, ~o~

,,
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it depends on the accumulation of negative emotion ..
When negative-·
emotion is allowed to build up, either in each of us individu~lly, or on
the scale of peoples and nations, there C"Omes· a point when a cromparatival.y
small action - a cmance remark, or an accidental event - c-an suddenly•
release the emotion, just as an electric spark can ignite an explosive
mixture.

All of us have seen this· happen again and again in the world

today, and it is only when one .i a nble to t'hi.nk of it on a muah larger
scale that one is s-ometimea, able to realise what is happening.
For jus.i;.
as everything c·omes into being, so eventuall~· it · haa ito. b,e . destroyed • .
The sec:ond activity which is predominantly emotional is, one 0£:the,
highest forms- of activify man c-an achieve, for it is the essential -thing:
in all forms of creative art

the c-onc-eption which lies behind iii: and

provides the energy required to aarry it out.

The main characteris-tic·

of this activity is that it comes f'.rom beyond one - it is not onehr own
d"oing.

As Rembrandt used. to s;zy, he had no idea. how his greates-t paininngs

had c:ome a-bout.

But the same activity appears in other :forms, sue:h as:

enlightenment, religious revelation, and all great discoveries- depend: on it.
When, at a c~rtain point during meditation, the mantra transc~nds - that is
the same triad.

For it is at this point that one is united with the souree.

The next point about these six activities - a most important one - is
that each of the thr.-e e forces is different in level.

The highesi; in

level is the active force, the lowest is the passive force, and
intermediate-- in level betwe.en them is the third force.

It follows - that

if the three forces combine in a certain order, there is:, inevitably a
change in level.

It is easy to see how this change in level occurs,,

for activities which begin with the active force must end on a lower level
than they began, for there is nothing higher in level than the active force
And activities whiah begin with the passive forae must end on a higherle-vel than they began, for there is nothing lower in level tnan the passive
fore~.

But activities which begin with the third flare& may be either

ascending or descending, for one kind ends with the active f .orce~, the other
with the passive.
This in itself is a very significant discovery, for it means that i:f-'
we wish to c:hange from a low state to a higher state, we cannot do so by
being active - we have to choose a pas-sive way, or an emotional one.

And

aswe have no dired control over our emotions, it follows that the only
way is to be paS:Sive - which brings us t ·o the medi ta-tion.

If: we are

completely pas-sive during meditation, the mantra will act in us,, and the
right emotional state will follow..

But if we are active, either in

thrusting away thoughts, or in holding attention on the mantra, the,
meffi tat ion will not work.

During the day is the time to be active, and

if we allow our attention to flow naturally into whatever we a.re doing,
once again the right emotional state will follow.

Action is a movemezrt

from unmanifest to manifest, as in the creation of the universe, but
meditation is a- return from manifest t:o unmanifest - a return to the
sourn-e from which creation came.
So there are three things we have to get hold of, in order to
understand this idea of six activities.

The first is· the nature of'

each of the three forces, the second is the six different orders in which
they can combine, and the third is the relative level of each force, an~
the fact that some combinations are ascendi.ng and: others descending;.
A certain amount of dull routine work seems to be unavoidable in the early.·
stages, for learning how to use this idea of six activit'ies is' not' unlike,
learning a new language.

Once the language has been learnt we can

apply it to diI£erent examples, and the more the b~tter.

It is

particularly helpful to find examples on different scales·, and in doing
so one makes many new discoveries.

An example which appears to have
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one meaning on man's scale may seem to mean something quite diff~erent on
the scale of organic life, but when one looks de-epe:r one ~ees it is the
same thing.

And each of the great laws of physics is· related t:o one or

other of these six triads - a fact which could bring unity to scientific
thought, if only it were understood.
But perhaps the most important reason for studying this· ide~ of six
a;ctivities is a more immediate and practical one.
for a way to the kingdom of heaven.

We are all searching-

And in the world today there are

many hundreds of"" esoteric and· rel:igious-c organis:a:liions, some of them neal
and many others false.

How can people discriminate?

If they really

·avoid year~
Is it possible, through this idea

want to find the wa::, to the kingdom of heaven, how can they
of unnecessary effort and suffering?

of six activities, to aut out all the unnecessary rigmarole which ha~
grown up through the · c."'Elnturies around the idea of esoteric'.i sm, and simply
by us~ng the right triad, to go straigh~ to the kingdom of heaven instead?

of' the law of three forces
It was Mr Ouspensky who developed this idea/in its application
to human activity.

He maintained ( with that extraordinary clarity
which is characteristic of his thinking} that as everything depend.a
on the interaction of three forces, there can only be six ways in which
this interaction can occur.
These six ways depend on the order of
the three forces - as each of the three forces can be first in order
of action, or second or third, the number of combinations is limited
to six.
It follows that in the whole universe - and equally within
the field of man's activities - there are only six different things
which can happen.

He told us repeatedly - and showed us by his actions - that the
difference between these six activities is distinct and inescapable
'
as distinct as the difference between p]vsioal materials - but in the
world toda;y this difference has become obscured, and that is where all
the trouble begins.
We use one activity and call it by another
name.
We think we are doing good when we are really causing harm.
We commit ~imes in defence of a righteous cause, we try to achieve
one thing and it turns out to be another.
Un:f'ortunat~ly, the same thing is true of the meditation - we can
begin to do it wrong, when we think we a.re doing right - which explains
why the law of three forces is so important for us to un.d.erstand.

What are these six activities, and what is the real difference
between them?
are.

First, we have to establish what the three forces

It is mainly a question of energy levels.

The first force

is highest in level of energy, and therefore the most active, the
seru,nd foro& is lowest in energy level, and therefore passive by
comparison, and the third force is intermediate between the other two.
Think of temperature, for instance.

Matter at a high temperature

is active. and energetic·, matter at a low temperature is passive.
between these two states is an intermediate level at which an

In

interaction can occur.

This intermediate state may appear to be the

cause of the interaction, or the medium in which it occurs, or in some
oases the result, but without it the interaction could never

happen.

Now some processes begin with a high level of en8rgy and move to
a lower level, other processes do the reverse.

It follows that some

of the six activities a.re ascending in character, others are descending.

Activities whic:h begin with the active force are bound to be descending,
activities whic.h begin with the passive force are bound to be ascending.
An 1m.porta.nt thing to remernb,r - how often do we realise that in order

to reach a higher level we have to be passive, not aotlve?

This applies, of ooursa, to the meditation.
Whe~ we do the
meditation we have to be passive.
We simply take ourselves as we
ar& - good state or bad it makes no difference.
Into this passive
state is introduced the mantra.
The mantra is active - it is way, way
above our ordinary level, and is able to work on our passive state and
purify it, by separating the fine matter it contains £rom the coarse.
Little by little the fine matter is absorbed into our being, · and the
coarse matter is eliminated.
By the end of half an hour th~ level
of our being has changad - it contains a greater percentage of fine
matter and a lesser percentage of coarse.
Sometimes more so, sometimes
less, but virtually always some change occurs.
As we go through the dq we may not notice it particularly,

change in level is bound to have an effect on what we do.

but this

The fine

matter from the meditation will beoome the active force in another

combination - that which begins with the a.ctive .foroe and is typical of
all good creative work.
So we have arrived at two quite distinct processes or activities.

The one

begins with the active - force and ha.a the order of forces

adive - passive - intermediate, the other

begins with the passive force

and has the order passive- - active - intermediate.

~otive - -passive

intermediate

(creative work)

passive - active

intermediate

(meditation)

But there is a third combination connected with the meditation - a
very important

one.

We were told, if you remember, that when the

person who is meditating, the mantra, and the object of meditation oome
together as one, then the purpose of meditation has bean achieved.

Th.is

'coming together as one' is the combination whiQh starts with the
.
.
·. •. ( union with · the _source) ·
1ntermediate foroe, and has the order 1ntermed1ate - passive - aotiv&f
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What is this intermediate force - and why, when a combination starts
with it, should it have thie unifying effect?

In the holy- tradition

to which the meditation belongs it is said that the Self - the Atman contains three attributes - absolute, consciousness and bliss.

Absolute

is active - it is the 'word' referred to in the first chapter of St john's
Gospel - 'In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and
the word was God.•
Consciousness is passive - it is that whic,h is aware
of the word - which fellows the rhythm of the mantra.

And out of these

two comes the third attribute - bliss.
When the absolute creates, he repeats the mantra and worlds come into
being.

A hundred thousand worlds come into being with every repetition.

And at every repetition bliss is produced - the worlds he oreates are

filled with bliss.

Th.at is the activity of creation - the order of

forces active - passive - intermediate.

But when we do the meditation

we start from where we are - from our own level of consciousness.

We

use the order of f-oroes passive - active - intermediate.
By following
the rhy'thm of the mantra we recapture that bliss - the same bliss that
belongs to the original creation.
Little by little we store up the bliss
within us until it is overflowing.
When it is overflowing the third
combinatio~ begins to work - the order of forces intermediate
passive
active.
And so we are reunited with the source.
But~, if the world is full of bliss, and we have only to repeat
the mantra to recapture that bliss, is life so full of suffering?

We

were told by the one who gave us the meditation that suffering is
unnecessary - that it is not an essential part of lif'e.

So whero does

suffering come from - how does it come about?

Now Mr Ouspensky used to tell us that thes8' three combinations we have
been discussing have thei~ origin on the highest level of creation - that
(see 3.2a)
is, on level I of the diagram/-out that the nerl three do not come into
being until tha level below.

Instead. of being directly under the will

of' the creator, they act under their own will as we11.

Like an architect

who hands his· drawingfil to the contractor - the contractor, within certain
limits, can ac~ on his- own, and of course he sometimes makes mistakes.
the next level

On

- that of subcontractors and operatives, control is even

Eventually one can imagine a state of affairs in
more remote.
whioh the architect's drawings have been forgotten altogether ••••

But what are these further three combinations, and how do they
fit into the scheme of things?
If we take the activity of creation,
for instance, the combination active - passive - intermediate, somewhere
along the line this activity will challge - it will change as one gets
further awe;y frem the centre, and the creative impulse begins to fade.
We shall then have the ~ombination active - intermediate - passive.
Like a whee1 whio·h turns on its axle, this activity goes by itself,
under its own momentum.
For the inteTmediate force is in the middle,
instead of at the end.
Then the combination passive - active - intermediate, the ac~ivity
associated with the meditation.

This activity can change very easily

into the combination passive - intermediate - active, and this is an
important difference.
The meditation may appear outwardly to be the
same, and may lead to various kinds of experience.
deep - it remains on the surface $f the pond.

But it never goes

And the reason is that

we are trying to think - to hold something in mind - or else to recapture
a mood, a memocy · ot where w~ are going.
And: so we remain where we are,
on the thinking· leval.

Ma.n,y forms · of meditation and c-ontemplatio~,

and ma.DY school methods use this· combination, and it has quite definite
eff'ee-ts, but how ean one tell the difference?
I:f one carries out
the tee:bnique correctly, sooner or later one will know.

Thenthere is the combination intermediate - passive - active.
This combination belongs to the meditation, as we have already described.
But it is also one of the highest forms of activity- known to man, and
lies behind all great works of art, all religious revelation, all insight
into truth.
But there is another c-ombination which begins with the·
intermediate force - the combination intermediate - active - passive.
This activity. is of quite a different order.
It is desc-ending in.
character, not ascending, and it is usually associated with destructive
proceuses, often with violence.
Usually- it occurs when high levE:tle.
of energy require an outlet - when they build up into an explosive
mixture.
The ~use which sets off the explosion is the active prin~iple
in the middle place.

So suffering can arise in three di:f:ferent ways - and only three.
But
suffering need not arise, for these three combinations each have a proper
:function, a. proper place.
In the long run the meditation will see to
this - it will ensure that all six combinations work in the right
relation to eaoh other.
But first we have to get the meditation
right - and then- everything else will fall into place.

aotive - passive - intermediate

(creative work)

passive - active - in.termediato
int-ermediate - passive - active

(meditation)

active - intermediate, - passive

(unconscious ac·t ions)

passive - intermediate - active
i~termediat~ - active - passive

(imagination, magic)
(crime, explosions)

(union with the source)

- ------ --

-

-

-

~ - - - --

- -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - ~

INTRODUCTION

One of' the :first things we were told, in t'his system, was
that' 'man cannot do•' .

It was said that man thinlar he is- d'oing -

that he is· aohieving this- or that - but in reality everything happens.

Everything happens in just the same- w~ that it- rains, or.· it

snows:,

or t-he sun shines ... . .. "
Like- many things/ we were t'old, about that t-ime,. thia s-ounded
perhaps. a bit' gxd.m.

And yet, what a wonderful stimulue · to though~!

If" everytc-hing happens,. gow doea- it happen?.

How a.an we d.iscrover the

real diff~renc:e between one kind of' event- and another?
one t'hing happen- in this- wa;r, another- in that?

Why does

And above all, c:t0uld

we perhaps-· learn ~ow to control events, . or &t least t-o know what the·
results· o:r· our- actions· will be?The· law

of

three ~orae~, which is the subject of" thes:e- papers, is

in fact jus-t' this.

It is a way of' Jlllderstanding how t-hings, happen an objective method of'· studying t'he world.

Aooording to our system, eveey event in the universe oan
be attributed to the interaction of three elemental forces

an

active or positive force, a passive or negative force, and a
third or neutral force which is neither active nor passive.
It is on the interaction of these three forces, and their
relation to each other, that the infinite variety of the
universe depends.
Unlike certain other teachings (such

as

that relating to

the three gunas, for instance, or the mediaeval idea of the
£our elements) the three forces as desc:r;-ibed in our system

are not oonsidered to be fixed states of matter possessing
certain attributes.

On

the contrary, arcy- state or any

level of matter can become activated so that it takes on the

oha.raoteristios of one or other of these three foroee.

On

the highest and most energetic levels, this activation of matter
is ·flexible a.nd constantly changing, so that matter of a.

particular kind may be acting in the capacity of one force

a.t one moment, and in the next moment it toa.Y

be

acting in the

oapaoity of another.
On

lowe~ and leas energetic levels, matter may become

activated by one or other of the three foroea for comparatively
long periods, in which case it may be indistinguishable from
the force itself, at least for a certain time.

But there is

never any permanence about this relationship, and the situation
is always subject to change.

This flexibility is one of the

most important aspects of the system teaching, an aspect which
appears to have become lost or distorted in other version~ of

the same idea.
Now a.ooortil'lg to the sy,stem teaching, none of the three

fo:roes alone is oapa'ble of producing action - it is only w:hen

the three forces combine that an event takes place.

And it

is the order in which the three forces combine, taken in conjunction

with the level of matter in which the;r opert.\te, which determines
the difference between phenomena - it is these two factors a.lone

which control the na.'IM.re of events.

What axaotl;r is meant lo" the "order in which the tllree
forces eonbine"?

Clearly• the idea. o:f order can "be ta.ken in

tiff'erent wa::,s.

In a wide range of examples it will refer

quite simply to sequence, i.e. to which of the three forces
marks tlte beginning of an event, whicm is predominant during

the course of' the e-P...at itselft and wMea marks the ending.
But tllere will be other examples in which the orc!.er of
forces refers, not to their sequence but to taeir relative
emphasis or conoentration, as for instaace with chemical compounds
or the reiu:tion of different materials in a chemical process.

And in other examples it rD13J' refer to their spatial position,
as in the oase of the lever, where it is the position of the
fulcrum which determines the difference between one kind of

lever and another.
Now in all these ea.see it is tile changing relation between

the tlu'ee forees which is significant, whether this :relation i$
,

one ot~ empllasis or order, in spa.ee or in time or in any other

sense.

Ana waen we come to consider

the number of possible

relations, we :find to our surprise that this number is limited

Three ili'fe:rent elements can only combine in six
different wqs - tlds is a. ma.theatical la.w from which there

is no escape.

Consequently there can only be six different

basic oom'bilaations, and :from these six combinations every event
in the whole universe is derived.

These six combinations can

be expressed ver;r simply as :foll.ow:u- (where the numbers I, 2 anti l
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refer to the active, passive and neutral forees respeetivel.;r).

I - 2 - 3

2

I - 3

3 - 2 - I

I - 3- 2
2 - 3 -- I

3 - I - 2

In the first en.raple, for instsm.oe, the active ~oroe
marks the beginning of a.~ event, the passive foroe follows, and
the neutral foroe comes last.

In the second example, the passiv&
the .active foroe follows

marks the beginning ,

and the n~utral :force comes last.

In the tld.:rd example, the

neutral force fflarks the beginning, thepas~ive force :follows and
the active :force comes last, and so on.

:But there is another factor wMok has to be taken into
account before we can understand what these different combinations
This factor is the level of' matter in whieh the three
And llere there is a simple rule to help us -

the active :force is ldgheet in level, the passive :force is lowaf'St,
and. the neutral :force is intermediate.
It follows tut in ever.r combination a. change in level
ia involved, for the force which comes last in order is different
in level :from the f'i:rst.

Sometimes this eb.Mg9 in level is

ascending, sometimes deocending, but alwa_vs without exception
a change in level occurs•

And of the sb: combina. tions already

described• three will be descending and three will be ascending,
in the following orders-

tiescendin➔

I

-

2

3

I

"!'"

l

2

3

I

-

2

2
2

asoandingl

3

-

I

3

3

I

2

-

I

What, exactly, is the difference between ascending
and desoending processes?

.. We know that everything in the

universe -comes from above - that it comes in its origin from
a single eouroe.

And as we have just disoovered, every event

that tH.kes :place in the universe implies a movement in one of
two directions - inwards towards tho source, or outwards and
further away.

In the outwards, or dosoending direction lies

increasing complexity and differentiation, -in the inwards, or
ascending direction lies unity and integration.

Both directions

of -movement a.re_ necessary for the full realisation of the universe •
.

. .
'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so the infinite variety of the universe depends
'

.

on three simple things - the nature of the three forces themsel~s,
the order in which these three forces combine, and the level of matter in which they operate.

The number of forces is never

-more than th:ree,. the number of wa:J"B in whioh they combine is onlJ'

six, and fundamentally there are only two directions in which
they move - outwards from the source, --in the direction of
-increasing density, or inwards towards the source, in tho
direction of increasing unity.
• And out of these few simple elements everything
in the universe is-derived.

Two ve-q big and illportaat processes are gobg on
continuously throughout the wdverse.

On& is concerned

with the creation of matter, tlle otlaer ie concerned with
its regeneration.
The creation of matter eoaes about tkroup tla.e combination
I - 2 - 3.

The regeneration of matter eoaea about through. the

combination 2 - I - l•

:But tlle creation of matter and its

regeneration. begin at the point where tke pla.n of the universe
has already been. conceived.

'l'h.e conception. of tlte universe

is a third process - it comes about througli the combination
3 - 2 - I.
Every artist knows the differenee between the conception

of a work

or

art and its execution.

The oonee:ption of a work

of a.rt is a single aet - it happens unexpectedly, and s.l,m,ys

from a plaoe beyond oneself.

:But the execution of the work

itself" is a different matter - it ie a process whiell takes time,
and is often vepy laborious.
Tae e:x:eeution of a work of art ie ·really two things.

First,

it is putting tldags dO'Wl'l on tke canvas - creating tlle work o:f'
art itself - and this comes about throug}i. t.1\e combination I - 2 - 3.
Secondly, it is

a

process o:f selec·tion

of getting back to

the original conception.

It is this "getting back", this renewal

of the ·

original moment of conception, whion

comes about tl\rough the combination 2 - I - 3.

Without tMs second combination w11&t would ha.ppem?

The

creation of the universe would depart f\lJ'.'ther and further from
Gradually, over the

millenia,

all eonnaction with

tlae creator's will would disappear, and the universe would become
more and more sterile and meaningless.

Tha. t is why these two

processes must go on simultaneously.
But how is it that the order of forces determines the

difference between one kind of process and another?

In the combination I""" 2 -

the order really imply?

inst&nce, it is tke active force which comes first.

Ylhat does

3;

for

Thist at

least, is clear enough - in the process of creation, aotioa is
the most essential tldng.
heaven and tlle earth • • ••• ,. •

the £ace of the wa. ters ..... •"

"In tae

beginnag

God created the

and tlle S:piri t of God moved upon

Without aotion t without movement,

nothing can happen.

Then the passive force whieh comes snood - this would refer
perhaps to iJ'lertia, to resista..~ee which has to be overcome.

For

the passive force ie lowest in level of the three forces, and
when it is overcome in the process of creation, good results will

follow.

Action, resietanoe, result - does not almos~ all h.u.ma.n

achievement :fall into this category?

Yet the outcome, the result

is lower in level than the point from which the eo-m'bination started.
What exa.otly does this mean?
When God created the heaven and the earth all possibilities
lay before him.

But as each part of the universe was completed,

to that extent did t...lte possibilities become more limited.

Finall.3',

when the universe laJ" in its finished state before him, no further
possibilitiee renained - all choice of aetion had

disappeared 4

l!..nd. so the universe eventua.113' passed awa:y, and. a. new universe, full

of unrealised possibilities, was begun•••••

And so, too, with ~ll human achievement.

Sooner or later

it is finished - sooner or later a new achievement is begun.

But

that which is good remains - it remains to influence and regenerate
ea.oh new endeavour.

Like the phoeni:::, it rises from the ashes -

the fine is se:para ted from the coarse 40

IJ'his is the meaning of

the second combination - the combi?lation 2 - I - 3•

The meaning of the combination 2 - I - 3 is expressed in
the stocy of Noa.h.

On -a. big scale the -story of Noah -is the

story of evolution - of one eivi11s-a.t101'1 giving place to another.
:But Noah and hia wife were saved. - a.nd with them a sample of

eve17thing good 1n the civilisation that was passing.

And the

real point of the stor:r ie this - that the old civilisation ha~
to be destroyed - it had to be destroyed in order that
Only b. this wq could a new

goodness might 'be released.

civilisation be started on a higher level than the old.

It i s

precis ely this breaking down of the l,aser elements, in order
to release the finer elements, which 1e-obaracteristic of the
combination 2 - I -

3• · ·

:But there 1s no need to look very far a.field to find examples
of these two ooabina tions.

us,in nature. -

The7 are goiag on eve:JzyWhere a.rOUDd

On the one hand everything

in nature is perpetually

New kinds of animals a.nd plants

grO't'Jing and clifferentiaUng.

are being developed, and .those which met already are spree.ding
and expanding into more and more remote areas of the earth's
surfa.oe.

'!'.hie is. a descending process - the combination

r-

2 - 3~

lmt parallel with this process, and close-~ interwoven with it 1
is a.- continuous pl!ooeas of selection.

Everywhere in nature tha.t

which ie old and useless is being deetr07ed, and that whieh is

new and valuable is left.

Without -this procoas, whioh has a.n

ascending direction, the whole po~t of evolution would be lost.
For it is the combination 2 - I - l which enables the ascending
line in evolution to be maintained., and leads in the end to the
crea tion of man and the angels.
l:lut where does the combination 3 - 2 - I have a pla ce in

all this?

How was the -idea of' aan or organic life conceived?

Or is oonception itself" a. continuous process?

Probably, t he

oombina tion J - 2- I is not a continuous process - probably,

unlike the other two oombinatioas, it is a. discrete event

whieh happens only once.

-Like the. cr.,"sta.llisa.tion of a

saturated ~olution, or the fi:rl.ng of a dye - proba.bl;y this is
how it happens.

And when there is a sudden change in the

eourse of evolution - when suddenly, out of nowhere, a new
s-peeies appea.re or a new oirlliaation begins, wo can be
reasonably certain this combination is a.t work.

For -the

third force - ..the neutral -force - is nearly always hidden,

and so we -never see how -it begins - we fbld quite suddenly
that it has happened. '

And when it happens, a period of intense creative
activity follows.

For the active force with wh1oh thie

oombination ends is on a. very Jd-gh level, and iteelf initiates

the creation of ne« forms.

Gradual~ theee forme begin to

-develop and expand. in different directions- and. gradually ea.oh
1n i ta turn beooaee outmoded.

cycle ends.

And so, eooner or later, the --

-:But f1"0ll-ite completion that whieh is good

remains - it remains to mark the -beginning of a new concepti011 a -new world, when the old has passed away.
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"Another parable put he forth unto them, sqing, The
kingdom of heaven is likoed unto a ma.nwhioh sowed good seed.
in his field;

llu.t while men slept, ,bis eneJl\V came and sowed tares

among the whea. t, and went his wa.7 •

J3u t when the blade was sprung

up, and brought forth fruit, then appeared th• tares also.

So

the servant of the householder oa.me an-d said unto him, Sir, didst
not thou aow good seed in thy- field?

:from whence then lla.th it tares?

Re said unto them, An enemy bath done this.

The servants said

unto him, Wilt '\hou then that we go and gather them up?

But he

sa.id, Nay; lest. while -ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the
wheat with them.

Let both

grO'ff

together until the harvest; and

in the time of harvest I will eq -to the reapers, Gather ye together
first the tares, and-bind them in-bundles to burn them; but gather
the wheat into

Tff3

barn." -

What does this strange parable mean?

Wq should evil be

allowed to increase - wq should. it not be eradicated?

And what

is this .special time - the harvest, the 'end of this world' t when

evil can be destroyed?in an ordina.17 moral sense.

it.

Clearly, we cannot take thi3 parable

There is sotnetldng much deeper behind

Cl~arly', --too, the ma.in theme of the parable is the combination

2 - I - 3, the separation of -:tine matter from coarse.
combinations are included also.

But other

ln faot, the whole parable is a

beautii'ull.1' olea.r and simple expression-of'-eosmio laws - la.we which
occur throughout the universe on ever7 possible soale.

The growth of the wheat anu. the tares, for ineta.nce - this is
an expression o'f' the combination I~ 2 - -3•

Growth is a descending

prooee&, -and as eveqthing grcms and develops, evil increases with
the good•

Sooner or. later the eyole comes to an end, and then is the

.But how is evil destroyed - how

time for evil to be destroyed..
does destru.ction take pla.ee?

'l'he process of deetwction - the

«binding them in -bundles to burn them" - is a. combination we have
not yet diseussed, the combination I - 3 ...; 2. •

It used to be ea.id that the oembine.tion I - 2 - 3 meant

"building a house", and the combination

I-

,3 .;_ ·2 meant "buming

And a clearer -Vla'J' of' patting it ie diffieul t to find.

a hou1:H,~1t.

In the combination I - 3·.... · 2 you put a matoh to tbe curtains, and
the house goes up in smoke.

· It is only .too simple and easy!

And when the house has -been bumt to the ground, nothing ii! left
but dust and ashes.

For the combination ends on the lowest possible

l evel, .and the prooess is -therefore descending.
But the thing whioh .c:J:\riette parable shows us so clearly ie
that the destruojion of evil is. only possible at a certain time, a
certain point in the cycle of -events.

Ordinarily nothing can be

done, for struggle with evil onl;r increases evil.

But if we can

learn to be pas-sive, to accept, sooner or la.ter the time will come
when evil cen be elimina 'led•

And- then it will -happen naturally,

without any- struggle or conflict.

-

"Then shall the righteous

ehi:ne .forth ae the sun in the kingdom -of' their father•

Who ha th

ear& to hear, let him hear•"
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'l'he combina. tion I - 3 - 2 oa.n be taken very simpl,J" - it is

not cli:ffioult to understand.

Once a i'1a.me hae be$n put to.the fire

it burns until the :fuel. is e:xhaueted.

a.it change the order of the

first two forces and we have the -.oombination 3 - I -

2.

This

combination ie esaentia.ll.J' different - the flame is introduced a.t
a certain point after the process has begun.
:ignites

an

Like the spark which

explosi.ve mixture, the active :force enters at a certain point,

comes in contact with a. medium, a state of -affairs which already exists•
This medium -- the neutral force with.wldoh the combination starts - ie
often unseen and unknown, and it is orily when the s:pa.rk ignites it
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tha. t we a re aware the. t something has happened•

And when it

happens, -it is essentially violent in oharaeter,.
Imagine a countr.r in which the inhabitants are contented
ant peaceful.

An enem,y

deoides to destroy it.

])it

i ns tead

of invading openly, he eends in specially .trained agitators-whose

'l'hese agitators sucoeea, after a -

- presence is not detected.
--nUt11ber -of

years, -in so poisoning the minds of the people that they

-a.re seething with hatred and -dieeontent.

--And then, perhaps by

aooident, ·the king of-the country, ie assas1nated.

This aotion.

:performed by some innocent madman, ia the signal for civil war
and --destruction -of sueh tlolence tha. t the eountr;r never recovers.

And so the enenzy- sends in his · occupyi.ng forces on the pretext of
res ·tar!ng peace•

This example is only too familiar.

It is going on everywhere

in the worla tsd.ay, and of course it is crime - crime on a bi g scale,
the scale of ,goverttmente and nations.
for this combination of forces?

~t what-ie the right place

Does it occur in nature, for

instance, and has it a place in the world of -atars and galaxies?
Possiblq it is connected, not simply with the -deetruotion - the
running down -of ene-rgy in the -uni.Terse, but w1 th -its d.ieintegra.tion.

And certainly there are -various phenomena in nature, suoh as great
ea taol.ysms, earthquakes, plagues and floods whem -the orea tor reshufne9i-:-

all -the cards -and a new begimdng is ma.de •

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

•

•

The two oombina:tdons we have been discuseing both end with

the :passive foroe, and they are both d-esoending in character.

There

-ie one further combination we have not ;yet disouesed, the combina tion
2 - 3 - I..

This combination is the emnt
... opp.0... ite.

It i -s ascending
in character, and ends with the highest in leyel of the t~e forcem.
111

One -i s tempted to _compare the two combinations -I -

3-

2 and

2 - 3 - I, and -to draw conclusions from the fact that one is the

mirror image of the other.

-.Certain~ if the energy of the universe

is able to run down, to exhaumt itself, there must be a we::, of
getting it back - and this in spite of the second law of thermodynamics!
The combination 2 - J - I is just such a -way - a. way of tapping new

sources of energy, ot opening up :fresh supplies of aotive and
sometimes

vers

powerful fuel• --

The most charaoteri&'tic tldng about the combination 2 - 3 - I
is the active force with which it and:h

This active force is vecy

3-

unstablet and le-au v&r:, quickly' back into the cwnbination I -

2.

And so a eyole is created - energy is consumed. through . the combination
I - J - 2 1 energy i& renewed. through the comid.nation 2 - -3 - I.

Bvecywhere in tlle universe tlaia oyole iB being repeated.
The combination 2 - 3 - I has something unrealt something
unlawful a.bout it.

How oa.n inert matter be converted back into

energy - energr--0:f' a higlaer level than the a.gent-that produces it?
In one sense it is magic, h another sense it is nature's 'f/ra3 of
erea ting new lieeiree.

Perhaps 1n this latter sense it is e&eier

to understand it.
When a herd. of .male buffalo, grazing quietly in the prairie,
picks up the soent of a fem.ale. herd in the

wuli,

up and away aoroae the prairie in pursuit•

suddenly they a.re

Desire has been created -

inert matter has -been oonvartetl in-to aetiTe and very potent energy - the
second law of thermodynamioe has been ~:futed!
And so, too, with all action and e:ffort on our part.

degree of effort depende on the strength of .our desires.

these desil'$$ a.re rea.J.,

i!

'l'he
And if

they are natural and able to be realised,

nothing in th-e world oould be bet-ter•

:But man 1--s able to create

for himself unreal and ima.g:lnary desires, and often he spends years
of his life chasing an empty dream•
The meaning of the oombination 2 - 3 - I is of particular interest
Almost all wrong

in connection with religious and eeoterie work.

work seems to be connected with this combination.

the results are mistaken for the real thing•'
unto thee any graven image''.

this means!

-- And inevi tab~

"Th.ou _shalt not make

:But how little we understand what
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Al.~ this raises ma.ny questions, particularly the

question whether wrong aetione - wrong oonibinations of forces which
produce violenee, evil and auf~ering - are a neoeseaI7 part of the

plan of creation, and if not how they arise• Now there are two great principles which underlie all truth the first, that ever,rthing in its origin comes from above, t-he second
that everything which comes from above is good.

- It follows that

wrong combinations -of forces in the world a~ound us cannot have existed
in the origin of- creation, they -m11st have arisen at some later stage
in its development. - ·

And if we study the six combinations from this point of view,
we shall find something very significant.

IJ.'hree combinations are

above the level of evil, -and three combinations are not. -

~e

combinations I - 2 - J, 2 - I - 3 and l - 2 - I, which we called

•creation','regeneration• and -•eonoeptionJ are above the level of
evil.

They cannot be put to any wrong application, and their reeulte

produce nothing -but good. . 1'he other three combina tions are not

a.bove the level 0£ evil.

If they are subsidiary to the first three,

and work under their control, they are nece1u1&.27 and good, but sometimes

on their -own they are not.
The reason for this di£ference is inherent in the meaning of
the combinations them.selves.

'l'he combination I

2 - 3, for instance,

is the process of creation, the combination I - 3 - 2 the process of
destruction.

.But above a certain level in the universe there is no

dea. th ..., nothing is ever destroyed.

So tlle oombina. tion I - .) - 2 begins

on the level below; at the point where time, and the c7cle of life and
death come into existence.
· And the same with the combinations 2 - I - J and 3 - I - 2.

The regeneration of life is proceeding oontinuousl:f, parallel to the

process of crea tion.

And so the combination 2 - I - 3 exists

above the level of evil, on th.e same level as !!he oombina. tio:n
I :... 2 - 3•

·· Dut the disintegration of living matter - the

combination 3 - I ..... --2 - a.rises on the level below• fol' it is only a.t the

point where death anddeatruetion -begin that the need a.rises -for
organised matter to be decomposed - disintegrated into the basic
components of which it consists.
And again w1 th the combinations 3 - 2 - I and 2 - 3 - I.

combination 3 - 2 ... l e:dsts

011

The

the highest possible level - it is

the procees by which the will or the creator is 8%!)ressed

original eonception of tlle universe.

1n his
-

··-

- lllt the combination 2 - J - I

exists on the -level--bel.ow, i'or it is the -p-rocess -by which separate

wills are created - separate d&aires ,b elonging to the beings he

creates.

·And ii' these separate wills a.re in tune with the will

of the creator, nothing in the world cou.ld be better. . .But sometimes

they tend to ooni'-liot with the creato~•s will, a.nd it is then that
suf£ering .and -violence a..Ti.se.

So when we a.re considering the meaning of these different
combinations i -t is important to take into account, .not only the

relative level of ea.eh oi' the three forces, but also tlte general
level of matter in which they operate. ·. And as we ha.ve

mentioned b&:fore, the higher the level of matter in which thq operate, the ·more -flexible the -nature o:f the three forces - the

more rapidlJ they change from one combination to another. Now .suppose we imagine a. level of matter so high, so Er.ibtle

in its nature that the change from one comhination ·to the next oeeurs
at a speed which is infinite.

In suoh a case matter will no longer

appear to become activated• first by one _of the -three forces and

then by another •

.It will appear to be activated by all or any of

the three -fo2"Ces instantaneously.

- In :fa.et, the number of possible

combinations will be infinite, for time will exist no longer.
This state of a.f'fs.:irs i -e p_ossibly the nearest approximation

our ordinal"J intellect ean make to the idea of the absolute - - the
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level on which orea. tion actually begins•

approximation

Nor is this

so far removed from the truth.

For when

we measure the rate of growth o'f various -living organisms,
we - -find that the nearer we _.approach to the moment ·of their

conception, the faster this-ra.-te becomes.

In the case of

a cldld growing in its mother's womb, for instance, the curve
of growth -ascends more and more steeply the nearer we get to
-its origin•

And the form of the curve is suoh tha.t, the oretically

at least, in its origin it reaches infinity.

:But 1:f we ask

ourselves what a.etually "8kes place in thie moment when growth
begins, we :find we a.re unable -to answer.
It would appear,

then, that

the general level of matter

in which the three -forces operate plays a very important pa.rt
in determining the na"1l?e of events.

On the highest level -

the level of the absolute - the nature of the three forces and
the way in wkioh th.ey aombin& is lte;yond our understanding .

On

.the next level tileT combine to :form throe out of tlle six poss ible
combinations.

Only on the third le.v el do the remaining three

combinations come into existence, a.nd with them the possibility
of evil arises.

:Below the thi.rd level no further combinations a.re possible,
for the number .is limited to six.

:But the nature of the six .

oombinations continues to change with each succeeding level, as
the matter in which they operate becomes more and more dense •
..With eaoh succeeding level the meaning of ea.eh eombina tion booomes

more and more fixed and-unchangeable, until finally a.11 ohoioe
and a.11 varia Uon disappea.ra. -

Suppose we consider the different levels described in the
last pages . in relation to ~•s psychologr.

Above a certain

level - ·a.'bove the level o:f thought a.s we-ordinarily know iii..,. ie
a state, or a. series of ·eta.tes, in whica the aetiol! o:f tne three
f'o:rces ie quite unlike anything we ordinarily e.1::perience •

And

however diff.ioult it is to convey what this state is like, we ea,n
at least be certain of one thing - the action o:f the three :forces

on this level -is entirely positive - it is :free :from -negative

w1: good.
oom'bina:Uone -i ~ 2 :.. J,

influences of eve27- ~ d and it produces .nothing
in :f'aot the level on which the three

It ts

2 - I - -3 a.nd j - 2 - 1·· are worki~g•

011 the ol'di.nar;y level of thought and experiemce we a.re not
as a x-ule a.ware of the existence o:f sueh a high.er state of'
consciousness - still less a.re we aware of the existence of a
still higher level above it• • · -For on the ordina:cy level 0£

thought the other three combinations lle-pla,ying their pa.rt, and
these three combiaations oceup;y- the field of our experience.
Desires are being o.rea. ted, --snergy is being expended in fulfilling

these desires, activities &f -va.rious kinds a.l."e undertaken, pleasant
and unpleasant 6%periances •come our wq and so on. ·- Little if
ar:cy- room is le:ft :for other things+
--Yet even on this, the level o'i' relative ccmseiousness, the

three f oroes move wi tll considerable speed and :f'lexi.b ili

v•

To

one who is able to-o'bsel.""f'e it, the effect is like that of a
ka.leidosoope, in which arrangements of pattern and colour appear
at every moment•

And this, in fact, is -what actually happens -

a.t every moment a. new combination ia appeuring - -nothing remains the

same for more .than a. second or two at the longest.
The eff'ect o:f all this aoti vi

v

is to produce psycho - .

i

peys ea1

I
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reactions of various kinda on the level below - the level of
the endocrine .. systems, and as a reeul t certain subs ta.noes are

secreted in the bloodstream.

~ese substances are of aver:,

high ordei- of intelligence and sensitivity', in fact the;r are

probably the highest level of matter, as distinot from energy,
which the bo~ oonta.ins •

Yet the speed a. t which the;r work

is infinitely slower than tlaat -o:f the pqehic functions on the

level aboTe.

Instead of $8Conds or minutes, their effects

ean be measured in hours•

Consequently they pla;y- a lea.ding

role in setting the mood or the tae of
~

Ollr

experience from

today.

We can think of these su'bsta.nces as a kind 0£ solidified

version of the six different oombiaations which occur on the
level above.

Suppose .a.-pa.rtioular combination persists for

a certain time on the level above, a corresponding substance will
be produced on the level below.

Certain of theise subatancee

have the power--or a.rousinc tl:le organi$I11 to activity, others have
the power of suppressing it and slowing it down" . We may suppose

that a-third kind has the power o:f' drawing a. balance between the

-other two.

:But h.O'l!I' a.re 'these substanees aotuall,y related to the six
combinatioas?

One is tempted to assume that it is the force

with which ea.oh combina:tion ends which dewrmines the nature of

the substance produced i.e. those combinations which end with
pusive force produce a. euppreseing-substance, those combinations
which end wi-tll active :force produce an activating mt"betanoa and
so on.

And as there a.re -two combinations whioh end with passive

:force, two which end with a.etive f'oroe and two which end with

neutral force, we should expect to find siJ£ different substances,
eimilarl.7 divided into pairs•

-.

Certainly the erlstence o f ~ of these m.tbsta.nces ie
clearly enough established.

earlier example, got the scent of a-female herd on the wind, tlla

combination of' forces ·which exoited it into e.otion was the

combination 2 - 3 - I.

l3u t simul taneoue'.cy' .eer·tain hormones

will have been secreted in the bloodstream of the buffalo• which
will arouse his ma.ting instinct, and control his behaviour for
the next few hours• •

These •p articular hormones will be

oharaoterist.i o o:f the combination 2 - 3 - I.
the same qua.11

v,

the same ta.ete.

They will have

·Other hormones will be

associated with other combinations - consider~ for ~ l e the
combination J - 2 - I, which also ends in active force but is
oompl~tell' different in quality.

Now tllese subs tanees in their turn have an effect upon

It is well knownt for inetanoe,

the pqsieal levels below them.

that the balance of the endocrine glands plqa an ➔tant part
in determining, not.onl.7 the characteristic temperament of each

individual person,- but even hie pqsical build a.nci outward
appearance.

At ea.eh succeediag level these tendencies become

more and more fixed, until at the lowest leTt>ls i t ~ well appear
that nothing oauld ever be cbanged •
. .And what indeed ea.n be changed?

We ha.veto remember

the.t even on the lowest levels no particular f'o:roe is ever
peZ'fl18.1'lQnt~ identified with the same substance - that is a
principle on •Which the-whole theo17 depends.
this ve'I"3 fact lies -our salvation.

And perhaps in

For on the highest levels

of man•s ~erienoe the three toroee have tremendous power - power
to -do nothing but good.

-And when they are able to circulate,

this goodness affects the whole organism• for when the actual
•·Ord~ of forces ig changed on higher levels, there .1s every reason

to suppose this change is transmitted to lower levels also.
A11d so in the end we may discover

that even the moat perma.nent

things a.bout us are after all able to be changed.
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If man could understand the law of three forces - ii' he
oould see theee ·six combinations at work - he would know how to
change himself - 1hat is what one is ·tempted to believe.

:rea.111' quite like .that..

yet it is not

And

It is not man

who is able to change things, :for e"l'er)"thing comes from aboT~h

A.n.d as everything that comes from above is good, it is a. q_uestion
o:r uniting oneself; with this good, and then the right forces will
work.

There is in fact only one wq in which man can change himself,
and surpr:isingl7 enough it does aot req_uire e:f:fort or struggle.

tirect attempte to change thbgs .., to eradicate unplea.ea.nt features

and wrong teadenciee iD. our liTes througa•e:ff'ort and struggle - lead
only to the creation of other UJ'ldesira.1,le :features in their place.

Bu.t U we know the right.oombinatioa of.:fo:rces, all the e:ffort and
struggle 'becomee wmecassar7 - we oo get straight to the .goodness
instead.

And then a. real ollange ean happen - it will . happen

na.tural:17, for 1t comes, not from ourselves 'but :from aboTe.
But what is the right comld.na.ti~ of :forces?

great question ..

!hat is the

Kan has struggled for thoueands of years to change

himself' - in soh.ools, in monasteries, alone, or in organisations
o:f different kinds.

Re has und&rgone great 1:1Uffering, taken

awful risks., given up eve:cythillg he possessed, eve..n his life.

But

llow much o:f all thie was necessa.r,r? · · If he had known th& right
combination of' forces, how much might have been avoided?
ever., now and then, when the

'ffa:T

And.

is faund, how does it all come a.bout ?

'l'hat,. surely, is the real point about the law of three
forces - it can show us the wa;a- to the kingdom of heaven.

But

it shows u.e too that there ie ort1,- one wq to the kingdom of
heaven - ther& is

onq one order of forces which will get us tllere.

And as the kingdom o:f' heaven is above us, the order of :forces will

be an ascending one.

So there are only three combinations from

whieh to ehoos~, the combinations 2 - I - J, 2 - 3 - I and 3 - 2 .:..- I.

Wba.t do these three combinations mean?
--

Consider first o:f all the oombina.tione 2 - I - 3 and 3 - 2 - I.
When. a man goes on a long journey in sea.reh of his beloved, there

comes a moment at long last when he finds her.

he holds her .in his a.rms, is one thing.
her is another.
united with

01.ll"

Thie moment, when

'!'he long jaurney to find

It is through the oonibina.t1on

J - ·2 - I

that we are

:But the wa::,,·the long journey, comes a.bout

beloved•

-nb.:rough the eombina tion 2 - I - - 3.
-2 - I - 3 we manufacture the ma. teria.l - the kind of en erg - needed

for ths combha.ti.on

-::r-

2 - i to work.
-

-

'l'he combination 3 - 2 · - I is not under our direct control.

If

we discOYer the meaning of the oombin&.tion 2 - l - 3 e.nd learn how to

:rn~t it into practice, everything else will follow.

It is this

combb.a.tion of forces on which the method of meditation we have been
gi vem depends •

•

•

•

:But how do

•

•

•

we put

•

•

•

•

•

•

the combination 2 - I - 3 into p:raetiee,

and how does it differ from the other -combination which etarw with
passive force, the combina 'lion 2 -~ · j - I ?

This is perhape one of

the moet important of all questions in relation to esoteric methods, for
-al though the combination 2 :...

3· -

I has a right pla.oe in connection

with esoter1eism, i~ is often wrongl.7 used.

-And when it is wrongly

used it leads to oonfliot and sui'fering.

The most-important difference between these two combinations
is concerned with their level of origin.

As we have a.lrea.d1' discussed,

the combination 2 -- I - j has i tis origin above the level on whioll
movements a.nd functions begin.

But the combination 2 - 3 -- 1 does

not 8%iet on this level - it belongs essentially. to the level of
functions thelllselvea.

-And taken in relation to l1JaJI. •s :psycholog, the

combina.tion 2 - 3 - I always involves thinking - holding

130me

i:n the mind, or tr;ring to oall to mind :what it is one wants.

concept
:But

I
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the combination 2 - I - 3 does not involve anything like tlw.t.

It

And above all it

is work on consciousneee, not work on funotion-s •

is concerned with bein.s - not wltk what might be, only with what is.

It a man thblks too mob about his beloved along the v7a:J", he
will e:rea. te a. tsl.au~ picture in his mind of what she ie likth

And

then i:t he finds bar ha will sq " this is not the one I was seeking -

Yet if' he does not laaow of her already,

how oan he take the right road?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

One of the surest wqs of distinguishing between these two
combinations is by mean.s of the force with which they end.

~e

oombina.tioit 2- I - 3 ends with tae neutral or third foroe, the
combination 2 - 3 - I Qftds with th.0 active :force.

On

the level

of man's pqcholos:, the active force implies exoita.ble energy o:r

one kind or another.
the combi.na:tion

I - 3-

Tlds excitable Em.era leads verT easily into
2, when it is burnt up in uncontrolled

-a.otivities of various kinds, and laada sooner or later to the oppoai te
-

.

state -of depression.
different.

:But. tlle oombina.tion 2 - I -

.

l is quite

It leads to ba.lattee, 'better distribution of the ene:rgies

within ua, grea:ter harmony of beiag, and pa.rticularl.;, the ability to

fiad and to depend upon

OUll' own

inner

oonviotioni1 ♦

The a.bili:fcyr to :find something :real in ourselves - something

to which we can tum throughout our life - is perhaps the most important

of a.11 a.ims in oonneotion with esoteric and religious -teaehintJh
how

~

Yet

How ·ma.t'l7 provide --inatee..d a.

teachings actually provide tlu.w?

picture, an ima.g~ to -which we can turn - aomething which belongs -only

to the realm of thought and memor.,, and is not rea.ll;r our mm?

.And

even when real ex:periertoe comes, as it does to all of us, how manyteachings provide a. wa;r of :repeating this aperien.c• a. t will - of
keeping it a.lwqs a.live and active within um?

•

•

•

•
•
•
Yet the combination 2 - 3 - I has a right function too, for
...

. .

--

it is through the a.geney of this combination that the active principle

is released., and if this active principll!'> 1e brought to the right
plaeet it will enable tile combination 2 - I - J to work.

There is

an &Xa.Ot parallel of this on other levels within the h\U'!'la.n organism,
particularly on the level of the digestive process.
When the desire :for food is created within

tuJJ 1

iaaliva:ey juices,

enqmee and other 1mbstaneee a.re :produced within the bod,y, and these

enable the digestive processes to work.

Now it is the creation of

the desire for food, and the ensuing release -of these active substances,

which comes about through the combirlation 2 - 3 - I.

ihe actual

digestien of food - the breaking down of the substances we eat a.nd the

e:x:tra.etion of filler substances from them - is achieved through the .

combination 2 - I - j.

So both--0ombinations a.re necessar.r, and

the :function of one is interlocked with that o;f -the other.

Now there a.re ma.n.7· esoteric and religious teaohings which
endeavour to provide man w1 th 1he desire for higher experience.

B;y

teaching him how to prq1 1o meditate upe the idea of God, to retum

again and again to certain thou.gate and ideas, the,- create desire

within him.

:But thq oanaot in-thi• "118.7 produce the aotu.a.1 e:x:per1ence,

and that is the whole point•

l,ike a thiaty man - however much one

speak$ to him -of water it will not sati.sf)' his thirst.

Aad if there

is no watert what indeed. could be woraef
In the s.ystem -of medita.ticm we have been given this point is
0

abundantly clear. .

We do not prepare ourselves be:foreh.and by thinking

or this or that.

We do not &Ven conBider what kind of experience we

hope to e.chiev.e.

We just sit d.own and start to meditate.

And

presently the mind gets a little taste or a perfume of higher experience.

In this wq oe-rtaia enZ1JDel!I a.re released within us, and likfi\ a bee in
see.roh of honq the mind is looking f'or mo:re and more..

And so little

by- little it travels towards the source from which higher experience
come:!! ♦

At no point-in 'the process does thought or memo:ey eome into

it - at no point is the a.otua.1 experience 001'1:fueed with i ta <mn image,

only the real water-is given us to drink.

And so we arrive at the point where the law of three force~
can be applied to our eve:cyday- life,.

But how do we learn to

apply it to ever:,da;y life - whera is the place to begin?
pla ce to begia is the med.1 ta. tion.

The

If we could understand how

these .six oombina.tions a.ppl.3' to the meditation• we should see them
-i n eve17da1' life ..... :l. t could not be otherwise•

For what we find

in the treasur.r goes w1 th us into the market place - that is how

the meditation works.
Now the meditation itself is based on the law of three forces.
The word itself ocmtains these three forces; ,.. and when the word is
:repeated they form themselves into different eombinatione, producing
different effects an the cosmos -tlsat exists within us.

And who

we come out from the -medi tatiOD -a.ad go about our everydq life in the

cosmos that mn-rounds us, theae same cembinations of forces are

refleoted in. every-thing we do.

!t is in this way that the will

of the creator is expreased in all ou.r actioas.
It 1s said that when the creator meditates, new worlds, new
forms oome into erletence at everr moment.
the word on the level of i '\a origin.

Such is the power of

A.nd on the level of i te origin

we can assume that the seventh eambina.tion, the combination that is
inoomprehensib-le to us,- is the one that opera. tes • ··

-:But on our

own level - the level on wllich we sit down --and s ta.rt to meditate -

we have to begin where we are.

In fact there is on'.17 one way in

whioh we !!E. begin - only one combiaa.tion that will work.

Thie

combination is the one that begins with passive force; the eombina.tiOtt
2 -- l - 3•

And if ws take it in the simple-et

Wa;J",

this passive

:force -means us, sitting ~ere starting to meditate. -- And the word,

which comes from above, -is the acUve force which follows.

Out of
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the interaction of these two comes the third force, the blies that
the medita,tion brings.
Ev~;n ry time we repeat the word the three forces come together, and

every time we repeat it a. little more bliss is produced,

In -this we.7,

little by little, the mind becomes -filled with bli:se - sooner or la.ter
the mind beo.omes eaturated with it.
Now when the mind is saturated with bliss the combination

3- 2- I

The fl.uletion of this oomld.na.Uon is to unite man with

11:11 able to work.

the sou:roe - -to comiect him with the creative principle that exists within
him.

Bu.t normally there -is not -enough of the third f'oroe available, and

ao this oonn~etion eannot be made.

It i& only through the meditation

tha. t :i:t; becomes possi blEh
Now the oombil'ls.tion 3 - 2 - I ends wi ih the active prinoiple 1 and
it is this -a.etive principle with which we a.re united through. the

medi ta tio.n - it is- thie tha. t 'belongs to the source•

When it begins to

work in us it oa.n guide -us in. all our actions during the ~ , for it
comes .f rom above us, from a level beyoad ourselves.

. And when this

happens our actions become creative - they a.rise from the combination
'·

I - 2 - 3•
So during th.e dq it is the combina tie I - 2 - 3 which guides us,
during medi ta;liion it -is the combillation 3 - 2 - :I wldoh reunites us w1 th

the source.

Ea.oh depend.a

.of the other.

011

the other, and the one is the mirror image

But -neithei' of these cambinations is within our direct

control - the only com'bina:tion within-- our direct contl'ol is the combination

2 - I - J, and it is from this that everything begin~•
The fa.et that the combinations l -

a-

I and I - 2 - 3 are not

within our direct control is expressed 1n the system by the aqing that

"man cannot do",

- T'.ais saying does not

me&l'1

th..1.t -man ought to do - that

h~ is able- to do if he makes the right kind of efforts. · -On the contl'a..I'Y',

it means that "doing" comes from beyond Mm - from a place within him
higher tha.J.ti himself.

"Religious people - truly -religious people -

understand this when they speak of God's will.

:But a ID1'thod is needed

of finding the wa:y to God's will, and that is wha;t the meditation is •

. .

.
•
• • •
But o:f' ooursa there is much more to it than that - the picture

•

•
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we have given is onq the barest outline.

All six combinations

are involved in the meditation .in one form or another, and sooner
or later we shall discover what their function is.

Probably

the combinations I - 3 - 2, 2 - -3 - I a.:nd-3 - I - 2 ea.eh have a.

.certain role - although a. subsidiar.7 one - in relation to the first

tb:ree combina.tionu we have alreat\, described.
-

We lia.ve suggested that the combination 2 - 3 - I has a. certain

function in conneetien with the release of enzymes required for the
digestive prooees, and that .thie function operates through tb.e

-Is it not possible that a

stimulation of desires or appetites•

simila.r :t\mction takes place on a higher level~ the -level of the
medi ta t1 on?

After a ~erta.in time, does not the desire, the appetite

Yet if we try to

for the meditation oome to ue na tura.l.l;r?

stimulate this desire a.:rtificia.11:1 by thinking or preparing our
minds, nothing goes right and the meditation will not work.

And then there are- the ,oombina.tions I -

3 - 2 and 3 - I -

2.

1I'he combination 1 -- 3 - 2 has a.lway1Lbeen connected in our minds
with automatic precesses - things that go b7 themeelve11 without our

intervention.

Certainly this description fits -the actual technique

o:t'. repetition - a. prooeae we learn how to do ,v1 th. less and leiJS
in te:r:fe:renoe ae time goes 011 ♦

But wha. t could be the pul':l)oe e of

the eombination 3 - I - 2?

We have learnt to associate this

eembination with erime and with enl, yet we know that the effeote
of the med.1 tation produce nothing but good.

Possibly' it is connected

nth. the power the medi tatJ.on has of clearing away obetacles dissolving 'blooks • which stand in our way and prevent the light

from oiroulating.
•

•

•

•

•

•

These are only' suggestions.

•

•

•

•

But the point, the real purpose

of the enquir.y- is sureljr clear al'iough.

If we oould understand

the me.ch.a.ni<:s o:f the meditation in terms of' the law of three :forces,

what a sa:fegua:rd this would be to the meditation itself!

For the

meditation has often go't lost.

At dif:ferent times in history

people have been given the meditatiOl'l, and then sooner or later
they have started to do it wrongl.T - thg ~Te started

to

ui,e the

we could see where thq went wrong - and how we go Wl"Ong ourselves then th$ medi ta.tion would~

get lost - it would su.rela' 'be

sa.fe indeed.

2 -1. - 3 -

1. -- 2- -

3

Regeneration
Transcend:ental meditation
(aso-ending)
Separation of fine matter :f'r-om coarse
Refining processes (sugar from molasses, steel :from iron ore)
Dige~ive processes
EvaporatioR (a-limate,)
Creation ef· worlds
Creative work, artistic.- creation
(descending)
'Building a hoU8e'
Growth

Evolution
Crondensation (climate)

3 - -2 - 1.

2. --- 3 - ]_

Unien
Remembe~Religious revelation
(ascending-)
Artistic: inspiration
Transc-ending
Transforming negative emotions into positive
Imagination
'Mood-making'

Indoctrination

(ascending)

Creating: ai.ti tudes

Unloaking of energy already present
Creation of desires
l.-3,.;._2

3-1-2.

Mechanical work
'Burning a hous-e'
Combustion in bod;r cmllsSpreading of' rumolU"S', epidemics
Entropy, heat death of · the universe
Reourring- tendencies
Momentum
Disintegration
Elimination of waste matter
Crime, criminal politics

(desc-ending)

(descending)

Release of' pent up energy

'Explosions'

I

It sometimes helps one's understand.ing of these six triad.s if' one
can find parallel

examples on d.ifferent scales.

Suppose we take-

three scales to start with - first, the scale of"' our individua,l life,
sec:ondly that of the life of' mankind, and thirdly that of the biosphere.
To start with the triad r23.

In our individual life we think of' this·

triad. as· that of creative work - work that is inapired by some eono.ept or
inspiration.

We said that the· inspiration comes· from the triad 32I, the

l'ast force of' whic:h gives the impetus, the energy required f'or the creative

triad to work.

At the same time we pointed. out that both these triads

depend on the accumulation of energy from a third triad, the triad 2r3.
In mankind as a whole the triad I23 refers to his great achievements
not just physical achievements, such as the developmen~ of the motor c::ar
or the aeroplane,. (al though these are c'erta;inly examples), but great periods
of cul tura.1. growth, like that o-r ancierrt Egypt, or the Greek civilisation~

or the Renaissance - periods which created new forms- in art~ new ways of
life, new religious understanding:, new social codes.
Now the interesting thing is that behind all these great periods of"
cultural growth the triad 32I must originally-have been at work.

If we
cmuld. get back far enough we should discover how these periods started.,
but we never Oc>n, beeaus-e the third: -rorc_e is always hidden.
All we know
is· that the :further back one goes the more interesting the art, or the
music:, or the philosophy of the period beeomes.
And then on the scale of the biosphere - o~ organic· life on earth - the
triau. I23 refers, of' course,., to evolution - the evolution of spec·ies..
Juirl
as man develops a pr-ot-otype motor oar or aeroplane, and after certain
modifications have been made he puts it into production,- so the Great
Laboratory of Nature develops, every once in a while, a new species of
animal or plant-.
If it proves to be suc:cessful it is put into prod.uction,
and increases very rapidly over the earth's surface.
Eventually:,- the
experiment may be disaarded or modified, but the :form of the original triad
is- alwayer the same - firs't, the creator (the active -force) produc.es a
prototype ( thee passive fbrce), and. then produc-tion or multiplication goes
ahead (t-he neutral force).
Like the stars oft-he Milky Way - :first a
prototype star is produced, then from this prototype all the stars in the
Milky Way c'Ome into being.
star,o-f

a

solar system

But who first thought of irhe

like ours?

~

of' a

That would be the triad. 32I.

To return t-o the biosphere - to the Great Laboratory of Nature.

There

is another thing a.bout evolution.

Nature tends· to specialise ... to

produce species with special characterisi.io:s,. spec:ial abilities.

This

tendency, . whicr.h is the triad 23I, is very important and. nec_essary.
it sometimes gets out of hand, and then there is· trouble.

But-

If the

characteristics are not in line with the general direction, sooner or
later the spee:ies disappears.

That is what happened. to the dinosaurs

out no-one has yet discovered what the purpose of that e:x:perimentwas,. although there axe many theories.
Specialisation usually means that one characteristic, develops at
the expense of certa-in others.

Consider the bat, for instance_- it

has the most extraordinarily- acute sense of' hearing~ right up into
the supersonic· range, but it cannot s-ee - it has lost th~ power of' vision.
Far better to be an old crow,. who can hear and see as well!

Compare- this triad· with the triad. 2I3, and you will see something
very interes ting.
0

The triad 2I3 is c:0nc:erned with new chara.cteristic..so,

new developments,. but they are a;lwa;y-s· in line with the gen~ral direcr.tion
of evolution.

As for- instance the development of warm blooded creatures-,

or the ability to live on dry land: - these are not specialisation, they
are something quite diff'erent.

It is a question whether- the change

leads t-o greater independence, greater freedom from the laws of' one·' s
environment.

And so, too, with man.

If man is going -to survive

his environment he will have to realis-e the a.angers of spec·ialisation.
After a;ll, even the cells of his body,. however specialised they m~ be,
are able to work together- under a, general plan-.
Hbw do these tw-o triad.s- apply to individual man - how a.re t-hey r~lat-ed

ta

hi:s

inner growth, his being?

In order that man's being can

develop as it should, it is necessary for him to follow those capaoi ties·
which belong to his real nature - in other words, to be himself.
Thisis· the triad 2I3.
The, triad 23I jumps in; to take its p'.!,ace as soon
0

a13'

man begins to think - to form

a,

c-ertain picture in his mind. of what

he should do, :or in other words to imagine his aim.
lead.s to the feeling of

1

This inevitably-

ought', to the idea that one has to get somewhere,,

that something has to be changed.

We have no idea what has to be

changed - it is all imagination!
The wrong use o:f the triad 23I is very deep-rooted in the past - not:
just our own :past, but that o:f many school methods, which have becrome
d.istorted and v-.rrongly applied. to modern- lif.e.,

The med.i tat ion is a

way o:t escape from all this - but only if one understandS'.
0

It is- quite

possible to use the- triad 23I in meditation, instead o:f' the triad. 2I3,

in fact, , many forms of meditation do exactly this.

But it is not the

same thing

it- is a different kind of' aci;ivity altogether..

one tell?

How does, one know?

How can

One should be able to tell by the ef'fec.ts of' the meditation.

The

first thing it should dO is to make one more normal - more like other

pe·ople, more eonnec..t ed with everyone.

Secrondly it should make one·

less dependent on the help of a teacher or a school - it should enable

one to get this help from within.
Third.1y it should :free one from the
habit one has of' taking everything personally·.
And fourthly,,
it should :fill one··' s · l if" e with happiness, instead of· weighing it down
with :one,' s· personal psyehology.
understand

La-st-ly, it should help one t-o

triads· - partie.u.larly the dif':ference between these two

3r2.

In na-tu.r-e, t-he triad I32

is probably o-onnec:ted mainly wit-h combustion

with the burning of' high

'I'here remain the two triads

r32

f

and

energy carbon compounds in plants· and living creatures to provide thee
requirements of life.

This process is very strictly·

controlled - it can only· ta.keo place in the· presence of ni t.rogen c·ompounds

or· enz;rmes· - the third, or neutral :forc-e- - and the end product
process-· is- carbon d.ioxide and wai;er, the passive force.

of' the

So· we get the

ord,er carbon - nitrogen - o:xygen, or in our- terminology, active - neutral -

pa.-s-sive ..
On the other hand, the triad I34 is not always und.er control.

On the-

scale of' man's activities it has always· been assoeiated with mechanic.al
actions.

And although mechanical actions are· noir necessarily, evi½ it

was always said that without them evil cannot manif'est..

And with

individua;-1 man this is equally- true - it is when the light we get from
the meditation has begun to fade that things go along mec-hanic.ally-, and
in this situa-tion we are exposed to many- dangers. ,
The triad. I32 is simple enough, but the triad 3r2 is far :from simple
to understand.

It was always referred to

am:ioc·iated with violence.

a;s

'crime' - criminal actions·

But this must be its wrong :function.

In its

right plac·e it must mean something different, unless we are to suppose·

that crime itself has a right place-.

C'erta-inly the destruction which

inevitably :follows the criminal activities of governments and nations

cai.'1. be s:een to have a reason on a much larger s-cale,.

Every civilisation,

every nation, even every race of mankind. must sooner or later disappear
and give plac-:e to another.

But why this: procress should be a-ssoe.oiated.

with s·o much su.ff'e ring is dif'fieult to understand.

On the scale of'

the bi.osphere, it- is rather a di:ff'erent m-e.ti;er.

immed.:i:at-el,)';" di sintegra:tiion:, t ·aJtes· plae-e.

Whem living · matter d"ies,

This disintegration is

a;

carefully organised. process, worked out in gr.eat d.eta;il by the Great
Laboratory of Na-tu.re.

And there is little doubt tha:t this· is the

same triad at work - the triad 3I2 - but the interesting thing is tha-t
in t-his case the disintegration process produces,- s-omething use:ful. - it

prod.uc-es chemical substances which are essential for the growth of plants-.
One can see how the triad 3I2 is interlocked with the triad 213 - the

process whereby· Nature cronverts inorganic into living matter_... the proc.'Elss·
of integration·, which as one might expeet f'rom the order of' forces, is· the·
opposite, the mirror image, o:f disintegration.
Perhaps· if we crould f'ind' examples of these triads· on still larger scales
we should ctisco.-irer rnor-e a.bout their proper :funo·tions.

hydrogen into helium· on the sun,. for instance.
the triad of combustion?

earth arise·?

The burning of

Is this the triad I32,

And if' so, how does the creai;ion

or

life on

Has- this some connec1:ion with the presence in the sun: o:f

carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen - elementa which f:orm the· basis- of' al.J,. !i'ving
things?

It is interesting that .these three elements, taken in

c·onjunction with hydrcraen, were originally used in the system - as the
n-ames of the three fore-es.

This was a long while ago, when the· study

of the chemical elements· was only just beginning.

But the knowled.g e

that .they a;ls,o exist on t-he sun is: comparatiirel;w reaent - and the

:implication is,, of· course:, that t-he two things might be e:onnec-ted carbon,. o:xygen and nitrogen on the sun, and o~gen·, earbon:, and mitrogen,

on the earth.

These are· the two triads I23 and 2I3, the triads: o:f

creation and .regenerat~on.

1· 1111111 1111 1111

Suppose we forget about man's world for a while·, and. turn
to the world of plants.

What goes, on, within the

What is a plant?

tiny world of a daisy, for instance?
Even tinier than the daisy is the s ·eed, from which it c-omes.
d.b es the S'e ed come into being?

When the daisy is in flower d.uring

the summer time,-,, fertilisation takes place.

triad }2I.

How

Fertilisation is the ·

Out o~ fertilisatiorr, c-0mes· the seed, and when the daisy,

wi thers and fad:es in the autumn, the seed falls to the ground, where
it remains-.

This, passive state of" the seed is a stran.ge thing - it
But when the third force,

may go on for years·, even hundreds of years ..

This germination process

the right envii.r-onment eomes, it ger-minates.
is the triad

23I.

But the new s ·h oot has to live and. grow, and t'he lffe pr-ocesses which
go on within it at this early stage are made possible by the triad
the triad. of c-omonstion.

I32,

At the same· time waste products are prod.u c-ed,

mainly carbon dioxide and water, whic-h are eliminated by means- of' thetriarl

3I2..

And so after a Ii ttle while, the time- comes -

just a;bout

this time of the yea:r - when t he young shoot is able to produce enough
green leaves· for photosynthesis to ta..lce place.

The sunlight strikes

on these greew leaves, and the whole complicated process of splitting
the water molecule a.nd releasing free o'X:ygen begins-.

The hydrogen

molecule allies itself to carbon, a.nd. so living matter is prod.uc.ea:.
The whole of this rey-sterious- process, on-which all life on earth
depends," goes· on- in our little daisy-, jusi;
forests of organic· life.

it d'oes in the great

It is characterised by the triad 2I3, a.nd

its ef:fect is to produc-e the

to grow.

aS'

right ene rgy

to

ene;ble the plant

This evolution of the plant, which c'ulminates in its

delicate little flower, i.s the triad

r23.

P-.nd s-0 we come baek onc:e

again to the point from which we began, th0 proc-ess of fertilisation, ,

and. the tria,d 32I ••.••,.,
321
231
I32
3I2

2I3
I23
32I

fertilisation
germination
combustion or re-spiration
elimination of waste products
pho-t.osynt.hesis
growth or evolution
fertilisation ........ .

It is extraordinary to think that the little d.aisy contains
the same six triads as the solar system?

Incidentally, I read in

the papers that the sate,lli te which the Americans have, dispatched
to the planet Jupiter reports· the existencre o:r vast elec:,t rical. st-orms

on the surface of the planet.

This- would. see em to indicate that

nue:l.ear f'is:S-i:on takes place- in Jupiter's- c:ore, as· it d.'oes on the
S'llll,

anff that one d:ay, perhaps-, Jupiter will become a star.

A vecy

0

big 'perhaps-', for none of us will be there to see it happen, but
interestingnone the less, and in line with certain theories o:f our
system about the planets.

But what is this process

of' becoming a star?

One of"' its main

features· must be, the ability to produc:a he·at - to have its own furna.c.-e-,
as it were-, instead of relying- on heat f'rom outside s-0urces-.

Strangely--

enough, this is· something which man possesses,. and to some extent the

daisy too - it. is the triad we cralled 'combustion' - the triad I32.
In -the sun it takes- plac:,e through the burning- of hydrogen to prod.nee
helium, a,nd. on our sun as distinct from many others, c:arbon, oxygen·
and nitrogen have to be present- as :cAtalysts.
The reason for this
is too technical to understand, but the scientists- themselves are
inc·l ined. to the belief that it has a connection with the presence of
the same three elements in organic:: life - carbon,- oxygen and nitrogen,

which join with hydrogen in forming the basic ingredients of all
li-wing matter.
One would expect thiS' link between the sun and the, presence- o:rlife on earth to be an example- of the triad I23 - the creative triad,

which is of c-ourse quite different :from the triad I32 in its action.

If the sun is able to create· life, which we surely· all believe, then
this would be the

wa:y

in which it happens.

At the same time we have

to remember- -that the evolution of organic life, a.s distinct f'rom its
creation, is an -ascending process, , the triad. 2I3.
Energy is expended
in creating life, but energy is regenerated in the d.evelopment of'
living creatures.

By the first proaess heat is lost, by the see-0nd.,

heat is regained.

These are the two basic- triads, of' creation and

regeneration with which we began.
· So here are three, out of the six triads, on this, enormous
sca:le.

To discover the other three is not so easy, for we know so

little about- the origin of the solar system, or how it was eonc,eived.

Nor do we know what its- eventual fate will be, and how i't will
sooner or la:ter- die, and be destroyed •• u

Let us get back to fundamentals, a;bout these six different triads·.
There are two triads; which begin with the active for<re - the triads.,
I23 and I32.
What is t-he dif"ferenc&betwe8n them?
With the triad
I23, action. (I) meets immediately with reais:tance, or inertia (2), and
usually a· good result £:allows (3).
With this triad y.ou ha.v.e t:o
keep pushUJg>; all a.long tile line - it- wont t:P along; on its, own.
Wit-Ji,
the triad I32, things · go along by th.emselves.
The active f-oree (I)
gives t-he initi811 push,, and the wheel goes- on turning under its· own
momentum (3) until the energy i&· exhausted, which is, the· pas-sive :forc:e-

(2) at the end:.

Then there are tb.e two triads: whicil begin with the passive forc:e the triads - 2IJ and 23,I. .
The triad 2I3 is the s-epara.-tion of" f"ine
matter from e:oars:e.
It is typical o:r maJ\Y manuf'aeturing proc:enes,.
Coarse ma.1tter (2) is: subjected to a' powerful source of" energy or heat (I),,
which break81 it· down, and enables a more purefied substance, to be
erlracted(j). This is -the Wa.Y our digestive prooessworks - the :food!
in the stoma.oh (2) meets· with powerful enzymes (I) whi~.h break it down
and enable more puref~ed substances (3) to enter the bloodstream.
The triad 231 is essentidly different.
It is· the- wq in wkiah
pewerful sources of' ener.gy are, unlocked.
In, the:c triad 2I3 the
highe&t level of: energy c:omes: in the middle, out in this triad iit comes
at the end'.
like magic,

Two lower le-vels of· energy produce s: kighe!r - it: nunds
8lMf in. a; nnae i it is,.
But the,, high energy- must obvious-J.;,r

be latent- in the passive f'e1'n {2) at 'the , begtnnillg-y andJ wken 'th.e' righ-tic

e:onditi.onsbem:,me available,

(3),

it- is· released: (I).

ambina.tion look - if' you know the combination,, you just turn up the·

right

numbers, and t-he door openSc••••

Surprisingly, , thier triad is, a: very common one ,- in f'aot we are using

it all tke tim•·•

It is· the wa_y in whie-h desires are created.
But
it al&'O a.ppears, in ot"her former - in proaesses, which we never connect
in the ordinary wrr:,.
The germination o:f seeds,, for instance, great
soienti:fie disc:overies,, imagination of all kinds,, . apee:ialiS'atiO!l', ani
posstb-ly t!ie,, production of nuelear energy.
And then there are the two

triads: which begin with the third or

neutral fera_w - the triads 321 and 3I2.
The triad 321,, like vhe
triad 23I we have just been dis:miseing, ends: with t-he Mghe-st level
of' energy(I).
But it begins: with the neutral foro:e-, (3:,), which implies
0

ba-lano:e-, or in a psyc:hologica.l sens~, emotion.,

It ithere:fore h.a.t the

sequence, emotion - thought- - a.crtion.

This triad, too·, , has, may ·

di:Cferen.t meanings,. but if one remembers that iit is1 the, mirror imag&
of ' the creative triad, I23, this usually helps, on& to understand! it-.
In one form or another it is, a getting: bsck to the origin of" t-hinga-, a

f"o~ of' union wi-tth the aouroe of' CTeation.

This o:an be taken on m~

different level&" - t-he conception o:f a work of a.rt,, the emo-ti'o nal
realisation of truth, or simply,r t-lae a.otivity &f' helping: otllel! people.

The triad JI2 a--1~ begins with emotion,, but t-he ao.tiv.e fera.e-, comes
in the mid:dle,; not at the end.

Often· this, triad refers to t:he

explosion of· pen1t up energy,, as for ins-tanoe whe-n one' a, f"eelings, {~) on. a
a:ertad.n subject have been building up for a • a:onsiderable irime,,, and a
oh.a.nee r"emark :f'lres- them o-rf. (I)...

At tl:Le end of• the story is the

passive-· ~ore• (2), whicm implies that one:i'e energy is, exhauried:.

Blrt

this triad obviously has, other meanings, - possibly it refers: to- o.erta-in

na.ture;l proce1raea, suoh a.a· the-, di.sintegra.tion or d:ec:a.r of' certain
On the sc:a-le of governments, and
unwanted subs-tanoeS' in nat'a1:'enations,, it- waa, origina.-117 referred to as 'crime,'.

You will have realised by now that some triads: seem to be betterthan others, - less, likely- to go wrong.
This ia. because o:t the: level

o:f' their origin.
level possible.

The triad~ I23, 2I3, and 32I originato on th• highest
There is only one higher- lev.vl - that o'E the absolute,:,

on whieh the action of the three fora:es· is ine'Omprehensible to us,.
tk.e- tria.da I32, 231,,

3I2 originate, on, the· next level below - t-he

and)

level on which meehaniaal all:tions- begin.
be of much importance· "to

But

1lll'

This· might hard1y seenr, t-o,

on om"' level., but aotual'l.T it ia, beeauae

it is , taese th:rH triad.a, which a.re added at each suoaessd.n level, and
refer ~o its own. peculiar eharac:rteristies.

So what do they mean OD! our level - what are the peculiar
characteristics whioh belong, exclusivel.J' to man?'
The triad I32 ref'ers:
to- our turning: thoughts,, , the triad 23r refers, 'to our imagination, a.ndi the
Thea. t-hre-e ohara-oteristies, are

triad JI2 ref'ersc, to our suffering..

not necessarily wrong, in themselves- - they are, connected with. thee wq- we

are:, made, - but when, wa do tb.e- meditation they tend to get Mgld.iptc,.
and we feel the-y are preventiDl,t· it" from,

working-;♦

This is not aotuallyr

true - it is'. our- attitude to them which pre'VelriB' the medi ta:tion from
working, not t ·h e o-haraoteristies-: themselv:es.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - --

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--··-~

--

-
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About. turning thoughtlr - the triad I32 - the right thing 1lo do is, 1to
leave tkem alone - not t-o mind about- them.

You remember t-he lrlory a;bou'I;

When the party b.a.d begun and: h.e- knocked wt the

the, uninv.d.1tad guest?

door,. the owner or t -h e house did not push him o:rfr, or tell liim · t -o go awq,,
he asked him, in politely and gave him a.- eea't in a, quiet place,, with plenty

of' magazines, to read.
party0

,

After a while he got bored.

he said·, "I'm going hl>IH'~

"Th.is isnt- much of' a

And s-o h.e left •••

About imagina:tion - the triad 23I - the answer is not quite so simple.

This triad has many different f'orms.
It us-ually means one is trying to
get somewhere, or starting of'f.' with a pree-onoeived idea, or doing; it in one·' s
own wa.y, whio-.h aeem&• much better than the wa.y we were: told.

Onc:e one has·

had 1tha:t er.tra:ordinary experience of" the mantra· coming from beyond one,

ot: doing what it has t:o do,. regard.leas.: of what one. t=h.inks, -the probllem·
ceases, to exist~ longer.
A:ndJ laatly, about- negative emot:iens·.

I remem'bel! hearing an answer read,,

wh.ieh the Shankaraaharya * had given 1to s,o meone who asked him, "What is the

right attitude • when oue. ia assail.ed during: medita-tion with negative t'houg):i:te
0

His, reply was, "In suck a,, eircumriana.-e t-he rig,llt attitude
* Sh.ankaracha rya. Shantanand
is'. "I e'Oultl.n.t care less"tt.

and: f'eelings-"?

These three triads:-a.re referred to in the Gospels-, particularly, in th•
I~ you remember. the seed, which

parable of" the sower and the seed.
inaidentally is described later as-, the
fa,lls· in three different pla<res.

"word",

is thrown

~

the so~ and

It falls- by the wayside, and- t-he f'owls,

of thee, ail" - our turning thouglltJ3, - o:ome down and ca:rry- it- a.way.

Thie is

It falls,. also on_- ston;y
grOUlld;
~d m!ems:i at :!rin:t
.
- --- ..
--·- - -io be,

the triad 132.,

doing well - this is , th&' triad 23I, whicrh always- gives- exe'i tin& resul t.s,,
peak e:xperienees-.

But- as, it has: little deepness o'f' earth -

only on imagination - when the sun eomes, up it is s-crorahed.
seed falls· among-; tho'.Pns,

aJll

it is, based

Andl las.,t ~ "trhe

- which prevent it :from ~ow.ing_,and choke it-.

This - ia the triad 312, the triad o~' negative emot-ions - the cares, and' troubles·
of t-he world.

But- some aeed: f'a.-J.ls, on good ground ,.-".""
the triad
2I3.
'
-- - .
--- -

G'ood state or bad,, it- makes, no di:fference - ther~ ·i1i" Jtl>'thi»,g t-o be· dlone- : '

itself'.

-exca.pt to~: to-llow the ma31tra, and' -- the, r ~ will l~ok -after ·

--

"Jesus:, said: See, the 1T-ower went- out-, h& filled his hand,
he threw.

Some seeds, fell non the> nad; the birder oa.me, they gathened them.

Others• :f!ell on the :rroak and did' not atrike root in t-he earth and dJid. no1t
produoe ears.

And' others, :f"ell on the thorns;

th.e worm ate t-hem.

good fruit-.

they cl'loked the s.eed and

And1 others fell on t-he gpod earth;

and it brought forth

It bore sirly per measure and one hundred twenty per meaaure".
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In order to und.erstand triad.s, we have to thinJc of them, not
as fixed events, but as moving and changing all the time, flowing
from one 1evel into another, appearing and disappearing.

For

triad.s are seldom separate - they form themselves into chains or
processes.

And these processes are either ascending or descend.ing

nothing can ever remain on the same level.

Let us try to express

this in the following Wa:J:2 ••• I •• •3=2 ••• I.•·• 3=2 ••• I ••• 3==2 ••• I ••,. 3=2 ••• I.•"• 3 etc. ete ••
An example of this particular process would be the d.igestion
of food.

Food enters the mouth (2), where it is attacked. by various

digestive juices

(r),

and prepared for entry into the stomach(3).

The food in the stomach now becomes the passive force(2) in the
next triad., and. is attacked. by various active enzymes(!) which
rend.er it into a suitable form for entering the bloodstream (3).
In the bloodstream the food now becomes the passive force in a
third. triad(2) where it is conditioned still further by various
sedretions (I) which enable it to become absorbed into the structure
of the body cells (3) •. And so the process continues - and a:t each
step the substance of the food bec~mes more and more rarefied •••
This process is obviously an ascending one, the reason being
that the third. force (3) is higher in level than the second force (2).
This is alwa;y-s the case - active force is highest in level, passive
force is lowest in level, and third force is intermediate.
A typica-1 example of a descending pr-ocess would. be the triad
This oould be expressed as follows:-

An

example of this process would be when a house catches fire·

and is burnt to the ground.

A match(I) is thrown inadvertently

on the floor and catches the curtains on fire(3), and they are burnt
to a cinder(2).

As a result of the conflagration the curtains have

meanwhile set on fire(I) the pelmet and the panelling in the r-oom{3),
which begin to burn merrily (2).

These in their turn set light-(I) to

the floor joists(3) which begin to blaze ••••and so on and so on.,
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No question about this triad being a descending one!
in the case of the triad I.u.2 •• .,3 it is not so obvious..

Rut
This

is the triacl of creation - the wa;y in which d.ifferent species grow
and. develop in the biosphere, the wa;y in which our own bodies grow,
the building of great achievements, physical construction processes,even jus~ hard physical work - any process- in which active effort
is continuously meeting resistance, and good results follow:-

But why is it a descend.ing process?

Obviously, because the

third force(3) is lower in level thaw the active forc:e (I)

but

in· fact because it is a process which moves all the- time from
unman:i.fest to manifest - and when,. in the last extreme, everything
has been created, has bec-ome manifest, motion eventually ceases.,
These three processes are going on all the time, everywhere
around us - in our work, our lives, our daily conversations. Yet
how seldom do we see the difference between theml
wonder why nothing is achieved.

And then we

And why is nothing achieved?

Simply because we are using the wrong triad •.

What a wonderful

d.iscovery to make!
But there is a much more important thing we can learn from
studying these different triads.

Each of us has a burning desire,

d.eep a.own inside him, a desire to find his wa;y to the kingdom of
heaven - to find how to get there at will~

Suppose we could

d.iscover the right triad - perhaps that is all we need.

But-

what is the right triad - which of the six would it be?
If we look closely at these six triads we notice that three of
them are d.escending processes and three of them are ascending.

The

descending triads are I •• 2 •.• 3, I •• 3 •• 2, and. 3 •• r ••,2, and the
ascending triad.a are 2 •• I •.• 3, 2 •• 3 •• I and 3-..-2 •• I.
descending triad. is the triad of creation, I •• 2 •• 3..

The first
Although of

great importan-ce in other respects, this triad is not for ascending
it is not for going inward towards the centre."

Nor can the other

two desc:ending triads be considered, for one is concerned with
involuntary actions, the other with destruc-tion or disintegration.
Of the three ascending triads the first one seems the most likely
2
choioe, the triad •-• J:•• ~
The difference between this and the
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second ascending triad 2 ••• 3 ••• I is very important.

The triad

2.;;. I ••• ,3 can take us to the kingdom of heaven - it can ta...'k:e us

all the way.

But the triad 2 ••• 3 •.•• T is often' mistaken1for it,

and that is

why some people cannot get there, for they

use this triad instead •.
With the triad 2 ••• 3 ••• I
what we are seeking.
create desire.

By

we make a picture in our minds of

holding this picture in our minds we-,

Desire produces efforts - we try to bec,ome, or

to obtain what we are seeking.
way

But desires created in this

are very unstable - the pendulum swings and we are back at

the other extreme.

And even supposing our desire was achieved,

what really is it?

H may be a false pic::ture, an idle dream.

But with the triaa_ 2 ••• I ••• 3 it is
we reach the kingdom of heaven....____ -~
1-Q

different.
-_,r1,-

,-Y""O •

_

_

_

1-_

Whether

..:r

~(~~-~

but i~ we do get ther~ it really is lthe kingdom of heaven
that's the import ant thing.
,p,wt~,.;~,-t~
!

1r ... 3

The triad 2 •••

And it isnt ever ·

ends with the third force.

the same as· we•
If there is

enough of this third force· it can lead i ~ ti:;! ~tc.J!'.J ~he thr-~e , 1
.
.
.
3 •• • 2 • ••,I •
Th"
. d is/\
.
ascending
triads,
the triad
· is t r1.a
_~
,_ •
It is like a single event - something that comes on its own.

As

if the dye in the cloth were suddenly fixed - but you cannot say
just how or when it will happen.

Like everything else connected

with this method, the matter is not in our hands!

' ' .,

5-l3
Ih the last chapter we were disaussing diff ereni.- proc:essea-,
particularly the piroo.esa, by:r whi<ili finer levelm of· energy are, ex:t.l!ac.te.d

bom t.he, :f:o-Glt we eat, the airc-- we orea:the- ancll the impressions= we ~-tv..
We called; 1this process, an as:oendlng'. one, and we crompared it with other·

process:es., in Nature whio.h a.re descendlng, like 1the• sun's, nadiattons.,,,1
which give ou't tremendous, quanti'tiea: o:tr energy

whic:n is ' non-reversible,

and will1. soonen· m- l ta:t'e r bec.ome exhausted.,
Now both 1these pnocess.-es f:'olIDow o:ertain laws· - llaws, whio.h are,

universal in oharao.ter and hellp 'to explain a grea:t ffla.I\Y things-- we neve1r
knew be:ftime.

Suppose we examine·· the first ofr' thes-e two· pno:ctes:ses; in

more detail - let us try wsee what aetua.Ut happens:e
We said' tna.1:' the f'oo,t we eat enbrs the stomach and is1 attacked' ~

various· enzymes, which separate, out finer matter from i-tt, , suoh as·
oarbolzy-dr.ates, fats· and proteins, whioh are:, able.> t-o pass: through the

walls, of' the stomach and enter- the ble:od'~tream.

D-J.agranunatie.al:lw

this a.an be expr.asaed: as a ' .triad' or. e:ombination o:tr timee ftoro.es., 1thua:-

emr,ym·as,

aarbo1"vdratea, :trata,
pr.ot eirut e:-t-c:.

food

Actually of· cours-e it is~ far more aomplicated than that - 'there,
are: severall proc:esses whio-h have t-o take· plac:e:, bef"ore.> the:, food gets;

Bu:t- genera:lltr speaking,: they are, al.l of:' this
type - ct-ense matter iet attacked liy'r s:ome powenf'\11 agent· which bre.ak&: i1t
down, and' enablea: finer states, of· matt'er t:o b:e erlra-oted frrom it-. The
same thing is true o:tr many manufacturing; processes,, . sueh as., 1the
as . far as:: the sbmaoh.

pnoduct'ion of' petnoleum fr.om oru.d'e oil', ozr of' high grade:, st-e&l. :fmour,

The agentrvhioh breaks down the raw- materiali - - in, this

iron ore.

case, the enzymes-, in the st-omacm -

ilt _-· on

a higher- lleve-I:_ t-ha.n ei-ther-

o.fr the other-- two elements, t'he t'ood: is, lowest in levell., and:: the
carbohydrates, :rats a.nd pr:ri'eiJUt,, which are the entf product'- ofc' the-

pnoee&S', are on a level which is intermediate.
Now in al'l proc:e-eses, of· -this- kind the naw ma:terial -

t-he f'oodl - ia:

the passive: e?l'ell&nit, the agent- - the enzymes - are:, the, ae1d va ellememt"
a.net the:, end prmiucrt of the proceBS" - the a:arlinh;rdrattes - a:n· ne~1..ker

active no:n- pa.asiire:-, - they :~

• a; third element: whieh in• this,. aase

happens tto be the resuJLt-. of the proc:esa,,.

and)

whieh for lack of' a bettimr

word we c:al1 'mt-ermecliate---' .-

intermediate

passive

It will be appreo:ia.ted' that there arec really timee thing&'. whio.h
determine the- nature of this- triad:- ..

'F'here is the' nature, of' the

t'hree f:oras, t:hemsel.ves- ~ aotiva, pasaivec andi intermedia.t& - and· here
the point'- isc that there- a.lwa;ys, hava tv be

only two:,- nothing would' happen.

~

f _orc-ea - iif'' ther:e:, mme

There, is the lleveli on whicm these

tlmee :fi:oro:es· opera.ta, - and here the point' is, that the aativ.e for.c:e, :iia
a-lwqs, hig'1'1eat: in leve1::, 1 the pal!S1ve f':orae lowed in llevel',, aud' the

third' f:onc::e intermediate:.
0

And t!hirdcrw- there ia tihe' orden- ini which

the thnee fc0roes_· o-ome in the triad - - in, this eaae pass:d.veo ffora:e f'timat:-,,
a-cti.ve :force second anti intemnediate force thirdJ.

As.1 we s-halJll

presen-t-J q see:,, it': is this-· order- of:' the three £:ora:es: whieh d1et81'lldnes, t-he-·

difi".erenc:e between one kind oft-- pr-o:oess: and" a.not-hen-.
Iiet us nt>w o_onsider the-, other.- erampie - the sun' B' radiations,.,

This

proc::ess-, which is:, a deso:ending : one,. cam be expressed' diagrammatieallllyr

as fc:rUJows-:-

(s:ee ov.er)

sun's:
radiations

m-eatioa- 0-£
lli--ving :ftonm.

organic, ma-t;teron.: eart-h' s: surf!'ace

This ia, the creative process.

The sun'a- rqs, are the· aot'iva,

principle, on the Highest level, the organiC" matter of. vhe earth'a
surf'"':ac-e:· is· t'he: pa.SBive: princriple-, on the lowest llevelL, a.ndi the: liid'ng
0

forms- which a.re oraa:tadJ

are t'he t'hird princ!iple, on a.m intermediat&

level'.

- i 1t will be s-e:en. that there are, still the nm& three: for..o.ea as, then

wera in the previous esampl!e, and3 they riamf in the &a.me· :ir&lJatton; t:o:
each other- as: regardJ!t lJevelJ.,, but' their ord;11zr or· s:equemr.e iin the tr.iiad
is, dif'cf!erent~

intermedlbde

The question now a.riSQS - are there other- order& in which thes:a
three,:f:oroes can aombine, and: if so what proo:esses do "they repres:-ent?
Theoretio.al'.cy-, a little:, ~lementar.y mathematics will' show usc t'.ha:t- th,are
can onl!y be sir di:ff'erent: orders in which three f'oro:es· can c:ombin&,~

as.· fol:Lows :-

·-

--.::_

active: ~·.. in~e.~ediate .- .J:!a,ssive

pass£l\T~ - .a<tti,re -Jnt~med1ate: '.
pa~SiV'(l·':, ,i,ntenned1ate, - active"
irlermecliate - pasaive - r~i.'ve·

intermediate, - active - passive.
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Taken to i b

logical e:onalusion,, this: means; that there can-1

onil.yr lie s:d.x- ditr:trerent:c

ways, in: which· things-· C:&ni
happent,.c- that
a;lll t-he
..
.

,

ditter.en1t. pnoc.essea: and events: which talce pllaee: in t.he whol.le
univ;en.&e. are redueible 'fto sb •

Thi&;

id'e:a i's,

stamt-l Jing•; :L'nl

111~

its.:: s.i.mplio:ity:, that one f'ae-lls: lioundJ t--cr examine· it- f.ur.ther~ and to
dis-crove~ Ur it is re-al~ tzme.

Bu1t what d:b these six di:tr:trere-nt• pro-o:esses mean?
O:rm-- of' -the·
keys: to an understand!i:ng-: of· their meaning: :t& c1conneet'ed wi1tlh t:h&·
fone:&- we have eallled 'intermediate•.
Or<finari~,, the idea t-.hat
this: thi.J?d
0

f"OlWEJ·

dif'f'icul-t 11-o

exiats is: not- und'e rriood:,, andJ we: find! i.--t, very

&e.e: -

in faot, it has· 'ha.en s·a;:iid 1th&t man-,

in the

ordinary mliY', is, 't-hird f'orea- blind'•·
two ~orces- is, clear enougp. - semefl.mes wa call t-hemi acti.va and! passive,

som&times: efiorl and res-iatance-, .

re~:.td.~,, or poait:ive and; negative-.,

force- and inertia,, aation and
Bh:l

WEI'

canm,t:

S'8:El

that a t:hird

f,oroe:· a,hr~s:• has, to be present - H has: 11:4- ba ther• or nothing· will.

happen..

Sometimel!f-'

w&

oan rengnise: i 1t in the fo1W1 of'• 11-he envi:uenmed:-

in which things-•hap~. s.omet:mea, it: appears: as the , nsulv,, and
aometimea: it. appears as:'. a balancing- element between-, 1rhe· ot-her 1iwo

:f!:oro:es,,, like, the f1ll.cmwn of· a- balance, or the axle:- of a· whae.1.. Bid
alwa,yEB it haa- t:o be there, an.di t:he trol'lll· in which i 1t appears depe-nct-s,
to some ertent-- on the omen in which it c.omea in the triad - whetlielt
i-t- ~mes., last in order. or seo:ondi, or f'irs:t.
Now- the idea- t:hat there are: t-hre:e f'orcs-s behind al]. phenomena in:
It oo:ours:, in a- :f"orm known, to all!.
the- uni verse- is not: a new idea-.

o-e·

US',,

in the Holyi 'l'rinity- of- <niririian tradition.,

The., Father is

tha· active· prine.iple-., the Son is: the· pas--sive prinatple-, . and' the· Hol;r-"
0

Ghod is the- third or intermediate· principle, wa. have- juat- be.en
0

describing:..

But: t~s, i~ on- a · very high leve:l;

:rtil.~

a.ntf i1t ia: ve'1:'y

diffi011lt~:·-t~ ,ttnd~EJtand'.
·what i ~ means. , Yet ac.tu~~ ·tilea-·' ar&
the a.a.me three f'orc.es,. on whatrier level:. they IDaa' lie; and when

Ohriat tells: his diam.plea: that he will be ret:urnli.ng · t-o :t-Jia, Fattha-,,
anti t ih at he will ask- the: Fath.en to a.end t:he· Holy Ghost, , the C,om:roirte,.

who willl llead them· int:o all tr.ut-lt, - perhaps, we c.am s.-ome1times cate:ltJ a
gl.jjmps-e: of· one off: t:hes:e s.ix triads.•.••••

And the other place where we a.ome aoros.s: 1the same-, thne-e :fol!Cl.ea·
i&'.

in the Shankarac-b.a.rya!s: tradition, in the.· idea of abs.olut'e - blliB8 -

nnscci.ousnes.s ..

Here aga.i.n the idea is, on a verry high level, and
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perhaps for that very reas-on; we s:ometimea fail t:o see how praetio:a.11
it is:.

For the word 'aos-olut:e' refers t:o one's, identity, one's ']['.

And a:ensaiousness is= awareness of this·

attenvion on what one is doing.

':rr• -

awareness of~· ones:el:ft -

In; this senae·· the a.baolut'e ie, fille

active force, aad aonsciousness is the passive..

And· fie bli&l!t whic.it

a:omea from: awareness: - fr:om attention 011; what one is doing - iS:' the:
third tronce - -the last ef t'he timee f'orc:es in the triad..
So the
triad of! creation is:- not so: far awq - it is" really just the saine,
triad as, that which nfers on, all' ordinary level to- oreative worlt: work carried out with aare and attent;iorr-- work-whiah we enjoy.
On a l'a.rger scale thiEV triad ref'erSo 1io all work carried cmt1
a.gains~ resistance whieh leads 1;o a good result - t'o mam'agreat
achievements: in the physical f'iel'd, for instance - the development::
e:f new areas of the earth's surf a.ea,. the build1ng of new roads, and
railwq&, a:rry enterprise whio.h requires long and sustained effort.
But the nerl triad is, very dif'ferentc.
It also begin!!' with the:,
aotive fOI'oe, but the third' or intermediate> force C£imes- nert".
This
implies that attention and: effort are not" required, for the third
force takes their: pla,ea,.
We cmi imagine t-he, vhiro' force as.'. a kind of·
fullorwn, or an arl'e about which the ot'her two· f:orces are turning..
Ones S'.ta.rt'ed,1 the process, crentinues on its own,.) llike a· revolving
wheel~.

Every kind' of mechanicllll.. a.ativity bellongs

1to this,triad -

ever;ythl.ng which goes by itself.
We are all· of

US'

:familiar with the wq in' which the firstc triad:

passes int'o this one,. at a certain stage in carrying out some new
aotivi ty.

At first t'he work is arduous and difi'lcul1t - iit requirea1

a. great deal of careful attentd.en.

But 'tlhen, gradually, it' gets:s

easier, and' one finds it is going on its o~

This, is ialll,wry

natural,~ rigjltr - until on:e makes a mistake.

Fox,:· one of' the,

oharaoteristios of' this triad' is:that it: is· 1t0t' adaptablle -it:: <nm
only do) what it has" learnt how tto, cto, and n-0thing elaeo.

This., pointa;

to• the fa.et that the third fora.-e is connected in snme wq with melllOJ?J':·•
To stu~ this triad on a larger sea.le we have only t'.o read t!he
newspapers,.

Inf'1ation, eo:onomio: orises, the growing, !la.ck- oft' controlL

in almost every field of social and: poli tio:al life - a.lll these are,

an indiea'tioni.

But the next t'riadi, which starts· wi1th the passive:

f'oroe, is of quite a di.f'ferent order:.

As we have geen in, the e:n.mplle

with which we started' - the erlraotion of' £1:air matver frem the fc:>:od'

we eat - this triad is, c:-onoerned 1, ; basically, with tihe sepa:natiion

of fine matter from o-oarse.

On a social and

e<n>nomit s:oalJ.&, i1t

refers, t:o man's ability to talce the raw materials, of:' the earth' S:'
surface aml c::onvert them int'.o substa.nces of:' a higher.- levell, such

steeU f:m,m , ir:onore, peffol f:rom crude oil, o:_ertain foods, such

~

al!t

sugar and3 Eflua,ose, perfumes and' c::osmetios andi a- whole liest of

ohamicalr substanas, a-J.il' of. whioh have 'tio pass, 1thnoug,h a serie83
of ref;i.m.ng p:no-oesses;,, usually with the help of certain oatalqats, ;

whioh perf'.orm1mu.ah the same funo:tion as the eney11aej:j in our- own.

digestive proaesaes:.,
Now- the f:ourth triad: a.lao starts: with tihe pamri.ve force, . bn:tt

as in the case of the sec::ond: triad, the third ol'r intermed1i.at'e · :ft'or.u-e,
c.x,mea,

nem-.

easy t:o 8'8e.

Thia:: triad ia: a vecy imperian1t one, but it:: is, no1t

S:Ct,

Psychologically,. it mea.Blf' the.t we hold sc0metning,, in:

mind whio:h creates desire, and' this:: eventually- leads: t-o action ..
As an example,, if:• one passes the same advertisement; d-a;r af'ter da;r,
sa.,-ingt for instance,, 'llttin,nemr, is:· good for ;yeu •, aooner on- lateone will buy some of the atuf'f\ ,

This, ia, a kind of magic - andJ

although it se81DS" innoc.ent" enough it pl~B"

human af'fairs.

a.n,

enormous· pari in .

No'ft only · advertisemetrts-,: but' fashion, . the stage,.

films:, televiaion, sport - all tihese:-and! llla.Jl1' other aspects of
secial.L life- are- :f'ull of -this:· triad.

In, a wider. s:ens:e i ti- is'. what

makes the wheels go round, - it is the wq in whioh man ereat-ea
the ene:ngy he need;s:, for action:..
And· ffl.nally, there are tile two triads which begin with the
third' fonce..

When the thi1'd force is at the beginning,· one aa.w
0

be reas=onably c.ertain it" is:· hidden- from us,_

In the firat o:fr these

. two triads it refera· to a particular state - a deeply emo-tdonal l:Ftate
which lead.83 'fto fr.1111 · attention, . and ends with rigtit.- acdion.

is the triad of , artistic inspiration - of the annc.ept!ion. of a
of'~ art.,

This;

womc-

When, a cromposer seetf:'. or heara, in his · mind' the whole o1r

a symphony in evecy detail - a.s Mozart used< 'tic do - and' afterwarda
all that nmains:- is :for him to sit down and· write it out - that is:
an e:xrample..

But of c:ourse the writing, outi- part is, a d'if.ferent:

triad - probably the first one on our list
getff' :from _inspiration
other- triad in motion.

- and the energy on~

- the active force at the end - set& tthe · · 1

s·o the two triads, are often interlooked.

This• triad has been called the triad of'.' s-el:f'.' nemembering, . ,

and there is a wonderful era.mple of- it in the New Testament,,; ini
0

the parable of the Good Samaritan.,_.

In; fa.et the New Testament' is,

full of descriptions and hint&' about thea-e six triads, one oft the
cdearest, perhaps, being the parable of' tile wheat and the tarea,,
whiah is· a de&eripti.on of the third: triad on our list - the' separdian

of fine matter f'-rom coarse.
Finallzy-,the sixth triad also begins with -the third' or: intemnediiate

force, in the form, usually.j of an emot'ional sta:t«y but: often a
negative attitude or grievance of &0me kind' which has- lieen. liui].t: up,
Suddenly the active
principle, in the form ofa ehanc:re remamc or an unexpected evenu off
some kind f\irea o:f:f'• this pent up energy and' one biowa-. one's:, 1top,.

The result as we:- know iB" prettiy dismal, and tthat is: wl\r the tm.ad:
0
•

ends- wi v.h the pasaive - the lowest" in level of the tlinee f'-broea·.,
On a. large acalle-,~ in the field:· off polities, andl s:ocial beha.viouir,,

this triad is usual]¥ Q.'Gnnea:ted with viol:enoe and' crime - and there·
iEr plenty: of evidenee of its:: being deli berateil;y uaed.

:Dni a sena& i1t

is:, all too-- easy - :first a.n atmosphere of dissatisfaction andJ
inti.olera.no.-e is liu.il-.tt up, then same ehalme evemt spanks- off a
revolution or a. seriefl' of rtotl!f, and s:ooner or later the nation· is,
reduo:ed' 1to a state of chaos.

A:t this-· peintf the aggresso~ n.ation-

stepB"' ilt' and takes oven control ......
Now- the point to nemember: ilt! trying -to think- about these ah
triad.Ef il!f that there is no question of right an<I wrong - we cannot

sq that one trta4 is, good and' another bad-.
has

a;

m.ght place - a. purpose in the scheme

Even tha l!ast tniad.

or· things:.

It ia,

a:onne«te<I, usually,, wit'h the destruction 0£ unwanted material., and
it ocnura everywhere in Nature - a.a: fer irunano:e in vhe disintegra:t±on:
and decompoaiti.on oftl-iv.ing matter.

But semetimea,- aa· in hur-.a

af-f'airs - it getg:, out of handl,-, and then, the results are veey· unpleas:ant-..
It has: a certain taste, whiah we learn t'o rec:ognise and avoid' - in

f"act, ea.eh of these sb triads has its· own: ta.ate-,, its:- own. pecui,.1j/a.;r<
quality, and' a.11.'hough we have- 1to a.tart thinking about them, ini a l~aall
wq, s,ooner or later: we learn how t'o senae the d:1.ffareno:e between; them,
1torea:ognise them instinctively, so- to speak..
,--

-~

According, t:o this teaahing vhere was0 alwqs saidl it• be, a seventh
triad: - a triad whieh waID bey-ond' maa·' s, comprehension-,, anct above allL
ordinary laWS:'.. This -triad: was

said to man:d.feat only on the ]even

o£-- the Absolute - it'- is t:he wq in wliie:it worllds, are creaied.l - -tlie
way in whieh tihe Universe ceme& inte being.

m

~- it: eaeh- :fcmee

the triad: o:an acrt in: vhe- capaci'fly' of' a:B8' other- f'or-ce-,, andJ t-here

is: no- separation oetweea thent- they aet

the idea is, the same

as,

the:· C:briatian Trinity..

a&'

one..

Ini this semre

t'hat of 1the one and: indivisible:· na;ture_, o:t

And· there is- a hint: of the:- same-- idea

m

the:, meditation - f'or t-he· meditation, when: i't reaches, i.'tit uil!tima:ht
stage~ alJso- become-a one• and indivisible - tlie ona- wha, iis: medi-tating:~
tl!ie-

mantra,, and: 11he object of' med:i.tation : ~ eBe· andi the· same

tlung..

U one remembera, t-he diagram of trhe eircle:, one aan s-&e
that- thia· IIIWlt 1\:e_· 1!u1.. For at it.he een'ime=• ~hi:ng: is one - no1i:hing·
is, separate a::rr, lcmge.,

Posai. b:l,y it would be easier t-o visualise these six triads if'
we use- a· kind o:f shorl'haadl..

Suppose we call the active foree:• I,.

the pass-i.ve:• force 2 and the intermediate force 3.

Then 1the-- f'irst

triad will b• E - 2 - 3,. i.e,•. acttive - passive· - interm.edlia:te, 'the:
second) will be, I -

amt ao on.

3 - 2, the 1third: 2 - I - 3, t-he f'omrth 2' - 3 - I,,

But: to gat an idea ef th& real meaning: of' each t'lr.::ilad

we hava 1to- :find: m&n7 examples= - and partieu1ar~ example-a on

Here is an a-t-t;empt 1i:o- deaeribe thenll en the
dif:fterent- aea.11as.
se:ale of· l'lla1lJ1 a, ae.'tivit:ies,, on t:he lines, we have, been d:isc.wming:-I-2-3

orea.1; i ve work

I-J-2'

meahanicalL aation~

2-I-J
2-J-I

ref':ining·pp-oc-essea

3,-2-I

artis~ic inspiration

J-I-2

crime,

Bu1i: if we

magia, imagination

~

detl'f;ruation.

the, seal.e:, t-o that of o-pga.nic life,. the,

:follJowing;descrip't-ionswould be more appropriate,:(seec over)

J

I-3-2

evolution of lliife
instinct in nature

2-' - I - 3,

photosyut-hea:is

2-1-r

specialisation

J:22'-I

beauty, fashion

3-I-2

decompos..i'tion

I - 2 -

Amr on 1the ac.ale: of the wholJ.e universe - on a cosmic

scale, - 1the, ah tm.acfs, eouldJ be d'eaoribed in t-he following,: wq-:-

:t-2-3

c:-ea:tion o£' wor-ldir

I:-J-2

entropy

2-I-3
2 -J- r
J- 2 - :t

regeneration

J-:t-2

des<truation.

d1t"f'erentiat ion
oone~p1;ion
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One of'!:' the most important: <:dues t:o an under&tanding o:tl' t'he idea,
CJ£, triads' is:, the f ao:t t'hav ~e human mind has_: tlmee di:ff'erenv. parts.

These· three different parts of' the mind ara, £.ilndamental.! - they 1:ielJong;
to our essenee - and they are nef'l1eo.ted1 ilt' ever;rthing we do-..
the wor-lJd'

~~Ul'ld-,

And! as-

us, is a refleoticm of' t'he worlJ.d within us, we s-e& t-11.e

activities-· which go on in the world- around us· in t 'he s:ame terms· - we-·
cannot s:ee them in aey other· way ..
Let' us go- back to the liegjnning and try ta rememl:ter· how we origina-llyr
:f'."ornm.lated~ thes-e- three parts,

ot· the mind'..

They were:· shown as three

c·omrentric·· areas· in· the crlrole-, as f'ollJews :--

We said.' t'ha.t -the out-side area - ie;

~~~ -_ p_lla«&

whera

all 1the-

everyd~ f'uncrtions o:r t'he mind are Bi. tua.ted, sua:h as spE1eeh :ftormale:t'iicm,
logiaall ttought:, voluntary o-ontrol of movements,. awareness- ~ - seD11at±omr

am'r many other things·.

Taken in a broader sens:e,, this- outaide area is

like a mirror or a screen imwhic:h IDaltT - but 1,y· n.o means, all] - of'the
things whiah go on in· the worl\i around us· and "bhe world: within us; ar-e:,
ref'l.eated:•.
The midd1ec area,' 1s· more hidften from

WI.

It include& alll our- d.r.eanla'""

our emotional states, our real des-ires,- and particularly our emotiona]
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memory..

Probably all' our memcn,y 0f t'he palJ'tf and: the :tu.tu.re

ia,

hidd'em sonrewhere ire this part of the mind, but' of c:ourse t'here is
mr pl"!o-c,f".;.

Certaidy this part ha.l!t a. quite different' ti111& than the

ord.ina.ry logical mind, and' a quite different. kind: of memoey.. But: in
the usual wq of· life we are not: aware-of its existe11C:e, and r:nal1T of
the tlhings it is try-ing to t'ell us-. pass· unnotiiced •.
The. o.entl:!al.

area

is even more hiddem from us..

But as:: it_

control& all the vJ. tal functions of the boey-, and as, i tl isc alwqs: awake,
even when, the rest of us is as:leep or una:oll'Soious, we know it, i1t, where;,
our real nature is, anti where t-he o:entralJ s-ource of energy is, situated1.
JiFor this reason we o:all8d' 1this part of us the power supp~, and we saidl

that once again time is quite different' in thisc area - in fact, time
does- not really em.st, for eve~hing· is al'wa;ys- there - all the past'
and the filture · ~. l.;;ti<l; o'tit'- side- by side,- like a map.,
':....,_-.--· ·- __: -----~~!:'----·-._

Now it is: obv.ious that these three parts of the mind intter~ wiiah
ea.eh other all the time, and" that everything we do- must' tto-- s:ome en-enit
involve all. three of them.
three- forces

0

-

In:, this sense they o:orrespendc

and we aan imagine that

a;

w

tlhe

kind of in'tierplq ia· going;

on.
_ . between them; like· the censtantlly changing themes, of•
a- musioa.l symphony.
We can imagine., the c-en'tral area ta-· lre::
the active fora:e, for it i& here that al1 a.crtion originates-.

The outsid~ arua that of>::' a reflect'or.

will be the passive forc:re, for its, :fim<riion is·
A'nd the middle:- area, ,

wlii'c-li:1 ±ill,' the s ~ ,

oft emotiw· ard memory-, will be the intermediate or third foro-.e..

And

when aey'thing happens - when. we take some ao:tien, or make some
decision, - these tlmee parts, of the mind will' interao:t with ea.oh
other in a. c.ertain erder - one part will o:ome first- in·· orden, anothenpart sec:omi, and a third part will c.ome last.

Let us- a-all the active :foroe in the central area f'orc:e no. I, tae
passive force in the outside area force no. 2',, and· the intermediate·
force in the middle area f'orce no. 3.

Then by following t 'h e diftL"erent-

cnmbinations on the right hand' sidle ef tae diagram we are able t.e
follow what happens. (see diagram over)
The first thing we notice is- that there are two triads, which
b:egin with the active force, i.ec. from t-he a:entral area, two triad.a·
whie:h begin with the passive force, i.e. from the out&.ide area, amt two·
which begin wi1h the intermediate force, i.a. from the middle area
of' the daagram..

The two triads which begin with the a;ctive :tioroe

-

----·

-

- - -
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are aono:erned with action, - they are concerned with doing thingec-· wi th our ao:ti ve lif'e every dq.

Im both cases:; the energy is fl.owing

outwards- fronr. the ce?Itre, and irr ttle triad L-2-3 it is:- followed' by
a.wareri.eset in° the outside area,. which leads=- tro emotion or memoey · in

the midlile area.

This ia: the:· creative tlriaci',, and' in· 'this:· oaae- iit

ref era , 1:e the creation, of memory..

In order tto create memcn,y - e~analL

memory - we hav:e t'o be aware of':• our aei.iona--.

We knmr tilis, 1to lie

&o! -

aation which demand-a= oUlt flull attention is remembered~ - not: only do we:
create in o~l:i-elvee- 't~e memory of:' how t'o do it,, liutt: e:frt'en· enough the won

lead& tlr. nemembering ourselves at the same time.

Sa, tihie, triad - the first one on our liat - is a very important:

001&,,

and: it., is- inteneertingc; to wata:h and aee how often it aomes· to us · during;
the d~, and what c:onnection it hair with the half' hour..

IC the hall1r

hour goes:- as it should, awareness will ame natura.lzy- - (
- in fact the degree of our

awarelWSfl

is the bes:t' check. on·

how it- ia, geing..

But the second triad, I-~2, ±s qp.:lite a ctifl'eremt ,
0

mat1ter - it- means a«tie>n. of a kind! whiah is c:arried a-long by' memoey action which gees b;r itself';..

And" in this c:ase tlur puaive :ff'orce -

awarenEJBa, - o:omes last - in otlum woma, we bec:.ome· aware ot.· what has
happened: after -the event.

So· t-his' triad is· the opposite, of' t-he

first', fer it leads: t-o mechanic.a.l.ness, and event:ual~t-o tile
disappearance., •~ memot,- - t:o s-ltrep • .
The nerl two triad.a, a.re aoncerned wit-h mtlditation - wifil the,

But- t-here ar• ma.ny
dif'r-eren1t wqll' of d0ing· this, , some of whioh are true a.nd: otuel!l!l~ :false,..

proc-ess of' gc»ing,- inwards towards the centre.

How earrwe--diriinguish true, fr-om false~
Now this, mrihod of medi tatien we: have been, gi van fs, dii'T:.erent-.

fl!Onr, all: ot1her. me.thods we have

&Ver

heard' about- - it: is diff:ered. illl

one: impertant: respecrt,, that we donit formulate, in our. minds wher«• we,
a.re trying · 1to gp.

Bt

not- hairlng: a;q pre:ClQneeiv..ed piot,me in our·

minds dlll!ing; meditation we a~idJ t'he n.eeessit.iy, for l!I.U"tlggle.

We diomtt

QJ>pose-, an_ythiug,, beaawm- there is actua-11)' nothing · -to oppose ..
Supposa,) for in-stam::e,, we try t-o achieve- nillneBll' o:fr mind, as
maley' syatemfl'. cto:, then:1 i1t- immect<i.at-ely:, bec:omea: neeessary to-.- oppoae
aJJTt-hing,· which preens= tUt n-om e-ti11~

arisell..

01m

mind.a, - and so a· eon:tlliiat

Or suppose· we set- out.· t-o achieve- a o.-ert'ain e11t0tionaI, state,

as:: aertain religious:- teachings adve>cata,, then it- iimmediateiu- beaomes
nea.esaary t:o oppose, an_ything~which is · aont.rary t.-o that state - and so
a aonfrict arises.
But suppose, as in t-his· met-hod of'· maditartion,, we,
decide' quite: simply 1to f'oll'ow tha· mantra· wherever- it taken us,,. and

leave the rest be-hind', t-hen we avoid th& necessity :Cor struggle or
c-onf'liri-.

And' ao t-h& mantra, carries us s-ooner or later t-o the c.-ent~e.

That is the d'iff'erenc:e betwe:.em 1the two triad'e; 2-I-l and 2-3;-l!.

Wi1t.h t:he triad 2-I-} we> start by being pas&ive.
it doesnt:. matter - we· &tart f'.ront where we a.re..

Good state or bad

The· active f'orae

which c:ome~ nert iZF the mantra - it separatea, the :tine· from the eoars·e.
!net if w« allow it- t-o do so, it will draw the attent·ien toward.ll the

centre,, ffon 1tu:t is where-, the vibrations fl!om; tile mantra- ar& c:oming:
from·..
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T'he- triad' 2-3-::C is- quite a , d'if":feren:t nettor.

M~ methocfat

of pr(Wer- aruf meditation use· this, triad - they b~1t' wi-U-h a
ccm:ept-, or a- picture of what

in

Wl!'·

we,

,J and

want

1iT holding t-his. piC!tur:&·

mind: we, are, lifted' ·t-o-, a liigti level of emotion.

But+- t:he

"htouble is i;hat t:h• whole thing depends, on our: own1conc:eptionr a.mif

t::hia: c::oncspti.on: ma;, be quite false.

Like:, one vh0; ia-. courting his, -:

beloved - he build• a- false pici:.tUITe in hill' mindl of what &he isi like·.

her he oaDl').ri ere& hel!' as, s-ae reai~
he,. amt slle tUl'ris: ·out. t-o,·u -nmehoqr

Being so ' attracted' by 1this idea ot

And 1then one: ct;ey- ha· marries
quite - daffenent-•.••••
How cum, we reCX>gnise t-hie:· triadr?

ii,,.

end - the ao.tive ftbrc.e .

This,

Part:rtv, by the f'ora:e at -the

f'Ol'Ue'

is:, very- unstable- - it'- is;

exhilarating, ., ancf may- seem, t:o lif-t- 'be right- up· imto: heaven..
the nert morning things- are not

wa;r, into depPession.

~

~

But:

good' - t-b.ey- have- swung:· ~e,- o1ther

Of'ten t:his- comes· from hearing'.· wonderfhl id:eas· -

but the trouble• is that this· triad' makes one- d:ependen't on hearing:

wonderf'ul idea - oe c:annot find theur insid:e· onesellf.
Yortunata,,ly the meditation takes us aw~ from all these problems'. it makes everything more' bal~ced.

And one of the reasons, for 1thi~

lies in, t 'h e faat t'hat the triad 2-I-l, ends'. with the, int'e rmedi.ate or

t-hird fern&.

The thir~ foro:e: in this, place in the triad haB a- very

m>od. effect - aa, i tl ha.ii in the tiriadr L-2-3' - and wheni enough ott' the

right eneirgy halr•been producect in this wq amf riol!Hl in <nm
heart~
, the triad 3-2-I il!J able to work·.
This t:riadi begins- wi1th
the third' fo2tae - and :.:

i it is, 1ihis: tniad; which

un.ives- us wit-h the snuree, and' emd>les- us ·t:c.-. remembp.
So in order to be able to :Jl"emember we have t-o collect and: store:·
the rigllt kind:

Q~

energy - and: t-here are:, only:1 two wa.ye=: of' doing,: t-hia -

:tirat, ljy,· the ttriad I-2-J, when we are, in aetion,, and' secondl:r b.r' tha
triad: 2-I-3, d:uring meditation.

The, other timee triads:-, whatever

their· purpose may be: in other fie-.lds:•, a.re not going to he:lp us, muclt,

in 1:his- ona,. particularly the, t'ria:d 3~r-2,, which would!

&eem

1t• desi~oyr

the precioW!t materia-I we are- ti,ying· to ge-t :ror memory, rather tha1t

fnerease- it ..

6.1
'!'he six viads - an

imaginary

conversation.

- When we do the mo4itation we start from where we a.re.
state &r bad, it doesnt matter.

we ascend to a higher level.

Good

If we use the right triad

No mistake abou-t it - we ascend

from a bad state to a good one.

- What triad is it?
- It depends on being passive - we know if we are a.oti ve it
doesnt work. . And there a.ro only two triads wl:dch. begin with

passive force.
food table.

There is the triad O C N - the triad in the
This is a cosmic triad - it originates on the

level of consciousness.

Then there is the triad ON

c.

This

triad originates on a lower level - the level o:f' functions.
- What is the difference between them?
- You can tell the difference by the force at the end.
triad O C N~ nitrogen is the end product.
the end product is carbon.

In the

Xn the triad O N C,

'!'he triad O CB leads to sattva,

the triad ON C leads to rajas.
- So the triad O N C isnt the righ.t one?
- It doesnt bring us to the kingdom of heaven.

It brings us to

a different kingdom of heaven - tlw.t is the trouble.

We try to

call to mind what we want - we make a picture of what we want to
be or where we want to get - and it seems very wonderful.

But it

.leads us nowhere, because the kingdom of heaven isnt -really like that its just an idea we have about it.

And so we begin to force,

and the meditation doesnt work.

- So what is the right 'triad?
-

The right triad is the triad O C N.

You just do it - you dont

make any picture or have a:ny preconceived idea - you just go a.head.
And presently it comes to you - there isnt any mistake about it.
It is there - it exists within you.
without any effort on your part.

So it comes quite naturally,

6.2
- Then is the triad O ll C a.lwaJ'S wrrm.(f?

They are pa.rt of the

- Bone of the six triads are wrong ..

order of the universe, so how could they be wrong?
just that we dont understand.

It is

Th.ere is only one wa:y a

thing can be done.
-

So what is the triad O N C really for?

-

The

triad ON C is the way man calls to mind what he wants.

All his dreams, his ambitians, his desires come about through
this triad.

And if' he goes on calling to mind the same desire

for long enough, he creates will.

And the stronger his will,

the more ef':fort he makes and the more suffering he will endure
in order to get what he wants.

:Bat of course he

~

want the

wrong thing, and then it is all a waste of time.
- How can we be sure we dont want tho wrong thing?
-

The meditation brings us to ourselves, and then there is no

longer ::my question what we want •••••

- Are anJ' other triads used in the meditation?

- If' we manufacture enough nivogon, through the triad O C N,
then the triad N O C will begin to work.

It is this triad

which brings us to ourselves - which brings us there so unexpectedly,
during the meditation.

And at other times, too, it comes

unexpectedly', like a. miracle.

All :forms of revelation, the

sudden realisation of truta, artistic inspiration and so on

belong to this tria.d.

You see, the carbon it produces is on

a very high level - it is the divine will working through one.

That is because it is a cosmic triad - it originates on the level
of consciousness.
- Is there another triad that begins w1 th nitrogen?

- Yes, there is tho triad N

Co.

This triad can be very destructive.

J'us t as you are getting there a bogey man comes along and s tea.ls
1 t all away - an old la.g, full of mistrust, :fea.r,prejudice or

something o:f the sort.

6.3
- Wha. t can you do about him?

- Invite him in and make him comfortable, while you continue with
the meditation.

Presently he will. get bored and disappear~

- Has this triad. any useful purpose?
.... When you. come

to think a.bout it, certa.in things have got to

be destroy-ed - old worn out truths, for instance, metruMls that
no longer wor~-!-:.rorgotten teachings, past experiments.

But the

world ,nr· too full of destruction - too
tu.11 of destruc-tion and
'
:·· ·

violence.

You haw only to read the newspapers •••••••

- And during the day, when one is active, what triads does one use?
There are two triads that begin with active force -

'l'h.G i"iPst. is one of the three cosmic

C O N and the triad "C N O.

triads.

the triad

It is the triad of' creation.

All right action comes

from this triad - it always creates something new.

And it

produces unity and ha.ppin0as - you see, it ends in nitrogen, like
tho triad O C lf.

ll' the meditation is successful, then this

triad follows naturally, f'or the one helps the other.
- How can one tell when one is using it?
-

When you speak or a.et from yourself - when it just comes out

of you from the right place.

the carbon - is you.

You see, the active principle -

There ia no pretence abou"t it - when it

comes from yourself' it is right.
- And the other triad - the triad C NO?

- This triad is comieoted with mechanical actions - actions that
go by themselves.

into p ~ .

On

Directly our £'unc1.ions begin working it comes

the level of consciousness it is out of place.

So it ca.nnot be used in the meditation?
- It simply gets in the wa;y - turning thoughts and so on - they

just go by themselves.

:But they dont matter -

they a.re not of the

least importance, provided one does not struggle with them or

take any notice of them.

Like any other disturbance, then are
ways of a.voiding them.

In fact, it is the same w1 th each of

the three triads that originate cm the level of our functions.
If it were not :for them the med.11.a.tion would go perfectly every
time.

You see, -the medita:tion is not concerned with functions,

it. is concerned with ·consciousness.

So these are the only three

things that can stand in its way, and once we learn to recognise
them, they will cease to worry us any longer.

That is the

great secret - it is only beca.use w e ~ about them that they

matter.

- There is one more thing I would rather like to aek - what part
does attention plq in the medi ta ti.on?

- :tt is attenti.on taa.t

brings the three forcea in the triad together.

- How do you mean?
- I:f i-t were no~, ~or attention, the three forces would not be attracted

to- each other, and so nothing would happen.
- So how can I increase 11V' attention?
_ ~ mant:r& itself crea'tes the attention.

to do

'!'here is nothing

zoo

have

a.bout it.

- But I thought we bad to hol.d our attention on the mantra?
- No.

Thei-e is no need to worl."¥ about attention.

If you continue

to repeat the mantra, you will find. it increases naturally.

The

nearer you get to the source of the mantra, the stro!D.ger your attention

becomes.
- But how
-

The

can it ge-t stll'onger on its mm?

man1:r& produces 'the right energy" and so your attention increases.

You seet a.t'ttmtian is a. matter of ener§' - energy on the le"Tel of
consciousness.

It is one of the characteristics of the nitrog911

produce<i by the meditati.s.
the force of gra.vi ta.ttan.

llitrogen holds e v e ~ together, like
The more n1 trogen there is, the more

ever.ything is connected, and so the more attanti.on one bas.
- So what should I do a.bout attention?
- Do the med1 ta ti.on.
- P,.nd during the dq?

- Do what you have

to do, and enjoy it.

the more you will find to enjoy.

The

more nitrogen you have,

As time goes on you will :find your

life is filled with a:ttenti.on more and. more.

6.6

ON THE SUBJECT OF TRIADS•

What

an extraordinary thing it is that we are able to explain

the meditation so clearly in terms -of our own ~ystem - I mean- through
.t-he food -t able and- the idea. of triads!

-For the triad which oecu:ra- -throughout the food table

is

the triad

of 'regenerationt 1 and ~hrough its use in the meditation we beeome regeneratea in ..spirit.

{Not without- reason did the- Maharishi oall it the

• spiri tu~.l re-generation movement.')

-It is -this triad which begins with

_passive -foree; · and--i:f it is suocess:fully .caPri&d -out, third · foroe -or sa.ttva

i s the result-, for it oomes last in -ol!der.,
But only a -small part of' aur -t ime is spent in meditation - the

rest is spent going about our daily work.

-And: -if in our daily work we

are- helped ·by the meditation, perhaps -more than anything else it enables
us to use eur -energy oreatively.

When this happens it is the ea.me triad

as -that in the --ra-y of ere-atiOl'l and the - table of hydrogens which is being
used.

It is this triad which begins- with active force; al'ld if it is

successfully ·carried out.,· once aga-in third force op sattva is the result,
-for it cemes last in order.

There are theref'ore two ways of' increasing sattva - o:f manufacturing
it, so to speak..
action.-

-One way is through -medita t-ion, the other is through -

-What is - this mysterious - thing· aattva?

If there is enough

of it, we know -that at- some unexpected -moment the triad which begins with
t-hird force ea.n com& about;

·and when this -happens a ··pea.rl ·drops

unexpectedly into our hand-s - a pearl -from -the bottom of the sea, perhaps.
But what -exactly is sa.t-tva - how can we understand it better?

6.7

Whe-na- man uses a leve-.r, his hands on the lever are the active
:fo:r-ce, and -the weight he is lifting -is -the passive force.

'!!he ful crurn

-of the -le-ver is t-he third f'oroe, -for it -is nei-ther active nor passive.
But-· is not -the real -:functi-on -of the fu-lcrum to--join -the -other two f'orces

together - --to eonneet ihe whole -apparatus -tog-ether and enable -it to -work?
In the -same way; when dough is leavened,- it - is- -the le-aven which eormeets
the diff'erent ingredients -togetb,er and- enables th-em to became bread.
so with the-kingdom-of --h eaven.

And

-It is third -force which connects together

and unites, -and-enables things to circulate.

-'The kingdom -o:f heaven is

like-unto -l eaven, which a woman took,- and -hid in three -measures -of meal,till the whole -was leavened•.
So here at last is a practical approach to the study of triads
one that we can use every day, whether we -are spending our money in the

ma.rket place, or back -in the treasuey :filling our pockets with gold.
a.re we a~ longer in doubt about what w-e have to do.
ascending, the othe-r descending.

Nor

For -one triad is

Only there-f'ore by being passive -can we

ascend toward heaven - by --being active we -cannot under -any circumsta.nee climb
-upwards.

Nor can -we, by -being passive, create a -new heaven upon ea:Fth - to

do so requires -ac-tion, requi:res effo-rt.

And although -the ~rocess in this ca&e

is a descending one, none the less, -e-a.ttva -is-the result.

But what -about the other three triads -- how do they fit into the
scheme o:f things?-

The answer is simple - -if we know -wha-t the first three

triads are, the others are --not that !

For exa.mpl-e, once we have
1
experienced wha.t the right triad for the medita.tion
one that produces

l~i--the

sattva.;, we shall kn~lw~~ethe other -triad -which begins with passive force is
like~ . -- For i -t is s-omethi:ag whi-eh -begin-s in. the -same way -but ·-h as a dif:ferent
resul.t ; not necessarily a bad result, -even- perhaps a brilliant -one, but
different. ( An example -might be w:ha.t the Maharishi baa -called 'mood-ma.ld.ng').

6. 8

In the same way, once we have experienced what the tria.d used during the day
is like - the one that produces . sa"ttva, we shall know at once what. the other
triad whieh begins with a.oti.v-e force is like~

For it is · something which •

starts in the · same -way but has a. different result; once .again, not necessarily
a bad result or a wrong one; but different..

(.An example might be 'blowing

-off steam' - and ons of' the best ways of doing this is -in laughter • . What -a
wonderful thing laughter is! ) ..

And then there is the triad which begins with third force.

As

with the first one, the f'act that i t begins with third- -f 'oroe means that we

cannot see -where it comes · from ·- it happens unexpeetedly.

But unlike the ·

first triad, which ends in-the -creation of something -nm,, this triad ends in
the des truotion -of what is -old

~

· casting off of old ga.J:.>ments.

the elimina t-ion of' useless ma. teria.1, the

F.or just as death has to oome before we a.re

-born again, so everything old has to go in order that -new may come.

But how

or -when is beyond our direct control .......
"••••• and beneath he.r smile I suddenly felt that in my soul the flower
of some bright under-standing was opening.~•~••and the terror -of -death
b~gan to -depart from me.~ *
(* Tarot

1

pen pie ture t

-

Th.e Empress - P. D. Ouspensky' s New Mode 1)

TRIADS.
I)

T"ne triad we have called 'creation' has the order of forces carbon -

oxygen - nitrogen.

We have expressed this by saying that the creator

(carbon), in the process of creation produces a prototype (oxygen), £ram
the evolution of which the created world becomes mani£es~ (nitrogen}.
( The Absolute creates a Galaxy, and from that gala:xy the whale Universe

evolves)

(Nature creates a cell - the germ cell - and from that cell the

whole body is derived)

(God created Adam, and from Adam crune a.11 Mankind).

- There are examples everywhere, on every see.le;

it is a process which

moves from the unmanifest to the manifest, from a hidden source to an
ordered and visible result.

2)

Now there is another triad, in which the order of forces is nitrogen -

oxygen - carbon.

'!his is the triad we have called 'artistic creation• or

the influence of higher worlds, or the force that is necessary to fill an
interval in the octave, and so on.

Its action is not so clear to us - it

is difzicult to understand logically, it is more elusiv~.

But there is one

thing about it we never noticed before - it is the exact oppesite 1 the
mirror image 1 of the first, the creative triad.

What could this mean?

If the first triad moves rrom a hidd&n source to an ordered and visible

result, this triad moves in the opposite way - backward toward the source.
If we trace each step backward one by one, we find they involve first, the
rediscovery of · the prototype from which the present state of affairs has
come; and then reunion with the one that created that prototype.

6. lO

3)

Many examples come to mind, and many different meanings can be found.

'11here is the idea. o:f movement into the past, of reincarnation, and of
recurrence;

and there is the idea of finding the source - o:f tracing the

original, the pure unspoilt form from which ~ngs as we know them now were
If lfa.n could rediscover Adam, he would then find God;

clerived.

we know to be true.
applies to our system.

and

this

But in a less abstract, a more practical sense, it
For what in fact does the rediscovery of the system

First, the finding of a prototype - the system as it originally was,

mean?

eomplete and in its true form;

and then the sou.roe :from which it came, with

an understanding of those who created it, andwby they gave it to the world.

4)

It would obviously be wrong to assume tbat the triad n i t r o g e ~ *

-oxygen

Fould

-=

image of' the triad of creatiQD;

/

but curiously enough it helps to explain

certain things we had already ascribed to it.
for instance have a strange taste a.bout it

already knew?

->--

only be taken in this sense, . as the opposite or the mirror

or

Does not artistic creation

remembering something we

Is it not always £rom a hidden source - from a higher

level than oneself - that the inspiration comes?

And on a larger scale,

do not a.11 great movements in · art be.gin with a return to something more

primitive, more original than the over elaborate and over developed art of
the times?

(* Colir~1 s corr e ction )

5)

And then there is the question of evolution - evolution on the scale of
It is especially

humanity - and its relation to past and future.

interesting at this time, when so many of us feel that the future of
humanity is at stake, to read what Mr,. Ouspensky says in the New° Model on
this subject:-

'Evolution, i.e. improvement, must come from the pa.st.

It ·is not

enough to evolve i.l'l the future, even if this were possible.
cannot leave behind us the sins of our past.

that nothing disappears.
existence.

We

We must not forget

Everything that has been is still in

The whole history of h:umani.ty is•the history of crime',

and the material for this history- continually grows.

We cannot· go far

The past still exists, and it

£orwa.rd with such a past as ours.

gives and will give its results, creating new., and ever new c~imes.
Evil bege1:s evil.

In order to destroy- the evil-consequence it is

necessary to destroy ~he evil-cause.

If' the cause o:f the evil

lies in the past, it is useless to look for it in the present.

And

ma.n must go back, seek :for and destroy the causes of evil, however

far back they may lie.

It is only in this idea that a hint of' the

possibility of a general evolution can be found.

It is only in

. this idea that the possibility of changing the ka.nna of humanity
lies, because changing the karma. means changing the past~•

(A New Model of the Universe)

(Chapter XI.
•

•

•

•

pp 432-433.)
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Everything in its origin comes from above, and everything
that comes from above is good.
all tru.th.

These two principles underlie

Creation is a descending process , from above to

below, from u.nmanifest to manifest, f rom light to darkness, from
consciousness to sleep.

The origin of creation lies with the Absolt1.te.
is above allt and in everything.
creation takes place.

The Absolute

It is through his will that

Whether it is a uni verse that is cree,ted,

or a man, or a cell, or a planet like the earth, or a new species
in orga..'1.io life, -the process of ore~.tion is alweys the same - it
follows the same laws.
The Absolute creates a plan of the universe - this is the first
step in the process of creation.

Like a seed, this plan contains

everything -l;hat the universe might become.

At the next step,

movement begins and the universe begins to unfold, to come into
being.

Certain possibilities contained in the plan are realised,

others remain hidden, unmanif'est, to be realised perhaps at some
o-l;her time, in some other recurrence •• ••
And as more and more details of the universe come in-l;o being,

the world becomes more and more fixed - under more and more la~s.

Finally, at the last step in creation, all choice and all flexibility
ha~e disappeared.
When this point is reached the manifest universe
is destroyed, and a new universe is begun.
But everything good
remains - it remains hidden in the plan, the seed, for this is
eternal and cannot be.destroyed.
And certain traces, certain
memories also remain, to become manifest perhaps in the new universe
to be created.
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Ma.n;r of these t'hi~"'S would be clearer if• we· understood more a.bout
the la.we- or prino-iples· which li~- b.ehind the process o-r· creation.

These

laws are basically very simple - they depend on a formula or.· inoreas i:ng
numbers - but we ha.ve

vo remember one thing. The~crea.tor himself· is

above all - he is a.bove the level of all laws·.

And as he has, made us,

in his· own image he has- ma.de, us · ab-le t-o erea.te - able to crea:te , our

own· laws, just as· he has created his..
It is- £or this reason- that
we have -the power to choose, and it is -for this re~on too that evil.
oa.n a.rise. Bil.t how can we have the power to choose, t:o create our own laws·,

and yet be under the laws· of all creation?· ln one aense there is
nothing man oan do, he has no o-hoio~, in another sense he is his· own,
master, a sel.£ creative being - how can this be?
If we study the w~ in which crea.tion develops through suoo.essive
stages, these things will become much clearer. (see f'ig.5 : ) · It will
be seen tha.t ea.oh level 0£ creation contains t-he swn of a.ll the, lawswhioh come from levels above it, plus three laws of its own - three·
laws·particula.r to itself.
It is in these, t·hree laws that the -power
of ohoic:e· exists· - the power t'o orea.te· of one·' s own will..

And it:

will be seen, too,, tha.t the higher the level o£ creation the more
importa.no.e• these thre-e la.ws; possess~
Creator·

Level I

3 la.ws

Level II

3 + 3 • 6 laws

Leve--1 III

3 + 6 + 3 • I2 laws

Level IV

3 + 6 + I2 + 3 • 24 laws

Level V

3 + 6-+ I2 + 24 + 3 = 48 la.we

Level VI

3 + 6- + I2 + 24 + 48 + 3 • 96 laws

The ores.tor of the universe is above all.

creates the first level of creation - level I.

Fig.

5

Through his will he
This level is·undeJ.?

three la.we- only - three laws· of' its own which were given1it' by the
creator, and enable it to orea.te.-- ot· its own will.
Levei. I creates level II.
Level II is-therefore under-three laws
f'rom level I, but: in addition c:ontains thre.e laws· ·of" its own - laws·
which give it the power t=o create·. of its own will~ jus"!i as · level

r

was given· this·power by the ores.tor of the universe ..
Level II creates level ·III.
Level III ia therefore under the six
laws which belong to level II, and also the three laws which belong to
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l'evel I.

In addition:, level III contains 3 J.:aws of· i,t;s own., whio-h

give it t 'he: power t:o create- of its, own will.•••
Level I I I creates· level

IV.

IV is- therefore under the

Level

twelve :taws· which belong t 'o level III, and als·o the_, six laws· which,
belong t 'o l 'evel II and -th& three laws· whioh be]ong t'o level I.

In

ad.dit'ion level. IV contains three · laws of its, own, which give it; the ·

power to create- of· its own will ••••
Cbntinuing in this wa:;r, we find that t •h e number of laws is

doubled at eaa-h suc:oess.ive level, until by the sixth level' there ·
are ninety six la.ws in all.

Of these ninety six laws· ninety three,

are derived from· levels above, and thre-e only belong to level
0

v:r.

At this level in the universe the· power to choose, to orea.te· of one,•s
own will has· virtually gone.

The levels in fig 5 are levels of being.

We can express them

in a different' wa::r, as concentric. rings within the circla· •

For it

doe~ not matter what the ~irale represents· - provided it referg t~

a. compl'ete- world, a c-.omplete , entity, 'the prinaiples will alw~s~ be ·
the same.,:-

' l 1, .

' ,·

, •
, _,; .

•

C ~II

._ .

_,. .

'

'Fig. 6.

.,.

'

I
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As we have already said, the oi.raie of fig ..6

ca.n refer t 10 a:ny

It can represent'· a. planet like the earth,

complete entity or l-rorld.

or a sola.r system, or a oell or a molecule..

But let us take it to

represent: man - and in this context' there a.re two ways we can think·
a.bout it •.
The f"irs.t way is in relation to individual man - in fact, in
relation to ourselves:--.

How do we recognise levels of 'being,· - how

do we know them in ourselves? · ·c1ea.rly, there is one way - the:, hil.ghe=cthe level of·our being the fewer the number of laws-we-are·und.er-.

And

the fewer t,he number of laws· o:ontrollingus, the greater our·power t'o
o-hoose,. to o.reate· of our- Ol·m will, to realise ourselves-. ·
It depends where our centre of gravity is.
If t,he whole of· our
time is spent near the outside edge of the circle, life will be very

onmplic~ted and difficult ..

Many different desires, many di~ferent·

In particular we shall
find that there is no time :for a.nyt•hing - no time for what we reallyBut if we can find a wq of reaching the centre of the
want to do.
ci.role,. not all the time, but for one or two special periods during
the dey, it will have a very profound effec.t.
Sooner or later it
will shift our o:e11:tre of gravity nearer the oentre of the oiro:l.e, so
that more and: more of what we do during, the d~ will begin to e:ome-·
from here.
Eventually everything we do will come :f"rom the centre,
interests will pull us this wa,y and that..

1

i ts:elf.

And: then life will be very simple - we sha.ll know what we:,

have to do.
That is what is meant by the power to choose, to create-- of our
own will.

On this level it cannot mean· otherwise than doing the

will of our creator,. for the area.tor has made us in his own image,
so that we can carry out the plan tha.t he conceived.

The s-eo.-ond wa::, we can think about the circle of fig.6 is· in
relation to mankind..

It is here we have to introduce a new idea -

one that is foreign to western thought.

This is the idea that men

a.re on different levels - that throughout mankind there are·different
levels of men, as different from each other, in their being; as rooks
a.re diff"erent from plants, or plants are different from~animals.
Olearly, it would be neare-st the a.entre of the circle tha.t we
should expeo:t to find men of a. higher level.

But wha.t kind of people,

would they be, nearest the centre?
We said earlier that everything tha.t comes from the centre of
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the circle is good.

Those people who belong to the C'8ntre are

therefore good, and their actions produce nothing but good results.
They cannot do harm, or ea.use suffering to others, they cannot make
mistakes, they are free from the law of accident, and their influenc8·
will shnw i t 's elf amongst many people and over long periods of time •.
Being near the c:entre, which is· the place from which ea.uses, originate·,
they are able to introduce new eauses· into life.
They therefor~
have much power, but this power oan only do good.
The idea that
there can be a great evil - a power t-o do ev:il on a high level - is
a wrong idea., for as we have already said, evil is never c:onscious-,.
only mechanical.
But what kind of people would one expect to find on the outside
of·tne cirole7
People, surely, who live under many laws, and have·
very little freedom of action - very little choice.
Those who are
under t'he influence of crowd psychology, for instance, who behave,
and act as part of a crowd - these are the ones who live under many
laws..
In comparison with them-, people who live as individuals,.
whose life can be called their own, ar.e already under much fewer
laws, yet even they are. far from controlling their fate- virtually
anything can happen to them; for their life ha.s no direc-tion. It is
only when a. man begins to search for truth - when he becomes

dissatisfied with life as· it is, and searches f.or something above
him - it is· only then that he ma;r discnver an aim;. a. direction in
his life.
This in it:self' will free him from many laws·, but if he
is a.bl'e t-o contact others who are, searC'hing, and even perhaps already
know the wa::,, he ma::, eventually find a c-onneotion with those who
live near the centre· of the circle:.,
And when this happens he· will
0

become free-..
The idea that only· a few people can become free, when the rest

of humanity is suffering and helpless, seems at first very difficult·

But this is because the idea is misunderstood.
For
what is the purpose of becoming free, of esoa.ping from·many laws?
Surely, to help hwnanity, to relieve the Suf'f'ering- of others. For
suffering-cannot be ohanged on its own level - this is as true for
each of:• us· individually as· it is for the, whol·e of· hwnanity.. Attempts
to struggle with evil only lead to greater evil - it is only by
asoemling t'o a level above evil. that evil. can be removed.
to accept •.
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The point that came out of' our discussion last time is; that
man is, under dif'ferent lawa-.
The lower his duension the more
laws: he is under;
and eonsequently, the less he is :free: 'to d'o.·
what he really wants - the mon his soul is bound t-o a rigitt set

of.l'Ules:.
But what is it that c:ontr0ls the number of laws a man is under?·
How does, it c:ome about?
Is:,i~ just fat~~ or does:· i~ depend on his

own will, his own power- as a sel:t"-creative being?
Indiv.id'12al.Jq,
man has the power- to f'ree himself from certain" laws- - somettinea· this
ias a- good thing; sometimes not-.
But speaking on a big scale,. the
scale of all humanity-,. man' J.!e' 'to be- under- an increasing number o~
laws, - it is one of the principles on which he is a.i-eated.
Supposawe forget about man for a moment, and e.onsider The creation
of the universe:-

vn
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You will see- that creation begins f'rom the oent're of the:
circle - i1t is· from here that it begins 1to unfold.
At tb.e centre,
of the eirole itself there are: thrae principles, but they- are., one:
a.ndJ ind'iv;isible.
As yet, the universe· is unmanifest - it has- not
yet o~me into being.
But at the :first point- on the spiral there
are -bb:Pee separat« forces.
This point is like the aro:h.it-ec.t's plau,
before it is given to the builder.
At the nerl point the plan is:
putt into action;
and here there are six foro.es·, ~ :O:-om the
level above, and' tlmee on this level itself.
On the next level
trhe nwnber or·:eorces is, douol:ed.
How did this nome about?
You
will see that on this level there are the qriginal three f' oroes:,
plus.stile six forees·belonging to the next leve·l, plus time& f o~s
belonging ~o this level itself'.
All these fore.ea: added -uegether
cx,me t-o twelve.
By t'his time f'orc-es have become more rigid, and have turned: int-o:

laws.
And: on flle next level their number will be doubled again, to
twenty :four; on the next level t-o f'orty eigh:tt, and :finally on the
lowest level to ninety sir.
Alwqs the same prine-iple applies·
ea-eh level O'Ontains the sum of a.11 t-~e laws- above it, plus· th:N.e,
laws of' its own.
Arithmetioally, this means t:ha;t the numbe1r
o:f laws· is, d;oubled.
Let us sa,.y that
a. man of· one·d:imension is under ninety six laws; then a man of 'two
dimenrions will be under :forty eight· laws,, a ma..n: of three: dimenaions
under twenty four,. a man of f'our dimensions under twelve, a man of'
five dimensions under six forees only, and a; man of s:ix di.mensi.ons.,
under- the 1tlmee: prina:iples,::from whiah creation began..
And you will
And s-c with man, the same principle applies..

see that a, man of' six dimensions - a teacheit, as we called him - is:
above the level on which actions begin, which explains a great~

things about him.
A man of' six dimensions never uses force - he carries out what
Christ sa,.ys in the Sermon on the Mount - " •••• but I sa,.y unto you,
that ye resist not evil ••• "
Ono.e forae is used, t-he causes of'
evil are created, and it is in the very nature of a man on this,
level that hec o:an do no evil.
But a man of' the level below a-five dimensional man - has to put crertain things in ao.tion. He
has vo start a school, perhaps, or even a new religion.
Like the
ean-ly Christian saints, who did just this - inevitably evil arises
alongside the good, and as we know t:oo well, this evil gradually

inareaaes, for the number of laws has been doubled, from three ~o
si.x, and three of'these laws arise on this level itself.
On the next leve,l - the man of four dimensions - the munber. of laws:
is doubled again, from six 1io twelve.
Three of these lamt come b!om
tha highest level, six come frODJl the level below-, and a, further t:hr.ee:
arise on this level itself.
Al.re~ the situation is. becoming more·<romple:r - the clarity of man's e ~ ideals, has become distor.ted.,
And yet the man ot·faar dimensions is alwqs searching: - s--earohing:
for something beyond his nach.
What is he searohing :tor.~
He is
searching 'f'or a wa;r of escape f'rom the laws he i& under.
Sometimes,
he f'.inds the wrong we:, o~· escape, and ge't& himself unden more, law&
than evel!'.
But if he is wise, he will turn to those who have escapee!
she~.
Such men will help him -to findl his own imler- principles,
And then he will beonme free.
his own laws:-.
"Let him who seeks, not cease seeking until
he finds, and when he finds, he will be troubled, and when he has been
troubled,: he will marve1 and hec will reign over the All."
Below this level, as we discovered last ~tme, it_i~no~very easy
to define the dif'ference between one dimension and anofller.-, and perhaps
t-hat is why' in our system- they were taken as all on one level. And if'
one is honest about it- one haa· t'o admit that taken on a big scale,, tke
scale of all inankind, it is:onl.y a comparatively few people who want
to escape from: the laws -thq are under.
There are those who .2!12!
wanted t-o escape, but the traditional rules: of the lif'e they lead, the·
lack of time, the womnes and cares o't their·working ctq have made them
forget.
There are others- who were brought- up f'rem ohildhood' in'to, aritual belie~, an aocmp~ed ~orm of religion, and they would never dare
And t'here are- e-t:ill. othas- - an even grea.te
consider 8:tl'J' alternative.
number - who never t:hink in this wq at all, f'or their lif'e is, taken up:,
with simple ordinary- things--.
And yet, in spite of' all thi&', the
urge t-o escape is alwa..YB there - it is a ve"IJ'1' strong :force which exists:
deep dowir within humanity.
No wonder, for it comes from the creator
himself' - the creator of the universe.
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Now we said ~halC in the or~n of creation there are threa·
prinoiples; and it is only reasonable to ask ovselves: what these
three principles are.
This is not an easy t'hing, 'to answer, but: wa·
aan get a hint of their real meaning,: from the tradition: behind 'fihe·
medita:tion, where they are described as "Absolute - C:onsciousness - J3lisalt,
The Absolute is that which is ewrnal, f.or it continues t-o exist-

whether the universe comes into being or dieappeara,..
gives everything identtty,;

It is that which

and in man it is that which makes, each

person himself, unlike any other.
This absolute identity is "the: one
most permanent:: thing we possess, for wha:tenr happens t-o US' it- is:
alwa_ys: there:.
Consciousness· is· awareness of ~his: identity - it is iihat whiob. enable~
us to sq ' I am' •
Bui; in man this oonsciousnoss· - this awareness of • I' ia- alwqs flue.tuating.
It comes for a moment· and then disa.ppearEt again;
and: because of these moments of eonsoiousness, we take it for granted we
are conscious all the time.
Th.is is not actually so, and: it is only in
a· man of.• very high level that consciousneas- is- permanen-t.
And then there, ia, J3liss-.
The word, bliaa- refers, to ecstasy or
happiness:,. or what is, described in the system as, positive emotion.
In
its real na.tur.e eveey-thillg- is: bliss-, but'.; in the ord'i.nar.r wq we cannot:

expemenc.-e it:-.

Wh;r are we unable 11.o uperienee iv?

Simply beoause:we

oanno1t see deep enough into the heart of things ·.
To find 1:rliss-, we have
fir~ to look inwards, and -that is the purpose of me<Iita1;ion •.

Now the meaning of these three principles runs tln-ough the whole of
humanity, but on each succeeding level it changes.
On t-he highest
level, where there are only- three prined.ples, every-thing is in aaoordanoe
with the will of the Absolute
But on the nerl level, where there- are six forces,
tlmee of these come from the level above, and three from this level itffli.
And so there is not only- will, but self' will - and these two rir.eams - will.
and self.• will - can be traced throughout all mankind•.
In the same wa;y Consoiousness, which on the highest level is a
reflection of truth, of real knowledge, changes on the level below in~~
two things--.
There is tru:t;a,. and there is:· man• s: own idea of· truth, his·
opinion 0£.· knowledge.

onoe again two d:i:f"f'erent- a:treams arise,trut-h, and relative knowledge-, which leads-eventuall;r t-o ignoranae and
imagination •.

And so
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And so, t'oo,

with Bliss-.

On the highest level everything ta, b'liss - .,

ev.er;y1:h.ing- is happiness al'1d: posit:ive emotion.

But sooner o~ later man

loses t 'ouc:h with the source of' bliss, and it is then that su:f'fering arises.
And' so there are three t-hings vhicm have t=o be transaen.dett,., in order

that man can beo:ome bt'ee f'rom the laws he-is underr.
is, his own will.

, The first -thing

For it is only when he begins to 'i '°&el the pull of a

higher will than his own,- the will which comes in its origin f'r.om the
Absolute - that his own will can eventually :find ita: ~ight: place.
The aeaond thing which baa- 1to be trs.nsoencled is, ignorance, oJr
imagination.

For man is capable of imagining almost an,yt,hing, and'

a:ll sorts of f'ancifill ideas get in1to his mind and lead him aatr~.
It is; only when he finds:- knowledge based on pure Consciousness- knowledge which c:omes from beyond him, and ~uld not possibly be of
his own maki?Jg, that he gets on the road towards truth..
third 1;hl.ng which has t'o be transc:rended is suf'f'ering •.

And.' the:

For there- is

no need f"or man t-o suf'f'eJr - it is not an essential part o1' his being-,.

He was born to enjoy- life - to live it t-o the full.

And if through

the meditation he o:an reach the place of ha.ppiness,within him, soone2"'

or later his suffering will d'isappea.r.
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- There is a. way of describing the ray of creation we never thought
-of before.
- Which wa7 is that?

- From within instead of without.
- How do 7011 mean, from within?

- 'Phe ra;y of crea. tion

ens ta

w1 thin us, just as it does outside •

..,. But sure].Jr the scale is too big - we were told man does -not exist
in the r&7 of oreation?
- Re does not erlst among stars and lPJ]arles, but the principles

are alwa7s the same. - Every-thing created, however big or small,

follows the- same laws•
- You mean we contain the same triads, and all the same orders of
laws as there are in the ray of creation?
- Yes, i-t is just the same. ·
- Then what corresponds to world I, world 3 and so on?

- It is the spirit -which oorresponcls to world I.

On

the level

of the spirit the three forces are one and indivisible, just as
they are in :world I. ·

:But what do you mean by the spirit?
The spirit is above all.

It is .the origin of everything in us"

:But on the level oi' world I it is beyond our experience - onl;r when
it manifests on the level of world 3 -or world 6 can we begin to know
anything about it.

- Then what corresponds to world 3?
- It is the soul which corresponds to world 3.

In world 3, if

ynu.

remembeF, the three forces are no l~nger one a.nd indivisible - they
have become three ·· separa.te :forces.

- And what do these three forces mean?
- They a.r-e three di:f'ferent parts of the soul.

The soul is like a
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big store, whioh has everything in it a man could ever want.
is the place where all man's desires are realised.

It

And the store

--has three large -departments, each quite distinct from the next.

'l'he -:first contains what-is absolute in
his real nature. -

3lall. -

his -i-dentit:,, his I,

The second -contains man's consciousness - his

direct perception of -truth, his real knowledge, above the level of
words. -

And- the third contains bliss - it is :full of -bliss, full

of real emotion, -love, mercy, faith and many other qualities which
-words oanno.t express.
- And wha.t --oorresponds to the next level, the level of world 6?

-- It is the mind which corresponds to world 6.

On

this level, if

you remember, there is a difference ...;. it is the pl.a.oe where

mecba.niealnesa begins.

I never understood what this means?
It is li-k e an archi teot who designs a house.

The spirit is

-the architect, the or-eator of the -house, and the soul ie his

- -conception, .hia design.

Only -on the level of. mind -does actual

oonstruotion begin - the mind is like the builder, appointed to

oa~ out the work.
- And the builder can make mistakes?
- Perhaps. - Blt in any oase he -h as to get on with the job and
start doing things -he has to set everything in motion, or the
house will never get built • . -- -A nd that is wher-e mechanica.lnesa begins?

- Yes,- things go along by themselves - up to a point they should.

-- And the soul is above all that? -- Yes,-- mind is eonoe:rned with functions - it is where all movement
begins.

But the soul is above functions - it is direct experience

of being.
·- So

you cannot find the soul by thinking, however hard you tr:,.

· - No; something quite different · is needed.

- :But tell me, w~ -is it-mind .has six forces, and soul ha.a only three?
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-

On

the level of mind ther& a.re three forces which come from

-above, f rom -the level of soul, and three which begin on the

level of mind itself. - And -what is the difference between them?

-- Well, consider the -.question of will.., :for instance.
of soul there is

~

On the level

one will, the will -which comes from the spirit.

On the l.evel of mind this will is translated into functions - right
:functions produoing c.reative actions. - l:3ut mill.d has a will -of its

own, and is -able o:f itself to initiate actions.

These actions are

-of a different -kind - -thq .la.ck something - integri'ty or rightness

perhaps~ and sometimes produce W1?<>ng results.

- And the same thing is -t:rue in other respeots?
- Yes,-- the same thing -is.. true of- knowledge, .--£or instance.

In this

sense there a.re .two kinds. -of knowledge, one which speaks with .

auth.otlv, from.direct experience of truth; the other which spe~
only of. what -1 t ha.s heard from others.
- And the third force - the one -~onneoted with bliss?

- The .bliu which comen from above, from the level -of soul, is able

-to free the mind.
level of.

But :feelings- and emotions which arise on -the

mind its.elf' a.re -.different.

The;r easil,7 become .negative,

a.nd lead.::it in-so identification.-

- I wonder. wb7, this i.s so'? .. - -

On

the level -.of mind -itself there is a positive and a negative

side to eve1.7thing, but .o n the level of soul there
side __ ever-.;rthing is -p osi t:1ve.
.:

.

•

•

•

•

!!. no

nega. ti ve

Th.a. t is where the diff erenoe lies.

•

•

•

- And what happens on the next level, the level of world I2?
-

On

this level, if you -remember, forces change into laws.

- How do 7ou mean, they change into laws?
- The;r become more rigid, more fixed.
-- .But what ·:!!. the level

or world

12?

-- The nervous ....systems throughout the body.

Ma.n' s nervous system

is under twelve gx•eat .orders of laws - three from the level of the
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soul, six from the level of the mind, a.nd three from the level
of the nervous .sytem itself.
•·- And what could. these different la.wa be?

•... w·e ll, -the laws which -arise from the nel"Vous system itself are
not undez the direction of the mind.

The,- are the laws cor..nected

with reflex actions, a.nd with the autonomic division of the

nervous system.

But those from the level of the mind are

different ·- they come under the mind's control, and a.re connected
. division of the nervous

with the s~alled voluntaey

system.

-And the three from the level of soul?
•- These laws are oonnected with eonsciousnase, with ph7sioal
-awareness of the body, delight in movement a..11td sensation,

co-ordination ot movemen• and mEU17 othe-r things of that kind.
- You mean -it is possible for the soul to influen_c e the body
directly in c"f;his way?

can. ini'.lu.enc.e i. t_

- Certainly-, and the spirit_ /

•

also

The influence of the spirit

is everywhere. · When ·it oircula:tes within the nervous .

system

eve1:7thing works quite. dif'f' erently •

.

.

,-.

·-

- And what corresponds to the planetal:-7 world, which is under

twenty four laws?
- It is the endoorine systems of the body which are under 24 laws.
- And what coul-d these twenty :four be?-

·- There are three :f'rom --the ·--level--0:f soul, six from the level of'

mind, twelve from the 1-evel of the nervous systems, and three
which -belong to the endocr:1Ju3 system itself.

- And what do thq all ruean?
- It ie already -becoming ver:, complex, but genera11y speaking it

-is a queation of tho level -from-whioh the endocrine glands a.re
activated, and the kind of substances produced.
- And -in the case of the last ." three laws, the endocrine glands

a.re aoti va ted on their own level?

Wha. t would this imply?

- With regard-to certain of their activities the endocrine glands
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are under their own laws.

Consider, for instance, the seasonal

activity" ef .the -sex hormone&, or ·the influenee of the endocrine
glands on di-t':ferent stages of growth - puberty, adolescence, old

age andao on - these things are under their own lawsi, they are

not controlled :from above.
- Does an;rone rea.l.ly know how they~ controlled?

·- Some :people sa7 it i& the moon.. ·
.But isnt it -more likely to be pla.netar.r influences

- Yes, I know.

which control these things? . Probably, but so far no-one has found a:ny- evidence •••·•

•

•
•
- You said just now that on a certain level forc es change into laws?
•

•

•

- Yes, on the . level --of world I2 and below•

It is largely a question

of permanence.
- HOW' do you mean, "permanence"?

-- When matter becomes imbued with one ot" othel:' of the three forces
more or less permanentl.7, as
for instance.

on.

the level of the endocrine glands,

Seienoe can actuall.7 isolate physical substances

at about this level, but on higher -levels matter is too fleeting
to be ioola. t~d - eve17thing is changing so quickly.

- And on the level below - the level of world

48 - the forces are

·even more fixed?
- Yes-, this is the level of the J.7mphatic systems of the body.
· - What-do you mean bT "lympha:tio"?- The cellular tissues of the body and the fluids which circulate
in their environment.

These fluids aupp'-7 the cells Yi th the

energy the;r require, and a.re oonvey-ed in a complicated network of
ducts and channels throupout the system.
- And all this is under

48 laws?

- Yes, just think for a. moment what this means.
b ody' are under

48

The cells of the

laws - three from -the aou.1 1 six from the mind,

twelve f r om the nervous- aystems; 1menty four from the endocrine
sys terns, e.nd three laws o:f' their -own•
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- The cells of the body- are certainly well under control.
-you say

Oan

what all these laws mean?

- It would take a long time to work out all the details.

las.t three are importa.nt

~

:But the

-

- The three whioh belong to the cellular world itself?
- Yes, it is interesting to think what special p~operties belong
to the o.ell - something to do with growth.
- You mean the abili t7 the eell ..ha.s of' -doubling itself'?

- Yes,- of increasing, of growing - in much the same wa:y as organic
life increases over the earth's surface •••••
- And so we arrive at the lowest level, the level of world

96.

-- What could :this level rep~esent?

-- The :physical body as a whole.
- Including eve:z,,ything in it?

- Yes, including everything.

Perhaps it didnt strike you before,

-but that is what these different laws mean.

.In the

~

.of creation,

ea.eh level includes everything ...above it, and the -lowest includes
them all.

:But ea.oh level has something of its own - some

chara.cteristi-0whioh none of the-others have got.

- .And what would this-be in the oa.se of the phJ'sioa.l body?
- A certain -mass,- perhaps, and a certain erlstenoe in time.

-- And this mass, this peysical boccy- -is ma.de of oells? - -

- Yes, it consists o:f cellular tissue.

But within and around the

cellular tissue-is a higher and. more energetic substance, the basis
of which is moleoula.r. -

- You mean the endocrine systems and their secretions?
- Yes, and within-and a.round this level is a more energetic substance

still, the basis of which is ionic.
- You mean the nervous · .

systems?

- Yea, a.nd within this- level is mind.

-nervous systems.

Mind is higher than the

Its basis is electronic.

- And within the mind is the soul?

-- Yes, within the mind is. the soul, and within the soul is the spirit.
But spirit is :within and without - spi:ri t is everywhere.
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What is the law of seven, and how is it oonneC'ted wi tb. the law
of three?
In one sense the law of' seven is an extension of· tlie law
of thr:ee - an erlensi.on of the triads, it contains,,; along th& line,
of· 11:ime.

B.ut the line of' events which f'orma 1:his extension is: never--

a straight line.
In its more perfect form it is: a a.ircle
8.1 a.irele
of seven steps.
Such a1 a.irele o-r events: is called an • octave,,.' - mainly- b;y ana.log;r
with the musical seal&, which has eight not0s·.
But it wouldi be, a
miatake 1to think that every oetave has to conta-'in exacrftly eight'. notea,~
alt<hough the idea has such a long tradii#ion behind it' that we aanno1t
eaail.y- d~smiss, iti0

line of
events,

Vl;f'

v'll

I

I
I

V

"

--

-

-- ---- -

- - -

-----·····

- ~ - - - -
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Now ever;y line of events - every oata.ve - is either ascending_·
o~descend:ing - it either moves from a lower to a higher leve:i,,, or
from a higher to a lower level.
It cannot remain on the sam&' level
indefini t'.el;y, a.nd that is the grea-t mistake we are always making:. We
expeat things to cmntinue i"orever in the same: wq, and tha1t a p:nee;ise.l;r
what they ca.rmotccto.
It was· mentioned just now that a line of events is an extension of
the tmads: it contains.
An ocdave: is, really made up of triad.a,, and
it often happens: that diftf'erent-: triaas enter at dif'ferent:: points e;,long:·
an octave, sometimeEF even reversing its d.iramion.
As we alre~ know,.
triads themselves are either ascending o't! descending - the big ocmave
of crea-tion, fem- instance - tlle rq of creation - is made- up of·
des.cendJing triads, but the oc«tave of different- f"oods - the tfood tablEE> is made up of·ascending triads.
These are perfe<rt examples: o-C what an oc:tave should be, but.· most
octaves connec.ted with man's acdivities are far from per:fect - they
tend t.o go a certain distano.-e and then either fade away o~eha.nge
direotion.
In N~e there &r&'maD;Y different kinds-: of octave t~o,
and these are us.ually more pr.ectictable - in fact man.v of tha,can be
expressed mathematically, which is what a. c:ertain 'branch of.mathematics,
the cMfftrential aalculua, is, all about.
But according t:o this
teaching, in order that a line of events:oan ~tinue to develop in
the required di.recrtion, not one, but> thnee octav.es: are:. l!equired,.. And
a-1-bhough these tlmee, o~a.ves, are s-eld'om pre~nv in man's actinties:-,
;you will findi that in Nature there, are often tlmee quite clifferent:
lines, which interact vi'th each otiier-, and' so enable the pr.ccess- asa. whole to contil'lUe-;
But perhap111 the most important e~ple of this-principle applies
to our own work.
We used ~o be told long ago that in the Fourth W'1'
three differen~ lines of work were necessary - work on oneself, work
with other people. and work for the teaching as a whole.
Butt we ~ook
this idea. in mu.eh too narrow a way.
We did not realis-e tha.t the
whole object of the Fourth Wq ~ the main reas:on, perhaps, f'on its,
existen0$ - is t-o help huma.ni ty-.
And it is this which requires til:Ne

0
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first
line

Il

thii!d

line
seoond
line

IV

Ma.n;r people feel it is a si.mple matter to help
lines of work.
humanity - that it would be quite possi.ble t'o do so if one wer& in
a posinon of a.u'fmority, for instance.
But they- de not- realise
that while they remain on the same level they cannot- help anyone,
let alone humanity.
To help other people,requirea, firs't o~ all,
a· definite change in the level of one-'s being-..
It also requires::
certain knowledge - knowledge which can only (l'()me -to one thl!ollgh a
Sot-he first requirement ~or helping humanity is
cilange in being.

woM on oneself - that is-, the first line.
:But work on oneself. can only-go a certain distance.
Sooner or'
later it needs -tl)·expand into something mu.ah biggere
It needs, tile
help of other people - we all know that - but- it also needa: other~ in this sense: 'other people:' doea nov: mean
people we can help.
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those who are neares-t t:o us-, or in the work:, it means· everyone, wiithou'ft.

exception.

"F·o r if' ye love 1:hem which love you, what reward have · ye?

do· not· even vhe pub:lioana the same:?'

And if ye salute y:oUl" brethren_

onl;y, what' do · ye more than ot'hera-?

cto, no'f; even it.he, pub.lic:ans so?

•••••• But: I sq unto· you, Low your enemies . ...... "

'11his: sqiing, "Love• your. enemies", eml!lodies one of 1tlle moat unpo~~
principles:, of' the Fo'Ul".th

Wa:r, , and

it· is· the centre of: gravity · or the:

see.ond: line of work - ofwonk with o1iher people.
And work with at-her
people, if• it: frollows t-hi& principle,, c.an give the required impetus, to
t-he f-1.rst line, . to enable it- 'to-, continue.

The sudden'. realis-Mi'on,.,

which comes- from doing the medita<tion, that one is. oonne~ed with o'ti:hEm
people in a Wf13 one never saw bef'or&, and t-he f'eelling:· of" lOV,8 which
c.omes with i-t - this can help the f'irs-t- line as, well as· the second·. For
in order vo help other people a, certain t'ria.d is, required - a °h'iad which
begins,wit'h emotion.
But· emotion by- i he-1:f is not enough.
And if t-he see-ond line iao 1:o,
aont:i.nue, know-:t.edge- iB" a.lso required.

Fo~ ins,tance, in order 1to help,

ot'her people· we have 1to understand that everyone has his own octave,. his

own line of e¥l>lut.ion, and: it _is importanit t:o know what point he has:
reached along thia line, whether he has: trav.ielled. along the same. line:be:f'ore, and man_y 1.hings of this kind.
Otherwin one ma_y hinder ra1ther
than help him,,
Know-ledge of this kind belongs t-o the third line of? womc - and it-. isobvioual)' not' an ordli.nary kind· oft knowledge.
Sooner or- later i t can
lead' 1to something mue:h bigger than helping other· people - it· can lead t--0
'the disoi>v.e:rr;y of.• truth, and. the possibility of· help~ humanity as a· whale.

So

man'Et evolution cannot succeed unless, it :follows 1the principles of:

the law· of'· octaves, and t-his, f'act lllUS-t obvious:-~ be known to· schools, c4.

the Pourth Wq.
involve?

But- what, in a pra.atica.l sense, do these- principles,

What do we ha.V& t:o do'l.·

Ao:tuall.Y' it<- is very simple.
The finrt line• is connected with d:oing.
the medi ta:tion, for that is 1!1'0mething which is personal for each of' ua it is:: not a. thing t-o .b e, shared wi vh other· people-, sncl even.· -talldng,.· about

it with other people

can

e-ometimas ElJ)oil it.

The ncond line is ccnne~ed wi'tih our activity during the da.Y•
Last time, if you remember, we read aomething the Maharis-hi had
sai~ about this, -

" ••• •• •. regular and continued practice of. ........

meditation •••• ~- has-• t·o be i:ollowed by activity,

b8o:ause activity- after
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meditation brings an infusion of transcendental Being invo the
nature of the mind and through it- into all aspec:ts of one's lif'e

in the relative field.
this infusion crontinues

With the constant practice of' meda.tation,.

vo

grow and when it is full grown crosmic

consciousness will have been attained."
So the aec:onct line is- note difficult' or arduOUS' in any we::, - ii::

does, not:: require any great e'ff'ori or special sacrif'ice, and not'hing
about our life has vo be changed.
Provided' we do the meditation
regularly; the higher energy we get from it:: is bound t::o o:ome out'- in
our relations with other people. and this by its·v8"l!y nature ia b:ound
to help them-.
And: sooner- or later we s:ha.11 be on the wrq to doing:
what Christ mean&: when he Sll;)"8' "Love yoim- enemieB"•••• "
Pon a- man
who has attained eosmiC) consc:iousness aould hardly do otherwise.
But if the first and' the second lines a.re able to bring us--~ s-oomr
or later, ii.o the level of ®smic consciousness, wh3" does- t'here have
to be a third: line?
The third line is there 't-o ensure that the·
tradition which gave us i:he £irst and second lines, is able to CtOn1tinue ..
It <ronsists, really and truly, in helping that tradition - and! of" course,
there are many different ways of doing this.
But first we have 1t.ounderatand - we have to find the real meaning of all the knowledge we
have been gtven over the last f'"Orty year~, and then 1to reformulate this:
knowledlge in a language suitable for the western world today.
If we
eould db this we should be helping humanity, for it would ensure that
the truth is not, loat.
Unfortunately truth is very ea.s:ily lost - it disappears~ very
quickly.
But onc.e it has been f'ormula:tect it can survive for a. long
time - sometimes for thousands of years.
Consider the New Testament,
t'or instance.
Certainly it has beaome distorted, misunderstood,
tmmect 1to mean the opposite of what was intended.
But ~or those
who have ears vo hear it is still there - the truth can a-till be f'"oundJ.
In the world today there are a great ma.n,y different organisations
aonne<rled with helping humanity.
Some of these organisations are
religious or esoteric, others a.re socialistic~
And it is intereatingto apply the law of' oetaves to these organisations, for i 1t oan show
us what is right and' what is wrong about them.
Most social
organi&a.tions, f-or instance, omit the first line al t'ogether.,
They
are not a.ware,
the lev&-1

or

they-will not ace:ep"ft, iihat man i'B able ito· c:hange-

ot his, befng, even ltess· that such a thing_ is necessar,y.

And
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&o thq oan achieve nothing - even aometimes they make matters worse.
Religious organisations are often nn better, :ftor they lack

real
method of work on the f'l.l'.St line, and this gives- gkind of falseness
t:o_· th&tr aims.
But: some 1"eligi0US' organisations, and.' manr esot:.eric
an_;i-

s-chools- possess rea.l methods of' work on the firrt line-- - method&whioh
are ba.s-ect on tra.d'i tiona.1 wqs· of' thee past..

Tkeae:· methods- are long-

and arduous, a.rul' they can only be carried out suoo-essfull;y under
spea:ial c:ronditions.,
Mu.ah misunderstanding_· has· arisen beeause t-his, poh!tis· not· realised'..
Certain organi&atione have b-ol"rowed 1the practica1
methods· of these traditional wqs-, and have tried 'to a-pply them.for use
in t-he ordinary cond.iti.on.S' of life.
This- can lead to wrong- results-,
and to a- great deal of. wasted ef'f'ort and suffering.

So, work on thee

first line hast~ bathe r:igh~ kind of work - it has t-o be suited ½o
the c:onditiona in: whio-h we live.
And then• there are ~rtain organisations which have reaehed a-very
high level of wol'k on both the first and the second line&.
But liecaua&.
certain knowledge was.· misaing· fronr the, third lin&, their won has·

produced' t'he wrong
of· Buddha..
There
but ~hose who came
t'o do it-wrong.

effect.

One· suo-h example refers 1to-the :followens-

is a- theor.y vhat Buddha himself had3 t-he meditation,

after him missed t-he most important point, and began

As a result of doing it wrong they began t-ot-ea.oh

mankind that the ul tima:te a.i.m in life is t-c> reach a- statec of'· nirvana,,
or not-hingness,.,

And t'here are some who maintain t-hat the ef":fee,t of

their teac:hing:- has· been, t't> sap t:he vitality of Ind'ia, even until the
present-: d:a.Y.

Gertainly the medi ttrlion· ·itself' was lost, and' i t was

oniy redi.sc:overed: a faw years ago,. in the forties, of t-his century •.
Another example, and one muc-h nearer home,, is tha"t of the monastic-

The monastic,; tradition a.lnreached. a veeyhigh level of'work on the first and second lines-.
Buv al.though work
tradition in Europe.

on the t'hird line also reached a· very high point-., &0mething- was,
misundem1tood - something about evil - the id:Sa, thi:tt man's nature

is

evil, that evil has• to be :fought and eonquered, especial})" the &vil.

wi1thin one,, and it.hat'- man• a, evolut:ion cran

from t-he wor-J.ct.

only- take place in seclusd.an

'!'he c:onsequeno:es· of.. all theseo wrong, i.deas, .a'l!e rsrttm

with us- t:od.'c\Y, and pei,haps, t-hat is- wh,y there is so much conf.:liat in
t'he world •.

But if you want ·an era.mple of' these tln!-ee ]ineg of'wol!k in 'their
mori perfecrt'- form, you have, only t'o stu~ the GospeJ.s,..

F"or oblri.ous-Jzy-

Christ- understood the law of octaves,, a.mi his aim-- above all else- waat'o helc'p humani-ly.
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The idea that man cannot d.o, that everyihing happens·, is a very
stimulating idea, for it leads· t-o the question 'how do things happen?'
I:f' one onuld see the world as it really is·, wi t-hout· t-he illurri.on t-hat
we can a-lt'er aizy"thing, what would it' be like?
First,, we s-hould see, that everything-- is subjeo.i; to law.
Even
a:ce:idents:- arec subjeC't t-o law, . as every sta.tis.tic:ian- knows,. .
Ao:e.idents
happen when different lines cross- one another - lines o~ cause and effeet.
If you are walking along the pavement from a ton, and a-t the s-a.m&
moment a brick falls off a building onto your head, tha-t is two lines
1

crossing each other.
But lines- of c:ause and effec:t are also subject to law.
One mighisuppose that every line- is different, but a:ctuallythey ail have something
in c:ommon.
or· octavea.

They follow a· certain pattern, which is· known as the law

In the

la si do:·, was- us:ed as.:

syriem the diatonic major scale, do re mi. fa so1
a; Wt!J'Q

of expressing this, law.

If ;rou imagine

some en-t'erpri" starting, like a new busine-ss: or- an archi.tec:tu:nal practice-,
you can S&ec· that it starts-- with a fun4amental impetus' - the note DO.
The sounding of" tkis fundamental DO carries, it along through RB and. MI.
Bu:t'" s:ooner or later the-- impetus f'ad:es-- awq, and the ente-'t"J)ris-e begins
to- falter.
Thie:: dropping back~ or 'reoaa-sion' 8.8' it is, called nowaday~,
e:oincid.es-- with the interval MI - FA, which is• only a, semi tone, eompared
with the major and minor tones-- of the first two in~ervals.
If nothing e-omes· along to revi.ve the pracrlic-e, it m~ fold up and
disappear, whioh is what so often happens.
In fact, man.v or- our
a:ctivi ties- never get further than the first interval MI - FA.
But i:t
they get past this interval, which may come about if the original impetus
is-- strong enough, they will continue through the notes FA, SOL, LA, SI,
and f'ina,lly o.-ome to a halt a.t the seo-ond interval SI - DO.
DO·

RE

MI

FA

SOL

LA

SI

DO>

-L..-----•-·----• ..•..•... ~•---------------·········1

This is· a- pic.t ure- of· an is-olated: line of oauf!te' and ef'f ect - if• such a
thing were pos-sible.
In practice, of ooura&, there· a.re s-o many' o~her
lines-- er-ossing· it in all directions, that it gets· very mu.cm distorted, and
m~ even ahange direo.tion C'Ompletely.
But in certain eases·, espectially,
in c:Nartain c~smie processes, it is essential that the line contimie~
without- interruption past the inte-rvals.
This would apply:', for instance,
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t-o the line of growth, or to the evolution of s.pecies:.

But how doe-s

~at she does, isc very simple - she s-o O'Ontrives.· t-hings
that several octaves oV,&rlap one another-.
When the :first octa,re, would.
normally come to a halt-,a seoond octa-w starts- with it& fundamerrtal oo,
which carries t-he :finst octave a-cross, the int-erval.
When the s--ecrondi
na-ttlre' do it·?

oo:tave in:· its, turn begins to falter, a third' octave cu>mes· in, and so on.
In this wtq the eont-inuity of". t-he prooes-s is, ensured:DO'

RE

MI

FA

SOL:

LA

SI

DO

~1--w•r-.--!•••••-•--------- t•••••••'
DO
J

RE

t

MI
FA
1.-••-.•• !
DO
RE
t

t

SOL
I

LA
t

MI
FA
t
•••••• '

SI
DO
, ... .. .--. !
SOL,

LA
t

SI
DO
t
• ••••••'

But if nature has learnt how to d.o it, wb,y oa.maot- we?
It was
said:, earlier·, that man cannot do·.
If he crould. learn from nature,.
might he not :find t-he, wq?
That was- t-he real point a-bout this- teaching.

It was: int:ended t.o

show the · wa.Y. in whic-li man ·has to go t-o :find the' ltingd011L o£ heaven,.. ·

In

order t-o reach the kingdom of heaven one oc.1iave is not enough. After
a li t-tle while it will crome to a halt - it will get no further.
Butif three octaves-- are going simultaneously . -they will get . t-here> - pr-ovided

of' c-ours-e they are the right oC'tave-s, in the right relation to each ot-her.
Yet no-one understood wha-t this mean~.
It was ta.ken to refer to
different degrees of effort, different levels of work, and things of

But in :r-acrt it is s:omething· quit& different .- it refers: to
the meditation.
During-· the hal~ hour there have to be the-ire three
octaves - that is what those who invented it must have discovered. And
they so contrived it that it all happens- naturally·- it is designed t:o
take pla-c:e in a natural wa;s-, just as Nature does- it.
that- kind.

Over and above the law of' ea.use and ef'fecrl is another law - th.e law
of fate.
During the course of one's lif'e there are o:ertain things'. usual~ very big things::, like birth. and death or- :falli.ug · iri lave, whi.~
cannot really be explained, either by the law of aanident or the law of·
c:ause and3 effect~
The ti.JRe, and place of ona's· d'eatl\, for- ins~anoe·-iii ·may appear to be an a:ccident:, but actual~ it is- one'B'. fa-te t-o d~
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in that w~.

And nothing one might have done, or left undone, would
have made ax,.y- difference - that is what seems so stranee.
Sometimes when people fal.1-in lo-ve they feel the influenee 0£
fate.
They will sq it f'eals- as: tt everything ta beil!g, done: fo~
them by somebody else - there is nothing they have to do, for the,
decisions- are already taken.
And i-t seems familiar, as if it had
all happened before ••••
This is" an important clue - it means that :fate belongs- to the fifth
dimenai.on - to reaur:renoe.
Cause and effect belonga to the fourth
dimension - 1.he line of'' passing time.
:But f'a;te is, :five dimensd.onal,
and. t-his- implies that there is, something Ertill higher: - s-omething

belonging to the sixth dimension, which could :free ua·ft-om the law of
fate.

Thi~ higher dimension is the law of''will.
What is meant by will?
Not' self will or wilfulness - they c:an
change nothing.
A man with a strong- will mq be, even more helpless

than a man wi 1:hout- it.

But real

will - will 1:ha.t comes: ft-om a;bove

one, and yet is within one - how can it: be found?
To f'lnd it- means- to experience it-, and probably for you and me the
meditation is the only way of' doing this.
When the meditation changes
something in one - when one is released quite unexpectedly from a
lifelong burden, or when one :finds certain things become possible which
eould never have happened be:fore - then perhaps in
the beginning of' will.

a;

small way it is

Fate is what alwqs.,happened, will is quite new.
A great artist
c:ould never be bound by :fate.
Shakespeare, for instance, will never be
writing the same, plays,, the same s-onnetS',_, over again.
Nerl time he will,
be moving on vo something else

- a new adventure, a new experiment.

But

it is never one's own will, it is always-: beyond one - every great artist
k:nows · that thia· is so.
In this work there is a great deal which is old - old ways of' t-hinkiner
and behaving, old attitudes,, old fears, old imagination.
If' we hang on
to these things they will become part of our fate, and E:W'entually
they will die wi-frh us.
But if we search only :for what is: new-, things:,
will begin to mov~- we shall move into a new world
a world quite
diff"erent from an;ything::we hav&- experienced before.
And so next time
we shall make a new beginning •••••
"Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven
ia like unto a man that ia a.n householder, which bringeth forth out 0£
his, trea1'ftll!'e things:, new and old·."
Matthew I4, v.52.
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Dear Dr Roles,
This week's material brings back memories 0£ many ~ruitless hours
spent in trying to understand the octave!

Why

did it never lead

anywhere - wha. t is it tha. t was missing?

I am coming to the conclusion that in order to understand octaves

you have to begin with t:ria.d.s - perhaps that is what we never understood

before.

Triads explain the'na-mre of events at a given moment;

that moment into time, and you have octaves.

extend

Octaves a.re the extension

of triads in the fourth dimension - their extension in time•

:But not all triads - that is the interesting thing.
octave starts.

has happened?

Sooner or later it will change its direction.

Obviously the kind of triad has changed.

was an ascending triad and now it is descending.

Ara there

Suppose an
What

Perhaps 1 t

But what changed it?

certain triads which have a. discrete action at certain points

in the octave?

How much is known about such triads?

If we understood all this better we should
a. lot of fruitless effort.

obviously save ourselves

So clearly we dont know what to do when the

octave changes its direction - so clearly we still go on doing the wrong
thing.

Why

do we do the wrong thing - why cant we see what to do?

suppose we consider an octave in this

wa;y

as a complex chain of

different triads, in very much these.me way that the scientists consider
an organic molecule - as a complex chain of different groups of atoms.

Now the organic molecule represents a certain pattern of reactions - a
pattern, shall we say, 0£ physical reactions within the structure of a
living cell.

In the same way our octave represents a certain pattern -

a pattern of psychological reactions in the field of human behaviour.
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We can, in fact, imagine that each individual person has a characteristic
pattern - an octave of this kind which we can oall his 'gestalt ' - ·his typical
a.~d inevitable reaction to events in the world around him.

In the world of animals and birds .the octave chain is fixed - each
member of a given species has exactly
the same octave.

How can it be, for instance, that evecy cat in the world

goes through exactly the same movements in washing i tsel£ with its

tongue?

Why does every duck behave in the same way, every hen, every pig?

It is

this fixture of the same octave in .all the members of a given species

which enables ma.n to predict exactly what an animal will do - which enables
him to catch golden eagles, for instance.

:But man himself is different -

- in man there is a different octave - a different pattern - for each
individual person.

Each of us has his own characteristic way of

doing things - he starts in a. certain way, meets up against the sa.me
kind of difficulties, solves them by the same methods, ends up with
the same sort of result.

And all this is independent of the

circumstances - it is the same whatever he is doing, more or less.
Now I know this is rather a sore subject, because in the old days
we used to

think all this was connected with our •meehanioalness' ,

and as we had got the idea that meohanicalness was wrong, we thought we
should try to get rid of it.

:Bu.t the surprising thing is that the

meditation doesnt work that way at all.·

I dont know what you feel,

but I get the impression that the meditation has the effect of :filling
the intervals in these octaves - of. making them more fiexible, and
filling them with life, so that they begin to grC'NI new shoots, and
eventually perhaps to flower, and so bear fruit.
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The analogy of a growing plant is an apt one, for it is very
illuminating to study the actual processes that go on in plant biology,
and to relate them to this idea of an octave chain or pattern.

We find

that in the main stem of' the plant, so to speak, three octave chains

are interlocked.

There is the growth of the plant itself - its evolution

from a. seed - which we can imagine as forming the main structure·of'
the stem.

Then spiralling round this stem are two further processes -

the respiration of the plant - a process in which fuel is converted
into heat - and the regeneration of this fuel through the process of
photosynthesis.
So far so good;

but what of the.other three kinds of triad?

Do these also f'orm themselves into chains, or have they a different
f'orm?

We know that somewhere hidden within the structure of the

plant, for instance, is the peculiar infiuenoe which causes it to
specialise - to develop those special characteristics which make it,
sa:y, an apple and not a pear - or even a cox's orange pippin and not
a bramley seedling.

But haw this influence works we are far :from

olear, even thou:gh we know the form of the triad which belongs to it.
Clearly, this triad interpenetrates the whole octave chain, f'or
it exerts its influence on every pa.rt of the plant structure.

But there
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is another triad of quite a dif:ferent kind - the triad responsible for
the fertilisation of the plant.

Occurring as it does at a particular

moment in the development of the plant, and being responsible for
initiating a whole series of further chain r0aotions, this triad

clearly fills one of the intervals in our octavo.
is :filled, the plant eventually bears :fruits

I£ the interval
i:f it is not, the plant

continues as before, grows tall and even flowers, but this one thing

is missing ••••
And so in time the plant grC1111s old-and dies - returns to earth

and feeds it by deca.,-.

The last of the six triads has come into

its own - has taken charge, and the.octave is complete.

The hands

o:f the clock have turned full circle, and somehow, somewhere, a seed
begins to

grcm••••••

:But perhaps the greatest miracle of all is that

here, in this tiny seed, the whole structure of our octave is eontainedl

Yours,

J/J

~li

/J
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Foreword

The purpose of these Wednesd.cy evenings* is to find a w~ of
reformulating the system we were given b;y P.D.Ouspensky, in the
light of arr:, further knowledge and experience we have received
since his death, particularly from the Shank:aracharya, and from
the meditation which belongs to his Tradition.
Try to imagine someone - perhaps one of our own children or

grandchildren .- living in the third millenium (only some twenty
years from now).

How can we ensure that the knowledge we have-

oeen given is gathered together in a. form which he would accept
and understand? **
With thi~ in mind I have tried to start from fundamentals.
If you have heard soma of it before:- try to hear it afresh from
this point of view.

( * see Val O Section 8 )
(** see a lso Vol O Section 6)
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Prologue & System Overview

In the system there are three very broad divisions - three ways
of approaching truth.

These three divisions are fundamental fragments of them can be found in all great teachings.
But only
in this system, as fa.r as we know, do they all three exist side by
sidec.
The first of these three great divisions ia concerned with the
origin of things - with the way things are created and c:ome into being.
To discover what is absolute, what is permanent in ourselves and in
the world around us, and particularly to understand the significance
of different levels,; t-o discover,- too, t-he source from- which we came,
and to which, sooner or later we shall return - that is the purpose
of this ~irst great division.
The second. great division is concerned with the purpose of things,
with their function, in relation to each other, and. to the larger
whole to which they belong.
To discover man's relation to the
cosmos, and to the worlds above and below him; to understand the
meaning of time, and the relation of zero to infinity, and to realise
the signif'ioanoe of dif'f'erent dimensions - dl:f'f'erent steps onthewa;r
to s,elf ·realisation °-. that is the• purpose of this second great di vision.
And the third great division is concerned with the nature of' things
with that which they are in themselves.
To find a wa::, of se-eing:'bey-ond the outward. appearance of things into their real nature-; to
d.iso.ov~ the differene.eo- between right and wrong, truth and falsehood,
and to know the real meaning of our actions, - that is· the purpose of
this third great division.
Interpenetrating these three great divisions of' knowledge- is a
further approach to truth - one which be-longed exolusivel~to Ouspensky'
himself, for it had no actual place in the system he inherited.
This
approach is O'Ontained. in the idea of eternal reeurrence·..
The idea.
of eternal recurrence gives enormous insight into the truths of the
system.
If' it is understood in the right way it can throw new light
on almost every aspeet of these truths.

There is in the system a symbol called the ennea.gram, or oirole
of nine points, which c·ontains within it virtually all the ideas- of
the system.
Being a symbol, it makes the use of words unnecessary,
and is therefore free from the changing formulations of time.
It follows
that by using it the knowledge of the system could be made permanent, :for
it would b-e free from the distortions which arise from language.
Let us begin with the first division of knowledge, and see whether
When we are disaus-sing the
the symbol can help us to understand it.
origin o:f things, and the wa3 things come into being-, we tend t-o think
naturally of a Qirole, with a point in the centre.

This central point

is the souro·e from which creation begins, and from it ra;rs of creative
energy are radiating outwards, as they do. :from the sun, which is the·
source of all life on earth.

Concentric. c'ira:les at greater and greater

distances from the o:entre indicate different levels of energy.

And as

with the sun's radiations, the further they are from the centre, the
denser and les-s energetic these levels- of' energy beo·ome :-

.3

How is this symbol related to the meditation?

When we a.re doing

the meditation we actually experience di:fferent levels of energy - energy
which is just as real as that which comes from the sun.

When we start

we are in the outer area - the gross level of ordinary life, which
contains all the thoughts feelings and sensations experienced during
the day.

The mantra is coming from very much deeper down, near the

centre of the circle, where the vibrations a.re much more powerful.

These

vibrations attract our attention more and more - they attract the mind
away from the outer area, and leave all our everyday thoughts behind.
When we reach the intermediate area the mantra has ceased to be
a word - it has become a rhythm or pulse - something very difficult to
express, for it is above the level of words.
Sometimes the mantra gets

But
sooner or later it will break through to the central area, and. then
everything is bliss.
In this area the quality of the mantra is becoming
very subtle - too subtle, eventually, for the mind to follow.
And then
it trans~ends·.
And so we begin again, this time, perhaps, much nearer
caught up in this area, which is very much a world of dreams.

the centre.
Th.is is a very inad.equate d.escription of a process which is not onlydifferent for each person, but different for the same person each time.
But the principles are always the same - we go from a gross level to a
subtle level, and eventually beyond the subtle level into the universal.
When it reaches the universal level the mantra passes beyond experience,
for the mind can no longer ~ontain it.

In this way we become united

with the origin of things - with the source from which creation begins.
But there are other ways of' looking at the meditation - other things
we need to k:now about it.
lead us.

In particular we need to know where it can

For above all it is a way of living - a way of' fulfilling

what we always hoped that lif'e would bring us.
(see diagram: _.page 4 )
It is the second great division of' knowledge in the system whio-h

can help us to understand this aspect of the meditation, f'or this pa.rt
of the system is concerned with the purpose of things, and with their
relation to a larger aspe~, a larger whole.

From t_he point. of view

of the meditation, this diagram oan show us the wq t'o .self' re_al;isa.tion,

:for. each of"-i:lie pomta· round the .cr:i.r&l.e has_?,, speaial m~aningc·_ along- the

Tak~n .in -thts sens:e t tlie •. di~am belongs to the ,Shank,arachar.ya.' s
traditiont Slld. is ca:llea. the Ladder of Seven Steps.
Points I,2,4,5, 7,8
and: 9 are the seven stages whic:h lead to self realisation, and points 3,
6 -a.l'J.!l 9 are places where a. special influence is needed.
W9G".
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(se e Miscellane ous 25- 26)
Later, perhaps we can discuss the Ladder of Seven Steps/in more
detail, based on the Shankaracharya's description, and so d.iscover,
eventually, what the purpose of meditation is, in the widest possible
sense.
But it is interesting that this diagram should belong to b.is
trad.i tion, for it has many applications in our system,. where it refers to
all processes where a complete period or cycle is discernible.
It also
applies to a c:ertain teaching in the system known as the Doctrine of
Cosmoses.
This teaching contains the key to an understanding of man's
relation to the world, the uni.verse, the All., and it is said to be thEf
beginning aJ1d end of all knowledge.
But there is a still further aspect of the meditation which we need
an aspec;t which is oonneoted. with the third great division
to know about
of knowledge.
If you remember, we said that this· third division was
connected with the nature of things - with that whicrh they are in themselveB.
What is the nature of the meditation?
It is a method, but what is
particular about this method - how does it differ from the countless other
methods of inward prayer, meditation and contemplation which exis~ in the
world today?·
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Now the nature of things is determined

by a certain law - it is

said to depend on the coming together of three forces.

Just as the

nature of a certain colour is determined by the combination of thre&
primaries, red, yellow and blue, and it is the relative concentration
of these three primaries which distinguishes one c-olour from another,
so the nature of m~s activities is determined by the combination of
three fora:~~,_ aotiye)- p_a.ssive and neutral, and it is . the:, order in whicrh:

these: three ·to:t!o~s -c-<>mb±ne whioh distinguishes one activity from another.
The idea that man's actions - his activities

are different in their

very- nature - a.s different as green is different from orange, or as drange
is, different from violet - that is what lies at the root of this teaching
about different activities, a teaching which Ouspensky developed himse·lf
from the principles belonging to t'he system.

And the great discovery-

he made ia this .. that . a.s - there a.re only · six, different ·orders in which
three separate forces- can combine, the number of activities of which man
is- capable are·, limited to six •.

What are these six activities?

Be-:fore we can answer this· we ha.veto

discuss the principles - and having understood the principles we have to

But there is a certain application
of the symbol which can lead us there more directly, for it o:-ontains
Tb.is circulation, which
what is described as a.n inner ~irculation.
passes through points I,4,2,8,5 and 7, is the key to an understanding
o-f thes.e s:ix combinations, or 'triads'.
(see diagram -page 6.: )
Le.t us begin by taking two o-f these triads.
You will see that the
diagram is divided into two halves - in the right hand half the
circulation passes through points I,4,and 2, and in the left hand half•
it passes through points 8,5 and 7, afterwards returning· t .o the right hand
sida a.gain, when the process is· repeated.
What are these two halves
of the cirole?
They are like night and day, or sleeping and waking one of the most fundamental aspects of our existence, though we take it
very much for granted.
In this C'Ontext they refer to two activities
apply them to~ number of examples.

on the right hand side is the meditation, and on the left hand side

is our work during the ciay.
Just as our energy is renewed when we go to sleep at night, so the:
meditation is a w~ of renewing our energy.

But with the meditation it

is not just physical energy which is renewed, it is the energy on which
our higher c_e ntres depend.

The combination of three forces at points

I,4 and 2 actually manufactures this energy.

When it has been

manufactured it is distributed to a.11 points of the organism
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and s-o beo~mes available for use during the da;y.

It is in this wa;y

that the meditation influences and controls _our activities during the

course of our daily life.
The aombination on the left hand side is
that of creative work, a.nd as we all know, it is only when we have the
right energy circulating within us, that this combination can £unction
properly:-

9

active

neutral

passive

7

2

neutral

active
You will see that the order of forces on the right hand. side is
different from that on the left.
If you think deeply enough about it
you ma;y be able to understand what the real difference is, and how these
two triads are complementary to each other, for one d.e:pends on the other.
Later we can study the way in which the other four triads come in the
diagram; and eventually it will be possible to hold them all in mind,
and so to apply them, b.o th to ourselves and to the world around us.
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There is one further aspeot of knowledge which remains to be

the idea of' eternal recurrence.;
What is eternal
recurreno-e?' One crould not do better than quote Ouspensk;r's- words
mentioned

in Chapter XII of A New Model of the Universe:"A man dies, and his last moments, his last thoughts and
realisations, his last sensations and last regrets, are
o:onneoted with the sensations of love which create new birth.
Which precedes and which follows the other?

All this· must

be simultaneous.
Then the soul sinks into sleep, and then
a.wakes in the same world as before, in the same house, with
the same parents".
Later, when you have studied the system in more detail, you will
realise that there is hardly a single part of it which is not af'fected
by the idea of recurrence, and you will wonder how anyone who has

never heard t-his-- idea could understand what the system- is all. about•
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Mr Ouspenslcy- 1 s teao-lling was oased on the idea of self:•nemembering.

He would say, unless we can remember ourselves, nothing is possible.
And when,; in the early da;rs of'. the war, people asked him what they should

do, (:flor he was; about t-o leave England for America), he would say, 0 t-herec
is- nothing els-e I can tell you - remember :yourselves,."
How do we understand this idea of self remembering; ItOW t-hat we have
the meditation?
The diagram· we were discus-sing last time aontains t-he
answer.
You will have noticed that i:f you :find yourself' in a d1:f:Bi.cu.l1t
situation, or somet<hing moves you deeply, or even when y:ou are doing
nothing speeial - particularly if' you are e-hanging from one activity
to anot'her- - the mantra starts going on its own.
That is· t-he· beg_inning
of· self remembering..
And you see why - the mantra comes from the point
ofl:' the triangle, where real 'I' belongs.

Remembering yourself' is

remembering real 'I'.
So the wa;r to inarease the frequency and the d:epth of moments of

self'remembering is, t:o enaourage the mantra to atart up on its own,
wheneveir- i'ti wishes to do so.
We cannot E! it: do so - t-hat spoils, it-.
But-- we oan keep a. watch for it.
And the main thing it depends on is
the depth of'· the half hour.
The deeper and: more o:omplete t-he half'' hour-,
the more moments of'' self" remembering _will come t--0 us dur~ the

de.Y•

And when t-hey d'o e-ome, we want if possible t-o let them develop, f'ors:0metimes they go very deep.
But this is·not-- a.lwa;ys possible,
d.ependlng on what we are d'o ing.
The idle-a• of· self remembering· is- a _very mu.oh bj,gger idea than _one- rrlgl'tt

When we first heard of this id.ea, we tended t-o eonfuse itwi t'h trying t'o be aware of ones-elf, or-wit-h being awake o:ir alert in an
ordinary sense.
.And so the point about it was missed.
Foir self
remembering is connected with memory - memory in neeurrene:e - and wi~hout:
this· oonneation it- has? little meaning-_.
But the idea. is not a; simple·
suppose,_

one, and it'_ has· t-o be taken st-ep by step.
One o~· i,nec first t-hings we have t--o . do is· t"o learn h-ow t-o t-hink.

We

have ·h, train the mind how t-o put: things in thei.P right oategorieg-,, to·
f'ormulate- the · rig:ht queriions·, . to: pr-oce-ed in an- order'.ey way along a

c.~ain line- of thought-, wiiihout: deviation.

In the -ordinary

'Wfq - we

think a-ss-o&iatively - one· t-hing remind.ft us, of another - and our 1thoughts
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wand.air a.bout wit-hout control.

In orde:r- t-o think in t-he right· wq

we need a· fiamework - and that is exa.c.½ly what this system prow.des•·
There is in t-his system a universal symbol, the origin of. which is
unknown,.
This is how it was originally gjven, in its simplest· form:-
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/

I
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I
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I
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\
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In order. t-o understand what the symbol means·, we can begin by asking
ours:elves- the ques1.ion, "What is- the wo:r-lcnm
~o this question is a matter of viewpoint-.

Olearlty-,; the answer

The world oan be our.- own

immediate surroundi.ngs, or the whole earth, or. the solar system, or·
even vhe whole, universe.

At "the other extreme it' can ref'er.- t-o: the.-

world wit-hin us, or even t-o smaller and sma.lle1r worlds b·e low us, such

a-toms.
Now there is Eromething common t ·o a;ll thes-e dif'feren't· worlds •.
Ba.sica;lly, if' we cx,uld f'ind it, they all have a- similar f"orm· - not
as cells, molecules and.
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a physical form, of' course, but a certain ordered. arrangement of

parts.
This ordered whole we o:all a 'c-osmos • , from the Greek word
1
cosmos' which means-, r order-'.
So the symbol represents a aosmos or world, and that is perhaps-:
t'he most important t-hing about it.
For in studying t-he nature of
one world we can make ax,mparisons with another - in studying the nature
of our own world, the microcosm, we can s~e it~reflee.-tion in the
maoroo:osm - and that is the beginning of knowledge.
But first let u&- cronsider the detailed arrangement of the eymo:ol,
and try to understand wha:t it means-.
You will see tha-t it· c.onsists·
of a. circle of nine points, whio~ are numbered one to nine in arabic::,
notation.

These nine points represent- an orderly :progression, takeni

in a c-lookwise direction.

They could refer, for instance, to the

evolution of man's different f'unotions, and the e:cirol.e itself to t:he
passage of' time.
As time passes- round the e:irc~e like t-he hands· of
a ~lock, man's life un:folds, :from the moment of conception until death.
And as it does so, different parts of his nature develop at differentstages.
But unlike most diagrams of this-kind, the numbers, around. the
o:irc.le indicate a logarithmic pr-ogression.
This simply means that
the value of time decreases as time goes on - that as we grow older,
less and less- happens in ea.eh suacessive moment o-r time.
At the
beginning of life, in the first few moments of· our existence, an
enormous- amount of change takes place in a. very- short period' of' time";
at the other extreme, towards the end of life, ver., little happens at all.
And in between, the value of ti.me is steadily decreasing.

But what

is the

basic unit of' man.. s, t:imatr

Th.a- hsi,e,- unit: ia a,

lunar month of" 28 d~s.
One lunar mont-n is the period, the rh;yt-hm
of cronoept·ion;
ten lunar months is·.:t.he prena.-ta1· period in t-he womb;
one hundred lunar months is, approximately t:he- period of our ahildll.ood,
-12agell.,
and one 'thousand lunar months is t-he period of' life it-self. (see diagram 1
Seen in this w~ the different periods of our life take on a new,
and a very interesting meaning.
In 'real' time the prenatal period
ia as long: as the period of childhood, and: childhood itself· is as long
Hou can thi~be possible - is itas the whole of our adult- life.
really true?
l'fow:

Only our own experience ean tell us·.,
if you think about it ~u will realise that ea.eh of these three
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The pr.ena:f;al
periods of our life has its own kind of aonsa.i.ousness.
period ha.a, one kind of c:onsc:tousness - & consciousness we know very
little about.
The period of childhood has attother aonscr.i.ousness one which is more familiar t'o us,. ~ll of dreams and phantasies,, in
which nothing is impossible.
· And the period of' oiJr ad:a.l t life has,
~ third kind. of· consciousness - q:uite diffe~en~ again - full of the
hard facts, the "lll1pleasant realities of life - things whioh are
mesningless ~o a ohild.

These three levels· of consciousness would seem to have much in common
wt th those descri.bed in the ShankaracharS'a-' s tracli:tton - i;ha.t of deep
In i;he
sleep, tha"t of' sleep with dreams, and tbat of the waking state.
1)3:'ena.tal period we are, as it 1tere, in deep sleep.
Yet some other- part
of-•us- is very wide awake, and~ a quite dif'ferent" -time :f'1tom t-bat of' our
adult. lif'e.
Izt e.h ildhood. we live in a. dream s1ia;te - a.
veey vtvid sta-te o~ conscri.ousness, whicrh follows· quite different- laws
from those of our adult life, and once again has~ quite differen~ time.
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And in ad.ul t' life i.'ts:eU: we live- in the orclina:cy e.ons:ciousness· of' -the
logical mind - a. s.1;ate which has little in oommon with the other two

stateS:', a.nd. t·ends to forget all about them.
?Tow
of

mair s inne1r dev&!opment::

depends,-

t:he PQSS'ibility

not on forgetting; -1:fu:it on

remembering'..
In terms of the meditation we begin to know wha:t this
means - but what would it mean in terms of the ci.role of our lif~?
Is it possible for man ito oa:rry over certain memories during '"ti:his
period bef''ore ·lnm-h and after d'ea:th - the period w-hic-h pass:es in

d3eep s,leep?' In the Gospel according to Thomas there is t'he following-pa;ssage:"The disciples said to Jesus: tell us how our end will be.
Jesus· said:
Have you then di.sa.overed the beginning so 1that you inquire about- the
end:?
For where t'he beginning is, there shall bet-he end:.
Blessed
is he who s-hall at and at the beginning, and he shall know the end and

he sha;ll not taste death.he came int'o being''.

Jesus- said: _Blessed is he who was- bef"on

This strange passage only makes sense if you take it- in relation,
t'o the ci.r<tle of" life - from the point of view of" remembering the past_-.

To stand' at the beginning means to stand between points 3 and 4, in
early-childhood;
to know the end means to remember what happened
before, at .about point'- 8 or 9.
This is- made· d.oubly c:lear by the
final remark, "Blessed is· he-, who wa13· before he came int-o b_eing".
Usually, the prenatal period - the period of deep sleep - obliterates·
our memory of the past.
But' not ne-cessarily s--o.
It must be a·
question of training our waking consciousness to remember •••••
So when Mr Ouspensky spoke about self remembering·it had, likeso maey things that he said, a double meaning.
It meant remembering
ourselves, here and now, and it meant remembering the past -and the

future.

In order· to do one, the otller is, neaesS'82",Y'.

a.f'ter all they are t-he same thing.••••

Penhaps-
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This wa,.y is th.e wq of' understanding.
Unlike other- wqs," in
whiah a' mam acts- on f'ait-h, or- is='. under the a-irect guidance of a teacher,

in this W8'3 we a.ot on our own understanding - we do nothing wi.1thout
knowing w~.
Understanding i& the arithmetic mean
In order t-llat our understanding oan
between knowledge and being.
grow, knowledge and being have both t ·o increasa in: equal propol'ti~
If our knowledge inora~sbeyond the level of'• our being, understanding
will grow no further; and if our being increa.aes: beyond t-he 1-evel of
our- knowledge, once again understanding' will gr,ow no- furthe:.
Knowledgeand being have bot.h to go ham in hand •.
What is: underriandi.ng?

People realis-e what knowledg& is, but they · never t-hink about- being•.
They never- realise- -that· there, is=- suo-h a· thing as being, o:zi- tlurl one,

person's being is· different from tha't of another.

Nor do they- l!ealise·

what i1t would! mean -to change the level. of one's being.
If the level. of
our· beiDg'.· we2!e t-o change,, a whole new climens--i.on of k:nowledgE:J would open up
to us,- and we would. understand~ things we never realised before.

But how can we change the _level of. our being?
Actually,_ work on
being is- quite different· from work on knowledge.
It is: a different- kind
of · work, a ditterent: t1rl.ad.
For us,., the meditation is- work 011 beillg:.. If'
do the ha.li"'hour twice a <la;J', and e.arr:,- out "the "technique c:orrec:tly,
the level of· our being will <mange - at first only a lit-tlo perhaps:-,. but:
gradually mere and more.
R'ut the point' is-, we leave it to the meditation we let tb.e mantra do it f' or us.
That is the great secret about t-he
med1tation - it is no"t ourselves who are doing it, it comes from a
eosmie level, a cosmic scale.
we

·
at the ;>resent time
Strangely enough, the most important question facing us / ·
is· nothow to ehange the level of our being, for we are luck;y enough to have
the meditation, but how to formulate the right framework of knowledge a· :framework which is simple and direct, whic.h those who are doing the
meditation can use.
The d'iagram we have been disaussing, which is·
mown as.- the enneagram,. or circle of' nine points-,. was, invented a· long·
time ago by those who belong:ed "to ·t-his- system - people of a· very- high
level of being, who were able to find a wq of' expressing all the
knowledge or· the sy-s.ctem in a single diagram.
So here-, perhaps, is- what
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we need, for on.<ie we have learnt how to use the diagram we shall hav~
a· permanent- sourea of knowledge, whioh will s~a;y with us all ouit lives;.
Ta.king the diagram

is · a;,oi.rcle.

a,s,

a whole,, you will ne, first of all,, that it

This means that it represents a aomplete entity, or world,

and being C'Omplete in itself, it can be taken on a:a:, scale.,

It can

represent the ea.rth, or the solar system, or even the whole universe,,. Let
us ~first take it- t-o'. _ represent man~ for man is· a; mirror of t-he· univel'EnJ a· mioroa:osm,. in whioh the macro~ is reflee'ted :--

pqsica-1
principle

lifce

2 prina:ipl:e
(psyehol

5
personality

esseno.e

The triangle within -the cire-le <ronta.ins a~l t'hose higher substances:

required: by tne organism - it is a kind of' storehouse of. f'iner·energy,
like:, a series of"' a.c.cumulators.
But this is only true of certain
en~ities-.
A plan~, for instance, does not ~ntain the whole triangle perhapa less than half - unless it has eerta'in speed.cd pi!'oper.ties.
Some·
of the higher mammals O'Ontain two sides· of i;he, triangle,; but' it is: onJ.y:,
man who has t'he· possibility of deve-loping all the accumulators
sides, - a. possibility which is not· -wry often realised.
-- ---

~

'.::...-=::·.~::_-

Oll)

all. three

For ·in many
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people the energy which would enable their higher cen-tres to wonk
is all used up ia negative emotions.
Now although the diagram refers to the whole l i ~ of man,- with
a;-ll. the, d"i:fferent levels o-r energy it contains, we mm take it- equa.11.Y
vell to refer- to the head, for- ever,ything that goes-, on in the bo-<ey" is·
reflected a.nd oontrolled by·t-he head - everything·exc:ept our purelyref'ler actions.
And you will se&' t-ha-t the inner circm.la-tion in t-he
diag.rram is sy,mnetrica.l - points I, 4 and 2 on the right hand side a:r&
balanced· by point&· 8, 5 and 7. on 'the left.
These two rides of· thediagram o-orrespond to t-he, 'two· o.erebra.l hemispher-es of t-he brain, _
tha:l is: ~ --~ , • . the

dominant hemisphere on th~ lef'.t hand: aid:e and:

the silent, hemisphere on the rig)tt-,- with the :frontal lobes at the

bottom of the diagram.
And -the· point is· t'ha;t when we d'o -the med:ita'tion
we switch over to the right hand sicb9 - the silent- hemisphere.
Ni:,mistake &bout it,, we lea.ve the lce:f'"t hand' side behind- - all our thought-a,
inner o-onversa-U.ons, :f'eelings, and· emotions- -- they can continue if" 'they
like, bu't we· are- over on, -the right hand s:ide, where they oea.a-e t-o worry:
us.

And it is, on t-he right- hand s--ide t-ha:t we, get to tha-t deep place·

within us, particularly our essence, a't point

4, which we have come -to

asffoeia-tec wi t-h the bliss- which belongs to the meditation..
or

lat-w,

And so.oner

points I, 4 and 2 aome, 1together-,, and the- mantra 1lran1rc.ends-....

The enet"gy we get from the-right- hand: ride passes ndurally acros-s-

to point 8,, and in d'Oing· s-o f'ills: our accumulators·, . particu.larfy t-hos-e,

'l'hia· energy is f'ood of' a. speoia1
kind which our higher c.entres: require - and when the;y are, full inriead
o:tr· empty it has. a- very- def'ini:te eff ecrt - an eff'ect which we have come
to recognis-e, ver:, dif'ficul:t t-o put int·o words,...
And ithis, in its
tun has, an influenc.e on the wholG nervous· syutem,, at point: 5; - t~ removes
all the <ronfliat between the· many · 'I's of" our- personali
and takes awq
the- evil in our tu.oughts.
Ami BO they- inf'luenee the mind: at point· T
in a quite d'if'f'erent- wq - -t;hey are abl.e t-o convey to i-t: what the heart
and the body require.
connected wi1:h our higher centres.

v,
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You will see that, taken in this ws:s, the different- pointa· roUl'ldi "t-hetriangle refer-, no1t o~ to dtf'ferent substances within the lroq a& a
whole, but to the centres ·in the head which ~tr-ol. the supp'.cy.- and "the
d'iriributi.on of" these substances.

Th'lllt the braoket opposi.to point I

con.ta.ins -those een-tres in the brain which contr.ol. the various: chemieal
elements'. in the bocfy', whereas ~he braoke-t oppo&i.it-e point: 2 is: cnneemted
1

with o.i.oohemistr.r - it. con~olB" t-he flow of 'ri.tall energy wi t:hin the-onganism.

The bracket opposi1:e point- 4 is: uo: longer ehemica;l, it: is:

alehemiaal ..- in i-ts action - in. :t'aat -there is not- a. great deal known

about: the w~ it:- woJJ'ks·.

!1; is:: concerned with thos.e c:entres which

control our nal lla'tune, our- essencs -

wi;fih _subs.tanees,

on t-he borderline between m~ter- and energy,_ s:uch o

.

endocrine secretiona~ and meahanisms in eontroi
of· 'the bo~' s, growth and· ct-evel:opment: from birth t'o death.

The b~a-cketr opposi~e point

5 i~, of" quite a-differenv order.

I½

contains, all ~hose cen-t:res in the brain - in the dominan~ hemisphen
which t'aken together- make up -the con:tent: of o,m- personality.
This ·
would inc-lude the speech centre, all t-he ordinary thought proo.esaes,

an.di log:ioal C'O:neept's, and particu.l.a.rly what is called ~he, ':f.orma-tor.y

apparatus-' the· mechanism~which records-- and' pigeon-ll~;tes 'fihe- impr.essi.ons

In e.ontrast to this, -the centres in the bracket
opposi~e point 7 oont~ol a much higher lev.el of· en&rgy - that ot
emotional insight:, or- intuition - a, lev.e,JJ of cognition which no'ft. v;ery-

we receive.

often manif'eFt~ in

US"~

and ia more· connee'ted wi t-h great- d'i.seoveries

And point- 8 is- on a leve-l even higher -

and revelations, o:f" trut.h.

the centres.; in thia- highest bracket· otr tlle itriamgle are t-hose,

connected wiih Cl>nBeiousness-.

What is it tha't ex>nt'rols:: the l.eve1.

Th.at ia, the whole point - we have -to

manufacture iihia enel'Q' ourael.ves.

1.7
But you .•W ill see at once that if' the medi tai:ion is, a;ble lo make
the i.nnei- circulation work, one of the firri things it' will do• is· to

in

bring new energ;y- ~o point 8 - and thig
its turn will af'fecrt points
5 a,r,..d 7 ~ · This means that the a.ooumulator-s in the left hand side of·
the· triangle will b&O'Ome filled wi-th new energy.
Where doea this. new
anerg;y o-ome from?
It comes from the right hand sid.6 - :from d~ingtha meditation.
When we do t'he half' hour we switch over £'rotn the
le£t hand.' side t ·o the right· - n:o mistake about it-, we leave the left
hand s -i de behind - all our thoughts- and feelings, emottons and so on they CJm. cnntL-me if' they like, but we are over on the r.ight hand side,
where the;r ce~ to worry us.
Ou.-fi of the o:oming toge,ther of points I, 4 and 2" is obtained 'the·

higher .enwgy we need..
Th.is energy is food 0£ a speeia.l kind whicrh
our higher oentres require.
In the ordinaey- way- we cannot rea.oh t-hem,

but here a.t last, through the medi.tation, is a WE/3' of giving,: them energy,
and t'hat is perli:apB' wq t-he ll!e~ta..tion has such_a positive e~fe~t.
For
onoe we can £ind -the wq to rea.oh am-- higher cen-tres,. the whole of o~
li:fe will take on a d i.:fferent meaning.

You will see that the energy- airou.lates first from point 2 *o point 8,
and' a:fte1"W'a%'d.s t-o point 5.
In this- wcy all our IIlalzy' 'I's at poirl 5
are brought unde::r the influence of point 8 - they a.re mad.~ aware 0 ~
knowled&e which comesf'rom the heart.
And so they- act 1n a ctif'ferent
va.y, and Q(';nf'liot disappears>- and i:he mind, at point 711 will know
what the heart and the body require.
2
higher.·

pqsical

8
(c.-ons - o

cen-t:ttes:

_prinaiple

11£.e

2 prinad.ple
(psychol

5

personality
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Th.is is one applioation of the diagT-am;

pa?t

has a precise meaning.

and you will s-ee that every

The base of the triangle is t-.he heedf the

right hand side is the spinal <!ord,- and on the left hand side are the
great plexus-ea- of the aut'onomic nervous system.
It follows that point:.
3 will be the plaoe where the spinal cord joins the .head, al1d point 6
will be the place where the autonomic· nervous .system oonneots with the
head.
Point 9 will be the lower part of the body, where the spinal
corq.· and t-he autonomic nervous s~em meet.
The diagram is there£ors like a man upside down - like the hanged
man 9 in the tarot pack~
On.~he right ha..~d aide are all ~he nerve
oentres down the spine, from the brain stem at poin~ 3 to the sa.oral
a:rea at point 9 • .

The bracket nearest to point 3 refers to th&

oervio·a l centres in the -t-op of the spine,. the b1"a.cket nearest t'o poin.t 9

to the lumbar region at the base o-£· the spine, 1,d.th t-he dorsal region
between ~hs two.
The left hand ride 0£ the triangle refers ~o the seven great plexuses
in the front of th~ body, which have such a powerful effed't on our
emotiona.-1. life.
: The braoket nearest to poin-t 9 includes: t-he sacral
area a~ point, itsel~, th9 bypogaatric and gastric plexuse~ end then
the solar plexus.
These f'our lower plexuses are Oif'ten the saat of· ma.n's
negative emoti.ons - out- only if there is a eonn.ection with our thoughts ..
Remove the t'houghts, the imagination, and t-hey are simply an instinct.i-ve
meohanism designed ~o ensure our sa.f'ety, and they should in the ordinary
wq remain passive..
The next bracket, neares-t ·to point 6, in.cl-udes
the oa:rctiac:· pleX\18, the pharyngeal, the cervical, and_ 13.1; point 6i itself

the central headquarters in the bra.in.

The oardia.tl plexus-~ it the right
energy is atrculat.ing through it- along the line ·a - 5, a.an. 'beo.ome the seat
of ~he higher· emotional centre.
But ~his depends on the l8vel of energy;
f'or it is only when oertain form& of'" higher energy ai'"e avai.lable that
the heart awa..'lces:.,
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'!hen in the bas-e of the triangle are all the aontrol ~ntres in the
Th.e left hand. braoket is the dominant hemisphere, anel the right

bra.in.

hand braoket is the silent hemisphere.

It· is these two rides of: ·t-he

brain to whioh J'a;cob Boehme was referring when he Wl.'ote, "M~k now what
I say;

the Right· Eye looketh. in thee into Eternity...

The Left Eye

looketh baokwa:rd in thee into time.

If now thou sufferest thyself' to
-be always looking into ••~oo•••o•• the things of time, it will be
impossible for thee ever· ~o ari~ive at the un.ity 1 which thou wishest for.
Rem~mber this; and· be upon tey wa.tc·h..
Give not thy mind leave to enter
into, no1" to fill itself with, that wh.iGh. is without tha-e; neither look
thou backward upon th;ysel:f • .,..,. Let net tb1" I.aft Eye deeaive t·hee, by
making oontim.1ally one rep~esentation after another, and stirring:up
thereby an earnest longing-:- in the self"-propriety;
but let- tl\Y Right
Eye oomma.nd baak this Le.f't.~ ... And only, bringing the Eye of' Time into
the Eye of'

Eternity6 ♦ oooand

des.e:ending through the Leight of_ God. intc,

the Light of·Nature ••••• shal~ thou arrive at the Unity of Vision or·
Unif'ormity o'f'.· Will. n
J aoob Boehme t s wa;y - and his la11,;,D"Uage ... are not qu.i te the 1>ame as ours;
but wh_at he is saying comes to t-he same thing.

In order ~o a.rrive at

Unity of· Visi.on or Uniformity of Will, both sid.es of the diagram lU'e

needed~ that on the righ~ an~ that on the left.

We do not have to

force one upon the other, for the meditation will bring them into balano.e -

it will f'ollow natt1rally,

as night follows day°"'~...,
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The diacusaion we had last time raised a great man;r questiou.
W}zy- a circle?
And wh.'r a triangle in the ciro:-le?
What is:- the
cormec~ion between the tuee corners of the triangle?
Is 'there:
a hie1tarc-b,y in the succ.-ession of" points round' the circle?
Wl\y.; for
instance, does point 4 (essenc:e) c-ome lower than point 5 (personality).
And in what sense are. points 3,6 and 9 different' from the rest?
What does the inner circulation really mean, and how is:· it derived?
Is· it a movement" in one direction. only'Z
And what is wrong with the:·
ciroulat'ion ill mu as he is??.
Does it get blocked somewhere, or·
does it go t'he wr.ong wq'?·
Let us go back to the beginning.

The diagram:, taken as· a whole·,
is a · oosmoa - a complete aosmoa-, c:on.taining all the laws and prinaiplas·

necessary for its fulfilment.
As a cosmos, it can be applied. on
~ scale, but we are applying it to man•.
The circ1e is a: symbol of unity-.
Like
notation, it indicates a complete period of
On the other· hand' the circ.le ia not- d'ivided
divided into seven.
According t'o the law

tne :f!igure nought in ara.bic.,
n~ber~, from I t:o 9~
into nine steps.,. it is

of seven, azry complete
period or- process c:onta.ins seven steps.
So how do we di.vide the circle
into seven?
If' you have a pocket c-omputer :r,ou will find that the
number I or unity, dirlded by the number 7, givea the recurring
decimal ..I42857.
Twice fllis gives tbe• decimal .2857I4, three ti.mea:
give& the decimal .42857! and so on.
- Se:.ven times, of' c:ourse, gives
unity, or the dee.imal .999999 •
You will see titat the inner c.iraulation is· obtained by joining
the points round the cri.rcle in the order of' this- reonrr.ing decimal.
And you will see that the decimal value of each point- Mntains., all
the other poiats within it, TI> a greater or- lesser degree.
Nothing
is-; separate, - everything ia cmnne~ed.
And in answer t:o the question
about the hierar~ of' points, y:ou. will see that it is not: exaatly a
hieita.1'.t'li\Y, but:: a a:imple logariihmie, progression.
Like s.o mat\Y' things,
in natune, tb.e points round the crirel.e are an illustration of ' Fechne-r•s
law, that sensation increaseg:, in ari thmetic:al progresil'ion, , as 1 the. a--trength
of· the stimulus required to produc-e the sensation inereaaeB'. geometr.ioally.
But- points 3,6 and 9, which. ooour.- at each third place in t-he cd.l!cle:,
are na-turally- erolud.'ed from this: progression.
Taken on a larger a univers-al acale, these tlntee points are a symbol of the: ·law of· thNle..
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According to this law, every phenomenon, evecythi11g that happens in tha
universe, on aJzy" scale, depends, on the coming together of ~Jmee elemem.s.
And in -order that man as a oosmos: can become c:omplete, there hav.e t:0° b.e'

these t'lmee· f:f'lements in his lla'ture •.

• 999999

• 7!4285

7

.333333

It ma_y help at this point to take a Phi~-

•ampl.e-•-la1i.~ ..on

we can consider the meaning of the diagram on the subt'-1e and c.aun.l
Suppose we take the seven points:, round the ci.ro:le 'to,
represenv the a:olours of· the spee.trum - red, orange, yellow, green:,
blue, indigo and viol«t.

Thea~ seven colours are jus:t about an

octave.- in imequenq, f'rom the lowest red· to tbe ltighest rlolet.

At

points 3,6 and 9 are t-he t:Jmee primary crolours - red, -yellow and blue,
. (We are speaking in terms- of pigments :nather than s.pec.-tra.l c:olours,) •
These thr:ee primary crolours have the oharac.1.eristie that t-hey cannot-

as-- it w4me
generally speaking all the other coloura can! be

be obtained by mixing an.-, of the other e.olours - they stand

on their own.

And
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obtained. from them, as any artist can tall you.
Now the six oolours which are linked by the inner c-irculation
are all t'o a greater or lesser ex:tent mixed.
As we know front the waor
the inner aircmlatioa is for.mec1', they each contain small quanti'ties·
of other pigments.
And: it is:- interesting that the combination 8-5-7
on the left side c-.011:tains all the complementary a-oloura: to -those- in
the c:omiination I-4-2 on the right:..
It is like a kind· of mirror
image:· of the right haruf c:ircml.ati.on, aeon a-a· it were in reverse.
If you like to take the analogy a lit-tle fr't:rtnher, ea-oh of the tlmee
s-id.ea of the triangle may be cronsidered a~ l:t_sto1:ehoue, where all the
pigments ~e kept. It is in fact a c-olour t'r.iangle, and every time,
one o:r· t'he inner lines crosses it- a, certain pigmea't ia: c:ol'l.ec:ted iDJto
'the circ.ul,.ation..
Thie is a. very aaot analogy of: the wa:, t-ldnge work

within the human organism.

PRDURY:

-

rum

red:

I (violet)

blue:• 7

2

orange

PRIMARY

PRJ::D[AR~

-

YELLOW

BLUE

green
(see Mi.scellarreous 10-12)

And now, before we get too inV-Olved with the e.olour/diagraJll, lei us-

the most
important thing we have 'to d1o in this work is 'to make t-he apil'd.1t
And the best wa:, of' achievimg this; i~ by cloing the
circulate.
consider an example nearer home.

As we said laat mont-h,

I
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It is an interesting t-hing that vhe only reaa~n wh,y
we semetiaea,havo dif'fiaulty with. the med:itatioll iS"becauso the tlme:e
point& I,4 and 2 ill' the right hand cir.eula-tion are not- in the right

meditation.

relation.

Whan theae points,· are in t-'he night:: relation all our,

dif'f',ic.ultiefl', vanish, and t-'h.ey c.-ome t-ogether as: one.

When this happens,

the d.rcmlation on the left hand aid~ follows natura111', f on- t-hia:

eiraula:tion is: eomplementary vo the other.

We e_an take point I t'o refer t-o y,ou, sititing there: in yotm' noom,
Er.tarting to meditate.
You are passive - tha.t is· the :first thing and this meana· °b'hat you take things a.a: they- are, - good &tat« or- bad,i t makes no differenee.
If you try to alter a-n;rthing - t-o get int-o
a better f:rame: o-C mim~- to quieten your thoughts,, or 'fto prepare· yourself''
for med'itation in any- wa;y,, y:.ou will not 81\l' longer.be you - y,,ou will
be s:omeone else.
So before JtOU have time to become,someone els• you
go straight ahead.1 and

ri~d·Rmng

the mantra.

0~ YOU.
e~

meditat~oll

right-

energy from

7

action

2 me<litation

nmm.

OUTER

WORLD

WORLD

mantra
The maJttra is the active prina:iple at point 4.

When ~.ou have

started" it of:£, a:f'ter a little while it takes on a· rl\Y'thm of .its own,

and then you have onl;y to follow it.

If' you do this, it will draw
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your attent1ion a.way from, all the negative thoughts-= and feelings,,.
pJvsica.l disc:omforta- and other sensations which are worrying you,

into a nm.eh deeper area - a nmcl\ more delightf"'llll and. restful pla.e.e
wllioh you never lo1.ew existed.

Wha:t is really happening is that the mantra is separating f'ine:
matter from eoa:rse.
Like a;• purifying, process, it is: extracting
what is: really valuable in you and lea.vug the rest beltind.
And
wllat iEt: of' real value is e:oll'ected at point 2.

Littl0 by lit:'tle it

ciollec:ts there, like a pure essenee which is distilled, drop by drop.

when this finer matter has crolle<r.ted in suf'flcient quantity at
point 2, it transaends - that is t'o S3J', it unites-with the big
storehouse of' energy we 1lave wit-'hin us-.
And so, when we go about our ·aaily life, we Call call upon thi&
store of' energy as we need it, and the left hand airculationwill
begiE. to work as it should.
This will me8.J!l that our nervous centres
are filled with a new kind of' energy~ and life will be quit& diffeneu~.
Everytning is dif'f'eren~ when t-he houee is :f'b.11.
And
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(presumably a txiangLe within a circle)

The diagram of fig.

8/ is a

in all. res.pee:l;s e:iroepit one

diagram.

ctomplete world or o_osm-os - c:omplete-

it: has- no movement', it is a, static,

Consequently it cannot express the r:e.lation between

different· parts· - it cannot' show how everyt'hing· is c:0nnee.ted, and

how· everything is in perpetual motion.
Su.ppos-e we expnes-s it in rather· a· clif:ferenit wa::, - suppos-e we
s,how e:a,ch segment' a-s, a point: on t:he c-ircumferenoe· of' the c-.inclEl'e-

There:, will. then be s.ix points round the, c-ir-oumfer~, and in
add1tion the· three points- at the,, corners· of' ithe triang:le, making
in all a c:ircle of nine points.

If we number these., points· from

one- to nine, we shall s=ea that points- one and t.wo,, :four· and f..ive

amt s:even and eigp:t· represent ditterent: systems~ wiit.hin t:he cosmos

it-self,

b:u.t

point's, t-hreec, sir and nine ara diff'eremt -they

represent the three places: where matter· aniters tha organism from
out ride, i -t-:-

phyaioal.

creative
princ3.ple

.I
7

emotional
mind

I

body

\

\

I

2

\

I

lifa
pr±nctl.pl.e:

\

Sm.JL:

insnnative
mind

ra:ciona,l_

mind
fig. 9.

Now wit'h every organism, every crosmos,~ there is- a· c:onstant:

:f'-low of matter into it from outside.

Matter is c:ontinuously"

2.6
entering the organism, and being e.onverted f""irom lower- levels-· to-.·
higher levels.

This is as true for a world. suah a-s i the solar

system-, which is:-, under <rontinuous bombard.ment oy c:osmio:: partiaies:·,,
radiations, gravitational influeno:es and so on,, as it is for man
himself,, who is c:.ontinuously taking in food,. all· and impressions,
of difl'erenit-. kinds f:t-om his surroundings.

The matter whieh en:tt-era,

each <rosmos· f'irom outsid·e it'· in t 'his, WSN' is, being c-'onverted. a-l.'l l t:he,
t•ime int'o higher· fi:,rms, of · energy which are- S"tored in: 'accumulators,'
along· the thr:ee sid'es of'· the· triangle •.
:But to return to the si:x: points: round' the - cci.rau.mf'ereno:e.

We

mua:t not forget t'hat eaah of these si:x: points, is, i taelf· ·8/ crompl1ete•
systemr. - a world' in i ts:elf - containing all the diffenemt elements
which beJ.ong·· to t'he whole diagram·, but on a dif'f'erent: sc_a le.

And

being-: a cromplete world. in i t'aelf,, it is· a-1.l the time exo:hanging erumgy
of dif'£erentr kinds and: levels: with all the other f-i ve points:· anoundl
t'he cri.rc:le..

This· exchange of energy within "the· organism, depends-

upon an internalL a-1.reulation whieh we must now cronsider-:-

2

MI

In the e-ircde of': nine point-a,, which is based essent:ia-u.lyr on

the de~mal system of· notat·ion, this internal circnlation isi

expressed oy the r:ecurring deC'irna:1 • r4285"I".[4Z857r42857 ., •••• whie:11,
isc obtained from; the simple f'raction

, - - - - - - - - - - -- --

-

- - -- -

-

-

--- -

·---- ---

I/7.

By fbllowing. -out t'his-
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sequencr,e of numbers_;

we,

obtain a s:eries: of° a:onn:eetions ltetweetl t-he,

six po:int's,., aa- ind'i.aate.d in fig-.,.IO.
produce

a1

Tlles:e oonn00;ting l ti.nea

e~os:e"d! a:irGl.l.IDation wi t-hin t-he: organism-, and indica1:ec t 'he,

waq in which energy is· exchanged' betwe,en i "tl3· various parts-.

At

the s:ameo time this inner c:irculation·· cr-osse:s th8' thl!.-e:& sides- of·

the- triangle a<t ~rtain d.efined points,\ whic.h indi'C:ate-, where- t:he

'aett'W!mla;,l;-ons,' a-lreaoy referred: to: are- 1:.oeated'..,
Thee d'i agram as ghown

elements-..

m

fig. ID therefore:- in.eludes t-hr-e:e basic

The first is: a period: or cye-]e, of s-ix point·s,.., whicrli,

toge:ther· with t.he fundamental}_ point 9 a;t- the, t:op, of' the triangne::Eomn; as i 1i' were an

1

octave' of seven ncrlteJ:t-,:. s:ome.times· dleaignat~

DU,}lE,ll:t,J!'A,SOLtLA,-&I,)

a.et

in t-he: musiica-l.. scale.

Tlia a:~d3 is·

am inner trianglte, con'.t'aining the highen- energiea: which,_liel'ong.·

to: the organism,! andJ coonnecting a;t the 1thre-e crorner.& with t.he
env..d.r:onment in which fit· lives.

And.1 1the t-hird :Lis. an inner-

e-.ircula-tion carrying energy b.e.t w~ the s-ix note.a of the ~ave.,
and c,,onneoting· tihem with the acOllDlulators in1the, inne:r· triangle.

This, inner airc:ulation° iS'· in· perpetual· mot-ion, like t-he, bloodat'ream1
i:n man, anti animals,, and: it- is, this· whie-..h k:e:epa: t-he- organism, a;,live,.,

Now t'his· inn:er airculation iB" divided' int-o two:, parts·. , Ort t-he•
right hand side are, point's· I,,4 a.nd 2,, and on the l 'e f"t hand side
ar&• points 8,5' and' 7.

The-se- two parts of t ,ha, inn·e r- c.d.rculation

are: in fa-et two: triads,, or crombinations of" three• f()rc:es,.

They

represen~ two fundamental processes which are, going · on all the
time in nature- and: wit-hin ourS'elves.

The:- triad on· the, right-

indicates,, the:, way in whieh energy is ma.nufa0.-<tured, or produc.ed'

wi tnin t:he organism, t'he tria.d' on the :tef:t- indicatEW the wa:g- in.:
whieh t'his energy is· us:ed to create, lif'e •.
Perhaps the cleareat example• of: t'hes:e two processes is, to be,
found! on tile aca-le- of- the Biosphere-..

On, t .he- right- hand: aide is

the pruc:esa· off phot'osynthesis: in plants-,, on the left't hand' sidle, is:·
the · prua.es.s , ofr respiration in man and: anima,]s,..

By means., of

photosynt-hesis, oxygen· is, releaaedJ f'-rom· t-he, water- moleC11le,. by the
action

or· sum.ight-

earth's · atmosphere.

on the green· plant c:eJ.ll, and: I!'e-leasedl int:o: theThese. are, point's- I,4 and 2.

By mean-s: o'f·

res-pira-tion, oxygen iS" inhaled by ma.n.1 and: anima:IJs., , and e.x:mveyed:
to the 1ioey a-ells, where-- it is:- used for lif8:' p~poaes:•.
The.S:e-· are the point'a · 8, 5 and 7.
and e:omplementacy to each other..

Thee two processes· ax~ recdproca:11
That on the right: is· an
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ascending on 'uphill' proe,ess, whereby lower:- levels, of energy are_,
trans:fo_;-medl int:o higher levels;, that on the 1.ef''f. is· a" d:ownhill' or
des:aendi.ng procteEJ:S,) whereby highen levels: of energy are=e nedu.cred! t ·o(see Biosph e r e secti on 1/2)

lower levels:.

Now we have already diS:Cll~d./the fact th~ all life, on: earth
is, deri v.ed :Brom t'he four- elements~carbon, oxygen, ni tr.ogen and
hydrogen.

In thiS'. applie:ation of' the diagram we should therefone

expeet, t:o find' thege? elem&nt8". p:nesent:..

The question is_·, , where dbeE

In the right: hand c~mbination,. we o:an, s~&

ea~h element belong?

that wa'ter• - H20 - at- point I is, carried up , out of:' the. e:a.rt'h inw,
the- leaves: of· plants, at point 4, where,· the, pr.o.c:esE:t. of:' phot:osynt:heais,
talces_, pl'aaa..

The" hydrogen thus released! iS' a-bla t-o:, link: wi1iht

carbon at point'. 4, and s-o aarbohydrates, are formed tO' pl"ovitte e n ~
fol'"' life

But t-he, oxygeni is free: to escape, into the e.a.rt:h' Sc

~1!;.

atmosphere· at point 2·, and! so thee t'ri.ad' ia: completed•.
The air:· of the earth 1 s atm-osphere, which of· eourfm is- mainly,
nitrogen·, . has · iro this

Wfzy

been energis_ect with oxygen.

passes ; across:: to t'he other- side of:' the diagram t:o point
it bee:ome:s- available for living creatures to- brea-tha,.

It now

a,

where.,

The active

element:, haemoglobin ini the _bloodstneam attacks, the a,ir in the:, llungs
and: erlrao.ts:- the oxygen f''.rom1 it".

8 and! 5'. in ~e triad:.

Theae are t-he £.irst two. poin,ts

Th-e oxygen in the bloodstreant, is, then aarried:

to the b:occy csl1.a; at point- 7', where inner respiration takes, place.
As- a resulit'- carbon dioxide, and! water are exhaliedJ, and' find their·
wfzy

ba~ t'o the right'- hand side, o~ the; diagram, t-o-- bec:omeo available:

onaa: again to the wor-ld of" plants-.
ThiEt,~ in, very general ter?t1S, is theo way in: which the inn:e,r
crirculation works, and it proves t-o be, sc0mething already familian·
to us, - the oxygeni cyc-.le in nature.

But- more, important,, perhaps,,,

is the fac:t that we- can now see, which:,_ force i& which..
0

point I, , is the passive force, carbon, at point

Oxygen-,~ at

4,, is, the active

force,: and nitrogen, at point 2,. is , t-he, balancing; fore:&..

Comrerae.]l;w·,.,

on the lef.t hand' sia:e, o~on , at point 8 is the ao_tive f:'oroe,- oxyge:ni,.
at point: 5, . is the- pas--sd.ve:, foro:e,. and: nitrogen at point' T is the:
bala.nC'ing fi>roe..

Thea:e are the two- triad.et 2' - I - 3, and I. - 2 - 3',

whic:h we called ngenenat'i on and erea;tion.
Bil1f t-here are: two further cycles· in natune - the, c.arlton: eyc:l'e·

and· t'he nitrogen eycJ.e."

C:8.11) we find thes:e als'Q, in; the d:iagram-,,

and: might:- t'hey per:ha.ps, make, it: dear- where-· th~ :remaining, fowr- ttiacts.,
can be found"?
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EARTR.

9
o:arbon
(haemoglobin

oocygen·

(wate.r,_ H:20:)

mi.-bnogen

2 mi.itroge~
( ea;rth I s; atmosp:here:)

(bod!Y cu~uhydmogen

o.xygen

(respiration)
fig. II.

Now the oxygen, cyale is symmetrioa.·ll_ about point 9.

But we have

only to revol've, the figure through I20 degrees:, and we can: des.cribe
a;

similar ct-iro.ulation which is:- symmetl'.io:al a;bout: point: }'.

Thie: is

the a:arbon eyo--_lle, and i t starta) at point 4 with carbon, - wit:h , the-,

format-ion o:f,' aarbohydrates, in the plant c:ell, as a.,lready d'escribed,.
It t'hen foll1owac· t-lmough pointS: 4 - 7 - 5, andl 2 -- 8 - I.
In bn-oad.
terma:,: hydl!ogen, which· has- be--en· freed from it-a, hondage wi t-.liI oxygoo,_

4 t'o f'orm ca.rbohydrat-8J:t, whic.h ar:ee-onveyed t:o t-he body cells, at point 7, where, e:ombustion take.2' pllace.

l'inks: wi t-h earbon

a;t' point'

4 - 7 - 5--. is- t-hel'e:f·ore a process of'• combus:t±on,, andJ it
e-nds- at- point· 5" wi "1th car-bon dio::x:idce and water, whic:h are, exha12ed by

The triad·

thEt lungs and returned t -o the atmosphere, at point

z.

The, r~ipr.-ocal

triad 2 - 8 - I is· not s-o c:,lear, but may· well be- ~nnecrle.d wi t:h, the,

crondensation• of water vapour- and ita return to the- s,oil at point :ir:.
(s.e e fig;.!2.)
The third· c:ircrulation is symmetrical about point 6, an~ starts·
with nli. tr-ogerr at point 7.

This is the nitrogen cycle;

the details are not so c-lear, we can sa:r that the triad

and al--tliough

7 - I - 8 is

c:onnec.t e:d' with the f'ixa:.tion : of nitrogen in the soil, througp. the
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action of bacteria.

The rec:iprocal triad 5: - 2 - 4 is· c;0nn~te.d

with t 'he- c-.iraulationi of atmospheric-:- nitrogen,- and' inc-,idenully with
aartiDn dioxide,, whieh is returned' to plant1J., along t-he same triad ..

oxygen
(water and· minerals
irr t-he a-oil)

nitrogen

7

2

(body crells)

nitrogen.
(earth's atmosphere)

byd.1'0gen

MAN

NATURE

oxygen

carbon

(respiration)
(a;lEro

(plant a:ell.)

Gm)

Al:though only one- exampl'e·,, this, appl'i~tion of the d"iagram

mau

help us t :o understand' the mean:ing-· of' thes-e three inner ciroulation1t,.
At least! it enables, US: t ·o see- how energy is, exchanged betwe.en the
0

sir parts of every a:osmos:, and how this· exahange of energy is, ini
perpetual movement, and incror.porates a-11 six- o:r· the, triads· we haveoeen di.seussing.

If

we,

could disc-over how thes-~ same: pr.in<ri.ple-s,

apply · oru a psyc-hologioa·l and a spiritual level, we should have., t-he
key t'o all knowledge, b:ot'h ab:.out the univeztse· and about ourselves::•.

ENNEAGRAM - Latest Introductory Papers

1/1-2/27

Foreword - universal self
in flight of birds , and enneagram,
Mr Ouspensky's 'special room', enneagram
construction and circulations, possible evolution
of, autonomic nervous system, triads and breath of
life, and man's psychology, and different Ways.
Mr Ouspensky"s 'quiet place within' ,independence
of consciousness and functions, third line of work,
triads in universe & man.

c1981-4

l/l
Foreword
We have been told by the Shankaracharya that the universal self is
within us - that we are that universal self - it is not separate from the
ordinary self we know.

At the same time we know that the same universal

self is outside us - that it exists everywhere, in every cosmos, on every
scale.

That is what the Doctrine of Cosmoses is all about - every cosmos,

from the greatest to the smallest, contains the laws and principles belonging
to the whole universe, and that is why the intelligence of the whole universe
is contained in its smallest part.
How is it that the smallest part of the universe exhibits the same direction
in its growth and evolution, and combines with other parts to ensure that this
direction is maintained?

That is the point which has always baffled the

But actually it
is part of the natural order of things, and it is only our logical minds which
Just as a flight of birds can be seen to move as a single
cannot understand.
whole, yet there is no visible connection between each individual bird, so the
laws and principles which belong to the whole universe are enfolded, as it were,
wi tl'!.i.!1.: its· ·smallest part~ and if we wish to think and feel and act in accordance
with these laws and principles we have only to find the universal self within us.
To find the universal self within us is no great task involving special work
or discipline.
It is not found by effort, but rather the reverse.
Each
individual bird in a flight does not make any great effort to maintain its place,
but how dpes it.actually do it?
By uniting itself with the whole flight - it
is really very simple.
In the same way, when we do the meditation the
individual part of the mind becomes united with that part of the mind which
is universal, and to do this is also very sL~ple, for if we follow the mantra
Eventually all our actions will come under the . '
it will take us there.
scientists, for outwardly there is nothing to explain it.

influence of this universal part of the mind, and then everything we do is bound
to be right - it cannot be otherwise.
If you look at the diagram you will see that there is a point in the centre.
This point is the universal self.

On this level the three forces combine in

a way which is incomprehensible for our minds.

Each of the three forces can

act in the capacity of any other, and the number of combinations is unlimited.
But on the next level, that of the inner triangle, there are three separate
triads.

These three triads are those of creation, regeneration and conception -

the remaining three triads do not arise until the level below, and it is not
until this level - that of the inner circulation - that all six triads manifest.
On the next and subsequent levels the number of triads is doubled, a.t,d they
become laws - laws which are more and more fixed and imm~table .as the numbers
increase.
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This description is based on the system we were given by ~.r Ouspensky,
and it contains certain very deep truths.

The first and second levels are

different from the levels below.
Like an architect's design for a building while it is still on the drawing board it is above the level on which action
begins, but when the drawings are handed to the builder, many things can happen,
for the work is no longer under the architect's direct control.
It is at this stage that the further three triads come into play~ the triad
of involuntary actions, that of destruction or disintegration, and that of
self will or imaginary desires.
This does not mean that these three triads
are wrong - it means that they~ be wrong i f they are not directly under the
universa.t will..
··
But more important perhaps is the fact that above a
certain level nothing can be wrong, and that is the place we have to find.
Mr Ouspensky used to speak of finding the way into a special room, and when
one had found it, Qf shutting the doo~~
This room. is above the level of action,
and if we can learn how to find it at will, eventually it will be with us all
the time, and will influence everythillg' .we do. And then everything will be
right.

It is really very simple.
emotlonal-

m:enta.1.·
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I would like to understand the enneagram - could you explain how it works?
The enneagram is a very extraordinary symbol.

It is more like a diagram

than a symbol - a diagram of perpetual motion.
Then what is it actually for?
It is the key to all knowledge.
for other systems

If you know how to use it, there is no need

of knowledge, for it can answer any question you put to it.

But where does it come from?
It came to us originally from the system we were given by P.D.Ouspensky, but it
is not necessarily tied to the teachings of that system, and is probably of very
much earlier origin.

Its mame would imply that it was developed by the Greeks,

and it has certain things in common with Greek musical theory.

But the circle

of nine points belongs to very early Hindu teachings, and is the basis of our
present day mathematics.
- Then how is it actually constructed?
It consists fundamentally of three parts.

There is the circle of nine points,

there is the triangle within the circle, and connecting the two is a circulation
of very unusual form.
But why nine points?
The circle of nine points is the basis of the decimal system, the principles of
which it contains.

Ihe numbers in the enneagram should be taken, not

arithmetically, but as the powers of a geometrical series.
decimals, like the figures in a table of logarithms.

They are in fact

And the base of the logs

can be anything one likes to make it, for the enneagram can be taken on any scale.
Then what is the triangle for?
The triangle contains all the higher stores of energy belonging to the organism,
and the three corners of the triangle are places where energy enters the organism
from outside.

The remaining six points, together with point

of seven steps - points

9, form a progression

I,2,4,5,7,8 and 9 - like an octave or a period of

dimensions.
- Then have points 3,6 and 9 a special significance?
- Yes, they provide the necessary stimulus to enable the progression to continue.
If one of them was missing, the progression would change its direction or cease.
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Then how is the inner circulation constructed?
You remember we said that points I,2,4,5,7,8 and 9 divide the circle into
seven steps.

What would be the numerical value of these seven steps?

l would say they were each a seventh of the circle.
Yes, that is right.

The circle itself is a symbol of unity, and its

numerical value is one.

If we divide one by seven we obtain the strange

recurring decimal .142857.

The next point 2 will have a value twice this,

or .285714, the next three times this, or .428571, the next four times, or
.571428 and so on.

Finally, point

9 will have the value .999999 or unity.

- Then is the inner circulation based on these numbers?
Y~s, the inner circulation is obtained by joiming the six points together in
the order of this recurring decimal.

In this way an endless circulation is

obtained - a circulation which is irreversible, like the bloodstream, and
continuous throughout the lifetime of the organism.·
- What does this circulation refer to - what does it actually mean?
- Every organism - every living being - contains certain circulations of energy.
These circulations, which can be on very different levels, carry matter or energy
from one part of the organism and deliver it to another.
It is in the triangle,
at the various points of intersection, that energy is stored, and it is in the
six points around the circle that energy is used - or in some cases manufactured
by our various functions.
- You said that energy enters the organism from outside, at the three corners
of the triangle?
- Yes, .a differe1ft"kJn<l o~ energy enters the organism at each corner, which means
there are really three circulations.
The first is centred around point 9, and
passes through points I,4,2,8,5 and 7, the second is centred around point 3, and
passes through points 4,7,5,2,8 and I, and the
and passes through points 7,I,8,5,2 and

4.

third is centred around point 6,
Each of these three circulations

is of a different materiality, and all three are necessary for the complete
fulfilment or evolution of any living organism.

Unless they are all fully

working, the laws of the universe are not fully realised in the organism, and
it remains incomplete.
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- You have explained how the enneagram is constructed, but what do you see as
its main purpose - how can it be used?
- It is a way of understanding man's evolution, or in other words the
fulfilment of his life.

The progression of steps around the circle can only

show man's evolution outwaEdly.

It is impossible to change or control this

evolution from without, for it depends on the inner circulation, and on the
presence of certain energies in the triangle.

Within the triangle is a still

further complete enneagram which contains man's higher functions.

Unlike the

outer circulation, this inner circulation is fully working in us, although we may
not know it.

Within this again is man's threefold nature - unity, bliss

and consciousness.
Then does the meditation come from this inner triangle?
Yes it does, and the mantra circulates within this inner circulation.

This

has an influence on the outer circulation, and on the progression of steps
around the circle.

The control comes from the centre outwards - it cannot

be otherwise.
You mean the flow of energy has to be freed?
Yes, certain connections are missing between the inner and the outer
circulations. rt is these connections which have to be freed.
Then is it possible to say what these different circulations are?
Yes indeed.

The outer circulation is that of man's three nervous systems,

the autofiomie, which is centred around point 9, the spinal, which is centred
around point 3, and the voluntary, which is centred around point 6.

The focus

of the autonomic nervous system is the heart, where the sympathetic division of
the autonomic belongs.

The focus of the spinal nervous system is the body,

and the focus of the voluntary nervous system is the head.
And what does the inner circulation contain?
The inner circulation is that of man's higher functions - the higher emotional
function, which is centred around the heart at point 9, the sex function, which
ia centred around the body at point 3, and the higher mental function, which is
centred around the head, at point 6.
- And what kind of energy is it which belongs to this inner circulation?
The energy which belongs to this inner circulation is on the level of positive
emotion and above.
As one has experienced from the meditation, this energy
has no negative side.
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Tell me more about the autonomic nervous system.
Possibly, but we need more evidence.

Do you mean it is incomplete?

Certainly. man's emotional life is not

complete.
Wasnt it once said that man is a self-creative being?
Yes, two things were said - first, that man is like a machine driven by external
influences, and secondly that he is a self-creative being.
These two things seem at first sight to contradict each other.
Yes, they do if you take them on the same level.

But suppose the first

statement referred to the cerebra-spinal nervous system, and the second to the
autonomic, particularly that part of it, the sympathetic,

which is concerned

with positive emotion, then the idea begins to make sense.
You mean, what is missing in us is positive emotion?
Yes, the possibility of completing the evolution of the autonomic nervous system
and freeing ourselves from suffering.
After all, why should-man have to suffer so?
Suffering is not a necessary part of his evolution - he was certainly not born to
suffer, he was born to enjoy life to the full.
- So what you are really saying is that the meditation is a way of freeing us
from suffering?
- Yes, a natural way - something which man once possessed, but has long since
forgotten.
'lrut is there no way of doing this by our own efforts?
They are far too slow.

Our emotions work many thousands of times faster than

our thoughts and our movements, so how can we hope to control them by our own
volition'?
- I am beginning to see what you mean ••••••

Do you think the enneagram could

help us to understand this better?
- Yes, I think it could, and at the same time we might discover how the
meditation works.
- Tnen where do we begin?
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- T"nere is something I never mentioned about the enneagram - something
very important about the inner circulation.
What is that?
The inner circulation contains the six triads.
- What do you mean by the six triads?
The six different combinations of tnree forces.

As you know, it is a law

that nothing happens anywhere in the universe unless three forces come together.
But it is the order in which they come together which determines the nature
of events,
- You mean they can come together in different ways?
Yes, any of the three forces.can be first in order, or second or third.
means that there can only be six different combinations

This

six different kinds

of things which can happen in the whole universe.
- Then what are these six different things?
- Well, if you remember,the first force is active, the second passive, and the
third neutral.

'lhe order active - neutral - passive means one thing, the

order passive - active - neutral means another, the order neutral - active passive means a third, and so on.
- But how does this apply to the enneagram?
It applies to the inner circulation.
Point I is passive, point 2 is neutral
and point 4 is active.
point 8 is active.

Similarly, point 5 is passive, point 7 is neutral and

You will see that-the ,combination I - 4 - 2 .. is one kind _of

triad, the •C1>.mbi1l.8-tion 8 - 5 - 7 is another.

~

- 5 - 7 is the triad of crea tio?:&

In the next circulation, 4 - 7 - 5
I - 4 - 2 is the triad of regeneration.
8 - I is the triad of disintegration.
An4
is the triad of combustion, 2
I
8 is the triad of conception, 5 - 2 - 4 is'
in the third circulation, 7
the triad of imagination.

All six triads are there.

-So each circulation has a different meaning?
- Yes, each circulation has a different function in relation to the diagram
as a whole, a fmiction determined by the triads it contains.
But each triad
is connected with other triads - one leads into another.

That is what the

diagram makes clear - .that is what we never understood before.
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- How can one discover what these six triads mean - dont they mean different
things on different scales and in different situations?
- No - they may appear to be different, but they are not.

Essentially, each

triad always means the same thing, on whatever scale or in whatever situation
it manifests.
Then how can one learn to recognize them?
By studying them in the enneagram, and observing them in the world around us.
Suppose we take the first two, for instance - I - 4 - 2, and 8 - 5-- 7.
triad 8 - 5 - 7 ie the triad of creation.

The

Creation starts on a very high level.

It is a descending process - it works from the top downwards.
Then what is the combination I - 4 - 2?
- The combination I - 4 - 2 is the means of supplying the high level energy
required for creation.

You can see this in the diagram - the energy ··

manufactured at point 2 moves across to point 8, to become the active principle
in the triad 8 - 5 - 7.
Then how does I - 4 - 2 produce this high level energy?
- It is a process of separating fine matter from coarse.
instance.

Take ox;ygen, for

Oxygen in its passive state at point I is bonded with hydrogen in

the form of water, H2o.
BY "the action of photosynthesis in plants at point
the bond' between .oxygen and hydrogen is broken, and the oxygen escapes into
the earth's atmosphere at point 2.

4,

It then goes across to point 8 where it

becomes available to living creatures- on the earth's surface as active oxygen the breath of life.
And so by the triad 8 - 5 - 7 life on earth is created.
- Then both these triads are necessary for the creation of life on earth?
- Yes - the interesting thing is that a perfect balance is kept between them the level of oxygen in the earth's atmosphere is balanced by the mass of life
on the earth's surface.
It seems as if a higher intelligence is at work?
Yes, one can compare it with our own breathing - as the activity of the body
cells increases, so the rate of breathing changes.

But there is much more to it

than that.
- How do you mean?
These are two of the most important triads in the meditation - that is why
they are of particular interest to us.
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You will see from the diagram that the meditation has a circulation of its
own, within that of our functions.

This inner circulation is the circulation

of consciousness, and it brings light to our functions, so that they work in
the light instead of in darkness.

It follows that work on the control of

our functions is unnecessary, in fact it only gets in the way, because the flow
of energy from the meditation should be moving from the centre outwards, whereas
work on the control of our functions entails a flow of energy in the opposite
direction.
This means that if the flow of energy is working as it should, the origin
of all our actions would come from the centre.

Consequently everything we

think or say or do would be bound to be right, because the centre is what we
are

it is our being.

So when this point is reached there is no longer

any need for practical disciplines and systems, and we are free to pursue any
form of knowledge available to us.
But how does it come about that sooner or later all our actions come from
the centre?

It is very simple, and no speciaL. work is required.

Perhaps

the easiest way to understand what happens is by the analogy given us by the
Maharishi of dipping a piece of cloth in yellow dye.

Every time the cloth

is dipped and put out in the sun, a certain amount of the colour becomes fixed,
although the rest has faded.

If this process is carried out regularly, sooner

or later the cloth will become fully charged with the colour of the dye, and
this colour will be permanent.

When this point is reached, everything we

think or say or do will be influenced by the nature of the colour in the cloth,
and so there is ne need to worry any longer.

How simple, and how wonderful

to be free!
In the meanwhile, we can get a great deal of help from triads, especially··
when they are put in the enneagram, and we begin to understand how they
interrelate.

It is the difference between triads which is important, and

it is something we have to feel direct, in the same way that we feel the
difference between materials, for instance.
And one of the most important
differences we have to learn'how to feel is that between the triads 5 - 2 - 4
and I - 4 - 2.

why is the difference between these two triads so important?

It is because so many of the methods and systems available in the world today
depend on the triad 5

2 - 4 - they depend on holding something in mind -

making a mental picture of what one wants to reach, of what one's aim is,
trying to remember something one has once experienced, trying to control one's
thoughts and hold one's attention - many things of·t:nat kind.

But the

meditation is different - it has nothing to do with that kind of thing, and
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works on a different principle - that of direct experience.
triad used in the meditation is the triad I - 4

And the

2.

You may remember: · th~ . story about the man who spent many years of his life
searching for his beloved, and when he eventually found her he realised she
wasnt like he thought she was

the picture he had made of her was wrong?

That is what can happen with the triad 5 - 2 - 4.
the triad of the meditation, is quite different.

But the triad I - 4 - 2,
How is it . actually.'different?

When we do the meditation we make no attempt to hold any preconceived ideas in
mind, to remember what we want or where we are going, or
we simply sit down and start repeating the mantra.
reach

direct experience of being.

anything like that,

And sooner or later we

In this way it is not possible to be

misled,.
The triad 5 - 2 - 4 is not necessarily wrong.
belongs to one of

But in: this context it

the outer circulations, the circulation about point 6, and

is connected with work on functions, whereas the triad I - 4 - 2 works on the
level of consciousness.

'rhat is what is wrong with many methods derived

from schools - they use the triad 5 - 2 - 4, and it leads to wrong results.
People get something, but it soon evaporates, so they have to go back for more.
And so they become dependent.

But with the meditation, one gets something of

one's own. - one is not dependent on outside influences - on a teacher or a
school.

What one gets comes from the centre - from oneself.

There is, of c.ourse, an application of the triad 5 - 2 - 4 in the inner
circulation, directly connected with the meditation.

You will see that ·

point 4, in this triad, links up with point 4 in the triad I - 4 - 2.
are actually the same material, and a very important one.

They

This material is

like the enzymes in the digestive process - it has to be presen..~ in order that
the meditation can work.

:But it is no good expecting to find it, for it is

way beyond our direct control.

As we do the meditation it increases more and

more, and it does so on its own, in its own time.
The other triad which is linked to the triad I - 4 - 2 is the triad'
2-8-I.

We have said that the triad I - 4 - 2 is the separation of fine

matter from coarse, and obviously if fine matter is separated from coarse, the
coarse matter has to be disposed of, otherwise it will collect at point 2 and
get in the way.

·rhis elimination process is the triad 2 - 8 - I, and it has

many applications - on the physical level by exhaling ca::r:bon dioxide, for
instance, on the psychological level by dreams and turning thoughts, and on
the emotional level. in a number of ways, of which laughter is often the most
effective.

Many people think that outbursts of anger or even violence are

a way of relieving emotional tensions, and well they may be, but it is not a
natural way.

All forms of negative emotion are unnatural for man, and he is
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much better off without them, if only because they rob him of the energy he
needs for positive emotion.
And if the triad 2 - 8 - I is working properly
during meditation, it will enable negative thoughts and feelings: .to dissipate,
and so prevent too great a build-up of the wrong energy at point 2.
So there is real hope that as we continue with the me~itation our negative
emotions will sooner or later disappear.
In fact, if we are able to reach the
influence of the centre, we shall not only see how small and unnecessary our own
negative emotions are, but we may also understand how they arise in other people,
and so be able to help them.

~

~

2~
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One of the meanings of these three circulations in the enneagram is
connected with different ways - different traditional methods.

The first

•.

circulation is centred around point 3, and is the physical way - the way of
the fakir - the second is centred around point 6, and is the intellectual way
the way of the yogi - and the third circulation is centred around point 9, and
is the emotional way - the way of the monk.
Although many offshoots of these traditional ways have recently appeared
in the west, we know very little about them in their true form, except that they
have to be carried out in the special conditions of a school or a monastery, and
are obviously unsuitable for people in the world today.

Their object is not,

as one might suppose, to improve man's-ordinary functions, it is to reach the
kingdom of heaven.

But their methods are long and arduous - they take the

kingdom of heaven by force - and it was always said that a fourth way existed one which could reach the kingdom of heaven much more easily, for it worked on
all three ways simultaneously.

And although it was far from clear what was

meant, the system we inherited from Mr Ouspensky did in fact claim to be this
fourth way, although attempts to carry it out in the conditions of modern life
were not on the whole successful.

Something was missing - something was

obviously wrong with certain aspects of the system, although few people could
see what it was.

rt

was, of course, the meditation which was missing.

maintained that such a

Mr Ouspensky always

method existed somewhere - a method which could take one

at will to that quiet place within one where life is regulated.
he

How often had

said that one had to find that place, and having found it, to learn how to

get there again and again.

But without the right technique he would say, it

is difficult, •••••
'what is the secret of the meditation?

How can it make the traditional

ways unnecessary, and take us straight to the kingdom of heaven?

And how

does it differ from other methods - other forms of meditation, for instance?
Clearly, it is connected with another thing that Mr Ouspensky used to say, that
')(

consciousness and functions can exist independently of each other.

Other·

methods depend on learning to control our functions, but the meditation ignores
Having reached . ,
functions, and goes straight to the source of consciousness.
the source of consciousness it is able to influence our functions - to bring the
light into them, as it were.

And so functions begin to work as they should,

and the results obtained by the traditional ways through.years of effort and
struggle can be got from a few months of meditation.

--~age
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"In the 19JOis some of us attended ••• lectures in London by P.D.Ouspensky.
* •..••• in tha course of these he maintained (among much else that was new
to us) that consciousness exists independently of physical or mental
funotions ._.• ,. •• 11

+•
**

•From the very beginning we must understand that functions are
one thing and states of consciousness -another.'
, ••• consciousness and functions are quite different things. To move
to think
to have sen~ations - these are functions ;they
' to feel,
. or not •.•
can work quite
independently ~f whether we are conscious
To be conscious is someth1ng quite different ••••••••.• Functions
can be compared to machine$ world.ng in varying degrees of light.
These machines are such that they are able to work better in light
than in darkness ••••••• Consciousness is light and machines are
functions.'
'functions and states of consciousness are independent of each other ·
and exist by themselves. The state of consciousness affects
functions , and increased consciousness will create new functions.
Compl~te, real awakening will produce new functions which we do
not have now.'
1

When we are conscious we become connected with higher centres and
then the whole picture changes.'

• ••••• if a man were to become even a little conscious ••• for half
an hour or even for a few minutes, it would make such a enormous
difference that all we know about ordin-ary man would be
inapplicable to him.'
'The slight differences between people are differences in functions,
but real difference of being is difference of state of consciousne·s s,
• ••• we cannot see whether another man is conscious or not
or more
conscious than we are~ He will look the same 1 or even
~d this
is particularly interesting, it often happens that peopie who
are more developed may look less conscious and we may take them
to be more mochan:i.cal than wo are. ,

*

'En~rgy _o! consciousness is not recognized by psychology and by
scientific schools ••••••• One can know consc:i:ausness only in oneself.'
'The study of consciousness is so far quite outside the range of
laboratory science; only an individual can know
and then only
about himself.'
'

• · .Ext~acts from Dr Roles' Colet Rouse paper October 1979 (79/29)

** Extracts from P.D.Ouspensky•s meeting reports.
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Now the method on which the meditation depends is simply this, that the
effects of the half-hour's med"i.tation come out naturally during the day, and
influence all our functions.
different

The practical methods of the system. are

they depend on deliberate

efforts of one kind or another - efforts

to hold the attention, to control one's thoughts, to create certain attitudes,
to give up certain features and develop others ••••••
As the meditation goes deeper and becomes established, one begins to r ealise
that these disciplines are unnecessary.

One begins to depend more and more

on the meditation, and the more one depends on it, the better it works.
Eventually one learns how_ to leave everything to it, and when this point is
reached one's actions come from within one - from oneself - and consequently
no other d~iplines are needed.

(X,

This, very briefly, is what the meditation is about, and how it fits into
the history of our work.

Strangely enough, it explains many stories and

sayings about the fourth way, which never made sense before.

But what everyone
seems to have missed is the fact that if such a way existed, it must work from
the top downwards, and so make work on the control of our functions unnecessary.
Nor was it realised that a method of this kind would be suitable for all types
of people.

\f ork on the control of our functions, physical, mental or emotional,

can be very unsafe without special knowledge of types.

But thi& method imposes

nothing from without, it works from within, from the deepest part of each _of us .
So what is right for e.a ch of us comes naturally, and conflict is avoided.
The meditation lies within the reach of everyone, and no special preparation
is needed.

It is perhaps the only method in the world today which was

designed to be carried out in the ordinary conditions of modern l iving.

And for

this reason it enables our life to take on a new meaning - to be lived and enjoyed
to the full ~

This, on a big scale, is what ., is needed in the world today.

how can one ensure

But

that it does not disappear, as it has so often before in the

history of mankind?

The real need is for those who have been given special

knowledge through the system and the Shankaracharya's tradition to discover how
the meditation works.

Then it will not disappear again, at least among those

who truly understand it.

This would be third line of work - work on the

biggest possible scale - work which could help mankind.

(,()er. H.H.'s answer to F.C.R.'s question on this subject, quoted in his book,
"A Lasting Freedom"

pp. 75/76.
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MORE ARDUOUS DISCIPLINE

In

1962

I asked the Shankara-

charya this question:
Beginners often say, 'Is it only this simple thing we have to do?
Are there not other more advanced disciplines that are needed
to lead a man_ to Turiya (Enlightenment)?'
S. The rigorous disciplines of the past, which people often
expect, have been done away with. This simple meditation
system has now been created to relieve people nowadays of the
hard labour that they would be unable tQ undertake .... There
is no need to frighten people with the threat of hard work later
on. The difficulty is right at the beginning, and once one is
properly started one should find f~er progress only more
easy.... As far as the simplicity of the method is concerned,
that is the result of a Conscious experiment which has been
brought to the present stage. Compare the invention ofprinting;
it was very cumbersome at the beginning, but now it has been
so developed that we take it for granted and never question it.
Perhaps this simple meditation system will be taken for granted
at a later stage.
•
The simplicity is of course.the result of previous hard work.
When a photograph has been taken, processed, and made into a
block, then it can be printed in thousands without any difficulty.
The difficulty is experienced in the first stage - that of making
the block. In just that way a few Self-Realized men who
penetrated the subject with their foresight encompassing 'three
times together' (past, present and future) made experiments
with this.method, and·when it was found to suit this generation,
they passed it on to many.
Resultr reached by this .m ethod ·couid· :ifso be acl1icvcd by
other methods like Yoga, prayer, etc.~ but those don't suit the
ordinary man's life, and they can't g~t far on those lines to-day.
Yet all that others used to get by hard discipline, can be got by
this one.
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But to return to the enneagram, how can tha me4itation be shown?

Obviously

it belongs to the inner circle in the diagram, and it has a circulation of its own.
Being on a level above functions, yet it touches the other three circulations at
every point.

Like the element hydrogen, which is the lightest of all the elements,

yet ~t is continually uniting itself with carbon, oxygen and nitrogen in the
processes connected with life, so this circulation - the circulation of the light,
or of consciousness, is continually uniting itself with the other three circulations
and thus enabling them to work as they should.

Once this circulation is

established, there is nothingwe have to do, except to ensure that it is working
properly through the practice of meditation.

2/22
( see 2/23 )
- If you look at the inner circulation in the enne~'j-ou will notice first~
that it is symmetrical, and secondly that on each side three points are connected
together - I,4, and 2 on the right, and 8,5, and
Then what does this mean?

7 on the left.

- F.ach side is a different t ·r iad, a different combination of the three forces.
But how do the two sides differ from each other?
- The order of forces is different - the right hand side is passive - active neutral, the left hand side is active - passive - neutral.
- Then "'hat is the significance of this?

( see 2/24 )

- Well, look at the big diagram of the universe./ The triad 8 - 5 - 7 is creation They say nowadays that it is
it is the way stars come into being, for instance.
possible to observe newly born stars in the dust clouds of the Milky Way and other
galaxies.

But the triad I - 4 - 2 is the way in which life is developing within

the structure of stars - at least within our star - and being circulated throughout
the universe.

It is a completely different process.

- But how does life circulate - how is the universe made alive?
- The elements of living matter are developed on the right hand side, and
circulated along the line 2 - 8, and so distributed. among the stars and galaxies on
the left hand side, by the triad 8 - 5 - 7.
- Then are there other processes too?
Yes, the triad 7 - I - 8.
This is the triad of conception - at some point in
creation the idea of a star has to be conceived.
When the will, the crewtive
energy is available the triad 8 - 5 - 7 can begin to work.
- Then what is the next triad - the triad 4 - 7 - 5?
- The triad 4 - 7 - 5 refers to the processes going on within stars - the 'burning'
of hydrogen into helium, in which process carbon, oxygen and nitrogen act as
catalysts _-in the caso of our sun - a process which is thought to be connected with
the role played by these three elements in organic life.

The same elements take

part in .the next triad.', 5 - 2 - 4, whereby, in conjunction vith the triad. I - 4- 2,
living matter comes into being.
Then what is the ilr.iad 2 .- 8 - I?
_ It is the triad by which organic matter reverts back to the basic elements from
which it came.

This process is going on around us all the time, on every scale.

It marks the starting point of a new life, a new beginning, by the triad I - 4 - 2.
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- According to the enneagram, every part of the universe, every cosmos. contains
the same laws and p~inciples as the whole.

It is therefore not surprising that

these six triads can be found also in man.
- In what form can they be found?
- Wellt take his everyday activities, for instance.

If you want examples of

these, the best place to look is in the newspapers.
- One would think there are many more than six?
- No, there are only six.

Man is continually using the wrong triad, consequently

the results of his actions are seldom what he expected.

When, occasionally, he

hits on the right triad, he achieves something really remarkable.
Then what is man's highest a.ctivitj!:'L
We see
The highest form of actirlty possible for man is the triad 7 - I - 8.
examples of this activity in art, science and religion.
It is connected with
mystical experience, artistic inspiration and scientific discovery.
- You mean, the conception of a great work of art, for instance? ·
- Yes, very high levels of energy are made available by this triad - enough,
sometimes, to produce fantastic achievements, far above man's ordinary powers.
And this triad leads into the creativ.e triad, 8 - 5 - 7.?
Yes, the triad 8 - 5 - 7 is like building a house - it requires effort, all
along the line.
different

But the triad next to it, the triad 4 - 7 - 5, is completely

- it goes by itself - no effort is required.

These two triads are

constantly being ~istaken for each other.
- And is the same thing true of the triads I - 4 - 2 and 5 - 2 - 4?
CUriously enough it is - they are completely different from each other, yet
taken to be the same.
picturing something.

The triad 5 - 2 - 4 starts with thinking, imagining or
But the triad I - 4 - 2 starts with being.

- What do you mean by 'being'?
- When one is completely passive and innocent, as one sometimes is at momenta
during the day, then maybe one experiences being.
I dont think this happens very often?
Probably more often than you think.
It is connected with the meditation ••••
- But how is it confused with the triad 5 - 2 - 4?
- People think they can find it by trying, but it is not like that ••••
And does the triad 2 - 8 - I follow on from the triad I -

4.- 2?

- Yes, this triad is connected with destruction - the newspapers are full of it.
But it is not easy to understand •••••
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- You spoke of 'being'.

Would you say that these six triads exist in our own

being - our own individual life?
- Yes, they do.
levels of energy.

Each of us is an accumulator of higher influences - higher
These higher levels have to be extracted from the many

different impressions which come to us~ and stored in our hearts.

This process

is carried out by the triad I - 4 - 2, the triad of the meditation.
- What

do

you mean by 'higher influences'?

Positive emotion, happiness, bliss, •••
But how does this triad work - what does it actually do?
It is a process of separating fine matter from coarse.
And when the fine matter is separated from the coarse, what happens then?
It is available for the work we

it passes across to point
8 -

5 - 7,

a,

eo

during the day.

As you see from the diagran, 1

and becomes the active principle in the triad

the triad of creative work.

'!hen what is the triad

7 - I - 8?

It is remembering what to do, or what has to be done.
And the triad 5 - 2 - 4?
- 'Ihe triad 5 - 2 - 4 is the way desires are created.

It comes from beyond one.
It produces active energy

at point 4, which sets the triad 4 - 7 - 5 in motion ••••
I thought we were trying to become free from desires?
No, no - desires are legitimate.

Without them nothing would happen - the

world would come to a stop.
It is when they cannot be realised that things go
wrong~
Our purpose is to help man to fulfil his desires, not to deprive
him of them.
- Is that the only purpose of this triad?
- No~ it has another · much deeper purpose.

The active energy it produces at

point 4 is a kind of catalyst, which enables the triad . I - 4 - 2 to work.

This

is the meaning of that saying 'To him that hatb shall be given ••••• '
And

if one's desires are not realised, what happens then?

- Emotional energy will collect at point 2, and may eventually release itself
in the form of negative emotions, by-the triad 2 - 8 - I.

But if the triad

I - 4 - 2 is working as it should, it will look after all that.

As in the

parable of the wheat and the tares, it will gather together the tares, and bind
them in bundles to burn them, but the wheat will be gathered into my barn.
"Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the _kingdom of their father.
Who hath ears to hear let him hear."
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ENNEAGRAM - Biosphere

1/2-3

Foreword - 3 Forces & 4 Elements ,carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen & hydrogen. Central, basic position of
hydrogen.
1/4-9
'The Breath of Life' - oxygen, carbon & nitrogen
cycles in the biosphere as triads in the enneagram.
1/10-15 The biosphere - 4 elements, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen and carbon as key to life with hydrogen
' basic. Oxygen, carbon & nitrogen cycles in
biosphere illustrated in enneagram. Vernadsky
and time as 'breathing'. Life principle stored as
breath of life via nitrogen cycle?
1/16-21 The breath of life illustrated by System table of
materialities or Table of Hydrogens. Hydrogens
in enneagram as harmonics, in man, biosphere,
and in meditation.
1/22-26 Law of Three and the 6 activities illustrating triads
in weather cycles in biosphere. Creative triad in
man and in Absolute.
1/27-31 Triads in the biosphere illustrated scientifically as
chemistry of nature in enneagram.
1/32-36 Oxygen, carbon and nitrogen cycles, previously
illustrated in enneagram as triads in biosphere,
applied to individual man.
1/37-38 Biosphere as the living earth - Sept 1970
Scientific American article illustrated in enneagram.
1/39-40 Biosphere in enneagram as 'All Living" diagram
illustrating Scientific American article.

late 60s-earlier 70s
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EOREWORD

There is a: terminology in the system, based on early discoveries·
in chemistry, which was used to desc-.ribe the law of three ftorces.
This terminology appears, a.t f'irst sight to· be superficial, even naive,
to a· person wit-h aiJ.emiea-1 knowledge, lm:ft it really goes vecy deep.
Like so many things in the system, there is:, nm.eh more behind it than one
might: a.t first suppose.
This terminology uses: the :fact - and this, in itself is, remarkable
for sueh early- d~S' - that all life on earth. is based on fbur elements,
carben, oxygen, nitrogen and b_vdrogen.
More recent diseoveriea have
c:onfirmed -that these four elements are in f'a-ot the only one&. whie-h
offer t'he eonstellation of' properties upon whio-h li:te defends,, and they
are therefore irreplaceable.
They are als-o the principle elements
which exist in the sun, or in other words, earbon, oxygen and nitrogen:i
are essentta.l aatalysts- f'or the conversion of' b_vdrogen into helium - a
process on whie-h the sun's radiation: depends-.. Of' these four elements bydrogen oaeupies a central position, lioth
in the processes which take place in the sun, and those which oom.,rin the biosphere.
And in eombining with other elements it- is
c:rontinually mo~~·etther-f'rom lower- level& of energy t-o Higher levels,
or f'rom:,liigher levela to lower.
Thus in photosynthesia h;rdrogeni is
released from its bondage with oxygen im t'lle :form of' we:ter, ~~ and
recrombines with carbon to fform carbohydrates·, CH2 _•
The BY"stem puts all this: in a simpler wq - almost t-oo: siaplified
a- wa;, f':or the, modern chemist 't'o accept.
It sa.,-a that the basic form,

or·

matter in t'he universe ia hydrogen,, and that h.ydrogen exists on
rna.ey dif"f'eremt levels,, but that eydrogen has to be activated in order
to manifest, in mueh -uhe a-a.me wa.,- as a stick of amber has t-o bee rubbed
to activate it"-- eleatric&lly.
When b_vdrogen is activated in one way
it- acts a,s, e:arbon, the active- principle=, when Lt is activated in another
way it· acts, as o~gen,. the passive principle, and when it· is activated
in a third wq it· a.ots as, nitrogen, the neutral prineipl&.
This, over simplified version tends t-o obscure t-he real iiea,ui.JIBof

these four elementS:', whie-h is a pity, beca.uae 1,y,- studying th&ir f'unetion
in the biosphere we oan learn a great deal about them,
relation t:o the law of" three forces.,

and)

of. their

Th.ere ar&,a in the biosphere,

three d"iifferent circulations,- - the o~gen cycle, the carbon oye-l.e and!
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the nitrogen cy~le, and these three ~ireulations ea.c-h have a
d.if'ferent purpose.
The oxy-gen eyo:le is concerned with the breathing
of liv.:ing creatures
the breath o-r lif'e.
The carbon eyele is::
aonc:erned with f.::oodl - it is the bas is:- of plzy's ioal energy in the ,
biosphere.

And the nitrogen cycle is a kind o:f controlling agent:~

wl:!icm balances, the functions of the other -two.

It is ale-o a' vehic!de

whieh enable& the other two elements t-o oi.rculate· in the atmosphere,
and an essential ingredient of plant growth in the soil.

The most important :thing a.bout these three c:iro.ulations, from our
poimt of view,. is that they give ua- a. ver:, «ll'lear p i ~ of' the, si.%:
differen't'- pl't>oesseB", or triadS''9· which a.rise from the intaplq of' then

three f'orces·.
Seeing these six triad's, as they ocenr in t'lte, biosphere·,
it becomes possible t-o reaognise them in otherr fields.,
The- following
paper wa.s· mdttten with this · object in :ri.ew.

*************

1./4
' THE :BREATH OF' LD'E.'

Tlur- pl,u1t life on tae eartk • a · surfac·e ia" ma.de from w.iter.

It

als-o ll'Outairur carbon and nitrogen compounds and vai·~ous- mil3.erals:, liut·

process-

the initial

upoll} whiak it dep&nd.s. is:- that o:f' splitting: tll~

wa_t er molecule: by meu.s-- of: light: rays, fl".om tJ!.e
Tltis proc.ess is., ~.lleci

f

pltotosyntkeaiat.

"1lll•

You probably romem·l)er:·

tka.t water is- lf2<r - wldeh rnH.l\S tllat it colltainsc }cy'drogsn and: oxyg•ll:
in a- e-losec bond".

Wlien. tae wa-ter i:ix-, tlle s·oil. is carried' up into.

tke leaves- of' :plants,. it is exposed to stmlight, nd: this 'br~ tk.•
boad a.:id s:-ets- t-lie oxygen: fratt.

T'a.e o.xygea, u · wa, all know,, goea,

0

int.o tlle

eartla. 1 s

atmosphere;

but t11.e l\Yd,rogen bl!,c-omes, linked' wi tlP.

c:a?!bon, and'. s-o-· e-arliollydratea are pr-ociuc:e tf.
of· the basic:: food.a on wltic-lt.

Before

w& · go

l!alt,

C.'.arb:olqcbra"tea, :..re c.me

ad: animals; depend f'.or energ;y ..

c:,- f.urtl!er., let us· put tkis, iu tke dielt:,-=TaJt',,._

EARTm (year)

9
breatk

water· and ftOil

(aotiv

(p:.ssivs)

2

atmospltetre

(neutral)

NATURE
{24 hrB')
N
71

5

/

res.pirat io:a

(pas-ai.ve)

photoayntltesi~
(active)

We start witll wa.ter, at point I - water and raoil, wllie-h. are.,
bar.:-i.~ req,.1irements for a.11 pla.nt life..

'rlle watar eomes up wi tk

tke s.w; along the line I - 4 into thfJ lcH1..vea, of tke pl~t.-, and at
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point

4 pllotosyntlleais

takes pla,ce - a process Ero complicated

tkat oven tlte acientiata, find it diff'ioul t.

But: the result, of:.•·

tlle proeess:-, as· we kave said,, ia t:aat oxygen is released! from its.-liond wi t:a qdrogen and travels :i.lo?lg'. tla.e line 4 - 2 into:, tll.e eartk t s
atmospkero, wkicll ineidentally crontai:nsc nitrogen and: nriDl!L diotld:e

aa-welI.
So t•at is:: tlle fi.rst triad - and' a very important· one too-.,

If

it failed· -to work, none of:--us would be here -any longer.
For- it is,
tile wa;r in wll.iok the o:ieygen in tke earth's atmospkere is maintained.
How did tke atmosphere first develop, and how kas it sinae been'.
maintained in tll.e right balance?
That we eannot sq.
But t-11•
triad is one we know - it has tke order of forces pasriv~ - active-neutral, and it o:on.sists, in principle, of taking raw ma.ttmial and:
'splitting' it-, so tllet :finer matter can be extracted.
Suppose we follow wltat laappens next.

The> oxygen, wi t"lt t1to ot.la.er-

ingredients of air, is earried along the, line 2 - 8and bea-omes breatl\
for living creatures, at point 8.

What_ ia- the difference 'between:

· 'air' as it ezista in t-lle atmospllere,, at point- 2, and
erlsts,, at point. 8?;·

1 breatll'

as:- it-

C.ertainly one is neutra;-lL and. t-lt.e otl\err a<v-tive,

but does the ain-we breathe have to be activ~ed:, in order that
brea;tlling can take_ place - or does:: ti.e very a.et of inhaling

activate the ain-?'

In a;ny ea.a., whe.ir the air kas reaolled' tlle lungs-

at point 5 ,. it is:- expos.ed t-o th.e blood.stream and: abaorbed.:.
proa:eas, wllic:ll is· jµst about- as· cromplioa.ted as· pia.ot:osyntlt.eeis· - and:
ineidenta-lly c:ontains- many similar features - depends-- on the :p:::-ese~

in tke 'blood~- a substaee o-alled haemoglobin'° wkie-Ja. t-ake-a- t'lle
oxy-gen int:o bondage.
Tlte oxygen is th&n carried to point- 7 ,. wher&
it beo:omes available t-o the b~ cells.
Here, in. the eelli:r of t"lte
body and fie brain, it- is an essential factor- in mdnt-aining,- life
and:

cronso:iousness.
So this is· tlte secrond triad, and it- is-· c:omplementa:ry t-o tlle f'irat ..

It u.s.-. t-he order-- of forces, active - passive- - neutral, and: it' i$ t-ll5:
triad o~ ~eation - tae way- in wAich worlds are create~,

a,a,

i~ i~

des-cribed in our sys:tem-..,

Now- suppose we go back a little, to tke moment wheru oxygen,was
released' f.ro::n water at poin:t' 4" in tlte first -triad, anr:l t-ke k1ydrogi?<n
linked' itself:' to carbon to form o:arbo'Jaydrates.
1

The' cal"tboilyd.ra.tar:tc

and: otker substances in1 tlte gi--een' plant:: wh.icil sel'Va as f'oodJ are,
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EARf.L'lE {year)

9
wate1"" a.niE soil

brea-t1L

(passive)

(ao:tiv

·

atmoapllere

(neutral)

NATURE
(24

5

reapira'tio11.
(passive)

pllot'o ayntllesis:

(active)

1ars:)
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abs-orbed _by man and uima.ls along tlte line 4 - 7, and after a
-aumber of very c:omplicated transformations they are made-available
to tla.e l'rody- c:ells· at point 7 in the :f'orm1 of' liigll e:11ergy fuels ..
Tllen high energy fuels are burnt witllin tke body eells, tunksit-o,
tte, preseito:e of o.xyge~ wllioll as we already mow, lt.as got taere:
along a different:: r:oute.
Nitrogen c:ompounds also aa.ve to be preaent:
in t1te form of enzymes, wkieil oontrol tlle rate o:tr e:ombustion very
precisely..
And.' fin.all$ tke e».tf pnod~~ of' eomlmation,1 cnrbon d.ioxid.•
and water,.. travels, ba.ek to tke llmgi:r. along tke line 7 - 5 and: is exblffll,
eventuallyr passing:- a-long t-lle line 5 - 2;, invo, t-ae eartll' s, atraospltere.
So VAia is anot1ter triad, a triad cru.ite different fromitke f1rn
two, for it- lla.B" tile order of' force$ active - neutral - passive.
Itia·, quito, literally, the triad of crombustio11, and: origuallyr it was
desoribed as: 'burning a llouse'.
You put' a ma;tcrll to t-he cru.rta-in~
and_everytlting else :rollowss
Sooner or later tke llouse is·reiduced
tp asses, whic-a. ill tllis ease are, .oa.rbon d'ioxide and: water •.
But here a miraele llappens·.
Carbon dioxide is useless t-o- man
and animals:, -but'- t:o plants it is- ~11i te essential..
So it pass-es- fr-omi
point 5 to point 2 - tke eartk's-- atmosphere - and: S'O'· along tke:, Iimr
2 - 4 wAere, it is, absorbed. by plant~.
Tllis- i~yet anotken- tri~~ tlle-, triad: passive, - neutral - active.
I.'t Wal!F orig;.na,lly" la!owm as-; t-11.etniad.i of 'mad,e', for it is tlle wq in wlrlcll lower- r:orms:, of ene:r:-gy

arec-converted into kigker.

Now suppose we go back once aga.i:a, tllis t.ime to tlle body e.ells
at point 7.
Tao bodies of living creatures on tAe eartk'a su:M:aoe
sooner or later die and diaintegrate, and when tkey do S() the nitrogen
tkey o:ontain is returned t:o tke eartk.
Tla.is happens along tke
line 7 - I.
At point I this nitrogen is made available "Ito pla.~t~
tllrouga tlte a~tion of baeteria, and £8'.,taken up into t1le plaht oelli
at point 4, where it beeomes food for ·man and! animals: ir tae form, of
protein, and finis- i ta Wfq eventually to point 7, tlte b:od:!r o-ells.
But some of tlle nitrogen in t11.e soil is returned t-o tke a.ir- by,
the action of other forms of bacteria.
Tla.is llappens along-tke line
So tie triad 7 - I - 8, wkic-lt h.as- tke order-- 0£' fore:ea
neutral - passive - active, ia the we;r in wllicdl nitrogen c·ompomw.s,
I - 8.

are prod.uced.' in tke a-oil, and free nitrogen is released into tlle ailr-1"
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In otller words,. tlle triad 7 , .;; I - 8 is · cronnectedl wit-ll tlle production

and maintenanee of' nitrogen supplies- in tlle ltiospllere as a w.llole.
But· tllere is : on-e otller triadl eo:rmeated1 wi t-ll nitrogen, rtli:e triad:
2 - 8 - I.

Tllis t:rdad: ii!· c:onnected witll tlte fixatio• of nitrogen-.

Free nitroge• in tte eartll's atmospllere at potilt 2 is retUI!lled 1to t-ke
· s:oill. at point I by tlle aotion of· eleo:trieal stor.ms at poi•t 8.

Mori

farmers- know about tltie·, and: wllen tllere is a. bad tllunderatol'Dt! wi tlt·
downpoura, of: rain t-lley will tell ~u tlt.at tlle crops- are, going t-<J- boef'it.
But tlt.is metllod: or· fertili&ing tlle s-oil is not, ot· e:ourse very reliable,
and· nowada;ysc industrial fixation of Jli trogem is· mucrll more wiclefy,r used.

In l):otll processes- 'f'ixatioa' requires aonsid·era13i&' expenditura of'.' en•rgy.
0

Before nitrogen en be fixed it must b& 'aotivated', wlli~ll means: "tilurl
molecular nitrogen mus"ti be split into two atoms- of :free ni:woge-D.

Tllis:

splitii.J&g:' proeesS\ ta:an be aeen in tlle, form of tlle triad, wllic11. lla.s tlle

order of forces neutral - a.c.tive - pas-sive, in ovllel!'words, tke act:hv&
foro.e eomeS' in tlle midd:1.e place.

So in all tllere are six different triads in tlle diagram.

Tlle triads

4 - 2 and: 8 - 5 - 7 are connected: ,rita t1le ~cmlatio11 o~· oxygem,
tlle triads 4 - 71 - 7 and: 5 - 2 - 4 are coJmecrled wi t1l tlle circulatto•
of earlton, anc:t tlte 'tiriads~ 7 - I - 8 and' 2 - 8 - I are conne~ed: wi t11
I -

the o:irctula.tion o:f nitrogen. ·

But all t1le si.x triad's, interloek, and

to a large extent d.epencl on eacll otller.

Tlle oxygen cycle is perllaps-

tlte most importut,. for as: we sai.d: i• tlte beginning, everytlling starts
from,t1le point wla.ere ox;ygen is released fi-om iits ~ond witll water.

And

besid'eEt, oxygen is the l:)reatll of' life - wllic-h brings, us again: to, t-lle-·

sec:ond ell.apter of Genesia:" And' t.11.e Lord: God :f.ol'llled man of· t-1te dust of'· t1te., groundl,

ana breatlte~ into lrls · nofrlrils- t1te breath 0£· life;

man beetame.' a living s-oul".,

and
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THE BIOSPHERE

Tlla aincmlatioa' eit enengy wi t'hia the liwnam orgaaism ilJ'.
easy tiling 1to Ull.d.°eretand3.

••t:-

all

I:a. nme wqs- it: is, ea.trier- 1to 1:0ok outsidle
Foit ill Na:t;,me, e n ~ aln cdn1mlatea,

ul!l', at the great world: e:f' Nature..

in a particular wrq, and! al"1tllough

we

aan oaly see t-he pqsical aspect

of tldl!I <rlrcmlation, the princri.ples are the same, as: they- arec for- indliYidual
It ie a well known fact that Dife on earth is made up of" f"our-

elements. - hydrogen,, oxyge•, nitrogen and carbon.
make up abou1t 99 per.cent, of the living parts

Theae four- elemente,

or· livi~ organisms--,, and

they alone· of':fer- the a.nstellatien of properties, upon which life dJependi!t.

StrangeJ.:yir enoug-h, these

r·our

elementa- alao exist

in,

the-· Sun..

Th.e Sun,s
0

rays as we know are. p~educedi by the- cond:-ensation o:f hydregen int-e h•liumi.,
And this=, pneaess, as, i 'ft erlsta: in the Sun, depen~ upon tae ·pzreaenc. o'ir

carbon and' oxygem

a.a,

catalysts:, wi t-h ni tr-ogen as an , intermed-'iate.

So i;here is 11ttle d'oub:t· tb.at thes-e f"our. elements hol!dl t'he k~ t ·e,
an understand'ing-· of lifea..

·And

oiL thaae, :tr~ a,le~eua.:

h;rd}!ogeJtJ occupies. a aentral posi tipai, both as it exists in· t<he SuJtJ and

a

it eris:tl!t cm, tlie ear~~.

If#d.T-:ogn. is, i• fao't,. a ba-sd.c • l ~ -te

which cithe'l!" el;,emen ts are 'l.oad'e~ or- fl!om. which t:b.ey ~ be nelellSed.

Thim in the-, plant lif"ec of" the biospher•, tbne~
the action of· pho'f;osynthesis~ hydrogen is· liberated from w~ter~ ancl
a<tt'aches- i taelf' to- carbon cMerlde t-o. fWil carbohydrate,;

and in ltovll

plants- and: animals, eellular rel!lpiration reverses=- this process, remo~

hydrogen from carbohydrate, , and: so returning it to water ..
Thia is- j-gri one example=,

out

-there are· many · others. -- Jriif- we.• have

e-ver,y ,~aaon 't'o ·think o·f · lw"drogen, wi. th i te atomic numben- of' •mi'ff';. ,as:
A;--he,;·point in the o.e rlr.e of' -our diagrabl1 - the uttf...-ty., -f'i,011t whilth- d1 llif"e
1

-i~ _derived, ..4i!ldl t-o· whie-h it; eventual],ty., returns-.

Fut what is· the real signifioane.e of the other twee dements?
Up te a point' we can foltow their chemic.a-1 funetien in- various·

situations:, but their real meaning must surely b• very much1deeper.

It is- this deeper significance

ef the elements carbon, •%Y'gen and

ni tr<!igon which we hope to dJiac-..over , _

a rignifio-ance whic-h, if

we,

could' only- understand i't, would. explain the · whole meaning: of" lif"e •.
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Now the wq ia. wlrlcrlt these 1twee elemeJl'ts crlrculate- i:a. Nature
Im the oxyge1t1 ey<l'le, f'or inatan.oe,., oxyg81ll appears

is, well understood.

in

Dlall,Y

chemical forms and eombillatio:u, including-· mainly,- water- (~o),.

2),.

atmospheric oxygen (o

oxy-llaem.gloltin.

2),.,

earboa ~ioxide (cn

and in ani•al r911Piratiolll

These d:if'f'eren-t :forms- in w-hieh oxygen- appe-ars are

lli.ke the cfif'f'.'ei,etrt rol&B" played by an actor - and s-ooner or later- the

actor 0-ome1t, back to t-he same, role, again.
at point I in the diagram, we- f'ind

~~aai

For if' we start wi t-h water,
oonded 1to hydrogen.

But- iDJ

the· next r-ctle, water iS' being taken up; at point 4,. inte 1the e.-llular

tiuue- of' plants- and ac.t ed on bye the sun's· rays·, which releas-e t-heoxyge?ll from its bon.dQge with bydregen-, . and: ena:bie it- to pasa int-o the
att110a-phere at point 2 a-s-, molecular oxygen ( o )
Oxygen then pass.ea,
2
acroas- t-o point- 8, where, it- is, abe:-oi,bed by t-he mass- o!' livd.ng· creature&
in the bioa-pher.e,, and s-o paaaea; int-o the lungs· off• these living creature-a ·

at point- 55,. eventually reaching ~he baey· a.lls at point 77, wher~ inner
res:piration t:akes, plac-e.

In t:his way energy is, pttovid:ed: for life

Alld when, a1.l these living creatures· die,._ their- bodies are

purpoua,,.

retunled1 t-o the earth and. dea:omposed,. and the oxygen they- c.-ontain is·
once again bonded with hydrogen to ~orm water at poin~ I.

(EARTH)

8

water- and

':t>reatla

s:oi~

of' l!ifte·'

iruter 7!
:zreapiratie

eQTtli,' s

atmosphere

(stJN)

•

outer

5~

respiration

tissue
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(EARTH)

8
'breat1t o:1r

1~e-'

imrer 71

elirllVs·

1tespira.tio

' a:tmos;>here·.

(stJN)

•

5~

oute<r
respira-tion

JUR'ffil (;year)

9
wate1't alld3 soil

breata

(passive)

(arii

·

atmoapllere

(neutral)

MAH:
(3! sees)

5
reapiratio•
Coasai.Te)

pllcrtoqntilesis

{active--)
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Hhen we see this· circulation in the diagram, we find that it
divides naturally into two parts, one on the right hand side, thlrou.:,.<>ii
points I,4 and 2,, the other on· the lef't hand side,, through points

8,5

and

7.

On the right- hand side the oxygenJ leve-1 in the · earth's

atmosphere is· being· maintained through the action of photosynthes'.i s,
oni the left hand side it is being used in res-pira:tion.

The two·

processes- are reciprocal and eomplementarv to each other.
N'ow when water is drawn up as we described, int-o the oe-lls· of'
plants· at point 4,, and is acted upon by · the sun's· ra;,s, t-he · oxyge?ll
molecule is released :fi.rom its bondage with byd:rog~n,. and passes into,
the• a:tmosphere..

But- the b;y'drogen molecule Links, wi t-h earbon,, and

s-0 o:arbohydrate is producred.

This is, the starting point- of" the,

carbon ey~e in' t-he biosphere,. and in fact without this, init-ialJ proe:essat point 4, t'he f'ootf,. or fue-1 on whic-h man1 and all other 1i,xing: area.tures
depend! wou:ld ba· lacking, and lif"e· cx,uld noii.: c:ome, int-o· existencEJ •.
The most significant pathw~s'. of> the carbon eye-le·· are shown by· the,
dotted lines..

Al'ong· the pathway; 4 - 7(, pl'.a nt tissu& is· consumed

by·· man· and animals·,

and' so reaches the bocy ce,lls- at poizrt T, where,

a p:rtooess of' combustion takes· plac&.

The, products'. of" combustion - ·

carbon dioxide and water - ar~ exhaled by the, lungs at pointso returned t'o the e·arth' s atmosphere at point 2.
thus, becomes available,

abso:uo.

(along·· the pathway 2 - 4 )

7,

and

The carbon dioxide
for plants t-o-

Thus ithe two c:irculations 4 - 7 - 5 and 5- - ·2 - 4 are· also

c:.-omplementary t'o ea.eh o1ther - as, we all know so we:11, animals breathe
oxygen and: give of':f c.arbon dioxide, plantfr breathe ear-bon di.oxide and
give off· oxygen:..
It was · the Russian scientist Vernadsky who described photosyntheais:
as, "a kind of breathing in and out every 24 houmr', and it: is, veny
interesting to realis-e that the processes- we cal.l 'breathing' in mani
and animalB', whio-h occur around: point 6 in the d:iagram, are- some,
t-hirty t'hous-and timeg, faster- than those whicrh occur- around point 3'.

Man

breathes- in and out every J seeondi:!·, or. thereabouts, but- NatUl"&

breathes in and out every 24 hours.

By the same reasonilng the

Earth,, at point- 9, should breathe every 70 or 80 yeantr but' we, kn:ow
that t'his is· not' s-o, for her 'breathing,:' - if you can cal'l it- that
i~ controlled by her yearly revolution round the Sun.

So we can

expect t'b.e processes whicrh occur around point 9 in the d!ia.gram 'to·
be geared -to a yearly rhyt'hnr.

Certainly this is true of the· proc::esses

whi0'h go on in the soil, at point I - the rotting down

or·

the lea-ve~
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which fall from the tree~, the cll3c-omposition of· living creatureswhich c:-ome and go with the s-easons, the yearly eye-le of crops· - all:
these things affec:t the' earth's· aurf'aoe· layers-, and in particular they

are c-onnected with the e-i.rculation of nitrogen c:ompounds.
Nitrogen is by far the most pred'ominant e-l.ement in the earth's
a:tmosphere, at point 2.

As it exist~ in the atmosphere it i~ an1

inert gas·, arur it is, only when it is· 'fixed; or c-onverted into a
chenical c-ompound in the s-oil, that it bec:omes available to plants:. at·· This- :rixation of nitrogen,. whieh is: symbolis-e.d: by "tih&

.P•int I.

c:ombination 2 - 8 - I, is· achieved: in thre,e different· wayrr. e.a ch of· whic-h
requiresa eons-i.d:erable amount of energy.

The nitrogen mole~ule has ~o

be· split into two atoms, of frea nitrogen

and this activation o:f'

0

nitrogen occurs-, e:it-her by the- e£fect of" e,,leetrioal phenomena in the,
atmos-phere sue-h as thunderstorms,, . or oy, -the pr-es-ene:e of' certain bacteria
in t'he s-oil, or of· course, in modern· times by the- manuf'.acture., or· · ·
fertilisers -.

Nowadays, the amount of ni-t;r-ogen fixed by industria-1

proo.e:ssea, at least equals that produced by natural meallS'.

B.uv

whichever·

the proce:a:s we • are, e-.ons.id'e:ring, the~ act'ion of the'• triad 2 - 8 - I will.
be the same, and: we can take. it' t 'hat the energy required will be· prond·e d
at point 8, the:- resul t ·i ng·

D.i trogelll · - in the s ·o il. e-omi.ng at point- I,

where> it can, ensure that the · produ~ion of:' plants, in the bioapher&. ia:
mai.ntainedl.
The other w~ in whie-h nitrates- are, produc:ed in the> a-oil is-: t-br-ough
tile' decrompoei tion of living creatures-.

7 - I.

Thia, oecurs, a-long· t-h«· pathw~r

But- there are other f'orms, of bac.teria which are, alt?e· 1to relleas-e

the ni trage-n from the- soil, back into the· air - a- proceaa, ealhd
'denitrification'.

So when living creatUl"es· dli.e and ar& decomposed,

ni t:Ir0Ul1' oxide:- is- produc-ed in the soil along the-- line 7 - I, , butc a certabr!
element of nitrogen is releru::ed back into the atmosphere-., along· the
linEr I - 8..

One- maJ' w&ll ask, is- there· perhapa- a more subtl.e e:lemen1t

whieh is: releas:ed when living· creatures: die:?

What, for instance:,.

happens:- t 'o the:, lif.ec principle· t-hey c:ontain?

Why does, there:, hav& t:o b~
Is it in,

this living and dying oft cieatures over the earth's sur:face?
order t-o fill some great ac.oumulator of energy a~ poin~ 8?
this energy oontainedi in, t-he air we breathe?'

An~ is

One,,_ is:- reminded o:fr the,

seci::ond· chapter- of Genes..:iir. - "And: the Lord Godl formed: mani o:fi: t 'h e dust of
the ground:,, and: breathed1 int-o his nostrils· the, breath off lif.:e·;·

and man

bell:arne' a living soul" ..

And. s-o we crome-bac-k to the-· beginning again - to the oxygen eye-le,
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and th~ breath of lif~.

Are we any- c l e ~ about the rewl meaning

of these four elemen~s?

Like the cffi.fferen-ft themes-- in a musical

~omposi-ftion, they areo in cnnstant movement, in~erpenetrating~ changing
plac:es·.

Sometimes- t-hey are, more- or less atrlic, at ot-her times: very

aative.

At still othe-r times they :r-ornr;

of · energy - a-

'bank'

aS'

it were,. a pool or- res-ell'Ve-

as- vhe sc.ientis-ts- call it - in whic:h natur-e:-'s·

Of one· thing at leaat we:, c:an be c-el'ta.in - if'' any

treaaurea- are atoned..

of these :ffour elements: were missing,, life on earth would never havea
been there.

*** *** *****

4& 4 4

(EARTH)

8
'brea.th o-J!'

wate-r- and
soiiJl.

]i:fe·'

imter 7f
r-espiratio

eQTtli~sa'tmos;,here· ·

(stm)

•

(MAN)

5~

outeir
respira1;ion
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Tla.e breatlt ef life - wltat dees it really mean?

If it is tlte Lord

God wlto breatlted inte our :itGstrils tlte breat1t of life, tlten. tltis: breatlt
is not just exyge11., it is wkat is called in Greek 'pneuma ltagion' er
koly- breatlt, koly spirit.

Yet t11.e way in w1ticlt it circulates is tla.e

same, and tlte triads are the same - in ot1ter words, it is tke same diagram,
but on a different level.
In tla.e system we never used words suck as God, ltoly spirit, soul and
so on.

Religious language is muclt too vague, and it leads to imagination.

Instead, we used a table of' different levels, or densities of matter.

We

were teld t1tat everytking in the universe is material, and it is only because
of the imperfections of our me~suring instruments tll.at.- if~:-~~t dete~
tke presenee ef :f'!:ner states of matter.

In: the real werld everytlling

has materiality, wllether it is our tlleug11.ts, our f'eelb.gs and emotions,
our instincti-ve movements and sensations, ·.tlle air we breathe or tlle food
we eat or the ground en whic·lt we stand - everytking: can be classified
according tea single table &f densities - a table of materiality.

If ;you

take the 1i.igllest level ef matter it is pessible to c·onceive

matter en· tlte

absolute level - it weuld kave a density •f ene, er unity.

On· tkis level

the tllree forces act as one~ tlt.ey are one and indivisible.

But en tlt.e

next level they are t:aree separate forces, and have a density cf three.
On the next level each of the three forces creates a further three, and
the density is therefore six.

On the next level it is twelve, on tlle

next level twenty-four, on tlae next level forty-eight and se on. (see diagram)
This idea enermously simplifies •ur appreaoh. t• maey problems c•nnected
with. man's lld.gher levels of experience.
It means tl!.at in describing
PBYChological and spiritual experiences of various kinds we have to be·
precise.

Tll.e writer of Genesis, for instance, must have been speaking en

the level of twelve and above.

Twelve i-s the level ef matter used by

man,s lligh.er emotional centre.

Six- is the level of higher mind.

But

above level six matter is teo fine to be contained within the ltuman organism,
in other werds matter is universal - like ligllt, it is everywhere, always.
So tke breath of life would be en level tllree.

Level twelve is abeve the level of a.mything negative - it is, in fact,
pesitive emotion, which is completely different frGm any-thing we usuallydescribe

as emotio:aal.

Most of r,ur emotional experience is en the level:

of twenty-four and below, and it is usually. mixed up witll our instinctive
Forty-eight,
feelings and sensations, which are en mu~a the same level.
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I

)
)

matter too fine
te be absorbed

3

6

higher mind

!2

higher emetional and sex

24

moving and instinctive

48

intellectual
b.ormenes, vitamins

I92

air

384

water

768

foed

I536

wood

3072

metal

on the •~ker hand, is the level ef ordinar;r 'flat' impressions - when we
simply record wkat we see without any, particular feeling - and most of

our thin.king also belengs to thiS' level.
Nin.ety-six is something quite
d.ifferent.
Matter on this level is just about the finest a.nd most elusivematter which scienoe is able to extract and. separate, and it includes an
ever increasing list of substances, some of which kave very powerful effects·.
One-hUlildred-a.nd-ninety-two, on the otlter kand, is air.

But air, ef cou.rs&,

has many finer substances in it, some of which are ab~orbed when we breatke,
and others expelled.

Soent, fer instance, which is carried in air, can
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have very powerful effects, particularly in recalling memory.

And the•

there is the idea that air is connected with the life principle - an. idea
which on.e feels to be true, yet actually one has no proof, at least in
scientifi~ terms.
Level 384 is water

at least, that is one of its meaninga.

But it

can also refer te venous blood, when level I92 applies to arterial bleod, or
in other werds, blood which has passed threugh the lungs and bec.ome
Level 768 is feod - that is, all substances whiah the human!

oxygenated.

digestive system can deal with.

But the last two levels - 1536 and 3072 -

refer to matter whic-h is tee dense to be absorbed by human beings, at least
in the sense of food, although ef course matter on both these levels is
contained within the human ,~rganis~ and used for various purposes.

So now we ca.n return to the Breath of Life, and the three cycles in
Nature - the ox:,gen, carbon and nitregen cycles.

Lookin:g once again

at the diagram, point I would be 384 (water), point 2 would be 192 (air),
and point 4 would be 96 (ohlerop1:\,lll).

In the same wa:y, point 5 would be

384 (venous bleod), point 7 would be 192 (oxygenated blood), and point 8
would be

96

(activated air).

Se on this level we are talkf.ng about three

orders of matter - 384, I92 and

96.

Fron the point of view ef triads,

384, being lowest in level 0£ the three would be passivs,

96,

being highest

in level would be active, and 192, being intermediate in level would be
neutral.
But the Breath of Life referred to by the writer af Genesis is on a
very different level.

Instead of 384, I92 and 96, he is prQbably referrf.ng

Yet it is the same diagram, and it can be taken on the

to I2, 6 and 3.

same scale - how can this be?
Just as a musical note contains different harmttnf.os,.in the same wa:y
Point I,
each •f these levels of matter contains higher matters within it.
for instance, if it contained all the 'harmonics' belonging t~ water, could
be written as 384, I92, 96, 48, 24, I2 • • • •

Poin,t 2, if it c·entain~d

all the d.i.fferent matters that air e-entains,

co-ald b& written as

192, 96, 48, 24, 12, 6 ••••

And point 4, if f.t conta'ineti all the

.....

'harmonics' of level 96, could be written as 96, 48, 24, 12, 6, 3
And the same thing would apply to points 5, 7 and 8 on the other side of
the diagram.

So

the d.iagram would look like this:-

(see over)
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EARTH

MAN

NATURE

What does this really mean?

It means, surely, that everything is ,

one - that all the different substances which circulate in the solar system,

from the lowest level to the highest, are circulating through man.

He is

made c,f the same stuff as the dust of the greunti, he breathes the same
breath that Nature breathes, and like everything else around him, he is
a living soul.

But

of matter are C'Ontained in lower levels 2

hew can

it be that higher levels

Take water, for instance.

A

pool of water is not just water - it alsg contains air, I92, which enables
fishes and plants of various kinds to live in it.

Then water has the

ability to hold many finer matters in solution - it can be ac·id: or alkaline,
pure or impure.

This would be on or about level 96.

But. water, like

all ether substances, has- its own degree of intelligence.
level 48.

This would be

As a matter of fact water has certain ·f•rrns · 0£

which make it quite indispensable f0r the development ef life.

intelli-g•nce
It has the

greates-i specific heat known among liquids, and the same is true of its
latent heat of vaporisation.

And with the exception of mercury,
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it has the greatest thermal conductivity.

And

as water ce,als towards

the freezing point it expands, which means that the ice in our peel ef water
is always at the tep, so that the living creatures it c•ntains can live quite
happily belew it, pr•tected te some extent by the fruen mass above them.
Se water certainly has intelligeace, but even that is net all.

It is

all the time changing, giving eff water vapour to form clouds-, moving with
the wind ever its surface, reflecting diffe~nt lights and colours from the
sun.
All these are higher aspects of water - net just 48, but 24, or
even level 12 ••••••
And the same with air.
But air eontains higher
harmonic-a still - different scents and s•unds, vibrations (if many kinds,
indefinable qualities c•nnected with lif• and consciousness, even up te
levels 6 and 3•••••
Ana se, tee, with the meditation.

But what is the meditation?

The

mantra is an impression, and when we start repeating it in the ordinary way
it i3 probably about level 48.

But as we go en it changes.

Little by

little the higher harmenies it contains begin to resonate, and the mind, by
fellewing these higher harmonics, is lifted, fer a few moments at least, inte
level I2 and above.

This means that all the negative traces it contains -

all the impurities - will have disappeared.

They will c•me back again, ef

course, but every time it happens a certain deposit of finer energy is formed
in us, and this deposit does not disappear - sooner or later it crystallizes
and becomes permanent.

That is why it is necessary te do the meditatien

f•r a certain length of time every day.

It hast• circulate - the fin.er

energy hast• get into every part of us, net just our theughts, but every
pa.rt of the body, every cell.

And so eventually its e:ffee:t will be

permanent - it will always be there to call on when we need it.

c..
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We lt.ave of"te• disnesed wllat ia, e:alld, i• tllis s,'Btear, 1 tll.e

naw

ot' Tuee - a, law ...-orcliag 1to w1dell everyitll.i.-g tut llappeu,

i• ta.ec u.aiverse depe:mts o• tlle coming togetller- ot' tkne 1roms, a

-

active torn, a, passive· t ·o roe,, ad a , tii1'!lf f' . . . w1da ia, •eiflum

~l.:

active nor paaaive,
} i j ·•eutra]J.ai.ag fore~-- --As it is: d.~om.ltei: ill ou 97at_, - h't. aot la otke:zt"teull.bga,
·-

wlt.ere· tae poi•1t· ae111E· t:o kave got- loa.t - tlle tlmee 1roreea, are•••
associ.a-t~ wit& a-, patin.lar kiad: oi,, level o1r ma'tter.
On. tte:
c.orlrary, matter oit a-.:r kid oaa· an i• tJae qpui
o-t: o•., oit otter
of' tlleae ~ • :t!ereea,, ud3 vll.ia: eapaaiiy' is, constaatly' Naagi11g.
To take a simple uaaple, wke• water o• t1le eart1l'a· surf'l&oe is·
warme~ by tlle lleat ot: tlle mm, it is «olfferte4 a-to water vapoui,-,
wain forms:, itself' i•'to doud.s overuad.. Tu water, ia t1ds oas.e:,
iB' tlle paaai.ve :toroe.-, tll.e sua' s 11.eat is-· aetiva,. aJld; tile eloudJB:, are·
tll.e flt..i.Nt or neutralisiag . f ' ~ .
But w11.8Jl tiles• oloda- crome
agaiut t11.e oocrl!Jless of' tlle air-,. tllq coacleue 1•1:o rad.•, a1ltf are
so o:o.verte4f baG'k i:at:o water again..
I• tllia caae- file: eloud.B· are
tlu,, aetive :l'oree:, tlle cool air ill'. tt«- paasive f'orce, amt fie- ni•
wllia falls:: upo• ta• eartll ii£ tlle:- vain or- aeutralisiq- foree •.
Ever.rft,i.Jlg llas aaagelJ plaoes, ud. wllat ia: a-etive in. oae triad. is,
paaa:i.v«, ill an.ot1ler, au: aeutral in. a tlt.u-d.:.
Rat11.er ».atUl!al]J" perbpa,, tlle active t:orce belo:ags, t-o fie 11:igken
Devel - su.u aa. tlle lleat of tlle m, ill tke firat example - tlle
pas.sive ~orce "beloags vo tke lowest level - tlle water o• ~•• earta•s
sur:f'a-e:e - alldJ 1;1t.e aeutral froru is:, oa aa ill.t'eraediate lev..e l - tlae
water vapour w1t.iu form& itseu· iato clouds over11.ed..
.bdi J\OU will
•otice:, perllap&·, ~ tllat t1le first · •EllllPl• moves from a: lower t-o a
llipe~ level, but tte second. example does,-. tlle reverse.
But: wJu.t is more important- is tllat tlle tJ:t.ree f.oNes., aat in a
eerta-in ord!p:."
Wllat exaoi;~ d'o we meaa by 'order'?
I:a. some
eramples 'order.• refers: t>o t1le empllasts: or relative c:o no.entration
of the three forces, bu~ in tke majority of case~ iv refers, quit.-,
s:imply ~ tke sequence or utiona belonging to t1le tr.J.d'.
In. tlle
first example water is acted on by the Slllt. 1 8 h.eat ud.; converted' inte
water vapour.
Tais we would. WJrl.te aai passive, - aative:, - neutrall.
But.· in tlle second e:n.mple, tlle clouds move agaiast tke ceoluas ot:· t1t.e

v
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earth• s , aimoaphere, and: condense .t:-e fomn" rai.-..

Thi.a· we would: ,mite, as,

active- passive,- aeutral.
T1t.ese, tllu:f are two quite,different })lfOeess•a, and' altiloug). eveJ!7r
aeieatist can tell you tllat tlle first is evaporation pdJ fte n•od
oolldeasation.,~ lle mq not r•alise llow, important' tlle dif'f'erenoe is.
For
wllea you ealeula:t• it.ow mpy eom•i•atiou tllere ea ff',., you will fid tlle,are, limt ted! 1to six..

Ia a,;ll tae eaoraous variety of events ad p1te..aaes

w1liu t'ak• plaee ia tile Ulliverse~~ essentially tllere are o•ly six di:f'f'eret:

tki11gs wkta can u;ppen(

So we eu make

a,

list of tlt.ese ah tlif'f'ereat- triada1, as, :follows:-

pas&d.ve - aetiv.e - aeutral
active - passive - n.eu'h-al
aetive - neutral·. - passive
paasd.ve· - an.tral'. - aotive
aeutral - pass:ive - active
neutral - aetive - passive
You will see: tka.t tlle first two are tke examples; we quoted juat now,
In order 'to ml4er&:$&al t1lem, we liava·

but waat d!o t.e o'tller f0111P' meaJl?

to put tllem in.
w1lat t'ke:r

cliagram, ud tllen grd.uallr, we ailall begin to: • •

c,ur

are d.1

a&out-.
lf:A'flia =

wrier
(pauive:)

e-louds

( aetiw.)

2

ra.i.a1 ;7
( n.eutra-l!)

water- ( •eut·rall)
vapour .

.A.llRi +

~

cool

'

air·. ( paaeive)

4

SUJl' El'

11eat ptive, )
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8 - 5 - 7, wldGlillt

We •aa start witll tlle cri.renlatio• I - 4 - 2' is ayaietaioel aaout tae apez ofr tae ~agle.
make

a,

triad - t11e oae we d.ia.usse4J first, i•

poiat .t, is:, ariive,; ad3 pout 2 is aeutral.
surtaee, at pohit I is wamaed 'by' t11e

mm.'s

waiu

poia't: I. is; pasad.v-.

Tu · water

01l

tlle earill'a:

rqa: ai poin:t: 4i, alJ

coJlVeme&l i•'lo water vapo,m· at poh1t. 2', paa.rillgi evew:balq, aloJag

tlt.e liae 2 - 8 'to C,ora iato el.owls ail poiat 8..

Iii fte saae, wq,

pot.ta, 8, 5 and.' 7 make a, triad., ill. wain pout' 8 is uti~ poh1t. 5/
is:, passi.ve:-, an«· point- 7 is 1tatral.
Tlle dowls:· at poin1t. 8·, ar-. mov.e&
tlle:· wi.nd!, and coming agai.mrt· cool aht at-· poilrt 5:., condena• 'le- f'omm
rain

&"b point

T•

Tlle 1'tai11 soaks illto tae

baek alo11« tlle lhe 7 - I
iB':" completed.'.

•ari•

~

11T'

.\

drai:as

ini:a, ri.vers and'. artreais; am:13 so: the ~ •

Now fte triaade i taeU- is a trid - a kin.d:J of stati• ~dl
consiriing of 'tJatee worlu - tlle would of: water, tlae w01'rl.t ot.· am

a

aJl&l' tae won-id. oif eartlt..

tlle ea:rtll rotate~ o• ller.- aia; t11le lleat'-

of tlle a._. and3 tlle aolnn ot· tte lli4rlltnoae«1 one aotller, aadl ii: is
~is waiok , pitecilu.o:ea .;ail tu mevemeat ia tlle ill.er cri.rnldioa. Tu
rigllv llau3 cl.relation i! comternedl with the venew51 0£ latent:. energy lJ;r'
evaporation~ the left Jiand, ciramla"tion !~ ~~er.nedi with fi>.e: lieeratim
o"t' thia: enengr a;r e.olidensat'ion. AndJ · water, at the- apex ot; the~ triangl•,

ia, a kill(t

-ot b~anc,e

remain at

a,

1

~ ~h~ .higJl · speci:tio he&'t 0£ .w~ter ·enabieS'. i 't- 'to;

eomrta.nit tiemperatune, l!hile, the oftera: :tluctuata..

You will aoticse tut
i• tae tioapaere.
~

tu

wllole crircmlatio• lwr· a certain ~ i o a,

It is a kiJU1. o~ purefyiag p110.-.ess-, , wllereti;w tlle,,

an~ polluted watera· ot t11e rivers - arut· alao 'tke •al~ water o~

tae sea - are d.'i.riilledl a.mi l!ed.:i&tributea' over tll• •artll's- inmf'ae-e,,
wllere 1:11e7 ltecome availaBle to plants, ial. tae f"oll'IB, aJl4 'ti.e:, pl.aa. wllere
TJa.is, aireilaetio• llas a, particular importu.oe·
tlaq are most aeede4f.
for.. ua., for it-. oat•• taka oil a spiriimal level

level.

0. a spirit:ual level tlle aetitatio•

a.83

well aa a· pqaioal

U.S.' tJt.e saae powen-,

~

tu. matter

!rom aaru - b;; he.it iit; una tie aame 'b:t.iatli
as iillai oil tiae :nipt • ~ si.4• ot ."blle tiacraa. Aa&I ao d.urag,: t.e _ ,
we kave fte nergy r.equired.' :tror rigllt adio• - . h 1me tm.d oil tie,
separatbg

left udJ aict1e, of tlle cMagraa.
regeneation- and'. c-ea-tion,,

'l'Jtey are, 'tlle-·. same two triaaa,., o'lt

au." tllq

app~ o• evezrs le.ell ia ta._,

uaiv~ amt on every sole •..

:Su~ tllere are :t:our otae:n triadff' ill t..e tiagram, and.! taey are all

·

--

- -- - -

- --

- - --
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of tl:.em nec-essa.ry, in fact they are going on a.11 the 1l"ime, whetll.er
we know it or not-.
Th.ere are, for instance, the two tria.d.fF at the
bottom o~ the diagram, the triads 4 - 7 - 5 and 5 - 2 - 4.
These
two triads are c.-onnecrled with heat loss and/ heat gain - 11.eat lose? t 'o
the eartlll, through the triad 4 - 7 - 5', when tlle earth. absorbs h.eat
from the ~n, and the air beciomes, cool;
heat gain 'by' the atmosphere,
through the triad 5 - 2- 4, when this oool air e.ondenses-: the water
vapour in the atmosphere at point 2, thereby liberating,; its ]Ja.tent lwat'•The :first of these two triads is· a 'downhill' process, moV,i,:ng fnm
warmer levels 1io cmoler, but the secn>Dd, the triad 5 - 2 - 4, ia:an
upllill process,. for it mnes fh■ crooler levels,, 'to warmer.
How· can i't
move from ~oler levels to warmer?
It ia: of <10urae 1me laten~: lleat
atored.1 in point 2 whiea makes this · possible.
It is ea&y' enoug11 to see,- botl1. in ourselves, andi in tlle world aroundus, how energy goes cfownlaill - how it· is 'lost to the eartll' so to
speak, in activities whioit go by tllemselves, ending as t·lley d'o in
enaustion.
But· it is not so easy to see the :r!everse process., How,
in fact, do we get our energy back?
-'ctudly there are two wa,-a:,
and they are oft•• mistaken for each other.
The first is legitimate, it is the way in which energy is actually renewed, either b;r sleep,
or b;r bodily processea- o~ one kind or another,, and ultimate~· of' eours-e
by doing the meditation.
This is the triad I - 4 - 2.
'11he:- seeondi
is rather different.
o:onsista, in unloeking certain latent stores o~ energy we have within us,
energy whicm is alre~ taere.
'!'his is· the triad 5 - 2 - 4.
A11
very well while the energy lasta,. but when it- is finished you need;
some more!
This is one of the inner meanings o:tr Chr:ilri's words::
to the woman oil Samaria - "Whosoever drinketh of' this water shall
thirst again: bat- whosoever d.m.deth of the water that I shall give
him shall never tilirst; but the water that I na.11 give liim shall
be in him a well of' water springing up int-o everlasting:-life".
Actually there is a taird triad whieJa. moves from lower levels, of'
energy to higher, the triad 7 - I - 8, at the top of· tlle d3iagram, whicll
has the order of forces neuttt-al - passive - active.
_Tllis triad
might perhaps be cronnected wit1l differences in temperature betweeD'.l
rivers and seas - witrh effe«ts sueb. as that of the Gulf' Stream, wh.ieli1
produces warm and temperate weather by evaporation from ocean eurrents.
Conversely~ the triad 2 - 8 - I is concerned with more
(over)
0

0
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vlioleat effect:a, nu as · taose prod.ttee4i b1' extreme temperai:111'-e
a.,'iffereaa:ea, i• t11.e

at■oapllere

- llatlwt:orma: or tkau.erstomas: wldu

procl\1.ee very Ja.eav dowapours of' raia.
But Ja.ere tke aaaloa edit,. fa tten two triacla bu r.atllnr a ·
d~f:teren:t' iaportaa•e fro■ mu's point o:r view.
Tll.ey 'loft begia, as
you mq 1lave aotiacf, wi tk t-lle awtral f'orn~ ad' in.1 t ·eltlDS of' maa • s· p,qnoloa t'lle aeuird forn is «oJU1.ecd:ed. witll emotion..
h 'boft tiese,triaas emotioa d'olliaates t1le wllole pttoe:eas, lmt- i.Jll, fte t'ria4" 7 - :r: - 8
~a, resul~ i~ crea-tive, in t1le bia4l 2 - 8 - I it is dest1?11o.tive.,
Wq is tll.e,:,e nu. a cli.f'f'ereaa.e 'betweeJll them?

It is coauraed. wi t1l

tll.e se_,lldl ftorn i:a tke triaclJ, w1liu ill t1le one· sa.se is-: paBB:ive,,; ia tile
o:tllett ~ive.

W1lea very stroag eaotio• is :followecl immediatel.yr l\,r

ao:tio•~ it ia: usually aaaocdated wi tA w.olena, ofw:ni wi fi d.eatrucHoa;

n••

but
vercy stroag emotin is ~llowec1J 'Iv" e.oatrelle& atteation, tae
reaulta: are quit.e tiffereat:.
Yott oae "tlliilg.,, it is a· fittereau &iii otr
emotion - tllle kiu waiu is ft!ee ft!em sel.1'-htier:ea-t. Jad:1 n it:
a, cM~~ere:a~ kid otc· a&-tirity altoeetller.

••••a:

Tlle triad., 7 - I - 8

au ••••

asao....tatei; wift artinia.~ iaspiratioa wit:ll t>lt.e et>a«eption o-£ a wol!k: of art..
Tlae executicm ia: tifferea_-t: i 11: i&: tll.e triad'

8 - 5>- 7.

Kost of

WJ'

kaow tJa.is, - wlleai Jlosart eo-,oael

llia musi&, for i•staaee, 11.e usM' 1.~ experieaN t-1le wllole work ia 11.ia·
aiml' 1tefon11.ad - it woulcl eo• 'tie llint, lai't by bi't -

tan afterwarila

•• would. wr.i-te, it. out, a1l4l t1lia, ae, eo11ld clo at &111' time.

oonaption. only

e:aae,

But tJa.e

at 111'••-ial times., w1t.e• 11.e was· n.03 ctistur:aed..

You will see tut _tlle cone.eption - tlle triaa 7 - I - 8 - eJUta, wita
t1t.e active priadple.

Tlais is tlle foree wain eaallles t11.e artilri to

carr;y out llis wol!k: - somet:imes· against ~11 ocld.s ,- for.· i~ i& ft&actW&fon,-eo in tile triad 8 -

5 - 7, t11.e tri-. o:t' creation 9

andJ y-ou will' see

tllat tlle two triads are interloct:ea:..
'fJa.e ereatioa of a work of art is; tlle same tri• a.a tile careatioa of:•
tJae universe, as~ it.i i&' d.eserilte4' in our- syatem.

But: tll.e uauptioa

o1!r tae uaivers.e 1,a,l•mga, ,o

vu

ll.el4 it e.11 i• Ja.is miact -

la.• remem'bered it a.ll bef:or:e, it; came invo

l:leing.

A'baol•te-.

Like Mosart, tlle Al,nlute

But tile creation lle le~t to llis , as.sistants - ll• left. i'ft 'lo)· -~

f.lteni to carry out dri.s wo1'k.

For.· Ja.e~, pr-oba"bly- Jt.a4l otll.er universes "l••

cmn«eive - il1 faet,1 Jle is· unui•ng a uw universe eve'lf3' moment:-,:, all
allJ eif t1t.em are ilt.f e?ted..

- --

- --

- ~ - ------- · - - - - --

- --

-

-

-
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THE :BREA TH OF LIFE•

"W• Vernadsky •••• describes the action of photosynthesis as
a kind of respiration, a breathini in and out every 24 hours.
He SUi'iOBts that the entire suppi,- of o~,en in the air is maintained .
by the a.£ ion of plants, and that this total ma~s of free o:x~n;e.n about IO
tons - is equal to the total mass of livinf; matter on
the earth's surface."
(Re;rner1 The Universe of Relationships.)

4

The prooe'ss of whiob Vernadsq is speakinat, whereb;r the O:x;J"&'en
in the earth's atmosphere is maintained b;r the a.oti'on of plants,
and the related process of respiration in man and animals, can be
expressed in the enneaeram.
On the ript hand side points I-4-2
are oonneoted with photos;rnthesie and the production of O:Q'~en, on
the left hand side points 8-5-7 are oomieotod with the use of this
o~~n in respiration.
These two processes are fundamental to the
existence of all life on earth.
The enneai'I'am sh017s us h011 the7
balanoe each other, in the w~ Vernadslcy SUi~ests, and how other
processes in nature arise from them, for eVel'1'thini is connected
to~ether, and forms part of a sin.&le whole.

9

7

y~rvl~
e-ll. Iv,, . r.,y dtr )

:B;r means of plant e;rnthoais, basic substances extracted from

the earth are converted into hi~her forms of matter; by means of
respiration, these hither forms of matter aro usod to create lifo.
Tho firot process (points I-4-2) is the triad o~ re~onoration, as
in the food table, tho second process (points 8-5-7) is the trind
of _c reation, as in _the table of by'dro~ns.

Writing in the Scientific .American (July I968) Johan."'.l.es van
Overbeek describes thene t-{'i'O processes in more detail:-

"In the g-reen plant cell, sunlight splits the molocules of
water; this is part of the process of photosynthesis.
The O of'
the HO is released into the air to provide the oxygen that all
livin~ thina-s, including man, need for the process of respiration.
The E reacts with carbon dioxide and with nitrate to produce the
2
major constituents of plant cells: sua-a,r, starch, cellulose, protein
and nucleic acid.
When plant tissues are consumed by hunnns, these
substances suppi;r the building blocks of human cells and the enerey
needed for human li:fe processes".
Leavin~ aside the second part of this quotation for the moment,
and. confining- our attention only to the release of oxygen, we find
that water from point I, where it exists in the soil, is taken up
by the plant and reaches the plant cells at point 4.
It is hero
that o.i-yzcn is released by the action of sunli::;;ht, ,1hich splits the
E O molecule.
The oxygen thus released passes into the e.:,.rth's
a~mosphere at point 2, where it becomes the principal ingredient
of air.
The rizht hand side of the en.~ea~a:m therefore, (points
I-4-2), indicates a special mechanism T1hereby the ingredients of
the earth's atmosphere are maintained, by the action of sunli~ht
on the green plant cell.

b~Wvf.
(v °U._l ~ 1~ S

~ f~>«k
( ~ 'V>f> 0-aG-7

.

-

4q~~
(pM~J~)

The air thus produced now passes a.cross to point 8, ·d:i.ero
it becomes vital energy - the life principle in the biosphe::-·e .,
This vital ener[;y is inhaled by the lungs at :point 5, and fin-:.s
its way sooner or later into the bloodstream and so to the ~0lls
of our.bodies at point 7, where inner respiration takes :place.
It~t here we must remind ~~rselves of the scale on which we are
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:::::pcc.--.kin,c.
\7e are not concerned r,i th individual br o:::. thin g-, but
with the breath of all livin~ creatures in the biosphere~
J..nd
throu e;h this universal bre2.thing a continuous process of c::c cation
is t al::incr place - the creation of livin~ tissue, which forms part
of t he livin~ earth.
So the circulation is completed.
.And with the passins of the
s ousons, the bodies of liv=..i.n~ creatures die and didint egrute, and
return ·to the earth.
And ~hen the springtime arrives, water rises
once a gain in the sap - uater rich in minerals to be converted by
the sun's rays into the breath of life •

•

. . .- .
.

.

•

•

This, in the barest outline, is the first circulation in the
ennea:;ra.'!11.
But now let us return to van Overbeek' s description.
He tolls us that the H froo the ~ater molecule reacts with carbon
dioxide and with nitra~a to produce tho major constituents of plant
Vf.aen
cells: suga r, starch, cellulose, protein and nucle1c acid.
plant tissues are consu.-:ied by hur:ians, these . substances sup1)ly the
buildin~ blocks of human cells, and the enerw needed for life
:purposes.

1T017 this is very interestinz, because it shous us hoTT the first
c iTcula tion in the enneazram ce ts to point 4 and then splits , as it
Yi01~e , in two.
One part continues in the way we have ileen describina-,
throu5:h points I-4-2-8-5~7-, but simultaneously a seconc! circulation
starts at point 4, in the direction 4-7-5-2-8-I-.
This second
circulation is set off by the H of the water molecule which reacts
in the way van OVerbeek describ~s, to produce the carbohydrates in
the plant cell which are needed for human and o.nit:1al consump t ion.
T'.nese carbohydrates are conveyed from point 4 to point 7, where they
are converted by the cells of our bodies into energy- - the enerQ
needed for life processes

'i~t'V ft~

{H:. ;
(uvJ &-'½;.,/.¼ di J
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This combutjl.tion 4-7-5 is a different triad, whereby enera
is made available by the combustion of fuel.
And the burnin~ of
fuel by the body cells produces carbon dioxide and water, which
are exhaled by the breathin~ at point 5, and so released into the
atmosphere at point 2.
The carbon dioxide becomes available to
plants through the connection 2-4, but the waier vapour condenses
and returns to .
point I throu.rh the combination 2-8-I, which
is once a~in a different triad •
•

•

•

•

•

•

Now if we return to van OVerbeek's description, we notice that
in addition to supr, starch and cellulose, he mentions protein and
nucleic acid as major constituents of the plant cell.
These
nitro~en compounds, instead of continuin~ like the carbon compounds
throui"h points 4-7-5-2-8-I-, form the startin~ point of a third
circulation in the mmea&ra.m•
This circulation starts at point 7,
and continues throujth 7-I-8-5-2-4-.

D-[ck 1 k/,¥ f. ~
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Unlike the carbon compounds, which are used as fuel b7 the cells,
the proteins and amino acids are stored and converted in our bodies
for ma.nJ" different uses.
:But when the li:fe cycle ends and living
creatures die, these precious materials are returned to the soil,
th.J'lvu~ the combination 7-I-8~
This process is concerned ma.inly with
the ·action of bacteria - the nitrifyinc bacteria in particular.
Other
bacteria - the denitrifyin~ bacteria - have the reverse action of
releasin~ free nitro~en back into the atmosphere, and this is concerned
with the combination 5-2-4.
The nitro,en cycle therefore has two
distinct aspects, the first (7-I-8) bein« concerned with the production
of nitrates in the soil for plant consumption, and the second (5-2-4)
beini concerned with the maintenance of nitro~en in the atmosphere.
ly
Some of the atmospheric nitro~en may also be returhed to the soil throu~
another route, the combination ,l-8-I, which is concerned with the
condensation of water Ta.pour (in the second circulation) •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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NO'ff these three circulations in the ennea~am, taken in this
context, each have a different function in relation to or~nio life.
The first circulation refora to the oxy~en cyclo - it tracos the
way in nhich o.xyion ia releaaod into the atmosphere throu~h
photos,nthesis, and used for res·piration by l~Yinb creatures.
The
second circulation rofers to the carbon cycle - it traoos the way
in which carbohydrates are obtained from the g-roen plant cell, and
used to obtain the enera·required for life procosoes.
And the
third circulation refers
to the nitroien cycle - it traces
the way in which nitre.en compounds obtained from the .:reen plant
.cell are used and deposited -in the soil, ·and released by the action
of bacteria into the earth's atmosphere.
And if we cha.n.;e the scale; and make the,.ennoa~am appJ.7, not
to or.tanio life as a whole, but to individual mnn, we eho.11 find
that these three circulations each have their own importance too.
·The first will be concerned with the life prinoiplo in us.
It
will shO'lf us how this life prinoiple is primarily conoernod with
breath~ how
o:x;r~en is obtained from the breathin~ (points I-4-2)
and circulated through the bloodstream to the cells of our bodies,
so that inner respiration oan take plaoe (points 8-5-7).
The
second ·circulation will be concerned with.enera - the enorg:;r needed
for all our inner and outer movements.
This enor.;;r depends on
carbon - the carbon compounds in the bloodstream, which are used as
fuel by the cells of our bodies in ·the combination 4-7-5.
And o.s
a result carbon dioxide and water are produced, nhich are condensed
and eliminated from the body tissues tl:irou~h the combination 2-8-I.
And tho third circulation will be concerned with nitro~on - with the
ni troaen compounds in the bloods treani, which·· are converted throu~
the ·combination 7-I-8 into materials needed by man's psychic and
nervous centres, and other specfal functions oonnedted with his
-~owth and development. (combination 5-2-4)
Have these three elements - carbon, o:xyeen and nitrogen - a
deeper Bii:llificanoe in relation to the three forces described in
the system than we ever supposed?
And docs their function in this
context thrO'ff ·any nelf liiht on the -·meaning- of theso three forces,
in their different combinations?
Wh;r, in the first instance, were
·these terms ever used?
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THE BREATH OF LIFE.
1/27-31
In a previous paper, the lliosph:ere l , an a ttem:pt was
ma.de to apply the principles i~ the - enn;ac.ra.a to the chemistry
of nature.
It was shown how the process of photosJ'!lthesis,
which is fundamental to the erlste;.ce of all life on earth, is
balanced in nature by the process of respiration, and how these
two processes are compleaentary" to each other, and coabine with
the o:eycen, carbon and nitro~en cycles to form a sincle unity,
which is expressed in the diap-am as a whole.
Now the principles in the enneacram can be applied on all1' scale,
and it is perfectl,- "Valid to appl,- them in a similar way to the
study- of indiTidual man.
Photosynthesis, as Vernadslq points out,
is a kind of respiration, a "breathinc in and out eve17 24 hours".
It is in fact nature's equivalent to the 3 second cycle of man's
breathinc, and the two processes are said to have much in common.
So in appl,-in&' the same principles to a. stud:, of indi'Yidual man,
one would becin with the followinc dia;;ra.m:-

7

l ~-
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Comparin~ this diac.ram with that on pa~e I of the :Breath of Life,
we noti~e that man's breathin~ cycle of 3 seconds is no,r on the
ri~ht hand side, in place of photosynthesis, and balanoinr it on the
left .hand side, ·
is the process of inner gle
respiration, with a 07cle of I/IO,OOOth sec. At the apex of the trian/
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a cycle of 24 hours replaces the yearly life cycle which applied
to the scale of nature.
As before, on the richt hand side oftthe
diacram (points I-4-2) is the triad of receDeration, whereby basic
substances are synthesised into hi~er fo:rma of matter and enera,
on the left hand side (points 8-5-7) is the triad of creation,
whereby this matter and enera is used to create life.
In this, the first circulation in the enneauam, the same
principles apply to individual man as they do to the biosphere as
a whole, althou~h the context may seem outwardly very different.
Instead of the special mechanism of photos,-nthesis, whereby o:i;rcen
is released into the earth's atmosphere and distributed within the
biosphere, another special mechan~sm - haemo&lobin - is provided,
whereby o:i:;rcen inhaled into the lunp is distributed within the
human orcanism.
Put very briefly, basic substances which enter the
organism at point I throudl the alimentary s7stem are synthesised
at point 4 into specific compounds by a series of very complex
molecular chanies.
Of these compounds haemoclobin, which is
concerned with the circulation of O:Q"cen, is carried in the bloodstream
to p~int 2, where its peculiar properties enable it to pick up
or.r~en from the lunp.
The arterial blood containinc this
haemo 6lobin now passes to point 8, where by the addition of certain
ho~mones it becomes the vehicle for vital enera - the life principle
within us.
This vital enera- is circulated throuch the veins and
capillaries at point 5, and finall7 reaches the cells of our bodies
at point 7, where the haemo~lobin molecule releases its store of
o~cen.
In this way life is beinc continuousl.7 created 'ffi thin us.
It is interestinc to remember that we are not speakiric, in this
context, of one indiTidual oell, but of all the cells in the body
taken as a whole.
It is this universal breathinc of body cells,
~in,; on continuousl.7 all throuch our liTes, at a frequency of
some I0,000 cycles per second, which constitutes the life principle
within usi-
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l/34So the first circulation, taken in this conterl, is concerned
with the breath of life.
"And the Lord God formed man of the dust
of the ,;round, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life;
and man became a livin~ soul."
VJhat is the breath of' life, and
how is it connected with o:ry~en?
Fundamentali,-, there is little
that science can tell us, and any real knowledre of it we may haTe
depends on our own experience.
:But with carbon it is different.
Once life is accepted as a fact, the way in which life processes are
enerpsed can be studied and understood.
The s,rnthesis of carbon compounds, and their use as fuel in the
combustion processes carried out within the cell, is the concern of
the seoond,,2irculation in the enneacram.
The process of combustion
,:eneral~.
·
is/
_- known, but the former pro~ess, by means of which enera
is trapped in a useable fora within the cell, has only recently been
unravelled.
The details are complicated and need not concern us here, _
but there are two points of considerable interest.
The first is that
the spithesis of compounds - the trappinC' of enera in the fora o:f a
chemical bond in the aolecule that forms the fundamental enerc;r
currency of the cell - is a process quite distinct from the release of
this enera to drive biochemical reactions.
The second point of
interest is that this trappinc of enerc:;r is a process Tery similar to
that of phoiospithesis. J.A.:&.ssham, for instance, writin&' in the
Scientific American of June 1962 on the Path of Carbon in Photosynthesis
ma.lees the followinc statements"Onl;r the first few steps in photosynthesis are driven directly
by- li&'ht.
The enera of lirht is trapped in the bonds of a few

specific compounds. These energy carriers deliver the enerc;y in
discrete units to the steps of synthesis that follor.. The same or
close]J similar carriers perform correspondinc operations in
respiration, pickin,; up enera from the stepwise dismemberment of
the fuel molecule, and deliverinc it to the enera-consuminc
processes of the cell."
11eturnin.r to our startin&' point in the :enneacram, (see diacraa on
p~/35) it is of course the ca.rboqdrates obtained from the alimentaq
s7stea at point I which proT.l.de aa.n lfith the basic _enera he requires
for life processes.
This enerc:r is trapped ih the cells of the bod.7
in the form of a. "hip-enera" chemical bond at point 4 - in much the
same wa:y as in photosynthesis~ and is released when required for the
carcyinc out of work, such as the contraction of a muscle fibre or a
biochemical reaction, at point 7. This combustion process also of
course requires o:x;r~en, which is already' supplied at point 7 b7 the
first circulation.
But the second circulation continues to point 5
with the release of carbon dioxide from combustion~
This carbon
dioxide is carried as we knO'l'f in the bloodstream to the lunrs at point
i, where it is exhaled.
The combination 4-·7-5 therefore indicates the
triad C-N-0, but in this case it is on the scale of individual man
instead of on the zrand scale of the biosphere.
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The combination 2-8-I, which is on the further side of the
second circulation, refers to the elimination of waste products
from the bod,Jr - the triad N-C-O.
Th.is would include, not only
the waste products from the di~estive system, but also those froa
the bloodst~eam and the lymphatic system, which have to deal, not
on]J with the elimination of carbon dioxide, but also with the
disposal of body cells and other substances produced by the various
activities of the or&anism.
In ceneral these processes, which
depend upon certain special orrans such. as the liver and kidneys,
have a much slower rhythm, and the elimination process as a whole
has a periodicity of 24 hours.
I '14
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So the second circulation is concerned with two thinrs - the use
of carbon as fuel for the oarr,-inc out of life processes, and the
elimination of waste products resultinc from these processes.
Both
of these a.re descendinc triads i.e. the end product is on a lower
leTel than that with which the process becins.
Carbon dioxide, for
instance, is a substance which contains carbon in a form useless to
nan, and in the same WB.7 the waste products from the dicestiTe system
are of no further-use to him.
Yet on the scale of the biosphere
the leTel of these substances is quite different - both are of rltal
importance to nature, and :man 'Ila'¥ be rep.rded as an essential step in
their manufacture.
Now if we return to point 4, which is the startinc point of the
second circulation, we shall find that in addition to the carbon
compounds there are other substances - the proteins - which are based
on nitrocen and have a function quite different from those we have
discussed so far.
Many of these, particularl1 the enzymes and
Titamins, pla7 the part of acents which are capable of promotin~
chemical reactions.
Others are concerned with ,;rowth, and still
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others with the genetic code itself, and with the pattern 1-rhich
controls the extent and the nature of growth.
It is only quite
recently that the significance of these substances has been realised,
and new discoveries are constantly being made.
We can assume that these nitrogen based substances a.re synthesised
at point 4, . and qonveyed to the site l-1he-e they are needed within the
cells of' the body, at point 7. Some of them play a part in the
combustion process,. by controlling the rate at which combustion occurs
within the cell, and ensuring tha.t the output of' heat is kept ,·rithin
bounds.
But the majority are needed for other purposes, and these
form the starting point of the third circulation in the enneagram,
which passes through points 1-I-8-5-2-4.

9~~ .,

Now the first combination in this diagram - the combination 7-I-8 refers principally to the replenishment, within the organism, of' the
supply o:f vital energy needed at point 8 for the :first ciroulation.
This combination 7-I-8 is the triad M-0-C, which is an ascending triad,
and leads - im the carbon with which the triad ends - to creative
energy of' the kind usea- in the triad C-0-N, which occurs in the
combination 8-5-7 0£ the :f'irst circulation ( see diagram ·on pagel/32) ~
So the two combinations 7-I-8 and 8-5-7 are interlocked,: so to speak,
the former producing stores of vital energy which the latter uses to
create life within the organism.
Vi~a.1 energy in this context
presumably refers to certain hormones.
In a somewhat similar way the combination :S-2-4 in the third
circulation is concerned with the replenishment of' energy- at point 4,
which is needed in the second circulation f'or the combination 4-7-5•
This combination is a descending triad (e-N.;..o) - it is like a furnace
in which fuel is burned - whereas the combination 5-2-4 is lis opposite,
the ascending ,triad 0-N-C.
The latter may be compared to the regulator
on the :furnace, which controls the amount of draught - by providing
certain hormones in the bloodstream, which control the breathing and
the metabolic rate, this combination is able to renew the supply of'
energy needed for li:fe processes when it beco}J!es too low, or to
dam_pen it down t-tllen the fire becomes to9 hig:-ASo the third circulation is concerned ma.inly with the supply of
controllL-rig substances in the body - a.gents -whiah are able to promote
chemical reactions 1-,hen needed, or to slow down processes which would
otherwise be too rapid.
Like the third force described in ou.r system,
these substances are neither active nor passive. And generally speaking
the basis from which they are derived is nitrogen.
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THE .BIOSPHERE
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The attached diagram/is an attempt to shew in very broad outline
what the Biosphere (as described in September 1 !JI~sue of the Scientific
American) is all about, and how its different parts are related to
each
other, and combine to form a single cosmos, which we might
- ·----describe a-s the living Earth.
The living Earth - the planet Earth as it exists within the Solar
System- is the whole diagram; so we put 'Earth' at the apex of the
triangle at point 9.
Nature, the life principle in the cosmos , we
put at point 3, and Man, the mind (manas) or intelligent principle in
the cosmos, we put at point 6.
It is through these three points
that the Earth is connected with influences from outside it - from the
Sun in particular, which we put at the centre.
Point 1 represents the basic substance of the Earth, particularly
the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen locked in her surface layers and in her
atmosphere.
Following the inner circulation, we see that this raw
material is conveyed to point 4 , where it is •un:l.cckeftc' and the energy
within it is released, chiefly by the action of sunlight on the green
plant cell, but also by many other processes described in the articles
in the paper.
The energy thus produced becomes free - free to
circulate within the Biosphere at point 2, and this circulation takes
the form of the three different cycles described in the articles, the
carbon, oxygen and nitrogen cycles.
( In a - ftir~her 'application
of the diagram it can be shown how these three cycles interact, but
on this very big scale we take them together at 'p oint 2. )
Points 1 ,4 and 2 are therefore a process - a triad - by means
of which the potential energy locked within the.-pTanet is freed and put
into circulation by the influence of the Sun. This energy has a very
special function to perform - the evolution of life.
We see that the
circulation now passes from point 2 to point 8, to .e~come the starting
point of a different triad - points 8,5 and 7 - on the left hand side
of the diagram.
It is at point 8 that all the different species of
living creatures - the great tree of life - is developed.
And this
evolution of living creatures is in a sense the culminating point of
the whole diagram.
But more important for us, and arising from this
evolution, is the development of man as a species - homo sapiens which follows in the circulation to point 5.
What
Why is it necessary for Man to appear at this point?
. -· .- .-

function does he perform on this enormous scale?

It is only if we

follow the circulation to its conclusion at noint? that we obtain
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the answer to this question.
For 'Man' at point 7 means 1·Mind 1 it is the mind, the intelligence of individual man which is needed
at this point - an intelligence and understanding which can guide
Nature and influence her in the right direction, so that her enormous
store of energy is used to the best advantage, for the benefit of the
Earth and the Solar System as a whole.
Clearly this is what Vernadsky
meant by the 1 Noosphere• , and what de Chardin is striving after in
his book, the Phenomenon of Man.
Everything we have learned
about the inner development of man - about the inner circle and the
influence of schools - all these things are contained within this point.
And so the circulation passes back to the beginning at point:.l.
But there are other connections - the diagonal lines between points 4
and ? , for instance , and between points 5 and 2.
Altogether ,
~i_x tJ::iads c.an b.e fouud ..... _:·,-:
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Copies of the 0xygen,Carbon and Nitrogen Cycle articles
in. the Septeir.ber 1970 issue of Scientific American, and

the article 1 Stars & Living 0rganisms:a Metabolic Connexion'
gy George Wald from the Pen.gum Science Survey 1968.Biology
are in.eluded in the New System Papera Appendix 2,Index Volume ..
'l'b__ese articles were scientifically inspirational for rrnch of
the Biosphere section of Vol Von the Enn.eagram.

ENNEAGRAM - Heavenly Heart
1
2-6

7-24

25-30

'Secret of the Golden Flower' quote.
Heart's stabilising influence in autonomic
nervous system, mind as lamp, light, reflector
& power cable. Circulation of the mantra to produce
stability via heavenly heart. Influence of higher
mind.
Further illustration of heart's stabilising influence
through meditation shown in enneagram , blood
circulation example. Higher centres.
Bliss as natural tendency of the mind, its
circulation in diagram - the '180 degrees turn'.
Understanding through triads.

early 80s

1.

Extract from "The Secret of the Golden Flower".
The Beek of the Yellow Castle says:
"In the field o-f' the square inch, ef
the house of the square foot, life can be regulated.
The heuse of the
square foot is the head, the field of the square inch in the head.
What
creuld that be other than the Heavenly Heart?
In the middle ef the square
inch dwells the splendeur ••••••••• the Heavenly Heart is, like the dwelling
place, the Light is like the owner •••••••••• therefere you have enly te make
the Light circulate: that is the deepest and mest wcmderf:ul secret.
The
Light is easy

to

move but difficult to fix.

If it is allowed te circulate

long enough, then it crystallizes itself to form the natural spirit body •••••
In carrying out this fundamental truth you need to seek fer no other metheds
qut must only attend te· it."

-l

2.

One of the most important things we need at the present time is to
find stability within ourselves.

The way to finastability is connected

with something Dr Roles first mentioned as long ago as I952, when he spoke
of a certa:in part of the mind which was referred to in
mystical writings as the 'heavenly heart'.

ear1yr Chines~

The 'heavenly heart' is

actually that part of the mind which corresponds to the physical heart, and'
its technic·a l name is the thalamus, which in Greek means an inner room or.chamber.

If we can find this· part of the mind, or as he expressed it~

if we cam let the light into i-t:t, for· it- usually works, in darkness-, thE!'- whole
nervous system will be put into baJ.ance, and this will mean stability isa;chieved.
Until I960 one's attempt~ to ca:rry out what he s-aid were in mos-t cas-es:unsuc:cesstul, and led inevitably to imagination, f'or inevitably
using the wrong triad.

was

But thanks:- to the meditation, and t'o more recent

knowledge, given us by the Shank:aracharya, we have now got.
approach.

OD~

J.

muc:h clearer

What is needed is not exactly what we thought - it is· t'o

establish a c-ertain circulation in us - a circulation which will bring~th~
right energymto the right place, so that the heart, which is · the seat o~
the highe~ emotional centre, is able to perform its right function as a
stabilising influence in the autonomic:' nervous system •.
The main feature of this ~ircnlation is that it has to be established
naturally and without any effort on our pa.rt - a feature which immediatelyc
0

rules out any of the disciplines we used t-o practise, such as holding theattention in a c.:ertain way, or remembering certain states one ha~
e:x:perienc.ed, or keeping ,e:ertain thoughts· in mind.
and: only stand· in the way.

TheEi:e'' ara- unneces:sary,,

ThEf' only thing required: is to do the>

meditation morning and evening, and to go about one's- normal work during;
the day.

The question is, where does the circulation actually go, and

what does it do?
The circulation is·, of c:.- ourse, that of.' the mantra.

'.·lhen the mantra·

circulates in the mind and· prod:uces certain effects, these· effects· wilL be
experienced by the body, in one form or another.

Certain effects will be

e:x:perienc-ed through the nervous system, others less directly through the'
endocrine system· and the bloodstream.

These will take longer to manifest,

and may l a st for a considerable time - several hours, perhaps, or even day~.
And over a longer period at-ill - a period of years - the meditation can
have a quite fundamental effect -

a."l

effect on the whole constitutiolll

the body, with a corresponding change in the working of the mind.
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it is in the mind that sucn changes originate, and it is in the circulation
of the mantra in the mind that it all begins.
So let us confine our attention to the mind, and to the w;zy- in whi~h the·
mantra circulates.

From the point of view of· its ..function, the mind is

like an elec.t ric lamp!'

The lamp has thre-e parts - a refledor, around

point 6 in the di%"'Tam, or in other words the cerebral cortex, with its-- two
cerebral hemispheres:, like two reflecting mirrors·, the one t:urned outward and
the other inward;

the light itself, around point 9, which is the great

central headquarters-- in the middle of the brain, where the heavenly heart
is situated;

and the source of power around point 3·, which is the brain

stem, with its connection to the spinal c-ord, which is like t'he electric
cable connecting the lamp with the mains.
There are two parts to the circulation - through points 8, 5 and 7 on
the left, and through points I, 4 and 2 on the right.

The first, through

points 8, 5 and 7, is cunc-erned with reflecting the vibrations of the mantra-simply following it wherever it takes one, and nothing else - the sec~nd,
through points I, 4 and 2, is what was called the 'dive'_, when the mantr~
goes down deep and; releases a store of energy in the bo~y, which flows
upwards to the heavenly heart, letting the light into that area.
What does this circulation actually do?

Basically it puts. everything

in its:, right place, thereby dispelling all those disordered f.'unctions of. the.,_
mind: such as negative states, false ideas- about onesel_f , imaginary thoug_ht-s-,
fears- and illusions.

But especially, it produces stability.

It doe~

this because the:heavenly heart is- awakened', and consequently it is able to
func-:tion as a balanci.ng force between the mind and the body..
to see what actually happens.

Let us: try

Whem we start repeating the mantra it~

vibrations are reflected in the cerebral cortex - they c~me along the line

8 - 5; from a c-.entral part of the brain, and pass from point 5, the dominan~
hemisphere, to point 7, the silent hemisphere.

By point 7 t ·he mantra. is

no longer a word or m:,n~ept, it is more like a rhythm er pulse.

But it is

perhaps only when our attention is attracted along the line 7 - I that we
begin to feel that delightfulness in the quality of the mantra which drawa
our attention still further.
This is only a preliminary _stage, which was called the I80 degrees. turn.
But onc.e our attention gets to point I it is free to follow the mantra. into
the 'dive' on the right hand side, through points I, 4 and 2.

This is

where - miracles happen, for when the mantra reaches point 4 it releases
certain stores of energy at the base of the spine, which flow up through
the sympathetic nerve to point 2, and so to the heavenly heart •••••
But the interesting thing is that when the circulation continues·, it-

5.

2

intellect

6.
passes once again through points

8, 5 and 7, but on a much higher lev~l.

It is then that the cerebral hemispheres C'Ome into their own, and the higher
funciions· of the mind are able to work.

These hi:_gher functions of the

mind are connec:ted with universal truth.

They can take one further than

oneself - they can lift one into the universal self..
circulation is repeated the level gets higher.

Every time the·

Eventually t ·he mantra

transcends, and one is united with the source.
Now we were told originally that the meditation can take one
'all the wa:y'.

But what does 'all the wa:y' mean?

The circulation

can help us to see, for it contains c~rtain definite steps.

Quite ea.r-ly

on, for instance, the meditation -seems able to free people from
psychologiual blocks of various kinds.

Probably this is mainly connec:te:d

with the l,eft hand side of the circ:ula t ion, and the eff ec_t of the mantra
on the two cerebral hemispher·es.

But in the next stage,, when the effec:ts

of the 'dive' on the right ha:nd side begin to be felt; a much more profound:
change begins t-o · take> place - a change whic·h can eventually affect one,'s,
whole physical constitution.

But this is still only a beginning, for s-ooner

or later one realises that a centre is developing in one
knows without question what is right.

a- plac:e which

This centre is the 'heavenly heart'

the place of happiness - and on~ this place in us is awakened a very big;
change takes place.

We are no longer at a loss to know what road to talc~.

If all the world were to sa:y we were wrong in wgat we do, we know just the·
same we are right.

What more c.ould one want than this-?

Well, there is one thing more - a very important one,.

This one thing
0

is in the last stage of the circulation, when it comes again to the triad

8 - 5 - 7.

When this stage is reached there is no longer any question of.

ouraelve~- the only thing that matters is truth.

To know the truth - th~

reason for man's existena:e, his place in the universal scheme of things, the
meaning of life and death and a hundred other things which at present can
only be d'imly seen - this is the most important stage.
And it depends on
The higher mind exists-in
what is called in the system 'higher mind'.
·-

all of us, but it cannot manifest outwardly as we are.
awakened - and this is what the meditation can do.

It needs to be

7. ..
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a.
When we do the meditati-on, the mantra. circulates in a e,artain wq.
True enough, it is always- di-ff'erent, but there de appear to be oerta.in
principles, certain guidelines, about the way in which it circulates.
We were told by the Shankaraeha.rya that the nerve impulses predueed
by the mantra ge first te the e~rebrum er :forebra.in, and this in its turn
reacts on other parts e:f the brain and spinal cord.
They then travel te
the lowest part ef the spine, where they liberate a store of energy whi~h
penetrates· the whole body, travelling up through the sympathetic- nerves
and plexuses, and so back to the head.
It is pessiblE" t.o show this e-i't'culatien in the enneagram, but one has
to take the enneagram in a particular wq - one has to put the head, the
heart and the body at the three corners of the triangle.
Think ef
a ehildi in the womb1 - the head is on the left hand side, around point 6i,
the heart and the middle part of the body is at the tep, under the apex o:f
the tri-angle, and the lower part e:f the body is on the right, around peint 3.
New the- mantra: when it, is:· established is prel;>a.'!>ly: going 011 all the time,
but the vi-bratj•ns actualq originate somewhere around point 8, en the
wq up from the heart to the head, i-n the lewer part of the brain - the
hind brain, as it is someti·mes called.
It is· a.t peint 5', the: ·
f"orebraiu, that we become· a.war& o:f the•t:- that the,: ..cem& t.- our atteati•a.·~
This part i·s like a. mirrer - it re:flects the vi-brations of the mantra. And
so our attention is drawn inwards, towards deeper parts of the brain,
particularly the mid-brain, at point 7.
~ This tvning of the attention
inwards fellows naturally, when we notice the vibrations of the mantra.,
because this deep part of the brai-n, particularly the t.halamus'1 which is
colllleoted. with emotional memery, gives the mantra that special quality
which makes it se attractive to repeat.
When the vibratiens reach the
thalamus, they would tend to go naturally to the physical heart, for the
The vi-brations would then,
twe are conneated by nervous pathw~s.
according to the description, travel down the spinal cord :from point I
to the sacral area at the base of the spine - point 4 - where they would
release energy of a very high level, and carry i-t along the line 4 - 2
through the gastric and solar plexuses, and so by the sympathetic nerve
along the li-ne 2 - 8 to the heart again.

9
hind-brain

spi-n al

8

oord

2 solar plexus

mid._brain7

"'-~-r
?
"'
1;p,

5

fcrebrain
(cerebrum)

'.4-

base of spine
(sacral area)

When the heart is awakened by this flew ef energy ·it has
a very profound effect on the whole nervous system, and would seem to be
able to put i-t into balance.

All the depressed, and equally all the

Gver-excited states of mind and body evaporate, for these are due,
bai!i'eally, to the lack of a balanci-ng mechanism between these two parts-

ef us - the head, which dampens down many of our functions,

and

the· bo4,-,

lO.

particularly the sex centre, which areu.ses them.

The energy then

continues along the line 2 - 8 to the left hand side of the diagram,
and when it reaches point

5 again it has power to transform the quality·

ef the mind - to relieve tensions and negati"".'e thoughts, and enable the·

two cerebral hemispheres to work together in harmony.

It is the heart - the seat of the higher emotional centre - which is
intended by nature to function as a balancing force in this w~.

But it

can only do so if_ energy of the right level is available at the right
place, and that is what the meditation does.

It distils this energy

from,the deep sources in the bedy, and carries it to the heart.

When

the heart is full, everything else follows naturally, and the mind and
the body begin to work together as they should.
We can learn a let by looking at this diagram from the peint ef view
of triads.

The triad on the left is the w~ we start the_meditation,

with the I80 degrees, turn,

as it was- called..

Yi'ou will s-ee that the

mantra comes to M, frem point 8 to point 5, and there is nothing we have
to do, for point 5 is simply a mirror which reflects the mantra, and
previded it is reasonably clear, the mantra will go naturally to peint
When the vibrations reach the thalamus, at point

7.

7, the mantra seems

~cy delightful and attractive to repeat, and then the rest follows

autemati«ally, for the deeper it gets the more attractive it bec'Omes.
The right hand circulation, through points I,4 and 2, is that which was
called the

1

dive'.

This triad, if you remember, is different from

that on the left - it is the triad by which high level energy is extracted
fr()m lewer, just as it is on a larger scale in organic: life.
And: so the energy obtained from this triad on the right is circulated

te the heart, whieh is.the seat of the higher emotional e-entre, and s•
to the head, on the -left hand side, which eventually, we are told, ean,
bec~me the seat of the higher intellectual centre, or higher mind.

Now

it was said long ago that for man's higher centres to work, more energy
had to be made available, for the amount we have in the ordinary w~ geta
used up in the wrong work rrof centres, and particularly in negative
emotions.
But the way of -getting this energy, before we had, the
meditation, depended on special disciplines of one kind or anotherinv,olving control of attention, in other words it depended on the
initiative of the voluntary nervous system.

Consc,ious ef'fort was

required, and the more difficult and strenuous the effort, the more on.-e
developed will - that was the general idea.

But apart from the conflict

connected with such methods, they tendeci- in many oases to prod,uce the

ll.-

wrong kind of .· en_e rgy - they were, in fact, the wrong kind of triad, one
which produces excitable enefgy - what was called •carbon' - instead of
balancing energy or 'nitrogen', which is the energy preduced by the
meditation.

The whole point about the meditation is that the voluntary nervous
system ta.lees no l'llctive part - it remains passive throughout the whole
precess.
It is this whi-ch avoids all the difficulties and eonfli-cte
asseciated with other w~s.
The meditation is, in fact, a method by
whi·ch man is- able to reach and use hi-s higher centres in a perfectly
natural Wf33', without any special training er preparation.
As man has
been provided by nature with higher centres, it would seem natural for him
to be able to reach them, and one can only oenclude that he once posses~ed
the ability to do so, but for one reason or another this abili-ty was- los-t.

To

return te point 5 in the diagram - the point where one first

bec-omes aware of the rhythm of the mantra - you will see that there are
two directions in which the circulation can ge.

It can follow the

mantra to point 7, or it can go te point ·2, which , is • where olU' · i-gipresaioBS

usually go.

Like listening to two pregrammes en the radio at the same
If y,ou trytime - your attention is attracted to the one ~u like· best.
0

to shut out · one programfrom: your mind in favour of the other it will get
louder and l&uder, but if yeu let t~m both g.o on, y:ou will find,. sooner
or later, that one predominates - the one that attracts you most.

When the mantra- gets to point Tit beC'.omes so attractive that the
But- i-t Mf33' be a little while bef ere t-hi-sother programme fades off·.
Then perhaps at s ome other·
happens, and1 one just has· te be pat4.ent.
time when one least e.:x:pea.ts it, one will find it has that extraordinary
quality whieh really· belengs to it.
Then, one will never forget.
The triad 5 - 2 - 4 is the WBY' our impressions usually go.
So ene
never tries t-o stop them by forcing one's attention en the mantra.
The
mantra comes to u& - like the gentle rain which falle-th doWll' from heaven·,
Se one never forces· anything, and it 1
it is· o:eming to us all the time.
0

will c-ome.
Gradually" we shall find that all six triads belong to this· applioati-on:
of the diagram.

But

we

be proved by experience.

have ,to ta.lee it gradually, and everything- has to

Whe:a we do the meditation., the ma.Jltra circulates ia a certai:a way.

True enough, the meditatienris always different, but there do appear tc

be certau. principles, certain guideli:aes, ab•ut the wa;r i• which it works.
We were told by the Shallkaracha.rya that the •erve impulses pr~uced by ·
the mutra go first te the cerebrum •r f•rebrain, 8.Jlld this i:a its tura reacts
oa other parts ef the brain a.ad spinal cord.

They then travel to the l~west

pa.rt of the spine, where they liberate a stere ef e:aergy which peaetrates the

whele bedy, travelli~ up threugb the sympathetic nerves a.ad plexuses, and
so back to the head.
It is possi'ble te show this oirculatien in the enneagram, but cne hast•
take the enneagram i:a a particular way - eae which, in:terestingly enough,
fits very exa.otly with the oirculatio:a of the blood.

There is obvieu.sly

a c•JLnec~ie:a betwee:a the ciraulatien ef the man.tra and the ble•d circulatien,
fer we knQw the meditati•n defi:aitely

improves . the circulation

ef

the bleod,

and m~ ef its effects are of a. ki•d which one associates with the presence

•f different substances in the bloodstream.

New if you put the circulatien ef the blood in the el'lneagram, yeu will
discever there is om.ly c•e WaJ it can be shown.

The heart and lungs come

in a central position uader the apex of the triangle, the b~dy - the
systemic circulation - is on the right, and the head - the cerebral
circulatien - is on the left.

The circulation goes fr@m the heart t~

point I, the arterial system i11. the b()(}.y, d~wn through the aorta to the
digestive system, and en te p~int 4, the capillaries.

It then returJlS

through the \lgdy iJy the veins, te poiJl.t 2, and ae back to the heart by the
pri».cipal

vem,

a.long the - line 2 -

S.

It is then oxygenated by the

lUAgs, and a further eirculatien - the c~rebral

o~urse) to poiat 8.

goes (e•ncurrently- of

It then travels through the arteries te the different

parts of the head, te peint

5,

and 'bae-k tbreugh the veins te point

7,

returning <:m.c-e again tQ the he-art tbr,:r ugh the principal vein along thel i11.e

7-

I.

N~w the e:irculatie-n ef the mantra, judging by the des~riptio:a we were
given., foll ows very much the sa.me ceurse.

The vibrati~ns from the mantra

we>uld 11eem to origina.te somewhere arcund p~int 8, en the way up frem the
heart te the head, in the l~wer part ef the brain - the hind brain, a.sit
is s~metimes called.

They then travel to pt1in.t

5, the cerebrum

f'orebra.i•, which is the place where they attract our attention.
ef us ta like a airrer - it reflects the rlbrations ef the mantra.

er

This- part
And so

. ... ,_,. •. - ·-r· . .

~lZ..,:.i_.
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eur atteatie• is drawn iawards, t•wards deeper parts ef the brain.,

particularly the mid-brain, at peat 7.
i:awards fellews aaturall.y", whem.

we

This turning ef the attentien

start repeatin.g the mantra, simply

because thi-s deep part ef the brain., particularly the thalamus, which i-s
referred t• in oertai• early writings as the 'heavenly heart', gives the

mutra that special quality which aakes i-t

ff

attractive te repeat.

When.

the vibratiens reach the 'heavenly heart' they weuld tend te ge naturally
t• the physical heart, fer the twe are eemtected by nerveus pathways.
The vibrati•ns weuld then, acc•rding to the deseriptien, travel dewn the
81)inal nrd. frem pout I to the sacral area at the base of the spine point 4 - where they would release energy of a very high level, aJld carry
it along the line 4 - 2 through the ga.strie and solar plexuses, and so by

the sympathetic aerve along the line 2 - 8 te the heart agaia.
When the heart is awakened by this flew ef ••ergy frem peint 4 it has-.
a very prefou.n4 effect, a.ad seems able to put the whele nervous system iste
aalanc-e.

All the depressed, and equally all the ever-excited state• ef

mind and bedy evaporate, fer these are due, ba.sic:ally-, t• the lack of a
balanoi.ng ferce betwee• these tw• parw ef us - the head and the bedy.
hd whe• this energy frem the heart flews upwards te the head, and reaches

peint

5, it

has power te transferm the quality ef the miad - to reli~ve

tensi•ns and :aegative thought-a, aJ!ld enable the two cerebral hemispheres te
werk together in harmony.

It is the heart - the seat ef the higher emetiena.l centre - which is
intended by llature to functien a& a balancing force in this wEq.

13ut it

can enly de so if energy ef the right level is available at the right place,
It distils this ene~gy from the
and that is what the meditati•n dees.
deep seurces in the bedy, and carries it t• the heart.

When the heart is

full, everything else follews naturally, and the mind and the hdy begin
te werk tegether a.s they should.

We can learia a i..t by leoki:ag at this a.iacraa f'r- 'U1e p•i•t ef ri.-w
of triads.

The triad on the left is cell'l.ll.ected with the wa.;r we start the

meditatio•, with the ISO.degrees

tur•,

as it was called.

that the mantra e•mes to J!!!, fr•m point 8 te point
we have te !!.•

5.

You will see
There is aethi:ag

Point 5 i-s simply a 11irrer which reflects the mantra., and

provided it is reaseaably clear, the vibratiens will ge autemati~ly- te
peint

7.

If the mirrer is ••t clear there is ••thing we aeed de exe-ept

to c•ntinue te repeat the mantra, and the viltrations it preducee will

seener er later have the effec-t ef clearing it.

~i ~k.a,w 1
~.( ~ , ~ )
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~~~~

~
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When the vibratiens reach peint

7 the mantra becomes very delightful

a.J1d attractive te the mind, and then the rest f'ellows naturally.

The

right hand tirculatien, threugh points I,4 and 2 is that which was ealled
the 'dive'.
left.

This triad, if yeu remember, is different fr•m that en the

It is the triad by whi~h high level energy is extracted frem lewer,

just as it is en a larger sea.le in erganic· life.

And" the energy ebtained is c:irculated te the heart, the seat ef the
higher emetienal centre, aad eventually te the head, whieh is the seat ef

Bow we were always teld,

the higher intellectual centre er higher mind.
leng age, that fer

llla.J1 1 s

higher centres te w•rk, more energy had te be made

available, f•r the amount we have ill the •rdiaary way gets used up in the
wr•ng werk ef a-e:atres, and particularly in negative emotiens.

But the way

ef gettiBg this energy, whether by c--.ntrel ef' atten.tien, er physical work,
er special exerci.ses and dise:ipliaes ef ene kind e* an.ether, always depended

en the iniative of the velunta.ry nervous system.

Censcieus effert was

requiredt and the mere difficult and strenuous the effort, the mere ene
develeped will-- that was the general idea.

But apart frem the c•nflict

o•anec--ted with such metheds, they tended in many cases to pr•duce the wrong

kind ef energy - they were, in fact, the wr•ng killd ef' tri·ad· - a tri-ad
vhi-ch

te:ads

t•

pr•duoe excitable energy - what was called 'carben' -

iutead ef balaced energy, or 'aitr•gen', whieh is the energy pr•duoed by

the t11edi tati-ea.
The whole peint abeut the meditation is that it is a methed by which
ma.Ji-

is able te reach a.ad ue his higher ceatres in a perfectly .:

aatural wa;y.

A.a man has aeen provi4e4 by as.tu.re with these higher

faculti-es-, it would seem natural fer him te be able t• reach them, and one
Call

enly e••~lude that he oaoe possessed the ability te de se, 'but fer•••

reason er

aaether.._this -ability was lost.

Extract fr•m "The Secret ef the Gelden Flewer".
The Beek of the Yellew Castle sa;ys:
the heuse of the square feot, life

"tn the field of the square inch, ef
call

be regulated.

The house •f the

square feet is the head., the field ef the square inch in the head..
eould that be ether than the Heavenly Heart?

What

In the middle of the square

inch dwells the eplendeur ••••••••• the Heavenly Heart is like the dwelling
place, the Light is like the •Wller•••••••••• therefere you have en.ly- t• make
the Light circulate: that is the deepest and most wen.derful secret.
Light is easy te meve but difficult t• fix.

The

If it is all•wed to circulate

leng e:aeugh, then it crystallizes itself to ferm the natural spirit aedy •••••
I• carrying out this fUllda.mental truth you aeed to seek f•r •• ether meth•ds

ltut n.at e:a.ly atteu. t• it."

thalamus

7, •
cfoainaat b:ei11.&phere

JW1e- 2nd !982.
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The funotiollt!I of the body are reflected in the mind, and the funo.tiorur
of the mind are reflected in the body.

When the, mantra e1.roulates llll the;-

mind and produces oertain effects, these ef'fe~a, vill be experienc:ed! by

the · li-ody, in. one form or another.

Certain. ef,t'ea.ts, will be e-rperiena:ecf

through the nervous system, others less directly through the, endocrine
These, wi.11 take' longer t-o manifest, and: mq

system and' the bloodstream.

last fer a ~12.sidera.ble t 'ime - several hours, perhaps, or-- even dqs.

Alli!

over a longer period still - a. period of' years - the medli tatio• can have

a quite funclamental effee,,~ - an ef'fecrl on the whele Qonstituttea o~ the
bodO"',c- wit·h a. ~rreapom:ling, change, in th~ worJd.iag er t:he, mind:.
For it is
in th«' mind t-hat aucm changes, ori.gl.llata-, and it is ilt t:he ctiraulatioa of'-'
t-he- matra in the mill& that it:- all begi:D.a,.

So let u&i e-ontine our a.tten.tton ~o til&- mind, and te the, WtJ3 in which
the mantra aircnla.tew.

From the poi:n.t of view, of. i t11~ fun.at ion., im•

miad is lik& an eleetrio lamp, the purpose of' whicm is t-o give, light - ligj,.'t:

ta the werldl within

114'..

Th.- lamp has:- three- parts, - a nfilect"or,-. araunciJ

poi:at 6 in the d:iagrar, or in o"bher words t-he nrebra-1 a_ort'e x, wit-h i ~ b-e
o:erebral hemisphera. 1 ike t:we reflecting:and: thec ot:her- inward;

mil'rel.!■,

the o•e:- tlll'n~ outward.

th8" light- i -raelf', around poin.t 9, whicm i~ the great

Ce1Ltr.a.l hea.d'quarters in the> 11iddle, ot: the brain - the place wher• life is
regulated:;

and' the source o-r power aroUlld poin.t 3, with the c:ennectioa te

the apinal a::ord at point 4, which is:, like the eleriric ea;bl9:- C:Ol1llerling; the
lamp wi. t-.h the maina--.
Now everything in the ordinary w.q moves only in one d'ir-ect ion, · jus-t aa

the <rorr.ent £:lewll' it1 tM lamp.

The eurrent <romes, ia at point 4, in tha-

f'orm of energ:r from the s:pinal Cl'Ori and the v:arioW!f: sense or gan~ of the 1l:.)cy,.

and trave,la; tbreugh poin.t:s 4 - 2 - 8 the demillallt hemisphere at point

5.

5. in the bra.i:a, eventually reaohi11g
By aome miracle whic:h no-one

una.-erstand:s it.his, enangr which en~retf at point 4

ha.a: be<i:eme' conV,'H'ttedl

inte OltllC:eptS", thoughts-, perceptions, reactions of various kinds whi«h make
up what W9' call our 'cronsoious experien<:G''.

Theo flow of enangy through

points 4 - 2 - 8 - 5 is a:entinuous, and- its directioll is irreveraible, ·anal
it is thi.-, perhaps·, whiail determines the existenc:e o1r t im«-, the na~ura-- of
o,ur lif• al1CD experience· and? ma.ny- other 1thinga;.

point

AndJ se, inevi tabl:r, from

7 the energr travels on outwards along the triad 5 - 2 - 4, and

res-ul ts in doing_ thugs:: - in actioJlS of wa.rioua; kinds.

But:- iJr-, add'itia t~ this outward flow off: energy, there is aln a 'fe:e dibam: 1
off energy

l:a.~ard.a--, aio:ag the liae 5 - 7 - I - 41.

Thiai f'ee~aok goea t:o the,

eea~ h&adquartera: 1lJld:er.'- point 'J. andi tbena. t• t-h• hypotha:lamu, a-t peid I,
anal other- parta: d

the '•lei braia' o• the righ-t

ha@

sd.<fe: of' tii♦ c!iagraa.

These Qleeper par-ta: off' the brain are- hidden from us: in th&' omfi.nar,r wq, aD4I

it ia:

~

by turn.i:ag nr attention. in.wards. alllf t'ollaving· t-he

we are able'- t:e bring the, light: int-e t-he..-., areas.

lDall'tl!a

t:ha't

This has ma.JV d'ifil"er..ed

eff'ect~ perhapai the moat aignifican-t- of' whia is thai i 1t enables thes-,e,-

d!eep parta: o1f t-he:- br.d.• t:o :aermalize t-hemselves, and: 'lo.. obta-in t:he ene?!'g7'

tha,- need.
Now right- in the ce-n~ oft: the bra.in, in the centtail. headquarters unde!r
point 9-, is, m 's H:igjl.en- emoi-ienal ccm:tre.
ia: ones.elf - it iS: w-~ we

The=c higl].Em emotional centre-

reall.Jrr are - whereas t:ha, dominant hesiapheire- is

only our icfea? o'lr what we are -

a.11

id-e& whicrh is:· QQi·t e npa:ble of-

thalamu:

I h;,t>pot:haiaanus

bra.ta

r.ea

POWl!B

d'Ollinaat

. spilld:crord!
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getting things wrong.

The higher emotional crentre cannot possibly get

thim.gs wro~ beo:auae it is, in. touah with t-.he whole er· ua-, a.net it: lolowa:
ever;rthi11g abou'tt us.

But- un.f'ortuia:tely we

seld'o■

hnr what i~- is sqing.,

According; to the systaa, our higher emetional c:entre ii:r fully worlciug;

in us all t:he t-ime, but the ordinary mind knows nothing -about it-.

Thi~

is- bec:a.uae the ordinary mind• has a c::emplet.-1.y different- speed' - ii: work•
rl-tth a- very muo:h lower kind ef energy.

high.en-- lavel of enar_g;y,, o~ .rt le as-t
0

becrome aeasd.tiv• ti higher level•

o:fr ener.g;y, it wouldl be poaaible 1h> gtd i• touch witb. the higher.- eaetionaJ.

ceit:n&:, andJ t:hi&: s:ometimes, happen.a,, at rar~ momen•

u.

our lives-.

Bin

there is n.o guaraJ1tee i 1t rill happe:n, and3 attemph 1to 'bring-, i-t about
artificiall.J',r are, almost bou.dJ t-e be wr.-ong-. .

Wha"t iao the- wa:::, to the higher emottonal centre?
lasting c:onnec::tion wi i;h i~, s:o that it o-:an. fake:- its place as

a,

:tore•, be'ti:ween. the head aruf the bx:>d)',, ano3 beceae t-he p~i.aciple

balaasi.ng

011.

whicn

In spit& of all the ae-thoda: and! tisciplinea

all our ao:tion.s ar«- based?

belonging to the t:i-adi tional ways,

11~

off whica we.rll' adopt:mf origi:aa.11.)rJ-

by t 'h e syrlaa, it turns- out- in the> em1 t-hat the wa::, t-o t-h& highel!' emotional.
0811.tre

ill' a s-imple tec-.hl!liquf!Et in which no e:f'.i"ori, al1d ne e•ere-in o'lf villl.

are r.equii-K.

The te-c:hlliqu• ot." mdita-tioa ia: designett -to -..itEt> us witli:i

the- high.er 811'\otional ceatre, bu~ in a- g&nt-1• anal a gradual. way, ancf illl

the midst o:fr o~.u- evEfI'Yday li:1rd.
How· doea: t-h& medd.tatioa do this?'

triads iv is ver-y si.mple.

See• &oa the point- o~ view- o1f

By the triad I -

ridle, 1!'1.ner-- levels-- oir energy ar• obtai:aed:,, by-

4- - 2· on th& right: h8lUi
the triad 8 - ~ - T oa

th&c left'\ h.andl sicf.ie>, thes-e :finer levels oft energy are cir«nla'tad: t-.i t.11•

<CX>nmri.oua: mind!.

lfhen. this happens, t-hec, ~ucdoua: miDAf becomes :f"ine1r

and! mer.&- s.elUFittve,, aBdl is able 'to r-esch t'he central h.-adquarter:s a:tuiJ to
£1.screver th• higher-- emotional oeJL~, wh.iClh i't recegniffll"

of happilleim: - the place, wher.- pesi tive:- emotio• e%ista.,. .

~

ithe acure:e

Wha!l we are ·

in. touch with thi&1 plac• in us ever., thing is, di.fi'erent: - whatever h.appell11l
te ull'., wha-tever d.:tmU1Bs:tancea, we are in, t-his happineas will never leltVe
us, -

it-· will alvqs

1Je,

t-here.

I
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The functions of the body are reflected in the mind, and the func:tions,
of the mind are reflected in the body.

W'hen the • mantra circulates in, the

mind and produces certain effects, these effects, will be experienc~d by
the · body, in one form or another..

Certain effects will be experienc:ed

through the nervous system, others less directly through th~ endocrine
These will take, longer to manifest, and' may

system and the blood.stream.

last for a cronsiderable time - several hours, perhaps-, or even days.

And:

over a longer period still

a period of years· - the meditation can have

a quite fundamental effect

an effec1i on the whole constitutt:on of ther

body,. with a c:orrespond.ing · change· in the-· working· of the mind.

For i·t. is:

in the · mind that e:uoh changes : originate-, and it is: in the c:iroulation of'
t ·he·· mantra in the mind that it all begins.
So let us· cxmfine our attention to the mind, and t ·o the · way in whie:h
the , mantra crireulate-s·.

From the point of view, of_· its, function, the,

mind. is, like:· an ele·ctrio lamp, the purpose of which is to give light - l.ight

to the worldi within us:..

The, lamp has tbre-e· parts , - a reflecrlor, aroundi

point 6i in the diiagranr, or in other words the c-erebra-1 cortex, with its, two

cerebral hemispheres like two reflecting · mirrors·, the one, twmed' outward
'' and'. the> other- inward;

the-- light itself, around point 9, which is· the great

central head'q ua.rters in the, middle or· the brain - the place where, life is·
regulated;

and· the source o:f power around point 3, with the c;onnec:1:ion to

the a-pinal o:ord at point 4, whicrh is like the elec-tric cable:- c:.onne~ting; th&
lamp with the main~.

Now everything in the ordinary wa:y move~ only in one direcrtion, just as
The eurrent c.-omes . in at point 4, in tha-

the current flows in the lamp.

form of energy from the spinal c-ord and the various, sense orgall;s: of the ho~,
and. travels, through points 4 -

2 - 8

the dominant hemisphere at point

5.

5 in t;he bra-in, eventua·lly reaching

By some miracle which no-one

understands this; enE!l?gy whie-h ent.ere<L at point 4

has: becrome' c:onv.er.tedJ

into eonoepts, thought-s, perceptions, reactions, of various kinds whic-h make
up what we · call our 'oonscious experience ·' .

The- flow of ene1tgy through

points 4 - 2 - 8 - 5 is crontinuous, and its direction is ir:ttevers·ible, and:
it is this, perhaps, which determines the e:x:istenc:e of.· time:, the nature · of

our· li~e anct experience · and' many other things·.

And: so, inevitably, from

point 5 the energy travels on outwards along the triad 5 - 2 - 4, ari.d
results· in doing thing~, - in actions o~ ~ariou~ kinds.
But suppos-e, instead of going outwards into actions, we c:ould turn the,
flow of otm attention i~wards , - back again, as· it were>, from <ronscious.

22.

I qpo"l-h,a,lalltl.S

ad.led::
hemisphere

POWlB

d'OlliJWlt

splJLaiI ~

experienee towards the source of- pure c,0naciousness,- t-ha1. is-,, throug)il
points 5 - 7 - I - 4, should we · not rea-oh a - place· beyond- time - a place
where the· pas:t and' the future exist together, and everything: is alneady

known?

Su<rll a plao-e already exists in the de-eper- parts, of' the' mind_,
0

•

but the · ord'inary c:onsc:iousness of· the dominant hemisphere is too oceupied
with objects of sense to realise it.
This 'baekward flowing movement'is, actually what happens when we,d:.o

the me-d.ita-tion._

We take, the mantra - an object of consc:ious experiemre -

and.' by means, or· a special teehnique·we reduceit and reduce it until it
eventually transcends-.

When this happens the experience has gone and

only the cronsa:iousness :rremains.

And so we are-- back to pure conaeiousness.

But if we s-it down and try to clo this, by an effort of will it doesnt; _

work.

That is· the point about this method of:' meditation - it has to

happen on its own.

The, only effort of will required is to start it- going.

Once the technique has been learnt and is established this· effort is
virtually :".lothing -

just a thought, and it has startetl.

When it starts

like this, and is gping: on its, own we have switc:hed over from point

5 to

point T, and all we have to do is, to follow it, but when we, are-· srtill
pushing itc along the dominant hemisphere is in c:ontrol.

What is; the

It is the irilent-

virtue' off switc:hing over to the silent hemisphere?

hemisphere which makes· the mantra s-o delightful and attractive to repeat
and! c-onsequently our attention is: attracted to it naturally·.
the, mantra takes· us, the more attractive it becomes.

The de-e-pexr

And so i tr attract11

us-· d'e-eper.- and d!e-eper, until t-he source of pure c:onsc-iousness i~ reached.
lfow right" in t'he c-entre of the brain, at the point o:6' intersec.tion

under- point'

9, is the- great c:entral headquarters: to whie:h otW impnessions:

c:ome.' to be sorted.
emot-ional centre·.

Within this, eentral headquarters is: man,'~ higherThe higher emotional oent::me

is oneirelf' - it iS" what

we, reall:v, are - whereas· t-he dominant hemisphere is only our idea of' what
we, are' - an idea- which is c·ons-tantly changing, and is quite-- c:apable off
getting it wrong-.

The, higher emotional centre cannot possibly get i't

wrong, because it is· in t'ouch with the whole of us, and it know& eve:uything.
about us:.

But unfortunately we seldom hear what it iS' SaJTing;.

According to the system, our higher emotional ventre is fu.llyt working;
in us- all the· time-, but in the ordinary

Wa;f

we know nothing· about it.

Jus-t

as: <rortain things: go on in dle-ep s-le-ep, and we have, no knowledge of: them,
so our higher centre-a· are, worlc.ing in us, - they are· working as: it were in,

the dark.

The higher emotional centre- is really in t-he heart - whie,h

meanet that if' 'the, night energy is· e'i.rcula:ting in us: we f'eel it in the·
heart.

But in the· ordinary way the right energy is· lac-king, and' i it is,

only the me~ita-tion which can supply thiB' enetrgy.
med!i tat ion d 10 this,?

Mainly by· the· triad I - 4

How does- 'the,
2 on the·righii hand!

side, which is, able, to bring energy from other parts· of· us, t:o this- area in other words~ to let the light into this, area, s-o that the heart can
a.-ssume its right func<tion as- a balance, between the head and the- body.

'Phe way to the· higher emotional centre sometimes comes· to us- naturally,,.
i:' the c·ircmms.tances: of' lif'e are of a· kind which will produce it.

But-

there is· no guarantee that they will do so, and attempts to produce, it
artificd.al]y are, almost bound to be Wl'long:.

On the other hand the-

meditation is a method of' bringing it about in a gentle and: a· gradual
way,. in the · ordinary e:irwmstances· o,r modern life.

The.' intenesting

thing is that im spite 6lf the practieal methods· and; d'iseiplines,

advoo-ate-d: in the pa1rl, the way to the · higher emotional centre> turns·
out in the - end to be, a simple technique, in whic·h no ef'f'o rt and no
exercise ot:· will are·, required.

It seems t-o have· be-en misunderstood,.

before· we·, had the meditation, that consciousness cannot be developed!
by effort or by will -

it has to grow n~urally.

That is the · great

secret we never understood bei'o:rre.
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Extract :from "The Secret o:f the Golden Flower".
11

*

The work upon the circulation of the Li,z;ht depends entirely on the

ba.ck\-ffl_rd

:flowin~ movement , so tba.t the thoughts are g-Rthered together

in the place of the Heavenly Heart.

The Book of the Yellow Castle says:
"in the field of the square inch, of
the house e:f the square foet, li:fe can be regula'ted.
Th,e heuse ef the
square foot is the head, the field of the square inch in the head.
What
c.euld that be other than the Heavenly Heart?
- In the middle o:f the square
inoh dwells the splenclour ••••••••• the Heavenly Heart ia- like the dwelling
plac;e , the Light is like the owner ••• ••• •••• therefere you ha.ve enly te make
the Light circulate: that is the deepest and most wGnderful secret.
The
Light is easy to move but difficult to fix.
If :it is allewed te circulate
long enough, then it crystallizes itself to form the natural spirit b.u.y •••••
In carrying out this :fundamental truth yeu need to seek fer no other methods
qu.t must only attend te it."

*

See :page 22.,
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There are tw• things about the meditation whiah very easily get
f•rgotten as time gees on - two tbuags we were told, right at the very
begiJU1ing.

The first is that t-he tec-hltique is, v&ry a-imple, alld' °VJery

easy to do, the sec.:end is that it worktt though bliss - through the natural
tendency of the mind to g• in the diree·tion. ef happiness.
Here i -s the Maharishi talking a.beut it, wq back i -n the I960's "The teelmi-que of meditatien ••••• is just how to turn the mind in the

right directien.
How te turn the miu just I80 degrees.
One step in
this direcrlien and the mind finds inereasi11g char-.
This increasing: ehara;
attracts the mi11d by- itself • • • • • • suc-h is the . simple principle of this,
method of medita1:ion.
It is-· based on the natural tendency of the humalll
miltd te go te a fi-eld of greater happiness.

That is wcy- it is·. declared

te be easy, simple;
everyone eeuld do it ••••••• "
Let us return to the deseriptien. we discussed last time, of the wey
in whieh t:he mantra cireulates.
If y:eu remember, it was said by the
Sha:nkaracharya that the nerve impulses produced by., the mantra ge firat
te the cerebrum or ferebrain, and this in its tur• reaots on ether parts,
of the brain and spinal e-erd.
They then .t rave~ te the lowest part ef
the spine, where they liberate a store of energy whi-ch penetrates the
whole body, travelling up through the s;ympathetie nerves and plexuses, and
so baok te the head.
There is no need to worry about this while ene is deing the meditatien,
for ene simply fellows the mantra. But ia one wq, if not in man;r other~,
it is the key to the whole thing.
Yeu will see from the diagram we
discussed last time that there is enly one -place in which we have any
voluntary centrol - at point 5.
The mantra c-emes from somewhere areun.d
point 8 - eemewhere between. the heart and the head.
It travels'. up threugh
the head to point 5, the forebrain, which is the place where we first
beeeme aware of it.
This is the place where the mind has to be turned
in the right directien, as described by- the Maharis,hi.
The flew of
impressions is eoming naturally along the line 8 - 5, and in the erdinary
wq they c•ntinue from peint 5 to point 2, in an outward direO'tien.
Whea
we eit down and start te do the meditati-on, they have te be turned in.ward.a,
al•ng the li-a e

5 - 7.

One step in this dire<rli•a and one begi-rur to feel
the pull ef the mantra, towards point 7.
Fer it is semewhere areund.

point

7, in the deep part of

the brain, that the bliss cemes from - that

27.
one begins te feel the increasing charmiref'erred te by the Maharishi.
The point i -s that ••ee this is f 'o und, the rest looks after its-elf,
and te f•llow the mantra is very easy.
Naturally,,, it will go to th&
heart, for pein:t 7 in the brain e-errespe:ads· te the heart in the bedy.
Alld then it will descend from point I te the lowest part ef the spine,
at point 4,, and as the Shankarachar;ra sa;rs·, i -t will liberate, a store ef
energy whieh penetrates the whole body, travelling up through t:he
sympathetie, :nerves, and plexuses aleng- the line 2 - 8 te the heart again.
And faally; it will flew upwards along the· line 8 - 5 into the cerebral
hemispheres at point 5, and will transcend, bringing with it a. feeling
ef e:xpans·ion - a sense of the universal nature ef things.
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Se the thing that really matters- is to take the step referred te
by, the Maharishi - the I80 degrees turn, as he ealls it.
But what
does this involve?
What is it that makes the mantra beeome alive?
Ma.izy- people find that when they sit down and repeat the mantra nothing
happe:as.
Is there seae point we are missing?
New the repetition ef the mantra. is something whieh has to be learnt:.
Some people get it straight away, but ethers take seme whi-le before it
really goes fre-ely on its own.
Aeoerding to recent theer-ies this
ability of the mind te learn skilled movements de-pends on the demina.11themisphere, but- when the mevements have been learnt- and begin to go en
their •WJll the silent hemisphere takes ever.
Now we are teld that it
is, the silent hemisphere which n1mefrls us wi-th that deep part of the '1. lliml
where the blisa: e·omes from - the part we oalled the 'heavenly heart t, at
point 7t in the diagram.
This was kueWll a long time ago by- Jaceb Boehme·.
He said, if you remember,
".Mark now what I sa.,y.
The Right-- Eye leeketlt
iu thee ilit.e Eternity-. The Left Eye leeketh bac-kward in thee inte Time .. "
S• if we want the mantra t• become alive, we have to aveid holding it
with the dominant hemisphere - we let it g:e by itself - we let i t ~ ahead
•f us en its ewn.
But we :follew it just the same- - we still kee-p it
within reach.
.And se it will le-ad us inwards - inwards towards the
deep part e:f the mina.
The repetition of the mantra is a very gentle pr•cess.
The-bliss
which· c:emea from doing i·t i-s 'i.n,--the rhythitl itself - it i-s n.ot a separate
thing.

lrer- i,s it d:e:a.e wi·th

~

fermulated aim: ill mutd, or wi-tlir an::/'

t~ougll.t- ~••- ita_meanb1g~ .
If ene repeats the Lord 1 s Pra,yer, for instanee,
the meaJ1ing is an essential part of it.
This meaning involves the dominanthemisphere, and the whele process is therefore different.
Knowledge is
involved as well as emetien.

But with the repetitiem of the mantra it is

net a question of knowledge - we de net have to kitew ir remember it, for
we are actually:-with it- - in faet, we are it.
But to return to the diagram, ud the oiraulatien of the mantra.
There
are many different things whie-h this e:ireulation dees·.,
lt: clears wqa; mi- -us
whieh are b-l.ocked and out of'-:u-se, and prevents the ·wrong work-of eentr-es.
But all these things are individual, and different for each of us.
Virtual~
all of us, on the other ha.nd, suffer frem the fact that the heart, er in
ether werds the higher emetional centre, is starved of the right energy.
The head and the hdy interaet with each other, and semetimes they work
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tegether, sometimes not.

But la.eking, the balanc·ing effect of' the heart,.

the-y tend; to us-e the pathways 4 - 7 - 5 and 5 - 2 - 4 to the exelus-ion of

The cha.racteri-sti-e, thing about these two triad.a is that they
the others.
hav:e nothing in nmmon wi-th the bltss which eomes :f:tt-om the medi-tatie:n - theyare quite a different thing.

Certainly the triad 5 - 2 - 4 ea.a preduce very

high theughts and emeti•ns,, but they a.re always tinged with a sense ef'
exe:i -tement and a certain unrea.ltty.
And inevitably they lead us back into
the triad. 4 - 7 - 5·, by whie-h the energy we have gained is lest again.
The ot~r thing whio-h the circ:ula.tien of the mantra seems: able te bring
about is- that it enables the triads· 7 - I - 8 and 2 - 8 - I to funo:ti-oni
The triad 2 - 8 - I is connected with the elimination "f
unwanted material - negative emotions, in ether words - and it need net
e•nc:ern us at the moment.
But- the triad 7 - I - 8 is semething we are all
looking fer, and are seldea able to find, for it lies at the root of all
man°'s· truly creative actie:n.s - his works of art, his revelatiens, and great

disc.ovaries, his· memory of the diviD.e origin from whie:h he came.
But- it
depends en semething we oa.nnet directly centrel - it depends on remembering
something - something- beyond oneself.
What in fact it really.r depends on
i -s the triad 8 - 5 - 7, fer this: triad leads into the tri-ad. 7 - I - 8, as ;rou
see in the diagram.
Te put it in anether way, the meditatien &:lears certain
pathwqs in us - path.ways to the deep pa.rt of the mind.
Fer it is· en.l;r'
when these :pathways are functiening properly that man's higher centres a.re
able t@ wel!'k~ ainr.

And that, after all, is our main purpose, ow:- most important

ENNEAGRAM -Triads

Basic approach to triads in enneagram,
artist's creative concept as memory.
Bliss/Rest/Activity triads, creative art, real
9-14
experience within compass ,of the mantra.
Right triad for meditation, deputy steward,
15-17
steward and Master analogy.
18-22
Balancing inner and outer, exactness of triad
applications, tares and wheat, memory as bliss
of neutral force leading to glimpses of universal
truth .
23-26
Fourth Way comment, dipping cloth in dye in
meditation and letting it fade during the day.
Being completely 'with' creative action,bilateral
symmetry.
27-32
Attention, creative process as action,attention &
memory contrasted with identification &
imagination, dissolving negative emotions ..
Triads providing understanding that 'man cannot
do'.
33-36
Universal nature of bliss - why do we miss it?
Three forces in System as Father,Son and
Holy Spirit, triads creating memory.
36a-36d Lord's Prayer within enneagram.
37-44
Circulation of energy of impressions, different
Hydrogens and mind speeds, significance of 'inner
glory' via creative triad.
1-8

?mid-70s-1980

l.

SGJDe of us mq net 1t.ave heard of this idea that ever.,thing in1the
universe depends on the interacnion of tllree f'erceS'.
It is: aver,old' idea, wh.ic.tll belongs 'to man;, reli4rj.oua, and esoteric, teaclliDga:.
Ini
the Ohririian religion it is e%J)reaset! in "tke· ferra: e't.· tile Trinity. - t1te
P·atlle:v,. tlle Sen ~ ft.e· Hoq,; Ghoat·.
In our ewn q&tem it ia· put in . a
much more pradical and' matter oft taot wq - tae first of the tllree
foro.es, is, aotive,; the sennd3 is passive, and the t·Jiirdl ia, ne;utralL.
Unlike other t:eaolabgs, 01m· GWn llf'&te11 makes: i-t. alear tut t:lles:e tlmee
foru.a are not in themselns, material.
On tlle eontrary, e:rq, kindi •~
l'e-vel of" matter en a.et in the o-.a.paoity o'f· ene or otlle1t of' tlle tl1ree
f'orees-, a- capac-ity- whie:k is eonstantq Ghanging•;,. so that tlle hlle- kind
ef· matter ean be active in one comli~tioa,_ and passive or· neutral. in
another-.
As one migllt expecrt, the ac.tive force in a oombination, or triad,
is· alwa;rs the lidghest in level,.. the passive force i1t lowest and the
neutral force is intermediate between the other two.
AlldJ in ever;y triad
t11e three :toroes, aot in a certain order 011' sequence.
I:t y;ou 1.eok at
the diagram ;you will aee that the triad on the right lland lricfe, points
I, 4, and 2, ha.a, tlle order of fore.ea paaaive- active- neutral:,,. wllereaa
the triad. on ~he left la~ ad.de, poinh 8, 5 and 7, has' vhe ord~ otr
f'ora.es aotive - passive - neutral.
It is this- order of· the three,.
foroea, in the triad waiu determines the nature of. a pr.ooesa: or activity-.
At the moment we are .only disouasing wo tria.4is - tllat on the riga1t
refers, t.o med.ita'flion, and: that on t11.e len to creative work during:
tl'le ctq.
The diagram as a wllole refers to man; and ta.- triangle wit'llin tae
airele ref'ers to the higher substances which man e.ontains wift.in llim substances whies are atored in different parts of the body.
The inner
<ri.reula.tion through points I-4-2-8-5 and 7i' refers- vo the f'low of' enel!'gY'
throllgh t'lle organism - in this G'a.88 the flow of high.er i11pressiens.
In man aa- he is- th.e oireulation of higher levels of energy- is far frOllli
per:reet.
Both the distribution of energy- and t-he- amount: available are
defec.tive in o:ertain respects.
The whole ai.m of our work is to remedq
this, £.or if tlle e-ircmlation shown in this diagraa,were fully- working
in ua, our aiglles:t poa.ad.'bilitieawould be :fulfillecE.

2.

Tllere is a· metll.od of showing triads in the enneagram - a met:hodl
wltich can help us to see, not only what eaok triad means, but how all

six· triads-, are interrelated, and 11.ave a· eertaia rf'Uetion in relation
to the wkole.

9

:n.e:tral

7

2 :autttalL

passive

Taking first the two triads of creation and regeneration - the triad
active - passive - neutral, whicit. is that of creation, and the triad
passive - ao:tive - neutral, which is tbt o-r regeneraticm.
Th.es:e two
triads are symmetrically opposed -tto eaola. other on either side o-r· the
diagram - creation is 8 - 5, - 7~ and regeneration I - 4 - 2.

Tllis is

the main criraulation in ~1le diagram,.. and it is r-~m here that we beg.in-.
In the universe as· a whole tb.ese two triads are going on o-ontinuously-

3 •.

- on the left hand side worl'dls are being created and forms are appearing,,
TJa.is is a descending, a 'downltill' pnc.11111 •.

from Ul'llllanif'est ito manifest.

And on tile right hand side higher levels of energy are, bei~ erlractedl

f~om lower levels - finer matter is being separated from eoarse.

Tlds,

is, an ascending,, aa 'upldll' proo.ess, an example of whica can be seen bt

the fiunotion o-¥" the,green plant in organic lite, which is al.tle, with th.e
hely of the sUl'l's rqs, ite o:onvert inorgani~ substances int-o living mailer.
So the two sides of tJ1e d1i.agram, eannot reall.jv be taken separately, for
they depend on eaola. other.
But there a.re oither ezamplelf' on a lesa,
universal scale, where tile same thing is true.
Consider, for instance, the
work of' an artist or a composer.
The rigjlt· llalld side is·wllere he gets
tae energy he needs, the left hand side, is:- -the wq in wllicil this· energy
i$us:ed in ~eative work.

How doe~ anr'artist get the energy he needs ~or

That iB" a question which every artist has t-o faoe-,, and

creative work?

often it torments aim, for he 1las no wq of finding creative energy wkeni
If only he knew about the meditation - for the meditation

he wants it.

is actually, a wa-:, of' produoing tais energy, of doing it delilierate-1.y:,

wllereliS" wi tltout it we a.re at tla.e merey- ef circmmsta.noe.

If we are lucdcy',

creativ~ eneirgy can be- obtained.from tla.e impressions we receive, and this
is= actually tll«> same triad.

But tll.ere is ao guarantl!e - it mq work or

it mq no1t.
Wllen the a.rtiri has enough of tl'l.is energy he gets to work on tla.e lef'l
hand' side at peint 8. .

The material

ae

works· on - tlle paid and~ 1tlte,

caavas:, and all tke di:f.tfieultiea, lle ene:oun.ters .,.
tke pauive force.

wo:rtk, at point' 7.

are

included' in point

,=,,

Ou1i' of these twa comea; a third tlliDg" - the completed.
0

And s• a work of· art is produced •.

But something is missing.

At seme point before ke started work the

artist kad. an idea, an inspiration.

Perhap~ more obviously·with cromposer.s

than with artists there has to be t-kis' pr-evd.ew, this coneept of' tlle t'inis'lled

won· bef"ore they start..
Sometimes,.. ~ven, the concep1i is- so vivid that tlie·
actual carrying out of' the.· work is, of little importance, for they a.l.Na.dy
know the result bef'ere vhe;y start.

Tkis process- of aoneepti.on iw tll•

triad 7 - I - 8, and it is very interesting.

Tke find.shed wo::r!'k:, a.a we

eraict,.. is at point 7 ·- and a,o tke triad 7 - lt - 8 ia· a. proe•ss of
remembering it, of remembering: wll.at is a.lread;r 'there.
A ve:r,y simple
process!

Point 7 is, ii'ls.e memoey, point I is, t:ke passive ria.te whieit is

needed! 11:o bring tllis memo:ey-·vo ligl,.t-, and point Sis· t11e active ener.gy-,
tlte inspiration wldch follows.

With.out tlds, inspiration,. tlte artist,

tlle cromposer,, would never get started -

triad: 8 - 5 - 7 ~

tt carries

ldm, along· int-o 1tll.e

4-.

passive ,

2 neutral

neutral7

passive

act-ive

There is one other tking we have not: ment:ioned about creative work.

In aarr;ying; out creative work - d almost a.ey- kind' of- work for t:aat matter there is a1.wa;ys, a nmad.n a.mount wll.iea one can do meaanioa:l~.
'fh.e
teu.n.ique of painting, f 'o r instance:::.- the more one does it tlle, mo:n itcan go by itself'.

Thie· is o~ e-ourse 1tlle d'ownf'a;ll o-t' maJ!T artiris - 1fh.ey-

remembel' so well how 1-c do it that their paintings· beeome dieadl and!

On itlle ot-aer lland tlaere alwqa, remains, a e:e rtain amount- of'

meaningl'tma.

worlt whiea one rememlrers how tv do - which. C'Omes t ,o one imturally,, as:: i1t

were - for- with.out t-b.is the whole operation would be:eome mu.eh
i'ff
_
_,
-·-·
la.boriOUS".
Th.is part of the artist's- work is looked: after by the
- ~.

triad.

4 - 7 - ;,.

point 4 - from

onaa, again,, is
point 5 is the
i;he whole wol!'k

.

In this ease the ac.tive energy is lion-owed: fr-em
the moving and instinctive part of the mind.
Point~,
memoley' - memory of what the finished work is like - and
t-ecmnique of aarrying · it- out.
It is quite possible :tror
t ·o be done in tlLia: wq.
Tlaat is- wlu:t makes ao man;,
0

paintings; so dreadt'Ully dulJ.!1
AlldJ •ow for · tll.e rigJa.t· lland1 side of the diagram - the triad I - 4 - 2.

Tllis triad is what we use to digest our f'ood!.

The tood &tarts at point I,

and is o:arried to the stomacll, where it- meets,. at point 4,; certaia very;

power1!'\1.l eneymes- whic.h. break it down, and separate ou'lt the finer aubrianoes: carboqdra.tes, fats and proteins - whioa can thmtJ enter' the bloed.lriream,
and circulate to point 2.

Taere are--, of nurse, m&J\T intermediate stagea,

but that is the general idea.
But what has this got to do with creative energy?'
Actual~ it is th.e
same process, the same, triad, but on a different- level.
That is the
inner meaning of the saying in the Lord's Prqer, "Give us this dq ou:r
dail;r bread."
Creative energy is produced in the same wq,, but instead of
£.ood, it is impres.siollS whioh are digested - broken down by very powerful
enzymea,. wla.ie-11. extrac-t t-he higher levels of energy irrom them.

TJa.e, trouble i&,,, in

;,~iirmj~--: . ~ ·

this proceSlr' of ,extracting finer

en~.r.gy from_impres~~_;;;es. __ti~':f~~-~l:~-to: ~ :extent~- · It_~eeda,
o~rtt:,.in spee:i:al . methods :_ ana._- ~e~kaps· 1rlte:
o:0:ly reliable
o:n.e l)f' t'laes-t'!r ia'.
·--~-·
·-

tlae medttatio':n. ..- ~

B~t

""m

- -

_

.

'

"sim]>l;, ·;-. a

~

S-~

the nt~itaticm ~illl. ut work unless- the, ri~-tr enzymes-

a.v.e;ila°b'lle art point- 4.

._ ·-:

.

Ot'Ja.:er. nwtho4S' i sual1#-requ-ire s;eeial p:repa.rillom and

:r~?~:~~f~ed~¼~i;;{s
7

;~

arl'

Wha-t are these eneymes, and how- are th.ey p~oducd?

They are produced: lJ;y- th.e tniad 5 - 2 - 4.

When. we sta!l"'t eat-uag,· a meal,,

6.

7..

a;

trlood3 o-£ impressioll83 comes :trrom point

5-· in.to tlLe instinctive memo27,

at point' 2. ,, - impressions, of taste and smell. and appeti t-e.
Ami' 1:llese
release 11:Jte ensymes requir:ed at poin½ 4 ..
In the same vq ,.. whelll'l

w•

do the med'i.tation, th• mimt remembers tlle bliss, whidt eomes, :fnom

repe,riing vhe> mantra, and 1tllis, i _s what makes, t-he: mewitation work.
t'llinking· about it beforehand - thrl i's dif'f,erent.

If"ot

But durillg' 1tlle

half hour itself', lit-tle by lit-tle the mind is attracted in a, e.ertatn

directiom.

Like a., bee searching for honey - it g•es from one pa.rt- .

of' the room 'Ito ano"tiheir,

tastinei: a littl-e
~li~-':~ ~~ ~;.:~~ ....~cl ittle i. tll-.t;
--

,_. . • .

· ,

-.

··""' ,.----

.._

.un;t~;.ev-~ual~ it finds- its wa;y to the- lione;r pot .. •
~ 2 - 4 is an example of 'that S"aN"ing-, "To him taat ha•ai

--.- ~-~~;~:-~iad -

shall be · given •••• "
The, bliss which b&longs t-o t-11& med!i tat ion 11.aa: t:ebe, tiler• before we h.avec i1t.
But- of' course, i-t is al.'wqs there.
AJU1
when the meditation is· dry and taste-less,, as, it sometimes is-,: i 1t meana
th.at f'or some reas.o n or ot-1teJr tlle, bliss' has, not beea, :found.

There is· one other triad on the right hand s,ide, the t~iad 2 -

a, -

I •.

The· purpose of· this triad is simple enough - when fine matter is,

erlraoted1 f;rom eoarse, as, in the digestion of· foed:, vhe coarse matter
has.1 t-o be d'isposed• of·.

Nature haas ller- own wa;y of doing t:Jds, but how

does, it happen on the level' of t-I11ougltt a.lid feeling?

Hew d'oes1 it- ~me

about tllat after a · gpod1 half' li'omr, certain unpleasant; aspecrls· of' our

psydt.ology have disappeared?

It is certainly not by struggling wi1tli.,

them that they disappear - that only tends to make them stronger.
just leave them alone and they will go.

But

Tae triad 2 - 8 - I is ~hat of the disintegration of· matter - th&
d.isintegration of the coarse and useless matter resul'ting :f'Joom the

triad I - 4 - 2.

Point 8 is the agent which causes disintegration -

bao:teria· are, an example on the ph;ysioa.l level - and point I is the
final stage of disintegration - matter reduced to its simplest elements.
It is f'rom point I that we start t-o meditate - from. the s:d.mplest andJ
lowest levell.

Blessed1 are the poor, for they nallL inherit: t-11.e earth.••

-

-

- --

- ----- -· ·-

·-

-------- - - -

passive

2 neutral

neutral7

~

passive

Mah""ri.shi -

Essentially it is not- a. struggle.
Man was., born t -e enjo;y - e~rtainly- not to suf:f.er.,"

In all kUDlan. actiona-, there are three t1ti111gs - ther• ill' a·
period of' activity, there is, a period of' reat or renewal,. andl

there is en.jeyment of wla.at we arec d·otng, er blias-..

Of-teaJ tll.e-

blis-s is •ot there_,, but the reason. i11r ril!l'J)q that t:he periods, of'

res~ and activity are not in. the right relation.

If.• these, t.w•

were rightly.' balanced, everythbg we., cl> would be, en.jo;yed t• the
ful~ and' ever;yihing im life would be. bliS1J·.
Now in order that t-he rigl,.t bal.anc:e or relation can be obtained,
a certain eireulation e~ energy i~ necessary.

This e-ireulation is

shoWlli in the following diagram:-

:a.LISS 11

2 BLISS

4

J.CT..,.IW..,.!.f
.....•I'-

10.
It will be seen that there are tw~ sides te this diagram - there
is:;

a;

o:irculatien of energy through peints I,4 and 2 on the rigts.'t

hand ride, and ta.ere is a circulation of energy througll point·s:

8,5

and'

7

on the lef't hand side.

The~e two sides are re~iprooal
◊Jr,

and cemplemenh.r;y to each other.

the right hand side energy is,

renewed, and1 on the left hand sid•e energy is spent-.

the end preduct of the process is lliss.

But in both oases

If energy is renewed iir th•

way shown on the rig-ht hand ad.de, blias i1t produced, and if• ener_gy

is apen't im the way shown on the lef't hand' side, liliSS' ia- produeed..
What are these two ways, of predu0>i:ng bliss-?
The cdeareet example of· these two prooessea: ia, in meditation - that
ia, te n;y,. in meditation. on the right lland~ ride, alUi: ill a-cti,,n. dmdng,

the dq on the leftc.

When we ~o the meditation we start at point I

As f a:r as we can we become crompletely· at rest - the· more

with reri..

e-ompletely at rest we are the better.
follows, at point 4, is, the mantra.

And' the only activity whio-h.
Out of- the

these twe t'hings·, bliss is· produced at point' 2..

C!N'>iai.ng· t-ogether ef'
If we are cnmpletely

at rest, and· if' there is no ot-her activity but the mantra, bliss- will'

come natural~, - it- cannot be otherwise •.

If the meditation goes: as it should, noner or later these three
elements will e-ome together as ene-.

· Th.is· will- mean "-tha't ···cl1turi.ng

tl:e ,. d- whieh trollOW'S'y _eertain/ ithinga· that }:uippen ril l . be ctif':t:eren:t.
The period: ott ...rest· •or renewal will ~be ·eentained wi t .lt in t he per iedL eft
a-ct i vity, ~
be renewed

- i:if. a way 11llieh it is diff'icult- 'to describe:, energy wil1
a.a,

it is s.p en:t.

When this: happot a quality o~ delig,ht-

or· b1-iss· pervades the whoa even-It:" and' we seem t:e be gaining energy

irmtead of load.ng:: it..

Put i.ai anether wq,, action and! rest: b.enme·

simultureoua-..
In theory the aircru.latien en the left aaruf sid"e is· domin.ated by;--

aetion, or activity at point

8,

an~ i~ followed by reS:t at peint

5.

But bot'h depencf on t,he kind, er quality or.· energy e-oming· f:r-om t-J:i.e
right hand circulat'ion, and if this, energy e:omea· :ft-om me<ti ta-tien, the:

two will be fuaed t-egether.
point T.

And

1t•

As a· result-, bliss: will ac.cnnm.late- at

when we return t'e meditatien the energy will pass·

liaek t-o poin.t- I again, and' a rhythm will be ntablished.
0

the real purpose o'C ·.

This· is

meditation - to establish this rbyt:hnr..

1.l.

:BLISS

2 BLISS

Tf

4

ACT'....
lLIJJ
.....;_r:.r
....•-y
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Tlleae are the first two activd.ties in. t:he diagram,, and i11
a se:n.u, the most important~.

But- t-here are other aciiv.d.t'ie:s:,, t••,
The :first twe e'Oniliiaatio?Ut

which are, shewn. 'tiyr the d'e'ftted lin••'•

(I - 4 - 2 and 8 - 5 - 7) emi1ed: wit-h bliss:, but the combinations:
7 - I - 8 and: 2 - 8 - I

start wit-h bliss,, or- i111 other words, some,

elenum:tt of· ernotio• cfbminates the whole activity.
Now we know that emotion erlsts: on many different levels,.
the subt-le:, oz-, psychologiea'l leve,I emo·ti•u

Ox,

be very mixed:, and

Ca1!l

a-a,, we have, often. · be:en 1told, it- can turr negative-

at an_y momen-t..

But- on the spiritual level, aa, f a as, man's higJier c:entres, are:·
c:oncel!'ned:, emotion ha m, negative-· sd.dle,, and it: ia t-hiir pos:iti v•
emevion we · mean when we s:peak o~ bliss.
C'ons:id:ier the creation o:fr a: work of art, f"c0r instance.

very well'_how art,

S'O

We know

called, can exiri on. man;, cfi:.ff_eren1t. levels,.

But- real art has· certain e-.haraeteristi~ 1thinga &bout it - certaill'
0

things · whie.h only an artiat knows, about:, , and can seldom explain.

a;

picrlure in one's mind:, of t-he whole -thing,• that has- t-o be· createdi,

ErOmet-imea, in great detail.

It is, 1this, cene:ep1tion whic::h ins:pi~

the artiri, and gives him t'he energy he n«eds·· t-o carr;y- out his work-.
This is the proeesB 7 - I - 8.

The, emottona1 energy e-omes-

at a 1:ime when we are relaxed or at relrt, and the inspiration
follow~.

leve,J!.

This ins.pira-tion, at point 8, can be, erf a veey hig)l

It se_:tsi the precess ff,._ 5:· - 7 in motion, and

a;s &'

resul1

a new symphony· is· written, or a great work o:f a:rt is· produced! ..
Some,times the amount of energy aeeded is: immemre 9 .,s:f"or the
crea,,t ien may p

on :for months-, or even yearl!t.

won

o1r

But in between,

ano1ther- aet i Ti "tiy has·, t ·o be going on - the prec:esa I - 4 - 2.

The pr.oeeSll' I - 4 - 2,. taken in -t;Ms se:an,., is an ac_tiw:ty wi ih
whicm every artis:t is, familiar - that of discrimination or nlectioL

At every step the deeirion haa te be made, - i1r it in c-haracter· wi t1l'

the original c-onc:eption?·

That which i1t in character is- kep1t, that

whie-h is- not is, destroy-elf.

Sometimes:· this- all goes- on very near the centre of' t-he eiit~le cronsequenitly all -three prooess:eir ac:t 'fiogether- a,g.·
perhaps: why' t'hey are, n

dif':f'icul t -to dee:eri be:.,

••••

That is,

But the' ot:h&r-

pTooess - the ex,mbination 2 , 8 - I - i's- a very dif£erenv matter.
ThiB' p?l'ooes~ seems to be eonnecrtad, not ri vh creation bu~ wi1tlt1

13 .
dis:invegration or destruri1on - and yet there- is only:- one thingdifferent about' i t- - the periods, of' aoti 'Vd. ty and l!'esct are- not iJll

the sam& ord-er·.
If we imagine emotional energy at point 2 which has-· beceme:,, fer
one reas:on or another-, mired with negative, f'eelings-- fl!ont11ihe, physic-al.
or i:m.atine:tive level., and if• it- ahould so happen irha.t this· pent 11P
emoti.en is,i'f'i redJ-· of"£" by' the high level ener-gy at point: 8,, iihen

sometimes, t-he ef'fecrts are, violent; and &%Plosive.

have t-o happen?

WbiY d'oes:- all t:his,

Has: it' an equivalent on the pur.e ly.1 maffieria.l levecl:.'?

Is it: e-onnecrled with the disintegaation: of organis--edi matter - th&
return,I at point I, to-· the riarting point' f'~om, which it all begaaif

So much for the tl,41· actiw.ties., which begin with lilias, or
There remain two f'ilrther

emotional energy.

blis.s- takes,, t:heo midclle plac:e·.

pttociessea,in whieil

The:s-ec are the combinations· 4 - 7! - 5)

and 5' - 2:, - 4,, and: vhey are b:ot'h aotiw. ties whidt plq an' enormous
part- in e-veryd'q life,• - s. rmeii ao that we scarcely• ever notia:e t-heml

The f'act that blis.e , or emot:ion, comes· in the- mid.d!ie plat«, me:ans
that it- ia, lieiDg" spent-., or u1:ted up by t-he process· i ~l'.11'.
proaea& 4 0111t

77- 7

The

refers· t-o all those activities in life in whielt1

actions are carried along· by des:ires.

In fact, i1t refers -to

all mechanical ac.tions - everyt•h ing vhat goes by i ts-el.f •.

Now desires· are: legitimate - there, is- nothing wrong wit-h desires· and: there is· not-hing Wl!"Ong wi t:h the fact tha-t certain things, ge· by
thet1uielves..

It is whe-n we bee-ome ident-if''ied - tha:t is- wh«t

up the liid.ss:.

UR:a

And: it- is-: very easy tG mistake, this aotivd. ~- :f"or

the pr-oo~as 8 - 5 - 7.

But- real~ one c.-an t:&11,.bec-ause- t-he- one

pr.oc:ess: gi vea, one energy" but: t-he ot·her- burns it up - t'ha:t

a

1rhe

real d·i f.fel'emre,,..
On the oppcuri:te aitie is.0 the combination

5' - 2 - 4.

Tb.is: pr-o.ceim

begins- wivh reirt',, which is: immediately· f"ollowed by bl.is.s-, on- emo'ttioa.,,
We are at ne.at , , our· mind is- wandering*
we dream~ we picrl111!8 this· or- that, and in t.hiEt way energy ill". ne-le.sed
whie:h leadlt us-,, s,ooner or later-,, int-o action.

The d:e'S'Gipt-icm is

pztobabl:r f'amiliar - it' is the way in whic-h _desires are, created'. - t-m-ougli'

dreams,- and phantaaies,. men.ta:! images, and imagina:Uen.

The aative,

energy which e:omea:· in the third• plaa-e, at Ptu-nt 4 is, o:ften very
a:ttraetive,~ very de,li.ghtf"nl,,. but' at the same TI.me it. i& very unstable-.
We think it:. is· tha nal t-hiag, but sooner or later- it evaporates, and

then, s:emetimea--, we are left with an empty dream••••
Fortunately in t-lds:: met-hod of.· meditation we have a· true, eriterion:,
We know -that if' experience is~ o-ontai:aed wiihi.n:i the compaaa: ef· the mantra,.,
them it is redl....

]f'·

imagination•..

Tha-t is wb;y' we were -told alwa_ys, t:o return iil) the

it- is: outside Jhe- mantra - wel~, it: is, p:t!oliab:cy;,

mantra, - a.lwa.vs retur.n, 'f;o it,, whatever experience we: ma,y have.
0

n, altegetlter, there are six activities - six di:f"f'erenit- things

And

a, man-·

ctal'l•

do.-.

Out; of d.l the infinit-e, variety of· his experieace:,,

there are, enl.y- riz different : t ; ~ · h& c:an achieve:.
if a-

Ulall

~

of· coursel",

wan.ts, t• achievfJ' what he sets: out to do, he has- -ta, use· 1i-he

right- ao'tivit;r, otherwiae thee result will b~ di:f"f'erent., fl!oJ!r, wha-t he-

Bu-t: if we C&Uldl only uaderatandl the difference b&twe.e:ai

expee.te.d.

thes:e sir activ.itiea, wha't a wonderf'u.l basis we should hav& f'or a new
morali

v -

a new appreaeh to human behaviour.

P-o:rr none of.' the six

actiw.ties: ia~ dong:- 1rhe;y are, only wrong when uaed in vhe wrong place.
A:nd" that is- where 1mmaB suff'er~: ~..,..

•
a.o:tivtd:tie~ -wer.e· .:., righ1tly used:, every'thiDg'. in lif'e:- wc,uld be, bliss:.,

M§rH'I'lT
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The o•ly reason why we sometimes have difficulty witk tke
medi tatio• is because we are using the wrong triad.
Wlls wee are:usi-.g the right triad - and there is e•ly one triad whieh is the
right o•e - all our difficulties va.nisa-.
The right triad is the one on the right hand side of the diagram the triad I - 4 - 2.
Point I is you, sit'tin.g there in your room,
starting to meditate.
You are passive - that is the fire:t thing - a.1!ldJ
this means you take things as they are - good' state or bad,, it mak:ea
no differenu1a.
If you tr:y to alter anything - to get into a; better
frame of mind, to quieten your thoughts,, or to prepare yourself for
meditation in any wa;,, you will be ufring the wrong triad.
So bef'ore
you have time t'o start using the wrong triad you go straight int-o the
right one - you sit down and start repeating the mantra.

right

2 energy from
meditation

ac:tiicm.

OUTm

INNm

WORLD,

WORLD,

mantra
The mantra is the active force at point 4.

When you have started

it off, after ,,a,, little while it takes: o:n a rhythm of its- own, and then•

l6.
you have only to follow it.

If you do this, it will draw your

atten~ion away from all the negative 1:hought~;and £feeling~ das~mfort$
and other s:ensavionS'.t-rb.ioh are worrying you, into a

mu.eh

deeper area -

a,muGh more delightful and res-t'ful pla.o:e-which you never knew exis-ted!.
What is really happening is that the mantra is separating final:"·
levels of energy from c:oaraer - it i&' extracting what is really
valuable in you and leaving the rest behind.
value is crnllecrlied at point 2.

An.cl what is of' reall

Little by little it o-ollecris there,

like a pure essence whie-h is distilled~ drop by drop.

And when this·

finer energy has c:olle~ed" in sufficient quantity at point 2 i if
transcends - that is to say, it ·unites· wiih the big stor&house of
energy we have inside us-..

And' s:e, when we

~

about our daily work,. we ea.11 upon, this,

s:torehouse of energy a.s we need1 it.
energ;r,

life is quite different.

If' our-- e:entres, are full. of'
Everything is dif'ferenit when1

the house is full.

W1f'

Now there is something we ar~missing, about the mecEitatioa. I:tr
want'- to get the full value from it we have t'o le;p-e' everything tO'

unload all our- worries· and problema, ont-o i tt, and: not.try ito deal with them ourselves.
It ig, like a kind of· agent, or·
it - we have b

better still, what was originally o:alled1 a. 'deputy s-teward'.

Let me-·

read you waat· was: originally said a.li-out thi!J'!:"In one Eastern teaching, man is, aompared i;o a house- in which
there is a multi:tua:-e of' servants but no master- and no steward•.
The servants- have all forgotten their duties; no one wants· vo

do what he ought; _everyone trieS" v~ be maEFf;er, i f only: :tttr a
momentr;

andJ,. in thiS' kind of d'isorder, the hous--e is threatenedl

with grave danger.

The-only clla:fme of' salvation ia f'or a group

of' the more sensib'le servan1;s t-o- meet' tegether and' ele<rt a

tenrorary steward,. that is,,. a deputy steward.
The deput:y ateward.
can then put the ot'her servrurts, in1 their- plac:es, and' make eao.h de
his own·work; the e•ok in the kitahen, the c-oachmaJt, in the stables~
the ga.rdenerinithe garden, and s-o on.
In:this way the 'house'
oan be get ready :for the arrivd of' the real steward: who wil11,,, im
his turn, prepare it for the arrival of the master"

(In Search of the Miraculous. p.60·)
If you try, you will find that the meditation can:~« just:
When a-l.l the different voices in us are a4.a.mouring·

l'?.
for a

answer - when they ~e all contradicting each other and we

cant de<cide what to
the mantra.

do,. we have,

o•ly t-o sit down and start repeating

If we do this, ~ooner or later we find we have got

into a different- place,, and: what we have to t?o has-· bec,0me quite clear.
This · is the d'eputy steward.

In time we find the steward hims-elf'~

and then we always- know what to do, in fact we, find

we,

have, already

This i~ one of the results of meditaiion, takeill over· a
longer period'.
But our real aim is, to f'ind the master, or in other
worda, t-o beenme ourselves.
And then there is no longer any question
done it.

what 'atco do.

The r-easnn I have mentioned thisc, when we were really talking-

about tDiadl:J·, iS? t'hat it helps· to explain the nature of: then two
triads e:onnee!ted' with the med.Jita-tion.

Not only when you are dloing

the med'it&tion, but also when you go about your work during the dl~,
YO!l ~on.t' have 'to

a

-~tng,- you leav~ it ~o the meditatic:n,...

In, our pres"8nt &ituation it is d'ifTicmlt to accept thi&,- na-turally;;

beoaxis-e we think we have,• erhoicre over·

wat w• dlti>.

And when we

begin to question this·, we iiend t·o go t'o the other- extreme, anciE
imagine we have,, iu,- clloic:e:- whatteY:er •.• B:ut when

W9'

begin t-o get a taste,

or what it means· t-e leave everyithing to the meditation - when

begin

we,

to :find it really works - the whole question of 'doing' takes- on a
d.i:f:ferent- meaning.

Fpn- it iw still ourselveH who are doing, e-ven if'

it c:ome& from the meditation.

It i&· a: much deepeJr part of ouraelves,

whicm knows· much more than we ever- supposed.

And aometimes,we

realis~ it e.8Uld be deeper still - s;cmetimeS' we rea.liae

our

al.lll

action&: 0:,0uld e:eme from beyond! USJ - f.rem1 aom&th.iDg"; t111ah

bigger.- than we are,~

is· ii:he

,that

great

And, yet it: would S"tilJ. DB' ounaelves... .

secret whieh llO'body.;unde~ds-..

~ha:t-

see pag e 19

I
Sa. hera, in the one oosmes, are, all six. triads.
in

a,

They

~

certain rela"tion t"o eacll other,, and each has. a. crerta:in parpoae

in· tJie eosmc,ir as a vllole.

I£ we e.ouldl apply this diiagram 1to man,
0

we a:hould3 know what it'· is:: we have 'to tlo.
But wha't'- can we actually cfoW

It is no't rea-1~ a• quenio:n. of:'

doing, it is a question ot-· not interfering,, of allowing tile ript
triad 'to work.
If' the meditation has- t'he right ef.feat,, ac.tion rill.
come from beyond' us9' emf it will not be oars ..lves wllo are• doing-.
And
· it ia-i the tile(l)ey of· triads: which ca:n- help us t:o· s•e -thiif., and: -tci
understa:nct hov eveity1tlling is subject 1to llaw..
I:t· oert&in things:: are tlo·
hap:pem,, , they can only ffme abou~ in e; certain

w.,- - 't''here are: no

ahori cmts,, n:e two wqa:: in wll.icll a, t'llinft can:i be done..
Take, t'lle question of: ditferen1:i levels,., f"cm- instance,.
wanit.

lif' we ·

energy- of· a. higlter lev&~ we know there is on~- one 1fatVi' f.w this

to happen,_ by t'he triad ] - 4 - 2.

Am wha't is: important: 1to rememb~
ia:: 1tllat this triad begins:· witll. t111.e passive f'.'orce.
We GaDDOt' rise to,

a higller level by lleing ao.flv.e - i1t ta noit. a 1th.ing· nquiring- ettorir,

ratller- 'the :reverse.

'.l'he 1'riad l! - 4l - 2· aotuall;y mamtf"actu-ea, enel!'§'

otr a· hiper-- ]evel,, lt7' separating fine ma:t~er :from coarse..

I~ ;,,ou

remeaber the, parable of' the tares:-, in the llw Teriamen-.t, when • •·
servanta: of the k011Seholder dism>vered: that tare&? had gro-tm: up· wi1.11.
the wheat,, thq asked' him' whether t-llq should· gather tllem up.
saicf "Nq;

Bu1t he

lest while ye gather up the tares,, ye roo11.: up also 'the wlaed:

Let both grow 'ti-ogether- until the harves-t; amt in tile- 1tille'
of' harveri I will S8t'Y to the reapel'S', Gather -y,.13 -together· fira1;;- the,

with the••·

tares, andl bind them in lbmd1'8s t-o 1:iurrr: them;

but gather t-he,:, wheat

into my- barn''.
This parable call' teach us a great deal about triads: - arui in .
particmlar· that there ill' a right time for -fi!h.e triad: I - 4 - 2,, tke' time:
~ · llarves,tt..

What is the t :ime of llarves-'t?

It il!l called the 'ed of

the wo:nldl' - 'tiut f'rom-1 omr point of view the harveri is the half~ ltour.
During the haltt· ltour we gather tlle wheat invo th.e barn,, ·during tila dqr

we plaiw the seed1•

And it' we fiDlf t-oward.s 'tihe end: o-t.· 'the

~

i-.hat,

tares are growing up wit:h th& wheat,. it is: no use 1my'ing t:o al t:mr
~hing.
We ha.ve 1to wait for the time ot.· llarwJtn 1to c:ome,. and 'then
the. medii. tat ion. rillL do it tror ,us.
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Dmdng th.e dq we are active - we use tile triad 8 - 5 - 7. We
make· effr-orta. off one kind or-another, at point 8, we meet reSoiatance
and encounter difficulties::., e.t point 5, and 1590d results- f'ollow a.
point 7.
In ~~th these -triad~;th~ neut;~l f-orce- is, 1 ~
ordeit,

i;

The triad I - 4 - 2 is
aonneo:ted with the renewal of energy, the triad 8 - 5 - 7 is
conne~ed with the expenditure of this energy in ereative work.
and in botll oases the result is good.1.

BAL.AlfC :Dfflli

9

neutral 7 ;·

2

OU'I'l!H~

neutral.

INBli2t

a-ctive,

Now the neutral force at point 2 is really' ex,nneote~ witk memo1'1)".
In tae triad I - 4 - 2 the neutral foroe is_· the bliss, which ame$
hell the memol'!y', or t'he tas1te of t'hillf: bliss plq-111
from mefttation.
a ve?!f3' importa.n-t role in the half hour..
Just ,as the memo1!y' of·
fo0d:, and particularly' the taste and smell of food release certad.n
enzymes which are necessary- for digestion, so tae t~_t e> of· blisa
during medttation releases certain higher substances whiok enabl•
the med!itation t ·o work.
Like a bee which is searehing for- honayr,
the mind' is looking-~ all the time~for · ~lie bl:i. ss,;;: and' if i 1:- f'inds,
I
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eve

a,

ve1!3' little, it will go naturally in that cUeeotion.

This·

'remembering of bliss,• - if you like to call it that - is 1me triad

5~- 2 - 4.

Point 5 iEl' the passive, force with whic-h the triad

begins, point 2 the memoey itself', and~ point 4 the ac.t ive and' sometimes:
very potent· energy with which it end.a.

The trouble ia that on its own this: triad is,very deceptive.

If' it

cromes naturally doing the half hour it is very ript and neoeasar;r,

becrome~ ctivorced.1 f'!iiorai the meMtation - tr:· it is not wi1thin
the crompass, oit the mantra - it is wnong..
Like vhe lriory about the.

but i t • it:

saint who used' 1to go into 'the forest, 1the 'tiendenay' throughout hiatoryhas been ~or the technique of mecMtation
this triad. remembered.

w

get :tforgot.t'e n and' only

By itsel~, the triad

Maharishi used 11-o call •moo&-making'.

5-

You try

vo

2 - 4'. is what the:
bld in mind:1

a,

certain state or mood, the taste of' whieh you mq remember :from past

experience, and this sometimes pr-oduces elation~ or· acrtive energy of
a high level.
Unfortunately this acriive energy is very unstable, and!
easil.y sets o-r~· the triad 4 - 7 - 5,. which burns up all our energy.
That is wh,y it ta~a-o often· f'ollowedl ~ depression.
'!'he, interesting thing is that the triad 5 - 2 - 4 is the:· onl.y waq
mal\Y people have of' teying to reach a higaer level.
They beliav•
in a:11 s:inc.eri11' 'tihat by trying 1to lh:>lcli in mind the iclea of God, thq
will becrome nearer t:o ltim.

But- i 1r is- not Ged:, it: is their own idea-

oft God) they are Bolding in mind'.
GodJ in their own image.

This· may- well lie

difficml ty with the meditation.

v-

In other woria, they are making·
some people h.ave

The7 have p t into the wq o~ uaing·

tllis triad,~ ancE it is d"i.1l'fioult :f":or 1mem to give it up. On& remenibers
hcinr tiie · Ifakarisld used -fte:,.put': sro muah ~hasis -on going rirad.ght:. imto itae
.

technique wi tilout: preparing, an attitude be:ffo~llandi.
sq f;

As he use~ 1to

there is no need 'to think about what the kingdom of h.eaven ia

like,, you just get on the train and go there, and· t-'hen y,.o u will know.
Now we said' 'that the neutral force at point 2 is connea:ted with

memory;

and in i;he same wq the neutral f'orce at point: 7 is· a-onneeted

with memory, l1u1t it is a dif'f erent:- kind of' memory-..

Point 2 is an·

instinc:tive kind. of memory - memory of' taste and smell, inner sensation& ·

In Cad,'
But point 7 ta, memory in personality- - it

and moods, and m~ other 'th.ingfl' dif'f'ic.ult to define in words:-.

it is-· memory in essence.

is memo1"J" about ourselves, about our relation with other people, abou'ft

our

life and: our aims an~ m~ other 1ihings of

taat ld.nd:..

Often tlle.,.

2.l..

two kinds of memory be<l'Ome separated from each ot-her - there developer
a kind: of screen between them, or what use~ 'to be called a 'buffen'.
And this produces a great m~ tensions in life - it produces
contradictory tendencies and o-onf'licrting desires..
You mq have
noticed that the meditation has resolved all this - or if' it has no-tdone so yet, sooner or later it rill.
What is it that actually-;
happens?
It is quite simple - if the c:ireulation through points

I - 4 - 2 - 8 - 5 - 7 begins to work, the higher substances we get
from the right hand circulation bec:ome merged' wi t'h t :h ose on th&le:ft hand' sid.'e, and the e.onflio;15 between essence and personali t,'
disappears:,.
For iit is through anta.ot with essena that we
e.xperienc:e that bliss· whicm belongs to the meditation, and iit is:
th.e same bliss: that liglltens our personali ttr during tae d.q•.
You mq kave realised by now that the most important circulation -

th.e one tJaat has t"o

ee

I - 4 - 2) - 8 - 5 - 7 •

ea:tablished - is the clireulation
If it were-: fully working in ua-,.. tla.e

other bi.ads.: wouldl fall int:o place, but- when t.97 are· on, them own:i
they aomet'imes· produce wrong results.
Possibly they only' appear
to produce wrong results on our scaletJ and: 1r.o our wq ot· tldnking;.,
but': on a larger soale tlley mq have a- dlif'terent meaning.,
Take,,, for instance, the triad 2 - 8 - I, the triad associated
with violence and destrue1;ion.
When the tares are separa-ted f'l'om
the wheat, they are 'gathered in bundles· to burn them'.
Tla.ey
cannot· be left lying arount, or the s:eedB' will spiting,.: up agaim
Ancl i:ryou look earefully you will see that
the following year.
the first triad, I - 4 - 2, leads naturally into this ene.. Illl o'tll.e~
words,, at point 2 there are two dif'feren't things nesulting from
the triad I - 4 - 2, there is, the wheat,, whicdl. cn,nt.inuea; into the
left hand' cdreulation 8 - 5 - 7 and plqs a creative part in ma.n•s:
evolution, and there are the 'ttares, whiu go through a prooesa'. of
1

destruction - the triad 2 - 8 - I.
There 1llU8t be sometaing at point 8 whica knows: the ditterence, which can distinguish tares from wheat.
Point 8 is· on a very higk
level - it is t1'la.t part of' us whieh discriminates: - which knows
immediately', without thought·, . w1lat is rigjlt- and' what is · Wl!O~• An.di
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the triad 2 - 8 - I, if' it. works- im the right way, oan eliminate
evil instantaneous~.
You may- remember the Erlor.r about Jesus- in
the temple - " •••• and Jesus- went up to Jeruaalem.
And :touncr in the
temple those that sold oxen and sheep and doves·, . and the ehangerir of'
money sitting:
And when he had made a seourge of small cords, he
drove them all out of the temple, and the sheep, and the oxens an~
poured· out the abangera' money; and overthrew the tables: and sate?
unto them that sold doves, Take these things- hence; mak~·not nur·
Father's house an house of' merchandise".
So the triad 2 - 8 - J;, i:f.' it works . on a· high enough level!, oan
destroy evil.
And perhaps we should 'think more deeply about its·
reall meaning..
What is: it that purges the temple within us!?
Is- it
when we are suddenly :8reed f'rom personal thoughta: and feelings: - wl:len1
something much bigger takes their place? -And what brings this· abou't'?
Now there is-· anoth4:lr· 'htiad. that begins wi"tb. the neutral force - the•
triad 7 - I - 8~
When this triad works, we are -lifted from the
personal self into the universal self - from ¼he level of point 7 to·
vhe level ot point 8.
And when this· happens, we are · aible t ·o see·
tru1rh - for this is the same triad as that o~ artistie inspiration,
fl\Y&tical experience, religious revela~ion, and many things o~ ~hat kind.
Bu.~ what does this triad depend on?
It depends on the energy
at point 7.
If' there is enough enel"gy at point 7, and it is the right
kind or· energy - the biis.B'which comes from meditation - then we shall
experience these glimpses· of truth more cften.
Little by little·, as
we oontinue with the meditation, union with the truth will becom& more·
permamm1r.
And: aooner or later it will remain with us alwa;ya~
whateve~· we 11.appen ~o be doing • .
JtAl,JJIUDRI'
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One of the main reasons for studying the law of three forces - perh~pB
the most important of all reasons - is to find out how the med.i ta.tion
works.

Not just the meditation itself - that is one thing - but the

whole method of which the med.i ta.tion is the leading part.

Some

or

us

believe that this method, which was given _. us with the meditation

in I960, and is basically different from the methods we had been trying
to carry out before, is ao:tually the Fourth Way described in our systemFor -although the idea of the Fourth Wa.y as describ,e d in our system mq
have beencorrec:t, the practical wa;y of carrying it out was missing.
How does· the meditation work?
Considered as a method it has two
sides• - one side is the te:clmique itself - the half hour whic-h we do

twice a da3 - a.nd the other side is the time in between• - the WBJ' we spend
our daily life.
The time in between is just as, important as the half

hour itself.
But how is it important?
Not, perhaps, quite, as
one thinks •••••
One of' the clearest waya of explaining how th.e method works is by
means of a simple analogy:" W-e dip a white cloth in a yellow dye and let it remain in the dye

to be e~loured for a few minutes.
Then we take it out and expose it
to the sun till the o·olour begins to fade.
W'e repeat the same
process, again putting the cloth into the sunll.:ight till the o·olour fades·.
Similarly, we meditate for about half an hour and follow this' by coming
out t o act in praott.aal life for a.bout ten hours, by whic·b. time we begin
to feel that we a.re out of the inf'luence of the morning meditation.
We
meditate again in the same wa3 and again- let the influen~ fade by coming
out into practieal life ••••• "
By- repeating this process da3 af'ter daJr, we are told that th& influence
of t he meditation - the special energy we derive from it - will become·
infused, little by little, into the ordinary levels of mind we us& during
the d~.

What is this special energy we derive f'rom the meditation?·

When the mantra transcends, as it should do during the course of the•
half hour, the ordinary levels of mind we use _4uring the day will become,
united., for a: few bri•f. ,m~me.nts, , with the deep ~revel of mind. at the ,ceentre
of our being.

When we eome baek to the ordinary level, we bring· s:ome
of t-he b.l~_s s, the ha.ppi:n.c;rss whtch belongs., t<> ·,aw· deep · level. bao:kr with us.
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That is how the proceas of infusion takes plaoe - that is what is
meant by dipping the <:doth in the dye.
But what happens during the da::,?:
Sooner or later the a.olour
fades,: - it is natural for it to do s-o.
And if we think we canJ keep
it longer we are mak:iner a. mistake.
F'o r the quality of ha.ppines-s which
comes' from the meditation is not dependent on outside events- - at least
not in the wa::, one supposes'.
'llle, only way of getting it back is to
return; to the mantra..
Like the perfume of roses - one cannot recapture it by thinking one has t ·o gp baek into · the rose garden.
The perfume is carried by
molecules- - each molecule carries a little store of perfume on the air.
In the same· wa::, the quality of happiness ia: oarried b;y'· the mantra - every,
time you repeat it, it brings a. little store of happiness to the mind.
:But there- is s-omething· else.
The activities of the da::, enable,
the

11a.ppi:aes-s · te_ · olrculate.

By doing creative work one

cironla.tes this energy throughout the mind and the fu)dy, and in time
it begins to crystallize in our various centres.
.,
h-,· this .
wq, t i ~ . happiness becomes fixed, little by little, and when it does
so it cannot disappear.
In time this process of fixing the dye
will be c:-omplete, and 1liMl ·h appiness will :~maill, ~i th u&. alwa::,s· - . it
will be,ceom~· part of our nature.
But tto certain ac-tivities help this process more than others, and
·,
is there any speeial wa;y we should carry them out?
It is here that
the knowledge of triads can help us - in fact, everything we have said
so far is intimately c.-onnee.-ted with different triads, although they
have not been mentioned.

Dipping the e,loth in the dyec-, for

instance, is the - triad 2I3, the triad of the meditation;
putting the
cloth in the sun is the-triad I23, the triad of creative work.
But the
objee.-t of" putting the cloth out in the sun is to fix it.
This fixing
of the dye· is the triad 32I - it is by this prooess that the dye bee-omes
united w-i th the eloth.
( s ee d~agra:m pag e 26 )
Now it _is- . ;n:terest.i?,tg_that the' >,triads I23 and 2I3 both have the
active a.md passive.} f oroes next each other.
When. we are doing the, l

•

meditation - and when it is going as it should - nothing e-omes between
us and the mantra - nothing comes betwe-en the, 2 and the I.
But th&
same thing also applies to creative work.
When it is going as it
should, nothing o.-omes between us and what we are doing - . nothing c:omesbetw~en the., I and the 2. --- ' · - This ,is' one of the ef:feets of the meditation. )

and it is very characteristic Gf work which is truly- creative.

Whether

it is painting a pi~~ure, or pll\Y'ing the piano, or working on the
drawing board, we are e.omplete1y 'with it'.

At the same time, we

get that :feelitlg that the one, who is doing it is beyond us - directing
the whole thing from .a1>ove,~us
- and. this- does awl\Y' completely- with
.
the- usual sense of 'I am the one who did it•.
Only" an oc-:easional experienee. perhaps.
But it points the Wl\Y' to
right ac~ion.
And as we learn also from the struo~ure of these two
triads, when it happens- it brings that inner happiness whicrh we assoaia.te
-:--

-----.,, ...

with. tae neutral foro·e ( 3) at the end.
When there is enough of this
happiness it leads naturally into the other triad 321 which brings about
the fixing of the dye.
But it is precisely- at this point that we tend to make a mistake.

We think we 1lave to

,m

t-o act in this wa;r - we forget very quie-kly that

it is an effee:-t of the :half hour's meditation.

Attempts, to tr;r and be

aware of ourselves in action - to hold one's attention on oneself and
what one is doing simultaneously - arec not good •

good - why a.re they wrong?

tfb,y a.re they- not

Simply bec:ause they put something between

the I and the' 2, and in so doing prevent the energy from the· meditation
from ciraulating.
If awareness eomes naturally-, that is, different.
But not ,t rying· ~- trying to be aware, of oneself is a. different triad - the
triad 231.
Likec the triad I32, something o:omea- be-tween ••• •
So we use the triad "2.13 during the half hour, and the triad 123
during the da;r - the one follows naturally from the other.
That is
the most important thing to remember, and the rest will look a:f'ter itself.
If we can find the place of happiness within us du.ring the half hour, the
same happiness will colour all our actions during the day. ~-._ For those who like to see things diagrammatically, there is a. Wl\Y'
of' putting these two triads in the enneagram.

You will see that they-

e--ame in the inner oiroulation - the triad 213 on the right hand side,
and' the triad I23 on the left.

These two sides of the inner

circulation are <t'Omplementar;r to each other.

The one on the rigat is

ba.sieally pa.asive - it is the way in which ene--rgy is renewed.
The- one
on the le:ft is ba.s.ically a,0$iVe - it is the wq in whieh energy is spent.
The two processes c-ome together at the point of interseetion under the
apex of the triangle.

This point may perhaps: be where the switcrh over

oooursc.
There is a great deal to be discovered about these two ciroulatioas,

and we cannot take them too logically, for obviously energy is

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- -

-~

-----

-

" 'T
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3

3

circulating through. both sides a.11 the time, and the, switah over must be

more a matter of emphasis.

When we do the meditation our centre of

gravity is more on the right hand side, for the triad 2I3 is the, wa;r in
whic:~e-:en~gy is- prod:uc:ed.

But

-thii! ~

-must be passing across

to the left hand side all the time, and filling our various centres.
During the da;r our C'0ntre of gravity is more on the left hand side, for
the triad I23 is the triad of ereative action, and this triad must use up
the energy produced on thee right hand side. -'~B~t the-re m.~ well 1- .c.•- moments during the day when the centre of gravity switches over to th•
right - moments when we are quiet, perhaps, and able to look inwards.
It is charact eristic of t hese moments that we become aware of t he mantra -

s:ometimeS' it forces itself upon our a t tention.
And when it does so it
usually goes very d.eep.
But these two sides of the inner cdrcmlatton have a. 1t1Ue-.h wider me-a.ning;,
for t-h8' s-am8' 'bilateral symmetry' oo:curs in many aspeoh of organic- life,

particularly in sleeping· and waking, a.etion and rest, summer and winter,
even in breathing.

In fact, the whole subject, which is· ot e:o urse

related als-0 to manJ's two cerebral hemisphere&, is full of' new possibilities
for research.

soientista!

The fact is, no-one yet knows, the answer - not even the
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J

Last "ttime we were discussing attention, and we said, if you

remember, tha.t when our work is going a.s it s-hould, noithi?llr: C'Omes
between us= and what we are <toing.
Now if" you e'Ome t:o think about

it,. you will f'ind there are three elements in everything we d:o - there
is, action, there- is 1lhough1l or attent-ion, a.nd there, ia, memory or emot-ion.

Let us- look at the diagram and you will see, what I mean:-

9
1thoug)-t or

attention

memory
,
or- emot-ion) 7i

2

or

memor;y:,- or

emotion
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'l',a king first of' all the triad I eromethi~ creative, like·· planning:

s;

4 - 2.

Suppose? one is: doing

The whole

building, for instanc&-.

t-hing requires thought" and attention from -the start,, for- one has t:o get
the pireblem1 in mindi - thi~ ia at point- I.

Then point- 4 i~ ihe activ•

prooeS"S' of' trying out different- solutions, - a process; or- sele:c;f;ing;· and.
discarding, fY6 separa.1;ing fine matter from coarse.

eventually e-ome t-0 a decisd.on, at point- 2,
solution and! no ovher?

But- how d.oeB ene

a,- dec:i~on.,

-t-cr adopt: one·

Is, it- not- possible one remembers?

In 'arrr

ease, one has, a definite emotional :reeling:: about- - a feeling · whiu is
usua;llyr called 'inspiration'.
the, triad

This is- t-hEt t-hird:

ell"

neutral force,

m

- and t-he, inspiration cmrrieet aeross t-o point 8 where> i 1t

bee-omes translated int-o action.
And nolf° it is, a· ma--tter of drawing,· i-t; out.

Here action comea, before>

thougl,.t - although of c:ourse one has to give all one's attention t-o the
drawing board, and somehow the . intex,,-.st

of the subject holds, one te it.

But the ma.in thing,: is t:o g&t it down on paper~ and in _doiDg" so one :f"eels
resia-ta.BCe at poin-t 5, for the, process- is sometimes tedious, and slow ,- the,

pas:siv..e :r-orc.e at point' 5, ia, on a, lffllch lower level than the active f:orcn
at point- 8.
And t1han, t :here is-: the end_produ.Clt, t-he· final deaign-,
at poin-t 7 - doea, -the d8si.gJI1 c:oinaide wit-h what one realJ.ir lioped' f'or,

at point 2?

Usually· ne-tt quite.

Ia- one's, memory of-· it' the same?

And' so one goea- bade a-long· the lin& 7 - - I and! reQJlSid'el"lt it: ••••

Now I think you will agree that when we are doing · something; creative,
like -that,. nothing,; eomes between use and what we are doing'..

And al tho•

we are vecy muc::h abs:orbed in the subjeot, we are c.-ertainly, not id'ent-if'ied.,
Identification comes about in a different way - usually from the-

tria.cf 4 - 7 - 5;.

This triad begins with actioni, at point 4, and instead

of attention, memory comes next, at point

7.

This means (ftrite simply

that there is no need to think about what we are,,doing, or
to it', f' or memory carries us along..
mec-hanieal actions.

pq

attentciom

This· triad is the ba.s-ii:r o-£ all.

It has a very eharacterietio:, feeling· abouit it' -

feeling of being easy, of. things going: along,· on theb own.

Tb.is., i&

fine for certa-d.n aotivi ties - drivd.ng a ear,; for instance, because our
attention is f'~.e e to look around, aud s:t:op wol'l'Y'ing:- about the gears·.

But for things which really require a.'ttention it is-- not n

g-ood;

and

if 1thisc actiV,i:tiy takes- up most of our rua,y iti becomes very t-iring· and:

usually ends in identification.

And unlike t'he first twe triads

it 'tend$ 't-o destroy memory rather than create it.

a;
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Much oft our lif'e is, ~ctually spent in this wa;r.

And vha:-t is,

perhaps~why certain sehools believe in making things diff:icult :£or us

as- if" we hadnt enough diffieulties, in li:fe as it is?
But purposely-,
making things difficult has eerta.in disadvantages, - it OTeates an
artificial situation whic-h is quite contrary t:o the· wq the meditation
works.

Nature, of "urse, has her own wrq 4>f getting the energy back.

She

uses_, another· triad, the triad) conne~ed; with dreams: an.di imagination.
If you are tired· andJ exhausted, and your thoughts, begin to wander, as

they inevitably will, sooner or later y;ou will nmembe:r- something-· ~u
really enjoy doing, and the en.erg will flow back again.
triad

5 - 2 - 4.

Thie is, t-he

It starts, with t!h.ought, at point 5, and is followed

by memo:ey- or emotion at point , 2, and finall;y,• active energy at point- 4.
You remember your beloved - ller picture comes into your mind - and soyeu
go ott and :trind her, and your tiredness is a:J,l forgott-en-.

The active energy with whieh this triad ends is very unstable and
of-ten emi ta-ble - and so it leads baok before long -fio the other- ertreme the first triad, tlle triad 4 - 7 -

5:.

In. irhis:

lrag'

'the pendulum

swings t ·o and :fro, from exc:i tement- t-o eepression, and' back again t-o

T.ha.t is how much of our 1 ife goes b;y . ..... .
The way out of all this-· is the medJi ta'tion.
And: incidetnally
it is, exacdly what is meant in the Lord's pra;yer by the words 'deliver.
us: from evil•, a-, literal trans-lation of which is 'reseue us from povertyl ,,
exci 1tement.

Taj.a is,

t-he point from which the medi ta:Uon ~arts;.

If we'

start the meditation from here, the mantra will brlng, us, new energy higher- impreasions, hig,}l~ 'feod'' .

A.net ften something will

open out:: in us, and our negative emotions - ·our debts, - will be dissolved.

Bu~ that belongs to the first triad, the triad I - 4 - 2, and:·
s:0metime we might diacn.ss it further.

At the moment there r.emd.n two-.

fur.ther triads--, 'lmth of whieh are intimately concxerned· with the subject
of negative emotions,, for they berth begin wit-h the third: :frorce, - wivh

emotion itself, or with memo17.

The trirst of'. these two iw theo triad 2 - 8 - I, the other- ia· the triad

1 - I - 8.,
In t:he firll't, emotion is, followed immediately- by a.otien,
at point- 8, in the other--,, emoflon is f"ollowedl by t-hought- or· attention,
a~ poin~ I.
at ~

Emo~ion followed by ariion is a dangerous eomaination

, t-tme - muo-.h. better to sleep on it i:f possible.

lrut when the

emotion has· built up aver ·a long,· period it 1:iecome-s explosive; and t-heni
a chance ~emark or a sm~ll event will fire it off.
Afterwards we are

I
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exhausted, but at: leaat t-he pent:--up f'eeling~ have gene, and perhaps
that'. iS? what it was:- all about.

It all depends, on the kind of energy we e-olle~ at poini; 2- and:
the one important thing to realiere is that we have no e.ontrol what:se-ev.e!E'
over

~

emotions-.

But 1:hat iB' where t -h e medl'tation help& s-o mu.eh,.

for if the triad: I - 4 - 2 works-· a.s· it should during med'itation, t-he
emotional energy whic-h eQlleets at point 2 will be positive.
us, eur- debts:·, as we forgive our debtors"

-

1

"Forgive

f'ol"give• is, a diffieul t

won! - the Greek wori means- 'dissolve,', or- 'd'iseharge·'.

Bu1t what is

Sure,ljv all 'those·· long:: habits: of negatiire· t-hought

meant by 'debts:'?.

and; at'ti tude, - which have grown up over the yearsi - even perhaps, _f'rom

one lifetime, t-o the nert.

And t-he·, only thing whieh can dis.solve, these

are· t-he> very- higll level.a of' energy

we,

You,

ge't :from the medi.tation.,

may hav..e notio:ed t-hat when t:he meditation really works as- i"t should) i-t

is quite impossible t-o aarbour-

a?zy"

negative though.its: or f"eelbags; towards

aeyone or anything.
But what is the difference between-, t-his triad and the triad 7 - I - 8?

In the triad 2 - 8 - I emot:ion is f"ollowed immediately by action, bn~
in the triad

7 - I - 8 emotion is followed by thought or attention and

action eomeB last..

Suppose· one has, a· genuine , and a very- strong:

desi.reP t-o help someone.
If' one goes straight ahead and does, somet-hing;
the ehan09s are> it'· will make-- matters· wors-e.
How often· this, happens we t-hink we omi help and we make- matters: worse?

how · difficult it is·.

For we do not realise

In order to help someone three things· are

nee:&ssa.ry, and t-hey have to be- in t-he right: order.

First, there has

to lie vhe rig~t emotion, the right treeling about it;

then t:he-r.e has· to be

knowledge, - quite, a lot:: of: knowledge, onth a.bout- helping, people in
general, and a.bout this: particular person and what ithey needlf,
one ha;s t:o take• 1the· right action-,. regSd.1eB'B of onesel:r-.

and th.eDJ

Not- so easyr,

but s-ometimes; it: works •

The triadi 7 - I - 8 alse, relates "Ito certain kinds: of· art'istie
inspiration or re-v:elation,. when• a person s-ees, truth, or when1

an,

artisrft

or a cromposer sees-, -the whole o:omposi tion be:forehand!, in a :fi'laslb of
insight-..

Such moments always, seem to crome from 1;,eyond: one, as, indeed

they d!o.

Possibly this is what happen&" when the mantra, transcends.

*

*

*

*

*

*

You will probably have realised by now why it is we .are -toldl in this:

sys:tem that 'mam o:annot' do' •

whi~h of these

au

The possibi 1 i ty off choosing

triads is the right- one in a given ~ireumstanae
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and deliiberately oarr;ying it out- is remote, to
e:ourse we oanmit' do th.~t.

'iiia-:f

the, lea.at.

Of·

But if': we do the meditation in: t-he,

morning,, and then ge,t up and g-f!i stra.i.gkt into our dq, we shall 'ffind:
t-hat ever:, now and then we O'ha.ng& over from one, kind of ac--tiiri.ty· to
At such moments we may ge--t glimpses, of" wha1. they are·.

another.

Look for the ciif'ferenaes between a.-ctivi t-ie-s· - a.t f'"irst l'ook for

differeno_es wit-hout w-om!'jTing: about details - the different- ta:s:te, o'E
a.oti'v:it1ies which are:• taken to be, the, same, a.criivities- whic-h masquerade

as one 1thingc and.1 are really· just the, oppos-i te,.

And t-hen t-hink- about

activd.tieS' which begin• with t-he s-anur forc-e - two- begin. wit-h action, twe
begin with t-hought., and' twe b-egin with emo1tion.

Sooner or later their

meaning· will s-ink int-o a deeper pla.c-e in one - int-o a deepft' part o~
the ntindJ.

And then a- new door will' open, and' one- will begin 1:-o

understand •• ••.

9
1thought: or
attent-ton

memory

.

2

or- emo1tion) Tt

or

memorr or
emot-ion

I
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'l'he universal nature of things is bliss.

The whole purpose of

existence is to become united with this universal nature.

They say

we are united 1-rith it when we die, and some believe we bring it back
,d th us when 1-re are born, but somehow as 1•re go through life we miss

Why do He miss it?

it•

Simply because we have no way of finding it.

The meditation is · a way of' drawing the attention towards this universal
nature.

If we are passive and relaxed, and if He repeat the mantra

innocently, it will lead us to it.

By a oing this twice a ·.day, we get

back little by little to what was missed, and so we begin to

realise the

purpose of existence - we begin to understand what life is for.

That is

the real purpose of meditation.
The universal nature of things is beyond. words.
it with the mind, knowledge is necessary.

But in order to grasp

That is 1-rhat the knowled.ge

of the system is for - to express it in terms which the mind can accept.
According to the system, the nature of the universe can be red.uced in its
simplest form to three elements, an active force, a passive force, and a
third or neutral force.

These three forces correspond to the Christian

Trinity - the Father, the Son and the Holy Spiri~.

The Father is the

active force, the Son is the passive force, and the Holy· Spirit is the third
force.

In the gospels you will find that all action - all 'doing' - is

referred to the Father.

Christ makes this clear again and again,

particularly in St John's Gospel.

I speak not of rrzy-self:
1-, orks."

11

•••

the words that I speak unto you

but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the

'I'he Father is above all - his will is the highest of the three

forces (at point 8) - and it is he who sends his Son into the world to
suffel"' - not to suf'fel" in the sense most people take it, for Christ is
above aufferine-

but to s1.1ffer the will of the Father· to bocome manifest

in: him.

This is at point

5,

on the level of ordinary life.

And out of points

13 and 5 comes the third foBce at point 7 - the Holy Ghost, the Comforter,
which io what people receive who are able to transcend sufferine- - to
convert negative emotions into positive.

But on the right hand side is

a different process - the process by Hhich the Son returns to the Father.
And this process starts with the passive force, at point I.

The active

force comes second, at point 4, and out of the crombination of pa3sive and
active comes the third. force at point 2.

It is this combination we use

34.
during meditation, and eventually the three forces

come together as one.
There are many references to this process in the Gospels.
It includes
within it the whole idea o:f regeneration, of renewal, 0£ the separation
of fine matter from coarse, and it is· symbolised ia the idea of Christ's

death and resurrection.

"Except a c·o rn of wheat fall into the ground

and die, it abideth alone;

but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit".
He says ~I came forth from
Later, Christ speaks of· both processes.
again, I leave the world, and
the Father, and am c.'C>me into the world;
And as you see from the diagram, both processes
go to the Father."
end in the third force.

" ~. ~. the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost,

whom the Father- will send in nzy- name, he shall tea;ch you all things, and
bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unt-o you."

9

pass·ive

active

2

neutral

neutral
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This is- al1ll. on a very lttgh level, and d1if'f"i.eul t to: understand.
As Mr Ouspensk;.y used' to s-a;r, it is:· on]J possible to understand St J'Jolm's

Gospel if" y;ou happen t-o be. _in a- very liigh emotional s~ate· when, you

a.re reading · itc.
system aan

oe

But the three ferce13 as they are described in the;

applied on an_y lev9'l, and they are particularly valuable

as a guide to man!s ac.tivitie&'.

In this sens.e the left hand side

refers to man's creative werk in the world, the right hand side refers
to his inner work, his being.

In order that man's outer work o-.am h
creative, his inner work must prod.uo:e the necessary energy.
Tb.e triad
on the right hand side manufactures creative energy,. the triad on the
left hand side uses this energy for creation.
What is it that is
created?
That whiu is created is memory.
It aq not be entirely obviou&, but on the sc:ale of all mankind
there are aerta.in people who are able to create memory - memory of tae
universal nature of t-hings·.
Tllat is true above all else of the life
of'' Christ.
Hie- work has created memory in the hearts, of:' millions., of
p8'0ple, oveit two thous_:a.nd .:rears·. But the same is:' tru.e- to a lesser degree,
of.' all great artists,, ~mposers, poets, nt1stioal Wl!'iters· and :religioUB
19'8.ders.
The erten~ to whiah their work areates, memory depends: on the
level of· energy which inspired it.
· And the key · to.: a1.l this l:ies, in:; iih.ein.t·e rplatr between- t'hese two triads.
You will have realised by now that it is the order of force~ in the ·
the triad which determines the kind of' activity.
In the left hand triad
the passive f'oro-e :f'ollows the active :force, and the neutral :forc:e, comes;
last..,
Action, whatever it may be, is f'oll'owed b;y, r-e-siS"tance which has
tOl be overcome·, and then good results will follow.
If the resi.S"tanc:e
is· not there, in the secrond place, the aotivi ty is of. quite a· d!ifi-erent
order.
We know t-hisJ in our everyday work - scome kinds · ot· ·worlc require
c:ontinuous appl!ioa;tion and effort, and the result- is· usually rewarding.
Other kinds., gr, along: meehanicallr, - sometimes: they are sueces:ful, sometimes:
not.
lfut they have quite a diff.:erent quality 1 - they are usually· mu.eh
more ti.r.ing~and' end:' in boredom.
And what is, more important-,, they do
not oreate memory,. they destro;r it.
The fa.et of ' t-he matter is that creative work requires- creative energy,
and this comeB" from the right hand' side...
If the right energy is produced:
on the right hand side, it will pass· across to point 8, and man's higher
centres will be aroused.
When this happens, everything is different: even when their presenee is felt only in the background.
But- how is
0

this energy proa.'Ucect?

important.

Once again, ~he order of rorces is very

T'.ne right hand side be~ins with the passive force - tha:t

is· of course essential.

But the active force follows immediately a.f"ter,.

which is one of the most important things about this method of meditation~

People will tell you they prac1ise meditation, but they get on· much better
without repeating· a mantra.
But the whole point is that they are· using
a different triad,: the one in whic-h the neutral force c-omes second, instead
of the active :force.
It may s-eem, i;o
This · triad leads to imagination.
lead to the kingdom of heaven, but it is not the real kingdom of. heaven,.
• -l.
only one's- own idea of' what l."
is like.
The d.ifference between these
two triads is beautifully expressed in Christ's words to the woman o~
Sa.maria - "Whosoever drin.'lceth of this water shall thirst ~a.in: but
whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst;
but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water
s:pringing · up into everlasting li:fe."
When the meditation is going as it- should, nothing c-omes between us.and the mantra.

between the two

When it is not going so well, something has crept in
either our own idea of' the

way to do i-t,

or the desire

In the same we:,,

to get somewhere, or some aim we are holding in mir,..d..

when our work during the day is going as it should, nothiri...g- c:omes betwee!r'

us- and' what we are· doing.

:But.when it is· not going so well, something

of our· own has· got in bett-reen, end so ,.,,e begin to hesitate, to· lose
c:onfidence in whai; ,,,e are d:oing, to work wi -thout C'Onvie:tion •.

It is·

all a question of the wey in which the attention circ.ulatea between these

two triads· - between these two sid.es· o:f the diagram.
But if" you read St John's Gospel ,d.th these t-hree f'orces in mind,
you will discover a great deal more.

9!
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Last time we were saying that the universal nature of things
and that the tvhole purpose of existence is to become

is bliss;

united with this universal nature.

The first step in this

direction is to get on the road and go there - that is better than
thinking· about it.

But in case one needs some framework-, the,

Lord s Prayer is a wond.erf:u.l help, especially· when it is· put in·
I

the diagram.

If you look at the diagram yuu will see· that there are two, sides

to the Lord' a· Prayer - there i's· the Kingd.om of the Father, whio-h is
what we mean byr the universal nature of- things·, on the left hand.
side, and there is· us, humanity, . on the rieht.

How do these two

Obviously, through the inner circulation.

sides become united.?'

Our Father
in the heavens

9
hallowed

and bring us not into conflict,
I but rescue· us from poverty

tby· namg

t by kingdom·

come

thine is
the kingd.om and
the power and

71

2

as we discharge• the
debts· of' others·

the gloryamen

and. dissolve

thy will1

our deb'.ts:

be done-

5

as in heaven
so on earth

give us today our
higher 'bread'
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The righ·t hand side of' the diagram refers to the half" hour, the
left hand side to our work during · the d·a y.

When we do the half hour

we start, at point I, fr.om where we are - the less- we actually prepare
for the med.itation beforehand the better, for in this way we avoid
1

temptation' , which means, literally, trial or inner c:onflic-t.

We ask,

simply, to be rescued. from poverty - that is a litera-1 translation of

'a eliver

us from evil' •

at. point

4 - the mind is drawn· towards it, we simply let it go.

'r:hen our attent-ion is drawn toward the mantra,
If the

mind goes deep enough the mantra. will bring· us new energy - higher
impressions, or 'daily bread' •.

This new energy has a: special quality

a sense of awareness, or bliss, which we experience in the rr~hm of the
-mantra.

This energy has· the power to dispel suffering - that is what

'forgive us our trespasses--' really, means - it means· 'dis-solve our negative

emotions'.

And you see- why this c-omes before the next sentenC'8 at point2

::tbout discharging·thc debts of other people - one cannot help other people
unless· one is free from negative emotions· oneself.

You ma.y have notic.edi

that after a good half hour it is quite impossible to f"eel anger or
irritation with anyone, whatever they do or say.
If the meditation goes as it should, points I, 4 and: 2 eventually- come·

together as one - that is to say, the person who is meditating, the mantra,
and the bliss which comes from meditation.
_ and

And then the mantra transcends

in that. moment,. whether we lmow it or not, we are united with the

universal nature of things.
When we get up from the half hour and go off into our day, this new
energy will go with us - the very subtle energy from the half hour will be
mixed with the gross energy of daily lif'e.

This will have the effect of

changing the quality of things - they will have a kind of signature whic-h
we never noticed before, as if the name of the Father, the one who created
us, was.written on everything we see.

Perhapa it is something ,-, e

notice in the eyes of a· friend, or the shape of· a leaf, or the blueness
of the sky.

Somet-imes we notice it, sometimes not.

But this is the

force which lies beh:in.d everything that happens in the world - the active
force which th0 Father transmits in the creation of the universe.
The Father himself - the Absolute - is· above the level of a.otion.
That is why he is· at the apex of the triangle, which is really,> the
point of intersection between the two circulations - the point where

they meet.

Action begins at point 8, whic-h c-orresponds to
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the 'Demiurgos 1 of Greek philosophy - the agent of the Creator, who
builds· the universe to his d.esign.

You will remember

that the order

of the three forces · is different on this sid.e of the diagram - the·
active force comes first, the passive force comes second, and the

neutral force comes last.

This is the triad of creation - the same

triad· a.s the Ray of Creation in our system.

Like a great peal of

bells· coming do1-m from heaven, creation manifests on every possible
level and scale, from the creation of the galaxies to that of a tiny·
flower in the fields a.round us.

It is all the same triad - the same

order of forces.
'Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth'

makes this possible?
influences

what is it that

One remembers the idea of planetary

the idea that mankind on the earth's surfac:e is affec.t ed

in d.ifferent ways by· the movements of the planets, and that the result
of' their influence depends on the level' of' maw's being at the time-.
When msn's· being· is on a low level, planetary influenc~s produce wars

and revolutions;

when it is· on a high level, they produce ·c-ivilised

periods- it all depends· on the nature of the passive force at point

5.

For it. is this, the level of man's being-, which ena;blea the k .ingdom·

of"

the Father to ·manifest at point

7.

And so we return onc-e again to point I, t ·o a: further period of"
med.itation.

And this· time, perhaps, ou.~ poverty is forgotten - we are

f 'i l.lied with the kingd.om, and the power and. the glory.
mea;i tat ion goes as it should.•

And the

36d. ·

Our Father
in the heavens-

9
ha:llowed
tby·name

and bring ua not into conf'lict,
I but rescue us £rom poverty

thy kingdom·
come
71

thine is
the kingd.om and
the power and
the gloryamen

2

as we discharge- the
debts· of' o-thers·

and. dissolve

thy will1

our debts:

be done-

5

as in heaven
so on earth

give us today our
higher 'bread'

THE CIH.CULA11 ION 01<1 I MPRES:.H ONS.

There is a method of using the enneagra.m to explain the way
in which impressions circulate.

Unlike the 'impressions octave'

in the food table, this method shm•rs, theoretically, all possible
circulations of impressions, and so the general approach is
rather different.
When

Re

speak of the 'circulation of impressions' we mean of

course the circulation of energy derived from impressions.

1

I'his

ener5"Y ;_s on the level of bydrogena 48, 24, I2 and above.

h1hen

impressions ent er, they are converted into nerve impulses which

circulate through the nervous system and the brain, and have a
profound influence on virtually all the functions of the mind and
body.

Like the food we eat and the air we breathe, impressions are

essen~ial for life, and if the source is cut off for an instant,
we die.

So the wa;r in which they circulate is most important, for

if certain parts of the body or the mind are etarved of impressions
they will never function proper~y.
We take the enneagram to refer to man as a cosmos, but with
particular reference to his nervous energy ?.lld his psychology.

'the

triangle refers to man's nervous systems and brain - the spinal or
somatic system on the right, the autonomic or sympathetic system on
the left, and the centres in the brain which control these two systems
a.long the base of the triangle.

The points along each side of the

triangle a.re nerve centres or 'accumulators' of energy, and the inner
lines which intersect them represent the circulation of nervous energy
t rom one pa.rt to another.
(see tlia.f,Tam overleaf)
In general terms, theref ore, the right hand side of the di8.t:,'Tam
(points I,2 and 4) refers to t he body', the left hand side (points

5,7 and 8) refers to the mind, and circulating through them both
is the energy derived from impressions.

"When this energy circulates

in the body it brings life, ai1d when it circulates in the mind it
brings consciousness.

But the circulation does not work as well as

it could, and parts of it may have got blocked, or never get used.

So the purpose of the diagram is to discover this, and to find out
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what could be possible for mall, if the circulation was working
properly.

~
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The points round the circle are the di:fferent principles ffll.ioh
exist in man - principles which extend thro:1Shout . the whole body,
yet ee,ch of them has a centre of' gravity in a particular part of him.
.

.

.

l

•

Point I is the physical principle.

'

Anc:l as- in this context we are

concerned with nervous energy we ta..1<:e this point to re:t'er i;o the nerve
endings throughout the pbysival body and the five senses - the total
source from ,·rhich impressions are received.

Point 2 is the vital,

or life princi~le - that energy, as yet little und erstood by science,
which keeps a pbysic.'.?,l body alive, and seems in some we.y to be
connected with its breathing.

-Point 4 is the mind, or intelligence

which controls the livin.s bocly - the instinctive mind, or t he mind

of' nature, the !l,ctivities of which a.re largely beyond our reach.

Point 5

on the other hand is the ordinary mind or intellect -with -which we are

familiar - the part of us that does all our thinking a..~d planning .
:Point T is a much deaper part of us - the emotional mind.

It is this
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whioh decides, and translates into action the information it

receives from impressions. It works much raster than the ordinary
mind, and U$eS a.. higher kind of :fuel.
But point 8, which we have
called the higher oentres, works even faster still.
We take point I (physical bod.y) · to represent the point of entry
of impressions - impressions \.rhich flow from all the nerve endings
of the body, including the five senses, and are knm-m to us in the

These impressions, ,·,hen they enter the

food table a.s • oxygen 48' •

body, are converted into nerve impulses and channelled up the spinal
cord, and eventually reach th~ central headquarters of the instinctive
mind s.t point 4.

lt is here that they are sort.ed, i.e. split by--

the action of carbon I2 at point 4 and the finer energy extracted
This finer energy, which is on the level of nitrogen
-from them.
can go in two directions.
It oa."l go to point 2, where it has a

24,

vitalising effect on the whole body, and can start a new circulation
through point a I-4-2--8-5-7, with maxzy- important implioa.tions, or it

T,

can go ·to point

where it produces certain reactions in the

emotional mind.
The latter is of course more familiar to us, the former we lmow
very little about in the ordinary- way.
But even 1n the latter case
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there is very little we ca.n

because the emotional mind at point 7

The decision to take some course of action ha.s been

works too fast.

made, and the a:o·tion may even have been taken before we lmow about it.
It is oaly when the oiroulation reaches point 5 (ordinary mind) and
the triad 4-7-5 has been oompleted, that we reali~e what We have done.
It is at this point that the mind is filled ~th thoughts, and often
we try to justify our actions~ f or we do not realise thc.~t those actions

a.re beyond our control.

One is reminded of the Russian fairy tale -

"if you tuni to the le:ft you lose your horse, if' ;rou turn to the right

you lose yoursel.f ••••• 11
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Now if we draw the diagram again, and put the hydrogen numbers

against oaoh point, Hith the names of_ the three forces, •carbon',
'oxygen' and 'nitrogen', we begin to discover something very interesting.
But how do we :put the cydrogen numbers and the forces - how can we
tell which is lffiioh?
_Point I we have s aid is o::xy$en 48, and point
4 is carbon I2.

\.fe have said, too, that n.it?'ogen 24 can go either

to point 2 or point

7, so -there are only two

points left, point

5 anct point 8.

How point 8 (higher centres) must obviously work

with hy<lrogen I2 or higher, m1d •~e know the ordinary mind at point

5 \O:)rks with hyclrogen 48.
Clearly if He take the left hand sicle
of the diagram as a triad, poin·t 8 will be cn.rbon in relation to
So we arrive n;:i,tm~f'tlly· at
point 5 oxy[;en a.."ld point 7 nitrogen.
~1 arr ?ngement in which nitrogen 24 is in the middle place on each
sia.e of the diagram, with o;cy-gen on one side of it and carbon on the

other.

Aooord.ine to the nature of the points ther::1s elv,ari, ox;n~en

and carbon n.rrange themselves in a dif'f"~rent order on the right than

they are on the left:-

~
12

8

But the point that is so interesti.ng is that with this a.rra.ngement
of forees it is possible to see wha.t tria.ds are involved. The first
ciroula:tion, f'or instance - the combination I-4-2 - is t:he triad

o...a-w,

.and the see-ond circulation we mentioned, the combination

4-7-5, is the tria.d

C-J'.f-O.

'rhe triad 0-G-N is an asce..1.ding triad

the one in the food table - but the tria.d C-N-0 is a desce:nd.i:ng triad•
the one which is connected ~rith the combustion of fuel.. or the burning
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The process ends, as we h.a.ve said, with
The activities of the ordinary mind
point 5, the ordinary mind.
are so to speak the end product of the combustion process - a kind
of residue resultiag from ~enta.l process.n;, not unlike the carbon
dioxide which results i'X'om the combustion of carbob_vdrates in the
body cells.
And just as co2 , which is useless to the body', is of
groat value in a different field, the respiration of plants, so too
the aotiv:1.-ties of the ordinary mind have their uses. They are in
i'act essential - essential for the creation of desires; and 1-11 thout
desires, no efforts would ever be made.
'By means of the mental.
images, the pictures and imagined conversations, the ceaselessly,
burning up of energy.

turning thoughte,. the'logioal'decisions which go on within the

ord.inar,y mind, desires are produced on the right hand side of the
di~"'Tal!l at point 2, and these lead to the renewal of carbon a~

point 4.
This,
a. process
which the
press a.nd

then~ is the combination 5-2-4, the triad 0-N-C.

It is
t-rhioh is going on continuously in ordinary
life
- one on
. .
'

advertising world depelllds, to scq nothing of the popular
all sensation seeking literature.
But of more immed•ate

interest to us . is ~he~ in which these two combinatio~:3 4-7-5 and
5-2-4 balance each other.
By means of the combination
4-7-5,
'
.
energy is expended, by means of the combination 5-?-4,
energyis renewed.
Somewhere a.long the line a delicate balance has to
be kept, to enav.re that the supply of carbon I2 - which is a very
.

\

potent form of · energy - is neither too little nor too much.

If' it

is too much the emotions are over aroused, the thoughts turn too
quickly, and the metabolism of the body begins to race;

if it is

too little. the emotions are too depressed, the thoughts too flat
and dull, and the body metabolism too slow and stagnant.

What is

it that controls all this?
Whntever the answer to this question,~~ may be sure of one
thing - the ordinary mind has no power to control these two triads.
Control, if it exists, must come in a different w~ - through a
So many ?f the special methods and special
exercises one has tried or lt~~rd a.bottt in the ye,at miss this one
different circulation.

. point.
By 3eeking to control the action of these two triads they
Gnly produce more carbon.
Consequently they increase the swing
between
exhilaration and . depression
- between 'peak experiences• and
. ..
'
.

.

.

negative states - t•rhich can· so easily dominate our lives.
I

,

I

,

But before we discuss the way out of thie dilemma, there are
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two other combinations we nhould mention.

The first of these

starts at point 2, and seems to be intended e~ a ~ind of sa~ety valve,

a

WP.,;y

of 'letting off steam• or releasing pent up energy.

If the

acourmlation of nitrogen at point 2 becomes excessive as a result of
the combination we have just discussed - the combination 5-2-4,-it
is poasible for the e..~cess energ:y- to be fired off, so to speak, by
means of the combination 2-8-I.
This is the triad N.;..~, which is
O'Onnected in a. diff-erent context with the elimination of waste products,
Sometimes this triad is violent~ connected vdth outbursts of rage,
, or phy~ica.1 destruo~ion - and often quite unexpected.
?his is because
;lihe build-up o-fnitrogen at point 2 occurs without being noticed, until
aome spark of carbon I2 sets it off, e.nd th~ explosion occurs.
But when the circulation is ~orking properly there is no longer
any need for explosions, and in the place 0£ a11 this violence, believe
it or. not, is that wonderful iihing.la.;gghter.
Laughter is nature's
wey. of d~sposing of this excess nitrogen.

Only remember to laugh,

and you will be free!
The second ooMbination al~o starts with nitrogen, but with the

7.

nitrogen at point
M-0-C.

This is the combination 7-I-8, or the triad
...

.\

Like the tr~ad

n~,

this triad also depends on the

ao~la~ion of ~~rog~~~ut the nitrogen is in a very different
part - the emotional mind at point 7.
And the triad itself is of a
very different kind - it is a triad ~mi.eh is connected with the idea
or self re~embering.
In fact, the energy which !Wcumulates at
P?int 7 io the energyreguired for self remembering.
But this
.•

'
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•

;
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en?rgy ea~ ?rtlf ac?umulate ~f the circulatiop I-4-2-8-5-7 is working
So let us return to this circu~ation, and try ~o
discover what it depends on •

•

•

•

•
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•

•

The ?irculatio~ I--4-2-8-5-7 depends, 0£ course, on the meditation.
When we repeat tha mantra it attracts our a1tention in a new direction the direction in~.rds towa.rds poin"t 2, instead of' outwards towards
point 7.

Instead of the attention being directed outw~ds towards

reel~~s and thoughts, it is directed inwards to~ards the centre of

our being - where the life principle is.

That is ~u.rely why, when
one sta~ts to meditate, it just doesnt matter what one is feeling or
what one is thinking - all this belollp~ to a different circulation
and has nothing to do 'W'i.th the half hour.

But what is the signifioa.nce of point 2?

k1iat is the nitrogen

collected there as a result ot' the triad I-4-2, and. what . is the
transition ·to point 8 which follows?

'The nitrogen
at point 2.is the breath of life. "And the Lord
..
God formed man o~ the dust of the ~round, and. breathed into his
It is
nostr~ls the breath of life; a..-id man became a living soul.n
thro~h the triad I-4-2 that the breath_ of life is renewed in us,
~

means of the subtle matter extracted :from impressions.

And 1-rhen,

during the half hour, a sufficient quantity o~ it ha.s collected at
-.

._

'

•
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•

<

:

~

'
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'

•

point 2, it begins to ciroulate
- fir$t to point 8,
where the higher
.
.
.

.

\

'

centres are, and then throughout tho left ha:nd side of the diagram,
to complete the second half of the circula~ion - ·t11:3 triad 8-5-7 .,~
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"I define meditation as the method of a.rawing the
?-1.tention tow~ds the inner glory, ll.. ~ethod whereby

our conscious mind ca,n expl~~e the inner avenues of
being a.~a ia~hom the depths of the re~l, iasting
glories of' life."

(~.aharishi)

The "inner glory" is s~ely at point 8;

and. if it is reached

it will h@s.ve a profound influence on the different levels of mind

at points

5

end

7.

By the combination 8:-5-7 a process of

creation takes place, for this is the triad C-0-If, the triad of'
the ra.y of' creation.
.And it is ver:, int~rea·til1$ to see the order
Tt.te p~ocess starts from point 8, or in

in which this oocurs.

other words from a point above us.
The ordinary level of mind
at point 5 f'ollowA next, and is passive (o~gen) in relation to
point 8 which is active (carbon).
Finally the circulation passes
to point T (nitrogen}, ,-ihioh is the emotional mind capable of
ini t-iating actions.
In this Wf\.V our actions come from above,
instead of (by the more usual combination 4-7-5) from below•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

So tbis new oirottlation is ree.lly a. symbol - a symbol of

creation and regeneration.

fl.nd in this context of the meditation

it has a particular signifioance - it represents ·our going i..~wards

to the source during meditation, and our going ou-twards into life
during the dq.

13y studying the symbol in greater depth perhaps

we can discover what this means.
energy- ~OT self remembering.

One thing that it means is the
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Review of Three Forces and 6 Activities in
enneagram, complementary triad pairs,
characteristic and universal examples of the
6 Activities.
Body, Soul and Spirit belonging to different
scales or time worlds - important significance
of this in meditation. Circulation of Spirit
producing bliss & consciousness via 1180 degrees
turn' & 'dive'.
Body as wave moving along line of time, Soul as
water always there, Spirit eternal ocean source.
Miracle of life through circulation of Spirit. The
Universal and personal - nothing to give up.
Balancing effect of mantra circulation on
autonomic nervous system.
Four circulations in diagram - oxygen, carbon,
nitrogen and hydrogen or Spirit. No effort
required for attraction of mind to bliss of mantra,
triad of remembering, 6 triads as complete octave,
rise and fall of cultural movements.
Triads and different Ways, and for our own
progress.
Time dimensions.
Two aspects of Body, Soul and Spirit in diagram.
Circulation of Spirit - Maharishi's 'awareness of
the awareness'.
Inner circulation and bloodstream. Circulation of
Spirit.
Detailed blood circulation. Balancing circulation
of Spirit.
All man's possibilities via food, air and impressions
on physical, subtle and causal levels.

Oae of the most valuable things we have inherited frem Mr Ouspensky
is the law ef three forces, particularly his discovery about the six
different preoeswes or activities which arise frem this law.
Aoeerding to the law of three ferces, which has its origin in some ef'
the mest ancient teachings of Indian. philesepb;r, everything that happens in
the, universe, rren every level and on every scale, depends en the interatrlion
ef' three things - an active ferce, a passive force, a.D.d a third force whim
is neither aotive nor passive, but whi~h fer lack of a better term w& call
the neutral ferce.
These three forces have been e.alled by different names at differem.t- times,
suo-h as fire·, air and water, in mediaeval c:esmelegy, er the three gunas ei
Indian philesep:by, er in our own system-. oa.l'ben., oxygen a.nd nitregen,, er.
sometimes mere simply first, senn.d. and third:.
But- whatever w& call them,
the point whieh is usually f ergetten is that ne11.e ef these three f eroea· is
permal'lotly oenneo-ted with matter ef a partieular kind.
§!5f. kin.d ef matter
can be<Nme the active ferce in a precess, and tthe next mement the precess
will ~hange and it will bee•me the passive force, and seen.
It is mer&
as if matter were, charged with one or ether ef the three forces - like- rubbing
a stick of amber - and then a mement later it is charged with another.
Everything is changing all the time, like the different sounds and meledies
ef a musical symphony.
But what is the difference between ea.oh ef these three feroes, and hew can;·
we lea.rn te reoepize them?
The first fo:ece is essentially active - as whea
matter is activated and preduoes a definite rea.e.•ti•n en its surroundings. The
sec--.J'ld force is passive - as when matter is inactive, and the en.erg;y it
·-~,
contains is un.manifest and derma.at.
And the third ferc& - whi~h is usually
hidden from us - is essentially unifying and balanein.g, and acts in a number
of different ways in bringing the ether twe forces tegether.
The first force is usually highest in level, being the most active, the
second is usually lewest in level, being passive, and the third force is
midway in level between the other twe.
But what is net generally realised or has leng age baen fergetten - is that these three forces can come together
in a number ef different ways, depending en their •rder ef action, er
e~Rhasis.
It is this idea which Mr Ouspensky develeped in its relati•n
to activities and precesses.
Now it stands te reason that if there are three forces, and they eeme

together in different erders, they caia. only de so in six different ways.

'SPmmn.,
9
passive

2

n.eutral 7

neutral

'BODY'

passive

3This mearut that there are: only six different wa::,s in which thi11gs can,

happMtl - six d!i~fere•t.c kids· et ac.tiv.d.ty.

And thi• applies·, n-et enJ.,,-

t':e nnm~•s, aativities-, but t'e everything bi- the: UD.iverse.
eur atte111ti•n, fil!'St, t-e malll

1

&:

But anf'Lining

aotivi-t -ies, it is'. e-a.:sy eneugh t:e s.ee:, that

s•me, aetiv:i.tie-s· are.'· predeminaatl;r active, ether& are> predeminalltly pas.sd.ve,,
and' a thirdl kind' are, neithe<r active, ner passive>, but- depelld!, rather, •• the·

unificatien, er eeming tegether- et""· certain elements·.

When· we cfe the,

medita.ti•n, fer instance, we ar• predeminaatly pa.-seive, 'but when we- get

up:i

frem medita'ti•n and a-tart werk, we are predeminaatly active - we havec te
bee, er the werk: weuld never get dene.

And·there is a third. kind ef thing

that semetimes happens, - fer ene re'ton er anether things suddenly,f~ll inte
nlace - they ceme tegether unexpectedly - a.ad eften we can.net- see hew it

cemes abeut' - we can enl.y see-, the result.
But'- there, is- actually a further subdivisd.•n. ef these, three· kinde- ef
activity - there· are twe different· ways in which active werk c:an be dene,
twe diff eren'lt ways- in which passiw eceu.patiens take place,, anrJ twe-- diff.eren

w9YS' in which thing& c:eme tegethe-r, er become unif:ied.

And this,, whieh

of e,:ourse, is- due t• the secend f:oree in theo triad!, is· where S'e muon
0

<Ntn.fusien. arises.

Fer we think we are dieing one thing; and reall.yr

we,

are c!leing another.

We think we are-- building er creating, and really,,

we are destreying.

We think we are aseemling' tewards tru:th, and reallyr
And. we think we have feund s ·o mething anstant in

it is all imagination.

ourselves, a.nd the next mement it has- fallen t-e pieees.

Yet none ef· these

six activi-t ies are essentially right er wrong - they are enly wrong when
used in the wreng place.

In order te understand the meaning of these six activities, it is,
necessary to find examples-, and te apply· them en di:f'f'e rent' sc:ales:.
best

wa:,J

The

ef doing -this is te put them in the enneagram, for then we shall.

understand their relation to each ether, and be able· to see, wha-f; theiz,
real purpese ia, nef only: in ouraelvea, but threugheut the whele univers.Ef.

In the enneagram there is- just one ws~,-, and ne ether, ef arranging the three
feroes al'eund the cdre:la, se that all six triad.a are, obtained frem the·
inner cireulatien..

This- is: net jus-t a ceineiden.ce, fer it can shew us:

a great deal a·b 9ut the meaning of each of the six triad.a, and thei.r
eonnerii•n with each ethe-r.

If pei:nt I is pas.= sive, point 2 is neutral!.,

and pein:tt 4 is active - and en the ether side, if p•in.t

5 is, p&Sl!tiva,, peint

7 isc :aeutral1, an& peint 8 ia- active:: - then in the first circtmla.tien, points,
I, 4 and 2 will be the-- triad passive - active- - neutral, and p•ints 8, 5
These two triad.a,
and 7 will be, the triad active - passive - neutral.

·I

'SP']R]!!t1

9
passive

neutral

neutral 7

1JlODY'

passive

- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ~=-=
·------ ·------ - - -- - -- -

are reciprecal and_NIIJtlementary 'tie eaoh ether.

That en the left is the

triad"i •f oreatien, that en the right, i-s the tri-ad ef regenera-ti-on.
twe triads a.re very impertan.t for us, fer they are concerned wi-trh th&
circru.la.tien ef the apiri t,

ana.· r;1fer

te the te-ohni-que ef meditatien, en:,

, ef ereative werk during the da;y, en the left.

t :h e righ-ti, ~

The, next cireulatien, abeut peint 3, contains the: twe triads 4 - 7 and 2 - 8 - I.

The triad 4 - 7 - 5 is active· - neutral. - passive.

is· "no-ern.e.d with

S.,

It

the cembu.stien ef fue,J.:, with the• burningup of energy-,

with precesses-- that ge by thems:elves, and things ef that kind·.

2 - 8 - I is neutra.ll - active- - passive-.

The, triad

It is nneern.ed with the;

eliminatien ef. unwanted' materials, ad: with _d!is-in.tegrati-on.

1lotib

these triads have: a right- fun<lti•n in relati•n te bedily precesses, but
they als-e ma.nif es-t en ether levels,.
And the third circul.a tien., abeut peint 6, contai:u the triads:

5 - 2 · - 4, and 7 - I - 8.

The triad 5 - 2 - 4 is pas--aive- - neutralL -

It is c.'Ollo:ern.ed, en the psyohelegieal level, wit-h imagiaati•n with the oreatien ef desires.

And in a wider sense- it is cennectedl with·

the· unlecking ef energy - wi'tih the release ef energy which already exists,
within the erga.nism.

The triad 7 - I - 8 is neutral - passive--- activ••

It is eencerned with many ef man's highest ac-hievements, fer it is, 'tihe:w~ in whieh artisti~ inspiratien., i:atuitien, and certai.n forms, of
reve:--la:tie:n ~me ab•ut:.

It is the:-· wa:y in which ~he energy neededi

ereati•1t is· predueect at peintl 8, s-e that the- triad 8 - 5 - 7 ea111

fer
wez,k.

In ether werds, i-t leads, naturall;r, inte th&· triad 8 -

5 - 7.

In fa.et,. ~u will find that all six triads are «.nnec.ted tegether in this
wq - ea-oh ef them

aepends

en anether tri-a d, er prevides the, energy fer

anether triad te werk.
Take', fer instance, the triad I - 4 - 2.

It is· the wa;y in which

liw.ng-· matter is: prod.hoe-di :£rem inerganie - the wa;y in which llie comes·
And it is· a-lwayB' aonneote:d with s•m• kind of' Mpara'ting"prec:ess
.
. . --with the:- presence, ef.- a high energy cempeund at ~i•t 4, which enabil.es
about-.

-

finer substances, te be extracted frem the raw ma-teria.l available at- .
peint I, and organised inte living matter at . point 2.

But. ;r,eu will

see that the-r& is· anether preeess, the triad! - 8 - l, which dees just
the eppesite.

It takes erganis~ matter at point 2 and conv,erts it back

intie inergani.c matter at point I - re-d.uc:re.s-, it. to the basic e-lements frem:

whim, it-

<l:'aDle'.

In the ease of.• liring matter these,, elements weuld presumably be,

oarboi, exygen and nitrogen.

But- there are, man;y other- ea.mples ef these

6.
two triads, whio.h are net neeessal?il.y,- e:onneoted with lif& proc:esses:.

With,

0

the, triad 2 - 8

I the, active f•ro.e- at peint 8 has, a semewhat s:imilar :

functien t'e the active f.eroe- a:t peint 4, in the tri-ad I - 4 - 2.

it is mucm more violent, andl mere like the, fuse, whieh ms off.
causing, dlisin't'egrati•••

But.

all

explosi•n,

In faot,. integratien and di1lin.tegration would
• SP'.l!Rmt'

9

I

passive

:aeutral

2

Jleutral 7

'BODY'

passive
be a geed wa::, ef de-s:cribi:ag,these· two triads-.

moment te the triad I,

~

But returning fer a

4 - 2, you will see that thec active fere,e, at

peint 4 depends:, in its turn, en the, triad 5 - 2 - 4.

In fact,. it is

only when the, triad 5 - 2 - 4 is funetioning properly, that t-hec right:
substane.e, is· prediuc:ed at point

4 'to

enable· the t-riali I -

A. olear example is the d,iges:ti0n ef feed.

4

-;1

"lie werk-.

The dligeation of the· feed

we- e-at dependa en the, presenee ef certain e:o.zymes, whieh already exist in
the bo~, but have· t:e be nelea.sed at the right mement., and in the right
I

place.

This ia brought about in d1.gesti•n by the influenc.e of inrp:mmsions.

The, triad 5 - 2 - 4 belengs to the· aire:ulation ef impressiellB'.

Anw

when,

'b'he, right impressions_, - the smell •f a delieieus, Deal, or even t'h& thengjlt
of it, at point 5, sets the triad 5 - 2 - 4 in m•tion., semething happens,
i:n. trne body at peint' 2, and the right' digestive juices begin to flew

peint 4.

at

7.
This_- somewhat erude example is a-ctually1 very impertant, fer it: he lps
0

ua, te understand the right fuacrlion of_ the triad 5

~

2 - 4 in me:diitati<tn.

When we dJe the, meditatien., we use the triad I - 4 - 2.

,!! ar& passive,

at point I, the-- mantra, at paint 4, is: active·, andJ out ef these- twe ceme:a
tihe·thill'd3 for-c:e,, s-attva, at p•i».t 2.
But s-emething ia, :aeededi at paint: 4,
s-emething: whie-h makes· the· mantra bec•me-- a-liv&-.
be: preduoed

Thie 'something' canno1t

at will - it has-: tre e•me natural~ threugh t-heo tri-a d 5 - 2 - 4.

And it i& ce:n.nooted: in s:eme, wa:y with desire - desire, te return te the- man.tra~

When e:ae is,:hungry- r-.r the mantra- then it will werlc.
But theo triad 5 - 2 - 4 is- e-lus-ive,, and the" active f erce wi t-h whieh it:
ends is, unstable.
It oan lead very eaaily into an&ther triad'.? the, triad,,

4 - 7 - 5 - and this is· a mueh more usual thing

vo

happen.

In fact~

the triads 5 - 2 - 4 and 4 - 7 - 5 are· ithe- see-saw of lif'• - the:- swing- from
elation te depress--i•n and d:epression t'• elation. whieh e-haracterises most of
our day te dq existanea.

The triad 5 - 2 - 4 releases- high level energy

whi<rh exiris within the orga11ism, the triad 4 - 7 - 5 burns· up this: e n ~
in a.«tie:a.
And s• we, are, lef:t at peint 5 with dus:t and ashea, ftor all the
0

energy has g•ne-.
But there is, ne d•ubit abeut it:, the
The stery isc all tee f'amiliar.
meditatie:n haa· an eff e«t en all this,.
y,c,u can see frem the: cLiagram, that
if the e:iroulati•n ] - 4 - 2 - 8 - 5 - 7 is establis-hed in us, it: will

have a balancrl.ng effect•• these twe triads - it will pu1t semething:stable
there, instead.

kn.di that iir eertainly what ha.ppeus, if one goes eJt: d4'ing:

the, med!itati•••

Seener er later •ne finds that this- unplea&utr swiq·

frem one extreme· te the other, ho diisa-ppff.t°M•
taken its- place.

Something, else has

I - 4-

2

8 - 5 - 7

Regenerati•n
Tra.n.soendental med.i tat ion
(asoeBding)
Separation. of fiue matter from coarse
Refining processes (sugar from molasses, steel from iron. ore
Digestive processes
Evaporation. (climate)
Creation of worlds
Creative work, artistic creation
'Building a house'

(descending)

Growt11l.

Evolution
Co11d.ensation (climate)

7- I - 8

Union
Re:membering
Religious revelation
(ascending)
Artistic inspiration
Tra.ascending
Tra.nsferming negative emotions into positive

Imagi•atien
' Mood-111aki:ng'
Indoctrination
Creating attitud$S
Unlocking of enffgy already present
Creatien of desires

4-7-5

2 - 8 - I

Mec:b.anical work
'Burning a AOU3e 1
Combustion in body cells
Spreading of rumours, epidemias
Entropy, heat deatk of tke universe
Recurring tendencies
·Momentum
Disintegration
Elimination of waste matter
Crime, crimi·nal polities
Release of pent up energy
'Explo!lions'

9
passive

a.ctive

int.

2

7

pasiive

int.

(ascending)

(descending)

(descending)
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We said•, if you remember, that man hae a bedy and a seul, and above
them beth ie the spirit.

When we say 'above them ,• we d'o not mean1

higher in level, we mean bigger in scale.

For the spirit belongs tea

different world: - a world with its · own • time, for whic:h the whole· ef man·• a
life is only a moment.
time altogether.

For us this world is eternity - it is beyond

The body exists in time, but the spirit exists in

eternity.
And the soul exists in repetition - it returns agaiim
_and}- agailI'. These thre-e parts of us, body, soul and spirit, belong to different
c'Osmeses.

The spirit belongg· to the sun and the planetary world, the

body belongs to nature, and the soul belongs to man.-..

And every moment

of our lives, the7 are influencing each other, and interacting.

The wa-:,

in which they interaot is very cemplex, but fundamentally, as· you see from
the diagram, there are three different e-irculaticms, and in each of thes-e
three c~.cmlatr•ns there are six different triads - six different. kinds of
things which can happen:.
It is the circulation about the apex of the triangle - the circulation
of the spirit - which c:oncerns us most, for this c-irculation is connected
with the meditatien.

And it is important to realise that this circulation

is · quite different from the other two.

It has a much bigger time - a time

s-o muoh bigger than that of the soul that our ordinary psycholegical life
can hardly exist for it.

The idea that thoughts-, for instance, have any

impertance, or that they can influence the meditation to any extent is
out of the question.
0

The circulation about point 6 is concerned with

thoughts - with eur psyoholegioal · funot_iens~ and' t:he cdreulati•n ~b•~·
point 3 is concerned with our physical and instinctive functions.
But it
is only when the spirit circulates through these f'unctiens that they begin
to work as they should, in fact they work quite differently, whiah is why
th~ circulation of the spirit is s~ impertant.
The spirit itself ie beyond description or definition, for it belongs to
the universal nature of things.

When the spirit o:irculates through the

body we experience bliss, and when it circulates through the soul, we
experiencre c:-onseiousness.

What is not generally realised is that
'f

consciousnesf!!I cannot exist withGut bliss.

The higher the level of our

e•nsciousness - the nearer it is to pure oensciousness - the more we
experienc-e bliss, and on the highest level they are one and the same thing.
Of course, there are many different degrees- ef awareness connected

lO.

with our functions, but these have little Qr n•thing to do with pure
consci~usness.

They a.re usually ene pa.rt of the mind being aware of

anether part, 9n the same relative level.

Consciousness, in the sense

we,are speaking of it, comes ~~em bey$nd us, and it can exist quite
independently of eur functiollB.

But where does it C"Elme from - how can

it be produced?
The meditati•n ie a Wi\Y ef producing consciousness.
And it werks
tm,-ough bliss - through the very fact we-have just menti•ned that bliss.
cannet exist witheut Cf>nsoiousness.
By leading the mind towards higher
and higher levels, ef bliss, it brings it to censciousness.
And in doing
se, it unifies the mind.

If you leok at the diagram you will see that the circulation of the
spirit ( the circulation about p()int 9 ) has two sides te it.1'SPIRI'l"

9

2

7

'BODY'

On the right hand side, when the spirit circulates thrc-ugh the bo,dy,
bliss- is produced, and en the left hand side, when the spirit c:ireula-tes
threugh the

~•ul,

the same energy is used. te create consciousness.

At

the point cf_ intersection under the apex ef the triangle is the heart, whic-lr
is a kind of reservoir or accumulator where this high level energy is stored.

l l •.

When we start doing the half hour's meditation, the rhythm of the
mantra, which ie · generated in the neighbourhood of point 8, reaches our
awareness at peint

5,

the deminant hemisphere.

5

From point

it is

turned inwards· te point 7, t ·he silent hemisphere, whieh iB what the
Maharishi called the ']80 degrees turn•.

In the ordinary

go in a different directi•n, along the circulation

5-

2 -

wa::r
4,

impressions

but when we

do the meditatien the rhythm of the mantra ie taken up by the silent
hemisphere, at peint

7.

It is the silent hemisphere which 'looketh

inward into eternity' •.. _From
g•es

peint 7 the rhythm of the mantra :

t• .. the heart, and so to poin:t

where the 'dive.' 'begiDS.

]j

The mantra

en the right hand side, which is
passes down the spinal cord to the

seat of energy at point 4, and se upwards through the various plexuses of
the SJ[tllpathetie, nerveus system to the heart again.

It is this which

produces· bliss, ancr f ,ills; the:· heart with pes-itivea -emotiolt',.

And so the

circ.ulation is repeated, and each time a little more bliss is produced ,
from thee ·

supplies _., of energy in the- body, and circulated first to the-

heart, where it is stored as positive emetien, and then to the head, wher&
it is used for the creation of higher states· of cons-ciousness-.
That is the circulation of the apiri t, through peiata I-4-Z--8-5>-7. ·The~
there, is, the c:irculatien of.' our psyc!:hological funcrli-ons· - eur thoughu,
feelingl!",: actions, ideas

and)

so on, through peints 7-I-8--5-2-4,. and the

circulation of our physcical and.1 instincrtive functions-, through points4-7-5-2-8-I.

As we said' earlier, thege, three circulations belong:- t:e

c-ompletelyr dif.f erent scales=, and it is perhaps, because, we , :fa-i.-L to· unders:tand
this· that we tend to get c-on:fused', particularly with the medita-tion.

We

tend to take the med:litation on the same, sca;l& as our psychology, and so we,
tend to oppose, our psyc!:helagy te it.

But in reality the meditation has

nothing· ta do with our psychology - i,t'- is· in a different plaee, a·l t .o ge,ther.
The dif:ferenc.-e ia, as, great as that between the- planetary world and man.
if you look at thiEr diagram you will s-ee, what this means.

And

The circulation

of the spirit> c:orresponds- to the cireulatien ef in:fluenc:-ea from the sun and
the, planets.

When these- influenaes ci.rculate on the right hand eid'& -

in· the biospher& - they produve lif.&, and when they ctlreulat& on th& lef-t
han~ side they produce mind, or oonsrieusness,.

Mind3, incidentally,

c:orresponds 'tie 'ma;n:as;', from which the word •man.' is- derived.
New man cannot ebvieusl;y influencre the· moti•n of the planets· - in the
srune · way, our thoughtB' cannot influence the medite:ti•m•

But planetary

influencres · have- a very big ef'fec:t on man.
It weuld seem that they
control hie fate-- - they are oennected with the very big- things in hie lif'e, -

12 •.
his birth, his death, hie falling in love perhaps, and many things about
him of which we kn•w very little.

Im fact, the triad 8 - 5 - 7

determines, the nature> •f man• s s•ul, just as· the nature ef his· body is·
determined by the triad' I - 4 - 2.
So you see· the importance of the meditation, and the reason why we·
ke:ep on s~ing the samEf• thing - leave· everything to it - leave, it all:
t ,o the mantra, and forget this eld idea that there is something we

have to!!!

SUN . and
PL.vral'S
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7
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BIOSPHERE
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What do we- mean by the words 'bedy'' &lld 's•ul •, and what ill the nature
'

The 'becf:1 is tllat part et ua vhieh is nueincii, hr.-,

of the apirit?

lives- aDAf cilia: al•ng tlle line:· o:f time, and
But tae "emJing et the Hul ie

f

e.w e:f ua· would- queriien vllat

••t

••t

cl«ar,
eDly Ncauae. we·
cannot actually s.e:e it, 'but aln 'because it: exists in a tiff e r ~ timen:i.:
it ia,.

f~a: 1iaa bocfbr •

Iaagi.Jur tlut:· waves-

n

er. the

aea.

As ;,yeu watdl ta.em

they aev-e paa-t y.eu, ia a nr.tain direcrlien - filwt ene wave passes, an.et 'th&Jl

nether.

But if yeu leek crare~ly:- 7.ou rill .,.., that the water i ~ a·

does, •et aeve - it turna, en i tael:f, again and' again..
i '

iif!'erenoe l&etwa:en tile bedy an4 the s~ul.
o-r- ttm«, :ffrem tir.th t• death, lm:t the

'!'hat ia, the,

The b ~

■OTes -

aleng: 'the· 11. ..

••ul reappe.ars with each aew hdt,

i•

fact" like tl:ur, water i~elf·, it ia· alvqa ther••·
But ~• spiri ,t; does, :net ••vec al•ng~the line- •f ti11e-o,:" o r
diees: it tlU"lt) e:a ittaelf· agaiJl ad· again.

•cean - it is· eternal.
••v..

•••t:

~

lifte..

It i• lik• tile,

Yri like- the:, enc, toe, it is· tha, nuru e:f!'
.&:ad it is, the apir.it whicrh can uni~e: the bod)' anlf
~

the aeul, and enable them t:e live

te gr•w•

But the

••at

important.

thing is· tie get the apirit tte, clircmlate, . in fact,. tllat is vhat tll.•
aedita-tien ia d.u-igned: to cle.

Hew it a:irc:w.ateB:, aAd: what it actuaJ.l;r;

d•u·, ia, what ••· have· t:o d3isnver.

But f.irst we have, •

r.euaber that tlteae tllree parts, ef· us 'belena· te

umple'tely a.iff'ere:a.t werlda.

The ~ bele11ga h

It iii, ■-le

JL&t'lm4l·•

ef the s.ame, earth as· the weeds a.JJd· ~e. fields and' "the "tree•··•

Adi3

tt■e is nat,n,e:'s t'ime, which i~ s••etlliag th.. ■oul cmmot underat~
. 7 . . . .,_

B'Oul belellgS te ■an' 11· world- - i:t is· hia· psyche- - his· p97=..legy •.,
part

er

\

(\

!·' a
· i:.

AlMf1
J

him, whic-h ia aharaoteriaed by his cerebral nrtex, and p ~ a r

his two a:erebral hemispheres, is something th.. 'body does not pe...-ss.
But the apirit \elengr, n the planetary w•rld - it is like the ligllt of·

the

11W1 -

and it e:rlria· beyend tiae altogether. ·

So

tu

the: vehicrle of· the spirit', «oHa :f'llom a ditterent werlcl

aantra:, whicm is
fre■

that et: nr

p97chelegy,. and: we:, c:ertcrl.nly cannot in.f1uenn the d'irectio• U

tiak-.

.

• •
.

l4.
'SPIRI'l"
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If' y.-u look at the diagram you will see tlla't there ara:tilr-a:e parts
h

the ~ , 83ld time:e parts 'b• the nul.

whiGh th•

~

Point: I is the JaMter ef

ia aade - the, 'cl'wrt e:tr tit& pte'lllMf', as it ie clie:scrilled

1a tfla.e, &ek e:t' Genesis - peiat: 2 ia the lit& priaciple whidl held'a· iihis'.
~ t e r ~:ogathen, a1ld' point 4 ia

fe:ma whia the l>Ktf take - a !elllil:
which ie: iadi.rldual f'e~ eaail of ua-.
hd" n,, be, with the NU.l.
Poiat

5 is.· the aatter- ef.• which

tl:1.6'

im• . .ul i• lladle - our.

dleairu and c:ontradicteiv rills - pei.nt-

7r is-

theught•t' :feelillgs,i

the net'.ie.al part et· the,

••~ which ia able, NaetilleJJ,. 'b:e br:-ag: all theff' antlicting deaen:t•
tegetlla, aJldl peint

e-

is:· the.' fer.a ef the hul - that which we, oalll

Once agai.a, this f'ena - thi&• 'I' - is iiaitiritlaat.. fer e:aah ef
itve people ar«- the

US',

•r•.

:rer ••

aaae.

But "the spirit: nnn•t be divided inte parts, fer it' ia en.a- aacl
indivi.lrlble.

The spirit circulates- alellg': the inner line ef'• th•·

tiagra:a, threugh pei11ta: I,

4, 2, 8, 5,

and

1•

hd as it dAH" i~

15.
ca:rrieJJ energy t'.e d.iffere:n.t parts- et· the

~

aad: the Nul.

cdrcu.lation threugh peints- I, 4 anct 2 •• the right
triad~ er -■bi.Ja.ati•n ef thl"ERF :frerOlltJ, and' i~ is-

~

sia i• a ·

1iT uu.a

'l'lleele■ents

'!'Jl.,

•f tili•

ef whia the, aetiy

a.n.siatw are ctarried' :f!rem point I te peint 4, where ~ay are given a
This· f'erm iar ½hen taken tte peint 2, •here it i•

a:ertain. f!:erm.

Now . . knew that the elements: et.· whici the ndy nnaieta

quid!:ened.

are mainly crar"bell, •~gen and nitrogen, in e:embin.atien with )Jy'd.reg&Jl,
But hew these, element& are put tegether- is· very . .11plex, and' la.ow this

form which is put tegether is- llada alive ia- a miraa:le·- a miracle. which
nene of us., o:an. explain.

There ia, a atery · in the Apocryphal Nev

'l'es~t &beut Jeauit - that when he, was a child his

■ethar

dieWDJ ~ the atr.eaa, aaki.Dg aaall birds: eut: ef' cl.q-.

telULCl hi•.

J:d as he· aad•

he- 1:tles.a-d tJh. ., ad thq ltecaae•. alive., an4 fiC!llf avq.
In . . . .
ncrh wq eur own bediea· beeome- alive- - at a certain riage- i -a the- · wealt

them

they are- qui«kenect.
But aan ia, -ah

■ere

tlld a liniag b~ - he-· has; a aeul.

Ad

man's:- nul c.mea inte be:b.g through the triad en tte left laamf aiclle,
the tlria4

8, 5:, 7.

But'· it- cleeB' n.et' u:aoily.· come:- into

ie, alread;r therec· - it exist~ in reprii. tion.

with blia&

and)

andl vill sq

i•-•-

'brine,, fer it

It eal;r has h

1'e filletii

it- will bee.me 111a11i:fesit - it rill awake:, int:e •:ascdeus11.u•,

•r•.

The nul is, really 'I' - that is: pr.ecia-ely vlla:t i:t

But the · f'n=-ling of"' 'I' can ehange anermoualy,. at dittere:t tiMB-

&nd! in cliff.erent states-.

Why daes it change?

It ia.- very

■ore

we d1t the aeditatien, the ■ ere , turi.ver:sal, tme,
less: persenal, our :reeling· of' 'I' becomes.
But- it is still oetM'lf.

interesting - the

The ••re, universal it 1>ece11es, the,

■ore:

it'- ia eDnttlf.

But how oan we become universal a.nd :yet still be· ourselves~
e\Ounds impeBBible.
explains why there· are

And yet, actually,
fJO

It

it explaiu everJ"'tirl.ag.

ma.ey · wrong id'eaS in our thillking - •

vroag ideas abeut God, and' abeut free· rill, and' n

11aJQ"

It
~

fearao we :aav.,. ,

about ourselves - about haviag te pve up •••ething - give up eae•~

pernnal self", . er: nnthing
te g-i-v e· up.

pernaal

•r•

er

the kind.

'!'here i•. :aotil.i.Jl4t we haTtt

And ther.- ia· no need.1 :e'er. ~ caenf.li~ betwe•·· tile,

and the 1l:Aiversal

'I', fer

they are· titreren~ aspects et

the s:am~thing · - ditfennt .,..~o:ts et oneaeil.

erdinar:, aind can:aet aee.

That is what '\he

1-6.
Te return te the triad

8, 5, 7.

'fhec triad I, 4, 2 en the rip"t

llanclJ a:id&, ge:aeratea· lif.•, but when this· energy .-.&es· ever

light:, er nnsci•uan-.

ve- experiena· it •

the, darkaes-e-· Nl!lp:nehediltth it aot".
wJum. the light'- passes'. beta point
ebjecta:

et

peia't 8:

"In· Hill wa;a, li~a,, anal

au! the> light ahin.rih in. darlcnaaa-., and:

the life waa, tile,- light'- •~ 11eJ1.;

•-•es· nlat.-d.1 b

~

'Lig~t • is: pure c:.nssi•Ull-~

8 te peiD.t 5
b

senA' -

it benae.- :ti!agaent-d - it

'fh.ia is Decauae

iapnmmi•u.•

peint 5 is a cliff erent :t'erm et· ngnit:ien 1'rem peint & - a t"era ••·

'1'11.at it£ hew it aheulcl .., - up te a peint.

ever.yda;y- life.

n.t

1'Ule

in

Bu't i1'

peint 5 iif' the, en.ly :t'erm ef ngn.iti.•11 we ever- lU!e'f it' i• Tfllt"7 liai~d.
It

i•,·

in f'act,a- allecrii•• ef· separate· &1'1d a.related idea15, er rills~

and3 it: is,

•JU7' when

tii• ciroulatien c.:nttnuea-: 1.e peiat 7 that ,,.,. f ~

them tagether- at the

IF8JM'

mc:naent'.

That ia, tile ffimcti•a o~ peiat' 7 - h

put ttegethar all t:-he, separate

and:1 an-tradictery ~heughb and feeliaga ef pein~ 5 - h

experia.a "tha

tegethe as ene whele, in. ti:Leeaet:ienal J!ffl.iea'tien of·trut'h.

Jai it

d.epeJlda,, alvqa., en the pnese1'1G8 •~· a 1th1rd· eieaa.t:- which was aiasing
•• the level eelew •• •••

a great

fii11g9 altnt tile aedlita-ti•:a, ~•r the 118lltra i• 'tme vuicle: e:f

~

the 11pud1t, aacf when 1u\e- mantra ci.rcmlateai it. f'ellews t'll• aame patbq•..
'l'lle·

■ed!itati•n

i«F iD. f ao.t a wa;r of em.nm-aging the· apild t b

Gircmlate,,

whieh aheul.d? happell aa:tura.11.y, lmt f•r ene rea.Nn er- aaeth•r d•esi Jt9t

B11:t what uea- t-be lleti.t&'tien lllri1lally cEe?

al~•: do ...

aantra airculatell' thr•ll&ll the
li-1terally,r it: makes- it

excit'abl• energy.

er 'oarlml •

as, Wtf'

■en

~

alive.

it D1"i.np li~• t:e

Iha. th•

~ ~ -

quite

But th• energy it pred-uc:ea ie- aet

Th& triad I, 4,. 2

clee11;

net end vit-h the ao!"i. . f'e:ree,

llNd 'b call it:, but with til• 'thi1'd :r'orce-.

There- _...

aaw_r wa;ra .~- prod'llc:ing u:d:t'able- en_.gy, lm:t th• tbiri :t'er.-c,e,, nr 'Jd.tregn.'

u; va- uaedJ b

call it:, ia, nmething quite tif:ter.ent:-.

In th9:' auveneaic

:ae2'Ve11B sy-atem ther.e are he oppe&'i.ng· priatriplea - there, ia1 the, a r e ~

er- excitable energy predlle.t by' the aacral diuaion, andJ tha- ttampem.nc:
cllepne~ e:tf'ect ef;: the c:ra.:aial tiv.:i.ri•n•

'fll.eae,

he pria.c!tiplea lliln.W

111., balaneea: lll;r a tairi~ priaciple - the Q'lll)athetio\ &JUFt-., whia.
cnntrecE aro11Jld< 'bh•

ill ~e

he-art.

erclilnar7 .,,,q,,

a

i■:

It is- pmtcd.aely tilia, enemgy whica i• aind.ag

aad whioh t~e, aetitatioa mipplies.

But itt i•

ver.r fittinlt to describe what it- ia: like, - •••- j1l8"t Jaaa.-, b clJe, tile
aeditatien and find nt.
The triad I, 4,. 2 ia- a ff'ff ef· pred:uci:ag tilitt eaerg fir.em tile'

17.
aocu:ara.latm-& in the

- riere• of' energy which are--

~

cfeep mut

"1aeceaaibl•· hl tte ordi.n.ar:y course- of events- - and et o.irc:ulating it:
:til'St, te tlle lleart, aml then, b7° ■eana- ef: the· triad 8, 5, 1{ 'iro til.&
tiu,. . tif':ferten't parta- of the aou.1.

Imagine a: c!ark ~om.

Iia tii•

ordiaa.?7 v,q the room ia, lit o~ 'by the 1.tOon,.. which shines iatemdtt.eJdliT

•• vari•us: objects in the ll'oom, a.rut prc,ciuaa a atraDge ill11.1M17 picture
ef what the rem i• really like.
'l'hea we- nitcth on "the- light ancJJ the
'l'e au:r surprise- it i• like coming b•e - the ~

l!Oa can be . ....._

Qlle we alwqs
hd'

ai).

mew,.

but

■ ore ee■plet«·

etm ilhud.ou d°!bppe-er,

~

penhaps, and seen in a new light:.

all our fe:ara · have gone ••• ••

'fha.t i1r what happens1 when the en.errgy :rre• peiat. S: is circulated,
:!'irst to t'he cllominaJlt hemiaphere at poi:at 5,,
haaiapher.e at peint 7.
hal.f' heu:z.'•

■ed1itation,

what effect it

us

ana

then to the· .-i1at

One 11\8:3' ••t-in the cU.f':fe1tenc«- clluring: the
er it mq

••t be

ti.11 later that one realises

had •.
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In the da.agram thel'e' a.re.· actually :ffour einculationa,.

There, i$

the" e.:ineulati-en abeutt pei-nt 9' on a· pbyaioal lev~ - the cim:ml.atien

ef nygen. in tihe blleo«Ertreaa.

At the:· point of intensection und"er 1fue

apex ofc the triangle are: tha· heart and: lungs,, and! itt is· by thein- acti-en ·
that ~gen is dreulatesJ - te -bhe? bo~ on the- m.gJi:t: ham ad.Glie,, by the:

tri-a.dl I,, 4, 2', a.wi to trhe:, seul en the:, lJdt:.,

~

vhe- 'biad 8,

5 ,, 7.

Thea thane ia: tihe' drcmlati•n about pei:nt 3, wb.ieh ie: the:, c:ircmlation
The triad 4, 7"' 5 ia, tile:· triad e:f• cemb11a,ti~n1,

(tf carbon. - of f'uell.

ad threugh its, action. the hdy ia- able t!.o prewide the-, physiC'.al e11egy
need'ed: t:o au.stain the nur,, by lm:rming higJi energy fueTul· in tthe bod)' crtllfll.
The:· unwanted preduets eir e:ombustion- carbon diorid« and water - are,
carried to point 2, and Eahaled :rli-om trhe ~ by tha, biad ·2, &,1 I.,
Nerl, there:· is the eireulati~n about point 6, whi«h is: vhe.:· circ:mla;ti.o a·
of' nitrogen.

Thia aira.ulatien is cumcrerned with the soul - wita ow:r·

psyehelegy.

'Phe triad

5, 2, 4 is e-onnerled mainly

physical th.ings - with the aeul 's relati-on to the

with outward:

~

- and! tile-- triad

7, l., 8 is, conne«tedi with inward things · - with ifil~· nul' s: relation ~.,
it.he: apimt:..

Theae, twe aape-cts; of' the aoul have c:.eme b

be:· asaeciated:

rec:en-ta.y witih man's, two eere bral h.eJDiapheres--, tla.&' d':eminant hemisphere

being e'Gnaernect with hie: outward view of life, and'. the, lrilJent: hemisphere,
with his·, inner.: life,.

Whetheir the £:'1maiiollll of the twe hemiapher.ea ODl

be sltate:d' as, simply a.a, tha:t i• open tte cl'Oubt", lmt the fa.et nemains:, that

ma.11.

s

these· ttwo sides te his- nature, as: all ef us: know ~•• eur own.1

exper.iene:e.,
outwards,

So let us., ca1.l point 5, that part of the mind which leeks,

ana.: point 7

that

part which looks inward.a.

The triad 5 , 2', 4 is a ve-ry cremmen ae-t iv:tty, and~.Lt- has· u

man;,

ramifiic:a.ti~nur in everyd~ lif'fe that it is di:tmi.ult t!e pin it tt:.wn...
Basio::ally it is· e.ena.erned- with unloeking;; 0r releasi~. energy whi-Oh ..is:

alrea.q pnesent in the organism, and itll' ri.gllt- funcrlien, psychol~iaally,
iSc probably cro:a.c:erne.tf with "l'isua-liaing· or antieipa~ing what has , 1to be

d3Gn&, thus, fLindd.n&s· t'he:, energy required t:o do it'•

l3ut it: c:an a-ls• lead

to imagination, t ,o the creation oft' deail!es,, to dreaming about t-Jle, f.11tune,

an.er

the: paat, to ma.king: plans::, or :formulating certain aims.

And' althoup

there is:, a t 'e nd'ency to leok upon. suah thinga as usel!fnn:t an.ff WU1ecessary , 1

they arec,, in fact, the wa::, the wheels: go reund - the weq "bhe., mind' is
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designed to work, like the preli-f eration of.· seeds i -n: natue:..

But they are- all c:onneded with outward things:.
t!he, medlitation,, tihe:, mantra e:emes f'.rem wit.'hin.

And when we., do

The· very nature·• of· the,

mantra - the kind' o:f• vibrati-ons: it produce&· - awakens- that part e~ the,:,
mind which l~oks.\ inwards:,, at peint 71.

If trhe mind' is: attracted: inwards-, -,

t :o point 7t it will findi iti&c way Ver.J' ea&rily.· into the- :BolU"th e:ireulation,
0

thru,ugh po:im:ta: I, 4,, 2,, 8', 5:, 1f•

Thie, eircm.la.ti•n ia, that elf the spiri:ii:.

Se the :first «ir<mlatioa i-s, that ofr exygen, on breath, the nerl ..,is'. that
of · car'b:en, or :fue>l, the tthird is· that e:tr nitrogen, o:rr mindl, , andl th.& :treurth
is:i that er.· th.e a.pi~it.

In phy-siaal tterms the" f.eurth eireulatien iSl

hydrogen, fer h,yd:!t!egen· is1 the:· lightiest ofL all1. tne e:leaent8'., with an nomic

number otr unity, and! it is· Qnstantl.;y linking its:att 1te ,_ car~ u;rgeni
.,..

a?idJ nitregen, in the orea.t ion ef·" lif e.,

But t.o return t ·e point 5, in the diagram, for it'- itr' from her-e t!hat we
start GJeing: tm.&· medlitation.

Let us:; be quite, clear ab.eu1t this,. - it is'

thee mantra, which attracts, our atteniti.on f:rem point

palrl, 1to peintt 7:'.

5,

't'he · eut:ward-looking

Try' wi1thou1t a:n:,- mantra and ;you will s.e& 'tihe,

Either wec- :find) o~s.-elves: atruggl,i.ng with
a.ndi c:oncumui.a.tio:a t':o· hold'

a,

oUP

thoughts,, or- we."' learn by effori.

CJ:ertain image: or- idle. in. mi.ad:.

au«o.e:edl in 1thi$ we- are still in iihe:· triad

dillerenc.e.

5, 2 1, 4.

But e-ven i:tr

we,

'Phis, triad cannett

lead us, 1i.e the ki-ngdem o:fr hae.vu. - it can only· lead us: to o u r ~ d

the

kingd'om oft' heavea - a ver:, dlitterenv thing 1

But how woesi the-• mantra, attract us, inward.a· 1te the f .o urth c:ircula.tien
when we:> can.net, get tl:here en our ewn?
apirit:.
we tendJ

The mantra· ia, th.8-' vehicle, off. tne1

.And1 it is-; bec:auae, 1:he, mantra- liecemes_:, delightfilu to repeat that

te £ollow i~.

it betromes,..

At peint

The further we go inward.8''7 the more dleliglJ,t:fltl

5

it'- is · just a-· word! - an· impttes:sd.-on tak:en

the? domina.nt· hemisphere.

u , by

At point 7( it has, a e:ertain rb;ythsi on- pulse.

At point- I it is, full of' happiness · and bl'iss,

deSQci.p:'tiion..

1

and)

a-t paint 4 it: is." oeyond!

And. ae it transc-ends,, £:or· by this stag& i-b. has, beeome,, 1to•:i

f ine fer the mind! te grasp.

Antt in returning by points, 2,

8,, andJ 5,, t'.e,

1the dJeminant h&mi-spher.e again, it fills• us: with positive emotien • ..,.
That is:-. enly an indJieation,, :flo:r· it must be different: !'or each o:tr
But t1he one thing whio.h applies to ail et:

is; nequiredl. ,

'Wt

is, that in doing i1t n• effenti:

If it wene poss-.i ble te make literally, no e:ffert of:

kind1 while d!eing 'bhe: meditation, then· it: would work perf'ee'tly.

what we, we:ne, v.old.!.

U&',.

~

That is

2l-
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There, is ene-- other- triad we hav& not yet discussed, the 1:iri-ad' 7, I,, 8.
This:{ tr.iad belengs to t.he third <rlreulatien, that of:· the soul.

But: it

ia,. an ao:tiiri.ty whie-h i&1 n-ot very eommon, for it requires· enEmgy of a

particular kind: whioh is usually la.eking in ever.yd~ liffe.

ThEP medlitati-ell1

oan aupply this., ener(!;J' and S:tere it at point 7, and when this happens, man;,
things,, bec:eme possi.'ble.

Fundamentally this triad' ia 'that of' zremembem.ng.

Butt nemembening

what?

in onslm'1f?

Remembel!ing a certain truth perllaps, which rone neven knew

Rementberillg" oneself'",'. ore that whieh ias univenaa-J:.;
An.dl the, same-

But! how can ene rememben what om.e- nevei, knew?

with oreative werk - how c.an n,. sometimes create something: whi«b c:-omes,
from beye:nd, uetl

Clearly,, 1ihis, is-: the influena-..e o:t:· a · higher o:esmos: on:

the· one below it, for· that is~ how mirac-l.e.-s- happen;._
But without the energy, nothing is· possible.

Some- people, have t 1his.

energ;r given them, but evan with most of them there ia· no guaran"ltff.

Se

fo:rr this reas:-on alone, the med!i tation is w•rth pursuing ••• ••

If we leQk in a more general w~ at these six triads, in the d;ia.gram,
we realise, that, taken together, 'the-y form an odave.

A comple-te,

ectave, by definition, must contain these six triad.s, or at some p0int
or ethe-r it wi-1 1 c.nme to a a-top, or change di.reotien.

You will see, to0,

that a aeplete octave has c:onnections with three worlds - in this cas-e
the worlds of the bod3"t- the soul and the spirit.
But in the ordinary WaJ' ne octave is complete, and that is why' a.11

our endeavours, our activities- in life, ahange their direa,tion., beeomesomething in the end which was never intended or antie.ipated.
Thisapplies particularly te organisations, and we can learn a great deal by

stuqing them from this point of view.
Now oo:taves c:an be ei-t her as:cending or descending in ah.araoter, and
tha.1; is where mua-h of the trouble arises.

Fer we imagine seme:· kinds; are

ascending, when really they are a.11 the t :ime 4'eseending.

Conaider the

great Clll.tural mov-ements of the past, for instance, like the Greek

eiv:d.li-sati.en, or the Renaissance.

In their origin t ·b.ey ea.me from a

very high level, but as time went en they changed their charao:ter,
beeame more and.1 more dlffuse and: gradually lest their me:aning.

We can

see this now, from our place in history-, but did anyone see, it at the t ,ime:~
and if they had, is there anything they a:.ould have done?
The answer is probably no, there is nothing they e:ould have:, done, for
the momentum of historyi would be toe streng fer them.

But those who

r

2..3.
o:ould understand might have realised that it is the origin of suah
aevements whic.h iSc imperta.av - the very first momen.t when the,- started.
By _ge<l.ting _ba,ek
its· origin t hey would have found what is real.

to

If you leok at the diagram again, you will see that movements-; of'
thi-s kind begin at point 8, and move in an antic:loekwise diree.1.ion reuna;
the cri.rcde:-..,
And in doing a-o they move through different:- dimensi-eu
of time.
In their- erigin at point 8 they would' belong, t'e the sirlh
d:imensien - they would be of a kind! which is quite new - whia never.happened) befr•ne, and' in the triad 7, I, 8 weuldl be their a:_one:eptien..
The triad 8, 5, r would be Cl'O lt<terned" with their development:, and] it · is
here that repe'tiiti•n weuld begin.
But only, perhaps, by p•int' 5 en
point 4 would the,- begin to appear in histery, and ao t:e move along: the
line of time:.
At thi-s stage,, perhaps through the triad 5, 2, 4,
imagination would' begin, with distortion of the original meer.d.ng, -and/ at point 2 the movamant would begin to disappear, threugh the -triad
2, 8, I.
Eventual~, threugp. the triad I, 4, 2, a new movement, a
new oonc-.eption might aris-e, like the phoenix, from the ashes of point~I,
and a new period in history would begi:11 ~ .,. ,. ,
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The purpose ef studyi•g these six activities is to understand the
meditation. ."'" not oRly- how it works, but how it differs from othQr method••
I• the world today there are all sorts of different methods.
Most or·
taese methods are based oa eae er ether of the traditiollal ways.

But

as the tra.ditioaal wqs heve to be carried out Wlder special conditions,
they are aot suitable for use i• modera life.

People get

hold of •mall fragmen.ts belo:agiag to these tradi ti,e:aal ways - they read

about them i• books, or join different groups whica ~laim to study them.
But evea a partial unclerstandi.g of one of these wa,ys in its true form
would require
years of work and strenuous discipline.

many

The meditatioa is net like this - it is design.ad to be carried out
i• the oo-.ditions of our daily life.
Instead of going tea school, or
retiri-.g to a monastery-, we sta,y exactly where we are, aJld life itself
provides the cenditiou we need.
The faot tkat everyoae•s life ,

conditions are differen.t is •ot a drawback, it is a great advantage, for
it means that t1a.ese co•dition.s are natural fer eaca of' ws, and aet
artifie·ially created.
But where does the difference lie, between tais metaod and all tae
TJa.e maia differen.c-e is that it

u■ e ■

a certah triad - -oaa
whioll ia c:apable of drawi:ag t1a.e attentio• belew the tki:Rki11g level, · .- otllera?

in.te muck deeper levels of- mind _wh.ich exist within. us.

A11 · er ·us lt.ave

kad some experiellc:e of tllese deeper levels, and we all have a longiDg to
fiB.d taem agai••

Havi:ag no direct metluxl of doiag so, we telld to believe
tllat by holdi:ag in milld tlle memor., of w1a.at tlley are like we slla.11 •• -able

to

get there.

-=-- .But

illusion - a:ad it is ia fact a different
triad - o:ae whicll is used b maq forms of meditation. and contemplatioa,
and leads to wro-s; resul ta, e8l)eeiall;y, wls.e• cembiaed wi ta certai•
thia, ia u

discipU.11.es •
Now beta these triads begia witll the· passive force, but witll. tll.i11

metlled of meditatio• tlle active force fellows immediately after it. Tki•
meaas, ia effe_e-t that :a.otl1.iJt.g o·omes betweea us 8.lld the mantra.
We are·
paeaive,, tlle mantra i&r aotive - n:otlti~ comes· betwe•••

But with. the· otla.er

triad the i?:2.termediate force .. f.'oll.iemr. immediatelyr after the pass±ve force·.

· Th.ilf'. ·means, tha.t we are holding: flOme--thi».g: u. mi:Dd - trying: to keep our
attantie:n. en. some aim,- _
Jtnd llowever lefty the ain mq

be it makes •o differen.oe, for the atte1tion ie keld on the thinking
level.
A:ad so it aever gees deep, a.nd we start making a picture i•·
eur mi•d•

-

8ll

imaginary oae - of what the kingdom of heaven' is like.

But on the ordinary level of our daily life this triad is very

importa:at - it is tke way in which desires are created.
legitimate - there is nothing· wrong- a.bout de-sires.

Desires are

Tke idea tha;t they

should be, curbed or resisted is wrong - it is some-thi.g which comes frem

t1le mo:aaetic traditio• - the wq ef the mo:ak.

But the purpose o'f' this

met1lod of mediteti•• is to enable us te fulfil our desires· - to find what
we alwqa wanted ia- life - te live our lives to the full.
So eao1t of tlle six triad.a llas a right f'ullcrlion., but this right f'un.ctio:a
depends- en. the level on. w1lich tlley eperate, and. their relation to eaoll otll.M-.
In erder to discover t1tia· we have to see them, in. the diagram·, s-~ dol'l"t be,
d'ia-mayed if' it s:e-ema, a t i t c-omple:x at first, for it is really· ver,yc

simple,-
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Let us begi• with the mai~ circulatio• ~- the eJU1.eagram - the one
wkich i• symmetrical about the apex of the triangle, and passes through
poi•t ■ I, 4 and 2 Oll the right hand side, u..d 8, 5 and 7 on the left.
The meuing of this oiroula.tio:a is beautifully expressed in tlle Book
of Ge:a.esis:".b.d tlle Lord God formed man of the dust of tke groU11d, and
breataed inte llis aostrils tlle breath of life; and m~
beoam• a living soul".
'l'lle breata of life is a very real tlling.
or in Greel( · -'J>•euma:' · (breati.).

It ia wut we call 'sp~it'As you see from the diagram,
·~

it o.iroulates tlarouga tlle body and tlle Eroul.
Waen. it circulate• througll
pei:a.ta I,. 4 and 2,, · e•ergy is •btai11.ed from th.e deptll of our being by,-

tlle- teoJui.ique of madi ta.tiea, wan it circulates tlarougll poi•t• 8, 5 alld 7
this 8llerg;y fills tae mi-.d and tlle soul, aJld so produces life alld
-., •
coasoiousaess.
By tlle first triad fine energy is obtained from
ooarso - :from tlte dust of tll.e ground - by the seoolld triad thia . e11ergy
is used to create maa' s ._' livi11g soul.
Tke nerl circulation. is symmetrical about poin.t 6 ill tlle diagram,tand.
passes tllrougla peiata 7, I and 8 •~•••side, and poi•ts 5, 2 and 4 •• tlle
etller.
'l'lli ■ ciroulatioD. is o• tllo subtle, or psyc-llologica1 leve1- - tlu,
werd ' ■•ul' is taken. ill tlle Greek s-ense of 'psyclao'.
'flle triad 7 - I - 8
ia, the .on.a,., if' y:,ou remember, wkioll is to11oeraed witll artistic er religious
i•apiratio• - tlle

011.e,

w1licll Mr Ouape11slcyr referred to as· self;..r,em:emberiBg".

Tkis triad depends. on t11e preseno.e of' emetioaal energy at peiat 71- energy
wllics is, obtahed frem tae firat ~irculation..
Tke other triad, tllrougs
pouts 5 ,. 2 and 4, is o-o:aoeraed wi tll. many: paycko-sematic proc.eeaes.- - tla.&
creation et desires: and' appetite,,

for in.stuce - but

a.a, we

saidJ earlier

it efte• ~ta, wr•~ ua-ed, on laigherl•vels-.
Wldu: brillgs- US' to . tll.e, tllird! circulation.,whica is· symmetrical abeu't

pei•t 3, and pus•~ t ·l lrougll points· 4, 7 and 5 •• the oae ■dde, aAd points
2,-. S pd I oa tae other.
Tllis cri.rculatioa is oono-er11.ed witll ta.e
eombustie• of' pll;ysioal energy, the triad 4-T--5:, and the alimi'aatio:a of'
waste, preduats-, tlle triad 2-8-I.
'I'll•· triad 4-7-5 is tn.e one wlliok
Mr Ouspenslc;,Y, u••d te call 'buraiJI€. a ltouse'.
As you see, it is very muoa
iaterloak:ed wita tae psychological circulation - in other worda, tker& ia
more tllaa ••• wrq ef buraing a house!
The otla.er triad, 2-8-I, is tae
••e •• c-alled 'a.i-ime'.
0• tllle pqsical level it refers to t:b.•

,

28.
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dl•;i:ategration of liv:ing; matter, or iJl other words to the return: of
the, living body to tlle 'dwst• from which it was· made.

And so we are

back at point I in the diagram, and the cycle- begins- again.

New it ie the first circulation - tke circulation ef the spirit - whicll
really, ct>:a.oerue 111!1.
Ia the ordinary way its fUJlctio~ is very limited,
a•d altllaugll we are aot aware· of the fact, it is

••l.T through

circulatio• tltat uythillg i• life oan be cllanged.

this

We go on;; talki11g

about do~ tais er tllat - about elimiaating- vreng: f"eature• 8.J!ld encouraging
goed1 oa..-, about getting- iJlto better states or beeomin,g ID.ore O'OJLScious -

but we aever realise tllat all tllis- is impenible.
'WJl.y i• it impossible?
First,, we ll.aven got the e•ergy , . eec.adly, u · we de get "• energyr .. ·.
it doeslrl oirC11lat~.

Se there- is o:aly e•e poi•t from whiea to begi• - tlle triad I - 4 - 2.
If tkia triad works as- it should duril9€meditatien, it will produce the
e:aerg;y we· :a:eed..

AJld if this energy is· allowed te e-irculate•, it will find

its- wq in.te the right parts- ef us tkrougll tla.e triad 8 - 5 - T,.
As a result of tkis aireulatio•, wlliell is o• a very kigh level, th&
aext cireulatie• will begia to werk.
Positive emotion will begi». te ,
o~llel)t at poiat 7, which. will make it possible for tlle triad 7 - I - 8
to fUJ1c-tion. properly.
Wlten tllis 1lappe11.8, eve.-, for short periods, life
w!~l b• utterly,,- dif'fere».t.

Just for a little wkile we will kJa-ow
wlla.t Ckrirt mea.Jri when lle told '\18' to love our enemin.
Aad on tlle
etller ride et thi~ ciroulatio•, at poi•t 2, uotller change will occur.

hger a.ad exasperatie• will cU:sa.pp~ - wo will f'iad tlley kave evaporated. .

.

V

F'or- i~ is- a~ poillt 2-u tke fu-st, eireulatio• tllat bliss, ~r h~ppiness·
ia, -pre·dueed.~ :,:;.. Anger- o-aimo-t exist in ·t°he same- r~oril as blisS'. · When ·
evecyt:.i~:- ij, blis•, -·wh~t ·

Ami "

is'. ~~~~e:-_ to

be_ ~ about?

tm

in. i tat
tJa.o t1lird oiraulatiei - tltat. or· tlle physical body will be affected.
Psycke-s-.emati~ symptoms- . will gradually,fade- away, and tla.e body will bagia to enjpy well-being· .
As we, were .
.

.

oaoe told, if' you do the meditation might and moraing you will never be
ill - or if y:ou

~

ill, you will get over it mu.ell quicker!
!

[
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Last time we were discussiag tke subject of dime•sioas of time,
a.nd we put up tl!l.e fellewi:ag diagraru-

ETERNITY

9
J

eteraal
uw

· eterital
duratie11.

repetitt.ea
ia· eterai,ty7 ·

2

li•e ef

time

REPETITION ·

TIME

repetitio• ia
time

circle ef
time

W'e said, i:f y•u remember, tkat tll.ere are three dimeuion.s ef time,
,ust as tilere are tllree dimeasieu e£ space.
I:11 space coaeepta poin.t 3
i ·s a li-ae, poi11.t 6 a surface aad peiat 9 a solid.
h , time (!tf)JlCepta,
peint 3 is ttme (tlle fourtlt dimeu:ie•), pei-:at 6 is repetition ( tae :fiftll.
dimeas'io:a), and point 9 is etei,aity ( tlte sixtlt dimen.siea).
New if you leek at pouts I, 2,4,5, T and 8 you will appreciate tllat taey
Taere are
are ea.ell di·£ fereat aspeQts 0£ tllese t1aree d:tmeasioas of time.
two aspee.ts of time, at poiat 3 - taere is point 2, w1licll. is tlae straigll.t

li:ae of time (before - aow - after), and tllere ia, pei:at 4, waiu is, tll.e

eurved lip e-f' time - tlle circle of time - ta w1licll tlle end meet& tlle

.

,·1
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begt..illg.
Ia tke same wq tkere are tke aspects ef repetitiea, at
peiat 6.
T:..ere i-s repetiti•• i• time, at peiat 5, as wit• tlle aeaso•s
of tlte year er tlte dqs of tlte week, ud tlt.ere is repetitio• ia eterai-t y,
at peat 7, er eter.al recurreac.e.
Eteraal recurreace ia eutsid'e time
altogetller - at rigllt ugles te it, as it were - u.d alt:i.ougll we speak of

••ly

it as if it ec.c urred ia time, tlla.t is
beClause we caaaet co:n.nive i -t
otllerwise.
hd fu.ally' tkere are twe aspects ef eteraity, at pei-a t 9.
T11.ere is tll.e eteraal aow, at poiat 8, and t1lere i -• · eteraal duration., at
peiat I.
Tke etental
is wkere all pessil>ilitles exi-st - possi·bilitiea

••w

wllicll may 11.ot 'be realised. it recurreace.
If yeu. rememmer, peiat 8 is
tlle aagiooosmes, - tll.e source of all our creative eaerg;y.
Eternal
durati·•• is sometki11g quite di-ffere•t - it is tllat wll.iea relates to a
greater time tll.all our ow., like tlle rocks and mo,mtai:as of tlle earta, or
tke BUil ud tae stars •
. Taese

tw_•

~speoi-al~,-

aspeets 0£ eternity are- often collf'u.sed witk'
relation te li-f e after a~atll.
M~

i~-

eaoa

.p.eople:.

et:a-ei-,
think of

eternity as a state to wlli-oll we retura after our life is ever - a state,
wllicll llas eteraal durati•••
But wllere oould suck a etate-- exist?
Eterai ty bia .!!!!, in tllis life, wi tll all t1le p•ssi-b i-li ties it c•ntai.Jta.
It exists b. every moment of our life, al tllougk we cannot see i -t.
T11.ese six aspects of time are aot just a pllilosepllieal idea, taey
are a very real taing for eaoa of us, pref8tl.lldly affe~ti11g our attitude
T11.e first, eteraal durati••, is tlle dust of wu-oa we are made
to life.
tlle ba.si-e; elements ef wlli-oll eur pll;ysi-cal bedy coasists.
Tlle secrou, tlle
line of time, is the breatll of life - tlle li·f e principle wlli-ok kelds tllese

basic elemeats togetll.er and sets tll.e b•dy mevi-11g along tlle oeurse of time.
Tll.e tllird prin.oiple, tll.e circle of time, is tll.e Ji.~ course of t1a.e bedy all tlle different stages of its development, from birtk to deatk.
And
kere we oeme up agai:ast tkat struge e•igma - tll.e pattern. of our lives a pattern. wlli-oll is prese:at in t1le germ cell before life begiaa.
Hew muell
ef us dees ta.is patter. actually ceatrol?
Is tltere anytking outside i -t,
and ean. aq of it be cllanged?
At point 5 we mE>ve in.to a different world - tke world ef perso1tali-ty,
of al:J. our recurring tlumgkts and desires, our len.gings and our ideals.
Everyt1Ling i• tll.ie world is repeti-tive - everyt1lillg is repeated agaill
and agailt..
If you tllil1k aDout it, you will reaL:i.se tllat there are very
few tkougkts wh.ioa oeme only eace.
Suell tlleugh.ts are ef a different ki-u
mu.ell deeper ud more emeti•aal - ud tlley seem to come te us out of n.owll.ere.
T11.ese belong te pei•t 7 - tlley are tll.e kind of wkicll Plate said tlla.t all
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true k:n.ewledge i-s rememb~.

For tlt.e place w1lere tlley bele:ag is, •ot

usually accessible te us, aJ1d depeads •• tlt.e availability ef e•erg;r.
TJte,
e•ergy wlt.io111. is 1teeded bele».gs te point 8, alld it c:.mes :frem doi:ag tlle,
meditati•••
Ta.at i-s wll;r tJa.e meditatiea sometimes bri11gs us deeper
wa.derstuding.
Yeu will see tlt.at tlt.e rigllt 11.ud side of tlle diagram, - (ppi•ts I, 2 a.ad 4)
is ce:u.ee:ted wit-lt. tlle body, ud t11.e left llud side, (peiats 5, 7 ud 8) is
ooaneoted witlt. t:i.e nul.
Ciroulati:agbetweea tllese six poi•ta, aJld brillgi:ag
tllem iJLto Ullity', is tlt.e spirit.
Wae». we de tlle meditatie•, it is tlle0

spirit wlti<rlt oiroulatea - it circulates a a certain. order.
It i& tllis
ima.er oiroulatie• i». tlle diagram wll.iek is tlt.e ker -J;o tlle wlt.ele 'tllimg - it
iEr, tlli-s waioil makes, tlle diagram alive.

Rememeer tlt.at all tlt.ese differeat aspects ef ma.a are~•
No part is
separate,, :n.or aaa we say tlt.a.t eae part is riglt.t a:ad uotller wrong.
MaJl1'
metlt.od& .... m~ sell.eels Pd religieua erguisatioas . .,. seek te elimin.ate-·
oertai11. a.spec<ts ef our li·f e ud d•velop otlt.ers-:.
But tllat ie aet our way we accept ever.ytlli11g, ud leave it to tla.e mecUtatiea te sert tlt.ilags, out-.
For wJa.o are-, we te judge wJa.at is riglt.t and wlt.a:t ie wreng· about ourselves,?
Far better to realise tlt.at everytlt.ing ll.as geod in. it, aad tlle medita;ti-oa,
soeaer or la:te-r, will bring ta.is g••dn.ess aut.
Tllat is, frem mu•s poi•t ef view.

But t1lese six dimensie•s of time

apply equally •• ev.ery seale in. tlae uaiverse, a.ad it i-s tlt.ey wlt.icll. accotlll.t
for t11.e iltf'iuite vari-et;y of tlt.e phe•ome1aal world.
Take J1.aturei,. for
instuoe - lt.aa it ever struckwou tJa.at a seed la.as eteraal duratie•, takea
in relation. to tlt.e plaa't. inte wla.iclt. it develops?
If a seed is kept in,
dry c:o:aditieas it will remain lUlckuged for ltuadreds of years .. But give
it tlle rigJa:t- e:awiroJUDeat and it will begin to grew.
As it grows, it
fellows t11.ec liae of time {poi•t 2), a li-11.e wltio we op see perpetuated ill
t:ae ferm of m~ plants and trees,,. an.d parti-cnlar~ certain s11.ells like tlle
aautilus, wllose perfect spiral form is tae deligla.t o f ~ soieatists ..
Wke• tlle spral is c:emplete it bec•mes a symbol of poin.t 4, tla.e circle of
time, or in. otlt.er words t11.e time bedy - tlle li11ga sllarira - of tlil.e •autilus.
l3ut wkere oaa elle see tJa.e fiftk dimen.sie». i• nature?
Perkaps: ill tla.e
laws of symmetry - ill the symmetrical form ef flowers, fer instance, ea.ck
speoies of wlt.iclt ooatains a characteristic •umber, sometimes in.dicatu.g
tke arrangemen.t of petals, semetimes tke bra.aching eff of leaves from a
central stem - a stem wkich itself lLa.e a spiral structure.

It is

inter$tiltg that tlt.e idea ef •umber - aritlt.mes - seems t• lt.ave ecoupied a
very imperta.ut place ia the Pytllagerea.n ••ceptioa of eternal reeurren.e:e.
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I:a seme ways t1le sixta di-measion. in nature is easier to see t1lan
tlle fiftll.
It must be co:rua.eo1;ed witll. everyt11.i:ag mew tkat 1tature produces: ker new experiments in evelutio•, aer creativity.
Beki.Jld all t11.ese n.ew
If we could Ulldersta.nd tkis directioa;
experiments is a certain. direo1;i•••
ma.Jq things weuld become peasible fer us.
We said last t'ime tllat tlte meditation. werks in tla.e sixt11. dimensi•••
Yeu see t11.e poi•t - it is a natural process - it fellows certain natural
On.oe we realise tltis, everytkillg will go rig•~•
laws.
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Welt.ave apok•• before about tlt.e aacsieat 4ivi■ion ot· ■aa
iat-o t'llree parta, bod)', a01ll a:ad. epiri1t.

Tlt.e cUagr-.., w~

( s ee .50-:35 & V@l Vl)

d1.nua.-eci lari non•, ab011t t i f ferat dinleuio:u· of time-y' ea:a

tkrow a- great cl•al ot· lip.t oa this div.in01t, and: iit we f ·o:ll.l ow

tke s2Dle:• approau, ~.it:s real meaning will beeo•e muoll elearer.

SPml'l'

9

'breatt'

mid

7

........

5

peraoaalli'tiyr

We begia by puttillg boq,..

■oul

aad

■piri t

of tlae t1'iugle, body o• the rig1lt-,., soul

allov.e

tlt.e■· htlt

at tlae top.

poiat 3,, wi ta bo~.

body - tllere

i■

2,

tu

t-:Uee

corJler■,

tilae left~ alldl apirit

ill t1le time ctiagraai we

You will ••• t-1aat till.ere- are two

■ tart

aapeet ■·

a:t

ot·

body in relatioa to apiri t:,. and. 't1Ler«· is, bod)'· i:a

relation. to lfOlll.
at poiat-

a

011

at

Bocl3' ia relatio• to

tlLat i• to sq, tlle

P'1'■ical

■i,iri 11 i■

tlle liv,bg: bodt,,·

bo~ iato w11.ic1a tlle spirit

ll.as eatered aJU11 llde it alive.

Bod;r i:a :relation to aoul is tile,

enella, at·- poirt 4.

Tae esuan is· tllat part of' 'Wt wllica

detelPllb.es; 1Uae ~blffll

ot· tile:- pqad.eal b ~ - wllica llakes it- omr

01ml

b~,, UJ1like ~ 0"11.er.
:£a1 t'aiao rm.- it is the· outward) expn:ud.Olt!
of t.e soul '!'" it:-- is: like> a aould,, or a pattern in. wlliclt. fte bodlr
ia: :f'o:rmaed'•
.h41 aow· if:'' ymi move 1il> poiat 6, ;you will aee-, 1:-laat tilere, are two,

aapee;ts- of aoul.

There, is soul in nlatioa 'Ito l,odtr,,

soul in relatio:a 'tc> spirit-..
per&ollal'i ty , , at point

!h

~

there:- i•:

SOlll ia relation 'to b~ is:; tlle

Pemro:aality , , also,. i• tile> outward'

expnesrion of:· ~• soul1, but, ll.o'ft tlmouga :fro~ aa, in tae o.ase off
point-. 4,J but tlmougll. 11ove11enta,, speeu,, gestmrea,, nervJOWI' neactioAF ·
ad ao

011..

disappears:..,, aJldi

OJUJ" tile f om11 - tlle ..,._., - neaai.Jls,.

.Ami! wlletll t-u,

esa~- r e ~ andJ a •ew ~ ill3 mue, . t11.e aaae :t'oma-, willL 'be uncll
agd.11.,
Ami< noner or- late2r t:ae, persoaality will eome agai:a too,

and' flow int-o-it--..
Buv tkenc is a neper part of aoul - tllat part w1lidl relatea,

T1t.ia-· deeper part is at point 7.

to apirit:-.

We laave c:alled i1t

'mid', but really.;- it' is: more like i:asigllt::, or memory-.

It ia, t:ltia

part wkieh belongs to reeurre:n.ce, and tllat is wq it- someti111N1 kaowa
witaout queriioa w1lat tlle ordillar., milld ClUJI.Ot understand,, f'or it
ia able to reaember.
W.a o•e auclden.ly realiae•=tllat aometllbg
wit-llia one bows· wlaat to do, eve:a th.ougl'l it is quite tll.e oppoait.,
o£: wllat o•e expected - tllat is perAa.ps a.a illdicatioa.
But taer«•
are ll8Jl1' diff'ere».11 sidea, t-o point

7 - it is like a treaanare l'loua-•

with a great IIWl1' different rooll8.
AlldJ tllen if' we move t-o point~, you will see tut there ar«· two:

d.iffere:at as-pee.ta ofl• epimt."
am11 apiri1t i:a nlation t :o soul.

life pm.llcdple, at point I.

'flt.ere is spirit in relatio• 1o boq-,
Spirit in relatioa to bod)' is tlle

WJa.e:n. tae bodJ' is: bora,, t'ae li~e

priaciple enters, it, wll.ea t1t.e lfody die~ tlle lif'"e pri:aaiple leaves=
it ;a&ain.

According to ancient tr&eatio:n., tlle life principle ia

assoriated· witt breatll - tke Greek word for it ia· 'pneuma•.

Ad

wlln it is related to soul, it is called 'p:n.euma llagion' - 1lol.y,,-breat1t;,
laoly' spirit.

'l'llis is at point 8,s and al tltpuga t t is very cllifferea1

ill t'lle way it «oaea to ua-, it is really' tae aue ~iag.

was lif'e;

ad

tu

life was the ligllt or- melt?."

of· trlle sun, tlle· spirit: i ll\ everywker•; alwqs.

"In llim
Like 'tille: ligltt

Now tlte most importaat tlli~ we l&ave to do illi t-llia·. wo:rik is:, t-o

nk:e t-ke spirit- circulate.

Wad does, it aeaa-,, to make tu apir.it

Tkat is - utuall;r wlla:t tke mea'i1:atioa is foir -

o:iroulate,?:'

amr to

wrq ia wllio:h tlte spirit cdrcm.lates: is · nowa by- the imt.er· Ii:n.es,, i:n. 1tae,
cliagrallt',, waieil pa.as: fllr..ouga poiata, I,4,,2,.&,5 ad 7.
You will see tr1lat 1iltis- illl'ler d.reulaction produces·

is IQPIIIDletrleal about- tile apex of'· the triugle:e
s.id'«' ar«- points, l:,4 and 2, and'

8,5 a.mi! 7.

01l

a,

figure, wllia.

On. 1i1le rigld' lla:adJ

tiae lef't laaud: side- are.> points-;

TJae d.reul.-ion. t-boug11. poi».ts I,4 aad 2 is: coaeen.ed

wi tll 1tlle wq in wldcll tile apiri t ei.Nntlates,- tlaro1.10, tile, pqsioal b.o~

Tll.e eff'efrill". o:r· tilis circmlatioa are• larg~ hi<fdln.

impomaa-t-,, beuwre
i'tt iis: t1lis eucmla:tiou w1licll ma.Jluf'aetves- 1ille elleJ.?gy' aeecledl
to awaken the lefi

aant1· d.r.alatioa.

After medit~tioa we

8a1ll

feel

. - we can aometimea, f'eel a dif.fermd

it& ef'f' eelta;

quality about ffll.e 1loq, on- a aenae, o~ w•ll b ~ , or a ua11ge:- i:a t-lt•

cruality- of'' our

- different ~or·dif£ereat- people.
Tlle dr.eulatio:a tllrougll points 8,5 and' 7 is, e:onceltlledl wi'tll t-lle
■OT.Rent•

wq ill whicrll the spirit· eirenlries taro~ tll.e 11.igll.er centmta amf tile

soul.
Hoit 'too eaay to describe this circulation eitlae-,, f..Ort' it_i•
largely- beyolld words.
If' you like we can eall i1t 'bliaa;1 •
But- it:
mrq 11.elp to hear w1lat till• Ma.11.ariui ou-e said: a-bc,ut it • . Someo•• asked' aim, "Call you tell us tlle experiene:es y,o u llave waea you
come to that position of repose in your mind"'?"

To whia he neplied,

"Tllat is · t11.e state of awareness - tlle awareaess of' the awareness, not:
o f ~ objeri - a.if'fi.eult to describe tbt state.

Ia aoaewq we

uuaDge id.e&IJ". about iv, but it cannot be dean-1.y defined and atateti

becauae it is:' t1le state, of--' abaolute Being, and we only talk ta, tel!IUI'

of Nlativity •••••• absolute Being, awareaeas of awareness, sometll.iDg
rid• awake> i:n. i ~1:t·. "

Oa a difi"erent' se-.ale - on t1le soal.e o~ all ma:akiad. - tll.ere is abeautiful descriptton of' the circulation of tile spiri'ft. in the secmacl
ou.:pter of Genesis ,,- "And: the Lord God formed man of the dust or· tlle
ground, anct brea-1:11.e-d into ltis nostrils t11.e breath of life; andJ ■M1
became a liviag woul."
Tke dust of~•- ground is at poi».~ I - it
e.on.siata- of tla.e basicr; elements· carbo•, oxyge• and ni troge• from wllica1
liviag matter is-· made.
Wll.en. t1le spirit circmlatea-,tll.-se tllree
elementsbeo:-ome bonded wi'hll ~droge• in a number of' dif'ferent: wqa,

and ao living matter is produced.

Tais li'ri.Jlg matter ~hen o-ira.u.lrie:a,
to tlle essean at poiat 4, wliere it ia, given fol'III.
And ao ma•as
living bod:, cromes i•t:o existeaee at poiat 2.
But' llowraoes maa become a liwi.ng soul?

spirit- aireulate&, wit:Jt.in

lli■

It is, wlllo

~

tllat: -:b~mes, a- livii:ng soul.

11.oly
TJlis,

ia, at poin-t 8, and· it: meus, 'tut ma's ltigller c:entresi are awak:enell.
At tllie: point ma contd.a•~ possibilitie•, llut wllea 'ta.e cmeulatioJll
passea, t-o point- 5: these possibilities are modified.
Fo:r tilt.«· pemro:aa,lity.,
aete· all it- were as r,;· screen, wkia erelues certain possibilities, a.mill
aee-epts ot'l t.ers.
A.ad so at poiat 7 the individual person. c-omes, inhexiste11.ee - a.ad it is tllis· iJld.ivid.ual person. tlla-t turJIB · on. tlle wlt.•el
o~· necnumeace - tJaat is-born. again and again.
But: the absolute nature of mu is beyond. recurrean.
.hd' if ll«
e:an :tin.d.1 that abaolute nat,me, BOtlli:ag will be imposaible for lt.im.
SPIRl'f'
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One of the mest importa.mt things in the e:rmeagramis the inner
ciraulati•••
It is the i:aner ciraulatien whicr.h makes it alive - whioh
makes it into a. living and moving diagram, instead ef the kind ef static
symbol usually connected with esoteric or religious teachings.
But what
does this inner ciroula:tion mea.B?·
Perhaps the clearest example is the .,
bloeastream.
If you put the heart and lungs at the interseetien ef the
inner lines below thw apex ef the triangle, then the right hand: mireulation
through points I,4~and 2 will represent the systemic· G'irculation, through
the body, and the left hand ciroulatien, nthreugh points 8,5 and 7, will
represent the cerebral ci.roulat.,.n, through the head.
In both these
circulations the bleed travels from the heart and lungs through th&
arteries, and returns threugh the veins and capillaries to the heart and
lmags again, where it is oxygenated, and the carbon dioxide and ether
unwanted. substances exhaled.•
At first sight one might imagine that both these circulations were the
same.
But ae.tually they are twe quite d.iff'erent processes - two quite
different triads.
By the triad I - 4 - 2 en the right hand side, high
level energy i• erlraeted from the air we breathe - energy whie:li makesthe bedy alive,, and' by t-h& triad: 8 - 5 - 7 on the

left handi side,. this
high level, e111.ergy i i eircmlated t-o the head, -where, it- become-a the, active
pl"ine,iple, i;,n 1>redu0'.ingt eens-c:iousness.
This is the first pair of triads, and. they are based en air - en the
breath of life, er what is called in Greek 'pneuma hagien' or hely breath,
holy spirit.
But there are ef course two ether oirculatiens - the
circulation of substances derived from the feed we eat, and the circulation
of substances derived from the impressiens we receive.
The substances
derived from food are obtained from the body - the digestive system and these substances enter at the right hand corner of the triangle and
cir«ulate through points 4
7 - 5 and 2 - 8 - I.
The substances
derived from impressions are obtained frem the head, and these enter at the
left hand c:orner ef the triangle and c:ciroula.te- through points 7 - I - 8
and 5 - 2 - 4.
But let us leave these twe siroulations for the moment,
and cencentrate on the first oireulatien - that ef breath, er spirit.
If yeu loek at the big diagram a.gain, you will see that it contaiu
the same circulati♦n, through points I - 4 - 2 and 8 - 5 - 7.
Obvi•usly,
this circulation is connected with life - with the wa::, in which the life
principle is manuf"actured, and circulated throughout every part of the
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9

2

7

UJ1iverse - te every living being within it.

Se there is n• need

te worry our heads about the existeaoe ef life on other planets, er

anything like that.

The whole universe is alive anyway, and every

c·o smes within it, just as we ourselves are alive, and every ••e&JDOS

withi:m. us.
But h•w dees this circulation werk, on the scale of the whele universe?'
Recent discoveries abeut the presenc:e c,f living organisms in extra galactic·
spacre previde aonfirmation ef the fact that such a circulation . mightA'.ocerdi:ag t<> the enneagram, it is on the r:i,ght hand
side that life is actually preduoed, b~ _th~ tran I~ 4 - 2. aad · this
depends .en>:the presence of living beings, especially plants, which are
well exist!-.

able te split the water molecule and supply the free o:xyge:n necessary
fer breathing.
But how did plants get there in the first place?
That wed$ net knew, any mere than we knew hew the newborn child is
provided with the equipment fer breath.i11g_, ... befere it is actually born.

4D.
Se it is, by: the triad :t - 4 - 2 that life is prod.uc-ed in the Ulil.iverse,

an~ the bi•sphere is a mechanism fer doing just this.
~

- biosphere', er alL .biespheres?

B.:_ut de

we,

me~

The idea that parallel ferms •f

life exist on ether planets - forms similar te our

OWlti -

is a. l-ir_lllng ic:tea

im eertai~ respects, fer it dees net t':l.ke-o dimensions of time into ao:c-eurit.
Let us keep to the realisatien that there is only one world - .nthe same world,
seen·: frem dif:ferent:- as:peerl;s: - dif:fer~nt: dimensions - and tlum we Eth&1l,l begitt

t:-o und.erstandJ man;r ~hings- about the real natur• ef tlll.e universe.
Butte return to the diagram-.

When life is produced by the triad

I - 4 - 2, it passes across to the left hand aid&, along the line, 2 - 8.
This is net se impossible as it appears at first sight, fer the sma.llas"t·
living erganisms - organi ~ moleeules, for instance· - ar~ minute enough vo
escape the gravit.1a,tienal influence of the earth.

So here,, on the lieft

hand sidie·, the energy pred'u."d on the· right hand' sid:e- bee-emes the aa.tive
principle in the triad

8 - 5 - 7, and so becomes instrumental.. in predue-in.g

oenscrieusness,.
But' this- energy might net necessarily appear t:e U8' in
the form ef life, - it is quite- possible we sheuld know it as, +ight, ferit is· f:rem the a.ctien •f light· in phot•sy-n.thesis that it is d.erived;.
"I:n. Him was- life, and' the:· life was., the, light of men-• ••••• "
When,
this: energy c-i.rculates in the, bedy we knew it as 'life', but w,hen it
a--irculates in the soul we kn•w it as 'light:' or o-en.soieusness.
But: what
is the real nat11re e£this energy?'
When we de the meditati•n we ge
inwards, towards the centre of the circle.
And when we get nearer the
centre, these different aspects of the world merge tegether - they bee•me
ene thing, which we call 'spirit'.
And when wa ceme eut from the
meditatien we r~alise that this same energy - the spirit - is in everythi~
around us.
It is in the woods and the fields and the trees, and it iB'
flowing threugh ourselves, and in everyone we meet.
It is -'.;his energy
which unites tche b:ody and' the soul, and it is· this which unitea us wit-h

other peeple.
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· If you look in the Enoy~lopaedia Brittanica under the heading
'Blood· Circulation'

you will find there is

.i.

simplified: illustration

showing how the aircmlation works·, whic·h I have attempted to reproduce
in the attached diagram:-

upper limbs and
head

vena cava
superior
heart

vena cava
inferior

aorta

lower limbs

You will see that there are three circulations - the pulmonary,
whi~h goes from the heart ~o the lungs, where the blood is filled with
oxygen, and baok to the heart again;

the systemic·, which goes· fr-om

the heart to the aorta, and thence to the arteries and capillaries

of the body tissues

an.a

organs, liver, stomach, kidneys and lower

part of the body, and thence to the veins, and back through the vena
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cava· to the ltea.rt again - this· is the lower circulation in the diagram, and th.irdly, the upper e-iroulation,. wl\ic.h branc.hes off the systemio.::
oira.ulat-ion and eoes to the llead and the different parts· of the brain,,
and so baok through the superior vena a.ava to the heart again • .

Now suppos-e we put all this in the e.nnea.gram, and suppose we put
the heart and lungs- in the a-entre,. at the intersecrlion of the inner-

lines, then the lower,. systemi~ circulation will be on the right hand·
side,. through points I,4 and 2,. and the upper, cerebral c·i rculation

will be on the left hand side, through points 8,5 and 7.

In otller-

words--, the c·i rculation on the right hand side will feed the body, that
on the lef't hand sid'e will feed the soul,. and in the centre between
them both will be the heart and lungs, pumping oxygen into th~
bloodstream continuously,. from the moment of biPth until death ..
If we call point I the arterial system, then the line- I - 4 will
be the flow of blood through the aorta, and through the different·

organs, of the digestive system, whic-h we have included: under the heading
'r·ood: system' at the night hand: intersec<tion.

The a.irculation then

goes to the capillaries, where d.ifferent substanaes in the bloodstreann oxygen, gluc-ose and amino acid:s-- are passed to tke body ttssues, and
carbon dioxide is passed: f.romthe t-is-sues int-o the blood.
ltappens· at point

4.

But along the line

4-

All this

2 still further substances,

are abs-orbed into the _bloodstream,. particularly,• hormones from the
0

endocrine glands, which enter the bloodstream direct.

These substances-,

although they can be traced physically and' analysed, are on the
borderline between matter and. energy, and have a very potent inf'luenc:e
on our psychology - which has, in its turn, a very potent inf'luenae
on them.
So the right hand c-ircula:tion already contains- a great many d!iff'e rent
substances,. on different levels, by the time, it has made its c.-ircuit
and returned through the· veins- along the' line- 2 - 8 to the h.eart again.
Certain of"· these substances· are exhaled, but others,i charged with a
fresh supply of oxygen, are circulated in the bloodstream to the left
hand' circulation, through points · 8,5 and

7•

from the right- hand c-ireulation to the left?

What i~ it tha1; passeR
We

kn.ow

very well. t-ha-t

the energy dJe:r.ived' f-1-ont> the right hand: circ.ula:tiom aan· inf'luence
behaviour- in many diff'eren-t' w:zya-.

01ll"'

We can bec:rome angry, excited,

depressed} an<i! sleepy, pleasant, happy,, morose, c-learheaded or
con.f'us-ed,- according to the kind of substances, in the bloodstream

......

--- - - - - - - -- -

-

-

9

arteries
(systemie-)

2

wh.en it reaohes· the lef-t hand oireulation, and we never quite know
how mua:h our behaviour is·determined by them,. or- how muo-k they·are

ta...elves·

d:etermined; by our behaviour.

And so wken the o-ireulaiiion

reaches- the point- of- entry of impreeaions, at the left hand inters-ec'tion,
w&-

finci the result is- subjective - we- o-annot se-e t-hings, clearlyr, as they

really are, we see them as, our present- mood diatates·..
All of whic:h br.ings us to the C'Onclusion that we, have, to :find
some higher kind of oi.rcula-tion which is not affeC'ted by these moods
of the body and: the soul - somethin~ which belongs to a higher- oo1iave
al together,. and is-· always- wor\jing in us,, whatever ma;v happen on the
levels· below.
Now although it is· not commonly known about, there is n-o doubt that
such: a circulation exists· - or crould' exis-t, perhaps-,- under- c-erta±n

rira:urnstances·•.

When we do t'he-· meditation we are sometimes

aware- that the mantra is: c:ireulating through us·, and: somet-imes- itseems· t-o :f"ollow the, scame- pathways, as, the eireulation of ·I.he blood: •.

- --

- --

----- - -
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One of the things it does ia to free the ci.rau.lation, so that it
can-

flow more easily.

But there is

mucrh

more to it than that.

The point is that the meditation is able t-o produce very high level~
of' matter

substances of a very subtle kind which can enter the

bloodstream and modify its effects in a number of different- ways ..
Basicallj:· the bloodstream contains thre-e different- elements·, carbom,
oxygen1 and nitrogen.
Sometimes there is too much carbon ,in· certa:ini
areas, or not enough,. sometimes . there is too mueh oxygen in other

areas·, sometimeg perhaps, ther&- is· not- enough nitrogen.

But- wheni

the mantra i~ c1rculating properly it will adjust all this- - it will
iree ttat these thnee elements are inithe rieht proportion.

A.net s-o

the blooda1iream will not get out of balance,. and life will be better
regulated •.

SPilUT

9

arteries·
(c-erebral)

e-onsciousness

I

arteries
(systemic~)

7

2

physical
energy

BODY

SOUL

brain
cel'ls ·

4
body ·
cells

You will see, from the diagram that the inner circulation
connec<ta,: with the out·er circulation at certain points-.

When,

the meditation is established this inner circulation will be,
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going on all the time,. whether we are actue,lly aware of' it or· not.
Like the balance wheel of a wat~h, it will regulate the flow of
energy in us·,, and keep everything in order.,

But- deeper ini.

is-· another- area, which is· above the level of· movement.

In this, area

are the -three fo:r,e,eB", from which all creation is deriv~d.

And· at

the centre itself thes-e t'hree :forc-es- are one and indivis:ible, asthey are on the level of the absolute.

When life is quiet,

~na ·

better regulatea.·, in the outer a.reas, we begin sometimes to feel the
presence of these deeper parts, and so they will influence our live&.

I

In our definition pf man as

a;

C'osmos·, we have arrived at t-he

c·onclusion that he has· two separate parts, a bodN' and a soul.

To

most of us it is c·lear wha:t the o-ody iB<, but what do we mean by· the
soul?

It is here that confusion arises,. for people have differerrt

views.

Some say there is no such thing as a soul, others· t ·hat it

has to be created in us, still others maintain tha;t the soul ts the
only re al thing about- us, and the· body has no importance.
0

But really:-

it is very simple - as we shall see presently, the b.ody and the s·oul
are one, and their functions are interdependent.

It is impossible

to imagine how one could exist without the o1;-he-r-.
Tha·t which holds the body and the soul together - t-ha-t which unites
them·. - is t-he spirit.
sense..

Spirit- is really · energy - energy in an absolute-

And it is the c:irculation of energy through body and soul en:

whicrh our growth and development deparu:ls.

When energy circulates·

within the organism it does s ·o in a particular order.
shown· in the following diagram.

This order is

It will be seen that there are two

separate and yet complementary circulations - one on the right hand
side:-, and the other on the left.,

The c-irculation on the right hand

side, through points I,4 and 2, is concerned. with the :iianufacture of'
energy.

That on the left hand side, through points 8,5 and. 7 1 is

concerned. with the use of' this energy in the fulfilment of' our func-tions.,
Just as energy is manufactured in 1fhe biosphere through the action of
photosynthesis, and this energy is expended in the fulfilment of' life
on. earth, so energy of a similar kind is manufactured within our own:·
organism, and this energy is used by our different centres ...
What is it that actually happens?

From the food we eat, the air

we breathe and. the impressions we receive, higher levels of energy 2!'e
derived - und:er certain c.ircumstances very high levels of energy indeed.
But this depends· on a number of things, ano. particula..rly on the·
interaction of these three energy lines..
the other

For each is dependent on

the extraction of higher levels of' ene1rgy from f-ood is

dependent on the impressions · we receive, and these in their turn ha-ve
a prof·ound effect on the air we breathe•.

Under normal c·ircumstances

all thrs works aut-omatically, but ff we wish to get more energy we have
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to improve the circulation, and t:p.~~e- ar~,--- o:t gours-e-, , .many ways
of ·aoJng-, 1;:hi-s:.:. _.

It is-. when; the ciircula:tion becomes remrie~ed _

tha<t t-he trouble S'.G,.of'teni begins .. _

'I'he circulation then passes across to point 8, a;long the line

8,. where it provides• the fuel required by our higher centres -

2

particularly the sex: c:entre, whic:h is the big &tore of energy behind
al] our· everyday activities·.
at' point

It then goes to the nervous systeffl',

5, where actions,, feelings

and sensations are produced, and

fina-lly to the mind a-t point 7, where the ef'f'e c·t of a-1 1 this activity
is: interpreted and: stor-ed in the memory, and then, referred back along,

the line

7-

I.

According to the demands on our ener-gy on the lef't

hand side of the di.a.gram, so the rate' at which energy- is· manufactured
on the right hand side is adjustetl.

It is in t-his sense that the

two sides are complementary to each other.
(SPIBIT)

sex
c.entre

(SOUL)

nervou
system1

5;

All this is·' well enough known -~ it is perhaps- a new wary of putting
it.

But it refers oni1y· to the outward aspeci o:f things - to the

way in which lif'e goes· on from day to day.

Deeper inus there are
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two· further c_i_rculations - those belonging to the subtle and causal._
level's .

We can put these inner circulations· on the diagram, and

they will show us a number of things which were missing before:-

(SPIRIT')

9

higher·
centres,

' daily
bread'

8

mind

T:

(BODY)

nervous· system,

impress-ions

We are told that these inner circulations are going on, all the
time - the central one even d.u ring deep sleep . - but of course we are,
not aware of them in the ordinary way.

It is only through the

meditation that we begin to d.isc.over what they are like.

For t-he

meditation really begins on the level of the first of these inner two
c~irculations.

In this circulation 'food' at point I means

psychological food - as· in the Lord's prayer, when we ask :for our
daily• bread.

'Daily bread' in t-he Gospels- is a wrong trans-lation -

in the Latin it is- 'panem supersubstantialem' - supersubstantial bread.
So the first of the two inner circulations re:fers to the
circulation o:f' nervous or psychological energy - and the· question

a.rises how this kind of energy is renewe·d , or manufactured in us
in the ordinary way•

We know it d.epends on sleep - but we know,

too, that the meditation is· a way of renewing this energy, and that

is perhaps' the main reas-on why people go for the- med1tation - as a wa;:r
of.- bringing· them relief"' fr-om the nervous te-nsion of' modern life.•

But the meditation works also on the level of the innermost
airculation, and this c.i rculation is ooncerned wit-h t-he s-pirit·.

That

is perhaps why it'- was originally called the Spiritual llegenera.t'ion
Movement- - a fact which tend's to be forgotten,.

For the main purpoae

of me-ctitation is· to manufacture spiritual energy - energy whic-h,. will'.
enable man's· higher cent·res to work ...

Spiritual energy is· manufactured,

in exactly the same wczy as physic_.al energy - it is produced on the·
right hand side of the diagram, through the circulation I,4,,2, ·nut· in
the· innermost circulation instead of the outer one.
It will be clear by now that each point round. the circle has t.hree

different meanings, depending on 1-rhich of the three circulations it
belongs t '·o .

Point I refers to physical food in the outer c.:irculation,

psychological food in the next circulation, a,nd spiritual food in t).eo
nerl · - the innermost circulation.

In the sap way, point 4 refers

to impressions, of' three d.ifferent kind.s - and we know from experience
that the quality of': impressions can be very different.

Point 2 is,

c1.ir, or bree,th in the outer c-irc.ulation, in the next circulation it
refers, perhaps to t 'h e life principle, and in the imnermos1; cire.ulati'on
it refers, to holy· breath, holy spirit - that which is called, in Greek,
pneuma hagion.
All this may seem a lit'tle c~nfhsing, but when we consider- t'he
three different meanings of' point 8, it is perf'ecj]y- c,lear·. .

Point 81

refers, to man's three higher centres - the s-er centre, the higheremotional centre, and the higher mental centre.

Sex energy is,

produced in the outer c,irculation, <the ene-rgy required' by the higher
emot·ional centre in the next circulation, and the energy requit'ed 1~r
the higher mental centre in the innermost circulation..

And in the same

way point 5 referr::: to three different levels of energy circulating
within the nervous system, - levels of energy which produce quite
definite effects·.

And rinally point 7 refers to different· levels of'

consciousness - relative consciousness in the outer circ.:ulation,
self consciousness in the next,, and cosmic. c:' Onsciousness in the
innermost c:irculation.

In this· wczy all man's possibilities are

inc:luded - the diagram· can show us everything a man, is·, and everyt-hing
a man could be-..
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s ·o man;,, the microcosm, is designed. iw such a w~ that he is
able tu manufaexure wit-hin his own, organism: the energy required

for his liigher func-t ions:..

He is able to convert lower· levels of

energy into higher levels, . a."ld to use: these higher levels of' e nergy
in creative work.
Now it· has alw~s beern stressed that t"he meditation is a n atural.

proc:ess., and this diagranr can he-lp us t-o understand what t-his means.
It simply means that the mantra f:'ollowsc the same· natural· ord.' ar· - iit
C'Ell

s-tart almos:t an,ywhere in" an,y of thes-e t-hre:e c.ire.ulations, and by·

a·oing· so it: lt il]. heclp t-he natural circulation of_ energy·.,

But: itc

a ls:o means· that there are two s·i d:es:- t-o the meditation - t-here is- t:he·
manufacture of_· energy during· the half' hour, and there is.: the use of'
this energy in self· realisation- during the· d"ay.

- . Pe-rha:ps we are

some-t-imes inc:linedl to c-onoentrate,- on one a;a-pe-c-t t-o the exclusion of'
the- ot-h~ - eoit-her we eypect to be able- to change something during·
the day,, or- we expec-t the half" hour to be better t-han it- is.

fact is-,. the one cfiwends- on t-he· other.

The

'First,; pr-odua,e new energy

d.uring- the half" hour, then things will c-ha;nge naturally during· the
It is, never-~ who change,. anything - rreve-r

day.

one day: one- will :f"ind it- has already happened.

m:_ t-o eha.nge - tlie?ll
That is t-hegreat

s-ecre-t •.
( SPIBTI')
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mind
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ENNEAGRAM -Miscellaneous

1-3

4-9

10-12
13-17
18-24

25-26

Man as a seed with everything already known
within so a natural process. Man more a seed
ground for flowerings over different lifetimes.
Left and right, dominant and silent brain
hemispheres, qualities compared in meditation
context and with flow of impressions in diagram.
Unified left/right situation the fruitful seed ground.
Law of Three and Law of Seven illustrated by
Primary and Spectrum colours. 4 circulations.
Some freehand diagrams.
Diagram as picture of the ALL. Universal worlds as
accumulators for physical,subtle and causal
levels.
Ladder of Self Realisation.

60s-70s
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Th.e most important thing that ha.a e-ome from these diseussi-ons iil

the realisation. that there exists a. place in ua where everything is
This place is the seurce of happineu in us, and

aJ:r2ad.y known.

it contains the memory, not only of past and :future, liut of everything

that ~culd happen in our life - that MVer hap~en~ before.
It is the meditati~n which has made this realisation possible.

And

it is eharaeteri-stic o:f' the meditation that this realisation does not

come all at once - it grows in us gradually, f'or the meditation works
But even knewing about it can ma.lee a big differenee in
by degrees.

our attitude to life - particularly in our attitude to the idea of man's
evolution - what evolution really meana, and how it comes about.
The idea of man's evolution is subje~ to all kinds of misoonoepti-ons.

The very idea presupposes that man has to oha.nge something in himself to give up certain features and develop others.
us is already known, there- is no

become ourselves.

n~~

But if everything about

to change an,ything - we just have to

Trying to change things is bound to produce inner

conflie't.

Now there is a very old idea - one which belonged to the Greek
lifysteries - that man is a seed.
This is: nearer the truth, provided we
take it in the sense that a seed grows naturally, in i-ts own natural
But man is not really a seed, he is more like a ground in

conditions.

which seeds o-an develop.

Dif:ferent seeds germinate in us at different

timest and it is this upon which the infinite variety of lif'e depends.
But the

wey-

in which evolution takes place is very interesting, for it

follows certain definite steps, each of which involves a different kind
ef process.

-

The first of these steps is the process of' germination.
kind of unlocking process.

Th.is is- a

A seed can remain. i-n a passive state for years,

even for centuries, but when the right conditions of temperature and
humidity oocur it suddenly becomes active, and the process of evolution
begins.

And so, too, with ideas.

and then one day they suddenly strike.

things in our life begin to move.

Some ideas lie dormant for years,
They become praati<:al, a.nd <1erta.in

When this happens a great deal of

active energy is released, just as it is in the seed.

This active energy

enables combustion to take place, and the seed begins to develop.
But
very soon the seed has to f'ind its own wa::, of manuf'acturi.ng energy, which
it dces by putting out green shoots which collect the 8Ull's rays.

This

:process, whioh is called photosynthesi.s·, i.s the bas-is upon which further
growth depend.s.

In our own evolu.t:i-cn the dif'f'eren(re between these two processes is very
important.

The first process - the unlocking process - depends en outs:i-de

influences.
The impetus- comes from outsio.e us - :fr01ll books, from dif'ferenir
idea~, fr-om the great t'eachers of the past, from eertain people one is· lucky
enough to meet.

But- the secrond process depends on oneself' - it comes, net

from outside, but from wi-thi.n.

Both proe:esses· are necessary in theiT time,

but the trouble is the di-f'f'erenoe between them is not undersi.cod.
f'orms o:f med.ita.iicn, f'or in.stance, consist enly of the first kind
They involve holding something in mind

unlocking process.

·u·.e attention en some i-dea, or the memory of' some experience.

t-he

eonc:entra,ting
Thi-a,

inevi-tably keeps the mind fired en the thinking level - it binds i-t to

the perimeter cf the circle - t.o the line o-f time.

Disc-iplines of' · oiil\er

kinds have the same effect - certain pllysi-0a.l disei-plines, fer instance,
require very striet attention, and this unl.ooks powerful seurees ef energy.

Tb.is meditation we have been given is a. wa;y- of maJ'luf'acturing: energy,
not unlocking it.

It avoids inner struggle a.lt-egethsr,

bec:a.use, t-her&

is no need to conc:enu-ate the attenti~n on anything - we simply repeat the
mantra, and the vi,brations :from the mantra attract the mind tewa.rds t1'te
centre.

Actually· i-t .. is the same process as i.hat of' ph.otosynthesi-s = .a.

process of· extracting higl\er levels of energy :from lower levels - the pr-ceess
by which the plant transforms water and dif"f'erent minerals into living tis1:1ue.
One can tell the dif':ferenee by the kind o:f energy it prt>d.uces.
The first
process produces- excdtable energy, which is soon b:µrnt up, Ym:t the, second
process· produces· a kind of balancing force, whieh - is,. alwqs. there-.
1t

Jesus answered

said unto her, Whos-oever shall drink of: thiswater shall thirst again: But whosoever drinketh of th.e water
and

that I shall give him shall never thirst;
shall give him shall be in him

a;

but the water that I

well o:f water springing: up inte

everlasting li:fe."

But to return to the analogy o:f the SGed.

When the seed germinates

it is· at first entirely dependent on the store of' :fuel surrounding, it,

which Nature haa,:provided.

But when photosynthesd.s takes pla.o.e- within

the plant itself, it begins to grow and develop, and s3oner ttr later

it flowers.

This is the summit of its existen.oe, and it culminates
Fertilisation cnrresp0nds t~ that wh.i-oh we called

in fertilisati-on.

'remembering', or uni-on with the o-entre of' the ci.-role.

Fron- the active

energy it produees ev()lutio11 begins, for it leads to the creation of the
seed.

But the bcdy o:f the plant dies and disintegrates.

The subatance

of which it is made becomes food f()r the soil, and enables nerl year's

seeds to grow.
So man's evolution is a natural process.

It is a kind ef unfolding·

process - an lll\fold;n_g into what is already known.

For everything that

the plant becomes is known beforehand - known. within the structure of the
tiny seed.

And with man it i-s not a finite process-, for h.ia

possibilities a.re unlimited, and one season follows another.

Y,an i~

not a single seed, which reaches fulfilment and then disappearB", he is a
ground in which different seeds develop, frcm one lifetime to the nerl.
And by its very nature evolution is not a thing which. requires inner

struggle or conflict - certainly not suffering.

It is a process to be

enjoyed - a process ful.l of happiness - full of the real meaning of l~fe.
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henispnere was nQi; u.,.7.dars-tood ..
tb.ai;- thi:s hemis:pher:3 is: c-onnecied: ,ri -t-h .all thosa q:ual~ ti.aa, w·b.ich w,e

associate wi i;h art o...7.d: aesthetics:- - :,rit:'l :r>.::.sie~ poei;rJ ::,· ~bmic: r:ier.rement

Others h~.re all sorts:-- of :--ronrl.er.:fu.l d.'apths: in the ,·i'X;JmiE crnaJ.i.ty- of'.' tne-u

11.e!:'!isp!l.e:re iE£ lik,9 1;na sowLdi.ng bo:;:.rd~

Sometines
i:n. is-

- it is all s-o

Ever;;i'.)ne' s voice

;-;3-9

sl1dd.en.l;:r lifted,-

fy heari; was: sb..iken wi t:h. tea:rs-,..

;;U:.d.

horror

JJri:fted a.w-;cy- • ...... • 0-7 · but: e 'Jery on.e

Was a =iird. 1 a-71.d. the song was -~-ord:less r
will n<'ffar ne cio:n.e.

_sr.a.

here i;nar';) is s-omethi::ig- ver-J

Wher: you ;-n;-;;_,..---:; to m-,;d.i3:;:).t :'!· ;)'"vu.

~~

.s.,.;ying

II ow· tne interesting i;hing is this:' - while . the wor-d rem~.i::i.<J.~ a word
you 8Xe

c.ominan:t h.emisplter~, but when.

swi tcited ovc!r t-o the other sid."3 - to

~·

~ -r~ .. .ru::i J/OU
silent hemisphere ..

this swi tab. ov~:r- t'-o the si1.en:t heni31)here seems t-o be -ess-e?1.tiar, ii" th~
mecti-ta:tion is to go deep.

11.ae~ it begins to go daep 1 and' one

d:if':fererit

::..11 go

6..

I;:;;p:-assio:n.s will e::,:ter the s:rs-t~ a-t the point 0£ i:n.tersee1:ion:~. ne~-

the aper of' the

~ ..:iar..gla,

and will d.rcula;te i:n: two dir.gc:iiona,..

kind. ox impreaaio~.s wiJ.1. circ:-J.laio. through points· I, 4 -?..nd. 2, tbe o-tb.er·
kinfl will ~...rcnhte t1irough poin:ts 8~ 5 and 7 ...
1-o·• ,.,-.r)
\.u.a:u..~.,
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I-4-2 is diff'ere::i-; :f:ro:;t t!:e -tri2..d

8-5-7.,
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si.le:n:t'

of the v;i.riou:s syllables,., or t-o the rmsic:~tl c_ru.ali.fy of'"

tn~

s--0~1.,.,,-=t.

ill

:part in intarpret"'""G ~-rha:t was said'..
each person. will have> his: ow-;:i in:t-arpre-t~;ti.o:rr, f'o"i:"" eacb. p-.!--r-son is.: e1:1s:eni:::e

a:~ point- 4, ,;,Till be dif"'f°eren~..
l'fo~ suppose,. c--onversel.,, ,,

,;.;e·-

have s-o!ne- d:eep in:rer e-xpe:ci.e::m.=-ar o~ i:ro

o-th:a.r words t-hat a s:tr.ing of im.:;rresai.ons c.--om; ng f~::,m wi i;hi:xJ us. .are
These-'

pe:tt-ern

Eu:t·

u

they

a:ro s:trol'-ss ~--ui ....:etl ~n.ough thay wil.1. turm into some·thi:ng-· creriiY3 - ifn~
will beeon11J,~ evenm:tally; a poem-, ::per:-d.a:9s~ li..1-;:e the on.-e wa:,- r.e::ul jus.t now.
In ~:n._y case t-he two circu.la:tion.s will con.ti..."11.ue to rave:rb-9rai;e- to rid:
fr::, for .z- considerable ti.!!119 a.~ will ~ve a- d:-rrep e±:f'eet on ns:.,,.

I-4-2 and:

8-5-7 - axe dir-f>e.reni;- f:r:oar e.;i..0:1. ot-har.

in

in outw;:i.:rd.

8.
.

.

.

1 ;~:90::r-ca:n;,

more fully:· i:1t",;, o:,erati.,;;,n-, so tl!..a-'1; both hernisph.e~ea: bec:ome' un.ii:~ ...
tim -~ 'By · d:o-i~ -cha med'ita.tion we s-h;;i;-11: bri..."'lg: m,tJ1 h;;)IDisph~:r~1S! t-og~thHr:.

For i'!l oi.:u-· p~s:en:l;- si iua.tion. thes-e 'h:ro hem.igpl1eres, a.re no~ in, a. ver:,
happy r e lation.ship~

~-n-o~ r e l a:tio:iship between. the t-.,..,o hemispbe-res:: is desc-ribed] -:rer;; a:c~cily;

For t-that ha.ppers. when. we clo the med:l.t~tiou

s:tart.· repeating the mantra?
their t ·b .cughts- get the upper

.1.

•

- c ·e r ~a1.!l

I

n~..n.a:

and: d~vo-r-1...1.-: it tl°P•·

Tb.ere a:re tho.;ra.
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There is a way of using the colour spectrum to illustrate tae
pztinciples in tke enneagram, particularly the law of three and the
law of seven, and the way in whic·h the inner circulation works.
If you study tlae attacked diagram, you will see that the three
primary eolours (red;,, yellow and1 blue in pigment e·olours) may be
considered as an example of the law of three.
Thes-e three primary
crolours ..re quite distino:t from the seven e'Olours of the apec.trum,
red, orange, yellow, green-, blue, indigo and.: violet, whie-h .nay- 1:i'9·
considered as an example of the law of seven, and: aotuallyi' form· a.n·
octave in frequencty, from the lowes.t v;iri.ble red to the lliighest violet.
These seven colours each. form part of the inner circulation, and they
may theref'ore be considered to be mixed - a fact whicll is symbolised:
by the decimal notation :JOf' each point, as for- instancre red', at point I,
which has a value-- of .142857.
This· means that it is not" the same red
as, the primary, but contains one pa.rt in ten of yellow (4), one pa.rt
in IOO of orange· (2), one part in r,ooo of indigo (8) and3 s·o on.
But the three primary colours, red, yellow and blue, are pureoolou.rs, and they cannot be obtained by mixing any of the other- colours,
al though all the other- colours ma.y be d.erived from them.
They can be
tllollgit of a8" coming from outside, to fill the three:c sides of the
triangle, just a~ the artist has to buy them in a shop, to get all·the
colours that he needs, - and' theoretically at least, they are the only
three eolours he need buy.
.
When the inner circulation works, it picks up pigments from the
22· points round the triangle, where the inner lines interseat it, and'
circulates· these pigments to form the seven aolours of the speetrum,
arranged round the perimeter of the circle.
The way in which the
crirculation works is, very interesting.
There are clearly three
circulations·, and perhaps a fourth.
But to start with t-he e.ircmlation
I-4-2-8-5-T~
You will see that points I,4 and 2 are red',, yellow and
orange· (red· and yellow make· orange) J but the equivalent" circulation
on the left hand side tlwough points 8,5 and 7 c·onsists, of t"he
complementary colours to these - indigo (complementary to yellow),
green (complementary to red), and blue• (complementary to orange).
What is the significance of thia~
Presumably when you use red,, orange
and' yellow you are implying a reaction in the eye (or- a refleO$ion in
nature) which consists of these three complementaries - indigo, green·
and blue.

And if yo~ were painting a landscape in which red,, yellow

ll~
and orange pre~ominate, you might find the complementaries were

present, either in reflections, or shadows, or· in effecr.ts; of' dlistanoe.,
The nerl airculation starts, at point 4 with yellow, and: g:oes, t-lmough
point 7 to point 5 - or in other words, yellow and: blue make green.
?t1eanwhile the complementaries of these three c-olours· are reflected' on the
opposite sid.e - ora,nge at point 2, indigo at point 8 and1 v:iolet at point I.
(Violet, of c-ourse, 1 is at the very top frequency of the spectrum, and
might be considered as the starting point of the next oo·~a.ve. The' more'
C'Ommon colour, purple, is a mixture of blue and red).
The third circulation~sta.rts with blue, at point 7, and: goes-· through
point I t-o point 8, or in other words, blue and violet make · indigo (or-alternatively blue an~ red make purple).

On the opposite side are the·

c:-omplementaries, greeni (5), orange, (2) and yellow (4), wldch f.orm th&
secrond.'

part of the crirculation.

Now if there is a fourth circulation - which there m~ well be - it
will start at point I wit:h violet, and crireu.late through points 4
which will be in the invisible ultra v.d.olet range.
oirculation, through

8,5

and

~

2,

The left hand

7 will con!rls~ of· indigo, green

an~ blue.

This circulation will follow the same pathways-· as the first circulation,
but an oatave higher •.
The question we have to ask, is whether these four· oirculations are
reflected in the human organism.
He could perhapS' assume that the·
first oirculation corresponds to the flow of physical and c-hemiaal eilergy ,
probably in the bloodstream, the sec·ond circulation corresponds to the•
circulation of vital energy. (prana?), and the third' circulation t'o the·crirculation of nervous energy.
But the fourth circulation, one· bel.ieves,
is, the circulation of the apiri t-.
Whereas the first c:ircula.tion starts,
with hydrogen 384, the see-ond witl:i.. }cy-dJ:,ogen 96, and the 1.hirct with
hydrogen 24, the f.ourth o.irculation will start with hydrogen 6.

In the

ordinary wa;r, we may know nothing of this fourth oircnlation - we

llllicy'

not even know that it is possible.
important aim of our wo?tk?

But is: it- not- perhap~ the most

12.

"Orange, blue, yellow, red are not less in man's arteries·
As a long la.ighwa_y passes between two villages,

than in the sun.

one a.t either end, s·o the sun's rays, pass between this· world and
the world beyond...

Tlley flow from the sun-, enter the arteries,

flow ba.-ek from t-he arteries into the sun again.
When man is asleep and creates no dream, his · zrnul sleeps· in

the arteries.

Uo evil can toueh him, for he is filled with light.

When he is dying and those around li.im a.sk i:f he knows- t-hem, as long
as t-he spirit does not leave the b:ody he knows, t-hem.
But when the soul leaves: the body, ascending with the sun's· rays-,,
he meditates and with the speed of thought- goes to the sun.

Sun ia

the gate- of· heaven, where the wise can pass •."

- from one of the earliest Upanishads,.
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I thougllt we might try, , for a caanga,~, to t-hink about somet-lling

Suppose we take t-he diagram1 we' laave, b:eem
diswssing · 1to refer,, not-- to ~ , but t-o t-lle whole universe.,
We said:
oa a really big, scale>e

that man is a ntirror o:t 1the universe,, wllich. means, that t-he universe is
built 'a.l<>ng, the same, lines as we are, and is· subject t-o the same, laws,•.
These laws- are, all c.,ontained· in t-he diagram1 - it is: on~ a question
of' finding t-llenri-

UNIV'mSE
9

s
CLUST

MAN

SUNJ

-----ii-we~study- the--drag.ram as a whole,, we can
naturallyr into three parts.

SM

t:ha.t--t't-~4I~dea:

On. the le:rt hand side oft the triangle

are all the very large and remot'e ent-it:1 es, beyond t-he sun - the milky
wa.Y itse.lf', with its innumerable clusters of stars-,r th.- more distant-

galaxies· and' nebulae,., and beyond taem the-, limits of the universe.
At the lef't lland c~:ruer - at point- 6, - will be th• sun - our- own
s.olar system, whieh is the onlr, one· we know about.

Along tke base

l9._
o~' the triangle will be the world under tae sun's · in.:fluena - the

inner and1 ou~er· planets· on the left,. and ergant~ ltte with a.'1.il its:
differen~ eleunts: on t'he rig-at, culminating in'. man Ja.imself at the
r.igh.t ltand' eorner of-' the triangle, at point 3..

he}

on t 'Jt.e, rigj!l.t-

ha.nd side of· t-:b.e triangle will be the world of' small quantities_, - the
world' within, or balow man in Bise, - eel.ls•, , organic and! inol!ganic
molecules, atoms, eleetrcs and subatomic particrles.
Tkis arrangement is not an arbi trany- one.

Each o-£ t-he nine,

points round the ~ e r e n c e of' t-he circ:il& represents a difference
in magni-t1ude of' 30,000 times.

(tensequentl.y, eaoll sidte of' the triangle

is• a f''inite s.cale covering some thirte-en and a half' power& ot t-en.
Dimensd.onali].yr, the sc.alie is

verr o:act,

and it i~ludes · eveeytldng

in the universe tha1; man is:: able t-o measure.
It is,, in tact, a.
picture 0£' "tihe ALL.
But- what does• it actually mean?
Wkat are
these di~erent- worlds, with thei1t enormoua, range of:' magnitudes?
Wllat are fll.e7 all ,aliout:?

0

And:

aow does roan

f'i 1r. into 1tllle pi~urei·

Now we aaid: ealier on, wllen we wemi diseussdng· t-ae, s:ame-, dliagrant1
on tla.e sea-le, of man, tha1t the points, round' the cirmimferen08 of· the-oir~e• were, d"'if"f erent qstelllB", or prineiples wi t:ldn him, an.d t-hat

the triangle itself' contained! all his ditterenit- aammulators. In fan
we said! that the triangle was like a big storehouse of energy,
eelUlededJ by- means of' t-lte inner ei.roulation wi tll t'he points around:
the ei.rcumf'erenc-e.
Tltie inner circulation was eontinual~· exchangintrenergy of d.if'f:erenv kinds - o:arr;ring new stores of energy to some point2r,
receiving energy from ot1lers.
On this enormous so:ale>, the same tlling is true - tllese different-.
wor.ld.s, arranged along th.e tuee s,id'es of the wiangle,. are no1tld.ng men:,
non leSt11 than a s:eriea, off' accumulators,., or pla-c:eB:'. in the universe waere-

energ;y is stored.
Anc:t ea.eh c:ontains energy of" a ditferenv kind - eaca
has: a difierent purpose in relation to the ALL.
Cells, :tor instance,.
are accumula.tor1r of one kind, of enei,gy, planets· are accumulators· of
anot-her kind.
And t 10 some extent" we can tell what kind of energy
i~ involved, because we know something of th.e meaning of" th.e lli%

different- princrl.ples around the o:ircmmference.
And opposite
Point:· I,, f0r instance, is the physical prino'iple.
this principle, in the triangle, are molecules, atoms,. eleetroas and
nuel.ear partie-.les - entities wlliu are concerned with providing; t-ae
energy needed fer the pqsioai world.
Compared wifil this storehouse,
of' ph,ysioal energy - and we all know what enormous stores of physical

I
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e n ~" are c:ent'ained.1 within t'he atom - the next bracket o:on.t~ a

quite tfifferent kind of energy - tlle energy of•life..
In this: bracket
are c.ells· oB' ever.y kind, and' seeds and: spores, and all itltoa.-microscopio
oreature&1 in the Mosphere u --bow
~o be alive.
And then c:eme~ man, at point 3, and' above him, in the bracket ~bove
point 4, the enormous variety of living creatures and living f''o2'1Dfl'. il'lJ
the biosphere.
Wlla.<t kind of energy is contained witllin t1le animal.
and plant speeie• ot organic lif•?
Wha,~ ia natur•'• purpose· in t-ae
salteme of ~llings-?
Has, iit s-ome· relation to that whin we-, o.a ll our
essence?
And where d1oe1t the intelligence of na.tur-e c:ome h-c,m?
~ .;;.

Certainly thi~ fol"m of energy is quite ~ifferent f'r-om1Tha~ in the
next bracljet, above point 5.

This bracket c,rontai:ns all the inner andi

outier planets, and their satellites.

The planetar;y sy-atem is like a

vast field of:eleetromagnetie, :£.~roes, revolwing ill a long spiral sileath.
round t1t.e c:entral filamen.1: or the sun.

Aa th.e planetB' turn in their

orbits they produce: reytllm11t whiclh af'fect tlle liv.ing creatures, in the
biospllere, ine-luding man.

Judgiiag by tlt.e diagram, tllese influeneea-,

operate, along the line 5 - 2, and probabq affee<t tlle oellll' and' diff.erent

orgaaa, of the beq.
But beyond the planetar;y world, beyond the sun's influenee, we know

not-1a.ing.
our

own,-

All we can se• is number - an infinite number of suns, like:
repeated in t:he stillness· of eternity.

For this · si.d:e o~ tlle,

tria.Dgle - this part of the gianv aoOllllUlator - belongs to tJae causal.
lev•l•

It ts where energy is' riored for 02"ea~ion - for The creation

of· n.ew worlds, new eauses in the universe:,.

And certainly,, alth.ougb.

li tt'le is · known about the wq in whicrh it happens,, it would seem 11:o lie
in these vast regions of outer space that cn-eation is tak~ plao.e either eontinuously, as scome scientists 'believe,. or in some initial
e:%pansion, the eff'eeta:; of" which are still aontinuing.
Now when we wer-e dri8C'USS'1l'lg triad.a,, we said -tllat th.e cireulation

through pointss

8,5

aad1 T was, the triad ot· creation, andJ tllat tae

e.i.raulatio:a through points I,4 and 2 was 'the triad' of" renewal, or

regenera:tion.

In other wondk, it is· tlmough the tria<t 1,4, 2 tllat tll•

life prind.ple in th.e uni verse ia: generated, ancf it. ill' tlmough. the triad

8,5,,7 that this=· hlD«· life principle
every crorm,r of the universe,.

ans

ilf' c:-ircmlated', ae that it r:eachea:

every cosmos· beo:omeB"' a.' living lieing.

This, asperi of' creation - the creation of' li'f'e - is one wlli<!rh is: not-

included' in so-ientif'ic tlleories about t:he origin of' the universe,-, ye-'t
who can imagine a universe created withouv lif•?
Wlaat purpose would

22,.
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there b«- i:11 creating a dead universe- - a universe in wltica tae litre
1

p~ineiple was abse1Lt?
Tld.a,, sur.-el.y.~ is:, w1lat tile liring,: eartll, tlle biosp1leite, ia: all about ..

Tlle bioa:phere-;ia, a- mechan.iam - one of eo,mtless millions of' similar
meen.anisms,,,, pe?tlla.ps.,~, whereD3" life iS'- ma.iaiained ad c.ir.cula1.etf tlarouglutd

tlte: univer.s:e.

Involved' in t-his proo:eaa, on fie Pigat: lland a:i.de e:t the

diagram, are allsc, an~ li'ri.ng organiSJIS - entities o'!' a kind' wllicll
only exist in tlle spee-ial anditi.ollS' waia. appl.7 to tlte

and. it is- fllroug)l tll.e i:at'eraction of.: tllese- elrii ties, wi t1l

enwironment- thai vital energy- ia, manuf'.acrtured.

C81l)

earth's ~ac• :th♦ilt

Tiu.a- vi ta:1 energy - 1tlle

breatlt. off• life - is -ttaen diriri buted',s on t-lt.e lef't 1land side of' t:he
diagram, amongst the galaxie:s, the s_tar (rlusters and the solar 97ste11s
And so tke 'Wliverse_ is quickened,,, ad "bec-oJHs

throughout the universe.
a;·

lliving be:-ing •

B-ttt we have t'o nemember that there are otller precesses,,,, etlle forms:
andJ levels ef enel!'gy circulating in the UD.iverse-. =

Jfn

on~· 11.ae,

universe itself'r, but every separate, an4' complete, entity wi1t1lin i-t ta,
not o ~ alive, but lla:a~ it:8'. own int'elligence and i'ls OW111 consei0118lle...

It ia di:ffioult for
d~f'f:erent fr.em

us,

OU1'!Se

to follow tllia, for tke t:ime saal.e is so.
How can we poasil>~ ••e t-b mid o:f 1tll.e uni.vase>

st work-, :fer itunalltte,, cm how c-an we feel its: emotions?

Andi 1101r,,

indeed',, can we Ullderstand i ta, aoul?
Ana;

yet ~her• are

W!\TII

o'E st~ing "tillese t-ldngs-, andl alre~ 11-Ja.e,

diagran• aas- mad&· certain aspecta· tt.learer.

ever,rtlling is pari of'• a plan.
~

Ever;yt'lling- ha1il a pul!J)oae,.

Andl t-his, plam is, tlle same, wi1-Aia us·

it: is:: im tlt.e univers-e outside..

In :faoi,, we .£!' 1tltat u.niverae,-, for

tlle wi-thin. and' the wi t-llout are t-he aame-.

UNIVERSE
pl>~ysical

creative
principle

principle

life
;principle

MAN:

planetary influences

nature

./
2. ~

. I

.

\

~~

~~ '
'LU

\JVVl,AAR'IVV'

-~{N-

'ttw ~ ~ lITTA\ \ .

\

26.

If you stand at the bottom of the ladder and look up to
the ~op it seems a long way to have to climb.
But it isnt
really quite as bad as that because we hav:e already got certain
things to help us.
When ~he 'good impulse' crnmes a~ point I the med1tation
starts going - it begins going on its own.
That is how one
c-an recognise the good impulse.
But what is it that aotually
happens, in terms of the ladder of· self realisation?
Surely,
a e.onneation is made between step I and step III.
Step I is
the good impulse, and step III is where a method such as the
meditation has been f'ound and put into praa:tice.
When the meditation starts going at step III, sattva is
produced.
This sattva ciroulates to step II,. where it enables
something in us t"o change.
So it is b_ecrause we have already got
the meditation - because we have practised it - that we are able
to get from step I to step II.
It will be seen that these three
steps make a triad, the triad o-a~N~
And if the meditation
goes on for long en·ough (as during the. half hour), there comes
a point when everything aomes to life at si;ep II - when we take
a deep breath and remember ourselves.
So the right hand side of the diagram is concerned with
producing the energy required for self remembering.
If enough
of this energy is produc:ed at step II, a connea:tion is made with
step VI.
This means that something wakes up, deep down within
us - something mu.ah bigger than we are.
Only for a moment or: two,
perhaps, but enough t-o make sure that it exists.
This 1 S'omething' that exists at point VI is connected with will.
Will does not eome fT'om our ordinary level, it comes fTom somewhere
beyond us.
And when it cromes, we feel it through the eonnecrtion
between step VI and step IV, in- what was called the 'pull of the w~.
This pull of the way starts growing when we begin to experiencr.e
repeatedly what point VI is like.,
Once again, this only becromes
possible through the meditation - we cannot reach point VI from below,
however hard we try.
· Ono:e the eonnee::tion between step VI and step IV has been
established,- the further <ronnection with step V will follow, because
steps VI, IV and V form a triad on the left hand side of the diagram,
which balances that on the right.
This is the triad C...O-N, the
triad in the ra;y of creation.,
If this triad begins to work it
will mean that in time a permanent principle is created in us, which
will make it imposgible t'o fall down the ladder ever again.
And go a new circulation is started - a circulation which can
bring us sooner or later to self realisation.
And seen in this
light the ladder no longer appears so difficult to climb, after all.

tillii
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L
THE DIMENSIOJJS OF- TIME.

Ou.spensky alw~s- maintained that time is the obstacle whiell stands
between: us and the percept-ion 0f the world as it really is1.
"Time
is· not- a crondition of the existence of the universe~ he writes in
'A NEW' MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE' (p.I25) "out only-a crondit-ion of' the
perception of the world by our psychic apparatus, which imposes on
the world O'Onditions of ti.me, since otherwise the psycb.ie apparatus
would be unable: to oono:eive itn.
To m&\Y, this statement is· philosophical, but Ouspensky himself' not
only believed it-, h& quite- obviously:, proved it- by. his own ezperi.ene&.
Towards the end of" his life he was able t-o transcend -the limiting,
conditions imposed by man's psychic apparatus, and to live in a diff'~re:mt.
0

time.
What are the limiting aonditions-- of man's psychic apparatua, and what
After the firs-t edition of •A NEW

would it mean- to transo:end them?

MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE' had been writ-ten, Ouspenslcy" feund an anawer 'iro

the first part of this question in the new knowledge- he got from

But i~ remained f'or- him to demonstrate the see:ond pa.rt,
and that of· c:ourse is the whole point- - it ia: all very welL 1to talk
about t-ime in a; philosophical sense:, but how many of'- us_, are able 'fte-

Gunijieff.

tramreend its limiting-conditions, as he did?

On the other hand, knowledge is neoessary.
If we are going t-o olimb
a- mountai.n, we have- first t-o study the maps, or we shall lose our wEJq.
And here again, we owe it to Ouspenslcy' for having given us the right
maps-.
More than aeyone Erls:e, he was able to explain about tima- in
simple t'erms.

So f'irst let us explore Ou.spensq's- theory of 'time,

and later we oan discmas, it~ praotia:al implications.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The centre of gravity of Ouspensk;y's theory of' time lies in the
discovery ( which would appear to be entirely:- his own) that time has
not one, but three dimensions.
We all of us know that spa.oe has
three dimenei.ons, and sino,e Einstein demonstrated his theory of'
relativity it has beaome an am>epted idea- that time- is the fourth
dimension of space.
But Ouspensq claimed that one d.imension of
time is not' e.nough, and that all the aomplioations 0£ Einstein's theo:eyarose from the fact that he was trying to :fit his univers1J into fourdimensions, when the real world has, six.
But wha:t are these six dimens,ions?

According t-o Ous_penslcy' they are

2..

a- 'period' c:onsisting of." ith.:lzee s-paoe- dimensi.ons and three ttme

dimensions-, and up to a point

the one is analogQus to the ot:her-..

The f"irst dimension of space - a line-- is analogous to the :first
dimension of time - the line of time.

The see--0nd dimens-ion of'

s.pac.B - a surface- - is analogous (in a· e-ertain sense) to the> second!
dimens:ion of time, "lio repetition.

And. the third dimension of space· -

a aolid - is analogous to the third dimension of ti.me, the solid of·
time, or eternity.

But these terms- require f'urther def.initi.on:.

The id'ea. that time iB' a.· line is <rlear enough - a.a,
pass-ing f'rom before t:o after.

a;

line of' events:

This, line of' iii.me is theoretica.1zy- a

strai~h1t line, just as a line in space a.an be theoretically s-tx-~t: •.
But straight: linea d'o not ao:tu.al].y, exiin, exeep't in a very limited sense.
They posseSB- a a.ertain curvature, and it is only when this curvature is,

very small that t:hey appear t'o be straight:.

In the same w;q the line

of time is never straight: - it only appears t:o be so when we cannot see

Every line of time is really a; airale - a
circl.e whiah repeat~ again a.net again.
it~ end or it~beginning~

This is the second dimension of t-ime.

But as Ouspensicy- demonstra-tes· in

a quota-tion from the commentaries- of Simplie·ius (p.4IO in A NEW MODEL,

OF THE UNIVERSE) there are two kinds of repeti t:ion - there is, repe1d 1don
in· time, a.s for instance the repetition of the seasons, the repetit-ivemovemen-tt of the planets,- tke vibrations:· of a stretched string, a.nd.: m~

other things, and t·here is repetition in eternity~ or- eternal recurrence-.
According 'to thia s:econd kind of.• repe-tition, the line of time itself',.
and· every moment' in this line, is repeated again and again in etemiity:-.
This eternal repetition of. even.ta is like it.he surf'aoe of a pond, ovenwhich reflec.tions are pas.sing.

But the third dimension lies- inJ the

depi-h of the, ponct, f'or it is·here t-ha:t other possible moments, other
lines of time e:rla-t of. whioh. we are not aware-.

Just aa a- spac.e solid

c:ontains· inner dept:hs: which cannot be seen from its surface,,

St,

the itim.e

solid contains: all those hidden possibilities in each si'tua'kion, each
moment, which are not ordinarily realised:.

This is t:he real meaning~

of' the third dimensi.on ~f time, the sixth dimension- off Ouapenslcy' 1 a,

period' .of' dimensions.;
it:.

*

*

*

The sixth dimension is the real world
by' our psyehiO' apparatus.

of this world.

*
a world whie-h is not conditioned

And. in the ordinary wa:, waknow nothing·

The question is, how do we ~ind it?

It is here that Ouspenslcy was helped by' the knowledge which he go~

3.
:f~om Gurdjietf'c•s t 1eaching.
Aocordi.ng t-o this teaching t.he human
mind o:onsi.s,ta, .of a. number ef' cii:ff'erent o:entretir, and ea.oh of t-hesec
a:entms has its· own speed of' eognit ion.

Ouspenslcy' realised at once

· that these dif'f'erent speede,,. of cognition eorresponded very exa.ct-1.;r
with his own theory of' dimensions.

It was the lowest speed. of
oogni~ion - that of' the ordinar.y intellect - which belonged t-o the
The nerl spe:ed

ffourth dimension - to passing time.

0
-

it.hat of -fthe,

instin«tive a.nd moving :func<tions, belonged to the f'if'th d.imension to repetition.

And the next

spe,a -

that of t-h& ltigher o:entres -

belonged vo the si:x:th dimension.

An even higher level., which
Gurctjietf' oa.lled the higher mind, l q bey.ond the limits of time
al together, and' was therefore in itself• eterna,l and unchanging.
Seen :from.:this point of: stillness, the world would appear as'. it· did,

per-haps,, to Hen:ry Vaughan when -he-o wr-ot:e• tnes-e verseS" :"I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Ring of' pure and' endless light:,

All oalm, aec it was- bright-~
And round beneath it, 'lime in hours,, dqa, years·
Driv'n by the spheres-·

Like a vast a-had.ow mov'd, In which the world
Ana· a-11 her train were hurled:."

But the real world is beyond description; and even Henry Vaughan's_,
poam inevita;lll.y means one thing to one person, another thing t-o
another-.
Without some reliable method of' :finding t-his world oneself
t-.here is little hope of understanding what it is.
Towards: the end
of his lif'e Ouspensq f'ound it: - of that there is · little doubt.
But

he never spoke about it, and he left it to us to find the-~ ourselves.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Since Ouspensky's death in I947 there have been maey new disanverie~
about the human mind, and our own researches have led us- to

a,

rather-

differen.t- view about these four- levels of oogniti.on. · We now tend
t-o regard them as levels- of' energy embracing t-he mind as a whole, rather
t-han as separate centres• having their own f'ield:s -o~ a.o:tion •.
The, lo-west level of· -energy- is, that which serves for t-he ordinary
purposes'. of lif'a, and it' is not far removed f'ront,the· energy which
This· level i~ only capable 0£ seeing:

4the world in the :first dimension of time, as a succession o:f events
following ea.ah other in a line.

It is tnis , level which registers,.

what is·known as shori term memories - memories which are depend.en-ft

on calendars and diaries, and tend t-o :fail us as.; fime goeEr. on.
The next level works a1. an: enormously higher speed, to such an extent

that days, are equivalent to moments,, and lifetimes 1to da.ys,.

It is:

this: level to whic:h long term memoriee: belong - memories; of: earl,-

ohild.hood, for instance, whiah are as,vivid vod.q as tiley alw837'et
were.

Thes:e:, memorieer bel.ong 1to the fifth dimenaio~..

Like,

milestones along t.he road, they are repeated agai.n and again, from
one:, lifetime ito the next•·

:Buir irhis, levesl of mind ia dittieult "" it

is-, a.lwqs: :fleeting, alw8tYS' elusive, and often it passes unnot:ioed..

The next level works at an even greater speed - to sue.h an erlent: that

a whole lifetime is· condensed into a :few seconds of experienee.
Perhapa·beoause, the experience is,: sc s.tarvl.tng, this level seems:
to be more readily nottced.

There arec maey- a.cc.-ounts, of people, who

have had their whole·· lif"e played back

vo

t"hem,

aff-:

it were., in a

moment' of erlrem& danger, or when t'hey were, ~ l ; r

at the point. of

dee.-t'h~

F-r~

our- point of' view these, ac.G'Olmts are important: in that t:he;r

p:nove the erlrienae of' .-'frlie, sixth dimensilon.

And if· this

0

sir. dimensional world) ia, able it-0 manifest when the rigJit: 1.evell. of.·
energy ta, available, it.- rm.ia½ be there all 'lthe time,,- wa.iidng t.--0 be,
a.wakened.

And< all ollr' life, too, must be there - i't dloea, noi:

diaappear.

Whether an even higher- level of ene~ exists, is:, no"t proven..
Buit
if• it did exist, and ift it were able ito manifest, it would' show us
the, whole of• our life e:ririing beyond: vima.
And this1 life,would
form· part of aome greater- life exitrling everywhere aroundl us, of

whieh in t'he ordinary way we know nothing••••••

*·
Time passeir,

*

*

*

*

*

and more and more obviously the Wt53' t:o Ouspensky' a;

higher dimensiollEF iB" not found by disous:sing them.
a miracle happened.

A

But in

I960

man came from the Ea.st with a me~hod of

medi. tat ion..
Now many men had c-0me from the East b~for&.

was dif'f erent from a;ll the rest.

But this man•~ methoa

Not outwardly dif'f'eren-tt, perhaps,,

and one might easily have been put off" by the publieity, sur.rounding:

it•·

But th& method -took one straight there - of' tbat there was, no

question.

H took one through these d:i:ffferent levels of mind to

the primary source of energy.

And it did s:o in the gentlest'- posB-ible

Now that we a.r~ in diretri oontaot with the leader of' vhe tradition:,,

many new t-hings have been disoovered - things whieb. have ohangedl our
viewpoint.
But the one thing which remains unchanged is Ouspenslcy''s
period of dimensions - whatever else we have found has only eonfirmed
his views, formulated so matzy" years ago.
Perhaps the most important discovery- we have· mad& - and one which. was
quite unexpe~ed - is that the human mind experienoes, these di:fferent-.
d'imensions· in terms· of happiness or bliss..
The rourth dimension is
dull and :f.'l at by eomparison with the, world of' fiv.e dimensions, whie-ltJ.
the mind f:ind'S' suddenly,.' alive, and the world or six dimensions· is pure
bliss - pure happiness., unattached t-o 8Zfll o·boect, witllout- reason• or
explanat"ion.,
Above i.his level the ndnd3 cannot. rea.cm, for the energy
bee:omes too :6--i.ne.,

Bute in returning one.e again to the fourth dimensiom -

t-he wor-lld: of: passd.ng,: time' - the mind' finds i t-scelf" refreshed .......and this
brings, us· vo a' further point we had alw83"s· missed.
We had' always· t-hought of' these different dimensions, separatelyr, as, if''
they erlsted in watertight e,ompartments.
But- in reality they merge
one into the next-,: like dif'f'erent- threads·, woven into the e.J.oth of' our

experience.

The greater thee number of threads,,, the rioher our

experience - and this, appliea partieularly to the threads belonging to
the sirlh dimension, for it is the sixth dimension which o:an bring' ab1>u-t
a~ real o-hanger in our lives,.
In the sixth dimension habits can be dissolved - they just disappear.
UnleS'S.1 of ccurse they a.re nea-essary or valuable=,. in which case 'they
will remain.

We had alw~a known this in the-c>ey,;, but had no wqr

of' prov.ing it-..

Sinee we had the meditation it· has:· been eonfirmed -

if the meditation ohangea, somet-hing it does_, so one:e and for alll, for

it works on the level of the sixth dimen8'ion.
Ami so our· aim is· not-, as it were,., to move into a liighetr dimensi0n.

Our aim is to wea-ve-, a new cloth - a;- crloth in whiah eveey dime:m:silom is,

ineil:u.d'edJ,, for each of" them ia, neeessar,r f"or the living of our lives.

We are not-,., honestly, ancerned with 'peak experiena:es·t
there are

mal\Y wa;y-s, of getting

these.

li~ng: our lives t-o the full.

•

Nowadqs,

We are concerned,, rather, with

And armed with Ouapensky's period: of

dimensions - and with ~h& meditation - tha1 i~ what we are setting
out to cto.

*

*

*

*

*

*

6.
So muoh for the relation between time and mani's psychic- apparatus:.
There remains <me f'urther question - what did Ouspensky mean,when
he said!, "Time ia, not a coruli tion of the eristenae of the univerae"?

To put- the question in another wgg, what is the significance of time
on a cmsmie; scale?
Ouspensky would have been the ffirst t-o agree that time has· a :Cunetion
on a crosmi~ aoale, for he himself put forward the idea of d.itterenttime1:r• in dif:ferent- cnsmoses, a.a a· d'evelopment of the Docririne of Cosmoses
which he learnt' :from Ourdj ieff~.

But in this aontert time is· a veey

diff'erenii" 1thi:ng - it is: not- the ordinary tim& we know, it is eomple-t&lyr
relative.·

What is· a. da_y and a night- for one eosmos is a whole

lifetime for another, and throughout the whole, universe it is· the same -

nowh.erec, has· tirrn,, any objective value.

What is the rea.aon for thia -

how can we understand it?

Actually, the universe is a bea.ut:i:fully timed mechanism, in which
everything has its:. place.
It has to be lika this,. so that energy
oan pa;ssi firom one part 'to another.
And tha-t which creates t-his energy
is the c:Y'eile of life and' death which exist a· in all liv:d.:ng creatures:.
The life qde of one ord:er of beings is the sleeping and waking o:ff
anpther, and this · in its, turn is' the breathing qa.-le of"

a;

t-hirdJ.

Beyond

the breathing cycle are still higher frequencies-· of alternation, about
which little is known.

And the whole mechanism is linked together,,

just as· it- is· in a wa.toh ......
All t'h.is· belongs t'o -the fifth dimenrion.

But when man's, psychic,
apparatus cannot see t-he whole cycle - when it only sees· a; fragmentarypart - it explains the c-hanges taking place around it- in terms-· of
pa.seing ttme-.

And it cannot see that t-his ti.me is, only its own - t-hat

every en1ti~ in the universe has a separate time, a separate, speed at

which things ehange.
And so it applies the same time to everything·
in the universe - and that is where all the oonfusion arises.
Even so, the di~ferent times of different c:esmoses are only one aspect
of· the fifth dimension.

They are conc.erned with repetit-ion in tim& -

with frequenC)ies". orbital times", levels, of energy and so on.
is repeti ti.on in eternity, on this enormous scale?,

But, what

Could it perhaps·

be repetition in,number?

If we look up into t~e sky on a clear night

we see millions of a-tars,.

Are these brilliant points of l'igh1i really,

different stars:, or are t-hey recurrencea· of the one star, prototypes: of

our own &0lar system,frozen in the eternal distances 0£ space?

Just a faneiful idea,. perhaps·..
repetition in eternity.

But if' it were r e ~ tl!Ue,. that wouldl he·

And th.e whole heave~ S•p here, - the wla.ole

fixmtament - would 1hr the solid of' time - the sirtll dimension.

For

within it a;ll pos&ibilities are a.otua.lised - every possible gala.,ey';
ever:, s-t ar, ev.ery pl'anet, every moleeule, every eleetron.,
But where,
in all this· e.t erni ty, is man?
That is the one flaw, in all our eosmologies· - we cannot see oursel:~s:1
We can see a- regular grada:tion. o:f entities- in the:, worlds: above us,, and
we can see a similar grada:tion in the worlds below us, ·but we oanno1t etee
how we f'i t inu all this ourselves.
What is it we are missing?'
What we are missing is tha.t man• is himself 1tli&• unive1P1nr.
In ·relation 'Ito
'the smaller wo~l3.a below him he is · the sirth dlimens.ion . i:>:f' a periodl of
d"imensions ·, t:he· microcosm, a.ndl in relation to the largen worlds, abcrq

him he · is, a .poin'.t .;.
macrocosm.

the nro dimena.ion - in a f.'urther

period., the·

This, further period: culminates:· in the vbole univers:a,

the heavenly., spJl.ere - the sixth d~imension, in which all 'p oasibili-ties
are, ~tua.lisect•. -.. ·-.· ~ .·~bove, so below.
The within and t'he without-

are the, aame.

TIME & SPACE - Foreword
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Version 1 - Ouspensky's 6 dimensions
in double spiral diagram. Emphasis on
real change in the sixth dimension via
meditation.
Version 2 - As 1 but shorter summary with
pencil spiral diagram.
Version 3 - As 1 but different elaboration
plus description of progress of the mantra
in the spiral diagram.

late 1970s?

l/l

The id:eca that the world in which we live requires, for itsr explanation,
a period. of six dimensions - th,r-(re dimensions of time and tlunre of' spacre was- d'eveloped: by P.D.Ous-penaky in his book-, A Ifow Modelof the, Universe:.,

It is not known how he came to this idea, whiC'.h was developed by him ear]y
cur~ as, wi t:h his writings- on rec:urrencec.

But ha maintained that not only-

theo c:omplications, of modern physics, but our own individual life· and. work-,
and everything we see and do in the, wor-ld around us:-, would ba EJ1t0Jrm0us:ly
scimplified ir we understood what it impliea.
The three, dimens:d.one:

or

t:ime are in crertain r-En:ipe-ets analogous

the

It is-, poscsible to s::ay, for instanca, that a

thne--e dimensions or space.

point in space, c:orresponds

t_-o

i;o a

moment- in time, that a line, c:orrespondS1 t.o:

thee line of time:-, that a surface, aorrespondg, perhaps:, to repei;i ti.on, and
a s,olidJ to the sc·olid of -eternity.

But it: is-; by no

paralla,l exists,, or- what it: implies,;.

mece;nS'

clear why t-his:

It is, poss-i blao that space, and t-ime,

are, difTerent aspec:ts of the same thing - different- aspe,e:f;a; of :zrea-lity - and
In any c:as:oe i't- may th.r-ow furtheil!

that we, tend to take them t:oo separate>ly.

ligllt- on this: question if' we s,how t:h~ period of' s-ix dimens:ions in the form
-

of

a

(see

double spiral,.. as in the diagram,

&()
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that the three dimenwions of

SJ)ac,e,

and the th.r-ee' dimen-sions- of' time crorrespond.
Sta;rt:ing at the centre with a point in space:, the s:piral moves outwarrls
to form, in i ta firs.-t :rrevolution, a- linEf-,

a;-

surface, and a solid.

Irr th.a

same: wa;y the sipiral,, in i t-g, sec:end revolution, moves S'till further outwards::
t:o form the: f'ourth d1i.mension (time.), t.ha, f'if'th dimenlrlon (repet-i tion), andl
the scixth dimension.(eterni ty).
infinite number of points,

S-O

Juat a'S3 a line, may be coon.sidered!

a;&

an

the:- line of' pa-s:sing time may be- <rons:idene:d! as;

an infinite numbe:rr of moments stretching f'ltom thao past int'o tne future:.
And jue:t

aS3

a fm!'face mazy- be, aorul'idm:ted! as an infinite number off lin.eiit,

paralleJ. and:: adjacent to each ot:he:rr, sro repetit:ion may be- o::ons:d.der-ed1 as ain
inf'ini te :aumber of lines- of· ti.me - the s:ameo t'ime - our time - repeated a.gain
and again.

But tihis is-: not trn aasy to under&tand'.

As Pythagoras is-

said to have? maintainau., there, are two kinds, 0f' repe.'b-i t-ion.

The:rec is:

ll"epe1ti t:ion in t:ime, when the s,a,me,, or s:imilar aventS' repeat themm:rl ves,, nch
as t'he days of the week or- the:- seasons of the yea:r.

But there' is, alS"-0

another kind of r-epat:ition - the repeiiition of the- time we are, expemencing-

now, a<t this= moment - iira repetition in eternity.

This :form of repeirition

is what is, me-ant by eternal reeurr-encec.
Eternal recu.rrence belongs to the fifth dimens,ion, and is the sanua lile

aga:in.and again.

But the sixth dimens-ion, which we have called eternity,,
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is the wa:y out of recurrence, for it consists of an infinite number of.'
other.- lives- whic:h have· never yet be:en actualis:e-d - in other- words;, new
possibilities in life ..
What is, t-he real di:f.ference between the firth dimens-io:n and 'the s:d.rlh?
One has to re:alis:e iiliai; ihis lifce, which. we are- living now, with all its
joy and. suf:famng-, iw sucnresses andJ freilu.:rres, its: aims; and as:pina.--tion:a,
iis, likely, in the omlinary a:1>urse of eve:m:t'.,,

w

happen again..

Certain.

tend'enccies-· ma:y becrome stronger, ot'hers, we:aken, and it- ist always possible·
that larger- evants; in the world may interv.enEJ> and ahange t-hings,.

But as

far aa oneo-'s- pers-onal intentions are croncerned, one, m~ it.ny_ to a;l'ttell"
certain as:peml.a; of one: 1 111' life by thinking Qr willing; or one: may even
indulge in diacipline& of various kin.de, ito ac:hieva <rertain aim&, but a:llL
thes:ec t:hings belong· to tne- fifth d'imensicn only - they
variatione, on the same~ theme:.

a:t'Ef'

Real e:ha.Ega is or· quite

a-11 minor

a;

dif:trerent-

order, and it c:ome~ in a completely different wey.
Strangely enough, real c:h.a.nge, in so far aa, one is· aware of' i-tt, does
not s:eem like c:h.ange.

There are probably two reas'On.s· for t:hi$.

Finst,

it e;omeac from beyond one, - from somewhere beyond one's- ordinary leval
and secrondly, it is not actually ahanging a;nyt,hing - it is s:imply
bll!'Ccmi:ng one1rel:f'.

If one· was truly oneself, aml crould actualis:-e,

a-11 one 1 s:- po&aibilities, that would bee living one'a li:f'e t~ tthe ff:ull .•
And tha-t, actually, is: what the meditation is designed ito d 10.

F'C!l!' the

me:ditatio:n workm, in the, sixth dimenfdon.
But' t:o retu:rm ito the diagram.

If one studies; it. in greater dlepth

one will see tha-t each of theae pointl!l'., ti.mec, repeti:ttion and aternity,,

has

tw-o asp~sc..

Time has:, two aspeats - there ir;, t'he st:md.ght line

of time, moving from an unknown pa;s_t into an unknown futune, and ·there is:
the:· c:u.rvad lina of: t:imeo, whic:h implies: by its-· curvature a beginning a;nd,

an end.

In the aame: way there are2 two aspe<da: of repeiii t ion.

There

iro nepe:i;i-tion in nine., and n-epet:i tion. in eternity, on eternal re:cw:mence.
The :fri.nst is part of oun· everyday life, and easy ito understand, the:
aea:ond cal.Ul.ot: be explained logically, nor can it: be proved
bEP t-houg,ht a;bout:, al'l.d then one· day it- ma:y be e;J;:perien1red.

it. has ito
And ithirdly

there, are· two a-sped& of etternity - t-here ia eternity in re:lation. 1to:,
repeti:trion - the ett.ernal erlstence of' 'now', and there, is 1the moment., 'now'
t:he zero dimens:-ion. of t'ime.

The first haS:". everything c-ontained in it:,

the iJecrond has nothing, like the Juggler and' the Fool, in 1the Tarot: pack.
Finally, t:here is another· poinit, way ouit in the right ham.d aolmen- of'
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This simply nefers: to

t !he diagram, ealled 'eternal duration'.

thol!:e things, whian, from man.' s. point of view, exist for even-, like- t.-he:0

nocks and: mount·ains of the e:a.rth, and the stara: in the sky.

Aa ;y?QU aae

from the dti.agram, . this point is reallyr t :h e beginning of another period: -

a period on a larger scale.
O'lll"

The idea i;hat it r:efers t.-o something

011

sca;la, is. wrong· - it is a · mistake. whiah is o:fiten mad..e, partiaularly,

over queationm of life and d~~th.

Eternity does not exist somewhera·

e.ln from where we are - it exists in. every moment: of· our lif,e - it is
always there_.

For: there is nothing outside the-ae six ro'imens,'tl.ons off

space· and time

everything belonging ito ourr life is e:ontained: in t.hemi.

'
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The. idea t :hat the world in which we live requires, for its explanation,
a;

period' of'. six dimen~ions - thne:e dimenaions o:f time and tlu:ree o:ff spa;c'.e> -

wa-s developed by P.D.Ou.spens"ky in his book, A New Model of. the Univensa,.

It is not known how he came: to this:, id•e :a, which was: dJevecloped by him bef<>re:
he met the sysct;em-.
ai;

As far as, one: knows, the idea doe:s· not- e-rist elsewh~e-,

least i-n ~-o :n.temponary wni tingB:.

But he himself• maintainetl that noit

only i,he c-..omplioations of. mod'e rn physics, but a;ls,o our own ind.ividual life·
and' work, and' everyt'hing

we,

see and: d'. o in the world around

enormously s1.mplified if we. und:arstood

tu.

US'

would: be

implications •

The three dimeruro.ons of time are in c:ertain respeds analogous to the
three dimensions of: space·,

an.a.· the patio~ of' diiei~:!i'rt$ -da:ti-':Pfi -sh~ ·~ · • ~.
Starting at the centre· with a point in space,

d;ouble spiral. (see fig).

t ~he spiral moves outwards to form, in its first revolution, a lineo, a
surface and a s:·o lid.
points, a surface

A line can be thought of as, an infinite number of

a&

an infinite number of lineB•, parallel to each oithar,,

and a s·olid aa an infinite number of surfaces.

In the same way the

spiral!~ in. its s:ee.ond:" re:volut:ion, moves, still funthe-n- outwards: t:o fo:imt
ithe f ·o urth dti.mension ( itime-), t-he fifth dimension ( :rrep~i t ion), and t-he,
sixth dimen:s;ion ( e:bar.ni ty).
Time,, ozr in other wond:a the line. of pas-sing time, can be thought: <Yf'-. as
an infinita:-' number o:ff momen.tsi moving from -ft.he:- pa&'t into t'he- fu.tura-.
same way repe.tiiiion, the nert point: in the spiral, can be thought- o:t" a~ an

infinit'e- numben- of' lines:, o:f' time- - the same time - our time, - rape:atetl:
again a.lid again.

This ii!' not s-o easy to und:era-tand.

As fyt-hagoras is:

aa-id to have main-uained, there:> are' two kinds of re:peti tion.

There• is

nepeti tion in t-ime:-, when the same., or similar.· everts, repeat themse:clves, sueh
as the days of the we:ek or the seasons of the year.

But there is. als;o

another kind of repetition - the repa:tition of the time wa are experien~ing:

now, at this mome~ - itsc repetition in eternity.
is what we. me:an 'by eternal :rrec:u.rrenc.e".

This fornr of· repe>lti t-ion.

But the e.u lmination of the spiral, the s-ixth dim~on, which we · have
callecr eternity, or the existence Qf eternity, is something qui ta different-,
both from the line of time, and from its repeated e:lei~en.cec in reuur.rena:e.
It is· in fact the a-0lid of time, just as the third dimens:d.en. is; the solidl
of space-, and it includ.'es-, not. only those possibilities· whi~h ara aotual±s:ed
in our lives, but' also all the . · possibilities whic:h ex>uld be actualiired, hut:

have not yet been. s-o.
of

~rrenc~.

These unac:tualised possibilities, are-the

way

out
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rflhe idea· that the world in which we live •re(Dlires, f _or its
eYplan:a:tion, a period of' six dimensions, -

th:rr(re

dime,ns,ions- of spac:-e.·

and thre·e of t-ime:, - belangg, t .o P.D;. Ouapensky.

It is an i&ea, which

he d.eve1.oped' quite early in. his life, aa h-e- did with t-he· idea- of eternal.

And- he inain:fi-ainedl, n::otc

recwmenc:e,) t :o: whiclt it is c:losaly a·l lied.

on.ly that modern phys:ias eould b-e:, vasi:-ly- s,impliffied· by t-his_, ideca, but-

that ou:rr own ind1ivi<iual lifa ~
tha· wenld

a!'0'\111~

• wolrlc, and evecyithing we aie-a, and dJo. in.

us,, depend~ on it- in a;lmosit eve'!r;f :ue=spee:t.

The, t-Jmew olimens:ion11J, of t-ime, are: in. c-ertain. respemtfiF a1ta,logoua t':o t-he'
three dimen£rlon.s of· spac:e,.
0

It iS:· poss1.ble t:o s.zy, fror- instano--_e,. ifuai;

a point in spac:e oxm1•eapo:ad:s:· t-o

a,

moment- in. t-ime, t-ha;t a l'ine: e,-orrespondJs

to the line of· time,, t-hat a BUrfa-ce· o:orres:ponds, peFha:ps,, t-o repevi tian,
~nd a s,olid t-o the 1tolid of eter11i ty.

But it is by no ma-ans, cdear why

this parallel eriats--, or- what it impliea.

It is, pos.s---ible thait a:pacre

and 1time are dif'£eren.1t a-spects of· 1the,, one · rurality,,

.md:

that we· t-endl t:«-

take- t-heJ11 • t':oo separately, as we, do: arlso, perhaps;, , wi1th 1fue b:od':f and t-he
s:oul.

In any c:aae it:: may t:hi!ow further lighi;: on. 1thil! que:ntion. i:fr

snow the period:

of su

we,

d~mension~ a~~ double spiral,, ~o 1that 1the

d'imens:d.on.a:: of' space: and' t:ime_, corre-spond'.

(see fig.)

at the cenfu:'e wi-f]h a: point in. s:pa;c:e, the spiral moves:,
outwards t:o :fform, at point I, the extension. of this:, po:unit in.t-o a; line,,.,
Starting

its f'lmthen- ertten.s:ion. fnom a lme:· in.t+o

a;

mmfac:e, at point: II, . and at:

point III, its still further- ext-ension. from a surfa;ce, int'-o a solid body
of' 1tllmre dJimeusions:.

'fhec solid' body of· point" III bacomes- tha- zroro:

d'imells:ion or the next spiral., or· i:n. other word1s a momelrlt in. t:ime,.
point': IV the, moMent' of' time be:-eome:tE: erl'ended int:o:,

a;,

At:

Iin.e- - th0':' li-na off

time - whian we thin.Jc of in, the ordinary way as:: a atrai&-1-fr ]ine erlendling
from the pa-at in:t:-o 1the :fr'u-lture . ,

But the- line of· 1:!'ime can· be, curved:,

in fact every line of time ia really" curved, fo:rr s =omewher& it:: ha;s: a
beginning;_ and an and.

As the spiral moves· on towardw pointc V 'It.hi&

curved line of ttime lieeomes- a cire:le aig.tin.

a;

circle which irap0'Qts, again and

'Phi1r· zra,pe1ti ttio:n. exists,: in time, like t:he cl1ays, of' the we-ek ell'

the sea;eons. of':· the · year, bu-tt as: t-he spiral mov:es: on: a-till £:urth-er, beyond
point. V, it ta.k:e_s on a funthe:r dimension, and: t-he, circle: is, repeated, m,11:.

in. t:ime but:- in1 e=t:enrui.t'y.
How can t':he cci.rctle be, repeated in e-t-erni ty?'

Whe:ra, dJoe=.s it. actually-
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The c:ircr1a of oll.l! life-, for iins:i;anc:e, wh.er& is, it- nepe:a-ted:?

go?

Strictly speaking_ there is no need :for it t:o f!JP:, anywhere,. o1theT 1than
whE!'re iii' is now - it simply means. that a f'urthe-r dimension haa be:eu

added t:-o it - a dimension at r.ig-ht: angles -fro t-he. line of passing_ iiime.
In ot-her word.a::, ru:,t: only- eve:ry moment of our lif(:', lru:t: t-he whole- off
If' it were noti so:,

life itself ha& a c;ont:inued existence in etel!nit;y.

life would have no meaning,, ffor· everyt-hing in it: would disappear.
This: is: where a.11 the_ eo:nfhl.S.ion ariaea:.

We think of eternal liffa,

as anoth~ e!ris-iienoe a£te--r- this one, and' in.: anot--her pl~Ef•

But:

ace:ord,'ing: ito t:he theory of eternal r.e~en.ce, it is not- like, t-hat

it is t-he- same life, - t:hi& lif.&. - where it: is now.

And &Very moment:

0:f it- erls:ts 11-ot':h. in time and in eiiernii;y.
But t-hig i!f, not all of· life, or all of t:ime..

It is onl;y t:he:

The whole, of us - everyt-hing we

fi:f'th dllllenrlon.

&Te

a;nd eveeyt-hing_

we aould' b& - · wrists, as-- a ~om.plete anti ily" in. t-he sd.xth dimension, anrl
this en:ti ~ cton.ta;ina., not- only ever;yithing-, filtat is acr:tually realised~ in:.
life as- we- know iit, but eveeyt:hing,- that could lie, Il'ea-liaetl - ev,er.y l!.hing
that n.eve'r· happened. before.

Where:, dbet!t vhia: ent-ity eris.t?·

It exist:$ ,

here and now - t'here: is, nowh~e e·lse •.
How does all this relatei t:o the meditation?·

mad:itation wa start wiii:h
in t:ime.

~he

When we: dlo -vha

repe,t:it-ion of' t:he mantra - i~a rapet-it-ion

Thi11 would be: somewhere, in iihe: lower segment., ba'tween points

IV and V.

But: a<t

a;

certain S'taga t:he mantra pas:ses beyond point: V

int:o the nerl se~i3n.t: - it pa.s:s-e.s :fFom :t1epeitiition. in t:-ime int:o ne-pet:it-ion.
in 8.'temii.izy'.

It may be t.hat we: still ae-em to be repeating t.-he: mantra

in t:ima,, and aJ!'EI not: aware of 1:me difference:.

Or t-he dli:fftlerence ma;T

be very cle=an-, a.n.d we: are:· awareo that ime mantra transcends.
we

are:

B'ut; whe:'ther·

aware oft it'- or- n.ot: ifua ma:ntra will <rontinue :rround' vhe Sl)inal till.

it reaehEfB: point:- V~ for t'ha t

i&:

where it_ a,om&s f:r-om - where it: balongs,.

An.d that is- why t:he meditation is: able' '.t:o awakan new possibilities in·

lif'e, by bringing t-.he sd:rth d'i .mension int-o our- everyday experienoa.

TIME & SPACE - Further Papers

1/1 a-j
1/1-8

2/1-6

3/1-8
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4/1-4

5/1-4

6/1-6

7/1-5
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Dimensions of time - preview.
Dimensions of time - passing time,repetition & eternity
shown in triangle within circle diagram and applied to
man and the universe.
Space/time dimensions shown as a line drawn as infinite
points, a surface drawn as infinite lines, a solid drawn as
infinite surfaces - then considered in circular
diagram. System knowledge and the meditation, laws of
accident, gravity & environment, cause & effect, fate and
will. Possibility of real change via the law of will.
Parallel times put in circular diagram. Flow of energy
from and to central 'now'. Spiral to show different
perceptions of time. Pythagorean and early Christian
insight into recurrence.
Man as a seed.
Time dimensions in circular·diagram plus physical,
subtle and causal levels.
Circular diagram discussed as expressing unity in man
and nature.
Circular diagram of man's logarithmic lifetime in lunar
months. Unfolding of principles/levels of matter/higher
centres. Meditation for inclination towards self
remembering as a natural, universal process.
Self remembering. Logarithmic progression of man's
life in lunar months in diagram. Gospel of Thomas quote
& remembering past & future.
Time as circle with radial 'now' leading to memory of
infinite possibilities at sixth dimensional centre. Pure
memory - as experienced in meditation - where
everything already known, a' coming home'.
Absolute, Bliss, Consciousness attributes of the self
considered in circular diagram.
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THE DIMENSIONS OF TIME.

In his book, "A New Model of the Universe", P.D.Ouspensky describes
how there are sir dimensions in the real world - three dimensions or·
space and three of t'ime.
The three dimensions of space are well known
to
us. They consist, in addition to the zero dimension- a point
of a line, a surface and a solid..
The three dimensions of time are
not quite so simple, but generally speaking we can call them 'Time',
'Repetition' a.nd'Eternity'.
By 'Time• we mtJan time in the ordinary
sense
- that strange thing in our lives whioh determines
the past a.nd the future. 'Repetition' means that which happens again and
again, whether it is a day, or a year or a lifetime. And 'Eternity•
means quite Bimp]J that whieh is beyond time, although this oan be
understood in many different wa;y-s.
Now there is a way of putting these three dimensions of time in
the enneagram, whioh can help us to understand more clearly what they
mean.

We start by putting 'Time','Repetition' and 'Eternity' at the

three points of the triangle, like this:-

f ffQJJ1ff
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The points which are numbered I,II,III,IV,V,a.nd VI are six different
aspects of time.

Let us try to discover what they mean.

Eternity in ~elation to Time;

Point I is

in other words, it is Eternal Duration -

things which last for ever, and to all intents and purposes are eternal
and unchanging, like rocks and mountains, the earth itself, the stars
in the firmament - and of course, whether it actually exists or not,
the Christian idea of heaven, or life after death.
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Point II is Time in relation to Eternity; in other words it is
the straight line of passing time whioh stretches from the eternal
past to the eternal future. This is the ordinary we;, of thinking of
time, and of course it is perfectly va.lid for the ordinary purposes
of life - watches and calendars, passing events and so on •.
Point III is 'l'ime in relation to Repetition; this means that the
line of time is really curved, not straight - that everything moves
in a o-ire-le, and sooner or later oomes ba.ok to the point from which
it began.
This idea. a.lrec1.dy explains man.y things which cannot be
understood by point II.
Point IV is Repetition irr relation to Time; in other words it
represents everything which repeats itself again and again- like
d~s and nights and the seasons of the year, or on a. somewhat different
scale the vibrations of a string.
Everywhere in Nature things are
repeating themselves - everywhere in our own lives too. And everything
in life is a mixture of Time and Repetition, for everything contains
some element of oha.nge, some element of what has happened before.
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l.\" T1.;,,,.,,,,<,.(i.e.points II and III)
Now just as there are two aspects of Time,/so there are two aspects
of Repetition.
Poin.t' IV, repetition in time, is the first of these
two aspeats, the seo:ond is point v, . repetition in Eternity.
And here we have arrived at a point
in the diagram which is beyond our ordinary understanding. Repetition
in Time is eaf13' enough to understand, Repetition in Eternity is not •.

Repetition in Eternity means Eternal Reourrenoe - the repetition of

l/c

events outside the ordinary sequenoe of time- a kind of repetition
in whioh there is no 'before• and 'after' in the a.ooepted sense.,
And finally, point VI. Point VI is Eternity in relation to
Repetition. To understand what this means we have to remember what
is said in the New Model about the realisation of possibilities •.
Point v; Eternal Reourrenc-e, means that the same possibilities a.re
repeated again and again in Eternity; point VI, Eternity in relation
to Repetition, means that ,!l!l! possibilities are revealed., For in
the sixth dimension, all the possibilities belonging to a. particular
oiroumstanoe exist,, whereas in the fifth dimension only one line of
possibilities is actualised.
This may sound very theoretioa.l. But in practice it is very
important.
For it is only at point VI tha.t any- real o:ha.nge can,
take place in our lives, and there are only certain things which
can bring us there-.
Otherwise everything will be the same - it
will a.11 happen again.,
0
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One of the most important things to be d.iscovered., in our

search for truth, is the meaning of time.

What is time?

d.oes it always appear to move in one cl.irection?
J...

kind.s of 1,1.me, or is time always the same?
after we have- diea_, and before we are born?

Wb,y

A:re there clifferent

What happens· to time

And above all, is there

some way of escaping time, of getting outside or beyond it?
There is a simple way of approach, which can help us to und.erstand
these questions.
or d.imensions.

Time·, if you remember, has three different aspects
The first of the-se is the line of time - time movi:ng

along a line, in the direction before-now-after.

The sec,ond. is

repetition - time moving in a circle, which repeats again and again.
And the third kind of time is eternity - that which is beyond. time,
yet all time is contained within it ..
Now it so happens that we can express all this :rather clearly in

our symbol.

We put time on the right hand. sid.e, at the corner of

the triangle, and we put repetition on the left hand side, at the
corner of the triangle,

r
in

we put at the top:-

~iti
erni

-after.

TIME

REPETITION
circle
of time

What we are looking at is a complete cosmos, or world.•

Certain

aspects of this c-osmos belong to time, others to repetition, and, still
others to eternity.
Now we divided. the circle before into six segments, and we said that

each of these six seg ments was a d.ifferent princ·iple, a. clifferent
aspect of the cosmos we were considering.

In the case of' man, tlie

first seg ment referred to his physical body, the sec-ond. to his life
principle, the third. to his essence, and so on.

What we are saying,

in so many words, is that each of these six segments has a different
kind. of time - not d.ifferent in an absolute sense of course, but
considered in relation to the others.
The first segment, for instance, belongs to eternity - eternity
in its relation to time.
last for ever and ever.

'rhis means eternal duration - things which
In the case of man, it would. refer to the

substance of his physical body - the elements of which it consists.
In the case of the great cosmos, it would refer to the inorganic
matter of the earth - the raw materials of which it is made.
'Phe second segment belongs to time - time in its relation to
eternity.

This means the straight line of time - time which passes

eternally along the line before-now-after.

In the case of man.,

this is the time of his living body, and of all the processes of
g rowth, of change, of sickness and healing, old. age and. decay- which
the body endures as it passes through life..

I:n the case of the

g reat cosmos it is evolution - the long and. gradual development of
organic life on earth, from the first remote beg innings of life until
the present d.ay, and onward.s from there into the unknown future •.
rrhe third segment also belongs to time, but time in relation to
repetition.

rrhis means the circle of time - time which passes trirough

many stages, all of which are related. to a closed circuit, the end of

which is joined. to the beg inning .

In the case of man, this would be

the plan, the pattern of his life, seen from the point of view of
essence.

In the case of the great cosmos it is the plan worked. out

by the great laboratory of Nature

the whole loll€; history of organic:

life on earth, seen as a complete cyc·le, which sooner or later c .o mes
to an end, and. then begins again.

The fourth seg ment belongs to repetition - repetition in relation
to time.

This means quite simply the repetition of things in time,

like the seasons of the year, the h ours, the d.a,ys.

In the ca,se of

man it refers to his everyd.ay life, to his personality with its
repeating pat t erns of behaviour, his habits, his thoughts, his daily
routines.

In the case of the great cosmos it is all those
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repetitive cycles in t.he world around us - the rota.tion of crops, the
seasons of the :reBX, the lunar cycles, the rise and fall of
civilisations, the planetary conjunctions, the great periods of
eq-u.inoctial precession ••,••
'I'he fifth segment also belongs to repetition, but repetition not
in time, but in eternity.

What does repetition in eternity mean?

In the case of man it is eternal recurrence - the repetition again
and. again of certain things in our lives, things that have always

been, things that happened before.

In the case of the great cc0smos

it is all those events in the history of peoples which have to happen
in the

wa;y

they d.o - like wars and revolutio11G, migrations, the

behaviour of crowds and. of leaders of the people at ke-J moments
everything mechanical and. inescapa-ble.

Often such things seem

contrarJ to sense and reason, yet they happen just the same, regardless
of indiv.idual choice or volition.
But the last segment, the sixth, is different.

'Phis segment

belongs to eternity - eternity in relation to repetition.

H refers

to the eternal now, the place in us where all our possibilities exist,
only certain of which a,re ac::tualised_ in the fifth segment, in
recurrencB.

Everything a man could want - the whole of his heart's

desire - exists in the sixth segment, in the depth of his soul.

If

he could find this depth, many things in his life would change.
But what does the sixth segment mean on the scale of the great
cosmos?

What is there, in this world in which we live, which does

not belong to recurrence - which never happened before?

By their

very nature there are certain things, even in the world around_ us
today, which can happen only once.
Great works of art, great religious teachings, an.a. partic~larly our
own system - such things cannot be repeated., they cannot happen again
and. again, or their meaning would_ disappear.

Hext time the system

will be new - something we never heard before.

Yet the truth will

shine through it, for truth is always the se.me •.
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The main point to remember, in studying these six d.ifferen:t
aspects of time, is that they are all true within certain limits.
From certain points of view, time has eternal a.uration;

from other

points of view, it is ~, straight line moving from the past into the

future;

from still other points of view it is a circle - all six

aspects are perfectly valid within certain limits, and. it is only

when these limits

;:u-G

exceeded that the trouble begins.

One of the p 12,ces where these limits are so often exceeded. is

in connection with life after death.
to us when we d.ie? 11

'l'he question "-What happens

is a question we are all faced with sooner or

later, and. each of us finds his own answer.

But really and. truly

we dont know the answer to this question, and the kinds of answers
given us 1}y contemporary religions are far from satisfactory.

By

stud.ying the diagram we ca.'1 at least rule out some of these answers
as untenable.
The id.ea held by certain religions tha,t life after death has
eternal d.uration, for instarn;e - that we pass into
time goes on for ever

2,

world. in which

this is clearly that aspect of eternity which

applies to the pliysical substance of the body - it takes no account
either of our soul or our spirit.

And. then the commonly held belief

that time continues in the ordinary wcy after death, and. that we are

born again at some time in the future - the id.ea of reincarnation

is an idea which cannot be acceptecl either, for it belongs to the
second. aspect - to passing time, and. refers to such things as the
evolution of species or the unfold.ing of events in history, and has
nothing to do with man's individual and personal life.

The idea that life is a circle - that of the third segment - conceals

a very much bigger id.ea

- that there is nothing beyond the circle

of our life, and. that everything is contained within it..

By itself

this idea. cannot get us very far, but when it is combined. with the
id.ea that the circle repeats itself, a new door begins to open..

Man's

body may be concerned. with passing time, but man's soul is concerned.
with repetition, and that is what really matters.

Let us try to

und.erstand what this means.
'l1 irne passes from birth to d.eath - it passes in a circle, the

circle of life, and its motion increases as life goes on, for this
motion is logarithmic.

But this id.ea that tinie passes continuously

from birth to d.eath is only how it seems to the fourth segment the personality with its computer mind, which is able to measure
the passage of time ver-J accurately
clocks and. calendars.
is quite different.

ana.

method.i.cally by means of

To the next segment, the fifth, everything
Moments are not objects which come and. go

come from the 'future' and. d.isappear into the 'past' - they are there
all the time, . like things on a map.

And the same with our life - it

is always there - even time itself is alwa.ys there - it passes again
and. again •.

So what has become of life after death?

Really ancl truly there

is no d.eath - it is all li:f:e, it is always there.

And. eternity

is not 'in the beyond' - it is here, in life itself, in every moment •.
:F'or moments can be ver-<J different - they can contain everything, or
nothing.

Which brings us to the meaning of the sixth segment •.

Let us look at it from the point of view of the moment.
d.oes the moment contain?

What

In the first segment, which we called

'eternal duration', the moment contains nothing
consciousness - and time passes eternally.

no life, no

In the sixth segment,

which we called the 'eternal now', the moment contains everything it is infinite in content -·and so all time is· crontained within it,
and everything is 'now'.

And. with this id.ea comes a quite new

approach to the meaning of life and d.eath.

For there is only one

a.eath, when the moment is empty of content, and. there is only one
life, when it is full.
of life and d.eath!

What need. to know more aJ)out the meaning
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The di8t::,aTi:im of Time, Repetition and. Eternity, with its six
different a,spects of time, is e, kind of framework.
framework many different things ca,11 be expressed.

interest to us is its application to individual ma..~.

Within this
But of particular
For it is

Time in its various aspects which refers to man's body, whereas it is
Repetition in its various aspects which refers to man's soul;

and

above them both is Eternity, which refers to the nature of his spirit.
Man's 1jody exists in time.

It exists in the long straight line

of time which comes from the past - from his ancestors - ancl stretohes
into the future - his descendants.
Nan's soul, on the other hand,
-belongs to Repetition, for when the body dies it is reborn.

And lastly;

there is spirit.
Spirit is above Time a.nd Repetition - it is that
which neither disappears when the body dies, nor is reborn. For it
is alw~vs there- it is eternal.
And if we look into the meaning of the six points around the
circle - the six different aspects of time - we shall find that they,
too, refer to man's body and ·soul. Those on the right h.e.nd side of
the diagram (points I,II,and III) refer to different aspeote of man's
physical body;

those on the left hand side (points IV,V,a.nd VI) refer

to different aspeotspf hie soul, of his psychology.
Point I, for instance,, refers to the eternal dura·tion of the
elements of which the body consists.

From dust the body came,, and

to dust it will return. The fundamental substance of the body is
Point II, on the other hand, refers to the living body,
eternal.

which grows awl develops along the line of time.
And yet the line
of growth is never straight - it is really a curved line. Point III
is the long life of the body - the oircle of time, which starts at
the moment of conception and ends at death.
Point IV,
And on the left hand side are points IV,V,and VI.
repetition in time, is the pattern of man's recurring thoughts, his
Point v, on tho other hand, is something
habits, his man;y 'I's.
the tendencies of his soul, acquired in recurrence. It
much deeper
is this point which is connected with man's karma, his fate. Yet
deeper still is the real nature of man's soul - his •I'.
•rhis exists
at point VI, the eternal now.

If man could reach this point, regula;r~

and constantly' in his life, sooner or later all the wrong

ana

harmful
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elements in his soul would disappear, and he would become
free.

In other words he would truly become himself •
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THE DIMENSIONS OF TIME

One of the most difficult things to understand is Time.

What

is Time - why does it exist in our lives, and wby is it so inesa:apable?
Wby does it appear to run always in one direction?
it before birth and after death?

Wha-t happens to

Do events crontinue to exist after

Time has passed them , - are they always there, so to speak?
so, where are they?
outside Time?

And if_

Is: there a plao:e, or a world whicr.h exists

Could such a world be ac.c:-essible

w

us?

One of the most important keys to a better understanding of Time
is the idea that it has different dimensions.

P.n·.Ouspem~ky

maintains.- in, his book, "A New Model of the Universe 0

,

for instance,

that Time actually has three dimensions, and that t 'h ese three
dimensions of Time, taken with the three dimensions of Space, make
up the six dimensional reality of which the universe a:onsists.

And

although a sir dimensional reality seems:: a formidable thing ~o
understand, it is as a matter of fact much simpler than one is 1J,a
to believe by the scientists and mathematicians.

It c:an, in fact,

be understood in a wary straightforward and practical sense.
The trut·h of the matter is that these different dimensions of
Time are not jus~ an abstract conception - they enter into everything
a man does, and everything that happens to him.

The first dimension:,

which we may call "Time", is perhaps., the easiest to understand. It is
what we ordinarily think of as passing time - what we measure with
our C'locks and a:alendars - and it is · of course aS:Eoa:iated in our
lives with growth and change.

We ordinarily think of it as a straigh~

line stretohing from the past into the future, but as we shall
presently see, this is only a very limited aspect of Time as it
really is.
The second dimension of Time we may call 0 Repetition".

Repetition

means that whio:h happens again and again - like days and nights: and
the seasons of the year, or on a somewhat d'i fferent scale the vibrations
of a string.

Everywhere in Nature things axe repeating themselves,

and everywhere in our own lives too.

And strange as it ma;v seem,_

all our ordinary thoughts depend on Repetition - they are simply a
reshuffling of what we have thought before.
And the third dimension of Time we may call "Eternity 11 •

Eternity
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overshadows all our life, but we know nothing of it.

The poet

Vaughan describes his experience of Eternity •.•••
0

I saw Eternity the other night,.

Like a great ring of pure and endless light,
All calm as it was bright.
And round beneath it Time, in hours days years,
Driven by the spheres,
Like a great shadow moved,
In whiah the world and all her train were hurled."
Eternity belongs to the sixth dimension - the real world, or
the world of causes.

But this does not mean that it is far a.way

it

m,a y in, fact be very near to us, much rrearer than we ever supposed:.
But we have

w

begin with something that the ordinary mind can grasp.

So let us leave Eternity for the moment,. and return tu the idea of
Time and Repeti.tion.
Suppose I am on nw way to the offic:e in the morning.

Looking

down from the top of the bus I ~ee men and women hurrying to work
along the pavement at Oxford Circus.

Worried faces:, kind faces,

empty faces, jostling and hurrying, glancing into shop windows,
running for their 1nl.ses, laughter, gaiety, the bright morn1ng sunlight ••
0

•••• the day is gathering momentum

gray Time is the lively old

driver - but wait, is it Time, or is it Repetition?
Imagine the same scene, without Repetition.

Each of these

hundreds of people going to a new office, along a new route, through
streets they have never seen before, in an entirely new frame of mind~
in a world in which nothing ever repeated itself.

And now imagine

the same scene without Time - with rrothing but Repet'i tion.

Each of

these hundreds of people moving along exactly the same footmarks,; with
the same smile, the same gestures they always have, through the same
streets they always knew, to the same offia:e in whioh they always
worked,, holding the same old umbrella in: the same hand.
truth perhaps.

Nearer the

But not entirely - neither is exactly true.

For in

the ordinary world as we know it there cannot be Time without
Repetition, and there cannot be Repetition' without Time •
•••• And round beneath it Time, in hours days years, ••••
If you study the movements of the planets you will see that the same_
thing is true - each planBtary orbit repeats itself again:; and again,
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and yet never exactly - there is always a small di:fference - the
positions o:f the heavenly bodies are slowly changing throughout
the ages.

As Vaughan says, we are driven by the spheres - and so

in the world of everyday we see the same thing reflected.

Repetition

is mixed with Time, sameness with difference, new with old.

.

•

•

..

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Let us try to express all this in the form of a simple diagram •.
We make a triangle, with a circle surrounding it, and at the top
of the triangle we put Eternity.

Below, on the right hand side

we put Time, and on the le:ft hand side we put Repet1tion.,
experience

All our

all our life - is contained in the circle, and all 0£· it:

is made up of these three elements in different degrees.

That which

is nearest to the top o:f the circle is ooncrnrned with Eternity, that
which is nearest

vo

the right hand corner is concerned with Time,) and1

that which is nearest to the left hand corner is cnncerned with
Repetition:-

Now it is the base of the triangle which represents the ordinary
world in which we live; for this part of the circle is furthest from
Eternity, and it is here t-hat Time is mixed with Repetition, where
the line of Time is never straight and the direction of events is.
always changing.

You and I are imprisoned in this world - we can

find no time for Eternity

no time even to turn our thoughts towards

it!, let alone struggle to discover it, as others have done be:fore us...
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The right hand side of the triangle, on the other hand', is
furthest from Repetiti.on.

In this part of the circle nothing is

ever repeated, for it ia: connected with growth and change - with
the growth of the physical body, for instance, and with physico chemical processes.

It is in the physical, the inorganic world

that Repetition has no place.
And the left hand side of the triangle is furthest from Time.
In this part of the oircle Time does not exist.

And it is this ·

part of the cire~e which is connected with the real world; the worlQ
of causes, and with the hidden possibilities within man's s-oul.

For

that which lies beyond Time is hidden deep within us - i't is not
acrcessible t':o the ordinary level of mind •
•

•

•

•·

•

•

•

•

So we have discovered the eristenc.e of three different worlds ·,
in each of which time has a different meaning.

On the !light hand

side of the triangle is a world without Repetition, and on the left
hand side of the triangle is a world without Time.

And between them,

at the base of · the triangle, is a world without Eternity - the
ordinary world in which we live.

Let us- try to disc-over in more

detail what these worlds axe like.

~
/VW

~
tf1

~

Now the diagram, shows us that there are two aspeets of Eternity.
One aspec.t is on the right hand, side, at point I, the other is on
the left hand side, at point VI.

That on· the right hand side
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belongs to a world without Repetition - it means eternal!. time'"
eternal duration i.e. that which is eternal and umrhanging..
on the left hand side belongs to

a;

That

world whic:h is beyond Time.

It

refers to the eternal now, the eternal moment in·, which everything,
inc-luding a.11 time, is c:ontained.
It is interesting that these two aspects of': Eternity are s-0
often o:onfused, in ·religious and esoteric_:, thought.
eternaL life is. a perpetual existence

The iffea that

of some kind:, for instana-.e,

which goes · on foreven· and ever- in time - this is- a wrong- idea.
For that whio-h is, eternal in duration is bel:ow us-- it refers simply
to lower forms of existenc::e, like inorganic matter, or the basia:
elements of whio:h our physic-al body ~ons-ists.

But the eternal now

is above us - it refers to the pos:sibilit'y of a much higp.er· level
of' being, in which all our experienc-.e is c-ontained in- each moment:
of existence, and life - our- own li:fe - is lived to the fulles-t
degree.
In the same way we see from the diagram that there are two
aspects of Time.

The first, at point II, is the straight line of

Time, whio:h is, of course, the usual way we think of Time, as a
stra,ight' line stretching from the eternal past,· into the eternal
future.

But poini; III is a curved line, , a circle, for it is only

within certain limits that the direc::tion of time is straight..

Man's

life, for instanc:e, is a c·losed cira-le - it is· not a straight line
at all.,

From the point of view of his own inner life, his personal

experience, he knows nothing about events before his· birth or after
his death - they are a o-il.osed book to him.

Everything is contained

within the one ciro-le of his life, and all other lives are crlosed
circles too, some of these aircles interlooking with his own, and
others outside it altogether.
The aircle of time, at point III, is really the life of the
body existing in time - the 'long life' or linga sharira as it is:·
called.

By studying man's life as a circle we cra.n learn many things:

about it - about the relation between different periods in his life,
about the measure of time on which his life is based, and so on •
.And lastly we see from the di%<:Tam that there are two kinds
of Repetition.

The first kind, at point IV, refers to repeti t :ion

in time, and belongs to the ordinary world in which we live.

But

the sec·ond kind, at point V, refers to repetition in eternity - it
belongs to a world whioh is beyond Time.
"The Pythagoreans said that the same things are repeated again

-
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and again ••••• Repetition is understood in different senses.

One

kind of repeti~ion may be in the natural order of things, like
repetition of summers and winters and other seasons, when a new
one comes after another has disappeared...

But if we are to

believe the Pythagoreans there is another kind of repetitionr
repeti. tion. in quantity, in which the same things exist a number
of times.

That means that I shall talk to you and sit e:xractly like

this and I shall have in

my

hand the same stick, and everything

will be the same as it is now •••,•• "
So wrote :Eudemus, a pupil of Aristotle.

But even he speaks of:

this other kind of Repetition as if it belonged t,o the world' of
Time my

0

That means that I shall talk to you •••• and I shalL have in

hand •••• n

For we have no language to express Eternity.

What do these two aspec:ts of Repetition mean in practical terms?
Clearly, the first refers to everything of a repetitive kind in our,
lives - our habits, our thoughts:-, our moods, our aa:tions - and of
course all our inner movements such as heartbeat, breathing, digestion.
Everything of

a

cycdic charac:ter in the world around us too - almos:t

everything we see and do seems at first to belong to Repetition.
But the second kind (point V) refers to recurrence.

And to it'

belong all those things which a man somehow knows how to do - knows
almost without being told - things which come to him easily and
without effort;

and all those things about his life whiah ~ould

not have happened in any other way, for some influence more powerrul
than himself - his Karma, his Fate if you like to call it that deoiden it all for him already.
And now we can see that point VI, the eternal now, belongs to
the sixth dimension, whereas point V, eternal recurrence, belongs
to the fifth.

This means that point VI is the way out - the wey

of escape from the wheel of recurrence.
means that the same

Point

any

eternal recurrence,

possibilities are repeated again and again, but

point VI means that~ possibilities exist.
point VI that

v,

And so it is only at

real change can take place in our lives, and there,

are only certain things which can bring us there.

Otherwise

everything will be the same - it will all happen again •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

This diagram is a kind of framework, which oan be applied to
different entities, on different scales.

It can show us how man

is constituted, for instance, and how these different times relate

-
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to the different principles within him, or it canoe applied in, the
same way to a cell, or to organic life as a whole, or evem to the
For in all these examples the laws, gov:erning
whole universe.
time are the same.
Let us consider how the diagram refers to man.

Point I will be

the physical principle of his body - the elements of which it cnnsists,.
From dust he came, and to dust he will return - the physical basis · of
Point II will be hi~r:· living body, developing

man's body is eternal.
along the lin~ of time

growing from a tiny cell, passing through

many strange and miraculous c.han-ges in the womb, and emerging,' as a
living child into the world.

And point III will be the full circtle

of man's physical life - the 'long life' of his body, with all the
different stages through which it passes - childhood~ puberty, middle
age, old age and death - c:ontroll'ed, perhaps:, by the

endocrine

glands and governed by some hidden c·e ntre within him - the 'instincrlive
mind' about which we know so little.
All this, on the right hand side, relates to man's body.
the left hand side of the diagram refers to his soul

But\

his psyche.

Point IV refers to his ordinary mind, and the nervous system it controls- his thoughts, his desires, his habits of mind, his personality. This·
is all concerned with repetition in time.

But point V refers to

repetition in eternity; and it is here that all those tendenc1es erist
which have bec-ome implanted in his soul through recurrence - through
the repetition of lives.
man's karma, his fate.
of man's soul.

It is this point which is connected:with
Yet deeper still is the unmanifested nature

This exists at point VI, the eternal now.

If man

could reach this point, regularly and c.:onstantly in his life, sooner
or later all the wrong and harmful elements in his soul would
In other words he would truly

disappear, and he would become free.

become himself, and would become one with the spirit, which is eternal.
EnRWll''(

I

J

I

V

I

I

I

\
\
\

\

\
\
\
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And now let us consider how the same diagram might be applied
to the Universe as a whole - the universe as it appears to us, see11
from our viewpoint here on earth.
At point I is the Moon
unchanging..

symbol of inorganic matter, eternal and

At point II is the living Earth, the Biosphere, growing

and developing along the line of Time.

And at point III is the

planetary world, influencing the lives of men, and determining the
circle of man's life - his time.

And then at point IV is the Sun

the solar system as a whole.
Now it is on the level of the Sun that time begins - Time and
Repet-ition.

The yea:r, the day and night, the lunar month, the

planetary cycles, the precession of the equinox- all these come from
the Sun, the solar system, and they are all based on repetttion repetition in time.
But above the Sun, at point

v,

is the Milky Way.

And here Time

exists no longer - there is only Repetition, repet-i.tion in numher.
For point V in the diagram is beyond Time, it is Repetitiom in 11:ternity.
And so from our viewpoint here on earth we see nothing but the vastness
of space, and the infinite repetition of stars.
Beyond the Milky Way, at point VI, is a world even more remote - the
world of all galaxies.
universe are contained.

On this level all the posaibilities of the
And above the world of all galaxies is the

Absolute - the unmanifest Creator of the universe, who exists at the
centre of all things, in all eternity.

V

I\ b.z,,Jt;;

(~avr,J~4:w)

\
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In order to understand time we have to realise that it ha,s
three dimensions.

Just as space has three climensions, so time

also has three dimensions.

Ancl in certain respects the three

dimensions of' time are analogous to the three dimensions of' space.
If we take the iero dimension of space to be a point, theru an
inflnite number of points, will form· a line, which is a figure of'
the first dimension.

An infinite numher of lines, parallel to

eac.lt ot1ie-r, will f'orm a surfac-e, which is a f'igure of'• the second
dimension, and an infinite number of surfaces, parallel to each
o-ther, will form· a solid - a :figure of the third a.imension·•

•
poin.t.

line.

surface.

solid.•

In a similar wa;ytime also has three dimensions.

I:f we take

the zero dimension of time to be a moment, or a point in time,
then an infinite number of' t.hese moments will form t-he line of
time, a line moving from the past into the future.
the first dimension of time.,

This will be

The second dimension will consist

of an inf'inite number Of lines pa,rallel to the line of time, or in
other words pe,ralle-1 times existing in repetition, or recu.rrenc-e.,
And the third. a.imension of time - the s-olid of time - will consist
of other levels of parallel time - other possibilities which are
not ord:inarily realised in r-ecurrence - possibilities which oould
be realis-ed: if' everything in us was fulf:illed •

•
moment.

line of time.

parallel times.

solid of time •.

We c::an fUt these_ dimensions of space and t.ime inifo t'he a:irc:Te,
and then we carr See mor-e c-leariy· what -they :rreally- e,re..

They fu-e

a ey-crle or period of:. dimensions~. whic-h d:.ivid:es- na:turallw· .in11a. t1i.Ji"ee:
space dimensions on., the right and three time dimensions on: the lef't tJ
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maJ:cing six dimensions altogether.

The three time dimensions

on the left are, as it were an extensiorr of the thre-e dimensions'.
of space - a c.ontinuatiow of them, so to speak, so that in all
there are six dimensions and no more.

There could not, for

instanc·e, be a sevent·h dimension - the six dimensions can only be
repeated. on a d.ifferent- scale, in which case the six a:irnensional!
solid. will become the zero dimension - the point - of the next
period, . a:n:d the cycle will begin again.
eternity-

•

---time

spac-e

Let us consid.er how it is that the thr-ee dimensions of time
are extensions of the three s:pac:e dimensions.

A space solid, in

a geometrical sense, has ordinarily no time dimensions.

But ff we
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mea,sure its· existence in. time, - if we record: how it changes
its shape with the passage of time, or if' we measure· how far
it moves in a certain time - we a.re giving it a :further a.imension'..
This is the :first dimension· of time, or if we like, the fourth
dimension. ,
Let us c:onsid.er a flower, for instan.c:-e - a daisy gr-owing
on the lawn.,

The daisy itself: is a three a.•imensional object.

But in the sense that it exists in time- that it grows from a
tiny seed:, develops a number or leaves and. sends out a, flower,
which opens at

the end of a narrow stem, and. eventually d.ies ••••

in this sense the daisy is an object of the fourth a.imension..
The d.tstinction is a very real one, in fac:t everywhere around
us, we can~ see traces lef:t by the fourth d.imension, especially,in natur-e •.

If we look at a tree - an old oak tree, for instan-c,e

we can see in the form of its branches, in all the:ir devious
shapes and: knotted. turns, how it has grown throughout the centuries •.
In the same· wa:y we can·, sometimes see, in the lines of an· old man's
face, something of the life he has lived, of the joy and. su:ffering
he has end.urea.
But the fifth dimension is dif"ferent.
that same old man will live- his life again
same joy, the same suffering again

If he only knew it.
he will endure the

and the same lines will form,

on· his fac~, more eas·ily·, p erhaps, with every life he lives.,
This is the fifth di.mension - the surf'ac-e o:f time, or what we
called' repet'i tion in eternity.,

But as Pythagoras sa:ys,,

repet'ition can be und:erstood in d.ifferent senses, and. there are
d.'ifferen.t k ind.s of repetition· which are easier to see, whic-h in
:fact exist everywhere around. us.
One kind of repetition which all of us can see is repetition
in number.

If we look once again at the a.aisy, we. see that there

are daisies everywhere - they are repeated again and again, like
the stars of the milky wa:y.,

In this sense the· daisy is a five

d.imensiona l object - we are look ing, not just at one d.aisy, but
at the species.

And how Nature ffoes it is a IT{Y'Stery.

There are· many other examples of the fifth d i mension in Nature.
The symmetry of a f"lower, the curves :formed. by its petals, the
shape of a 1·eaf, the growth rings in trees, the spiral volutes
formed.' by certain shells - all these are as it were the signatur-e
of the fifth climension.

A.nd. the more repetition c-o ntinues,
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the more things tend toward.s sameness.

This is especially true

of certain actions - consider, for instance, the instinctive
behaviour of animals and insec_ts - the way in which a bird builds her
nest, or a mother feeds her young.

There is no room for any· change -

everything is repeated exactly, year after year - repeated in· eternity.
If t11e fifth dimension is concerned 1dth repetition, and with
sameness, it is the sixth dimension which is concerned with the way
out of this sa.rneness, with the realisation of new possibilities.
In life a-s we know it, the sixth dimension is connected with
creativity.

And the point about creative work is that it can

never be repeated..

No great artist ever repeats his work

everything·

he d.oes is new - every picture he paints is a new experiment, invol.iring
new techniques, new combinations of form- and colour.

n•-

this were

not so, his work would go downhill - it would bec-ome too easy, too

representational, as ind.eed. it so often does.,
In our own, work there are two things which belong to the sixtfu
dimension.

The first is the knowledge which belongs to this
whieh is quit-e different from all

teaching - knowledge

the ordinary knowledge one can get from b-o-oks, lee:tur-e-s and wri.'11:inrcs:
of' various kinds.

One is inclined to overlook- this - one does n-ot-

a:tways, see how different it is - until onB day- it dawns upon one that

c.ertain truths which belong to this teaching be-long to a dif:fer:ent
category, c:ome fl:'om a quite d:if:ferent level..

And then: one begin:s

to womler how this can be- - whether they be-long to a different line
of time, and if: so whether-we shall rind them again, and what this
depends on ••••
And the second thing which belongs to the sixth dimensionc is the·

med.i tat ion..,

The, wE;,y· in which the meditation works is quite

different from all ordinary disciplines, exercises or methods known,
to us.

If' the med.itation produces some cha,nge in- us - if it

eliminates useless and unnecessar-J things -· it does not do so at
the expense of' something else.

There is no question of shifting the

dirl round from one room into another.

Any c:llange brought about by·

the meditation is real change - it is quite a different thing altogether
from the kind of change produced. by long and. arduous efforts.
is this - what cioes it really mean'?

Wby

It means, surely, t-hat the

meditation works- in a di:ff'erent dimension - it works in the sixth
dimension, instead. of the fourth or the fifth.,
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'!:here are many weys in which we can use this cliagram of different
dimensions.
laws.

Consid.er, for instance, how man lives m1der dif:fererrt

He lives m1.der the law of' aoc:ident.

And as ac-cid.en:!;s a.re

unpred.intable they have no dimension - they belong to the zero
dimension.

So in this sense man is a point - he is an infinitely-

small pa,rticle in a restless universe.

On the other hand he lives

under various ph,ysical law

laws mmnected. with his pbysica,l bod;r-,

mwh as the law of gravity.

In this sense he is one a.imensional -

he is pulled by a line of f'orce stretching :

And then he is alive - he belongs to the earth's surface-,

of the earth.
a..t1d

to the centre

is part of organic life.

In this sense he is a two dimensional

being, and is sub .jent to many different laws which determine ·the
environment under which lif'e can be maintained.

JLnd then he is a

three d.i mensional object, a,nd subject to the various laws which
determine his physical form.

All these three orders of laws are

connected with the outward aspect of his existence - with the three
space dimensions on the right hand side of the dia/gram.
But the next three dimensions - those on the left hand side of·
the diagram - are c-onnected with man's inner life - with that part
of his being which is not so readily seen.

The fourth dimension.

is concerned with the law of cause and ef:feci;, with the line of

If we do something now, the ef'fect of what we have

passing time.

a.one may show itself tomorrow, or next year, or ma:n.y years hence.

And tha,t is w~y it is impossil)le to alter certain things, because
their causes lie in the p2,st.

But the fifth dimension is concerned

with something quite cli:fferent, which we call the law of f'ate.

Fate

is quite a diff'erent thing from cause and effect - it belongs to
recurrence rather than time.

Certain things in lif'e which have

always been - the time and place of our birth, our pa.rents, our
childhood., our marriage, the hour of our death - all these things
are under the law of fate, and in the ordinar;<f w2y they ca.JJ.not be
changed.

When the law of fate becomes uppermost in our lives we

are sometimes aware of it.

Instead of the usual :feeling of doing,

it is as if something else had t2J,:en over - as if everything was
falling into place and. happening in a prearrang·ecl way-.
may be ver-J emotional, and often seem for the 15est.
c-11.oice is there?

How do we really know?

Such times
Ana yet what
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If we want c h oice - if we want to lJe su.re of our d i r ection - there

If we

is only one alternative, to live under the law of will.

can learn how to live under t he law of will, ma.rw new t h ings will
lJecome pos sible.

For the law of will 1:5elongs to the six th

dimension, and it can influence and C'Ontrol e..11 other laws to
which man i s s ubject.

Even our f a te can lJe chc1.l1gea, if t h is is

a necessary thing, and we can l e a,rn how to cre~te new causes in our
life, and in thi s wey alter the pas t.

Many aspects of our

physical life, too, can be profoundly changed - many- inherent
weaknesses of t h e body, and. ma ny f unctional disorders.,

Some

p eople ma int a in t h at we can esca pe the law of gra vity, . but this
would appe a r to need: considerable application!*

Ce rt a inly- the

law of acc1.d ent- can be avoid ea., a;t least in cert a i n re s pects.,
But what d oes it really mean, to live under the law of will?
Whose will is it, and where can it be found?

(* Co lin seem.s t o ref e r to Mah.arishi

1

s Yo g i c Flyin g )
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One of:' the· most important of all questions, in our searc:h
for truth,, is · the meaning of' time.

What is· time?

appear to- move al'wa;ys· in· one direction?
kinds- of:' time·,,

Ol""

Hhy does it-

Are there different:

is· time always the same?

What happens to time

af'ter we have died', and' before· we are- born?'

Above· all,. is'. there

some· wa:y or:· surmounting· time,, of getting out-side or beyond it?
Most people·, when faced with these questions, . are inc·l ined t-o,
take them in· a pliilos?phical sen-se.
more real,., more practical, than time;

rrut actually,, there is nothing·
and if' we really- understood

time,. it is no exaggeration tu sa:y that the whole· of our attitude
to life would change-.

We would begin to see our lif& in• a new

light, a.nd we would' begin to see what is important.
The beginning or· a· new approach to questions of time_, comes from ,
the combination; - the·· putting : together - of two ideas.

Both these·

id'eas are d'iscussed at some length by P.D.Ouspensk;y- in, his book,,
A New Mod:e1 o:e· the: Universe.

The first idea· is that of" the existence of: parallel times - an
idea which· was illustrated in his book by- the diagram: shown be:I:.ow:-

NOW

NOW

NOW

NOH

NOW

NOW

NOW

NOW

NOW

BEF'ORE •••

NOW
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According to this idea there exist, parallel to the time with
which we are a-11 familiar, other times running concurrently with it •.
Thes-e parallel lines-, of time are- intersected by moments of· 'now' •.
In each moment·, 'now', there are certain, possibilities, but onlyr
one of these possibilities is · actually realised in each moment of'

.£'!£ time.

The other- possibilities exist along parallel lines- o:r

time, about which of C'Ourse we know little or nothing, although
they mey affect our lives in a number of · weys.
The sectima.- idea, which · is discussed a little later in the book,
is that time is a circle - that life itself is a circle,. in whie-h the
moment· of birth coincides with the _moment of death, a nd that outsidethis eircle there is- no other time- - nothing but the existence of:
other circles belonging to other lives, other people· and· otherliving beings than ourselves, some of whic-h int·ersect with our life,
and affect it in, one wa;y or another.

This id.ea was illustrated: ini

his book by the following diagram:-

\

I

\
----

Now suppose we put these two diagrams together - suppose we
taJ~e the first diagram and bend' it round; into a circle, so that
all the parallel times, the parallel lives, are circles, and· every
moment of birth coincides · with each moment of death - we arrive at
a figure of the following kind:-
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DEATH>
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By putting the two diagrams together we have arrived at a third
factor- - a factor- which neither of· the two diagrams contained' on
its mm.

The parallel times of the first a.iagram have nou got a

certain orientation - they exist in closer ana. c·loser proximity to
the centre.

In fact, they eventually reach the centre itself.

And

the moments· of 'now', which in the first diagram were at right angles
to· the lines· of· parallel time,) have· become a series· of· radial lines,,
emanating from the central point.

What do these radial lines mean?

We have said on a previous occasion that the circ,le itself may be
regarded.' as a cosmos·, a c,omplete entity or Horld, existing in its owni
space· and its ovm time.

In this case, the cosmos we are considering

is· man:, ana: the- point at the nentre is the source within , him, from
which energy radiates

the energy required for his creation, and

subsequent evolution.

The · radial lines, emanating from this · central

sourc:e, indicate· the f _low of energy outwara.s- , and. cxmversely, , the flow
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of energy inwards, for energy moves· always · in both directions.
But in· this instanc:e· we are- calling these rad.ial lines 'moments

of' now'.

How is· the moment 'now' connected with energy?·

If we

could understand this· we should understand t ·he- meaning: of' time.
We said in· an earlier chapter that the value of time changes,.. the
further- we get from ; the c-entre of the cir-c·le.

In other· words, at

different· distanc-es from the c:entre our perception of time is
different.

Let us, try·to define what these· different perceptions

of' time· are like.

Suppose we draw a spiral, like the one we had

bef'or-e·, but in, this· case the spiral relates to man s psychology· - to
1
'

the wczy in which his· impressions of the world are translated into
time·:-

E"r

NITY

9
I

now

eternal
durationi

REPEI1 IT IONT/6;,,, .

re;etii-~on
in1 time,

of

At the- extreme edge of the circle, or at point

9 on the spiral,
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all energy has ceased;.

Consequently time has· no value,. and

the momen.;t contains• nothing.

This· state of· ,affairs· we· interpret

in our minds· as · eternity- eternti.ty, that is,, in, the tempo:nal sense•
of a c:omplete cessatioru of all lllOVement in an eternity of: time-.
Tha· absolute zero · of · temperatur.e is· an example;

but' as this c·ondi tion

has• never been achieved it remains a conC'eption,. an- idea,. although a
very important one •.
Point I will. be-, a state of· affairs in whic-h time exists, butmoves at such a slow· rate- that it appears· to last for ever - asfor instance in the movements of the :fixed stars,. or even in the
nature of · rocks, mountains · and: seas, continents and other natural
features of' the earth's· surface.

In receptive states, these, things:

can inspire us with a sense· of their majesty and greatness, for
they belong to a muc-h larger world than our own - a world' in whic.h.i
our oww short' life- has very little• meaning,. and: the things · of"
every day are, unimportant.,
Point 2, . by contrast, is-much more familiar to us - it is here
that time appears as· we ordinarily know it, as a straight line
moving perpetually from the past into ·. the future.

He remember-

the past - we know that it was once the present - and1

S'01

we

antic,ipate from our experience of" past and· present that the future
wil1l c-ome.

Yet

we know perfectly well that there is·

no proof, either that the future will come,- or that the past stilJl.
exists.

The only thing of · which we can have direct experience is

the present' moment.

But even this is · unreliable, because al though,

sometimes the present-- moment is very vivid., and seems to inc:1ude ·
much of the past and. even·the future, at other times it disappears
from our view - in fact we may find that hours or even d.ays have
gone by without· our knowing it ..
This 8$pect of time is perfectly valid - it is only., erroneous
or deceptive when- we think there is· nothing else.

For it is

o-onnedted with a certaiw part or· us only - the living body, whic·h~
is born, . g rows, changes in certain ways, , deteriorates and eventually·
dies, a:11 in a period of about 80 years.

Within this body are

certain, clocks - par·ticularly the breathing - which prod.uce the
impression of passing time.
These c--locks are situated at point 3 or thereabouts, and that
is why He call point 3 TIME.

But the master c-lock, which
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controls all these different clocks inside us,, and. knows just
when, ·fo start them, and when they should stop, is situated at
point 4..

Naturally this master c:look see-s · time- in rather

et

different w;zy - it sees: the beginning and end of time, . or in
other words it sees~ time, ~ not as a straight line, but as , a circle.
Now· in- passing from point 2 to point 4 we have made a significant
change in, our attitude t .o time.

By admitting that time is- a

oircle, we have, introduced the idea of· repetition..

And oncre

we begim to understand the significana_e of r-epeti tion in our-tives, things begin to opewup for us, and time takes on a new
meaning •.
It is interesting to take a typical d~y in our lives and try
to- think how rrni.c.h of · it belongs · to repetition-, how muc:h of· it:
belongs to time.

We soon begin to wonder ,·rhether there is ·

anything new in, our- lives at all, for everything He do, , everything:
we think,, everything we- see, everything we feel _has been
experienced. already at some time before.

And then He· realise

that time, if it could exist without repetition, would be a
strange new experience - a world in which everything, every-moment,
is different from the last..

And that is· how it must seem: to-

some d.eeper part of us - the physical essenc~ perhaps - about
which we know verylittl'e.
v!e have called point

5 'Repetition in Time'.

But of cours~

it can refer- to an enormous variety of d.ifferent things - the
repeti t•ion of moments,, hours, d;zys·, years, or conversely the
frequency of · nerve impulses, bra in, rhythms,. audible sounds,
elec-tromagnetia, vibrations.

F or all these things have a time

element attached to them·, - without the existenc-e of time they
could not be measured and recorded.,
Ancl so we arrive at a point where we ask ourselves,: "is- there

not perhaps a different? kind of repetition - a repetition outside'
the limits of time- altogether, or even perhaps a repetition of
time itself?,"

Suc-h ani idea is oi course impossible -

impossible, that is, for the logical mind to prove.

And yet,

if it were true, it would explain many things in our lives, ancl
it would. open the w;zy to a quite new approach to truth •
. Of course,. there is repetition in number - this kind of
repetition is strictly speaking outside the limits of time.
Consider, for instan-ce,. the heavenly firmament - why does there
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have to be such an enormous number of stars in the sky?
not just a few be enough?

Would

And then in nature,- uhy so many

dif'ferent species of animals and plants?

Hhy

this- immense

variety of ' form and colour in every flower?
Repetition is nature's way of expressing all the di:fferent
possibilities in each cosmos she creates.

If there was only one
star in the slcy, or one kind of flower, the full possibilities, of
each could never be realised.

And so, too, with man himself' -

wHh our own individual life - if there were only one life, one
existenc-e from birth to death, the possibilities inherent in man's
life could' never be fulfilled.

There have to be parallel lives,

parallel times, and' then, self' realisation bec.omes possible.
These parallel t'imes are not, as is· c:ommonly supposed:, in
some future life, some later reincarnation - they are here, now,
in every moment of" this li:fe - im the same life, repeated' again
and' again.,
"The Pythagoreans said that the same things are repeated
again and' again.

In this connection it is interesting -to

note the words of- Eudemus, Aristotle's disciple (in the 3rd
book of Physics).

He says: some people accept and' some

people _deny that time repeats itself.

Repetition is understood:

One , kind of repetition may-be in, the
in different se·nses.
natural order of things, like repetition of summers and-_winters
and other seasons, 1-rhen a new one comes- after another hasdisappearea.·;

to this order of things · belong the movements· of'

the heavenly bodies and' the- phenomena prod.uced by them, such
as solstices and_ equinoxes, which are produced by the movement
of' the sun.

"But if we are to believe the Pythagoreans there is another
kind_; of repetition.

That means that I shall talk to you and'

sit exactly like this- and I shall have in

my

hand the same

stick, and. everything- will be the same as it is now end time,
as it can be supposed, will be the same.

Because if movements

(of heavenly bodies) and. many other things are the same-, what
occurred before and what will occur afterwards are also the
same.

This applies also to repetition, which •. is always the

same-.

Everything is the same and therefore time is the same" ..

1

The writer is Simplicius, in his commentaries on Aristotle. And
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he seems quite obviously to be referring to the same thing as ·
we are.

Yet where· has the, idea been hidden all this time?·

Eudemus-

· ,-rrote those words more than 2,.000 years ago - why· did

it never form part of" religious be3.iefs,. except perhaps in a very·
distorted form?
There is evidence that Christ believed in the repet-ition
of lives.

This passage from the Gospel according to Thomas, for·

instano:-e,. refers· quite c:learly· tO' the idea- that life· iSc a· circle
a cir~le in which t'he moment or · birth coinc.id.es with the· moment.
of death:" 'Phe disciples, said to Jesus: Tell us how our end will be.
Jesus said: Have you then discovered the beginning so that
you inquire aoout the end?
there shall be the end.

For· i-rhere the beginning is,
Blessed· is he who shall stand at

the beginning, and he shall know the end and· he shall1 not
taste death.

Jesus said:

Blessed is he who was before

he came into being."
In these sayings of Jesus there is an extra dimension which
is· lacking from the previous passage from Simplicius.

There is

no longer the simple statement that "everything is the same" - there
is the implication that something can be changed,

"Blessed is he

who shall stand at the beginning, and he shall know the end" - in
other words, blessed: is he who will remember.

If He can- find'

the right energy, the right level of consciousness, next time He
shall remember - it will not be the same again.

And so we shall

not taste death •.
Point 7 is therefore eternal recurrenc.-e - the eternal
repetition of lives, but point 8 is the way out of this repetition• the way t ·o obtaining choice.
rememben.

· For- choice lies'. in the power to

It i's "i-rhen we cannot remember that ,·rn ha,ve no. choice.
Plat is· the death to which Jesus · refers - not

physical death, which, as· we were on-oe told has no significanc-e, is
not important - simply the renewal of the physical body-, like
putting- oro a new suit of cl'othes.
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To return to the diagram of different times, and. the spiral
corm-eating them together-, the point we have to remember- is that
these six dif'ferent kinds of' time oo-exist within us - they are
each part ofus, and each of them has its own c,entre within us
and ai'fe-cts our life in a number of ways.
What is difficult is to see them together

to see ourselves

as a time whote'1· so to speak, and not to adopt the attitude tha-t
one kind. of' time is right and another wrong.,

To see ourselves·

as a time whole we should have to get to the centre of the circle.
And. then we might understand what Heney Vaughan was trying to
describe when he wrote •••

I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Ring of pure and endless light,
All calm, as it was bright.
And round beneath it, Time in hours, days,, years·
Driven oy the spheres
Like a vast shadow mov'd, In w-hic-h the world
And all her train were hurl'd ••••

But- we have t-o get the ordinary mind used t-o thinking about"
time in- tjl.ig,cdif':f:ere-nt'

'tfq+5:

So let us try t-o discover more

exactly what the spiral in the diagram means.
Our ord,inary conception of time is based, naturally.~ on
ex:periencre of the world. around us - the world in which we live.
Through our ability to formcroncepts - which incidentally animals
do not possess- we are a;ble t'o recognise the existenc,e of time,
and to calculate very exactly how time pas-sees.

We are able to

make calendars,. clocks and watches, and to keep extraordinarily
exact rec:ord.s of the passage of time through the centuries.
But'· what is it we are actually measuring?

Fimdam-entally-

i t '- is the mot'ion of the earth

her movement round the sun, anit her

o,;-m- rotation - not much else.

The motions of the other planets

and of the moon are important for certain purposes, but most of'
our everyday activities are c:ontrolled by the earth's time.,
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And: s ·o the, earth is our great timekeeper,, and we, put 'earth'

a·t tha top of· the diagram, . at point· 9.,

To u-s·,. she• appears· to

lie eternal - tlie rocks and the mount•ains and the seas of whic·h
she,• is made· change, so slowly, that we, thb1k of· them as· everlasting,
as indeed fr-om man's point· of view they are,:-

JFERN'ITY

(EARTH')
pllysic:aI. substanc:,e,

soul.
(eternal

o:f bo:ay ·

(earth's time)

c:onsc<i o s·

m±ind
7
(repetition ·
eternity)

living
boay,
(nature's time)

REPEI'ITION

TIME

persona ·i ty
(repetition in time)

'Iang body·'
(man's lifetime)

We must not forget that the, physical substance of the bo~,

at point'

r,

is oasieally just as eternal!. as the eart·h.

It consist·s

of' certain, elements - chiefly c:arbon,. oxygen, and ni:f-trogen,., and
few other- elements· irr c-onjunction with hydrogen;

~

and when, tne

body· dies these elements are• not destroyed - they simply pass into
dif'ferent combinations.

For it is when. these 1e-lements are· held

t ·ogether· in a c.ertain form that life. appears - as it must have
done originally over the earth's su.rf'ac:e. - and f:romthat momentc
onwards time took on a d,if.ferent meaning..

Diff·e rent forms of'
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living orga..riisms began to grow an.d develop, and the long line of
evolutionary time - the time of Nature - had begun.
To Man, who is no more than, a point in this line of time,
evolution appears to stretch endlessly in both directions - backinto the dim past and :forward into an lli"lknown future.-

No wonder

he is baffled, and finc:ts it difficult to und.erstand what li:f_e is
all about.

For the time o:f nature, at point- 2, is too big f'or him

to see as a whole - he cannot s-ee its end and its beginning.

Yet

if he could only f'ind: it-, this same time of lfature is reflected in:,
himself', in the circle of time o:f point 4.,

For point 4 is the-

linga sharir-a, or long body o:f man - the evolution of his physical.
body, from the moment of aonception until death.
This long bod07' o:f marr is- under the control of' something we call
our essenc-e .,

And: if we t'hin...'l< about it, we shall see that essene~

must :for this very reason survive the death of' the physical body,
otherwise how could it :form the body again- in the same mould, the
same patteTIY, :from one lifetime to the next?

Yet man :finds it

di:fficult to see t-his long body - exc-ept on very rare oc:casi'ons he
has no contact with it, and .cannot see it as a whole.,

In the

ordinary way his comred.ousness lasts only :for moments

moments

which exist in repetition •.
point 6, for his ability to

That is why we put l'fan a,t

experience moments of consciousness, moments in which he is aware
of himsel:f in his surroundings, is his own prerogative, his birihrighm.
And this capacity depends on repetition..

A moment, in this sense,-

lasts for about 3 sec:onds, and there are two ways in which these
moments are repeated - they can be repeated. in time, as at point 5,when one moment of consciousness follows another, or they can be
repeated in eternity, as at point

7.

When moments are repeated in time it simply means that we are more
aware of our surroundings, more 'with it' so to speak.

But when

moments are repeated_ in eternity it means that each moment has muc:-h
greater depth.

Most moments are not significant

ver<J much, and many of them pass unnoticed.

they dont meanJ

But there are some

moments which go very deep - they can even affect our whole life.,
It is these moments which a.re repeated in eternity, and the c-hances
are tha-t they will always be remembered.
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Yet· even if'· we hacl many more of' suc-h moments - even i:f"
t-here was a great dea-! more in li:f'e we could remember - :iit
does no-t nee-essarily follow tha't anything oould: lie changed ..
To change- something, in one's lif'e, - to se.t out- in a quite new
direction - this belongs- to point 8-, and to_ the Q-entre of the c•i re,1.e~
At the- centre of· the circle is the word 'seed'.

The idea

of' a seed is- . partic_u1ar1y- c:onnec-ted; with fi nd.ing a new
direction: in our lives. · ·
ordinary se-ed tha't you buy- in

Strangely en.ougfr a se-ed
a;

ani

se-ed packet· - fulf"ils ma;nyr of'

the charac:,teristic.-s which belong to the centre of the c:irc-le •.
In one sense it is eternal - one: has heard,, for instance,, tha't
seeds, o-:r wheat from the Pharaohs' tomb which were preserved forthousands- of_· years were :found to be capable of growing· whell)
planted· in t ·he soil..
time c:oil:ed' up in it;

In another- s:ense a seed: has the whole of
and at a <rertain moment something triggers·

i ;t o:f'f' and the s:e-~{t oegins, to shoot~

What t ·his moment is

noboey knows. And it is- here we so often ma...l(e mistakes, forwe expect it to- be the- same·· moment f'or everyone.
Everyone has the:- poss-ibility - of finding a new direction:: in his·
lire - everyone without exc:ept1.'on:.,
shoots m~ be a long wey· ·off'~
0

But the mome-nt when the seed

It may- even be- another lif"-etime,.

Or it· may · 1:ie• this very moment· now, or tomorrow, or- in ten:, years
time.

If we understood this better we would know how t:o help,

other. pe-ople.
The ide a that man is a seed belonged' orig inally- to the:
Eleusinia.n :Mys·teries of anc-ient Greece.

It oc-curs als·o

the ~ew Testamentt-, in many of: Christ's seyings •.

m

In St J'ohni' s

Gospel there is a passa:ge- which describes how c:ertain Greeks·
asked if-.• they oould see 01:w-ist-., , and he sai'dl "Unle:ss, the gra±n
of· wheat falls upon the ground and dies, it remains alone;
ir-• it- di·e-s,, it bears mue-h f'rui t ·J1 •

but-

This was t:he oentral idea of:'

the Greek mysteries, and evidently · Christ knew all about them-..,
But, what does the idea really- mean-?

What does

I

dlfing' meanZ

The id.e a t 'hat man is a seed is a very big id.ea, and like- all.
big ideas· it has a great many· different meanings

ana.

applications.

But- the theory · of eternal recurrence makes cerla'in-- a;spe-~ts ·of'
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this idea much clearer - particularly about 'dying' :for instance.
One can take 'dying' in an allegorical sense, but why not take it
li tera·lly?

With eternal recurrence, the moment of death coincid.es

with the moment o:f conception - Bnd so by dying one becomes a seed.
And then the seed begins to develop, and the creation of a new lir-e
begins.

And so one is born again - one is born, and. presently one

awakes.

One awaJ<:es to :rind. oneself in the same house as be:fore,

with the same parents·••••
Dying is a kind of regeneration.

Just as man is regenerated

by a deep sleep, so is he regenerated by dying.

We can only S'Be

the first part of the process - the beginning o:f the triad - so- it
is d.i:rficult to understand what death is all about.

But we do

know that all the impu..rities - all the useless and unnecessary
things which have accUJnulate-a in the personality, as well as· the
physical disabilities o:f the body itself - all these arewritteni
off, and only what is valuable remains.
There are many legends which refer to death - to the idea of
death and rebirth.
Old. Testament.
of the Universe,

One or- the-se is the story of Noah, in the
As P.D.Ouspensky says in his book, A New Model
"The flood is death, unavoidable, inexorable •.

But man can build within himself" an. "Ark", and assemble in itspecimens of everything that is valuable in him.
these specimens will not perish.
born again.n

In such a c:as-e

They will survive death and be
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THE ClRCLE OF TIKE.

A long waile ago we laad:: a diagra.n-, about different- di.meuio. .
'l'lle cliagra e-oui•ted of a eirel•,, wi tll a triaagle

of 1iime.

At t'lle tlwu eoni.era of tlle triangle were

b.seribect in it-..

writt!ell1TIME, REPETI'l'l'.Olfi and E'I'ER!J.['DI ~

~

as'olUI.Ct tae c-ir.d« t-lter•

were 11:f.•e poin:t. al togetlt.ei,, whiu w-ere numberetf crouecm.tive~ ou

to

u.••~

mm11m•nr

'
eter11al
dluratioa:i

repe'tiitio•
ill eten.ity

s~r-1gi:tl liae

7?

2, .•. . ;. or-time

aulttl•·

repetition

5·

in tilt•,

.""
·

Ifc y,0u look at t11e rigllt

•e•· tllat

level

aana.

corner of'• 'tlle triallg'"1et1 you willJ

wau• .;_

tlle~--l10l!O: 11ftle o:an· be understootr
in two· dli:tt'erent
-·
·eit'ller.~in re-1:a:ti-o:n. 1:-o e~emait,,, -or- elae- in- ll_e ]Jatio• -to- - •i,•peti,tiOJli.
Time::· ia r~1a:t ioa t:o e_terllity is th.; st;d.glat 'lii• of time:, at point 2,
.

'

0

w1tia-• comes:· f'ron , tie eter.a;J pat· -an.cl goff' i•-to t-lle

trutvre..

et~ -·

Taia, ia=c oU1" usual wa:, of tlt.i.Bki11g of tille· - we tkid· i1;

goes· along i11. a li••, alwqa: in tlle a,aa«• ctire:ction and at tlt.e • • •·

apeeclJ..

!Jld1 of cour••· t'lli• is• perf'ee:tq,. true· in certain lilli1tal

applia:tiou; - for o:aleulati:ag tlle poai 'tio:u of the atara,, o~ t.or

maJl1' aeientil1c pu1'pona.
But fro• a wiclen poillt of. view,, time ia, not reall.1? a- a-t:naigltt ld.-..p

iv

)tu:.• a

crertain cmrvature.

hd aeeJIJ in relation to - :nepet.i t.ioa, it
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tit reall;y~--.a· ~ird«, that

i&.: ·to

a-q , . • perlmt 01'

whiu. -:trorm a c.iosed' eircde, 11.ke tlae story o'f" a

~

sue«eaaion o:tr.· e.'N-1lta

mar•

life - lli•

linga ailarira., as it- is ealled in Eastern pllilo■opJt.y. (poia1t 4)

Tk•

begimiiag am\1 tJt.e end) eoineide - tlle moment of birtll croi•ctide•

tn

wi tla

moment of deatll - and 1tllis, of'

Cl'OU1!'ff

i11pli•• tlutt 'till•·

eirel~will be repeate4 - • poni.bili1iy whicla did not- ari•• wi1t)a

the atrai~t li•• if'· tim.-..

6, ;you will ••• 1laat tlaere- are a1.so two,
Tll.ere is 1'epeti1iio• in. relation t-o tia•~ at

N'ow if' we move to point

poa1'i

~h;

7.

od' there i•· repeti tio• iD. rela:tio• to eterni~,, at poia1

Repetition. i• time is aimple en.ougla .,,, it re~ers to ever.,thiag: o!' a·
repet'i t :i ve kiacl\, like tlle dq•~of' ~• week,.. oi,- tlle 1lolm9-- of tJt.e _.,,

It co al•o l'efer· 'lo ourpa,-eaolc,o,eve riCIIJP'ri.agc thoug1lt•, our brd.• rqt-...-., our- llauit ..., aui

ortJt.e naao:aas o'f' tcJt.e year.

t:o 011:P
also, 'to maw_r of otat· iania«r.tive f"u.diOBa--.

Bu1t wllat i•·· tlle oti11.Ht killd) of' repeti1tioa - 1tepetitioa ill etent"U7,,

at poi:n:tt 7?
repeate..t.
■ atn.>

rn
M'ori

1tlli•, kid of· repetitin 11: ia: tille itnl't" w1Liell

or

m

u · imagine· t1ler•·· i.- 81lly o•• tbae, - t-'Jaat 1tlle:

li•• of" 11iae e-oat'i11.uea- to flow,. wlt.etller we are tllere, or aot.

And! tai• of· courae is· -true· of· oertai.a tthga- - of• tile c.ouru of"

ltiatol"J", f'or iutance, or t.e evolutio•
a«o:ordln.g to thia· idea eacrll of u

agaia

aJld!

again.

eve1';y

mo■en't

repeti t.ioa..

~

Jaaa, llia,

organi~ lif'•.

But:

on. tiae,,. wllie-ll ia, 11epeaid

And: not only i• vki• true of· 11.i•· wlt.ol•· lit"e, ht

of lli• lif'e coati•••• to exia1i b. t-ki• w,q, i• eteraalDitticmlt:

aa;

it mq be to: UJt.d?erataadlt-- tkis ici'e& i•

not incompatible wit-lt. v1lat o~· puringt-ime - it i8 a:d.mpl;y t-11.at

a:aotaer cliaellaio• ll&1l1 be• ad\l'ed' tlll.e, ordinary f:low o'lf•

An.dl

m>w

&

4'1.11eaad.Oll at rip-ft angle• 1to

ti■e.

if we .move to point 9, ;you -will see:_ ·1rha:t there are, two
There ia,· etern.ity in. re:la<tioa tl> time,. at

Q1JPecta, of' etemti ty •.

poin.tt: I, and' there i• eternity in :rrela.tion t:o repetition~ at point...8.-..

Eternity in ~!_at~oa

to

time is· the idea of' &tentd. dtmatio• - flle:·

id.ea that cxertailt'."1-ltinga, exiat _for ev.er.

T)f.e-; Cllristian id.'e•

ot·

eternal_ life - the . idea that wllo we d3ie· we :paa: illto a at-a"te waiclt

•ever. ellda• - tllia,, take• ia a eimple, naive aen.ee ia· oae example.
hd' in. 1illi• lf'tate, o•• atJ8Ulllea: "tllat 'time- is= a-till eon.tiauing, bu1t
wkat 'till.is reall;y mea:n.a: is •ever e-learl;y atatffl.

Tlle o1t1ler- aspen of ete:rmit;y - eterJLity' in nlatioa to repetiti.o•· Tla.ia aspect of etel'lli1iy· is b~od time- i't
is tke eteraal aow.
means tut tlaere i•- :ao •ttcla 'tiii11g a.- tim«,s for ever;yt-aiaa: i• aow.
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Tai•' idea ia,really 111110 more atraig,)ltforwarcl t'kaa it appear• at
first rigJa-tr, to?t if t:he wllole of 011r lif'e wen 1to be experin.eed.
in tllia mome•t,., •ow, tlle1t it would: all be then at once, ad tjJq
would: •o longer be neceaaary.
hd after all, there must k a- pl.._..
waere it' a-11 exist a- a-t ona - ao■e part of tlle brai.n vller«, it: alt.
exista· in memo1'.T••••
Reee•tly, we 1lave been diaeuuing,: the id.ea t1lat lif•• a we bow
i 1t o:ou.iata: of tbee d.'iff erent- level1t,, pqaie.al, aub1tle aJldi e:auaal,
and that tkeae clifferea1t level• ia1terpenetrate ou:r lit• andJ in:ffluenee

all our. adiw. ties,.

Aa taeae ciifierent1 level~ are dir.e«t~ relatedi

You will
••• tllat tlte pqsical level , belo~s to . the right hand aide of t:h.e
triangle, and1 iar.rludea., points: I andl 2, thee subtle level belo11ga· t-o
th.e· baae of't'ke triangle, ud indudes· points, 4 and: 5:, aJUll tJae, quaa,~
leve-1 belongs: t-o tlle left 1tandl sid'e of' tile triangle, ami ine~ud'ea;
points: 7 and 8.
Now wlte1l'1 we take points'. I and 2· t-o refer· t-o tlae pqaieal level,.
we findJ it mucm euier 'Ito understamt wha:t they me.at1.
Point I s-implyr
refers: 1to those pqrio.al pllenomeaa in. tlle world' arOUJld;, ua: wlli_a ar._,
ot· eternal duration wll.ell compared' with ourselves- the rooka ancl!
mouatai:u, of fie earth, the BUl!l, or the s.tara: of' t:ae heavenly, fi.rlnament:.
Point.: 2 ref'era, t'o t:ae ordi•ary paa.11ge of tt■e- - 'Astronomer Roy-al' s
Tirae' .U ? Edd.ingt'.011 alls· it, 1.,y wlliclt we:-· set omr. e-loeks: alldJ keep our
1to d'imeui.ou\ of time,. we aave incd:uaedJ tllem in tie d'iagram.

e.ailend!ars.

4 a.ml 5 r~f'er to tlle sub~le level, and, tlle subtle lev•l
is, anurned:; witll two d.'itterent-_ tld:aga.
It is c:on.arnetf witil 11a1t's
imae~- lif:e - wit'h the timing:- or· a,11 Jrl.■o inatinel'tive raeaanism· a.lid!
tae progranmdng,· et his:, b~' s .' growtll, ~ it'-. is cou.eraelf alao wit-lt
Buv.

point ■ ,

that ou1ter aapeet of!' h.is, lif'e wlliea eomes, unde1t fie llead.ing; ot'

'peraonali ty' - all JI.ill' tlloug11:te,.,, llia, deriru't lli• idleologiea· ~

aapiratiou,. his· impre•riona, of' tke world' around him, aadJ his reaciiou:

to not!her- pe:ople.
Mu.' s subtle leve:i. ia, tllerefore macfe up of' tima- and! repe1ti tion,

in otit.er word.9' or· ciu.nge,ana. samen•••
Certain .things:: in life
are r~.1>eated: exactly, da;y after day, ot'ller fllings change aa: life goes'.
o:rr

oa, andJ eome a.a 11.ew experiences.

Try 1i:o tllillk wA&t lif'e would be: lik:•,

if: evecy da;r was alwqs exactly t-he s-ame, and taen try to_ think-what

life would be like if every day was, completely new.

You will realis:e
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that there •ave to be both - th.at there o:amio~ be time: wi tltout:
repetlitiou, a-nd:' tltere ~anllot be repetition witllout ti•••
Over a11d.1 above t'he every-diq world o~ time and' repet:itio• is 1fll9')
It i£J· file o.aunl level wllicdl aataimt all tJie., neal

cau.a l level.

eauntr of our actiou, and tllese cauaea are al.moat al.wqa, Jdcbia from
We 1t1li:ak we know w1lat we are dobg,,; and we 1tllink we now

u-.,.,

but- real~ we know nothing of the kid, for t1te real causes

wq,

ot our

actiorur belong: to 1the left hallCf aid?e or tlle triangle - to point-.

7 and. 8,

and;

t1leae in tlle ortinal"Y' wq we cannot a.e..

.Aatuall)r,) tit.ere, ill' a veey great c:tifferenee b&tweB1t1 poinb 77 an4 8,

and: 'hat ill'

111",

it' is 8'0 important- t-o

se9.'

t-aem..

If

imagine· tut

,:OU

oim-- lif'e~ e-ontaiu'. a nrtain number of posribili tie■: -

■an,;r

more

ponibilitiell' in. fact tllaJ1 we ever nppon - the all t!Jl.ese posaibilitiea

are eontaiaed3 ill poinv 8, in tlle eteraal now..

But- only' certain o~

tllen possibilities: are actually realised at point: Tf, in our.- life
we live it:, aad' trhey are f.becll,.

aa,

aat

it- were, in eteraa·l ) iteem.'Pl!eae••

T1t.e erlu:t . ~o wllin t1t.ey are fixed! ia· 4lif'":f:eren:tt Jroir dlifferent-, people -

some people'.-, livu:1 are nepeated exact~, ovei,· and' over:- again, bu'ft
tllere are

~

people wlloae live• are •ot:· a.o fixedl.

Of tlleae, 1 nme·

people are moViil:rg ia an upward1 d"i.re.tio9.t, otllen in a. d'ewmrard fireetiioa • .
But· tllere ia, a- tllird' kind of people wllo llave begtUL to nealin tJaec ·bu:tll perllaps no caa actualq r••••ber--• - · A:acf it i• then wllo· are,
alwqa s-ear.ai.Dg for file wq ou:t of' reenrrenn,, jun aa a1ll artiat i~
alwqa, narelt.iDg for aometldng aew ta lliil work..
hdl tJaea tll~ is
a :f'outlt kid - tlloee vilo bve f01llldJ tu wq out;. and1 are, no l011ge· 'Ul4u·
St>IM'

t1le l&WS' of rear.re•~, but- lUUler tlle lawa· ot poin:t 8.
worlcf i• :f'ull of aew ponibilit:iee

1

befon, aeemd

po■sible,

-

For tllen,, tll•

new experieaall!'wlliu lad qver

even in tllebr wild.eat

dream■-,.

....

hdJ all t-ai• ia, equally tnue, no1t onq of dlithren't people:, lm:t.
0

of tlle same- peraon at d3U"f"ereat- t.ime• - diitterea~ 'ftimea, of:' hiai liJre;

penapa,.,, or· eveJll d'i£f'ereav t:iaes. d'lll'tiq a ringle aq .......
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Last time we were disoussiag tke subjec:t of dimeasioas of time,
a.ad we put up th.e fellewi».g diagram:-

ETERNITY

9
eteraal
duratio11.

repetiti•11.

i •, eteni-ty-7

2

REPETITIQJl ,

liae ef
time

TIME

\
5

repetition. ill
time

cireie ef
time

We said, if y•u remember, tla.a.t taere are three dime:a.siolls of time,
:ust as tla.ere are tlaree dime•sien.s o-f' space.
Ia spaoe co:aeepta poi•t 3
is a- lite, pei•t 6 a surface an.d poi•~ 9 a solid.
I:a time cr.onoepts,
peillt 3 is time (tae feurtll dimeuien), peiJ1.t 6 is repet.itio• ( tlle fiftll
dime:as-ie:a), and peiat 9 is eteraity ( t1le sixth dimeuio».).
New if you leok at points I,2,4,5,T alld 8 you will a.ppreriate t1lat tkey
Taere arff'
are ea.oll diff'ereat aspeGts ef tllese tkree dtme:a.sie:as of time.
twe aspeets of time, at poiat 3 - th.ere i -s pei•t 2, wkio is tlle straigkt
li:ae of time (before - •ow - after), and tltere i& pei:at 4, wllici,. il!F t1le
curved liJle ef time - tla.e oirc:le of time - i». wlaicla tlte el'ld meeta tlle

I

,·1
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begilmi11g.
I• tke same way tkere are tke aspects ef repetitie•, at
pei•t 6.
Tllere i-11 repetiti•• i• time, at poi•t 5, as witll tlle seaso:as
of tlle year or tlle days of tlle week, a.ad· tkere is repeti-tioa i• eterJlity,
at poiat 7, er eterul reeurreaae.
Eteraal reourreace i-s outside time
altogetller - at ri·gll.t angles to it, as it were - ud altllougll. we speak of
it as if i·t eeourred ill time, tllat is

••ly beaa.use we ea.a.et

con.Qive i -t
etkerwiae.
hd fi•ally,, tkere are twe aspects ef eteraity, at poiat 9.
Ta.ere i ·s tke eteraal aow, at poi:at 8, and tllere is· eteraal duration., at
pei:at I.
wllick may

Tae eteraal

••w

is wll.ere all pessibilities exist - possi-bili-ti-es

••t be realised. i• reonrre:aoe.

If y,eu remember, pciat 8 is

tae •~iooesmes - tlle source of all our creative eaergy.
Etern.al
durati-011. is sometai-a g quite di·f fere•t - · it is tkat wlliea relates te a
greater time tkall our oWJL, like tke rocks u.d mouataiu of tae e:artk, er
tke BUil and tke stars.
Tnse 1iWO aspects ef eternity are: often. eonf'used witll' ·eaell etlier,.
espeoJali;':'i~ relation te life after d~at1l.
~ -'i,e0Pl$2 :tlli-llk of
eternity as a state to wkioll we retura af'ter our life is ever - a state,
wltiola kas eternal duratio11.
But wll.ere could suck a state- exist?
Etenitylis ~ , ill t1lis lif'e, wit1l all t1le possibi-lities it contains.
It exists in. every moment of our life, altkougll we Callllet see it.
Taese six aspeots of time are llet just a p1a.ilosopaical i.dea, tlley
are a very real tllillg for eac1t of us, prefOUlldl.y affe~tiAg our attitude
to li-f 'e.
Tke first, etern.al duratio11, i-s tke dust of wllioa we are made
t1te basi~; elements ef wki-011. our pll;ysical body co11sists.
Tile seaoll.d, tke
liue of time, is tlle "breatk of lti'e - tke li·f e principle wllie:11. kelds tllese
basic eleme:n.ts togetller ud sets tlle D.e dy moviag alo».g tlle course of time.
Tae tkirt'l prineiple, tlle circle of time, is tlle wllole course of t1le body all tae different stages of its development, from birt1l te deatll.
Aad
kere we ceme up against tkat strange e•igma - tlle pattern of our lives a pattern wlliek is presen.t in t1te germ cell before life begin.a.
Hew muck
Is tkere anyt11.i:n.g outside it,
ef us does tkis patter• actually oen.trol?
and can arr:, of it be ekanged?
At point 5 we meve into a different world - tlae world of' personality,
of all, eur recurring tll.eugats and desires, •ur l•J1€ings odour ideals.
Everytlling ia tllis world is repetitive - everytll.i:ag is repeated ~ai11.
and aga.ila..
If you tlliDk about it, y•u will reaIJ.se taat tllere are very
few t11.ougkts wkiok oome oaly eace.
Suck t11.eugkte are ef a different kiJUi
mu.011. deeper an.d mere emetieaal - and tlley seem to come te us out of n.owll.ere.

Taese belong to peiat 7 - t1ley are tlle kil1d

•f wki-ell Plato said tllat all
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true kll.owledge is rememb~.

For t1te plaoe wla.ere tlley belellg is· Jlot

usually accessible to us, ud depeads •• t1le availability of e•erg;y.
e•erg;y w1tiok is Jteeded beleJt.gs te pein.t 8, and it
meditati•••

Ta.at is

wq

T1le•

et♦mes

:frem doing,· tJle,
tlte medita1;ie• semetimes brings us deeper

u».derstading.
You will see tkat tlle rigltt 11.ad dde ef tke diagramr (ppiats I, 2 u.d 4)
is ceu.eated witll. tlle body, and tlle left ll.aJtd side, (pei».ts 5, 7 ad 8) is
c•lllll.eoted wit1l t1le nul.
Cireulatug between tll.ese six pei•ts, all.d briagillg
tll.em illto Ullity, is tll.e spirit.
Wll.el!l we de tll.e meditatio11., it i& tlle
spirit wllio:a circulates - it circulates u. a certain. order.
It is tais'
iuer o:ironlatioll iJa. tlae diagram wll.iea is tlte ke;r te tke wllole -tki:ng - it
iS', this wll.ioil makes, tlle diagram alive.

·-

Rememoer tkat all tll.ese different aspects ef lllall are••••
No part i-•
separate,, ••r ea we sa::, tlla.t e».e part is ri-gll.t ud an.otller wre11g.
.MaJIT
metlt.eda .,. ma.JIY' solt.eels an.d religi-eua ergu.i-satiolls. - seek te elimi•ate-certa.i11. aspects ef our li·fe aad develep etllerf!r.
But' tut is· •et our wq we accept everyt1liJ1g, a».d leave it to tll.e mditatiell te sert tlt.ilags, out-.
Fer wh.o are-, we te judge wltat is rigllt and wlt.at is wreng· about ourselves?
Far better to realise tll.at ever;rtlling ll.a.s geod ia it, ud tke medita-tio•,
so«nler er later, will bring tltis geedn.ess 8Ut.
T.laat is, from ma's pei•t o:f view.

But t1lese six dimensions ef time

apply equally•• ev:ery sea.le in tll.e Ulliverse, and it is tlley wlliea acoeu».t

for tke ill.finite vari-et;r of tll.e ph.eneme:aa.l werld.
Take naturei,. fer
insta.1tce - kaa: it ever struckrivou tlt.at a seed llas etermal duratien, take•
in rela:tio11 to tke plalti. iJa.to wllick it develops-?
If a seed. is kept i.-,
dry o:e•ditie•s it will remain uachaaged for h'Ulldreds o:f years-. But· give
it tlle rig1t.t-- env:i.reJURen.t and it wi-11 begin te grew.
As it grews, it
follows tll.&- lilte of time (peiat 2), a line wltioll we eu s-ee perpetuated ill
tlle ferm of mu;r plants u.d trees,, an.d pa,rti-eularly certain skells like t1a.e
nautilus, wll.ose perfec.t spiral ferm is tlte deligkt of IDal\\V' soieatists-..
Wlle:n. tlle sJi.al is c:emplete it beo-emes a. symbol o:f pei:m.t 4, tlle cirC'.le of
time, or u. etlter werds tlle time bed.y - tlte li-llga sla.arira - of th.e nautilus.
But wll.ere oo e:ae see tl1e fiftll. dime».sien i:n. nature?
Perllaps in tke
laws of symmetry - in the symmetrical form e:f flowers, fer instance, eaok
speoiel!I of wkioll co:atai•s a characteristic aumber, sometimes iadicatillg
tae arrangemeat of petals, sometimes tke bra».o1a.ing eff of leaves from a
central stem - a stem w1t.iek itself la.as agj)i'rai structure.
It is
iatere$tiug t1a.a.t tke idea ef aumber - aritllmes - seems to JI.ave ecoupied a
very imperta.at place in the Pytll.agereu <roaception ef eternal reeurrene~.

In seme ways t11.e sixtk dimension ia n.a.ture is easier to see tla.an
It must be co:an.eo1:ed witll ever;rtla.ing new tkat aature preduoea: la.er new experiments in evelutiea, 11.er creativity.
Bela.ind all t1a.ese :aew
experiments is a eerta.in direc<tien..
If we could Wlderstalll.d tkis direetior
many tkings would become pessible for us.
We said last t .i me tla.at tlt.e meditation werke in tla.e sixtk d.ime•si•••
You see tlle poi•t - it is a natural process - it fellows certain. natural
laws.
Oace we realise tkis, everytlling will ge rigll~.
tlt.e f iftla..
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In t'he diagram we discmssed last time - t-he e:irole of man's li:fe-\ we said: that the nine points round the a:ire~e represem; an orderly,r
progression, and that at each of these-nine points a d:if:f'erent: part

of' man' s nature unfolds:.
At point I,, whieil is-, only s-ome &; or 8
weeks-: after aonoeption, the whole basd.s, o:f man'&: ph;ysical bod;r has
a,,lready been· determined.
Even at this early stage it is a-11 there,.
0

and afterwards only has to develop and grow.

At point 2 is the moment, some I8 to 20 weeks after e:onception,
when the physical bndy is quickened.. At this point the e-hild begins
to move in the womb, and has bee-ome, without any doubt-, a living: being-.
And t-hen at point 3 the e-hild is born and' begins to breathe.
It has
c-hanged int-o a. different environment,. and from this moment onwards-,,
breathing will o'Ontinue until death.

So the first thing that happens is at point I,. when man's physical
body is d eve:loped;
and the next thing that happens is· at point 2 ,,
when the ph;ysioal b:ody is made alive - when the life prinei.ple enters it.
And t ·h e third thing that happens ia at point J, when the li'V7ing b.odtr
But this ia· not quite the same kind of· happening - it is
imposed on us- ~m outside, n-ot from within.
ThiB' is:- what we us:ecf
to call a 'shock' - a"'OmethiDg" whieh enables the progression to crontihue.
And a shock it certainly/ is·, for the carve o:f• growth bops-· back
is: born.

dramati«ally at this point for a f'ew weeks,, as every mot-her knows.
But by point' 4 the c:hild has arrived

at· his

:tilnrl;

bir:tM~,,

and' by this, time -he .is- leall'?ling· iteadilyr how to live.
This is the stage when our essenae develops - when all our instinative
behaviour has to be remembered.

One s·ays •remembered' because ou:r

instinctive· and aut-onomie funcrlions are so obviously remembered and
not· learnt, just as, they are in animals.
We remember how t-o eat,
how to digest our food, how to move:, to balance, to know differen'ft
parts- of the 'Hoey, to focus our eyes, to make the right nois-es· when
we are hungry, and a hundred: other things·.
But it is not till a little later on, at point 5, that we begin
to delight-, or- perhaps, to to:mnent- our par--ents by exhibiting the first
signa· of pen.B:l:>nality.

We begin to adopt certain attitudes - and: whe:n,

by experiment, we discover they produce "the effeats· we had' hoped for, .
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we continue in that way without ceasing.

And s(), as

we

learn

how t-o talk and t-o express ourselves, little- by litt:le we become-,
outwardl;y, the kind of person we are, full of" e·o ntradictions, des-ires,
likes and <fislikes-, pleasant' and unpleasant- characteristics..

All

this rather-hides and eovers up what we ~eally,are, what we neall;y know

ourselves:- to be, althougt.i sometimes this: shines- through.
Andl whem
it does so it: creates, rather a · nonsense of· what we happeii ta be doing

at the- t:ima~

and' makes us, wonder what life is all about,, , and: where-

we are gi>iDg'.

Probabl;y it is, at poin'b 6~that something of 'this, kind: begin1:t.
a:t point"

3, something c:omes· from outside us,

Bu1t this time it is not a peysioal thing, but

As

and changes, olllt sd.tuation.
a,

c-hange in tlle kind! o't

imp~essions we ree:eive.
We crome· out of childhood! into adult life:;
we go to a big school, f'Ull of older children; the s'ize of" owr wott"lcl
expand.lJ,, and we see: all kinds of possibilities in front of us - really

it is- almost as bift" a e-ha.nge, as· when we were born.

And' all the 1d.r1u1,,

one•s body is growing at enormous speed, and all kinds oC new experieimes,
~d1

s'ensatio~ -are flooding int-o it-.•••

7 we have reached the age: of sixteen, and: childhood]
is- all forgot-ten.
This is a time of learning,· - often of' very hard
wo:tt](;; but it is, also ·. a -time when very vi.,rid experiene-es come 'fro us- when we begin t'o get glimpses, of' higher· eenbes- working. ·
NG'\: 1that

And so

b;y point

0

we understand at the time, and: s:o perhaps- we "Ii.end to diiamis:s- them-.

But

it is:· a.omewhere between points 7 and 8 ½hat one of two t-hinga e.an happen·· either we forget or we remember.

If the world1 ia· t'oo mu.eh wit-h

iw

we forget;
lmt- if' we l!emember, sooner or- later we come 'fro a decision that the onl;y thing that matters· is~ t-o f'indJ the tru:th.
And so- ai:·
point- 8the last period of· our life begins.,

when, eventually~ we arrive at point 9, something; once again,
e:omea from outside us.·.
What is it that determineiJ theo moment- of
death?
Is, it the same t-hing that determines: our birth, and the
wq we fa·l l in love?
Is tha~ wq ppints 3, 6: and 9 are joineli t'oge:therto fomn a- triangle?
And

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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So there are really -1)::wo, quite

difierSll·f' th:ings,, in the circ-.le of

nine points - there are points J, 6 and 9 at the corners a1t -the tma.ngJl.e,, ,
and there are the remaining s.-ix points, I,2,4,5,T and 8.
Points-

J,P and 9 represent man's eonne~ion with the outside wor,ld - the,
energy he neceives-, from the world 8/l"ound aim;
points· I,2,4,5,7 and 8
represent- hi8' inner world' - t he prine-iples he eontains within liim.
1

As man grows and develops:-, from conception till death, thes:e six

prinaiples:· unfold in a certain order.

Strangely enough, the or1i'er

in which they unfold e'Oineides- with. the density of' matter of' which
they each e-ons-ist.
Point I e:onsists· of matter of t-he greatest dens,i ty ,.
point 2 is-, next, point 4 is finer still, point 5 is- nerl, and s:o on
up to point· 9, which is the fineri level of' matter possible f'or man.
Above- this· level matter is, too fine t-o be- contained within the human,
organism - it is-,. so to speak, universal.
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In a sense, all these six levels of matter are contained in every
point, at every stage of our life;

but alt-hough we mq have glimpses

of them a.t other times,, they each have a a:erta.in time ai; whieh they
manifest, just as- a plant has a oerta;d.n time at which it- flowers.

Th.e,

first principle t-o manifest is t11at of· the- pqs-ioal ~ - , at point. I,
which happens, aswe have a.lr,eady said, during·the first six to eightweeks· of' pregnancy.

The density of' the physical body as a· whole is,

about the aame as that of water - and of o:ourse it d.evelops in
watery medium.

a;

At point 2 the life princi.ple manif'eats;.. a.net' this has-

a denai ty similar to that of air.

This principle ha;s- t-o be got re~

for the moment when birth arrives, and the c,hild begins to brea-the.
The next prineiple, at point

4,

is ma.de of that elusive level of matter

on the borderline between matter and energy, of which hormones and ot-her
biomolecular substances consist.

This matter is of a very high order

of intelligence, and is· able to aontrol, not only the instine:tive
mee.h.anisms· of the body, but the programme of the body's growth, from

o.onception until dea.th •.
These fiDSt tlu:tee prine:iples are all substances which oa.n be weighed!
and measured - this even refers to point 4, a.l though maey- of· the·
substances· at point 4, such as- D.:tfl.A, for instance, have only ree8ntly:,been discovered.

But point 5 is something quite dif£erent-.

It

oonsists ofr neuro-ele<rirical energy, and is mainly concerned wi t-h t::he
nervous systems of t.he lmdy, and the way in whieh nerve impulses· are
interpreted by t'he bra.in.

This is- all oonnee.ted with impressions· - for-

all through this period' of our life many new impressions, crome to us'. they e:ome flooding in at point 6 - and the nature of these impressions·,
and the way in which t-hey are interpreted and stored in the memory, is·
wha.t determines our personality - it isrthia that accounts for our
maJ'W different 'I's.
On a quite different level is mind, at point

7.

Mind is t-hatt

faculty which is capable of putting together a whole· mass of aonflicting·
evidence, and so enabling" us to see truth.

· ThiS' is: what happens when a;

great dd.so:overy is made, or whem man is suddenly enlight~ned-.
what kind of ma'tter or energy does this prine·iple depend on?·

But
For la;ek

of a better tierm we call it consciousness, which means, literally,, the
knowing of:• a: number of t-hingi:r together or a.t once.

Even so, there is Eromething :f'ar higher than mind, at point.:

71:_-. ther•

is point 8, whiah e:ontains- the sex~eentre and'~he highe7 e~otional:.
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'Wha.-t is meant- by man• s higher centres?

The system

is very preeise on this point - there are three higher centres, "t'he,

sex centre, the higher emotional e-entre and t 'h e higher- intelleetual
centre, or higher- mind.

The sex centre is the only one of thes:e,

three which is ordinaJrily available to man, but it seld:om works·
should, for all sorts of other things get in the wq.

a;s,

i-t-

The, liigher

emoti.onal centre manifests ait: certain spee1.al moments, in our lives,

It

and it can be:-made much more accessible to us than it' usually iii.

is always ex,no:erned wi1th ourselves:, - with our own situation in li:fe,whereas the higher intellec1;ua.l e:entre,

OIT"

higher mind', is e:onoBrned

wit-h direct experiene-e of the world.;. with the world' as-, it- rea-lly· is,
-

-

. ..

It is. higher mi~; ~t>p&i.nf .-9;:;. --~

whether- we exiat in it or- not.

whie-h can connect us, with the universal na-ture of things·, and s-ome

pff -iw:-.~eli-ev.e·. '~ tli-is; ~tai~~-puie:e, .at"~~lle· mome-~:t·,;i-d~ath~
-.

,

-: .

-

-

.

Which brings us once•, again to the question of self remembering-;
and ~o somevhing:· whieh perhap~ we never realised.
is' beyond the, personal level.
mantra transcends.

Real self remembering

It is when we' rea-ch the s-ource and the

This brings a feeling of expans,i on - we expand int-o

the universal, and the limited personal self no longer exists.
Self' nemembering,- is, in fact

a;

very natural process, and there is

nothing the mind likes more than the experiencre o:f' self' remem'b-ell'i.ng.,

It is.c only tila.t some while a.go the way to remember ourselves was
fongott:en, and s-o it became somet-hing contrived - something requiring·
effort.

And alt-hough efforts t-o _Nimember ourselves, o_e rtainlyr have

some e:ffe-et, sooner or later they lose their meaning - they beoome·
personal e:f'forts and nothing more.
:from t-his trap.

The meditation is· a we:, of' esoape

I:ff it is done regularly,,

the -mi'nd will

develop( an inciina.tion towards s-elf' remembering.
- And,' e-o -iit

will come to us naturally during the day - it will aome

tlurough the r-epetition of the mantra.
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Mr Ouspenslcy''s teaah.ing was based on the idea of self'• :nemembering.

He would Sa':f, unless we can remember ourselves, nothing is possible.
And when~ in the early dqs of' the war, people asked; him what they should
d:o, (ffor he was-: about t'o leave England :for America), he would ScQ", "t-hereis-, nothiDg else I can tell you - remember- yYUrSelves:."
How do we understand this idea of self remembering-~ now ~hat we have
the medttation?
The diagram-we were diseussi.ng·last time cronta.ins t::he
answer.
You will have noticed that if y.ou find yourself in a diffi.cu.lt::
situation, or something moves ycm. deeply, or·even when ~u are d:'Oing
nothing special - particularly if' you are changing :from one activity
to anoiiher- - the mantra starts going on its own.
That is t:-he beg_inning
of· self' remembering.. And you see wlly - the mantra comes- from the point
of· the triangle, where real 'I' Nlongs. Remembering yourself is
remembering real 'I'.
So the Wa'3' -to increase i;he :frequency and the depth of moments of'

self'' remembering is, t'o eneourage the mantra to atart up on i te own, •
whenevel" it wishes to do so.
We cannot~ it- dlo s-o - t-hat spoil&: it:.
But- we can keep a watch f'or it:.
And the main thing it depends on is
the depth of'· the half hour.
The deeper and more o:omplete 1the half' hour.,,
the more moments of-' _s elf'' remembering . will oome t"-0-us - d~tng,-flle dt\V•
And when t-hey d'o c.-ome, we want- i.£possible vo let- them develop,, t'or
S:Ometimes they go very d'eep.
But 'this is-not-- a.lw~- possible,
depending on what we are doing.
The idiea,, of· nlf rememberi~ is

$

very much bl,gger- idea- 1;:han

_on& miga!t

suppose,._
When we :firS't heard of' this id.ea, we tended vo C'.Onfuse i it
wit'h trying t':o be aware> ot: oneself', or.-wii:-h being·awak~ or alert- in an
ordinary seuse.
And so the point about it was missed.
Fo:r- self'
remembering is e-onnecrled with memory- - memory in :ueourr.ene:e - and: wi1thou1t
this· c:onnecr.tion it-: has:- little meaning,jo
But the idea is net a; simple
one, and it- has· t-o be taken st-ep by step.
One of- 'the: first things we have t-o do is: t-c> learn how t-o t-hink. We,
have to train the mind how t-o put- things in thea right oategories--,. -Im·
f-ormul'ate- t'he · rigJi.t questions,, t:o pr-oeeed -in an- order-1,y WST along,· a

~a:bt line--· of -thought-, without; deviation:.
t .·h ink ass:oe-ia,tively - one· -thin& reminds,

1llt

In.1 the,- ordinary ~·weof' another - anc! oUll" 1tho~ta
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wand'er- a.bout wi t-hout eontrol.
we need

In order t-o think in "the right· wa:,

a· ftameworlt- - and that is

ex-a.ci;-ljr what this system provides •.

There is· in ~his system a universal symbol,, the origin of·whieh is

This is how it was originally gj.ven, in its simplesi. £orm:-

'I.Ullatomr.
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In order.- t-o understand what the symbol means·, we can begin by,· asking
ours-9lves- the quasi.ion, "What is- the world'?"
t:o this question is a matter of viewpoin~.

Clearly, the answer
The world can be our. owm

immediate surroundi.ngs, or the whole earth, or the solar system,, or
event-he whole,universe.
At the other extreme it' can refer- t-o: the
world wit-hin us, or even t-o smaller and· sma.l.leP- worlds b·elow m:r,, such
as- cells-, molecules and atoms.
Now there is s--omething common 'to all thes-e different· worlds •.
Basically, if we cnu.ld find it, they all ha.ve a· similar form - no'ti::
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a physical form, o:f course, bu-t a certain ordered. arrangement of
parts-.
1

This ordered whole we a:all a.

1

ex>smos' , from the Greek word.

c:osmos' which meanlt'. 'order-' •

So the symbol represents a cosmos or world, and t-hat is perhaps·
the most important' t'hing about it'.

For in studying the nature of'•

one world we can make ox,mparis-ons with another - in stueying the nature

o:f our own world, , the miorocrosm ) . we can s-ee i t ·s-- reflee:tion in the
maorocnsn'h --: and that is the beginning of knowledge.

But first let us:- eonsider the detailed arrangement of the eymlrol,
and try t-o understand wha:t it means·.
You will see thaii it' c.onsi.sts·
o-f' a circle of' nine points, which are numbered one to nine in arabi0:
notation.
These nine points represent- an orderly progression, taken,
in a clockwise direction.
They could refer, for instance-, to the
evolution of man's different funcrlions, and the c.-irole itself to the
passage o:f ti.me.
As fime passes- r-ound the e-.irol.e like t-he hands· of
a ~loek, man's lif'e unf'olds, :from the moment of' o-onception ·until deai;h.
And as it does so, different parts of his nature develop at different-stages.

But unlike most diagrams of this kind, the number~ a.round the
airc::le indicate a. loger-i thmie; progression.
This simply means-' that
0

the value of t'ime decreases as t-ime goes on - that as we grow older,
less

ana.· less- happ_e ns

in each suacessive moment

or

time.

At the

beginning of lif'e, in the first f'ew moments of' our existence, an ,

enormous:- amount of' ahange takes place in a very short period' of t-ime·;
at the other extreme, towards the end of life, very little happens at all.
And in between, the valueo of ttme is steadily decreasing.
But what is the basic: unit of' man• :i time:-?
The' bas-icr. unit.- is- a
lunar mont-h of 28 days.
One - lunar month is i;he period, the rb;rt-hm
of' conc-epti.on;
t'en lunar .monthS' is· the pr-ena1;al· period in t-he womb;
one mmcb'-ed lunar months is, approximately the- period of our c-hildlhood,
- nag e7./4,
and; one 'ti:housand luna.r months is t-he- period' of lif'e i -t-sel:f. (see cl.iagram 1
Seen in this way the different periods of our lif'e take on a new,
0

and a very interesting meaning.

In 'real' time the prenatal period

ia- as: long:· as the period of ohiJ.dlhood, and: childhood itself· is as long

How oan this, be possible - ia, it:
as the whole of our adult- life.
redly true?
Only our own experience can tell us·•.
Now· if· you think abou1t it y.ou will realise that ea-eh of these thr-ee
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pertod.s of' our l i f e ~ its own kind: of:' cons<=i.ousness.
The ~ a l .
period ha.s> one kind of' c.-onstri.OUBness - & aonscriousness we know very
li'ttle about.

The p&1"iod of childhooc1: has a?rO~her eenscri.ousness -

one ifldeh is more familiar t'o us,- f".'b.11 of' dreams: and: phailtasd.es-, in
whia nothing is impossible.
And 'Vhe period of our adillt lil'e has,
~ ~hird? kind of consci.ousness - qui~e di.tteren~ agd.n - full of' the
hard· facts,, the ,mpleasa.nt realities of' life - things which are
meaningless to a ehild.
These three levels· of consciousness would seem to have lll11ail in common
with these described in the Shankaraoha17s's tzoadi.fl.on - t-ha.t of· deep

s:-leep, tha:t of sleep with dreams, and tbat of the waking riate.

Im 1.he
prenatal peri.oa: we are,, as it ftr~, in deep sleep.
Yet some other- part
o:r·us- is veey wicte awake, and~ a quite differenir time :rrom that of' our
Itt childhood. we live in a dream ~a;te:- - a.
ad.ul:~ .l-if'e..
very v.iv.i<l st~e 0£ eonscri.ousness, whicm :f'ollows• qui.1.e a.:itterent- lavs
from those of' our ad.ult life, and ona.e again has, a- quite ctitterent "time.
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And in a.dill t' life iciis-~~- w:e live- in .ithe ord:i:n:acy c.onaciousness- oir t:he
logic.al mind - a. ai;ate which has little in eommon with the other two
states., and· ·t'ends to forget all about them.
!tow
o:f'

maws inner. d~e,]opmenit

t-he ~sibli.lity

depend~_ -_n ot on, forgett:i.Ii8_; bulf on.

In terms of the meditation we begin 'to know what this
means - but what would it mean in terms of the ci.re-le of' our life-?,
Is it possible for man ~o c-a:rry over crertain memories- during 't:his

remembering~

period before -b.ir.th and a£ter d'eath - the period l.q"hicll pa.:ss-es in

deep sleep'? · · ·
In the Gospel according to Thomas there _is t'he :f:ollowing· paasage:"The dise:d.ples said t'o Jesus: tell us how our end will be.
Jesus said:
Have you then di.scrovered the beginning so that you inquire a.bout- the
end:?
For- where the beginning is, there shall be t-he end.
Blessed;
is he who ahall stand' at the beginning, and he shall know the end and
he shall not taste death.Jesus, &aid: Blessed is he who was- bef'ore
he came int-o being'' ..
This strange passage only makes sense if' you take it in rela.tio?l'

-t-o the o-irc:tle of life - from the point of view of' remembering the past:.
To stand at the beginning means to stand between points 3 and 4, in
early C'hildhood r
to know the end means to remember what happened
before, at .about point'- 8 or 9.
This is- ma.de- doubly c:lear by · the
final remark, "Blessed is· he,who was· before he ea.me into being".
Usually, the prenatal period - the period of deep sleep - obliterates
our memocy of the past.
But- noi; ne·a essa:Dily so.
It must be aquestion of training our waking consciousness t-o remember •••••
So when Mr Ouspensky spoke about self remembering · it had,. likeso ma.1'\1 things that he said, a double meaning.,
It meant remembering
ourselves,. here and now, and it meant remembering the past -and thefutur.e.
In ordcer· to do one, the other ta, neeess,ary.
Perhaps
after all they are t-he same thing••••

8/l
In order to understand. this method of meditatiol\., 8.1'\d to realise why
it is essenti•a.lly differeJt.t from other methods, we have to get back to a.
subjec,t we have discussed before, the subject of dimensions of time.

Tr.r for a moment to tn.in.k about time.

Everything we know, everything

we reC'Ogn-ise as existing, everything we do, everything that happens to us,
talces plac~ along the line of time - the line befpre-now-after-.

There is nothing wrong- with the line of' time, in fa.et, it is an
essential aondition of life.

But it is only a limited aspeo-t of our

whole exis-tence, and to some people it is not enough.

They know deep

down that the- past does not rea.lly· disappear,and the future is not really

unknown, and they know that somewhere outside time our whole life c-onti-n uee
to exist - it ie all there, all our ot,nneetions with ether people, all
that we have eveT done and all we hope to do.
But the world beyond time cannot be found anywhere along the line

before-now-after.

It exists i -n a different direetion, along a line·

at right angles to it, the line of 'now'.

This line of •now' leads to

a different plaoe - it leads to a place where everything is remembered, and
there is no death.

( see

Imagine a oirc.le. /

passing time.
'now'.

S/
· 2 -)
Imagine that movement raund the circ·le indicates

Then a radial line at righ.t angles to it is the line of

As you see in the diagram this line o:f now leads to tke centre of

the c-irc-le, aiad that is where everything is

known.

The secret of this metkod of meditatiaa is that it takes us there.

And it

does so naturally, without any effort on our part.

The mistake so many people make - the mistake we have made ourselves is to imagine we can get to the centre by doing things.

Ma,ey of us have

been brougllt up with the idea that something in us h_as te be changed - that
certain· thi-n gs about us a.re right and others wrong.

But in the ordi~

way we do not really know what is right a.nd what is wrong in ourselves, and

man;y of our a.ttempta t-o ei\aage things - the methods, and disa:i-plines we
undertake - tend to bi-nd us more and more :firmly to the line o-r time - tltay
malce acoes~ ~o the c.entre of. the circ~e more and more l!emote.

The medita-tion is- a w~ out of.' t:his· dd.lemma.

It can take ua, to the·

centre naturally, and without effort, and it can be carried out wi-t},Qut:
any change i -n t-h& conditions of our normal li-fe, sc that we nemain. f::re'e'

to live our life in the way which is right for each of us.
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Now as you see from the diagram,/the line of time, which we ordinarily
think of as a. straight line moving from the past into the future, is really
a e'ircle.

When life .is over, it begins again.

And everything that h.appens

to us in the ordinary way is repeated a.gain and again.

But we never realise

that this is so, for we cannot remember a.lO"thing about it.

Wlaat do we know about memory?

In the accepted view there are different

kinds - there is short term memory and long term memory.

Short term memory

belongs to the outside area of the circ1e.
It is memory of everyday things,
of what we did yesterdq and what we have to do tomorrow.
Long term
memory is quite dif:fere:at - it is usually memory of one's early years,
particularly one's childhood.
In old people it often rema~ quite vivid,
even after short term mem~ry has virt~ally disappeared.
This kind of
memory belongs to the middle ·area.
But actually there are two further
kinds.
There is the memory of the ceatral area, which is usually hidden
from us, but is sometimes awakened at moments of great danger, or if one is
to believe it, in people who have ree-overed from apparent death.
This
memory would seem to eneompass the whole of one's life in a moment of ti-me.
But in the centre itself there is a quite different kind of memory
the mem212: of that which ~ever happened before.
Now it is vecy interesting that the meditation is not mu.oh concerned with

remembering the past.

At om.e time we used to do this - we used to go CNer

e>ur life . and . try to remember what was right·· and what was wrong about it.
But now we realise that this is a waste of time.
to imagination.

Worse than that, it leads

Far better to get on with the moment 'now', and one d~,

thanks to the meditation, we shall find there are all sorts of new
possibilities in life which never came our w~ before.
So memory of the past will not help us.

Nor, fo:r tha.t matter, will
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memory of recurrence - of the repetition of lives.

In P.D.Ouspensky's

novel, 'The Strange Life of Ivan Osokin', this point comes out very clearly.
What saved Osokin was the s"i:x:th dime11sio1, the way out of recurrence.
And
he found the way out when he came in conta"1. with the centre of the circle,
whieh is where the magie--ian in the story belongs.

But how de we rind our way to the magician's house?
by trying- - trying to find it does not help.

Once, again, not

We have to take a dive·

along the line of 'now•, and: if we carry out tlle technique cerrectly.t it will:
take us there.

But whai; happens when we take a. dive along the line of 'now

Should we not experiehc:e these different kinds of memory?
but not in a formo:ae might expect.

In a sense we do

When we d"o the meditation we are

looking inwards,, away from cbjeC'ts of sens-e.
anythi11g·- anything· which can be deseribed.

So we,do not experience
Yet we defi•itely, experience

some,thing; otherwise the mi:n.d would not be attracted to the centre.

Like-

the light of the sun - when we look towards the objects- it illumines, we
experience these objects, but if we look towards the sun, we only experienoe
light.

So when we do the meditation we only experience light, but d.uring.

the da;v which :follows, we- experience the objeMa- it illumines.

If' thes-e

objec1;s are in memory, we e:x:periene.e memory - it is different at dif'feren:t

times and for different people.
The word 'light' is, only a.n analogy.

We do not really experienoe light

we experience awareness.
But if y:ou would prefer to call it memory, i-t
is absolute memory - m,t tke memory of any object, but pure memory, if such
a thing exists,.
Pure memory - if it exists - is at the centre of the
circle.
Memory of objects - of things experienced - is in the outside
area.

When we repeat the mantra we start by remembering it as a word -

that is in the outside area.

But in the middle area it is no longer a

word, it is less definable - perhapa a rhythm or pulse.
central. ar~a it is· even less-- definable, and

in the

In

the

ce:n-tre its-elf it has

transcended.

But when it has transcended it does not disappear - it
beC'Omes pure memory.
Pure memory is beyond description - if y-ou call it anything you
lose it, for you make i•t- into an objee:t to be remembered..

And then

you are- back in the outside area of the c-ircle, along tln.e line of' time.
So. better to experience-it- thro11gh. the meditation, and it will come out
naturally during the day-.

When we start doing the meditation it comes

and goes, but sooner or later it will ·remain with us all the ti-me.
0

When
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The centre o.f the circle is actually a paint of · tlte sirlh dimensi-on • .

I:r i •t o-a.n be reached it expands inito a s:phere - a time· :s~lid. -•·. And 1th&·
interesting thing a.bout this time solid is that in its centre everything
is already knewn.

This does net mean that everything is:- predetermined.

On the contrary, it means that if nothing interfered with t~e natural .flow
of energy from the centre, things would develop in a particular wa3.

An.d

this development would be ideal - it would be: the beat possible development

for ea.eh of us.
Ironically
Unfortun.ately, thiugs do interfere with this development.
enough, it is our own preconceived ideas about development that interfere.
We have been taught to believe that we have to change ourselves - to bec~me
people of a kigher level col"..:forming to certain ideals - but if i~ th.&
c~ntre everything is already known, there is no need for an,ything tc be
changed - _wee s:i.mpl.y- have t-o "b.e..come ourselves.
And if we are united
with the centre, and are able to keep in touch with it regularly, the process
of bec-omi.Jtg ourselves will be- a natural one - it will oome about in a
perfeetly natural wa3.
But what does this really mean, that in the centre everything is
already k:ncwn?
Once again, this does not mea.1'1 that nothing new can ever
happen.
On the e-ontrary, the centre contains an infinite number of
possibilities, all of which are being actualised at every momen-t.
But in
the outside area of the oirele we only see one actualisation, and that is
why, in the ordinary way, lif~ is so flat and dull.
All of us from time
to time have periods of this kind, when we are shut off from any c~ntact
with the centre.
For one reason or another, often physical, a kind of
cloud develops, somewhere between the outer and the middle area, which
prevents the light from getting through.
It is one of the characteristics
of the inantra that it can. dispel clouds of this kind, in fa.et, t:aat is what
it is designed to do.
But if everything is already krl.own, is the future known as well as the
past?
In general terms the answer musi be yes, but o~ly if nothing
interferes with the natural flow of energy.
Of course, i~ the outside
area, the future is hidden. :from us, because our memory is too short.
:But
other parts remember perfectly well - those parts respcmsible for the
instinctive processes of the body, for instance, particularly its growth.
And certain emotional parts, deep down
they know much more th.an one thinks.
In fact, when one doas the meditation in the morning, something must know
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the d.ay ahead - and if one allows it to do so, it will look after what

happens during the da,y.

This explains wl,y it is so important to let

the .t''feots of the- meditation unfold naturally, and to leave everything
to it.
Many people are not able to do this.
They oam1et f'ree
themselves frem the idea that they have ehoioe
that there is· something
they have to do.

This is- bec:a.us& the e:el'l.tra-1 area of the circle and

the outside area are not unified - the crentral area s,ays one thing, the
But actually· they are one and the same outside area says another.
they are eompleme•tary parts of' the one self.
And· when one gets nearer
to the c.-entre duriDg -medi taticn. it is like ~ming home - there is no

So leaving everything tc the mantra.
is simply leaving everything to cneself - that is the real truth of

feeling of separation whatsoever.
the matter.
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( ·Accol'di.ng to th.e tradition from. which the medi ta. t ion derives, the
self of everyone has three a:ttributes

Ab~olut~, Bliss ana Consciousness

_ . shown th.i..rn· i n. our diagram.

Recently we have heen c on sidering

d.ifferen.t aspects of time,- t:tl,-e arrow on tb.e c.ircu.m:ference of the circle*)

:BLISS

CONSCIOUSNESS
C

h i

indicates the passage of time, from conception to death.
T~e . begins
at the apex of the triangle.
We come in our origin from the Absolute,
and at the end. of the circle we return to the Absolute again.
If we
measure time logarithmioally we find that exactly one half of the circle
the right hand side - is that part of our life which is unknown to us,
including our prenatal life and our ver,r early c-hildhood, a.ncl the other
half - the left hand side - is that part of our life we can remember.
Just as in deep sleep d.uring the night they sq we are in direct touch
with :Bliss - with the Absolute - so during prenatal life there are some

who believe that the same thiDg is true, and that when we awake in early
childhood we can still remember it.

When

our parents

begin talking to us in baby language, ~his· memor-y of ao~se soon e~pora.tes
:But think about -this in relation to recurrence.
( * This para was cons true ted. to lsa.d ir.iJ,o the extant pa.r t of t his Pa_per)
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- the rest of our lif'e ,... throughout the left hand half of the·
circle, - we live• in consa:iousness.
Rut only, in a relative sense-, for
this consciousness is very fleeting, and most of our time we are simply
not there.
You may have noticed how little of our life we can actually
remember.

That is because consciousness is not c:ontinuous - it comes'.
for brief moments and then disappears again.
In between we are• in a

kind of d.ream state, but we think we are oonsoious all the time.
Contrary to maey current views, we cannot be conscious at will.
It all ·d.epends on lla.ving the right energy, and this, energy is produced
by the meditation.
On the right hand side energy is manufactured,
on, the left hand side it is used for consciousness - and this is, true,
not only on the scale of' life itself', but als'O of our daily routine
with the meditation.

As a result of meditation consaiousness will

come to U& naturally during the d~, and with it will c-ome a new
happiness - a happiness which we :n.ever experienced before.
(J'onso:iousness
cannot exist without happiness, and neither of these cari exist without
unity.
Really these three are one and the same.
Consciousness is not a. thing to be strived for.

Like happiness,

it c:omes to us naturally

it f'lows into us from the souroe of all things
We have only to find that source within ua and

from the Absolute.
it will come.
That is the real purpose of meditation.

TIME & SPACE - Conversations

Preface - P.D.Ouspensky II Time is the measure of motion.
If we represent time by a line.then the only line
which will satisfy all the demands of time will be
a spiral. 11 New Model of the Universe 1934 p 425.
1/1-10

2/1-8

3/1-1 0d

4/1-8

5/1-12

6/1-4

Six dimensions - dimensions of space & time
shown in double spiral diagram as analogous.
Unifying experience in meditation considered.
Functioning together of cerebral hemispheres
with silent hemisphere successfully attracted
to eternity and possibilities of sixth dimension.
Development of physical body in time as
logarithmic with decreasing time value.
Double spiral of man's life - radial connection
to centre. Inner spiral as microfilm of outer.
Birth into world of time remembering past until
learning to talk. Growth of personality plus
questioning of life's purpose. Search for new
possibilities via meditation.
Double spiral of organic life - our real role as
nature's mind ,soul and spirit seen as man ,
angel and archangel.
Earth as potentially complete cosmos. Role of
great laboratory of nature - animals and then
man's cerebral cortex and possibility of conscious
memory leading to insight into earth's needs.
Fechner's earth as living being. Earth's time
differences.Spirals above & below man as mirror
image of inner & outer.
Different living worlds within and without us with
times corresponding to size. Inner worlds
reflecting outer with possibility of cognition
through meditation.
Energy exchange ratios between worlds - the
corresponding functions having same velocity.
Velocity as constant independent of size.' Light
as a limiting velocity on every scale'-' because
time changes with size'. Man as seed unfolding
naturally with experience of inner & outer worlds.
Velocity spiral and Table.
Experience of causal level in meditation to bring
unification of inner & outer worlds and naturally
enjoy life to the full.
1982
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- Tell me, what kind of knowledge would be helpful to those who
are doing the meditation?
- I would think, knowledge about time - about the different dimensions
of time and what they imply.
- Why do you think this?
- Because time is the key to all knowledge, both about the world
within us, and the world outside.
- Then how does one begin?
- One has to begin from the realisation that our understanding of time
is incomplete.
We see the world as it exists along the line of time along the line of our time •
But not only is our time not the
only one , but time itself has different dimensions.
- Then what are these different dimensions?
- There are three dimensions of time - dimensions which are analogous
to the three dimensions of space.
- You mean . , a line, a surface a.lid a solid -?
- Yes, the zero dimension of space is a point, which corresponds
to a moment of time, the first dimension of space is a line, which
corresponds to the line of time, the second dimension is a surface ,
which corresponds to repetition, and the third dimension is a solid,
which corresponds to the solid of eternity.
- I find it difficult to see why this parallel exists.
- It is possible that space and time are different aspects of the one _
reality, and that we tend to take them too separately. The attached
diagram may throw further light on this question.
You will see that
time and space are shown as spirals one within the · other, so that
their dimensions correspond.
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- Could you explain how the diagram works?
- Starting at the centre with a point, the spiral moves outwards
to form, at point I , the extension of this point into a line, at
point II, its further extension from a line into a surface, and at
point III, its still further extension from a surface into a solid body
of three dimensions.
- So this inner spiral represents the three dimensions of space?
- Yes, the space solid at point III becomes the zero dimension of the
outer spiral, or in other words a moment in time.
- And the outer spiral represents the three dimensions of time?
- Yes, at point IV the moment of time becomes extended into a line the line of passing time - which one thinks of in the ordinary way as
a straight line extending from the past into the future.
But the
line of time can be curved, in fact every line of time is really
curved, for somewhere it has a beginning and an end.
·
- So when it has passed point IV it becomes a circle?
- Yes, it becomes the circle of time - and by point V this circle
has become a circle of re~etition - it repeats again and again.
- You mean, it repeats in time?
- Yes, like the days of the week or the seasons of the year.
But
beyond point V time exists no longer, and the circle is repeated
in eternity.
- But how can it be repeated in eternity - wh&re,dGes it actually go?
the circle of our life,for instance,where is it repeated?
-Strictly speaking there is no need for it to go anywhere other than
where it is now - it simply means that a further dimension is added
to it - a dimension at right angles to the line of passing time.
-You mean that not only every moment of our life, but the whole of
life itself has a continued existence in eternity?
- Yes, if it were not so life would have no meaning, for everything
in it would disappear.
But that is where all the confusion arises.
We think of eternal life as another existence after this one, and in
another place, but really it is the same life - this life,where it is
now, and every moment of it exists in eternity.
- Then iathat eternal recurrence?
- Yes, but it is not all of life, or all of time - there is still
a further dimension.
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- You said there is a still further dimension -could you explain
what it is ?
- In the sixth dimension, the solid of time, everything we are and
everything we could be exist together. Unlike the fifth dimension,
the sixth dimension contains , not only everything in life as we know
i t , but everything that could be realised - that never happened before.
- Then where does this exist?
It exists here and now - there is nowhere else.
- Then is it possible to reach it through the meditation?
- Well, it depends on what one actually experiences. When one does
the meditation one thinks of it as occupying a certain length of time say half an hour.
And during this period the mantra is repeated in
time, for that is how one experiences it.
But the mantra is also
being repeated in eternity - it must be, for one finds often enough
it is still there, when one thought it had gone away.
And deeper still,
when it is properly established, it has a permanent existence in
eternity, which explains why one can wake up from sleep, or from an
anaesthetic, and find it is still present.
·
- So you think the mantra can be going on in all three dimensions
simul~aneously?
- Yes • and what one ac_tually experiences depends on where one's
attention happens to be.
- Then what makes one's attention follow it?
- Eternity, by its very nature, is attractive to the mind - that is
why the mind goes in that direction. There is nothing the mind wants
more than to escape from time into eternity.
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- You said just now that eternity by its very nature is attractive
to the mind.
Could you explain why this is?
- It is connected with different parts of the brain, particularly
the cerebral hemispheres.
Our sense of time belongs, it would
seem, to the dominant hemisphere, but the silent hemisphere does
does not concern itself with time - everything it does is connected
with eternity.
- So it is the silent hemisphere which is attracted to eternity?
- Yes, it looks inwards towards our divine nature. The dominant
hemisphere looks outwards into time - ~nto the problems of the day.
- But there is nothing wrong with that,is there?
- No there is nothing wrong with time.
The point about the two
hemispheres is that they are intended to work together, in fact
man is only normal when they do so.
- Then does the meditation unite them?
When time is united with
- Yes, it unites eternity with time.
It become-s a friend ,
eternity it takes on a different meaning.
instead of an enemy.
- But how does it actually unite them?
- It attracts the attention inwards to a deeper part of the brain the central area.
It is this central part of the brain which has
the power of unifying all our functions , just as the heart has , in
relation to the whole body.
In this central area is the thalamus,
or 'heavenly heart• as it was once called - the inner room, or
sanctuary where life is regulated.
This central area corresponds
to the sixth dimension in the diagram, for it contains all our
unrealised possibilities.
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- You have explained how point V in the diagram, which we called
•repetition• , is concerned with the cerebral hemispheres repetition in time with the dominant hemisphere, and repetition in
eternity with the silent hemisphere - and that point VI is concerned
with the central area of the brain.
But what is the right hand
side of the spiral concerned with?
- It is concerned with those parts of the brain which control and
regulate the development of the physical body along the line of time.
- You mean the control of our vital functions?
- Yes, the hypothalamus seems mainly concerned with this.
But there
is another important function which we. know very little about.
- Which function do you mean?
- That which controls the programming of the body's development.
- You mean, the stages the body goes through?
- Yes, everything that happens to it from conception till death its development in the womb, its birth, the different stages of
childhood, adolescence, adult life, old age and death - all these
things are timed very precisely.
- In other words, they belong to the line of time?
- Yes , but they already exist along the line of time - they are
known beforehand.
And the line is really a circle, for the end
coincides with the beginning.
What is even more strange is that
the value of time changes as time goes on - it moves much faster at
the beginning, in fact at the very beginning the speed and precision
with which things happen is quite miraculous.
- So the line of time is not by any means uniform.
Does it follow
any special law?
-There is reason to believe it is logarithmic, or in other words,
the value of time decreases as time goes on.
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Tall ma, can one take the diagram as life itself?
Yes:, why not;? ·
'!'hen where a:;o es 1 ife begin?:'
It cromes· fc.r.om the centre.

The centre is the' li&it: of cronsc:iousnea:s-,.

This" light whic:h fJ.ows:, fr:ttom the centre is:, a;lways, there:-.

Everything elrre:

in the diagram is c:hanging; but the light' never ehange-sc, it> iEF &lway~
the,

game,.,

You mean it is the sama, even after dea;i!;h?
Yea,, death iffi only a S:tage-- in the d:eva,lopment of:' our- life,.

It i$ not

an endJ but a beginning•·
Y0u mean it cx.oincide=S:' with the moment of a.oncept!:ion?
Ye~~ it is on the same n:ad~al line.

'!'hen what is:· tfue meaning: of the rad.'ial lineS:• in the diagram?
They repre-sent the eternal e:ristenc:e

ore· each

They

moment" in our life,,

a:re at right'· angles to the line of the s-piral - the line of time.
- So if every moment were cronneoted. with the centre, would that be
eternal lifi&?

Ye~, it would mean there was no death.
So how do we make thiEr ~-0nnec:tion?
Through the med3i. tat ion.

Every time we db thee- merlli tat ion we bring

little of this radiance from the crentre into our everyday li:f:e.
the two merge together and the light bae:omes fired.

a,,

In time
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Could you say what ha,pens:, in each spiral 7.
- Aboutt the> inner s:piral we know very li t!tlec, ere:ept' that i it c:rontains:, tthe:
molecmlar pattern or crnde on which our life - is baaedJ •.
- Then does, the inner spiral determinec what happens: in the' outer s:pir&l?

- Ye1r-, it: ie, like a miarofilm otr our life.

Each point on eao-.h spira;,l

C[.'()ro'esponds.:,.
- And when the germ crell iID f :orme:d• it <:ronta"ins this:, pa,:!;tenn, on- e:od3e??i
- Yea,, and when the, germ c:ell begins
same:, - ~dlro

t;:o

multiply and. dli.:fffemmitiate the,

ia; c:ontained3 in each c:rell~

By point :t: in the outierr s:pira:l

the fiormr: off the body im already s:ettle~ and' by poin-t

a t'he quiakening

occurs:, - the embryo bea:omes aliv~.
- And at point 3 the ehil.d is born and' begins to breath~

- Yeff', birth is:, a quite extraordinary event in 0nec's:· life - one i$ eru.d:uenly
thrust into the world' of: time ..
- And yet one :remembers:, nothing about i it?
... I would.nt say one remembers nothing - a:ome de:eper part must sur:ely know-.
One can ae"Ef> that in a newly born child.,
I wonder what it' actually knows?
It knowa, i tsel:fr aas a grown up person, net a cllild'. ,
- You mean it: nememb:era, the-· pas=t?
- Yes:, but· i t t cant tell one about it, because it hasnt yet learned- how
to tialk.
- And3 by.r the time i t t learns t0 talk it h.a'S:' already forgotften?
- YeB:'-, by that time it is busy with other things; - itt is busy learning ·
how· to behave as;, a- <dl.ild3.
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- Then what happens at point 4 in the d'i.agram?
- At point 4 the child is about one year old,
ti:o live.

It is still learning h0w

Having got over the shec:k of being borru it is busy rediscrovering:

the joy of physica~ existeno~.
- And the d.iso:omfort toe, I would imagine?
- Yeay there is plenty of that.

But in-between 0ne sees the:o delighii

0".:oming through - the delight of being alive-..
- And then I suppose the crhild learns-,how to talk?
- YeEF, around peint

5, which is about 3 ye~ID old ••••

- But what actually llappena:, during this period"?
- Well, the speecm c.:entre develops of course.

But many 0ther things d:evelop

too, in fa~t~ the child sometimes be~cmes quite-- intolerable.
- I wander why that ia:7
- The personality begins to grow.

At this period we begin exploring the:

0

psycholog,ical rituation in whic-h we f 'ind ourselves - trying: things outt en
our parents, f:o:it instance...
- But what is the real func~ion of personality?
- It is the outward expression of what we are-.
- But what really are we?

- t.Ef',

I

kine~.. ',

oi~lbegins-

IU'?· ~ >ofieself-~.thi8-3 ,quesj;i•~ ~•more andJ mo:rm,

as,

adbleooena:e approaches, and that iB." perhaps:, where the ffi:ftll cfimension enters:,
our 1 ifa.,
- Y0u mean we begin to realise it a-11 happened' be:f!"ore?
- Ye8:'--, at moments perhaps:,..

A't this:, age, a,11 s=ortl!i bf things:,. areo happeninm;

to u.ru - we:- are decr.iding on a. career'9 our s-ex life is, d'eve>loping, we ara, ·
learning laow -tie apply· ouraelve:s -Ito serious-· work.

But there is:-, s:omathing;

elm& - something whicrll k:ee:-ps on making itself known tto us, - the even recrurning:
que-s:tion "what is life for- - wha-t is · it ail.1 about?:"'.
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- How m11ch d.o you think it is possible to find an answer tJ:o that que.stion,
d:Uring.· the laSct seg ment,. off t-he s:p iral?
- Point T i a, about I6 years, oldl, and point 8 is· about 35.

The periodJ

6 to point 7 is, a period of s:earcning, t ,he period from point 7
to point 8 is, a period· o:r- find!inga;, and: the last period, from point 8 t !o
point 9 is:: a; period· of· re joic:ing over what we have :ffoundl.
"Let him who·
f:rrom p oint

seeks:--, not: cease seeking until he find&, and when he f:inds, he:- will be:.
troubled, and:' when he ha-s been troubled, he will marveJl and he rill ragn-,
over:- ifue A"ll".
But isnt it largely a question of n-emem"bering?-'
What I am speaking about is, not remembering - it is sumething_ whic.:h neve!t!"
happened3 be:f·one ..
- You mean the system?
- Yea, and: the moo~ta:tion.

The meditation belongs to the sixth Qimens:ion

it' is:, in a new d'i.rec:tion - a direction at right angles -1;:o the.· cir~.leo
of rec~nce,,.

- I dlont quite understand what you mean?
Recurmmo:e is the same li:fe, again and again.

The :rix:th dimension is::

something quita,new· in our life - something we never previously experiene:edl.
So this period of our life really i S: a · voyage of'. discovery?
Yes:---, many things are possible - things one never a:reatrl'& about. .

One:~ has;

to n-ememben- that the scpiral c:ontains: a great many unus-ed patterns· - parts;
of the erode whia:h rill c:ome intlo operation if:' thee ligjrf:t is: al llo:wed 17o:.
<circul a;t El'.,

That is the re::a-1 purpose or · t :h e meditation.
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- I seec, in the diagram that the apiral c:ontinues beyond! point

9•.

Where:,

d~elf' it' a;cci;u~lly gp?
It becromew the growing, point oft a larger spira:l - the spiral of onganic::: li:trec.
You mean man's, inOuencre erlends into organie.; life,?
0

- Ye::F-, marn is:- in the s:-ame:. relation to organie lif!:?:· as: t:he c:rrelll iS? t to man.

,r. Then would that mean t'.ha;i; he? coontaimr tne c:od'e:, the:, pa;rf;tern on whicc::h
onganie.: life is · b a ~
- Yes:--, he c:ontains=, everytfuing in Natune, but · on a dif:"f-enenit suala'.
speak of? our· nai;u.ne - our.- real natune - tha-t is what we mean.
- But how is: the= c:odJe_:, a;ctuall;y nea;,lis=ed'. ~, what d1oes man have to cfo??
He only has.=, t'o f.:ulfil his, lifeo- that is:, all he haso 'Ito d0.
B:ut s1.1ne>ly, man is:: not' the only thing in llatune - thene-0 a.re, animals:

and)

plantSo, for instance:>.,
- YeE£'-, animals_,: and] plants:: are c.onneccled with the phyS:ical body of:' lfatur.e,
and' to s-0me enent with her nervous· syatem.

the-- md.ndi 0£' Nature.

The word: • man:• is, the aarne · root'

a;s:, • manas,•

on· 'mincffi' •

- And w-hat i$ Nature ·• s s-oul ?

0

- Angels a.re the S-Oul of Nature, arc.hangelfr'. are her Si)irii.t.
What do you mean by,, 'angels::' and: 'archangels 'i'

Angels are the emot'iona;l ITTi.d:EP off liatu.na, ar<rllangels:: are, her highoo:r
c:onscciousnEBIB"..

But all the:se d:if:f.:erenii levels:: o:f' bei.ng exia:t in man.

- You mean he coontains:- them in himsel:ff?'
- Yea-, man is, a miner~l, a plJanv and an anima;,l.

ange[_, even an arcr.hangal.
ito finer.

Butt- he is:- also

Bute angels:: and archanga-J.s are not

a;,
i:IO

mam o:tr an::

ea-s--y
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'l'e'11 me,, de ethem- cr0sm0ses deve:,lop in the same' way

a;a,.

man?

Yea:, t1l.ey each ge tl:hrough S:imilar fftages:: - i:r-ta;ge:s· which m;o:rm-espond' -t-GJ
our- own ©.!oncrept:ion, p:rregnancy,, c-hildheod' and' adul ti- liffe ..
Then how would- thisc- apply to the earth?
- The a--arth, it would s:e:-em, was, c,onc:eived by, t'he sun, B:'-Ome,-

4.5 billion,

In order that sne- cr-oultf! d'evalop a;s: a- living being,;, a <!!omplecte>

years~ ago.

<rostne$, thrre:e things were nERressary -

the physical earth hers:-el:tr, thEI'

dJev;elopment of: organic: life, and the influenC'e of man •.
- Then whcrl hr: man's influencre, in t 1he earth •s evolu:bien??
- He ia" the earth's mind.

The word: 'man' is the same rroot:

as,;

man.as.; or mind:.

And d:"oes the e--arth als:o have a- aoul?
0

- Yes:, man·' s higher fLunatiomF are c:onnerled with the:o earth·' s- aoul, his:
crronsGi.ousness with her spirit;. ,
Then d:oe::s individual man o:.onttain these,- s:-amEJ' poS:S.cd.bilit'ies:: wit'hin hims.eJ.fl:?'
0

Yes:, but they are nott- of-ten realia-oo.~.

Only if:• a; S:Ufficrient number- of' men

wer-e -Ito rea1irre them· would' the aarth's · evolution be=crome cromplete.,
Then i~ it p~s:sible t~ f:ollow the spira-1 of' the earth's· e'Volutiom?
Theo inner spira;,l is e:oncerned with ~e earth's cxmcreption, a;bout whieh wa
know very · lii:tt1e-.

At point I in the oute-r spiral her physi.cal f'ornr waG

a1~ady s=&ttlerl. - thiffi would' be some:• thr-e-e billion years:: ago, when the- aarth's.,.
cc:rust hror crooled' and1 bem,me stabilised.

At point 2, some> IDOO -Ito 500

million yEmra- ago, the f:1.ri:r-t early f"orms: of lif"e began t:o appear.

Rut: no-ft

a;,ll the:ae:, eardy, forms.'. off: liffe·, breathed oxygen as

We"

the, oxygen aoontenit of t'he earth• s atmosphere

ei:r-tablisnerlJ t!hat tin.a ·

Wal!!'.

dio, and i it was onlyr when.,
1

breathing of oxygen bec:a.ma,general.
Rut how was:· it established?:

It wa-s made:- pos=sible by the d'evelopment of plants, whic:h are able
erlract oxygen from water an~ release it into the atmosphere.

~

This

erlraord'i nary swi tc:h over te oxygen, whicd1 maq be crompa:red with t 'h e,
breathing of' a newly born ehil,l, began at point 3, s-ome- 400 million years-

ago.

In thiff' wa;y far higher levels- of energy became available - energy

whi<lh was required by the great laboratory of" nature for the. ecX:periments, it,
0

was abwtr t:-o carry outL.

You mean,. it w~, a-t point 3 that the earth was- bo:rm?:'
- Yee-,, at point 3), her breathing siiarterl., and itime :ffor her· haff' begun.,
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- You mentioned the experiments whic.h tlie great laboratony of:' natune
was:1 abollt to carcy

011-tt.

Would this be-, at point 4 in the d!iagram?

,... Yes, these experiment's , were aimed1 at per:fie<rling all those;, C'haraG.-i;eristics;

of_· animals:, whicm were- later t to be, i:ricorporatedJ in man.
- You maen tthey were, tried! out in: dtiff.:fferen~ animalar, f.insii?'

- Yea-, that is-, wky ·~anima;,l~ • s:eem like caricatures:· o:f difil"erenit people:.
Some of the expeniments were d!iscard'ed, like tihe cbi.ncH1,aurS"r otthens · s.urviY<ed.
But this::

Wai$

long beffena-, man appaare.d1 -

- '!'hen dlid3 man appear- tewarda:: point 5?:'

perhaps: 1:1:eme> 200 million yeargc, age., ·

· Was there not ru>me:thing: ee:romii:ia:ll;yr

dJifferent: about him?
- Yes:-, man rumtained something new - s:-omething which deve,:,loped later int::o
another breakthrough c-emparable in importance to that of.breathing.
was tthe:-· cerebral ru,rtex, s:till in. its early rlage:s eventtaa-ll;r

~-6

a,

'!'hi$

d1evicre· wla.icm wa;a:,

differentiate? man c0mplete?l;r from the animal lcingd.1om.

Then wkat is the point about the c:erebral c~rtex?
Well, it ena;,bles man te think, te form c:encrept~, te din:elop language, ancil
to d1o many thingS? which animalS" never c:ou.ld'.
s:-ometh.ing much more important.

But there is S:emething_ e:l.ae -

If an animal doe:s s0mething, he, doea i it,

but if a man doe:s: s:omething, he iS2 a-ls=o aware:' of: wha-t he? is doing,--.
0

You mea, he rememQers- himselfTYeS:',0 he has,:mements of ·conscieus memory - moments whicrll beieng to the:o
fifth. dimension - t ,o eternity.

A'nimalR laave:o instinci;iye memery, butt

ma;n,

a-li:fe has c-onscd.ous0 memory •.

- Then what is it brings this:, kind' of m:emocy?
- Tl!Le medl:i. tation.

It is: a :natural way c-f. inca-easing c-ensccieus, memory•

People think it is conne:a:ted" with f:uncciiions:7, but it has nothing to de wi tll
fl2:ncciiona, - it works direccii en cnmscd.ousnes-s.
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So point 6 in the diagram is somewhere about new?'
Yes, the earth would s:.eem to be nearing the end.: of her- c,hildhood, andl
beginning her adult life.
Well, I hope she will soon grrow up.
Yes::, she will surely do that.

It was:: the RuS:Sian scientist Vernadsk:y who

wrote just before his ffeath in I94!h "I" look fl:b rward with great optimism.
I think tihat we und'ergo net: only a historical,. but- a plan8'-tary cllanga•

a;s:,

w8'1].

We live~ in a-transition to the noosphere."

I wonder what Vernad.sky meant by, the noos:phereT
Ha· meant the envelope of mind·· -that will one d3ay spread over the eE.rth's;
aurfa:ce-· and interpenetrate the biosphere.
Do you think the env:.e lope of" mind: is already spreading?
In reality there is n~t just one envelope, , there
arEF thnae.,

ll'b.er.eiS1 tha-- envelope of neuro-electrie-al energy

radio

waves and. so on - with which the present dlay atmosphere is f.illedJ.
- This is:, sunely not the noosphere?:
Xe, it ha~ lit~le to d:o with minQ- it is more like' a nervous syatem, o~
ne:twonk - mo:mr· a; me::ana:· of' cremmunicationo

- Then would the nooaphere be
0

0

at point 7?

- Yes:-, there is:· ffOme indication it is on the way, but we cannot s:-ay it': is,
established yet.
But what really is, it?;
Imright - emotional discernm.entof: tthe earth's, need1s::

as:,

a· liwing beingz.

You mean when one feel Sc-, 1 ike Fe:cll.n~,, that the e,arth i&' an angel - an
angel carrying us=, along with her into heaven?
- Yes, but enough people have to f:eel this all the t'ime, and they als,o have,
to know

a;,

great d!eml more than they do now.

'!'hen c:ertain things:, which are,

happening now will never happen 8€ain.
Wha:t kind of things do you mean?
Large area;S of organic:: lif.e ci~vas-tate:d.' by pollution, violencre a;ncf suff.f:ening;
amongst mankind ••••
But ttell me, iffi there a~ s:till higher~ level above the noosphere?'
Yes:--,

at point ff

man•El' higher centres will begin tto dominate.,

For it is onl;yr

~ ' s-· higher centres-• whic:h understand' the neal meaning and' purpoffe of thiS:s

great «.'Osmoa, - the living e:arth - in whioh we have our being;.

0:ndli.nary

levels of mind are too small - they cannot s-eeo tha cosmos as , one whole---.
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I find it very dQ.:flficrul t te imagine wha;<i; thee earth is, really like?,'
- I f yeu think about itl you will re:aliseo -tihat man ancf organ.i~ life· are-

wi thin hen- - they are part o:r· her subs:tance:, just a;s,. e~lls andJ mole:miles-~

are part 0:fr man-,' s:· substance.
- And I suppoS:e shes exist~ under t'he ffiree;I; in:fluencre of'• t'he sun, anff ifue:,

stara:, ef' the mil,Cy

wa:y?

- Yes:----y Fechner tried' to describe it - he:, eraid!, "••• .the_:, tmly cbje:atm,
external "Ito her are the other stars:,.

'Po these,, her whole rrras.-a: reacts,;

by most exquisite a~t~rnations in its ~otal gait, and by S'till mene
e::x:quisi te vibratory responaes in its S:Ubstanc:e •.
t!hec· lightB" <,f heaven

aa,

Her

(i)C:eml

ref'le:reta:

on a mighty mirror, h.e:r atme9:Phere refracts them·,

like a monstreus lens, the ctlouds and' qow-fields, coombine t'hem int'.o whit~,
the weed'& and :£:lewers di9:Perse them inte ~lours.

P.elari&atien,

interference,, abserptien awaken sensibili tiEn'E· in matter of wh.ie:b. our

rum.ae:m arec- t'-c o c:oarseo t :e takeo arr:!' n.et'.e.'."

- What

a;,

wonderful description - i:fu.is makes me., fi:rel I unc:Eers.:tan.d3 b&tter-

what~ <1rosmeS?really, i~.
- Yea:-, t'he earth. ia: a living bei~- a- world' ef grea't beauty.

Buti what

no-one> und:Brstandl&, is that her- -ttime- iS3 s:o d:1ifferenit ftom ours:=.

Her

breathing,: in and out· is a · whole year of our time, and an instant ffer her: is
a whole?

day and: night.

- So she is:· not re.-ally a S:Olidi object, in the way
lfo~ her re:a'1 :ffomn is beyond' our und'eratand"ti.ng.

long enough t to know what she> is,- rea:-llr like,.
te it than moat pe~pl~••••

we>

think ef her?

We cannot s--e:e her- r:cmBut Fe:chner got+ nErarer
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... Tiall me-, how many different a-osmoses are there, and. what is their" relation
to each other?

Y.ou will

- The diagram will help to make this c:1e:ar.

S?e::eo

t:hai; tihe ~:osmos:-e~

abovff us are arranged in t',he outer spiral, and: tihe:' c:::osmoa:es be:low

UID

in t'he:,

inner spiral'.
- And man - individual man - is::, midway- be:-i;ween the ttwo?'
Yeff'-, fl'om man 1 S?. point of view that is.:: hew things look.

He enntainSo

cartain cn,smoses,, within him, and he is:: under the influence of::' exert a-in
er-osmoses ah:eva, him.

But Jraa-ll;y- they are:: the same, world&.

How d'o y0u me.an, they

axe the same' werlds'?:'

Imagine, you are leoking upwards on a atarry night-,, and1 the great vaul tt of
Then J:f you look downwards-- at a poo-1 of water, 1fue:

heaven is: above you.

same vault ef' he:aven isc nefla<rled' in the . pool •••••.

- I think I s:ee what you mean - the inner and:: the eu.t+er are · the, same:- - one:
0

is:, a? reflection of' the other-.
- YeB", t -h ey are worlds of:' the same, order· - ele«-tronffi and' planets-, atoms;
a:ndJ solar systems, mole,~ule:s:, and' star c:lusterffi and: s:o on.

Butt there is,

mor:e tto it than that - the:-: inner spiral iS" a· mir.ror- image' gf:• the outler

spiral.
round:.

You i:n<1>w wha-t a' mirro:rr image:, is, - everything is the other way
This explains a great many things - it explains how the? medi ta-tien

works, for instance.
How do you mean?i'
Well, imagine:· you are a-t the point marked 'ind'iv:idual man'.
d3e t'l:1e meditation ynu g0 inwards -

When you

antie;lockwisec - towarda: ifue smaller- ancl:

sma,ller worlds wi tll.in y~u, and if you g-J!J sleep enough you reach the centne, the: s·ourcec' o:ff light.-. .

When yeu go outwards:- d'i.Utln&· the day you

ot,h er d-o.;i.r,-ecrlion - ccl.ockwise - along the outer spiral'-

m, in tihe,

And the f::urther you

g-!i) the ne:-arer y-,u get to the light - the same light whiah e:x:ists:, in the
wen-lds-·· within y,e u.
- But hew aan it be the same? light?
- ThEF one- is:; a mirror- image,

ef· the

other-.

As it s::ays~ in the- Gospel

according to Thomas, "'l'he·· kingd'om o:ff heaven is wi tlhin. yeu and3 it- iffi
wi thou"lt you".

For the light exist8' , both in the very large, wor-ldJs:·,

and' in the very smalll.
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- There is something I dent und.erstand; about the diagram.
<msmll>s~ were to take- the place,
be like:?'

or

If another

ind1.vid'u.al man, what would its· world::

Wouldmt it be quite d'i:f'ferenii?

- Yes:; qui:he· d:li.:fcferenit.
point of view.

The diagram aw it is shown refers· only t ·o man •s--

We have be-en talking about the earth, for instance:..

If.

you put rl;he earth in the pos---i tion of ind.i vidua;l man, you will find" ima:t
orga;n.ic; life:- and man are within her.

They form part of: the inner s,piral,

and1 are-• p art of ' her being; her subs.:tancec-,

part of

OtlI'""

just

a;s

c:·e lls,, and molecules: are.,

substance •.

- And:< I suppos:e she exists, under the:- influenc:e of' the sun, and the' s1;ars,

of the milky wa;y?
- Yes,, Fechner tried to describe it.

If you remember,.. he: said',

only objects , external to her are the:· other s::tars.

11

••••

tne

To theaceo, h~ whole ma-as

reacts by moat eJ1Zquisi te alternations in its tottal gait', and' by s:iill more,
exquisite vibratory responses in its substance.

Her ocean reflec1is the-·

lightS' of heaven as on a mighty mirror-, hen- atmosphere r-efracts them like:a;,

monstrous-· lens;, the clouds- and' snow-f1eld"& c:ombine them into white, tJ:ia,

wood.So and' flowers d"i.sperse them inte crolours.

Pola:ris-a-tion, interf1:erern::e?,

abs:orption awaken sensibili tiecs; in ma-tter of which our senses are" too coarse
t 'o t'ake any, note,,."
- What

a;

what

~osmos·· r ·e ally is,.

a,

wonderful d1escription - 'this:' makes me, feel I undiersi;ancl better

- Yeg,, the e:arth is · a- living being - a- world o:f:' gre:at beauty.
no-one und'e llhrland·s, iir, that her t.ime,, is-, s-0 di.f':ferent ff"t'om our$.

But: what

Her breathing:

in1 and1 outi ia: a whole year of eur t'ime, anff an ins:ta:nit for her- is: a- whole,
dazy- and: nigilt •.
So s:he can hardly appear a11' a- s-.olid body, in the way wee usually· think: of.· hew.?
- No, her real form is beyond our understanding.
enough to know what she is re-alljy like.

We cannot see her for· long

But Fechner got nearer t

0

0

it tham.
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What is the real nature of the world) in which we li-v,e'l'
- There is· net: one world, there ar~ many.
You me:an there are many world's aroun:dl u.3'?:'

- Yes,, and1 wiithin 1u!r.: itee;.
same:, pattern

a;&'.

Man is;· ene off a: number of w0rlds:, buil it on the,

h~ is:.

ThenJ arEi', these · d1i£f'erent worldk acliv~
Yes-, they are: bo:rnr, live:, a;ndJ die:- just
0

d1i.fferent; from·

affi

we;, d1e, but theirr iti.mec i8'

O'lll"S:'-.

- How dJo y.ou mean, their· itime is roifi:fiwent!I

Eao:h of them haS3 its • owm t:im&, a time whi~h cro:rrespond.s: to its, sd.ze,.
0

E~lh

is, in:fini tely larger than the world' below it!-, andJ in:f'imitie:>lyr s:ma,ll1!m thatll
the world3 a;bevEr it ..
What do you mean by 'inf:initely larger and' smallier'?'
I mean approximately· 30,.000 times, • .
'fhen how many worlds.• are there??
As y:ou see from the diagram, there are si:x: worlm, in the outter spiral, and!

si.x worl~ in the inner spiral.
w:i tihin the other·,

and]

Each of tkese worrld1s ii:r, ~ontainedJ, one,

above them all iID the Uni vers,e,, whieh crontia ins-

au.].

otfher wenlds: within it •.
And! man -

indi vid'tta1 man - is midway betwemt the ttwe~
He coontains:'. certain

worlds; within him, and1 he iS3 und"er the, inflttenGE of certa,in world's above-, him.
Butt: put another worrld1 in the" position. o:fr ind'iwid111a;,l man, andi ycu wd.11 e:e.e .•
that the natune of thingS3 has, changed!.

For· the~ s:olar sy:rlem, ffor inSltance-,

the earth, organic:· li:ffe and man are within i it - they f'ftmn part e:f' its;
slll.bstam:,-e, just as; crells, mele'CUles:: and' atoms form part of.' eur S:Ub!rlance_,.,
- 'rhen what is the difference betwe:en the world$ in thee inner spira:l andl the,,
world3s, in the outer spira-17:'
- IFhere iS' no di.f::ference- •

th.ey·

are

th.-·sl.im;.,

4/3
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- You said' thai: the worlds in the inner spiral are the s,ame, aa tho!!!'e' in
tha' outer spiral - cr--011ld you EB:plain what yeu. mean?:°
- Imagine you are looking upwarda,. en.

atarry night:, and t'he, great vault

'l'hen if yeu leok down a-t

of heaven is: abeYe you.
you., the same' vault of

a;,

a?

p0ol o:ff water below

heaven is: I"eflecrl.ad' in the: pool ••••

- I think I seEP what you. me.an - the inner and1 t'he euter are the s:-amec - one
iro

a;,

refleetion of the other.

- Ye~ the;y- are worlds t11ff: the a:ame, order - elee;l;rons:, and! planeta:, arl;oms::

and s:olar sysi:emff', moleeules--' and' star rr-lusters and1
0
•

~

on.

But.- t ·h ere is

more te it than that - the. inner spiral is:: a mirror- image> e:ff ffile? oute-n0

SJ)iral.

waw-

You know what a mirror image, iS3 - everything: ig:, the other
ThiS" Ea:plains

a;,

great many tkings, - it ~lains· how the:

med:i ta,:il;ion works---, for- instance,.
-

How d10 you mea;n?

- Well, imagine you arg:, at the point marked

•ma.a•·•

. Wheni y,Qn:,

: ·

dt, the med'itation y .o u go inwards - anticlockwise - t:ewards: the:- s-ma.llen am!!

smaller world1t' within y,ou, and1 if'F you ge de,ep enough you re:ae-h tihe <ranfure, the source of: limit.

When y,<,u &, outwards:, d~ng the d1a_v you go in 'ime,-

otlher d:1.recrl.ion - <cl.ocd=wis-e - along the outer spiral.
go the;, ne:arer y,ou get tio the:' light:.· - the

s=ame:,

A:hdJ the :ffu.rther.

light which exists:; in the

wonld:s within yott.
- But hew can it be the a:ame- light??
- 'Pb.a:, ena, is:, a mirnor· image of the ether.

a-cm:ordling: 'to 'l'hemas,
wi tho11.1t yeu".

As i

tr

~s,

in the? Gos:pg:,11

"The kingdom of hecaven is within you andJ it is::

For the light erlatS?, both in t ·h e vm:ry large wenlclJs,-,,

and: in the very small.

0

;y70u
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- Then waat is t11.e raa;--JJ.. ma--aning; of the inner and" ou-tter spirals,?;
It is a question of' integration.
are., within

UEt: -

'l'he:, worlds in i;he inner spi:rra,l

they are:, integrated] iintto one whole, the whole;, we ca;,ll

Each se:parate• cree:1.1, f'or instance, may have i t .s own individual

l 1ife::-, but man erperiencrea:, -bhe ef'fec:t of tihes:e s:epara;te:, lives pu.t ttogzether
inti:o one experiane'e", nat aach life · separately.

Andi thee same,, wi ifu

molecmleEt:, atoma, andJ even smaller enti tie:s,. ,
- But in the outar spinal it,- is d.ifferenif?i
- Yes, consicier the earth, for instance.
que8'tiom, 'what is the aarth 1 83 mind?''

know.

If we ask ours-elvea, the

we?

have t:o aillnit, we:, ell, not mm-,llyr

We exp~ tto find:1 &eme s:eparate:, organ of. t!houg_htc be?longi:r.ig, "Ito t!he
But what we:, cannot

ffe'e'

Each of ua haffi hiB:' own tho\i~t1m;/ .,..~f~ ~ -; "
that off a,,ll men·•S\

is that .!'!!' are: the earth.• s:: m@'pi!.
, }cnow: • ..· · Bait

-i h~~ '~ iin,t~~ ed ·1:nu~

ifu; El8I'tlt'S3'1Jfiili!l

is:

one> whole~ ·

- .Knd would the same thing be tru.& of'F other :ffim~ions:; beJ.onging "Ito
0

t he,:.• earth?
0

- Yes,. organi~ life, for instance, is:- thee· invegratien o:ff a-lr. liv.ing\ ithing~
in the:. bios:phar.e.

- .And' this integration aontain$ s:omething,· morec· than the

S1ffllf!lat_iqi):: oi-' rolr

li Vld.ng tfrlings?i
- Yes, it i&1 the very essence or::· litre, i t:s:el:E - something we canno-tt C.'Cnc:eive.
- 4'hen is-, aach wonldJ an integration of that whie-h e:x:iatao in thee worlds::

be?J..ew itrr;,
... Y_e g,, that iS? ~. And the:· univers:-e is:: the= integration
it ©'.antains:'. every world within i it.

er

a,lL 1fuinga:, f 'a r-
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- In view· of what you say about integration, how iS? it posmlble ever:- ito::•

know• the=> worlds::,. above u~ as,: tthey neally are?
- It is, a~ question of the level of':':' integration.

If man were :trully aware,,

of( the inner spi:rm-1, he would, theoretically;,-, be in the

S'allle>

position aao

thEP univers e:o.
- You mean he? would7 know everry wonidJ within him?
Yes::-,, that ia:: tihe· pest ttion the? universe

isc, in -

tha universe· knowa.~ evey

werld: cronta1nett: wihin it - every werld" in. the outer spiral.
1

- And they are· tih.EP same· w-or-J.d's as thoS'e in .ifue, inner:- s.:pir.a;l?:
-

Ye~p the s:ame

worlds.

- '!'hen why db they s-emn ae difif.erent'??

- BecauS:e we can only see them from below.

If we crouldJ know them from

above we should understand.

- Then hew can we lea.rn to know- them fil-om abovef
- 'Ph.nough the me.a'i ta;t;ion.

each of these worldk till
integrated:" into one' whele.
inner and! outer-.

If we :f:ollow the• mantra- it will take:, us:, thno~
we>

r.ecach the higherl, wherEP everyifuing,: in

llS3

iffi

On this· level there' iS' no d1i:ffference be-twe:en:i

We are,, in f'act, the' univer:::Ee:'.,

So the' universe' is- not Ito :rar away?

- No, i tt- is very near.

in a verry li tttle spacffio.

And- a:-1 though it S:eems:: tto us:, a:o vaa--t, it"- erlsct&

5/l
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- About these different worlds you were desceibing, are they on different
levels - I mean, is one world higher in level than another?
- No, it is not like that.

Each world is complete in itself - it contains

all levels within it.
- But surely, higher levels of energy seem to belong to the very large and the
very small worlds, like galaxies and electrons, for instance.

Do

these worlds

also contain lower levels but we cannot see them?
- Yes, each world if it is complete contains ~very level.

But each world has a

certain relation to the worlds above and below it, and it is this on which levels
depend.

It is a law, a cosmic principle.

What kind of law do you mean?
The greater the ratio between one world and another, the higher the level of
energy exchanged.
- You mean, for instance, that molecules provide man with higher energy than cells,
atoms than molecules, electrons than atoms, and so on?
- Yes, and the converse also is true - man himself provides higher levels of energy
to successive worlds above him.

But for another world it would be different.

You mean the relationships would change?
Yes, it is all a queation of ratios

the ratio between one world and another.

You mean it is rather like velocity

isnt velocity a ratio?

Yes, every function has its own characteristic velocity.
You mean corresponding functions, in corresponding worlds, have the same velocity?
Yes, the same actual velocity - it would seem to be so, for velocity is
independent of size.
in the universe.

In fact, velocity may well be the only constant thing

5/3
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- 'Tuey say that the highest velocity known to man is the velocity of light.
Would this velocity be the same for other worlds?
- If our theory is correct, light is a limiting velocity on every scale throughout
the universe.

But light is only instantaneous within certain limits, and it

is this which determines the area over which consciousness extends.
the world, the more these limits expand.

The larger

But the velocity of light remains

the same.
- You mean, for instance, that the earth's -consciousness extends over a wider
area than that of man, the sun's consciousness over a wider area than the earth?
- Yes, and the same with the light which illumines it.

For man, light is only

instantaneous over quite a small area - about 30 kilometres.

But for the earth

it includes the whole solar system, and for the sun it extends to the nearest
stars.

As the world is larger, so its consciousness expands.

- I dont quite see why this is?
- Because time changes with size. ,larger.

An

As the··-world is larger, so its time becomes

instant for the sun, for instance, is some 80 to 100 years, and

during this period light travels

to

the nearest stars.

- And the opposite would be true for the smaller worlds below us?
- Yes, for the atom an instant is very small indeed.

During this period light

would only travel about a thousandth of a millimeter

a micron, as it is called.

But this area includes within it everything that the sun's area contains.
You mean it contains the same planets, the same stars?
Yes, if we could reach it we should know what the sun's consciousness is like.
- But how canthis be?
- Ttey are ·worlds of -_the s~e: ord~~.
You mean the one is a mirror image of the other?
- Yes, a mirror image - a reflection in the pool.
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- You were saying that each world has a certain area over which its
consciousness extends?
Yes, the area over which light is instantaneous for it.
But what happens beyond this area?
Things become distorted.

The further away they are, the more, distorted

they become.
Then is our view of the universe unreal?
Yes, strictly speaking any part of the universe which cannot be seen
instantam.e ously is unreal.

Over large distances it gets very unreal indeed.

But why is it unreal?
Because we cannot see the universe as it is now - we only see it as it was.
As worlds get further and further away from us they go into the past.

In this

sense the universe has a certain curvature.
- You mean, because light takes a certain time to reach us?
- Yes, when we look up into the sky at night we see things as they were many
thousands, or even millions of yea~s ago.
So what is the answer - how can we discover the real world?
The answer lies within the human mind.
instrument

The human mind is an extraordinary

in its deeper areas the meaning of time changes.

How does it change?
It expands.

As we go inwards our consciousness expands, in just the same

way as the consciouemess of different worlds expands.

The further we go

around the inner spiral, the greater the expansion in the outer spiral.
And in this way we can know and experience the real world?
Yes, there is no need for telescopes - we can see the world as it really is.
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I dont really unoorstand this question of larger or smaller?
It is really very simple

there is no such thing as absolute size.

The

size of the universe depends on the size of the reference body.
- You mean for another world than our own the siz~ of the universe would
be different?
Yes, the universe expands or contracts - it has no absolute size.
But surely a very small world like the electron cannot be aware of the whole
universe?
- That is how it seems to us, but for the electron the universe is proportionate
to its size, just as our universe is proportionate to our size.
And yet it is the same universe?
Yes, there is only one universe.
aspect, a different angle.
uniwerse wi thim1 it.

Each world is seeing it from a different

At the same time, each world c~mtains the whole

How do you mean?
Each world has an outer and an inner spiral.
universe - a universe in , whiph

The outer spiral is the visible

objects appear to be separate and unrelated;

the inner spiral is the internal universe - a linivers~ -· in which everythir1g is one,
everything is integrated into one whole.
So every part of the universe contains the whole?
Yes, each world.r from the largest to the smallest, contains the pattern of the
whole universe, just as each cell in the human body contains the pattern or code
on which man's existence is based.
- So that would perhaps explain the underlying unity of purpose in all the
diverse phernomena we see around us?
- Yes, it would explain many things - many mysterious things we cannot see
outwardly, but sometimes begin to understand from within.
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- If the outer world is so difficult to understand, would it not be better
to turn our attention inward?
- No, both are necessary - that is the real purpose of this method of meditation to unite the inner and the outer.
- It seems as if man has always tended to swing from one extreme to the other?
Yes, but here, in front of our eyes, is the answer.
univ,erse

Every entity in the

contains the pattern of the universe within it.

If we could see

this pattern unfolding we should understand•the real meaning of life.
And would the same thing be true of ourselves?
Yes, each of us has a pattern within him which has to unfold naturally.

There

is nothing we have to do - only to avoid standing in the way.
And I suppose, to discover what that pattern is?
Yes, man is like a seed sown in the garden.

If it were not for the label on ..

the seed packet, no-one • could tell what the seed contains.
and it will grow into a plant and eventually flower.

But leave it alone

How does it all happen?

Who guides it and shapes it into a certain form and colour?

By whose will

does it grow to a certain size?
You mean this is all determined by the pattern within the seed.?
Yes, but where does the pattern come from?
Who determined it?
- I would think it was determined by the Great Laboratory of Nature.
Yes, man also has a great laboratory within himself - i t is this we have to find.
When the inner and the outer worlds become

one, our highest aim is achieved.
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our
highest aim is achieved?
- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe.
It is something we never understood before.
- How do you see it practically?
Well, think about the meditation.

By going inwards during meditation it is

possible to reach the causal level - the place where everything is one.

During

the day this will influence all our actions.
But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two?
In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist
together.

In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence. is

already known.
And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose?
- Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal.
- But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal?
Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up.
Then what is it we have to do during the day?
- Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full.
But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help?
- No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy.
this method works.

Try to understand how

Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent.

A

little of it can have a very big effect.
- You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget?
- Yes, like being in love.

When you are in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love.
- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally.
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and
the outer worlds?
- Yes , the connection is memory.
There are different kinds
of memory.
On the physical level there is short term memory only We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past.
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we ~an
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago.
But
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because
e:verything is I now 1 •
There is no. such thing as the past and
the future.
- You mean the whole of our life i s ' now 1 ?
Yes, it is all there at once.
People often talk about living in the 'now' - do you think
that is what they mean?
What I mean
- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean.
is not something within our direct control.
- You mean it comes naturally?
- Yes, as a result of the meditation.
But of course all three
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously.
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RECURRENCE - Dedication

" ... man can build within himself an 'Ark' and assemble
in it specimens of everything that is valuable in him.
In such a case these specimens will not perish. They
will survive death and be born again."
P.D.Ouspensky- New Model of the Universe 1934 p 57

RECURRENCE - Prologue

Extracts from P.D.O on the subject of recurrence.

What was the origin of the idea of recurrence?
Psychologically, there will be one answer, mathematically, another answer;
historically, a third answer.

If you mean psychologically, I think it is

the persistent and very definite feeling that children sometimes have that
'it happened before'.

For instance, they come to a new house or a new town

and have a feeling that all this has been.:
- The idea of recurrence may have many quite obvious faults, but mathematically
it is right and is certainly better than any other idea of this nature, because
otherwise without the idea of recurrence, there would be no past.

If there is

no past, there is no present, and if there is no present, where: are we?
cannot live in a world where all the present disappears.

We

• ••• if we travei

by tra.in we cannot expect::all the stations we pass to disappear, and those to
which we come to be built anew;
when we have passed.

they existed before we came ~d will be there

We know that everything dies, so it must be born again;

everything is destroyed, so it must be built again;

and r€currence is the only

theory which can answer.
Is i t true that none of us had ever met this system before?
I think it is quite true.

But possibly you met something similar.

the fact that I think so will not mean anything to you;

However,

you must find out for

yourselves why I think so.
- From the point of view of recurrence, may i t not be that some important
actions we made in a previous life are responsible for our tendencies now?
- Quite possibly.

Oru.y, there is one thing: this work did not exist before.

It may be that some other work did - there may be many differeni; kinds - but
not this.

This work did not exist before, that I am perfectly sure of.

- Recurrence, if it exists, is mechanical and baaed on mechanicalness.

A

school cannot be mechanical, so it must be under different laws, even if it is
an elementary school.

If a school exist .ed once in one form, next time it may

be·not in the same place, the same time or the same form •••••• You can rely on
something l~e Trafalgar Square recurring, but you cannot rely on schools from
the point of view of recurrence.
- There is one thing I want to add. in relation to worlds.
Absolute exists, all other things must exist;

As long as the

they have no right to die.

RECURRENCE - Foreword 1 & 2

P.D.Ouspensky " .. the idea of spiral begins with escaping
from the constant repetition of the same things , or from the
moment something new is introduced ... " The Fourth Way.
1/1-4

2/1-6

Foreword 1 What is life for? Movement around
circle of life and from its centre forming spiral of
man's creation , growth and life with 'real' time
values indicated. Possibility of remembering in
recurrence that "life is bliss" by keeping connection
with its centre via meditation.
Foreword 2 Possibility of 'doing' through connection
with life's centre. Increasing the value of 'now'.
Spirals of growth and regeneration. Includes
Sonnets 29,37 and 20.
The Foreword papers are also found in Vols II & Ill.
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What is life for - what is it a.11 about?

When, we t•rnre given

the med.itation the Maharishi used to say· "Life is b:tiss-

essentially

Man was born, to engoy - certainly not to su£:f"er·.,"

it is not a struggle..

But we need to know a. little more t'han this.,

We need' to know where we

are· going, what happens to us when we ffli.e, . nnd many other things •• ••
How a:11 our ordinary actions move in a direction round the circle-..
Although we may not see it,, they happen a-,gain an.d again..

And: if' 1the

c·ircle corresponds to our lifetime,. this means that life itself' repeats that the moment of death is· rrot an end but a be&inning

the beginning:

of nnother life :DEATH

BillTID

But even· if we knew this t-o be true,

the knowledge would not·

help us very muc'h- unless· we lrnew s·omething else.

This 'something· el.se'

is -the wccy out of' the ~ire-le· of' repetition - in1 other words,, movementtowards the centre..

It is in- t-his direc·tion that life is bliss, and

if we c-ould. find i 1i man;y things in our life would change - they would no1t

continue to repeat themselves,. over and. over again.
Actually· everything we do is a combination of' both these dire0:tions· everythinB' moves round the circle, and as· it does so it moves a little
nea.rer or a little further from the centre.
diredions 1·s a s pir-c>,l.

The resultant o-r· b-oth these

All our· activities are spirals,, but most 01 them

fade away or change their ·direc-tion.

UnU:ess there is a definite aill11
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behind them, and this aim is sustained for a very long·per.iod, iii
is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their diree1ion.

But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direcrlion more·
exactly, and to study the laws which c-ontrol them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the wcy in which man is created,

and grows throughout his li:fe.
shown

This will b~ a spiral of the kindl

below:- ·,

SPIBAL OF CREATION.
It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the c:ira:lJe, it is-· here that man is o:onceived..

As the spiral moves outwards'.

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of the first
segment we are born.

During the·next segment the child developl!t

and grous, and. by the end of this segment he is about 7 jPears· old.
From this point onwards adult life begins

first adoleso-ence,. theni

marriage and children, then middl'e· age, and finally old age andl
d.eath.

By the time full circrle is reached death comes· and' we:•

begin again - the clocks are put back, and once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of'·

the first segment we are born.

Childhood onc-e again, with all

its· ad.ventures - shall we remember how it was before?
Now if we look cm.ref'ully at the diagram-, we may notice t-ha;t thespiral of our lif~ moves through different areas- of the circ.le.

In

the first segment, from conception till biMh, it moves entirely in
the central area, area

3.

In the aec-ond. segment, from birth until

the end of childhood, it moves through the middle area, area 2.

And

only in the last seg1Uent·, during our adult life, does· it move thr'ough
area I.
This fact can tell us a great d'eal about these different areas it can show us what they are like ..
ia· hidden• from us

in the normal wey,.

Just as the central area, area

3,

so t_he period. in, the wombi

is hidden from us - we can remember nothing about it.

And yet it is·

a very important part of our life - in· 'real' time it occupies a third
of the whole circle.

During- this period everything belonging to our-

past life - everything of real value - is assembled. together again.
And when we are born we bring with us many memories from this period,or so we are told - memories of the life we lived before.

We are·

not just stupid babies when we are born, we are wise old men •.

Bu~

soon our parents begin to make baby noises at us, and we· quickly forget
what we knew so well, fl,nd imitate them instea.d.

As child.hood develops we are moving through the middle area, the
place where all our dreams and. pha.ntasies, our fears and our d.elights·
a.re situated...

During much of this period we live in a world of

make-believe.

And. yet it is a very clear world, full of vivid

memories, much neerer the centre of the circ,le than in la:f7er life.

One remembers how Christ spoke of children-how he said., "Verily· I
say unto you,. their angels do always behold the f'ac-e of rrry Father whieli:

is· in heaven".
And. then there is the third segment, during whieh we are moving

through area I.

This is· the period of adult life, when we develop

all our knowledge, all our skills, and all our experienc-e of the- world.,
The trouble is that about this time a kind of veil or a screen begins
to fall down between us and the inner two areas, a.nd we tend to lose
oUJ? connection with them.

But our real self is not like this at a;ll

it includes everything under the spiral - everything in eaoh of thethree areas.

And if we draw a line, such a.s the line a - o, it will
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be a c-ros-s section of what we really are, at that particular
poin~ in our life.

to the moment

For the spiral is growit'lg all the t-ime, up

or· death~

At the moment of conception it is· a

tiny· point at the c.-entre of the circ,le;
it includes area

3;

by the time of our birth

by the end of childhood it ha:s gTO'l>m stilll

more, to include area 2 as well;

and by· the moment of. death it

includes all three· areas· - area 3, area 2 and area I •.

What happens· then?

What happens at the moment of death?

quote from "A New Model of the Universe",

To

"A man dies, and the

moments of his death agony, the moments· of his last thoughts and

realisations, his last sensations a,rrd lRst regrets, are connected
with the aensa.tions of love which create new birth..

and which follows the other?

Which precedes-

AlLthis must be simultaneous.

Thew

the soul sinks into sleep, and then awakes in the same world as
before, in the same house, with the same paren1;s."
So what is life for, what is it all about?

Q'nlesa we can

find some way of remembering - of carrying our c-onsc'. i ousness acroSl3

t.his period of sleep - everything · will be much as it J,tas before - why·:r

in fact,, should it be otherwise?.

But if the meditation goes· dee:p

enough, there· is· every reason to suppose it will still be- there
when we awake.

And then it will be up to us to find a wa:, of' keeping

it going - through all the distractions of ·our childhood, the aiml!tand anxieties- of adolescent life - until!, with t-he· reawakening
memory, we discover

otll"'

or·

c·o nnection · with · the · c:entre: - we discover

what it means that 'life is bliss'.
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The circ.l e, regarded as a geometrical figure, has two

co-ord.inates.

One of these two co-ordinates lies: in a direction

along radii, inwards or outwards· from the centre, the other·
co-ordinate lies - in a direc-tion around. the cireumferenc:e. (see fig. 2)

area I

fig--.2 _

Regarded as a symbol, these two co-ordinates of the circle - are
of great importance

they can help us to understand aci;ions:.

All

We have no choic-e·We think·
This is a very difficult· thing to accept.

our actions move in a direction around the circle.
they happen.

we have choice over our actions, but actually it is not so - everything

happens.
In the outer area of the circle (area I) everything happens i n ~ Day follows day, . week follows week, yea:r follows· yea:r,- an<i all the:

ordina.P'J small. events- of ' our life· r·ollot-1 suit,.

In the middle
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29
I saw the morning pavement in the sun
Crowded with people moving to and fro;
The daily rush to work had just begunEach person knew exactly where to go.
And as I looked I thought, suppose each one
Went in the selfsame way to work each daySuppose all hope of any change had gone,
Suppose our life in utter sameness laySuppose each gesture, every word we say,
Each step we take upon the journey's way
Without the slightest alteration done
Exactly as it had been yesterday ...
And then I heard a laugh and saw a smile,
And sat there in the morning sun, awhile.

area; (area 2) things are repeated in eternity - they happen;
again, and. again.

This is· a different kind of happening - it

refers to many things, in our life which have always been, like•
our childhood., or when we fall in love, or choose a
or· make certain big decisions....

career

In a· sense these things are

much more inevitable, much more unchangeable..

In this· middle·

area, too,. are all our drea.n:s - dreams about what we · might have
a.one, what we hope to do· one day ••.••
But in t·he centra-1· area (area 3) it is differ.-en:t.
of us · is· above the level

of

actions.

This· part

And so everything-is· always

there - all' our possibilities, all our past, . our- present' and' our·
future - all' of it exists side by side..

But of course we cannot

see a·ll this, although certain things, affect us very much ••
What is- it,. then, that decides our actions?
o:hosen, . others not'· - what determines this?

Some of them are,

The origin of:· alJJ our

actions comes f"rom the centre of the circ:le - it is from here tha-t
ever"'Jthing begins.

And so the line which connects us with the

centre - the radial co-ordinate - is the line of choice.

along this line - movement t'-owards- the centre

Movement

brings us- nearer·

to choice, nearer to the possibility of · doing. ·
Suppose there is something in our life we wish to change.

'kle struggle with it on its

01m

is the meaning of that saying a tooth".

If

level we only make it stronger.
11

This

an, eye for a.n eye and. a tooth for-

But if' we· nresist not evil" - if we

e&"l

learn how t-o

let things be, and at the same time practie-e· some method such as
the medi tatiom which will bring us nearer to the centre of the c.irc.l e, .
not just once, , but regularly every d.ay -

then sooner or later-- a

miracle will happen, and. things will change.
remember that nothing is impossible for us.

For we have to
At the centre oft the

circle is the one Hho cm-eated us, and from the centre of the ci.rcle he will one day create us again-..•·•.
This, . then,- is the meaning of the symbol from the point of:·

view of ac:tion.
of being.

Let us noN consider it from the point of' view

As we have already sa.id, movement round. the

circumfer~nc:e of the c:irc-le is c·oncerned with pa,ssing · time.

In.-

this· direction, therefore, the present moment d.oes· not exist - it
is - disappearing continuously from the future into the past.

. But movement towards the centre of the circ·l e is· along· the1 ine of ,!!£!;!.

Directly ,-,e turn our attention a.lone; this line
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37

How strangely does each hour, each little day
Go winding on. How strange that all our years,
Numbered and counted so relentlessly,
Should pass us by, leaving no room for tears.
And yet more strange, that deep behind disguise
We know that nothing vanishes-each joy,
Each sudden flow of warmth in lover's eyes,
Each new discovery, each simple toy
Is guarded always in Eternity.
Oh miracle! that each new moment brings
Its own sweet treasure house of ecstasy,
To complement the rounded whole of things ...
For underneath Time's losses and his gains,
Nothing is parted from us-all remains.
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w·e are- - · we exist.

And the nearer we get to the centre of the-

circle the greater 'now' bec·omes.

For· 'now' has a different

value, - a d1fferent duration - the nearer we get to the centre •.

In the outside area, (area I ) the, value of· 'now' is only· a- few
seconds·.

This· is- 'now' for the ordinary level of consciousness· -

our ordinary waking state.

For the middle area of the cir~le·

(are~ 2) 'now' is· very murrh longer - perhaps seva~al hours, or
evem a d:ay and a night.

For· the central area (area 3) 'nuw' is:

much longer still - i~ may· even, extend to the length of · our· whole·
life.

And at t 'he centre or · the circle i _ts-e·1 r· 'now' is- in:fini t-e·,

or eternal - it is· this which we mean when· we spealc of' the 'eternal
. now'.
If our daily life has no

no being.

I

now' in it

He

do not exist, we.· have·

This is a very unc·o mfortable thought

that so mue.1i1 of'

our· life· is spent'- in this way, in non-existence •.

But the purpose

of' the meditation is· to bring · 'now' into our daily l 'ife - that is
precisely what it is for •.

By turning· our attention along the

lin e o:f' 'now' and by finding · our wcy 'towards the centre·· of the ·
circle, for two periods every day, we find in time- that the· value
Gradually our daily life begins to have

of.· 'now' has increased.
more· and more 'now' in it

gradually we begin to exist, and' our

level of being increases-.

When this happens we find t-hat the way

we spend ou.1' time is different·.

Instead. of. the past and the

future, it is the present moment on which we spend· our· energy.
And in a- strange way the past and the future· solve themselves .... .,
How everything that happens in the universe is compound_ed of'

these two d.ireC'tions

everything moves· round the circ:le, and as·

it does so, it moves a little nearer, or a little further from the·
centre.

The resultant of these two kinds of movement is a spiral.

:B asically a;l l process-as, all activities are spirals - and basica-1.ly,r
they areo of two kinds only - either they are· moving:- outwards,, awa:y·
from the c-entre,- or they are moving inwards, towards the centre •.
There · canno~ be a process, an activity, which continues- to mov~

at the same distanc:e from the c-entre - that is what ordinarily, we,
cannot see ..
But what kinds· of spira,l are there?

Most of our- ordinary

activities move' a- certain distance round the c-irc:-le and then fade·
away, or change their d.irection.

Unless· there· is· a d.efinite aim1

behind them, and this· aim is· sustained f'or a; very long period',~ it
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is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their d.irec<tion.

:But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly i-rith certain
natur-al processes, it is possible to follow their direction more
exactly, and to study the laws which control them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the way in which man is created:,
and grows· throughout his life.

This will· b.e a spiral of the kind

shmm in fig. J below:-

4"death

fig. 3

SPIRAL OF CREATION

It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the circ:ile it is-· here t'hat man is c:oncei ved..

As the spiral moves outwards·

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end. of the first
segment we are born.

During t'he· next segment the child develops

and grows, and. by the end of this segment he is a.bout

7

years· old.

From- this· point onward.s adult life begins - first adolesoenc:e~ then
marriage and child.r.en, then middl'e age, and' finally old age and
d.eath.

By the time -full circle is reached death comes and we·

begin again, - the clocks are put back, and. once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo d.evelops in the womb, and at the encl of·

the first segment we are born-.

Childhood onc.e again, with all

its adventures - shall we remember how it waS' before?

••• and:

so on and so on •••.•
The spiral of creation, of grm·rth, is a descending,. a 'downhill' .
process·..

This means, that the value of time is decreasing as time,

goes- on.

In the early stages of embryonic growth, when the spiral'

is, so near the centre of the circle, time.has· enormous value.

In

oi.her woncls, enormous changes take place in'. a very short time.

As

time goes on it passes· more quickly, until by the end of· our life
the vc1,lue of time has red.uced to little or nothing - this from the
point of view of our physical existence - and sometimes, too,. from
other points of view.

But there is· a reverse process, another·kind of spiral,. whic:h is
shov-m in fig.4 below:-

fig. 4

SPIRAL OF REGENERATION

20

I don't know why, but everything seems to be
Different this morning; as if someone had said
"How would you like things?" And suddenly instead
Of the dull dreary world we usually see,
There is a new wonder in each leaf, each tree,
And even the grey pavements seem enchanted
With bright reflections from each raindrop slanted ...
So is my heart filled with a bright ecstacy,
And I would laugh for joy, telling those I meet
To look about them, here in this busy streetTo look and see how terror has gone away,
And sadness is no more, just for this one day.
And looking, I would ask them if they know
How it could be like this always-how it could be so.
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In this case the value of time increases as time goes on.

The,

spiral therefore represents an a,scenrl.ing,, an 'uphill' proc e ss •.
It is · what we ca.11 'regeneration' - and without it creation would"
be impossible.

In· a sense it is going on a-111 through our life-,

as-: the diagram indicates, but it can: happen, any time - within a
ha-1:f-' hour, even, sometimes within, a few moments -.

There is - no neea_ to

think of it in terms of a lifetime.
These two processes
importance for us-.

creation and regeneration - have a special

When we do the med1 tat ion energy is- being

regenerated, when we do our daily work energy is- being used' f:or-·
creation.

Without the meditation energy of the right kind is

not produced, .. and so our daily work is not creative - it goes along
in- a dull sort of wey.
will begin to change.

But if a rhythm can be established· things·
Gradually our daily work will change its

quality - gradually life will take- on a new meaning, as· the-, value,
of each moment - the value of 'now' increases· more and more •.
If we can superimpose these tuo diagrams in our minds, it will
help us to understand many much bigger thing s too - particularly
about the meaning of life a:nd death-- how death is not an end buta beginning - how it is a starting point on the wa:y - to rebirth and
the awakening of memory

a doorway opening into a new lif~ ..

RECURRENCE - Dimensions

1
2/1-2
3/1-4

4/1-4
5/1-2
5/3-4
6/1-3

Recurrence I Dimensions - Introduction 1981 paper
Recurrence / Dimensions - Short version , double spiral
of dimensions , pencil diagram , realizing possibilities.
Recurrence / Dimensions - Longer version , double
spiral , real change as becoming oneself , two aspects
of eternity.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Conversations about double
spiral , mantra in all three time dimensions.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Double spiral . 'flavour' of
sixth dimension , memory of the mantra.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Experiencing recurrence
through the meditation.
Recurrence I Dimensions -Theory of morphogenetic
fields explored in relation to dimensions and recurrence.

The Papers in 2,3 and 4 above are also found in Vol VI.

1.

The one thing that seems t:o get le:fi:t out o:tr our diso.uSl3ion& nowada;ys
is the idea o:fr recmrnenh.

Is it that aome-· people, dont: know o:ff

recrurren<re, or tha."t they dbnt believ~ it·, or: simplj'· t-ha't they ctont.- like,
talking about iii:?'
To one who haSc thought d:e:eply about recurrence it s:e.ems:, impoS'Sibla t-o
s-ee, any purpose in life without it.

Anct yet the-> id:ea· i11< e:quallr,

meaningles:s- unless, one understands:, about- d:imenaions-; ot· t-ime,.

Lif a ·

wi i;hou1t ne.c urnenoe belongs to the ffour.th d:ime-nEtion - i1t is, life, as:, we,,

ord"inarily think of' it·, whie-h moveB: a.long the line, of· time,, f:irom an1
0

unknown.1 past int·e an unknown futur&'e

Recurrence, i -fiae:li'' belongS':' to the,

fifth di.mension - it: ia: li:f'e which repeats: again andi aga:in - t ·he, s:ame·
life, oven agadn.

Buti t.hee wq out: of z,-ecur.r:enc~ b.elonga:c to the rirlh

<fimen&ion - i tt ie; li:fle which ia; alwfWa.< new, life, in whia.h new
poSBibilit:ies::: are nealiaed.
Pnobably many people take rec.u.nr:ence te mean th& identical repet:itioa
ofr life.

.And without the s:b:th dimens:ion ti.hat i1:t

But. t'he real purpos:e

otr· lif.e

or· o.ourse

what iii: is.

i8'1 not like t:rurt - the, plll!poa-e ot:· li:fre-· is.

fh1lfilmen:tt. - the fil.lf'ilmen'.t: of t'hos.-e.- poasibilitiee> whiah have not yeit

been re.aliaed3.
Sina.ewe had:1 the med!it8tion our attitude has , ahanged to man,y things
i'.!00nne«ted1 wii:ih :ireeurnence.

We used' 1to ask oumielvea-, i:I!" 0ne, ha.di one's

li:fre ovel"' a.gain, what would" 0ne want 110 o:hangeq
e-hange

al:W·'t"hing; what would it: entail?

And= if one wanted< to

But we:• now realise 'tthat

t-her-e is• s:Dm&ciihing w:r.-ong: in the formulation of: thes-e queations:-.

The

truth or· t-he matter is: that nothing can be,- c-ha.nged - a.nd1 yet if• we, do.-

the, med:i ta.tion, things will be diff'erent.,
In ord?en to prove-· this: for oneself' one· has, only to leok at the effects:
of:' tbe med3itation sino::e one started dJoing it:.,

dli£f'erenv - and yet it: is· not oneJ s , own., doing.
come a;'bout in a natu.ra;l WaQ aso a· result

ot

C:ertaut things are
C-ertain things,: have

t:he, ha:1£:' hoUlt.

Andl t-he,

interesting thing is:, that tihis , ki-nd) of change, haa:, s:-omet·hing · new- about: it: something one baa, not: met befone.

It cromes, iirom a dJiff:ferent: plae.-e,

in us·, and1 has, none of'· ~hat f"eeJ.ing of'' effort an<f achievement: whicm

we,

usually assoctiat& with ana.nge,.,
So from certain points of view there is, no need; t-e worry about- -!the·
pa&t and-1 t .he:o :ffu:tnme, and the pos-sibili ty of change:.
goes•· d"eep enough, something will look a.f'ter all t :hia.

more important is:, t-o establis:h memory of the mantra.

If the medri. tat ion
What seema:

For the, mantra,

so we are ttold, can be remembered from one life· to the next •.
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The· id:ea that the world in whic.h we live requires, for its explanation,
a period of. s'i.x- dimensions - three dimemrions oft ·Ume,- an.di three of:• spaffe'- wa;s, dleve:1oped. by P .D .,Ouspensky in his book, A New M0d:el of the· Uni vers.1 h

It is not kncw:n how he came te this- idea, '!>.-<hic:h wa:'!I' devel@ped by him befo:zre:,
he met t:he syrlem·.

As far as., one:, k:aewa, the idea- d0e-s not: exi:rl e-la·e-whe<:re·,

at least iiia _e:ente.mperary wni tings-·.

But he himselff maintained that not.:

. only t-he cromplications o:lf mociern physics, lhlt alS'o our

ind.ividual life

0WJ1

and wark, and everythil!lg' we,, iree and3 do in the world ar0und us- would' be

enormously si.mpliffied if we.,mdersteed iitl!r implications •
The tlme:e? d'imenrion.s of' itimes are: in c--ertain respecrls analegous te the
three d'imensiOlllS ef space,-, and' ~lle pcmied of',_ruime1tiJd:$U ' ~
double spiral. (see :f'ig).

b'e''.-~ ~ ~ -

a

Starting at the centre· with a point in IB'pacre,

the spiral meves-· outwards te f1Jrm, in its first revelution, a lineo-, a
surfaceP and a s ·o lid.

A line can be thou.g.ht of as an infinite number @f

poi~ts, a surface, as_, an infinite number o:f line-a,, parallel to each et-her,.
and. a s;,olicI as--. an infinite number of sur:face-s.

In the s-ame2 way th~

spiral., in its s.ee;on.d revolut:ion, moves still fur.the-r outwa:rda-· t:o form ,
1the f 'o urth d1i.mens·ion. ( t:-ime,), t-he fifth dimen.sien ( r-epe<t-i t ion:), and t ·he·
s-i:x:th dimems,i on ( eternity) •
Time,, on in other word.ff the line· of pas-sing time, can be thought: a'f

a:n infinite,:, number of' mG>menta, moving frem t'.hec- past. intQ -the- future-·.

same, way repoc-ti t:ion, the next p0in1t in the spiral, c-an be> thought: o:t'
infini t·e number.-- ef line a- of'· time:· - the s-ame, t:ime, - our t ime

0

again ud! a;ga.in.

This is not s-e easy to und'ers:tana:.

-

·al5'

In "frhe
~

an

repe:a;ted

As PythagoraS'. is,

said! to have maintained<, there- are· two kinds of repetition.

There, is

r·epetition in time-, when the same, or s-tl.milar: events, repeat themselves, sueh
as the days of the we:ek or the ireasons of the yea:r. · But there is:: als.o
another kind of r:-epetition - the repetition of'. theo time

now, at this moment - its repetition in eternity.

W€f-

are experiene:ing

This form of repe:ti:i t-io:a

is what we:- me:-an by eternal :rrecurren<re-..
But the culmination of the spiral, the sixth <i::i•m-.ien, which we · have
called' eternity, or the existence of ete:rni ty, is something qui ta- differen.t,
beth from the- line of time-· and fr0m i t s repeated eristence> in re:-aurr-enroa-.

It is' in fact the a-0lid of time, just as the third dimemd.en is, the s ,elid
of s-paee:, andJ it includes-, net only those possibili tiae whie-h

aT0'

actualisedl

in our livas:, but' a;lS'G all tho . p0ssibilitias whic:h crould be actualise:dl, but
have JJ.'£ yet bEren s--o.

Af'· )"H\UTenee.

These unactualis.eff possibilities-- are the way out
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The idea that the world in which we live requires, f'ftr its, explanation,

a period of' S1ix- .dimensions, - thre-e dimemrions of time and thre,e, o:f spacre

was- d'e-ve-loped. by P.n·.aus-pens.ky in his book, A N'ew Model of the UniveI!Se.-..
It is not known how he came to t:his idea,: whiC'.h was developed by him, ea;rrlyr
e.rr~. al!". with his wri. tinge-: on recurrence:.

But he:, maintained tha1; not only·

t .he, complications, of. modern physics, but our eW11'1 ind.ividual life:- and. work,
antll everything we· s,ae and do in the> werld. around us,, woold be-, erromaoul!rJ.y,

s:implified, if. we u.ncrers,tood; wliat it implies.
The threec dimens:ions ef time are· in crertain re:spects analogous -t-e the>

th:mrn d:imens.iona of spacec..

It is, possible to :=:ray, for instancec, that a

point in apace: crorresponds t'o a· moment- in t-ime, t .·h at a line, c:orresponds1 t:o:,
the' line of· time:-, that a su.rfa'Ce:- c:orrespondsc, perhaps,, to repeti. tion, , ad

But it- is-= by ne rnewis- clear why t-his:

a s,olid) to the· s,olid: of ·eternity.
parallel exists:-, or- what it- impliew.

It 1$ posaible" that spa;c~ and: time,

are, di:r-ferent- cmpec:ts ef the same:-· thing - d'd.fferent atr,pe=«'f;s, of r-Emli t:y - aud

that we:, tend to take them t-oo separately.

In any case it may th.r-ow· furthen-

light- en this: question if we erhew t:he> pe.ri.sd ef soi:x: dimerurions in the· felm'Jl

of a diouble spiral,., ae:c in the d'iagram, s-~ that the three dimensi.ons of spaae
and the th.r-e:e, cHmensions- ef t:ime o:orrespond.•
Starting at the centre- with a point in s-pacec-, the spiral moves outwands

ito fte?r!ll, i~ i t3'· :firat :rrevolut-ion,, a line', a- s:ur.fa-ce- and!

a;

Im the>

solid,.

aama- way the s:piral,. in i tg, sec:.-.t,nd reveluti.en, moves s-till further outwards:

ito formJ the.-- f :ourth dimension ( ti.mEP), t :hec f:ifth dimenrion (repet-i t:ion), and:
the s:-irlh dimension(eterni ty).
inf'ini te numbeerr o:ff poilll.ta-,

s:,o

JuS:'t a-s,; a line: may he cronaidered aa- ror:

thee· line of paasing· time, may be ~netl.dene:rf as,

an infinite numben of moments: nrete-hi:ng fn'bm thee paat into t:he future:.
And1 juat

~

a :mr:face may be, colUFid'er.ed

paralle.-1. and: adjacent to each 0t-hen,

~

infinite number e:r line-s, of· t-ime - t'he

and' again.

aB-

an infini tee number of· lin.Elff!,.,

repetit.-ion may be- e:emrid.'e red3 as
S'alJlEI'

t'ime -

alliti

our time - repeated.' a;ga;in

But tthis isc: not s:o e:a..sy t'o und.ere.:tand.

As Pythag<n"as, is:

said t·o have, maintained, ther~ are two kinds, 0:f'· r.-epEf'ti t:-icm.

:r.-epet:-iti.on in iri.me, whell the _aame>, or aimilar eventS" repeat themse lves:,, such
0

a'fl'

the days of the week or- tfa~? seasons ef the year.

But there- is:, als;o

another kind of ~epeti.tion - the repetitien ef thff time w-e are, experiencing
now, a<t this;, mome:ai;- - it-a, repet-ition in eternity.
This form of repe:vit:ion
is,, what is- mean-I;- by eternal rec:urrence:.,

Eternal recurrence belongs to the fifth dimension., and is the same, lile
But t,he sixth d.imens-d.0n, whicr-h we have c:alled eterniizy,..
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is the way out of recurrence, for it censists of an infin.i te number or.·
ot-her- live:B whic:h hava never yet be:en actuali&ed. - in Qther- words, new
possni.bili ti.es in lif.e •.

What is- ime real diff'erence be.tween the fifth dimens:ion and 'the S'i.rlh?
One has to raalia:e imai; -this lif:e, which we are li'Win.g :now, with all its
0

joy and su:f'-fe:r.i..ngc, i w , sururesffiis and freilures, its:- ad.ms ancL aapina.·tiemr-,,
iis likely,, in the omi'iuary c::ourse of even-rus-, t:o happen ag_ain.,

Certa,i:a

te:ndel'la:ies, may becrome strc,nger, ot-hers:; we-akEm', and it- iID alwa;yfl'. poss_:ible-·
that larger· eve11tf!S3 in the world' may in.te~e, and' change • t-hings,.

But

a;g

far as:- enfF''s-o pers·oual inte:m.ti011e a.re croncerned, one may fuly te a;lt:er
certain aSI)eretff' of o:ae,'s:, li:ffe by thinking or willing, or o:ia.e may even
indulge in d'iS11Uplin.ea, of varieus:: ki11ds, ito ac::hieva <rertain. aims-,, but all

theaeo i;-hings bel•ng · to -t'hec fifth d·imen.s:ien enlyr - t:hey are> all. minor
variat iona: on t-he a:ame~ themec.

Real c:hange:o ill' of· quite a: dif:£:ere:at-

order, and it· ~mes:- in a e:empletely· different way.

Strangely enough, real croange, il'l. so far as:• one is aware o:f it:, dees,
not aeem like <rhange-.

There are probebly twe rease:as: for this,.

Finst,

it <:::omeS" from beyond one-, - from semewhere beyond one'ff• erdinary leval
and s-eet0ndly, it is n.ot actually ahanging alcy'thiug; - it is- s,imply-

beeemi:ryr on.eaelf'.

If on.e wa;s truly oneself:•, ;pm crould.: actualis:e,

all one's-- pesad.bilities, that would: be" living one,'a:- life: it• the - t'-ul1..
And3 tha-t, actually, iB:". wha;t the mewi tatic11 is designed ito d!G.

For the,

me:dli tatiGn worlcat in the> sirlh d'i.mei&sd.on.
But, 1tt, return it". the diagram.

I:f one studies:- iit in. greater dlepth
0

one will :ree tha-t e:ach of" thaJ!feo- p@in.ts, 1timeo, repetition. and' ete:r1ti ty ,,

RUMB · two aspEre1;s-...

Time hai:r- tw$ a~ecdlJ'. - there is: the s:traight line

of time, moving from an unkn.Qwn pa;g.1; ints an

11nk:a0Wll

futur-e, and t-llere· ia.,

the' <ru.rved lill.e=- o:f' i;iaQ", which implieS:'. by i tEr· curvature a begirul.illg a;n.d'

al"I. en:di. .

Ill th~

&ame> way

there a;rg, two as-pe<rla, ef. repefi tien..

Thera.,

is: nepetiiden. in. tiae:, and; :rrepetitioi,. in eter.Aity,, a>rr ei;~a;l :rre:cw:uren.ce,.
The :f'inri is., part o:tr· ourr everyday life, and easy ite und.ersta1td, the>
iJea::on.d·· callllot: be e::x::plaiJJ.ed: logically, ner Qa1I. i t be pr.oved

be, th&U&1t about-, a;T,1.ct then

0l1.e-·

day it' may be e:x:perien.~d.

iit has itG
A'.nd! ithirdlly

there are~ t'wc a1fl)e:atao of · etterni'ty - '!there ill' eter:a.i ty in re:l.atio11. ito-,
0

repet:it:ion - -the etier111.a--l eri&tence·, ef' 'now', aad there, is, 1fue, momeJtt.·, •n.ow'
ithe=- zero dJime:n.S'ien. of, idme.

The fir:st hasc; everything:· o:e:ritai:aed in iit,

t 'he gee;ond ha&' n.otrhin.g; like the Juggler- am.d. the Foel, in t:hEP Tarot: paGk.

Fin.ally, t 'here ie another· point', w;zy eut: in 'the right ham.d cmir.ner- of
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Thi~ s~mply neferl!' ~c

t 'he diagram, called 'etern.al durati&n 1.

tho:re thing~whia:h, fl:rem ma•~ point cf view-, exist for eve:rr, lik~
rrecks aE.d' m0Ullt·ain.&· of the aarth, ad the stars:> in. the sky.

~h~

As- ;wou s-e,e

from the d!i.agram, . this point ie reallyT t :he begilmi:ag of another peried! ai

period3

0n

a larger s-cale.

em:r sca:le> ill'

WT(IJf'_g · -

The idea iihat it r-efers ito something

@l'I

it is:, a mistake:: whia:h is of:teD. m~, particularly,

ever querii€>11.s of lif::e aad d'e.a:th.

Eteriiity d.cea0 n.~t exist somewhera:

e?l&'e from where we are - it eristir i11. every momen:tt of our lif:e - it is·

there is nothing outside thetre six d1imenS::ions &:ff

always there,.

Fr.)Jr

space·, and: time

everythi:n.g belengi.~ ito our:- life is e:ontained'. in t:h~

f
E'f

Vl[.

-

7
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- Could you explain how the diagram works?
- Starting at the centre with a point, the spiral moves outwards
to form, at point I , the extension of this point into a line , at
point II, its further extension from a line into a surface, and at
point III, its still further extension from a surface into a solid body
of three dimensions.
- So this inner spiral represents the three dimensions of space?
- Yes, the space solid at point III becomes the zero dimension of the
outer spiral, or in other words a moment in time.
- And the outer spiral represents the . three dimensions of time?
- Yes, at point IV the moment of time becomes extended into a line the line of passing time - which one thinks of in the ordinary way as
a straight line extending from the past into the future.
But the
line of time can be curved, in fact every line of time is really
curved, for somewhere it has a beginning and an end.
- So when it has passed point IV i t becomes a circle_?
- Yes, it becomes the circle of time - and by point V this circle
has become a circle of repetition - it repeats again and again.
- You mean, it repeats in time?
- Yes, like the days of the week or the seasons of the year.
But
beyond point V time exists no longer, and the circle is repeated
in eternity.
- But how can it be repeated in eternity - wh&r& , dGss it actually go?
the circle of our life,for instance,where is it repeated?
-Strictly speaking there is no need for it to go anywhere other than
where it is now - it simply means that a further dimension is added
to it - a dimension at right angles to the line of passing time.
-You mean that not only every moment of our life, but the whole of
life itself has a continued existence in eternity?
- Yes, if it were not so life would have no meaning, for everything
in it would disappear.
But that is where all the confusion arises.
We think of eternal life as another existence after this one, and in
another place, but really it is the same life - this life,where it is
now, and every moment of it exists in eternity.
- Then .ia-·that eternal recurrence ?
Yes , but it is not all of life
or all of time - there is still
a further dimension.

I
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- You said there is a still further dimension -could you explain

what it is?
- In the sixth dimension, the solid of time, everything we are and
everything we could be exist together. Unlike the fifth dimension,
the sixth dimension contains, not only everything in life as we know
i t , but everything that could be realised - that never happened before.
- Then where does this exist?
It exists here and now - there is nowhere else.
- Then is it possible to reach it through the meditation?
- Well, it depends on what one actually experiences. When one does
the meditation one thinks of i t as occupying a certain length of time say half an hour.
And during this period the mantra is repeated in
time, for that is how one experiences it.
But the mantra is also
being repeated in eternity - it must be, for one finds often enough
i t is still there, when one thought it had gone away.
And deeper still,
when it is properly established, it has a permanent existence in
eternity, which explains why one can wake up from sleep, or from an
anaesthetic, and find i t is still present.
·
- So you think the mantra can be going on in all three dimensions
simultaneously?
- Yes ,- and what one ac.tually experiences depends on where one's
attention happens to be.

- Then what makes one's attention follow it?
- Eternity, by its very nature, is attractive to the mind - that is
why the mind goes in that direction. There is nothing the mind wants
more than to escape from time into eternity.
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Sooner or later we must all come to the same, conclusion - that ~ecurrence is
something one has to experience - one cannot understand· it logically.

On

the other hand Mr Ouspensky used to say that it helps to think about it - that
thinking in the right way about recurrence will make a difference next time.
So how do we think about it - where do we begin?
all, to get hold of the idea of dimensions of time.

One needs, first of
If you remember, we said

that there are three dimensions of space and three of time, and that they are
analogous, one to the other.

The inner spiral in the diagram contains the

three dimensions of space, and the outer spiral the fourth, fifth and sixth
dimensions - the three dimensions of time.

It is the three dimensions of

time which really concern us, and you will see that each of them has two aspects.
Time has two aspects - the line of time, from the past into the future, and the
circle of time, a succession of events where the end coincides with the
beginning.
two aspects

This is the fourth dimension.
But the fifth dimension also has
repetition in time, where events are repeated again and again like

the days of the week or the'seasons of the year, and repetition in eternity, in
which time ·itself is repeated again and again, and the same situations and the
same events, the same feelings and the same thoughts have that strange, yet
familiar flavour of having happened before.

In contrast to this the sixth

dimension contains all those possibilities in one's life which were .never
realised in the fifth dimension - all those events, thoughts, feelings, ideas
and achievements which never happened before.

These have a completely

different flavour from events of the fifth dimension - they are quite new, and
usually accompanied by an inner happfness which is unexpected, if only because
it bears no relation to current events.
Now it is the meditation which works in the sixth dimension, and this fact
may explain why our attitude h_a s changed

to many things connected with

recurrence since we started doing it.

We used to ask ourselves, if one had

one's life over again, what would one want to change?
change anything, how would one set about it?

And if one wanted to

But we realise now that there

was something .wrong in the formulation of those questions.

The truth of the

matter is that there is nothing we can change, and yet if we do the meditation,
thimgs will be different.
In order to prove this for oneself one has only to look at the effects of
the meditation since one started doing it.
yet it is not one's own doing.

Certain things are different, and

Certain things have come about in a natural

way because of the half hour.
And the interesting thing is that this kind of
change has something new about it - something one has never met before.
It
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comes from a different place in one, and has none of that feeling of effort
and achievement which we usually associate with change.
So from certain points of view . there is no need to worry about the past
and the future, and the possibility of change.
enough, something will look after all this.
establish memory of the mantra.

If the meditation goes deep
What seems more important is to

For the mantra, so we are told• can be

remembered from one life to the next.
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One of the things which came from our last discussion on recurrence was
the realisation that all three dimensions of time actually exist, and are true
on their own level, just.as all three dimensions of space actually exist.
for some reason or other the fifth and the sixth dimensions elude us.

But

The fourth

dimension - time - is something we can all understand, but the repetition of this
time, or the fact that it exists in eternity, is something the ordinary level of
mind cannot grasp.

And the fact that each moment of time contains other

possibilities, or in other words that life could in certain respects be different,
is something which few people realise or have ever heard about.

The idea of recurrence is simply this, that the moment of death coincides
with the moment of birth, and when one dies one returns again to the same house,
and is born of the same parents.

And so the same life is lived again.

Distortions of this idea exist in many religions.

Reincarnation, for instance,
which may appear to have certain things in common with recurrence, implies that
life is repeated in time

- in

the continuation of time after death - and in

this sense it is totally different •.

The Christian idea of eternal life is

agai n a completely different thi ng., for it implies that life as we know it
disappears, and no other possibilities exist.

Recurrence is ' perhaps the only

theo:i::y which takes into 'account the possibility of man's evolution - the '
That is why i t""is of particular inter~st to -us, for,

ful filment of his lif'e.

like the med i t"ation, it contains within it the whole meaning, th~:· who-le purpose
of man's existence.

And if one really understood recurrence everythin--g m'lie"'

Sf.I;_id or thought or did at every moment of one's life would be different.•
The first point we have to realise is that time really does exist.
an essential .part~of us and we cannot escape it.

It is

On a larger scale it is part

of the nature of things, and has a §pecial function in holding the fabric of the
universe together and giving it a certain order.

Ea.eh cosmos has its own time,

and for each cosmos there is nothing outside this time - its possibilities exist
within it, not outside it.
r,;f . time

- ia _: _accel!_t.ed,,

The second point is that .e ven if

the repetition

the fact that this repetition is not always the same.

is what people do not realisee

The possibility of things being different - of

this life being different now - of this moment being full of unbelievable
joy and happi,ies_s, - j.ri:stead of boredom - of one's work being creative and
fulfilling instead of sterile - all these things belong to the sixth dimension
they exist within the repetition of time, not in some other place outside it.
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So there is time - the fourth dimension - and within time is the fifth
And within repetition is the sixth

dimension

the repetition of time itself.

dimension

the realization of new possibilities - the possibility of things

being different.

As a matter of fact there are two ways in which things

can be different.

As Mr Ouspensky has said, it is very unlikely that anyone's

life is ever exactly the same in each recurrence, except for short periods
during early childhood.

or

Most of us probably have many things in our lives

which change, for reasons outside us and beyond our control.

These are all on

one level, and fortuitous.

change from a

lower to a higher l~vel.

But the sixth dimension implies

Almost inevitablr, it comes from within.

initeresting thing is how closely this relates to the meditation.

The
The meditation,

and recurrence, are almost the same thing.
When we do the meditation we start, often enough, on what was called the
gross level of experience.
the world of time.

This corresponds to the four dimensional world

Presently the mantra changes its quality - becomes very

easy to repeat and goes on its own.

That is the five dimensional world.

But

at some point or other it becomes very delightful and attractive, and its action
becomes alchemical, in the sense that it changes the quality of the mind.
is the six dimensional world.

That

And then it transcends, and takes us beyond

dimensions altogether, into the universal world.
Of course, it is never exactly like that - it is always different.

Sometimes

one goes straight into the six dimensional world, sometimes one never gets beyond
the five dimensional.

And once it has become established it seldom needs to be

pushed along in the four dimensional world.

But one knows the difference between

these levels, and it is thanks to the meditation that one can sometimes get a
moment of understanding~
So experiencing recurrence comes through the meditation.

But we have to

think about it, know what it is and what it implies, or our experience would
simply evaporate.

Even knowing that recurrence exists already makes a big

difference - for some people it is a revelation.
others take it more gradually.
same conclusion.

But we are all different, and

Yet sooner or later we must all come to the
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- Tell me, how do you w'tderstand Sheldrake 's theories about -·
morphogenetim fields?
- I would think the whole thing can be explained in terms
of time.
If we could understand time, we should und.erstand how these,
things c:ome about.
What aspect of time do you mean?
Well, we said if you remember that there are three dimensions of t ime 1

dimensions whiah

are analogous to the three dimensions of space.

I remember this was said.
Yes, we said that space has thre~ dimens·ions - a line, a surface and:
a solid.

In the same way, time has tlmee dimensions - the line of time,

or passing time, the surface of time, or repetition, and the s-olid of
time, which contains all -anrealised _poll'Sibilities:.
You mean, in the second dimension the line of time is nepeated?
Yes, there are two way~ in which it can be repeated.

Things can be

repeated in time, as for instance when we carry out the same action again
and again, or they can be repeated in eternity.
What do you mean by 'repeated in eternity'?
I mean in eternal recurrence.

What I am doing now, at this moment,

may, or may not hav&o~.our~eQ in another time, parallel to this one, and
it may occur again.
You mean life repeats itself again and again?
Yes, but only in certain, respeotS""..
not repeat.
control.

There are things in life whicn do

Some may be due to accidental circumstances outside one's
But there is another kind - a very important one.

What kind is that?
When something new is created.
You mean, like a work of art?
Yes, or a great discovery.

Things which are truly creative belong to

the third kind of time - they never happened before •.
And this might apply to new forms" in Nature?
Yes, very probably.
just as we d'o.

Nature has many new possibilities available to her,

But they are not often apparent, if only becaus·e we

never see them at their inception - only in their recurrence.
- Then how do these three dimensions of time help us to understand
Sheldrake 1 s ideas?
- Well, the first dimension - the line of time - refers to successive
generations, where the same form is repeated· with certain modifications,
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frtom one generation to the ne~t~

This only explains certain features

of morphogenesis, along strie%ly Mendelian lines.

It -would not explain

the inheritance of newly acquired characteristics, for instance.
You mean it could never explain the experiments with rats?
No, those experiments are cr:onnected with the second dimension of time.
When a person le a~ns some new skill, like riding a bicyC'le or playing the
violin, he obviously has to learn it again and' again in recurrence, an~
every time it gets easier.

There are many examples of this - infant'

prodigies, for instance.
- But surely, learning to play- the v.d.olin~·doesnt get any easier for you and
mE£>, just because it· has ffor Yehucti Menuhin?
- No, but rici:ing a bicyctle might.

The more people in the world; get used

to riding bicycles, the easier it get~•••
I am getting a bit cronfused •••
Yes, we are m:mfusing two things, the individual and the specri.ea,...
man,

11.o

two individuals· are the same - everyone is d:ifi"eren-tt.

With

But with

Nature it is, each species:- whiC'h is different - the individuals, in a specie8'
are a-1.1 muc-h the s:ameo.

To put it in another way, the speed.a£ in Natune

corresponds to the indiv.idual in man.
- You mean, each animal behaves in a c:ertain way according to its spec:.ie:s.,,
but each man behaves in a c-ertain way ao-e:QT1cting t!o - his, ip.dindua-lity?
-Yes:, that's right.
as an indivdual is.

And of course a specdes is subjerl to recurrence_, jutrl
Some things get eas-ier for the spee,ies to learn, just

as other things get easier for "~'he indiridual.

The experiments wi ifu rats:,

described by Sheldrake., were experiments on the- species, not the indiridual.
0

So the whole specci.es benefi t 'ed', not just eacm individual rat.
- - Then it wouldnt work for ma;rr as it does for ratsq
- Some things would work - those whiC'h belong to man as a speC'ies· - to homo
sapiens.
What kind of things do you mean?
MasS"'behaviour - new fashions, new forms of e:x:preS'Sion, new styles in art,
even possibly new inventions like t ,h & ni-otor car - everything whiah be<romes.,
popular •••
- And what kind of things belong to man as an individual,. not to man as., a
spea:ies?
- Things which distinguish one man from another - things which are stric:tl;w
his own - creative art, for instance.

No

real artist is like another -

when people start ccpying a great artist it· is no longer art.

L
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And would the same thing be true of man's spiritual growth?
Yes, very much the s.ame.

Spiritual growth is a:onc-erned with becwming

oneself - realising what one really

is.

This is a matter for the

indiv.idual - it is not for the masses.
Things would be a lot easier if it was ••••
Maybe, but there is a mistake here somewhere.

For instance, when peopl~

start aropying a great spiritual leader, it never works,.
Why is this?
Because in try:ing to bea:ome like him they forget to beaome themselve:s: ..
A great spiritual teacher belongs t'o the third dimension of tima, not
the sec.-ond.

He brings something new witn hin, never the sam~ thing

again and again.
So what do you conclude from all this?
That Sheldrake 's theories may apply to rats:, - always prowided further
0

evidence can be obtained.
them to man.

Rut one has t:o be very careful in applying

They might possibly apply to certain forms of imitative or-

mass behaviour, but little else ••••

RECURRENCE-Memo~

1/1-5

2/1-4

3/1-4

4/1-8

5/1-4

Recurrence I Memory - Triads* , activities leading to
liberation from recurrence , worlds 3 and 6 of the Ray
of Creation in spiral diagram contrasted.
Recurrence I Memory - "doing" , and memory of our
divine nature through our daily meditation balancing
daily activity.
Recurrence I Memo~ - 4 Laws , Accident ** , Cause &
Effect , Fate , and Will . Possibility of real change in the
sixth dimension through living under the law of Will.
Recurrence I Memory - Man's lifetimes illustrated in
Conversations using spiral diagram , logarithmic lunar
month basis discussed , possibility of constant
connection with light of consciousness at diagram's
centre through the meditation.
Recurrence I Memo~ - Physical , Subtle and Causal
levels ,experiencing the inner and outer as one - when
everything is 'now' on the Causal level.
* Triads and Activities are also discussed in Vol IV ( 3
Forces 16 Activities) , Vol V (Triads) and Vol II (Chs VI &
VII).
** ' The theo~ of accidents is very simple. They happen
when the place is empty ; if the place is occupied , they
cannot happen .
Occupied by what ? By conscious
actions.' P.D.Ouspensky ,The Fourth Way.
The Papers in 4 & 5 above are also found in Vol VI .
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If we understood recurrence - if we really understood what it means;,,
we should. realise that everything we do in our life is; affeded. by it:,
and to a greater or less-er degree 'i~_unden its; in:fluena-e.

You :remambtt

Mr Ouspensky used i:J-o speak of different activi tiee - he used tio say ·.

there are only s:i:xr essentially different things that man c:an do.

From

the point of view of recurrence these activities are important', fo:tr certain
of them ara: "B.ound, to-·the: whe:e:l o:fi• recm.nrenc-e, others-· are aoble:' -bo escape, i-tt.
The activitties which are able to escape the wheel of recurrence are
those whicn create memory.
new

To create memory means< ito create something'

to open up new possibilities· - things that never happened before.

The activities which are bound t'o the wheel of recurrence are those whiC'.h
destroy memory.
To destroy memory means·to go on doing the same, things
again and again, irn the way we always have?..
equivalent to cons.c.iousness

Memory, in this· sense, is;

the higher the level of consc::iousnescs the

more we can r.-emember, and the more possibilities are opene:di up.

But

when there is no consciousness our fun~~ions work automatically, and·
wei,-can nemember nothing.

Consider, for instance, the instinctive,

behaviou:rr of animals, particularly insec:ts.

Ants, for instance, have~

virtually lost their memory - they can do nothing new, nothing outsidec
the instinctive behaviour laid down for them hy nature.

That is why we

all cl.read beo:oming like iihe ants - everything worthwhile in life would
disappear.
But there is no need to worry, for we have the meditation.
meditation above all else is a way of creating memory.
create memory?

By the triad 3 - 2 - I.

key to the meditation.

And the

How does, iit

This triad is actually the

But it may not appear to be so at first, becaus:e

it depends on the accumulation of suffiaient energy - the third force at
the beginning..
2 -

The manufacture of this energy comes from the triad

I - 3, which is the triad of the medi tart ion itself - the way the

tecnnique works.

·when sufficient energy has accumulated. from this triad,

the mantra transcends, which is the triad 3 - 2 - I.

Unlike tha,triad

2 - I - 3, the triad 3 - 2 - I is a discretec event which only happens·,

once, like the illt'yG-tallisation of a saturated s-0lution, or the fixing
of a dye.'.
And the
You will se~ that this triad ends with the active force.
It is, in fact the firs;!; force, in
active force is on a very high level.
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the triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of creation - of our work during the d:ay.
These three triad$ are therefore concerned with the creation of memory,
and both in the meditation and in other ways they work together for this
end.
You will see -t1iey are not bound to the wheel of recurrence, they
are able to escape it.
Consider the work of a great artist, for instance.
As Mr Ous:pensky used to say, no great artist will ever produce the- same,
work again - next ~ime he will produce something new.
Shakespeare

Nor will

be writing the same plays again, though what he will be:•

writing no-one knows,.~~-•
It may not be entirely obvious·, but on the scale of man's history
there are certain people who are able to create mamoey.
above all else of the life of Christ.

That is true-

Hiswrk has created memory in

the hearts, of millions of people, over two thou.sand years:,.

And the · same,

is true to a le"Sser degree or·· all great artists, C'omposers, poets, mystics
and religious teachers.

Suc:h people must be free in certain respec:ts;;

from the la.ws- of recurrence.

The extent to whic.h their work creates

memory depends on the leva-1 of energy which inspired it+-.

And the key

to

roll this lies in the interplay between these three triads,.
But there are other triads-- which have the opposite effect - they bind
one more and more to recurrence-.

These activities are not nec:essarily

wrong - they are only wrong if used in the wrong place,.

If one wishes

to create memory, but a:ontinues to use an activity whic:h destroys, it, that
would be wrong.
the time'.

And although it may seem absurd, we are doing this: all

Consider the triad 3 - I - 2', for instance.

This triad is,

perhaps the most obvious way of destroying memory, for it us~s up the
energy nee~li r ·or creating memory, in negative emotions.

Yet it·

obviously has· a right fune,tion in a- difTerent setting, for everything
s:ooner or later has to be destroyed - everything, that is,, exceptmemory itself.

For memory is not subjed to birth and death.

And the same with the triad I - - 3 - 2.

This triad refers to all
Again,
actions which go by themselves - which do not require attention.
this triad is only wrong if we use it in the wrong place - if we mistake'·
it for the triad of creation.

Eve-ry artist knows this-, - he knows: that

there are only a:ertain precious, moments when his work is truly- creative.-'•
Directly it becomes repetit'ive, direa:tly the inspiration is · mis.-sing, it
is- time -to stop.

For the triad I - 3

2 has taken over f:rom the.-'

triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of c:reative work.
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The triad 2 - 3 - I is nbt so obvious, in fact it is very elusive.
It is an ascending triad, and it appears at first to be creative.

One

holds a certain thought in mind, of something on a high level, and s:o one,
is moved to act in a certain way....
false?

It may be a-11 imagination.

But what thought~

I$ it real or

In fact, it' is what Mr Ouspensky

used to call 'lying' - speaking of something one has never experiene,-ad,
if one knew aJ.l about it.

ais

And he used t'o say 'lying destroys, memory' •

How can one recognize this triad?:

So many school methods andJ

disciplines depend! on it that many people never question it.

But it is:

one of the main reasons why the meditation, for certain people, is never
really sue:c:esful, for it takes the place of' the triad 2 - I, - 3.

How ca;n;

one maka sur-e that the difference is understood?
So it would seem that certain of our a.ctivitieS",, c:ertain things·we do ...
more perhaps than we imagine:,-are actually not subject to rec:rurrence, for
they belong tb the sixth dimension, not the fi:fth.

-Arlivi tieao; whfch arec

not subject to recurrence have a certain fe:eling about them - a fe~ling of
escape' - of liberation.

And with it comes a strong senae of grati~ud~ -

gratiwde that somehow, for some reason one does not understand:, one has
started along a dir-f'erent wa::r ••••

NOTE:

In the diagram the inner spiral has been taken to represent thaa

three activities belonging to world 3 in the ray of creation - activities,
which are ~bove the level of rec:rurrence

and the outer spiral to reprecsent

the six activities belongi~g to world 6

three from the world above, and

It would seem to be on this level that recurrence
three of its own.
begins, whereas on tha level of world 3 it does not' exist, and there is
no death.

In the centre of the <circle is the seventh activity, said

to be incomprehensible for our minds, in which each of the three forces
can act in the capacity of any other, and creation takes place in full
annsciousness.
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Aooording · to the s;ys-tem given us by Mr Ouspensky, it was· !!'aid that

man <:annot do - that he thinks he is-· doing,; but in reality everything
happens: - it happens in just the same- way as - it rains:, or it snows,-, or

the sun shine-a·•••••
Like · many t:hings in t-he system,, this statement: rl fi.rst seemEF untrue,

bu"fr later one finds- it goes-- very dep.
tha-t he

watt

Even C-h.rist would never e-laiffr

dloi~: - again and again in t-b.e, Gospels, he points this: out.

"•·• •• the words, t.ha1; I speak unto you I speaic not of' myseli:
Father that dwelleith in me, he doeth the works."

bu1t the-

On our- level thee

same thing is:- tltlle, - it is:' the Father, the divine principle in us: whic-h
alone is- capable of' doing..

Everyt,h.ing- els-e happens,.

And it'- is- our

relation to the d'i.vine principle in ug, which determines the way 1things,.
llappen.

If we- oan get close t-o it,, things:· will

II!)

right.

But: if" we

continue to believe that we are doing; things · wtll not go so well.

Fer

this :feeling that we are doing, and particularly that we ought to be doing,

will c:ome between us att.d: our di'V'i.ne natur• - it will stand in the wq.
How can we f:ree ourselves from, the illusion that we can do?
Tha't is
what this-method' is designed to bring about.
Without it we are in a
dilemma, as; indeed we used t-o be,.
For if we try to reach. the di'vrine
principle in us by effort and will~ the feeling that we must do grow&

strong~r and stronger.

In fact, the further we go in this direction

the'• more , difficult thec· Wlq becomes.

B'ut- with this.: method it is,

different - there is· no effort and: no struggle requirea•

hstead,- we

lea:v.e ever,rthing to the mantra., and; so the question oF d!oing· doea• not

arise.

AndJ atr we contiime wita the _meditation ' the~ acJtual,~

becomes,. easier - it: aertai.nly does: Jto-j?t>ecome more di:f'ficulv.•
The illusion t-hat we can d'o arises; :f'rom a· simple mistake,,.

We t-b.i.-mc

lti.eWit- and what is wrng •·in. eurse'lm •. ' Onl.3r our
di"VJine nature knows t hiai.
Our diirlne nature is, r-eal'J.~- ourselves our neal' 'I' •
·. ·~
.· th.e mantra doe-s is- to take- us: there-, and: tken
a-11 tlle- lesser and smaller parts-'. of us, fall int-o plae&.
All theae,

we know what iB'

leas-er parta of" us-, m81'
knew is a f'ornr, of' lying.

S'&'8Ul

io be good or bad, lint- to, behave, as.: if' we

Far better to realise that -tb.ey allll. have s-ome

good:' in them, for ever,rt-hing has good in it somewhere,.

In another place in the Gospel.8', Christ sa.y-s-.,

"Go

that meaneth, 'I will have mercy- and not saerific-e--'".
that we 11.ave t-o saorif'ice, tha1; this

WQlf

Y'!Ef' and learn what-

Tlle feeling,

requires sacrifice and sufirering,;
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that it oan only sueoeed: if we get rid o:C certain wreng,· f'eatures, in
ours•lves - dl these things arise f'"ro11t1 the idea that we can a:o.,

meditation is a WB'3' of esoape
a wgq of sacrifice.
And' the
with ourselves· - mereif'ul and
med~tation e-an have the right

The

f'rom all tllis - it is a wa:, of' merq,. not
f'irst t1ling:it asks-: o'f' us is to be mercif'ul
full of· understanding.
For then the
effect - it will work in us im the right WIV'•

It ma;r throw new light on the idea of doing·if we look at it from
the point of view of recurrence..
In recurrence-~ in the fif'th
dimension - everything happena,.
It happened that wq be:rore, and i1l
will do Bl> again.
This applies to a great man;y· things in life - our
ha;bi1is:, our tendeno.iea, our wa_ys of behaviour, our des-ires· andl inclinations·.
If we knew how mu.oh o'f" us belongs to this category - it• we r-ealis~d: it had
dl happened before, we sil.ould soen be giving up the idea that we- Olm cte.

Butt-here ie something else in life - some other kind of' experience
we sometimes, h.ave
a- kind of experienee which is quite new,. which never
happened bef'ore.
Tb.is, kind of· experienee belongs te the aixth dimension,
and it- a.lwaya, seems t ·o c-ome :f"rom beyond' us, from a: dif':fl"erent level"'. For
this reason it is e-.onnected more with doing.
But it is di:ff'icmlt t'-0
generalis.e a;bout it-, behus-e the same thing c:an be dif::ferent- for diff'erentpeople..
The system., for instance - Mr 011Bpenslcy used to s--a.v tka:t he
ha.d: never me_t the system before.
But for some people the system is
something they re-ad about in a book, and they think they km.ow it already.,.
And' the same with the medita~ion.
But if one has experienaed somethingfrom· the meditation it is quite obviously new.
And whenJthe meditation
changes something: it does so in a. new wq - a WaJT one would never have
expeeted.
One sudden.lj' finds certain things have changed.
There is,
n:o question of our doing it; for it is alrea~ done.

What could be the

reason for this.?'.'
If you think about i~ you will see that in the place where the mantra
o.-omes from - where our div.:ine nature is - there is really no question o:tr
doing or- of happening, for everything is alwqs there.
Like tlle pla.c:es,
on a map - it mq require a grea.t deal of effort to tr.av.el from one place,
t-o another, eM we mq :f.eel we are ao-hieving someth.ing'!.by doing

a,o,..

but

when:, one s:ees it laid out on the ma.pit is all there all the time.
r1e are told the same thing is true about one•s· life - it- is, all there.
But wher~ is: it?
The only answer we can find: is that it exists in
memoey - the memoey oC our divine natur-e, - . and the:t this·· ~emo~

eyeav

kl:l<>'=' •

{;l&tail 'Qf/ !!>~ -;1 :i-y~~ know~ i t -all from beginning to end, laid out

- - - - - -- -------- - - --

-

- - -- - - - - -

.

---------
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like- a map.
m,.w-

Usually,~, we take the same :route over and over again, but

a- new dire-ctbmi. ....
Mr Ouspensky attaohed great iraportanoe to memory, - and· lle weula
and' t-1letr we :fin

qualify it-: 1,,y sqing "if'. you know what kind! of memory I me:an ••••• ''
One rea.lis~s now 1rhat t'his., is the memory ae meant - the memoey of our
divine natu:ue.

We know each part of us ha~ its, own memory - tne logia.a:l,

thinking part aas, one kind, the mow.ng part has, another, tlle emotional!
part a third' - and:' a.11 t-hes-e memeries· must be s:tor-ed aw~ in differed
parts,, ef' the brain, like t'he rolls'.

re<n>rding machines:.

ot· magnetie tape we use-· in cnm

But this, memory must be· a- kind of' master :rroll - a-

recu,rd' of'· everything, we· are-.

And wha1; is even stranger, it mus:t tifl.S'o

In the f'i:rth dimens:ion the s·ame
tape is pla;red again and again, but in the sixth dimension a new tape is
chosen - one which was, never pla;yed bef'ora.
So when Mr Ouspensky spoke as he did of self' remembering, he obvioua~

be a· recmrd of'" ever.yt-hing· we crould be.

meant- getting in touc-h wit-h the· memory of the-· master roll.
And this, in
so many werd's, is what the meditation is designed to dto.
Which expla,ins,
why the meditation has seemed f-rom ~he very beginning to bring US'. t-o t-he
same place - the place we had been tr;ving-: t-o reach before.

But although the plac-e is· the same, the wa;r of getting there is
dif-f'erent-.

Instead of' trying to reach it all the time·, during · the da;y's

activities, we keep two periods, every day in whiah t-o go there.
Likec the
story about the inhabitants, of a remot-e prov..i.nce in China, who wer-ec found:
by t 'hoge who v.isit-ed t'hem to be happier and more peaaei'ul. than anyone

they had ever met.
When one of them, a wise old' man, was· asked how this
could 'be, _ he replied, nThere iEr nothing- speed.al a.bout the way we live
it is; the sama as· ever;yone else.
who looks after us-.

But we ha.ve a very wonder:Ful king-

He never appears:· in puliiic, nor does- he make a-:rr:,-

laWlt or regulations, but each of us is allowed to visit his- palac:e eveiry
d~.
After seeing·· lii.m,, we are &ach S'O filled with his g'-J.)O-d inf'luenee
that every moment of' the d.ay passes in happiness.
And so our whole
life, is spent in peace,. n
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There is, if you remember, an idea of the system, that man is under four
different laws, the law of accident, the law of cause and effect, the law of
fate, and the law of will.

Some things that happen in our lives are

accidental, other things are due to the effect of certain causes, a third
category of things is due to fate,

and a fourth category to will.

Now there is reason to believe that these four laws that man is under have a
direct connection with dimensions of time.

The most obvious, perhaps, is the

law of cause and effect, which belongs to the fourth dimension, for it depends
on the sequence of events in time for its manifestation~ ,.

By comparison the

law of accident has no dependence on time, for accidents can happen to any of us
at any time, and their causes are not dependent on any sequence of events within
our control,

We might

perhaps ; say they belong - to ' the zero dimension.,

Our fate. i s not so easy: ·tq

understand - it controls the big events of our

life - the place of our birth and the hour of our death, our marriage, our work
in life, and things of that order.

It is precisely these things in our life

which are subject to recurrence, for they are fixed points, and in the ordinary
way are not able to be changed.
nothing is impossible.

But there is a way of changing them, for

They can be changed in the sixth dimension, by the

law of will.
What is meant by !will'?

Obviously not~ will - the will of the ordinary

mind, which feels itself to be the doer of all our everyday actions.

More

probably the will of some deeper part, which seems to come from beyond us.

One

only gets this feeling at certain specific times, and in certain specific ways.
and usually after it has happened.
work.

This is particularly true of creative -·

It was Rembrandt who said he never knew how his paintings had come into,:.

existence - it was certainly no;t his doing.

And many artists have experienced

the same thing, at least about certain parts of their work.
category of things which come under the same heading.

But there is another

When one has been doing

the meditation for some time one finds that, certain things pave changed.

T'hey

may be certain aspects of one's behaviour, or one's relation to other people, or
one's inner state, or even of one's external circumstances.
And when one
notices them, it is always accompanied by the same feeling of surprise - 'how
could this have come about?

It is certainly not !!!l. doing'.

The usual interpretation of will is that it comes from outside us - from God,
or from some higher intelligence, or however we like to put it.

But this is

not really an answer, for this intelligence is also within us, and if it is
within us and without, what can it really be?
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1

Everyth:µ).g hap-pens'

Man. cannot do. Everything happens. Some things happen.
ia tim.e - from day to day , from week to week an.d from. year to yearo tlt:n.er thing_a happen, in rec.urren.ce , again. and again ,. from lif.etime. to
lifetime ..
The things that happen. in. tim.e may be ac.cidental, or else
their causes are se.en and can. be traced.. But the things that happen in
recurrence are different..
Their causes are deeply hidden from us, and
often seem. unexpected, partic.ularly to others near us.
Often they
belo.ng_ t.o dreams , and until. they · ae~µ.atly happen. these. dreams can go
on again and again ,, lifetim.e after lifetime.
But when they do happen
they seem quite inescapabl.e ,. as if some hidden. force were guiding us,
rather like fall.ing in. lov:e.
Nobody else understands , when. one
falls in love u -•
Is there anything else - anything which doesn.•t just happen.?
When.Mr Ouspensky was asked this, h.e said that the ane thing which had
never happened be.f.ore was the. System...
So where do -we •:t-in.d · the
Systeia. - in which. d.irec.tion do. we look 'Z We look everywhere for the
s .p ec.s ,. but th.e s:pecs are on. the no.s.e all.. the_ tim.e . !

3/4
(slightly abridged from Vol VI 2/5-6)
.... Consider , for instance , how man lives under different laws. He lives
under the law of accident. And as accidents are unpredictable they
have no dimension - they belong to the zero dimension. So in this sense
man is a point - he is an infinitely small particle in a restless universe.
On the other hand he lives under various physical laws - laws
connected with his physical body, such as the law of gravity. In this
sense he is one dimensional - he is pulled by a line of force stretching
to the centre of the earth. And then he is alive - he belongs to the
earth's surface and is part of organic life. In this sense he is a two
dimensional being, and is subject to many different laws which
determine the environment under which life can be maintained. And
then he is a three dimensional object , and subject to the various laws
which determine his physical form. All these three orders of laws are
connected with the outward aspect of his existence - with the three
space dimensions ... of the diagram.
But the next three dimensions ... are connected with man's
inner life - with that part of his being which is not so readily seen. The
fourth dimension is concerned with the law of cause and effect, with
the line of passing time. If we do something now , the effect of what
we have done may show itself tomorrow , or next year , or ~any years
hence. And that is why it is impossible to alter certain things , because
their causes lie in the past. But the fifth dimension is concerned with
something quite different , which we call fate. Fate is quite a different
-thing from cause and effect - it belongs to recurrence rather thantime.
Certain things in life which have always been - the time and place of
our birth , our parents , our childhood , our marriage , the hour of our
death - all these things are under the law of fate , and in the ordinary
way they cannot be changed. When the law of fate becomes
uppermost in our lives we are sometimes aware of it. Instead of the
usual feeling of doing , it is as if something else had taken over - as if
everything was falling into place and happening in a prearranged way.
Such times may be very emotional , and often seem for the best. And
yet what choice is there? How do we really know? If we want choice if we want to be sure of our direction - there is only one alternative , to
live under the law of will. If we can learn how to live under the law of
will , many new things will become possible. For the law of will
belongs to the sixth dimension , and it can influence and control all
other laws to which man is subject. Even our fate can be changed,
if this is a necessary thing , and we can learn how to create new
causes in our life , and in this way alter the past. Many aspects of our
physical life, too, can be profoundly changed - many inherent
weaknesses of the body , and many functional disorders. Some
people maintain that we can escape the law of gravity , but this would
appear to need considerable application! Certainly the law of
accident can be avoided , at least in certain respects . But what does
it really mean , to live under the law of will? Whose will is it, and
where can it be found?
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TB"ll ma, can one take the diagram as life itself?
I es:', why note?

- 'rhen where does 1 ife be~in?"'
It cromes from the centre.

'l'he cen-tr--e is the' light' o:f c-onscriousneaz.

This~ light whicm flows:- fl"Om the centre ig, a-lways:- there.

Everything elf!re'

in the diagram is changing, but the light-- never e:hangeB", it iff' ail ways,
the,

ff'affifi'• .

You mean it is the same, even after death?

YeS) daath ia, only a s=tagec- in the cfov(I'lopmen:l:; of' our- life,.

It is:: not

an endJ but a beginning.
You mean it o:oincide:a· with the moment of aoncrept1on?
Ye~~ it is on the same mtdaal line.

Then what is:- tfue meaning of the radial linea in the diagram?
- They represent the eternal eristenc:e or· each moment-- in our lira.

They

are at right' angles to the line of the spiral - tlle line of time.

- So if every moment were cronneo.ted. with the centre, would that be
eternal li:fa,?
Yes:-~ it would mean there was no death.

So how do we make thiw ~-0nneciion?
Through the med:itation.

Every time we do the.o medJi tat ion we bring a.

little of this radiance from the c:entre into our everyd.8y life.
the two merge together and the light bee:omes fixed.

In time
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Could. you say what ha~pens-' in each spiral 7
Aboutt tha> inner spiral we know very li t'tle",, exc:ept that i il contains:, ifue:,
molecrular pattern or (['Ode on which our life is baaed.,

Then does the inner spiral deternrinac wha;t happens: in the' outer spiral?
YeS?, it' iEF like a miarofilm of' our life.

Each point on eacrh spiral

crorresponds:c.
- And when the germ crell ia: forme:d';

it <ronta'ins t ·hiSo paittemt on- ~oct~?i

- Yes,-, and when tha,, germ c:ell begins ito multiply and, d:iffemmitia:te tha,,
same> - · c:odlEF

iffi c:ontainedJ in each a:ell~

By point I in the out:er- spiral

tne f ornm of'' the body ia, already s:-ei;tled5t and" by point Z tile quic:kening
0

occurs.:: - the embryo becrornes alive---.

3 the ettild is bomi and' begins to bre=e:thEPr'
- Yes~ birth i~ a quite extraordinary event in 0n$'s- life

- And. at point

one is, mid:-denly

thrust into the world' of' time ..
And yet one remembers: nothing about i tt?

I wouldnt aay one remembers nothing

s:ome deeper part must surely know·.

One can aee- that in a newly born crhild.

I wonder what it actually knows?
It knowa· itself: am a grown up person, not a cc:hild.
- You mean ii;, nememb:ers- the: paai;?

- Yes:, but· it! cant tell one about it, because it hasnt y,ei learned how
to t:alk.
- And.1 byT the time it: learns te talk it ha-s:, already forgo'tten?
- Yea~ by tha:t time it is busy with other thing$ -

how· to behave: aS:' a- ~ildl.

iit is buey laBrning
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7/3 ) :_ ........ the numbers,ec{.on: th.e· sr,iral )

....,;•. indio:a-te a log~thmie · progression.

This s:imply means., that

the value of ti.me decreases as itime goes on - that as we grow older,
less ana.· less- happ.ens in each successive momen-t of' time.
At thebeginning of life, in the first few moments of' our e:d.ste:no:e, · an ,
eno~ous- amount of' change takes place in a very short period' of time-;
a1; the other extreme,- towards the end of life, very little happens art all.
And in between, the value, o:f nme is steadily decreasing.

But wha:f;

is

the basic: unit of' man•

s.

ti.me:t?

The basia.- unit: is- a.;
0

lunar monii'h of 28 days.
One.lunar month is the period, the ~hm
of' conaepti.on;
t'en lunar .months is· the :prena-ta.1· period in -t-he womb;
one hundred lunar months ie: approximately 1.he-, period of our childhood,
and one t:housand lunar months is t-he period' of life i vse1f.

Seen in this

WS?f

the different periods. of our lif'e take on a new,

and a very interesting meaning.

In 'real' time the prenatal period

iS' as:: long:· as the period of ohiildhood, and childhood. itself· is as long

as the whole of' our adult- lif'e.

How can this, be possible - is.: it-.

redly true?
Only our own ex:perienee ca:n tell us.,
( same detail. of lunar J:1.onth tines is included in the A.ppen.dix &
Index Vol)
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Then what happens at point 4 in the diagram?

- At point 4 the child is about one yea:r old,
t:0 live.

It is still learning how

Having get over the sheck of being borrr it is busy rediscovering;·

the joy of physical eristena~.
- And the disrromfort toe, I would imagine?
Yea, there is plenty of that.
But in-between one sees theo delighit
e~ming thr-ough - the crelight of being alive.

- A~d then I suppose the ~hild learn~ how to talk?
Yea,, around peint 5, which is about 3 years, old-••••
- But what ac.:tually llappena: during this period"?
Well, the spee<m c:entre develops of course.

But many ether things develop

too, in fact,, the child sometimes berromes quite:- intolerable.

- I wonder why that ia?
~ Tae personality begins to grow.
At this period we begin exploring the:psychological stl.tuation in which we f1.nd eurselves - trying things outt on
our parents, f:o:tt instance._
But what is the real func-1.:ion of personality?
- It is the outward expression of what we are-.
But what really are we?
I know..
One' begins-to a;S oneself- thi~ ques~tio-t't more anw ffiO-l!e-) a.$
adbleacencre appr0achoo, and that ia· perhapff' where the f:ifth d:imensian enters:,

-

Y1Hl',

our lifa...
You mean we begin to realise it a-11 happened be:f'or-~

Yes:---, a1f; moments perhaps,..

At thiS' age, all sorti:f of thinga,. are: happenincr

t0 u.s:: - wa are decr.itl.ing on a career,. our sJ3x life is, creve:loping, we are,
learning how i.to apply·ouraelve:s -!to serious-· work.

But there is-· aome.thi:ng:

els:& - something whiG:h k:ee-ps an making itself known tro us, .... the ever reroxrring:
que-s-tion "what is life for- - what is it a;l.1 about?"'.
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- How much d.o you think it is possible to find an answer tto that question,
du.ring· the last segmentc off 1;-he spiral?
- Point T iS? about I6 years:: oldJ, and point 8 is about 35.

The period

f:rmm point 6 to point 7 isr a period of' S:earc-hing, the period from point 7
to point 8

ia, a period @L finding; and the last period. f'-rom point 8 to

point 9 iSc a period of· re joic.ing over what we ha-ve n·ound:.

"Let him- who

seeks:--, not cease seeking until he find.a, and when he finds,- hff will bee
troubled, and' when he has been troubled, he will maxveL and he will rooign·
over- the A1.l" •
But isnt it largely a: question of r:ememl!lering?:
What I am speaking about is, not remembering

it is s-ornething whic:h never

happened3 befone ..
- You mean the system?
- Yes, and' the med~ta:tion.

The meditation belongs to the sixth d~mens:tl.on

it: iS" in a new ffiree:tion - a diree:tion at right angles i:o the. cir~J.e
of recu.rrenca..

- I dlont quite understand what you mean?
- Recurr-emrn is the same life, again and again.

The s:tl.rlh

aimens:ion

isc'.

something quita,new in our life - something we never pr-eviously e:rperienc::.e<ll.
So this period of our life really if£' a· voyage of· discovery?

Yes-,, many things are pos:s i ble - things one never drearqt about.

One~ has,

to r:emembe-r:- that the spiral c:ontains-: a great many unused' patterns - parts,
of the 0X>de whiah will crome int'.o operation if:· the light· is, all.owed tco
~ircml at a,.,

That is the real purpose of the me:ditation.
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our
highest aim is achieved?
- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe.
It is something we never understood before.
- How do you see it practically?
Well, think about the meditation.

By going inwards during meditation it is

possible to reach the causal level - the plac_e where everything is one.

During

the day this will influence all our actions.
But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two?
In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist
together.

In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence_ is

already known.
And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose?
- Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal.
But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal?
Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up.
Then what is it we have to do during the day?
Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full.
- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help?
No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy.
this method works.

Try to understand how

Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent.

A

little of it can have a very big effect.
You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget?
Yes, like being in love.

When you 3re in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love.
- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally.
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and
the outer worlds?
- Yes, the connection is memory.
There are different kinds
of memory.
On the physical level there is short term memory only We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past.
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago.
But
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because
everything is I now'•
There is no. such thing as the past and
the future.
,
- You mean the whole of our life i s ' now 1 ?
- Yes, it is all there at once.
People often talk about living in the' now 1 - do you think
that is what they mean?
- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean.
What I mean
is not something within our direct control.
- You mean it comes naturally?
- Yes, as a result of the meditation.
But of course all three
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously.

RECURRENCE - Four Bodies of Man

1/1-2

Recurrence - Four Bodies of Man , physical , subtle
causal and divine bodies controlled and influenced
by man's higher centres.

Originally a commentary on an earlier draft for the
Time enfoldment Papers which follow , this Paper
is here used as a 'bridge' to those Papers from the
preceding Physical, Subtle & Causal Papers.
It is also found in Vol IV 3/4-5 .

I
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In order to understand the significance of_ man's higher centrel!I'.,
one has t'o realise that each of them has its own sphere of influence.
We have been told that man contains four different bodies - the physical
body, the subtle body, the causal body and the divine body.

It is-: man's

higher centres which C'Ontrol and influence these different bodies .. t·hesex centre, with the moving and instinctive centres, controls the
physical body, the higher emotional centre c·ontrols the subtle body,
the higher mind controls the causal body, and the three higher centresworking together as one, control the divine body.
The sex centre, as we know, has a very big effec~ - and a very
beneficial one - on the well being of-the physical body, both on the
scale of mankind' as- a whole, and on each of us individually.

But it

may not be generally realised that the higher emotional centre, working
through the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system, hasan equally beneficial effect on the well being of our emotional and
psychological life - our subtle body - for it acts as a balancing force
between the sacral and cranial divisions.
The higher mind must play an equally important part on the cau~al
level - a part whiah is universal rather than personal.

When in man's

history, for instance, a great teacher appears, and is able, with a, few
realised men, to create a new method such as the meditation - a method
which is known, at that particular time, to be necessary for mankind
then one can say with assurance that this is the work of higher mind
work on the crausal level, for it is creating new causes amongst us all.
But the divine body, unlike the other three bodies, is above the
level of actions.

It is the place where things are conceived, before

they aume into being.

And like the Holy Trinity of the Christian

religion, on this level the three higher centres work together a~ one.
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RECURRENCE-Timee~o~me~

1/1-3

2/1-2

3/1-3

4/1-4

5/1

6/1-3

6/4-6

Recurrence I Time enfoldment - man as reflection of
the universe , united with cosmic law in meditation
as the individual bird with the whole flight . Recurrence
and times of the 4 Bodies of Man. Discovery of pure
consciousness.
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - idea of 'implicate order'
applied to time dimensions , becoming aware of full
content of moment through the meditation.
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - possibility of changing
the moment in meditation , impressions & movements .
enfolded, different laws of fifth dimension ( & of sixth?).
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - times of Man's centres ,
logical mind,moving & instinctive mind,higher emotional
mind and the higher mind in spiral diagram .
Recurrence / Time enfoldment - quotes from Gospel of
Thomas , and from P .D. Ouspensky on recurrence , ' where
did it go?'
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - Parallel times * , and
circle of time enfolded to show radial moments of 'now'
connected with central energy source.
Recurrence / Time enfoldment - quotes from "New Model"
illustrating time dimensions , diagrams again enfolded to
show connection with central 'now'.
* " ... though we are not aware of it, sensations of the existence
of other 'times' both parallel and perpendicular , continually
enter into our consciousness ... 11
New Model of the Universe 1934 p 428

Papers 1-5 were read during 1983-4 . Paper 6/1-3 is from
the (later?) 1970s . Paper 6/4-6 may be from the late 50s
or early 60s.
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Each of us is a reflection of the universe.

In the ordinary way we
cannot see that this is so - we can only see that the universe is out-side us.
Nor do we realise that this reflection of the universe exists, not only within
ourselves, but within every being, on every scale.

Every· complete being,

from the greatest to the smallest, is built on the same pattern as the whole
universe, and that is why the intelligence of the universe is contained in its
smallest part.
How is it that the smallest part of the universe follows

the same

direction in its growth and evolution, and combines with other parts to ensure
that this direction is maintained?

That is the point which has always

baffled. the scien.tists, for outwardly there is nothing to explain it.

But

actually it is part of the natural order of things, and it is only our logical
minds which cannot understand.

Just as a flight of birds can be seen to

move as a single whole, yet there is no visible connection between each
individual bird, so the laws and principles which belong to the whole universe
are enfolded, as it were, within its smallest part,. and if we wish to think
and feel a.nd. act in accordance with these laws and principles we have only to
find the universe reflected in us.
To find the universe reflected in us is no great task involving special
work or discipline.

It is not found by effort, but rather the reverse • .

Each individual bird in a flight does not make any great effort to maintain
its place, but how does it actually do it?
flight - it is really very simple.

By uniting itself with the whole

In the same way when we do the

meditation the individual part of our mind becomes united with that pa~t of
us which is universal, and to do this is also very simple, for if we follow
the mantra it will take us there.

Eventually all our actions will come

under the influence of this universal part of the mind, and then everything
we do is bound to be right - it cannot be otherwise.
Once we realise that the universe is reflected in us, it changes our
attitude to a great many things.

It has been said that there is nothing

that man can actually do, for everything that he thinks he is doing comes in
its origin from some higher influence outside us, far bigger than we are.
But when we realise that this higher influence comes from within us, that it
is reflected in us, and is what we really are, our whole attitude to life is
bound to change.

The question of doing or not doing does not arise any

longer, and all we have to do is to find the universe reflected in us, in
other words, to find ourselves.
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But perhaps a more important discovery related to this idea is connected
with recurrence.

If man is really a reflection of the universe, that

reflection is eternal - as eternal as the universe itself.

So man contains

a part within him which never dies - a part which is not subject to coming
and going, as the body is.

According to a very old idea - as old,

perhaps, as man himself - it is said thet man has

four different bodi es.

He has a physical body, which has a time span of some 80 years, but within
this physical body is a subtle body, within the subtle body is a causal body,
and withi n- it agai n, at the centre of everything is the divine body.

The

subtle body, according to our reckoning, must have a time span of 24 hours.
This means that it is actually reborn. every night, just as the physical body
is reborn every 80 years.

But the causal body has an even shorter time span,

for it is reborn every 3 seconds.

And the divine body, with a time span

of only some very small fraction af a second,, is virtually instantaneous ..in
i t s living and dying, or in other words it never dies.
What are these different parts of man's nature, and why is time so different
for each of them?

When we say that man is a reflecti on of the universe, it

is his divine body which makes up that

reflection, for it i s made of the same

material - the same substance - as the universe itself.
the quality of being constant, and yet ever new.

Like light, it has

But it is a mistake to try

to visualise or imagine it, for it can only be known by direct experience, and
this experience comes from the mantra, not in other ways.
as we said, has a life span of some 3 seconds.
a moment of conscious:.·e:xperi ence.

The causal body,

This period coincides with

Such moments are very shortlived, and in

the ordinary way much more infrequent than we think.

We think we are aware

of ourselves all the time, but actually this is not true.

~unctions can work

perfectly well quite independently of consciousness, and the subtle body, which
is mainly concerned with our psychological functions, is able to carry on
reasonably well on its own.

But life without consciousness is terribly dull

and borimg, and when our functions begin to work in the light instead of in
darkness everything takes on a new meaning, as we know from the effects of
the meditation~
So it is really a question of the extent to which consciousness penetrates.
Just as the light of the sun shines first upon the atmosphere surrounding the
earth, and then illumines the trees and forests covering the earth's surface,
finally reaching the dark recesses of shade beneath thei r foliage, and bringing
warmth to the earth itself, so consciousness is reflected in us, and reaches
different parts of our nature.

And as it becomes more and more bound to our

functions, it passes from the causal level to the subtle level, and f i nally

I
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reaches the physical body itself.

Only in its origin on the divine level

is it pure consciousness, unrelated to any object, and only on this level
is it eternal.
So in order to understand the meaning of recurrence we have first to
discover what pure consciousness is.

Only then shall we be able to

that there is really no such thing as death.
according to Thomas,

11

realise

As it says in the Gospel

Blessed is he who shall stanQ at the beginning, and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.
befbre he came into being."

Blessed is he who was
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This is a new and rather different approach to recurrence.
spea.k11:1g,

if you remember, about the idea of 'implicate order'.

We were
This idea

is attributed to the physicist David Bohm, who maintains that in order to
explain the interconnection between-_phenomena in the physical world one has to
assume the existence of a level of order in the universe which is not
At this level of ,

perceivable by the senses or by any physical apparatus.

order, which he calls 'implicate order', as distinct from the eocplicate order
which is discernible in the world around us, every part of the universe
contains the whole universe enfolded within it.

Ultimately, this idea

leads to the conclusion that the entire universe has to be understood as a
single undivided whole, in which separate and independent parts have no status.
This idea has many things in common with the Doctrine of Cosmoses, in fact
it may well be a point we have always missed.
with certain

j,,de~s in

It is also very much in line

'A New Model of the Universe', par:t.ii.cularly- the idea

that space expands or contracts according to the size of the reference body,
and yet it is all the same space.

But if the idea of implicate order applies

to the world of space, is it not equally true of time?

Can we not say, for

instance, that every moment of time contains the whole of time enfolded
within it?

And as the whole of time, for each of us, is our lifetime,

would this not imply that the whole of our life is contained in each moment
of time?

This would mean that both past and future are contained within

each moment, and that

is what determines the content of the moment - each

moment is determined by the whole of our time.
This may sound as if nothing could be changed.

But we are forgetting

that time, like space, has three dimensions, not just one.

Within each

moment is not only the whole of our time, but the repetition of this time
in eternity - its recurrence.

And beyond this again are all the unrealia:ed.

possibilities in our life - that which is 'eternally new.

All this exists

within each moment, just as it does in our life as a whole.
But why are we not aware of the content of the moment in the ordinary way,
and what would happen if we were?

Obviously our mind is not usually united

with that deeper place in us where the content of the moment exists, although
there is evidence that it does occasionally become so united, as for instance
during meditation.

But what happens if we are so united is not easy

say, because there are so many degrees of awareness.

to

Theoretically, if we

were fully aware of the content of the moment we should know the future as well
as the past.

We should also know the content of other lives - other

recurrences - and we should see many new possibilities opening up in front
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of us - possibilities which would make our lives quite different in certain
respects.
But what a lot of unnecessary complication is avoided by this idea~
question of 'before and after' for instance.
after' for everything is now.
reason.

The

There is no longer 'before and

Nor is there any need for memory, for the same

And concerning the question of memory after death, many difficult and

insoluble problems no longer exist.

If the whole of our life is

contained in

each moment, it will all be there at the moment of death, and it will all be there
at the moment of birth.

It is the same life - nothing goes away.

There is a very interesti ng corroboration of this idea in the Gospel
according to Thomas, which you may like to hear again:- .
"The disciples said to Jesus: Tell us how -our end will be.
Jesus said: Have you then discovered the beginning so that you enquire
about the end.?

For where the beginning is, there shall be the end.

Blessed is he who shall stand at the beginning, and he shall know the
end and he shall not taste death.
Jesus said: Blessed is he who was before he came into being.
The Gospel according to Thomas.
Log. I7 - I9.

So the idea of recurrence is much simpler than we used to think.
something we can actually experience here and now.
things we have to get hold of.

It is

But there are one or two ,

The first is that our lifetime is the only

time we have, and there is nothing outside or beyond it.

The second thing is

that this lifetime is enfolded in each moment, now, and that is what determines
the content of each moment.

And the third thing is that each moment could be

different, for it contains many new possibilities.

If it can be reached through

the meditation its content will change, and this will affect the nature of each
day.

If the nature of each day is different, the whole of our life will change.

That is the way the meditation works.
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The traditional way of thinking about recurrence is that our life, with
everything it contains, is repeated again and again.

When we die we are

born again, in the same house, of the same parents, and so, with certain
variations, our life is lived again.

But apart from occasional moments,

we cannot remember •••••
It was always said that this way of thinking of recurrence is only an
approximation.

Our logical mind cannot see it otherwise - we have to think

of it as happening in time.

But there is another way of thinking of

recurrence, which is simply this, that the whole of our life, with everything
it contains, is enfolded in each moment.

From certain points of view, this

is a ~better way of understanding recurrence, for it avoids time as a concept
altogether.
As a matter of fact, the idea that the whole of our life is enfolded in
each moment

is much more than an idea, it is literally true.

explains many things one has really known all along.
instance.

•

It also

About death, for

If the whole of our life is enfolded in each moment, where has

death got to?

The discontinuity of life has disappeared.

When people

die, they do not go away, nor are they parted from us, for they are always
there.
And then, abeut memory.

What is memory?

If one was aware of the

moment one woul~ know the whole of life directly, so where has memory got to?
No wonder no-one can e,xplain what memory is!
future as well as the past?
far from clear.

But would one know the

Theoretically yes, although this question is

Why is it we have no knowledge of the future, in the

ordinary way, as we have of the past?

In deeper parts of the mind, is there

no distinction between past and future

is it all there at o:u.oe?

Another unanswered questi on is whether each moment of

~~r

life can cl1.ange.

As the moment is not subject to the laws of time, it must be quite possible
for it to change, in recurrence, and as the whole of our life is enfolded in
it,

this might have much more effect than one thinks, both on our life as a

whole, and on any part of it, future or past.
through t he meditation • .•

One way it can change is

If you think about it you will realise that

when

you are doing the half hour you are not doing something else, so at least in
this respect the meditation has already changed the moment.

It will be a

different moment, maybe on a different level, and in any case not the moment
one would otherwise have had.
actually know it was different
changed it oneself.

And the strange thing is, one might not
one would certainly not think one had

r-
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But to return to the point from which we started.

The idea that each

moment contains the whole of our life enfolded in it applies to different
aspects of our life, as well as to life as a whole.
instance.

Take impressions, for

Each impression we receive contains all other impressions of the

same kind enfolded in it.

If we look out of the window and see a tree, our

impression.. of the tree contains all other impressions of trees, and the deeper
the impression the more trees of a similar kind are enfolded in it.
what gives our impressions depth, as every artist knows.

That is

What we are actually

seeing is not just a tree, but a kind of space-time solid of a tree, for we see
it in time as well as in space.
In a similar way one can think of a person ' .s movements.

Every movement

he makes - and this applies to inner movements as well as outer - every
movement contains all other movements of that kind enfolded in it.

They

are his movements - his own - and they, too, form part of _a space-time -solid.
Imagine, for instance, that one were to take a number of photographs of a
person's movements and superimpose them - one would obtain a composite
photograph - a photograph which contains both space and time enfolded in it.
In the same way the whole of a person's life is a composite photograph of
himself, enfolded in each moment like a microfilm.
the microfilm always the same?

Do

. The question ~~mains, is

we ever get completely new impressions, or

do we ever make completely new movements?

Yes, of course we do.

But

strangely enough they are not new, in the sense of being unknown, or like
someone else's, they are new in being more like oneself.

Usually the

microfilm is not complete - it is not what we really are.

But when it is

complete it is like coming home to oneself.
dimension, not the fifth.

That is the sixth

It is what is called self-realisation.

The icl~a that the whole of our life is enfolded in the moment is a way
of seeing things in the fifth dimension. .

The fifth dimension.' is a coinplet_1:ely

different world from the fourth, a world which none of us have really explored,
although recently science seems to be moving i:p: that directioh.

The world

of the fifth dimension is .actually -~ &er' different laws.
Some; of these
laws are connected with the principle of symmetry ·- - a pr:i,nciple which
Mr Ouspensky discusses in 'A New Model of the Univ1rse'.
Others are even
In the fourth d.imeris±on-, for il!_stance, the
more strange ancf illogica,l.
whole is equal to the sum of its parts, but in the fifth dimension each part
contains the whole.
In the fourth dimension events unfold along the line
of time - they follow a certain sequence.

But in the fifth dimension events

can influence both past and future, and can happen in different places
simultaneously.

And as regards time itself, we are used to thinking of

time as the sum of all the moments it contains, but in the fifth dimension
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this is no longer true, for the whole of time is contained in each moment.
is this principle which can help us to understand recurrence.
But what about the sixth dimension?

If the fifth dimension is under

completely different laws from the fourth, is the sixth dimension under
different laws from the fifth?
dimension be like?

And what would the laws of the sixth

That is something we have to discover from the

meditation, for the meditation works in the sixth dimension, which is why it
has such miraculous powers.

It
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The idea that our life is enfolded in- the moment- can be explained
very simply.

It is the wa;y the higher emot,i onal c,entre works.

The,

highen emotional c:en-ttr--e ha-s a different time - it works at a diffenent
speed' c'Ompared with our ordinary logical mind - so diff'erent tha-t the-, whole,
of our lif:e is only a :ffew sec:onds..

That sounds imposs:-i ble·..

Buit theru

there are many things which sound impossible to the-~ log,ical mind,, ancL tnough
we cannott experiena:e this- differene,-e in time dsirec.t ly, we c:a.n sometime-as
get cdos:er· to the higher· emotional crentre itself - cidos=e enougti t to experiencc:e
something of:" what it is, likEf.

And when this happens· everything is:

d·ifT e.r-enii.

The main cmaracteris-i;ic· of the higher- emotiona:l eentre is that it is
crompletely free from anything · negative,.
this means:-.

It is· difficult to imagine wha:t

Fo:rr one thing•; it has an extraordinary c-leansing · or curative,

effec:t on, the whole system, which may wall be the inner meaning: of:' the:, story1
about Chrirl cleansing the Temple..

And at the same time it brings with iit

unbeliewable happiness - happinescs which is all the more ~traordinary,, for
being unrelated t1.-o ext:ernal d.rc:umstances.

But a third characteristic;

is that it has a c:ompletely dif"f'erent approach to the idea of death.

No-ft

ha-ving any negative side, it cannot see anything negative in dying - on the>
contr-ary, it s:ees it as a t ,ime of r:ejoicing - rejoicing in the fact tha-t

aJ

new life is beginp.ing - a life fl'eed firom the suffering· ofi: the lif.e before.
Nor can there be any los:a- to others, in ccy-ing,
0

go away, but c:omes mush nearer.

f:or

the, one:, who d,i es:; d'oe.:a: no:it

So how can there., bee- any s:orrow?

The idea of. mani's higher centres, and particularly the icfea that they
work at a quite different speed from his ordinary centrea:, is, one ofthos;e
extraordinary piea:es of" ~nowledge belonging to the system whic:h one <rouil.d
never have hoped: too discover from any other sourc.e .
the fact that the actual speeds were known.
inner spiral in the diagram to be a moment.

Even more amazing; is,.

(see diagram)

Imagine the-

To the logical mind' the,

moment contains about 3 s:econds worth of time - long enough to t!ake,
breath.

a, di(rel)

But t 'o the moving and instinctive minds the same - momen~- contains

some 24 hours worth of time, as, wa know when we take a glass of whis1c;y;r, f'or
instance, and notice how quickly we fee·l its- effec:tS<.

To the higher:

emotional mind the same moment actually c:ontains a whole lifetimes's worth~
of rocpe-rienc:e, and as we s:aid earlier on, everything in our life is , enfold.Jed:
in it-, and exists in perpetual repet',i t.ion.

The log,ical. mind cannot follow

thi~, anro ao Pall$ ba:ek on memory as the only poasible explanation.
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But for the liigher mind, incredihle as it may seem, the same, momentcontains an infinit$number of lifetimes.

This mean$ that the moment-,

with everything it contains-, exists, for ever, and there is no death.

And

yet it is· the same moment - the monient our logical mind is experiencn:ing
now.

It is· not in a, different place or a different t-irna.
What are these different minds really like in themselves?

It is1

difficult to know without experienc:ing them, but they are, in facrl,.,
c.--omplete1y difd:':erent worlds - as di:f:ferent, one from -the other, as theworld: of. nature is, to the world of ma:n, or the planets·

~~,

ito· nart.1Ute,.

or the sun is to the pl_anet~•• And like these dif:.ferent· worlds, they- eac:hc
have their own lifre

anw

:the:d.r· own· ttima- - a time whim is actually · the

for the great worlds outside us aa, it is to t:-hem.
for instance, which fielong$ t:-o

man:~s:.

S'8llle.'

To the logical mind:,

time and knows no othetr, we-, liv:e for

80 years', and then die-, and d5ifficul'rt as it is to believe, we are 'Born;
0

again in the s·ame house,, of the same parents,,. and lire another lifa, very
muc:h the same.

We realize, too, if we t 'h ink d'E reply about i-tt, that we· haV,e?

already lived· other lives very like this one, 'tlut can remember nothing
But to the> moving and instinctive minds,,. which be:long; ito

about them..

naa'ture,•s-; time-, lifer is · completely d1if:ferent.

For one, thing,

~

Dte:mory.: is

much c,los·e r and more immediate - instinctive memories- of croi:Ldhood,., . fear
instanc:e , are

as,

vivid as yesterdau.

And than there are many things, whieh

b·o th the. instinc:tive and the moving: minds can remember in recurremre - many
movements, for instanc.e, which do not have tio be learnt..

But the higher

emotional mind is jus_i; as d 1ifferenrt;: again, . for its, time c:orresponds to that
of the planetary world.

Orn this s.-e:aleo -the whole: of man 1 iJs l:i,f~ tID

a::ontained. in, each moment, which means that our whole> litre · is:. alw~a; _tihe-re,.
It :ffollOW$

that everyone we have known in our life - everyone c.loae to us

ia, always:; with us:.

.

Aiid.1 eve#thing:; we,

it doeff not dlisappear.
of

I

treasure mos:l,r in life is with us too)

Perhaps-; it is: this, which explains· the f:ee'1i:ng;

croming home,• •.
And then the-re is:, highe:r mind.

c:.orresponds' t'o that of the

3'1lll-.

The time which belongs to· higJ1er mindJ
On this s-c:ale' each individual liffo mus~.

have little importance, for it is ~oo small.

It must be the repeatad

pattern of our lifie which matters·, and the pos:sibility of:' chang,e , in our
recurr-ence:-'.,

Like a vibrating string - it is, not each separate> vibration )

it is the sound of: the whole string.

And when the string: vibrates. in

harmony with the, universe, only then is man's liffe fulfilled.
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(Ahridg_ed "from.. Volur::.e. IV ,4/l0-ll) • ••• the whole of our life, hoth past

and. future, are enfolded in each moment; now.

When one realises this,

as one sometimes does, it comes as a tremendous relief.

All one's

thoughts about the past and. the future, with a;ll. _the negative asso<riations,
c .onnec:ted with them, suddenly disappear.

For there really _!E. no past

and future - everything is ,!!2!:!. • • ·•·•
••• The.Gospel according

to

'.l'homas has -some ve'ry _int-eresting- ref'ere-11ces,

to Dirth and de-ath:.and the crontinuity of- 11,f"e:.

The Gospel begins-:-

·"These are the seQXe't ::words- _r;hich the livi:p.g J esU:S spa:ke- and Dictymus:
Judas:,; Thomas wrote.

And: He sa1.d:: Whosoever f'.ind.k- the · explanation of thes.:e

words:-• will ·not taste death."

A few verse·s lc>.ter one reads; "Jesus s--aidi:

The man old _i1~ cl"ays will not hesita~e: i to a~ a . littie child of seven d.ays
about the plac_e of life, and he· will . live.

Fbv._many who are fi:nst·. s~all

bec-ome last, and -they shall become a single one.".

And then later

comes the quotation we read the other day, which explains much more clearly-

wha$ this last sentence means.
how our end· "t- till be.

Te:11 us

Jesus said : Have you then discovered the beginning

so that you enquire about the end?
shall be the end.

"The disciples said! to Jesus:

For where the beginning is:-, there

Blessed is he ·who shall s.te.ttd: at the beginni~ _and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.

. Jesus said: Ble:ssed

is he who was before he ~ame ini;o being."

One may compare these sayings with P.D.Ouspensk:y's words on the same
subjec;t :-

"The study of recurrence must begin with the S'.'tudy of

cli.ildren's minds, particularly before they begin to speak.
c:ould. remember this time they would remember

Yfilcy

If ~hildren

interes;ting things ·.

unfortunately, when they begin to speak they become real children
forget a;fter

su

months or a year.

and;

But

they

I:f they crould do so they would

remember themselves such as they were when grown up.

They were not

children at all;

I:f they crould:

then, later they became children.

remember their ear-ly mentality it would be the same- mentality as grmm up
people have.

That is what is interesting."

The Gospel according to Thomas was only discovered in I945, in Uppea-

I959 -- to.o late-, of course:,, for Ouspensky
It~ origin goes back as early, perhaps as I40 A.D.

Egypt, and was not published till

to know of it.

Later on, when Christianity began to deve>lop, the idea o:f recurrence seems:
to have gone underground.

What happened?

Where did it go?
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(Extrac.ted f rom VoL VI Further Papers 3/L-4)

•·•·•-The-· beginning· .of· a- new approach to queS'tions of time, comes from ,

the combination- - the·· putting: together - o:r· two ideas.

Both these'

ideas are discussed' at s:ome length by P.D.Ouspensky· in- his: book,..
A New Mod:el of' the: Universe.
The first ide~ is that

or· the

existence of' parallel times - an

idea which· was illustra-ted in his· book by- the diagram: shol-m beJ:.ow:-

NOW

:BEi.i'ORE •••

lbj2.

NOW

NOW

NOW

now

NOW

N0\-1

now

...

.,.,,.,.

NOW

NOW

According to this idea there exist,. parallel to the time with
whic.h we are a;ll familiar, · other times· m:uming concurrently with it·...
Thes-e · parallel lines: of time are- intersected by moments of· 'now' •.
In each moment·, 'now', there are certain, possibilities, but onlyone of these possibilities is · actu.ally realised: in each moment· of'
our time.

The othe::t"' possibilities exist along parallel lines· of·

time .. about which of course we ·know little or nothing~ although
they mey affect our lives· in a number of· weys.
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The sec.end. idea, which is discussed· a little later in the book,
is that time is a c-irc-le - that life itself is a circle,, in whic-h the ·
moment· of birth coincides with the .moment of death, and that outside·
this· eirc-le there is- no other t ·ime - nothing but the existence of
other circles belonging to other liv-es, other people· and other·
living beings than ourselves, some of whic-h int-ersec-t with our lif•e ,
and affect it· in one wey or another.

This idea was illustrated in1

his book by the following diagram:-

. .

\

/

\
-.........

---Wow suppose we put these two diagrams together - suppose we
take · the first diagram and bend· it round: into a circ:le,. so that
all the parallel times, the parallel lives, are circles, and· every
moment·· of birth coincides· with each moment of death - ,·re arrive at
a figure of · the following kind:-
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- --By putting the two diagrams toge-t;her we have arrived a-t a third

factor- -

~

£aotor-whicli neither of."the two diagrams contained on
The· parallel times- of the firs-t diagram have not-r got a.

its· own ..

certa.i.n orientation - they exist in closer and c-loser proximity·to

the aentre.

In fact, they eventually reach the centre itself..

the. moments· o:f· 'now

1

,

And

l-rhic-h in the first diagram were at right angles

to- the lines· of'• paraJ.le:1.. time-, have- oec'Ome a series· of· radial lines,.
emanating :from the· central point.

What do these radial lines mean?

We have said on a previ~s- occasion that the c·irc-le. itself': may be
regarded as a cosmos, a ~omplete en~i-ty or-world, existing· in its· o-wni
space- and its

Ol·m

time.

In this case, the cosmos· we are considering

is- man-, and the- poini; at the c-entre is the source within, liim· from
whic-h energy rad.iate_s

subsequent evolution.

the energy required :for his creation, and
The·ra.dial lines, emanating :from this· centrai

sourc:e, indi.cate the flow of'. energy outwards- , and cronversely, the f'lcrw
of energy inwards, for energy moves- always in oo-th directions.
:But in· this ins-tanc:e we- axe- ca-11:ing these radial lines, 'moments

of now'.

How is- the moment· 'now' oonn-ecrted: with energy?

If' we

c-ould unders-tand this we should. understand i,he- meaning: of time ........

- -- - --

- - --

-

-

- - - --

- - -- -- - -- --

- --

-

- -- ---

-
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A Mew Model of the Universe, p.426 & 4!7:- 2nd Ed.1934-

"If \."9 -ta.'4.:e a threo-dimemsional body as a po~, the line o~ the exist.once
or motion of thie point will be a line of -the :f'ounh dimmlsion. 11
11

Let us talr~ the line of time as we usually eonceive it. n-

Before

l
The li..l'l.e det.ermined °b".f the three points •b~f'Q,raj ttnow 11 ,

11

11

af'ter1t, is a line

of ~he fourth dimension.ff

11

1.et us imagine eevel'al lines perpendicular to 'this ·tine.,

b&tore-now-e.:f't.er

Tb.&se lines, ea.eh of which designates now for a given moment~ will expre ss the
p•rpet.ueJ. existane~ or past and possibly ot future moments. · ii -·
N'.)W

snd

mw

row

row .

I6I2

-m2

1812

9I2

l6I2

I2

1812

1912

2'12

t6!2

17,12

812

1912

2'12

[6I2

I7I2

I8I2 ·

r912 -

:X6I2

iI7I2

:1:812

:I9I2

moment ha.a ·suoh a line of perpetual

ff{!fry
-:1

row

This is the fi:f't.h dimension~.

12 '-

~12
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And on i?• 4,fi>:
ff

We try to ley- out t.h~ ldlole space of time on ·OM· line of the great ti~

which is general for $Verybody and e v e ~ .

Bu.t this is an. illusion;

general

ttseparate tiu-ie is alira;ys a eompleted eirole,. .- •• ~ But.. a circle requires
two co-o.rdinates ........ if the sacon.d dimension.

of time is «ternfty, this me&"'ls. that eternity- en+..ers into every circle of
&V(!J.'J:'J monMmt of

the cirele of t.ime. ·

Et..ernity is the eurvature- of tinle.
And if

oth(ltr cloood.

time

into
and/

Et.el"rli t,y

w• imagine time as a oirole or as any

mu.•v"s aterri..it.:v will aignify eternal movement. along this

C't.UV~ ~

~rne.l

repatition, ~te:rl'\..al reoorrer.c@.n
~The fifth diMnsion is mov~nt 1n t,he circle, repetition, recurrence ••• "
1:he sixth. dimension. .is the w~ out of the circ,1e 11 ) ~ - ·
(End of 'New Model.' CJ.UOtes.) ·

( 111

·

Suppose m, l~e th& sixth dim.&nsion out. of. it fo'P the ~ms it ~ds olear
that, by -ta.ldng t.he line of the f'm:trth dimension and bending it into a. ()i:rcle.,. one

But suppose we take a line
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\'hat do thttee r~al line-at ~an?

sixth dimension?

t.h& perpetual

npnant the

They· a:re certainly not the

exist&Me of · ••h
~~l

~

Have t ~ not beoome lines of th&
~

u tl1ey were Mf'on, and they

of t .im.a, \hey ha.v& 'beo~ lines whiah

exist~ of $Wm:l't,y - etemi:t.y- wh;ie.h enfA.re i.nto

t~ eirele of time.

This is just worde;

but if you look at. t.hem

culrefully yoo. ._ s~e;thing f!Jt.?'a.nge a.bal.tt them - as the)" ~ r g e

thl!lJ"

8J$1',

closer ·to· ea.oh<~~~;

Each a:i.cceseive rl.r.g

h.af4 ~re

of time ftist.a to~h~r~

in other word.a t..he value
:em@l"

ff&r:f

t.owars•

t..1le ~"ltn

of tS.. is cmmging.

ov~r tyt9, llnd at. the etmtn i,tself the Whole

RECURRENCE - Body, Soul and Spirit

1/1-7

Conversations on time, repetition and eternity.

These Papers are also found in Vol I and were
completed in the later 1960s:
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- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?
Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
Then what happens to the soul when we die?
It is born again.
- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.
- :But how can the body belong to time, if the soul belongs to

repetition?
- Everything in the body comes £rom time - it comes from the
past - from our parents, our ancestore·.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of' evolutionary time, over thousands
and thousands of years.

:But the soul does not come from the past?

No, the soul belongs to the present - it grORS from each
moment of 'now'.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.
- .And the

spirit is above repetition?

- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

4'he spirit is everywhere, always.

- You said just now that the body belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity.

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different1
- That is the great question - that is why there are so many
different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many

different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the body, for instance

whose life is taken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, he lives, he grows old, he die& - that is

all there is to it.

:But to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.
- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he calls the
soul, but he may not understand wb.a t it is.

UauSally he thinks

the soul will erlst separately from the body after death.
- You mean in eternity?

- Yes, but he does not realise that eternity exists here and
now in

~

lif'e - it exists in each moment of time and repetition.

What is more, it will always be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks of eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eternally the same.
- Yes, but where could such a_ place really be?

And how can one

think of. it as always the same, when lif'e is eternally different?

l/3

_ But when people die, why do they have to be parted from

us - why do they go away?

- They are not really parted :from us, nor do they go awa:y.
- You mean death ma.Ices no difference?

- It makes no dif:ference - all our connections with them remain.
- What do you mean by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with ~hem stronger than ever
before.
- And is this the spirit?

- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections erlst.
But when people

di•,

doesn't the soul

go

away? ._

It makes a new bAginn1ng.
- And sooner or later it returns?

- Yes, its circle is l~od wi~ our own.
- But ii' we a.re connected with it by the spirit, does it ever
really disappear?
- It never really ttl.sa.ppears if' the connection is strong enough.

Then how can we make the connection stronger?

'.alrough the meditation ..

1'h.e meditation works on the level

of spirit.

- And i:f the connection were strong enough, would we lose the :feeling
of being separated?
- Yes, it is this feeling of' being separated that ea.uses so

muc.h su:f:fering.
- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?

- Yes, it is unnecessary.
us when they die.

People a.re not really separated :from

~eir life is always there, just as our life

is a.lw~s there, a.nd all our connections with them remain.

what need can there be for sufiering?

So
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- From tho point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul exists in time, and the spirit exists in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.

- You mea.n there is nothing else?
There is nothing else, from the body 1 s point of view.
~en how does it appear to the soul?
- From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn·aga.in
and again, the soul is reborn again and a.gain, and the spirit
is reborn again and again.

Everything is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?
- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spirit exists eternally. Everything
is eternity for the spirit.
Then which o:f these three points of.' view is the right one?
They a.re a.11 the right one - each point of view is right •
0

.But surely one is more correct than the others?
If' you walk over the surface of the earth it is flat;
look at it from above it is round;

if' you

but if you could see it from

far enough away it would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the :right one?

- Yes, I begin to see wbe.t you mean ••••
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- But hmv can we escape the laws of time and repetition?
The laws of time a.nd repetition are part of the structure
of the universe - why should we want to escape them?

Then what is their proper function?

If it were not for time, we should be unable to enjoy the
infinite variety of the world in which we live.
- How do you mean?

- If the infinite variety of the world were to be put before us
all at once, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?
- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world

to unfold before our eyes.

Time is concerned with the newness,

the everchangingness of things.

Ii' we can learn how to make

friends with time, a new way of looking at the world will be
revealed to us •

- And what is the :purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things along their length, so
repetition enables us to see things in breadth.

The breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated in eternity-.

- You mean the number of times it has happened be:fore?

- If you like to put it that we::,.

Certain t~ngs have a great

deal o! breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will a.lw~s return again.

significant.

Other things are not so broad, so

They may a.ppea.r in one life, but not in another.

They are more variable, more uncertain.

- And do things a.lso have depth?

- Yes, the depth of things is concerned with something quite
dif'ferent - it is concerned with a new direction - a direction

unknown either to time or to repetition.
-YOti mean things which never happened before?

- !ea, new possibilities in life - things which have never before

been realised.

- Then is our li:fe always w1 th us?

- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else!
- :But if life is alw~s with us, why dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- :But is there nothing we can change?
- Yes, everything £!!:!!. be changed.

:SU t why change anything - what

do you want to change?
- Many things.

Suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suf":fering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••

- These are easily changed.

- :But haw?
- Through the meditation.

'lbings of this kind are not essential

to lif'e - they can be dispensed with very easily.

fut generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.

- But

wb,y

is this?

- :Because everything needed for the fulfilment of life is already
there.

Tau have no idea how wonderful life could be, even if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
- Then how do we :find the rest?

- Through the spirit.

When the spirit circulates in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones

which have never yet been realised.
- And it is this which has the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the _meditation.

1/?

-

Then is the spirit on a higher level than the soul. and the body?

- Yes-, the spirit is above the level of functions.

- What do you mean by functions?

- Thoughts, feelings and sensa.ti.ons - everything to do with our
psycho1ogy - the spirit is above a11 that.

- '!'hen how does it actually work?
- Like tumtng on the light 1n a dark room - it illumines that

which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- Wo, it is not emotion - it is bliss.

- .But what is the difference?
- One is a function, the other a state.
- And are

there dif'f'erent degrees?

- Te.s, di:f:ferent degrees - different levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when 1 t falls upon some
part o:f' us, it brings consciousness.

.And when it brings

consciousness, we e:xperi-ence bliss.
- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yes, they begin to work quite dif'f'erently - they work in the
light instead of' in darkness.
- Then how can we find 'this light - how can we :find the spirit?
- By turning away from the objects it illumines, and finding the

source from which 1 t comes.
- And this is what the medi ta. tion does?

- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become filled wi-th the s~t.,
more and more.

RECURRENCE-Epilogue

Further Extracts from P.D.O. on the subject of recurrence
.... Life has to be repeated , there cannot be only one life. Try to understand
the design of life. You cannot understand it if you think of a straight line , and
if you think of circles you find that your brain cannot take it in. Everything
living - organic life , people and so on - live and die . and in some mysterious
way we do not understand this makes circles ; these circles are connected
with other circles and the whole design of life is the outcome of it. Everything,
every small unit , turns and turns in its circle , because everything must go on
existing. If a gap appeared , the whole structure would be destroyed ....
.... The study of recurrence must begin with children's minds, particularly
before they begin to talk. If people could remember this time , they would
remember very interesting things. Unfortunately, when they begin to talk,
they become real children and after six months ·or a year they usually forget.
People very seldom remember what they thought before that , at a very early
age. But psychologically it is a fact that in very early memories of childhood and sometimes people remember things at the age of a few months - they
already have a mentality , a certain understanding of people , places and
things. How can we expect children that have been born so recently to have
all this material? Our mentality grows quite slowly, but some children have
a grown-up mind. They are not children at all ; then later they become
children. If they remember their mentality of early infancy , they see that it is
the same mentality as grown-up people have. That is what is interesting ....
.... in my own experience I met with some very interesting things. Also some
people I knew had very interesting recollections of the first years of life , and
they all had the same impression , that their mentality was not a child's
mentality or a child's psychology. Do you see what I mean? They had a
ready mind , with quite grown-up reactions and a way of looking at people
and recognizing them , such as could not be formed in the course of six
months of unconscious life .....
(these quotes - and those of the Prologue - are frqm The Fourth Way. The
next extracts are from a copy of a wartime letter to London which Colin kept
with his papers on recurrence.)
.... Speaking briefly I want to ... put particular stress to the idea of eternal
recurrence .... I see in future a possibility of adding some new points to the
programme of ( The Study ) Society - a kind of psychical research group
connected with the idea of recurrence. And even apart from that I find that
this idea gives very good material for talk. On this idea people can learn
to think and to speak ..... You see, my line is that even theoretical , quite
intellectual , knowledge of these questions change(s) things materially for
people. It sounds like a paradox, but it is true and it may affect larger circles
of people.

~
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COSMOSES - Dedication

"Therefore every scribe which is instructed
unto the Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a man
that is an householder , which bringeth forth out
of his treasure things new and old." (St Matthew 13.52)

COSMOSES - System Overview

1/1-3

Three System truths - the origin of things ,
the nature of things and the relation between
things, seen in The Ray of Creation , The Law
of Three Forces and Law of Seven , and the
Doctrine of Cosmoses. Seemingly separate
viewpoints which, linked together, can
provide a comprehensive understanding.

From Vol I , New Truths Conversations
Part Ill , (1964 revised 1969).
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- What principles of the system do you feel are the most important what kind of framework is it that people need?
- In the system there are three great truths.
three truths contain everything that is needed.

Between them these
The first is

concerned with the origin of things, with the wa;y- in which things
come into being.
of creation.

This truth is expressed, principally, in the rey

And itis through this truth that man is able to

recognise the existence of different levels in himself.

For man is

not ordinarily aware of levels - he takes everything on the same
level._ · C_o ns_eq:uentl_y he has no aim, for he does not know what is
aibuve ·n±nr ·end what is below.

And what is the second great truth?
The second is concerned with the nature of things - with that
whic~ they are ~n themselves.

This truth is expressed in the law

of three forces - the interpla;y- of three forces, and their development
in the law of octaves.

It is through this truth that man is able

- to r-eoognise. ~he _diff~rence between· things - to feel the contrast
between outwardly similar things in the world around him,, and to
understand their- real ' nature.

Without this understanding man is

unable to tell the difference between right and wrong, or to see
the direction in which events are leading •
.And. the thircl great truth?

The third is ooncerned with the relation between things - with

It is
this truth which contains within it the secrets of time and magnitude,
of relativity and scale.
- You mean the doctrine of cosmoses?
- Yes, _ the doctrine of cosmoses, which was described, if' you remember,,
as the key to all knowledge.
It is through this truth that man is
their function a11d purpose in relation to a larger whole.

able to approach an understanding of the universe as it really is.

- But how are these three great truths related to man's work - what
practical value have they got?'
- The first of these three great truths is related particularly to
man's personal life - his inner work.,

For just as he comes from

his creator LWhen he ia born, so does he return to his creator again
when he dies.

And so, du.ring his lifetime, he turns towards him in

the mecii tat ion·.

But unless he understands the ra;r of creation, and

realises what it . means, . he will not know what is nearer his creator and
what is further away;

and so he will be unable to value what the

melditation brings him, and sooner or later his interest will disappear ..
- And the second ·great- truth - is this also related to man's work?
- Yes, the sec·ond great truth- is re1.ated particularly to man·'s outer
life - to his work with other people.

For nowadays there is little

or nothing to serve as a guide· for man's behaviour in life
no

way

-of telling what he should --do, or why.

he has

In particular he cannot

feel the difference between actions, either on a personal scale, or
iIL.a larger, .. a ~9.cia). or political sense.

But if a. man is able to

understand the la.1-t of- -three forces-, if he can live the principles
_ behind it in all.. hi~ everyda;r actions, he will find the wa;r open for a.
quite new approach to human behaviour - an approa.ah whioh is based
on real objective prinoiples instead of on outworn moral oodes.
And the third great truth - how is this related to man's work?
The third grea~ truth is related particularly to man's knowledge
his pursuit of thetruth itself.

to

For at different times in history

great discoveries are made - discoveries which enable man to ta.ke a
step forward in his evolution, and to reach a fuller understanding
and control of the world in which he lives.

It is the doctrine of

cosmoses which holds the key to these discoveries;

and at the present

time there are. certai_n ::i,spects of this teaching which could be of
extreme value to science, provided they were formulated and applied
in the right wrzy.
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- And lastly, there is the doctrine of cosmoses.
- Yes, why is it so different from the rest of the system - why
were we always told to keep it separate?

- It is a different view of the universe - that is why we were told
to keep it separate.

At first it is difficult to understand what

this means, but later it all fits together.
- But how is it a different view of the universe- - that is what I
dont understand.
- It is like an apple on a tree.

If you cut the apple in half and

study its cross section, you will find the rEzy of creation - it is
--

.

-- ... .

·-

But if you study the apple as a whole,

all there before your eyes.

if you find out what kind of an apple it is, and compare it with all
the other apples you know, and if you study the tree to which it
bel-ongs, and compare it with all other trees •••• then that is connected
with the doctrine of cosmoses.
And the tree itself - ha.a it al.so .a ra3 _of creation?
Yes, you have only to cut through the trunk of the tree with a saw
and there is the ray of creation before _you.I' _e_y~~•
- You mean the raJ of creation exists in everything?
- Yes, it exists in everything, everywhere - the principles are
alwccy-s the same.

But the doctrine of cos11t0ses is everything - it

explains what everything is

f.2.!:•

- So both are necessary parts of the system - you oannot have one
without the other?
- Yes, both are necessary parts of the system, and if we could see
them both together, then our understanding would be complete.
- Then what is it that links them together - how can we see this more
clearly?
- It is the law of three which links them together, for this law is
common to both.
law of seven.

And in their structure they both conform with the
:But much is still missing in our understanding of the

law of seven ••• ~ ••••

COSMOSES - 7 Worlds

Pro Iog.!!§.
1

"Co-incidence" of P.D.Ouspensky's 'period of
dimensions' with the original System description
of 7 Cosmoses. ( In Search of the Miraculous
1949 p 209)
2 & 2cont. Early? handwritten approach to the Doctrine of
Cosmoses using the Law of Seven , Law of Three
and dimensions.
7 Worlds
1/1-5

2/1-3
3/1-8

1
2a & b

7 orders of living worlds , contained one within
another ,separated by a time & size factor of
30,000, and capable of being experienced
through meditation practise . Microcosmos
(man's world) ,Tritocosmos (Nature's world) ,
Mesocosmos (Earth and planets),
Deuterocosmos (Solar System), Macrocosmos
(Starry world) ,Hagiocosmos (Galaxies),
Protocosmos (the All), shown in enneagram.
Significance of the names of the 7 Cosmoses
considered in connection with the Bodies of Man.
Enneagram showing the six principles necessary
for definition of a complete cosmos - illustrated
in Man and Universe.

'Le Girosol' - sunflower as food, breath and
impressions for organic life, earth and sun.
'man cannot do' - accident, cause & effect, fate
and will considered in the light of the Doctrine
of Cosmoses. ( Quotation from the Tarot ' pen picture' of the Star - New Model of the Universe
1934 p 234)
These papers span through 60s & 70s

COSMOSES - 7 Worlds

Prologue 1
" What personally interests me most in this system of
cosmoses is that I see in them the full 'period of dimensions'
of my New Model of the Universe. It is not merely a
co-incidence of details - it is absolutely identical. I do not
know how it has come about ; I have never heard of seven
cosmoses related to one another in the ratio of zero to
infinity. Nevertheless my 'period of dimensions ' coincides
with this absolutely exactly ... " P.O. Ouspensky on first hearing
of the Doctrine of Cosmoses .

( For Mr O's 'period of dimensions' see Vol VI
Time & Space.)

COSMOSES - 7 Worlds

Prologue 2
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COSMOSES - 7 Worlds

Prologue 2 (continued)
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When we do the meditation we go inwards.

And if we go

deep enough we find something that is the same in ourselves
as it is in all created beings.
When we go outwards during
the day we recognize this same thing i:n the world around us, and
so we are at one with the world.
Nothing is separate a.nymore
all these different entities in the universe are in us, and we,
are in them.
That is what we• mean when we sa;r that every- being
in the universe-, is built on the same fundamental patte-rn.

protocosmos-

9
miorocornao•

hagtoccmnos

2

nraoreoosmos 7

meaocosmoa

trito~&moa
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The med.itatien cu. take us in.to a bigger wo-rld.

Sometime·• we

get there quickly, sometimes it takes rather longer, but the ordina17
level of mirul cannet understand thie bigger world, SJld ero it gets tlur
wrong idea about it.
Tlte ordis.ary level of mind thinks that if the
world e-xpaad■,. tke indiviclual beecmu nothing.
whea tl\e world expands we alee expand: w.it'h i--t.

But this i~ not••~ fer
.-::As- Mr Ouspeu]q

peint& eut ia 'A Hew M$del of tke Universe', tke size of the world is
dependent oa the size ef tlle refere•e:e beccy-;
So when: our nnsei.ousnes•
expand.-, tlle world expands al1n> - it is one and t1a.e same tlli.Dg.
N'Ow we le-am f're11 tlle system that there is-not just one world. arOUll.d

us, there are aev:en: different orders: of' worlds crontained one wi thiJI. the
other.
Tl\ese s:even. different worlds are each of them living beings.
They are bona.:, live and die, each in their own time, and incredible as
it ma;, seem, they are each some 30,000 times larger in size thu. tlt•
next, a.n.d their tuie - their moment or 1 breatk' - is some 30,000 times
longer.
The :first of these seven di:ff'erent worlds is called the 'microot>snrea'.
This is the peysical world studied by so:ienee.
In, it a metre is alwa;ra
a metre, and a see,cnd is alw~s a second, fer its measurements are baaed
on the size of a man, and its time is based on tke time of his breat1a..
Virtually everything wh.ioll soieJLoe knewa and has dis4Hvered. about the
nature of the universe is based on tlLis world, a1td of <u>urs:e it isperfeotly valid, altheugh only withia eertain limits.
The next world is called the 'tri tocosmGus'.
This is th.e world of
Nature - cf life.
It is this, werld which interpenetrates the ph;rsic:al

In it a metre is 110 lo11ger a metre, it is:
about 30 kil~metres - the distaace of our horizca - and a breath i• •~
longer 3 seconds, it is, a dq and a night of 24 heurs.
So you Sff it is
a quite different werld - ene wllioh so~e deeper part of the mind kn.cws
all about, but which passes unnotic:-ed in the ordinary w~.
The next world is called tke •mesoeosme•'•
Thia is the world of
earth - ef the whole biosphere, rotating on its axis every 24 hour■, ad
making a revolutien. of' tn.e su every year.
This· yearly revolution is
the eartk's breatk, and as tke earth breathes the seaseu of the year

wc,rld and makes it alive.
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c,ome and go.
Thea:e movemen.ta of the earth a».d the planets are like
those of a great cloek, whioh determines the timing of our lives, and
tlt.at of all living ereatures.
And man.y other mysterious things about
our lives - our fate, tlle hour of our birth ud our death, our typo, our
temperament perhaps, - all these are under the influence et the •11esoceamo•'•
The next world is the 'deuteroeosmes ' - ~he whole solar system, wita,
everything it o~ntaina.
This world correspond.ate Brahma - and i•
ancient Hindu seriptures it is said that tla.e-· breath of Brahma is the
ceming and g:oing· ef erganic life on: earth.
A clay and a night fer Bralulla
is the period after '41tetli. the earth i tnlf is destroyed aad· a mnr earth
ocmes inte beiJ&g, ud thee lifetimo of Brahma. - some thousand billion years
is said to be no more tkan a twinkling of the eye fer Shiva, the god ~f
the whole un.iv&rse.
So the universe is very big - and .even tla.e sun is ~e-1t, ·muc-h bigger
than. we ever suppcsed.
And even though we are told tla.at ·the 11un is a
living being:, whiol\ breathes ud reo-eivas impresaions just , as we do, we
cannot possibly aoneeive what this being is like, for the whole of a man's
life is only an. iutallt for the BUD..
Yet we know that deep dcwn withtn
us there exis-ts a oourieusneaa, w:b.ich knows the whcle cf our life. in an
This R1W1t aurely be tlle same oon.ac-iousaesm, fer a.a we
instant of time.
said earlier, whe• our coasoiousaesa expands, tlle world expands with it - it
is one and the same thing.
protoceamo•
9

maereeeamoe 7

meaocosmo•
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The next world - tla.e world ef stars and star olusters - i11 called
the .•maeree:Osmos•.
Just a.s atom• group themselves into different
eombinations, held together by invisible bonds, so the stars i• the millcy'
wq form themselves into groups, and their random motion and their
veloci.ties are ao1ually~ very similar.
Rut although we oaa study
oembinationa ef atoms, a.md Ullderstand vllat they mea, we have a'bsolutely
no idea what tla.e starry world is all about, or wAat iRfluence it has en
our lives.
fhe only thing we know is ~hat it lies beyond our time
For u, it belongs, not to time, but to eternity.
altogether.
The next world is e:alled the 'hagiocosmos' or holy world.
This ia
the world of galaxies, spiral nebulae and island universes.
'nle enormous
sources of ene-rgy it een:tains lead one te suppose that oreatien is
taking plaee - that new worlds are ·ocntinuously ill er~ation.
Scientists
are, trying to examine these ve'ey' distant parts ef the universe in tke
hope et discovering how ,ae uaiverae.~-e• ,into being.
But what oan
they actually fiJ\d?i
If they looked inwards instead. ef outwards might
they not discover more?
And finally- there is the greatest ef all the seven worlds, whicl\:
is called the- 'prctocosmos~
The protocesmos is the All, and it contains
all other worlds within it.
These seven worlds are inseparable from;
ea.oh other, pd they.form, one whole.
Eacll of them- is in the same ratio
to tla.e next, both in its time and in its magnitude. Yet each of them
has a different role, a different pu.Ppose in relation to the whole.

The mioreoosmos is the pqsical prinoiple in the universe, the tritC(W)am&a
is- tlte life principle.
'l'he mesoeo&mQS is the intelligence of' th.e
biosphere - 1Hte great la1Dorat0ry of Nature - -a nd t-:h.e deuteroeesmcs is:
the s-ouree ef a.11 eur impressions - tlte light of t:he sun.
ia· t-lte et errutl world - eternal repeii tioa, memor,r in. reeurreu& - aad. the
hagiocosmo• is the creative principle~ the •~vce from which new worlds
ct<)me u.to being.
And :finally tlie protocosmes iS' tlle altsolutel, the
orea-tor of all things,, bywhese mind the• whole universe was- c,one-eived.
TJl\ese seven world-•· are u i only outside us, tll.ey are also witltta,u.•
We tend to think of the• a&'· far awq in. space,, but a-0tua:llyr tlley are wr:,
cl.o••·, and quite easily within. our re:a.ch.. When we do the half hour's:
aedttatica the mantra is· e,irculatillg between theut.:
Th.is mq not seen
posed.ble to our logical minds, but it i~ real).J" quite literally, tne, ~or
the> world within. us is a re=flectiOJl:' of. the,~ world outad.d:e.
Whffl- we look
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into a clear pocl 0£ watsr on a starry night, and see the heavens
above us ref'lected in the peol, al though the reflect.i on i tsel:f is
WJJry small, and the heavena above us are very large, they are both
actually the same thing.
So when we do the meditation we look into the poel, during- the day
we look outwards into lif'e.
The deep&r we s:ee into the pool duri:rig·
medita.'tio:n., tae more life will expand f.or us, the more mea.a.ing· we
shall find in lito during-the dq.
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To continue with the doctrine of oosmoses.

Last time, if you

remember, we end.ed up like this;'These eeve• worlds are not only
eutside us, they a.re also withi• us.
We tend to thil!l.k: of tham as far
aw;q in apace, but actual.ly they are veey elose, and quite easily within
our reaell..
Wken. we c:to tJa.e la.alf' heur•e meditation. the mantra. ie
circulating between. them.
This mq not seem possible to our logical
minds, but it is really quite literally true,t for tJa.e world within us is
a reflection of the world outside.
When we loek i~to a clea.r pool of
water on a atarey ntgJa.t, and see the heavens above us reflected in the
pQol,although. the reflection itself is very small, a:nd the heavens above
us are very large, they are beth actually the same thing.'
I was thinking about all this, af'ter tne last discuasion, and it struck
llle onoe again as it often l\att befcre, that there is: umething very strange
about the names of the seven ecsmo ■ es.
There are two differe•t kind• et
•am•••
At points I, 4 ud 7 are tke microcosmca, the mesoccsmcs ud tbe
macroe~smcs, alld. at peinta 2, 5 aJLd. 8 are tke tritoe~••c•, the deuteroceamoa
u.d tJa.e hagioe~smos.
The hagiocosmosc ia· tlle creative principle in the
universe, acting threugh the protoc:cs1101r, the crea.tcr.
So the triugle
8 - 5 - i ie t)l.e, creative energy of the Ulliverse, tr~smitte4 to. t lle im.n
and organic-· life.
But wbat is tlle trial\gle I - 4 - 7?
It is obvioua:l.y
the pey-sical aubetance cf the universe, wl-.ich is filled' with this creative
0

energy-.
But how can the macroo-ca■ oa, tlae mesoe-c,smos antf the m.ierocosmoa each have

physival substance?

Tlle answer is that we have to take,!!!.! into aeocunt.

Taken from man's point of view, poi•t I, the microcosmos is hi• pllysio.al
body, as it exists at a given. moment of time.
Poiat 4 i• aln his·
physical body, but net just at a given moment of time - it is wlaat ia
called in Easter». philosopl,y his linga a:harira or time body, which raeaas:
his body as it exists throughout the whole e~urse ef his lifetime, from
birth to death..
And point 7 is alh his pb;rsioa.l bedy, but net a.a it
exieta in one life, from birth to death.
It is hie body aa., it exists
in eternity - in eternal recurrence.
The first bo~ - the enly
Sc man has:· three bodies - not just one.

one we know about in the ordinary wq - exists in the microccsmo~, and it
tsc filled with ~

__ .... -...

- 1'rea:th.
-

ot 1-i f. ,,by

. _.. .

.•

it, the tri tcct>smoa:, el?' ~ture., .

-

•

-·.

t~,. co.BJlos immed.iaw·;ey;, f.'bfDa'~
- .·

-·~--.,:__ __ ·-_

·....;-:--

-

, _ __.,

"'i,t ~

. The sea.end body - llis time bo~ _; exists·
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in the meso"smos, aJ!I.Cl it is filled wit». .pa,:chic . energy, with

impreas.iou, by th.e c:osmoa imme4iately abovG it, the d.euteroc.csmos the su.
And the third bcd.y, his eternal body - exists in the
macroe.osmos, and. it is filled with creative energy - with. ithe holy spirit--bytlle cosmos immediately above it, the hagiccQsmos.
These t~ee bodies do not have to be mad.e -~ ,:W!t., they uiart
already and are alwa;rs there.
Every living creature possesses them,
not just mall'.
If one sees a butterf'ly-- in the garden, as it stops for
a mome•t to stretch out its wings oa a flower and enjoy the warmth of
the sun, one sees it as it exists br..the miorcoesmes.
But the butterfly
has a wkclo life oyole ef its own.
It was born a eaterpillar, au. went
tl\reugh v:arious stra.11ge transformations befcre it became a butterfly. All
these experiences belong to its time boey, as it exists in the mesoeeamos,
and tlley are under the control ef planetary il!lfluences - the eartb's
movements round tr.e sun, the moon, ar.d et)l.er factors.
But over and
abeve all thia, the butterfly- exist ■ ia eternal reeurrenoe - it mu.at be
sc, fer if J!!. exist ia eterJ\al reourreuoe it will l>e there again, stretching
its winga at tke same moment, on tke same fl~wer, and we shall be there tc
see it.
And time itself will be repeated - the timing of its various
transformations threughout the _course cf its short existenoe - everything
will be the same.
And this will be its existence in t~e macreeesmoa in the fifth dimension.
Man's third body - his eterna.l. bedy - is actually- the most real, but
it is ebsoured from view by the demaads of the other two bedi••• When
pe0ple die, sometimes we can aee it - and that ia wey it is sc impor~ant
te know about it, aM. one hopes tlarcug:t,, t :k•- meditation to disc ever it.
It only we oan free ourselves from cur habitual w~s ef t:t,,il!lkillg about
death, we will discover that when peoplo die they de net ge awq, they
This is beeause we can see
come closer to us tka:a they were before.
their third body mere clearly-.

But there is aomethi•g else.
In the macroc,esmoa, the fifth dime•sioD.,
everything repeats again and again, for only certain poaaibilities are
realised.
But in the protooosmos, the sixth dimension, everything is
new - nothing ever happened before, for it is a world of infinite
poesibilities.
In man, these new possibilities exist, and it is the
meditation which cran reach them.
That·ts -the miraculous thing about the
mettit-atioa - it brings with it quite new possibilitiers.
When we iry to
cnaige ,aey-thing in .the ordinary ·wa;, we do not really achieye very much,.
we simply shift things· round a little. .Tll,e situation mq seem to hav:e:
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altered: for a while, but nothing is reall:, differe:at.

But when: the

11etlita<tion changes something it ohange11< it for g.cod - and atra.ngel:,· enough
there i• nothing.!!!. have to de abeut i~ - we f'iltd it is- alrea.0.7 done.

That is bee:ause it works· in: the sixth dimension.., instead of the fifth.
How ia it ponible for man. ~o reach the protea~smes?
T.h.e influeno.-e
through. the hagioc.-osm.os,, and when· this
influence is strong enough it fills the third body with new energy. There
i•· a •'1'iBg that man'•' lwdtr ia: the· temple 0! the, Holy Ghost.
That iaa
ant>ther wq; - a 1BDrec airect on-e pe-rhapsi - of sqii,g the same thin&·•
of the protoc-osmos c.onaes: to u
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The Doctrine of Cosmoses, which we were discussing last time, depends
on the idea that every complete being is 'built on the same fundamental
pattern, and contains the same laws and prino:iples - tl:!.~ laws· and! princ.dples·
which belong to the universe - the great being which contains all othe-rbeings within it.
This does not mean that every being is the

sa.mEh

On the e{)ntrary, each

being has a d1ifferenii function. and purpose in relation to the universe,- inc
just the same wa:y as each n-ote, in a musical octave has a different- quality
and meaning· in relation to the whole octave.
But how can we discrover
what this· fundamental pattern ia likEJ?
It is here that we have to invoke
the enneagram, for the e:n.nea.gram is a symbol which contains, in th& on&
diagram, all the laws and prinorl.ples which be,long to a c'Omplete being.
Let us look at it once again from this point of view.
In its simplest
form, the enneagram is a e-ircle - a closed system, in which the end c-oincddes
with the beginning.
Within. this circle is a triangle, whieh oentains,
along its three sides-, all the different- stores of energy, or 'aecumulators'
as wa, called the•., whicrh belo~ to the organism.
The circle itself· is
d'ivided intc nine points, three of whieh ecincide with the c.orners of the
triangle, which are the three points at which energy enters the organism
fr-om outside.

The remaining six points are principles belonging to the

organism it-self, and it is between these principles that energy circulates,
as indicated by the inner lines.
It is these six principles which are,
perhaps, the most obvious w~ of defining what a complete being· is;, so let us·
diseuss them first.
The first principle, at point I, is the physical principle, and this is
perhaps the clearest.
To be complete, every being must possess, in one
form, or another, a physical body.
But without the sec~nd princriple - the
life prine,iple - the physical body would not hold together.
It o:omes
together when the life principle enters it-, a.nd when the life principle
leaves it, it disintegrates.
But the life principle,, at point 2, is fa:r
from easy to define.
Scieutists claim to have discovered certain substances
c::ennected with it, but we a.re a long WSJ from understanding what it really is.
In the Book ef Genesis it is called the Breath. of Life, and it c.erta.inly
has a c,onnection with breathing, but more than this we cannot s~.
The third principle, at point 4, is connected wit:h the existence oft.he
living body in time - with its form, or essence, a:nd all those f&atures
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whie-.h develop quite early in C?hildho.od, and. remain with us during our
lifetime.
In man, the essence is different for each individual, in fa-et,
no two persons are·, the same• - and this refers to much more than hispb;ysicaJ: chara.o:teristica, it refers to his nature, - to what he really- is.
So these three principles are connected with the li-oi:ag body- - th&
living body existing in the circle· of time.
Many animals posses•· little
else but these three principles, and the same· is true- cf plants- in fact the
next principle, at peint 5, is something which only Il1aJl possesses, n:cept
in a very rudimentary f@rm amongst some of the higher mammals.
This
principle is e:onneo:ted with the eerebral cortex, particularly the· d~minant
hemisphere.
The dominant hemiephere, to quote aertain recent sourees,
is C()nneoted with ttanalytic, rational thinking-, especially: in verbal
and mathematical functions.
It processes information in an ord$rl;r
linear fashion and is responsible for our time sense".
In other words,
it c-errespond.s to what was called in ancdent times the, "rational part of
the soul".
But the next principle,, at point

7, is not c-cnoerned with rational

thinking.
It is concerned, largely, with the silent hemisphere, whiah,
as the· same writer puts it, is cennec<ted with " synthetic and, intuitive
pa.i~erns of thought, spatial _r elationships, artistic endeavours, bo~
image and rec-cgni.tion effaces."
And it has little or no verbal ability.
But it is here, that something is missing - semething so obvious one hardly,
dares mention it.
~ do there have· to be ~o hemispheres?
When a
child leoks intc a mirror and sees its own reflectic•, it knows who it
is-- in the mirrcr.
But wh&n a bird sees its own reflection in the·
window pane, it thinks it sees another 'bird.
Why is this?
It is
because the o.hild has something which the bird does not pcssess - tha·
two cerebral hemispheres.
The two hemispheres a.re actually just like
the child and the mirror - they are n.ature 's wa:, of enabling man· to
'See himself.
And that is how we differ from animals.
The two cerebral hemispheres cannot really be considered separately,
as different modes of c:ogniti~n.
Attempts to isolate one from -the other
tend to cronfuse the mind.
They a.re like the two eyes - the reason wee
have them is to see the world in greater depth.
The dominant hemisphere
sees the ~easomfor things - it is occupied all the time in thinking and
making deeisi~:n.s, but the silent hemisphere knows it all already - it
already klllows what decisions a.re going to be made, because it remembers.
And this brings us to the real meaning of point 7 on the diagram - its
real meaning is memory - memory in recurrence.

The wa:, to this memory
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maJ" well be thr ough the silent hemisphere, but of course we have no
proof that this is so.
And so we come to the last of the six principles, at point 8.

If

point 7 refers to memory in. recurrence, peint 8 must refer to something
beyond recurrence
something which never happened before.
What ceuld
this something be?
Since we havo had the meditation it has bec:ome
clear that there is a place i11-.:each of us far deeper than the cerebral
hemispheres - a place where creative energy comes from.
And by its very
natl(lre this energy is new - it ~~mes:· from1the source,, from that whieh is
- really ourselves:.
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Returning to the .d iagram/we discussed last time, you will see that
the same six principles belong, not only to each individual being, but
to the universe itself, which contains all beings within it.

is the physical principle.

P~int I

And this physical principle would seem to

be fulfilled by atoms and molecules, which as we know contain enormous
stores of physical energy.

Then the life principle, at point 2, is
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fulfilled by the cell, and all these different aggregates of cells which
make up the living bcdy.

But ~lls multiply, and grow into living

creatures, and move along the line of time.
come into existence, and these 'beleng

~

And so different species

th& t 'h iri braaket.

Eac:h speeieEt

of living bed.ng. has- its- own life cyale• - it lives and: dies in 1the airctle
But· the next bracket - that of t -h e planetary w~rld - is net·

of 1tima.

eenc:erned wi t 'h passing· time, it is, croneerned with repeti. tion.

The repeti t _ive, cyc-les of' the• planetary motions determine events on
earth - the se-a.sens , cf the· year, the days: and nights,, the, lunar cycles,
and on. a. longer seal&, the, living am1 dying of' man himself''.
the fourth princriple

0
,

order and intelligence, predominate,.

aecidental, everything is c:alculated and oocact.

And in this,
Nothing: is

Man, with his, dominant

hemisphere, is able to calculat• the motions of- this- world

p~ectse¾Yr,

bu~

tha, on& thing he cannot s:ee is what it- really- means,J

In t:he next, the f .ifth bracket, time does not exist any longer - th&re
0

is, only repetition - repe-tit:icn in eternity.

All we· c:an see of •tnis worlld:

is, number - the- infinite number of stars- which make up the-• gala;ey7.

Are

the:se stars really different stars, er are they different' aspect"' of' the,

one star - different lives, perhaps-, of our own solar system, f':rQzen in

eternity?
ki:nd:.

But the sixth prine:iple, at point 8, is of quite a , d!if:f'erent-

This is the world of gala:x:ie-s·, where everything new in the universe,

comes int·o be-ing,· - where new worlds are created, new spec:ies· produced in•

For poinit· 8
It is the place·· where the influence <.i

organic· lif'e, new developmentB' planned in man's evolution.
be-longs t-o the sixth dimensiou.

the orea.tor is put into operation - what was called, in the·· Do~rine e>t.'
Cosmoses, the hagioo,os-mos, or holyr world.

1
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Consider the life of a sunflower.

springtime;

It is born from a tiny seed in the

it grows to its full height in summer;

in autumn it falls

to the earth and decays, and in winter a new seed begins ••••
What is it all for?

What does it all mean?

The body of the plant goes L~to the earth, where it combines with all other.
plants to form the humus or the topsoil on which or,gani_c life can feed.

we body of the plant is food for organic life.

Organic life feeds on

the bodies of all her creatures, including man;

and the periodic time of

her feeding - her 'digestive cycle' - is a year.
The living energy of the plant - the life which comes to it with the spring

and departs in autumn,

It is the breath of Ea.rthJ

and the

movement of the spring over the Earth's surface is like the air

pass~g

over our lungs,

quickening.

is breath.

it hae the sa.me speed, and_· the same function - it is a.

Every year the spring is a new breath for the Earth.

Yet there is something more; -that great round mass of vivid colour which
only Van Gogh could paint - the flower which turns its £ace to the SUn -

what is it all about?

Why

this extra.ordinary variety of foxm in every

leaf, this beauty in every living creature, this joy in the song o:f birds what is it all for?
the Sun

-

It is for the sun - it is impr~ssione fo;:;

that is the meaning of the sunflower.

Epilogue 2a

When a man hears that he ca..'1..not ~, that everything happens;
when he has to some extent proved this idea for himself;

and

it may seem

to him that life is nothing but chance - that his choice of a career,
his marriage, his successes and his failures - all these are accident,
just good or bad luck, that's all.

.And when he begins to think in this

way, life becomes very meaningless, and it leads to loss of valuation.
And without valuation no work is possible.
The doctrine of cosmoses can help us to look quite differently
at this idea;
is Man?

For what, after all 9

and it can show us the way out.

In relatio~ to the world he is an atom , -he is subject to the

laws of chance.

Yet causes exist just the same;

another scale - on the scale of organic life.

they exist on

What is accident for

microcosmos is ea.use and effect for tri tooosmos • . ··
protoco!Sme•·

9
mtoroceemo1':

hagiocosmorr

2

111esocosm~•

1.ritocoamo•

Ep:Llogue 2b

Now we know that contact with the laws of organic life is possible it is possible through increase of consciousness.
this mean?

What, in fact, would

In simple language, it would mean understanding our nature

what we really are.

And if we knew and understood this, we should see

why things happen to us in the way they do - it would connect us inwardly
with Nature.
"For an instant I understood th~t I was seeing the soul of Nature.
'This is the imagination of Nature,' said the Voice softly.
imagines, creates worlds.
imagination;

'J:Tature dreai'Tis,

Learn to unite your fmagination with her

and nothing will ever be impossible for you.' "

But there a.re other things in our life

much bigger things than Nature,

which come perhaps only once or twice.

.And though they- may seem

outwardly like accident, inwardly we know that they are differento

Inwardly

we know they are connected with Fate, even though we cannot explain why.
The death of someone very near to us, a serioufiillness, a. greaifsuf'f'ering,
or a gTeat joy - such things belong to the planetary world - to the
mesocosmos.

And by the doctrine o:f cosmoses we learn that for the

mesocosmos time is <iifferent - that the whole of our lifetime is only a
moment - a breath - in the life of mesocosmose
mesoeosmos only in recurrence;

a.."l.d

So Ma..~ exists for the

only those things which belong to his

recurrence are of any significance.
And lastly, there is
the SUn.

!ill.·

Will belongs to the deuterocosmos -to

There is no other will - all the reet is self will.

been said that all Man's possi.bilities a:re realised in the Sun.
would it mean for a man to 1?.Q_?

* * * * * * * * * * *

It has
What, then,
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THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS
INTRODUCTION

Contemporary thought has long since ceased to believe in the existence of living and conscious beings on a cosmic scale. And of course there is no proof that such beings exist-no
proof, indeed, that the Earth is alive, or that consciousness exists among the stars. Yet poets,
philosophers, religious thinkers, even ordinary simple people believe in some such thing deep
down. And even if we don't believe, or only half believe, at least we can try out the idea, and
see if it helps us to explain certain things, or to think deeper into the meaning and the mystery of this world in which we live.
Yet how can we write about such things-what language can we use? No-one nowadays
seriously believes in the traditional cosmologies of the great religions of the past-they are
considered to be inaccurate attempts to explain scientific facts. Yet the language of modern
science is awfully dull and lifeless. So we are left with only one way out-to write about the
world in which we live as any sensible person would write, in no particular language at allto talk about trees and people and stars and planets as if they really are trees and people and
stars and planets, and to use all the knowledge we can lay our hands on, new or old, to help
us to understand.
And if, afterwards, we can look at a tree, or a star, and understand a little better what it is
we see, that surely is enough.

*
THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS
1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1. Everything in the Universe is interconnected. There is nothing separate anywhere. Things
stand in a certain relation to each other and depend upon one another in particular ways. It
is this relation between things which gives them their meaning and purpose.
2. The relation between things is largely a matter of their relative times. Just as the relation
between musical notes is a matter of the timing of their vibrations, and when the timing is
correct, a resonance takes place; in much the same way, different entities on a cosmic scaleplanets, suns and galaxies, living creatures, cells and molecules-exchange energy in their relationships. One cannot say exactly that this one gives and that one takes, it is more as if an
exchange takes place-as if each one gives and each one receives; and this can only occur
when their relative times are in tune.
3. One has to remember that everything lives and dies-that everything has its own time.
The relation between things on a cosmic scale is curiously simple. Just as a semitone is the
smallest significant difference between notes in the musical scale, in exactly the same way a
ratio exists which is the smallest significant difference between things on a cosmic scale. One
cannot take it too exactly, but generally speaking a difference of about 30,000 times means a
1

difference in category of this kind. There can of course be many smaller differences, bur they
are not significant on a cosmic scale-they are generally minor variations within the same category of things.
4. The same difference exists in the timing of different systems belonging to each entity. The
reason for this, once again, is that the difference between these systems is of cosmic significance. In Man, for instance, the period of his digestive cycle (24 hours) , is about 30,000
times longer than his breathing (3 seconds), and his lifetime (say 80 years) is about 30,000
times longer than his digestive cycle. Taking the sequence the other way, we find that a single nerve impulse (say 1/ 10,000th of a second in duration) is about 30,000 times less than his
breathing, (though nerve impulses are subject to considerable variation and can be much
longer duration). The next period we should expect to find at about 11300th of a millisecond. For reasons which will be discussed later this would seem to be a limiting period at
which energy can enter Man's organism. Each of these systems, as is well known in the case
of Man, is concerned with a different kind of energy. 'Food' is concerned with physical energy, 'breath' is concerned with vital energy, nerve impulses with psychic energy, and the limiting period about which we have spoken is concerned with creative energy. 5.Now every living entity is born, lives and dies, and that is its time; but it also eats, breathes, and absorbs
psychic energy and creative energy. And this is where its relation to other entities comes in.
For the lifetime of one entity corresponds to the period for absorbing 'food' or physical energy for an entity of the next category, and to the period for 'breathing' of the next category and
so on. For instance, Man's lifetime is no longer than the period in which Nature absorbs
physical energy or 'food', no longer than a 'breath' for the planets, no longer than a nerve
impulse in duration for the Sun, no longer than a flash of creative energy for the stars in the
MilkyWay.
6. By living and dying, every being provides energy. This energy is of different kinds. For
instance, by living and dying, Man (in common with all living creatures) provides physical
energy for organic life; at the same time he provides vital energy for the Earth, psychic energy for the Sun, and creative energy for the stars of the Milky Way. Conversely, Man obtains
physical energy from cells, in the food he eats; vital energy from molecules, in the air he
breathes, psychic energy from the still smaller elements, the ions or atoms which are connected with the transfer of nerve impulses; and creative energy from matter in the electronic state. In the same way any other living entity-the Sun, for instance, or the Earth-obtains
energy of different levels from its connection with smaller entities below it, and provides energy to larger entities above iL
7. It is not quite true chat energy is 'obtained' from smaller entities and 'provided' to larger
entities-it is more as if energy were exchanged. Man, for instance, not only obtains energy
from cells, in the food he eats, but also provides energy to the cells of his body, by eating.
Conversely, he not only provides energy for Nature by living and dying, he also obtains energy from Nature in the food she provides for him. Energy is flowing always in both directions;
but it is the ratio between different entities which determines the level of energy exchanged.
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8. We must remember too, that individually the amount of energy provided by living and
dying is insignificant. Individually, every being contains these different energies-every being
is so to speak an accumulator of energy. But as a drop of water has no significance in relation
to the sound produced by a vibrating string, in the same way it can only be the repetition of
many lifetimes which is significant to a larger entity; a single lifetime is too small a thing.
9. But how is it possible to arrange things in their right categories, when ~eally know so
very little about the lifetime of beings other than those quite near to us in scale? The longest
period known to science is a few thousand million years. Such a period may well correspond
to the age of the Earth; but we know that the Solar System must be many thousand times
older, and what of the age of the stars of the Milky Way, or the different galactic systems
beyond? And who can tell us the age of the Universe? Nor is there much evidence of the lifetime of smaller entities, e.g. molecules, atoms and electrons. The very idea of 'lifetime' in this
sense was not until recently accepted by contemporary thought.
10. Now the time of everything in the Universe is directly related to its size. This is an important due; for it follows that when we know the size of a thing we can infer a good deal about
its time, and conversely. Broadly speaking, on a cosmic scale, there is a direct ratio between
the size of any category of living entities and the length of time they live. A being that lives
for a thousand years is a thousand times largeaft:han a being that lives for a year-that is the
general rule. The size of a man and the size of the Earth, and the lifetime of a man and the
lifetime -of the Earth. they are both in the same. pr<;>gprtion,..,afgr_~matclv. And the same
t'ttt
o~~n~c~li~i"d~ftntr
of~~s}1~ii£s~~ce; £ iheapi!~et~;?rh~11f~f;
for these are entities of the same category; but it should apply to a typical planet compared
to a typical star or a typical galaxy. )

f~

~~g~tf

11. It follows that if the lifetime of beings is in proportion to their size, each of the other four
periods of which we have spoken-its feeding, its breath and so on, will also stand in a constant relation to its size; in fact there will be five constant ratios, the values for which are the
same throughout the whole Universe. For instance, the ratio between the size of the Earth ancl
the time of her orbit, or 'breath', is the same as the ratio between the size of a man and the
time of his breath. This ratio is a constant applying to the 'breath' of everything in the
Universe.

12. We may call each of these ratios a velocity. Although they are not perhaps velocities in
the strict sense of the word, each is broadly indicative of the order of velocity associated with
each process. The first, for instance, would indicate the approximate speed of growth; the
second would indicate the speed of movements connected with the digestive process, the third
the speed of movements connected with breathing, the fourth the speed at which nerve
impulses are transmitted within the organism, and the fifth the speed of movement associated with creative energy.

13. The existence of these constant velocities would seem to imply that throughout the
Universe, movements of a certain order are always to be associated with the same kind of
process, on whatever scale it may occur. Change in scale does not in fact imply a change in
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the speed of movement, though it is commonly thought to do so. A flower grows at a certain
speed; nor will it appear to grow at any different speed to a larger being than ourselves, nor
to a smaller, always assuming they could measure its movements. At the same time, the speed
at which a flower grows is of the same order as the speed at which any other entity in the
Universe grows, however large or small.
14. Since the periodic times on which these constants are based are in relation of 30,000
times, one to another, the constants will also stand in that relation. This means that the speed
of growth will be some 30,000 time slower than the movements associated with 'feeding', and
these movements are some 30,000 times slower than those associated with 'breathing'. These
movements in turn are some 30,000 times slower than those associated with psychic energy,
or 'impressions', which in their turn are some 30,000 times less than the speed of movement
associated with creative energy. This, therefore, is the most rapid of all movements, and as it
happens, its value proves to be the same as the velocity of light. The fact that the velocity of
light is a limiting velocity would seem to indicate that this level of energy, which we have
called 'creative energy', is the highest level which man is capable of absorbing. The same
would be true for any other entity.

THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS

II. NATURE

1. Our picture of the world is therefore one in which the scene is always changing-changing with each observer; in which the same thing can have many different meanings, and in
which the only constant factor is a ratio-the ratio between the observer and the entity
observed. We are also forced to the conclusion that our own view of the world is only one of
many, and that much of the real world is quite beyond our comprehension, for its time is so
different from ours.
2. When Man looks out upon the world around him, he is so to speak putting himself in the
centre of things. Whether he uses telescopes or microscopes, it makes no difference-his
viewpoint is his time, and that he cannot alter. His time-his fundamental note in the cosmic scale-is of the order of eighty years, sometimes more sometimes less; and so his digestive cycle, his breathing, the rate at which he receives impressions and so on are also predetermined, and their periods are tuned to correspond with the lifetime of smaller entities. His
digestive cycle is a day and a night, and is in tune with the life of cells; his breath is a matter
of seconds, and is in tune with the life of molecules; his nerve impulses correspond with the
life of ions; and the highest level of energy he can absorb, which we have called creative energy, is in turn with the life of electrons. Conversely, his own lifetime has a different, meanmg
and purpose for entities larger than himself.
3. But now consider Nature's viewpoint. Her time-her fundamental note in the cosmic
scale- is probably of the order of 30,000 years. her digestive cycle is a year, and is in tune
with the life of plants and small animals which come and go with the seasons. Her breath is
24 hours, and is in tune with the life of cells; her impressions coincide with the lifetime of
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molecules, and creative energy fm/her is connect~d with the life of ions. Conversely, her own
lifetime has a different meaning and purpose for entities larger than herself. It corresponds
with the digestive cycle of the Earth, it is no more than a breath for the Sun, no longer than
a nerve impulse-an impression-for the stars of the Milky Way, no longer than a flash of
creative energy for the Galaxy.
4. For Nature, then, the entities ab:::ove an,::d below her have a different meaning than they
have for us. Nature's breath, for instance, is connected with the life of cells; our breath is
connected with the life of molecules. It is all a question of relative times-Man's breath is in
tune with the living and dying of molecules, Nature's breath is in tune with the living and
dying of cells. Cells are connected with 'food' for us-we eat cells; but Nature could not 'eat'
cells-they are too small, and their life is too short. Nature 'eats' living creatures, plants,
leaves and so on. every year millions of small plants, animals and insects live and die, decompose and are absorbed into the topsoil-'feed' the soil, which is part of the surface film of
organic life surrounding the Earth.
5. But how does Nature 'breathe' cells? The 'breath' of Nature is 24 hours; we know, too,
that plant cells absorb sunlight during the day, taking in stores of vital energy which they use
for respiration. And if one thinks of a forest in this way, one sees that it is like a huge lung,
breathing in and out as day follows night, and the means whereby this is achieved is through
the cells in every leaf.
6. And then the molecular world, which for us is· connected with vital energy-with breathing, has quite a different meaning for Nature. The molecular world is the one concerned with
transmission of impressions for Nature-it is the world of sounds and smells, of the singing
of birds and the scent of flowers; and hidden deeper perhaps, it is the world of forms, of infinite variety in shape and pattern and structure, the basis for which is the molecule.
7. And why is Nature's creativeness connected with the life of atoms? We do not know the
answer to the this question. Is it perhaps connected with the phenomenon of cell division, a
process which at least appears to be controlled by electrical forces? Does Nature create
through the medium of electrical potential within the cell?
8. Nature, too, has a meaning and purpose for larger entities than herself. She is 'food' for
the Earth; and although the periods involved are so long that the process is difficult to visualise, it is well known that mineral deposits, coal, oil, etc. are derived from organic life, and
stored within the Earth's substance. All this happens within the cycle of glaciation periodsof successive ice ages-which correspond with Nature's life and death.
9. Every such period too, or perhaps every 'Great Year', there is some change in the Sun's
influence, some increase and decrease in the Sun's power. This, like the year of 365 days, is
also a waxing and waning of vital energy-it is the breath of the Sun, and Nature is intimately
concerned with it, for her lifetime corresponds with its cycle.
10. To feel the existence of Nature as a breath-as a breath of vital energy lasting for thousands of years, during which every species of animal and plant comes into existence, develops
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and disappears; and to know that this breath belongs to the Sun, and that another breath follows, and then another-this is a concept difficult enough. But this period in which Nature
lives and dies is only an impression for the stars of the Milky Way-no longer than the 'twinkling of an eye'-no more than a single nerve impulse for some cluster of stars that we see on
a dark night when we look up into the sky. And beyond this again is the Galaxy-that strange
timeless world which in some way unknown to us is responsible for Nature's creation.
11. This, then, is Nature. "Nature dreams, imagines, creates worlds. Learn to unite your
imagination with her imagination; and nothing will ever be impossible for you."

THE RCLATION BETWEEN THINGS

Ill.

THE CELL

1. Nature is of course very much connected with our physical existence; but this is only one
aspect of Narure-it is Nature seen from our own viewpoint. As we have seen, Narure has her
own life too-her own world; and it is the glimpses we sometimes get of this world that are so
miraculous. Her vital energy, her senses and impressions, her creative power is around us in everything we see and touch and hear and smell; and these things affect us in many hidden ways.
Same
2. And in the / · way the Cell is very much connected with our physical existence; but the
Cell also has its own life, and we know very little of this life. What really is a Cell? Why do
there have to be cells, in the cosmic scheme of things? What are cells for?
3. The Cell is as far away in time as Nature is; that is to say, Nature's time belongs to a different category from ours, on a cosmic scale, for it is much longer; the Cell's time belongs to
a different category from ours, on a cosmic scale, for it is much shorter. Cells vary considerably in the length of time they live. Most cells probably live for about a day or less-this is
certainly true of the human germ cell, and of certain unicellular organisms. The fertilised
ovum of course lives considerably longer, and nerve cells appear to live as long as the physical
body to which they belong. But we can say that a typical cell's lifetime is a day; and if this
is so, we should expect to find that its digestive cycle is of the order of a few seconds. Its
breath, too, would be no longer in duration than a nerve impulse or a sound vibration; and
whatever exchanges of psychic energy occur between the cell and its surrounding would be of
very much higher frequency-about the same as short radio waves. Creative energy, too,
would be of a higher frequency still-equivalent perhaps to infra-red or heat waves.
4. The fact that the cell's time is so much shorter than ours is very interesting from the point
of view of the evolution of cells. For instance, suppose the evolution of a particular kind of
animal, say a horse, were to take 30,000 years, then the evolution of a particular kind of cell,
say a tissue cell, would take only about a year. 'Evolution' for the cell is what we call the differentiation of cells-we do not realise that cells have thousands of years of their time in which
to multiply and specialise and develop this or that characteristic while the body is growing.
5. Evolutionary time for the cell is therefore a matter of years, lifetime is counted in hours,
and the assimilation of food takes only a few seconds. The assimilation of food must thelore
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be a molecular process for the cell, for the lifetime of the molecule is of this order. Cells certainly assimilate substances which are molecular (e.g. glucose), for the food that we eat has to
be vastly modified before it reaches the cells of our bodies. But it is also possible that air or
even more rarefied gases would still be 'food' for the cell. 'Breath' for the cell would be of a
different order-it would be connected with the exchange of ions.
6. This leads one to certain very interesting conclusions; for instance, that we feed the cells
of our bodies by breathing-this is true enough of certain cells, as any athlete knows; but is
it also true that the breathing of cells depends upon the impressions we receive? -that the
circulation of impressions through the right channels can affect the cells of our bodies by
allowing them to breathe and become revitalised? New impressions, such as one gets on a holiday-do they not sometimes seem to bring new life and energy? And is it not equally true
that the lack of impressions can have a harmful effect on us physically?
7. If our breath is food for the cell, and if our impressions are breath for the cell, then we
should expect creative energy to bring impressions to the cell. This would imply that when
creative energy circulates in us it has a definite effect on the cells of the body-and thus we
know to be true. Very deep emotional experience, and sex experience when it is real and
unspoilt can bring about a change in people which is physical-could this not be that the cells
of their bodies are renewed and filled with new energy-energy on a level which is not generally available, providing many kinds of new sensations and impressions?
8. Impressions for the cell, then, would be connected with the world of electrons. This would
lead one to suppose that it is a phenomenon of the same order as electrical energy. But there
must be a still higher level of energy exchange between the cell and its surroundings-that of
creative energy. This energy, if our theory is correct, would have the limiting velocity of light,
and its frequency would be about the same as that of infra-red or hear waves.
9. Exchange of energy also occurs between the cell and entities larger than itself. The cell is
connected with Man's physical existence; it is also in tune with the breath of Nature, for its
lifetime is of the same order; and its lifetime also corresponds to an impression for the Earth.
An impression for the Earth-a single nerve impulse-has a duration of 24 hours; it is a day
and a night. Why is it that the lifetime of cells has the same duration? As Nature dreams and
imagines, molecules live and die; and as the Earth dreams and imagines, cells live and die.
The Earth's psychic life, her psychology, is connected with the cell. Nerve cells belonging to
Man? or the sum total of all nervous mechanisms in all living creatures on the Earth's surface-all the nervous energy that goes on in the world, stored like the electric potential in an
accumulator? Such a concept may be easier to grasp if we remember that a hundred years is
only a few minutes for the Earth. A period like the Renaissance, for instance, would be just
a single thought .....
10. But to return to the cell; one had thought of it as a lowly creature, confined within the
walls of our bodies, yet its existence is essential, not only for the Earth, but even for the Sun.
Creative energy from the Sun-the energy which creates organic life on Earth, works through
the medium of the cell. But in this case it is the plant cell, which absorbs the life-giving rays
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of the Sun and converts them into energy, on which the existence of all living creatures
depends. So each cell is a 'quantum' of energy-a 'quantum' of the Sun's creative power.
11. Does the Sun's creative energy also work through the medium of other cells than the
plant cell? This we do not know. The one thing we do know is that the velocity of movement connected with creative energy is the limiting velocity of light or electromagnetic
waves. If it is the light of the Sun which acts upon the plant cell, is it possible that radiations of the same velocity, but of a different frequency, act upon cells of other kinds, to
produce creative energy?

C.L.

***
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THE RE=LATION BETWEEN THINGS.

IV.

THE EARTH

"On a certain morning I went out to walk. The fields were green, the birds
sang, the dew glistened, the smoke was rising, here and there a man appeared, a
light of transfiguration lay on all things. It was only a little bit of earth; it was
only one moment of her existence; and yet as my look embraced her more and
more it seemed to me not only so beautiful an idea, but so true and clear a fact,
that she is an angel, an angel-carrying me along with her into heaven ... "
(Fechner, quoted by William James in ''A Pluralistic Universe".)
1. To understand the Earth, one must understand her time. Suppose the Earth's 'breath'
is the period of her orbit, i.e. a year, then this will be a 'moment of her existence'-a
moment for the Earth will be a year. And in the order of things her time will be proportionate. An hour in her life will be about 1200 years; and a day and a night will be of the
order of 30,000 years. Perhaps the 'Great Year' of 25,800 years is her day and night-the
period of equinoctial precession, in which the fixed stars change their places, moving
through the twelve signs of the Zodiac. Or perhaps it is the rather longer period of the
ice ages-the period in which Nature lives and dies. It is a period of about this length,
during which the Sun's vital influence ebbs and flows, quickening organic life like a great
breath.
2. So the Earth's breath is a year, and in this period living creatures and plants are quickened, live and die; but the period in which the whde of Nature is quickened-the period
of the ice ages-is a day and a night for the Earth, and it is connected with her 'digestive
cycle'-with the storing of physical energy within her. For the living and dying of Nature
provides 'food' for the Earth, in the form of mineral deposits and other substances, some
of which are stored and some of which are used to provide energy of various kinds. The
Earth actually eats organic life, just as we eat cells.
3. And then the Earth's lifetime will be proportionate, too. It should be of the order of
30,000 'days and nights'-which means for the Earth about 30,000 ice ages, or some 900
to 1,000 million years. How do we know if this is right? We said that the lifetime of
everything in the Universe is proportionate to its size-how does this work our for the
Earth?
4. Roughly speaking, the Earth's diameter is 13,000,000 kilometres. Her size is therefore
13 million times larger than the size of a man; suppose we say that man lives for 80 years,
then it would be reasonable to expect the Earth to live for 13,000,000 times 80 years.
This would be just over 1,000 million years, which is the figure we arrived at before.
5. So the Earth's breath, her digestive cycle and her lifetime are in the same proportion to
her size as our breath, our digestive cycle and our lifetime are to our size. It follows that
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the movements connected with these processes are the same for the Earth as they are for usthey have the same speed. The movements connected with breathing, for instance-the movement of Spring across the face of the Earth, as it passes northwards like a great wind, bringing
the green leaves and the new shoots-this movement has just about the same speed as the movement of the air we breathe, as it passes over our lungs and is carried in the form of vital energy
through the arteries. The actual speed of movement is the same.
6. And then there are the movements associated with the Earth's digestive processes-slow
movements of the same order as that of the blood in our veins-movements which continue for many thousands of years; perhaps the seepage of moisture in the Earth's crust,
or the gradual falling of organic matter onto the ocean beds, or the movement of glaciers-it is not so easy to follow these. Even more difficult is it to know how the Earth
grows. We know that the speed of her growth will be of the same order as ours, and yet
it may well continue for millions of years. Even in a thousand years her diameter would
only increase by forty or fifty feet, so no wonder we have not heard about it!
7. The movements connected with the Earth's psychic life-with her nerve impulses and
impressions, her thoughts and her dreams-will be of a very different order. A typical nerve
impulse in man lasts for 11100th of a second or less. For the Earth this would be a period
of about twenty-four hours. A thought or an idea might last for several years; but the
velocity of these processes would be the same-they would move with the same speed as
they do in us, a speed approaching that of sound waves. What could the Earth's thoughts
be like? Are they made of the same stuff as ours? Are they perhaps our thoughts-the sum
of all man's thoughts, put together into some great whole? And is her nervous and psychic
energy stored in the nervous system, the minds of all her living creatures?
"Fechner (says Prof. William James) likens our individual persons on the earth
unto so many sense-organs of the earth-soul. We add to its perceptive life ... It
absorbs our perceptions into its larger sphere of knowledge, and combines them
with the other data there."
8. The idea that the Earth might be directly aware of impressions which we only know of
indirectly is also expressed by James: " ........ the only objects external to her (the earth) are
the other stars. To these her whole mass reacts by most exquisite alterations in its total
gait, and by still more exquisite vibratory responses in its substance. Her ocean reflects
the lights of heaven as on a mighty mirror, her atmosphere refracts them like a monstrous
lens, the clouds and snow-fields combine them into white, the woods and flowers disperse
them into colours. Polarization, interference, absorption, awaken sensibilities in matter of
which our senses are too coarse to take any note."
9. Impressions of this kind would certainly be different from our ordinary impressions.
But we know that the quality of impressions can vary; and we know that the measure of
their quality is connected with their speed. Impressions of this order would be nearer the
level of creative energy, which in the case of the Earth would be associated with molecules
and atoms, and would have a velocity approaching the speed of light.
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10. But when we try to visualize the Earth we usually forget, or fail to understand, how
different her viewpoint is from ours. Her own rotation would hardly perhaps be known
to her-rememl)fing that her present moment, her breath, her orbit round the Sun, is
about a/fear of man's time, then the frequency of her rotation-365 per year-would
appear to her like a frequency of a hundred or more rotations per second would appear to
us, and her orbit around the Sun would seem to take place every two or three seconds.
Probably the Sun appears to her as a halo, which encircles her with its radiance, not as a
separately moving body at all. So we know very little about the true nature of the Earth.
The Earth as a planet-what in fact are the planets? What are they for, and what relation
has the Earth to the other planets and to the Sun?
11. To understand the planets we have to realise that there are not only the nine planets
of the solar system. There are planets everywhere, just as there are electrons everywhere.
The ones we know about are held within the Sun's influence at this particular moment; in
another moment things will change. Other planets may come within the Sun's influence,
these planets will change their positions, and so on. It only seems otherwise because of
time. Just as there is a typical period in which the electron remains in its place within the
atom, in the same way a typical planet may be expected to remain for a certain time. In
the case of the electron the period is a hundred millionth of a second; in the case of a
planet the period is of the order of 70,000 million years. No wonder we know so little
about it! Yet for the world of stars-the world outside our solar system-this period
would only be a moment; and on the time scale of the whole Universe it would once again
be like no more than a hundred millionth of a second is for us, for a planet stands in the
same relation to the whole Universe as an electron stands to us.
12. So the meaning of the planets will be different for each entity in the cosmic scale. To
the nearest entity-the Sun, or the solar system to which they belong-they will be associated with physical energy, with 'food'. The Sun 'eats' planets, or planetary matter, just
as we eat cells. It is difficult to understand this, because the time scale is so enormousover vast aeons of time the Sun must absorb planets. i.e. matter consisting of planets, in
much the same way as a cell absorbs molecular substances. And then to the next entityth~ stars within a galaxy-planets will be associated with vital energy. This means that star
clusters and clouds of stars in the Milky Way actually 'breathe' planets, i.e. the matter of
which they are composed is quickened by the action of planets. In the same way, perhaps,
molecular matter is 'quickened' by the action of electrons.
13. For the galaxy as a whole, for spiral nebulae and other galaxies than ours, a planet is
very small indeed. It is no larger than an atom; and is probably associated with the same
order of energy-with the energy that Nature uses when she dreams and imagines, the energy that forms the basis of our own psychology. And beyond the galaxies, what is there?
Only, as far as we know, the whole Universe. What is a planet to the Universe? A planet,
seen from this viewpoint, will be no larger than an electron; and it will appear to move
with the same velocity, the velocity of light. It will be connected with creative energy; in
fact, planets in some way we cannot understand are connected with the creation of worlds.
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14. Our picture of the Earth is very simple. The further out we move into the world of
stars, the smaller she becomes. And at the same time her purpose changes, for as we move
outwards her lifetime alters its meaning, becoming associated with higher and higher levels of energy, as its frequency in the cosmic scale increases. And as the level of energy
changes, we find that the velocity of movement also increases, reaching its maximum at
the extreme limits of the Universe, with the velocity of light. To us on the Earth, this
increasing velocity of movement appears to belong to the stars and galaxies; to the stars
and galaxies-who knows,perhaps the converse is true.

***

l2.

THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS.

V.

THE MOLECULE.

1. The world of molecules is the world of magic. Everything miraculous in Nature-the air
we breathe, the sounds and scents, the colours and forms, and all the hidden things, the
strange substances which influence behaviour, the very basis of life itself-all these things are
associated with the molecule.

2. The molecule is about as small, in relation to man, as a planet is large. Both are of the
order of a hundred million times. And just as the lifetime of a man corresponds to the 'breath'
of the planets, so the lifetime of a molecule corresponds to the breath of a man-it is of the
order of a few seconds.
3. If the lifetime of a molecule is only a matter of seconds (and that of inorganic molecules
may well be less), its digestive cycle will only be a tiny fraction of a second-perhaps as long
as a nerve impulse, or a sound vibration. The molecule actually 'eats' ions, or possibly the
nuclei of atoms, just as we eat cells; and just as we provide food for organic life, by living and
dying, so the molecule provides food for cells by living and dying.
4. So the physical world for the molecule is a very small world indeed-it is no larger in scale
than a cell. It is, in fact, the world of chemical processes, seen as it were from the inside. The
fact that time is so different on this scale explains why so many miraculous things can happen in a matter of a few seconds-the molecule has a whole lifetime in which to carry them
out, for it lives in a different world of time.
5. The breath of the molecule is even quicker-it is of the order of several hundred million
breaths per second. Molecules 'breathe' electrons, or sub-atomic particles; and by their own
living and dying they are themselves breath for man. So their field of action in this case is
much larger-it is on the scale of the whole of a man, not just a single cell.
6. On the level of psychic energy-of 'impressions'-the molecule is no longer confined
within the limits of a cell or a living creature; it has the freedom of the air in which to move.
Molecules are 'impressions' for Nature; and for the molecule itself, impressions have the frequency of heat rays. And molecules in the air around us must be especially sensitive to certain kinds of vibrations-to changes in temperature, sounds and scents, colours, humidities
and other more subtle influences, which they can store in a form which makes it possible for
Nature to absorb them.
7. Molecules, too, are associated with creative energy-they are in fact the substance of creative energy for the Earth. And in this sense their field of action extends to the extreme limits of the Earth's atmosphere. Creative energy for the molecule is associated with the frequency of ultra violet and X-rays-the molecule is sensitive to these influences of very high
frequency, and is able to store them. In this way they become available to the Earth-available through the living and dying of molecules.
8. So the molecule provides food for cells, and it quickens the bodies of living creatures
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through the air they breathe; it fills the world of nature with scents and sounds, with the song
of birds, the subtle perfumes that arouse the instincts of animals, the delicate changes in temperature which awaken the growing plants. And lastly it is a kind of sense organ surrounding the whole Earth, sensitive to the most delicate vibrations-vibrations far more subtle
than those we ordinarily perceive-influences coming from the other planets, the sun and
even the stars of the Milky Way. No wonder the world of molecules is the world of magic!

THE RELATION BE1WEEN THINGS.

VI.

THE

SUN.

1. The Sun breathes, and organic life is quickened, becomes alive. Once every twenty-five
thousand years the Sun breathes new life into Nature. The scale is so vast we can hardly conceive it-even the whole of historical time is only a fraction of a second for the Sun, and ordinary everyday time as we know it is not time at all, it is frequency. Our lifetime of eighty
years is in fact a vibration of some 10,000 cycles per second for the Sun, and our day and
night is an even faster vibration of several hundred million cycles per second.
2. The difference between the Sun's time and ours determines the level of energy
exchanged. For Nature it is vital energy or 'breath' that is exchanged, for Man it is psychic
energy or 'impressions', and for the cell it is creative energy. Nature depends on the Sun
for breath, we depend on the Sun for impressions, the cell depends on the Sun for photosynthesis. Conversely, the life cycle of Nature provides the Sun with vital energy, the life
cycle of Man provides the sun with psychic energy, the life cycle of cells provide_s the Sun
with creative energy.
3. That is why the Sun appears to us as he does-we see that part of him which is concerned
with psychic energy. If his light were to disappear we should die, because impressions would
cease. Nature would die too, if the Sun disappeared, but for a different reason-the life principle would leave her. And the creation of plant life would also cease, for cells could no longer
obtain energy from the Sun's rays.
4. But although the Sun appears to us in the form of light rays and vibrations, he is really a
living being. He is born, lives and dies, in his own time. this is difficult to understand-we
cannot actually see him for long enough to know what he really is. We think of him as a star,
as a point in space, but for himself he is not a point at all-he is three dimensional. The planets make many thousand spirals round him every moment of his existence but even if we
could visualize their path it would only be a geometrical figure-his real three dimensional
shape is unknown to us.
5. Yet we really do
know what the Sun is, and perhaps it isn't necessary to worry too much
about his exact shape, provided we can feel his influence. Perhaps we do not realize we are
inside the Sun-living creatures, the earth and organic life, and the planets surrounding him
are all part of the Sun, existing with him as one whole. For the Sun, as he exists in his own
time, is not separate. This earth is the Sun-it is part of his physical shape; organic life is the
Sun-it is the vital energy in him, his life principle; mankind, too, is the Sun-part of the
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Sun's psychology perhaps, or his feelings and sensations; and the world of cells is the Sunit is part of his creative energy, his power to create life on earth.
6. And the Sun is a star, existing in the starry firmament. As we look up in the sky at night,
what is it all about, that great stillness? Somehow, this is the most baffling of all questions.
Are we looking into the heart of matter itself, or is it some great living being, up there in the
sky? It is all so quiet and so still, there is certainly a presence there, yet we have no way of
finding it.
7. Actually, it is a question only of viewpoint. From our point of view we are looking into
the heart of matter itself-matter that has been stopped, so to speak, and consists only of
space without time. From the Sun's point of view it is quite different. The Sun lives in the
world of stars, just as we live in the world of Nature. Everything in the world of stars is alive
for the Sun-alive, and full of movement. Influences of many kinds reach him, from the clusters of stars in which he lives, from the Milky Way and from the other galaxies beyond. Some
of these influences bring him physical energy, others bring him life. When the galaxy
breathes, he is quickened. The source of all his impressions-his light-comes from still further away, perhaps from the distant nebulae, or the whole visible Universe. And the origin
from which he was created-who knows who created the Sun?

***
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TITE RE'I,ATIOR :BETh.iEEH 1ffiiliGS.

I)

VIII~•-..J'F.E HEAVENliY FIRl1Ali$liT.
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3)
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5)
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No won der

THE RELATION BE'l.WEEN THINGS.
I)

CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT E?ITITIES.

Sc f'ar we have been considering diff'erent entities - molecules, cells,

living crea-tu:res, stars, galaxies eto;, in relation to their place in the

:But each entity itself ·has a very great variety of

cosmic scale.
different f'orms.

There are many different cells, for instance, just as

there are many different stars, and the number of dif~erent creatures on
the earth's surface is even greater.

How can we classify these different

f orme - is _tb,ere some guiding principle we can use · ?

Which are the higher

forms and which the lODer, and wha.t is the real :f'unction of ea.eh?
2)

Suppose we consider the molecule, for instance.

There are many differeftt

kinds of molecule; some kinds are classified as organic, others as inorganic •
.Although it is far from clear what these terms mean, it can at least be said
that inorganic molecules are

·more simpl~ in their organisation,

~d exist chiefly in what we recognise as gaseous, liquid and solid states

or

matter.

Organic molecules are more complex - more highly organised, and

oonsist of verg· elaborate patterns or chains, built up from a :few basic
types.

The number and variety of' organic substances which can be derived

from these combinations appears to be aL~ost limitless.
3)

Now the molecule, like other entities, has a certain relation to other

entities above it in the cosmic scale.

It is associated in various ways

with the cell, with man, with nature and with the earth.

There are in fact

certain molecules whose sphere of influence is eon~ined within the limits
of the cell; there are others which have the whole of man•s body as their
sphere of' inf'luenee; there is a thii-d kind which has its sphere of' influence
outside the physical body of man, in the world of nature; 8,Dd there is a
f'ourth kind which has the whole earth as its sphere of influe-nce.
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4)

CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT ENTITIES.

The molecule,therefore, has :four di:f:ferent spheres o'f influence, and in

In each case it is in

each case its fitnction a.nd purpose are different.

fact a different kind of molecule, and di~ferently organised.

The molecules

that belong within the cell are the most complex of ~e organic molecules
(eg DNA, protein etc};

those that circulate wi-thin man•s body (eg enzymes,

hormones, haemoglobin) a.re also organic molecules though possibly less
complex;

the molecules that exist in nature (eg those concerned with the

proper-ties of air, temperature, ba.rometrie pressure, humidity ete} are
the more complex of the inorganic molecules; those that erlst in the upper
layers of the ea.:rth's atmosphere, and are concerned with the receipt of
influences from outside the ear'th,

are

the simplest of all the molecules.

5) So the molecule exists in four different :forms - on :four diff'erent levels.

In its highest, most energetic :form it is a very simple inorganic molecule
with a very wide sphere 0£ influence extending over the upper layers o:f' theearth's atmosphere, and sensitive to very subtle influences from outside
the earth..

In its nerl form it is a more complex inorganic molecule existing

in the immediate world around us, and sensitive to inf'luences which affect
nature's reactions, a.nd upon wllieh she depends i'or her impressions.

In its

third :form it is an organic mol.eoule existing within our bDtl.ies, and playing
an essential role in connection with our vitality;

and in its fourth form

it is eonfined within the cell, is perhaps the most complex of all the

molecules, and plays an essential part in the cell 1 s physical existence •

•
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STATES

I)

OF RATTER.

Matter, on the largest scale we can conceive, is the matter of which

the Universe is made.

This matter consists, not as the scientists suppose,

of a.toms, electrons and molecules, but of galaxies.

As

man's body is

made of cell.£, or as air is ma.de of molecules, so the Unive:r&e is made
of galaxies.

'Galactic matter' as we may call it, is the physical

substance of the Universe.
2)

The galaxies in their turn are made of stars - not separate stars, but

clusters of stars, held together by invisible bonds.

Let us call this

matter •starey matter' - a.11 we can see o:f it are vast clouds of stars,
like clouds of a subtle gas.

We cannot see it as it rea lly is - it is too

far away, both in time and space.

3)

Star clusters are made of suns - some many times larger, others not

unlike our own solar system.

We can call this matter

1

sola:r matter'.

And i:f you think of the brightness of our Sun, and then if you think of'
this brilliance, repeated and .repeated, again and age.in l'd thout end, you
may begin to imagine what 'solar matter' is like!

4)

And then there is the matter o:f which

SU11s

are ma.de.

The el~ments of this

mn:tter are planets; but not just the few planets we knm1 about..

'Planetary

matter• consists of a.11 planets, everywhere, interpenetra.ting the matter
o-f' the starry worlds.

5)
As

The next state of' matter is that of which our planet - the Earth consists.
our bodies are ma.de of cells, so the living body of the Earth is made of'

elements of many di:ff"erent kinds, such as :forests, seas, mountains, rivers,
islands, cities, lakes ••• all of which, taken together-, make up her physical
substance.

6)

We can call this matter 'org--a.nic ma.tter• ..

The elements of' •organic matter•- the valleys and hills, the cities and

:forests, the rivers and :fields, are the world in which we live, the world
of Nature.

The elements of this wor1d are living creatures like ourselves.

The :forests are made of trees, the fields a.re covered with plan:~ and floweI:"S,

men cro-Nd together in the cities, minute organisms fill the seas.

All these
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living creatures taken together are what ma:y be called 'livi_ng matter•.

It is

a. state of' matter -as tangible, as res.1 as the matter of which our bodies

are made.

1)

And our bodies are made 0£ cells - tissue cells, blood cells, nerve cells,

brain cells, cells of many kinds ..

As

a forest is dif'f'erent from a. city, as

a lake is di:f:ferent :from a plain, so the cells o:f our bodies are different;
and cellular ma1iter has many di:f.ferent :forms.

We are a.ware of' these

different aspects of cellular matter in the different parts of our bodies

the bony skeleton, the flesh, the bloodstream, the nervous systam, the
brain;

and to a certain extent we are :familiar with their own different

lives, the sensations connected with ea.eh.
8)

Less ta.ngi. ble, E':.Dd yet more active is the neri state o:f ma. tter - the

molecular ..

All our internal chemistry, our inner physical states, our . .

moods,our inner reactions, even the breath that keeps us alive - all these

In the world a.round us molecular

depend on matter in the molecular state.

matter - in the :form of water, air, water vapour, and on a larger scale
the Earth• s atmosphere - has many extraordinary proper-ties, and plays c:.?1
essential pa.rt in creating the environment in which living creatures B.Dd

pla...~ts can exist.

9)

And then there is -the atom, or ion.

The ion, which is an electrically

charged a.tom, is the be.sis of a1l electrical phenomena in the world a.round
us, both on a. very large scale in the Earthts atmosphere and in Nature, and
on a. smaller soa.1e in Man's environment.

In Man's inner world it is the

basis o:f his nervous energy, and it plays a vital part in his physical
constitution - in his metabolism.

IO)

And :finally, there is ra.dia.11t energy - heat, light, ultra violet and

many other

radiatimm.

The ba.sie element of this state

o:f: ma.tter is the photon, or quantum of radiation.

If a.toms, or ions are

oonnected with Man's nexvous energy - his impressions,-one would expect

this state oi' matter to be connected with his creative energy - his
consciousness.

:But of ooUl'se there is no proof.

And in the world

a.round us radiant energy ha.a a physical basis onlyJ though the laws
relating to its action are far from simple.
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II)

Now of all these many staiies of' matte:r only :four a.re knO\JIIIl -to 'Man;

and it is difficult for him to belie11e in the existence o:f other states

or m.~tter above him in the cosmic scale.
the cell.

Ma:tter, f'or him, begins with

:But for other entities, other states o:f !!latter are just as real.

as i~eal
For the sun, :for instance, pll:l.netary matter is/ · . · .
e.s cellular matter

For Nature it is living matter that has a real physical basis,

is to Ma.n.

fer the Galaxy it is the sta.rry world ·t;hat is realt and so on.
I2)

.And a.s new states of matter come in-to existence for larger entities

in the cosmic scale~ so other sta.tes of matter disappear :from view. Matter

in the a.tomic •state, for instance, no longer exists for the Earth.

An atolfl

is too small to exist xor the Earth - a molecule is the smallest element

that has any meaning; · so molecular matter is the :finest state o:f' matter
that exists~ on the scale of the Earth.

I3}

Molecular matter is therefore a. much finer substance for the Earth

than it is for us.

In fact, every state of matter has quite di:f:ferent

properties - is actually a different substance - for different entities
in the cosmic scale.

Molecular matter is one substance for the cell,

another substance :for living creatures, a third i'or Nature, a fourth f'or
the Ea.1·th, and on the scale of the solar system it no longer exists - it
is too fine.

A clear example is the air we breathe, which is actually a.

quite different substance on each of these four scales.
I4)

Now this idea - tha.-t ordinary matter,such as the air we brea1ihe,is

actually a different substance for dirferent entities in the cosmic scale,

is a very important clue.

Why is it that simple things in the world around

us cont~in so many rairaculous properties?

Artistsy poets, even ordinary

people like ourselves know of these hidden properties of things; why is it

tha. t science cannot explain them?
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I5)

The answer is simple - they are the properties of' me,tter as it exists

in relation to a larger world.

The matter we know, in its relation to

other worlds, has quite different properties - properties which to us are

miraculous.

Sci.enee recognises the existence of' finer, more ener&atic

states within a given state of matter; but this idea - that one and the

same state of ma.tter has different properties £or different worlds - is
something science has never discovered.
16)

Let us consider the properties of air, :from ~his point of view.

number and their variety are unbelievable.

Their

First, there a.re all the

properties o:f air connected wi·l.h :respiration - the strangely complicated
processes within the organism whieh enable the cells of our bodies to
obtain o-zygen., processes which science cannot fully explain.

These are the

physical properties of air - its properties in relation to the cell.
on _a larger scale there is the breathing o.f living creatures.

Then

In this sense

air is vita.l energy - is 'breath' - for it enables pla.nts, animals and

bacteria to live.

Through the delicate balance of carbon dioxide and

ozygen, its vitnl properties a.l'e mci.nta.ined.

To the next scale belong all

those properties of a~r connected with our environment - the storing and
distribution of' wa:t'mth and humidity in the atmosph&re, barometric pressure,

climatic conditions, vibrations, scents, colours, even light itsel:f, which
could not exist without the presence 0£ the atmosphere.

These belong to

Nature - they are the substance of which her inner impressions - her
sensations are made.

They are connected with her moods, har inner atmosphere

and in this sense air is quite a different substance - it has psychic

properties, and is ccrresp9D-dingl,y finer end more energetic.

And th0n

on the largest scale, there is the whole of the Atmosphere surrounding the
Earth, encircling her like a balo of light;

collecting and absorbing the

Sun's rays, storing some and dispersing others, protecting Nature :from the

more powerful radiations, allowing the vital rays to pass.

property of air which enables·

It is this

the Earth to res~ond to the delicate

influences reaching her i'rom outer space, and in her turn to transmit her

own influence to the worlds surrounding her.

This is the property of air

connected with consciousness - with the higher impressions the Earth receives.
26,

i1 a.11 these miraculous properties belong only to one state of

I7)

mg,ttsr - if' equivalent states o:f matter exist on every scale in the

Universe, no wonder we sometimes begi..n to feel a sense of the inf'inite in
the world

around us

If we knew how to look we could :find

the sa..~e miraculous properties in everything!

18)

Now the rea.son air bas so many miraculous properties is that its :field

Air is essential, not only

of action extends over four ve-xy different scales.

:for cells and living creatures, but elao for Natu2~e and for the Earth as a

whole ..

Al though it is the same air, ~md would if e.nalysed contain the

same i.'1.gr-edients, yet it is actually a different substance on each of these

four scales, with quite different propertiese

I9) And tb.e sams is true of all states of mattc:r - they ea.eh have four fields
of action - they each operate on £our di£ferent scaleso

On the first, the

nearest scale, it is simply the physical properties of .matter ~~th whi~h we
are eoneerned;

on the next sea.le it is the vital .properties, i.e. matter on

this scale is life, o~ *breath';
properties

on the third scale it is the psychic

the properties connected with intelligence, and on th0 fourth,

the largest sc&le it is the creative properties of matter~ the properties
conn~eted wdth consciousness.

20)

We are reminded of the ancient -idea that matter consists of four degrees -

Earth, Water, Air and Fire.

But it is only in
thi
our own system tha:~ we find
. jidea clearly and simply expressed,.
The
system says tha t rnat-ter, in its physical aspect, is bJ,·drogen; but that the

same etate of' matter, i;aken i..71 J.'elation to othez- sta'f;es of matte:r 7 can aoi.
in the capacity of oxygen, or nitrogen, or carbon;

and t~t "in ef!.ch case its

density~ and the effects of its action are different9
three forces;

This is the lc>.w o:f

e.nd here we are te1,kin5 i"t on a very big, a cosmic scale.

But

of course it applies to everything, great or small - not only to
eve r-y larger thing in the world around u-s, °b'..lt also to svery

lilly , part of

ourselves, do-..m to the smallest detail~ ·
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2~)

Onee we have established in our minds the cosmic order of these

different states of matter, it becomes possible to study Man in his

relation to each.
2I)

Now as he exie'ts in living matter - in his natural surroundings - Man's

physical body is large enough to have a. certain meaning and purpose; in :fact
it is the basis of his perception - the yardstick by which he measures the

world.
22)

But as he exists in organic matter - in the world o-f organic elements

surrounding the Earth - Man's body at a given moment does not count - it is
It is only his e:rls'tence in time - that which belongs to his

too small..

whole lif'etime, that counts.
And as he exists in planeta.ey ma:tter even Man's whole lifetime is not

23)

It is only that which belongs to :recurrence - that whieh is

big enough.

eternal in him, that counts.

And in the next seale o-r matter - in solar matter - even Van's

24)

recurrence is not big enough.

It is only that which is beyond recurrence

the realisation within him of ail that he could be, that has any

signi:ficanee.
So in each state of matter it is a dif':ferent part of Man that counts;

25)

and only in his relation at one and the same time with all these :four
states of matter is he complete •

•
26)

•

"

•

•

•

•

Now in ea.eh o:f these :four states o~ matter lla.n comes under dii':ferent

laws.

In the first state o:f matter, in living matter, Dan is under the

law of accident.
disappear.

27)

•

Physically, he may survive for a while, or he may

.Anything can happen at miy moment.

In the second state- of matter,_ in organic matter,

law of cause a..l'ld effect.

Jlan

comes under the

This is because time enters into the scheme of

things - it is the sequence of events within his lif'etime - the shape of
his life,tha.t

28)

exists in this state of matter.

.And in the next sta'te of matter,. in planetary matter, Man comes under the

law of £ate.

It is the repetition of .his life, that which exists beyond

his lifetime, that belongs to this state of matter.

29)
Will.
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And on the largesi. scale, in solar matter, !fan comes under the law of

It is those possibilities which a.re beyond reeurrenee - which have not

2.9 cont )
happened

ne~ore,

that require Will •

.And in so far as a man exists in this

state of matter, to that extant will his possibilities be realised.
**** ** * * ****** *** * * * ** **

30)

In the same way ,my other entity can be studied in relation to

Cells, for instance,

states of matter above it in the cosmic scale.

have quite different characteristics on each of these four scales, and
In cellular matter - in living tissue - they

come under different laws.

exist in large numbers, and have no significance individually.

:But in

living matter - in the world of living creatures - it is the individual

germ cell that counts.

In the germ cell, wound up like e. spring, causes

are hidden - ea.uses which sooner or later reveal . themselves in the
characteristics of living creatures.

'!he phenomenon of the germ cell

is a,~ay.tiful example of the law of cause and effec~,. a.nd the essence of it
is time - movement in the fourth dimension.

3I)

In the larger world o:f organic ma.1:ter - in relation to the biosphere,

the ce11 only exists in recurrence.

. Bow it is a curious thing that

nerve cells, unli.lte other cells, remain unchanged as. long as the body
lasts.

In comparison with tissue cells, nerve c8lls a.re eternal - they

exist f'or ever, so to speak.
subject to di:f:ferent laws.

In consequence

0:f" this, their existence is

They do not, for instance, reproduce and grow,

and replace th~mselves like ordinary tissue cells.

Whether they actually

exist in the fifth dimension - in recurrence - is dif~ioult to prove, but
there is cextainly a great difference between them and ordinary cells.

32)

On

the sea.le o:f"platleta:ey matter, the cell, if' it has a place at all,

exists only in the sixth dimension.

This would imply some further

extension of existence beyond that of the nerve cell - an existence in
which every possibility belonging to the cell could be realised.

Is it

possible that brain cells, or even perhaps certai.n special cells vmieh
belong to a particular area of the b~in, could :fulfil this requirement?
Clearly, such cells once again would be under quite different laws. Instead
o'f reacting, they would be able to initiate actions ..

Possibly, under

certain conditions, they would be under the law of' Will.

29

33}

One thing is clear - in spite o:f a.11 the research~ we still know very

little about the cell!

Y&t we have arrived at a new classification 0£

aells, into four broad headings - tissue cells,

ge:rm

cells, nerve cells and

brain eells; and these correspond in a very remar~..able we;s- with the

corresponding divisions o:f Ma.n•s

34)

nature.

Nature, too, can be stuclied in relation "to sta"tes o:f ma.:t~er above he:r
in the world around us, is

in the cosmic scaloe

changeable and unreliable.
turn. into deserts,

As climatic condi"tions V--<:irY, as :fertile valleys

or as con"tinen-ts a:1;e swept

flourish fo~ a while and then disappear.

'Winds, so animals and plants

by

Everywhere there is a struggle

:for existence - everywhere thin©, seem to be happening by accident. --

35)

But on

a. larger sea.le, a.11 these changes are unim.po:rta.i""lt. '1:f

Na-tu:rs as she ex.is-ta en the

'W'E!

study

scale of p1ane"ta:ry matter, we see

only the g.ra.o,ual appearance of' lif'e, e.nd the deveJ.o:pma."1.t of speoies throuigh
the ages. This. proc_ess

ordsred growth,

in... which tim.e plays an. essantial role,.

subject to the la.w o:f cause 'and effect.

accidental about

•
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COSMOSES - Doctrine of Cosmoses

1/1-7

Doctrine of Cosmoses Part I
The Doctrine of Cosmoses enables each of the 7 Cosmoses
to be seen from its own viewpoint as observer , not solely from man's
point of view. ( the summer programme referred to in 1/1&2 is Study
Society reading material , probably for 1965)
Physical , natural & spiritual bodies considered , first of man
and then of earth. Found to be of same level but of different substance
due to the different scales involved. The composition of the substance
of the respective bodies then related to the different food , air and
impressions of man and earth
2/1-3

AQQendix - Principles
Time & size difference of 30,000 which ratio also applies to
food,breath and impressions assimilation. Food,breath and impressions
energy exchanges linked with cosmoses one,two and three above &
below each other. Each cosmos has potential of physical body (from
food),natural body (from breath),spiritual body (from impressions) and
divine body (from creator).
Levels of matter in universe relative to observer, but velocities
constant and indicative of function involved. ( see Appendix Volume for
velocity grid & table)
2/4

Table of !Y.pical Cosmos 'set-up_:
Relationship of a cosmos with those 4 above & below.

2/5
Table of different times & sizes of cosmoses (see
Appendix Volume for further tables)
3/1-9

Doctrine of Cosmoses Part II
11 or 12 classes of entity from sub-atomic to island universes.
A cosmos considered to include 4 or possibly 5 entities below & above
it in scale.Nature of each revealed through its time- illustrated by
comparison of man's breath (3secs) with nature's (24hrs), nature's with
the earth's breath (1 yr) , that with the sun"s (30,000 yrs). Idea of a
comP-lete cosmos illustrated by universe.sun and man, each containing
the energy source for its own realisation - sun for universe , atom /
unmanifest sun for man , man for sun.
Separate & distinct periods or orders of dimensions
considered to illustrate principle that a complete cosmos must include
6 different entities and a 7th which repeats the first on a different scale.
(all papers probably mid-60s)

·.-_,.";:_::.;..-
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THE DOc'.l'HINE OF COSMOSES•

PART I._

The summer programme is based on the Doctrine of Cosmoses.
It shows us how the world is reflected in ourselves - how the
deeper we are able to look within ourselves, the deeper and
fuller ou.r perception of the world bocomes, until finally,
perhaps, the two are merged in one....
why the world is as

And it shows us too,

it is, for we see it all from a certain

point of view, the viewpoint of man, the observer.
:But the Doctrine of Cosmoses goes much further than this.
The approach used in the summer programme is only a begill:!1-ing.
Everything in the summer programme is taken from man's viewpoint :But suppose man did not exist

man is always in the centre.

any longer - suppose he disappeared frcm the scene.

The Doctrine

of' Cosmoses would still be just as true, for man is not the only

observer.

Each of the seven cosmoses is an obs5rver - each

can take the centre of the stage.
Each of the seven cosmoses is a living being.

Ea.oh ha.s

-. its own time, its own breath, its own intelligence_, and above

all, its own viewpoint of the world.

In fact, the world seen

from the viewpoint of' one cosmos is quita unrecognisable to
any other.

Each cosmos has a completely different view of the

world, and yet it is all the same world.
The idea that living beings exist on different scales

throughout the universe is quite foreign to modern thought.

I:f'

it was once understood in the past, it has long since been forgotten.

But these living beings actually do exist, and they are much
nearer to us than we suppose - mueh more interested in us than we
think, nmoh more of' an influence throughout our lives.

That

is the great secret - that is what the Doctrine of Cosmoses is
all about.
But how can we

different beings are like?

possibly dis.cover wha. t these

Row can we know what they feel,

what they are thinking, what their sensations are?

What does

the Earth feel, for instance, and what kind of thoughts does she

T/2
have?

Does she breathe in a.nd out as we do?

makes her alive?

What is it

And what relation does she have to other

cosmoses above and below her?

Of what significance to her

is man, for instance, and how is she aware of the sun?

The Doctrine of Cosmoses oan answer all these questions.
But it needs a little time, and quite a. lot of thought.

One

has to go slowly at it, step by steP•••••
Take, first of all, the approach in the summer programme.
The summer programme stresses the affinity between cosmoses at
an equal distance above and below man, the observer, and shows
how these cosmoses relate to aorta.in levels of matter of which
his d.i.f:f'erent •bodies• are ma.de,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SUn

••••••••••• ~ •••Ea.r.t h

~7

· .ica.l , •• M.osphere
llaa (observer)

••• 0011

•••••••••••••••Jfoleeule
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.Atom

Cells a.re associated: with tho biosphere, and these taken
together relate to the matter of which man's physical body is made;
molecules are associated with the earth, and these ta.ken togother
relate to the matter of which man•s natural body is ma.de;

and

atoms are associated with the sun, and these taken together relate
to the matter of' which man•s spiritual body is made.
Some of these relationships are easier to grasp than
o-t hers.

l3ut thoy

actually do exist, and i:f' wo ask ourselves why' it

- should be so, we realise that the cosmoses in question being

the same distance away from us, above as below, it is natural th93

should appear to be rolatod.

It is simply a. mattor of diste..nce,

or to put it more oxactly, of relative magnitude •
.But do they only appear tQ be related, or is there a
deeper truth hidden behind all this?

Are atoms really connected

- -

- - - - - --

-

- -·

-

- --··
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with the sun, for instance, or do we simply see matter in
Is it a

this form, when we study it at such a distance?

coincidence that moleooles erlst in the earth's atmosphere,
And

whereas cells only en.at within the biosphere?
these levels of matter really mean?

wb.a.t do

Do the same levels

apply on every sea.le - do they apply to other cosmoses?
It is the last question which will give ue the answer
we need.

The same levels of matter~ e:x:ist ·on every scale.

Ea.eh of the se~n cosmoses poseesses these levels of matter.
Take once a.gain the earth, for instance.
If you put the earth_in the centre of the diagram as the observer,
what is it you find?
to•••••••••••~••••••••••••••All Galaxies

••••••••••••••••?iilky Way

\i~~l . ;

. __ ., f•.. Sun
Earth (observer)
9 ••••Biosphere

i*

·················~~
•••••••••••••••o••••••••••••Coll

The biosphere is associated with the sun, and these
taken togethe:r relate to the matter of which the earth's physical
body is ma.de;

man is associated with the milky way, and these

ta.ken together relate to the ma.ttor of which the earth's natural
body is ma.de;

and the cell is associated with th& galaxies, and

these ta.ken togother relate to the matter of which the ea.r.t h's

spiritual body is ma.de.

So the earth also possesses these different bodies,
or at least tho ma.tter from which they could be organised.

But

in the case of the earth the substance of which these bodies

consist is not the same as it is with us.
is the same, but the substance is different..

The ~ l of' ma tte:r
And naturally

this is so, for matter exists on different seales.
Having established the principle that these different

1/4
levels of matter apply to other cosmoses, let us now tryto find a simpler way of visualising them - of undorsta.nding
what they really mean - for this at the moment is far from

clear, even in the case of man.
So fal", we have been discussing levels of ma.ttor which

:But if we ask ourselves

exist within the organism of man.

where these matters come from, and how they come to be there,
They ean only reach

we arrive at an interesting conclusion.

him, either through the food he eats, or the air
impressions ho receives.

he

Tb.ore is no other way.

breathes, or the
And the

food ma.n eats is cellular, and is obtained by him :from the
biosphere;

the air man breathes is molecular, and is obtained

by him from tho aa.rth's atmospheref

and tho impnssions man

reoeivos are a-tomio and electronic, and are obtained, at least

in their origin, from the sun.

So we can express the same

diagram in the following W83"1•••••••••••••••••••• Sun

••••••••••••••Earth

f••:BiospheN
Impressions

Food~

Man

(observer)

••• Cell
••••••••••••••••olecule
•••••••••••••••••••••Atom

And however

much we may question the existence of

different 'bodies' in other cosmoses, there can be little doubt
in our minds that as each of the seven cosmoses is "created in the
image a.nd likeness of the greatest of them ••• " they will ea.eh of
them eat, breathe and receive impressions in somo such way as
wo do, even though the outward appearance of these different
functions may seem ver., differOO'lt.

In the case of the earth,

for instance, our earlier diagram can now be expressed as followsa-
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r••• ....... •... •

.~llcy Way-

~

••••• Sun

i. ......

Air (

Impressions

Food!

(eroator of life on earth)

Earth (observer)
Biosphere

••••••••••••••••••Kan

{

{great laboratory)

(film of organic matter)

(living creatures)

••••••••••••••••••••••••Cell

The earth, as a li'Ving boing, obtains

her :food

from the biosphere - from the film of organic matter whieh
surrounds her. ·

This film of organic matter is provided for

her by the action of the sun.

The food she eats is absorb0d

into her. surface a.nd stored in the form of minerals - the whole
process takes place in a period of many thousands of years.

The earth, too, is a living being whieh breathes in
and out a.a we do.,

:But her breath is a much longer period than

ours - it takes e:xaotly a. year.

And the substance she breathes

is different too - it is composed of living creatures - animals and
plants in organic life which come and go with the

seasons.

These living creatures cover the earth's surface with life

a.t the coming of' spring - they provide the life giving energy on

which the earth depends•

This

store of iife/.fi.i~c~Wthe surf'ace of the earth is controlled
and regulated from a. point beyond the sun, in the llilky Way.
And finally the earth is a living being which

:receives impressions .

just as

-' Bu.t the substa.nco of which these impressions are made is
~ impressions are ma.de up of nerve,
very different from ours.

we do.

impulses, each with a duration of only some thousandth part of a
second.

But a 'nerve impulse• on the scale of the earth would

last for several days.

Changes in climatic conditions over the

earth's sur:face, changes in barometric pressure, humidity, temperature- a.11 these are
impressions for the earth.
::----::_----:--.

-:.

But the mechanism by

which these impressions are absorbed by the earth is the cell - in

l/6

partioula.r the plant cell, whioh extends over the whole surface
of the earth like a sensitive film, and is able to respond to
the most delicate changes in tho atmosphero around it.
Now the range covered by impressions is very great.
over and e.bove the range of climatic changes occurring in the earth's
atmosphere a.re much mo~e subtle influences which reach her in the
form of radiations from outer space.

l\Y' far the most pow9r:ful of

those i-a.diations will be those which reach her from the sun.

J3Ut

beyond these again will be ini'luences of various kinds from the
milky Wa.'1' and the galaxies.

Some

or

these influonces may wsll

dete:rmine the na~tll'e of th9 earth herself.

For by controlling

the elements within the struotura of the germ cell, the actual form
of living creatures, even of man himself, will be controlled, and
in_ this way the kind of influence;;i the ea::-th t s sur:f'aoe can re·c ei VG

will be de•termined •

•
This

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
whol~ question of impressions - ~here they c~me from,

how they ~re absor~d, and how con'V9rtgd into different levels of
energy - is complex and dif'ficul t to U..'lderstand, in the case of'

man.

But how simple it is fo:r the earth!

Her spherical shape,

combined with har a:ti.3.1 rotation; ensures that impressions i'all
evenly over her surface.

When they r&ach her from outer space

they exist in the :f'orm o~ radiant snergy-;
meet. he:r

and it is no-; till they

atmosphere that th~y a.re converted into atoms or ions,

and. finally into .molecular forms which the bios:phsra ca.n absorb.

In the lower levels of the atmosphere, impressions become more and
mo:re dense, until finally the biosphere is reached, and its cellular

s$cture reacts to the nature of the su.rrounding sir - to climatic
conditions, temperature;pressure, electric pctential and so on.
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'm.e earth's atmosphere is in fact an extra.ordinary
mechanism for converting impressions.
And we learn from studying it
~ns upwards
that the ra.ng9 of impressioll1.1. ...·om cellular to molecular, from
molecular to ionic, and finally to radiant levels of' encrgr, in
whioh state they are presumably far beyond the earth's own threshold
Where, in fact, is this threshold actually reached?

of' perception.

Do molecules p@rha.ps define it, as eloctrons do for man?

Is there

significance in the fa.et that molecules do not exist outside the

earth and the planetary atmospheres?

Perhaps energy higher

than the molecular level is too fine for the earth to retain •

•
•
• • • • • •
So the earth is alive - there is no doubt about it, for
•

•

she eats, breathes a.nd receives impressions just as we do..

And

if we apply the same principles to other cosmoses, we shall find the
same thing is troe.

And in time, if we pursue the matter far

enough, we shall begin to unde:rstand what everything is :for - we
shall see how eaoh ooamos is related to the next, and how
everything in the tmiverse depends on relativity and scale.

!2!!,:

Fo~ those who wish to take the matter further an appendix

is attached which sets out the more important principles on which
the ooncluaions in this paper a.re based.
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APPENDIX

•

PRINCIPLES HELA.1.'ING 'l'O 'l'HE DOC'l'RINE OF COSMOSES•

1) Eaeh Cosmos has its own time.

Generally speaking, the time structurG

of one cosmos is of the order of 30,000 ~im&s that of another.
means that its lifetime, its rate o.f breathing , ·

This

the rate at whioh

it assimilates food and impressions - and consequently of course its

whole rate of living and its sense of time - is 30,000 times longer
tha..~ that of the cosmos below it in soale• and shorter than the one above it.

2) The time of sach Cosmos is directl.y related to its magni tud8 • This
otlao tho, order of 30,000 times t hat
means that the size of one oosmos is1or
of/all i ta
of another.
Conseq_uen tly of course the_ size of , all its parts,
also its own sensa of siEe will be corrospondingly increased.

argans,

~.nd

~•

T'ne ratio of 30,000 times cannot be taken too exactly in specific

- cases, - but is remarkably accurate when applied7nrthe whole range o'f

cosmoses, from the smallest to the larggst.

Obviously, individual

oosmosee,(e.g. stars, planets, gala.:rl.es) vary tremendously in size, but
the ~ size, and the ~ time, where .

near

~o 30, 000.

The

full

ra.ngfl

known, often come veey

of cosmoses known to us is as follows:-

eleotron(or proton) - atomic nucleus - molecule {organic) - cell - ma.n(or
living creature) - unit of organic lif$ - planet (earth or typical), - solar

system - star cluster - gala.x;y - universe.
3)

Ea.oh cosmos is alive, is born lives a.nd dies, eats, breathes and

raee,i ves impressions.

The lifetime of each cosmos is approximately

30,000 times longer than the periodic time f~~- assimilation of food;
the time for assimilation of food is appro:d.mately30,ooo times longer
than the periodic time of breathing; the time for breathing is
approximately 30,000 times longer than the periodic time of a single
impression ( e.g. a nerve impulse in the case of man).
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4) Each cosmos eats .the cosmos one below it, is f'ood for the cosmos
ono above it;

breathes the cosmos two below it, is breath for the

cosmos two above it;

receives impressions from the cosmos three below

it, and is itself impressions for the cosmos three above it.

lfa.n, for

instance, eats cellular matter, and in common with all living creatures

is food for organic life when he dies.

Ho breathes moloeular matter

(i.e.air) and in common with all living creatures is 'breath' for the
earth

{i.e. forms part of the earth's life principle);

he obtains

impressions from atoms or ions, (possibly also electrons), aJ'.Ld is
himself an impression for the sun, (possibly also for the llilicy' Way).

5)

In the timo a eosmos eats, the cosmos one below it lives and

.d.ies;in the 'time a cosmos breathes, the cosmos ·two below it lives
and dies; in the tinw a cosmos receives a single impression, the
cosmos three below it lives and dies.

It seems to be a law

connGcted with th.o oconomy of nature that this should be so.

lla.n

ga.ts cells, for instance, and cells livo :for about a. day; man

breathes molocules, and molecules live :for about three
soconds...

If it war~ not so, supplies would soon be exhausted.

6) Evor;y cosmos has a ph.ysical

ooq 1

which is derived from the

food he eats; a natural body 1 which is derived from the air he
breathes; a spiritual bodz, which is dorivad from the irgprsssions
he receives_; and a divine body 1 which is derived from his creator~
This does not ID9an, necessarily, that these different bodies ar&
organised - they are simply there in potential, and will not be

realised unless enough cf the required energy is pre&ent to enable
them to grow and develop+

The required energy is that derived

from the full development of each octave in the food table - food
octave, air octave and impressions octave respectively.

,#;. . i.e. from a source above, or beyond

him rather than within him.
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7) The pb..ysical body bolongs to the cosmos ons above, the natural
bod.y to the cosmos two ,above, .

· . the spiritual body to the cosmos

three above, and the divine body to the cosmos four cosmoses above
a. given cosmos.

In this connection it has been said that each

cosmos is three dimensinnal. for itself', that i~ exists in the
· oosmos;Riovo in the fourth dimension, in the cosmos two above in
. the sixt
. h
ths fifth dimension, and in the cosmos j hree
··
. above. in

dimtmsion.

The cosmos

four above would presumably be beyond

time for the cosmos in question.
8)

The level of di:ff'erent states of matter throughout the universe

~s a.lways :relative to a. :ga:rticula.r observer.
seal~ o:f"' levels in the universe.

said in the preceding sections.

determined by the ratio

Tb.ere is no absolute

'fllis follows from what has been

fhe level of matter is

between it and the observer - the

higher the ratio, the finer,or more subtle the level of matter
for the observer in question.

(Ratio in this sense means the

relation between the time of the observer and the time of tho
cosmos of which the matter is composed).
9)

The velocities associated with phenomena of the same order,

in ditferont cosmosesi are constant and invariable, and do not

depend upon scale.

Examples would be the speed of growth, the

velocities associated with the digestive process, the function of
breathing, the circulation of impressions etc.

The actual speed

of ~owth, for instance, would be the same for the milky way as it

would for the cell - and both might be expected to grow at about
the same speed as we do.
Velocity is therefore a direct indication of :function.
Wherever a. certain velocity is present in the universe, it is possible
to know in general terms at least what order of function is involved.
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'l'!PICAL SEIJ.'-UP OF A COSMOS

snowmo

ITS P.ELATION TO COSMOSES ABOVE A.ND J3ELOW.

world in which divine body of cosmos 0
exists; world from which higher influences
,,,,COSMOS
4
••••••••
,
reach cosmos O; appears ~o cosmos Oas
(
ini'inite in space and time.

.

world in which spiritual body of cosmos 0
ezi.,sts; world from which impressions are

_

COSMOS 3 •••••••• derived for cosmos O;

//'.,i//

appears to cosmos 0

as a point in space.

I

world in which natu.,.-a.l body of cosmos 0
erls'ts; world f'rom which breath is
COSMOS 2 ••• •••·•• derived for cosmos OJ app~ars to cosmos 0

as a line, i.e.as one dimensional.
world in which physical body of cosmos 0
exists; world rrom which food is
COSMOS I••••••••
derived for cosmos O;. appears to cosmos 0
as a surface, i.e. as two dimensional.

COSMOS O •• •• • •••

appears to· itself as three dimensional,
.
and exists ins three dimensional
space.

world from which matter of
physical boa;sr of cosmos O is made;
------COSMOS-I••••••• food for eosmos o;
appears to cosmos Oas four dimensional.
world from which matter of
na.tural body of cosmos O is made;
- - - - - COSMOS -2 •••••••
b~~ath for cosmos O;
appears to cosmos Oas five dimensional.
.

\

\ _ _'~

world from which matter 0£
spiritual body of 0osmos O is ma.de;
--~-~---- COSMOS -3 • ••••••
impressions ~or cosmos O;
appears to cosmos Oas six dimensional.

\\___

COSMOS

-4

world from which divine body
of oos~os O ia made;
gher :uuluenoes
~
for cosmos O;
beyond threshold of peroeption for cosmos

········hi

.

o.
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.Dll'li'.tm.ENT ·'!IMES.. nr D!FWWW '1'' ,maos-m'

cosmos

-8.'i

+

IO

s6cs.
I0- 4seos.

electron

atomic nucleus

-8.'i
IO
·§ ecs.

24

cell

hrs.

yrs.
(living orea.turo)(I yr.)
organic life
30,000 W•
80

man

3

sees.

24

hrs.

IO

(our earth)
star cluster

+

+

24

sees.
hrs.

6

2.4 x IO yrs. 80 yrs.
(9 x IOI~s.) ( 30 t 000 l!& • ) ( I Ps)
7 x IO yrs. 2.4XIO yrs.
2 x IO yrs.
1
15
19
2 :z: Io ;vrs • 7%10 ~
7 x Io yrs.

planet (avera~)7 x IO ~s•
solar system

+

3

yr.

I

+
-8.'i
IO sics.
I0- 4seca.

I0-4 sees.

3 sees.

moleoula

impression

food cyclo

lifetime

galaxy

24
2 x 10 yrs •

uni verse ·.

7 x IO yrs.

28 ·

7 x IOI9yrs.
2 x Io24yrs.

+

-8.c;
IO sees.

I0-4 sees.
3

sees.

24 hrs.
hrs.)
80:zrs.

( 24

6
2.4:x:IO yrs.

IO
7 x IO yrs.
15
19
7 x ro yrs. 2 x I0 yrs.
2 x Io15yrs.

-

NOm: Only those times which are underlined aro established; the remainder

are of co'lll.'so theoretical, being based on the factor of 30,000.

SIZES
proton's diameter
(electron's diamJ
nucleus of' atom
molecules

OF DIFFERENT COSMOSES.

IO-I8
I0-15 ·
. IO-I3

metres
metres
metres, average

I0-9

metr9s, average

xo:~ ~o 10--

cells
{ germ cell, (man))

IO

man

IO O metres

6

•·

metres
metres

4

Ulilit of or~nic Ufe )10 • 5 metres

1,. e.g.f'orest or river
2
(earth's diameter)
107• metres
moon's orbit

solar system(diam~

1rJ
metres
101 3 metres approx.

18
globular stai- cluster 10
21
milky way's diam.
10

'explored' universe

IO

theoretical size of
universe (einstein)

IO

metres average
metres '

22.5

26

metres (?pre-radio astronoIIzy")

metres

NOTE: certain of these figures may- be supe~seded by recent research.
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THE DOCTRINE OF COSMOSES.

PART II.

Having established in the precE)ding paper that each
cosmos is a living being;

that it exists in its own three

dimensional world, which is quite distinct from any other;
and that it stands in a certain relation to the cosmoses above
and below it, dep.ending on them for oerta.in things, and at the

same time providing certain other things for them;

and having

suggested that there ms.y be a finite number of thes0 different

cosmoses in the universe;

we have next to discover how many

cosmoses there actually are, and what in their real nature
is the difference between them.
If we study the different entities known to science, and

if we

' _ classify them according to their ma.gni tude, (and

where it is known, their time), we come to the conclusion that

there exist perhaps eleven or twelve classes of entity in the
universe, and that they range in magnitude from tho sub-atomic

particles at one extreme of the scale, to -the galactic nebulae
and island universes at the othersuniverse
galaxies

star clusters
solar systems

planets
organic li:fe
man

cells
molecules

a.toms
electrons(and other
elementary particl9s.)
But here we co~ up against a. difficulty.

As suggested

in the preceding paper, our own idea of what these entities
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are like depends upon the position we occupy amongst them.

It is

impossible for us to know what thoy are actually like in themselves.

The real sunf for instance, is certainly not the sun wo see in the
sky•

sun.

Truo enough, the sun we seo in the sky is pa.rt of the real

But it is only a.n a.tom of its e::d.stence, so to speak, for

it stands in the same relation to the real sun as an atom would

So the real

stand in rrelation to tho whole of a man's body.
sun is certainly much bigger than the sun we seet

Even entities nearer to us, such as cells and molecules,
present serious difficulties when

w•

try to discover their real

What is a. cell really like, for instance?

nature.

that its lifetime is of the order of 24 hours;

We know

so the 'present

moment• for a cell must be a thousandth of a second or lass.
1

A

da;y' .lasta for two or three seconds, and a 'year' for fifteen

or twenty minutes.

So during a. fow years of our time a. thousand

generations of cells have come and gone!
mazey- s'trango things

Perhaps this explains

about the cell - about the prenatal development

of our own bodies, for ins'tance, and how it can all take place at

such tremendous speed.
Now we have already established that each cosmos contains
several diffennt levels of matter within itself', and that these
~ifferent levels of matter are derivod from tho entities below it
in scale.

{ Man's physical body consists of cells, for instance,

his natural body is ma.de from molecules and so on).

It follows

that when we speak of a •cosmos• in the proper sense of the word,
we do not mean one of theso entities only, we mean sewral of them

In fact, it is difficult to know where to draw
the line, but we can at least bo

stU'8

that four of these entities

should be included in any complete cosmos, and even possibly a
fifth.

(In the ca.se of man, for instance, wo should have no

hesitation in including the four entities 'men - cell - molecule - atom'
in any description of the :matters of which he consists, and we might

well include the electron also, although the function of matter in
the electronic state within the human organism is far from clear).
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In a similar way, we ha.va established that eaoh cosmos lives
within, depends upon and belongs to several different entities above it
in scale.

Iri any description of a g;i.ven cosmos, therefore, it

is essontial once again that at least four different entities should

(In the case of man, for instance,

be included, and possibly a fifth.

we should have no hesitation-in including the four entities 'man -

organic life - earth - sun'

in any description of the worlds to

which he belongs, and we might well include the starry world also,
although the :function of this world in relation to man is not so
well established).
So let us be qui~ clear - when we use the word 'cosmos' in
relation to man we a.re referring, not just to man, but to ill, these
different entities above and below him, seen from his point of view
and fulfilling certain :functions in relation to himself.

EveryWng

man knows in the ordinary way about these dif'forent cnti ties - everything
too, that the scientists have discovered - about stars and galaxies,
molecules, atoms and electrons - all these things belong only to man's
viewpoint - they a.re seen as part of his own cosmos.

For man

cannot escape his own viewpoint of the world - this viewpoint depends

-

on his place in-tho world, and above all it depends on his time.
So how can we discover what the nert cosmos - the cosmos of
organic life - is really like?

The answer is simple enough.

The

cosmos of organic life is the same world - it consists of the same
entities - but these entities a.re se9n from a different viewpoint they are seen from a different~-

this means:MAB.
(
s"tar cluster
(
-'
••••••~••••••••sun

.! .
l

Let us try to discover what

(

•••••••••earth

•·••••• ••• sun.
'C
0

ti'::

••• cell

i

org. li:fe ( 24 hrs .. )

•••••••••coll

•••••••••••••••atom

electron

••••earth

•••• living creature

•••••••••molecule

(

•••••••••••••••star cluster

orga.nic life

man (3 seconds)

(

OllGilI C LIFE.
gal~

(

•••••••••••••••molecule

(
(

atom
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The world as man knows it is based on his time, and this
time is his breath - his 'present moment•~

Tho present moment

f'or· man_~s of the order of 3 s_eQonds - it takes man about 3 seconds

-to come to himself a.l'l.d take in the situation a.round him.
For
is
na turs - for organic lif'e - the same period/ · •· ·
24 hours.,

This doos not imply that nature is aware o:f the present moment
in the same wey tha. t we are - we have no knowledge about this"
But it does mean that a.11

her :f'anctions - eve:cy-thing that happens

in organic life - are based on this diurnal rhythm ..

-the breath of nature -

For 24 hours-

is the period o:f' the earth's rotation.

Every time that nature breatlles, the sun's rays oover the whole

of the earth's surface - once we understand this, once we realise
Nothing

that this is her breath, we begin to understand nature.

the scientists
can tell us, nothing we can read about in books,
,

is of a.n.y use without this key.

For it means that from nature's

point of view ·all the entities abovs and below her - molecules,
cells, living creatures, the earth, the sun and the sta:t'S - all
these have quite a different meaning - their function is quite
different, for they a.re based on a

!!-.!!. which

Consider the cell, for instance.
as the molecule is to man.
nature.
life.

is different from ours.

4be cell is to nature

'lhe cell is the secret of lif'e for

The sunts rays, falling upon the plant cell, :produce
And the process is the same as that o:f our own breathing.

But what is not generally understood - what no scientist ever
realised - is that the cell, from nature's point of' view, only
exists £or a. few seconds.

It only exists in re::peti tion, as

mol~oul.es do :for us.

This, then, is the cosmos of organic life - a world of
quite different relationships, ba.sed on a different time.
will the next oosmos - the earth - be like?

What

Once again i t will

be the same world - it will consist of the same entities - but these

entities will be seen from even farther away in time.

The present

moment - the breath of nature is 24 hours, but the breath of the
earth is a year - the time of her orbital motion round the sun.
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BABffl •
(
(

(
(

universe

.,,......

•••••••••••••••••Tlll.""-""1 way

•a.11 universes'
•••••••••••••••••universe
• •·••• •••••• milky way

.••••• • ••••• star cluster

•••••star cluster

]

!
.

sun( 30,000 ye,...,)

·••••• earth

•••••••••••org. life

'•• ••••••• •• living creature

....................man

molecule

{

cell

(

When the earth breathes, spring; summer, autumn and winter
come and go, for her breath is a yoar, and it coincides wi. th tho passing
of the seasons.

But when the sun breathes, the who1e of' organic life

is born, lives and dies.

For the breath of the sun is the period from

one ice age to the next - of the ordsr of 30,000 years.
So the sun is even farther away frmn us in time than the
earth.

A year of man's life is only a tiny fraction of a second of the

sun's experience.

Haw can we possibly grasp what this means - how can we

ever hope to know what the real sun is like?
Strangely

so

enough, it is not/

what the real sun is like

diffioul t to understand
'l'he reason

is

that the structure of the sun is nearer to our own than that of other
cosmoses.

The real sun is a complete cosmos.

This means that the full

possibilities of all three octaves belonging to the sun - the octaves of
food, air and impressions - exist in potential, and can bo realised.

The

only other cosmos of which we know this to be tme is man.

And if it is

true for man and the sun, it is also tme for the universe

the a.11, or

the PRO'l'OOOSMOS.

For it is in the image and likeness of PROTOCOSMOS that

man and sun are orea ted •.

316
The universe, the sun and man - each is a complete cosmos.
And each is a self - creative being, that is to s~, each contains within
itself. thEr source of energy /1e~defor its own realisa. tion •
For the

universe, this source of energy is the sun;
atom (or the sun that exists within him);

for man, it is the
for the sun, strangely

enough, it is man.

How can man be a source of energy for the sun?
consider what the real sUii could know about man.

Let us

The sun could

not, fo:r ir.istance, know anything of individual man - it would
only know man as an inf'luence, or an impression.

The total

ef':f'eot of man's in:f'luenoe in the biosphere over hundreds and
thousands of years - this would be significant for the sun.
Man, as a complete cosmos, existing in his own right
in the biosphere, on a level with sun and univeree - this is a.

very big conception of man.

But this

is

what man could be,

and it is for this that he was oreateda-

••••
••••
••••
UNIVERSE •• ••

universe

star cluster
sun

earth
organic life
man

cell
molecule
atom
electron

••••

••••
Sean in this context, the scale of different entities
with which we started our discussion takes on a different meaning.
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In the :first plao&, if man and the sun both exist in a certain
medium or world, the universe must do so also.

But what is this

world - of what entities does it consist?
A.t

first sigi'lt it might appear that our scale of entities

should be extended - that the world being infinite, there is no
limit to the number of different entities it contains.

But when

we look ·closer into it we notice a certain affinity between
We notice, for

entities in different parts of the scale.

instance, that elactrons,atoms and molecules bear a close
resembla.nee to planets, suns and star clusters, both as regards
. structure, and the kin d of'/,niotions
• th whi ch they are
their
·· · · wi
associated.

By a stretch of the imagination this resemblance

can be ta.ken still further, to cells and galactic nebulae; and as
for man himself, is he not a mirror of the universe - does he not
con ta.in a universe within him?
When we set out the scale of entities in this way, putting

consti
tutesr
no
.longer
,

like entities in parallel with like, we find it

. -and ~eng.ing

continuous, series, but contains two ·quite separate and distinct
;periods or orders of di.m,msions, one of which lies above us and

the other below:ABOVE.

..:

:BELOW.

6

universe

6

man

5

gala:icy-

5

cell

4

star cluster

4

molecule

3

sun

3

atom

2

pl.anet

2

eleetron

I

organic life

I

••••

•

man

•

Let us be quite clear on this point -

• 0 ••

the relation between

these entities does not merely depend on our viewpoint.

We are

not, as in the previous discussion, comparing entities at equal
distances above and below us.
on different scales.

We are comparing parallel worlds
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We can, _if' we like, change man's position

In this ease; the dimensions will

in the period of dimensions.

change, bu1; the nature of each entity will remain distinct.

In the

example given above,man appears as a six dimensional continuum to tha
entities below
above him.

himf and

as a. point in relation to the entities

:But i:f we pttt man in the centre of the period, the

arrangement will be as follows::BELOW.

ABOVEo

6

••••

6

sun

5

••••

5

planet

4

••••

4

organic life

3

universe

3

man

2

ga.ls:q

2

cell

I

star cluster I

melecu.le

•

sun

atom

•

In this case it is the sun which appears as a. six dimensional
eontinuum to the entities below it' (i.a. to ma.n), and a.s a point -

a star - to the entities above it (i.e. to the universe).

To the

universe in its turn there will exist a six dimensional continuum
above it - of which we know nothing, except that its structure will

be similar to that of the sun.
This approach, at first sight, m;q appear academic, but it
gives us a very important clue.

A cosmos, in order to be complete,

must include a. whole period of dimensions.
It follows that there
are alwa..vs
•
;su essentially different entities in every complete c-osmos,
an~ e... seventh, which repea.~s tl}e first on a different sealea-
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Now the study of the greatest.of these three cosmoses the universe - is difficult for man.
the sun he would know himself'.

But if' man could understand

For everything a man could have

exists in the sun - it is in the sun that all his desires

are

And in learning to understand the sun a.s a complete

realised.

cosmos he would discover the meaning and purpose of other entities
above him - organic lire, the earth and the planetaey world.

For these entities actually form pa.rt of the sun, just as the
entities below us form part of our own bodies.
The sun stands in a special relationship to ma.n.

Man

is the matter from which tha spiritual body of the sun is ma.de.

And man's spiritual body is ma.de from the sun within him.

For

the sun has two different aspects for man - one manifest, in the
world outside, the other unmani.fest, in the world within~6
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So the sun exists within us, as it does outside.

And

that is why to undorstand the sun would mean to know ourselves.
Let us see if we can find the 'Wa.Y••••••

COSMOSES - The Living Universe
1/1-7
Continuous chain of living beings in Universe on
different scales with different time/size ratios.
Earth's time considered - 24 hrs = a fraction of earth's
second , a year = a moment = her breath during which organic
life quickened at similar speed to air passing over our lungs.
Breath of an entity as clue to its time value. Similarity of breathing
for earth and electron. Functional relation of 30,000x between
different entities interlocked as food , air and impressions and
creative energy. These relationships constant among 6 cosmoses
above and below any entity.
1/7-9
Consideration of common objective features of universe.
Time as only a relation between things - likewise size so , ' in the
real world time and space are relative - it is only the relation
between things which is absolute.'
Source and centre of universal energy seen' from
outside' as being both from within stars and from within atoms .
(viewpoint contrasted with energy elaboration in Ray of Creation)
2/1-2
Living solar system considered , earth's role in
development of organic life for universe , and organic life as
medium for development of man as universal mind/consciousness.
3/1-3
Scientific view of universe overlooks different time/size
aspects of cosmic entities.
Spiral diagram of whorls of 6 cosmoses existing within
the one world of the 7th , the protocosmos.

(main paper dated 1969)
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In these days of space travel it is very interesting to
remember what the system seys about the existence of life in
other parts of the unive~se, and to compare the sy stem teaching
with current scientific and popular ideas on the same subject.
According to the system, everything in the universe is alive
everywhere in the universe there are living beings, built on the
same pattern ~e ourselves.
These living beings breathe and think
and feel just as we do, and existing all around us and very near
to us, they influenc~ us in many weys, . and have a nmch more profound
eff ect on our lives than we ever supposed.
Now the system maintains that these living beings are all -very
much larger, or very much smaller than· we are - in other words, they
exist on different scales.
According to the system, man is jus~
one link in a continuous chain of beings - beings so vastly different
in scale from himself that it is difficult, if not impossible for
him to conceive what they are really like.. Science, on the other hand,,
looks only for life on a similar scale to our own - it has not tumbled
to t _he idea that life might exist on different scales.

And that is

perhaps why the universe looks so lifeless - so inorganic - to the
scientist.
But there is a further point which science has not _yet tumbled 'to, :
although there are hints that she is moving in a similar direction.
This is the idea. t h a t ~ changes with scale - that every separately
existing entity in the universe has its own time, and that within broad
limits th~ value of time depends on the size of the reference body.
This idea is certainly not an easy one to grasp.
We are so used to
thinking of time - of.!!!!!: time - as a constant factor throughout the
universe, that we cannot easily adapt our minds to a new way of
thinking about it.
And if we do begin to realise the implications
of this idea, we find it alters our conception of the universe so
completely that we oannot face the immensity of the change.
We find
ourselves confronted with a new universe - a universe which seems at
first to be totally beyond our comprehension._
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Consider, for instance, those very wonderful photographs of
the earth as seen from the moon, which were taken by the astronauts
on the last American space flight.

For the astronauts the earth

was "home" - that place 1-rhere their friends and families lived, become
so stra.~ge end so remote at that great distance.

!!!

the earth?

What is she like for herself?

those photographs?

But what really
Is she really like

If so, how can we imagine bar to be a living

being, a.s the system suggests?
The e.nswer to all these questions depends on one simple thing - an
understanding of the earth's~.

Now when the astronauts took those

photographs their camera had an exposure, say, of one hundredth part
of a seeond.

According to the system teaching, a period of this

duration could not possibly exist for the earth.

The shortest

period which could have any meaning for the earth would be in the
region of 24 hours.

Even this would be only a flash - a fraction of

a second in our time.

A moment in the· existence of the earth would

last for very much longer - probably for a year at least.
So we are forced to the conclusion that the real earth is not at
all as we supposed, and that we cannot hope to see her as she really'
is, simply because we cannot see h~r f'or long enough at a time.

On

the other hand, although we cannot actu.e,lly see the whole of her
physical shape, we can build for ourselves a very interesting picture
of what she is like by studying her functions, particularly her breathing.
There is a saying in the system that "time is breath".

.And as breathing

is connected especially with life, by studying how the earth breathes we
can begin to see her as alive - as a living being just as we are.
Now there is reason to suppose that the earth's breathing corresponds

in time to her year - to the period of her orbit.

Without going into

all the calculations, let us assume for a moment that this is so, and
consi.der _what it would imply.

Regarded as a phenomenon on the scale

of the whole biosphere, the year is a period of enormous significance.
It is like a clock - a very accurate clock
every living thing on earth.

which sets the time for

An enormous number of living beings

actually live and die every year, in other words they a.re continually
living and dying over the earth's surface by the passing of the seasons.
In :fact as the earth inclines her axis towards the sun's rays, life
actually passes across her surface and quickens it - it passes at a
speed which ca.n be easily calculated - about the same speed as the air
passing over our lungs.
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Th.i.s phenomenon gives us a clue to what is mea_nt by ''breathing"
on a cosmic scale.

life;

Breathing is connected. with the fluctuation of

and it is ..,Ghe periodicity of this fluctuation which determines

the value of time.

When a being comes into the world it starts to

breathe; when it eventually ceases to breathe, life ends and time
exists no longer.
But in between, the whole meaning of time - the
value of each passing moment - is determined by the speed. ~.t which
it breathes.

And all the other functions which belong to it - eating,

moving, thinking, feeling - all these are geared to the same clock, they
are all related to the speed of its breath.
Let us consider, for instance, an entity of a very different size
the electron.

According to some text books, the electron has an

orbit within the atom, just as a planet such as the
within the solar system.

earth has an orbit

According to others, this is only an

approximation to the real state of a.f'fairs - an electron, they tell us,
can only be considered to have a certain nrobable location in relation
to the nucleus of the atom - the probability o:f existing within certain
defined limits at a certain distance :from it.

The possibility of actual.

velocity and direction of movement is excluded.
This conflict of viewpoint is very interesting.

It shows us that

we cannot possibly know what an electron really is, simply because it
does not exist for long enough.

In other words, the electron's time

is too short for us to see it, in just the same wa4 as the earth's time
is too long.
And the strange thing is that electrons and planets are
beings of the same order - it is only because of our vieiipoint that
they look so different.

They look so different because we cannot

possibly know them in their own time.
What would it mean to know a...11 electron or a planet in its own time?
It would mean that we lrnew them as three dimensional beings, just as
we know ourselves as three dimensional beings.
to imagine what this 1-rould imply.

Let us triJ for a moment

In the first place we should be

aware o:f their breathing - a.-id as far a.s one can judge there would be
little difference between them in this respect, for in both cases
"breathing" would be connected with their changing rel;:,,tionshi:p to a
central focus - the atom, or sun to which they belong, 2nd from 1.1hich
their energy is derived.

Secondly, we should ~ind ouraelves in a

strange world - a world in wh~ch man did not exist.

'For man belongs

to a different pa.rt of the universe - a part which is·too far awa:y in
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time for him . to possess any substance, although it is quite possible
his influence would have great importance.

And here it is interesting

to realise that the greater the interval, or difference in time between
two cosmoses, the more powerful - the more energetic - this influence
will bee
Particularly would this be true of the electron; for the
nbreathingn of the electron - its orbit in the atom- has a duration
which is on the average some thousand billion times shorter than ours.
At this interval man's influence might well appear as a powerful sourcre
of
radiation, in much the same way as the starcy world is a
powerful source of radiation for us.
But why does there have to be this enormous difference in time
between different entities? Is there an objective reason behind it,
or is it a subjective phenomenon, dependent on man's viewpoint?

We

are told, for instanc~, that the breath of each cosmos is on the average
some 30,.000 times longer in duration than that of the cosmos below it, and
that this ratio
universe.

of 30,000 timeg- is a consta.nt factor throughout the

What is the reason for this?

A partial answer to this question canoe fou:nd in the :functional

relation between different entities.

If we study man's various funotions

from this point of view we disc'over to our surprise that his digestive
cycle - his feeding - is 30,000 times longer in duration than his
breathing, and that his breathing

in its turn is in the region of

30,000 times longer in duration than his shortest impressions or nerve

impulses.
We notice, too,- that the timing of his digestive cycle
corresponds approximately to the life period of cells, the timing o~
his breathing corresponds approximately to the life period of molecules,
and the timing of his impressions or nerve impulses corresponds
approximately to the life period of atoms.

Moreover, the food he eats

is aciually cellular in structure, the air he breathes is molecular,
and his· -nerve impulses depend upon the presence of ions, and are

electrical in character.
All this brings us to the realisation that man's basic functions,
axe closely interlocked in their timing with that of other cosmoses

below him.

Nor is it difficult to infer from this that his own

lifetime is similarly interlocked with the functions of other cosmoses
a,bove him.

If we work out the details we begin to realise that this

great chain of liviug beings throughout the universe has a closely
interwoven pa-ctern of different times,- and that the econollzy' of the
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•r1hole structure demands that this should be so.

In order that
a cosmos may eat, the cosmos one below it must live and die; in
order that it may breathe, the cosmos two below it must live and

die, and in order that it maJT think and feel and receive impressions
-~he cosmos three below it must live a..nd die.

Each cosmos in its

turn is food for the cosmos immediately above it, is breath for the
cosmos two above it,, and is impressions for the cosmos three above
Nor need we assume that the relationship ends td th the third

it.

cosmos above or below.

In man's case, for instance, the electron,

although it mey be impossible for him to k..~ow anything abou~ its
physical reality, p lays an enormous part in his life by providing
him 1-ri th electromagnetic vibrations of various kinds - ultra violet,
light, heat, inf'ra red and radio waves

and by supplying him with

the electrical p otential required by his nervous system and brain.

Nor can we dismiss the possibility that cosmoses still further below
him - gamma a.nd cosmic ra;r particles, for insta..~ce - pla_y a.n essential
role in his development, although little is known of their function

at the present time.
It would seem fairly certain, therefore, that the difference in
t ime between one cosmos and the na.~t - in fact the whole time structure
of the universe - is an objective thing, and that it does not depend on
man's vie-...rpoint.

Finding ourselves, so to speak, in a particular

place in this structure, it so happens that we obtain a a·ertain view
of the universe above and below us;

but to another cosmos, situated

in another part of the universe, the view might be very different.
Yet the relationship of one part to the next is always the same.

Where,

we might ask, does this vast structure begin, a.~d where does it end?
Or does it continue infinitely beyond our view in both direo:tions?
Nowt-he system teaching maint ains that there are only seven
cosmoses, or orders of worlds.

And a lthough at first sight this-

would appear to answer our question, we find on further examination
that the seven cosmoses of which the system speaks do not include any
of the smaller worlds below us.

these smaller worlds contained
il) fact
within the lowest of the seven cosmoses,an..d do they form/a further
.AI'e

period, a mirror image, as it were, of the greater cosmoses above
them?

Can we take it that the Miorocosmos- the lowes-t of the

seven great oosmoses - is a reflection ' of the Macroo:oamos, that the
world within us is a reflection of the world a.round and above us?
Are cells, molecules, atoms, electrons and subatomic particles of
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various kinds nothing more nor less than galaxies, star clusters,
solar systems, planets and planetary satellites, seen as it were
from a different viewpoint - from above instead of from below'?
But here we have to tread carefully - we have to remember that
'above' and 'below' are only above and below for us - for another
cosmos they would be different.
Consider the molecule, for instancre.
For the molecule 'above' would consist of oells - they would be the
nearest world for the molecule - then man, organic life, planets,
suns and star clusters - and that would be all.
Anything larger
than a star cluster c-ould not exist for the molecule, simp'.cy' because
a star cluster is the
sixth cosmos above it, just as the
'universe' (as we call it) is the sixth cosmos above us.
So the
star cluster ig· 'universe' for the molecule - and strangely enough
molecules and star clusters are worlds of the same order, subject
to the same laws and the same kinds of motion.
But what is there below the molecule?
Below the molecule there
would be a f'urther period of si:x'. ·cosmoses - a.toms, electrons, protons,
and three other worlds, two of which at least would be too small and
too short in duration for us to know of their existence.
As above,
so below.
The world above the molecule, the world outside it and
aro'!llld it, is reflected in the world below it, the smaller world
within it.
And so too with man.
Imagine the slcy' above us with
all the planets and stars and galaxies as we see them on a dark night.
And then imagine that we look below us and see the same planets and
stars and galaxies reflected in a pool of water at our feet.
Yet we
never realise that they are the same planets, the arune stars and the
same galaxies, for they look so small and so different reflected in
the pool.
'When we look up at the worlds above us we feel the
immensity of it all, and we know we are too small to exist. But we
never realise that the same thing is true of' the worlds reflected in·
the pool.
In relation to them,too,we are too small to exist - we a.re
too small to exist in the world of atoms and electrons - that is what
seems so strange •••••••
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FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT OF

THE LIVING UNIVERSE.

We begin at this stage to realise that all our usual
o:onceptions of the universe in whic:h we live are croloured
by a single limited viewpoint - that of man, with his own
particular sense of time and space.
Change this sens-e of

time and space and everything will be different. But not
~ntirely - there must be certain features belonging to the
universe in which we live which are common to all viewpoints
whiah are objective and not relative - and it is these one
would hope to discover.

Now if each c-osmos has its own
time - if •for eaoh
cosmos the value of'.time ie unity - it is obvious-ly out of the
question, to impart any absolute value to time. In fact, time,
0

is not an actual thing in the real world,, it is-· only a relation
b-etween things.
And as it is general.ly true that size followsthe same pattern as time, increasing or decreasing in rough,ly
similar proportion, we arrive a.t the strange conclusion that siz·e·
has no reality either.
The vastness of outer space, and the
infinite smallness of atoms and electro11a· - these are not absolute
facts at all, they are simply a matter of viewpoint.
For in the
real world time and spaae are relative - it is only the relation1
0

between things whioh is absolute.
But whose viewpoint shall we take?
Let ua suppose, for instance,
that our own familiar viewpoint were to ahange, and we found ourselves
looking at the universe· as it were r-rom above, from a, point outside it.
What should we actually see?

First, we should see galaxies, spiral

nebulae, island universes and worlds of that order.
These would
no longer appear to us as points of light in an inf'inite space,
thousands of light years '. aw~.

They would be living beings, breathing

and pulsating with energy, just as we a.re.
And if we studied them
more closely we should find them to be in constant motion, exchanging
energy with each other, dividing or merging together, radiating
inf'luences of various kinds.
And then we should suddenly realise
that these entities in outer space, when seen in their own time,
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actually form the strua:tu.re of' living matter in the universe, in
the same wa;y that cells form the structure of' living matter within
us - the matter of which our own bodies are made.,
Looking more closely again, we should discover that these beings
contain" the secret of life.
For circulating through them. are stars
o:lusters of stars held together by invisible bonds, and' individual
stars which move with a ra.ndom,motion, like the molecules in the
air we breathe.
These stars aotually move
with the same
velocity as molecules, a.nd in doing so circulate energy throughout
the galaxies, just as molecules circulate energy within the cells
of our bodies,.
Looking still further again, we should realise that the ultimate
source of energy in the universe comes, not from outside it, but
from even deeper within it - from within the structure of stars,
just as it comes, too, from within the struO;ture of atoms, from
the 'cloud' of electrons which surround them, and finally-from the
nucleus itself~,
And then we should remember that one of these stars i~ our own just one of' the hundred thousand million stars that radiate energy
throughout the fabric-, of the whole universe. And we should see that
our own position - our own earth which forms part of the 'cloud'
of planets a.nd satellites surrounding the sun - lies between this
sou.roe of energy and the universe outside it - that it forms as it
were a screen through which the sun's, radiations pass, modifying
them and adding to them in various wa;ys bef'ore they reach thegalaxies beyond.
Organic lif'e and man form pa.rt of' this screen - the purpose of
organic" life, perhaps, to add li:f'e and beauty to the sun's ra;rs, and
the purpose of mankind - who knows - perhaps to add consciousness.,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so we have arrived at a new oonoeption of the universe. We
have seen it from ouTside, as it were, as Copernicus saw the solar
system.
And in doing so we have brought it all muoh nearer. The
crentre of' the uni verse, the source from which energy oomeer, is no
longer out somewhere in the vastness of space, it is-within the
sun" itself - within all suna, just as it exists, too, within the
Energy is radiating outwards constantly
atom - within all atoms.
from the centre of stars 9 translated into different forms by the
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planets and satellites surrounding them, and passing beyond into

the star a:-lusters and' ga.la.xies and the universe as a whole.
The.
idea that energy is o:oming towards us from the galaxies, towards
the sun and towards the earth,. mey be per£eotly true :from certain
viewpoints·, but it is only a limited conception. ff
Leaving this
o:onoeption behind, one is able to approaoh the meaning · of the
u.nivers e in a new light.
One is able to see - as· certain, soientists
and astronomers are beginning to realise todey - that the origim of
the very large worlds above us is in some WaJ' linked with the very
small worlds below us, and that the extra.ordinary divergence which
appears to exist between them is not a real thing at all.

**

It is, of course, the conception of the Rey of Creation - that
of a particular r~ of energy whioh pa.ssea in our direo1;ion from

outer space.
The m:iotrine o:f Cosmoses is concerned, not with one r~
o:f energy-, but ill. r~s; not with one sun, one earth, . one ga.la.::ey-,
but witl: _ill suns, . ill ea.rths-, ,ill galaxies; and that is where the
difference lies-.
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The world studied by astronom;:r - the world of stars and
5£!,la:rles - is a world so vast, so still, so far away that we
cannot hope to grasp its real meanina-.
The world studied by
the physicists - the world of atoms and electrons - is a world
just as remote, just as far away on the other side of space.
In between these two extremes is another world much nearer to
us - the universe of living creatures under the sun's influence.
The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system,
the smallest elements that belon~ to it are living creatures like
ourselves.
Man, or86,IliC life, the earth and the other planets these are the elements of which it consists.
All these elements
taken together make a single whole - a single being, with its own
life, its own breath and its own intelli5enee.
How can we conceive what this being is like - this living
universe o:f which we :form part? We have to admit it, the whole
is beyond our comprehension - and the reason is simply a matter of
time.
The time scale of this world is so great that we cannot
; i b l y see it a.s one whole.
A single moment, a single breath
for a world of such vast dimensions could last, perhaps, for twenty
or thir-cy- thousand years.
.During this period -the celestial bodies
known to us - the earth, the planets, the solar system itself, and
even the stars of the milky way - move through enormous distances.
We cannot possibly conceive what the total effect of all this
:movement is like - we cannot possibly know what even a single moment
in the life of this being really' is.
But as a sin1Ile cell within the human organism, which can be
studied in relation to the bo~ to which it belon4P3, so can we take
the earth, and study it separate]J in relation to the universe of
whioh it forms part.
- .And just as each cell within the human body
is part of the living structure of the organism as a whole, so the
earth too, is part of the livinff structure of a greater bod7 - the
body of. that great being of which we all form part.
The earth is
alive, it breathes and it takes in impressions from its surroundings.
And its purpose, its :function in relation to the whole is to serve as
a physical basis, a 5J;ound, for the growth and development of
organic life.
Organic life on earth, ordinari]J considered to be confined to
the earth's surface, has an influence which extends throughout the
whole universe.
Like the molecular basis of life within the cell,
which holds the key, not only to the life principle within the whole
body, but also to the essential characteristics of the living
creature to which it belongs - in the same way it is organic life
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on earth which provides the life principle within the whole
universe, and at the same time determines the VeI7 nature - the soul of the living universe itself.
Nor is this nature far away or
difficult to find - it is here, in the life around us, in everything
we see - everything has its own life, its own nature, and yet it
forms part of the one life, the one great nature of the living
1.miverse to which we belong.
And Just as the earth is designed to serve as a vehicle for the
growth and development of organic life, so organic life in its turn
is designed as a mediU!l for the growth and development of man.
Man is quite distinct from organic life - his function is quite
different.
Alone among all creatures in organic life he is able
to see the living universe reflected in himself', and to know the
:purpose for whioh it was created.
Taken on this enormous scale, he
is the mind, the consciousness or the living universe.
And just
as the mind of individual ffiPn is able to reflect the spirit that
lies deep withi11 it, so mankind, through his tradition, is able to
reflect the s:piri t of ·the universe.
He reflects it in his inner
knowledge, in his a.rt, his religion, his soie..'f'J.ce and :philosophy; but
above all he reflects it in his own spirit - in that which he is
in himself'.
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How it will be clear from wha~ ha~ been said in the previous

chapters that man's ordinary logical mind is not able t-o
comprehend the cosmoses above and. below him, for· its frequency
is not geared high enough to do so.

On the other hand this

mind can be trained to thin..'lc d.ifferently, and at least to realise,
what it cannot see.

And: one of' the first things, it realis:es is

that the modern scientific view of the nature of: the universe is
defective.
Why is· it defec_tive?

Simply because it· does· not take into

account'- the fact that time c-hanges with magnitude, and that everyseparately existing entity in the universe has its own time.

This·

means:that when we look at very large magnitudes we cannot see
them for- long enough to know what they are like, and when we. look
at very small magnitudes· we cannot see them for a short enough time. to

kn-ow what they are like.

In t-he first case we only sea a· fragment,

of: their, existence, in' the second case we only s-ee the trace- lef:t
by their· recurrenee.

.And neither view is able to tell us muc-11-

about their real form or function.
If we take- all this int-o account as best we: can, and try to
se:e-

whai; is objective about the tablec of different· entities:, we:

come to the c:oncdusion that certain entities are world's: 0£:· the
same ord:el!' - they are, so to spea..'I(, the same thing· repeated. on a
d.if"fenent- scale.

The most obvious example is the a;t.om, which a-s·

Niel's Bohr originally discovered, has: a marked similarity to the
sun - the solar system.

The idea- has, sincre been largely disa:ounted:,

but even in later t-heories, in which the· atom is, c:onaidered' to- 'he:surround.ed by an eleoo;ron c-.loud:, i;he form of whicll depends· orr
statistical t-heory, the prinC'ipl'e still applies.

In fact it only

supports· the view already expressed:, that we are looking-at the
sam~ phenomenon, but with a different time.
Uow the atom is at a distanc-e of seven c,osmoses away from the:·
sun, in ou:l' table or different entities·.

And if it could be

shown that otber- cosmoses- at the same distance from each otherare worlds of the sa.mec ord.er-, this would show us something
definite and reaLabout their nature - something whic,h is not
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dependent on man's viewpoint.

Obviously, electrons, and: planets

a.re worlds of the same order, and molec:ules- c-ould reaaonably bEfcompared with star crlusterB", for they 1:tot-h e:onsist of· atoms·, orstarsf held t"ogether by invisi.ble ·o-onds-.

Galaxies· might·,. by

a;

s:trete-h or·· the imagination he c:omparerl: with cells, lmt her& t-he,
analogy- is not so· clear-..

It is when we· oome to man that we, find

ourselves· on firmer ground.

!,Tan is

a;

re,fle:otion of the= universe• -

he is himself a. universe: irr miniature, a mic-rooosm - and' he cronta1.ns
within liiin everything that the universa c-ontains.
But here we havec to tread warily,, for we, have introduced: a
man-made- conc:e:pt already.

To man, as a cosmos, there is a wo:rlct

above: or outside him, and a world below,. or within ltim..

But the

same t'hing applies to every ot.her· c:osmoa· - ea-eh- has a wor-ld above andJ
a- worid bel.ow.

And: what is· more, the size of the universe itsali·

depends on., the S:iz-e of'• the e1'smos - the larger the cosmos,,; the l.al:"ge-r

its, uni verse-, and t'he small,er the aosmos=, t'he smaller its uni verse,.,
for· everything is relative to the obs~rver-.
All t ·h es:e different id:eas can be expr-essed much better in a
d1agram-i.

If· we take

a;

circle, and di vd.d:e it by six ra.nial. lines,,.

so that t-he angular distane-e between each represents, a diff:erenc:e
in t1.me of.. 30,000; and if we take, th~ rad'ial dimension to- repres:anrtr

changes in magnitude, we can trace a spiral of.' increasing· time and
magnitude,, moving f'rom one rad.ial line· to the next·..
spiral crosses one oft'he radial lines· is
each c-omplet& whorl of the spiral is
c:osmos-es-.

a;

a;

Wherever the

and

different ~osmos;

oomplete, period of: s:e:ven

It follows that worlds of' the same· order- will fall. a:U.ong·

the same, radial lines-.•·•.
This diagram can help us t-:o unders-tand many things about: the•
doctrine of' c_-osmoses·, and it· c_an help us· 'to seB"· t-he:· uni vers:a in· a
new light.,

It cran show us how every e:osmos, - every, point in the:o

spiral - is itself' the all, the universe for the cosmoses, below it-,.
and at the same time: is· me starting point,. the atom, for the,
crosmoses above it.

And it can show us· how the meaning of each

c-osmos, will c.hange, acc:ording to whiGh point is, taken:.
show

us:,

It cart

t-oo, that the upper- and' lower limit's, of:· t-he uni vers:e are
0

nnt determined or- f'init:e· - the universe c:an expand or e-ont:r.a~
according to the size and: the. time of' the observer-.

And: yet it

is one world, and running through this one world are six essentially,
d.ifferent fac:ets- - six cosmoses, built in t-he image- and likeness of·
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the seventh, the prot:oc:osmos,;
idenirity of" its: own.

ye:t each maintaining a seya.rate

For_ like t-he not:es· of· a. musical_ S{ffl.le,

these six cmsmoses· are- not ident±ca-r, not" int,erahangeable.

Each

has i'ts- own nature-, its, own mea;n:ing and purpose in relation to

the whole.

universe for

planets

I

solar
system

star

cluster
(universe for

I

molecule)

\
\

\
ala:icy--

(universe
f'or c_ell)

Cosmoses - 70s Conversations
The Relation Between Things

1/1-4
'.. the whole of space is filled .. with being.'
Larger and smaller entities of same pattern but with own time,
based on their breath , and separated by time/size 'infinity'
difference of 30,000.
7 Cosmoses ,seen from man's viewpoint as - (above)
man,organic life,earth,solar system,milky way,galaxies and the
universe or All and - (below) man, cells,molecules,atoms,
electrons,photon ,nothing or All.
1/5-7
Equiangular spiral graph ( Fig 1) showing time/size
and , with each whorl , a completed periodic cycle of cosmoses/
worlds. Cosmoses of same order shown along same radial
lines in graph independent of man's position.
1/7-9
Each cosmos with its own universe or All (where its
functional possibilities can be fulfilled) shown in larger spiral
diagram ( Fig 2 ).
1/10-12 Man's functional purpose considered (in Fig 2) :As growing point of guidance for organic life; as potentially
maturing individual seed for special cosmic influences to reach
the earth; as eternal spirit for and from the sun.

-l/l

THE RELATION BE'I\'ffiEN THINGS.

How would you study the relation between things - is there
a special way?
- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses is the way.
- Then how does one begin?
One begins with certain basic ideas - certain principles, on
which the whole thing dependso
Then what are these principles - how can they b:e expressed?
According to the first of these principles, everything in the
universe is alivee

The universe consists of living b:eings, built

on the same pattern as ourselves.
But where do these living beings exist?
They are around us and within us, but they exist on very differEmt
scales o

They are either so much bigger, or else so much smaller

than ourselves that we are unable to comprehend them.
- And can they actually be seen?
Yes 9 certainly.

The smaller ones are within us, bui we in turn

are within the larger beings - they are every-\7here around us.
And they in turn are within larger beings still?
Yesj the whole of space is filled in this way with being.

There

is nowhere any part of the universe that is empty.
- -Jru.t why should these different beings be so difficult to comprehend?
- It is because their time is so different - that is the next
principle.

Each of these different beings has its own time~

- What do you mean, it has its own time?
- Time is breath.

Each of these different beings has its own breath.

You mean it breathes at a different rate than we do?
Yes 7 but do you see the significance of this?
I suppose it would live at a different speed - its whole metabolic
rate would be differento

Tell me, do living beings exist in other parts of the universe?
Most certainly they do.
Then where do these living beings exist, and what are they like?
They are everywhere - around us and within us.
You mean they exert their influence on us, yet cannot be seen?
Most certainly they exert their influence on us, but they are
as real and tangible as we are.
Then what are they actually like?
There are many different orders of beings in the universe.

Cells,

molecules, atoms, galaxies,suns and planets - these are all orders
of beings, built on the same pattern as ourselves.
But surely a galaxy is not a living being?
It certainly is, but you cannot see it.

You cannot see it because

of its time.
How do you mean, because of its time?
Time is breath.

Each of these living beings has its own breath.

You mean a gala~ breathes?
Yes, and a cell too.
nearer to our own.
millions of years.

:But the time of a cell's breath is much

The breath of a galaxy lasts for thousands of
Tb.at is why you cannot see it is alive.

You mean it seems to be frozen, yet it really lives and moves?
Yes, it is really a living being just as we are.
is filled in this way with being.
universe that is empty of life.

The whole of space

There is nowhere any part of the
It is a living universe.

l/2- Yes, that is right.

Not only all its functions, but everythin«

in its experience would be different.

They would be based on

the time of its breath, just as our functions and our experience
are based on the time of our breath.
- But what is the actual difference between one of these beings
and the next?
- The difference is zero to infinity - that is the next principle.
I dent understand what this means.
The larger being is infinite in relation to the smaller bein&,
the smaller does not exist in relation to the larger being - that
is what is meant.

But there are different kinds of infinity.

- You mean this is not the mathematical kind?
- No, it means quite simply that everything is what it is only
within certain limits of size and time.

Extend these limits

beyond a certain point and a thing will change - it will become
something different.
- And that is what you mean by infinity - the point where things
change into something else?
- Yes, this point has an absolute value - within broad liillits it
can be determined.
- Then what is this absolute value?
The value is 30,000 times - approximately.
- Then how many of these different beings are there in the universe?
That is the next principle - the number of different beings is
limited - it is limited to seven ..
:But how can there only be seven?
- It is like a period of dimensions - but not exactly.
- You mean there are seven different beings in each period?
- Yes, there are only seven cosmoses.

After the seventh they

are only repeated - repeated in the next period, so to speak, or
on a different scale.
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- I dont really understand why we cannot see that these different
beings are alive?
- It is because we study and examine them only as if they existed
in our time - in the same time as our own.
universe in this way.

We look at the whole

That is why it appears to be so dull and

mechanical.
Can you give an example of what you mean?
Well, think for a moment about nature, for instance.
breath is 24 hours.

Nature's

This means that a whole day and night is only

a moment in her existence.

The light of the sun in the daytime is

her breathing in, the darkness of night is her breathing out.

As

the earth rotates on its axis the moments go by, from one year's end
to the next.
And all her other experiences correspond?
Yes, her moods, for instance, may last for several weeks, even
perhaps for months.

And her sleeping and waking is the year - the

cycle of summer and winter.

This cycle in its turn is the breathing
in
of the earth, for;¥he earth breathes/
the springtime passes across
~

her surface, bringing with it new life and energy to plants and
living creatures.
And th~ earth, too, has her cycle of sleeping and waking?
Yes, the earth, too, has a day and night, but it is very long.

It

corresponds to the lifetime of nature.
Then all these different cycles are interconnected?
Yes, these cosmic times are like a great chain - a chain of being,
stretching from one end of the universe to the other.
to it all is breath - the time of each being's breath.

:But the key
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- You said there are only seven cosmoses - how far is it possible
to describe what they are like?
Man's breath is about 3 seconds.

- Well, we could begin with man.

Then if you multiply 3 seconds by 30,000 you get the next cosmos?
Yes, you will find it is 24 hours, almost exactly.

Organic life

breathes every 24 hours.
And would the next cosmos be the eGrth?
Yes, or a typical planete

The breath of the earth is a year - ite

orbital time - but some of the planets are much longer.
And what would the next cosmos be?
The next cosmos is .the solar system.

Its breath 1s some two

million years.
And after this?
The milky way, perhaps, or clusters of stars within it.
- And above that?
Island universes, spiral nebuiae, and worlds of that order.
- And is there anythinff larger?
Yes, the universe - the All.
So the universe is the greatest of all cosmoses, and the smallest
cosmos is man?

- We do not know what is c;reatest.

But below man these seven

cosmoses are repeated - they are reflected, as it were, in a
lower period ·of dimensions.
- ~Then man is a reflection of the universe?
- Yes, he is a universe in himself - a microcosm

in which the

macrocosm is reflected.
- And within this microcosm are even smaller cosmoses?
- Yes 1 within manvs body are cells~
- And cells are the second cosmos in the lower period - they
correspond to galaxies and spiral nebulae?
- Yes, who knows, they may well be worlds of a similar kindj but
it is very difficult to tell.

Galaxies are a very long way off.

- And the next cosmos in the lower period - would this be the
molecule?
- Yes, molecules and clusters of stars - they are worlds of the
same order.

They consist

of atoms, held together by invisible

bonds.
- And atoms correspond to stars?
- Yes, atoms are solar systems - there is much that they have
in common.
- And electrons are planets?
Yes, surely.

If you take time into account they are the sameo

But what comes next - what is there below the electron?
T.l:iere are many smaller particles which science has discovered •• c
Yes, but what corresponds to organic life?
It is difficult to say.

Could it perhaps be the photon?

And below that again?
Below that perhaps there is nothing - nothing, that is, from
man's point of view, but to some other cosmos, the All •••••

- I would agree with you that certain aspects of these two periods
seem to correspond, but if they are worlds of the same order in
each period, why are these worlds so enormously different in scale?
- We have to take man's ·viewpoint into account.
cosmos as it really is.

He cannot see each

In one direction he sees things magnified,

as if through a telescope, in the other direction he sees things
reduced, as if through a microscope.
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- And really it is not like that at all?
- It is said that each cosmos is three dimensional for itself.
- Then how~ we learn how to see each cosmos in this way?
- There is a beauti:fu.1 mathematical figure-- the equiangular spiral -

which expresses all this very clearly.
- You mea.n some sort of graph?

- Yes, a graph on polar co-ordinates.

It happens to be the wq

in which certain shells and primitive creatures groo.
Then what do the co-ordinates- mean?

- The angular co-ordinate (movement round the eircle) is time - the

time of each cosmos, its breath.

The radial co-ordinate,

(movement outwards from the centre) is magnitude - the size of
eaoh -0osmos, its linear dimensions.

- And what does the circle itself imply-?

- Ea.oh whorl, ea.eh revolution of the spiral is a period - a completed
cycle of worlds.

l/6
And the period is repeated in each whorl?
Yes, you will find in consequence of this that cosmoses of
the same order lie along the same radius.

They correspond in the

way we have been describing.
- But how does man's viewpoint come into it?
- That is the interesting thing.

The relation of cosmoses shown

on this diagram is independent of man's viewpoint.

Whatever the

position of the observer this relation would remain the same.

But

the diagram also show's man's position - it shows why he sees things
as he does.
How do you mean?
Man is only able to see along the spiral.
caterpillar walking along a branch.

He is like a

If he walks one way things

become smaller and smaller, if he walks the other way things become
larger and larger.
And every step he takes is a new dimension?
Yes, every step of 60 degrees round the circle brings him into
a different world - a world which is so utterly different from his
own that the meaning of everything has changed - simply because
time itself has changed.

- Then are these different worlds on a much higher level than our own?
No, no, it is not a question of level.
higher level than another.

One cosmos is not on a

It is more a question of completeness.

- You mean, the higher a cosmos is in the period of dimensions, the
more complete it will be?
- Yes, it contains the lower cosmoses within it, so it is naturally
more complete.
And the highest cosmos in the period contains them all?
Yes, it contains all the cosmoses in the period below it, and is
itself the growing point of a greater period above it.
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- And this growing point is man

in his relation to the period

above him?
- Yes, but this is only from man's point of view - from his position
in the universe.

To another cosmos, in a different position, the

period would be different.
To the sun, for instance?
The sun, the solar system, contains everything in the period below
it (from atom to sun), and is itself the growing point of a greater
period above it.

But we do not

Y.llOW

where this greater period ends

as you can see from the spiral, it r eaches beyond the limits of
our universe.
- But tell me, if each of the seven cosmoses has a greater period
above it, would this not mean that each has its own universe?
Each in fact does have its own universe.
Then what do you mean by "universe"?
- Universe simply means the All for a given cosmos.

For man, as you

know, the universe has certain limits, but each cosmos has a different
All - it depends on its size and its position. (see Fig 2 , page l/8 )
So the universe we know is only relative to man?
Yes, it contains everything connected with his possibilities - with
his function in each of the worlds above him.
- And another universe would contain all the possibilities of
another cosmos?
- Yes, consider the molecule, for instance.

All the possibilities

of the molecule

all its different functions - are contained in the

period above it.

This period extends to the size of a star cluster,

but nothing beyond that exists.
So the star cluster is

11

.A.ll" for the molecule?

Yes, and its functions are different in each of the worlds below.
- The molecule certainly has definite functions in relation to the cell.
Yes, and others in relation to man, to organic life, to the e~rth, to
the planetary atmospheres and so on.
quite different.

Each of these functions is

1/8
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- And if you added all these functions together you would know
what the molecule is for?
- Yes, and the same thin g is true about man.

Man ha s certain

functions in relation to organic life, others in relation to the
earth and the planets, others in relation to the sun, still other s
in relation to the stars and the galaxies.

And all th ese functions

are fulfilled and completed in the All - the universe above him
which he cannot comprehend, because its time is so va stly different
from his own.
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- Then what is man's purpose, his function, in relation to
the different worlds above him?
He has many differen t functions.
But in rela tion to organic life, for instance?
Man is the growing point of organic life.
:But what does this really mean?
Be is the point from which everything in organic life grows
and develops.

If you look at the spiral you will see - as the

cell is to man, so man is to organic life.
- I can see this is true about the cell - that it contains the
pattern from which man develops.

But how can it apply to man?

- Each individual man contains within him a sample of everything
that exists in organic life.

He contains the pattern on which

organic life is ba sed, in the same way that the cell contains the
pattern on which man is based.
But surely organic life does not really grow and develop from man?
Why not?

Man's most obvious purpose is the development of

organic life.
You mean his function is to guide and control it?
- Yes, to help it to realise the possibilities it contains.
And in this sense organic life includes humanity?
Yes, humanity is part of organic life - a very important part.
is like ~he mind, the intelligence of organic life.

It

Without it the

rest of organic life - the animal and plant kingdoms - would be
helpless.

They would ~et out of control and run to seed.

- And when there is so much discord in the world - when humanity is
always at wa r - the rest of organic life has to suffer?
- Yes, it has to suffer, just as our bodies suffer when the mind
is not at peace.
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- And the next world above him - what is man's function in relation
to that?
You mean the earth and the planets?
Yes - has .he a different function on this scale

is it different

from his function in relation to organic life?
For the earth and the planetary world man is like a seed.
How do you mean, he is like a seed?
He is like a seed planted in the earth.

Each individual man

is placed on this earth in a certain environment.

At the same

time he is endowed with certain qualities by the action of the
planets.

If the environment is right, and if the seed is watered

and manured, it will grow and develop, and sooner or later it will
flower and bear fruit.

But no-one can say when this will happen -

it may be one lifetime, or it may be the next.
But what function has he - what is the seed really for?
If it flowers and bears fruit it enables certain influences to
reach the earth - influences which the earth could not receive in
any other way.
- Vlhat kind of influences do you mean?
Influences from the sun and from other worlds beyond.

But each

individual roan is different, and so the number of different influences
is infinite - one cannot say they are precisely of this kind or that.
But why does the earth need these influences?
They are food for the earth - food of a certain kind.

If these

influences were lacking the soul of the earth would suffer - it
would be unable to develop and grow.
- And these influences are different from those which come to the
earth through organic life?
- Yes, organic life is concerned with the development of species, but
these influences are concerned with individual man - with the growth
and development of individuality.
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And has man also a purpose in relation to the sun?
Yes, he has a certain function in relation to the solar system,
on the scale of the solar system as a whole.
- Then how does this differ from his function in relation to
organic life and the earth?
- Man's function on the scale of organic life is connected with
his external activities, his physical achievements and so on.
Man's function on the scale of the earth is connected with his
inner life, his individuality, his
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But man's function on

the scale of the solar system is connected with neither of these,
it is connected with his spirit.
- What do you mean by his spirit?
I mean that part of man which is alway~ there, which never disappears.
You mean it survives death?
Yes, it is always present, whether a person is alive or dead.

Life

comes and goes, but the spirit remains.
I find this difficult to understand ••••
Once a man has been created he exists.

Birth and death are only

a feature of this existence, like night and day.
Then where does the spirit live

has it a certain place?

It is like the sun shining within us - one cannot say it has a
certain place.
And what function has it?
Like the light of the sun it brings consciousness
and bliss.

consciousness

COSMOSES - 80s Conversations
1/1

Ways of knowing - through reason , & senses , with
positive emotion a more direct approach. But Memory on
universal level the real basis , 'all knowledge is really
remembering'.
1/2
3 basic categories of knowledge - to do with the origin
of things , the nature of things , and the relation between things.
1/3
3 categories the concern of religion , art , and science
respectively which, if taken together, lead to truth.
1/4-5
3 categories related to circular diagram ( of 1/5).
1/6-7
1O cosmoses - cosmic entities : atom / molecule I cell I man I
nature I planet (our earth+ moon) I solar system/ star cluster I
galaxy I universe , each with spatial relation of some 30,000x .
1/7-8
Cosmic entities likewise linked by lifetime , day & night .
breathing and impressions energy exchanges.
1/9-10
Possibility of cognition of all levels in diagram through
expansion of consciousness.
1/11-12 Different levels in diagram related to velocity constants with
limiting velocity of light at centre.*
1/13-14 Centre as 'inner glory' which is also universal. Resonances
at points 3 , 6 & 9 in diagram - correspondence with meditation
experience .
1/15-16 'Complete' worlds at points 3 ,6 & 9 seen as universes on
different scale.
1/17-18 Diagram points 1,2,4,5, 7 & 9 considered in connection with
triads of creation and circulation of living matter in the universe.
1/19-20 Creation of universe and life within it further considered.
1/21-22 6 processes in universe reviewed - creation , regeneration ,
conception , specialisation , instinctive memory, purification.
Parable of tares to illustrate regeneration I purification link.

These papers are from Vol 111 , 'The Kingdom of Heaven'.
*( see Appendix Volume for velocity grid & table )
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I clont think I really und.erstand what knowledge is?
Take it in a very simple way - how do you know things?
I would say there are different ways of knowing things.

Certain things

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows through
the senses - through shape and colour, touch, taste,, hearing and so on.
· - Yes,, but there is- a bigger field: of knowledge than e-ither of: thes-e -

there is the field of pure emotion.
What do you mean by 'pure emotion'.
I ·mean positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss.

I had never thought of that as knowledge.
It is a very important way of knowing things.

One can learn more in a.

few moments of ecstasy than one can in a lifetime of logical thought.
I begin to see· what you mean - it is a higher form of cognition.
Yes, but there is a still higher form.
And

what would that be?

The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is this

level whic.h gives the feeling of expansion you describe.
You mean it is beyond man's personal existence?
Yes and no.

It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth

and death, and in this sense it is

beyond .our- pars-0nal €ristence-.

But

it is much more ourselves than we a.re, if you see what I mean.
Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level?
Memory.
I dent quite

understand.

If memory was clear enough, one would know everything - one would know
both the past and the future ·.
You mean all knowledge is really remembering-?
Yes-, it would certainly seem to be s·o.
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Tell me, a.re there different approaches to knowledge-?

Yes, there are.

There are three- very broad categories o:f knowledge,

which have existed since the beginning of time.

The first is· concerned

with the origin of things - with the way t-hings are created and c·ome into
being.

This approach is connected with levels- - with t-he fact t-.ha1;

everything c'Omes in its origin from a higher sourco, and moves from
higher to lower. levels, as it becomes mani:f.est ..
- Then does the'· higher s:ource• - the origin of things - contain both good

and evil?
- No, no.

It is above the level o:f evil.

In i t-s origin evecyi;hing

is- gpocI.

Then t~ll me more - tell me what tbe second approach is about?
The s:eaond approach is c-oncerned with -the nature-- of things, - with t.hat
whia.h they are:- in themselves.

But what doe-a the natu.:r,-e of' things d-epend on?
It dependH on the arrangement of the alements-- of. which they consist. Then does everything cronsis-t, basi.-c.ally, of t-he same , e-J..emen:ts?
- Yes,, fundamentally everythi-ng depentl-s on the C'Oming together-

of'_

three-

elements,.

- I would like to know more about this·.

But tell mo, first, what the

third kind of knowledge is all abou~?
- The third category is c,oncserned with the relation between things_· - with
their. meaning and purpose in relation to each other,

an.a.· t :o tne

laxger

whole- to which they belong.
Then what does thi-s r.elat iorurhip d.epend on?

It depends on t'heir rela'tive dimens-1.-on.

Everything is what it is·, only

within certain dimensional limits.
You mean dimensi-ons- of' time-?

Yes·, time and si.ze:.,,

Everything has its own t ·ime, and everything ha:S:

a . dimens-ipnal relation to everything:: ·else.

It is- thie which

determines its meaning and purpose in the scheme of thingec.

The

universe, from t 'his- point of view, is- a period of' dimensions ••••
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- You said that the f'irst category o:f knowledge is t -he concern of"

religion, and the second category is the cx:mc-ern of a.rt.

Wha.-t is the

third category e;onc~rned with?
Soienc-e, art a.nd religion a.re the three

- It is the ~oncern of science.
ways to knowledge.

When they c::ome together, man discovers, trut-h.

- Then are they usually separate?
- Yea, they are usually in oonflici; with ea-eh ether - and. So t.he truth

is forgotten.

- But what is: the third. category all about?

How does it dif.fer from

the other iiwo?
- The third c:a-tegpry is the beg:inning and end of all knowledge.

wa:s

It is- a

of approaching the objee-tive. meaning of the wor.ld - of und-er~andi.-n g

the· wor.ld as· it- nea;lly i -s ~, independ:ent:ly of man's· vielfJ)oint.

But how can this be done-?
In

wo

ways, - outwardly and inwardly.

it tnr:ough the· medi ta-tion, but- one has no
~ound.

Inwardly it. is porurlble t ·o f'ind
~

of expr:essing what one has

If ouward'l.y the r:ig}:rt· framework of· knowledge ia a.vatilab1e, -then

ima:t whic.h one :f'iruis inwardly can be> expressed:.,
- But what kind of" framework do

Y()U

mean?

A framework int·o which all knowle-dge can be put - a symbol, i:f y:ou like
to call it -t-.ha;t ..
- You mean it would ina.lude. evecy-t-hing?

- Yes., it would ina.lud-e all t.h.r-ee- categ_otl-es-. of· knowledge..

You may not

reali-se i:t., but t·here· is- virtually no pl'ace in t.he·, w-or.ld where all -three
ca;teg~ries can be- found toge,ther.

l/4

- You spoke of a framework into which all knowledge can be put.

What

kind of framework had you in mind?
- Imagine a crircrle, and within the circle a number of concentric rings,
with a point in the centre.

This is a symbol of the first cai;egory

of knowledge.
( see l/ 4-a)
- You mean, the nearer one is to the centre, the higher the level?
- Yes, and' at tbe centre i t-.self is- the origin of things· - the source

from which everything comes.
And what do the radial lines ref er to?
They are a symbol of the second category of knowledge·.

You mean, the coming together of thre~- eclements?·

Yes, and you will se·ec that the ne-arer the centre- one is, the ne--arer these
three elements are to each other, and' at the centre . it.self they are one.

- Then d-0es · tbe creation of evecyt'hing depend on the e~ming togethe~ of

these three elements?

Is that how the universe was- created'?

Yes, but it is not the only - universe.

Then where are the otherB?
Each :point on the circumf'erence of the c:ircle is· a. universe - a world.

Each of these worlds is built on the same pattern as the greatest, which
contains all t'he others within it-.

That is where:- th& third category of

knowledge- begins.
You mean, each point c:ontains the s-ame princ:iples as the whole diagram?
Yes, the same- levels:, the s:ame interplay o:f thre:e elements, the e-ame
worlds-•••

- Then what is the dif£~renc£ be~ween them?
- They each rust in their own space and their· own time·.

- Then where- do they eri-rl?
- Tha-t is the whole point - there is only one world.

And, yet it: c-ont ains

t.he-se t-en dif'£.:erent worlds wit-hin it.
You mean they interpenetrate each other-?
Yes, they are present everywhere-, on every level and on eve:ry scale.
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- You said tha-t each point on the circumference of the circle is a dif_feren-t

world, or entity, and that each of'. theae entitie:s exists in its own space
and it·s own time.

Could you d-escribe what they are?

- Actually there· a.re ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us·t
and the~r spatial relation to eaoh other - their- relative size· - is in
constant proportion.
At point o, at the top of the diagram, is the
atomic nucleus, which on this scale is about the smallea-t cromplete
entity known •.
And

what is the next?

- At point I is · the molecule.

A wa:ter· molecule, for instance, is some

30,000 times· larger than the nucleus of the atom.
~

And what comes next in aize?

A typical cell - the germ o-ell for· instance - which is some 30,000 times

larger than the molecru.le.
That would be at point 2.
Then what i-s point 3?
Point 3 i -s a· man - roughly a metr.e in si-ze •••
And point 41

Point 4 is interesi;ing - it is- a uni~ of nature, some 30 kilometres in
diameter-.
One can think o::t:· it as an ec-ological system, if. you like •.
- And point

5?

- Point 5 is- a plane-t, an earth.

Our own earth is smaller than average,

but if you include the moon's orbit, its di.ame-ter is about this size.

And what about point 6?
- Point 6 is the solar system.

You will se-e that man is midway in size

between the solar system and the atomic nucleus.
-

And point

- Point

1

7?

is- a typio.a,l star aJ.uster - a grouping of s-tars in the·· Milky Way.

8?
Point 8 i~ a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself.
And point

And

S"O

what is point

9?

Point 9 is the one un:iverse - the All. - . which a:on'tains all t.he others
within it.

1/2
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I find it very strange that the world in whic-h we live should contain

all these entitieg of such enormously di~ferent sizer .
- Yes, and t:ime too.

But it is only because of their different times that
They a.re all connected together in a

these entities can e:x:ist together.

great chain, from one· end of the universe t-o the ot-heT.
- Can you explain what you mean?

- Yes, each ent:ity has four periodi-c times· - its li:ftei;ime, its day and night,
its breathing, and' its time of_ receiving impressions.

Thee-e four period-i-c

times intere-onned with each other throughout· the universe.
- Then would tha.t be t-b.e wa:y in whi<m energy pa.s"Ses :Er-om one entity to the

nerl?
.: Yes, take man, for instance.

Man feeds on cre11s, he breathes' mole<rules,

and he re·c :-eives, impressions from a-toms and elee'trons..

The· lifetime· of each

entity crorre-sponds· t:o the periodic time- of each f.une.:tion. ,

It is a.-11-

bea.utifully timed so that energy can be exc-hanged.,
- Anti i.s the , same t ;hing · t-1-ue, of the entities- above him?

- Yes, man is hima:elf food f..or organic: life·, breath for- the planets,, and

irnpre-ssions for the sun.

But· there is, one other- thing I forgot to mention.

An.ff wha-t is that?

Energy is exchanged in both direc:tions.

If man protld.es f·ood f 'o r

organic. lif.e,. organic life als--0 provides him with food. ,

If man gives life

to the earth,- it is the earth whi-ch provides, him with the a-ir· he breathes.
And if man provides· impress-ions -for- the sun, it is, the sun which pr.ovides the

light on which his impressions, depend.

Ana: if his spirit is unit:ed· with

the - -worlds above t.he sun, it is :f.rom these worlds that he himself is filled ·
wi.th the..: spirit.

As above·, s ·o below.
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- Tell me, to what extent is it possible for man to bec-ome aware of these
different- wo:r-ld's above · ana below h:im'?
It depend a- on the level of his e'Onsci.ousness.
You mean, if' hie conscriousne:ss expands·?
Yes, change in level always- involves an expansion, both into larger world~
above u~, and into smaller worlds below us.

That is what happens when tou

are doing t'he meditation,

Is that cronnec:ted with the cronc-entric circles in the diagram?
Yes, the nearer one is t-o the c-entre the more oft-he universe one is able
to know, and if one could reach the centre it.self one - would be· aware· of
the whole universe together.
Is tha--t what cronsaiousneas means - knowing things together.?
Yes·, the point we tend to overlook is that when we do the meditation
diff:er-ent kinds of' eonsci.ousness are brought together.

The cr.onsciousnel3s

of the intellectual mind is merge.d int·o that of the instinctive, the
ins:tinc:tive merges: into the emo_ti.onal, _and the emoti.onal into the t:ranscendem.
Then do these minds correspond to dif-:ferent- entit'ies. in the diagram?
Yes, the in~llectual mind is C'Onaerned with man's world, the instinctive
with na:-tur.-e and t 'h e c.ell, the emoti.onal with the planetary world and the
molecule, and the universal or cosmic mind with the sun and iihe atomic. nucleus.

And is· there a· higher level than this?
Yes, at the centre its-elf· is the world above t-he sun - the world of stars
and· galaxies.

This is the level of the spirit - of -the s-ource- f..rom whic-h

eva-ything comes.
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- Then is every entity able to see the worlds above and below it in the

same wey that we can?
- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its own
three dimensional world.

It can only see the worlds above and below

it in higher dimensions.
Then has it -the same consciousness as wee have?
That we do not know.

One can only know consciousness· :for oneself·.

You mean one can s-tudy functi-ons in other worlds·, but one cannot study
their conaei.ousness1
- Yes, as you may have realis-ed, there are- two d'if'.f'erent. approaches to the
symbol we have been d.iseumring.
is in the world outside..

The one appr.oacll is wit.bin us:, the other

Wii;hin us, we can disc:over ffifferent levels of

consc:iousness, outside us, we can study functions.

Both approaches exisii

in the d'iagram.
Then wha.t is the real significance of these four c-ircles in the diagram?

They refer t-o different velocities.
Then does each of thes:e :four funclions have a characteristic veloc:ity?

Yes, the velocity will always- be the same,, whatever the scale·.
one is to the ce11tre, the higher the veloc,ity •.
- Then what is t:he velocity at the centre itself?

- The velocity of' light - there- is no higher ve-loc::ity than this ..
- And if one is looking inwards, whai; do the circ.1es re-fer i;o?
They refer. to levels of: consciousne-ss.

And in that cas~, what is there at the a~ntre?
The same light - the light of c:onsa:iousness itself.

The nea.Ter
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Tell me-, what is

there a-t the centre of· ithe, circle-?

It has been described as .the: 'inner glory• ·.

The-n does one f'ael this inner gl.01!7, the nearer one is: t-o the 08ntrer-?
Yes,. one doe.11.

Bui;: i t real.l.y: exi-sts: everywhere.

You mea:n, in the world around us:?
Yes,, in every en-t.i :t:y, on every scale-.·
- Then are thaise. entiti.-es built. on the &ame pat'te-rn, or is:

. eeoh · of them dttrerem?

Each not·e is much like· SD3'. other, but. when
- Think o-r the lllUS:ic.al scale.
they are put' together -t:o form an octave, aach has, a spee.i.al me.ani-n g:•
You mean, i-n relati-on to the tonic?
Yei:t, and to other notes in the ootave·.

It ia just the same· thing· with

these. di-fftsrent entl.t ies in tha univars.••
Thon how can we disc-over what their- nelation is?~

Well:, the univer.B'e', s-o we are t-old, ·1 iaa. a tweefold origin, so natur.aJ.lqthis t~e-e-fold na1:ure shows., i t .s-el.f'"' on di-f fer.ent. lave1s.

- You· me.an, at points 3, 6 and 9 in tte diagram?
- Yes--, these are. t'.he places, where a. re.:s.-ona.nce occurs., j ~ aa it' does, in
the. musical e:cale.
- What d.o you mean by- a res~nanca'?

- A place: where vibrations on one scale s-ri up o~rxespondi.ng vibrrli-ons: on
anotheD - like the octave-, the f'if'th and the, major third.
'l'h.en what ki-nd of vibrations would they be, in i;b.ia a:ase-?

It depends:' on t-he level.

-

At tile. peri.me-ter

o-r · -the c.irc.le:

they would be

physical vibrations of one:kind or another, but: nearer "the: centre they would
bo- very subtle vibrations, like thos.e produced by- file man-tra.

- Then is tha't lrimilar to what happens, when oner is doing 1;he medi-t rlion'l'

- 'Very probably.

There a.re- places:- in the organism where the vibrations

of the man:tra- produce a re-.s·o nan.ce - it- sei,ms- to be the srune thing ..
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- Then what is the na:ture of these places in the universe where a
resonano:e - oo"Cnrs'?
- They are complete. in thems:elves- - in f'a;ot, t-'hey are the· only complete,,

world1:r known to us·.

What do you me.an by 'complete,t ?
They contain all the laws and principle.a belonging to 'th& uni-vers:e - t:hey
are ea.ah the: same· as. the univer..s.e · it.a-elf, but. on a di.fierent: s:eale.

- You mean man is a universe-?

- Yea, he: has tha· same pos'S-d..bili ties-., iilie sam& lawa and pr.inc:iplea.
- And tile: same tJiing appli-es: to the • solar eys--tam?

- Yes:~ the: &olar system i-s a c-.omplete world..

- Then what is tb.& purpose o:f t-he, ot-.her entities:?
- Between them they :form 'the substance- of theao. t ·hreec wor-ld'S. · But t-b.&ir
fune~ion changea - if. you look at the diagram r · ½hink you will. sae what
I me.:an·.

- You mean, planets f'or instance are one thing f:or the mm, another :for man?
- Yes-, ~or- man ttr.ne begins- wit:h the plane-ta - t-.hey d:eteI!mi:'lm hisc t :ime - t-he

repetition o:f t-he seasons, t ·he days: and the· years· o~ his life.

But f01"

the eun: t.he:,y mean aomething difier.ent - they are thee a-truct.ure of the'
s:olar sys~em and determine i t'a: nature, jua-t as e.le.ct:r.ons determine -the

nature o~ tha a~om.

I wonder what the nature 01! the e:olar syErtem re.ally is-?

Man' a

view o:f the solar sys-tem belongs t'o the ai.xth d-i.mens:i-on, just a:s:

it. doe-a of. ~.ha, a~om.

But. we picrlune t.heae · wor.ldsc t:o our~lvea a:s if they

were: -1:~e - dimeusi-onal, whie.h of c-our.se is- impost!'i,ble-..

- So our vi-ew of iJl.e unive~ is dim orl eli'?
- Yes: it. is.

Bu-t:- t.hia :f':ac.t explains certain t'h.ings about -t-he univer.se:·

whic:h are not understood.
- What kind of' things do you mean?
- Wel1, the enermoua- variation in ti.me and magnitud-e -throughout 'thef

universe..
vie:wpoi.n:t.

This is an i -llus-i -on - ii; is due · t-o our threec dimemdona:1.
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- I am no't. very e.le.ar about t-he :function. of theae six point's in -t-he
d"iagram - I me:an:. pointer I and 2,

4

and

5

al1d

7

and

8.

_ Well, the molecule is the unit of pbyrical matte-r, or: so my: di<:l!tionary
says.

It i-s the smalleld particle to c.ontain all the properties of t:he

matter to which it belongs:·.
Th.en would -t-he cell be the. unit" of· living matter?
- I would think s-o, by vhe same. def'initton •.
Then how is physical matter c-onvert-ed· into living matter?·
That is, where point 4 c:omesc in..

Plants; in the bic,sphere, are· able

to c:.-onv~t phys-i.oal ma.ttcer into living matter-, 1:zy' pliotoeyntheais-.
- Then points I, 4 and 2 are the c:oming together- of iihree e.lementsr.?
- Yes-., they are a "b:ti.ad. - a spe:aia.l me.chani-sm for manu:Caoturi:ng lif:e.

- Then how d.oe:a life o:ir.cnlate in the universe, or. is it: c_onfined to
the- b:ios:phere~
- According to the diagram it passes along-the linEI' 2 -8, and circ.ulatea
a:mong t..he stars and galaxieB.-.

- But what does· that actually mean?
- It is a:omething we dont know, although recently acienti~s have baen.

it is: going
on all the ti.me through the. circn.l.ation of' oxygen in: the blood:s:tream, s-0

dd.s-ID1.Bsing it;-..

After.- al1,, it happens-- in t"he human body -

why should· i:f;·- not happen in tne universe'?·

- Then ia the tri-ad 8 - 5' - T on the left hand sid'e similar to points

I, 4 and 2 on "the right?.
- No, -t-he triad 8 - 5 - 7 is conoernecl with creati-on - wit-h t'he ereatinn
o£ mattBr in t-he universe..

- So the matter of the univer.se is: areated on 'the lef''t hand ad.de, and by

the, t.ri-ad en the right hand s.id'e this matter i-& made aJ.ive.,?
- Yes·, that 'a :cight.

That is tha' out.-e-r ci.rcnlation in the diagram.

Further in, there are higher cironla:tions: - the circula:ti-on of: nervous
enengy, for ins.tanoe, of mind and. of o.onsci-ousnes--s:.
- Then if we are looking inwards-, would. the·· same oi.rcula'tion apply- t:o.
the medi:ita.tion?
- Yes it would.•,

That is_ what we hope to disoover.-.
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- Tell me, how does. the process 0£ creation take place?
The first,
- As I said, it is the coming together. o!' three elements.
point. 8, is active, the see.ond., point 5 is :passive, and "the t-.hird, point.

7,

isneutral er balancing.

- Then what is it th.a:t actually happens?
- Active matter in the gala.ocy i -s caught:- in -the g:ravi'tational influene2
of s:tars., and condenses: t'l) for.m planetar.r orbits.

The s-ola.r sysi:ems

thus: formed group togeth~ t ·o f':o:rm sta:r clusters.
And doeB: -the same 'thing apply- on a mi orosc.opic soa:le-'?

- Yes, f:r-ea electrons a.re c:~t. i-n t-he- mqgneti-c :fi-e-la of: rloms-, and
bee.ome orbiting electrons.

f'orm. m.-ole.cules .•

'rhe atoms thus formed g_roup together t--o-

A-s above, so below.

- ~hen how does t-his proce-ss · of'. crea.ti-on di:ff"er :fr.om that on t-he r.ight
hand &i&e -

the- tri-ad I - 4 - 2?

- The triad I - 4 - 2 has a- diff.er.ent- order of action..
- How- do you me-au?·
..;. 'I'he pass-ive principle cromes: :fir.at~
second,

at point 4~

at poin:t.. I, t.he active principle

and U!.e neutra1 pni-n ciple third, at point 2.

- You mean, water and inorgaui-c elem~nts at point I are taken up int:e the
leaves o~ plants at point 4-, and become li.ving matter at point: 2?
- Yes., i -n general princi.-ple..
Actua:11.y-, oxygen is re-l.e-as:ed from its
bondage wH..h wa:ter, and e-sc:apes into i.he. earth's aetmolSJ)her-8 a1. point

where it.. be:comefl'. avai-la.ble t:o oells as lif'e energy.

z,

It is-, a complex:

pr:oces:s whic:h even now is no-t c:omplete]4y uncler~ood.

- So it is ~he order in which these thre~ principles follow each other

that d'etermineB t-he· kind of' prooeas·.
- Yes-, t.ha-t's, right:-.
to each cdrculation.

You w:ill find there are e-i.r di-f f'.erent- kinds-: - two,
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- You aay there are - only eix different processes in the universe - do you

really mean there are only six?
- Yea, essentially -there,• are. only

au:_ -

that is the erlraordinary t-hing.

I-t-

is aomething one had never reali£ed.
Then what are these a-ix. proee-s-ses - how can one get

vo

know them?

Well, there are. the tTia.ds- of crea'tion and regeneration - the tri-ad.S'

8 - 5 - 7 and

I -

4 - 2,

whic-h we have already di-sc:ussed.

Then wha't othera a:re there?
- There are me:t'riads 7
the triad of: a'Onc:eption._

first.

... I - 8

and

The triad 7 - I - S· is

5 - 2 - 4•

With every gr-eat work of

art, c-onception c:omes

The pr_oces:s of_ creation f _ollows·· af'terwards-.

- Then what is ~he triad 5 - 2 - 4?
- It ia: cronnecrted wi tt speeia.li-sation - with the evolut-ion of species in

organic life,.
- That is interesting_- how does- it work?:
- Pl,obab.ly i::hrough the inf'luene-e of t-he: planets on the heniditary . mec:hani-s m

in t:he oell.

This would bring abou~ muta-tiona at point 4.

So what is the triad 4 - 7 - 5?
It is: o:onnee-ted with instinct - with the instinc.'tive- behaviour of_ differe-n.t:
You s ·e e,, point:: 7 is c.onnec:-te.d with memory - instinctive memory.

species-.

Animals remember.- how te do things., - it is: veey strange,.
- So w-e c:ome: onc:e·- again to the triad I - 4 - 2?
- Yes., the triad I - 4 - 2 is conc:erned- with s-eparating f'ine matter from
if' you remember.

But it applies

to a:n:y process which involves:. separation ar purification.

The parable of

coarse.

'We spoke about photosynthes-i.s.,

the tares and the whea.t in the New Testament is- a beautiful description cf
this triad.

But it also includes the triad 2 - 8 - I.

So what is: the triad 2 - 8 - I?

When fine matter is separated from coarse. the coarse matter has to be
disposed of.

You remember what was said - Gather- y~- together first t:he tares

anti bind t-.hem in bundles- t ·o burn them; but gather the wheat into my barn.
I believe you said the triad. L - 4 - 2 is· c:onne-atad: wi:i;h the meditati-on?

Yes, it is all deseribed in Christ•~ parable.
wheat fnom the tares.

The mantra separateB the

But during the d83' they both have to grow together. _

Who hath ears- ~o hear, let him hear •••••

COSMOSES - 1982 Conversations
1/1-4

6 worlds in outer , 6 worlds in inner spiral diagram
as mirror image , each with time/size correspondence of
30,000x, but the same worlds.
1/5-8
Each world an integration of worlds below it , with the
universe the 'integration of all things' . Possibility of knowing
every world within and without and therefore the universe existing ' in a very little space '- through meditation.
1/9-14
Relation of different worlds dependent on ratio of their
energy exchange , and these functional velocities seen as
constants , with light as the limiting velocity on every scale .*
lnstantaneity of light= area of extent of consciousness and
depends on size of entity. Distortion of observer's viewpoint
beyond area of light's instantaneity , but possibility of
experiencing real world through expansion of consciousness.
('As we go inwards our consciousness expands')
1/15-18 'The size of the universe depends on the size of the
reference body' , with each larger or smaller world containing
the pattern of the whole universe within it. Individual man's
pattern discoverable.
1/19-22 Possibility of experiencing and enjoying the natural and
potent influence of the causal level within where everything
is one, and 'now'.

These papers are from Val VI ,' Time & Space'.
*(see Appendix Volume for velocity grid & table)
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- Tell me, h0w many di:tr:ferent c:osmoses are there, and what is their- relation
to each other?
- The diagram will help to make this c.lear.

You will s..e-e.' that the crosmos:ecs

above us are arranged in "tthe outer spiral, and' tfue. cr:osmoires below ua in t'he
0

inner spiral.
And man - individual man - is midway be'l;ween the t'.Wo?-

Yea, f~om man's: point o~ view that ia how things loo~.

He containS:

certain o.osmoseB· within him, and he is under the inf'luenc:.'e of a.artain
c.osmoses a.hove- him.

But really they are the samec worlds...

How do you me.an, they are the sama worlds!'
Imagine _you are looking upwards on a s:tarry nig-ht, and t-he great vault· of
heave11 ia above y.ou..

Then if you look downwards- at a pooj_ of wateT, the

same vault of heaven is: reflected in the . pool •••••.
- I think I s:eEr what you me:an - the inner and the out·e r are· tha same - one
is ac reflection of' the other.
- Yes:, t -hey are worlds of' the samec ord:er - elee::trons, and plane,ts, atomBand: solar systems, mole~ule:s and" s:ta:r clusterS::. and

S-O

on.

But there ia

more t'o it than that - the inner spiral is:- a mirror- image of the outer
spiral.
round·.

You know wha-t a mirro:rr image- iSc - everything is the other way

This explains a great many things - it explains how the medita-tion

works, for instance.
How db you mean?
Well, imagine you are a1: the point marked 'individual man'.
d!o th,e meditation y:ou go inwards -

When you

antic:lockwise: - towards:- tfue smalle:r and

smaller worlds within you, and if you go dreep enough you reach the centne:
the- s-ource of' light..

When you go outwards- dimin.g the dtzy you go in tihe

other direcrlion - rrlockwise - along the outer spiral.

And the further you

go the nearer you get to the light - the same light whia:h erista· in the

wor-J.ns-· wit-hin you.
- But how cran it be the s:ame light?

- rrha one isc a mirror- image: of· the other.-.

according to Thomas, ''The- kingdom
wi thou-v you".

or· heaven

As it s-ays, in the' Gospel

is witlhin you and it is

For the light exists; , both in the very large- world;a:,

and in the very small~

1/3
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- What is the real nature of the worl~ in which we liv~?

- There is not one world, there are many.
You me:an there are many worlds- ground use?
- Yes,, and wiithin us: itoo..

Man is one of a- number of worlds , built: on tihe

same pattern as h e is..
Then are

these· d1if.ferent worlds aliv~

Yesc, they are bonn-, live and die jus.1; aa we do, but their- in.me i5'
diff eren-t, f"rom otlT'l:f',..
How d·o y .o u mean, their· t:im-e is cfiffarenW
Each of them has, its · own ti.11tEP, a time which c-orrespond$ to i ta size=·.,

Ea;cli

ia infinitely larger tihan the world below it'-, andJ in:fini't,el-y sma:llJev ifuan:
the world above it ..
What do you mean by 'inf:initely larger and~ small1er'?'
I mean approrlmately· 30,000 times • .
Then how ma.-rzy worlds are there?:'
As you see from the diagram, there are si:x: worlds· in the outm:> s:pira-1. and

si.r worlds in the inner spiral.

Each of these wo:rrld:s is., crontained, one

within the other·, and above them all is the Uni verse=, which c-ont'ains· a:11
ot:her w-oF-lds- wii;;hin it.
And man - individ'ua1 man - is midway betwaeA the t:wo?,Yea, from man's point of!: view t'hat is: how things· are-.

He crontains· certad.n

world:$ within him, and he is:: u.nd'er t'he influencre of certaiin worlds abovec him.

But, put another wo:rrld in the position of ind'ividm.ail. man, and you will :ree
0

that the natwre of things has c::h.anged.

For· the· s:ola.r sys.-tem, for inS:"tance,

the e-a:rth, organic:: li:f.e and man are within i it - they fb:mn part of its-.
sttbsta.rm~, just as= eellsy mole-eules= and' atoms ferm part of our subfrlanc&..
- 'rhen wha:t is the difference between the worlds., in tha inner spiral and ithe:
worlds in the outer spiral?:·
- There is- no difference- -

they are the as:ame.
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Then what is the re:al me:aning of the inner and out:er spirals,?'

It is a quesi;ion of integration.
are within u.s -

The worlds in the inner spiral

they are: integrated into one whole, the whole we call

Each separate· c:all, for instance, may have i t-s· own individual

'man'.

life, but man e:x:periencres t'he effec:t of tfues:e scepara;te lives put t ,.ogether
into one expar.i.ancre, not· e:ach life · separately.

And; "bheo same: wi. th

molecru.les:.., a?l;oms:-· and even smaller entities.
- But in the outer spinal it· is different:'?
- Yes, consid:er the earth, for instance.

quee:tiorr,
know.

1 wha-t

is the

~ t h 1 s:

mind'?'

If we a sk ours-elve:s. the

we have t:o admit, we:c d:o not :rre:a-lly

We erpe:c;t tio f1nd scome s:ep arate organ of.: t'hought:- be:longillg' to t ihe
But what we: cannot a~ is that

earth~

Each of us has his own thoug,n.tm ·- .i:'11.~ -we- Jen.ow • .·
that of. all men·•

s though'lt$-,

~

are. the earth• a mi'nrh

But: the a:arth•s: miri:d is:

futegrat-ad into one whole. ·

- And- would~ the same: thing be true · of other flmciions be.longing to

t h e: e:arth?
- Yes,. organic:' lifi9, for instance, is: the· invegration of all living thingsin the~ biosphere.
- And this ini;egration contains s-omething ' more: tnan ti:he summatiqn : of" alr
liv-ing things? '

... Yes, it is the very ess-~mce or· life i t:self· - some-thing we· cannot. cronc:eive.
ri'hen is- each worrld an integration of that whic-h eriatsc in the- worltls,
be=low it?

- Yes, that is

S:O.

And tha univera-e isc the integra1;ion of alL things,, for:

it aantaina every world within it.•
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... In view of what you s~ about integration, how is it posmlble ever ito.
know· the worlds: above us-- as: tfu.ey r-eally a:.ref

- It is a quesi;ion of the level or integration.

If man were f:ully aware

of the inner spir:cd, he would"·, theoretically, be in tfrle S'alile position aa

the universe.'.
You mean he would know every world within him?

Yes.,, thai; ia tlhe· positi.on t'he: universe is in - the universe· knows eve:ny
world cronta:ined wJiin it - every world in the outer s:piral.
And they are· the same· wor-J.ds as thos-e in -the inner. apiral?
Yesy the s:ame worlds.

'fhen why db they se:am

d'iff.erenif.r·

ffO

- Becaus:e we can only see them from below.

If we c:ould know them f~om

above we should understand.
Then how can we learn to know· them :from above!!
- Through the med'i t~ion.

If we follow the• mantra- it will take us-: through

each of these worlds till we-r-e-ach the hig:hesi;, where , everyifuing· in
integrated into one: whole.

inner and' outer-.

US:

is

On this level there, ia- no ffiftference be:twaen

We are, in f ·act, t'he univerae: ...

- So the- unive-rse is- not Ito f'ar away?

- Ho, i~ is very near.
in a very little space:..

And. al though it s:eema t:o us: ao vaa-t, it erists::

1/9
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- About these different worlds you were describing, are they on different
levels - I mean, is one world higher in level than another?
- No, it is not like that.

Each world is complete in itself - it contains

all levels within it.
- But surely, higher levels of energy seem to belong to the very large and the
very small worlds, like galaxies and electrons, for instance.

Do

these worlds

also contain lower levels but we cannot see them?
- Yes, each world if it is complete contains every level.

But each world has a

certain relation to the worlds above and below it, and it is this on which levels
depend.
It is a law, a cosmic principle.
What kind of law do you mean?
- The greater the ratio between one world and another, the higher the level of
energy exchanged.
- You mean, for instance, that molecules provide man with higher energy than cells,
atoms than molecules, electrons than atoms, and so on?
- Yes, and the converse also is true - man himself provides higher levels of energy
to successive worlds above him.

But for another world it would be different.

You mean the relationships would change?
Yes, it is all a question of ratios

the ratio between one world and another.
You mean it is rather like velocity
isnt velocity a ra31,tio?
Yes, every function has its own characteristic velocity.
You mean corresponding functions, in corresponding worlds, have the same velocity?
Yes, the same actual velocity - it would seem to be so, for velocity is
independent of size.
in the universe.

In fact, velocity may well be the only constant thing
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- 'Tuey say that the highest velocity known to man is the velocity of light.
Would this velocity be the same for other worlds?
- If our theory is correct, light is a limiting velocity on every scale throughout
the universe.

But light is only instantaneous within certain limits, and it

is this which determines the area over which consciousness extends.
the world, the more these limits expand.

The larger

But the velocity of light remains

the same.
- You mean, for instance, that the earth's consciousness extends over a wider
area than that of man, the sun's consciousness over a wider area than the earth?
- Yes, and the same with the light which illumines it.

For man, light is only

instantaneous over quite a small area - about 30 kilometres.

But for the earth

it includes the whole solar system, and for the sun it extends to the nearest
stars.

As the world is larger, so its consciousness expands.

I dont quite see why this is?
Because time changes with size.
larger.

An

As the world is larger, so its time becomes

instant for the sun, for ipstance, is some 80 to I0O years, and

during this period light travels to

the nearest stars.

And the opposite would be true for the smaller worlds below us?
Yes, for the atom an instant is very small indeed.
would only travel about a thousandth of a millimeter

During this period light
a micron, as it is called.

But this area includes within it everything that the sun's area contains.
You mean it contains the same planets, the same stars?
Yea, if we could reach it we should know what the sunts consciousness is like.
But how can. this be?
They are ·worlds o:f the same: order.
You mean the one is a mirror image of the other?
Yes, a mirror image
a reflection in the pool.
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- You were saying that each world has a certain area over which its
consciousness extends?
Yes, the area over which light is instantaneous for it.
But what happens beyond this area?
Things become distorted.
The further away they are, the more

distorted

they become.
Then is our view of the universe unreal?
Yes, strictly speaking any part of the universe which cannot be seen
Over large distances it gets very unreal indeed.
instantaneously is unreal.
But why is it unreal?
Because we cannot see the universe as it is now - we only see it as it was.
In this
As worlds get further and further away from us they go into the past.
sense the universe has a certain curvature.
You mean, because light takes a certain time to reach us?
Yes, when we look up into the sky at night we see things as they were many
thousands, or even millions of yea~s ago.
So what is the answer - how can we discover the real world?
The answer lies within the human mind.

The human mind is an extraordinary

instrument
in its deeper areas the meaning of time changes.
How does it change?
It expands.

As we go inwards our consciousness expands, in just the same

way as the consciousness of different worlds expands.

The further we go

around the inner spiral, the greater the expansion in the outer spiral.
And in this way we can know and experience the real world?
Yes, there is no need for telescopes - we can see the world as it really is.
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I dont really understand this question of larger or smaller?
It is really very simple

there is no such thing as absolute size.

The

size of the universe depends on the size of the reference body.
- You mean for another world than our own the size of the universe would
be different?
Yes, the universe expands or contracts - it has no absolute size.
But surely a very small world like the electron cannot be aware of the whole
universe?
- That is how it seems to us~ but for the electron the universe is proportionate
to its size, just as our universe is proportionate to our size.
And yet it is the same universe?
Yes, there ia only one universe.
aspect, a different angle.
uniwerse within, it.

Each world is seeing it from a different

At the same time, each world c,:mtains the whole

How do you mean?
Each world has an outer and an inner ~piral.
universe - a universe in

Which

The outer spiral is the visible

objects appear to be separate and unrelated;

the inner spiral is the internal universe - a universe in which everything is one,
everything is integrated into one whole.
So every part of the universe contains the whole?
Yes, each world,. from the largest to the smallest, contains the pattern of the
whole universe, just as each cell in the human body contains the pattern or code
on which man's existence is based.
- So that would perhaps explain the underlying unity of purpose in all the
diverse phemomena we see around us?
- Yes, it would explain many things - many mysterious things we cannot see
outwardly, but sometimes begin to understand from within.

l / I7
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- If the outer world is so difficult to understand, would it not be better
to turn our attention inward?
- No, both are necessary - that is the real purpose of this method of meditation to unite the inner and the outer.
- It seems as if man has always tended to swing from one extreme to the other?
Yes, but here, in front of our eyes, is the answer.
univ~rse

Every entity in the

contains the pattern of the universe within it.

If we could see

this pattern unfolding we should understand the real meaning of life.
And would the same thing be true of ourselves?
Yes, each of us has a pattern within him which has to unfold naturally.

There

is nothing we have to do - only to avoid standing in the way.
And I suppose, to discover what that pattern is?
Yes, man is like a seed sown in the garden.

If it were not for the label on

the seed packet, no-one• could tell what the seed contains.
and it will grow into a plant and eventually flower.

But leave it alone

How does it all happen?

Who guides it and shapes it into a certain form and colour?

By whose will

does it grow to a certain size?
You mean this is all determined by the pattern within the seed?
Yes, but where does the pattern come from?
Who determined it?
- I would think it was determined by the Great Laboratory of Nature.
- Yes, man also has a great laboratory within himself - it is this we have to find.
When the inner and the outer worlds become

one, our highest aim is achieved.

l/1-9
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our
highest aim is achieved?
- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe.
It is something we never understood before.
- How do you see it practically?
Well, think about the meditation.

By going inwards during meditation it is

possible to reach the causal level - the place where everything is one.

During

the day this will influence all our actions.
But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two?
- In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist
together.

In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence is

already known.
And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose?
Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal.
But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal?
Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up.
Then what is it we have to do during the day?
Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full.
- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help?
No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy.
this method works.

Try to understand how

Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent.

A

little of it can have a very big effect.
- You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget?
- Yes, like being in love.

When you are in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love.
- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally.

l/2l
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and
the outer worlds?
- Yes, the connection is memory.
There are different kinds
of memory.
On the physical level there is short term memory only We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past.
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago.
But
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because
everything is I now 1 •
There is no. such thing as the past and
the future.
You mean the whole of our life is 1 nowt ?
- Yes, it is all there at once.
People often talk about living in the t now r - do you think
that is what they mean?
- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean.
What I mean
is not something within our direct control.
- You mean it comes naturally?
- Yes, as a result of the meditation.
But of course all three
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously.

COSMOSES - More Formulations
1/1-8

7 Cosmoses with 22 Accumulators shown in enneagrams.
Our world (Microcosmos) only one seen by us 3 dimensionally,
others seen in higher or lower dimensions. Nature's and then
Earth's own periodic functional times considered.
2/1-4
Times of larger cosmic entities compared and then size ,
in diameters , as basis for understanding Cosmoses 3
dimensionally - 'size of the world , for any being ,depends on
its own size' ( also longer P.D.Ouspensky "reference body"
quotation). All worlds seen as different aspects of same 3
dimensional space.
Functional times of cosmic entities - lifetimes , day & night ,
breath ,and impressions interlinked. Energy circulation via
Accumulators indicated in enneagram.
3/1-5
Time as breath in larger entities considered. Then size table
in ratio of 30,000x from Atomic Nucleus to Universe. Gradations
of matter shown as relative to entity size. Food , breath and
impressions viewed as linking three-strand cable of cosmic
energy exchange.
4/1-5
Earth as a living being shown in single spiral diagram
from conception , formation , evolution of life forms, man +
cortex and suggested future growth of intelligence (Vernadsky's
noosphere) plus further enlightened understanding possibility.
5/1-8
Conversations on Earth as a complete Cosmos with lifetime
in double spiral diagram. Importance of man's cerebral cortex
with possibility of conscious memory and development of
higher centres.
Fechner's description of the Earth's
"sensibilities ... of which our senses are too coarse to take any
note."
6/1-2
Man's lifetime contrasted with faster living rate of Cells ,with
the 10 lunar months of pregnancy comparable to an ice age.
Molecular time comparisons even more striking , with time of
pregnancy comparable to evolutionary time of species.

The Papers in 4/1-5 are from Vol Ill ,'Know Thyself' , and
those in 5/1-8 are from Vol VI ,'Time & Space'.
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You will see from the diagram/that there are two different
things - there a.re the seven points round the eireumf erenoe of the,
ocircle,, which we have oalled worlds; er cosmoses, and there are the;
twenty two points of interseo,tion along the three sides of' the ;
triangle.
These twenty two points are the entities belonging to
ea.eh o,osmos· - the acdumulators in which their energy is stcred.
Clearly,, ea.ck of the s:even. cosmoses i& a different aspect, a
different principle belonging· to the whole, and will therefore
contain certain entities whiah properly belong to it.
The
mi~oo:osmos,, the p~sioal prinotple, consists of mole<ntles,. The
moleenle, i• the smallest unit of peysioal matter whicrh contains: all
the charaoteristios of matter of that kind.
In th.e same, wq the
tri tocosmos, the life principle, aonsists, of eel la,.
The eell or
seed: is the smallest unit of living matter - it o-on.imtns· all the
(see 1/1 &

oharacteriatics of ea-eh speoies.

· And ea.eh spec:ielf itself is· the

smallest unit- i:>f organic life on earth, of the whole biosphere, the
mes'C>eosmoa.
Every kind of animal and plant in the biosphere is·
an experiment of the mesoe:osmos, whiei, is like a great labcratory,
the object of which is to perfec,t all the funotions necessary for
the production of man.
For man crontains all the oharaoteris-tics of
d;ifferent animals-, whio-h is what the story of Noah is: all about •.
So man is really the smallest unit of the mesoccsmoa, and in the
system he is referred to as the growingepoint of erganio life on earth.
The 111esoc-osm9s, incidentally, is the whole living earth - it ia ver,muoh larger than the tritoc.osmos, which is on the seal& of a oomplete
and self contained eaelogiaal system.
It is interesting to think
what would be needed if one set out to create an eaological system very different from creating a ccmplete biosphere!
That, very briefly, is the· right J\and side of the diagram - points
I, 2 a.ad 4, and the accumulators aonnected with them.
But the left
hand aide is of a very different kind.
'!'he smallest unit of the
deuterooosmoa, the solar system, is a planet.
A planet contains all
the characteristics necessary ~or evolving into a complete eolar
system"- not all planets, perhaps, but from the photographs we have
seen,,Jupi ter certainly seems well on the way towards doing; so. Planets
are mysterious things - nobcdy seems to kn.ow what they are for, yet
they each have very definite ahara.eteristie-s of their ewn, aa, if they
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formed part of some great plan which we know very little about.
And then, on the left halld side of the triangle, are the great
worlds "beyond. tl\e solar system· - the macrocosmos, which consists of
stars and star clusters, and the hagiocosmos which consists of galaxies
and nebulae.
One is tempted to compare stars and star cluster& with
atoe and molecules, for they seem to be worlds of the same order.
ia this really so, or is, it a phenomen'Cln which is due to man' a,

But

_

viewpoint? Ve have to remember that each cosmos is three dimensional
for itself. Attd if we e~uld se~ other ~smoa~~ than our own: a.a three
dimensional we should see them u , they really. are, · indepenclently of' ou
And then, what would the macroeosmos and. the hagiocosmos
viewpoint.
b.e· like,?

lf,ot points- of lig}lt in the heavenly firmament - worlds,

which the sc-ientists assure us existed so long· ago iihat the view we
can get of them is only a dim memory of what they really ar••
Would
they perhaps· be nothing more nor less tllan past and future, existences'
of our own world?
The idea sounds rather faataatic, but if each
aosmos is bort1, lives and dies, · where: does it go when it dies·?
In
the fifth dimension it does not disappear, it exists alW.l\)"a, in eternity.
Thie would be the macrooosmos - the five dimeneional aspect ef the
universe.
And the hagiocosmos would be its six dimensional aspee-t·the, other possibilities b:elongimg to the univers-e - possibilities which
have not yet been realised.
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The fact that each. ocsmos ia three dimensional for itself

1Ha.na

that our own world, the miorocosmo•, is the only one which exists for
u.- tllree dimensionally.
Other we>rld• we oannot see three dimensiona.lJ.T we see them in lower or higher dimensions, aeeerdimg to their magnitude.
We see the worlds larger than our oWJ\ as- aurfao-ea, line• er points, we
see tbe worlds smaller than our own alt phenomena of the fourth, fifth
and sixth dimensiou.
In one direction there i1t space and no time,
in the ether direcr.tion there is time and no spaoe.
]Ner;ything 1111

rolative - it is purely a matter of viewpoint.

If we could see other world• as tl\ree dimensional we should knew them
as they really are, independently- of eur viewpcint.
That would be the
roal world - that would be their real plaoe in the scheme of th~•• But
hew oa». we see tlt.em as they really are?
Not, of com-a-e, in the form
presented by soienoe, for theffe forms depend. oa our viewpoint as much as,
uy other.
Strangely enough it is poet17, art ad IIU■ ie: which oan
'bring us a gr•at deal hearer to an un;derstmidihg of _t}w lit>C't;rin.tt
of eesmes.e s.Sometime• we oah ge1: e~~n closer just by' lookil:ag
arouml ,..
•l3\tt we 1lave te s'tlilq the id.ea, and a. good w,q of doing
tkia is to work out what the funetio:u of each cosmos actually·· are·.
This
can be done b;y calculating their relative time■-. their . life~ime, their
da,y and: night, .which corresponds to their digestive cycle, their breath
and their shortest impression or nerve impulse.
Consider, for in.stance, the oosmoa neareat to our own - the tritooesmoa
or world of n.ature·.
Nature's dq and :n.ight ia a :,ear.
Every year
millions of amall plants and animals live and die, and their bodies are
decomposed and form, with the kumus preduced b,- falling leaves from the
trees, the chem~oal compounds required by the topsoil.
'ntia, and Ma.JV'
other subsidiar;r processes connected with it, is nature's digestive ·,
me~hanism.
Her breathing is quite different - it has a twenty.,. four
hour cy-ole, and consists mainly in the photochemical process known as
phctosynthesis.
Man_y years ago, before an;rone had studied the subjeet
as closely a.a they h.ave now, the scientist Vern.ad.sky described
pho~os~thesis
as 'a kind of breathing in.iand out every twenty four hour•~
, , ._;..,: ,,,, - "''.",.-'
Actually, it is the wq in which oxygen is extracted. from the water
mole0Ule and used to create and maintain lif'e on earth. It is b;y this
process that the oxy-gea c~ntent o~ the earth's atmosphere is kept in
balance, just as it is in our own bloodstream by the aetion :.ci~ th& l,mga.
__.--.

.

,,•,

'· •
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B-U.t nature hu man;y higher functions - functions which cannot
be measured all.d analysed, but which exist, none the leas, for all of
us to see.
'l'be intelligence of nature, for instance, her sense of
form, her beauty, her joy and happiness - where does all this eome from? ·
Ha.sit a centre, a certau souree, or is it just everywhere~ in all her
living creatures?
And now if one oonsidera the meaocosmos - the planet earth, with

everything it contains ·

one will find the same functions, but their

tirae will be different.

The earth's digestive process, for in.stance,

has a cycle of some 30,000 years, connected perhaps with the coming and
going of ice ages.
Her breathing is the year - her revolution round tho
IIUll - and it is clearly o:ennected with the seasonal oha.nges in organic
lif• ·
But her impreaaiona are not so olear ... they !1'1" be connected
with her rotation, the o;rcle of dq and night,, but why thi1t should be so
we cannot sa;y.
In fact, we are a long wq from knowing the earth as
she really ia-; - a throe dimensional being, existing among the plaAetS'
and under the direct gravitational inf'luena:.e of the sun..

AM. when

we apply the same' prine:.iplea 1io larger cosaoses we are colllJ)letely out
of our depth..
These very large world.a are obviousl:r nothing like the
image we have· formed of them.
y·• t thef' are, all p~ of' tha· one world. taken. together t-hey form one whole--.
And runn.uig through tkem all are
tb.eso tew simple laws - each coamoa feeds ol\ the cosmos one below iifi
br'eaflles 'th; cosmos two below it-, and receives impreaaions from the

ccsus, tnre. below it-..
liven higher ancl aere subtle influence ■ must
reach it frcm the cosmoses below this- agau, and so■ewhere, there murt
be an ultimate source from which all energy comes:•••••
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Everything in the world around us is alive - the woods, the fields,
the trees, tihe people - everything has its own life and exists ill' i tt
own time.
Everything, being alive, forms part of a larger whole, a
beiywhieh is itself alive,, a.ud exists in. i-ts own time.
This larger
whole - this bei»g- itself forms part of a svilI.. larger being - a world which in its 1tura is also alive, and exists in its own time, a. time which
is infinitely greater than the first.
Above this world again is another,
infinitely larger than t'he la-et, and above this again another, and another.
Thus the universe consists of a suceession. of worlds, eadl o:ontained. within"
tfu.e next.
And above them is the greatest of them all, the first world,
whio-h oontains all other worlds within it, a.nd is in fa.et the universe,
itself - the one whole to which all beings belong.
These different worlds a.re not far aw~ from us, in outer space, they
are everywhere around us and within us.
Nearest to us is the world of
1

nature - of crga.nia life.
Nature lives in a quite different time world
from ours - she breathes in and out every 24 hours, and her sleeping and
waking is- the year.
But: nature in her turn forms pa.rt of the larger world
of the earth - the biosphere, the living planet.
The earth also has her
ewn. time,, a time sco much greater than ours, that the peri,od of har breathi-ng;
is- a year, and her a.le-eping and.· wakiag is a very- longc :peri~d ind!eed. - perhaps
a,ome 25,000 year&.
But the il'lfluene:e of the earth, a.n.d. her satellite the
moon, is everywhere around us:-, and ha-s:, a very big ef'fe-ot on our livu,.
And
the earth forms part of 'bhe sun - the aolar system, with alll its planetary
orbi-t'S.
On this seal• -bhe presence of man - eve-n of" all mankind: - ia· very
diffiault ~ imagine,.
Man·'s life of some 80 years- is, only a fraetion of
a, se-o:x>nd fbr the sun, yet this does aot by any means imply that mUJ' s:
It means that he exists for the sun only in
influenc8 is unimportan~.
recurrence, just as: very small' elements - atoms and elea'troiasc - exist for us;.,
But the sun, aa, we,k:n.ow, is: only one of mam;y thousands- of sta;rg which
form themselves into star clusters and galactic nebulae in the milky wa:,.
It is· dift'iault, if not impossible to imagine that these star clus-ters, are,
li'l"ling beings,, a-till less that 1ilia milky wa:, is- itself a being which eats:,
breathes:, thinka, feels, lives· and diea: just
_we, know

thait

t:hi-ss

we do.

Y:e.t- b1 theo:ey

must be so, and: that the milky wq itself· forms:-

part of -the= All., the universe,,
othens· wiii:hin 1-t:.

as,

the

oneo livi-ng seing which-, 61:)ntains,- all
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Now every being exists in its own three dimensional world,.

And it

obv.iously does not feel itself to be very bd.g or very small, for its· o'Wll
world is normal for i-t.
limits.

But this three dimensional world has definite

It may not be generally realised how small our own world i-e in

this respee-t.

And we carry

It has a diameter of about 30 kilometres.

this· view of the world around. with

US',

wherever we g-o - it is the limiting

distance at which things can be seen three dimensionally.

Increase this

distance only a 1i ttle, and the world appears· as a surfac-e

i -t becomes

Increase it still further and it bec'Omes a line or a

two dimensional.

point - it has lost all dimensions.

When scientists explore long·

distances in outer space with their telese-opeS' they are exc.-eeding- these
limits by a

amount, and what they see is not real.

fantastic

But

the world of 30 kilometre~ is real enougll, and actually it coincides with
the s:ize- of · ffia- world

above us - the world

of nature.

It is in fact

an ee:ologic:al system, as it is described 1t0wadays - a. unit of nature.

But what is the three dimeJlsienal world fc,r nature?

It is as large-,

relative:-1io its size, as our own three dimensional world is large, for
this is· one of the principles underlying the nature of the- miiverse,, ·t:hat
the size of the world,, for a;iJy being, depend.a on its own si-z e.

And so

the world for nature would ino·l ude the whole ef the biosphere - the whole
living earth.

And this: living earth - thiS' planet - is a

_being

of

the next order, which in its turn exists in its own three dime11Sional
world.

But already we have reached a point where it is no longer

possible to imagine what the world is really like.

For as we have-

already said, the earth exiscts in a quite different world of time from

our own, and for one thing-we cannot see her for long- enough to know
her reaL form-.

A moment for the earth is a year.

And in that one--

moment she has made a complete c-irauit round the sun, while the sun itaelf
has moved along its own c.-i roui-t

see her as: $he

r8:a."~_ly

in the milky way.

No wonder

i -11•

Now thia principle, that the size of the world, 1"o~ -8JW'

on i -: ts own size,was

w• cannot

bei-n g, depends

antie,ipated by P.D.Ouspensky- in his book 'A New

Model of the Universe' when he said

"The smaller the 'referen0'8 'body'

or 'reference system' the smaller the world.

Space is proportionate

to the size of the referenae body, and all measurements of spaa:e are
_proportionate to the measurements of· the reference body.
i-s- the same space."

And yet i-t

tf · we carry thi-e statement tQ its· c,onclus·i-on

we c:annot escape the view that magnitude is not an a.bs-olute cba.rac:terietic
of the universe--, and it m~ have quite a different meaning from the
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one we usually ascribe to it.

If eaeh world is three dimensional

for itself, what is the sig:nifioa.noe of the enormous differenca in
magnitude between one world and the nerl?

Suppose we measure space

in a different w133

suppose, instead of metres and kilemetres, we measure

spao.e in diameters

the diameter of the wgrld to which the space belonga,.

Our own spa-ce,, as. we' have:· saici, is 30 kilometres,,. and t-his in rela-tio:a toi
our own·· siza- i -s , 30,000 dia.meters, approximately:-.

But the apace, cf. the>

untvers-e- studied by ecienoe, is Et0m& I-02'7 metr&B' - a most

f

anta.wtio: size,.

Yet i11 terms, of' our own milky w;zy-, to whioh this apace be·l ongs,~ the si-zeof the universe, is,: once again only 30,000 diameters,.
diame-ters,

iv

Measured in

is the same: apaee as our own!

So· perhaps there is onl;r one space - our own three dimensional spa.c.&--,
with which we are eaoh familiar.
And in 1this one space> are, all worlds ma.-n himself, orgalde, life, the pl&21etary world, t'he ~lar system, star
elusters,, galaxies, the whole universe· - they are· all dif:f:erent- aspects
of the en& space,.

And within the s-ame space are smaller en1tHti-eS" t-oo -

e-ell'S-,- molecules, a"b-omEr-·, electrons, atomio auolai, subatomie· partirues.
How do 1.hey all. cume,

What are a.11 t'hese d.iff'erent- e t i~iesi' for?

tcgether i11 the s:ame space·, and why' are we• not: more aware:, of them?
the erlen.t t-o which we can

o.onsciousnes-s?

see,

Does

them depend· on cii:ffe-rent states of'

Why' ie it, for instance, that Ja.cob B'eehme, in his

illumination.a, as:, h& called them, was able t. aee- 1this same three

aimension~l spaae i i a quite different· light from our own?
Sa- much for space - but now, how about' time?
space·, is there a;lso only one time?

If there,, is· only one

Na, not-- exaetl.yr.

'ever;r bei11g e:ds1i1t in its own time' we: mean its• lifetime:-.

Whel!l

we,

sq

But:: ever:,

bring als,o ha.--a, three, other timea, - a- vim•· of' tfay a.ndl night.-, a time· of'
breathing, a11d a. time of registering impressions.

are- f'i.md.amental t 'o its· existence.

But what is :not generally reali-sed

is tha.-t they e-orresponct t:o the lifetimes of other beings, and that iS'
how lif-ein the whole universe- is int-eraonneeterl.
Man livea, for
80 years..

His, da.Y and nigh1t is the lifetime of c•lls--, hil!t breath is

the lifetime of molecules, and his' impres:sions

0

~&

the · lifetime of? atoms.

In the same· wq, mall's life it.self ia, a da.Y and a night;· for nature, a

breath fer t'he pla.n~ts, and an impression - an instant - for the sun.
And the same,. is true· of all other bei-n gs, on ever;r seal• in the· univerae.
Nothi11g is 88l)&rat• - every1thing depends, on everything e.lse-, and energy
ia, bei-ng exohangedl, a,t _enr:y level.,, on· every seal&.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- ------ · ~-
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And so we arrive at the c'Onclusion that it is by living and dying·
And different beings
that all beings in the universe provide energy.
prov:i.de energy of different kinds·.

In this sense they are like

accumulators· - one a-ccumulator gives up its energy, another is f'illed with
energy again.
And a ci.rc.ulation is· passing through them c-on~inuously,

just as the bl.oodstream does in man..

.And

and now, in the one space familiar i;o us.

all this is happening here

After all, the scientists

assure us that the whole universe was ones c.ondensed into the size of
a single room, so why should we not think the same?
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Everything in the world around us is alive - the woods, thefields-, the trees, the earth, t'he pe-ople - they are- all part of
s-:.ome great being, a. being ve?!]j much larger than we are, with its:
OW1l

mind, its, own intelligence.

This- being we a-all Nature,- and

sometimes we f'eel her pres-:~ne:e near us~

But the Earth, t-ov, i2t

a living being, a being muah larger even than· Nature;

and: beyond

the Eartlt, is: the whole Solar System,, of which the Earth :fforms part.
Beyond- the Solar System are the stars of the Milky Wq, £.nd. beyond

the Miley Wq are: immmenalile Galaxies, and' Nabulae whic-.h ta.ken.
together as- one whole make: up the Univers:e.

Each of these different..

entd:ties, is enormousJq llargerr 't'han the next,, al'ld. each otr them, is a
livli.rtg'· being,· n:iri!fng in its own, worlld of'• itime -

a;

wo1rtd: whicii). is

vastly.·· dif'ferent frem our- own •.
The fact that these different. beings each have, their own time,
amt, the faa:t that time ahanges· with magnitude, is· a thing whicit is

<rertaim.y we know that time is· quite dif'1"el!en1t-

no-tunderstood.

among trhe stars- and galari.es:· - we hav-& 1to use d'if:Yeren1; wayS" of
~unting it, just

a;B"

But: we f:ail t-o

we d'o for measuring ffiz&.

realise trhe signifi.cana.e of thia - we fail to see 'tchat the meaning of

time itself is quite different- for these larger entities,,, and 't'hat
this fa.et aould enable us to study tneir- functions:-, and s-o:: perltaps,

t.- d"iso::over what each of'' tb.em: is real'.cy' like-,. inst'8acl ef seeing, tliemi
cnly as:· they appeait i n ~ time.
As an example, ever:; living being haEF its own rat& of breathing.

The breath of a liring being is like the balanc:e whe-el of' a wato:h - it
0

set~ the time-.

Man breathe-s, apprOJEimately ever:; J. sec:onds:· - but

Nature breathes- every 24 hours.

Many things in,Natur.e follow tti&

same pattern - a foreS:t,. for inst'anne, or even a great city..
of activity is followed by a period' of rest.

A period

But breathin:g·ha,s, a

cleepett significance than t-nis, - it is· c-onneated with the lif_e prc±incipl'e~

with the quickening of' living; 1things-.
depends, on a 24 hour- rhythm, the

And in Nature this, quickening

nl\vtb.nt: of· ph1>tosynthesis.

It waa 1ihe:-

R1.1ssian so:iemt'ist T ~ , who desoribed photosyn'tnes±a as:- "a- kind
of brenhingr, in a.ndl out eveey- 24 holll!S".

But. what is the Earth• s, rate of breathing?

The: period of

tu
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Earth's- breath. if!· determined by- her revolution round: the Sun.

As

the aeasons, c:ome and go, life passes:· acros-s- the Earth t s-- sur:f'ace.
Every year, with t'he 0.'0ming of spring:, the• Earth'-Et surf'ace is

quickened.
The movements o-r· the Eartlii

determine many things- -

and

revolution con.imolla her ·1 )-reathing,
-·-

her yea.1'lzyi--

her r-ota:tion c-ontrolls,~the_

-

breath of' Nature. ·· ,Buit ·11er re:-v:olu.ct;ion- als-a deter.mines Nat'Ul!'8J s
'

;

-

"

• ..- -r- ...

digestive· ey-ele, for· every yea-r the lea.vee· fall from the trees and
are absorbed into the 'topsoil', where_, innum.erable small erea.tures:
attack them, and- s-o enable valuable substanaes t-o be· extracted
\ •- subriane-es· which are la'ter used by plants, in t-he, produetioDJ
of living · matter.
But what is t_he, significance· of other- planetary movementl!!t?- Do_-

they,, in s.om& wa;y we cannot understand, eront?rol- the, diffenent-. qcles

in our- own lives-?·

All one, can say is:: that

s-c.±e.m:e· ha,s, no evidlence, -

from a · aeient'ifio: vd.ewpoin'ft th& planets- have a grav7i.1tationa.l: efffect-

on the Earth's · s~aoa, an.et that is, aln.
When we come t-o c:ons:ider the-_ meami.ng., ,_
o f:_~:tt,; Jint;;;~hec S'G:'l~

System1 as a· wholeo, there is, even less, evidone:e t-o go- on.,

Certai'nl.yr

the sun is· known 1to- be subjeet 1te various· c;rcleS' - periodls, of warl.11g:
and waning activity, - but litt'le is known, about" their- significanae.
And beyond· the

~o-1.m

System, among·the fixed IFba.rs:, one: migjlt- almostAnd' ye,t , , ace-ording: 1to t-h@ll";r, evell'

s-ay· that' t-ime no longer exists.
0

the Ga:h:r:ies, are born, 1 live, and clie, eat, ]?reathe· and receive:
impressions' from their siJn,oundings

juwt as· we, d!o.

It il!t onlyr

because: their- dimenrions, are, so enermoualy dif'ferent.- from

OUJ)'

own•

that we e:annot appr-eciat"e> this · :raet.
On 1the., ot-her- hand the-- .m.! of· different entities· has, been:

erlensi.ve:ly studied by s.ciene-e,i andl it- is, not: difficult-- t-o cmmpill&
a li~,.

w scale of d1.ff'erenv entities=, arranged acm,miing: t-o th&d.r

sd.z-e, extending: f-rom the smallest nuc,liear parti(!t.lefl! to the: llargeat
of the galaxies:-, and' eulminai:ing· in 1the, s:ize o-t the· whole· Univel!l!l:e ..
A list' of· t-his kind aan tell us a. gre~ d'e-a-ll about-. the di:ff-eren1t
orders· oIP" c:ategoriea of: living: beings- in 1the wol!.'ld' around wt, and

it- raiee, t-heo ques1tion whether- thel!e' d:iff'eren1t- beings we have been
describing; bear- a precise numerical rel:a.tion t-o eaoh ot-h.e:r-,

O»'

inoreas:e in a;ny d!efini'ft&, ratio of' si.ze ..
We wera, one.a t-old that suo:h

a,

ratio· actually exists,,. and ~ha1;

eaah entity beare a d'ef'ini teo numerical relation vo the next whictli: is
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of' t-b.e, order- of 30,000 tilJNlS - in other- womift, ea.eh of t-hese

di:ff'erent entities: is

S"Ome,

30,.000 times, larger- than -the:- entity

fut:low i tr, and smaller than -the entity above,
The:, 83ttraordinary simpliei ty

or

iv.

this idea; s-eemB almost- 1t-oo

good t-o b:e tru&, and like, everything else in nature one- cannot:
hope 1to find it- working · erac1tl.)7 in eveey oas-e.

But 08rta.iniy,r

if ..,. divdde the-- whol& ae:aile of· enti.t-ies known t:o s-c_ience., in.t:o
subdivd.aiona of 30,000,. d1iff'erent-. ord:ers- or- o:ategories: of: hmigs
d1a seem· 1to f.a.11 natural~- wit-hin such a· framework:, as" the :f"ollowing
table showa:-

metres:.

ro27

UNIVfflSE

extra·
galacriic
spaceintra·
g-a:la.G:ti'c
space

ST All: Olrr.TSTERS'
s:tasant?

eonriemlafion~
SOL.Alt SYSTEMS

p-lanetary

orbits
SUN'S' DI.AM.

11l~tacy
diamet-ers

ORG. L.IFE

· fe>n•k
riv.ers:crl:tiesM':ANT
snutl.1..

animal:s

· ins~,

and:

baote~ia
v.inus.e~

MOLECULES

atomic
she=l.lls

ATOJ.tIC'. NUCLEI

e 1:e-ctr-ona
smalll particles,
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The· interesting thing about this table

o-r· di:fTerent'

entities is that it a-hows us that matter ha-s, certain. definit-e-·
gradations.

The matter of the Univerge is composed of Galaxies,,

the matter of. Galaxies is composed of· Star Clus.ters,. the· matter o'f'
Star Clusters-· is· composed of Stars·, the ma•t ter of Stars· is: composed:
of Pl'a ne-ts,1 1:'-1.lld s-o on.

We cannot sa;y, for instance, tha;t the

matter of. the:· Univers-e is c·omposed of Stars, :for S'tar$ are too sma·l l
to exist, in relation t-o the size

or

the Univerae , just as· Atoms

a.re t-oo small to exist, in relation to the s:ize of a Man.

That is.

to say, they are too small to exis.t physica;ll;'{~ but t-hey hava other
runations - they are <ronnec.ted' with a differen1t state of matter the matter of' whieh impression~ c:onsis-t.

The- impres-a-10ns; received

by the Universe depend' on the existen~ of Stars, just as: Man•a,

impressions depend on the existenee ~ · A-toms·, ~ or ions·.
It f'•o llows:· that level, or density or· matter is· entirely relative what is food;, or pby'aical matter for one entity will be breath for·
anot'her en1l.i ty, and' impressions for a third ent'ity, depending on

the relation betwe:en them.

This- is cle-ar enough in our own CltlJe',,

for Man eats, <r.ells, breathes MoleO'llles· and receives impresaions, :f"~om·,
atoms:,. electrons- and suba.tomiC":' partio'les· of various kinds.

In fact,

his impressions O'Ome from t ·he lowest part of the table, - down at the
bott-om of the d'iagram.

But Nature's: impressions e-ome bom one step

higher.· up - her impressions belong to the molecular world, - to the,
world of IMenta, and perfumes, sound vibra~ions, and organie moleeuleu:,
which determine the enormous variety of· form and e-olour in liidng_::
thing1t.

And Nature's breathing depend:'& on one

s:tep highel! again -

on the world': of c.ells-, particularly the green plant- cell, which is
where-the meeha.nism or· photosyntnes.ia, takes· place.

And hen food,.,

as.' we have already said', depends, on the liv.ing and dying of.• living;

creature&' - leaves: which fall from the tl':ees· iio form hU!lTWt, plants
which fix nitrogen in the aoil, small animals, which c~me and go
with t-he sea&0ns·.
So everything in the (Iosmos- is· depende:n~ on eveeything els'8' everything is linked together in a great chain, or better, perhaps,
a,

cable with three: different strands - the f'ood,, t ·h e breath and the

impression& on which all living things depend.

And each of t-hesa

three functions has its own periodic time: - a periodic., ii:ime:· whiah
e~inaides with the life period of the entitieit b ~llow~

Sue:h is

the orctc- and~ ea-anoM.Y of the C:osmos that the life peiod of eac:h
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en,tity croinc-.ides in duration wit-h the food cycle, of the- entity
immed'iately above it-~ the breathing cyale of the entity two steps
a:bove it, , and the impress-d.omr cyo:le 0£ -the entity three steps, above, it:.
Thull:'. the- proa:e:as of liv,i.ng and dying fulfils a c-ertain pUI!poae in

the ac-.heme- of things: · - and in this,, Man is- no erc.epticm.

For- Man,

in c:ommon with other li,ting creatures, on the Earth's surface:, is- food
f0r Nature,;

at tile aame time he is breath f ·o r the- planetary world,

__ ~et imp_~.s-ion.s: .:f!or the

.s-un. -

And yet it is notr: only a: matter o~· providing energy t:-o 1a-he entities:

above him - it is more as if:' an exc:hange of energy takes, plaa:e.
unlike the notes·

Not

o-r a musical so-ale - when they are in tune wit:h

each other, energy is= erohanged-, for 1.'hey vibrate in harmony.

In

the sameow8tY, Man doas- not only provide impressions= for the Sun - t.he
Sun ale=o provides Man wi t'h impressions;

Man is not only breath for t'he

planetary world - the planetary world, and in particular the Earth
with its planetary atmosphere--, is- the means of" providing breath for-·

Man; and Man,, too,, is not only food· for Nature - it is f'rom Nat'Ul!e
that he obtains his food.
And the same thing is ' tnu.e of every ~cither:-entit3:- in every case

the energy flows ahrays in_ b.oth diree:tions-,, in every aa-se- it ' is, a.ru .
.

.

exchange of energy which talces place.

· And so in thif!. wizy-, everything;

in the whole C:osmo_s" ia · interccmn~o:tad,.

.i'fotnil!lg is· _separate:-. aJlY".1hel"e •

. Every:th-i-~ ;_orms _part of' a &ingle whole·., ·
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In order to answer the question, 'What is life for - what is it

all a.bout?'

we must sooner- or later begin thinking about something

But the larger world' in whic:h we 1ive is

larger t"han ourselves-.

not easy t--0 define.

In one sense it is limitless,, but in l:'.nother

sense it c-on:forms to certain laws - laws eonnec<f;ed. with ti.me and
magnitude,

?.,,llU with

the relation between one entity and the next.

Perhaps the moat obvious definition of the world in which we

Iive - and inc:identally-one of the old:est

is the world of living

Man.,, the· world of
these a.re- three ordera of'. worlds which

creatures under the sun's- inf"J.uenee.
Nat1.ire,. the Earth as a planet. ~

exist under the influenee o-f the sun.
And as a:ny scientist- will
tell you nowadays, it is· t-he sun whie-h provides the energy which
motivates these worlds.
The amount- of activity whio:h takes· pla;ee
in the lithosphere, the amount o-f aetivity which takes plac-e in the
15iosphere-, even the sum t-ota-1 or all man's activities - all these
depend on the amount of energy given off by the sun, and nowadays it
is even possible to equate the: one with the other-,, a:t least in
physic-al terms.
Of course, the solar system is only a small_ thing in :re:lation to
the univers-e a1:: a whole..
is

as,

In terms .of' sheer magnitude, the universe

many times, larger than the s-olar system-, aa the solar- systelll' is

larger than a man.

And ou.riomdy enough, the s:olar system· is aa

many times larger than a man as- a man is· larger tha.tr the nuo-J.eus of

the atom.

We call t-his world below man: - the wor-Id of atoms,

molecules and cells- - the MICROOOSMOS, and we call the wor1d above
the sun- the world of stars- and galaxies - the MACROCOSMOS.
But
the world of' living creatures under the sun'&· inf'luen0'8 we call the
MESOCOSMOS, because it stands· midway between t-he other two ..
So let us be-gin by ex>nsi.dering the way in ""'Tb.ich this planet Earth
was eoneeived wit-hin the MESQCOSMOS, many years ago, and how it has
grown- and. developed

sine-e -that time •.
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M E S O cr O S M O S •
It seems generally accepted nowaua,ys that the solar system
origins.ted about 4,500 million years ago, and that the origin
of the Earth as a planet dates from then.

But we learn from

other sourc-es that the s ·o la;r system belongs to a q:ui te di:fTerent
time scale from the Earth, and has a much longer lifetime.

In

any case,. it would seem· to have been some 3,000 l'llillion years ago
'flhen the Earth's crust sevtled into some definite form and became
stabilised·, and. this we have ca;lled point I on the diagre,m, as it

c·ompa,res with the moment during pregnancy when the embryo is
se--ttled in the womb.
Not very long after this, between. 3,000 and 2,000 million
years e,.go, the first signs o:f life began to appe~.x.

But -these
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early forms- of life did not breathe oxygen as we- do, and it- was- only

when the Earth's atmosphere was established that the respiration
of oxygen began.

This- ext~a:ordinar.,r switc-h over to oxygen, which

is eompa:rable to t:he breathing of the newly born ehild., was made
possible by the: development· of plants,, which a.re able· to extraci:

o.xygen f'rom water and release it into the atmosphere.

By about

IOO million years a,go the Earth's atmosphere had. become established-,
and the breathing· o:f living creatures had begun..

In this way far

higher levels of energy became available - energy which was requireu.
by the great laboratory of Nature for the experiments it was about

to oa:rry out.
These experimen~$ of the great laboratory were aimed at perfecting
a.11 those characteristics of animals·

- all thosediff'eren-t organs

and functions - which were later to be in~orporated in man.

Like

a newly born child, 1fature was f'ee·ling her way - trying out: all her

funetions.

And perhap~ the most important of these was the

eo-ord-inating function of tne autonomic-- nervous- system; whieh enabLed

all the instinctive mechanisms of the body to work- together-- a1:1·
one whole-.

Al:1 this·was- going on around point 4 in the diagram~ about
50 million years ago or

more·. -

But it was not unt-il:_ a mer-e· 70,000

t:-o- 40,000 years ago that the first indications of modern man began;
0

to appear.

In C'Ommon with the higher mammals, ~ly man e~ntained

a much more <romplete nervous- system than the aut.onomie· - one which-

enabled him to orientate himself in his surroundings--, and to receive

a. -far wider waveband of' impressions-.

But early-- man e:ontained

something else - some~hing,which developed later into another
breakt-hrough c--omparable- in importance to that of' breathing.

This-

was t-he ri-e-rebrtl_ cmrte~, in, i t:s- :first early- stages- - a devicewhich finally- and irrevocably diff'erent-iated him·f'rom·the anima-ls-.

What is the purpose of a cerebral cortex?

or course, it enables

man· -f;-o think, to f'orm, conc:epts, to develop language-, to communic:ate.

But there is s:omething else - something muc-h more importan-t.
anima-1 knows something, it knows it:;
he als·o kno't>-.-rs that he knows.,

If an,

but if' a man knows somet:-hing;

That is t-he true function of the

cerebral cortex - to enable man to know himself.

And so we have arrived, through points 5 and 6, at the prescent
moment - the moment in history when man. is beginning to a.s-k hims~li
what he knows-.

And as he spreads more and more over the Earth• s
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surfac:e·, e..n

answer to this question becomes more and. more

imperative..

He sees the mistakes that others have mad.e bef'or-e

him, he sees large area-a of the biosphere devastated by pollution,
he sees· violence and· sufTering, poverty and erime.

And at the

sa.me time he begins to realise that a;ll this is unnecessary - that
there are individual people in the world who know the answer - who

could show man wha,t to do, if only he would lie-ten •• ••
It was the Rus-sian scientist Vernads.ky who wrot·e • just before his
death· in I945 "I look forward with great optimism.

I t-hink: that we

undergo- not only a historical, but a planetary change a:s well..
live in

a;

transi+ion· t-o the n:oos-phere."

We

By noosphere Verna<Is:ky

meant t-he envelope of mind t-hat will one d:a;y- spread

ov.e-r

-vhe Earth's

surf ace= and inter-penetrate t:he biosphere - or is it perhaps already

there?

What is it that has to develop at point 7 in the diagram-,

and hov is it different from point

5?

In reality there· is not just one envelope, there axe three"
is the envelope of neuro-electrical energy a-t point

5.

There

This has

already s,p:read ov:er the· Earth's surface, large-ly in the form of

radio waves, with which the present day atmosphere is filled.

'rhen

there is the envelope of mind at point 7, and although there are
indications that this is on the· way, we cannot really say it is
established yet.

When, and if" it is established - and we have-

every reason to believe it will be - man: will understand, what the
Earth needs :for her development, and his actions will be enlightened
by reason.

But this will only be possible with the help of point-

8,

that is to say, if man's · higher centres begin t:·o dominate in his

decis·i ons.

For it is only man's higher centres· whic-h are capa·b le

of· understanding the rea·l meaning· and purpose of this great c'Osmos:
the MESOCOSMOS

in which we live and have our being.

Ordinary·

levels of mind are too sm?,11 - they cannot see the cosmos as one whole·.
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'Pe.11 ma, do other cosmoses develop in the same way aa man?
Yes-,. they a:a;ch go imrough ai.milar stages: - s."!\;a;ges which eonr-espond t-o

our- own ~encrept:ion, pregnancy, c-.hildhooff and a;dul t- li:f'e.

Then how would this-- apply to the e:axth?
- The e:-arth, it would s:e:em, was: concreived by the sun, S:ome- 4 ..5 billion
years- ago.

In order that she cr-ould develop

a;s-

a - living being, a cromple:-te

e-:0smos, thmre t'hings were neees:s:ary - the physi.ca;l e:arth hers:-elf, ifue
d,evielopment of: organic, lif:e, and the influencre of' man •.
Then what is: man's influencre, in tihe earth's evolution?~
He is the earth's mind.

The word: 'man' is the fffillle :rroot as,, manas or mind.

And does the e-arth als:-o have a s:oul?
0

YeS?, man's higher funcrlions--· are c:onnected with the earth's: s--oul, his:c-0nsc:iousness with her spiriti •.
Then ffoas individual man e:ont:-ain these:- s:-ame pofmi.bilitie:s:· within hims.-alf?
Yes, but: they are not of-ten realised".

Only if:

a;

auff:ic:ien:t number- of: men

wer-e to realis=e them would the e:arth's evolution bEre.Ome c:omplete.,
Then ia it pcs:sible

w

follow the spiral of' the earth's· evoluti.on?'

The inner spiral is e:oncerned' with ~e earth's eornreption, a;bout which we

know very · li t'.tle-..

At point I in the oute-T spiral her physical form'. wa;a:

a1:rready s:attle:d - this woulff be s-ome=• thre-e billion ye,a;rg,. ago, when the:- earth •s
c:Tust ha;d: e:oeled' and be=c-ome stabilised.

At point 2, some ID0O in, 500

million ye:arS: ago, the t:i.rat early rormsc of liie began t'o appear.

But not:

all thaS:e ear-ly, f':orms- of life- breathed oxygen a:s we do, and: it: was only' when
the, oxygen crontanit of me earth• s atmosphere wa:s establishe:cf t'hat the:
breathing of o-rygen became general.
But how was.'. it eatablished?
It was made: pos:sible by the development of plants, whic:h are able TI>
extract oxygen from water and release it into the atmosphere.

This

erlraord-i nary swi tc:h ove-T to oxygen, which may be c::omp_ared with thee
breathing o:f
ago.

g;·

newly born c:hild, began

at point 3, s:omec 400 million years-

In this: wa:y far higher levels of energy became available - energy

which was required by the great laboratory of nature for the erperiments- it
was about' t-o carry out~.
You mean,. it wa;a, a-t point 3 that the earth was bonn?'
Yeg,. at point J her breathing s-tarted, and t'ime for her- had begun.,
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- You mentioned the experiments which the great laborato:oy of' natune
was: about to C'arry out:.•

Would this be at point 4 in the diagram?

,.. Yes, these experiments were aimed a;t per:f.:eciing all those dlarae,-teristics:
of. animals_ whiah were- later tto be incorporated' in man.
You me:an they were tried out in: d1if'.f'erent: animals f.'iil:$1;?

Yea, that is why

animala

s:eem like caricatures of different: people--.

Some of the experiments were discarded, like t'he <iinoS:a;urScy- otilers · survived.
But this: wa:a long bef::o:na man appeared - perhaps acme 200 million years ago.
- Then d-d.d man appear- towards - point

5?'

Was there not. a:omathing e:BIDmt:ially

difil':erent· about him?
- Yes:, man coontained something new - ~omething which developed lai;er into
another breakthrough comparable iri importance to that o:tbreathing.

was tlhe cerebral crortex, Sot ill in its early stages -

This

a;, d:evicro- which waEP

eventtnall;y t.o d1.fferentiate: man complete.ly from the animal k:ingd'om.
Then what is the point about the c:erebral cortex?
Well, it enacbles man to think, to form c:onc::epts\, to d1evelop language, and
to 1fo many things which animals:: never - c:ould-.
s:-omething much more important.

But there is S:Omething e=-1S£ -

If' an animal does something, he:- does: i it,

but if a man does: s:omething, he isc als.=o awara of. what he is- doing,.
- You mean, he remembers himself':?

Yesy he has:, moments of consc.-i.ous memory - moments which belong to the
fifth dimension - ·t:o eternity.

Animals,- haveo instincxive memory, but' man·

al~ has c-ons<ri.ous · memory •.
- Then what is it brings this- kind' of memory?
- 'l'he me:di tation.

It is: a natural

way of increasing c'Clns<cious-: memory.

People think: it is connected with f'imcrtions:7 but it has nothing to do with
fi:mclions:, - it works direc::t on c:ons<ri.ousnes:s.
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So point 6 in the diagram is somewhere about now?
Yes, the earth would, s:eem to be ne:aring the end. of her.- c:hildhooct, and
beg.inning her adult life.
Well, I hope she will soon gnow up.
It was- the Rus:sian scientist Vernadsky who

Yes:, she will S:Urely do that.
wrote just before his death in

1945, "T look :fi,rward with great optimism.

I think that we unffergo not only a historical,, but'- a plane-tary c-hange, aa we-11.
We live-o in a' transition to the noosphere."

I wonder what Vernad.sky meant by, the noos:phereT
HET mecant the envelope of mind tchat will one day spread over the earth'sc:

surface-· and interpenetrate the biosphere ..
Do you think the envelope of mind is already spreading?

Yes and no.
ara thnae.

In reality there is not just one envelope, there
There- is the: envelope of neuro-elec"trieal energy - radio

waves and so on - with which the present day atmosphere is filled.
This is sunely not the noos:phere?:
No, it has lit~le to d:o with mind - it is more like, ~ nervous sys:tem or
networ"'.ie -

more- a me:ana of cremmunicati·on.

- ~hen would the: noosphere ba

at point 7?

- YeS:,. there is: s:ome indication it is on the way, but we cannot s,ay it: is,
esta:bliahed yet.
But what rea:lly- is: it?'
Inaight - emotional discernmen~of the earth's namfs_, aa a liwing being:.
You mean when one feels:, 1 ike Fe:din:er.-,. that the earth iS' an angel - an
angel carrying us. along with her into heaven?
- Yes, but enough people have to f'eel this all the time, and they a-lEro have.
to know

a;

great d1e:a1 more than they do now.

Then a:erta:in things= which are--

happening now will nevs:r happen again.
What kind of things do you mean?
Large areas of organic:- life d.~va;s-tated by pollution, violencre and: s.uf'fe:ri.ngamongst mankind ••••
But -bell me:, ia there

a;

still higher..- level above the noosphere?

Yes:, at point ff man's higher centres will begin t.'o dominate.,

For it is only

man's higher centres which understand the n:eal mecaning a,nff purpos:e of this-,
great a-osmo::F - the living e:arth - in whioh we have our being.
levels of mind are too small - they cannot see: thea cosmos as · one whole:,.,
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I find it very diffiaul t to imagine what the: earth is really lika.
- I:f you think about it you will re:alise tha;i; man and organic life a.re·
within her- - they are pa.rt o:r · her subirlance, just a;s calls: and molem1lea
are pa.rt of' man•s subsi;ance.

- And I s.uppos:e she erist3 under the direc;t in:fluenC'e of the sun, and ifue
stars:

or

the milky way?

- Yes,. Fechner tried to describe it - he
external to her a.re the other si;a;rs:.

S'airu, " •••• the

only obje:c:ts,

To theseo, her whole mass reacts:

by moS't exquisite altternations in its trotal gait, and by still mo:rreo

e::x:quisi te vibratory respons:-es in its aubstancre.

Her oc:ean re-fle:ds:

ttb.e:· lightsc o:f heaven as on a mighty mirror, her atmosphere refracts them

like a monstrous lens, the crlouds and snow-fields combine t'he:m into white,
the wooda an& flowers di.s:pers:e them into cx,lou.rs.

P.olarirmt ion,

interference:, absorption awaken sensibilitiEm in matter of whioill our

s-ans:m:r arff t'oo c:oa;rse-· t·o take: any n0t·e:. tt
- What a: wonderful description - this makes me:, f::e:el I undlers.:tanff be:tter-

what a' crosmos really is:_,..
- Yes:, t-he earth is= a living being- - a- world of' great be:auty.

But'- what

no--ona understandJs is that her- t.im& is ao d1.fferent from ours.

Her

breathing- in and out is a whole year of our time, and an instant ffor h8:r" is:

a whole_ day and night.

- So she is·not re:ally a aolid objeci, in the way we,think of her?
No~ her real f _omn is beyond our 1mderrrtand'ing.
long enough -bo know what aha is really like:.

to it than moat paople ••••

We cannot s-ae her-- for
But Fechner got nearer
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One of the most important truths belonging to the Doctrine
of Cosmoses is that eveX7thing in the universe has its own time.
Perhaps more than arq other idea in the System, this truth could
be of real interest to science at the present time, and if properly
understood, might lead to a number of new discoveries.
What exact~ do we mean by the statement that everything in
the universe has its own time?
At first this statement seems
obvious, almost self' evident.
.But has anyone ever explored its
full implications?
Let us take a simple example.
Man lives for about 80 years.
He grows £or 9 months in the womb, and then h~ is born.
At the
age o:f seven his childhood is complete, and by I8 or 20 he has
become a man.
Towards the age of 30 he marries and starts a.
family, and in another 30 or 40 years he is beginning to grow old.
Durini a.ll this time his breathing ha.s continued at a steady rate
of about 3 seconds per breath, and his digestive processes are
goin.t on in a. daily- o;rcle.
Like other living creatures a.round
him, his sleeping and wald.n~ hours are controlled by the rotation
of the earth, and many of his living habits and seasonal actiTities
are influenced by the earth's yearly- _revolution round the sun.
All these :periods a.nd cycles are so familiar to him that he never
questions them.
He cannot imagine a world in which they were
different.
:But they !!'..2. different.
E-a.ch enti i;J" in the cosmic scale has
its own set of periodic times, and each is completely different
from the next.
Consider the cell, for instance.
How long
does a cell take to grow?
Certa.in]J' not 20 years!
Cells are
said to live for I2 to 24 hours on the avera~e, and a reproductive
rate of 400 to 600 generations a year would be a reasonable
estimate.
The division of cells - the actual process of dividing is said to take half an hour to an hour.
:But beyond this little
appears to be known.
Yet cells must obviously breathe, and we know
they assimilate food.
According to the Doctrine of Cosmoses one
would expect the breathing of cells to talce :place at a rate of several
thousand breaths per second, and the assimilation of' food at about
the same rate as ou.r breathing.
Now the point I am trying to make is not simpl.7 the fact that
a cell lives for so many hours, or takes so many minutes to divide.
It is that the very meaning of time itself is different, for the
cell lives at a much faster rate of change than we do.
If' you
work it out by simple arithmetic, you will find that during a week
of our time the world of cells has actually existed for.a period
comparable in our time to 600 to I,OOO years.
A lunar month of
28 days would compare with 3,000 to 4,000 years, and the whole
period of growth in the womb - the IO lunar months of pregnancy adds up to a span of time which is not far short of an ice age•
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So the cell has much more time than we ever supposed!
But an
even more striking, and a particularly interesting example can be
found in connection rith the process known as differentiation.
As the germ cell begins to double itself in the moments following
conception, a larger and larger variet7 of different kinds of cells
begins to appear, each with its own special aptitudes and characteristics.
As the different parts of the embryo are formed this differentiation is
completed - and all this happens in a few months, or in some cases even
weeks.
Where do all these varieties actuall7 come from, in so
short a period of time?
In the light of recent discoveries we might perhaps assume that
the process of differentiation is under the control of the large
organic molecules connected with the D.N.A. eode.
If the process
is carried out under their guidance, it would be reasonable to expect
that the code which they control is written in "molecular time" i.e.
in a time scale appropriate to the world of molecules.
What in fa.et
is this time, and how does it compare with our own?
If we make the assumption that the life period of a large organic
molecule is of the order of 3 seconds, we find that in a week of our
time some 2IO,OOO lifeti.Jlles would have passed for the molecule, which
would correspond in our t~e to a period of near:IJ" 17,000,000 7ears.
A lunar month on this basis would come to 68,000,000 years, and the
ten lunar months of pregnancy to a period of liB0,000,000 years.
Now
if we compare these periods with those of the evolution of organic
life on earth, we find for example that the first placental mammals
appeared some 70,000,000 yea.rs ago, the first reptiles some 260,000,000,
and the first primitive fishes about 440,000,000 years ago.
'lhe earlies~
evolutiona17 period - the Cambrian - goes back to about 500,000,000 years,
and b7 620,000,000 years ago evolution is just beginning, with plants
and primitive animals as the only evidence of life.
So the molecule has plenty of timer
And isnt it rather remarkable
that the period of pregnancy, translated into molecular time, corresponds
so nearly with that of the evolution of species - that :in so short a
period the human embryo passes perhaps through all the different stages
of evolution - mirrors, in some strange way we cannot understand, the
growth and development of organic life on earth!

COSMOSES - Further Papers
1/1-7

Doctrine of Cosmoses , • the beginning and end of all
knowledge'. Understanding the world as it really is regardless
of man's viewpoint. World a number of complete and living
cosmic entities of greatly differing magnitude and time scales
comparable to ' the difference between zero and infinity • a quantifiable factor of approximately 30,000x.
Large spiral diagram showing these cosmic entities from
electron I atomic nucleus / atom / cell / man I nature I planet I
sun & solar system I star cluster I galaxy / universe .
Each cosmos three dimensional for itself and a cosmic
entity which eats , breathes and receives impressions timed to life
periods of cosmoses below it - food from one below , breath from
two below and impressions from cosmos three below it.
1/8-13
Different cosmic timings existing within ourselves illustrated through system idea of man's 4 different bodies,
physical , subtle , causal and divine with their speed of action in
30,000x increments. Large spiral diagram now also indicating
physical body's link with world of cells below and world of nature
above man, subtle body's link to molecular world 2 below and
planets 2 above , causal body's link to nuclear world 3 below
and solar system 3 above, divine body's link to worlds 4 above
and below. Possibility of sufficient experience of the causal
level through meditation so we can ' create moon in ourselves 1 • *
Different dimensions of time for 4 bodies - physical body
a product of the great evolutionary time of nature , subtle body's
connection with recurrence - fifth dimension - which is then
contrasted with possibilities on causal level in sixth dimension,
illustrated with reference to P.D.Ouspensky's novel I Strange Life
of Ivan Osokin 1•
1/14-17 Diagram of 3 concentric circles illustrating 3 areas/levels
of consciousness - waking , sleep with dreams and deep sleep .**
These 3 states of consciousness and their connection with different
bodies. Daytime waking state with physical body. Subtle body
and the fantastical world of dreams which illustrates subtle body's
different time world. Subtle body's extraordinary role programming
physical body from life to death , and also our recurrence. Way of
escape through experience of deeper area/level of the causal
world in meditation.
( * System aphorism . ** An exploration of this diagram and
concept can be found in Vol II )
mid 1970s?
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THE DOCTRINE OF COSMOSES.

If' we ;:,~ ounS'elves: wlittt the
p'Ll.rpoae off knowledge is,. we· come -t-o the conclus.-ion t-hat t:-he .ul:t-±ina-te
purpose of knowledge· is t-o lift man f"r-om the personal level: t-o-. t-he
universal level - to :free his personal self,- s-o tha,t it can .J:>e:eome-

unit-ed with the universal self.
There c'Ould be· :r·ew better ways· of' d:o-ing _'tchia, t-?,an: 'py- s,tudying; . t-:he-

doetrine of c-osmos-es..

and

For the doctrine: of' e:osmoS'es- is· t-he= b:egi'nning;
Tak:en to its ultimate point it-

end of' a]l knowledge-..

Our usual.

can show use- what the world.' is· 1 ike- in an a,bs-olut-e s:ense.

view of' the world: - and this- includ·es- all s-c:ientif":i.c., and. astronomical
theorie:s e,bout the· world - is purely relative-, for it depends on t-he

0

viewpoint o:f man.

:By showing · wh.y this is ': so, the doctrine of" c·o smos·es·

points the- wey to an understanding of the· world as· it really· is·, whetherwe exisi in it- or not.

Only in this way will the r-e-al purpose of

man on a eosmie.' scale bec:-ome crJ.ear ..

The basi~ idea of the doc~rine of o:osmoses i~ that the world in

which we live c-.onsists of a number - a limited number - of separate
entities,, ea.eh o:ornplete in its-elf.

These ent-ities, or c-osrnos~s·, exist

one within the other·, and: form an orderly succession of worlds, the
greatest of' which e-ontains e.ll the others within it.

Bei.ng aontained

one within the other, each cosmos mus-t of nec-essi. ty vary enormously- in

magnitude f~om the one below or above it.

And being

a{)·

different iw

magnitude, each C'Osmos has its· own time, which cfif'fers to the same
degree.

This rela-tion between. one cosmos and the next is, a constant

fac:.tor throughout- the universe

a factor- whic-h was described, originallyr,

as the dif'ference between zero and infinity.

This means the;t each

cosmos is zero to the cosmos above it, and infinite to the cosmos below
it - a definition of infinity whicrh is clearly different from the usual

m;z,,thema,tical definition, and implies, amongst other things, t-ha.t
in:fini ty is· a. me.,.,surable qu.anti ty.

Actue..lly, this qus..nti ty was stated

to be approximately · 30,000 times.

'But perh9,ps the most importe..nt idea. of' this doctrine is-· that ea.oh

c--osmos is· a lb.ring being,. existing in its own t-ime - a being which
lives,, breathes·, thinks ·, feels, is born:, and d:ie-s..
By implic·ation this would mean that everything in

the whole universe is alive - that there is no such thing a:s· a lifeless
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universe, in certa-in remote corners of' which livingbeings have
come abo,ut ci,cc-id.entally.

On the contrary, there is n-o c-orner

of' the universe which is nut :fully liying- and sensiti.ve to i'm:pressions
just ~.s we a.re·, a.ml the only reason we are not aware of' this :fltct is
due fo th"-' enormous difference in time and magnitude betwee'tl' other
beings and. ours·elves.,,

If we could lee.xn how to overcome this-,. we:

should begin t-o see the world as it really· is.
If you :follow the spiral in the d'iagr2_rn, es it develops· from t-he

c:entre outwa.:rd.s,, you will see that in tlie fir-si; segme:mr o:l:' the: s-piral.
±s· 'ii.he,

e-1:eO:tr-on.

-

quite near to the f'irs-c radial line.

(point I) ..

The smallest particles known to m~.n ~_re not muon smaller than: t-his perhaps· a :Few degrees above tt in the diagranr.,

The nucrleus· of' the

atom croinc·id.es with line, I itself, and· below- it in t-he nerl segment

a.re the elect:r·on shells surr-ounding it,. bringing us at -the second radial

line·,(po-~'-- 2}:to the size of a complete- atom.

Thus· the atom" is·

appr-oxime,teT;y.,. 30,000 t-imes larger than the· nucleus, just as t-he- solar
system is· 30,000 times larger thi?...n the dii:'Jneter of the sun ..
Slightly larger than t-he atom is the moleC'Ule - nut much larger,
in' fa;ct, (exc,e:pt for some o:f the- organic· molecules) for· the hydrogen
molecr.1le is on1y hro a-toms in size.

wa,y· between° lines 2 and 3, is

a;

In t-his section, about- half'

very important- point - the point where

bodies first begin to c:ome under the influena·e of gravity.

Ai. point 3

is t-he o:elI - an amoeba, a spermatozoon or e, nerve cell al'e just about
on this line, the ovum· slightly larger.
lines 3

E"Jld

And then very soon, between

4 1 we come among creatures· more familiar to us- - small

insects, pollen grains, bees and wasps, 'Butterflies-, small P..nima.ls·,
plants

and so to the s-ize of a man-.

In. t-he next sect-ion, between lines 4 and

5,

is everytching in the

worid around us - animals, buildings, i;re-es,, villages, o-ities·, forests
and a.t about 30 kilometres, which is approximately the dista.no:e of our

horizon, we: a.re in the midst of' nature - a; world of infinite ve:.:r."iety of'
:form and col'our - a wor-ld in ma.,."l,y ways quite· d.istinct from our own:i,.
existing in its own time, a t-irne which is 30,000 times larger than- ours.
In the next sec-tion, about half way a.long to poiim

61

we m-ov~

beyond the world. of nature into the realm of earth, - th{:! living earth,
existing in its. owrr right as a planet - smaller thatt most of' them: perhapsJJ
but none t·he 1.ess

able 'lfo support mankind, and wi tlt ltiim1 ~ll. ojh~ l::t:rl.ng

1/5
line

at point 6.

And: in the next segment come all the planetary

orbits, grouped together towards- point
diameter- or· the s-0la:r syatem.

T,

whic,h marks the full

But. beyond this we know very li tt:le

we know that between points· 7 and 8 are groups· of stars - nebulae
within the milky way system.

The largest OI t-hese are called

globular star c·luste-rs,- which fall just about- on point 8.

The

milky way itself" is much larger, its long- diameter approa-0hing·

poi.nt- 9:.

Point- 9 is· in fact about- t-he- ultimate size of

e;

galrocy

or- nebula·, beyond which is extra galactic· space• - the vast distances
which exist between ga:la..··des, spir~:l nebulae and island. universes entities which appear to be receding· from us·

at speeds approaching

the velocri ty of light - till we- reach a point near line· IO where, the
limits· of vision ·.tre· exceed.ed, and the rea-1 size of the universe
remains- a; matter for speeulation.

Even so, modern· theory makes it

remarkably c-lose t-o line IO, or in other words, six powers of" 30,000
larger than the size of a man, or about· Io 27 metres •.
Now according to the doctrine of' C'Osmoses, each cosmos is three
dimensional f'or itself - it exists in its own three dimensional

wo~ld.

This i~ not an easy s~atement..

Certainly~

exist in

our own t'hree dimensional world; - that is clear. enough - but- whe;t
this would mean t-o another c-osmos is·

a;

dif"ferent matter.

If we

look outwards along the spiral, a1; ot-h er· worlds t-hcUl our own, time
a11.ff

spa-ce ge't li:,.:rger and' larger, and: appear to lose dimensions.

And

if we look inwards along · the spiral, time and space get smaller and
smaller,. and objects very soon disappear - we know them only through
their effects..

Yet all this is really- an illusion - it- is a

relative matter, d.ependent on our vi'fll7Point.

For each cosmos is

t}'i...ree dimensional for itself, and it does not therefore know i-ti-self"

a,s large or small - it seems to i tsel:f to be perfec-t ly- normal in size.,_

On the other hand, there, must be some reason for these, enormous
4iff'erences in time ".nd magnitude.

Perha.ps if we study the :functions·

cf ea.eh cosmos we shall finer the e.nswer.
Nov we have s-aid that each cosmos is e, liv-ing being, whic·h eats,

breathes- and. receives impressions from its surrou.nd.ings.

But the

interes1;ing thing is th~,.t t hese func1:ions cl...I'e timed 'to croinc-ide with

the life period.s of crcsmoses below it.

The food: cycle c-oinc:ides

with the lifetime of the crosmos· one below it, t h e breathing cyc:le
with the lifetime of the cosmos two below it, and the impressions
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cycle with the lifetime of" the e-osmos three below it.

Thus man

feeds on c-e1.ls, breathes 1:doms and molecu.les, and obtains impressions

from electrons and other small particles.

In t'he sameweyna:ture

feetls- on man, breathes c·ells, and obtains impressions :from molecu.le-s.

Planets feed on nature, breathe man', and obtain impress-ions from ee1ls,
and so on.

In this wa;y everything in the universe is geared together,

as, it were,. and i;-imed so that life periods correspond.

I:f it were

not so, the whole economy- of the universe would f'ail..
There is· anot'her aspect of' this law which is even more interesting.
The i'u.:Mhe:z:,, removed- one entity iff from another, t-he higher the level of'
energy exchanged.

Man, for instance, obtains one level of energy

from cells, a higher, more powerful level of energy from moleC'U.les
ana atoms·, and an even more power:rul level of energy · .from nuclear
levels - and t'he s-a:me princ·iple applies to other cosmoses.

This simple rule is the key to a great many things.

It ca.n help

us to understand a.n idea we have be&n disC'Usstng in an.other cronterl
the id:ea; of different bod'ies.

For men's physical body is· made in

substance from c-:ells - thgt is·, from the c-osmos one below him - his
subtle body is made in su.bst~.ncre :rrom molecules an.ff atoms - :from the
cosmos two below him - and his causal body is made in substance from
elec:tronic a,nd, nuc-lear levels - that is, fr-om the cosmoses- three, below

him.

P.nd there is every reason to suppose t-hat the same, principle

applies to t-he cosmos-es above him - tha:t his physical body is under
the influenc-e of' na,ture, that his subtle body is under· planetary,
influences,, and t-hat his causal body is under tne influence of' t-he
sun -

the s·olar system.

another, time ••• ••

'But perhaps we should d:iscus:s this idea

l/ 9
One of the questions whic·h came from our last discussion was
something like this - how is it possible for ma.>1 to take a- leap

out· of his position in the hierarchy of' a-osmoses, e.nd see the world
as it re a,lly is?
0

Ac-tually there is no need to ta:..1ce a. leap - we are there already!

As t he Maharishi used to say, we are looking everywhere for the specs,
an.d the s:pees are on the nose.

For the truth of the ma-tter is· that

the times which belong to these different cosmoses above and below us
exist e,lso within ourselves, and if -we could: reac:h these diff'erent
times we s,hould~ be on the same level as they a.re, and the lee,p would

already be ta.1<:en.
Perha-ps the easiest way to see this- is· through the idea- of

dif'"-ferent bodies-.

According to certain ancient tee;chings, man is

said to contain the possibility of acquiring, and. under c-ertain
circumstances already to possess, not only the one ph,ysica;l body

we know he has, but in addition a subtle body, which interpenetra,tes,
controls and influences his :physical body, a c~,usal body, which is
largely hidden from us· in the ordinary way,. but contains his real
self and all its possibilit-ies, and a divine- body, which is one with
the universal self and on the- highest leve-1 possible for m~..n t-o r-each.

When we s-1:w it is possible for rne.n t-o acquire· these different
bod.ie-s-, we meall the,t he already possesses the ma-terial of which t ·hey
C'oul'd be mad&, but this material is not orga.nisoo., that is to say, it:
is not· eir-culating within nim in the way it- should.

If these diff'erent bodies were f"ully ac.t ive and working in him,
the subtle bod.y would have a speed of R-Ction whic-h is 30,000 times

fasi:er than the physical body, the causal bocy would have a speed of'
action whie·h is 30,.000 t-imes faster than the subtle body, and the
divine body would have a S])eed whic-h is• 30,000 t.i.mes faster again.
The effect of this· - which isc not entirely obvious• at first - is

that these d.ifferent bocTies- would. be lin...1.ced to the times of t-he c,osmoses,
not only below him, but also above him in the scale,, in much the seJne
way that d.i:ff':ere-nt in-t·el:"Va.'ls ·1n t'he musical scale - the t-one, the

major t ·h ird, 'the fifth and so on - apply equally above an.d below
the fundamental note~
Let us try to see these different bodies
spiral of different cosmoses.

c1.,S

they exist in the

Ta.king man. a.s the fu..11.damen.tal note,-

s
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we find that h.is physical body belongs t ;o the segments immediate1y ·
below and. above him.

Be,ing ·mail.ff of"' cells, a.lid growing a;s it does

fr-om the time· wor-ld of: a single cell, it belongs- t.:o the s-egment- one-

l)e:1ow him.

· Manif'esting in the world of nature, and being largely·

under its influence, it belongs to .the segment one ii;bove· liim-.

Mai.,,' s- subtle body belongs to the segments two below a.'1d. above

him.

Be-ing ma:d~e of': molecular matter, the time world of whio-h is·

i11fini tely different from ours·, it belongs to the segment two below
him.,

Manifest.ing in t.he biosphere as

a;

whole, it is largely, under·

the influe11c-e of the plane-ts and the moon.~- and: belongs- to the segmenttwo above him.
Man's causal bod.y be-longs to the segments three below and above him.
Being me;de of the same ma,tter as the sun - of nuclear matter - it

belongs to the segment three below him.

J'la-11.ifesting in the solar

sysi;em as a whole, it is under the sun's in:fluence, and belongs t-o

the segment three above him.

On this level, time is, so utter-ly-

dif'ferent :from oux own t'ha:t it' croes- not- exisi;-~
Above the level of the solar system', in ~he eternal unehanging
world of' stars and g:daxies, is the divine body of man-.

Everyone- ,

ha.s divine energy within him - it belongs tn all mankind.

in certain people is the di.vine body orga,,nised.

But only-

In· fact, as we have

already said, the same' t-hing is true of the subtTe a."'1.d" causal bodies

in man as he is·, only the pli.ysical body is organised. to ari.y degree.
The subtle 1)ody is o'ften unstable eJ1d 'fragmente1.ry, ~nd: the causal
body is hioden from us -

it lives in

a;

dark room of the house ..

Lack o:r harmony in man's subtle body is the cause of a ,great deal.
of' suffering-in the world - in fac'tt to have ac subtle body which is
properly org:,,,,.nise-d, is a- grea.t lu..."lcu.ry, a.n.d has- been the e,im of · esoteric
schools si,nce the earliest t-imes,.

But- most school methods work- on

t ·he· leve·l of the subtle bod.y i tsel:f, ?-TJ.d this involves strenuous
disciplines- of one kind or c1nother, and s:pec-ial conditions of work-.

In t-his method of meditation the principle is different-.

When

we do the med:itation it takes us to the causal level - it takes us away
from t-he voic-es of t-he pbysica-1 body, awa:;;r from t'he converse,tions and
arguments,

ana.· even

t ·h e emotional experience"'°:t the subtle body·,- into

the light· of t-he s·i.m - int-o a: place of happiness: or bliss,.,

The>

effec:t of reachi:n g this level, if it is done regularly, . is t-o establish
a centre in ourselves from which all our actions c:an C'Ome.

In this

way we can es-ca;pe, the inf'luenee of the planetary world and the moom.

As it wa.s- oncre said:, we hl\v& to ore&;te moon in' ouree-1ves ..

- - - -- -------~
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Now we csnnot real:ty underatand what theae different bodies aralike unless we realiae that they gxiat in differenv dimenaioas of
time.
We have already suggested that time is utterly di:f'ferent.
for ea.oh of them, but it is- am.eh more than just different - it- belomga
t-o a ciiff'erent dJimension, and3 is; under quite dif.f'eNnt: la.1"1'.
Man's-pqsiftl body exists in 'time.
It come~ out of· t1me, outof the great t-ime of na.ture.
The long, line of time which began with
the evolu~ion of lit~ on earth, and developed over milliorui of yearB,
is:· 02l)l!'eaeect in man'• ph¥rical bod:,.

Man,. pbyricall!y• is-under 1the

la.ws:- o't' this:- time - he cannot eec:ape them.

Man' 1t mibtle boq is:- diff'eren-t - 1 t iB-'. under the lm,s o~· recmrrenee.
Ao..tully~ recmrrence belongs t'o tne caua-al level', for- it.: ia b91"0:nd
tilae altogether, but th9 subtle body is, und.er its, laws:. In r~, if"
you C'OUld look at a man, and s:ee that part of him vhioh is subject
to r~OUl"Nnce, then you would be aeeing hie aub~le ~ .
So fll!'n
we have 1to underetancf recmrren.oe-.
If'you read P.D.Ouapenslcy-'11 novel, Strange Life o-t Ivan Osokin,
y-ou will realise that all t-he descriptions in the book of· Osokin's
inneP-, person.al life are-deacriptd.ons ofhia subtle boq.
Up 1to a
point Oaokin realises how helpless· the mibt-le b~ is, - helpleSB
bec:auae it.: is, under 'the laws of r-ec:mrl'enc:e &1\dJ has no ehoica.
Yet he keeps- on persuadi.ng·himsel~ that it is otherwise - that thi~
time thing~ aro going,1to ahallge.
It is· only' when he mae:tit the
magician that he begino, to understand his· tn.e: &i'luation.
P-or-- 'the
magic-.ian. belcmgs to the sixth dimension - ha, is· above t:he- laws- of
'l'ha.t is wlt1' he can give Osokin the choic.-e - whether
t'o remain und:er the laws, ot-·reeurrena.e- or to take a <fiff'ttrent- d'irection.
But most people- have never heard of recurrence, and if' t-hey do,
happen, t·o hear about i it, -they d:ismiml it:.
S-0·- a· gre!rl ma1V' 1thinga .• in
our underatamU.ng of· man - tn&l\Y of the reas-ons· for hi• actions· and.
the explanation.s of his· behaviour - remain obscure,. and people inven't
all sorts of f'anoiful theories to account for them.
Yet the
principles- never aha.nge - the~ will a l ~ b& ~hera.
0

,------~
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Now at t'he beginning of" these d:i.Sffllssi.ons, we, put forward the
idea that man lives in, three d~ifferent- states of ®nsciousnes-s.

We

ma.d e a, d'iagram· in which we showed these t'hree different s-tate-s; of·

consciousnesa as• eonc:entric areas wit'hin a c:ire:.le.

(see· fig ·. )

These thr-ee diff'erent- states· of e·onsciousness have an interesting

The,

C'Onnection with the different bodies· we: have been describing..
f"irst state, that of area

I, is- our ordinary daytime· cronsc:iousness.

In this state: we are aware· of' the- phys-ical rea.li ty of· t-he worl'd. around
us, and' we rec:ognis-e the existence of' our physical body, to

-area ~t•.-

w~

But· when we gp t-o s ·l e:ep at night,

lesser d!egree. ,

a;,

grea:ter or

ar& in

The physical body no longer exists for us, and we are

left wi1fa the subt:le body

in

only to a limited d'egree.
world, of dreams.

so• far

as- we are, aware of' it-, . whie.h is

We f.ind ours.elves in a strange world:, the

In t-he dreanr wol'ld a-1.mos-t anyt'hing o:an happen:.

We

can meet a- strange, mons1:er, or- be trans:ported t-o some unknown, e:ountey,
or be attacked: by · red) indiam:r, or· e-onverse, with someone we have, always
known, and. yet t'hey look like somebody elS'e.

All this: is c:onnected

wi ith t'he subtle b:odlf' - 8.nd' actually it- is going on all the t'ime, but
during the d:ay the light' of the physical world is t'oo strong for us

to see

iv.

The subtle ',b-od."F is of course just as real as· the phy'sical b:odly---.
It is' only bemius:e it works· und,er different" laws that we find::. i t
rather· strange..

world of time.

For one thing; it- lives in a C'o mpletely diff'eren:tTha,t is why we are· interested in dreams-..

In

themselves· they are,not of great importance, but i;hey can sometimes
'For instance,.

throw s ,ome light on the nature of the subtle 1.tody,..
ordinary before-now-after t-ime does· not" eris't , fo:r tt.

I remember: having- a long dream about a, sue.eession of events., which
end'-ed dramatic.a lly with the church cdoek chiming -~1:ve··•

I was

woken up by this, climax to tne dream, and aa• I woke up the c:lock
started chiming.

The strange 'thing

was:ftiiat>t-hiS:· was: the,

:fii:u.st ·

s.tirokec, of' ithe ~elve, - I know,, f'or· I c:.oun~ed1 t-hem, ear-ef"ullY" ito makes

sure.
!rlrike?

How did I know in rrry dream that the c:loek was, going · 't'a·
The, whole suc:c~ss~on of'' events in t'he dream nmst hav~· been,

instantaneous with 't'heo crlock starting to strike·, or- else they were·
insert'.ed into my dream after the event - were run off" baokwards', s-o
to speak.

It was all very strange, - and at le~t i

~

proved t:o m&

tha:t time, in the subtle world, has a different dimension.
i it t+o myself', the subtle body

As I put:-

has a quite different power over time.,
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But the subtle body e-ontains a great deal more than dre-ams,.

DreaJ!lS' are just a way it- has- of" gett;ing rid of' surplus energy
that is one theory.

or

The, main f"une:tion of the subtle body is to

programme all the workings of the physical body - and t-his= applies,
not'- only t-o changes which t ~ place from day 1to day, but t-o the=
timing of ma:1r' s, physical growth, :from birth t-o dea<th.
If: y:ou vhink
wha-t this implies,, you will understand! what an erlr-a-ordinary mechanismi
the subt1e body is •.
The subt-le body belongs vo the fifth dimenaion, that is· t-c say,
And as, we learn
everyt-hing about it is c:oncmrned with repeti:t.ion.
from Pythagoras, there a.re two kinds of'repe1:ition - there is- repeti.t-ion
in time, and there is· repetition in eternity, or eternal reo:urrence.,
This:- mean&' that the subtle body is, in control, not only· of all thos-ethings about· us whic-h are repeated in time, such as our heartbeat,
our breathing:-, our daily· changes· in metabolism, and es-pec-ially OUl!'
thoughts, and eonc:epts·, . whieh are almost entire:ly· repeti.t-ive, but
a lso all those chara.cteris-tics which belong.·to recurrenee 0

char.urteristics which make eac-h person liimself', . like nobody elt'te,,

tendencries, we have always had, pb,ys:ical and psychologi.caI - tend.'eneie£"
which grow s-tnong_er f'rom· lifetime t:o lifetime, and whicli: in t:he
ord:ina.ry way we eannot: eso:ape..

'But there is a w-;zy of' escape - through t-he causal: body.

In: t:he

ordinary way the causa-1 oody is hidden in a dark room, in al'ea 3.
But if'. its- infi.uene.e crould reach the other-z--ooms· in t:he hous:e, many
things- in our lif_e would change.

M~

things· would bee.ome possible·

f-or us·, , which at pres-ent- are out- of the question.

To

a;

limit'ed

extent-,, we know this already,, for this- is one of the e-ffeota- o-f'.' the

medi.ta;tion.
be doing this'.

We find· ourselves- s-aying 'how

s1rang&-, that I should

COSMOSES - Dimensionally
1/1-5

Dimension - cosmically - determined by relative
magnitude . Electron significant to us sixth dimensionally
as a time solid , a planet seen by us in space dimensions as a point or a line, or 3 dimensionally via space photos.*
But circular diagram of 6 dimensions can apply to any
cosmos, independently of man's viewpoint.
Circular diagram seen as representing a scale of different
levels of organisation of matter separated as zero to infinity.
Dead or inorganic matter 1 dimensional , living matter 2
dimensional , living matter + form as 3 dimensional. Intelligence
the fourth dimension of matter, and memory the fifth - all
knowledge is remembering (Plato). Sixth dimensional property of
creativity - example of seed growing to tree , showing creativity ,
memory , intelligence , form , life , and substance.
Spiral diagram illustrating journey from course to subtle
in meditation towards' the real,lasting glories of life' (Maharishi).
1/6-8
Earth's evolution considered dimensionally in spiral
diagram. Dead to living planet, living forms of nature,
intelligence of man as mirror of creator , plus possibility of
growth of individual goodness and self-creativity. Points V & VI
in the diagram representing respectively , permanent connection
with the source of goodness within , knowledge of universal
law and , at the top of the circle , realisation of all possibilities 'immortality within the limits of the solar system'.

(*Jupiter was also considered for later draft alternative to Mars )
For Dimensions see Vol VI, 'Time & Space'.
(late 60s - early 70s ?)
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What is it that determines the d.irnension in which wo see., the
world around us?

Why is it that we see some things in one

dimension, others in a.nother?

On a c-osmic scale, it is the

relative magnitude of things which determines their d:imension
the dimension in which they become apparent t -o us.

And this or·

c·o urse depends on our- own ma.gnitud.e - on the relation between our
m1:1,gni tucre and theirs.
Consid.er an entity suc-h as the electron, for instance.

As a:n
13
ind.ividhal particle the electron has a diameter of some roems.,
and a mass of some ·

dimensions.

ro- 27

grammes.

So it really has tlwee space

But from our viewpoint it does not exist as a three

dimensional object, because its ma,g11.i t.ude is so different. from
our own.
be

;;a.:

In the fourth dimension the electron is· c·onsioered to

moving particle with a certain limiting velocity and. a cextain:

level of energy, anff in the fifth dimension its e:ffect becomeE
more signi:ficant, for it exists in repetition or in number,, end
has a certain orbit in the atom. - But it is only in the sixth
cfimension that the electron bec·omes real for us, for it. is in the
sixth a:imension that the sum total of all its possible movements
produces on our s:enses the e:ffect of ma-ss.
And now if we consider· a. planet such as- Mars, for instance, we
find that ux1like the electron it is so muah greater in magnitude
than we are that it only becomes apparent to our senses in its
space dimensions.

We see it a,s a point in the night slcy,

to·

2-'l'ld

some extent we c·an observe· it as a line moving e,cross the heavens.
Recently we have seerr photographs of its surface, and from these
we a.educe that it is really- a three dimensional object.

Observations

taken by astronomers reveal tha-t it has a certain orl:ii t in the solar
system, an orbit siirange:ly similar to that of the electron.
here direct observation ceases;

But

and the fifth e.na: sixth dimensions

of Mars are unknown, to us - or of a:rry of" the planets, for that
ma,tter.

Philosophers tell us that the r},~-thms of the planets,

as they ·sweep past us in the sky, determine our ind.ividual fate.
From the earliest times their movements were said t-o influenc:e
mankind, and i:f indeed: this were true, · as it may well be, it would
be connected wi t ·h their existence in the fifth d.imen~ion.

But
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no-one has been able to prove it;

and. even less are we able to

see the total e:ffect of all planetaX3r movements in, the solar
system a.s a whole.

Im other- wortls, we cannot see the planets as

they exist in- the sixth dimension - we cannot see them ,a;s, a t'ime
solid, i n-: the way we see the electron~.

'Wny is this?

simply · a matter of· re-la-tive magnitude - of· the relatiorr lJetween
the'i'r' me,gn:i t 'u de ai."1.cT ours ..

Ana. yet, is it really-like· this?

Suppose we could tal::e

man out· of'· the pie-tu.re - suppose we could see the plan-et and. the

electr-onc as they really· are, without man,,. the observer-, standing
irr hetwe·en: therrr.

Perhaps we might find that they are really

0

the same thing - that they are· worlds of the same ord.er.

for itse-lf is a three d.imemrional object

each has a certain--

functiorr and. performs cert2,in movements in the greater world to
which it belongs, the world of · suns or· atoms.

And each he,s a

certa,-in influence upon the lives of merr: - the pianet from without·,
the electron from within.

For the within a,nd the without-' are

the same.
So the diagrai-n of six dimensions can be taken in rather a
diff'-erent way, whenve see it inclepennently of man's viewpoint.

By taking it in this way, we give it a new meaning.

For~ whe-11

man is out of the picture - whe:,r the observer· is absent - these

six clifferent dimensions 1:iecome absolute - they apply- to Emy
cosmo-s, regardless of its scale.,
Taken in this sense-, they represent a sca,le of different levels
levels· of org a:rrisation ·in the structure of matter.,
mean by 'levels of org2nise,tion·'?

What do we

As an example, r.,e know tliat

living natter is more highly organised than a.eao· matter - the two
are inc:ompai;ible, and the differe1me between t11em is as zero to
infinity.

Suppose we take the ba,sic- unit of' matter to be a point,

then dead-, or inorganic: matter will be one dimensional, and living
ma~ter will be two dimensional.

'But we cannot conceive living·

me,tter without form·, and this will be the t ,hird dimension of matter.
For each of these dimensions is- inc:ommensurable with the ne:x:t, in
other- wora.s, no increase in the size or complexity of_' dead: matter
will ma..l<e it· alive, no increase in the size or· c·omple::dty o:1!'
living matter will give it fbrm.
dimensions of matter.

These t-hen are the first t ·h ree
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ba1:1ic, unit of'
I matter

The nerl dimension - the fourth dimension of matter is
intelligence.

To a greater or lesser e::,,_rtent all matter hc1,s

intelligence, out higher levels of matter 2.re more intelligent than
lower levels.

A piec:e of· bread. is more intelligent tha_r1 a si;one;

c·ertain speci2,l food.s - gluc·ose, for instance, or certain vitai11ilts
are more _ intelligent than bread.

Onc-e e,gain,. this dimension is

inc,ommensurable with all previous dimensions •
.And the fif'th dimension o:f matter is memory.

If one c·o nsiciers

intelligence to be the property which enables matter to adapt itself''

to cha,nges irr its environment, then memory woulcI be the property
which ena.1:'lles ·it to do so when-ever the same environmental c:ond.itions
recur.

An example· would be the nucleus of a: nerve cell, whic·h

1:iecomes con.d i tioned t-o a cert2,i11. response t-o external stimuli.

In the case of the human mind am1 its development·, memory is a great
a.eal more significant.
remembering.

As Plato says, - all

knowledge is

Ana. if we could only- remember, many of the miste.kes
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we have made in our lives would ne.ver recur.
But there is a still further dimension - a sixth pr-operly, - whicli
matter could possess.

This property is creativity.

Certain levels .

of matter - not a,ll matter by any means - possess t h e ability to
create new f orms.

Consider, fJ:,r instance, a seed:.

When planted

in t he ground it has t he capacity of creating a living tree - a tree
which is able in its turn to flower c1.nd pr-oduce fruit.

'what is- even

more surprising is tha t the s-eecI is a:ble to remember·

it lmows whien

kind of tree to create, down to the smallest detail.

And it also

h as intellig ence - it is able to orientate the direction of its
growth, to turn tow;;,.rds the sun a...71.d so on.

And of c·ourse the tree

into which it grows has a certain form, it is alive and possesses
physical substance.

So hidden within the seed: are all. six- dimen-sions· -

they are all there, in that tiny particle of matter.
It will be seen the.t the diagram contains a spiral - a spiral
whic'h starts at the perimeter of the circle, and moves in a c'lockwis-e
direction to-ward.s the centre.

The six d ifferent dimensions ac:tually

lie 2,long t h is spiral, in other. words, the higher the dimension the
ne2rer it approo,ches to the centre.

At the centre itse-lf is the

source from whicl1 all matter is derived - the centre contains all
possibilities for matter of a certain kind, just as the seed c-ontains

all possibilities for a certain kind of tree.

And a1; the centre

of the circle matter is •very fin&, very subtle, whereas at the
perimeter of- the circle ma-tter is very c:oarse.
\.fuen we do the meditation we move from a coarse level of matter
to a subtle level.

No mist a,ke- about it, we e:x:perienc-e more and

more subtle levels of ma,i ;ter, the deeper the meditation goes.the s e six different levels of matter c>.Xe there.
them, sometimes not • .

All

Sometimes we notic'e

But it is from the centre t h at the :flow of·

ener gy c:omes, and the real purpose of meditc;tion is- t'o dra,w the
attent'ion t ·owarcls this centre - towards the inner glory whicJ:i exists,
within each of us, so that - in the words of the one· who gave it
to us· -' our conscious mind can explore t-he in.11.er a-venues of being
and fa-thorn the d:ept-hs of the real, lasting glories of life.'
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Suppose we try to consider in more detail the wa,y in which
matter has e-volved, from lower levels of organisation to J:i..ighe-r
levels, in the history of the earth's development ..
Let us assume th2,t the e2_-rth' s surface, which mus-t originall;yhave been dead like the moon, was able at some period in· the dim
past to prod.uce elemen-tary living substances.

It is byno means clear

how this miracle ea.me about - how matter of the first dimension was
transformed into two dimensional matter - but once started, these
living substances, which we c-2,rJ. assume were very simple in structure,
must have proliferated

:fairly rapidly· over the e-artb's surface.

(ea:dh)

evolution
oi' man-

evolu:tion
of life

V
2

(man)

(na,ture)

/

e,volution
of s:pec·ies
But in order that this two a.imensiona,l surface :film of living
mc1,.tter could a.e.velop further, some other influence was needed..

In,

order that matter c-ould. bec·ome three dimensional, it had to be given
form.

But: what form •was it t-o taJ~e?

'Who was there to swJ what

experiments were to be tried. - what shapes and patterns of· living
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things were to be created?
This speC'ia-1 influeiwe-, which is indicated in the diagram by
the dotted line, is of course the mind., or the imagination of
nature.•.
The purpose of t h is influence, which resulted in the most
extraordina.riJ vo:.riety of li vin.g forms over the earth's sur:fa,ce, was
to produce separatel;y- existing living creatures with their own
intelligence - that is to say, creatures which possessed a.n intrinsic
intelligence of their own rather than the general intelligence which
permeated the whole of creation.
was the development of ma..-rh

And. of course the. ultimate aim

For man is a creature who is able to

act intelligently on his own, in the same- way that his cre.2.tor can;
ad intelligently.

But here again evolution might have gone no further, unless some
For man is much more than, a

s:pec:ial influenc:e had been provided. .
c1.~eature with intelligence.
quite dif'ferent, which

110

He possesses something else - something

animals possess.

In order that t-ha

'octave' of' evolution could be completed, man. was given·

the power t-o cree,te goodness in himself
become a self creative being~

t-o

We ca...11: say that the whole process of evolution is aimed in the
direction of goodness.

But this is a different t-hing, for although

goodness ma,y belong to the whole, individual forms in nature are not
able to cfomge themselves in this direction, once cre2,ted.

An.

animal onc-e created is fixed - he 02.11...not be other t·han what he . is.
He cannot decid.e t-o become

2,

different kind. or level of animal, or t-o

discover higher powers w·i thin himself.

But man has choic:e - he can,

himself evolve in the d.irection of goodness, of his oirn free will.
This new factor iw the history of evolution is ind.icatea. by- the
second" dottecl line.
ma.n begins.

And from this point onwards the evolution of

:But- here the word 'evolution' must be understood irr

rather a different sense.
ma.n as

&;

We are not speaking of the· evolution of

species -- of 11.omo sapiens.

That belongs t·o the previous

era - the middle sector in the cliagram.

In this third sector we

a.re spea.1<:ing of the evolution of man as an individual - of his own
inner evolution.

And t ·his is a matter for man himself - he can do

something about it or- not, according to his choice.,
There are many differ-ent degrees in the evolution of' man: towards
goodness.

We cannot sey that some people have the desire to evolve,

others have- :not.

Everyone wants goodness - iru12-,tely · - but in some
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people the desire for goodness has been c·over.ed over with otherthings·. ,

And so the steps which lead. in• tha,t direction have to be

unc·o verea. one by one.,
There are really seven steps in this third seci;or - in the
evolution. of man.

But for the moment let us con:fine our discussion

to the two intermed:iate points, which we called. the :fifth and the
sixth dimensions..

The first of these· - point

v· -

is reached

when a man is able to live in constant touch with the sourc,e of
goodness within- himsel:f.

:By so doing he eliminates man.y useless

and. tmnecessa.i.--y things in his life, and is able t-o transcend
su:fferin.g..

The second. :point - point VI - is reached when a

man atta,ins higher knowledge - knowlea.ge of universal law.

This'.

means th2.t he is able to know the result of men 1 s actions·, and that he
is· able to act himself' in :full knowledge of the consequences.
Ana. :finally·, at the top of the circle, is the highest level
that a. man ca.11 achieve.

On this level all his possibilities have

been realised, and the evolution of goodness i11 his life has

~At~~ -~

been fulfilled ..
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COSMOSES - The All
1/1-4

Introduction: 7 Cosmoses in handwritten enneagram.
Microcosmos - the smallest world below/within man,
Mesocosmos - the middle world between man/sun ,
Macrocosmos - the great world above sun. Man as
Tritocosmos - the third world of organic life. Sun as
Deuterocosmos - the second world, with Universe, called
Hagiocosmos - or Holy world created continuously by the
Protocosmos - the first world , the Absolute.
Absolute nature of the real world - the Protocosmos capable of being expressed free from the relativity of our
usual viewpoint in detailed enneagram of the All.
·211-3
7 Cosmoses contained within Protocosmos considered.
Each a living being which eats, breathes & takes in
impressions with time/size difference of 30,000x shown in
grid.
2/4-8
Earth as Cosmos - a year her moment or breath , a day
her instant. Each Cosmos eats the one below it , breathes
that two below it and has impressions from Cosmos three
below - all in a beautifully timed energy exchange. Fechner
quotation 'On a certain morning I went out to walk .. .'
Man's situation in this energy exchange shown in cosmic grid
form with similar grid diagram for sun. Biosphere times also
considered.
Man's potential as consciousness for solar system?
2/9-16
Worlds of cosmic grid considered in large enneagram
as picture of the All with its series of accumulators.
6 principles in enneagram circle considered (physical
principle ,life principle etc.) Triads of regeneration and
creation involved in generation and circulation of life principle
in universe discussed - also other , balancing triads. All this
mirrored in man for' within and without are the same.'
3/1-5
Man as Cosmos considered in enneagram of Body ,Soul
and Spirit. 6 points in circle as physical body, life principle,
essence , personality , conscious mind , and soul . Triads of
regeneration and creation considered in relation to meditation
technique , the natural storing up of ' sattva' or blissful energy
thus achieved distinguished from LIY!.!J.g. Enneagram with
indication of ' Absolute , Bliss , Consciousness ' .

Some of the papers in 2/1-16 are also found in
Vol II , ' Discovery of Truth'
(These papers probably span mid- 60s to 70s)
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Acc·ord·i ng to one interpretation of this ancient· t-e-a-ching
about cosmoses, the smallest of these three world.s - the world
below man, or within him. - was called the miorocosm-os.

The midd.l e•

wor-ld, betwe-en man and sun, was called t-he mes·oc:.osmos-, and the
great world above the sun was, called the ma-c:roc;0smos.

M"an- himself'~

existing in his own right as· regent of organic , lif"a,, , controlling:
the wor-ld: below him· and fulf.i lling· his right- funetiorr in the, world
above-, ltlm,. wa-s c:a-lled tri toc.·o smos - the third world..

Th& sUit',

existing- in his own right in the- world of stars, eontr-olling, th&

world below liim and: fulfilling his right :run~tion in the:· great
world a:bove him, was called the deuteroe:osmos - the se-c:ond world •.
And: t-he, -r·i rst world, the:· pr-otoeosmos, the> note, DO: o:f the oe:tave,.

in whose image and likeness a.-11 other cosmose-s were'. built-, was·

the absolut'e,, the area.tor of the universe.

The' univers:e, whic.:b.

he created - a.ncI is still creating - was called the holy world,

the ha.giocosmos-,•.
CREATOR

UNIVERSE

(
macroc:osmos ·•••

~
(
(

me-soe;osmos-•••••

••••• protoc-osmos,

.. •-•.

ha:gioc.o smos·

GALAXY

STAR. CLUSTER
SUN.

-•••••, deute:roc:osmos·

EARTH

~ NATURE
(

MAN

(

GELL
.
(
miaroc-osmos ••• (
.

I.'IOI!iECULE

(

ATOM

•••••, tri t oe:osmos
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The mor-e we: study this- anc-ient teaching about- cosmoses·, the·

more, we begin to r-ealis-e that evecyt-hing we see in· the-· world around
us is limit-ad: by our own viewpoint.

If' we could change this

viewpoint- s-ligp.tly - if' we could se-e· t-heo world as it- appears tu
anot-her cosmos,, e-ven t-he- c-0smos immediately· above or be-1.ow us everything would look ·.c rui te di:fferent:.

And ye-t i't- is not· an

unfamiliar world we s·h ould s·ee, f""or stra.ngelyc en-ough t-his change

of viewpoint- s-ometimes happens,, in fact it- has ha:ppened to all of us.
A.11d. yet there

must

oe

a real world - there must be something

absolute behind this relativity of' viewpoint - s-omething which will
c:on-tinue to exist, whether we a.re there or· not--.

This- absolute

nature of the, world is the protoo:osmos - the greatest/of all t-he
cosmoses, in the "image and likeness11 of'- whieli all ot'her cosmoses·

are built.

If' we c-ould cmnstruct the protocosmos in the diagram,

we should- b.egin to realise what the real form of' the world is like.
We can express, t-his· as f'ollows·:-

(see page · 1/4,)
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According to an ancient teaching, the world·, the universe~
the all., is said to c·onsist of a number of separate and d.istinc:t
entities or cosmoses contained. one within the other.

Thes:e

cosmos.es are built on the same· pattern as-· that of the greatest,
the protoc-osmos, which c.ontains all others- within it.
Ea,ch of these different c:osmoses is said to be a living being-,.
existing in its · own time , - a being which eats, . breathes and.
rec:eives impressions from its- surroundings just as we do.

But

al though -they must clearly influen~ us in many ways·, and. play
an important pa.rt in our lives, it is difficult for us· to grasp
the fact that they are living beings, for their- times · are sod.iff~rent from ours-.

It is even· difficu.lt for· us to see what

this means·, that they each exist in their· own time·, fbr we measure·
everything in terms of our time, and that is perhaps wby there are
so many t'hings a;bout the universe which we cannot understand: ..
In this c:onneetion, it was said that 't'ime is breath'.

It was

said, too, that the breath of each c:osmos is· 30,000 times longer
or shorter in dura-tion· than that of the c-osmos below or above it.
This would mean that if we take the• period of man's· breathing as
a-bout 3 sec.onds, for in.stanc-e, the cosmos next above him· would
- breathe every 24 hours.

This would. be the world of nature·- of.

organic life on earth, which clearly has a cycle of this period.,
both in the process of photosynthesis, and that of respiration.
And this· would imply that everything about nature

all. her

different functions, even

is geared to

the length of her life

a quite d•ifferent clock from ours, a clock that measures time in
units or 24 hours, . instead of' in units of sec-onds •.
But· according to this teaching, there are many cosmoses much
larger in scale t ·han organic life-..

And al though we know little

or nothing about its origin, the teaching itself coincid.es
remarkably well with the data available from contemporary sourc.es.
In fact, if' we c·onstruct a grid which is based on this factor of:
30,000, we find that entities throughout the universe tend. to
group themselves naturally into categories· whic;h c:oincid.e with
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the spacing of this grid.

The following, for instance, is a.

table recent'ly c·ompilea: of the sizes of various entities known
to scienc-e, spaced approximately at intervals

6

universe

5
4

galaxies·

star clusters

3

stars (solar systems)

0...

2

planets·

c<)

I

organic lif'_e

0

0

man·

,..

I

cells

2

moleGules

3·

atomic nuclei and
subatomic particles.

,.-...
ti1
©

H

..p
(I)

E
..__,,
0
0
0

4--1

w
(!}

~

0

p.,

or

30,.000 times:-

This table is interesting, if.only because it shows· a certain

order or consistency of measurement in the universe known to us.
We notiee, for instance, tha.t d.imensionally the atomic nucleus is
as far away from us in one a.irection as the solar system is in

the other.

We notice, too, that be;yond a c-ertain distanc-e life

seems to d.isappear - only those entities quite near to us arec'Onsidered. -to be alive.
And. yet this ancient teaching-states quite categorically·thet
all these entities are alive - that each of them exists in its
world of space and time.

Oh"ll

We are told that each entity is threa

d_imensional for its-elf, and that it· can only know the ent1ties
above and below it• in terms of added. dimensions.

In other words,.

the appearance of the world is cronstantly changing - changing
accord.ing t'o. the viewpoint of the observer.

If we look in· one

d.irection we see space without time, and if' we look in the other-

direction we see time without space.

Yet the real world is not

like this - it exists, independently of our viewpoint.,
continue to exist whether we are there or not •.

And it will

That is what

the doctrine of cosmoses can show us.
Let us begin by considering a cosmos such as the earth - let

us try to see the earth in a new light.

Fechner spoke of the

earth as an angel - an angel carrying us along with her into

hea,ven.

Nowadays it is popular to refer to the earth as a

2/4spaceship, or as a generator of physical energy.

But wha.t really

is the earth - has she a· real existence of her own?

According to

this teaching· a moment for the earth is a year - the period of· her
revolution round. the sun·.
in the period of·

a;

In one· such moment does she know herself" -

year she tak es a deep breath.

than a year is only a.

But an,ything less

fragment- of her time,. and a day would be only

an instant - the time of her shortest impression.
So already iil"e know c-ertain new things about the earth - we· know
that as the spring moves across her surface every year she: is
actually breathing - in, other words she is quickened., made alive
by the coming of spring,

just as we are made a·live by the air

passing through our lungs.
her plant life lives· and dies

And in this same period of a yea:r
the corn grows up and is harvested

in the :fielcts, leaves a:ppear on the trees and; £"all in a: C'8.rpet on
the ground, small animals and insects live and die.

All the-se,

things are timed - they are part of a plan - and: behind them, lies
a c·ertain law or principle which holds good throughout the universe.

This princ·iple is a very simple one •.

When a c-osmos eats, the

cosmos one below it lives and dies; when a c-osmos breathes, the
c·osmos tl,o below it lives ancl dies;

and when a cosmos receives

impressions, the cosmos three below it lives 2.nd d.ies •.

In a sense

we can say that each cosmos eats the cosmos one below it,- breathes
the cosmos two below it, and receives impressions from the cosmos
but this is not entirely true,. for it is· more

three below it·;

that an exchange of energy takes place ••••
And so when the earth breathes, living creatures live and die.
But when she eats, it is the whole of nature whic:h is born, lives
ax1d dies, for her digestive eye-le lasts for many thousands of years.

And during this period minerals are absorbed into the earth's
surface - deposits

of coal and oil and. other fossil fuels - precious

stores of energy which man so soon destroys •.
But what are the earth's impressions?

How does she receive

influences· from outside her - from the planets, the sun- and. the
starriJ world beyond?

If we look carefully we can d.iscover

c-erta.in mechanisms or devices which enable the earth to receive
impressions.

But first we have to realise that~ifupre ssions are

of many different kinds and levels, and. like our own i mpressions
they have to be converted. into a form which ·the earth can accept.

The basic frequency of the earth t s impressions is determinecl by
her rotation - by the alternation of night and day, of light and
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On level IV the unit is the, moleonle.

Molee.uleSc c:.onsi.st of a.toms,

held. together by inv:is-rble bonds, like clus,ters: of stars in the,

millcy w~.

F::hom these

molecular eombinations: an enormoua: number

of" different. kinds: of matter is produo-.ed..

The simpler c:ombinations

produce inorganic: substano:es,. sucrh as water and air and rare gases,
the more c:omplex and muGh large:cr e:ombinations produa_a substances
essential for lif:e - hormones.., enzymes, vit:amie, and the various
high enettgy fuel's.· requi:rted by the lio~ cells off lirtng· or.ganisms.
Level V o:onsiats:, of cellular matter, the basie. substane:e o-E whie:h
living tis:sue is made.

Here-· a.gain an enormous- variety of: d3i;frfrer-8nt:

subs1i'ances-, is- produced, through the differentia:t:ion; and:

speo:ialtsation- of- o:ells-..

And e:-ells· aombine to• f'orm living

organismu, and living organisms e:ombine ~o forur living ereatul!'e11t.
And s:o on level

vr

is: the mi~oe:osm eomplet-eit, anal man, the., 1iv:i.ng

univerae=, has a:ome· in~& baing,,.

And all thia d'epends ini ti.ally on the exis:tence_ of• f"our eJ:emente; carbon, oxygen and' ni imog~ and. thee bas:ia:
0

1zy-drogen.

~

fundamentall elemenit

Both in t'he pr.ooe:s:sea which oc::eur within stars,,. and

in the prooesseg,, whie.h ocronr.· within living organisms:,- thea:e :flour
elements- are- essential.. for the creation o:f life..

Amo~ thee 92

elemen-ts- known te SG.ienne, t':hes=e: four a-lone, woul:d~ appear t.4 o:f&e:crthe aonatelb:tion> of properties, upon which life dcepends:..
these

And of'

four elements- hydrogen oc:cupies a aentna.1· pog,.i tion ..

a kind of ground state, or:- basic: condition of: matter -

a;-

It is,

state f.rom:

whicil other c:onditions of matter are derived, and t~ which they
will s:ooner or later return-

In other· words, it- eristG at the

centre of the aira:1.e.

But- whaT part do these four elements play in the erea.-tion of·
life?

If one studies the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen eyo:les, in

Nature, one e:onc:ludeB that each of these elements ha~: a.- particular
role of i ta own.,

Carb:on is· cronne0$ed with p1zy-sioal energy - it- is

the <roa.l whic:h burns, in the fire.

It combines- with 1zy-drogen to

provide special fuels, which are burnt- in the ~lls:, of living,,
oreatur-ea,. and' s:o give them t,he energy they need.
breath - the breath of lif-e.

Oxygen· is

It is nel'eas_ed: f:rom itS" as:soc:ia"tion

with 1zy-drogen. in the water- moleoule, 1:\v, the action of sunlight! on
0

the green plant a:ell, and so bec.omes· available in 'the earth's:'.
atmos.phere for living areatures: t-o breathe.,

Nitrogen ia the

contnolling and balancing fbnce, between t'he• ot-.her two elementet,.
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This diagram (below)

shows- the,- situation as: it applies

to man.

1

universe

I

-+

gala.icy

J
star clust~

I

so~=::'!
impress i ' ns

.,J

org. lif'

breath
f<>od [

man
breath

24 hours:

im ressions,
mo1eeuie-

a:totlt"

3

seconds

r/ro,oonth

sec.•

( M.an, with his lif""e span of some 80 years, would seem t:o- be eonnected,

nut wi~h the earth's brea~hing, but wit:h that

or

~lre. planet~ as a whole.)

-

- --

- -

••

.. - -

··-~
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But n-ow let us· consider- a.not-her- e-osmos" the:

sun,-. the solar system, is a living being-,

a;

sun.

The·

compl.ete· cosmos

existing-· in i-:-ts own three dirrrensional world of spacre, and; t:ime·.

±n1 -this case s·om-e

Like every other c-osmos it ha-s- a: li:te-time

two thousand billion, years, of our time.

(see h.el.ow

)

A day

and a night fbr the sun is• some seventy, thousand million years,
anrl. ·t'-his period eorresponds- t .o t-he· lifetime of' planets·.

Plarre-ts·,

in s-ome· wa:y we cannot understand, are f 'ood: for the sun- - the sun·
eats p:Ean-eta:ry matter,. in jusi: the same- -wrq- as atoms eat e-leetrons,..

or man eats oells.

Tliey are· abB'Orbed. i'roto the solar system, and

c-ono.ens-e to form, new earths - earths- on whic-n, a,t a· c~rtain

appoint·ed time•,. living ma-tter - the biosphere - evolves.

I

universe,

iI

galaxy,-

impr-e·ss ons,
breat ·

r

sta;r- elust

-

solar syst

2,,.000 b.

yrsl
f'ood

pI.an,ei;

70,-000 m-.yrs-.

_J

breath
im re=s:s·i

or-g. lift

man

moleculeatom

2I/2 million yrs-.

so· yee,rs.

on,s
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The- biosphere - the: film of organic, life surrounding the
earth - has·

a;

lifetime, a c-yc-lic, period, of some two and a half

million years.
of the sun,.

This period would correspond to the breathing·
Every- two and a half million ~ars the sun- takes,

a;

breath, and in, this same period li:fe· appears: on: the ea:rtn1''s ·

surf'ac-e - e.v olution begins·- again:, and passe-s through a-11. its- stages,
everrtua,lly produ:eing man., the ultimate product of orga.Il'ie lif'e,.
in which- all l!i ving speeies, are represented.,

And man,- the

microcosm, al'though in one sensce t-he r-egem; o:f organic lif.e,has

a,

purpose quite d'iff:erenit, from· the sun,'s- poimt- of view.

Man ha-s, a lif'e··t-ime of'• about 80 years-.

C-onsider-ed in, relation:,

to, the sun,' s- time, this- period: eorr-espomls t-o some ten, thous:amith.
part of: a s-e<rond.

So man,. in his- livi:n:g" and° dying:, is an

impression for the sun..

He belongs- to ithe subi;l.e wor-Io:, for- the

sun, - his· purpose is- said to be· mind,., or mane;s,.

How can we

understand· what this me-ans-?
Ma~ as· far as we· know, ha:s something n-o anima-18

possess - he

is· a: self creative· being:, with mind,, and t ·he- possibility of'

ac.-quiring· c-onsc·iousne-ss - consc-iousn·ess,, not- only· of his· own
existence,, but a·lso- of' t-he real world,. the solar sys-temi in wliie.lt
0

he- lives-.

Perhaps,. for the s-olar system, he, ~

perhaps his real purpos·e isof' the- smr.,

that c-onsciousne:s-s

t-he m-ind,, the• c-onseiousne-ss:
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Now i.f we r .e turn for a· moment to the table of different- entitie:s,
and try to see i-t: as a whole, we come "to the conclusion that a.t least
from ma:n's point of. view - :from his position in the universe - itseems to divide na:tura:lly· into three par-ts.

There is the very

big e.nd remote world studied by astronomy - the world of galaxies,.
nebulae, star clusters and stars;

there is the world under the

sun's in.fluencre - the planets-, the biosphere, the world of animals
and plan-ts;

and there is the world below ma.n, and within him - the

world of small quantities, o:f cells,. molecules·, atoms and electrons.

( see below)

lil

(!}

H

.p

(I)

e

'-'

0
0

0
0

...

r"\

4--1
0

~
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(1)

!l

0
0.

6

universe

5

galaxies

4

star clusters

3

0

stars (solar systems)
planets
organic lif.e
man

I

cells-

2

molecules

3

atomic nuclei and
subatomic par-ticles.

2

I
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We can put these three worlds in the diagram, along eau·h
o:t- the three sides· o:r t-he triangle.
On the left hand side
will be the very large .and remote enti-ties beyond the: sun-· the
mil.lcy- wa;y with its innumerable clusters of stars-,

thE! mOTe disi:all'l:·

galaxies· and nebulae, and the limits o:f' -the universe ii;s-eli;
Ai. the lef't hand c-orner· of i.he tria:ngl"e· wi"ll be the sun - onr · own

sun, which of.. course is the only- solar- system lmown to us-.

At

the bas~ o~ ~he "h-iangle will be the world under th~ sun's- inf'luenae the planets on the lef't,. and· organic li'f"e with i-ts di:f:ferent- element-s

on the ril!ht, culminating in man at the right hand corn-er-.
And on.
the right hand side 0£ the triangle w1ll be- ~he world of' small
quantities - the world within, or below man- cells, organic and
inorganic- molecules, atoms and eleo-trons.

(se·e b.elow

)

UNIVImSE

s·

. .,

.

I
mol·e-euies·
(inorg

ORE.ATOR

MAN
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This arrangement is not an arbitrary one.

Each of the

nine points· around. the circumference of the circle represents
a difference in magnitude of 30,000 times, consequently· each
side of the· triangle· is a finite scale c:o vering some thirteen

and· a half po·wers of tern.

Dimemdonally-,. the· arrangement- is·

very exact;

includes ey.erythin..g that man · is able

and: it

to· measure - it is, in fact, a picture of the ALL.
d.oes· it actually mean?

What are these d:iffer:ent wor-lds ·, with

their enormous range of· different magnitudes?
all. about?

But what

What are they

And how does man fit into the picture?

Now suppose we go back in our· minds to

a;

previous chapt·er-,

when we were discus"Sing- this same diagram on· the scale or· man.
We said that the-points around the circumferenc-e of· the circle
were d.ifferent systems or· principles within him, and that the

In
fact, . we said that the triangle was lik~ a big storehouse of
triangle it-self c-orrtained all his · different accumulators.

energy, connected by means of an inner c·irculation with the points
around the circumferenc-e.

This inner c·irculation was continually

exchanging enBrgy of diffe:rent kinds - carrying energy to some
points, receiving energy from. others.

( see Vol. II, V 1-3 )

On this enormous scale,- the same thing· is true - these

different worlds, arranged along the imier triang le
are nothing more nor less than a series of acdumulators, or places
in the universe where energy is manufactured. and stored.

And each

contains energy of' a different· kind - each has· a different purpose
in relation to the ALL.

Cells·, for instanc-e, are accumulators

of' one kind of energy, pla_-riets are accumulators of 2.nother.

And.

to some extent we can· tell what kind of energy is involved, becaus-e
we know something of the meaning of the six different principles
around the circumferen.c-e.
Point I, for instance,. is the physical principle.

And opposite

this principle, in the triangle, a.re atoms, electrons, nuclear
particles and so on - elements which are concerned "''i th providing
the energ:y- needed for the physical world.

Compared with this

storehouse of physic a l energy - and. we a.11 know what enormous·
stores of· physical energy o.re c'Ontained within the atom - the- next
bracket includes a. quite a.ifferent kind of energy - that provid.ed
by organic· molecules and cells •.

The ramifications of this·
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kind of energy, which is concerned with the secret of lif'e, have
been explored. very extensively by· scientists in rec·ent years·.

And:

al though we are still very far- from understanding what· vital energy>really is, a number of important disc-overies have been, made.
The next bracket, above point

4

in the diagram, is concerned

with something quite dif':ferent - the enormous va.riety of living
creatures and living forms in ·the biosphere.

What is the energy on whicit the mind

is c-onc'erned. with all this?
o:f Nature depend.s? -

What kind of· energy•

the mind which, in another c-onte:x:t, was called

the Great Laboratory?

The same energy, peTnaps, as that 't.rhic-h

controls the growth and. differentiation of our

own

bodies - matter

on the borderline between physical and: subtle levels, sucli as·
hormones, enzymes, end.ocrine sec:retions •••.
And. yet this form of energy is quite different from nervous·, or
psychologiea.-1 energy - that which belongs to the next bracket,. above
point

5 .,

In a sense psychological energ,.r is more familiar to us

it is that on which our thoughts,. feelings and: sensations d'epend..
And. al though it may· seem strange to us, we are told that this· energy,is c-ontrolled· by the pla...nets - that they are like giant electro--ma;gnets
pulling· us first in° one direction and. then- in a.not-:tier,. as t·heirinfluene:e sweeps past the earth. ·
And. beyond. the :planetary world - beyond the sun,' s inf'luen-ce, - we
know nothing.
like our

own,

All we can see is numb-er - an infinite number of: suns
repeat ea_ in the stillness of eternity.

For this s·ide

o-f the triangle - this part of the giant ·accumulator - belongs to
the causal level.

It is where energy is stored for- creati'on - for-

the creation of new worlds, new causes in the universe.

And certainly

a-lthough li'ttle is- known about the way· in which it happen-s,- it would
seem to be in these vast regions of outer space that crea.tion is
taking place - either continuously,. acc-ording to scientific· theory-,.
or irr some initial expansion, some primary explosion-, the effects,
of which are still continuing.

(see VoLII,V3,'\&'5)

No'l>I. when we were discussing triads, in a previous chapter( we
said that the circulation through points 8,5,a-~d 7 was· the· triad
of creation, and that the cdrculation through points I,4, a,no: 2
was the triad: of regeneration.
tria-d.

r,4, 2

In other words, it is- through the

that the life principle in the universe· is generated,,

and. it is· through the triad

8,5,7

that this same· lif'e principl!e i's

circula.tea.·, so that it reaches every corn-er o:f the universe, and
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every cosmos becomes a living being.

This aspect of creation - the

creation of· life - is one uhich is not included in scien:bific theories
about· the origin of the universe, yet who can· imagine a universe
created without life?

Wha,t purpose would there b.e in· creating a

dead universe - a universe in which the life principle was absent?
This, surely, is what the living earth, the biosphere, is all
about.

The biosphere is a mechanism - one of co1mtless millions

of similar mechanisms, perhaps, whereby life is maintained· t-.hroughout
the universe.

Involved in this process, on the- right hand side of

the diagram, . are organic molecules, living organisms- and cells entities of a kind which c-e.n only exis-t in the special conditions
which apply to the earth's surface.

And it is through the

interaction of these entitie-s with their environment that vital
energy is- manufactur--ed.

This vital energy - the breath of life

is then distribut'ed(on the left hand side o-f the diagram,) amongst

the galaxies, the star clusters and the solar systems throughout
the universe.

And so the universe is quickened, a~1d becomes· a

living being.

But we have to remember tha.t _there are other processes, . otherforms - of· energy circulating in the universe.

circulation about point

There is the

3, which is concerned mainly- with the

various forms of· physical energ-J known to science - the burning
of lzyd.rogen to produce nuclear energy, for instc1.11ce, and the

effects of gravitation; and there is the circulation- about point 6,
whic-h would seem to be concerned more with the controlling devic-es _
the mind - which regulates the flow of physical energy and prevents
it fr-omgettingout of hand..

On· this enormous scale it is very

difficult to follow these processes, for the time scale is so
diffarent from ours.

How can we see the mind of the universe at

work,. for instance, or how can we feel its emotions?

And how,

indeea., can we und.erstc1,nd its soul?
And yet it is now much c-learer what e;;>.ch part of the universe
is for-.

Everything has a purpose,. ever-iJthing is part of a plan.

And this plan is the same within -us- as it is in the universe outsideo
In fact, we _a :re that universe, for the within and. the without are
the same ...

.,.,/7-

,)

In the: last chapter weo t1'ied 'tto. d:ise.ove:rt what the :ton of
the world reall.7 ie,.
We srld tha:t the greatest c:osmoa, the
protoc,oamos, was- the mod:el upon whia.h this f'o:mn is- based..

now Lei us o~n:sider the ea.me mo~eI. in its relation to man

Soa,a

a

cosmos, - let us try to disc-over what mani' s: ~al :fform· ia like.
As- with the univerrre itself, man has two parts-, one of" whie-lt.
oan be seen on, t·he rright ha.ndl side, of· 1the. diagra.m,,, the, othell" on
the

The· right hand! side·, which iimlitl.des- pointa I, 2 a.net 4,

lefrt.

is his phy'sie:al boey, the: le£t hand side,, which imrlud:es· points.

5,7 and! 8, is, his soul.

Over and above, them both is. spirit.,

'l!he· spirit flows• through the, body and the soul - it f'lowa a.long·
the· thre:e sides of the- triang-le,. and fills, our- various· acroumulators

with the energy they need.

But· it: is only when the, innelr'

oiroulation begins t·o work - when t'ho epirit is, able "Ito 0.ll'eul!a.if.e: ...
that things, begin· t-o ehange·..
the

hod.JY'

When the• epiri t: oiroulates· thnougJ).

we become aware• ofL the b-ody - we f,eel tt sense o:B:· well.

being, a· ~nneated.tness. in the b.od.y, and· our inner and oui:ter

movemente11 beec0me more e.o-ordinate:d..

When the spirit oircru.latea

through the soul we beo.~me aware of the 13'.oul - we begin· to remember

our.selna.

At the same, time we experience· inner·happiness, greater

unity and seltf cronf'id'enC-e·,. and. many other t-hings,:S:PmIT

s.u ul

mind

T

physic.al
b:ody

2

SOUL

life
prur.ci_ple;

BODY

persona.lity

-
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But what ia it that makes the spirit oiroulate?

This. is:
the most important of all questions, . for- oul' development depend11
on it.
All OUl' attempts to change things:, to, c!o this- or· tha-t,
mey- be us·e lees or e:ven ha.rmf.u l unlessinner ciirculation.

w&

unde?Pstand a-bout: t-his,

And although the: meditation is., the key to

it, we · know very litt-le a.bout: the: wa;, in whic:h it· wonkl!!I:.
0

We have to begin by trying to establish. what the, points l!"'ound!
the, c.ircumfenene-:e of the oiro..l.e mean.

At poin~ one is- the physical

body - that whieh in eastern philosophy is, e:all:ed the tool or
instrument - the · body in its physical aspect pure and Boirnple.,

At

point· two is the lif'e pxdnoiple, - that mysterious: qua.li ty which f'ill's

the physical body and! hold.a it: all together-.

In the ea.at it is

oalledJ 'prana' , and' in Greek 'pneuma' ov br-eath.
At poin·t f oun ie· that extraordinary mind e;bout which we know so
li t1Ue·, which o.ontroler a.nd regula.tea· the, fUnctioning; of:• the: physic:al
body, not· only £:x,om moment-. to moment and from dau t :o day, bu1t.
tlmoug}J.out tha, whole of' life.

This, part of' us, which c:ontains

tha- pattern, the~ key to t-he body's, growth and ctev,!opmen1t, is·. CS1lled
in eairtenn philosophy the,

1 linga;

Shar.in' on· long body of: man:.

But point :tfour.- c:ontains: rriue-h mo~ than thi~,, f:or it: is here t-hat
the ictenti ty ofr.' the body is dete?m1ined! - that which distingµishes
my body f:nom you.ms·.

In our system iv is called essenc:a.

The functioning o~· point foU?!· is• eontnolled' by substanoee, whicrh

are normally o:onaidered to be material, a;l though on a very subtle ·
o:n· intelligent leve·l of ma.tteT.

But: point five is conoermed wit:h,

enengy rathe~ than matter - neu.ro-eleotrical energy,. nervou~ oentnes,
impressd.ons,, the ol!d'inary level of:. mind.

From a psychological

point of view it is where our pers-onality is situaitad - all ollll"
maey 'I's, olll!' c-onflieting desires·•.
All o,n, ordinary everyday behaviour· is governed' by pointfiva.
but undel"'lying everything we do is someth_ing_much d:e:epeJr - a leve:l
of experience · whie-h only appears,, perhaps,. a.t certa'1.n· special·
moments: in our life· as • something we can know andJ :r,e:cognise, but. is
really fully worldng in us all the time.

It is this· part of us.· -

at point seven - which wa•· cr,0nnec.t with moments of· consciousnee-e,,
moments when we see things: d'ifferently,. when we know everything,
toge:-ther and at onc:e.

Unlike point five it · is not fnagmeniJ-e:d:

into B:'epara:te, parts·, nol' is-; it divid'ed: int.o yes andl no.
io, positive-, and everythil:,g belongs· to a s i n g l e ~ ,

Eveeything

f;vv-

~

I
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of another name we have called point seven mind, o~ c:cnsoiou~
mind.
Point eig4t we have called man's· s:oul - that whieh i~ trul,y
oneself, yet it o-ontains· the pos:sibilities· o~ all men, on]q
certa,in of which are-, realised in each of Ulh.
Lika- a. big
department store, which has, displayed wi1thin i1t all the gpods
that a man could ever want, ye.t ea.oh of us ean onl,y buy a; few,
for his money is not enough - such ie· man's sce>ul.
But points :t':ive and aeven a.re both part of· the, a10ul, talcen
in a broaa.er sense.. Point a'8ve-n is the: instwmen1t which carrie:s
out what the soul is, asldng; . and point iiva-,. if it; functions .
pi,-oper.ly·, is, the· outward expre:ss-ion of'• '!the soul - i :t is all we
o-an usually see of· a man's· s-oul, ali:hough the pictime. it gives us
is, often misleading.
In the same way the body also hai,: thre.-e- parts- - points: on&,
two· and four-.

Point foun· - ou:r.- essenc-e- - is 1the: hidden pa.rt,.

and points, one and' two are: i t1t outward e3CPl"e-ssion - all wa can

man.• et ensence- in the:, ordinary
the mask of'•peraonality.
see oit

a,

W8Q',

if' we: can look behind

SPiltlT

phyrdc:al.

body

lif:e.

mind:

1

SOUL.

2 pninllipl.e

-
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Now we said in the last eha.pter· that the rig,lrfl: a.nd l'efft hand
sides of' the d!iagram are reciprocal and oomplemenitary to eac.h
other, that on· the left being c.-ona-erned with the c:r.-ea:tion of·
worl'd:s, that on the right- being- cono:erned with the regeneration:
of:' energy by means of· life- pr-oeesses- - oy means of· t-he· 1 uphil1-1
proe-esses, which take• place· in the biosphere:· and in living, creatures:.
On the-· scta.le of. indi VJidual man we find that the same: thing
is- tnue - the lef.t hand. sid.e is, eoncemed with the · expenditure.•
of ene:rgy in ereative proc~sises,, t 'h e nig}lt. hand sidle is· crone:erned
with its regeneration •.
Now we· know that on e; physical pJ.iane, thane oe, v:arioue
in whio~h enel'gy is regenerated:.
instanc:e,, is· a e-lear example.

WEcy"l!t

The, funcr,f;ion of.' sJ.ieep, f:orBut· how

i&i

spiritual energy

regenerated - how do we !rlore up within us · the energy we need!
fo~ self' :iremembering?
The technique of meditation is: a w~
of d.oing just this, in fact the ~iarl.i on the· right hand side

ot.·

the d.iagra.m is the s-ama triad as, t-hat which is usedJ in the ha-lt
hour.

During the half' hour we ma.nufaoture, a e-ertain kind of:'

energy - the energy we call 'eattva:•.

Thie energy ia; quit& o:l.early

recrognisable and' ha-s quite• d:ef"ini te ef'f'eo1.a- - ef'feo-ts whie-h bea:ome.'
apparent·, not ne:o.essa.Tily at the:, t-ime.--, but sometimes: many hour.a;
later.

How does; all 1this; oomeo- about?

The enel.'tgy 0;0llects,, firs:t of!' all, at point. two, (as a. i,.e eul t-.
o-r: t 'h e• triad: I - 4 - 2) , but if· there is: enough of it- there:-, i 1i:
will paEU!: a.arose: t.o point eight, where it- bec-omes.1 a.va,ilaiblac t-o the
s-oul..

If the S:Oul oa.n get enough of t-his , energy it:. will be:·

quickened} by it, like t-he breath o:!' life.

"And the Lord God fomnedi

man• o-f the dust of · the ground, a.nd brea:thed into his nostrils the
breath of' life-; and man became· a livd.ng soul."
So when this happens the triad on the lef:t hand Bide: - th&
triad 8 - 5- - 7 - will begin t·o wor-k, an~ 1l"his• will mean tha-t al'l .
our- actions during the: d:ey will be inf1.ueno:ed by· tha en&l!gy' eoming
from point- 8.

To a. greater

o:tr

le-sse,:,

ert-en-t-, all oim- aetione:

will be: •dif"fe~nt:, for point 8 is- on t-he causal: leve-l: - it• ie where
new causes come from.
To s.ome ext·ent we know wha.t t-he dif'feDence is: - we: ean
recognise it. in a number-- of- w~s-, by' our d e ~ of' awareness,, . the
quality of our· attention, our enjoyment· of' life, oU?r r-elationship
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with other- people-, our s-enae· of' fulfilment, in evel:'ything we d'oe

ill this oomes- a.bout when the· s:hop is full_ - when there is enough
sa.ttva available to oiraul:ate through points: 8,5- and 7.

But: what

we so o:ften :forget is that when the shop is- empty' there:· is- only'
one wq of filling, it up again1

-

by returning to the. meditation.

Ti;ying 'fto l!elllember.- ours-elves, t"rying· 1l·o ho:tdl attention, mq seem
to help a.t the·., time, but· in the long· run it will. take: us: _in
anoth&r diree.tion..
Like trying to run a car without petrol better.- t.o find a ga:rage and fill up the tank.
And: so when the a-hop is f:ull, and the half'. hour g~es rightly;
t·he rest of t'he day will go l!ig-htly- too, f'or- the energy we: need!
will be there.

And by- degrees, a reythm will 'be esta;b-lished -

during·· t:he h&lf hour we. store up the rig-ht: energy,. during t-he dEcy'

we let· i 1t oome ouir.

The mo:pa it eomea out:, the batter - the mozr.a

creative the ciq will be-..
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COSMOSES - The Solar System
1/1

' Brahma ' = Sun/Solar System as great Cosmos within which
we exist with living creatures , organic life , Earth and other
planets. Earth part of Sun's physical body, organic life part of
Sun's vital energy/breath and Man part of the Sun's mind , or
perhaps consciousness
1/2
Times of ' Brahma ' - his days & nights= Earth's lifetime ,
breath = Nature's lifetime, and his impressions = Man's lifetime.
'Brahma's' own lifetime of some 300 billion years still but
the twinkling of an eye for' Shiva', the Universe.*
Each complete Cosmos contains these 4 periodic times of its own lifetime, day&night , breath , and shortest impression.
1/3-4
Nature's production of life from Earth's raw materials of
carbon,oxygen,nitrogen and hydrogen via green plants. Man
given physical body in return tor his guiding intelligence.
Man's gift to Earth of Mind/ Consciousness and Earth's gift to
Man of Soul in return.
1/5
6 segment diagram ( applicable to any Cosmos ) - physical
matter,living matter,subtle matter,Mind, Consciousness, and Soul.
1/6-8
Worlds of Cell ,Molecule and Atom within Man illustrated.
with respective lifetimes of (about) a day & night, a few seconds ,
and thousandths of a second. Life-giving role of Molecule to Cell
through breath. Also, Molecule providing key/pattern of Man's
essence , Atom the energy for his personality. Atom/Cell connection
for psychic energy with possibility of transmutation to food for Soul.
But universality of Spirit-' like sunlight'.
2/1-2
Creative energy derived from Sun - from centre of all suns radiating through organic life film to outer planets, solar system ,
milky way, galaxies and Universe ,the macrocosm. This reflected
in microcosm with atomic nucleus as energy source tor molecules,
cells . and Man as Universe. Diagram to illustrate. 11 The centre is
everywhere! 11 • **
2/3-6
Carbon,oxygen,nitrogen,hydrogen in Sun's energy production
inter-acting at level I of diagram with hydrogen as unity - its atomic
number of one. Carbon.oxygen and nitrogen as 3 Forces 'capable
of combining with hydrogen in an almost infinite number of different
ways' - alchemical processes at level I. More fixed processes as
energy radiation continues ( see diagram 2/4).
Essential alchemy of these elements in creation of life ;***
their role in six combinations as creation continues.
3/1-2
Solar source of happiness in creation.
II

II

*Vishnu Purana/lnstitutes,Manu,Mahabharata for Vedic times.
Also, Bhagavad - Gita trs. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi Ch 4 p.253 .
** See P.O. Ouspensky's 'New Model' 1934 ed.p.102.
***See also Appendix & Index Vol's Penguin Science Survey quote.
( Papers 1/1-8 are probably mid-later 60s .Papers 2/1-6 are dated
1972 , and Papers 3/1-2 are from Vol I , which is dated 1964 )
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Everything in the world around us is alive._

The woods, the

trees, the d.ifferent animals, the fields, the clouds, the earth,
the people - everytfhing has its- own· life, its own identity..

A:nd

as the world, the cosmos, is itself alive, the function of everything
is therefore organised,- and fulfils a certain purpose in relation
t.h&
· t as every par t of the human body fulfils
.
.
to
· wor ld , Jus
a certain
purpose in relation -t·o the whole body.,
What is the world, the cosm-o s,. to which we all belong?

What

funo1iion does each of us perform in relation to this world, and why-are we s-o o-ertain that it is a living being, that it has- intelligence•
and c--onsoiousness just as we do?

lfost of us believe instine-:tively-

that such a being exists, yet we find it very difficult to aonceiv&
what it is like.

Some people identify it with- the earth, others

with nature, and. sti.11 others think of it as the whole universe.,
But the whole universe is too large, too remote for us to grasp, and
nature - is too small, she is perhaps one aspect only- of the world.
Surely it is the sun - the solar system taken as a whole - which is
the great cosmos to which we all belong.

Surely it is under the sun:1 s

direct influence that we all exist, here on earth, and only by
studying the solar system as a whole, and learning how to see
ourselves as part of this great whole, shall we begin to understand
what man's existence is for.
Suppose we make the bold assumption that the sun is a living
be-rl.ng - that in some way we cannot understand the whole solar system
is alive.

What would such a being be like, and what would its , variouSi

functions be?

In one sense we already know what the solar system

is like, for we are inside it.

In c:0mmon with all living,

creatures, in common with organic life, the earth and the other
planets, we are all part of the sun - we exist with it as one whole.
This earth is the sun - it is part of the sun's physical boey; organic.
life is the sun - it is part, perhaps, of the sun's vital energy, itS"
breath; and mankind, too, is the sun - part of the sun's c'.Onsciousness,
perhaps, or its mind, its capacity for truth.
is part of this great being,
relation to this great whole.

Everything around u-s

everything has a function inAnd it is only because the sun exists-
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in its own time - a time which is vastly different from our owrnthat we cannot see it as it really is.
This idea, that the sun is a living being, is not a new idea-.
It has
existed among many races of mankind, from the very
earliest times.
But particularly is it the idea of Brahma.,
And
the idea of Brahma, which comes from the earliest religious teachings,
of India, contains certain clues which can help us to understand
what the sun really is.
First, there is t 'h e idea of different times.

There, is the

breath of Brahma, the d~ys - and nights of Brahma, the period after
which R"rahma himself is destroyed - his lifetime.

This period,.

some 300 billion years, is itself no more than· the 'twinkling of·
an eye' to Shiva, the whole universe.

So here we have c·ertain

clues·, and we can put them· into our symbol:' dczys and nights
of Brahma'

I

\

I
I
I
I
'twinkling o
an eye for Brahma'

Brahma's
e
lifetime.

I

\
\
\
'breath of
Brahma'

Every world, every c-0smos - if it is complete - contains these
four different times.

It has a lifetime of its own~ a period

corresponding to our day and night, a period equivalent to breath,
and a period :for its shortest impression - the •twinkling of" an eye.•
These periods have an important functional meaning

for each c:osmos-.

l/3
In the case of Brahma a 'da.y and night' c·orresponds to the
lifetime of the earth, a 'breath' c'Orresponds to the lifetime
of Nature, and the s-h ortest impression for Brahma - what else
could it be but the lifetime of man himself?

So we can rewrite

the diagram in the f'ollowing wa.y:-

EARTH

I

suw

I

•

\

MAN

NA"TURE

In the great cosmos to which we all belong", Earth, Nature
and Man are interconnected.

What do these connec'tions mean?

On the right hand side of the triangle it is Earth and Nature
which are interc-'Onnected.
Each gives the other something, and
rec~i_viimething back in return.
The Earth gives Nature raw
materials, and out of these raw materials :Uature produces lif'e.
The raw materials- out of which life is made are ba.sicall.Y' the
e:>lements· carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen.

Through thee

action of green plants--, Nature is able to c,o nvert these elements
into all the principal forms of life in the biosphere.

(see page.l/4)

At t -h e bottom of the triangle, Nature and Man are interconnected.
Each gives- the other something, and. receives something back in
return.

Nature· gives Man his body, and in return Man gives, Na.tUPe'
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his knowledge, his intelligence.

For Nature cannot develop without

the help of this intelligenc:e - if Ma,n, were not there to guide her,
her growth would get out of hand, would run to seed.
But what a gift is given to Man in his physical body·!

Not· just

the outward form of the body, butt-he mind which controls it - that
deep mysterious mind. about which we know so little.

All this eomes

from the great laboratory of Nature - the plac-e where N'ature's
experiments are- deviged.
And what is it that Man gives the Earth,. and Earth in he-r tu.mi
gives · tfo Man?'

Man gives the Earth his mind, his eonsciousne-ss,

and Earth provides

Man with a soul..

When a man, is born,, it· is said

that the Earth and the planets determine the nature of his soul ..
Long ago it was known what actually happens, but nowadays there is
nothing left but fanciful theories.

The f .act remains that the

nature of Man's s-oul is not- within his power to choose - it is a
book which is already written-..

lfut his cionso:iousn-e:s-s is, another.

matter - the growth and development of Marr's conscious mind is in
his own hands.,

And on this enormous seale-, is it not this c:onso:ioua

mind which O'OU.ld enable the cosmos· t'o know itself?

EARTH

:V•

MAN

II.

NATURE

This diagram is very important.

It is· the key to many

things· about ourselves, and the world in which we- live,..

But-

we have to learn how to use- it - how to ask it the right questions.
First, we have to understand that it can be ta.ken on any scale·.

In other words, its f-0rm-is alwa,ys the same, wh&ther it applies to
the solar system, the whole universe-, or individual man.
Sec·ondly,
it is the same diagram as that with which we started - the same
c-irc-J.e, with the same point in the oentre •.
And now we can eee
how many segments of the circle there are, and what each of them
contains.
The first segment contains physical matter - the inorganic
matter of the cosmos.
The second segment contains life - the
living substance of the biosphere.
And the third segment aontains
subtle matter - matter on the borderline betveen: matter and energy,
such as hormones, enzymes, biomolecular substances and so on.
At
the halfway point things change, for the fourth segment is no longer
material. This segment contains thoughts - the thoughts of mankind,
his reas-0n, his intelligenc:e.
The fifth segment is differenta.gain - we have reached something which science cannot measure. This
segment contains consciousness-· - consciousness, as we" kn-ow, can e-xist
independently of funO'tions-.
And the sixth segment is- where ma?l 1 s
soul belongs.•-••.

r.
I

I
v.

.MAN

raw

·

o:f the

\

\
II.

Man's
elligence,.

N'ATURE
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The great cosmos to which we all belong contains three smaller
worlds within it - the world of Earth, the world of Nature, and the
world of Man.
These three world.a interpenetra.te each other a.t ever:,
point, yet their time scales are vastly different..
As we a-a.id' in
the previous chapter, the Earth's lifetime is only a da3" in the life.
of this great cosmos,. Natu:i."e·' s lifetime is merely a. breath, and tha
lifetime of Man himself is a. tiny fraotion of a second.,
:But Man himself is also a world, a o-oamoa.
And like the· great
cosmos to whioh we all belong, he also o-ontains three ama.lle-r worlds
within him.
These three worlds are the Cell, the Molecule a.nd the·
Atom.
And the lifetimes of these three different worlds stand in
the same rela·tion to each other as those of the great cosmos - the
Gell lives for about a dey and a. night - some more, some less· ... the
Molecule livea for only a few seoonds,. and the Atom perha.~s tor a
thousandth or a ten thousandth of a aeoond:•
CELL

I

(24 houra)

\

I

\

I

I
/
(I/Io,ooo

\
MAN

•

(80 years)

\
\

ATOM'

MOLECULE,

(3: sees)

SOO)

Now in the great cosmos to whioh we all belong we said that
Earth, Nature and Man are interconnected.

In the sma.lJ. o-oamos

of Ma.nit is the same - Cell, Molecule and Atom a.re interconneoted.
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On the right hand side of t he triangle it is : (Jell a.nd. Moleoule
which are interconnected.

Each gives the other something; an~

receives something back in return.

The Gell provid.es the raw

materials on which the peysical body depends - it obtains these
raw materials from the food we eat.

The Moleoule takes these raw

materials and converts them into living matter - it does so througp.

the agency of the air we breathe.

In a prooess very similar to

that whioh takes place in Nature, o~gen is oarried. to the c-ell!s.
of the body through the bloodstream; and. so they are quickened they beoome alive.
At the base of the triangle it is Moleoule and Atom which are

interct0nnected.

Each gives the other something, and receives

something back in return.

The .Molecule provides the key, the

pattern of man ·' s pb,ysical nature - we call this pattern his essence.

But the · Atom prov-id.es the energy on which this esseno-e depend.a the energy which fills his nervous centres and gives them , their·
content.

We call this part of man his personality.

Me,n,' s esseno:e·

is largely hidden from us ... ordinarily we oan· only see his
personality.

And often these two pa.rte of man a.re in conflict

with eaoh other.

On the left hand side of the triangle Atom and Cell are
interoonneoted.

Each gives the other something, and receives

something back in return.

The Atom
provides neuro-eleotrioal
,

energy - the energy on which H-.~ syohio life depencls.

This ene21g7

But there is
another wey it can go - towards consoiouenese. If the energy of
impressions goes towards consciousness it beeomea transmuted -

goes mainly into functions - into personality.

:rarefied and m!lde available as -food. for the soul.

For the • soul

is hungry for this food - it is called, in the Lord's Pr9iYer, our
'd.aily bread' •.
And the Cell is t'he vehicle which oontains man's possibilities· •
they are all hidden there, in the germ o.e ll, the seed. ~ a t is·
it that controls the way the seed develops?·

Is it the~ nour1shmen't

~eoeives?
A
.

This, in the briefest outline, is everything that man contains all except one thing, which is Spirit.

Spirit is quite

distinct from body and soul, yet neither oould exist without it.
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The soul is what we a.re - and. each of us is different, each of·
us is himself, unlike a.ny other.

'J;he: bod.y, too, is what we are,

But the spirit
each of us has his own body, unlike anyone else's.
is beyond what we are - it is not individual but universal. The

spirit is everywhere, interpenetrating everything, like sunlight.
"And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of' life; and man
bee-a.me· a living soul."
Genesis.Chap 2, verse

CELL

ATOM

essence

7.
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Where d'o es areative energy a.ome from?
We have said, from the
centre of the c!irole.
But what do we really mean by this. - is therea physical place from which it- comes?
Creative energy comes :from the sun - it e.:omes from all suns:-. In
a sense we knew this already - it originates within the Gentre of the
sun it:sel:f- within a.11 suns.
The centre is everywhere!
Radiati!lef
outwards, the flow of creative energy meets, first of· all, the f:ilm
of organie:, li:fe associated with the inner plane:-ts:.
Modified by t'his
film, it passes out'wards again to the outer plane-ta: and the s:olar
system as a whole, within which it ciroulates.
Passing outwards again
it reaches- clusters of' stars- in the: milky Wfzy'.
From thence it
cci.roulates, in the milky Wfzy' as a whole, then flows- outwards· again t-o
the ot:her galaxies, and s-o t-o t-he uni verse
the All.
This is the macroc-osm.
The microcosm is the same: - it is like
a reflection in a pool.
The a'Ource of creative energy in the
m.icroaosm is the atomic nuo1.eu-s_,-.
As with the sun, energy originates·
in the nuo:leus itself, and manife&i;g in the f'orm of· photons, or- quanta
of" radiation.
These quanta are, released by, the interplay of' energy
between the nucleus and the electrons surrounding it, just aa energy
is, exchanged between the sun and the :film of' organi~ life ass-o~iated
with the inner planets-·.
Passing outwards,,, the
energy :flows beyond the sphere of · influence of atoms int-o the-, molaenlar
systems· - inorganic and organic. - which <rorres-pond in their struature
and motion t'o clusters, of' stars in the milky Wfzy'.
Passing · outwards:,
again the energy flows: into oells- - c-omplex struo"tures:- which correapond
to the galaxies, and nebulae.
Circulating within them it crarries- with
And s:-0 to the miaroeosm its:elf· - the univers:e:
it the s:earet of life.
which is individual man.

As above, so below.

Why did we nevexr s:ea,

it like t:hia bef~re?
The point w-e never saw bef'ore is that owing t'o tthe laws:, of symmetry,,
(as- explained in 'A NewMod:el of' the Universe') the o.:envre, is: evecywher&.
<Jonsequent~ly every point.- in the univerae - every sun - is the soure:e:
from which energy na.d:iates - everywhere, suns are radia-ting energy
outwards.
One of thes:e suns- is our own, and our sun ig- CX>nsequently
the centre of the universe - for us •. And s:o we are much nearer the
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Planets-

Organic life
MA'CROCOSM

r1ACROcroSM

MICROCOSM

MICROCOSM
Photcona
,,_f~

Elee,U'OnB

/

.

At'oms

Mol:eouie!t
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centTe than we e_v er supposed:.

Instead of being in a dark crorner

of the universe, as we used t-o believe, we are, ao near- the, sounc:e: of'

crea-tive enengy here on earth that the aola.r wind i8' sweeping passt
ua crontiinuoual.y, and we have, t -o be proteo~ad by spe-o:ial deviQ&S'. in the,
earth's atmosphere f:r-om it-s · powerful radiations:·.

(see - 2/ 4

J.

But how is· areative energy produced in t:he sun - what ia: it t-hat
actually happens1

According t~ the snient:is-tS:, three dif:f:emmt::

elements are inv~lved - carbon, oxygen an~ nit'I"ogen, and o f ~
hydrogen, whicm. is, the- basic. element £atom which t-hey ".a.re:, deriived.
These thlt.e-e: ~1·e ments:· play a role in the pro~_e s whic-h t:ak:8" plao.a
in the sun, and are c:onnected with the cronv:ersion of' hydrogen into
he-tium.

And of crour~ they appear again on 1fue, earth, as-: t-he t-lmee

elementa:, on which the. evolu:t'ion of· organi~ life dJependsc.
On a- pb,ys-ica-1 plane, then-afore:-, carbon, oxygen and! ni ti?togen ar&
the t'hne& r -o rces, or- laws on level I, the, c-entral area, of' the diagram.
At the: centre? i t-s:e.l:f'• iis· hy~ogen, which has, an atomi~ nurnben- of· one - i<t:
is one and indivisible:,.

But carbon, oxygen andl nitrogen, are

separate- f :bno:ea - each o:f t'hem has a ae:parate:· ident::ity

of_·

three,

its own, and

ia capable> of_ c:ombining with ey~gen in an a:-lmoat- infini1te numbe'Ir of
diflferent. w-ays.
On level I we are e:oncerned wi t'h prooesses, which
sun its-elf. - and within the:- nuc:-1:eeus of the atom-.

O<mnl'

wi t ·h in t-he·

Proe.ess:es. on t-his:

level are a-lohemia:a.l_- they are croncrern:ed with the actuaL creation of"
different elements, and the cronv.ersi.on of one element:: into ano'fmer.
On level II we are cronnerned with s=ometihing:~quite different:- the

interpl~ of energy between the sun and the planets, surrounding it: and between the atomic.-: nuo-1.eus and' the ele~ron rings sum-ounding: it-.
Already the poss:ibilit-ies, have

oec:ome enormous--ly

reduced'. - the nature of· each atom has=· be_e;ome f'ixed and: unchangeable,
and t.he changes which take place are between the· diff'enent· rings- of'
electrons· - changes, whioh produce vibrations; of differ.ent- kinds- radiations · upon which t'he exis'teno-e of life depends,.,
On level III the unit of energy is larger still - we ar&· oonaerned,
not with changes within the nucleus, nor with e:hanges in the difltenent:
elec:tnon rings:-, but: with the interplay o:ff energy b-etweBn atoms_
thenmeLves, in other words wi t .h elentro-cm.emica]. and el.:eO'.tr.o-,.nerv.ous
energy.
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\
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It combines wi ~h hydrogen to produc:e, regulating devicres of'
various, kinds - spec:ial enzymes whic-h a.ontrol the rate of bunning
within the o:ells of the body, for instance •.

And in order that life may be produced or maintained, all thea&
thnee elementshave-ito be present:- they havet-o combinewit:b.
hydrogen in a o:erta.in ordet.

For thee cwno:eption 0£ d:1£:f'erent

fol'!ms: and spec:ies in organic lif:e t:hey e..ombine in the ord:elt
ni tr:ogen - oocygen - carbon..

F'or- the growth and: devellopment

of living oreatunes:, t:hey c,omoin.e:, in t'he ordler earb:Gn - oxygeni -nitnogen.

And f"or the breath of:' lif:.e itse1£' they aombline , in the

orden oxygen - carbon - nitrogen.,

are:: going on C;OntinuousJ:y on level

All tlme:e of t:heae proo:es.ses:

r

of·, t'he diagram-.

On level II a f"urther three prooess:es: oome_ into-, operation, a:arbon - nitrogen - oxygen, whioh is: eonnectedJ with t·he burning,
up of energy, , the des-true:tion of' unwanted material.;

oxygen --

nitrogen - c:arbon, whie-.h is, e-onnee:tedl wi t-h ½he spe..e-ialisation or-

mutation of' living spec:i.es,;

a;nd nitrogen - c:a.rbon - oxygen, which

is ru:mne<rl;e.d with the diScintegration of living mattel'.
B.eyond these six cx:,mbinations no others: are possibl.e.

And on

suc~e:ding levels:. the: s:ame sir o:omb-.ina:tiona: are simply repeated - in
other-· wol?d.-s,. cromoinations-, of f:ora:ea:, change into lawS:~ and' llaws_, b_ee:ome, '

more a.ndJ more f:ix.ed, mone and' more unalt.erab-le, aa· e!t"ea-tion c.ront:inuas.

It combines wi ~h hydrogen to produo:e regulating devic:es:· of'

various, kinds - spe<tlal enzymes which cmntrol the rate·• of burning
within the a.:ells of- the bocy, fol' instancte •.

And in order that lif'e mey be produc:ed or maintained, all thea&
tlmee elements· have: t:-o be pr.es:ent:. - they have- t'o combine wi t:h

hydrogen in a c:ertain: ordet.

For i;ihec crono=eption ofc d:'i:r-:f'erent:

f'o:t'ms and: species in or.ga.nia lifJ:1 t:hey crombine in the orderni tr.ogen - OOl;'(gen, - carbon:.

¥or- the growtn a.nd1 devel;opment-

of living o.rea-timeS? they c-omliin.e:, in 1.he or.dler ~..arho-n
-ml.tr.:ogen..

~

o:x:ygeni -

And flor t'ha breath of:• life its.e lf' they cwmbd.ne · in the

ill taute:e off thes:e proa.:ewres,

order o;x:ygen - c:arbon - nitrogen.. .
a.re, gping on cront.inuous,J:y -

on

level'

r

of' t :he d'ia.granr.

On level_ II a :r-urther tb.It:ee- pro:c:esS:es: come. int'o-- operation, -

oarb:on - ni tnogen - oxygen_, which is, c:onnQC-tedi wi t-h the burning,
up of' energy, , the desniuct'ion or-· unwanted material.;

oxygen - -

nitrogen - carbon, whic-.h is1 oonnee;t ed wi ith the spe_e-ialisation ormutation oft' living species'.;·

and ni. trogen - carbon - oxygen, which

is GX>l1Ile.d.ed: wit+h the disintegration of living matte:r.
B.-eyond theae six- c:ombinations no others- are possible.

And on

suc-.ceeding levelS? t'he:· same s=ir ~mb.Ii.nations-, are: simpJ:w repeated - in

othen- wol?d-s,. a:oml:)inationsc· of f"orc:e:a, ahange_ into - la.wa:,., and' 11aws, bee;ome,

more- a.ntf more fti.%ed, more and'

lll'Or&-

unaX-t:era.ble,

as:,

areation crontinueS'..
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When our thoughts are full of happiness that is one
thing, when our feelings are full of happiness that is another;
but real happiness, happiness that lasts, depends on something
more.

Just as the light of the sun strikes first upon

the roundness of the earth as a whole, and afterwards penetrates
deeper into the film of organic life su:rrounding it, finally
reaching the individual living creatures, the plants and flowers
of which this film is composed, so the light within us - the
happiness - penetrates deeper and deeper, reaching more and
more potent stores of energy as it does so.

The deeper it penetrates, the more lasting hap£iness
becomes.

If happiness only exists in the mind, it will last

for a certain time;

but when other impressions enter and fill

the mind, it will dissipate.

If happiness enters the

bloodstream and circulates within us, it will stay for much
longer.

Sooner or later it will dissipate too, but traces

o£ it will remain in our cells, and will become permanent.

These permanent traces will remind us of the taste of happiness,
and will bring us to it again.

Gradually in this way we

shall become saturated with happiness, and it will begin to
remain with us all the time.
When happiness reaches the cells of our bodies it will
become physical and real;

when it reaches the molecules within

each cell it will become part of our nature;

when it reaches

the atoms within each molecule it will become part of our
spirit, and when it reaches the ultimate source of energy
within us it will become divine, for it will unite us with
the divine happiness that exists in all things.
no greater happiness a man could possess than this.

There is

3/ 2

The sun is pouring out love continuously radiating it in every direction.

Some of these ~adiations

e,re absorbed by the planets, some :reach tbe earth and are

translated into a ~~riad forms of life and colour and beauty.
The warmth of the sun; its creative power, its light - all
these taken togeth.e:r axe manifestations of the sun's love .

We only see little fra.gments of it - in the colour of a
bird's wing, in the depth of a man's eyea, in the face of a
little child.

But all this comes from the sun - where

else could it come from?
When the sun's love strike~ upon humanity it has
power to dissolve man's suffering - to act upon his suffering

and convert it into happiness~

At certain times in history,

when man is at peace, when he knows how to suffer, to accept,
then each ingredient of happiness is in the right relation,
and this conversion becomes possible.

At other times in

history, when the world is full of discord, the sun's love
is not able to penetrate deep enough within humanity, and
suffering continues.

It is then that a new way is needed -

a way that will bring man back to the happiness that is
his birthright.
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All Living - Dedication

Oh thou great Sun. that maketh all things new,
That bringeth life to forms unmanifest,
That cleareth truth, wherein confusion grew,
And lighteth beauty on thy creatures blest,
Grant that Man's thought in thee this day may rest,
And in his word and action mayst thou be
As light reflected; for in all things best
Thou art, and therein only canst thou see
That which reflects thy light eternally ...
Oh mighty Sun. bring strength and purity
To Man's endeavour; let his warm heart bless
All creatures with thy love, thy kindliness.
And when his heart is wholly lost toward thee
Let Man become thy light-let him be free.

Colin's Sonnet 16

Introduction
1/0-7
Table of physical , subtle and causal levels of
materiality ( from inorganic to organic molecules , cells ,
water , air , hormones , thoughts & impressions , pure
emotion & 'matter too fine to be contained.within the
human organism') discussed as a basis for better
understanding of meditation and the world we live in.

1/8-12

Man as a refining factory for food , air and
impressions ( regarded as first , second and third
production lines). Fourth production line usually missing
or spasmodic , but essential - via meditation - for reliable
experience of pure consciousness and bliss.*

(Papers 1/0-7 are from Vol IV Levels & Laws 2(1/1-7) and are
from late 70s - early 80s . Papers 1/8-12 , also from Vol IV
(4/3-7) , are dated 1984. * The concluding quotation of 1/12 is
from Maharishi Mahesh Yogi - early 1960s)
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In order to understand the aigni~ieane~ o~ the meditation, and
many thir~a e;onnea.'ted with it', we have to reali:ro: tha.t the: world in

whic-h we live exmttins dlff'"eronir. Htvels: of' materiality ;,. leve:W whi e.h

c an. b e el:a.alri.fied. a:nd acaura:terl-y - Etefined.

:But b-ef:ore we embark on suo.h a. ctlassifi.oa.tion, we have, t--o get r.id

of the idea that &ome things: are material and ot-hers, not.,

Actually-

everything is material - that is· t-o S-aJ', it' ha.a material subs:ta.nc:e
whether it- is a thought, o:r an emotion,. or a- drop of · water-, or a
piee.e of wood.

It ia in facrt only b0oaus-e of our limibd viewpoint

tlla:t. we · see certain -things· as material, others as non-material~ and
011

a; eosmic; scale there ia- no suc.h. distinction.

Now s-uppose we aay that the highest matter- we a:an conc-ei'VAif. has a level o~ one, or· unity.
Ma-tter on iihis level- the> le.vel of
the,a.bsolute - e:onsi.sts-, we are told, of three elements, but: thes:e.
three elements:: are one and indivisible.
On the nerl level there
will be three separate elements, and ma'tter on this level' will: therefore
have tile number ~Jmee- in o'Ul! classification.
On the next levei t:he
number of elements will be doubled, for there will be a further three
elementa generated on this level,- as: 1N1ll a.a t:hoae on: tile level above,,
and' the number will therefore be six:.
By the s-ame reas:oning thee
number on the next level will be tw~lve,. on the next lev•l twenty-£our~
and' so on:.,

( see table -- - pag e l/0 )

The numbers in our o~assification will therefore indioAta th~
number of· elements:-, or •atoms' of whie.h a particle of matter - a
partiele a:onta.ining all the c.ha.racteristia:s of' matter- on that level
actually e:onaists-.
On the highest level in the-table: a perti0:le
of m.a.tter oonsists of' one 'atom', and on the lowest level it'- oonsists
of 3C1'f2 'atom~•.
Clearly, the lower- the level in the table, the
denser and heavier the quality of' matter, and thQ more intraatable
its na-tur:e.

Nov although such a <tlassification c-annot be related directly:
to scientific knowledge, for sciene:-e baa: no means' of· measuring m~
o:f'the higher levels it contains, it· is· of grea-t help t-o us in
unders~anding many things-eonneated' with man's, psycllology and liighe-r
fu..~crti ons-·. ,

Firm:, we ,mus--t realise that eae:b. level in the table

l/2.

inelud.~s: a great many different substances,, of whiah t-he examples: given

are only

Secondly, it divid:es, na:ctu.rally into· t-bree-

indic:ation.

gJ1.

psarts-, physio:al,. subtle and eausaL

Pbysic-a.-i matter in this-

s=e:ru!\'! includes,. all aubataneos whic:h are Jrolid: or liquid,, vilrible

a..'1.d' tangible in the ordinar,r Wa.11"• ,

Matt-er.- on thee- subtle: l!evel..

includ'es air and · other.· gases at i ta lowest' exitreme~ and a:t: t:he

highe&t extreme it erlends to the world of thoughts., feelings and
sens:at'ions-, and includ--es,

mar.iy

of our: instinctive reaGtions:. .

The

subtle level is therefore a kind of bridge between the hidden wo~ld
of causes and the v.irible world of matter.

And man,. who stands

as-· it were on this bridge·, finds himself unable t:o deo.ide whio-h of

theso two worlds is tile real.one.
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But what does the causal world contain?
The lowes~ level.. of'
matter it contains is on level I2.
This is the level. of ma~ter
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used by our higher emotional centre - in other words it is-· the levelof' ec:ria.sy or bliss, positive emotion, emotion which cannot turn
negative.

And this :fact in itself can tell us:· a great maey t'hinga-

i t- c:an tell us- that -\;he a.c.t ual substance of' t]1e causal world ia lilisa,.

And -that is: something we can rec.-ognise - it is aomet-hing we know about
from the meditation, ~o a greater or lesser d-egree.
The next level the causal world c-.ontains is level 6.
the level. of matter used by the: higher me:ntal centre.

This is
And whereas:

level I2 rela.teat-o our own inner world - to ourselves., - level 6
relates t-o the outer world - the univerae to whicrh we belong.

When

the meditation trana.cend.s we sometimes feel thier - a:a if:· the mantra

passes: from t-he individual into the universal - ac.companied, pernaps,
by- a sense of" expansion and relief.

But above this level it is very dif'f'ic.ult· to deacribe the causal.

world in any terma-,. r-or level J and level I are too fine in aubetMc:&

to be contained within the human organism.
Yet in a. a:trange way we:
know that they are there - we know that higher influences exist whi~h
wee cannot pos-.aibly def"ine.

And perhaps, it is better to keep them·

in this simple numerical :rorm, for. all the descriptions which man.
has: ever attempted suffer from one limits:tion or- another-.

On the other hand we know something about the d.iffer'3nce between
level 3 and level I.

Level I is umnanifeat

it contains all.

possibilities o~ all universea - but level_ 3 is the ac:tualisation
of" a partiaular universe, the one in which -we 11ve.
And so the
laws under which we live begin on level 3_.
Level I., w-hia.h is.,
the divine level, is free from any laws.
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The table of d.if'f erent levels of materiality C'lears up a. great

many problems ab~ut the reality of the world~

Form~ in the

ordinary way, believes only in the reality of the physical world&
Existing as he does· in- the subtle world,. he cannot really see it,
for t:o do so he would" have to see himself.

And if any influences

reac-h him from the causal level, he is inclined to dismiss them as
illusion., or very soon to forgei; them, :for he does not know tha.t t'he
causal world exists-...

Conversely, spiritual teachers throughout

history have c:onsistently maintained that the phys-ical world is an

illusi.on, and that the only real world is the causal.
But' we· see
from the tabu of materiality that both or· these views are· wrong.
Everything is- material - everythi!".g is rea.½ it- exists·.

And: t:he-

on1.y illusion lies in our- wrong"' way or· thinking.
But the princdple ad.vantage of this· approach is t'hat it: e-nables us,
t:-o be much more preci.se in our language-.

in a-ta.nee-..

Take, t-he word 'God', f.or

When a- man speaks- of God, what d<>es:- he· X!eally, mean?

Is· he,

spea.lcing· of level I, or le-vel 3, or 6, o.r I2, or- avew perhaps: 24?
Clearly; God oan be· different-,. for dif£erent pe,o_ple~

And the

a--antQ

with other· things· - with t'he word 'love', :for- ins:tance-, or- 'fa.it:h'.
That is why we try t-o avoid using these words,, and keep to the table·

instead.•

Let us tTy t-o establish what each of these leve-ls- includes.

Thee

lowest level, 3072, refers· to matter which is commonly considered t-o
ba inorgani~ - matter oelonging to the field of' inorganic chemistry,
the world o:f inorganic. molem1les.

Matter a.-s it· exists on the moon

is 3072 - t'he next level, 1536, could only e:x:ist on the moon if life·
had been present, which as fa:r as we know is not s-o.

I536 is not.

liring·matt-er, but- it c-ould not- exist without: living matter.

It

includes· a- vast range of' materials on the earth's· surface, s:u.~ a-s. wood
and <roal.. and oil and many other substances- b~d on or.ganio: moleonleEJ:,

some of which are of course invented by man himself~
Living matter is 768 - animal and plant tissue,. for instance• - and
its chief charao-teristic is the fact 1rhat it is- etellular,. and suf.ficient~

fine in struc.-ture t-o be ea.ten by' man-.
be eaten by man;

N'ot- t-ha.t all living matter can

and of course some men- prefer somewhat finer 8-iuff ~o

" l/5a
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eat, such as glucos:e, or a.lc:ohol, or honey, for instance, wh.i.o:h.
are probably 384.
Conversely,. most animals-· eat somewhat o:oa:rs:-er
matter than 768, and baoteria can fee~ on I536, ~me eve~ on 3072.
Level 384 als-o refers· to matter which has: been s-u:ff'iciently
prepared by the digestive prooosses t'o be able ito enter the- b.loodtrlre:am.

Level I92, in this cronverl,- refers· 'to the various digea-tivo juic:es:
and enzymes which attack the :f"ood, 768, and break· it down, scepa.rating

fine matter f""rom croars-e.

So we begin to real.i88 t-hat irr oroar tha:t:-

dens:er- matter oan be· e~nverted into fine~ matter- - in order that 768
a:an be· c:0nverted int:o )84 - an even higher- level of matter has- t-o
b:e present, the enzyme

I92.

Tb.is is tru& o~ all rare~ying proc:ess-e-et

of' -tihis kind,. on eVe1"Y level in the tab.le, as· we- shall prosen.t:~ se-e.

It is· one o~ the., meanings o~ that saying in the New Testament, 'For

unto everyone that hath shall be given, and: he shall have abundanc..~;
but :from him that bath no.t sha.11 be taken a.way even t-hat which· he hath.'.

But· to retmrn to the tab-le;

lev:al 384 re:fers, of cours-e, . t:o many

other- things - t'o water and. liquid'S" generally,, but. not' ito water V>apour
o:u gas.

WateT vapour-,

arr

and gases-· of:· various: kinda are on level

I92..
Level I92 is: tte air- we breatb.e-.
And just- as, the food we
eat is coilV'e:nted int-o higher subs1:ancea= by, t-he presenc:e of· enzymes,
S'O" the air.- we: breathe, c:a:ii be: converted int-o· vary high leveLs. of
materiality - l.eveL 6", and possibly even le"l'el. 3.-

These vecy· high·

levels o:an only be extramed from air-under certain circumstances c:ircums<tance-s- which depend on man's, l9Vel of' e:onsciousness·, a.nd on.t:N!·
again' on the right- ' enzymes,' being: present.
The :first st-ep in the transformation of' air- is :from I92 t'o 96.
Level 96 is c-onnected with hormones, endocrine secretions-, and maeyvery subt:le· matters· on the b:orderline between matter and enel.!gy.

Level 48, on the other- hand, is- no longer material. in the- accepted
sense, and belongs, t-o 'the -wor-ld of neuro-eleatrical. impulses, radio
waVQs, and' eleCTtr-onic.-s· generally.

In- the human organism it

refers-- t:o t:he e-ntry of' impress:ions - :flat impressd.ons.,- without- much,
depth of. meaning. - the kind that are flowing int-o- the nervous syatem,

and' brain al1 t'hl,-ough t·he ruzy.

Level. 24, on the ot-her· hand, is just about as diff:e rent fi!om level.

48 as living matter is from dead matter.

It opens: up a whole- new

worlcl of expelrl.enoe - more vivid' sensations·, deeper- andl more vita1w-ays· of' t-hinking and feeling, more subtle ins.t inative reao.tions·.
In· fact, it really doe-a f'eel as if things had c,ome t-.o life, and t:he

wor.-ld had suddenly become more meaningf'Ul •.
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But how oan level 48 be trans~ormed into level 24?

Is there

any w:zy of makine; the·world more meaningful, of raising·ithe:o level
Oncre again, the sama prineiple applies - level

a£ our impressions,?

48 can only be c:onverted· into level 24 by the presence of· a higher
substan~e - level I2.
Level I2~ i£ you remember, is, matter used by·
the higher emotional. centre - positive emotion~ or blis~.

If we
already ha.ve this substa.no-e available in us,,. the conversi.on of':' 48 into
24 will take plaa.e naturally.
But we_, have, to accumulate• a; su:ffioiiezrt
0

quantity of I2 f"or this- to happen,: and it has t'-o be available in the
right plac-e.
Without the meditation this is not. an easy matter.
Level I2 is usua.J..l.y very much mixed in with lower substances within
the organism - aubstanceg on the ordinary level of ins~ina~ive and
personal :feelings- - anu: so. it tends· t-o bec,ome d:is-sipa:ted in overexo-i.t-able states- or negative emot-ions.
But.- when it is· experiene;ed
in a; pure form it is s.-omething a:ompletely- different::.
The interesting
thing· about' the meditation is that it s:eems able t'o extra.o::t level I2
in a pure f'orm~ and' at the a-ame t:ime t-o a-o.cnmulate it' in: tha right: place.

But how is 24 cronverted int-o leveI I2, :md what would 'this· mean?
It would mean tha-t the higher- emoti.onal c:en-tre would' be :Cully working
0

in us· - a.nd when this happens· it ia quite impossible t·o be nega-tive
about' an,v:thing.

B:u:t in practical terms this·

if matter on level 6 is- available.

C:all

only e-ome a;bout-

Matter on level 6 is- oonne<!-ted

wit-b. many things on a very much larger scale than ourscelves,..

Some-times

the events of life bring such things - as when someone very elose t:~
us is- dying, or we find ou:rselveft in a si:tua.tion of grea.t danger-.
'rhe very bigness of the situa-tion arous~s something qui~ new in us· aomething c.ompletely free f.rom nega:tive a;s-s.ociations-, and fillll of a
strange new aonfidenc:e..
The medita'tion is· a way o-f' preparing for-

these -t-imes, so that when they cnme upon us: we know what "to do.
There-, remaina, one further step - the c:onvers-ion of ma-tter on. level
I2 into matter on level 6.

For level I2 to be cronverted' t'o level. 6

the pres:en(re of" level 3· is: nec:essary.

But if'" level J is too !tine to,

be eontained wit'hin t'hel:iodzy'-, how can it· be made available for ½his
purpose?

If we remember that level 6 fa aosmio. c.ons-ci.ou.sness-, and

that level J is the universal matter of whieh the o..osmoa
ma;,- perhaps be on the r-oad t-o finding an ans.wer~

t-hink a-bout it' unt-il we mee,t again ......

iS·'

made,.

w&

But· why not- lets
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NOTE ON THE DIAGRAM

From certain points of view we can regard man as a factory facto!"'J in which different levels of matter are produced.

~

These

different levels of matter are extracted from the raw material he
takes in from his surroundings, that is to say, from the food he eats,
the air he breathes, and the impressions he receives.
wa:y

the output of the factory is limited.

In the ordinary

The food we eat can actually

be converted into comparatively high levels in the region of level I2,
but the air we breathe and the impressions we receive do not normally
go higher than level 48 or sometimes 24, so that a great many higher
possibilities are left unrealised, particularly those belonging to our
higher centres, which work with levels I2 and 6.

)
)

I

)

3

3

3

6

6

6

matter too fine to be abs~rbed

)
universal consciousness

mantra ••••• I2 • • • I2

I2

I2

happiness, ec:stasy, bliss

24

24

24

instinctive emotions

impressions ••••• 48 ••• 48

96
air ••••• r92

thoughts, impressions

96

••• r92

hormones, vitamins
ai~, arterial blood

water, venous blood
food •••••• 768

cellular matter, food.
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If you look carefully at the diagram, you will see that there are
four production lines, but the fourth line is missing, amongst the great
majority 0£ people.
ex:perienc-ecl.,

This means that although higher levels--ma;r be

they tend to be spasmodic and unreliable, and cannot be-

produc.ed at will.

The meditation, which was of o:ourse unknown t-o

those who invented the system, is a simple and natural way of enabling
these higher _levels to be reached.

Just as the first line is helped

at level I92 by oxygenation of the bloodstream, and the sec.ond line is
helped at level 48 by the entry of impressions, so the third line· is
helped at level I2 by the presence of the mantra, to which the mind is
attracted.

The more the mind is attracted to the mantra, the higher

the level it reaches, and so it eventually transcends.
During the day the ini'luence of these higher levels will have its
effect on the levels below.

The presence of the mantra will influence

our impressions, our impressions will inf'luenc.-e the air we breathe, and.
the air we breathe will influence the content of the bloodstream,

So

the meditation can have a very big effect on the organism as a whole.

It

enables it to work in the light, instead of in da.rk.~ess.

I

}

3

3

3

)
)
)

6

6

6

matter too fine to be abs~rbed

universal consciousness

mantra ••••• I2 • • • I2

12

12

happiness, ecstasy, bliss

24

24

24

instinctive emotions

impressions ••••• 48 • . • • 48

48

thoughts, impressions

96

hormones, vitamins

air ••••• r92 • • • 192

air, arterial blood
water, venous blood

food •••••• 768

cellular matter, food.
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To return to the diagram we had last time - the diagram of man as a
factory.

The important thing about this diagram is the fourth

'produci;ion line' - the one that starts with the mantra at level 12.

This

fourth line is the c~rClllation of the mantra, and it is only concerned with

All the thoughts, feelings and sensations· whic.:h. are going ·

consciousness.

on when we are doing the meditation are in other production lines, not this
one, and during med.~tation there is no need to concern ourselves with them all we have to do is to follow the mantra.
The meditation infLuences these other producrlion lines by bringing the
light into them - it inf'luences them from above.

After meditation, and'.

during the day at different times, one beaomes aware of this inf'luence.

One

may feel maey things - a sense of well-being, or a strange new happiness,
or a freedom from worrying thoughts, or better oontrol of our actions.

But

one never knows beforehand what the effect of the meditation will be.

Let us consider how the factory works, in more detail.

The actual

prooesa of production is very important, for it oan help us to understand
the meditation.

In each step there has to be a catalyst.

For 768 to

be transformed into 384, a substance on level I92 has to be present.

For

384 to be transformed into I92 9 a substance on level 96 has to be present.,
and so on.

These 81lbstances are well enough known - they are enzymes o!

various kinds in the digestive system.

At certain points these substanoes

are missing, and .have to be supplied by the next production line - in this
case the production line of air, ~hich oxygenates the bloodstream at level
I92.

On higher levels the substances are not so clear, and some a.re very

intangible, particularly in the second produa"tion line - the production line
of air.

For this line to move from 48 to

24, some substance is missing,

and has to be supplied by the third production line - that of impressions.

What this substance is we do not know - we ohly know that the air we breatha
contains many finer substances wh1ch are not usually absorbed.
When we oome to the third production line it is now clear that the
substances needed are supplied by the mantra.

Try doing the meditation

without a mantra and you will understand what is meant - one cannot ge-t
further than 48 or 24, or in other words one stays on the surface o:f_ the
pond.
to work.

The mantra is in fact the catalyst which enables t<he third line
For the third line to move from

mantra at level.. I2 is .needed.

48 to 24·, the presence of the

The mantra, at level 12,, works on i;he

content of the mind at level 48, and transforms it to level 24,.

Again, the

I/Il
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mantra at level 6 works on the content of tho mind at level 24 and
transforms it to level I2.
And at level 3 the mantra transforms
level I2 to level 6.
Gradually in this way the ru>ntent of ihe mind
is transformed.

Consa.iousness is separated out and the meahanical

content discarded.
But what are the indications that oonsc:iousness is present?
that we experience blis-a, or happiness.

Simply

Every time the mantra is

repeated a little more bliss is produced, and a little unhappineas and
suffering taken away.

Eventually the content of the mind is pure blis1:1,

pure awareness.
When this point is reached the mantra transcends.
One of the most conv~ncing and rewarding things gbout the meditation
is the possibility of becoming free from suffering.
Suffering is not
necessary for man - it is not an essential part of his nature, and:
however much he thinks otherwise, he is better of!l' without it.

The

idea that man has to sufier, and that suffering- is, a: neaessary feature
of his development, is a wrong idea - one which seems to have arisen from
the monastic tradition, or from early Christian teachings.

Striotly,

the causes of su:ff'ering are never outside us, only within - that is what
we keep on forgetting.
In terms ot the factory, suffering-arises through
wrong functioning of levels 48 and 24 - wrong a:onnecrlions between the
mind and the inatinative parts of the nervous s:yatem.

Once the o.ontent

of the mind has risen to level 12 and above, suffering no longer exists.
By finding these higher levels more often through the medi.tation, it
becomes possible to bring about a aha.nge in levels 24 and 48.

Thei.r

negative content begins to disappear.
'When we first came across the meditation in I96O, the fact that
suffering is unneoeesary for man was one of the first thing& we were told,
and this confirmed, in a remarkable w~, the things we had learnt from
our own system.

The philosophy behind the meditat.io~ was expresse.d in
the
the following sentences - sentences whio.h belong to/spirit of the holy
tradition to which the meditation belongs:"Life is bliBa.

Essentially it is not a struggle.

Man was born to enjoy.

Certainly not to suffer. 11

'Bridge' to All Living Papers
2/1
Levels of materiality seen as 'Hydrogens' * or basic
forms of matter which can manifest as active (Carbon) , passive
(Oxygen) , or neutral (Nitrogen) principles.
2/1 a
The active , passive , and neutral principles understood
as three forces which combine in certain sequences or Triads
and express the System Law of Three.
2/1 b
The Law of Three and 'Refining' Triad - the separation
of fine matter from course - illustrated in conversational form.
2/2
The Law of Octaves - simply explained.
2/3
Man's Factory/Refinery in three-storey 'Food Table",
illustrating in Fig.1 the situation with partially completed Food and
Air Production Lines and a somewhat static Impressions
Production Line , and in Fig.2 a further stage resulting from the
influence of a Fourth Production Line associated with meditation.
2/4
The 'Diagram of All Living" or 'Step Diagram' - a basic
explanation.

(Paper 2/1 is from Vol V Biosphere Foreword 1/2 - see also Vol V
Solar System 2/3-6. * the 'Hydrogens' are "of the Third Scale" in the
System Ray of Creation)
(Paper 2/1 a is from Vol V Triads 1)
(Paper 2/1 b is from Vol IV Levels & Laws 5 1/1)
(Paper 2/2 is from Vol IV Levels & Laws 7 2/1 &2)
(The diagrams and text in Papers 2/3 & 2/4 have been constructed
to assist this Explanatory 'Bridge' section.)

- - - - -- - -- - ---- -
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Levels of Materiality as 'Hydrogens'

There is a terminology in the system, based on early discoveriesin chemistry, which use& the fact - and -this in itaelf is remarkable
for euoh early days- - -that all lif'e on earth. is based on f'bur elements,
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and qdrogen.
More recent discoveries- have
o:onfirmed t-hat these four elementa· are in fa.et the only ones whieh
o:f."fer the eonstellation of properties upon which life d·e pends, ·and they
They are also the principle elements
are theref"ore irreplaoea.ble.
which exist in the sun, or in other words, carbon, CDYgen and nitrogen:
are essenti.a.l oataly~s- :for the conversion of b,ydrogen into helium - a
process on whieh the sun's radiation d-e pends-.
Of these four eloments b;rdrogen occupies a central position, bo~h
in the processes which take place in the sun, and 'those which oaaurin the biosphere.
And in combining with oi:her element~ it is
aontinually mov:ing, either :from lower levela of energy vo higher levels,
or from. higher levela to lower.
Thus in photosynthesis- b,ydrogen is
'

'

released :fr-omits bondage with oxygen in t;lle form o-r-wa-ter,
recombines with carbon to f:orm oarboqdrates·, CB:2 _•

~Of

and

The ey'EJ!tem -pu:ts all this in a si.mpler ~ - al.mori t-oo: simplified

f_or the, modern ahemiri t'o accept.
It says that t'he baei.c form
o-r· matter in the universe is hydrogen, and tha't ey-drogen exists on
man;y different- levels,, but that lJ.ydrogen has to ·be activated in order
to manif'eri, in mueh the same wa:y as a. atiek of amber has t.-o be rubbed
When b,ydrogen is activated in one way
to activate it'- electrically.
i -t- acts as carbon, the active- prinai.ple-, when i.1; is activated in another
way it- a.ets as o~gen, the passive prino-iple-, and when ii:- i& activated
in a third m:J3 it acts as., nitrogen, tho neutral prine-iple.
a. w-a;r
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Law of Three Forces & Triads

Some of' us mq not ha.VG heard of' this idea that everything in the
universe depends on the interaction of' thr.ee ~orces.
It is ave17
old idea~ whio-h belongs 'to IZISl'q religioua and es1>t'erio, teaching&.
In
the Ghriatian religion it is upresseci in '"1ec-formof· the Tr.imity.- the
In elm" own qst~m it is- put· in a
Pather-, tlte Son and the Hoq Ghost.
much more pra<nical arul matter of: fact ws;r - the first of the three
foro..es ia- a.Qtive,- the socond is passive, and the thircl isne:uwaL
Unlike other iieaohings, ouit· own 9Tirte11 makea it: olear that these tlme-9
f orees: are not: i.n thems:elves ma:terial.
On. the ®ntre.ry, a:rr, kind, oPlevel of" matter can a.et in the capacity of' one w other of' the three
fora.ea-, a- eapaci1J' whieth is a&nstantq changing·,._ so that the same- kind
of' mat"ter can be active in one combination, and pass-ive or- neutral. in
another.
As one might expect, the ao.tive force in a ClOmbination, or triad,
is· alwa_ys the higheri in level,- the passive force is, lowest and t-b.e
neutral force is intermediate beween the other two.
And in ever;y triad
the three forces- act in a oertain order 011 sequence.

2/lh

Law of Three and' Refining' Triad

What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to ta.~e place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by 'states of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive state,
or a third or neutral state.-

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matter

crome together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation,in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, 'radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water to evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds

and

eventually precipitates

over the earth's surface in the form o·f rain.
And water in this frorm is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants.

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, but the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and follows with

matter in an active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started
Yes, but there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes called a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, out there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.

2/2

Law of Octaves
• .. lines of aause and eff'ec.1; are also subje<n to law•

One might-

suppose "I.hat every line- is different-, lm:t actually they- a;l.1 have somet-hing
T.b.ey follow

in crommon.

a;

<i:ertain pattern, which is- known as the law

In the syErlem -the dia;tonic major scale, do r.e mi :fa soi.
la si do, was, us:eo. as a W8lf of expressing this la..
I£· you imagine
some en'terpri~ starting, like a new busines~ or- an archit·ec."tll:ral practice,,
of' oc.tavea.

you can

see

that it starts with a fundamental

impetms -

the note DO.

The soundillg of" this :tundamen"ta:l DO carries i--t along tbrongh RR and. MI.

But sooner or la-tar the impe-tu.s
0

f~s- awq, and 'tb.e enterpri"·begins

to falter.
Th.is: dropping back, or 'reoess-ion1 as it is called nowadays:,
<l'Oineides with the interval MI - FA, which ia on~ a s:emi.tone, c-omp.a;red
with the major and minor tones- of the first two in~ervals.
~ nothing comes along to reV'ive the prac-tiee, it ma_y :fold up and
disappear, whioh is what so often happens.
In f'aat, many of' our
activities- never get f-orther than the first interval MI - FA.
But if
they get past this interval, which ma,y come a.bout if the original impetus
iS' strong enough, they will continue through i:he notes FA, SOL, LA, SI,
and finally onme to a·halt at the second interval SI - DO.

DO

RE

. SOL-

FA

Ml

_1_ _ _ _ _, _ _ _ _ ___, •••••••••

SI

DO

LA
~'-----,L-----'-------·········:

Tb.is is a picture of an isolated line o-r eause and effect - if suo:h a

-thing were possible.

In practice, of course-, there· .are s-o maJ\V ot:her-

1.ines, -crossing:- it in all di.reationa 'tha't it gets· very muc:h distorted, and

may even ahallge diree'ti.on eomple'te:J,Jr.
But in C$Main aas-ea, especially·
in csrta.in c-osmic processes, it is essential that the line e-ontinueB'
without- interruption pa-at the intervals.
This would apply:-, for instance,
t-o -the line of growth, or to the evolution of species:. But- how does
na:t-u.r&. d"o it-?
Wha-t she d-oeit i& ver:r si.mple - she so a-on-trives.- things
When -the :first octave would

tha.t several oc$a:ves over1ap one another.

normally aome to a halt-, a second ocrta-ve star-ts: with i ta fundamelttaI DO,
whioh carries- t-.he first oa.tave across the ini.e.rval.

octave in its turn begins t-e :f'a1ter, a ~bird oC!ta.ve comes: in~ and so on.

In this ~ay the c-onttnuity o~t-he process is- ensured;-
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Man's Facto[Y./Refinery seen in three-store'/ 'Food Table' diagram

Fig.1 is a basic System diagram of Man's three-storey Factory
~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- - or Refinery without full development of
the Food and Air Production Lines which
impressions
fi:=.,;;;~-l
are shown as partially completed
Air
I
refining octaves.
The semitone Mi-Fa & Si-Do intervals
which require additional stimulus or
;__---- - - f 'shocks' for their continuation are shown
as bars. The stimulus/shock of air entry
(for the oxygenation of blood) to enable
the Food Production Line to continue
beyond Mi 192 is shown as as zigzag
line. But the Impressions Production Line
1--E1-- -- .,,-- - - - --11r-----1 usually remains somewhat flat and static
at Do 48 and so life continues 'in a dull
sort of wayr - see last paragraph of 4/2.
The Production Lines are numbered
(:{.::~s,:j
First (Food), Second (Air) and Third
(Impressions).

Im resslons
Air
Food

Fig. 2 - another basic System diagram - shows a further stage
when impressions at Do 48 receive a
stimulus or ' 1st Conscious Shock' which
enables the Third Production Line to
proceed to Mi 12. This stimulus also
enables the Second Production Line to
continue to La 6 (and in 1/6, 1/8-1 O & 9/4
~ ~ nM>:,__....- u---1 to Si 3).
As explained in 1/6-1 /12, the stimulus at
Do 48 can be understood as a Fourth
Production Line (not shown) which is
, connected with an easy and enjoyable
meditation technique.
H 111-- -- . ~- -111--....y--+-;a- -11 Further continuation - through the
semitone interval - would be provided by
a '2nd Conscious Shock' stimulus
associated in 1/7 with 'universal matter'
and later in this Volume with the
Eternal Unchanging.

2./4

.§Y.stem 'Diagram of All Living' or 'Step Diagram'
Each square relates to a particular living entity or class of living
beings , with their 'Hydrogen' numbers shown on the left side of
the square.
Numbers on the top right of a square show the class of IMng beings
for which they are food.
The numbers on the bottom right show the class of living beings
they feed on.
·
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Cosmos of All Living_
3/1-3
The Sun's three-storey 'Food Table' comprehensively
described, without and with the stimulus of 'Conscious Shocks'.

(The typescript for these Papers was provided as a basic text for
the Study Society 1962 Spring and Summer term reading material.
The 'Food Table' diagrams and texts of 3/1 a & 3/2a have been
constructed to assist the typescripts of 3/1-3/3)

3/ l

Mr. Colin Lucas writes as follows:"THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG:FOREWORD~

We are used to thinking of the sun as a fiery ball, and the planets·as separate inorganic entities which revolve around it. Life on earth· appears to us as an isolated event, unrelated to
the solar system as a whole. But if through the Doctrine of Cosmoses, we begin to study the
sun as it really is-not as it appears to us, but as it might acrually appear to itself, difficult as
that may be to conceive-we be.g.fnto find a different picrure emerging. We realize that the
sun exists for a much longer time than we ever supposed; that the planets are in the nature of
a sheath, or a delicate film surrounding the central core; and that the whole body of the solar
system, of which we know but a tiny fragment, possesses some quite unknown shape in the
milky way. Failing to grasp the significance of the sun's total form, but knowing at least that
it is not as we had supposed, we rum to the fact that it is alive. And then we remember that
the principles underlying each cosmos are the same, and that we ourselves, miraculous as it
may seem, are built on the same pattern as the sun is. Applying the same principles to each,
we find by degrees that a quite new conception of the sun begins to appear, and in this conception every-thing has its place.

*
THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG

1. The sun-the solar system is alive. And being alive, it eats, breathes and receives impres-

sions. The energy it assimilates in this way is converted to different levels within itself, and
used for various purposes In man, these processes are described in the three-storeyed factory,
or food table. But the sun also has its food table, and the principles are the same.
2. The food cycle of the sun has a period of the order of several thousand million years.
During this period, which corresponds on our scale to man's digestive period of twenty-four
hours, physical energy is absorbed into the body of the solar system, probably in the form of
planetary matter, comets, etc., from outer space. This matter, when absorbed and condensed,

3/la

Solar System Factory/Refinery in 1Food Table' Diagram
with one 'Mechanical' stimulus or 'Shock'

-----®-@ID
I

Impressions
Air

Food

I

Not shown in the diagram , but by way of an initial example
of the Refining process , the Food Production Line's first two
refining 'Triads' - see 2/1 a & 2/1 b - are Metals (Oxygen) to Minerals
(Nitrogen) through the active (Carbon) catalyst of Plants - see
3/2 para 3, and then Minerals (Oxygen) to Plants (Nitrogen)
through the active (Carbon) catalyst of Invertebrates - see 3/2
para 4.

3/2.
is what we call 'metals'. It is in fact the ores and other inorganic substances of which planets
consist.
3. 'Metals' form the note DO in the food octave of the sun. The next note RE is 'minerals'.
Now the presence of minerals in the planetary world presupposes the existence of plants.
Plant life is in fact the carbon in the first triad, for it enables minerals to evolve from metals.
Plants 'feed' on metals, and as a result, minerals come into being.
4. And'the third note MI in the foo~octave is 'plants'. The existence of plants in the plan-etary world depends on the presence Jfnvertebrates. Invertebrates, of which the classic exam-ple is the earth-worm, prepare minerals for conversion into plants. Invertebrates 'feed' on
minerals, and as a result, plants come into being. Invertebrates,are in fact the carbon in the
second triad.
5. Now the breath of the sun corresponds to the birth and death of organic life. Its period
is of the order of the ice ages-say thirty to fifty thousand years. And with the continued
breathing of the sun-with the continued passing of the ice ages, living creatures evolve under
the sun's influence-plants, invertebrates; vertebrates ...... .
7. These first three notes of the air octave-plants, invertebrates and vertebrates-are like a
huge generator. within the solar system for the production of vital energy. It is by the com-ing and going°[all living, over periods of thousands of years, that vital energy is released. And
so the whole solar system becomes alive.
8. This quickening that occurs with the entry~fthe air octave also enables the food octave to
continue. And in the continuation of the food octave the words 'plants', 'invertebrates' and
'vertebrates' have a second meaning. They refer, not to vital energy, but to different levels of
physical matter-fine states of matter on the borderline between matter and energy, equiva~lent perhaps to hormones, vitamins and similar substances in our own food table. The m~s
of life that we see~n the earth's surface is in fact, on this enormous scale, a delicately balanced
complex of different substances, each with its own peculiar reaction, its own intelligence.
9. But it is in the entry of impressions at the third note of the air octave that our real inter-est lies. Impressions, for the sun fare concerned with mankind. Man is in fact the source of
energy on which the psychic lifef~e solar system depends-each individual man is so to speak
a 'quantum' of psychic energy, on the scale of the sun.
10. The first note DO of the impressions octave is called 'vertebrates'. And the name 'verte-brates' in this third sense refers to mankind, to humanity. The continuation of the impres-sions octave refers to levels of being-to the development of different levels of being in
humanity-in mankind as a whole on the biggest possible scale.
11. All the higher qualities that man could possess already exist in humanity-in the first
note DO of the impressions octave. But on this level of being they remain unexpressedthey remain so to speak unmanifest. And inthis form.~ey cannot be released and circulatedthey cannot be of use to the sun.
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Solar System Factory/Refinery in 'Food Table' Diagram
with stimulus of '1 st Conscious Shock'

Impressions
Air
Food

The '1 st Conscious Shock' stimulus enables the Impressions
•· Production Line to proceed to Mi 12 Angels - see 3/2 & 3/3
paras 9-14 ( the Air Production Line also continues at least to
La 6).
Further continuation - through the semitone interval - would
be provided by a '2nd Conscious Shock' stimulus associated
with the Eternal Unchanging to take Angels to Archangels
- see 3/3 para 17.
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12. In order that these higher qualities may be released and circulated there have to be, with-in humanity, conscious men or 'angels' who. already possess a higher level of being and can
show man the way to acquire it. '.Angels' are f fact the carbon in the first triad of the impres...sions octave. They 'feed' on vertebrates, and as a result 'man' evolves.

13. The evolution of 'man' from vertebrates' is the first step in the development of con-sciousness within the solar system. The next step, from 'man to 'angels' presupposes the exis-tence within humanity oft. still higher level of being-of 'archangels'. Archangels are the car-bon in the second triad ~the impressions octave. They 'feed' on 'man'; and as a result, angels
come into being.
14. Now 'Man' in this sense refers to self-conscious man, the word 'angels' refers to those
who have cosmic consciousness. And the step from self-consciousness to cosmic conscious-ness can only take place with the help of higher Knowledge-by means of direct access to
Truth. That is why the intervention of archangels is necessary, for archangels are beings who
know all Truth.
15. And at the third note MI of the impressions octave there is an interval. Now it is at this
level that the highest form of energy enters the solar system. This energy, which we have
called 'creative energy', works through the medium9fcells. When the sun creates, it is through
the individual cell, the germ cell, that this creation becomes manifest in the world of all liv-mg.
16. Now the creative energy of the sun creates physical forms-it works through the medi0
-um of cellS produce variety of species; and the creative energy of the sun creates life-it
works through the medium of cells to conceive and to reproduce; but its third function is in
relation to consciousness-to the higher qualities that man possesses; ·his creative powers1 his
desire for knowledge, the beauty that he seeks, the mercy, the love that is in him-all these
must be fixed so deep and so strong in mankind that. they cannot disappear through the
countless generations that pass between one moment~fthe sun's consciousness and the next.
And it is only the creative energy of the sun, working through the medium of cells that can
achieve this. The creative energy of the sun is like a great breath, which quickens the inner
·c ofh
.
l Ire/
· uman1ty.
17. And the final step in the development of consciousness within the solar system is the evo-lution of archangels. In order that angels may evolve into archangels the intervention of a still
higher principle, the 'eternal unchanging' is necessary. The eternal unchanging 'feeds' upon
angels, and so archangels come into being. Archangels are a permanent conscious principle
within the solar system-a principle which cannot be lost or destroyed.
18. So man is a cosmic phenomenon. And the fulfilment of his inner life, his consciousness,
is an essential step in the evolution of the sun. If he could unite himself with the cosmos of
AIILiving, all his possibilities would be fulfilled."

*

Thoughts on the Cosmos of All Living_

4/1-5
The three octaves in the Cosmos of All Living - Planets ,
Nature , and Man which culminate respectively in the evolution of
'angels' . the Great Laboratory of Nature , and the Inner Circle of
humanity. Need for co-ordinated development of all three octaves
as in our own food table. Memory of possibilities retained in the
time realm of the Inner Circle - free from ordinary Planetary time
exactness , and the repetition in time and eternity of Nature - a
realm of all possibilities. Need for harmony of Man with Nature
and her Great Laboratory - quotes from Jacob Boehme on the
"signature of things" , and from Ouspensky's ' New Model of the
Universe' on Nature's experiments towards a self-evolving man.

(These Papers were part of the Study Society reading material
for the 1962 Autumn term)
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THOUGHTS ON THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG.
FOREWORD:

In an earlier paper a description was given of the world within the solar system-the world
of all living beings under the sun, which was called the Cosmos of All Living. It was
shown how this world could be compared with the world within ourselves-how the form
and the principles embodied in our 'food table' applied equally on this enormous scale.
It was shown that the three octaves in the food table-the octaves of food, air and impres-sions-could be discovered also on this larger scale; that the first applied to the planetary
world, the second to organic life on earth, and the third to mankind. To describe the dif-ferent steps in these three octaves the names of the different levels of being in the 'step
diagram' or 'diagram of all living' were used; and it was found that the hydrogen num-bers in each case were the same. The following paper is an attempt to develop some of the
ideas on which the original conception was based. Many of the ideas are tentative, and
much has yet to be proved. But if it opens the door to a new understanding of man's pur-pose in the scheme of things, and raises a number of questions, something at least will
have been achieved.

*
THOUGHTS ON THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG.
THE COSMOS OF Au. LIVING , can show us many things in a new light. It can help us to
see the real meaning of the world in which we live, and it can put everything in its right
place-show us what everything is for. But first let us try to see what each octave is all
about-what each octave means taken as a whole.
The first octave is concerned with planets. Planets, taken on this scale, are the physi-cal structure of the solar system. And within this structure it is our own earth which pro-vides a ground in which the other two octaves can develop. The earth, supported by the
planets, held most delicately in balance by their influences, is the environment in which
life and intelligence can flourish.
Everything belonging to the earth, from the heaviest state of matter to the finest;
everything from her metallic core to the subtle layers of her upper atmosphere, mountains,
seas, rivers, rocks, lakes, mineral deposits and so on-all these are included in her octave.
And just as in our own food table the first octave culminates at the highest level-at SI
12-in the evolution of the germ cell, so the planetary octave culminates at the same level
in the evolution of' angels'. Angels are planets which are sufficiently complete to be able
under certain circumstances to develop into archangels-into solar systems of their own.
The second octave, the octave of Nature, is concerned with living things; not indi-vidual living things, but species, for as yet there is no question of individuality. In this
octave it is kinds of things which are significant-different experiments of the Great
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Laboratory, different prototypes-dogs, cats, mice, lizards and different insects, plants and
flowers, and so on. And just as in our own food table the second octave-the air octaveculminates at its highest level in the instinctive mind, the 'mind behind the machine', so
in the Cosmos of All Living the second octave culminates in the Great Laboratory of
Nature-a mind on exactly the same level as the instinctive mind within ourselves, responsible for the development and growth of organic life on earth, with all its infinite variety
of species, its different experiments.
And the third octave-the impressions octave-is concerned with mankind. At this
point it is no longer a question of species-it is not man as a species-homo sapiens-it
is man's individuality which is significant. And just as our own i~pressions octave is con-cerned with the development of our different 'I's, culminating at the highest level in the
creation of a permanent principle-a permanent 'I' within ourselves, so the development
of the third octave in the Cosmos of All Living is concerned with different levels of menwith vertebrates, men and angels-culminating at the highest level in the creation of a per-manent principle within humanity-the Inner Circle.
These three octaves represent quite separate and distinct streams in the world around
us-streams which in a sense are so obvious that we do not realize their significance. The
being of a stone and the being of a tree; and then again the being of a tree and the being
of a man; each of these is quite distinct-its time is quite different. A stone belongs to
the earth, is part of the earth and breathes with the earth. A tree is part of Nature, and
breathes with Nature. But man himself.-he has -his own breath, his own time.

*
So each of the three octaves is quite different. They each exist for a different purpose,
yet they are all three necessary for the fulfilment of the one cosmos. They exist in order
that all the laws of the universe may be expressed on a particular level. If one of the
octaves is incomplete, certain laws will not be expressed. We know this to be true in our
own food table; it is strange to think what it might mean on the scale of the Cosmos of
All Living.
Suppose the impressions octave on this scale does not develop fully, for instance; sup-pose man's development in relation to the Inner Circle is incomplete, and there exist insuf-ficient men of a higher level of being; it will mean that the second octave also does not
develop fully-that Nature's development as intended by the Great Laboratory is stifled or
impeded in some way. The higher levels of energy in Nature may be prevented from cir-culating properly, and wrong results may follow. Nature may become starved-deprived
in some way of her beauty and her loveliness, wrongly used perhaps for man's selfish pur-poses ...Yet the earth lives on; for the higher development of the impressions octave is
not essential for the ordinary pur-poses of life-the earth lives on in a dull sort of way.

*
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But fortunately times change; and even if the world is lost in barbarism for a thou-sand years, another civilisation will return. Provided only one thing-that man remem-bers. The memory of man's possibilities, the knowledge that is necessary for his develop~ment, all this exists within the Inner Circle. Memory, on this scale, is the Inner Circle.
The Inner Circle continues to exist when the rest of the world has forgotten-it contin-ues to exist through the long days and nights of the earth.
How is it that the Inner Circle is able to remember? How can it retain something per-manent, when the rest of the world is changing? How can it remain outside time-sub-ject to different laws?
Let us return to the question of time, in its relation to each octave of the Cosmos of
All Living. In relation to the Cosmos taken as a whole, each of the three octaves has quite
a different sort of time. The first octave-the Planetary octave-is concerned with the
measure of time-with the passing of the days and the years. The planets in this sense are
very exact-nowhere within the solar system does there exist a measure of time so exact
and invariable as the year, for instance, the day of twenty-four hours, the lunar period of
twenty-eight days, the precession of the equinox and so on. Nature, on the contrary, is
never exact. Her rhythms, although controlled by the planetary movements, are subject
to variation. No-one knows exactly when the Spring will come, no-one knows exactly
when the fruit will ripen, and above all, no-one knows exactly how long life will last.
Everything is changeable and variable, and at the same time, everything repeats itself again
and again. This is the real point about Nature's time-it is not really time at all, it is rep-etition.
Now Nature's repetition is concerned above all with life and death, and in this sense
there are two kinds of repetition. There is that kind of repetition by which one genera•tion follows upon another, i.e. repetition in time; and there is that kind of repetition by
which your individual life and mine is repeated again and again, i.e. repetition in eterni-ty, or eternal recurrence. In Nature, eternal recurrence shows itself in the instinctive
behaviour of living creatures. It is the means whereby complicated manoeuvres are carried
out without having to be learnt. When a bird builds its nest it already knows how to do
it, even when it has never built one before. And of course it has no choice-it has to do
it in exactly the same way again and again.
But ·with man it is different. Although his instinctive life may remain unchangedalthough the instinctive part of him may be subject to the same laws, yet there is some•thing added-something that animals have not got. This something is the possibility of
individual choice-of individual freedom from the laws of recurrence. And this is what
the third octave in the Cosmos of All Living is all about. The third octave, the octave of
man's development, moves in a direction at right angles to the circle of repetition, away
from the wheel of recurrence. And rhe Inner Circle of Humanity, which is the culmina•tion of the third octave, consists of men who are outside the ordinary laws of time-the
Inner Circle is that part of mankind which is able to remember.

*
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Now one of the most interesting of all questions is the way in which the second and
third octaves in the Cosmos of All Living influence one another. How obvious it is, seen
on this scale, that man's development can only proceed in harmony with Nature, and that
Nature cannot develop fully without man. Perhaps it is because Nature's octave begins on
a lower level-perhaps that is where the idea came from that man has to struggle against
Nature. In reality man has to help Nature, and if he does so she can play an essential part
in his own development.
But the relationship between Nature and man is by no means easy to grasp, and even
on ordinary levels we fail to see it clearly. We are unable to see the whole thing long
enough in time. We cannot see that a rose, for instance, could ~ever have grown into so
beautiful a thing on its own-that it needed hundreds, even perhaps thousands of years of
man's influence.
We cannot see that man's influence exists everywhere in Nature-in the fields, the
landscape, the hedges, even in the very shape of the ground itself. We think that Nature
develops best on her own, when really she is helpless without man-she over-runs herself,
becomes entangled, very soon begins to go downwards '. And we do not realize, too, how
much we are influenced by Nature-how close Nature is to us, how much she is trying
to tell us, but we do not listen.
Glimpses of understanding, and new feelings about Nature are often associated with
the sensation of different time. We feel connected, momentarily, with a much bigger
world than that of everyday life. This is one way in which Nature influences us, and
maybe her influence is more direct than we supposed. Consider, for instance, the follow-ing account of Jacob Boehme's illumination:''Abouc the year 1600, in the twenty-fifth year of his age, he was again surrounded by the divine light and replenished with the heavenly knowledge; inso-much as going abroad in the fields to a green before Ney's Gate, at Goerlitz, he
there sat down and, viewing the herbs and grass of the field in his inward light, he
saw into their essences, use and properties, which were discovered to him by their
lineaments, figures and signatures. In like manner he beheld the whole creation,
and from that foundation he afterwards wrote his book, 'De Signature Rerum'."
Now the "signature of things" which Jacob Boehme beheld was written first of all in the
Great .Laboratory; and it must have been a glimpse of the Great Laboratory which Boehme
saw. This is how the idea of the Great Laboratory is described in the "New Model":- *
"In looking at the vegetable and animal worlds we may think that in some
immense and incomprehensible laboratory of Nature there are produced one after
another a series of experiments. The result of each experiment is put into a sepa-rate glass tube, is sealed and labelled, and so enters our world. We see it and say
' fly'. Next experiment, next tube-we say 'bee', next-' snake', 'elephant',
'horse', and so on ... But gradually we begin to see a system and a definite direc-tion in the work of the Great Laboratory. We begin to understand that the labo·ratory experiments only with man. The task of the laboratory is to create a 'form'
evolving by itself, that is, on the condition of help and support, but with its own
forces. This self-evolving form is man."
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In the Cosmos of All Living, these experiments of the Grear Laboratory belong to the
first three notes of Nature's octave-the notes DO, RE, MI,-'plants', 'invertebrates' and
'vertebrates'. At the note MI a form is created which is able to evolve "on the condition
of help and support, but with its own forces".* And so man's octave begins. It grows out
of Nature, so to speak, as a branch grows our of a tree. Bur this in itself is not the end of
Nature's octave; .for provided man is able to evolve--provided the experiment is success-fol-Nature's octave develops also-develops to a very high level indeed.
These higher notes in Nature's octave-the notes FA, SOL, LA and SI-are difficult,
if not impossible to express in words. They correspond to that which, in ourselves, we
have come to associate with essence. If one realizes this it op~~s _the door to many new dis•coveries, both about Nature and about ourselves. For somewhere hidden in Nature's
octave is the key-the key to the whole story of life on earth, how it began, how it unfold-ed and how it will end-the key to all the past, to all the present and all the future of the
Cosmos of All Living.
Man's octave, by contrast, is concerned in its beginning with something more akin ro
personality. If one does not take it too exactly, this idea_can also open many doors. It
explains why the world in which we live is so false and so full of lies, yet from it can come
a limited number who seek the Truth. And it explains, too, · how useless it is ro struggle
against all this, for it must be so, and change can only come from above, from a higher
level. And it explains why Nature and man musr develop side by side-how man has the
knowledge and intelligence which Nature .!}eeds, and how Nature in her turn has the ·
power. And it explains why, if man will unite himself with Nature, nothing will any
longer be impossible for him.
C.L.

***

P.D.Ouspensky's 'New Model of the Universe'-1934 ed. p.50

Solar System A
5/1-7
Cosmology based on the solar system seen (5/1)
from two System viewpoints - the ' lateral octave' in the Ray of
Creation said to originate in the 'unmanifest sun' , and the
'diagram of all living' which is shown in this Paper in a table
(5/2a) of three separate octaves comprising a 'food table'
similar to ours but on the vast scale of the solar system.
Physical,Vital and Psychic 'streams' of matter and energy
corresponding to the Food , Air and Impressions octaves
described with, above them , the'eternal unchanging' and
'absolute'.
The meaning of different levels in the table is
dependent on the octaves concerned ,which are discussed
in detail (5/3-5) , with higher levels of man considered in
(5/6 & 6a) , and, in (5/7) , an exploration of the meaning of
the Inner Circle of humanity illustrated in a freehand
enneagram.

(These Papers are probably from the mid-60s)

5/1.
One of the most convincing and satisfying of all cosmological
systems is that which is based on the sun.

For the sun is not only

the ultimate source of life, here on earth, it is also the ultimate
intelligence, the ultimate level of .consciousness towards which man
can aspire.

Man's highest aim, according to our system, is to achieve

"immortality within the limits of the solar system", and everything
a man could want or hope to possess is said to be already realised
in the sun.

We are far from understanding what these sayings mean;

but at least we can feel E;Omething of the sun's inf'luence, here on
earth, whereas to understand the significance of what lies beyond the
sun, in the milky wey- or the gala.xies,is beyond our comprehension
altogether, as the time scale is too vast.

Nor is it enough to limit

our enquiry to the earth only, still less to organic, life or only to
man himself, for by doing so we are leaving important elements out
of account.
There are two parts of the system which describe a cosmology in
these terms, on the scale of the solar system as a whole.

The first

1ateral octave" in the ray of creation, the second is the
"diagram of a.11 living".
The lateral octave describes the passage
of a. secondary or la.tera.l ra;y which branches off from the main rey,
of creation from a point above the sun. This lateral ray, which is
said to originate in the "unmanif'est sun11 , passes through first the
planetary world, and then through three aspects of life here on earth,
which are called symbolically "man", "sheep",. and ttearthworm" •.
It
then passes on through the world of plants, and finally to the earth
itself and the moon.
These eight steps form an "ootave" of' which the
upper "interval" occurs between the sun and the planetary world, and
the lower interval is filled by the world of plants. Like the ra;, of creation itself, this lateral octave describes the
different levels through which creation passes. But whereas the ray
o:f creation is so big in scale that man does not exist, the lateral
octave is much more within our reaoh.
It tells us many things about
man's relation to other creatures, and particularly the level of' his
being in relation to the world of organic:: life in which he lives.
is the

0

Still more concerned with levels, and in a muah more precise way, is
the "diagre.m of all living" - and here we are speaking of the same
range of elements, although described in somewhat different terms.
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The di8,6--ra.m of all living is a vecy extraordinary cosmological
di~o-ram.

One of the keys to its meaning is an understanding of

the hydrogen numbers on which it is based.

These numbers a.re the

same as those in the "table of hydrogens",, yet they ref er to quite

What do they really mean?
Now it is possible to put the diagram of all living in a different
form. We can express it, not as · a oontinuous series of steps, but
different things.

in the same way as the~tlµ-ee-storeyed factory, as three separate
.

octaves.

page//1~

(see fig. 1] ) (For simplicity the three octaves are shown

side by side, instead of -in relation to the three storeys.)
When we see the diagram of a.11 living in this form, its meaning
becomes much clearer - we find tha.t it refers to a food table similar
to our own, but on a. gigantic scale - the scale of the solar system.
And we f ~ too, that the three octaves refer to three different

streams which c-an be distinguished in the world around us, and which
exist in every point, evecy moment of our lives.

· The first, which

corresponds to the food octave in our food table, includes all the
great orders of mat-ter and energy with which science is familiar metallicr, substances,- minerals,. organic matt~, air and other rare

gases, electromagnetic vibrations, gravitational forces - all these
and many others form the physical basis of the cosmos.
The sec-ond great stream includes all life in ~he cosmos.

It is

this - the 'air' octave - which ma.ices the cosmos alive, instead of
consisting only of dead matter, like the moon.

All the different

plants and animals which have evolved from the beginning of time,
(including ma.11 himself' as a species - as homo sapiens) and many other

aspects of' nature which we cannot ordinarily see or understand - her
crea.tive power, her intelligenc-e, her sense of beauty, her imagination
and invention -

all these taicen together form the vital principle in

the cosmos, the subtle basis which interpe~rates the physical.
And the third great stream is connected with the development of.

psychic and spiritual energy in the cosmos, and with all those
higher -functions which are related to mind.

This stream, which

compares with the timpressions' octave in our food table, is connected
directly ~ith man and his development - with the idea of the inner
circ.le of' humanity, which makes this development possible through
the ages, and with the different levels which it is possible for

man to reach.
Above these three streams a.re two f'urther levels - the •eternal
unchanging', and the

1

absolute'.,

It is in the eternal unchanging

-
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world that the plan, the conception of this gre at being exist s,
the details of which are realised in the development of the three
octaves below.

Here would be the 'great laboratory of nature'

where all the different prototypes of organic life are made, and
here too would be the book in which man's possibilities a.re written·.
But underneath them both would be the blueprint, the design for the
solar system as a whole - the calculations which :regiilate the motions
of the earth and all the planets - not only as we know them now but
throughout the whole of time - and the manner in which they each
develop and grow, and perform the dif'ferent functions for which they
are intended in relation to the ~hole cosmos •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

But what is the real meaning of these different levels in the
diagram o:f all living?

We see now that they have different

meanings according to ea.eh octave.

'Vertebrates' (48), :f'or instance,

will mean one thing in the food octave, another in the air octave,
a.nd still a third thing in the impressions octave,

That is perhaps,

wlzy we were always told that the meaning · could change.

do they a~tually mean?

But what

Perhaps we should start at the beginning.

'Metals' (768) are :f'"ood - the basic substance upon which the .
cosmos feeds.

Suns - solar . systems - :feed on planets. Taken over
a.tt enormous span oI time, planetary matter is absorbed into the
gravitational L~fluenoe of solar systems, and condenses to form
new planets like our earth.
1i...1ce t-he moon, this ba.sio, substance
is without life. It is only through the action of plants (I92) that
the surface layers of the earth a.re conditioned in such a. wa:, that
lif'e can develop. Plants are in fact the ca.rbon in the first triad,
and. the c:onditioned earth which results from their action is the
'Minerals' (384).
'Minerals' (384) would therefore mean all matter belonging to

nerl note -

the earth's surface ley-ers whicrh could not have existed without the
presence 0£ organic life.

It is matter of this kind that scientists

hope to discover on other planets, as an indication that life has
existed, or still exists.

The great unsolved mystery is how such

matter first c:ame into existence, if plants have to be already there··
to produc~ it.

But once established, 'minerals' (384) become the

ground in which plants3/1~Wo1f, aided by the action of invertebrate

creatures such as the eartlrworm, innumerable kinds of bacteria., and
a whole host of queer~sha.ped living

things which occupy the
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su..rfa.ce lc1.yers of ou:r planet, ai'1.d usually pass unnoticed.

All these

may be incluc!.ed in the term 'invertebrates' (96) which a.re the ca.rb-ol'h

in the second triad, and enable 'plants'
(I92) to develop front
'minerals' (384).
'Plants' {I92) are therefore the third level of matter in the ~osmos,
and in this context' the word. 'plants' has to be taken on a very big
scale, a.s re:ferring to the film of orga.nic,matter which surrounds
our planet, including possibly the atmosphere itself•, which is
largely created and maintained by plants.

But when we come to the

second octave - the 'air' octave - the meaning of' 'plants' (I92) is
rather different.
Here we are spea.~h~ of the speaial role pl~ed
by plants in the creation of life.
For plants correspond, on this
enormous scale, to 'breath' - they are, as it were, the lungs of this
the breath whioh makes it

great cosmos,

alive.

11.ow we know that in our own f'ood tn.ble it is the entry of the
air octave a.t this particular point wl1ich enables the food oct~,ve to

continue.

And here, too, we find the same thing is true.

For without

the initial role played by planta, an enormous number o~ different
states of matter and energy would never have appeared on our planet.
To mention only a few, there are the vast stores of precious fuel -

coal, oil and gas - to be found in the earth's surface; then there
are the nitrogen compounds, the oxygen in the earth's atmosphere, and
the inf'initely varied role plaJ7ed by carbon compounds in living matter;
and on a more subtle level are the different vibrations produced by

living things - sound waves, electro - nervous vibrations, radio waves,
infra red and heat.

All these different levels of matter and energy

are in continuous manufacture on our planet, and at the same time

many higher levels of energy are being received

- and all this is

made possible by the existence of plants, for plants are the initial
·and essential step in the evolution of life.
We ca.TL~ot s;zy exactly what these di~ferent levels in the 'food'
octave refer to - we only know that once the initial impetus has been
given 1.zy- the entry of plants the octave continues on its own, up to

the level of 'a..'l'Jgela' (I2).

The word •a-11.gels' is said to refer to

planets, a.nd it is possible tri.at this level is connected, in the food
octave, with planetary influences of various kinds which are being

exchanged within the solar system as a whole.

But meanwhile the

'air' octave is continuing, and passes from 'plants•(I92) to
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• invertebrates 1 (96), aJ1d thence to 'vertebrates t (48) e
In -this context - that of the • air' octave - these three notes

refer cru.ite simply to the three .great orclers of living creatures
in the world around us, i.e. pla.~ts, invertebrates a.~d vertebrates.
The functions of these three orders of' being are interlocked ver·tebrates consume plant tissue, their bodies grow and die and are
consumed by invertebrates; this is the first triacl in the air octave.
But more important, perhaps, is the fa.et tha.t these three notes lead

u.p to the creation of man.

Mroi is the 'carbon' in the second triad,

and without his inf'luence vertebrates could not develop - man suddenly
appears upon the scene as an essenti"tl step in the evolution of' life

on earth.
What is mea.--it by 'man' in this context, and wby is his presence

needed by Nature?

We are inclined to think of man as separate from

Nature, but in reality Na.ture needs his help, just as he depends on

her.

Nature needs his help at a certain stage - the stage where her

growth h;:,,s to be guided and controlled - in the development of crops,

the breeding of animals, the fertilisation of the soil, and particularl;y
in man's capacity for knowledge and research. For,ma.n in this context
is Mind (Manas)
the mind which is able to guide Nature.
And if
Nature is given the right impetus at this stage, her oC'tave will
continue to a very high level indeed.
But all too o:ften this impetus
is lacking, and then disaster £ollows
Nature suffers, as.-id man begins
to starve.
It is interesting that man's capacity to help Nature depends always
on the level he himself has reached.
It depends on the level of his'
own civilisation, and this in its turn depends on the influence of the
inner circle of' humanity.
Man's development is therefore not a
separate thing - it is essential for the growth and the well - being
of the whole cosmos, just as the development of his mind is essentialfor the well-being of individual man.
For it is man's development
which corresponds to the 'impressions' octave in our own f'ood table,
ru.,d it begins, in the di~.,gram of all living, on the level of
'vertebrates' (48).
'Vertebrates' (48) in the 'impressions'octave refers to the ordinary
level of hu.ma.J1ity, i.e. man I, 2 a.ncl 3.

•Man' (24), the second note

in the impressions octave, refers to man no. 5, 1 angels' (I2), the third
note, ref'ers to man no. 6, and •a.roha.ngels' (6) ref'ers to man no. 7.
If we put in the carbons belonging to each note, each triad, we discover
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man,_v interesting things a.bout the relation between different levels

of man.

·F or man no.

the help o:f man

5 to emerge above the level of man I, 2

ancl

3,

no. 6 is neeclecl - in other words •angels' are the

carbon in the triad which ena.bles 'man' to emerge above the level of
'vertebrates'.

For man noo 6 to emerge above the level of man no.5,

the help of· man no. 7 is needed - in other words' archangels' are the
carbon in the triad. which enables 'a."'lgels' to emerge above the level

of' 'man 1 •

And fer ma,~ no. 7 to emerge above the level of man no. 6

the help of' some higher influence - the 'eternal -unchanging' - is

It is here that the interval occu.rs for which the

necessary.

•second conscious shock' is

requ.irede

There are a great many things one does not underGtand about all this,

but the principles are clear enough

the evolution o~ man can only

proceect in steps, along the linesof' a well-clefined plan, ancl at ea.oh
step certain requirements have to be :fulf'illecl.

The success of t h e

plan is by no mea.'1.s gne,ra.,.11teed, :for i-t depends on the right conditions

the right kind of schools and the right levels of m~..n - being available
at

each step.

But the question that remains unanswered is whether·

these diff~ren-t; levels of man have always existed - whether they are
really different beings - or whether transformation is possible from

one level to the next, and. if so· on what kind of time scale.,
Jmd if this is the meaning of 'man', 'angels' azid 'archangels' in

the 11'1..ird octave, what clo they mea.'1 in the second, the •air' octave?
We have suggest eel tha.t 'm?.n' in the air octave refers to mankind; to
hu.ma-."11..i ty existing on ;,, high enough level of culture to come to the

assistance of Nature.
Nature?

But what are 'angels'?

The emotional side of

Beings which exist in Nature - beings which we cannot see,

like the soul of a particular :forest, or an ocean, or a mormta.in pee.k?
- be ings which we ca..n only know emotionally, for they 8_o not exist for

the logical mind ?
.And 'archangels' - are they perhaps the higher
' . :.J.
·
in !fa.tur~
·
.._
.,_
in
,, e 11 1gences;
- u i..e 11 1gences
wh.ic h .i.,
i.- .ne Great L auorauor;yuses , t o
develop her experiments , to put them into practice?

For the Great

!.a.borator~,r exi s ts on the level above, the level of the

t

- corresponding perhaps to the lev el of the Inn er Circle

Eternal Unc.he.nging

in

t he thira. octave, which would exist above the 6.ifferent levels of man-.
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Which brings us to what is perhaps the most important of all questions the meaning of the Inner Circle of humanity.
What is the Inner Circle of humanity? As we have put it on the diagram
(below) it is something above the level of man as we know him - an
intelligence or a consciousness which looks after man's fate on a very
big scale , throughout the whole of historic time. And yet for that very
reason it must be something which exists within each of us - something
which every man in the world possesses , even though he may not know
it. Connection with the Inner Circle is therefore an inner connection ,
not just an outer one. Beyond that it is difficult to speak.
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(Pages 5/6a & 5/7 are from Colin's handwritten concluding drafts for this paper)

Solar System B

6/1-4
'Diagram of All Living' illustrated in enneagram (6/2).
Three evolutionary streams considered in detai.l - the evolution of
the Earth as a planet , the evolution of Nature , and the evolution
of Mankind (6/1-4) culminating in 'angels' ,'archangels' and the
'eternal unchanging' , which have different meanings depending
upon the scale involved (6/4).

(These Papers are likely to be from the late 60s)

Man exists- within the sx,lar system.

He lives, on the pla.n~t

Earth, and he has, evolved 'through the development- of organic lif'e,
whioh at eoae remote epoch ia tho past took·hol'd and began·1to spEead
over the Earth's surface.
How did1 all t·his happon?0 How· tMdl man.1
evolve, from the earliest beginnings of lif'e? '
And how did he rise
to different- levels,?What knowledge have we of' ·these di:f"ftere:n:t
levels?
And are there beings on a higher- level than man?
There is, a teaching in 'this system called the 'Diagranr, of: All Li:vd.J1g!,
This teaching gives the names, of' all the different: cmtegories of livdng·
beings, tfhat erlri within the solar system.

It i~ possible t:-o put:

these different categories around the enneagraor, and to show, by me.a.na
of t-he inner lines, how they- are interrelated.
Suppose, first of' all, we put the planet Earth at the apex of: 'fme·
triangle,

a;t

the ri~'ti hana! corner we put Naturo, a.n.d at the lef'tt hand

a.orner we put Mankind.

T.b.es--e tlmee lli:f'ferenit wol!"lds~ or (:(Jsmos:es,

are nensaar., f'o? the fulfilment of the Sun.

If any of them were

absent, or incomplete in some wq, the full realisation of t-he .
solar system crould not- be acllieved.
Now on either side of the Earth, at the apex of the triangle, are
'metals·' and 'mineral&'.
In this teaching, 'metals; which have a
density- of 768, are all those inorganic: substances which erlat, for
instance, on the surface of t'he Moon, or in the Earth's coire.
'Minerals
on the ot'her- hand, with a denaity of" 384, c:ould never- have existed:
withou'f;- the presence of life.
And a-o for the bridge between dead and
living matter to be crossed, some special 'shook' or cb¼vi~ ia
neoess-ar;y.
Th.is 'ehock' wa.s provided - or must ha'v:e· been provided
originally on the- Earth, but not yet of· e:ourse on the Moon - by- the
coming of' 'plants-', from level 192.
The word 'planttt' does not'.
necessarily- mean plants as- we know themt it refers to tbe basio. forne:
of life whiob must originally- have "ltaken hold., and broken <t'OWJl the
metallic surf'a.ce of' the Earth int-o a fornr whidl could support: living::
matter.
The precise wq in which 'plants• lq)peared on the Earth's surfa<:00'is- unknown:.
But unlike the scientist11 1 approach, the system would
be incr1ined to the view that some higher- in.telligenoe may have brought.
it abou'f;- - that 'plants:' were speeial4' brought to the Earth's. surface
and quiakened it, in much the same wa;y

as the gel'm cell is :t~rtiliaed..
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' And so 'plants' feed on 'metal&r', and 'minerala,1 come into being;~nc:e 1'his initial step has been taken, the nert step, ftto111 384

t-o I92, follows: naturally. 'Minerals' 384, the surf'ace la;yers of-' the
newly-born Earth, have alre-~ been broken down by certain basi~
forms of life, and it is· 'invertebrates~ on level 96 - earthworms and
other small creatures ofY mmv dif'f erent-. kinda, ino1ud:ine bacteria, which are then able to t-eed on these surface lay-ers and convert them
into a suitable humuB, or-t-opaoil in whiail. plants: 192 can flouriwh.
But- the nert friep, :from 192 to 96, is another bridge to be cmos-.sed ..
Plant ti.ssue is:' aonv:ert+ed into animal tissue - how is t-his aahievedf?
Once again a special devie:e is used - vertebrates feecf on plants= - this

6/ 3
time quite literally, wi t-hout quotes,, and s:o animal tissue 96 o:omefl'
in.t-o being.

As it is s:aid: in the Old Testament, "All f'1'esla. ia., graB.11~'.

The 'grass' which is manu.f'a.atured in the previous:· combination ta,
converte~ into animal ti~sue by the aomtina.tion 4ff - I92 -

96.

But here we- pass- from 'the right hand si.d'e of the di88l'a.m t-o the

left,, and the meaning changes-.
Tllo pcysical requirements for tile:•
evolution ot: lif'e have been met,, and frora now on we, are concerned wi t-h.
the evoiuti.on of man'a souii_..
Fitom t-ne point ot uew r4 man'II' so~,
the wom • invertebrates,' has" a d'if'ferent: meai:ng· - it refers 1to tze.
masses: oft human beings over the Earth's, surf.ace, or- in other- word.a:
the c::l!OWd.

The crowd baa, no s:oul - it ie a he·lpleas cre«tune

like a jeDlyf"i.sh or
i~ the cmowd can k

eartnorm., altilough far more d~erous.
Bui:
influene:ed in the right wq by- mo of a higherait1

level, individualiiF will appear who are ~palile of'- right acr.tion..
O'then- womt-, if 'inv-ertebrates'

96

In

are drawn towards, •man' 24,

the evolufion of· 'verteliratea' 48 will become possible.
13ut what o;ctually are 'vertebrates-' 48?

They are much more -tihu

are people with a permanen~ &iia

just ind1vidual people - they

1 -

people

who can :fee-1- the pull of car-ta.in inf'lueneea: higher than themselvea-,and: who are alwa_ys searching for thes-e influene-es:.
Am! in or.deir
that they can :find' them--• onco again a 'shock' or a special dleviee ia
nec-essury - , what was known., in another conterl, as 'the 'first aons.o.i ous:
shock'.

This- shock ia, pl!ovi.ud by 'angela:' on level I2.

feed' on .. vertebrates·' a.net sv· • man-' 24 comes int:o being.

'Angela.'
An e%8Jllple.,

might be the introduction-, on a · large en012gh saale,., of a- method! suef1

as- the medd.tation,., which aan awaken Mama higher.- aentrea,. and f'h&
Even ll'O,a , _ , , 24 is: on avexry high lev.-1 hi• ft'.oa mtgative emot-ions.
he - ill' s:aid: t-o possess- sel~-consaiouanelJS', positive emotion and 1118J\Tl

other qualit:ies- unknown t-o ordinary man. Now p1t0vid~~ there are a snf'f!'ioient number of· men on level 24, it
ia, pomtible that they will attrac:t vhe influen~ of 'arc:httngels,' on
level 6.

In t'hia- cas.e certain of them mq be ab:le 1to rise ~o tile

level of· 'angel•·' on level I2.

'Angels:' onae again, nre on a VfR!Y

high lever. a-ompared' t ·o 'man' 24, and they posse-a- certain. quali tiea
of' which he; lmows nothing.

It is· said that 'man' 24 possesses,

self'-a:onsc:iousness, but 'ange-ls:' can experience, C"Osmic: consciousness·.
This: impliea, amongst other thing&, that they have aertain knowledge that they know and und'erstand the resul tu of all t ·h eir- action.a,.
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But above -the level of 'angels' is· another place where a· 'shock'
or a apeeial device is nee:essary-, whieh would oan:, man across 'the
ape:r of the trim,gle,- from level I2 to level 6,, a.l'ld so cromplete the:
octave o~ evolution.
This 'shock' - which haa bee• called the
'seoomr conse:ious, shock' - can. -onl;r happen," as. we see f'i"om 1the
d:iagram, wi t'h the help or· level 3, t'he 'eternal unehanging:' •.
Intluem:eB
from this level U"Ome from above - we eamiot·bring about their- coming.
And if the;r are s-trong enough, and come «t the right time, they willAnd l!l'(J)
lift man f'rom the le'Wll of' 1 angels·' t-o that of •archangels'.
he:·will become fully realised, for 'ardlangels' in this aena:e are.tull;r
realised men ..

That- is the theory of the 'Diagra111 of All Living'.

But we are a

long wq from understanding what it- mea.na.
Natural~,- our main in'"rea-t·
is in the lef't hand ride of the d'iagram - in "lihe meaning of 'vertebrateB"''
'man', 'angels• and 'archangels'.,
And here we have 1ic realise that there,
are three ma.in streams running t~ugh the cite.gram - there is· the evoluti.on
of the Earth as- a planet, there is the evolution of· Nature, of organic
life, and there is the evolution of' Mankind:.
On the scale· of the Earth,
'angels' are planets, and 'archangels' &re sun&.
On the acaleof
orga.ntc, life, 'angels-' ancl 'arehangelsJ are higher- principles in Nature,,,
and in the '-eternal unchanging! is the Great Iiaboratory of Nature, where
all her- experiments are, devised.
13u:t- on the scale of' Mankind: the words
'man', 'angels' and 'aroha.l'lgels' ref'er1to ciif:ferent levels of men - real
men who are actually alive· in the world today, but whose level of be,.i11g
is ve'IYY' different from ours.
How do such men come into existence?'
Do they evolve graduall;r, as it were,in the same wa:, that dif'feren1t
species• evolve in Nature, or have vhey always been there?
Alternative!)',
have they risen fr-om lower levels within their own. lifetime, or through
a sucnessi.on of lives!?
Or is• it- possible that they are sent- by·some
higher intelligence, t-o f'illf'11 a certain role here on Earth?
And from our· point of view, what are they actual~ f'or?How much
do we depend on their existence, and if' they were not there, what would
life on this Earth be like?

Nature

7/1-3
Nature's 'Food Table' compared with Man's. Food
for Nature as the yearly decomposition of once-living
creatures. Cells her Breath, with photosynthesis in plant cells
enabling Nature's Food octave to continue. Her Impressions
in the world of molecules . subtlety in atmospheric conditions ,
and in living shape and form , leading sometimes to a glimpse
of her ecstatic artistry. (7/1a - Colin's Blackbird Sonnets)

(The Enneagram of 7/3 is from Vol V Biosphere 1/39. These
Papers are probably mid 60s)
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NATURE'S

FOOD

TABLE.

The food table, as it was given us, applies to man •••• But
every living thing has a food table, and the principles are alwey-s
the same.
Nature has a food table - it is curiously simple.
Her
lowest storey is the soil, in which she has her roots; her middle
storey is the ley-er of growing things above the soil; and her top
s"torey is the a.ir and the atmosphere in which she lives.
Consider what happens.
Every yea:r the soil is fed with the
falling leaves, the plants and other organisms which live and die
with the sea.sons.
They deoompose and sink into the soil; various
chemical actions take place, and in time the minerals and other products
in the soil rise with the sap and circulate in the cells of all the
growing things in Nature.
It is the same with man's digestive process - with the first three
notes of his food octave.
Food enters the stomach at DO, is acted
upon by various enzymes at RE, and the products which result enter the
bloodstream and oiroulate through the system, reaching the lungs at
the note MI.
And when MI is reached, a shock becomes necessary. This is provided
in man by the entry of air.
What is it that provides the shook in
Nature's food table?
Now the food that Nature eats is different from ours - it is made
of larger elements - the bodies of living creatures - whereas our food
is made of oells.
In the same w~ Nature~s breath is different from,
ours. We are used to thinking of breath as consisting of air; but
air is too rarefied for Nature to breathe. Nature 'breathes' cells;
cells provide her with the vital energy she needs.
And just as the miraculous process of breathing enables our food
octave to continue, ao the miraculous process of photosynthesis, which
ta.ltee place in the cells of plants, is the shook that enables Nature's food
octave to continue.
The process of photosynthesis enables more intelligent substances
to be created in the plant cell, and some of these substances provide
food for animals and man. Others are used by the ple.n~ itself - delicate
substances which control its growth and shape, and enable it to survive
in its surroundings.
But here we arrive at the second place where a shock is needed - at
SOL 48 in the food octave, or MI 48 in the air octave.
What is it that
provides this shock for Nature?
For man it is the entry of impressions. But the entry of impressions
in itself is not enough; and ordinarily the impressions octave goes no
further - the food octave continues alone, to SI I2, to provide the
energy required for physical creation and reproduction.
In the same wey- Nature's food octave continues; and we get glimpses
of it in many things; in the wonderful devices connected with
fertilisation in plants, in the scent which arouses the sex instinot
in animals,. in the seed which falls onoe again in the soil - in the
lowest storey - and then by some strange miracle starts to spring •••
All these and many other wonderful things in Nature can to some
extent be explained; but her impressions - how can they be explained?
What is the medium that conveys them?
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Colin 's Sonnet
17

I heard a blackbird sing, and everything
Was suddenly filled with the loveliness
·Of his deep voice in the early morning,
There as I lay, and heard his sweet notes bless
The dawn of a new day; as if no less
Than the angels of God were by my bed,
Bringing me tidings of his gentleness,
And of the great joy that was heralded
When power and mercy in our hearts were wed ...
And all that day it lingered very near,
The blackbird's song, and like a great light, shed
In a dark place, it freed my heart from fear.
And even now, when the sweet blackbird sings
I am reminded of an angel's wings.

Colin 's Sonnet

54
Why are you silent, blackbird, till the spring
Is here again ? Why does your lovely song
Fade like an empty dream, all through the long
Dark days of winter, till the green buds bring
New life, new joy to every living thing?
Today I heard you sing. Like a clear pool
Your voice went deep, into the limpid cool
Waters beyond all fear, all questioning.
And in that moment when I heard you sing,
There in that brief moment was everything;
All that I ever hoped for, held most dear,
Everything, always,-in that voice so clear.
And even now its lovely echo rings
Deep in the centre, in the heart of things.

7/2.

Nature's impressions belong to the world of moleoules. Probably,
the atmosphere - the ai.r we breathe - is the principal medium that
conveys them-. All the delicate changes in temperature, all the
sounds and scents and colours, the lighting effects, the winds - all
these are oonveyed through the atmosphere.
And deeper within are
all those possibilities conveyed by the orga.nic,molecule - the infinite
variety of form and function in living things.
Sometimes, perhaps on a still morning when it is misty, and the
sun is shining through the trees, we begin to understand.
We begin
to sense something much deeper about Nature - we feel her, not as a
series of isolated events, but as a presence; , and we are filled with
wonder at her beauty.
Everything she does is so beautiful - even
the tiniest detail; and she herself is so quiet a.nd so still, yet
very friendly and near.
It is as if everything about her were eosta.tio,,
and we never saw this before.
And then a blackbird starts singing - wonderful deep-throated sounds
that go right into the centre of one's being.
And of course, there
is no longer any question - of course, it is the impressions octave
Nature's impressions octave - that is the explanation of it all%
Everything that is beautiful in Nature; the song of birds, the
colour and pattern of their plumage, the symmetry of flowers, the love
of play in animals, the mimicry·of insects, the lighting effects of
atmosphere at dawn and sunset - all these are not essential for Nature,
they are surplus to the ordinary requirements of life. And it is all
these things taken together which provide the shook - the impetus whioh
enables her impressions ootave to o~ntinue.
And when it continues,
its influence penetrates into everything - even the most ordinary things
that Nature does.
And that is why we sometimes feel sueh ecstasy in
the world around us.
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( From Vol V Enneagram - Biosphere 1/39)
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8/1-38
What is possible for Man , seen in the light of
regular , enjoyable and easy meditation and illustrated by
a circular diagram with three areas - 1( outer) , 2 (inner)
and 3 (central) representing levels of the brain from gross
to subtle , to subtlest (8/1-3). Correspondence of these areas
with cerebral hemispheres ,Thalamus and Hypothalamus
respectively and brain stem at the centre. Aim of meditation
1
to unify and accustom the mind to these deeper areas ( the
inner glory' *) by degrees (8/4-9). Different time values in the
three areas considered as multiples of 30.000 with ' Now' at
the centre (8/10-13). Diagram now also divided into three
segments, 'brain'(physical) ,'mind I and 'soul' which equate
with physical, subtle and causal levels - the divine ,
universal level of spirit, central and above (8/14-15).
Physical , subtle , causal and divine levels
considered on the scale of organic life on earth . The
Cosmic importance of meditation emphasized (8/16-20).
The approach of the System 'Diagram of All Living'
used to provide more detail of the physical , subtle and causal
levels (8/21-22) but using the circular diagram format
already adopted. Consideration of different possible levels of
man (8/23-24). Diagram applied to individual man (8/25-27).
(8/28-31) Descending and ascending processes
in creation - the refining food, air and impressions of man's
production lines shown in simplified ' food table' diagram
(8/29) to reveal his usually unrealised possibilities. The
opening up of the impressions octave possibilities through the
1
180 degrees turn' * in meditation (8/31) . The importance of
development of the third production line of impressions
illustrated by (8/33) diagram.
(8/33a) Man's evolution , and self-realisation ,
illustrated as angular & radial co-ordinates in the equiangular
spiral.**
(8/34-38) Construction of the basic circular
diagram further developed into enneagram including inner
circulation plus accumulators , illustrating the law of seven
and the law of three . A connection with the centre energy
source and its full circulation essential for complete
development of any cosmos , including man.
(*Descriptions used by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in the early
1960s.)
(**8/33a is a letter from Colin to Francis Roles , an old friend
from the early 1930s Ouspensky era , with whom he
exchanged a good deal of correspondence about System
ideas.)
( These Papers are likely to date from the later 60s.)

When we start doilllg the meditaiion, it is n.atural to begin
wondering how it works.
More than. that, some of us begin wondering
where it c:ould lead us - ud this brings us to the question where we:
really want to go.
And although this may be an individual question although each of us ma;y l!ave his own answer - it is importanti-to
understand what is:· posnble for man· - what in faa:t he cmuld have if'
he really' wanted it - for this is-something which very few people know.
Now when. we d-o the meditation. we clisc-.over, deep down within us-.,. a
great at-ore of strength and happiness which we never knew existed.
'!'his disc:overy is the starting·point on the way to knowing·whet is
possdble for man.
For man enntairur- man_y depths, man;r levels, of whim\
the ordinary mind is n-ot aware,, and it is onily through a. me~hod such
as the meditation -that he can: discover the&e d'i.fTerent levels within
hims-elf"..
Finding them in himself', he will discover them: also: tn
the wor.id around him.
And so in time he will see himself"' and the
world around him in
in which ·to go ...

a;

new light - he wi.11 begin to s-ee- the d'irecrtion

help ·us·.to .see this- more C'tea:P]$ -in a '
s-imple diagram - a oircle o-ontaining three different- areas, wit'h a
point in tho centre.
The aircl.e is a picture of' -the human mind - of
everyt'hing it crontains - and' :,t:he point in the crentre is · the source of
energy from which all its activities are derived.
The· outside area
of the c:irO'.le, which we have cmlled area I, is -the aonseiousnemr, of ooevery<h\v waking state. It is this:, part whic:h s:i ts down. and starts: t:-o
meditate. When we repeat t'he mantra, and wll.m• it has- taken· ovflr and
ia- golng:: on 1 ts, own, it- ill' coming :rnom t'he· e.-n'fllter of t11e, drcleo~ :- '!'he

it

mq

enagy which- the mantra brings~ with iv from the-· o:entre? is-_ _
very, cre-light:f'ut, ve'IJ'3' attractive to the' mind,, ror a-omewher• im
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the c:entTe is· that great store of stre-ngth and happiness whieh e:x:is'ts
wi t-hin us-.

Consequently, the mind. tends t-o go im tha·t direc:tion of

its own ac:eord., for it belongs- t-o the very nature of -t;he mind: to be
seeking for happiness.

The nearer it gets to the centre the - mor-e

it is pulled', or -a,ttracted by the mantra.

Tha-t is why this met-hod

requires no effor-t on. our part, either to d. i rect our att ent t on:,; or- -to•

~hannel our thoughts in a c-erta:in. direc,tion.

we simply follow the

mantra, wherever it chooses to take us.

area I

But to return to the s-tudy of" these different a.reas of the:- mind.

Area: I is of' c-ourse only awake in the daytime - when we go to slee·p
at night its e-onse-iousness disa.ppears ·.

But sometimes it receives·

reflections during sleep from a mue-h deeper level or mind, reflections
which we call dreams.

Dreams, as

a;

matter of fact, . are not limited

to night time - they go on a:11 throug h the day, but the light of area- I
is so strong that we cannot see them.

Dreams· are in area 2;

but area 2

C'o ntains ma.'!'ly t'hings - it is like a house with many rooms, rooms f'ull of
wonderf"ul treasures whic:h we know very little about.

And area 2 works

with a level o-f energy whic-h is quite indescribably different f"rom

8/3
tha;t of · area I.

Al1 our vivid: · emotional memories are stored in this·

part of us - when people remember things whie-h happened long ago as

if they were yesterday, for instance ..

And time is quite different,

too - the ordinary- 'before.,· now, after' kind of t-ime dees not' exis-t.
The central area·, area 3, is- just as different again.

It works,

with ai level of energy whieh is· quite indes=cribably di:fferen'ti: from that
of· area· 2.
And if we eould e-ontac.t this area; of the mind we S'heuld
find' that time, in the scens-e we know it, no longer exists.
Unlike- the
other· two areaa-, this part of'us never sleeps, for- it "ntrola all our
vital func:tiona·, and if it· went to a-leep we should tfie.
But the
ord.inary mind of area-- I finds:· it dif'f'ieul t t·o regirier experienee on
this· level.
Sometimes: we get a glimpse
and wh8ll we do so it
always relates: 1to s:<>mething much bigger than oneself.
Now the meditation opens up t-he poas-ibility of: experiene:ing the
quality of energy which belongs to thes«· dieeper· levels:.
Fol! it is
very noticeable that the mantra itself changes its quality,. th« nearer
we get to the ant.re of the e-irele, and t'his is beeause it is working·
0

in a different level
is working:· in a- very
qua--lity bee-ome& more
level too subtle f"or

of materiality.
When we start to meditate.- it
gross- level, but as- we approach the centre its
and more subtle.
Sooner· or· later it· reao-hes a.the mind to grasp.
And: then it transo:endla:,,

and we quietly is:tart agai.n.

The effe.cr.t; of transcending is t ,o mdng,- a little or· vhe- S:Ubt.l eenergy from area 3 bacJt into area· I.
In. tnis wa:, area I will be,
O'leans•d:, as, i1t were,- of all the: impurities which have GN>lleeted then.
You may have noticed, after a· good. meditation, that your· thoughts, have,
cmanged their quality.,
Many or· the negative traces they C'Ontained
have disappeared.
And so, t ·o o, with m~ thingEJ that happen:!
during the d:ey-.
For the energy which c-omes: from area- 3 is- very
potent- - it has- a very powttrfu.l 8'.f't'eet on · 1our psychology ..
In the o:t'dinary wa:,, area I works- mrinly on a; grostf level of energy.
But as- we eontinue with the me-ditation, it gradually· e:ollec:.1;s more
and more Mubtle levels· of energy from area· 3.
Gross enegy is·
necessary - it is needed for many purposec in life:, but if area I
contains subtle energy as we,11, life will be quite d'if'.f'erent-.. .
For
the pre&enee of· this subtle energy will enable us ~e re~eive higher
in£1.uene,es from ciur surroundings - influeneea, which are alwa,ya· there,
but which we ordinarily never notice.
As you may have realised, area I is that part of the miner whieh
«ontains man's, eerebral hemis:pheres - ~hos:e two symmetric~lly oppose
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parts of the brain. whiah dist'i.n.guish ueo from, the animal kingcfom-,
a.nd aat, as- it were,, as a mi~or in· which all the aotiv-l.tiea, of'

Area 2 is a deeper·

and outer worlds are re:flected.

our inner

and more emotion.al part - the thalamus - which has-· been deseribed

as a great "ntral headquarters to which all our impressi.on.s are
channelled, and where they are s-orted.

And area 3 is· the ~egjon

where all those centres are situated whio:h control our vital funcrlions- -

It is from here that all our energy c-omes, - the

the h,ypothalamwJ·.

power- which lights the lamp.

And the pomt in

t'he centre- of the

circ:le is- the brain stem.

The brain stem is like the· cab-le, c-onnecting

us· with the power station.

It is- the s-ourc.&· from whio-h conse:iousnen·

iis:r derived ..
The objeet of' meditation is to enable these three:, parts-, of: the
mind to aet together-

a&·

one.

When this happens, in the fullest

possible sense,.. that would be c:osmie· cons-c.iousness - that would be
living one's

life in full awareness of t'h• universal.

consciousness which surroundg· us - direct e:q,erienae of that
aonso:iousneSB - ~irea:t experienct.e o:f being.

Jnd _yet it: is, not- the ob:-jeet off.' t ·h i~ me:t.hodl
of meditation

to produo.8' any special state.s or 'peak'

experiencres - rather the reverse_.

make

a;

Its, first intention is· -fro

per.s,on more normal - to remove psyehologioal 'bl~cks- 1 , wreng·

ue-eet of energy, unnea:essary tension and euf'f'e-ring.

To-, many people-

thia-- may the beginning and end of it - and by, now there is ample
pirOof· tha:t it does all this,.

But- of" c-ours-e' it is only a: first: rtep -

and' that is where t-he mea:i. tat ion is· so cleverly d.esigned.

nothing · sudd-enly - it works by degrees.

It doe-s

Little by little the·

mind of' area I is made accustomed' to the finner glory' - the: very

high levels of energy which belong to area. 3.

If· this energy we-re-

sudffenly to flood into area I it would be unable to rece-iva it - to

translate it into s-omething· it could take.

And t-hat is- perhaps why

the med:i tat ion is not always: too speetacular - it always knows how f'aT

to go

a:t

a· given' moment-.
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The diagram we were disoussing in the la9-1t chapter is, really
.:i.-

very- rimplified picture off the brain..

The' outs:ide area,, area I,-,

inwl..ud'es:, all' the a-ct'iwitiea" o-fr' -tthe cerebra]. hemis-pheres,,. wliicd11 a1t- we,
know f:rrom1recrent- scri.ent'i:f.:'i~ pap-era, and! oroade:as:ts-,, are d.:iv7idetr into
two-, haI>ves-,,. -!the dJominant r or- active hemi~here on one, ridJa,, and t.he

0

pamtive,, o:rr 'sd.1Jent-' liemisphere, ow the ot-her.
Area;, 2'' is, the ithalJamus-, : which is l'ike, a · crentra;] headquarters: where·

a]l t 1he,, informat'ion r-e:aehing the· brain, is, 3·o rte:d.,

And aJrea; 3 is

the> hypothaJ;amus,, whie_h is· t 'h e region where> aill nranl s, viitall cemmes

are- mi. tuate:a:. .

A't t-he> e:emf;re:,. is, t-he orairo s:te:rrr,, connect'iing,: 1the

1:lrain wi t-h the spina1.· ~ord::, and eonsequent'lyr with all t:-he impres-siomt

raacming,: iit from· t-hec o:ody :-

(o:a

)

li-: e nn :ii s · p , lh

C

r e s·

ar~a:- 2 ·
1t lh a; J!.

I

a

ll1l

u tt

area
p<rt hfl·llamu.s,
4i)~

si
he

ster,.,

:frig· 2' •
In, p:r,aa:tical' termEt, , ar-ea- ] is, ilhe' onlyr pa1rt of:' the brain

where, we have any d.irecrl' eontrol.
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carry out' certain acrtions of' our- owm v&] i""lttom..

This, appl'ies,

partic:ula:rdq t -o phy!riaa-1. movements,, rnus:culalI" c:onttra]:., , spe-eelh
formulation, certain levels; of' t-hought-, and ]_gg,i'ea]L pll.a;nmi.ng.

It

do·e&' no-t' a-pp1y ite!J) feelingB'l, and a-lit:-liou.g,h many dlifferent- fee]iings
0

are> re:f:'.Dem;ed.' in- area- Jr,. we have:, lJiitit]e-- or- no control oven- t 'hemi.
We can c:ertai.n!w' :rrefrain1 fm:>m exp:rres-sit1€ wha1i we- £:'eeJL,. lm-ft t ,his· dlo:e-s

mrtt mro-es-aari:ty, crliange, the, tre&-Iing - itae]:fl" - :iit mBlr evelll nrake iii:
s ~,8'?':..

Thee· 3'il!ent-. Hemisphere, of" area I

il:f'. as-s-ocia:f;e-d3 - or- s:n- t:hey t-e-lli

us, nowadays, - wi -tth, acrltivi t'ies·• of"' a non-inte:Jl]ec-tua] k:i:ind,, suah as

art',., muaic,, a.antrlng,,, THyttl.:mic nmve-ment3' - iiw fact,)

a;,].] 1thos:e:· vhiingisi

whic-li contemporary educat'ion- un-ttil.. quiiJ-e ree.en'.lt-ly,, ignored,, but- :iis

now very ke:em to- d'e-velop.
tha:t part- of us,

We'

Sueli1 activiti.e:s· are:- mor-e assoeiate-aJ witti::lh

c-a;,ll our essence,,, or- our r-e-a-t nat'ure, wherea$ -fr-l ie

a-c:t-iv-i-i-lnes,- of ' the' d1ominant: hemisphere,, which, is, where our- s.:p~lh
c:entre ±is· s:i tuated, ;a;r-e, c'Onnerel;ett wi t-lh pens-:onalli'ty, - wi t-h that pa:r:,tof· us, we- a-how 'tfo· t:he, out:side woJrlld!.
Now it. is, ror elrla1aisned- fao:t t'ha-t our fa:ceS' a:re- a.symmetricc1;l a),

fac.t whic:h aey of us can ve-nifiy for ounsell.ve:s- if we

aware-, of· it-.

aT0'

noit alnad;r,

This:· asyrnmetny :rreflecis 1thes-e~ iiwo, cfif:f'erenit aiues,

~

our- make- up· - one side ia, a ref]edion, of' oun- persconal:ityr t:he-- o1iher
of o'!ll"" essence.

Ana it- ii!!' irrteresting· to :find t'ha;t .riac-ob lioe-.hrne,
seems:, t-Q' have known~ o-1r

this· ffi'wis-ion, or~ t-o have, sens-ed' it inst•i netiveslyr perhaps;.

In
0

of·' his d'ia1'ogues he-• says,i in am,wer -Ito a· que-s_tfon about- uniily;

now what I s:;zy-.

The R1.ght- Eye, looketh in thee, int-o Etermi.ty..

Lef't Eye-- looke-:th backward' in· t'he:e· into Time,. ,

01Ie'

Mark

The

If· now- t-hou suf:ffel!'eirl-

t'hys-ecl.1:f t-o· be· a-l'way.s , llooking iin11to· • • • t'he, t-hingei- of Time,,, it

wf]]_

n-e,

imposs-i blJe- for· t-hee- t-o arrive, at t'he unity, whie-h 1thou wishest-c f'or- ••·•
0.hly 'tiringing t'he · Bye of' Time into:- the Ey-e, o-f' Etemrl ty ••,.. s:haJl-tt tftou.1

arrive- a-t· Unity o-f Vis-ion or- Uhiformi ty of Willl.. 0
J acrob B:befune: was, rigp:v, roca:e:p-tt in one-, rEfS'l)eet-.

The eye' whicfu

reflec:ts:- t'he right hemis:phere is-: norm-allyr on -tthe le:f'-tt 0£ -tthe - :ffa<re,,
t'he eye

wm.c:m

refl1e<rla: the •, Left hem!i.sp:liere, i's, on the :righ1t.,

Andl as:·

the place where -tthe C%\o:ssover oc:eurs:, is; mu.eh de--e:pe-r- dJowm,- in
area;

3:,,

i:ff we' wiisfr, t-0' uni t'e- -tthe two hemispheres, -

-ft<J:,

bring;

abmi.f;c "uni1Jy of: w.brlon or- un-i.:flo:rmrl:t:y of' wil]" - we, have- -tto· take a
dee-p dive..

This:, will have t-he ef':fa,d;,
0

at: least :ffcm a :rew momemlts:
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every day, of making the whol'e mind one-point-ed!.

1£nu· s-oi, during

the day., ~ our essenc.e and; our persona-1:i ty, w±ll begin 1;-a- w-tmlt·
togathen

a83

1i-hey should: •. (s,ee fig: 3).

Whrl will tfhis mean, im. prac:tieal termiir?:'

Up ta-: a point, it:

wiill' be· d'tl.f'f'ererrt' for· ea<rh of' us-, :f'or each of" us has hiSc own

. in.di ;,i~i:ti- cttrirl'l!£mts . 0£' persona-lli tyr.
After, wa have, b:een doing the" mediitatii.olll
f'or· a· while·, :, we, notfiaec· one day t 'h at· t-hea:e cronf]ic.ts, have- d'iisappe:-mreml ..

Klmos-t wi t ·h ou1t kn-owing,: it wec have, be-c:om-e-· a single, pers-om,.

AndJ

am,

a nesul1; we no· longer fee,l' t ·he, same worries and a;:n.ix:i:etiies• a;"B:out

what· t :o, say•· or dJo,.

Foxr what· we s-ay or dlo wi]] e:ome f'rom ours·ell:ve-ai:

and' t-his-· brings w-i t-h it a· tremendous sense of' relief.

h

fig.,3.

It- is, area; I whia:h dis-tinguishes• man· from, tha anima;] kingdom..
Im m·o st ani.mals- area· 11 d:'o es not exist - im t'he c-a:v,,. :f'on· mat'a:n:c.e,,,

it is:- area 2 whic:h plays:- the d'ominant l"ole...

If' we' want· t-o· unde!tt.Stand
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a rea 2 we have-, "Ito s:-tudy cats-, - and: in cat:!!·, area: 2' and: area; J
are> b-eauiiifully co-ordinated..

Fut in man-,. areaJ 2' is oftam

cd ouded: ove'r wi-tth negative: emotions, and! t'hes,e can1 darkero andl
1

spoil' t'he- whGle' of' a man's life •.
'CLnfortunat'e,ly, . i 1t is-

aJr

a-ece:p-tted: 1thing-: t'ha-t negative emotions·

are: legi t'ima;te - t 'hat they are- an essent-ial' part- of our lives:·, . and
even1 perhaps: d'e S'ira,ble.

Bht' ac-tua:Ulyr t!his' is' q:uit'e untmJ.e,. -· - -

Mam' So emo1tional functien

the pa:rt of" hint whie;h can e:X:perience
~scequen1tlyr there, i~ ne-

real1 emn1tion - ha;s, m,, negrli-ve sicFe·. ,

sue-11 t-hingc as- negative emotion.

We faney we · are experiencing:'

emoiiion which is:- negative, . whem aetua11Iy i 1:t il!t not- emo1tion• at all

it is, a- kind o·f' t-ie-up between, nega-tive tl"ends· of" thought. in area I
and1 unp]eas:ant phylriGa-1 reftexes: in area- }' - aid:ad.1 of crounse byr

It is · vhe1re dreams, which1 tend -Ito· eJ.eud

imagina;tion and dreamao.
over- area;

z,, and3

to-, produce a kind' of smoke sCTeem whic:h- prev.entSc an:yr

positive, influenc:es from getting:· through.

One- of t'he mos-t important· functions of the meditation is -fie·
c ] ear awey this : smoke s-ereetr.

Like 1the story about- Chri!rl- cdearing

1:he t-emplle>, t-he., p'lll"e> energy f _r-om tile, med1 tat ion has power 1to clear

out· t-he- mind - t-o remove, all: impurities from- area 2'..

And: vheni

man: can experience rea-1 emoition, which is, S'ome-'t-h ing: he knows:. very,
:Ui t'iile, about:,, in t'he ordinary way.
Ma;n has three· fuigp.e-r- functions.

One:- of thes-e: is, re;;tll_ emot-ion,

the other is · sex, andJ vhe- 1third' is highe:u- mtl.ndl..

the highest' leve-1 of function poS'Sible- for mam..

Higher- mindJ is

C--e-rtairr. kinds, of

experiencre - proba.-b1y· Ja.e:ob libehme,• s, illnmina-tionet a;re, arr example -

t ~ n d al] pers:0na;l levels: and: bring· winth t-hem uniferstanding,- ofr
umi. ve-rs:a'1 liaw..

Suc-h experiem:resc lie-long t-o higher· mind:.

Bye·· contrast,.

t ·he higher· emotion&] :f'unetion - - reall emotion - fuo-ings wirlth it' new
under-at andling· rel'a t ed' to- ones,elf.

But t:he• c:haraet erisii ie, thing about

both these f'unc<tions,•-_

amr

eomp]et'-efy, posi. ti ve-•.

Umllike thee ordinary intelTe:e:tuall ffuntroion,

the s ·e r :f"unetion too- - - is, t-hat 1they: are,

and! many of man's, instinctive f'une-tiorm-,, t'hey have> nn negative· s:idle.
It· is• d'iff'icm]v to des-cri be, in words, fune1. i ions- whie:lt (11brious-]y,r

t'ra.n'S'Crend words· - we_, c.-am only spealt- anou-t theJm theoretically,._
perhaps- the, fol'lowingc analogy wil'l he-llp.
mind! aft

a;

lamp shining in a; dark r-oom..

But

Suppos-& we think of· the
The-n area I will 'fu?, t-he·

refl'e -etor- whieh e-nables- vhe light -ho il:lumine eerta·in ol.ije-cts irn
the:, room..

The, l'amp- i ts-alf' - the :f'il'ament whic,li . g-:Lows- - will be
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area 2, and' the power· which works the lamp will be area 3,.

At

tthe centre of the O'.ircle is the cable, oonnecciing · tthe lamp wi tlh the
power· supply.
Orclinarily.· the light in. t ,he room is· very spasmodic.

it- illumines one part of "bhe noom, sometimes another.

Sometimeei
The- lamp

it:Sel'f is a:loudy, and the reflector· needs· -tto "fuf·- polished.

The:

power-· su.pp]q is adequate, but' t'-he lamp is· in such had r:epai'lr -tthat

most of· t'-he powe1r is, was:ted1•

But suppose, all -thiS' mmln be:

~anged - suppose the: powe:rr 'began t:-o c:ireulate properly and t:he
lamp- liegan tto shine with :r-ull brilliance:-, and suppose t:-he nef:leet'or
was ttot+a;l'ly il'lumined1..

Then j ust f'or·

whole· of" t 'he room irould 'b'e:' seen,.

a;

few moments·, penhap&.,, ithe,

And we:- should Rnow tlru:lfu.

Actually, the mind has many rooms~ - r-ooms, of whic:h we, know
li tt':J:.e, or- nothing.

Thes-e rooms are- full of· the most' wonderful.
0

treasures: - treasurew which wee never s:ee,.

What we" are trying-· 1to,

do· is--: ito find: the wa:y t'o t'hea:e_ rooms,-, s-o that the: itreasur-es-: in thenn

«an:1 be enjoyed and' shared ito t !he :ftull.

As Ghrist s:aidJ, 11 ·] n.

nw

F 1at'her' s hous-e are: many mans:ions:-: if· it were not· sv·- I vrould ha,ve 0
t !old you.

I ITT:> t .o- prepare a place for you • • • • • t'ha-t where I

anr, t here ye.' may b-e als-o •"
1
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The discussion we had.' about the brain raised a very int:eresting·
quest:ion - what- do we mean by t •he word! 'mind' - is· mind someit.hingon

a;

level ab:ove t-he brain, and i:fr so· where· is· i it s:i tua-ted'?

We might· equa1ljy" well have asked ourselves what we mean by tne

Is soul s:0mething,- on a level above t ·h e mind, and

word 'soul'.

where is s-oul "Ito· be found?'
Up t'-o a point:-,. t:here is arr answer- ii"o these quewtionis,..
answerr is• somet:hing· like., this-:

The,

seen :froim t:he viewpoint- ml" areai ]I

tile whole diagram· iff' a piature of' the brain; but- seen from the
w.i.ewpoirrt' of:' area 2 i it is· a piature or:· the mind.

Amr seen ff:nom

t'he viewpoirrtt of area 3 the whole" diagranr1repr-eB"ents:- i;he s-ouI...

In:

other- words~- eacrh of" t:hese tnree·· are-~· see-s, t'hings, in· a d:iff':er-ent: way.
What, is· t 'he- reason for- t :his??

It is:: Ia:rgaly a question of t'ime:.
works, at a · difJ'erent speed1
matter of f'ac-t.

-

Each of· t'hes~ 1thre:e a:reas-

an enormously different spe-e:d:, .

aB' a:

ffo.n -se:quently, time- is quite> dif'f'er-ent-- in eaia:h area -

eacrh a:rea 1:ives::·:m a •.eomplete]y• differemf worrlLd of' t .i me.
Sometimes we get glimpses or· this faat •

When fime sceems ito

·stand s:t:ill, or when t 'he whole or:· our· life is: s-een as a moment· of
t-i'me) or- when e,reryt'-hing goes int:-o slow motion, and' t:-here is, plentyr

or· time t:-o e-;a-ry out· ti-he most c:omplic--ated: movement:s , - all t ·heS:e ane
an ind?ic.a-tion.
memory.,

B.ut! more important-, perhaps,,. isc the queatiorr off

If' we t1ry to olmerve memory we crome to crertain stDange

a:onw..llus:ions:c.

Memory iEr not logio:a-11 - we crannot· t1el11 wi t-h a:n:y

certain-ty a1lout the futur-e, what · we are, likely to remember and:i wha:t
we shala. forget.

Andi when1 we rook int.o t'he pas:t we find' tnat

o-ertami-

t'hings· which ha-ppenedJ long ago are just as vivid' as--yesterdau •
yet they a:re not' aTo-rayS' tihe oig important1 t rhings.

.itndl

Whart doe-a· it

depend1 on?i
It depends, , o:f' cours:-a,:," on which pa.rt of' t:he mind' remembent.. For
each of t he t'hr-ee areas- in, the diagram
1

has· i t'-s own kind' of'' memor;yv.,

And as,, eac:h a:rea- lives, in a c.-omplet'elty d1ff'erent time., wor·l d, the:
memony b:e!:onging· t ·o each area will cert'a-i.nu.y, not: '6-e:· -t'he same-1
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But why does· each area of the brain work at such a d!ifferenib;
speed?

It is beoauscr each area use:s a · d!ifferent- level of· energy

a- different kind of f"uel..
101-r

One might' srzy tnat if' area· I works: on

grade · paraffin, therr area, 2 uses, ordinary petrol:, . a;nd; area; J

uses: t :he highest grad.e, of aviation spiri1f .

But· ac:tually the

diflferenae is, a great dea·l more than vhis-:, for area 2 has a · speed]
whio.h is, 30,,000 times:· faster t'han area I, and area 3 has

a;,

s:peecll

whic-h is · 30,DOO times, faster again.
Now if' we take: a fixed period' of t'ime - t'!tay a moment of:'

J s-ec:ondet -

i if is, clear that trhe higher-- the speed' at whic.h t 'he miner works'., t ·he
greater will be t 1he c.o ntent' of" this- moment-•.

At orre extreme, the·

mmt'errt of the moment' will be infinite, and at t ·he other: extreme, it
will be zero.
This theoretical approach coincides very well wit'h our- own
experiemrtJ>.

If we o'B-serve c.are:fu.lly over a fairl-W long period:

of t'im0', . we find' that the· momen-tr, 'now-', varies· tr-errrendousTy,r in
c:orroen1t.

Som& moments - mos:t ef them-, in fa-et, - have:· virtua] l'y

no- c-onii'ent':, , others, cmnt'airr a great dmtl'.

Still ot'hers, very

occ-as:ionally, conttain a whole lifetime of e:xperienae.

And: it is

these moments we never- forget.
Suppos-e we say tmat in· area I~ our ordinary waking,, state,, a·
moment hast a duration of a-bout J seconds,--..

This· peniodJ is· about

the length ofF' t ;ime we need to aome t 'o ourselves - 1to-· nea:IJiB'e we
are sitting here in' -bhis-· :rro om, :for ins-tan ere.
interes-ting :fact

anff ra:the:rr a disturbing· one

Uow it:- is-- am
that moments,: o:ff

this· kinct, when we ci::ome t ·o our-selves as: it, were, . are very f.ew and
far betweem

If you try t'o remember croming · here 1fuisc evening:,._

:f'or instanee--,. you will find that the: number· of' moments- when: you
aan honestly ffaY you were= there.' - walking· down the s-treet,, oll"
sitting in t 'h e tube:, or turning o:ff' the Fine:hley Roaff into Queens·
Grove· :ffor ins tancre
is:• a blank..

are-, rrot very many;:

i m fact -most · of" tme wazy-

The only reason yom can remember· how you go-t, hel!e'

is· because, every now and1 therr such a moment <romes - smnErthing.· brings·
you to yourself'.

And'. s-o the mind glosses over the rest: of t:he,

wazy-,

and aSBU.mes i tr was e:onsaious, all the: t •ime:-.
And' yet there are trimes' when you can- r-emember every s-,tep· you

t+-ook, every stone in the road, every pers-on you met a l ~ the w.ey-.
Onc·e or· tw-ic.e in a lif etime such moments c:0me - why is, iii?
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There may of a:ourse be many reas:ons·, but, oasi.c:allyr ii; is
ques-tioru of· energy -ithe amoumt.

o:e:· energy

at the ttime.

a;

And al-though to

a;

e:ircmlating through us;

c:ertain· degree iii'. is pos-s:iible -fto·

lJY cmnstan-tt prao.:tic:.e,-:
unless- the right enengy ii!!, availablec. :n:t:

cma.nge the level\ off our awareness_, d:eliberately,

one cannot! r.eally,- get :f'.ar·

is:o better -fi.o let suo:h moments: c~e naturally,. as, t :hey will dcr if one:,
praotis-es t ,he meditation.
US'

F'or tihe meditatio!l' is ·des-igned to give,

the-' right energy for· produc::ing; greater awareness· when. am.d: i:f

requiredJ..

de]i berwte,

And tihis· i tt- will d!o- wi tthout: a:rzy-

ef"f'"orit on

our.· part'• .

Bu:lt vo return t'o-· the question of the, momenii:.

r;;_- must· have, become

al)parenv from what we · haive, said that thee e:-0rrterrtt of" tihe momenit,: and
t ·heo l ;engt'h of on-e' s · memory of that mememt, .

er&

one_, and the ~a.me, thing.

When the· moment; is, full o:r· cmnt'.ent' we, remember· it for· a- long t'ima, cmdl
when 1i.he momentt- has- li t't:-Ie on- no· c::on1i.ent,

we_,

mc!iY'- not remember- it- a-t all ..

S'.o- we a:atr use memory- a-s · a lcind of'' ttoua:hs-tonec - a: oTit'enion f''o r· jud)ging

how mucn cr.orot,ent' the moment ha;a: - and· <romr-equeroli'lyr the level! of ene!l?gy whie:h is c::i.rculating in us,•.
SO, no wonder-- a moment oft' only J s,eexmda,: is:, noii· r.ememb-ered3 for- ll.ong1.
That is- why, when we are rely.d.ng on,ly oru area;, li we have, tfoc wniite things
d1own,, fcbr· unless- the moment: has, s-ome emotional <ront:-entt it wi'll . verryr
s,oon evaporate~.

ButL when we get nearer to· are-a; 2, as::, we:, have· tried'

ito indicate iru t'he· diagram, 'tche moment' has,
s,ay about:· 24 hours..

a,,

muc-h greaiier-- cxmt+entt -

Moments- o:f t-his· kind rema-1.rr wit:-h us· for- ai

whol'e· d:ay - even perhaps· till t'he ne-rl mormi.ng· - and t:-his· can lie:, of:'
great importance:-.

Fo:rr if' weo c--ould. experien-ee such moments- every daiyr

t'hey would' make a kind' o:f e-ha;iro.

This is on-e.· of' the, idJea-s· be-hirnf: the

meditation - 'By doing i-ft night and' morning~we make, a, kind: of· cxmtmui.1iy,i· an-d so the· happiness we experiemre never gets- t:-oo far a;r.,rn:y - itt rema-i.nB'.
by us_, a'11. tt-he time:-..

The content of the moment in area, 2 varies· enormously.

When we:

get nearer -fto area 3, it c-an1 even c:ontlain a whol:e, l 1if~efime o:r- 80 yeal:l.sc.
This:· would be,. f:or instanue, , in,

a,,

moment off increa-s-edl crons-ciousne.a-s, .

whem t the higher emot1ional crentoxe is, working,· i;:o full! <ral)aeity . ,

S"tuili

a momentt would always- be remembered,, and at ttimes· of' stress-- on st:rrong,;
emottion it would return with fil.111 stnength •.
Bil.it when we get rh::o area, 3' what happens?."

The c:onterut· o:ff t:-he

momentt i~ more t'han 80 years:, - more tthan a- l 1if:e t!:ime--.
everything in our- li:fe., is- com;1aine1t in· the moment'· - everything" is, now ..
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cont'ent- of·· moment+

And as· everyt'hing· - all our: experiemre

is now, memory, does:-: not

eris-t - it ltecnmes redundant, as i "It were.,

~or

memoryc is onlyr

necessary whe-m experienc:e is:· fragmented - when one experiene:e··
be·c:omes' separatedl from t'he rrert, as it d"Ges· im area I.
Even in area· 2 memory is· quite d'i f:-f:er:ent·,, and' t'ha-t is- why ii:
waS'

sugges:ted earlier t-ha-t area-- 2 is cronne~ed with wha<t we call.

'mind' • .

Plato· says:, in· one of' his disc-oursea that a-1'] knowledge-

is · remembering - and t+hat is · prere,iireTy t'he di:ff'er:enc-e between 'mind 11
and 'brain·'.

While-- the brain has t-o work things out- in logical
0

sequemre, I:ike a e.omputer, and retain the results in m~mory, the ·
mind - that is,, are:a- 2 - re.members everyt'hirrg.. a;l'l t-ogethe-r- and]
That is what appears· iro happen, when people-• make great
disc:overies..

The' brairr has · be--en c:hu.rni.ng: round on t 'h e subje·c1;'·

f'or- months, or even years, . trying · t ·o f'ind the answer, anlf t-hen
suddenly the- minrl. irememb.ers-..

Some:times it· happens:-· t ;he othe::rr wa;y

round - the mind,- that is• are-a 2, rememberB:" something: im:pol!tmrtr,
but- it: cranno-tt go, intio- detaill, - as' it- ha$ no word-s··•

So·, area ] . has•
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to work it all out- afterwards, - and usually gets it' wrung.
Bute why did we suggest earlier that area- J is· c:onnec:ted with
It is really quite simple - irt! area 3 everything is

's-oul'?

now· - not only all the experiences oft t'hiS:, life,. but everyifaing_· tha1r
~

happerred: in· f ·o rmer lives,, . and' eveeytihing t 'h at c:ould happen in

future lives,.
time-.

It is-, all' there, exifrling · t'ogether in a · moment:: off

And that is what the s-oul is-- - what it crnntains-.

But we must be careful not tro 11hink: troo rigidly a1fout: 'ora-i.ni',
'mind' and; 'soul' •

It would be quite wrong to suggest "tihat they

c-orrespond' exactly t'o the thr-ee areas in the . diagram.

It' is, more

as" if• area ] s-ees things in a certa;in wa;y,,. and sets · out t.o explain
thEmli' in terms of' 'brain', area 2 sees- things in quite: a- d'iff'erent: wa;;r,whiah can on·ly be explained in terms of 'mind', and' area 3' sees· things:
quite different'ly again, which can only be explained in terms, of'
's-ouI'.

Perhaps the following diagram will help tu make this;

clearer:...

~---,--I";,.....

3- sees-.

are

''

'\.

\.

\;
\

I

I

I

/

11 MINill1

fig •.

5,.

to obs-erve1r
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The diagram at the end of the last chapter is a very important
one.

The division into 'brain', 'mind' and 'soul' is · fundamentali.

it appl'i es, on every scale throughout the universe.,

Brain is· phys±c:a1t-

it' belongs to the physical level - mind belongs to what is knmm as,
the subt1e level, and s-oul belongs t'o the c:a:usal level.
causal level is spirit •.

Above the·

Spirit is· universal - it belongs· t-o the

divine level:-

J

fig. 6.
Suppose we cronsider something on a larger scale than· man - t,he,
whole of organic life on earth, for instan~e - the whole biosphere,
considered as a single cosmos, a world in itself.

'When we look- a:t

organic life and try to study it, we can only- s-ee its, physicaL aspect,
just as · we do when we try t 'o study the brain.

All organic.: life if3,

there, in the right hand seg ment- of t 'h e diagram, - it is· aTl avail'abl!e,
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for- us vo study - all the erlraord.inary variety off living creatures;,
vertebrate and invertebrate, al!. plants, floweng,, . trees,,, imrects every living thing on ~he earth's surface.

But what is it all a;fumt?:·

earth

man

fig

7.

By s-tudying the physical aspec-t of organli.e: life wee can only·
get a certairr distanue.

We can e:lass-ify different- species,

we:_

can trracra the evolution of di:f:ferent forms, and like the work:· whic:h

has beem done in, studying the brain, it is· a-11 very ne-a.e ssary andi
important.

But it" is, also a; little dull - dull, perha-pS", beoausec

it1 oa.n neverr help us t '. o understand. what life on earth is ' f.or - wha,t
the neasmr for all this· enormous outburst of energy really is-.
To f.:ind out what organic.· life is all .about we have· t-o tulm1

t'o·· the S'e<rond segment,..

We have -!to look at the world around us--

from the viewpoint' of-' area 2 ins"tead of' area I.

P.W.,Ouspensky, . A New Model of'' the Univers-e::

'ro, cruot e, f'rom

"N~ture d'reamEr, imaginas,,
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creates· worlds·.
imagination;

Learn to unite your imagination wit-h her-

and' not:hing will ever he impossible for· you •."

And yet l:r.ehind· her dreams· is· a ver:r real purpos·e - S'n:e· is e:x:periine:mi±ng
all the t:cime,, l:ike a,rr artis1; experimenting wit-h; dif'.ferernlr e;olours,,
d.'ifferentc pa-tterns- and forms· - she is trying · to find s,ome-thing, t:ryirrg

to· f'ind' the answer to

a;

certain queBtion •.

The purpos-e behind' all Nature:·' s experiments is to find a fo:mrr
whic.li is: se'1f ereative;

evolve• by· its· omr fore:es.

and having found this· forrm,,- t-o

}te,].p ii1t

to

But- before- sue-,h a :rorm· could be- perfe()lted,

all the· different characteristic:s· ii;- might possess ltad t ·o· b:e trred
out irr the fielld - tri'ed out in d.ifferent animals.,

And tha;t jjs: what

animals arec· all alrout ..

All t-he a:ifferent- chaTac1:eristics whieh belong· t ·o animals eris-t

a-1s·o· i'n ml'tm - that is one of t:he• rrreamings of the· Old Testament- sitory,
anout· Noah and the Ark.

lil]oit · ~nilly,-

physi'e:a:ll chara;eteristie:s, suclbi

as the perfee:tion of' ·d iff·erentc organs,, dif'fe-renilt :ru.rmtions, but. also
a great many, psye-ho·l ogical e::haraaterist'ie:s·, f'eatures· of· oehaviour- and

expression •.

And in t ·his sense · animals are· c-arieatures of' men· - all

tl:ie more so· because they are· f''bred - they eamrot be changed.
Aft er a great many thousands of' years· of thes-e ex:periinenrl;s Natmre
deeided: t-o try her hand at a self' creative being:·. ,

And in oll'dler -fro

make· t ·h is-; poss,ible s-lie• had 'fro find a way o-f enabling· t-his beiing to

know hims·e ,lf..

And so ma;rr was created

man: who lias something· e:rltra·,

which rt.a aniina:J.s ,poscse-ss: - the aoili ty to say 'I',. to be aware of' his
own idenid ty-.

And so we, arrive· at the· third segment o-f the diagra;rro -

the point· at whie:h theo causal levffl begins.
Ini the ordinary way·, of' course·,. man• has· li tt'le or nothing• to do,
with the causal level.

He· is mainly e:·o nc-erned wi t ·h phys-ical things

with ways of making his own existence on, earth secure:•,, and of perfl'ect-ing:
hiis env.ironmerol;·.

Some:times he reaches, the sub:itle level.,, and f •i nds

new possibilJitie-s hidd:en within himself,. in sciene:e,. religion or art.
But' every once in a whil'e, he disc-overs something rrruc:h deeper - he
discrovers· a whole new world of' whie:h lie knew nothing befor-e• - a world
where the causes· of everyirhing: that happens- on earth are known and
una.erstood.
What really.c is, t'he causa l wor]]d·?

We a-re ine·l ined to think of' it

in physical t'erms·, as belonging · t ·o s-ome other placre, and inltaioii;edl by,men" &r

a;

different· :-kind.

But- really- it is· not like -tthi's ~- fit

is- the- sama world' we are, in now, s·e-en f'r-om the- viewpoint- of area; 3
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instead of' are-a- I.
Suppose, we c'Ould s--ee- the world. we are: in <!'!)t this moment from, tfte
viewpoint of area 3 - what would. it· be like·?'

Perhaps it would. not"

be, unlike that experience of Jac·o b Boehme's,, when he· "gaze:d: in1to t 'he veey
heart of things, t'he very herb:s, and: gnss, and a-ciual nature harmond.zffiill
wi'th what he had inwardly seBni'"

For· it is on the causal level t·hat

the prcrjee<t,. the pian off organie: lif'e exists,
the d!evelopment· or· life· on ea.Tth.

the wholLe s·c heme, for

And this, plam is refl.ected in evexr

b-rad'e of' grass ·, . every f1.ower,, every- man, every- arubna]., every tree.
'rhe plan of organi'e life,. taken a;ff a whole,. has a very simple
purpose·. ,

It fa~· a- mecrhanism· for the transf:'er· of inf1uenc-es t'-o· t-he

earth ... inf1:ue-nces· whie'h e:ome n•·om' t-he sum and: t-he 1-rorld· of stars· •.
Wit'h out the, pres:encre of" organie life these inf'luences could. rreveT" he
re,c -eived: by the e'al'th,. and t-he line of creation would b-e· brokem.

These

inf'luenees exist on many d:'ifferent· levels,. and t-he, plan of' organic I±f"e,
i's ciesigned t-o· ensure, that every kind of' influenee required byr t ·he, earth

is- ree~·ived •.
We know

a;

great dectl about p:hysical influenC'es which reac:h tha eart-J\,...

ele:-etr·o--magnei;ic- vibrations, gravit·ational influences and so on - butc 1the
idea tha't the earth receives in.fluen-c-e-s on t'he, suot'le, and causal' l&ve1s,;
andJ particula:irly· that she depends on the eristenee of· organic- Ii:f"e for
receiving thes-e· infl.uenc-es·, is rather a d:iff'erent matter.

Imagine that

imluenc:-e-s· of various kinds- are reaching the earth,' s surface all t·he time;
and now imagine that an acre of the e-B.l'th' s· surface is takew at randorm
in· one caseo the sample will cronsist ot''
a

f'ield of" eorm;

in another it will be tr·o pical f :b rest;

it will be the heart of'

ff

greai c-ity filled with people·;

it will be the site or· an anc:ient t ·emple •• •.,

amr

ini a· third
i'n a fourth,

in e-ach case· the·

inf'1.uene-es· ree-eived by this- acre· of the ectrth's surface· will be·
totally d.iff'e rent- - different both in kind' and in level.
Which fu,ings- us t-o the most important of all questions - wha;t is
the, purpose of marr,. :iin this- c:onnect~on?·

Are there certain

influene--e-s which only he can re-ceive- - influences whic·h are ess-ential
for the earth's development?
There· is no simple- answer t'o this que·stion,. if only· b:e-c:ause• man:
himself exists on many d:ifferent levels.

The· differenc-e in leve-l'.

between one- man and 1:-he next is far, far grea'ter than we ever- supp-os·e-:
and: t 'he main reas-on w:hy we c:annot see t-his differenc:e, is· becaus,e we
have go-t- into the wr-ong way of thinking about· it.

We t-end -fro sh,rjjnk:
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from ' t -h e idea that one maw is on a- higher level than' another-, , because,
we c-annot see that everyone- has· his plae.e,.

In the, plam for the

development of life- on earth there have, t -o be many d'i fferent : levels·

of : mrur, 1fo c-. au~-e ifhere are- so many · d if'f:erent- in:fltteno:es t-e be rec:etl.ved;
If we t'ry to think of the impre,ssions a man receives throughouthis life - t-he kind of' influences he takes- in fr-om his surroundings- we

s ·oon beg in to re a lise- -What these: d:if':tei:-ent l'e,;~ls mee:rr..

Mo~ mem

receive virtually - all the:ir i.mpress-j_ons- front· t'he f irst segment- of
the a:iagranr_- the physical · nevel..
there are

nrn-

Andl of these,, incid.enta'1ly;,

kinds- - i inpre,s-sions· which are generated on this- level

itself",) and impressions whieh f i nter tbroug h to this- level from the
levels above.

Impressions of the first kind a;re: entirely cronneeted

wi tJt our phys·ical eris-tence· - with the ordinary events of" e:verydayr.
Impressions of the se-<rond' kind are: c:onnecle-d wi t :h ideas or a cliif"ferenit
leveT, but these: ideas have- be-c-ome distorted

broug ht down to the,

physical level - and. have lost a great dea-1 of their meaning •.
But-. there are some men who receive impres-sions: direct from the·
subtle leve-1.

This would apply~. perha ps·, to certain artists- and

rnuscic:ians, mystics and-' religious leaders, poets and certain greai;
scientists who have suddenly e-ome forward with great dliscx,veries ..
The work of such people is what is· call'e:d 'inSJ)ired', and it- has the
c:haracxeris-tie: of appearing to e:-ome from beyond them,

OOT

in some

s-trange way, of being remembered.,
Above these two levels is t h e possibility _o-f· re«e±v:ing:
And: it has- always- been

in:f'Iuenc;e-s· direC't from the c:ausal level.

said that this would be possible for any of" us,, were it not :f'or the:
fact that something s-t ands in the way.
il-he way'r

What is• it that s-t and:s- iro

Jacob Boehme, puts it like th:cs::-

11If thou c:ans-t for a while but c:ease- from a;ll thy thinking
and willing,. t-hen:, thou s·halt hear the unspeakable words· of G'od.,"
And in another plac-e he s-ays, "Bl essed art t-hou t here:f"ore, if that

thou canst stand stilJl from- self-thinking, and self"-willing, and
eanst stop t'he whee-1 of imagination· and sens·e-s ••••• "
All very we·l l, but how d'o es, one, do it?:

We know tthat a:ny

dir·e e:t struggle to stop though ts· and. desires· only makes- them, stronger
and: leads, t-o inner e_'Onflicd; - and we· know, too," that it is• only: too-

e a-sy• to imagine one is hearing the unspeakable words - of- God whern it
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is· nothing- of· t ·he kind.

That is sureiy, why,, in this met-hod of"

meditaiion, we never struggle with our thoughts
a picture in our minds of where we are going.,

and why we never- lioid
We just sit do'hrm and

repea"t •••• .,

Npw the "frliss' we experienc,e during medita·tion comes in its· origin:

from a higher· level still - the divine level.

That is the reason why·

t-he meditation is- important on a crosmicr so.ale,, for iii- is a· direct' wa;y,in whic.:h influences on this l:evel can be received. on eart'h.
infTuenues on t'he divine level:_ are essential r ·o r the earth
for-- the growt-h of liuma;ni ty.

These,
essenti.ail

And it is intere:s-t ing · to· s-e-e how fuunani tyr

i tse]f ' has- C'ltanged in this respect - c;:hang:ed everr in· the Iast few
cen-turies.

In olderr t:imes man: was only abl'e to receive these liighe:ir

influenc-es· if' t :hey were pers-oni:fied - if' they eris-ted in tha f 'omm of'
acrlual. peopl'e , like saints and: holy merr, and great religious leaders,.
And' when. Chris:t appeared on earth,. for the same: reason he had to- be
a man - he c-.ould not inf1uence the world. unl:ess lie took om humam fornl1..,
0

BUt: nowadays· it is diff"eremt -

l'Te

no longer I.oolt- for saints and hofyc

men, we look- for d.if:ferent' levels· of energy,, differ·e nt· degrees· of ·
sil!enu:e·, ffifTerent' dept·h s· of' awareness,. d1fferent- st'ates· of ' b:r.±ss••••.
Often- we find·

ii;

difficult: to des-aribe what we have found, but perhaps·

this- is not' so- important,: provid.'e d we experience it' direc·tly.

And

t'hanks- t-o the: great religious leaders of the past, we have-c t'he·
meditation to help us.,
Why is· the situation differ-errt nowadays?·

Surely it' is because the:

evolution of the biosphere- is pas-sing ' into a different' stage'. ,

il'nstea;d

of. a few isolated pockets of humanity'" man has: suddenly, spread oven- the·
whole earth.

Like the mind of a growing child, in which at a c:ert:afrr.

age c,0nsuiousriess suddenly spreads,-, bringing wit-hit all kinds of · new
interests,. new curiosities, new intell'ectual abilities - so· wit:h
mankind' at the present time.

The mind of the whole biosphere is· waking:

up, and different' methods are nec:essary to deal with the situation •.
Thesce met:hods,, we can be sur-e, will be provided', for they are a:llL part
of the plarr - the plarr for t "he growth and development of life: on· eartl'r.
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When we begin to realise the importence of man's function in
connection wft·h the devalopment or organic, life:, an.d when we: realfse
that t'his fimction depends· on his own will_ - that he is a aelf evoJJviing:
being, and that it lies within his own c·hoice whether he develops
certain possibilities· or not;
about what we are doing..

then we begin to feel rather difTenewttlJy

It is'. not just a question of· our- per-sonal

aim,. it is a question whether we are going along· with something muc-1t
bigger - the possibility whiC'h humanity possesses of' rec:eiving higher
influences· - influences which are needed by the earth.
We were onc-e given a diagram which expresses all this.

It was

called the 'diagra.nr or· all living', and aJJt-hough its original :fornr

waa rather differ-ent-, we can· use the information it eont-ains t'-o dese:r:iffie
the d'iagram· we- were d.iscussing in the las-t ehapter in more d.ehil.. Forit· tells us what different kinds of living creatures there are in the-·
great cosmos of which we form pa-rt - the e·osmos of living beings under
t:he sun's influence.

(see fig.8 page 8/22)

We have a.ivided, the diagram;

a,s

we did before into three sections,

representing the physical, subtle and causal levels.
the physic-al section, are metals and minerals;

In the firsi,

t,hen crome plants, orr

t'he dividing line between the physical and. subtle levels;

then in

the next sewion are invertebrates a.nd vertebrates=, whiah is where we
put the great laboratory of Nature· in the previous diagram;

then on

t-he dividing line between the subtle and causal levels is mam;

and

above man, in the third section, are angels= and arehangels - these
he]ong t'o the crausa,l level, which is- per-haps wHy we kn-ow s-o little
about them, and why t'hey are usually invisible;
the diagram is the eternal unchanging;

tlien at the t'op o:f"

and: at the cent'-re of' the 0:irc·le

is the, a,bsolute - t'-he all.
There are many different meanings to this diag1rem, and we cann(Jrl:;
take the words it contains too lit'erally-.
wha:t they mean we have tto take
in ea,ch segment.

~

And when we are, exmsidering

quite differently - dif:fereniil;y;r

In the firs-t segment-, for- instanee., t-ime is enorrrrous]Jy,

long - 'metals' are actually the inorganic, elem-e-nts f:rom whie:li planets,
are made - the substances which c-ondensed when the earth and the ot-h~
planets- in the solar system were f:ormed some four- and a half'' thousand
million years ago.

These substances can be s-een in their originaT

form on the moon, whic·h of c:ours-e is' devoid of' all life.

But

1

mine-ra:Jls,'
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eternall
unc:ha;nginge

mei;a;ls

archangelft

m-±nerali.s

angeJJs,

rna;n

invert enrat-es

vertebrates·
fig •. 8.

a re something quite different· - irt this c:ontext 'minerals:-' are· a·ll
those substances on the earth's surface which are due iw t-he· presence
of life - which c·o uld not have come into existence unless life was·
already present on the earth •.
One of' the things we were told about this d.iagram, was· that each
revel or· being f'eea~s on the level two steps- below it,- and is · itself'
food for · t-he being two steps above it.

Plants-, for instance, feed on

metal's,. and are thems-e-l'ves f"ood for vertebrates·.

Irr, this case· t-he:

meaning - is c·lear enough - we· all kno-w that plants a..re· able to extra.cl
c:ertai.Il" basic· elements· from the inorga.n.ic:, surface matter of· the- eaxt'h
from 'metals' - and. to c-onvert these elements into living tissue· by· means
of photosynthesis-.

rrhis- plant t ·issue then be·e omes- t'he food on which

verte·brates - man· ana animals - depend.

But on higher levels in t-he·

diagram - on the subtle and causaT levels - the· meaning· C'.h anges, as:one might expec-t.

What, for instance, is meant by the word: 'man'?
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Are men of all levels irreluded, or does the word refer to a
particular level of man?
The' answer is that either could be true, depend:ing on t-he scale.
From· the viewpoint of the whole earth, a plane-t in the solar system,
man does· not exist as an individual.

On, this enormous scale he is:

more· in the nature of an influenc:e - part- of the eari;h' s psycrhology,
perhaps, or the earth's mind.

Fronr the viewpoint of the· great

Taboratory of Nature man is something quite differen-t- - he is a species,
homo sapiens, evolved from a long· list of' animals, and the end product
or her experiments.

To quote from Nietz-che 's "Thus Spake Zara-thustra;'' :-

"You have made your way f:rrom- worrrn i;-o man, and mucn is still
Once were ye apes, and even•yet is

in' you of the worm.

man more of· atr ape than any of' t-he apes •.••• "
Rtrtt from man I s point of view he cxmta-ins all these levels wi thirr

himself'.

Part of Jiim is a worm,

cl'Ourse•, is what Nietzehe:, means.

part of him is an ape - and that, of
So we need not take the words

'invertebrate-s 1 and 'vertebrates' too literally-.
man is an invertebrate,, . on

·on one leve--1

another he is a vertebrate, and on another:

he may be an angel, or even a.~ archangel.
Perhaps we can think of invertebra:te-s a;s- the masses - those vast
aggregates of people who seem to have no direction, and are pulled this
way and that by the turn of events, sometimes bec:oming imrolved

wars and terrible disasters.

in

And vertebrates· - are they perhaps

individuals - people who at least have a certain· freedom or a-ction
and. the power to e:hoose?

And if so,- what is a man?·

Man, in this sens-e, is much more than an individual.
whose life has a certain aim - to c:reate S'omething

rr0T11

He is a ma:rn

in himself'.

Everwone has t'his possibility,. but in most people it has never been.
awakened.

And. that is what 'ange1s' are- f·or - to feed on vertebra-tes,

or in other words t-o awaken individual people t-o t-he poss-ibility of•
becoming merr.

Angels re-ed on vertebrates., and so awaken them to

the possibility of becoming men', archangels feed on men, and so awaken
them to the possibility of becoming an.gels.

But what is meant by

'angels' and where can they be found.?-)
'Angels' in th1s sense are men of' a d.iffererr.t level or being- men1
who possess self conm~::iousness and freedom from negative emotions,,- and
have acquired a certain level of ' control over their· inner and. outer

movements.

'Arc-hangels' •by comparison a,re on a higher level still,
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and in addition to self conscriousness they possess objective
knowled.ge - knowled.ge which enables them to foresee the results<
of their actions - to know very e:x:arrtly what effect their· actions
will have,.

It is a strange thing that

man on our level, the level of·

vertebrates, is firmly convinced that he already has c:dl this.

He

thinks he is fully c·onscious, when really he is asleep, and he t'hinks,
he can· do - that he· knows the result of a:11 his actions

when ae:tuallyr

everything in his life just happens - it happens as if he were acting in

a: play- and he has no choice - he can only ac:t his part in a certain
So the first step in awakening is to realise one is asleep, and
the· first step in doing is to realise that everything· happens.

Wi thou-t

the· help of angels and a.,rcrha;ngels man would. never· realise this,. and so
lie•

would c-ontinue to turn forever on the same, level - or to des~end

sooner or later to a lower level.
But there· is·

a level

of man whicJi is higher even tharr archangels.

If he reaches i;-he etei."nal unehanging, it is· po·ssibTe
·immort'ai]..,

for

riianJ t·cr b:ecforrre

What doe£ it- mea:tr, iiliat· marr sJiould beeom& i:mmorta;I.'?

What-is there in:us that- might survive, death?

Now suppose we go back to the beginning, crnd tn,: to apply· the
naO'e
27
0
same diagram to individual man~
(see fig. 9:;)
In place of 'metals'

'½"ill be the' inorganic, elements of whic·h man's body consists - the
dust of which we are made, and the dust to which we shall return.
In place of minerals will bes the- life princdple in the hody - tha;t
which holds it together as omr whole.

And on t-he dividing line

between the physical and subtle levels will be air, or breath.
made man of the dust of the ground;

"God

and. he breathed into his· nostrils·

the breath of life, and man became a living soul".

It is t-hrough

man's breathing that the inorganic· ecJ.emen-ts· of the body are made alive;
and' the f'unc-tion or t'he lungs can be compe,.;red with the func:tion of'
plants in the biosphere - in fact the processes c-onne-e~ed with breathing
end the processes C'onnec-ted with photosynthesis have much in c-ommon.,
Orr the subtle level, instead of' invertebrates are hormones,
glandular secretions, e.nd all the differen.t- enzymes whiah c·ontrol the
func·tio:ning of the body and ac'I; as ehemic-al messengers in the
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fuiigher rmi.'nd:

pliys:iica;] body-

Iif"e pr±ne±ple

fig. , 9.

bloodstream and lymphatic-· system.

'i'hes-e substances are on the

'borderline between matter and energy.

On the next level, that

'vertebrates' are nerve impulses, bra-in reythms,.

of

and all those

neur·o -elee'trical manifestations whic·h make up man's psychology.

Thes·e·

manifestations- c..re not· in the ord:inary way consid.ered to be materia],
anc:l' it is interesting to find. that the changeover from matter to energy
occurs at the halfway point - we- have arrived at the level at whic:li
matter is -too fine to bee separated and analysed, and from · now oir we:
can only judge, it from it'; r effects •.
On the dividing line between the subtle and causal levels - where·
we put the word 'maw' in the previous diagram - are all the impr-essions·
whio:h man receives from his surroundings.
realised that man d.epend.s on impressions
depends on food and air.
he dies;

It may not be generallyr
in the same wa;y that he

If a man goes wit·h out fbod.', sooner or later

if he goes wi t 'hout air·, he dies in a few seconds;

but if

the flow of" impressions is interrupted, he dies instantaneousT'y.
In the diagram food, air a..'1.d impressions come at the radial lines·
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between, each segment.

But the products which man derives from

food, air and impressions occur on every leve] throughout' the,
diagram, in fac"t there are really three quite separate processes
going on continuously, like tne production lines in a factory.
We can d.iscuss tnese three processes later, but at the moment we
a.re• concerned. with the third. process
entry of impressions.

that whic·h begins with the

For it is :from the· impressions he• r·ec:ei'veEr

that marr obtains the energy required for his psychic· and spiritual.
life, and the extent to which he is able to extract finer energy
from imprea-sions determines very precis,ely, the extent-- to whieh his
higher· faculties are able to work.
:But to return to the points round. the diagram;

the nerl point,

whic,h c-orrespond.s to 'angels' in the previous diagram, refers to t·he
level of energy used. by-man's higher emotional centre.

As we said

earlier, man's higher centres are on a quite different level of
experience from all his ordinary f'eelings and: emotions, thoughts and
sensations.
sid'e.

And the main difTerence irr that they ha-ve no negative

Unfortunately, the energy they require so often gets used

up , on negative emotions, and. t 'hen. they are starved of the rightenergy and remain hid.den from us.

Conversely, if the medita1ion

works as it should it will bring us- into closer touc:h 1-rith higher
cent·res, and t'his in itself will help to d;ispel many of our- nega:tfve
emotions.
We sa;id earlier that men who a.re on the level of 'angel.Si' po-ss-ess
self consciousness - and this in another way of saying· thai; the
higher emotional centre is always aee-essible to them.

With

'a..rchangels' it is the higher intellectual c,entre, or higher mind,
which is always accessible, and this means that they know truthBut what
that they possess objecxive or cosmic, consciousness.
is it that correspond.s in each of us to the 'eternal unc'!l.anging'
to the highest possible level that man can achieve'?

Is tl!ere

some part, deep down within us, which is immortal - is there something
which can survive, when the body dies?
Perhaps this extract from one of P.D.Ouspensky's lectures may
help us t-o answer this question.

He had. been talking about men

of different levels, and someone asked: him

"What is it that

·
rt a 1 , essen·ce· or physical
body and. soul?"
To which
_
b ec-omes immo
he re-plied, 11 0nly memory. BOdy is born again; essene,e is born again;
personality is created again.

So it is not a, question of' immortality-
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out- o:f' memory.

We may · live terr t-housand t ·ime-s without any

advantage if we d.o not remember..

If meehanica1 imrnorta1i ty-

were possible it- would be of n:o advantage·.

We must remember

ourselves and: remember events;· the more the better.
remind. you:

Again I

What is useful and necessary tco remember is that

we d.o 1!Q.! remember;

never remember and: that we d.o not kn.ow that

we d.o not remember.II

Sinc-e these things were said, some forty years ago, . we have
been, givem the med.itation..
attitude quite a lot.,

Ana. the meditation has changed our

We now- realis:e that if•, during the half·

hour·, we can make a c:onnection wi tli the uni. versal s-elf', at the

crentre of' the aircrle, remembering ourselves will come naturally·
during the day.

There is no longer any need to· aa:rry an· aJ..'arnn

clock around with us
connection is made.

we have only to r-epeat the mantra, and the

In this way not' a11 · a;t on6-e ,: pe!"haps, but

sooner or: later memory , will c'Ome,.
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In order to understand man's relation to his envir-onmeni;
we have: to realise that -there are two kinds of proeesses going

ow c·ontinuously throughout the universe - there a:re· desc·e nding,·
processes, and there are ascending· processe~.

Whe·n the surr gives

out radiations, by the c-onversion of h,ydrog en into helium, a
desc'Em.ding process· is taking plac,a.

The- sun's rays· may appear

to u s to be eternal and. everlasting:, but in terms of astronomical
time their heat will sooner- or later be· expended - or- so the
scrientists tell us..
surface they create life.

But as· the- sun's· rays fall upon the ea rth I s ·
And t ·he cre ation of organic' life on the

earth's sur-face is an ascending process - it is the means whereby
heat is recreated., and d.faorganised states of matter are replaced

by org anised st 9 tes.
So it is' not real'l:y- true to s-peak of one process· wit-hout the ot-her,
and: it is quite possible that the sun's rays are continuously being
renewed - that the phenomenon of organic, life exists for this purpos:e•.
Cert a inly-- the- same thing · is true of -the human °body, for in the human,
body, energy is continuously bei.ng · renewed by a s·imila;r proc-es,s, - and

fr-om a cosmic point of view this is perhaps· one of man's principal
functions - to c·onvert lower leve.l s of energy into highel" lev,els.
In the ordinary way man himself has very little idea what
extraordinarily high le-vels of energy it is· possible for him to recreate.
According to the accepi:'e.d view he ootains energy from the :food he- eats.
He extracts· certain substances from his food, and thes,e supplyr the
energy he needs f'or the ordinary requirements of lif'e..

In additio:nu

he obtains energy from the air he breathes - ma-inly· oxygen - which
enables, c-ombustion t ·o take pl;:we within t-he· cells of his body.

if· may

ri;o'-t · 'b~ genere;lly· r-ec'og ni.sed

th'.!:!;t

veT;r

mueh finer

l evels o:r energy· ex:>uld: be- extrac ted , and im c:ertain c a ses are

But
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being erlracted all the time without our knowing · it- - not only· f:rrnm
food amr air,

out

a:l's,& ft".om, impr·e s:sions.

In fact, these thr-ee

sources of' energy are not- unlike thre-e separate pr-od.ue·tion lines
irn a factory, . each pr-odue·ing · certain requir·em·ents of

man,1 s· total

existenee, his being-•.
We c:an show these three productioni lines in· a very simplified.
f 'orrrr in the following diagram:I (8)
' \

7

f-'
..... . /

-+-

/ ."

'Ei
-'

t5
l

impress ions

..d7
/

....

air

I
f ood

fig.

ro.

It will be seen that food. enters the- organism at the botitom
of the diagram, and we can take point I to refer t-o man's · digestive
system, where the food he- eats is attacked by various enzymes, and
finer· ma-tter is extracted from it.

This finer- ma:tter then enters

the bloods tream at point 2 , in the form of carbohydrates, f ats: and
protei.ns, whic,h are· neBded by the cells· of the body .

But here the

produc-tion line would o.-ome · to a halt, were it not for thee entry of
a ir.

As we- a-11 krmw, by the c:1;ction of breathing oxygen is introduce·d

int·o the bloodstream, and is carried round the body,, finding:· its way
s·ooner or- later to a-11 the bod_y ce·lls, where "frhe process of:• inner
respiration t 'akes place.
This entry of a ir- g ives a k ind: of· boost to the firs-t prod.ue~tion
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ld'.rre,. whicrh-.ena'bJ:es it . to c·ontinue through points

3,4,5 a.nd. 6.

It is not easy to define exactly what these· difrerent- levels·
represent without- a great deal of techniaa;l d.etail', but we, can
take it: t'hat irhey are different, ingredients of the: bloodstrearrr :finer and' :!finer states of matter whie.h are added t-o the bloodstream,,
and' are capable of supplying' the- energy re·quired for ma;m1 s normal
physim:tl f'unc·tions, culminating at point fr in the energy eonnee-ted
with sex- and reproduction.

Now the first production line which we have jus-t described, and
the sec·ond. production line- u-p to levels 3 and 4, ha.ppen automa-tically·
without our knowing· much about it, ,and they suffice for the· ord:inary·
purposes of life.

Combined with the· entry of impressions, they

enable man to orientate, himself in the- world in which he, lives, and
his body and instinctive func,ti -o ns to work c:-orr-eet-ly.

But the

cmntinua-tion of the second production·· line' through points· 5,,6 and 7,
and. the whole of the third. production line,work veey litt-1e in man
as he is, and if any of'• these higher energies are produced, it is
usually- spasmod.ic-, or due to some special circumstance in his liie.
In fact this diagram shows very ex-a-etly- what man's s·i tuation
i~r - it shows t 'hat he poss·esses enormous· possibilitie-s which usually
go unrealised - that if he knew how t-o do it-, he could cromplete-1.y
transf'orm the level of his experience, simply by- bringing · t-he upper
pa.rt of the diagram - the part shown by- dotted line, - into operation.
If he could do this, his higher centres· would. begin to work as they
should, for they depend on energy at levels· 6 and.' T.

And. ul t 'imately·

he would be able- t-o contact the- source of all energy within himself
that which belongs to the centre of the C'irc-1.e.

For· this· source

of energy is like the sun - it is radiating· outwards iw ail.
dire-et ions:-.
But to C'ontinue r,Ji th the diagram in more detail;

after it has

given a boost to the first production line·, . by introducing oxygew
into the bloodstream, the second. produci;ion line c·o ntinues t-hrough
points 3 aind 4.

We all know what powerful effects this' pr-odue:tion

line has, and. how muc:h we depend on air- - not only for physical.
energy, but for many· much more subtle things connected wit-hour
psycho - physical' life.

And: the more we become· aware of' these

things', the mor-e the content of· the air we breathe becomes important-for- the air we breathe e·on.t~dns certain substances

of

a very high

level whic'h could. be extracted from it if only we knew the way•
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Now when the s·ecxmd production line reaches point 4 in the
diagram it c~omes to a ha-1 t, in just the same· way as,. the first
production line came to a ha-lt at point 2.
missing between points 4 and. 5?

What is it that isc

Is· there·, something on this level

equivaTent to breath?
Obviously, the entry of impressions might have a; similar effe-c-t
it might be able to give the second production line a- boost, whic'li
would. enable it to c-ontinue,.

But in the ordinary way this does· rrot

If we think deeply enough about it we realise tha-t in the
ordinary way the impressions we receive attract our attention outwards.
Our attention flows outwards a-11 the time, and our energy goes with iii:.
This is a descending process,. like the· light of the sun - everything·
that happens during the da;1r is· an outgoing process of this kin.a. , and
of C'Ourse· it is legitimate - it is exaci;ly as it should be.

But..

sooner or lai;er we run out of energy, and then we have- to rest-~

When

we go to sleep at night some of the energy comes back - enough for the
ordinary purposes of life.

But this is mainly physical energy;

and

un]l:ess we contact some direct source or· higher ener£r'r - as we sometime·s
do - the- level never ch1:J,nges - we never get more than a certain· minimal!
amount of higher energ,J, in fact we get les,s and less ••••
This is a pic-tur·e of our si tnation.

However spiritually minded

we may be, however many high thoughts we have, howe'trer many e s·ot eri'c
te a chings we kncHi

about, unless

we

Call'

find a wa.,y of extracting f'ine-r

en.eTgy fr-om impressions - of manufacturing it for ourselves - nothing
will change.

But if we can find such a way, a whole new world will

open for us, and the upper part of the diaeram - the part sho'l\rn dotted
will begin to work.
The process of extracting finer energy from impressions - of
manufacturing it for ourselves - is just the same, in prinC'iple az
that of extracting finer energy from food or air;

and onc·e the way

is known , it is a very easy and natural process - there is nothing
arduous

or-

d.i fficult about it.

The first requirement is that the

attention should be attracted inwards, for if it continues to be
a.ttracted outwards the process will not work.
ca1leff the 'I80

This is what was

degrees turn' - we turn our attention thr"ough

ISO degrees-, and the rest follows

provided of course we r ·e main

c-ompletely passive, and carry out the technique correctly.
When we si;a.rt the half hour, the mantra, often enough, is flat
and meaningless.

This is because it is working on t ·he ordinary gross

level of impressions - level

4.

As we go on it che,nges its quality· -
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- becomes- more attractive, more delightful to repeat.
cha,racteristic of level

5.

Level

5

This is

is when: impressions· c·ome to

lif'e , a,s it were, and our attention begins to be attracted.
As
we, go on, we begin to feel this attraction more- ana. more, and: by
level 6 everything iS' bliss.

But here once again the pro-cess would

c.·ome to a stop, if it were not for· somethingwhieh c·o mes in to help
it.

This 'something' is the energy from the centre itself·, whiefu

we- fee-1 as a kind. of pull.

If we can jusi; let ourselves be pulled

just let g o - the manira transcends, and we have reached level 7.
Sometimes:· we are aware of level
mind. to grasp.

7,

sometimes it is too fine for the

It is at level 7 that the mind. expand.s int-o something·

much bigger - int·o the eternal unchanging.
And.

then we are back a,t the beginning agairr.

But the point is

that every time we take a dive we fill up our accumulaiors with rre-w
energy.,

And this energy is there to he·lp us during the day.

And

besides, a great many other things- take- place, about whieh we know
very little.

The-re is the s-ec-ond production line,. f'or insta;nc:e· - the

development of air.

Wha.t happens· to the second prnduction line?:'

In theory, the· continuation of the third. linff - the development of
impressions - gives a boost to the second. line, which enables it t-o
C'.o ntinue through levels 5,.6 and 7.
Pre,ciically- speaking, we know very little about these very high'
levels of energy derived from air.

Sometime-s we get a glimpse of

some- quite new experience, sometimes we n-otic·e crnrtain effec:.ts that
the meditation has - effects on the ph,ysical consti tut-ion-, or on the
working of our instinctive functions.

Probably the r ·e search that has

been done recently on the meditation is mainly c:onc:erne-d wit·h t-hes,e
effects, whereas the third prod.uci;ion line, whieh is after all the
more important thing;, tends· to get forgotten·.

And.

if we turn back

for a moment to the original diagram of the circde,, it- may help us t0,
und.erst and why.

For the development of air begins on the subtle- level,,

whereas the development of impress-i ons begins on the causal.

It is

the third production line in our factory which is c-oncerned with the
development of causes - with the creation of new causes· in our live-a.
(see fig . I I page 8/33) :-
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2 Qu.eens Grove Studios
~ueens :Jrove

H. H. 8

r!iarch 14 th I 97 I

:Oea.r Dr Roles,

I got the answer to my question about evolution and
self realisation.
It came in the form of a di~gram - our
old. friend the equiangular spiral.
If you ta.lee evolution, in the sense of different levels
of man, (men I to man 7)

- as they have always existed as far
as we know since the beginning of' man's history - if you take
this to be the angular coordinate i.e. measured round the spiral,
then self realisation, which is possible for man on any level of
evolution, is the radial coordinate i.e. it is movement :from a:ny
point on the spiral a.long the radius, towards th~ centre:-

/

I

rr.;1,~--

";07 5

/413~~

/

\
i

v L.

This explains many things - how ma,n 6, for instance, lives
much nearer to self realisation than man I,2 and 3, and can get
to the centre very easily, whereas man 7 is always there.

Also

that self realisation must be different, and require different methods
for each kind of man round the spiral, and yet it is quite possible
for man on any level to move inwards to the centre, while remaining
where he is in life.

And one sees, too, that evolution is a
different kind of direction from self realisation - it moves along
a different coordinate, and probably exists in a different apace
and time.
Yours,
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We have n-ow reached: a point where it bec·omes possible tod efine the prine-iples eontained in· the symbol more exac~ly ..
These.· principre-s· are basically very simple-.

The, e--ire-J.'e itself

is-· a oosmos-, a cromplete entity or world, e:x:isting- in its-- own space,
and i t-s: own t-ime,.

The, point at -the c-ent-r-e:, is the source- f'r--om1

which energy radiates

· t'ha, energy required :for its· c:rea-tion, and:

subsequent evolution.

Emana:ting" f'rom-, t :h e c-:entre, are a number of•

radial lines,.

TheGG radial lines i-'nd:ie::ate- the, f'1ow of-' eneJtgy

outwards from t 'his c:entral' source-, and c:.onvers-ely,-. the:· f'low a£·
0

energy inwards, for energy flows-- always in both diree:tions. (S:e? fig:.
below)
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As energy flows outwards it produces action, for action is:,
the product of· en:engy and· time,.

Bute t'he fu.:rtherr the energy gets:

from the o:entre of' the cirale, the more its c:hara-oter changes:.,
It becomes-lower and lower in level, in potential, and in
consequenc-.e the va:lue of time c:hanges t'o-o, or- in, other words
a moment of-' time contains- less and less ac:tion, the further we
get :rrom t:he centre.

As energy moves, inwards it regains potentiall.,

and· in 01:ms-equeno-e the value, of time increaaes, unidl at t·he
c-en.tre itself the value of t 'inte is infinite, and eve-rything

So- it' is the radial c-o-ordinate of the circle which indica.t·e.s1·evels· of energy, and we can put' a series of c'Onc:entrio· ringswit:hin· the circle t'o indicate these levels.

But the c-iro.le.,

has anot'her cro-ordinate-!, sometimes des:cribed as· the angular
co-ordinate.

In simple language this mea.nsmovement round

the circle, like the hands of a c-lock.

t-o time-.

This: e-o-ordinate refers:

As the hands, of'• the cd'o ok move round the o:ircle, time.,

pa.-s:s--es, - everyt"hing happens,.

And as action is: the produe_t of'

these two co-ordinates:- - of energy and' t'ime - this, resultant-

±s:

a crurved' line, a spiral, which moves, wit:h the pa;esage of-· t'imec,
either in a d1res:tion nearer to the centre, or in a direc:tion:i
further away.

In this- s:ense al! processes-, all activities, are-

spiralS", and. they always-move outwards or inward~ - they oannotc
remain on the same level, at the same: distano-e f'rom, the oentre ..
Now as time passes conti.nual1.y round: the circle like thehands of' a clock, it repeats agairr and. again.

In c:onsequenc:e

each subdivision of the circle ac{!Uires a certain identity, jll.S't
as each hour of the clockf'ace ac_quires a e:ertain identity, a;
certain special significance.

In the symbol these dif':fer:ent·

:points round the circle, whioh are numbered] one t:o nine,, refer
to dif'-ferent :principles, different energy syrlems in: eao-.h c.-os.mos ..
But~ before we discuss these energy systems we have t'-o make adis-tino.-tion between those whie,h are in-ternal to the cosmos i tseJlf
and those whia:h c.onnect it with the world outside..

( see

Pf/;. -&; 3/6)

At peints 3, 6 and 9 in the symbol, o:ertai.n, mecd1anisms exist
whereby energy is taken in oy the cosmos from its surroundings.,
The lowest form of' energy - that whia:h in man:- is d.erived f'rom:,
the food he eats

enters the system at point 9.

The next fornt

of energy, whioh is-nma:h higher in level-, and in· man consists
of air, enters the system c:orrespondingly nearer the a:entre, at
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point 3.

The third form, of energy, whic.h is c:.o rr-espond•ingiy

higher again, and in man consists· of impress-ions, , enters the:·
system a.t point 6.

These time.e forms of'. en:ergy lie along

a;·

spiral., which forms=- a c:0mplete revolution of the circ:ille· and endsat the aemtre itself:~

It is at this, point.:, the: cent:ne of: the,

cirQte, that the highest level of· ener.gy exists - that energy
which is universal:., and' flrom whictll all life is derived ..
And so, from this o:entr:al souro:e creative energy i's r.ad.iati,ng
outwards, as it d'oett'. fnom· the sun, whia:h :for us- is, tne souraa of:
our existencre.

And at the same time energy is f1owing: inwa.rdft. -

flowing baek· towards t !he o:entre along· the spira-]
t'o the source :f'"rom whic:h it oame.

(see fig. below)

being · returned:
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When we draw the symbol in its. bas::iic
three points, 3,6 and

form we jointhes:-e

9, to form a triangle -

a tri'angl1e which

represerrt's the conn-e~tion of'- each cosmos· with the environment
in whiah it- lives-.

(see- f'ig-. below)

Along the th:rree sides of this- triangle are all the storea
of' higher energy- belonging t-o the c:osm-0s

the- ac-cu.mul'ators· of'

energy upon which its- existence depends-.

But the, six: points-

round the circu,11f'erence - points I,,2,4,5,7, and 8 - are- the
internal systems, where diff' erent kinds - of'· ener_gy are manuf'antm:red.
Point I, for instance,. is where phys1.cal energy is, manufaa,tm:red;
point 2 is where the life pri~iple- is- dev&l'oped:';

point 4' is

the· crontr-olling principle be-hind. the physical growth and d:eveTopmenil::
of'• t-he- o:osmo-s-, a,nd point 5 i's thee elee%ri'ea1 potenti:al:_ upon whi'cfu
it's movements depend.

ill tlies-e four systems are, known-, and to

some erlent- studied' by sa:iene-e, insofar as- they nelate, to man,;

bn"tr
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point

T is ~ , in t-he :fullest sens:e of' the· word.

.And t-he, wa:,

mind works, is- not understood: - not'c even, ine man, hims:e-ll.f',,

in whic-h

let· al1one in the univense out's-i'd:e him.

Ev.e n:, more diffiau.lt :flb-r

man t ·-o grasp, to· explain,. is, t'he idea of s:ou]_ - a:t- point- 8.
And yet all these six different- princ:iples exist, not onlyr
in:

1'.llalll',

but- in every complete c-osmos witchout· exc:ept·i'on..

And.: t-he:

s&v:errth prina-iple cont•ains· them aJJl - t-he severrt-li· prine-ipl'e is, t-hen-ote D0 of'· the o-o:tave.-, the note whie-h <rontains- all other- sounds
within it•-. .

Fon these seven notes are a · peri'od, like tha- nO.'te:s:

of·' the· nmsical s-oal'e,,, or· the periodie: table of· e:l!ements,..

They;,

are an example of'· a very arm::ient- law - the, law of severe - and
cromoined· with this· l'aw, in the· e-orners o£ t-he triangle-•, , is· the,
l!aw a£,· three,..

Which- brings us t-o the last, and perhaps· tha- most~

important' part' of' t'he syniliol
means · of· whieh

a,

the inner

cir-c.ul:ation, b;y;-

cr·onstant' flow and exchange, of energy· talces pl.ae:e.,

Let us try t-o avoid' det•20il.,; and to· free ill:' very-- general terms-.
whati the iinner e:ircu.lation in the symb.o-1 me:ans,.,

I1r order t:-ha:t; -

a c:os:mos

There must b:e

cranJ

devellop, two thingB'. are· ne-c:essary.

0

a · eonnecit'ion wit'h the_, s.ou.:tttrec o:r· en-argy within it'c - with the- p.c rint-

a-t the centre :f'rom which ~reative energy e;omes: -,_ann there- mus.t - '
b:e a wa;y of ena-bling this:- energy

t-o circulate, s-o, that it reaches,

every r-elll'Ot-e crorner of"' t 'h e c:osmos, and brings· with i't, c:onsoo,ousn-ess.
and lif:'e.

Like t 'h e light of· the sun,, which· strikes :first- uponi

the outi-er layers of· t ·he earth's- atmosphere, and t 'hen p-enetrate:s·
deeper within thee fil'm of" organie: life, below, crirculating · among:- aI.l.
living crea-tures on t ·n e e-arth' s· surface - so- witn every- ot-hen- cosmos,,

and' in man wit'hout ero:epti.on - these two requirement-shave to b:e,
. -provid'ed'.
If · acrcess· t-o the central sourc:e of energy is· impeded,.,
the c·osmos· cannnt grow;

and if•

ore-ati ve energy is availJable,,

but it cann-ot circulate, the eosmos: will be out: of'• balanoe-, and!
itS! deveJ.1opment' will ceas--a.
pre-s-ent:, t'he realis,a,tion
fulfilled:.

But· if bot-h, thesre, conditions:· are

cif:; a.ll. :bt·s poss-ibili ties will. 1:'J:e:,

EQilogue
9/0-0g
These Papers , which were still partly in draft
form as 'The Cosmos of All Living' or 'The Living Universe' ,
probably pre-date the main Cosmos of All Living Papers of
3/1-3 and 4/1-5 in this Volume IX. They include , in 9/0f, a
mention of the concept of Consciousness as ' the fourth
principle' in the Cosmos of All Living which is developed on
this vast scale in connection with the ' inner circle' of humanity.
Consciousness ,as the Carbon 12 catalyst for the
evolution of ' Man' 24 from ' Vertebrates' 48, is indicated in 9/0
by the small spiked circle. ( 9/0g includes Colin's handwritten
placement of Consciousness at this point ,which is taken from
an associated draft diagram)
The concept of a' fourth principle' of Consciousness
(although implicit in 8/28-33) does not seem to re-appear, at
least in this three-storey Food Table form , until much later see this Volume's Introduction 1/8-12 for an exploration
of' the fourth production line'.
9/1-7
The text for this Paper is mainly from a letter of
1968 to Colin's old friend from the early 1930s Ouspensky
era , Francis Roles , with whom he exchanged a good deal of
correspondence about System ideas. 9/2 & 9/3 have
paragraphs from later follow-up letters, one of which (main
para of 9/3) was used by Dr Roles for Study Society reading
material (ref 1968/13). The concluding paragraph of 9/3 is
from a rough freehand draft.
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The world studied by astronomy - the world of stars and
galaxies - is a world so vast, so still, so far away that we
cannot hope to grasp its real meaning.
The world studied by
the physicists - the world of atoms and electrons - is a world
just as remote, just as far away on the other side of space.
In between these two extremes is another world much nearer to
us - the universe of living creatures under the sun's influence.
The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system,
the smallest elements that belon~ to it are living creatures like
ourselves.
Man, organic life, the earth and the other planets these are the elements of which it consists.
All these elements
taken together make a single whole - a single being, with its own
life, tts own breath and its own intelligence.
How can we conceive what this being is like - this living
universe of which we form part?
We have to adinit it, the whole
is beyond our comprehension - and the reason is simply a matter of
time.
The time scale of this world is so great that we cannot
possibly see it as one whole.
A single moment, a single breath
for a world of such vast dimensions could last, perhaps, for twenty
or thirty thousand years.
During this period the celestial bodies
known to us - the earth, the planets, the solar system itself, and
even the stars of the milky way - move through enormous distances.
We cannot possibly conceive what the total effect of all this
movement is like - we cannot possibly know what even a single moment
in the life of this being really is.
But as a single cell within the human organism, which can be
studied in relation to the body to which it belongs, so can we take
the earth, and study it separately in relation to the universe of
which it forms part.
And just as each cell within the human body
is part of the living structure of the organism as a whole, so the
earth too, is part of the living structure of a greater body - the
body of that great being of which we all form part.
The earth is
alive, it breathes and it takes in impressions from its surroundings.
And its purpose, its function in relation to the whole is to serve as
a physical basis, a ground, for the growth and development of
organic life.
Organic life on earth, ordinarily considered to be confined to
the earth's surface, has an influence which extends throughout the
whole universe.
Like the molecular basis of life within the cell,
which holds the key, not only to the life principle within the whole
body, but also to the essential characteristics of the living
creature to which it belongs - in the same way it is organic life
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on earth which provid es the life principle within the whole
universe, and a t the same time determines the very nature - the soul of the living universe itself.
No~ is t his nature far away or
difficult to find - it is here, in the life around us, in everything
we see - everything ha s its ovm life, its own nature, and yet it
forms part of the one life, the one great nature of the living
universe to which we belong.
And just as the earth is designed to serve as a vehicle for the
growth and development of organic life, so organic life in its turn
is designed as a medium for the growth and development of man.
Man is quite distinct from organic life - his function is quite
different.
Alone among all creatures in organic life he is able
to see the living universe reflected in himself, and to know the
purpose for which it was created.
Taken on this enormous scale, he
is the mind, the consciousness of the living univers e .
And just
as the mind of individua l man is able to reflect the spirit that
lies deep within it, so mankind, through his tradition, is able to
reflect the spirit of the universe.
He reflects it in his inner
knowledge, in his art, his religion, his science and philosophy; but
above all he r eflects it in his own spirit - in that which he is
in himself.
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These three elements of the cosmos of all living - earth,
organic life and man - exist in everything around us.

Earth

is the physical principle, the matter of which everything in the
cosmos is made;

organic life is the vital principle, the breath

which quickens all living creatures;

and man is the psychic

principle, the mind ·which reflects the reality of the cosmos,
and is able to interpret the creator's will.
Consider, for instance, the physical basis of the earth.

There

are the metallic substances which belong to the earth's core; there
are the earth's surface layers, the minerals stored in the earth's
crust, the oceans and rivers, the alluvial deposits, the topsoil;
then there

is the cellular structure of plants, which covers

the whole of the earth's surface;

and above that again is the

earth's atmosphere, the stratosphere, the ionosphere;

and finally

the earth's magnetic field, and the sun's radiation falling constantly
upon it - all these are

substances with which we are familiar,

yet when we consider them in this context,
they could not exist on their own

we

realise suddenly that

that they depend, almost all,

upon the presence of organic life.
And organic life depends in its turn on them.

The earth's

surface layers, for instance, are a ground in which organic life
can flourish, yet organic life itself is the agent which produces
these layers - without organic life they could not exist, the earth's
surface would be dead, like the moon.

Organic life feeds the

earth's surface - feeds it with the cellular substance of plants,
which disintegrates and becomes absorbed into the earth's structure.
And animals - invertebrates and vertebrates - condition these surface
layers in various ways, by breaking them down and manuring them.
Everything depends on everything else, and we cannot imagine a time
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when life did not exist , still less how it came into being. And if we ask
ourselves the same question about the cell , we realise it always was
alive , it always formed part of the living body to which it belongs . Why
not the same with the earth - why not a living earth always , from the
moment it was first conceived? Is it necessary to assume that the earth
was once dead , that it gradually became alive as organic life spread
over its surface? Perhaps a "dead" planet, like a dead cell , is nothing
more than the physical remains of an organism which was alive in some
previous epoch, not an organism which is not yet born.
But taking the state of affairs as we know it , there is clearly
a point in the scale where , taken in a broad sense , it is possible to say
that life has arrived on the scene, and substances which exist on the
earth's surface are no longer dead but living. This point, as we all
know , is connected with the miraculous phenomenon of photosynthesis,
a process by which the inorganic substances in the earth's surface
layers are taken up into the body of-plants and converted into living
tissue through the action of the sun's rays. It is from this point that life
on earth really begins , and from it the whole gamut of living creatures
on the earth's surface develops ,leading in the end to the creation of
man and the angels.
Yet man's existence cannot wholly be explained only as a
development from the different species in organic life. His presence
depends on another miracle - a miracle even more astonishing than
that of photosynthesis.
This miracle is the phenomenon of ·
consciousness .
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Which brings us to what is perhaps the most important of all questions the meaning of the Inner Circle of humanity.
What is the Inner Circle of humanity? As we have put it on the diagram
(below) it is something above the level of man as we know him - an
intelligence or a consciousness which looks after man's fate on a very
big scale , throughout the whole of historic time. And yet for that very
reason it must be something which exists within each of us - something
which every man in the world possesses , even though he may not know
it. Connection with the Inner Circle is therefore an inner connection ,
not just an outer one. Beyond that it is difficult to speak.

* t his pa ge

is. from

5/?
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And the third , the psychic, principle in the cosmos of all living
is man. Man, taken on a very big scale, the scale of humanity, is the
mind , the reason , of the cosmos of all living. But what do we mean by
'man'? Certainly the masses of humanity are not capable of acting with
intelligence. Only when they are guided and controlled by comparatively
small groups of civilised people do they become capable of controlled
thought and action ; and these groups in their turn have to be guided by
individual men - men who are able to sense , through the use of their
higher functions ,what the needs of the cosmos may be.
So the mind of the cosmos of all living is not a simple thing .
It is a complex structure of different levels ranging from the lowest to the
highest. And like our own mind , it is incapable of rising above a certain
level without consciousness.
Consciousness, the fourth principle in the cosmos of all living,
is something quite different from mind. It can exist quite independently of
mind , on a level above the mind's functions. And consciousness , in the
cosmos of all living , is not by any means confined to man. On the other
hand there exists within humanity a special instrument for the storage
and development of consciousness. This special instrument is known as
the 'inner circle' of humanity and consists of all those men throughout
history who have reached a level of consciousness above that of the rest
of mankind. Such men are able to help mankind through the special
knowledge they possess , and so to ensure that the needs of the
cosmos of all living are fulfilled.
It is through the inner circle , that certain very important
influences are transmitted to humanity - influences which depend on
higher levels of consciousness and cannot be received by man direct.
The inner circle is , in fact , the 'soul' of the cosmos of all living,
and like man's individual soul it reflects the will of higher worlds above it.
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I keep on coming back to this idea of an equivalent to the food table
on a larger scale - the idea that just as our food table ( see 2/3 - also 9/6)
refers to the world within us , the microcosm , so there must be another food
table which refers to the world outside us , the macrocosm. And I am
convinced that the key to this larger food table is the step diagram - the
"diagram of all living" - for it all fits so very exactly, and even the hydrogen
numbers are the same .
... it is a wonderful way to expand the scale of one's thoughts, but
first one wants to be a bit clearer about the principles. What , for instance , is
the scale of this larger food table? I used to think of it as the solar system , but
perhaps it is bigger than that? Certainly the step diagram includes suns as
well as planets , and reaches to the absolute itself , on the other hand the
words used in the step diagram have many different meanings - naturally ,
because there are really three octaves , and their meaning is different in each!
So perhaps the first thing to be sure about is what these three
octaves mean , and to get their time scales right. As far as I can see the first
octave is concerned with the physical aspect of things , and the unit on which
it is based is a planet such as the earth. The second octave would be
concerned with the vital or living aspect of things , and in this case the unit is
organic life. And the third octave would be concerned with the psychic or
intelligent aspect of things , and here the unit is man ..... it all works so
beautifully - one sees how organic life comes in on the level of "plants 11 192 ,
to quicken the planet earth , and how the development of organic life itself
is helped by the intelligence of man , which enters on the level of "vertebrates"
(or man 1,2 and 3) at hydrogen 48 (see 9/0g) . But it is above this level that
the whole thing becomes so interesting, and I can't help feeling that the
higher parts of both these octaves may contain the key to many things about
the inner circle and man's development, which we never understood before.
(see food tables- pages 9/4 & 9/5)
As regards the actual time scale , one would expect the food octave
to be based on the lifetime of a typical planet - say some 72 billion years which corresponds on our scale to 24 hours , or the life of a typical cell. The
air octave would be based on the lifetime of Nature - say some 2,400,000
years - which corresponds on our scale to a period of 3 seconds , and the
impressions octave would be based on the lifetime of man - the period of
80 years - which corresponds on our scale to 1/1 0,00Oth of a second. (see
pages 9/6 & 9/7)
These figures , which seem at first quite astronomical in scale , are
really the key to the whole thing , for they provide us with a very convenient
guide to the periodic time of the various processes in each octave. The
formation of minerals in the earth's crust, the evolution of species, the carbon
cycle , the nitrogen cycle , the oxygen cycle , the ice ages , the great
geological periods - all these have their place in the first two octaves. And the
impressions octave rises to very much shorter periods , and with it the upper
parts of the air octave - culminating, interestingly enough , in a limit at the
note SI of 3 seconds - the period of a breath, or a moment of consciousness.
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What an enormous range of periodic times! From 72 billion years
to 3 seconds - and all within the one living entity. Did one ever realise that
our own food table contains exactly the same range? I think one overlooked
the fact , because it is all in terms of very high frequencies. And then again ,
what do these very short periodic times actually mean - 6. months , 24 hours ,
9 minutes , 3 seconds - considered in the light of man's development? Could
it mean , perhaps , that 24 hours of experience for man no. 6 contains the
same amount as 80 years experience for man 1 , 2 and 3? - and that
ultimately everything is contained in the moment? I don't know - it needs a
lot of thought!
And at the other end of the scale , how interesting it is to find that
the "Day of Brahma" corresponds approximately to the periodic time of the
food octave. Perhaps after all it is Brahma himself to whom this food table
belongs!
Of course one has to take rather a broad view of these times, but
they give an indication of the kind of processes in each octave. A day and a
night for Brahma , by the way , is said to be 8640 million years , which comes
between DO and RE in the food octave. So we are speaking about something
on much the same scale.
But it is the impressions octave which is so interesting. If one
remembers how the triads go in the food table, one will see that man (24)
evolves from vertebrates (48) through the action of carbon 12 , which is on
the level of angels. Similarly, angels (12) evolve from man (24) through the
action of carbon 6 , which is on the level of archangels. And archangels (6)
evolve from angels (12) through the influence of the eternal unchanging (3).
Although one does not understand , this give a quite new approach to many
of our questions about the purpose of all the schools , organisations , groups ,
religious leaders , saints , mystics and teachers of one kind or another which
exist in the world today. One sees that it is quite natural for certain people to
be attracted to one teacher , and for others to turn to another. It is not that one
is right and the other wrong , it is simply a question of level. And everything
happens according to certain laws and principles which we on our level are
unable to see.
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In connection with the large scale food table ... it is very interesting
to think what corresponds, on this larger scale, to D.N.A. and the inheritance
pattern as it exists in each individual cell.
We have taken the individual cell to correspond on this larger scale
to a planet such as our earth. The earth is a "cell" in relation to the body of
Brahma as a whole. Within this "cell", large organic molecules such as the
D.N.A. molecule would correspond to units - possibly species - of organic life.
Somewhere hidden in organic life , therefore , one would expect to find the
key , the pattern , which determines the characteristics of Brahma , just as the
key , the pattern , which determines the characteristics of individual man is
hidden in the molecular structure of D.N.A.
Obviously this key or pattern is the Great Laboratory. In fact , the
idea of the Great Laboratory as it is described in the New Model* is very
similar, except that one never realised its full implications before. The Great
Laboratory is the' D.N.A. molecule' whose structure determines the nature of
Brahma.
And in the countless reincarnations of Brahma , the Great
Laboratory never changes - the key to the nature of Brahma is always the
same , for it exists on the level of hydrogen 3 , the Eternal Unchanging (the
time we put against hydrogen 3 in the table - on page gn - is 3 seconds ,
which corresponds approximately to the life period of large molecules).
Yet the Great Laboratory itself is constantly trying out new experiments creating new forms and patterns which determine the soul of Brahma. For in
the soul of Brahma the possibilities are infinite - nothing is ever repeated , and
everything is new.
Could this idea perhaps help to throw some light on the nature of
man's soul?
+++++++

What is the soul of the earth ? That part of a man which we call
his soul is related to the world of molecules and the world of planets - to what
would the earth's soul be related? The earth's soul (by the same token)
would be related to the world of living creatures and the world of star clusters
in the milky way. What could this possibly mean? Does it mean, perhaps,
that the Great Laboratory determines the nature of living creatures in the
biosphere and that this is the soul of the earth? For is not the earth's soul
concerned with the biosphere beyond all else? Is it not this which gives the
earth her own individual role among the planets , and enables her to fulfil her
peculiar function as part of the solar system? Is it not possible,too, that none
of the other planets - or at least the lesser planets - have developed a soul
as yet?

(*P.D.Ouspensky's' New Model of the Universe' 1934 ed.p.50/51)
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2/1-3
3/1-18
4/1-20a
5/1-45

6/1-11

7/1-9

Dedication
Introduction - "Man is like a deep well"
Principles of the Meditation
Conversations A - On the Principles (summer 1982)
Conversations B - On the Knowledge available ** & *** & ****
Miscellaneous Papers
5/1-6
World and Individual Unity
5/7-11
Time ***
5/12-14 Man as a seed ground
5/15-16d Levels of Materiality **
5/17-18 Fourth Way 1
5/19-24 Fourth Way 2
5/25-29 First Principles
5/30-32 'The inner glory'
5/33-35 Levels of Consciousness
5/36-38 Action & Being
5/39-43 The difference between actions **
5/44-45 Dipping the cloth in the dye and letting it fade
'Old & New'
6/1-2
Negative Emotions
6/3-6
Universal Goodness
6/7-11
'Innovations'
Epilogue - Conversations on Body , Soul and Spirit *
(*from Vol I )
(** see also Vol IV Levels & Laws for more detail )
(*** see also Vol VI Time & Space for dimensions of time )
(**** see also Vol VIII Cosmoses)

Meditation - Dedication

11

Time passes; and more and more obviously the way to
Ouspensky's 11 •• (ideas) .. 11 is not to be found by discussing
them. But in 1960 a miracle happened. A man* came
from the East with a method of meditation .... the method
took one straight there - of that there was no question. It
took one ... to the primary source of energy. And it did so
in the gentlest possible way ...11 **
•••

* Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
** from Colin's essay on Ouspensky's Dimensions of Time
1978 - see Vol VI Time & Space , Prologue 1-7
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Man is, like
possdb:ili ties.

a;

deep well.

He crontains: almost imf'inite

And' all t-he setentific·- methods he ea;n, devisce

to measure the eff':eets of t ·he meditation are- only on the surf'a;ae, o~
the well' - they a-..re, only a-s deel)

a;s-

he c:an S'ee, looking a·own int-o
They cannot: tell!

the we-1.1 with all its conf'us-t ng reflee:t'ions-.

us what life wourd: be like' if t-he: me_cfi tat ion were to take us:0

'all the wa;,' - and. the meditation film t-akee· us 'all the, wil:Y', or
that is what we- were t-old by those who gave it to us-.
But· what doe-s- 'all the way• mean?<

each of us-, or is - this

mi

Is, it the

S'Mle wir:,

:for

- One:- thing· imi

ind ivid!ual question?
1

c er t a m - the medit'at b :m does_· not-'hing suddenly - i-t works' by,r
d'egreea,.

And it.Sc· f:ir.st int'ention is to make , a- person more n-o~ll. -

to:, r~move psyGhologicalJ 'bllo_c ks,', wrong,:

temrlon and suff' eri·ng.

UB'-eJ:F

of· energy, unnec-essarr,

To- ma?J3" people thilf mq be, t-he beginning:

and end of: it, and: by now there: is ample proof' that it does all1 t-his.

But of'' c:ourae, it- is only a firs:t step - and t-hat is, where the

medi ta-tion is' so c-leverly designed.

It is- not dr-ama:tie - it does-

not- s--e:t out' t-o produc-e a:rry sp~cial states or- 'peak' experiene.-es rather- the reverse.

Little- by, lit-t'-J.e> the mind haa· t-o bee- made

ac.customed' t-o the very high levels- of energy we- have wi t-htn us.
I:r t ·h is: energy were suddenly t-o flood· into the mind it would be
unable to receive it - to translate it int·o something it could' take.- And that is perha-pS' why the meditation is- not alwa;ys too spentacular

it alwaya knows how far t-o go at a given moment.

So when p~ple s,ta,rt doing the meditation, they should find
after a while that lif'e is- a li t 'tle easier and more pleasant- - that
the desperation they were beginning to :feel has evaJ)orated', t-ha:t

a-ome of their worst bogeys: have-- disappeared.

As one young person

sa:id:, for the firat t-ime she gov through her exams- without feelingin t-he least nervous- - and s:o she did mueh better-.

Another- persom

f'ound his shyness- had vanished, and his attitude t-o others- had
o-ompietely cmanged·.

Ins:tead of" feeling · the world wa-s,· against him,

he: f'ound himseI'ff' n-ot-ic:ing- t-he · kindness o-f ot·h er- people, and' their
open and :f'rienffly attitude to life..

All this-- makes one very

gratef'ul - gratefttl to the medi ta-tion for what it- is d'oing - r~
or.
there is never any sense of· 'I am doing this·' - it is always· the:

meditation that does· it- for one-.
But gradually one begins to real is-&' that the meditation c:an do•
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muc.h more than this.

In time it c.a n erea:te a kind1 0£

refereno:e point within us·, to which everything in lif'e is related.
This reference point - unexpectedly - brings with it a strange
new happiness - the kind of' happiness we onee had as c:hildren,., but
have long sinee forgot-t:-en.

Now the medli.tation can bring it back,

can foster it and help it to develop.
Just think what this referene-e point can mean to us.

The

he1ples-snee-s of our a:i. tuation in the world today is- due to the lack
of a.:ny guidin.is prine,iple in life..

There is no-one to tell us

what to do - or if sue-h· a person exists in our life:, we cannot really·
believe what he says·, for why s-hould he know more than we d.o?
a-1.1, we have always believed in making our own decisions.

After

So here,

right in front of' us·, is the answer - we have only to do the : · ·
med:itation and we shall get this help.

It will take the f'orm- of

a· kind of· overflowing happiness within us:, whie-h always knows·

wi t .h out ques-t ion what to do.
So when: the meditation begins to take us along the way, that
will be, the first thing it does· - t-o uncover this new a-tore of'
happines-s.

But onc:.e again, there is mueh more to it than that.

For this feeling of ha;ppines-s is- only a beginning,· - it can i tsel:f"
grow a:nd develop, and in t-ime will be strong· enough, not just to
guide us now and then, but to initiate all our actions.

In other--

words-, sooner or later everything we do will C'Ome from this plac:e
of' happiness within us.,
Actually, it is by no means easy to visualise what this- might
mean.

To begin with, all our reactions to the world around us·

would be positive.

Nothing eould make.us negative - nothing could

make us angry, or sad, or miserable-, or frightened, or lone.ly, - f'or
t-hese are quite unnecessary reactions, and a-ctua·lly t-hey are or· no·

use to us· whatever.

And the other thing we should :find is· that

everything we sa:y or do would e-ome from the same place in us - there
would be no c:onfliet o:f desires - everything· would cirome from one~lf",
from · one,• s· real sceir·.

This would have a very big effect, for it

would out out all the fals:eness in our relationship with other people,
and we s-hould be able t ·o understand much better· what they need·...
But there is a third thing we should find - something not quite
so obvious, s-omething we tend to overlook.

We should :find that

we are awa:re of our own e:x:istenc,e in our surroundings - or t-o put
it in another· way,

we,, \~

find that 'we are.o' there-- - that- we exiri.
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If you try to nottce- how nruclt - and how of"ten - you are: actually
aware of yourself in your surround.lings-, y,ou ma;y get rather an
You will .f'indi _1fuat' for llo:ng-

unpleasant- surprisce.
period'S' ±n t h e dq

x 0u , are abs:ad.

Ami during

those periods of course, you have no memory.,_

The trouble is-

that one c:annot simply remedy this state, of" a£fairt:t by try:mg.

I:f

one tries, it will last for- a- moment or twcr, but then it will be
forgotten aga-in.

And besidesc, if we go about during the d'ay - trying

to remember t ·o ask ourselves if we are there, in our surroundings,,,

it distracts our attention from whateve-r we are doing, and this
cronfuses thec, mind ..

When

The mecti tation t_ca@l.es this _ques-tion i n a different way-.

we have_ found this plac:e of happiness:within us, and when we have
bee·olll8 one per&on instead of rnal\Y, there is no question a.ltout it -

we .i:!:!.. there in our surroundings,.
we begizr t :o erlst-.

Without ,my e:f"':f'ort on our part

Aeitua;lfy, . the rea-son is that we have got the

energy to do it - and so it e,omes t-o us: naturally,.

So the med1 tation can bring_us back te life.

Once we were

dead - we walked the streets- mechanicrallyr, lfre automatonsc-.

But

now we have woken up from s-leep, and we begin t-o se:e the world
Birt- onc:e again, there is rnueh more to it- than that-.

around us.

What will be t -h e next step a.long the way?
Now when you arome to think a:bout it, everythillg' we have·
d:is:c.us:s-ed s-o· far ha-s been C'Onnectea: with ours-elves - with ourown person.al reactions

are leading.

to, the world around us and the, li'f'e we

But S"ooner or late-r the med·ita:tion c:an take us-

further than this.

Sooner or la-ter it will enable- us- t-o

experience the world as it really - is - whether we exist in, it or not-.
Kn.ow ledge of the world' as it.· really is- belongs t-o a quite

different level of e·ogni tion from ordinary knowledge.

And for

this reason i t needs the meditation to lift one t-o a point where
one can ree:eiva it-.
ones·e lf.

Knowledge of this kind takes ono out of

It lifts one- into the universal self - the u.nivers-al

nature of t ·h ings.

And when it does this t-he or dinary self· .

expands into t-he universal self

it- betromes itself universal_.

Difficult to conceive in words·••••

Every time we do the medi.tation to some ext-ent· we pass ' from the

ordinary self into the univers·a.1 self'.

Tha:t is t-he whole· point
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about it - itt is not a peak experienc:e - a spee:ial state 01" an
illumination whiC'h happens- once in a lifetime..
We get a lit1tle
of' it- everyday..,
Sometimes we hardly notice it- - we sa;y t-o
ourselves, 'this meditation isnt- d:oing much - is it any good?'
But really it is doing more than we think.

Little by little

it is adding s:omething - dyeing the c-lot-h deeper and deeper.
And_ then if we c-ome a.cross real knowled.ge we know it - we sayto ourselves, 'this is it - this is the real thing.•
But what actually is real knowledge?
Real knowledga is
concerned with universal law - with the laws and principles which.
crontrol the universe.
If we could understand these laws· and
prineiples we should know why everything happens - we should be
'
able to see the c·auses of' things, and to predict the results of' all.
our aetions.

This knowle4ge is not an end in itself - it isFor it lead.s in the end to an understanding
a step along the way.
of the purpose underlying the crea1;ion of the universe, and s:o
to the realisa1;ion o'f the creator's will.
There could be no
higher thing for man than this - to know the creator's- will.
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These notes are intended to set out the most important
principles of the meditation, as it is done twice a day in
the quiet of one's own home.

The meditation, as a.method,

does not need to be done with other people, although many
gei; help from doing so.

But basically it is an individual thing.;

designed to be done on one-'s· own.

This is one of the most

important things about it, and is perhaps its greatest strength.
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PRINCIPLES

I)

of

the

M. EDIT AT I O ~.

In this method of meditation, the guiding principle is that of Unity.

Not o~ly does the meditation bning about Unity in those who do it•, but' the:
whale technique is designed to. be carried out without duality or inner conflict
and this is perh~ps the beat criterion to apply ~o any questions that arise.
2)

The method is based on the princ~ple that the mind goes natura~ly to the

place of greatest happiness.

Provided the mind is turned, · initially, irr

the right direction, it will be attracted to the mantra.

There is no need:,

nor is it desirable, to hold ~he attention on the mantra, for the mantra
itself will attract the mind.

3)

Thoughts should not be excluded - they are a part of meditation.

If

thoughts, sensations or feelings overwhelm the mantra, one should let them do
so - never oppose them.

Sooner or later the mantra will reappear, and then

one c-an gently return to it •
. 4)

When one starts the meditation, one takes oneself as one is - good state or

bad it makes no difference.

Attempts to prepare for it, or change one's state

or frame of mind before doing it, create an artificial situation.

The- mantra

works on what we are, nut on -what we imagine we should be.

5)

Once the repeti.tion of the mantra has been started, one leaves everything

to it.

The only volunt~ act is to start it, and that is best done by

letting it come to the surface on its own.

Attempts to repeat it loudly or

softly, faster or slower, or to manipulate it in any way, lead to tension.
The mantra knows how it should go.
6) The deeper the meditation goes, the more one e:x:perienc·es blia:s. Ex:perienc.e
Any experience outside
within the compass of the mantra is all that matters-.
the mantra is unimportant.

Always return to the mantra.

7) As the mantra goes deeper, its quality changes, and! with it the way it
is pronounced.

It is never a clear pronunciation, more and more of a faint

idea, and eventually it fades away and disappears.
'transcending'.

This is called

Once one becomes aware one is not pronouncing it, then one

knows it has transcended and one is back at the beginning again.
8)

Any attempts to make the mantra transcend or control the way it goes are

out of the question - they will actually prevent it from transcending.
has to let go.
9) When the meditation goes as it should nothing comes between us
mantra.

In the same way, when our

One

and the

work during the day goes as it should,

nothing comes between us and. . what we are- d'oing.

This means-· that, unlike
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other methods-', there is no 'observer'.

IO)

Provided one does the meditation regularly, the effeci;s are onundJ

to come out during,: the> day.

No specrcia;l dise:iplines are required, either

to keep the energy one gets from meditati.on, or to use it in a c:erlain wey.

II)

This methodJ of meditation works direcl on consciousness, and influences

our funci; ions from above.

Work on the c:ontrol of funations is therefore

unnecessa-ry, in fact it may actua.lly stand irr the way •.
I2)

The ordinaxy c.irc:mmstances of our daily life are the besi; material

. for the meditation.

nothing has ·fo be given up, nothing has· to ber- c:ha:nged:,

in fact it is· impor.tant not to do su.

I3)

It is important to leave every~ning ~o the meditation.

in the Gospel according to Thomas, "Jesus said:

As

it says.,

it is impos.:sible for a

man to mount two horses, and to stretcn two bows, anru it is imposs:ible for
a servant "tio serve two masters ••••• "
ta.~e one all the way.

The meditation is enough.

It can
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- This is a new way - a wcy o-f happiness - a way to the fulfilment of
life.

In order that our life may be fulfilled, two things are

ne.c·essary - a method of reaching the kingdom of heaven within us, and

an active li:fe in the world, so that the influence of the kingdom of
heaven ca..'1 be expressed.
But how can we reach the kingdom of heaven - isnt it difficult to get_-there?

No, the way to it is really very s~mple.

You mean it can be reached without effort?
- Yes, people think that effort is required, but that is actually untru&.
You cannot ge~ to a higher level by being active - in order to reach a
higher level you have to be passiv~.
So this is a passive way?
Yes and no.

When one does the meditation one is passive, during- the

day one is active.

Both are necesac;IXY for the fulfilment of our lives·.

- You mean activity is an essential part of this method?
- Yes, the more the better - but only what is natural :for each of us· - only
what our normal life demands.
- But tell me, what is the principle on which the meditation depends - how
can it get to tha kingdom of heaven so easily?

- The principle is c:onneoted with happiness
the mind is always searching for happiness.
the mind searches- for happiness outside us.

with the simple truth that
Not knowing how to find it,
But if it ia shovm the way,

it will go quite naturally -t:o the source of happiness within us.

And it-

will go there without any effort on our part, f.or that is where the greatest
happiness belongs.
You mean this was never known before?
Yes, it was known long ago, but the method got lost, and so the truth
0

was forgotten.

Instead, people tried to get to the kingdom of heaven,

by effort and struggle·, but that way never succeeds.
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- What do you consider to be the most important thing about
this method of meditation?
- I would say the most important thing is that it is de:signed
to be done individually, in the quiet of one's own home.
You mean, anyone can do it, anywhere and at any time?
Yes, that is its greatest strength.
But doesnt: one require a teacher?
In the early sta~es one has -tu get help from those who gave it,
but as time goes on you will find it beODmes more and more s~lf
corrective.
You mean it tells one how to do it?
Yes, sooner or later it will do ao.
But isnt it a good thing to do it with other people, or in a group?
Some people" find this a help, others not.

The important thing ia:,

to do it when you get home.
But. are arry other disciplines nec-essary?
There is no need for other discip'lines, in fact they m-ight interfere
with it.

The important thing is for the effects of the meditation

to come out naturally during the day, and for this -t;_o happen one simply
g oes about one's work in the usual way.
You mean it is better not to mix it with other methods?
Yes, I would thin..1< s-o.
"Jeau.s said:

In the Gospel according to Thomas it says;,

it is impoasible for a man to mount two horses and to

stretch two bows, and it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters".
Then who is one's maste-r, in this sense?
One's master is within one-self.

That is the whole point about it.
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- Tell m&, what is there about this method which makes it diifferent
from other kinds - of mantra meditation?
- The main difference is that we dont try t-o contll'ol our thoughts- - in
f'aet, the whole process · is- designed t-o take plao·e without inn&r con:tlict.
- You nean, one just :tollows 'the mantra?

- Yes, it attracts one'• attention - one does- not tr,-'to hold one-•s

attent-ion on it.
freed from s:tress.

'!'his nea.ns- that the mind and the nervous- syriem. are

They are- abl& 'to normalis• thems-e1veG-~ j'US"t u · the

b.otcy' does if· you give it rest.
- And what happens then?·

- One,'s· attention is attracted towards higher levels of' energy. It is
not generally J\ealised t-hat the- mind contains enormously- dif'f'erent l8'V'.el■
of" energy levels which range from the: dullness of our everydq
thought-, to the· hig)lest level of ecstasy.
Theae higher leve•l s of
energy already exist in us - they d,o not have to be created.
- So why Callt: we r.e-aoh them -in _the ordin.ary -wq?

- SimplybM'::a.use cluri13g t:he· cla:,y the- lower leve'1a of energy
e>ec.upy,,- the whole stage. .
-

Sa:, what cfoes, the

meditation do?

- During the half" hour it takes one beyond' tha lower levels - leaves
them all behind' - and' reaches the- ieeper parts of the- mind.

This, as

you know,. has: its, effect on. what happene· during- the-d,q.
- Then is it in these, de:eper parts of th& mind that the hi~er levels are?
Iir this- wher& the bliss- eome-s from?

- Ye&, it is the rJOurce c-r happiness - the, plaoe where- nothing
negative exists.
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- I believe you said ifuere is no need t-o struggle with our thoughts: ff'uri.ng
the hal:ff hour?
- Yes I did.

But' if'' you jusii tell S'Ome·one ifuis it- wont help him mueh - he
0

will start worrying· about how not~ t-o struggle, wiitb his t-hought-s:, ancE there,
will Sstill be a eonf~ic~.
So what is the answer?
Tell him to let the, mantra go int-o his ithough-tts, - t'o int':enpene=trate> them.
Then they will bec-0me sweetened.
thingsc - physical things, itoo.

Always le=t the· mantra intermingle wi t:h
Then it will put things·rig~it.

You mean it willl have a healing effe-c:1;?
- Yea,, it is-· like a ba;lm.

Whereverr there is:: anything in use whicm need's tto

be healed or :fi.mred from stress it· will put' it righ:v le-t it' go tner&.

alwczys:: pr~ovi.d'ed3 you

If' you keep it away f-rom things, it wont- be- ableo tt-o

won:.
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- Tall me-, what is there about this method which makes it- differentfrom other kinds of mantra medita-tion?
- The main difference is that we dont try to e.:entrol our thoughts, - in fa.et,
the- whole, procreaa is- designed: t :o take place, without inner c:onflict.
- You me-an, one just follows the· mantra?

- Yes-, it attraats one'ac attention· - one does not try to hold one's:: attention

on it.

This means- that the mind and the· nervous system a.re freed from

stress.

They are- able to normalize themse-l ves-, just as t-he body does if

you giv~ it rest.
And what happens then?

One rs attention is- attracted towards higher levels, of energy.

It is not

generally realised that the mind contains: enormously diff eren:t- levels of
0

ene,rgy - levels whic:b. ra.ngec :from the- dullness. of
the highest leve,1 of· eosta.s-y.

our

everyday t.hought., to

The higher levels· alr-e-ady exist in us-

they

do not have, to he created.,
So why, are we n-ot aware· of them in the- ordinary way?

Simply because, we are looking in the opposite direc-t ion.
So wha:t does the meditation do?
- During- the half hour it a:ttracts the, attention inwards-towards de:~-per

parts of'• the- mind.

It is in these- deeper parts- of the mind that t-he

higher levels- are·.
And what ef'feo:t does- that have?

If' the mind is steeped in higher levels of energy during the, half hour-,

it is :fr-e-ed from impurittes of various kinds- - negative though-ta-, for
insta:nc:e, unne-c:essary fears and illusions-.
-

And does· t-ha-t a.f:feC't what happens during- the day?

- Yes, the mind beiDg: fre:e- from- impurities will e-ontain higher and lowerleve·l s of energy- in the right propor:tion.
our- e-::.cperienc:e• during; the· day-.

It is this which inf'luenc:es,
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- You say that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted by the
What is it that attracts it?

mantra.
The

~bythm of the mantra .

But sometimes the rhythm seems dull.
That is when you repeat it, instead of letting it go on its own.
You mean, when one does it purposely, as it were?
Yes, left to itself the mantra is quite different - it cannot possibly
be dull.
Then should one let go of it?
Yes, if one really can let go of it, and yet still follow it, that is
what makes it go deep.
I wonder why that is?
The mantra comes from the deepest place in us.

If you let go, it will

return there on its own.
You mean, that's where it belongs?
Yes, we see things the · wrong way up.
get in the way.
What is that?

· It is really only ourselves who

But there is another thing which makes it seem dull.

When. the reflector itself is dull.

What do you mean by the reflector?
That

part of the mind which becomes aware of the mantra - it can vary

a great deal from time to time.
Then what can one do about t.hat?
Nothing, except to ~o on a bit longer.
clearer

sometimes later in the day.

Sooner or later it will get
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- You sa:y that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted
by the mantra.

What is it that attracts it?

- The rhythm of the mantra - particularly variations in its- 'r bythm.
- What do you mean by 'variations'?
- If the rhythm is too regular it bea:omes dull. _ It is the same - thing ·

with music or poetry - there is nothing worse than too regular a- r-~hm.
- Then rrhould one try to vary it?
- No, it has t-o come naturally - but certain things
- What kind of things?
- In extreme cases one can stop and start again, or
But just being en the lookout for the nature of the
It is the changing- nature of the rhythm which makes
to repeat.
I wonder why that is?

can be dona.
change one's- position.
rhythm is often enough.
the mantra delightf'ul

It is the wa;, the nervous system· works.
A continuous, or a. regulal!l.¥
repeated, stimulation vecy quickly loses its, effeel't - the response geta:
less and less.
- Is that the point of repeating a mantra?
- Yes, you see - higher influences are there all the time, but without
the mantra the mind cannot respond to them - it does not know they are
there-.
- You mean it is like still water - unless the surface is disturbed onQ
. cannot see it?
- Yes, I remember someone once described it as 'vibrating the silence'.*

(*Maharishi)
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- There is another thing which attracts the attention to the mantra.
- What is that?
Letting g-o of' it.
- You mean, instead of following it too closely?
- Yes-, like Ariadne following her thread.
Sometimes this talcea one very deep.
- I wonder why that is?
If you let go, it will
- The mantra comes from the deepest place in us.
return there on its owri.
- You mean that's where it ·belongs'?
- Yes, we- see things the wrongwey up.
We cannot see that the mantra tends
to go there naturally:-- we think we have to do it.
But it ia really only
ourselves who keep it away.
How do we keep it awa:,?
- In various ways,, but chiefly by holding on to it too 'tightly.

- So the thing is to let it go fr-eely?
- Yes-, the more freely we let it go, the deepen it will take, us-.
we nearly lose- it that it takes us dieep.

It ia when
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- I dont really understand wha't transcending is - wha·t is it that
actually happens?
- At a certain point the mantra carries ~:mr attention beyond the personal

level into the universal.
- But what determines this?
The density of matter - above a certain level matter is too tine :for
the organism -to c·ontain.
And what effec_t does that have?

One obtains direct experienc_e of the universal nature- of· things.

Without

this direct experience one's understanding is subjective - on-e oan onlyimagine what the universal self is like.
- You mean one cran have the wrong idea about it?
- Yea", one can have- many wrong ideas.
Many people think of' the universal
self as something formidable or strange.

But isn't' it?
No, it is just t-he opposite.

It is like coming home to oneself.

You

see, the personal and the universal are really the same •••• the one is a
reflection of the other.
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Tell me, should one prepare for the meditation beforehand?
No, it is better to go straight into it.

If you try t :o prepare

for it you will create an artificial situation.

Just take yourself

as you are, good state or bad.
Then how should one start it off?
Just let it surface on its own.

If you interfere with its natural

rhythm you will only create tensions.
But supposing thoughts and feelings ta.~e it away?
Just let them do so.

When you come round to the fact that you

are not repeating it, then is the right moment to start again.
- It seems t-.o me that one has to have a strong desire to do it,
otherwise one will just forget.

What does this desire depend on?

- It depends on allowing the mantra t .o draw your attention inwards:.
Deep down within us everything is bliss, and the ~eeper one goes, the
more one erperiencres it.
But how does one experienc:e it?
In the quality of the mantra.
and with it the way it sounds.

As one goes deeper its quality changes,
It is never a c.lear pronunciati.on, mone:

and more of a faint idea, and eventually it fades away and disappeara.
Is that what is called 'transcending'? *
Yes, one has to let go - not ~o hold the· mantra if' i-t wa:nts
to disappear.
But what is the point of transcending - what effed does it have?
It unites one with the source - wi ~h the master.
influenc:es what happens t .-o us during the day.

(*

se:e 'also
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**

It is this whic±r
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the mantra belongs to ( .. .,, ...... )
I

\.

.... ..... ...
\
)

absolute blisa, absolute c~nsciousness.

Th.a..t i& why, in

the technique of meditation, we keep experien~ within the eompa.ss o~
the mantra..
When experience is a.tta.ohed to this obje~t or that, as it
is at all other times, it is no longer absolute, i-t is r.ela.-tive.
A:ny- experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it oan-easily-

be mistaken for the rea.l thing.
Even the experience of the- mantra
itself' is: relative.
Only when it transcends is the abs"Olute level
of experience reached.
Like a pure sound, which when it is so pure
that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when
it tranBcena.s-.

( !rom Val lV Levels & Laws l Intro 3 )
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- Is:· it a g,ood thing to prepare for the meditation before you do it,
by reading· or listening to music or some such thing?

- No, not good.

There is- no better preparation for the meditation

than the meditation itself.
than

w&

The mantra knows wha-t to do much better-

do.

-You mean one should do it just the same, whatever state one is in?

- Yes, that is the whole point.

bad it makes no difference.
what to do.

state,

an,Q

You start as you are - good s-tate or

The mantra works on this material - it knows,

But if you prepare beforehand you oreate an artificial

th8'ma.ntra cannot work properly.

- I think I see=- what you mean - you let everything that wants. to ha:ppen
just happen - is that right?

.... Yes, that is right - jtl.St let everything be ·.

But if one is in pain, or physical discomfort, what does one do then?

- The same·· thing applies.
oppoaing it.

Let tha mantra gp along:· with i~, instead of'

Then you will find it can help.

- You mean the mantra oan take awa;y' pain?

- Nothing is impossible, but of C'Ourse there are many degrees-..

But if

y-ou try to keep the mantra away from the pa-in,. or try to repeat it in
spite of the pain, it will be unable to do its.c work.
- This-- opens., up a great many possibilities.

But it ia- just the opposite:

of our usual approach - like leaving it to somebody ela~.
- Yesc, one simply leaves. evezj"thing to. the meditation.
longer one goea on doing - i-tt,

the more· one realiae-s:: tha-t -this

is the great s'8.oret about -this method.
mantra does it f .or- one.

-

One does nothing, oneself

- I think it ne:eds great c:onfidence~
- Yea: I know.

The

But confide.nee will come- by degrees.

the,
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-

I would like to know what one should do du.ring the day to get the

best results from the meditation?
Do nothing different from that which you usually do.
But surely there are crnrtain disciplines which would help?

No, it is not like that..

The whole point about this method is

that you let the ef.fec:ts of the meditation un:fold naturally.

Your

usual everyday life is the best place in which this could happen.
- But should.nt one try to be more aware during the d.ay, or at least to
hold something in mind?
- No, that will divide your attention - you will find it makes the mind
dull.

When the meditation works as it should, nothing will come

between you and what you are doing.
- Then will there be no awareness?
- On the contrary, your awareness will be increased, and your actions

will be different.

They will come from beyond you - from the

meditation - in fact, there will be no need for you to .2,2 anything, you
will find it is already done.
- I find this difficult to understand - I thought we were trying to
learn how to act rightly?
- That.!!! right action - let me try to explain, for this, is a big
mistal'"...e we have alwczys made.

-

- You mean the idea that we can do ?'
- Yes, right· action comes :from beyond us - from somewhere deep down
within ua.
Not realising this, we think it o:omes: from ourselves- we think we arec doing things-.

If we can get baek te the orig;i.n of_

actions we shall find everything is different - even our movements will
be different, and awareness will be increased.
Then how d.o we· get back to the origin of actions?
Simply.by doing the meditation.
take us there.

If it goes· d:eep enough itwiil
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- But if one does nothing to prevent it, surely one will bec~me lost
in what one is doing?
There is nothing wrong with getting lost in what one is doing.
Yow mean one shouldnt try to prevent it?
No, the extent to which one is lost, as you call it, depends on the,

amount of energy one ha~.
overwhelm one.

If one's house is full, nothing will

If it is empty, every little thing will do so.

But how does one get the energy to fill one's house?
Through t·he meditation.
Then what kind of energy is it?
Cons c.i ousne s:s •
I find it difficult to understand what c:'Onsciousness really is·?

One cannot possibly de~be it, but if you like, it is the opposite
of getting lost in what one is doing.

When one is lost, it is simply

because funC'tions are working without consciousness. *
You mean that functions can work on their oWll', without c:onsciousness?
Yes, and c'Onsc:iousness can exist without functions - it isc this whiciimakes the tec-hni.que of meditation pos-sible.
How do you mean?
The meditation works directly on consciousness, and it leaves functions
alone - it makes no attempt to control them.

As you will have noticed,

it brings one to pure -oonsciousness - consciousness without f'unc:tions.
- But I thought you said the meditation works through happiness - ar&
happiness and c,onsciousness the same thing?
- Not quite,, but very nearly.

When we do the meditation the mind is

attracted to the place of greatest happiness.

That place is where·

consciousness is.
And is there nothing else in that place?

No, no - there is everything.

It is the place where everything. is

one - where nothing is separate, for everything belongs to a single
whole.

You see, it is the origin of_ everything - the source from

which everything comes.
*see Vol V Latest Intro Papers 2/l7-20
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- How does the half hour's meditation influence what happens
during the day - how does it actually work?
- You can think of it in terms of light, or consciousness.
Consciousness and functions are two quite separate things.* The
meditation unites us with the source of consciousness, and this
influences our functions - it brings more light into them, from above.
You mean our functions work differently in the light?
Yes, quite differently.

Wrong work of :functions is avoided,

unpleasant and unnecessary thoughts, feelings and sensations are
eliminated, life ceases to be a struggle.
- You mean this comes about on its own, without any special efforts
on our part?
- Yes, in fact attempts to change anything deliberately on one's own
actually get in the way.

One has to realise that whatever happens

in the half hour is bound to come out during the day.

One may not

know when or how it will come out, but it will do so.
But how does the meditation know what has to be changed?
That is the interesting thing - it knows much better than we do.
We think we know, out really we have little or no idea.
I think I see what you mean by 'serving two masters•.**
Yes, that's right.

After all, even Christ would never maintain that

he knew - do you remember - "The words that I speak unto you I

s:pe,1'.'fk

not of myself, but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works."

(* see

3/10

** see 3/2)
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- I gather, from what you have said, that the meditation fills us,
with energy in the morning, and then we are left to spend this energy
during the da.y?
- Yes, it is like dipping a. piece of cloth in yellow dye.

When one

has- d.i pped' the G:loth, it is put out in the sun to be fixed.,
of the sun fades i:J;, but same C.'Olour remains.

The lig_llt

By repeating the

process again and again, gradually the a.: olour baaomes stronger, until
eventually it is a full yellow - and then it never fades, however strong
the sun ma.y be.
- Which makes me wonder what the event'ual aim of the meditation is, - where
it will take one eventually?
- Every time-- you do it, you get an answer to that quesi;ion.

You mean, one knows the c:olour of the dye?
Yes,, the ctloth is dipped in the full colour every time, but later, of

course, it fades.
So one really knows l-Jhera it will take one?
Yes·, sooner or later its effects will bec:ome permanent - sooner or
later one's house will be fUll.
- I wonder what that would mean - do you think one's life c:ircums.tances
would change'l
- It is difficult to sa.y, beaause everyone is so different, but certainly
one--' s relation to other paople would change.,
In what way would it change?
One would: be able to help other people.

Helping other people:· is· a

very_ big thing - much, much bigger than everything we have discussed
so far, which is to do with helping oneself.
You mean it is more important?
No, no, they are both important, for the one depends on the other. But
helping other people is on a much bigger seal& - in fact, there is- onlyone thing bigger in scale that man can do.
And what would that be?
Helping mankind.

That is the biggest thing man can do •••••
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- You spoke about helping·otheT people - what did· you actually mean?
- When you a:o the meditation you go inwards, during the day you go
outwards-.

When you go outwards you bec:ome involved with other people.

Sometimesyou can help them, sometimes not.
- Then what does it depend on?
- The energy ycou get-. from the meditation.

- You mean the meditation -tells· one what to do?

- No, one will find it is already done.
Afterwards, onecwonders how
it happened - one finds one has helped people one never c:ould before'•
What kind of· thing do you mean?
Well, suppose one c:ould take away their suffering;, for instance: •• ••
That would be wonderful - is it really possible?

- The med1tation can take awa::, one·'s own suffering, so perhaps one e-.ould
take away other. people,'s

in fact, it might come about in a perfectly

natural way •.
But many, people seem to think that suffering is- nec-essary?
No, suf.fering is not ne-c:essary - that is what Christ's teaching is·

all about.
Then why did he have to suffer?
Christ never su:f:fered - ha· cr.ould not possibly have done so.
us that s:uff"eringisunneaessary, but no-one•understood.

He showed

They t-ook it:

that suffering was right - that it had to be endured.
But surely we cannot avoid suffering?
Above a certain leve,l it does not exist •.
teying to. tell us.

That is what he was·

·3/ l3

- You spoke abo.u ~ getting ba.crk to the origins of· the medita:tion.

What

do you remember about it, as y-ou first heard it-?
- I think the most important thing;- was · happiness - the :fact that it madeo
pe,ople happy-.

- Then was t-hi& a new idea?'
Yes, we were all very serious in those· days - happiness was· almos't taboo.

- Then how did happiness c:ome into it?
- Mainly that if the meditation worked as it should, pe:0ple looked mue-h
happier and younger - also, that this c:ha.nge- in them showed i tse,l:f ve-rysoon - after only a few weeks of meditation.
And did you experienc:-e this·?
- Yes, it was a very definit-e, thing - partio.ularly the realisation that:happiness was: already there- - it already existed in one.
And what els-e was said at that time?

It was said that the method was extremely simple and easy, and anyone
c-ould do it - ala·o that it g:ot one:~ in a few weeks,. to the. sam& place
that thee traditional ways: required years· of· strenuous, effort t ·o., achieve:.
And how d1d ~hat strike pe:0ple-?
Many did not believe, it - and s-o the-y missed the point ..

How do y-ou meanr?;
The point ia· that it· has to be extr.emely simple and e-aay: or it. doe:sn11
0

work.
You mean pe·ople· turned it into something e·lS"e - into s-omething; difficul:t:?
- Yes - the trouble is· really' due- t .o wrong· teachings of the past.

Pe-ople have becen taught for s.o many o:enturies that the spirit:ual life- is
arduous and difficult, and t-hat it requires- sacrif'ic.e- and self discipline·,
that they cannot· get fr·e:e:- f:r-om this ide,a., and it stands in th&ir way.

- Then isnt. it really· like that?
- No, it is just tha opposite.

The spiritual side, of' our natur& is

alr:e-ady there· - it only- has to be, unc,overed.

- You mean, everyone has, it?
- Yes, sometime-a it shows itself more than at othe,r- times, and in.· some,
people it is clearer than in others.

But it is there·, without question.

You have, only· to look at little· children and y,,ou will see what I mean:.
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Was anythir...g else said about the meditation, when you were first given it?
Yes, man;y things.

People asked how to repeat the mantra, for instance . -

the--y wanted' to know the right attitude to it.
And what answer a.id they ge-t?

They were told to repeat it innocently.

This was in fact related to

another thing, which was emphasised very strongly.
And what was that?
The importance of c·oming to the half hour's meditation without an:,
preconceived ideas.
You mean, id.eas about where it would take one:?
Yes·, people asked., for instance, whether one should have one,1 s aim in
mind while doing it, or try to remember the nature of the transcendent.
And what was the reply?
- No, not good.

One should go straight into it as if one had never done

it before.
Then what was the reason for this?
It is something very fundamental which is noi; genera.lly, unders.tood.

By

thinking about the nature of the transcendent - by holding it in mind - one•
builds a false picture of it, and this picture stands- in the w~.
But what is the alternative?
To go there instead.
You mean, like visiting a new country.

If one tries· to imagine it·

beforehand, one usually gets it wrong?
- Yes, matiy' religious· and esoteric methods do just this - they build a sort
of c:oc:oon in people,' s minds c.onnec-ted with higher aims- and spiritual ideas• a c:oc:-oon which is quite unreal.
And this· preve~ ts them from getting any :further?:
Well, yes· - it prevents them from reaching the transcendent.· during:
meditation.

Actually, t he·· c.oc:oon is in the surface of the mind, and:

B'.O

it stands in the wa::,.
Then what c:an be done about it?
Just repeat the mantra. innocently.

You see:, we d.ont know - we really,

have no idea what the kingdom of heaven is like.

It isnt the kind of place

we thought it was - it is- ever so much nicer and more attractive.
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Tell me, is this method the only way to reach the source of happiness·?

Oh no,.

Ever since the· d'awn of his-tory man has be-elll trying to reach the

source of happiness.
0

He has given his life in seareh of it, spent.- years

in seclusion, practised rigorous d!ise.:iplines, saari.£icecl all: his; posses:sions,,
even his name ••••••
- And yet you sey it is possible to r-each it- by· this met-hod, without a;nyr

hardship, without axzy- -sacrif'ic:et and in t-he ordinary c:onditions of.• life:?
- YeS',. it is, quite, possible·..

You see·, there is something: which man has

always: missed.

And what is· that?
It is na:tural for man t:o come under the in:fluenee, of higher levels,, and

t·o find the source• of' happiness.

That is why they ware given him.

- Then did the way of finding: them get los'.'C?
- Yes, t-he great teachers of· mankind: knew all about it, and they were able
to show people how to do it'.

But after they had died the·ir- f'oll.owe:rs

inevitably got it wnong.

Then what

Ya$

i~ actually went wrong-?

If we• knew that, we might- prevent' it.- happening again.

But- tha.re are

certain indications·.
What kind of' indications do you mean?
The essential t-hing a;bout t-his me-t:hod is that it "t-torks from the top

d'ownwards·o

By reaching· the source, of' happiness during; meditation, the

mind is saturated with this, happiness,. and
during-· the:- day.

vhis, a.ffec-tft. one's' actions:

But- suppose· people ~r-or s:_ome reason or. other aa:-a unable

to reaoh the source of' happiness, they will be-gin trying to simulate• it:s:

effects·,. and will find they have t-o depend on various disciplines in·, onder
t-o do s,o.

Sooner or later these disc·iplines. will become more important

than the rneclitation itself,. and eventually, the medita:tion will

be_,

:ll"org.otten.

What do y,ou actually mean by:r 1 disc,iplinea·'?

Methods which depend' on will.

Trying: to contr-ol one's, t"hought.s, trying

to hold one,' s attention,. trying.- t-o keep c:ertain aims in mind.

But is· there a.nyt:hing· wrong with disc::iplines of. t:his kind?
They t:ake, one· away fcrom the med:itation.

see what I meaii:.

Think about it, and· y:-ou will.
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- Tell me,, where did the meditation aome from?·

How far ba.o:k in history

does it· go?
*
- tfo-one- knows, exactly, but we are t-old that the· te-ach.ing· given; to Ar;ji.ula
by Lordi Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita, some 5,000 years ag_o-, was based on

~h& principles of· t.ha meditation.

Af"ter i:thia e~ic period the medi.tation

was· lost·, and' it· was- not ti.11 Buddha appeared, many centuries- later, t:hat

it was, redisc~ver~d.
-· I wonder how it was red.i~overedt?- One imagings, iihat Buddha was high enougp. in level t.o understand.

iihe

princ.iples- underlying it..
- Them whai; would thEm&· pri,naiples- be?

- Tliey are connec-ted with Reing..

Rignt thought a:nd right aation depend

on Reing - it has t-o be that we:y round.

Given a me-thod whic-h raises- the

level of man's- Bei.ng~ right though-t-- and right- action will follow naturally
B:ut inev.itab:ly, soonerand happiness and pea.ce- will come t.o mankind •.
or later, man gets it the wrong way up - he mis'takes the e.f'feo-i; :for the
cause.
lie b.e-gins· to teach right -thought and right a.a.tio~ in the be-lie:f
that t-hey wtll lead to Being.
But this is- not- posaible - it is:
somet-hing wnch could never happen.
- Then was it the followers of Buddha who got it the: wr·ong. way up'2
- YeS;, their teachingac led t-o many unneaessa;ry disciplines and wrong; ideas.
It. was not· till Shallkara appeared several centuries, later t:hat Be;i.ng wasestablished ona.e· again as: t:he underlying c.ause: of: tight action.

It· was

he who established four principal seats of. learning in the four crorners
of India, wi t-h a Shankaraeha.rya in aommand of eacil..
- And :then was it lost again?

- Yes, the technique of. deep meditation as we· were given it was lost. until
the e·arly- part of this century, when Guru Deva redis-a-overed it:.

It is

said that a group o:f' people developed the method, under his, influence, as
a te~hnique whic:h was suitable :for the West.
* See also the Preface to the Translation & Commentary
on the Bhagavad- Gita by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ,1969
Penguin Books
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Is it a gpod thing to do the meditation with other people?:
Well, people d'o,

o:ut

it is not necessarily a good thing.

Then would you say it is· be-tter to do it alone.~

It should be done alone for two periods every day.

It is· an individual

thing.
How do you mean?
When you do it you go inwards;

when you are:· with other people y.,ou go

outwards, - it is- something: different-.
Then how d.oes the result o~· going inwa....-d.a express i "tiself outwardly'?
Thz,ougll the · attention.

inwards by the mantra;

When y:ou go inwards the - attention is attracted,

when you go outwards - the attention ie attracted!

outwards by what one sees and experiences in the-· world around one..

Then ie the quality of the· attention . ~ e d by gping- inwards-?
Yes·, the eff.~c:t of going inwards - of transcending - is, to widen th&
a:ttention, and to improve its quality.

- Then would you aa:y that after meditation one is- able to piclc up a wideT
range · of impressions _than before?
- Yes,, one 93Cperienc-ea· many higher impressions which one did not know
eristed.

- You mean this cromea naturally: - or should one try to control one's:
attention? ·

- It <romes.. naturally.-.

Trying to control one's, attention is- a grea-t

mistake •.

Why is that?
Ideally, n.-othing should c .orne between one and what one· is. d·oing.

to o:ontrol one's attention puts- something in-between.

Trying_
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Do you mean it

- You sa;, the meditation is an individual thing.
can be· done by anyone on their own?
- Strictly speaking, yes·.
respe<rl.

The meditation is quite, unique in this

Onae the techniquec is established, it does not depend on

other people.
- Wha"t do you mean when you aa;, it does not depend on other people?

- You ma.v not realise' it, but pra.ctio:ally all other methods· depend on
working with other people in an organisation, under the direct guidance
of a teaeher.

The meditation is different - once it is established i~

ia not dependent on anyone except oneself.

In fact, we were told iiI

can take, one· 'all the wa;r'.
But is there• anything against belongj.ngto an organisation?

No, pl"ovided one is not dependent on it. ·

Organisations· are, strange-

things- they hav& their own laws - t~ey start .one

wa.v,

and grow int-o

aomething quite a:ifferent - s-0mething whieh was· never intend:ed.
But ient -that true,- of the · mad.ii tat ion itself?

No, not individually.

For those who ara- doing it, it has the quality

of being self - aorre~ive.

But of aouree the organisation which give•

it to people <tan change its charaotor, and' then people are given it wrong.

- Then what can be d'one about it?
- Get back to the point from which it started.

It is in the starting:

point of all new endeavours that their true meaning can be found.

Very

quickly afterwards- their meaning begins to change, and after only a- :few
years· this meaning has got loet.

4/ 1.

- Is there any special knowledge available with this method?
- Yes, there is a great deal of knowledge available, from a number
of· different souro.es.
- Then how much of this knowledge· is needed by· those who are practising

the meditation?'
At first, only crertain
- It depends how long; one has- been doing it·.
things &re· nee.essary, later- one· will need more and more.
- You mean one c.-ould have · t'oo much knowledge?
- Ye1:J, too muoh knowledge• without a e'Orresponding change- in one's being
would' lead to misund:ersta.nding;.

Knowledge and being· must C'hange· in equal

proportion.
- What do you mean by

1

beillg'.1 ?

- Being is what you are - knowledg.e is what you know.

If' you change the

leve:l of' your being you will be able · to know more - always· provided the
right knowledge is available.

If your being remains on the same· level

your knowledge will also remai.n the same.

Even if it is very special

knowledge you will take it en the: same, level as everything: e:lse.
- Then how can one change the, level or· one's beill€?:
- That is the purpose of the meditati~n.

The meditation works on being, ~

work on knowledge is something quite diff'erent·.

But they have t.o g,o on

side by side, because both are needed f'or understanding.

Understanding:

is- the mean between knowledge and being.

- But h-0w .can one tell the level of one's being?
- One cant - at least, not direc~ly. .

One· can only tell through knowledge,.

- You mean, i:f one begi-na to understand' things1 better.?
- Yea-, if' one·, :finds- that the meaning of oertain truths suddenly bec::omes,
clearer - that i-s a si..gn that the med.' itat ion has:. had an effect.
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- You speak about the level of our knowledge and our being, but what
do you actually mean by 'level'?:
- I mean level of materiality.

People realise - that different substances,
like earth, food, water, air, for instance, are on different levels, but
they cannot see that thoughts, actions and emotions are also on different

levels, _and that people themselves · and everything· they do - their works
of art, their writings, their activities, even their actual movements
vary tremendously in level and are often quite incompatible with each other.
- You mean that we tend to take everything on the same level?
- Yes, it is something whieh man has forgotten.
- But how does this relate to the meditation?
- In a vecy direct way.
The meditation tra.ns£or.ms the level of_ the mind,
and so

one notices these differences in level. much moro - one notices

them during the day.
Yes·, I -~

noticed t1:1,at, and it -makes life much more intere~ting.

But

I dont understand how the meditation can have this effec:t _- it is vecy
mysterious.
- It is really q~ite simple.

Imagine that when you sit down to do the

med:ita1;ion the mind is filled with matter of a low level.
Evecy
t.ime you repeat the mantra a. little higher matt·e-r will be added to the
1:ower, , until eventually the mind will contain higher and lowe-r .matter
And s-o when you get up from doing the·
in the right proportion.
meditation you will see the world quite differently - you will se-e it'_

in much greater depth.
- But where does the high level ms;tter · e.-oroe f':r..om?

- From deeper levels of the mind, which ·the mantra is able to reaoh.

In

the ordinary way these deeper levels are inna-ccessible to us, and so the
matt~ they CX>ntain can never be used.
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- C~uld you s-a;, what level~ of energy the mind c~ntains:?
- It c.-ontaiu a great man;r levels, but one can distinguish four categories.

'l'he lowest - and the slowest in its f'un~ion - is that which works the
ordanar;r l<>sioal mind.
- Then what is the next level?
- The, next level works at much greater speed.

This- leve:l serves

our moving and instinc1;ive functions, our f'~linga and seuationa.
It is
where many of our dreams belong - dreams which g-o on b,rdq a.swell u night.
- Is this the a:rea which the mantra leaves behi:ad?:
- Yes:, it il!t rather like- a c:loud which the, mantra goes through, to re:ao.h
the sunlight beyond it".

Is that wher& the sunlight is?
- Yes, on this· level the, thing one notices moat is happiness - a happiness
which ia, ind.:epenclen.t of our outaide c:iroumstanoes.
- Th&n is t'his level emotional?
- Yes:,, but it is· quite ditferent from our usual icfea of· emotion - it has
no negative aicfe - no a-onnection. with 011r instinetiv•• aotioJlS'.. llor- is it . ·
- Then what is, the third level like'?

on.ly emotional' - -~ver.ything· cresAive., every-thing -new in li?e

,CtOJDBG·

f1"Clll,.

this· level.
- And what about the fourth level?

- The f'ourth is tbe highest level of energy whioh the 1!lind ~ontains.. Unlike
the third• level, which is cone,erned with oneself', thet'ourth level is
concerned with the universal nature of' things·.
It involves- upansioa:
from t ·h e personal to the· universal.
- Then are there~ higher level& than these?
- lea, there is the,, level ot· the universe itself' - a level of enera too
tine- for the mind to o:ontain.
'fhiswould be the level, perhaps, at
which the mantra transcends.
And above this again ia th& absolut& - 1he
level f'romwhich the universe was aoneeived, before it came- into being.
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- You were speaking about different levels of matter, in relation to
the med'ita-tio:ir.

How would you actually describe them?

- I expect you. have noticed that the mantra changes· its quality?

- Yes, I have, but· it is d!if'f' icult t-o describe· in words:.
- No need to d:o

B"O -

it is· above the level of· words-.

pass· through different- materialitie-s.

But it d:oe:s actually-

If you want t-o prove it for yutlrS'e·lf'·,

d'ont worry about the half hour - eee· what happens during the dlay - see ·
whether your impressions ar~ any different-.
- I sometime:s notice-- when• I am· doing the meditation that it S'eema t-o expand

int-o B'omething: much bigger, and this feeling-remains with me afterwards-.
- Yes', that 1 8" right.

Its· on the highest level that this happens;.

- Then how can you explain. it?
There are many levels or materiality

within us -

levels which

actually exis-t all the time, but we are not always aware· of them.

Th&

lowest and most obvious is· that of ordinary thought - languag&, ideas,
o:onc.epts and so on •

This level seems. to be peculiar to man.

- You mean it does not: exist in nature-, for instance?
- No, the language· of. nature iB' different: - it is- more c-,0neerned with

instincts and intui-tt-on-, feelings

and]

sensations, sme-11, toueb., colour,

shape- and= things of that kind.
- But· it:- also exists, in us-,?
- Yes, very much S'O.

But there ia a much higher level bf'materiality which

man possesses-- - that of' positive emotion , happiness or bliss.
is· more orea~ive- - higher than nature's world.

This, level

On this, level everything:

is positive - nothing negative exists.
I dont · quite see- what this means?
It means that one is, above the level.of suffering - ®nsequently- it
beo.nmes- possible to help other people.

But the most noticeable thing:

a.bout it iS" the extraordinary inner happiness it brings.
-

And is there any level higher than this-?

Yes, the highes-t level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is-

this level which gives the feeling- of expansion you describe.
- Then i-s it beyond man 1 s- personal existenc:e?
- No, it is simply a. reflection of his spirit - of that part of him which
exists independently- of the c:oming and going of the physical body.
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- It seems from what you have said, that going from a lower level
t·o a higher level is a natural tendency.
I always thought it was
the opposite.
- Yee, that is· one of the mistakes people make.

Going from a lower

to a higher level requires a state of rest - a passive state, not an
active one •
. - Why is this?

- When the body is-, at rest it tend.et~ normalize itself - 1to put everything
back into harmoey and equilibrium.
- But what makes it do so?
- If it reaches a state of equilibrium it exper~encres bliss' - that is

why it tends to go in that direa.tion.
And is the same thing true· of the mind?
If the mind learns how to unite itself with the body it also experienaes
bliss·.
- But how does it learn to do that?
It is the mantra which attracts the mind
- By following the mantra.
to those- deeper sources of energy- which regulate the body - sources which
are .normally innacoessible to us.

Without the mantra, the mind would

know nothing about it.
- You mean as in sleep, for instance?

- Tes, in sleep the body may experiences bliss, ..but the mind' is· not:
aware of it.-.

- So the mantra is really the clue to the whole thing?
- Yes, that is why we have to leave everything t'o the mantra - it woulo3
ba· impossible te get there on our own.
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- When you 88.'Y that the mantra attracts our attention to these higher
levels·, do you mean that our attention expands?
- Yes, if' you like to put it that wq.
Usually our attention is o~nfined
to a very small area of the mind, and it is- oceupied with dull and negativct
thoughta,.
l3y uniting it, for two periods every dq, with higher level• of
energy, one inareas:-es .:the a.ompass of the mind, and it sees things- in a
clifferent light.
- I often :find, during the dlas', that some personal problem keepa on recur:ring:
- Yes, that is what I mean.
One's· attention get~ stuck to it, and the
crompass of the mind gets smaller and' smaller.
- So what ia the best thing to do?
- Juri repeat the mantra.

- You really think that would help?
- Yes, the mantra o:ollects all the d'i ff' erent voic.es in T,OU, and 11ergeJ1· them.
together int-o a larger whole-.
When -they are seen in this wq, the: problam
ciisappeara· - it has solved itself.
- Would it be the third level - the level of positive emotion - from whiah
the answer c-oJHB?
- Yea,, probably.
The third level belongs to a- much larger world.
- And so it is a~le to see things in a different ligJit?
- Yea~ you remember Christ's woms in the, Sermon on the· ~ount- "Ye have
heard_; that it hath been said, An ey~ for an eye, and a tooth for a too'th;
But- I sq unto 7ou, that y.e·- resist not evil •••• "
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How does the meditation work - does anyone actually know?
Those who invented it must have known, but that was a long time ago.
But are there any principles on which it is based?
Yes indeed.

The principle of unity is perhaps· the most important.,

How do you mean?
Everything about the meditation is based on unity.

The method itself

is designed to unify t4.e mind - to make it one-pointed.

If the technique'

is done correctly, it will have the effect of enabling ~he whole mind to
be applied to the solution of problems, instead of isolated parts of the
mind.
Would this mean that the feeling of contradiction is eliminated?
Yes, it would mean that inner contradictions are avoided.

A great deaL

of wasted energy and suffering is caused by these contradictions between
different parts of the mind.

People turn naturally to others for help

and advice, but who is there nowadays to give this advice?
You mean one would know - one would always know what was right?
Yes, there would be no question.
Then does the principle of unity apply to the actual technique?
Yes, you may not have realised it, but the whole method is designed, from
beginning to end, to be carried out without effort or struggle.

As far

as one knows, this method is quite unique in this respect.
- So if one finds, when doing it, that some conflict or inner struggle
arises, one knows something is wrong?
- Yes, exactly.

This is something quite opposite to most of the traditional

ways, many of which are actually based on cnnflict.
- But how could this be, that different ways to the same place are based on
such opposite methods?
- It is a question of knowledge.

The meditation is based on a very high

level of knowledge - much higher than anything we have,met before - and
those who invented it were men of a very high level of being.

But those

who followed after them did not always understand, and so the meditation
got lost.

From time to time it has become lost and redisc-overed, the

most reaent to rediscover it being Guru Dev, in the early part of this
oentury,.
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- What are the laws on which the meditation is based?
The most important is the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to ta..~e place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by •~~ates of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive state)
or a third or neutral state.

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matter

c~me together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation , in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water tQ_evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds and eventually pxecipitates

over the earth's surface in the form of rain.
And water in. this :ff.brm is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants.

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, bnt the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and :follows wii;-h

matter in an .active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started?
Yes, out there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes cmlled a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, but there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.
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- What

you say about different processes, is very interesting, but how

does it relate to the meditation?
- The technique of meditation is a-process - it is very exact.

The one who

is meditating is passive, the mantra is active, and the effect of meditation
the bliss, or the special energy which comes from doing it - is neutral - it
brings the other two elements tog~ther.
come together as one, the purpose

When these three states of matter

of meditation is achieved.

Then do they combine in a certain order?
Yes, it is this which.. determines the nature of the event which takes place.
One

starts by being passive, and when one is passive the mantra comes to one.

As one continues to repeat it, the third state becomes more and more evident
the bliss which comes from meditation grows naturally - one does not induce
it in any way.
Then is there another order which would produce a different effect?
Yes, if one starts by being passive as before, but tries deliberately to
induce a certain state, by holding something in mind or remembering some~hing,
or making a picture of what one wants, then the active energy required to
obtain it will be roleased, and' one will find one is· left ,~i th
desire.

a

certa-d.n

This is a completely different kind of process, suitable for many

different purposes in life, but not for this method of meditation.
You mean, with the first kind one has. no particular aim in mind?
One finds out where it is
One puts oneself in the hands of the mantra.
:taking one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand.

You may not

realise it, but the picture we have of our aim is almost entirely false.
Much better to go there instead.
What do you mean, 'go there instead'?
Follow the mantra.
Ist.

2nd.

It will take one to what one really is - to oneself.
3rd.

passive ••••••••• active ••••••••• neutral

(purification, distilling)

passive ••••••••• neutral •••••••• active

('magic', ima:ginatipn)

active •••••••••• passive •••••••• neutral

(preation, building a house)

active •••••••••• neutral •••••••• passive

(destruction, burning a house)

neutral ••••••••• passive •••••••• active

(inspiration, remembering)

neutral ••••••••• active ••••••••• passive

(disintegration, 'crime')
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Are there any other principles on which this method is based?
Yes, it is based on the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to happen,

for any event to take place, three different states of matter have to
come together.
What do you mean by 's.tates of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state; or a passive
state, or a third or neutral state.

Only when matter in each of these thnee

states comes together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
I dont see what you mean by a 'neutral state'?
The neutral state is usually that which brings the other two together, but
it is often hidden from us.
Then what is it that determines the nature of the event?
The nature of the event is determined by the order in which the three
states of matter ~ombine.
Can you give an example?
Well, in this method of meditation the one who is meditating is passive,
the mantra is active, and the bliss which belongs to the meditation is
neutral - it surrounds them both and brings them together.

When these

three states of matter come together as one, the· ·purpose of meditation
is achieved.
You mean they combine in a certain order, the order pass:ive -active.-neutral?
Yes, one starts by being ~assive, an~ when one is ~assive the mantra comes

to one.

As one continues to ropeat the mantra the third state becnmes more

and more ,evident - it grows naturally - one does not induce it in any way.
Then is there another order which woulc:3 produce a different effec:'t?
Yes, the order passive -neutral -active.

In this case one starts as before

by being passive, but one tries to hold in mind a state one wishes- to attairr,."

'I'his can be done in a number of different ways - by repeating a prayer, for
instance, or simply by remembering something or somebody.
the effec-t produced is essentially different

But in any case

the end product is active

energy, quite unlike that produced by the technique of meditation.
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- It seems to me that the difference between these two processes you
have just described is a very subtle one.
Yes, the trouble is you may quite easily mistake one for the other •.
Then how can one tell?
In this method of meditation one does not know where it will take one.

In

other methods one has a definite aim in mind.
You mean, one has no ~efinite aim, with this method?
One pu~s oneself in the hands of the mantra.

One finds out where it is

ta.1<:ing one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand..
Is that why it seems more real?
Yes, you may not realise it, but the, pirlure we., have .or our aim is a1mos::t
entirely false.

Even a little glimpse of what things are really like

can show us t 'h is

it can show us that certain ideas we had are all wrong •.

So tha-t is why it is useless to formulate o_u r a-im?
Yes, better to go there instead.
What do you mean, to go there instead?
Follow t 'he:- mantra.

It will take one to wha-t one really isc - to oneself.

But how does- one remember this ai; other times?
There is no need.

When it is really needed, the· ma."1.tra will come to one.

There is nothing we have- to do.
But are there other processes than these?
Yes, there are six essentially different kinds.
Why only six?
Because three elements can only combine in si:x: different wa;;.,s.

You may

not believe it, but essentially there are only si:x: different things which
can happe;n, ~nywhere in the universe, on any scale.

Sooner or later we

shall discover what they are, but if you can understand the d.ifference ,
between these two, the rest will be easy.
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- Tell me, is the meditation a wa:y of increasing one's knowledge?
Yes, it certainly is - in fact, one might almost say that the purpose
of the meditation is knowledge.
- Row do you mean?
I mean different levels of knowledge.

What we think of as knowledge

in the ordinary wa:y is all on one level - there are many much higher
levels we know very little about.
- Then how do we discover what they are?
By doing the meditation.

It is the meditation which supplies the energy

required for higher levels of knowledge.

That is why, when you have been

d;oing it for some time, you begin to see things in a new way.
- You mean things that happen during the day?
Yes, during meditation of course one simply follows the mantra.

When

one follows the mantra it talces one to higher and higher levels.
But how does one know what level one is on?
I expeat you have noticed that the mantra changes its quality?
Yes, I have, but it is difficult to describe in words.
- No need to do so - it is above the level of words.
pass through many difterent levels of materiality.

But it does actually
If you want

to prove - it f'or- yourself, see whether yolll" impressions a:re

any·

d1:ff'erent:

during the day-.
- I sometimes notice when I am doing the meditation that it seems to expand
into something much bigger, and this feeling remains with me afterwards.
- Yes, that's
right - that is when one reaches higher levels.
.
.

As one

repeats the mantra its materiality changes - it bec'Omes finer and finer.
Eventually it is too fine for the mind to grasp, and so it seems to disappear.
But does it really disappear?
Maybe not, but we are no longer aware of it.
Transcrendental Meditation.

That is why it is called
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I dont think I really understand what knowledge is?
Take it in a very simple wa:y - how d.o you know things?
I would sa:y there are different ways of knowing things.

Certain things

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows thr.o ugh
the senses - through shape and c'Olour, touch, taste,, hearing and so on.
- Y.e s, but there is -a bigg13r :field. of· knowledge than either of these there is the field of pure emotion.
What do you mean by 'pure emotion'.
I ·mean positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss.
I had never thought of that as knowledge.
It is a very important

Wa;f

of knowing things.

One can learn more in a

few moments of ecstasy than one oan in a lifetime of logical thought.
I begin to see what you mean - it is a higher form of cognition.
Yes, but there is a still higher form.
And what would that be?
The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is this

level which gives the feeling of expansion you describe.
You mean it is beyond man's personal existence?
Yes and no.

It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth

and death, and in this sense it is

beyond our pers-onal -existence.

But

it is much more ourselves than we are, if you see what I mean.
Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level?
Memory.
I dont quite

understand.

If memory was clear enough, one would know everything - one would know
both the past and the future.
You mean all knowledge is really remembering?
Yes, it. would· certainly seem to be so.
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Tell me, are there different approaches to knowledge?
Yes, there are ·.

There a.re three very broad. categories, of knowledge •,

which have existed since the beginning of time.

The first is· conc.e rned

· with the origin of' · things - with the way things are created and c·ome into
being. .

This approach is connected with levels· - with the fact that

everything comes in its· origin from a higher source, and moves from
higher to lower levels·, as it bee-omes, manifest.,
- Then does the higher source - the origin of things - contain both g .o od
and evil?
- No, no.

It is above the level of evil.

In its origin everything .

is good.
Then tell me more - tell me what the second approach is about?
The erec:ond appr-oach is concerned1 with the nature of things - with that
which they are in themselves.
But what does the nature of things depend on?
It depends- on the arrangement of the elements of whi~h ·they consist.
Then does everything consist, basically, of the same elements-?
- Yes·, fundamentally everything depends on the c-oming together of· three·
elements.
- I would. like to know more about this.

But tell me, first, what the-

third kind of knowledge is all abou~?
- The third category is c,oncerned with the relation between things · - with
their meaning and purpose in relation to each other, and to the larger

whole·, to ':fhich they belong.
Then what does this rele:t ionship depend: on?

It depends on their relative dimension.

Everything is wha1; it-- is, only

within certain dimensional limits.
- You mean dimensions of time?
Yes·, time and: size-.

Everything has its own t ·ime , and everything has

a . d;imensional relation to everything· :else.

It is- thi& which

determines its meaning and purpose in the scheme off thingSc.

Tho

universe, from this point of view, is a period of dimensions •.•••
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- 'I'hese three categories of knowledge you were describing - how do they
c:ona-ern us in everyd.ay life?
- They concrern us very much, particularly in connection with the meditation.
The first category, for instance"'.' every time you do the meditation you go
towards, the origin of things - towards the source from which everything·
comes·.
- So it might be possible to obtain direc·t proof of the existence of that _
source?
- Yes·, indeed, in fact since you have been doing the meditation dont you
fee·l you have that proof, even though you cannot describe it in words?
Yes, I do.

I know it really exists.

Yet some people seem to question i1;

Naturally they do, because they have never been there.
You mean they have never gone beyond the first or the second level you
were d.escribing?
- Yes, although it- is possible they .really know all about it, but their
logical minds refuse to accept it.

The purpose of the meditation is to

e:onnec:t these different levels together - to make the mind work as one.
- I was thinking as you said that -

isnt. this approach' the c:oncern of all

the great religions - isnt it a religious approach?
- Yea, it is.

Moat people turn to religion for an answer to this question -

the question who it is who created us, and how we came into being.
And what answer can religion give them?
Religion answers this question through faith.

It says, if you have faith

you will know the answer,
And· iB"· that really· true?
Yes, it is.

Real faith is not a hoa."t - it is not imagination - it- is

simply a function of the human mind - a higher form of cognition.
- Then how does one get faith?
- You have it already - from the meditation.

You have just told me Bo ••••
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- It is- the second category of knowledge I find a•ifficul t to understand could you say more about it?

You mean, about the nature of things?
Yes, about that which they are in themselves ..

Would this perhaps be ·

more the concern or· art than religion?

- Yeg, it is s-omething whic-h every artist knows instinctively.
- •rhen is, art also a form of knowledge-?
- Y.es, most d'efinit·ely - a very high form of:' knowledge - a means of

expressing tru~h.

But what does the nature· or· thines depend on?
It depend.s on the c:oming together of three elements - on the way in

which three elements c:ombine.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Yes:-, take c-olour, for instance.

• The real nature of a c·olour depend.a·

on the relative strength - the predominanc:e - of three basic· c·oloura· - thrseprimaries., red, ye-l low and blue.

From these three primaries all the

d:ifferent shades· of colour in the spectrum can be obtained.
Then does this principle apply to other things as we ll?
0

Yes, it

applies to everything, and particularly to the meditation •.

But how can it apply to the meditation?

In the med!i tat ion there are three things· - there is· the one who is
med.itating, the mantra, and t -h e objec.t

of· meditation.

It was said that

when these thre-e things crome together as one, the purpose of meditation
has been achieved'.,
You mean, like t'hr-ee colours· merging together to form a single tone?
Yes, first the- one who is med'itating loses himself in t'he mantra, and
t'hen event'ual~y· the mantra loses · itself' in t'he transcendent.

happens, unity

or· the

mind is achieved.

When t-his
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- You said that the first category of knowledge is the concern ofF'
religion, and the second category is the concern of art.

What is· the-·

thir~ category cronc~rned with?
- It is· the concern of science.
ways- to knowledge-.

Science, art and religion are the three

When they come together, man disc'Overs truth. •

- Then are they usually separate?

- Yes, they are usually in conflict with each other - and. so the·· truth
is forgotten.
- But what ia~ the third. category all about?

How does it differs· from

the.• other two?
- The third; aa;teg-ory iEF the beginning and end o:tr all knowledge-·.
way of· approaching the-, objective meaning· o:f' the world -

It i$'. a

of' undierstand'ing-

the wor-ld' as· it: real]_y,-is, independent.-ly of· man's viewpoint.
But how can this: be ffone-?
In two ways· - outwardly and' inwar~ly.

Inward'ly it is· possi.ble to :fl"ind]

it through the· me~itation,. but on~ has· no way of expre~sing what one hasf·ound..

If outwardly the right framework of' knowledge· is available, then

1that which one-- finda-, inwardly oan be- expressed·.,
- But what kind of' framework do you mean?
- A :framework into which all knowledge, can be put ..... a symbol, if' you like
to call it -that.
- You mean it would ino:lude eve.rything?

- Yes,, it would ina::lud'e all three categories- of knowledge..

You may not

realise it, but the-re is virtually no place in the world: wher& a-11 three
catego~es·_ can be- found toge1;her-.

I
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- You spoke of a framework into which all knowled.ge can be put.

What

kind of framework had you in mind?
- Imagine a crircle, and within the circle a number of concentric rings,
with a point in the centre.
of knowledge.

This is a symbol of the first ca:tegory

( see 4/l6a)

- You mean:, the neare~ one is to the c:entTe, the higher the level?
- Yes·, and at the centre itself is the origin of things - the source
from which everything o-omes.
And what do the radial lines ref er t:o?
They are a symbol

o:r.· the seaond category of knowledge,.

- You mean, the c.oming together of three elements?
- Yes, and you will see that the nearer the c.entre- one is, the nearer thes-e
thr.ee ei.ements are to each other, ancl· at •the centre it.self they are one.
- Then dbes· t'he creation of.' everyt'hing depend on the c'Oming togethen of
Is that how -t'he· univera-e· was- created?
Yea,, but' it ia-, not' the., only universe.
Then where, are the- othens?
Each point on the c.i.roumference of the o:ircr.le is a universe - a wor-ld.
Each of these worlds is built- on the same- pattern as the greatest, whieh
0

contains· a;-11 tne, others wi t-hin it-.

That is where, the-· third category of

knowledge begins.
You mean, ea-eh point crontains the same prinC'iples' as the whole diagram?
Yes, the same· levels:, the s:ame interplay of' three elements, the sameworlds,•••
- Thew what. is· the diffrereno.e between them?
- They ea-eh erist in their own space aµd; their- own time.
Then where- d·o they exist?

That is the whole· point - there is: only one world.

AndJ yet it cnnt ains

these t-en dif'.:ferent worlds wi t'hin it'.
You mean they interpenetrate each other?
Yes:, they are present· everywhere, on every level and on every scale.
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- You said' tha~ each point on the ciroumference of the circle is a different
world, or enti.ty, and thlrl each of the«e entities exists in its own space

and: it-s· own time.

Could you describe what they are?

( see 4/l?a)

- Actually there are ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us,
andJ their spatial relation to each other - their relative size - is in

constant proportion.

At point

o,

at the· top of the diagram, is the

atomic nucleus, which on this scale-, is, about the smallest aomplete
entity known.
And what is the next?

At point I is the molecule.

A water molecule, for instance,. is some•

30,000 t:imee · larger than the nucl.eus of' the, atom.
And what comes next in size?
A typical cell -

the germ cmll for instance - which is · some 30,000 times-

larger than the moleanle.
That would be at point 2.

Then what i-s point 3?

Point 3 is- a man - roughly a metr-e in size •••

And point 4?
Point 4 ia interesting - it is
diameter.,

And point

a;

unit-· of. nature, some 30 kilometres· in

One can think of. it as· an en.'Ological system, if:' you like •.

5?

Point 5 is a· planet, an ea.rt h.

Our own earth is smaller than average,

but if you ino:lud'e the moon's orbit, its d°iame-ter is:- about this· size.,

And what about point 6?
Point 6 is the solar system.

You will see- that man is· midway in size

between the solar system and the atomic· nucleus.
And: point

7?

Point 7 is, a typical star cduster

a grouping of'· stars, in the· Milky Way.

And point 8?
Point 8 is, a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself.
And' s-o what is point

9?

Point 9 is the one universe - the All. - whic.h crontains:· all the · others
within it.,
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- I find it very strange that the world in which we live should contain

all these entitie:s of such enormously dif'l"erent s~ze.
- Yes, and time too.

(s ee 4/18a )

But it is· only because of their. different- times that
They are - all c-~nnected together in a

these entities can exist together.

great cmain, from one end of the universe t 'o the otner.
- Can you explain what you mean?
- YeB', each entity has 'four periodic· timeS' - its: li-: ftetime, its day and night.,

its breathing, and: its-- time of receiving impressions.

Thes-e four periodic

times, interc-onne<rl with e-ach other throughout-· the univera-e.

- Then would that be the way in which energy passes· 0-:Cm one entity to the
next?·

- Yes, take man, for instance.

Man feeds on c:.e1ls-, he breathes· moleeules,,

and' he re-c:-eives , impre-ssiomr f.rorn a:toms-· and electrons-.

The· lifetime of each

entity cror:renpond's: t:o the· periodic, time of· each f-une,1;ion. .

It is, all.

be2.utifully timed: s-o that energy can be, exchanged ..
- And is- the s-ame thing" true; of· the enti t ·ie:B' above him?
- Yes·, man is hims-elf food for organic: life, breath f'or the planets,, and

impre-ssions for the sun.

But there:-, is one, other thing I forgot to mention.

- And what is- t-hat?

- Energy is exchanged in both directions.

If man prov:ides food f 'o r

organic. lif.e, organic life als-o provides h-im with :food..

If man gives life,

to the earth, it is the earth whicll provides him with the air he breathes.
0

And if- man pitOv.id:es-· impres--a-ions for- the sun, it is t'he sun which provides the,

lig:ht on whia:h his impreruri.ons, depend.

And if his spirit. is united with

tha, worlds above t':he sun, it is f:.rom these worlds that he himself is filled ·

with t-he spirit-.

As above·, s-o below.
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- Tell me, to what extent- ieF it possible for. man t .o become· aware of these
differ:ent wor1da above ; and' below him?

( se e 4/19 a )

- It depends- on the level of his cronsd.ousness.
- You mean, i:f' his c-onsaiousness expand·s-?
- Yes, change, in level always· involves an expans-ion, both int-o larger worldsabove-

US',

and' into smaller worlds below us-.

That is what happens, when 3"ou

are doing the, med,i tation • ..

- Is that c:onnected with t:he «on~ntric c-irc-les in the diagram?
- Yes-, the nearer one is to the crentre t:he more of the universe one is able--

to know, and if. one crould reach the centre itself' one· would be--·aware of·
0

the: whole univerge, toge~her.

- Is thai; what c:onsciousness means - knowing things together.?
- Yes, the point we tend to overlook is· that when we do the meditation
dif£.erent kinds · or C'Onscci.ousne13s are broug-ht together.

The cronsc:iousnesa·

of the intellectual mind i-s · merged int·o that o:C t:he instinctive, the

instinc:ti-ve merges into the emotional:,·

ana.· the emotional into

t:he transcerulerrt:.

- Then d.o these minds c-orrespond to dif-f'erent' entities· in the diagr:am?
- Yes, the intie1lec:tua;l mind· is C'Oncrerned: with man's- world, the instindive.
with nature· and' t ·he ctell, the emottonal with t'he planetary world" and" the
molecule,

ana.· the

universal or c-osmic mind with the sun and ii.he- atomic~nucleus.

- And is- there a higher level t'han this·?

- Yes·, at the centre its-elf' is t-he world above t-he sun - the world· of' a-tars
and· galaxies.

This is- the level of t-he spirit - of' the s-ource f.rom which

everything-- c.-omes·.
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- Then is every entity able to see t ·he worlds above and below it in the
( see 4/20 a)

same way that we can?

- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its o\.m
three dimensional world.

It can only see the worlds above and below

it in higher dimensions.
Then has it ~he same consciousness as-. wa have?
That we dJo not know.

-- One can only· know e,onsoiousness· for onesel:C-.

- You mean one- can study functions in oth8l1' worlds, but one cannot study
their o:onsc-iousnes-s1

- Yes-, as you may have realis-ed, there· are two dif':ferent. approa-chea to the
symbol we have, been disc.mraing. ·
is in the· world outside..

The one approach is within us·, the ot-her

Within us, we can diseover d"ifferent levels of'

consciousness, outside-· us,- we can study funcrtions.

Both approaches exist.

in the diagram.
Then what is , the real significance of these four ci.rc-les in t-he diagram?
They :rtefer -t-o dif.ferent ve locri ties-.
0

Then doe:s, each of thes:e f'our ftmations have a characteristic veloc-i ty?
YeB,, the veloe:it'y will alwa,ys be the same-, whatever the scale..
one is, t ·o the · centre, the higher the veloc-ity •.
Then what is the velocity at the centre it-self?
The veloei ty of· light'- - there is no higher velocity than this.,
And if one is , looking inwards, what do the circles· re-fer· to?
They refer· to levels - of, consc:iousne-s-s:.

And in that cas-e·, what is there at the c:entre?
The same - light - the light of c:onsciousness i tse·lf".

The nearer
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The most important thing which is needed in the world today is uni\y.
Just as scientists are beginning to realise that unity is an essential
feature of the universe, and that this unity exists in every part of the
universe, from the smallest to the greatest, so religious and social leaders
throughout the world are beginning to realise that from the point of view
of man's evolution, the world is one.

Unless man on every level can

feel this to be true, the present disunity of the world

the violenc.e and

suffering that man is enduring - will never disappear.

Christ preached

that we should love one another.

Let the new gospel be that we are all

one person.
Now we are told that many thousands of years ago there used to be two
different ways in which man could find unity within himself.

The first way _

was for the ordinary man in the street, and the sea.ond was for those rather
special people who aspired t'o bec:ome saints and holy men - people who wer.e
prepared to leave the world and follow the arduous d iscdplines of schools
1

and religious methods.

Unfortunately the first of these two ways

somehow got forgotten in the course of history, mainly because when the
saints and holy men began to teach their way, it was ta.ken for granted. that
no other way existed.

The search for unity inevitably became assoa:iata~

with struggle and cunflic1;, and naturally enough, ordinary people were
unwilling to give up their lives and enter the schools and monasteries, and

s-o they had to get along as best they crould.

But there.!:! a way for

ord,i nary people - a way completely free from struggle, which has only
appeared briefly from time to time in the course of history, and has, only
quite recently been redisc-overed.

We owe it to a very extraordinary

person known as Guru Dev, who became Shankaracharya in the forties of
this century, and to a few others close to him who developed it after he
died.
This way consists of a very simple method of meditation, and there are
various reasons why it should seem to be the only method suitable for
general use in the world today.

The most important reason is that it

happens naturally, and is therefore available to everyone - in fact, there
is reason to suppose that there was once a time, long ago, when everyone
practiaed it as · a matter of course.

Whether this is so or not, the

principles underlying it are based on the id.ea of unity, which means that
when it is carried out, no conflict or struggle is involved.

The people
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who invented it understood two things · - first, that deep down within each
of us a place exists which is at orte, not only with everything we call
oulielves, but also with everything around us, even the whole universe,
and sec::ondly, that only .if this place can be reached without conflicrl;
will · it profit us, for otherwise we are worse off than before •.
The idea of bringing unity to the world is one we associate with those
great individual leaders and teachers of humanity whose influencre has
depended on personal devotion amongs~ a few followers, who spread their
In the world of today it is unlikely that

teaching after they died.
the- same thing would .work·.

But a simple tewhnique which anyone

can practise, independently or· any creed or belief they .already posseS:8:',
is one whiah can spread quite rapidly.

All that ,is ne-eded is to ensure

that the principles underlying the technique are underS'tood, and do not
become distorted..

This, unfortunately, can happen only too easily, and

in order to prevent it, complete knowledge and understanding of' the method
is required.

It is this knowledge to which our attention should be

directed, in fact, it is the only real purpose of knowledge, for it has
a practical aim.
It is not generally realised that knowledge of any subject depends on
the level of mind which is· cunceiving it.

The ordinary logical mind is·

only able to conceive certain kinds of knowledge.

The instinctive or

intuitive mind is able to conceive a quite different category c,f knowledge,
often quite incompatible with that of the logical· mind.

1'he emotional

mind, when working properly, is able to conceive a still further categpcy
of kno.wledge which is almost unbelievably different from the instinctiv~
or the logical, arid the highest level of mind of which mari is capable ia
again so different from ahy level below it that its conc:eptions cannotl
possibly be expressed in words.
When one lev.el of mind tries to understand the level above it;,
imagination inevitably arises.
todey.

That is what has happened in the world

We live in a world of imaginary ideas, on every subjeci except

the practical or physical.
experiencing anything else.

And the .reas-0n is, we have no method · o:r
In carrying out this method of meditation

it is very necessary to understand this.

Our knowledge about it d'epends

on the level we have reached in practising it.
knowledge grows with it.

As the meditation grows,

Sooner or later, we find that all our ideas,

have ahanged.

What was first a simple exerc·ise becomes, s-ooner or later

a wey of life.

What has become a way of life sooner or later can bring;

unity to one's · surroundings.

And so, unity in the world is-- aahieved. ....
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The meditation

belongs to a very old and very wonderful tradition.

Of

all the ideas which belong to this tradition, one of the greatest and most
:powenful.. is that of unity.

Jus-t as s:-c:ientistS' today are

beginning to realise that unity is an essential feature of the univers-e:

0,

and

that this unity exists in every part of the universe, from the smallest to
'.the greates:t, so religious and social leaders throughout" the world are

beginning to realise that fTom the point of view or man's- evolut~on, the
world is one.

Unless man on every level can feel this to be true,

the present disunity of the world
enduring, will never disappear.
one another.

the violence and su:ffering-:that man is
Christ preached' that we should love

Let the new gospel be that we are: all one person.

Now we are °t'old that many thousands of years- ago there used t_o be two
different way~ in which man CX>uld find unity within himself.
way was for the ordinary man in the street - the householder

The first
and the second _

way was for those rather special people who aspired t .o bec:ome saints and
holy men - people who were prepared t:o leave the world and f_ollow the arduous
disciplines of schools and religious methods.

Unfortunately the :f:irst of

these two ways- somehow got forgotten in the course of history, mainly bea:ause
when the saints and holy men began to teach their way, it was taken for
granted that no other way existed.

Naturally, ordinary people were

unwilling to give up their lives and enter
so they had to get along as best they crould.

the schools and monasteries, and
But there is a way for t he

householder - a way which has appeared briefly from time t"o time in the
c,ourse o:f history, and has only quite recently been redisc_-overed.

We owe

it to a very extraordinary man known as Guru Dev, who was Shankaracharya in
the forties of this century, and to a few others c:-lose to him who developed
this method after he died.
This method is the meditation we are practising, and there are various
reasons why it would seem to be the only method suitable for' general us·e · ·
in the world of t 'oday.

The most important reason is that it happens,

naturally, in fact there is reason to suppoa-e there was once a time, long
ago, when everyone practised it as a matter of c:ourse.

Whether

this is

true or not, the principles underlying it are based on the idea of: unity,
which means that when it · is- carried out, no c:onfl icrt or struggle- is: involved.
The people who invented it' understood that if any thoughts, f-ee--lings, or
sensations which are going on in the mind during meditation are delibera tely
excluded, unity is destroyed.

Everything in the mind has to be accrepted

never resisi;ed - and only in this way can the mind bec:ome one--pointed.
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But- in order that the mind can follow the mantra, it has ifo f :ind the
mantra very attractive to repeat. · In fact, the mantra has: to be more
attractive than all the other voic~s going on in the mind, otherwise
an effort of the attention will be required to follow it, and this will
produce conflirl.
Now that which makes the mantra attractive to repeat is· a simple
fact which none oL us realized before:,- that the mind tends to go
naturally towards the place of greate!:rl happiness.

People will tell

you that the mind is restless and: has to be stilled, and that no
of meditation

can

succeed without doing this.

system

But the mind is only

restless because it has nowhere to go - it is searching for happiness
on the surface of the pond, and aannot find it.

But snow it the way

to go deep, below the surface, and"· it will follow naturally in that
direcrlion.

The deeper it follows- the mantra, the more attrctctive the

mantra bec:omes, and surface thoughts are very soon forgotten.

Deep do1-m

under the surface thoughts no longer exist, , an.er all that remains is the
mantra;.

Deeper still the mantra itself is forgotten, and all that remains

is bliss: ••••
If one can reach thi~ plac~ onc:e or twics during meditation, the mind
becromes saturated with it, like ~ipping a piece of cloth in yellow dye.
As we go about our.- work during the day, the yellow G:".olour remains with us·,
but sooner or .later it fades:: in the light of the sun.

Even rro, a certain

amount of colour becomes fixed by the sun, and this wilL never leave us.
By repeating the process day after day, we find the c:-olour of the cloth
get~ stronger, and in time becomes a full yellow.

By analogy this means:

that whatever we are doing, the happiness that exists:- within us - the
inner glory of being - will always be there.

Now the process of fixing the dye is a very subtle one.
is that there is nothing one has to do

it happens naturally.

The point
Some

people think that in order to keep the effec:t of the meditation during
the day they should d"o certain things, like trying to call it to mind,
trying to give up thi~ or· that,

or change one's behaviour in some way,

trying to hold one's attention on what one is, doing and s-o on.
this will help - it will only confuse the mind'.

None of.

All that is , needed is

to enjoy life, and to do one's work in a natural way.

Never~ t'-o

change anything - leave that to tha meditation.
The fact-

is that the effect of the meditation on our daily life doe$

not show itself: in the way one would expect.
show one what ought to be done.

One would expeci it to

But it does not show one this - one
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simply finds one is already doing it!

If there are certain thingsi

one is better without, one day one will .find they are not there any mo:r,e.
If there are certain things one should have, one day one will find on&
already has them.....

What is the reason for this?

It is a quest ion of unity.

When the mind is unified, everything_·

comes from the centre of ourselves.

But it talces some time to get

used to this, and at first it eeems· as if the centre was above· ua ou
bey0110. us:~

But gradually we realise that the centre is what we really.

are, and then all- conflic<t disappears.

You may remember a certain .

story about the inhabitants of a remote province in China, who were found
by those who visited them to be happier and· more peacBful than anyone
Wh~n one of them, a wise old man, was asked how

they had' ever met.

this aould · be, he replied, "There is nothing special about the wa::, we
But we have a very woncl.erful

live - it is the same as everyone els-e.
king who looks after us.

He never appear~ in publio~ nor does he

make any rules or regulations, but each of us is allowed ~o visit him
every da~.

After s:-eeing him, we are each so ~ille~ with his goo~

influena:e that every moment of the day passes ip happiness.

And so

our whole life is spent in peace."

Some people prefer to see these ideas expressed in di~rammatio. f':orm.

(see 5/5a;

If you talce a circle, for instance, as in fig.I,/you will find it ha;a
two co-ordinates - a polar co-ordinate, around the circumferencre, and a.
radial co-ordinate, inwards or outwards from the centre.

Movement

around the circrumference represents •time - the passage of time f~om hour
to hour and from day to day, like the face of a clock.

But movement

along the radius towards the centre is when you do the meditation - it is
a different kind of time altogether.
it ±s really rather important.

This may seem obvious enough, but

The point is that a~ you get nearer the

centre, the value of time cha,nges ... there is
in each moment.

more and more content

If you think abo-cit this you will realise that there

must aome a point near the centre where the content of each moment is · so
great that the whole of' one's life is contained in it.

And at the

centre itself the moment becomes eternal.
So eternity exists here and now, in this life, and the meditation is
a way of exploring it.
an unexpect~d way.

But it shows itself during meditation in rather

It is the quality of the mantra whic:h changes, as

the mind gets nearer the centre - it bec:omes more and more subtle and
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Further in m;ill it is not a c·lear pronunciation
delightful to repeat.
an:y more - just a· faint idea - and eventually it disappears, and one· is
lef't with the ecstasy, the bliss· that it contains.
In the centre of the circle there are three things in one - there
is oneness, or unit;y, there is consciousness, and there is bliss.

But

the way in which -we ___ are attracted to the centre is through bliss.

The

mantra is like a bee carrying honey.

When the honey

hive, the bee goes off in search of more honey.

is brought to the

And so honey is collected

In. the same way, gradually the mind becomes saturated with bliss.
Directly you notice the mantra has d2sappeare:d, you are back at the
starting point, or thereabouts, and it begins again.

Once you are

repeating it there is nothing you can do, either about making it
transcend, or hastening it or prolonging it, or altering it in aI\Y wa:y.
That is the secret of this method - it is an automatic process, and you
have to leave everyt'hing to it - -0nly then will it work.
This meditation works on conscriousness, whereas all the traditional
ways work on the c-ontrol of functions.

Work on functions inevitablJr

produces ~uality, but this method produces u_71ity.

When we do it·we

take the whole of ourselves as we are, and simply follow the mantra.
It is a holistic approach - we are not concerned with analysing or.
observing - in fact, there is no observer, for nothing cromes betweoen us
a."l.d the ma.-'l'ltra.
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In order to understa.J'!d this meth.od of meditatioJ\, and to realise w}]y
it is eseenti-a.lly different from other metheda, we have to get baok to a

subjec;t we have discussed before, the subjec~ of di-me:rtSions of time.
Try for a moment to t:h.ink about time.

Everything we know, everything·

we rec:ogni-se as existil\g, everything we do, everything that happens to us,
takes place- along the line of time - the line befQra-now-after.

There is nothing wrong- with the line of time, in fact, it is an
essential c:cndition of life.
But it is only a limited aspect of our'
whole existence, and to some people it is not enough.
They know deep
down that the past does not really·disappear,and the future is not really
unknown, and they know that somewhere outside time our whele life ccntinuea
to exist - it is all there, all our oonneetions with other people, all
that we have ever done and all we hope to do.
But the world beyond time eannot be found anywhere a.lo11g the line
before-now-after.

It exists in a different direction, along a line·

at right angles tG it, the line of 'now'.

This line of •now• leads- to

a different place - it leads to a. place where everything is l!emembered, and
there is no death.

( see

517 a

)

Imagine a oire.le. /
Imagi11e that movement round the ciro:le indicates
passing time. Then a radial line at right angles to it is the line of
•now'.

As you see in the diagram this line of now leads to tlle centre of

the c:ire1.e, and that is where everything is

known.

The secret of this metkod of medi tati·on. is tha.1; it takes us there.
does so :naturally, without any effort on eur part.

And

it

people make - the mistake we ha.ve made ourselves is to imagine we can get to the centre by doing things.
Maey of us have
The mistake so many

been brougltt up with the idea that something in us haste be changed - that
certain things about us are right and others wrong.
But in the ordina.r.y
wa;y we do not really k.'t\ow what is right and what is wrong in ourselves-, and

many of our attempts t-o eftange things-. - the methods and dis~plines we

undertake - tend t-o bi·nd us more and more :firmly to the, line of· ti-me

they

make access, t:o the aentr.e of. the circle mol!e a.net more nemote.
The medita-tion ill' a wa:, out of' this, dd.lemma.

It can take us: t-o t:b.e·

centre naturally, and wi,thout e:ffort, and it can be carried out

wi.-ittQut:

any change i -n ith& conditions of our normal li-fe, so tha.t we nmaiu fi-e·e,

to live our life in the wa:, which is- right for· each of us.
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( s ee 5/7a )
Now as you see from the diagram,/the line of time, whioh we ordinarily
think of as a straight line moving from the past into the future, is really
a O'irc-1.e.
When life is over, it begins again.
And everything that ka.ppens,
to us in the ordinary wq is repeated again and agai-n .
But we never realise
that this- is so, for we cannot remember a.JO'thing about it.
What do we know about memory?
In the accepted view there are different
kinds - there is short·term memory and long term memory.
Short term memory
belongs to the outside area of the circle.
It is memory of everyday things,
of what we did yesterday and what we have to do tomorrow.
Long term
memory is quite differe11t - it is usually memory of one's early years,
particularly one's childhood.
In old peaple it often rema~ quite vivid,
even after short term memory has virtually disappeared.
This kind of
memory belongs to the middle ·area.
But actually there are two further
kinds.
There is the memory of the central area, which is usually hidden
from us, but is sometimes awakened at mome•ts of great danger, or if one is
to believe i -t, in people who have rec-overed from apparent death.
This
memory would seem to enciompass the whole of one•s life in a mome11.t o:f ti-me.
But in the centre itself there is a quite different kind of memory
the memorz. of that which never happened before.
Now it is very interesting that the meditation is not mu.oh concerned witb
remembering the past.
At 011.e time we used to do this - we used to go over
our li:fe and try to remember what was rigll.t-- and what was wrong about it.
But now we realis-e that this is a waste of time.
Worse than that, it leads
to imagination.
Far better to get on with the moment 'now', and one day,
thanks to the meditation, we shall find there are all sorts of new
possibilities in. life which never came our way before.
So memory of the past will not help us.
Nor, for that matter, will
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memory of recurrence - of the repetition of lives.

In P.D.Ouspensky's

novel, 'The Strange Life of Ivan Osokin', this point ccmes out very c:dearly.
What saved Osokin was the sixth dimension, the wa::, out of reourren.oe.

And

he found the wq out when he came in contact with the centre of the circle,
whieh is where the ma.giei.a.n in the story belongs.
But how do we f'ind our w~ tti the magician's house?

by trying- - trying to find it does not help.

Once again, not

We have to take a dive,

along: the line of 'now', and if we carry out the technique correctly it wil1
take us there.

But whai; happens when we take a dive alo11€ the line of. 'now'?

Should we not experiene.e these different kinds of memory?
In a sense we do,
but not in a :form one might expect.
When we do the medi ta;ti:cn we are
looking inwards,, away from objects of sense.
So we,do not experienee
an;ything - anything·which can be desoribed.
Yet we definitely, experience
S'Ome·thing, otherwise the mind would not be attraeted to the centre.
Like
the light o:f the s;un - when we look towards the objects· it illumines, we
experienoe these objects, but if we look towards the sun, we only experience
light.

So when we do the meditation we onl7 experience light, but during·

the dq whi-ch follows, we experience the objects. it illumines.
If these
objects a.re in memory, we experiene.e memor.r - it is different a.t dif'f'eren~
times and for different people.

The word 'light' is, only an ana.logy.
We do not really experiena-e light,
we experience awareness.
But if you would prefer to call it memocy, it
is absolute memory - not the memory o:f any object, but pure memocy, if' sue-h
a thing exists,.
Pime memory - if it exists - is at the centre of the
circle.
Memory o:f objects - of things experienced - is in the outside
area.
When we repeat the mantra we start by remembering it as a word that is in the outside area.,
But in the middle area it is no longer a
word, it is less definable - perhaps: a rhy.thm: or pulse.
In the
central area it is· even less:· definable, and in the ce:n.-tre itself it has
transcended.
But when it has transcended it does not disappear - it
bec:cmes pure memory.
Pure memory is beyond description - if y,-au.call it anything you
lose it, for you make it into an objee:t tobe remembered;.
And then
you are back in the outside ar~a 0£ the c·irole, along the line of time.
So better to experience it through the meditation,. and it will come·out
naturally during the day.
When we start doing the meditation it comes·
and goes, but sooner or later it will ·remain with us all the time.

When

this happens everything in life will be different,for it will be infused
into everything we do.
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The een.tre

of the circle · i-s actually a po:int of -t ~e sirlh dimension. _

If it oan °be . reached

ii

expands in_'to a. s.phere - a :· tirne\ 'S-~lid.

-_;-. And

11:hft',

interesti11g thing about this time solid is that in its centre everything
is already known.
This does net mean that everything is: predetermined.
On the contrary, it means that if nothiDg interfered with tl\e :natural flow
of energy from the centre, things would develep in a particular way.
Altd
this development would be ideal - it would be: the best possible development
for ea.eh of us.
Unfortunately, thi:iigs do interfere with this development.
Irouioally
enough, it is our own preooneeived ideas about development that interfere.
We have been taught to believe that we have to change ourselves - to bee~me
people of a h.ighe:r :level conforming to certain ideals - but if i~ the•
c-entre everything is already known, there is no need. for anything to be
oh.anged - _we, sd.ra.ply.r have to b..ec-ome ouraelvea.
bd if we are united
with the centre, and are able to keep in touch with it regularly:, the proce,ss
of bec-omi.Jtg ourselves will be.· a natural one - it will come about in a
perfeetl;r natural way.
But what does this really mean, that in the centre everything is
already k:ncwn?
Once again, this does not meal'l that nothing new can ever
happen.
On the e-ontrary, the centre contains an infinite number of
possibiliti•e s, all of which are being actualised at every momen-t.
But in
the outside area of the oirele we only see one actualisation, a.nd that i -s
wh;y, in the ordinary wa;y, life is so flat and dull.
All of us from time
to time have periods of this kind, when we are shut off from any c~ntaot
with the centre~
For one reason or another, often physical, a kind of
cloud d.evelopa, somewhere between the outer and the middle area, whieh
prevents the light from getting through.
It is one of the characteristics
of the mantra that it oa.n. dispel clouds of this kind, in fact, t1'1at is what
it is designed to do.
But if everythirig is already known, is the future known as well as the
past?
In general terms the answer mus;t be yes, but ol'lly if nothing
interferes with the natural flow of energy.
Of course, in the outside
area, the future is hidden. from us, because our memory is too short.

But

other parts remember perfectly well - these parts respcm.sible for the
instinctive processes of the body, for instance, particularly its growth •
.Altd certai• emotional parts, deep down - they kn.ow much more than one thinks.
In £act, when one doe.._s the meditation in the morning, something must lalow
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the d.ay ahead - and if one allows it to do so, it will lock after what
happens during the da;y.

This explains why it is so important to let

the Effects of the-· meditation unfold naturally, and to leave everything
to it.

Ma.n;y people are not able to do thia,.

tllemselves frem the idea that they have c-hoioe
they have to do.

They Oalmot f':ree

that there is· semetaing

This: is" bec:aus• the o:e:ri.tral area of the circ;le and

the outside area. are not unified - the e:entra.l area e-ays one thing, the
outside area says pother.

But a.otually they a.re one and the same -

they are eompleme•tary parts of"' the cne self.

And: when one gets· nearer

to the e:entre duricg meditation it is· like cx,mi:n.g home - there iet no
feeling of separation whatsoever.

So leaving everything to the mantra

is simply leaving everything to eneself - that is · the real truth of
the matter.
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The most important thing that has e'Ome from these discussions is
the realisation that there exists a. place in us where everything i-s
aJ:read.y known.

This place is the scurce of happines-e i-11 us, and

it contains the memory, not only of past and :future, but ef everything

that _eeuld happen in our life - that never haPJ?eJl~d _before.
It is tlle meditatj,cn which has made this.- :realisation possible.
And
it is charaoteri-sti-e of the meditation that this realisation does not
come all at once - it grows in us gradually, £or the meditation wcrks
by degrees.,
But even knowillg about it can make a big differenee in
our attitude to life - particularly in our attitude tot-be idea of man's
evolution - what evolution really means-, and how it comes about.
The idea o:f man's evolution is subject to all kinds of misconceptions.

The very idea presupposes that man has to eha.Dge something in himself to give up certain features and develop others.
But if' everything about
us is already known, there· is no n~4 to change a.n_ything - we just have to
become ourselves.

Trying to oha.nge thillgs is bound. to produoe inner

eonflio<t.

Now there is a very old idea - one whioh belonged to the Greek

Jvsteries - that man is a. seed.
Thi-sis: nearer the truth, provided we
take it in the sense that a seed grows naturally, in its own natural
conditions.
But man is- not really a. seed, he is more like a ground in
whioh seeds o-a.D develop.
Di:ffere:at seeds germinate in us at di:fferent
times, and it is thisupcn which the il'lf'inite variety o:f life depends.
But the wa;r in whi-oh evolution takes place is very interesting, :for it
follows ce~tain definite steps, ea.oh of which involves a dif'f'ere~t kind
ef' process.
The

first of these steps is the process of germination.

kind of' unlocking process.

Th.is is· a

A seed can remain. in a passive state for years,

even f'or centuries, but when the right conditions of temperature and
humidity occur it suddenly becomes active, and the process of evolution
begins.

And so, too, with ideas.

and then one day they suddenly strike.

thi-ngs in our life begin to move.

Some ideas lie dormant for years,
They become practical, and s.erta.in

When this happens a great deal of
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active energy is released, just as it is in the seed.
This active energy
enables combustion to take place, and the seed begins to develep.
But
very seon the seed has to find ~ts own w~ of manufacturing energy, which
it does by putting out green shoots which oolleot the sun's r~s.
This
process, which is called photosynthes-is·, is the basi.s· upon which further
growth depends.
In our own evolution the di·f ferene:e between these two proces·s es is very
important.

The first process - the unloaking process - depends en cuts1de

inf'luences.
The impetus-· comes from outside us - from books, from diff'erentidea~, from the great teachers of' the pas1i, :f'rom e~rtain people one is· 1ucky
enough to meet.
Bui .the sec-ond process depends 011 oneself - it eomes, not
from outside, . but from wi·t hin.

Both proc:esses, are necessary i -n their· ti;ne•,

but the trouble is the dif'f'erenoe between them is not lll\ders,tcod.
forms o:f medita-ticn, :for instance, consist only of the first kind

~

t-he

unlocking process.
They involve holding something in mind - croneentra.tUl€
the attentiC)n on some idea, or the memory of some experience.
Thi-a,
inevi-t ably- keeps

tne

mind fixed en the thinking level - it binds i -t to

the perimeter of tbe oirc1e - to the line of time.
Disc-iplines of o ~
kinds have the same e:ff'ect - certain peysi-caJ. disei-plines, fer instance,
require very striet attention, and this un1ocks powerful seurees, ef enarg:,.
This- meditation we have been given is a way of mal!lu:facturing:- energy,
not unlocking it.
It a.voids inner struggle alt-egether~ bec:ause, there ·
is no need to concentrate the attenti-on on a,J\'Ythi·ng - we si-mply repeat the
mantra, and the vi-b rations f'rom the mantra attract the mind towards the
centre.
Actuall;y', i-t .. :is the same precess a.s t-hat of photgsynthens ... ,.a.
proces-s of· extracting higil.er levels of' energy from lower levels - the pJrecess
by which the plant transforms .water and di:r-f'erent mi-n erals into li-v.i-ng tissue.
One can tell the ·d ifference by the ~ind of energy it produces.
'!'he first
proees:s produces, excitable energy, which i& soon. b ~.t up, out the, second:
pr-oces-s· produces· a kind of balancing force, which - ii:t- _al:w-qs: th~re,.
" Jesus· answered and said unto her, Wkos-eever shall drink of. thiswater shall thirst a.gain: But whosoever drillketh of the water
that I sha-11 give him shall never thirst; but the water that I
shall give him shall be in him a we,-11 o:f water springing: up inte
everlasting life."
But to return to the analogy of the seed.

When the seed germinates

it is: at firs-t . entirely dependent on the store of fuel surroundi:r,g:· it,

which Natur.e haa~ pl'"ovided.

But when photosyntheris takes plac.e within
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the plant itself, it begins to grow and develop, and sooner i,r later
it flowers.
This is the summit o'f' its existen.oe, and it culminates
in fertilisati-on.
Fertilisation cwrresp0Dds t~ that whi-ch we called
'remembering', or uni-on with the centre of the o-irole.
Fron! the active
energy it produees evolution begins, for it leads to the creation of the
seed.
But .the body o'f the plant dies and disintegrates.
The subatance
of which it is made becomes food f&r the soil, and enables ne.rt year's
seeds to grow.
So man's evolution is a natural process.
It is a kind of unfoldiltg'.
process - an Ul'lfoldµi& into what is alread;r_ known.
For everything that
the plant becomes is known beforehand - known within the structure of the
ti·cy seed.
And with man it is not a finite process-, f'or his
possibilities are U11limited, and one season follows another.
Mani~
not a single seed, which reaohes fulfilment and then disappears-., he is a
ground in which different seeds develop, from one lifetime to the nerl.
And by its very nature evolution is not a thing which. requires• inner
struggle or conflict - certainly not suffering.
It is a process to be
enjoyed - a process i"ull of happiness - full of the real meaning of l~fe.
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The meditation has two aspects.

There is the rned:itation itself::, and

there is what happens during the day.
is very important.

The relation between these two

If we understood it we should know what the meditation

is for.
When you .do the med.i ta:tion . the mind becomes united with higher levels,.
This means that everything you do during the day will he affected in one
way or another by these higher levels, depending of colU's:e on the kind of:'

work you are doing, and the energy reached during roeditat'ion.

The

important thing to realise is that this eff'ect of the meditation on yo'lll!
work during the day is bound to talce place.
do about it -

There is nothing you need.

in fact, it is rather important not to do anything about it

or you may get yourself in the way.
We were told originally that if we did the meditation regularly, s ·ooner
This does not refer t ,o

or later we should attain cx,smic. cronscri.ousne-ss.

a particular state reached during meditation, it refers to something which
would always be with us whatever we were doinfs,,•
One can understand it
( see 5/l5a;
in terms of the table of materiality/- if we ta.1<:e crosmic · consciousnes:s, to
belong to level 6 in the table, thim every time we do the meditation it
is quite possible to reach this level, if only for a few moments.

The

effea::t of this will show itself in one way or another during the day.
And even though these moments fade, there is something which remains something which cra,n build up over a long period into a deep realisation
of the universal nature of things

su much so that eventually this

realisation will always be with us.
This does not mean that our daily life would c:hange outwardly .-:-_ it
simply means that inwardly we would know truth.
explain what truth is, and tell .on·e about it in

And when people try to
S 'O

many words' one will

know t_hey are wrong, because truth does not come to one like that, it
comes from the mantra.

And the same thing is true about level I2.

Level I2 is the truth about oneself.

And when one d.isc-overs through the

mantra what is righ~ for oneself and what has to be done, it is so
completely opposite to what one thought and what one had' heard about from
ot'her people, . and so refreshing and new, that one finds oneself· doing,: it
anyway, and nothing will ma.~e one change~
But level 24 is different - it is matter on the instinc:tive level - the
level of matter which runs all our instinctive mec:hanisms, our inner and
outer movements, our intuitive forms of thinking.

One can al wavs
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3

)
)
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ma:tter -too fine i;o be abso:bed

6

higher mind

12

positive emoid.on

24

ins-tino¼s~ fee1ings~ sense:tions
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thoughts.~ impressions
hormones

192

air

384

water

768

food

1536

organic matter e.• .g. wood.

3072

inorgani.a subs-tancea

(for the background to this

1 table 1

see Vol IX, 1/0-12&2/l-3)
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rec-ognise the difference between levels 24 and I2.

Leve-1 24 inc-ludes·

all our instinctive emotions - even very high levels of emotion - but
level I2 is of

&

quite different order

it is not like emotion as we

ordinarily know it, more like ecstasy, or bliss.

It is not generally realised that everything on level I2 and above is
working perfeci;ly in us all the time, but in the ordinary
connecrtion with it.

wa;y

we have no

The reas:on we have no connee,-tion with it is that

levels 24 and 48 are in suc.h confusion.

Many systems and teac:hings

realise this, and they try to get things in better order by
discci.plines of variou~ kinds, which usually produce even greater cronflic:t.
13ut the meditation works in a different

wa;y -

it leaves all disciplines

behind, and simply connects us with higher levels - levels we cnnnot reach
in the ordinary wa;y.
One tends to think of the meditation as a process on the same level
as our impressions, but actually it is nothing of the kind.

Impressions,

at level 48, are functions - they work with neuro-electrical energy.

But

¼

the meditation is c-oncerned with consciousness - with the circulation of"
the light.

As such, it enters the system at level I2, and acts on our

impressions as a catalyst, purifying and transforming them first of a:--11,
and eventually lifting them from the personal level to the universal
from level I2 to levels 6 and 3 - and so to level I where the mantra
transcends.
If this proc.: ess takes place during meditation, what effect will it
have during the da;y?

From experienoB one finds that much of the

cnnfusion on levels 24 and 48 is resolved.

It is difficult to say

exactly how it is resolved, for each of us is different - each has his own
problems.

But the most general effec.t it has on all of us is happiness:.

Happiness may not be the only purpose in life, but it is a very gpod
criterion of what is going on during the day.

Suffering is not nec::essary

for man - it is not something we were born to possess.

The more our

happiness increases, the more we know we are on the right road - it's as
simple as that!

( for * see Vol V Latest in.tro p a pers 2./ l?-20.J
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(see 5/?a)
To return to the diagram we had. last time. /

When you start doing

the half hour you change quite suddenly from going round the oi.rcle t,o
going inwards along the radial line.

What makes you change?

At firs:t

you have to find s~me way of remembering, but sooner or later something
reminds you - it gives you a pull.

If you cant do it just then i~
Once you have made a

pulls even harder - it wont leave you alone.

connection with the centre, that pull will always be there.
But why is the pull sometimes stronger and sometimes weak.eT - why cfues
it va:ry?'

It may juat be that the

That is something one does not know.

mind does not reflec:t it so clearly, for some phy~~cal reason, and when
this happens, the mantra will eventually clear it.
it has work to do in some other part of the house

Or it may be tha;t

- clearing out the

cellars,,

All of whiah goes

for instance, and that is why it seems so far RWa:y.

to show that the med~tation does not follow the ordinary laws of emus~
One cannot persuade it or influeno~ it to do this or that,

and effec::t.

nor can one prepare for it before one does it.

One starts from where

one is - good state or bad it makes no dif£erence.

And sometimeE, when

one least expects it, the door to the kingdom of heaven opens, and in
one goes ••••
Many people will tell you somet-h-ing different.

They will say that you

should hold something in mind while you are doing it, or try to inf'luence
it in one

wa:y

better.

or another, or do something during the day to make it go

The fact is, there are many systems of meditation which advocate

this kind of thing, but those who practise them never get any distance
down the radial line - they stay on the surface - the circumference of"
the cirC'le.

We were told that the followers of Buddha did precisely

this - after Buddha had died they misinterpreted what he had told them, and
began to do the meditation wrongly.
got

For one reason or another they never

very deep - very far down the radial line - perhaps about half way.

And when t-hey got there what did they find?

Nothing.

So they began to

preach that the real meaning - the ultimate aim of life was nothingness,
Nirvana.

And this idea has dogged India evE?r since, and has-caused

a great deal of harm.
~here is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great deal to understand the meditation, and if the
e

folloW/rs of Buddha had known about it, they would never have made this
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mistake.

According to this idea, the world in whic:h we live contains

many different levels of materiality - levels whic:h c:an be classified quite
simply, and accurately defined.

There are, of course, many such

classifications on the physical level, but the point about this one is tha~
it includes everything - everything, as it was said, from mineral to God.
In other words it implies that everything, however elus:ive or intangible,
all our thoughts, feelings anu higher emotional states, actually possess
material substance, in the same wa:y that water and air possess material
substance, and it is only because science has no way of measu:ring them
thai; no such classification has existed before.

(see diagrai115/l6c)

Suppose we say that the highest possible level .of matter which man is
able to o:onceive has a·level of one, or unity.

Matter on this level

consists, we are told, of three elements, but these three elements are
one and indivirible.

On the next level there will be three separatec.

elements, and matter on this level will therefore have the nu.rnber three in
our classirication.

On the next level the number of elements will be

doubled, for there will be a further three elements generate:d on this level,
as well as those on the level above, and the number will therefore be six.

By the same reasoning the number on the next level will be twelve, on the
next level twenty-four, on the next level forty eight, and so on.
The numbers in the classification will therefore indicate the number
of elements, or 'atoms' of which a particle of matter - a particle
crontaining all the characteristics of matter on that level - actually
consists.

On the highest level in the table a particle of matter cons~sts

of one 'atom', and on the lowest level it consists of 3072 'atoms'.
Clearly, the lower the level in the table, the denser and· heavier the
quality of matter, and the more intractible its nature.
Just as the amount of light we recreive from the sun depends on the
density of matter it has to penetrate before it reaches us, so the level
of our consc~ousness depends on the density of matter in which it manifests.
At the top of the table there is pure consciousness

consciousness without

functions - and at the bottom of the table there is no consciousness simply functions working on their own.*
there is only one consciousness.

Contrary to certain theories,

The idea of different levels of_

cronsciousness arises simply because of the different levels of matter in
which this one consc±ousness manifests.

As we read in St John's Gospel,

•••• the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it nottn.
And these levels
There is only one light, but many levels of darkness.
It

are simply impediments to consciousness.

(*see also 6/3 'universal goodness'& Val VIII Cosmoses - Solar System
2./1.-2..

1

the cen.tre is everywhere r.
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What we are after during the half hour is consciousness, not
impediments to consciousness.

By observing different functions of the

are

mind and nervous system - still more by trying to c:ontrol them - we
taking ourselves away from conscciousness, into a dif£erent world - a
world of doing.

This is a different activity - the meditation is::

not conc-erned with doing

with acquiring certain powers - it is c.oncerned

quite s:imply with being.

Other methods start with the c-ontrol of

func.tions, 15ut this method goes straight to the t ·op, to the source ofc·
c-.o nsciousness.
So when we do the medita-tion, what is it that actually happens?
start from

leve:l

48

- from the ordinary levet· of mind

or bad it makes no difference.

We

good state

Deeper parts of the mind c-ontain mueh

higher levels - 24, I2, 6 and'. even 3.

Like the harmonies of a musical

note, it is these higher levels which determine the quality of the mind,
but in the ordinary way we are not aware of them.

A musical note

without harmonics is very flat and dull, and so it is with level 48.

But

as we repeat the mantra it brings certain of thes:ehigher levels to our.awareness, and it is this which makes the mantra attractive to repeat.
If you think about it you will realize that there is no queation 0£
changing

.o ur ordinary state of consciousness when w'e· do the meditai;iori.

On t-he contrary, we remain e'.X!:actly as- we are; l::>ul

the, -ciohs:o:iousne.sa: oft

our ordinary state is increased, and i ts quality is: _trans:formed.
0

This

promms of transformation is- a perfec'.'tly natural one, whic-h takes place
in other parts of the organism, particularly in breathing and in the
as:s::imilation of food.

Just as f:ood-, when it enters the stomach, is

acted on by various enzymes, whic.h transf'orm it into higher levels:: of
matter, so the content of the mind, on level

48, is acted on by higher

levels of energy contained in the mantra, particularly level 12, and s-o
converted into level 24.

At the next step level 24 is converted into

level .I2, by the action of level 6, and so on.
One is tempted to ask, if this is a perfectly natural proc.eas, why
isnt everyone doing it?

The reason is that something is mis,sing

without the tec:hnique of meditation there is no way of bringing the right
energy to the right place.
energy, . and

It is the mantra which carries

provides the mtzymes required.

this

And it, is this which

transforms the content of the mind, freeing it from impurities,. of various·
kinds - negative thoughts, illusions, unpleasant sensations - and. at the
same time making

everything become alive.

When the alchemifrls: used

to speak of transmuting base metals into gold:, this is what they meant.
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THE

WAY.

FOURTH

In the system we were given by Mr Ouspensky it was said that there have
The first is the physical
always been three traditional ways to enlightenment.
way, which was called t he way of the Fakir, the second is the intellectual way,
which was called the way of the Yogi, and the third is

the emotional way, which

was called the way of the Monk.
Although many offshoots of these three traditional ways have appeared in the
West

'

especially in recent years, we know very little about them in their true

.

form, except that they were concerned with work on functions - on different
parts of man's

nature, as represented by his three nervous systems, the spinal,

the voluntary and the autonomic.
out under strict supervision,

But this work could obviously only be carried

in the special conditions

of a school or

monastery, and was quite unsuitable for people in the world today, living an
ordinary life in the world.

Their object was not, as one might suppose, to

improve man's ordinary functions, it was to reach the kingdom of heaven.

But

their methods were long and arduous - they took the kingdom of heaven by force
and it was always said that a fourth way existed, one which could reach the
kingdom of heaven more easily, for it worked on all three ways simultaneously.
And although it was far from clear what was meant, the system we inherited from
Mr Ouspensky did in fact claim to be this fourth way, although attempts to carry
it out in the conditions of modern life were not on the whole successful.
Something was missing - something was obviously wrong with certain aspects of
the system, although few people could see or understand what it was.
It was, of course, the meditation which was missing.
maintained that such a method existed somewhere

Mr Ouspenskyalways

a method which could take one

at will to that quiet place within one where life is regulated.
he said that one had to find that
get there again and again.

How often had

place, and having found it, to learn how to

But without the right technique, he would say, it

is difficult.

W'nat is the secret of the meditation?

How can it make the traditional

ways unnecessary, and take us straight to the kingdom of heaven?

And how

does it differ from other methods - other forms of meditation, for instance?
Clearly, it is connected with another thing that Mr Ouspensky used to say, that
consciousness and functions can exist independently of each other.*

Other

methods depend on learning to control our functions, but the meditation ignores
functions, and goes straight to the source of consciousness.

Having reached

the source of consciousness it is able to influence our functions - to bring the
light into them, as it were.
and

And so functions begin to work as they should,

the results obtained by t h e traditional ways through years of effort and

struggle can be got from a few months of meditation.
( f or * se e Vo l V , La test intr o pape rs 2/l8)
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Now the method on which the meditation depends is simply this, that the
e.ffects of the half hour's meditation come out naturally during the day, and
influence all our functions.

The practical methods of the system are

they depend on deliberate efforts of one kind or another - efforts
different
to hold the attention, to control one's thoughts, to create certain attitudes,
to give up certain features and develop others •••••
As the meditation goes deeper and becomes established, one begins to realise
that these disciplines are unnecessary.

One begins to depend more a..nd more

on the meditation, and the more one depends on it, the better it works.
Eventually one learns how to leave everything to it, and when this point is
reached one's actions come from within one - from oneself.

Consequently

everything we think or say or do is bound to be right, because the centre is
what we are

it is our.being.

So there is no longer any need for practical

disciplines and systems, and we are free to pursue any form of knowledge we
like.

Knowledge which is imposed on us from outside is bound to some extent

to be wrong, for each of us is different.
to be wrong, for the same reason.

Teaching other people is also bound

But if we can help people to find the centre

in themselves, then it is unnecessary to teach them anything, for they will
already know it~
This, very briefly, is what the meditation is all about, and how it fits
into the history of our work.

Strangeiy enough, it explains many stories and

sayings about the fourth way, which never made sense before.

But what everyone-

seems to have missed is the fact that if such a way existed, it must work from
the top downwards, and so make work on the control of our functions unnecessary.
Nor was it realised that a method of this kind would be suitable for all types
of people.

work on the control of our functions, physical, mental or emotional,

can be very unsafe without special knowledge of types.

But this method imposes

nothing from without, it works from within, from the deepest part of each of us.
So what is right for each of us comes naturally, and conflict is avoided.
The meditation lies within the reach of everyone, and no special preparation
is needeQ.

It is perhaps the only method in the world today which was

designed to be carried out in the ordinary conditions of modern living.
this reason it enables our life to take on a new meaning
enjoyed to the full.
today.

And for

to be lived and

This, on a big scale, is what is needed in the world

But how can one ensure that it does not disappear, as it has so often

before in the history of mankind?

The real need is for those who have been

given the knowledge of the system and the Shankaracharya's tradition to discover
how the meditation works.

Then it will not disappear again, at least among

those who truly understand it.

This would be third line of work - work on the

biggest possible scale - work which could help mankind.
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This is a new way - a wa::, of happiness.
is nothing we have to abandon.

In this way there

There is nothing we have to saa:ri:fl'ice-,

t:c> overc-.ome, or t-o struggle t-o c-ha.nge in ourselves.

And

wl\'y"?

For

the si.mple reason t-ha.t we leave it to the meditation.
When we s-ee
the med·ita:tion ha.s e-ha.nged something, then we know what has t-o be
changed.
But- we eannot- jud.ge beforehand - we are not- in a. position
to- say what is right and what is wrong in ourselves.,
This way is unlike any other.
All the traditional ways or· t-he
past involved sa.orif'ioe, and so do many ot·b.er me:thods which are
practised t-oday.
And yet it was Christ himselr- who said the opposit-ehe said, "Go ye and learn what tha-t meaneth,, I will have mercy and note

s-aorifice."

But those who ea.me after him neve?"'understood:.

How

cmuld they, for· t'he traditional ways of the p&S'.t were all t-hey knew,
and they ciould not believe 1;here wa.a, another W8'Q', a way wi thou'tc stm:igg-le·
or eonfliet.
But what actually .were· these traditional ways· - what
were t-hey all about-?
There have always been three traditional ways.
According to the
first of these tbree ways, man goes in search of the Absolute, for he
believes that the world is an illusion, and only the Abs-olute is· rea1.
Taken to its ultimate e-one-lusion, this is the way of" t·he recluse, for
it leads people ito abandon the world, and t-o live in the secJ.usi.on of'
a cave or a forest.
But in any case, thier method is not for- us:-, for
we have not the inclination or the ability to follow it-.
There is a second "f.1ay, which is based on love or devotion - on the
emotional side of" man's nature..
This is thewa:F oft-he monk - and
this way, t-oo, leads people to abandon the wo?"'ld - "t'o give up all the:ir
_poBBessiona-, even their name, and "to live in the seclusion of a monaster.r.
:But this, wtW, too, ia not f'or us, :for it- cannot be carried out: in the
orcl~nary o:ond~tions o~ life, and it requires very spe~ial diseiplines.

----- .,.. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - - -- -- - ------c--
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The third' way, whiah is perhaps more familiar to us, is
based on consciousness.
In this way, man learns to direct his
attention, and' he learns t-o eontrol his t-houghts.
But this wq,
also, requires special conditions in whic-h to work - it needs the
guidance ~fa teacher, and the long and arduous disci.plines of an
esoteric school.
It is quite unsuitable if attempted in the
ordinary conditions of life, and th~usa o~ some of its met-hod's,
which has been attempted in the Nest, can lea.d t-o wrong resul1i"s-.
Now there is~ fourth~, which is not generally known about,
and· which is unlike any of the three traditional ways.
This fourth
way depends on a method of reaching the source of cronsai.ousnees
dir.ee1;.
It wol'ks by a S:imple principle, which all other methods
seem: ·'to have overlooked.
This prinoi.ple is that the mind goes
naturally towards the place of" greatest happiness.
And
creep

M,

a.own within us, in that part of the brain in control of our essenoe-,
ever,rt-hing is happiness and' bliss, it follows that if' the mind isturned in that direetion, it will go there o-r· its- own aco:ord.
In order to attract the atte~tion ~owardB' the place off happiness,
the mind, as- we know, learns to repeat a mantra.
When the repet~t-ion
of the mantra has been learnt, and when it goes on its own, it aomes
from that part of the brain where the place of happiness is.
,And. s-0
if the mind follows the mantra it will be drawn towards it - towards,
And the, more it is attracted" in that
direction; the- more it experiences bliss.
Sooner or later the
source will be reached.; and when this happens the- mind arrivesat a s:ingle stroke at the same place the traditional. wayB' take· a
••• ••. and

t;to ·

the

mantra transcends, for it ha.s bec:ome too subtle :for the mind to graspr - and we are ba.ek at the starting point a.gain.
But eac.h time i'ft
transcends, a: little of' the higher energy from the source - the energy
of lif'e and a.onsciousness - is brought back with it, and' infused- into
the awareness of our everyda,y waking state.
It is t-his t-hat brings·
about the various effe~s of the meditation whieh we experienc.-e
during the ~ .
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waking state

\ .._

/

sourae

That is how the meditation works, and if nothing interferes- with
it, there isno reason why it should not- alwa.-,s work like this.
It
is not dependent:: on one's sta't9) or one's frame of mind, and it- is,
certainly not dependent on the kind of person one is, or- on the level
of one's being.
All these things ~ be - and will be - inf:lueneed
by it, but:: it:: is certainly not influenced by them.
r1by should this
be EJ.O?
Beoa'Ulle the . energy of the mantra at the source is, far, far
higher than mr:, ot-her- level of' enei,gy we ordinarily experienee,, and itwill cu1r ·right· througli all our ordinary state&-.
So why does the med.i.tation vary so much?

W1\y does it- sometime~

seem.deeper and' more effective than at other time~
If you look at
the diagram you will sea t-ha:t there can only- be a limited number of·
It can be eonnected with our everydq waking state, at: the
reasons.
t-op of the d:iagram, it oan be o-onnected with the source·, at the bo-tt-om
of·· the diagram, where the mantra c:omes from, or it can be· connected wi1th
the middle area - the shaded part - where our dreams,, and many of our

emotional a1;ates belong.
The waking oonso-iousness at the top of the diagram is a kind of'
refleotoi,-, for its :function is t-o pick up the very subtle vibrations
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c--0ming :from the mantra.

If· it is dull a.nd:_c-loudy, or· t:oo

overladen with thoughts, i'he- man-ura will no:t- be· so- c-l:ear- - and this
'is p~obably one of' · -tne mai.n reasons: wh.Y: the quality_ o-f' the- meditation

In time -the. . ma.ntra; i:ts-dr~will.-cwre!l'fi ·-t1iis,··J)r(>nd-ed one--·does

varies:.

noir. sbuggia \ii-th' one' 'l:f i:.h~.igltfrs;~ ~ oP!>Pire: 'f;}ienf ~ ·rin.Y w~ •
The mantra itself'·, as it o'Omes from the- source, sh~uld be per£:t3crlly

:free ito go where it wants, a.J'l..d all one has ito do is to follow it·.
s-omet:imes one tends t-o interfere with ii: -

But

t-o make, it- go in a certain way

because: s-omeone said so - to put- it- in a. kind of straightjaeket,. as i-t-

Th.is can spoil the enjoyment of the half hour, for it- is·when

were.

one is a.ble t-o let it go really -freely that one experiences bliss.
And. then there is the middle area-.

Some~imes the mantra gets·

int-o this area and. seems-~o get lost.

Buv one has ito remember that

it ma.v be working a.way sorting things out

it- does-not- necessarily follow

that things a.re not going as- they should.

One mtey' not: t'hink it ha;s, been

ef'fecrlive,

out- perhaps-

later on, half:

wau

through the dq, one will

notice ~ome right act-ion which one knows· could not: have happened: without
it.

For· one thing is cert a.in - wherever- the mantra is working it: can

only do good: - it is quite out of the question for it- t-o d'o any harm.
How can this- be?
a.nd as-

Because it comes f.rem the s=ouroe of cronsc:iousne-ss;

we t--1ere it-old long,- ago, there is no such thing in the wor-ld as-

oonscious evil.

In this w~f three things are necessary.
There is the medit~~ion
i tsel:f, there 'is, irhe work we do during the day, and there is, knowledge-•.
The work we do during · the day is just as important a.s the~ medita:tion
itself.
It is- the means by which t-he energy we get f'rom the half' hour·
is able t:o airoulate.

If it can ci.rw.late, ·tnr.t>ugh-the· ac..tion of our

va-rious: centres, then it become& part of' our being•.
How should we set- about the work we do during the day?
The answer
is, 'leave it'- to the meditation'.
If the na.lf· hour ia, successful, the
work we have t-o do will do itself.

Action and attention will be s-imul:taneous·,s

and nothing will e-ome between them.

When ~hi~ happens, our work will

take on a quite new meaning, :for i ~ motivation will come f.rom beyond us.
But' on other occasions t'he work we have -to do during the da;r will

not go so well.

We shall :find ourselves hegita~ing, pondering on how-

things should be done, worrying about this, or that.

At such times we

have to remember that there is nothing we can do about it - nothing except

return, sooner or later,, to the meditation.

No a.mount of' trying to do
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things d:if:ferent-ly will have a:ny -c re.aI- eff'~ct:,.
of energy.

rar-

iii: is simply

a;

questi011.

The higher the level of" energy we get f~om the half• hour-,

the better our work will be.
But we cannot get this, energy just by
turning it on - we oan only get it f'rom the meditation.
So we have to find a way of establishing the right rh,yt:hm between
periods of meditation and periods of· activity.
We do our half" hour
in the morning, and we go straight off into our work :for t-he d:a;y.
We.
return to it in the evening, and it helps us t ·o sleep soundly d\ming ·
the night.
And then we return to it again the following· morning ••••
Contrary to man,-r accepted theories, a regular life, is no disadvantage!

According to the system~ knowl~e and
being must go hand in hand - they depend, one on the other-.
Our
knowledge cannot develop beyond a crerta-in point unlesao there ia a.· change·
And now about knowledge.

in the level of· our being, and our being cannot develop beyond a c:-ertain

point without the help of" knowledge.

And as the m~tation changes, t-he

0

level of" our being, we need : ·new knowledge to go with it- - we need: a.
framework or knowledge in which to put the many new ex:perieno-es which
the mecfitation brings.
One of t-he firat things the system tells us is that man has no unity.
He consists· of a number of differenit 'I's, some of which are false and
others real..
These ' I' s are separated f'rom ea.oh other by screens, or
'buffers' as they were called, so that one group of 'I's is incapable·
of seeing any ot'her.
Before we had the meditation, our object was to endeavour t-o obs-erve
these different- 'I's, and to destr.oy the 'buffers' between them-.
In this
· Wa,Y we hoped t:o eliminate what was f'a.lse in ours.elves:-, and to keep only-,
what was real.
But the meditation has.· changed our- v.iewpoin;t: completely.
We now know· t'hat -the half hour can take US> awe::, f:rom the eontradic.tions
of these d'l.f'-ferent 'Ps· ito a place where :\here is uni.V•
As one
oan see f'rom -the d=i.agram, when we approach the point oft-he triangle we
crome into what we really a.re - we beoome ourselves.
Even a- modera:te>
degree of suo:cess in finding this place twie-e a. day can have a very big
effect.

And· indeed, when we have experienced what is real in ouraelveS<.,

who cares any longer about the false?
The meditation is designed to bring the whole mind into unity. As
we <rontinue wi.th . it-, all the man,y o:on:fli~ing 'I"s: at the top of t-.he
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'

/
a-ourc-e........

d iagra.m will in time bec:ome aligned, as it were, with the., one 'I' at the:
point of the triangle, and the mind will beo~me one-pointed.
means that the whole mind will be available

at onc,e, for-

&JY'

This
pl!Oblem

with which it haa- t-o deal, and at the same t'ime, all eonf'.l.icts in the
mind will disappear •.
So· there is no need t:or· any of our .-, I's to be a,bandoned.

Once ·

'they are all brought irrt'o line with the one 'I' at the point oft-he
triangle, they come · int'o, their own - t-hey find tne'ir right- place.
Like

8.'

o.i. ty full

of different people· - every kind of pel"Son has a. c.ervam

function - a ri~h-fi' relation to the city as a whole.
for the_ .:fu+filmettti-i :°f':.-.the eity~
mal\Y

'lr' s · are

there for t-he

fulfilment:-

They are all there

In the same w~ a.ll our
·of ourselves.
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The purpose of these discussions ir:; to underst8J'ld the medita.tioll not just the was 0£ doing it - the techni-que - but the whole idea of
the meditation., regarded as a method·, a wa:;, of life.

Perhaps, 11one of us :f.ully realise how differemt thiB' method is frem
anything we have met before, or are likely to meet again.

Let us tey

to get back to the beginning - let us try to remember what we were told

about it originally.
First, we- were told. that it can take us 'all the way'•
Thi-s meansthat it is not an adjunct or ancillary to ·other practical methotts·,_
but is e-4mplete in i.tself' as a way to the fulfilmen-t of life.
It was
described, if you remember, a.a: the 'wa;r of the kouseholder'.
This implies
that it is specially intended for poople like ourselvgs who are leading busy
lives, and does, not require to be carried out under special conditions-.
Next, it was made· elear that no special preparation. is nee-ded before
we embark on it, and that aiwone can do it who is reasonably sane.

Ualike

the tra.dd:t-iol\a.l methods· of the past, it does not require long and arduous
d.ia~iplines, and ev~ in. a :few week:S' can show many of the results which

other methods take years to achiev0.

Unlike other methods it worm from .
( •·

.. ~ )

the top - from the highest level of ocnsoi-owmess - whereas other me-thods/

work from the bottom, by teaching eontrol of our f'uno:tions, before higher

levels are reached.
makes thi-s- possible.

It is· t .h e spec-.ial nature of the technique, which

Then it was explained that the method works because of' a certain

principle, - that the mind goes na.tura.lly towards the place ef greatest
happj,-ness.
The mind is always searchiDg for happiness, and. it ueually
looks for it outside us, in everyday things.
If we can give it a turn
inward~, ~d ~tar-t repeating the mantra, it will be a.ttracted to it,
and will
follow it :further, until the source of tllo mantra is reached.
There is no n0ed to hold the attention on the mantra, for the mind ia
attracted to it naturally.

And the further it gets,, the more attractive

the mantra bee:omes, beeaus-e in the deeper parts of the mind everythi:ng
is bliss-.
To illustrate t-his, a. simple diagram was shown:- ( s.ee 5/26 )

II
\

\

\

\

\

\.

',

0
When we start doing the meditation we are at the top 0:f the triangle,
whioh is the ordinary level of mind we use every .day.

When th1!! mantra

is repeated, the vibrations it produces d:ome , f.rom: 'the bo1rtom- o:f:
the trial'lgle, and the mi-n d is dra~ towards them - attracted by 't.lieir

rhythm.

Gradually the mind is drawn tewa.rd.s the source of the mantra, ·.

and the nearer it gets to the source, the more it experiences bliss.
Eventually, at some point near the bottom of the triangle, the mantra
becomes too subtle for the mind to grasp, and 1t transcends.

But when

the mind returns to the ordinary level at the top cf the triangle it ·
brings some of the subtle energy back with it - energy which is on a very
high level, and is capable of transfarmiilg the quality of the mind.
And so the process is repeated - like dipping a piece of cloth in yellow
every time the cloth is dipped it becromes saturated with dye, but

dye

after a while the colour will fa.de in the light of the sun.

In order

to make the colour permanent the p'.!"ocess has to be repea.t&d. again and
again.

So the method we have to fellow is very simple.

We do the meditati on

in the moriting, and during the day the effects' of the meditation Ul'lfold.
We de not have to remember what the transcendent is like, or try to
recapture i -t, f'or the mind is saturated with it - we~ it.

But after

a few hours the e-f:f'ecrls of the morning's meditation will beaome less vivid,
and by" evening it is time to return to it again.

In this way we· gradually
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trane:form the quality of energy iu the mind, and in time thi~
tra.ns:f&rmatioll will beGome -perma.11en.t.

Wh.en this o·o nditicn. is,

reached, the full value of life will be achi~ved.

That is all ther-e is: to it.
Nothing else is n.ec.essary, in fac.t,
other- di-sc-iplines may ae:tua11y, interfere, for they tend t.e hold the
mind at the top ot· the tri-a ngle - on the thinking leiml - and so
prevent it from following the mantra towards the sour~a.
There were ma.ny"questions ra.i-s-ed. a.t this time, by those who were
doing the meditation.

A :n.umber o:f the questions referred to thoughts: -

whether thoughts-· interfered with the meditati-on and how they should be
d.eal t with.
In prin.oiple the answer to this qu.esti-on was that thoughts

<----~ ) they
.

ha:v.e :rto importanc-e -rt:hat

can lle -disregarded.

Thoughts

belong to the top of the triangle, and the more the mind is attracted
below the surface towards the bliss whic-h belongs to the mantra, the less,

they will concern us.

Like the stars in the sky - when the sun comes out

~hey cannot be seen, yet they are there all the time.
So there i8 no
question of' trying to still our though-ta, and under no circumstances do
we struggle with them, or oppose them in any way.
Another series of questions- related to the effec.iis· of the meditati-on.
Should any steps be ta..'lceri to save the energy we get from it, and n·o t to
wast~ it during the day?
The answer to this question was very definite.
When you get up from the meditatio:a you go stra.i-ght a.head into the dq's
work like a. li-on-.
At no point de you look back on yourself, or try to
save you:r energy, but let the energy from the meditation unfold naturally,&
Then the ef'f'eots e-f" the meditation will c:·irculate as they should.

Questiont! also arose a.bout attention - particularly· about trying to
hold . attention on yourself and what y:-ou are doing at the same time, which .
wa.s a

discipline which. many of us had been trying toearry ou1.

We were

told that thi-s is not a good practic.e, for it tends to split the attention
and dull the mind.
Better to keep the period 0£ meditation for going·
inwards, and the rest of the day for going outwards.
Then the energy
will flow naturally, and the mind will work as it should.

Other questions related to preparation for the meditation.

Should

one try to get into a good state before doing it, for instance, by·
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readi-n g something to quieten our thoughts and bring emotion ?
Once
again, the anewer to this question was quite de-finite.
The less
preparation the better.
By prepari~ for the meditati,on. we tend to
d.evelop an attitude to it which is unnatural.
The meditation works
o:n. us as we are - good state or bad it makes n.o difference.

In this c-onnec.tion reference was often made to what was called
•ucd making'.
Man;y systems of medita.ti-on, and indeed ma.n;r religious
tra.di t ions and eohools depend on holding a.1t a.im i ·n mind.
But with this
method we were told not to hold any aim in mind, but to go straight into
meditati-on without ai,y thought about where we wanted to get.
Wl\Y was
this?
It is not generally realised how imaginary
how unreal If we ii.ave no
many of our ideas about the transcendent actually are.

wa.v of reaching it - ii' a.11 our experience is conf'ined to the surface
layers at the top of the triangle - then it is quite pessible to make a
false picture in our minds of what it is like

~or

a kind of coeoon which

eventually: gets :m1.-sta3¥~n
th~f real thing;.
This false pio·t ure can
prevent the meditation from working, for it tends to hold the mind in
the surface layers and prevent it :from going deep.
As it was put
to us at the time, trying to imagine what the kingdom of heaven is like
is one thing, getting on the train .and going there is another.
One ot)ler thing which easily gets forgotten - great importance was
attached from the beginning to the idea of happiness.
This was
something new for us, for previ-oualy we had la.id much greater st~s on
conaei-ousness - on the possibility of changing the level of our
consciousness, on methods of practising awareness, on the fact that man
is asleep, and how he can awake.
It soon became clear tha..t thi-s
method had a dif~erent approach.
The practice of maintaining awareness
of 'waking up' as we called it, requires constant effort, and we were
always told that the further one gets, the more ef:fort is required.
This
somewhat depressing prospeo:t was turned turtle by the meditation.
Here
wae a. method whic.h required no efi'ort at :all - a natural prooess which
tock cne to the kingdom of heaven automatically.
Many people refused
to believe i -t , but when one tried, one found i -t was actually true.
Withi·n
a litt'le- -wbi-le one discovered, deep down within one, a great store ef
happiness - a pla.c:e where nothing negative crould possibly exis-t.
Later,
it bee-rune · clear why thi-1!1 was so.
At the source of creation there arethree prinei-p les - absolute, o.-o·n sciousneas and bliss.
Absolute means,
oneness, identity, 'I'.
Consciousness is awareness of this 'I', and
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bliss- - well, · bliss is really beyond description, but it is that which
unites, the other two princ:iples;, and holds·· everything together.
W-ow the way to the absolute is long and arduomt - it involves-

retirement· f'rom the world - giving up every-thing, lika a hermit or

a rec,luse. .

The wa;r to conso:-icmsness is shorter, but none the less

it can only be carried out in the speo--ia.l eond.itions of a etchool,
under the direa.'t gu:idanoe of a teacher - that is what so few people
seem to realise nowada;y-s.

But the wq to blis--s is very easy.

ene knows· how, it oan be reached in a half hour's medi-tati-on.

If
And

when one reaches it, one finds that unity and conseieusness exist
there too.

That is the great secret.

Ma.ey- people want to find

uni-ty, many peoplo want to reach higher states of o.~nsciousness.

But-

ev.eryon.e in his heart of hearts, wants· to find happiness - wantsc to
e:x:periencre bliss.

And yet !)E)ople turn away from i -t - they keop

on reverting to the idea that effort is necessary - that nothing can
be, got without suf':fering.

The old ideas, die slowly·, but sooner or

later they will gr,, and then this method of meditation will o:ome

into its · own,.
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What'- is the purpose or· meditation - what is· it actually for?

The one* w-ho gave it t-o us defined it- as "a met:hod of' drawing tne··
attention towards'the inner glory, a met'hod whereby our cronso:ious·

mind' can explore the inner-avenues of" being, and ra.thom·t-he d:ept'hs
or· the real', lasting· gl.ories of' lire."
And then he went- on t-o
S!ey' that "in the West meditation is understood to be just a superfiC'iaL
t-hing, superficial in the sense that you take a line or, a senterure or
a thought- and -frhink a.bout it.
Alwa,ys· remaining on the menta.-1 thinking"
leve2 is like trying to explore the entire pond just 1:iy swimming · on the
surf'ace.
By remaining all the t-ime on the surf'a.c.e of" life, on the
thinking level of the mind, all the avenues· of life will not be
explored.
Much greater depth is there underneath the waters,. DiV1ing
is necessary.
Coming·up is necessary.
Meditation is that teclmique
whi<.rh orings oun- mind rrom t-he surf'ace of life t·o the d!epvh of
our being,."

*

Maharishi

Now· man ha.Et' alwa,yas known that this inner glory e:x:istft'. in the

depth of his being.

It is· this that Chris.t is-referring t-o, when
he says,, 'The kingdom of heaven is- within you' •
But man· has always
asmuned" that tne way to this inner glory involves effort and struggle.
In his attempts to find it he has given up the worltt - has: beeam~ a
recluse, a,n aseetie:, meditating in thefores-t.
Or he has, given his
0

life to

a,,

monastery - abandoned everything he possessed, even. his·

name.

Or he ha-s.· spent many years, of his- life in an esot'eric, school,

following special me't'-hod's of" increasing: and sustaining: conse-iousness

under -ffue guidanee of' a. teacher-.

All the-se ways are· arduous and

diff.j_cult--, and they all, t-o a. greater or less-er extent,. involve
retirement' from the world..

We neea another- way - a wa:, whicll will

enable us to find -this· inner glory while rema-ining in the world, s-o
that we can br-ing it more, and' more int-o our- everyday life.
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Now iihis mevhod: of meditation is d.'iff'erenir f':rom a11- other
methods - it is· d:if'ferent in one important:: respee:t' - ic-:t- dioes· not
require· work on t-he cont'rol of our fune,t ions.

Other· methods

d.epend on thisc - they require long· and sustained. efforts t-o contlro:t.
our.· t-houghts, :for instanc:e-,. or de'o.liberate attempts -to a.c-hieve•
mastery over our feelings· and s-ensations·.

Work of t'his· kind

can only be earried out under spacial e-ondittons,, and' it- requires
the, c:on1tinuous: guidance- of"

a;·

teacher.

:But thiB' method depends

on° GOmet:hing· qui tac dif'"ferent - it depends- on the f'act- t'hat d'eep
down· within us: i&· a great store o:t happines:s, and onc:e the· mind

gets the- tas:te of' this happinemr, it- ,-rill go in that din-eetion
o~- i

t-s own a-oo:ord.
In order t-o explain how thi~ met-hod worker, it will he-lp to

start

i-Vi th a;

very simple die-gr-am - a circlo, with a: point- in the

centre•:-

fig.I.
The c·ircle represents, man, and the point in t-he cent're is
the· plaa-e of happiness· - the- inner- glory which e:x:isi;S' wi t-hin him·.

On t .h e outside edge, of" the eircr-le· - around t-he perimeter- - is: that
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Part' o:fi" us whicrh was described a~

tf"he ·mental thin..'lcing level·'-

in other: wonds-, that part o-f' the mind where all our tlioug:h:!i:s,
fee-lings: and seJI~iir6u are re:f'I-emen:.

OrdJina.rily.1 iihe· attenidon ia, a"&tratrt.ed outwa:rds,- t-owards this
part:: of'· tl__e miru:1.- :ti-ecausa· it· refil.etrt-s· whatt is· g~ing· on: in i;he

woria aroundl

us,.

Buv when we rro the meditation it- i~ attracted

inwards· t-owarda t'he centre, because-· -that is- where ithec 'V'ibrations

from the mantra· are c-oming :from.

.A!r the. :vibrations, fl.rom ithe

mantra come fl!-om the oen~,- they c:arry wit-h them a tame or'

a;

perfume of t-he· · happiness- which erlsts, at t-he centre, and' so t-he,
mind is attracted towards: it.
it is- always- searahing f'or happiness

Th& mind is so made that

like water running' down a

s-lope, ii, tend.s alway& to go in that d'ir-e-etion.

And: s-o once• it

has, experienced th& taste--, it will go towards the centre naturaliyr there is: no need to :force- i-t to go t'here, it will find it-sway·

there of' i tff:'. own ac.uord.
That is:" why thia method does. not- require aey ef'-fort or· struggle.
In fact, s:ny ef'f:bnt on our part will. tend 1ro hold t-he attention in

the outer part of the cirele - the mental t1rl.nking leve::l..
Many systelitS" o:f meditation pr:obably never get below thia leveL -

they :never experience mone "tfua.n the surf'a-ce of'thepond.
This,, in very general term1J, is h:ow the meditation works.

And

if• we er.an· get int-o the· w~ o:f:• d:oing· .it- regularly, it will_ have- a

vecy pr-ofou.nd eff'eet on: our whole being.

Like- dipping clot-h in a

dye, every time· the cloth is-· d:ipped the colour becomes- de.eper.
Sooner· or later- thee whole mind will be sa-tur.ated wi tn the h~piness,
· the inner· glory whie-h belongs· t-o the centre of t-he eire:le-, and! t·hen
our everyday life will be difTerenv - it- will be· :f"illed with new
meaning· - new understanding· of t-he world' in which we· live.
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.. ...

(
)
What is meant- by 'diff"erent levels· of crons-c.iousneS'S''?/ The- point

is

that our differen:t:- levels of'' c-orumiousneaB be'long:- t--o d:ifferent:: minds minds which· in the orttina.ry way we ar& not-- aware of, sd.mply beea.1.lS'e' we
are- not- able t-o onnta.ct t-hem~

The only mind we are aware- of in the ominary we::, is:- t:hat- whieh. b.e1.'ong£§
tec ourr everyd'ay wa.'lcing S:ta-te-.
level. of" energy.

This mind. works with a· c-ompa.rative1y law

When· we go t-o a-leep at night, it-s c-.om:m:iorumes:s

d-isappears·, more or· less·..

Ifut- s:omet'imes it'- rec:eives reflecr.tiontF :fnom1

a much d:e=e-per- level o-r mind, refle~ions which we ealI. dreams·..
deeper- mind contains· many t-hings- - it- is· like·

t!'

This

house with many rooms .... and

iii:worka· wit'h a leve,l of' energy which is- quite, indescribably dif'.'feremt fronn

t-heo- rirst-.

Ifut- beyond this deeper- mind is- yat anot'her nd.nd ._ -

a mind

wb.ieli works with a 1eve1 of' energy indeseribably d.iff'.'e-rent- again.

che;rac-teristio :feature of this- third level

or

Th-e

mind is· that it" never s:leeps ..

Whether- we are given- an ana--esthetta or- ge-1; hit over- the head it- remains
a:wake, :for if' it went t'o sleep we should di&.
Let us put thes&- d1ff'ererrt- levels of· mind in the cirela.

area = are:a I - is- we1'.l enough known t-o us ..

The out-side

Ifwe are on the lookout

for it we can sometimes- catch it waking up in the· morning.

A momenit or-

two bef"'ore, everything was vecy still and quiet - and: then, sudden-l.yr, i,'t

all :flows· in,- like ~he- ine-oming tide across the sand.

We remember· where·

we are-, what da;y of' the week it is, what we· have· to do·, an.et so on.

what wast-here be:fore, while we were S'till asl'eep?

But-

This would be a;:r:'-ea 2.
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area I

fig.2

Area 2 is a deep emotional part of the mind which we, know
very little about- in t-he ordinary way •.

in the heart

iv

When we feel s:omet.hing·

eomeg, f'rom here,- bee-.au.se, it is· this part-- of t-he:

mind in which the heart is. reflec:ted •.

All!. ou:rr vivid emo-t-ional

memories· are s-t-ored a:w~ i-n this part of us, - when people remember
things, whic:h happened. leng · a.go as, if they were ye-s-terdzjr, for ·

ins:t a.nc:.e. ·

And time is- quite d:if'f'erent- too, as one might expect- -

the ordinary before-- now - a:f'terkind of t'ime does not: exist:.

B"ut perhap::r the most- important thing a.bout this'. part of' the mind
is tha:t it cone.:erner ones-elf' - one's aimsc, one's· real desires,, one-' s

own lif'e and evel!'yt-hing:· it- c-ontains.

Like· a big· depa:rtmerrt: st-ore-,

whia-h o:ontains everything we r-e:ally want, or a hous-e, fulll. of" treasure-

- thrl is· what it is like.,
The- e.--entra.1 area. - area- 3 - is· quite· di:f'f.eren.t-.

In passing: from.

area. 2 into a:rez 3 we go- from t'heo individual into the' univers-a-1..
Afl, tl'i.e lif'.e of' a single· tree stands.·_in· relation to· t'he who:l e, f'orest

to wbie:h

it

belongs,, or the -li.f'~, of" a single star

in

rel~tion· t-a

the whole of the milky way - that is the cti-fferenc-e -betwe-en them...
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The ordinary mind of area I finds- it d"iff icul t t-o register experfem:-e
on tchis· level, yet s-ometimes· we, get

a;

g-.limps-e- - a feeling of' expansi:on.

perhaps.,,, int-o- s-omething mue-h big~r t:ha.n ones-elf'•.

And y.et it: is-

ones=elf' t hat expands, - the tree beenmea- t-he forest t ·o which itbelongs, the &tar bec-omes-: t-he· millcy-· way ••••
Diff ieult- -to speak aliout' t-hes-e things,.

Yet: there is- a great

deal of obje<rlive knowledge t-o draw on° - knowledge whie-h
very helpful.

We know,:

r or

<n3Jl

bee

instance,. that t-hes-e different minds:

work a-t enormously differerrt:- speeds - tha-t

a:rex

2 is- many· t-housand

t'imes faster than area I, and area; 3 many t-hous-and timesfa&ter again.

Thig can explain why time-· is so different- for e-ach of them, and why:
memory is different too.
So the study of different levels of consc1ousness c.an t-ake us
much further than one-· might suppos·e ·.

We have t:o c:ollec:t evidenoo,

then it, may be possible t ·-o disc.-over many things.
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What is· the real dif-ferencre be.twe-en- our actions?"

Can we say

that some of our· actions· are right', and others wrong?:
All

our- ordinary actions move in a: direction round the c:irole.

To a greater or les~er· extent- they repeat themselve~ - t-hey happen
aga'in and again.

Of this'. kind: of' action we·· cannot scay tnat one

i13; nghir and anot"her wrong..

We have no e.hoic~ - ithey happen.

area I

fig.3
In the outer a.rea. of the aircJ.e (area; I) everyirhi:ng- happens· in

time.

Day foll'ows day, week- follows week-, year :follows· year, and

all' the ordinary small events· of' our lif'.e :follow suit.

In t-he mli.ddla

area· (a.rea· 2) things a.re repeated in eternity.

a;

This· is-

different:

kind of happening - it refers· tu man.y things· in our life which have
always bee~ like our childhood momenter, or when we, fall' in· love, or
choose a· career, or make'· certa-i.n b.ig deo·isions.

In a· sense· these

'frhings a.re much more inevitable, much more unchangeable.
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But the e:entral area- (area: 3) is different:.
US:'

This- part of

is above the level of· aotions - it· is where everything.· exiatl!r

in pot'ential..

And so evecyt-hing irr our life ia always there- - all

our- pomdbilities, a;1l our past,, our prese-nt- and our future - all_ of·

it erls:ts side by aide.
Now in the crent1ta;l area o:r:· the airc)le there is- n-o sucll t-hing~

as: wrnng-.

H'ow can it b-e·,, then,, that wrong actions· happen:?

Th-eye

happen when, our con.neetion wi t-h 'the aent're- has· been, los1t or- forgotten.
S'o t'he line which eon."leets, us: with t'he e-entre- - the radial:_ co-ordinate
of the circle· - is- the wa:y t-o right action-.

Movement- along this

Iine:- movement towards· the centre - llrings· us nearer to what is righ-t:.
And ir- in· time- we· mm efrlablish a permanent- eonneetion wit-h the
centre, wrong actions will beeome: impoaribl&- for us-.

How ean t-his

e:onn-eetiorr be_ rn;w.e?:

ther-e is no

By practisi.ng_ thee meditation

o:t-he:rr Wa:J'•

This:-, then, ia- the- meaning- of the symboI from t-he- point· of vie-w of·

ao_tion..

Let use now cnruitid'er- it f.rom1 t-he point- of' view· a£: be-ing:.,.

AS' we have said,- movemen'.t- round: the c:ir-cire is- eone-ernett wi t-lt paan±ng

t-ime.

In this d1reetion,- thereffore,- the- pr-es-ent- moment- d'oea not

exist- - i't'- is disa.-ppearing @nti.nu.ous]y from 'the f'utu:rre int-o t-he- past.
But movement, tawards- the c:entre of t-he ei.re-le is: along the line

of' J!m!•
exist..

D-iree-tly we turn our attention along this· line we,

For- 'now' has- a differen:tc value• - a d:ifferen-t-

du.rat'ion - the nearer we get t-o -the centre.-

r ...

W&

And the ne-arer we get t-o the centre of' the c-ircle- the greatelt'

'now' bee-omes.
area;

ar& -

rn the out-side area -

the- value of 'now' i5' oniw a few s-e-e:onds.

This, is· 'now'

for· thee ordinary level o:f 0:0nso-iousness - our ordinary waking· sta:te.
For- the middle area of' the c:ir<tle - area 2 - 'now' ±s- very much
-bigger
night:.

perhaps aquivalent t-o several hours-, or even a- d~- and a
For the c-entral are-a - area 3 - 'now' is muah biggel.' atill

it m~ even extend t-o t-he leng't;b of' our whole life.

And at t-he·

e-entre of' 'lthe cdre:le 'now' i's infinit&, or eternal.

It is this whieh

we mean when we speak of· the 'eternal now'.

If our d'ailT life has no 'now.- In it we do not erist, we have
no being.

This-· ia a very unc-omfortarrle thought- - that s-o: mue-li of'

our life is spent in this wrzy - in non-exia-tene:eec

But 1rhe purpoete

of the meditation is to bring- 'now' into our daily lJi:fe: - that fs
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pre-e·ise ly what ii: is- for-.

By turning, our atten.ti.on a-long the-

0

line of' 'now' and by finding our· way t ·o wa:rds, the c-en:ti:r-e: of irhe
air.cle., for two periods· every day, we- find in time- that the valueof •now' has inerea-s-ed.

Gradually our d.aily life beginsc 1to have

more and' more: 'now-' in it - grad:ua-lly we begin ' to- exist, and: the
level of our· being· inereases.

When t-his happens- we- find thart t-he

we:y we-: s:pend our tinre is differ-ant.

Ins:1:ead of the past- and t-he.,

future·, it is the present moment on whic--h we spend our energy.,
And in a strange- way t-he pain a.ncr the :f'u:tur~ ~olve the~lves ......
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Let us get back tG the beginning - to the real nature of this
method of meditation.
ifh.y was it made to seem so easy?
Some of
us thought it was a confidence trick - a device to persuade us to do it.
But it was precisely here that we missed the point, for the meditation
cmly works when it is easy - if it requi-re.s effort and struggle it has
turned into something else.
Wh,y should aBYOne think it difficult to go along the line of now?

Difficult, perhaps, to let go the line of' time, but not di:f'fioult to go
along the line of now.
Like water running down a slepe - once we
a.re on the slope, the mind follows of its own accord.
But how do we get
011 the slope?
Simply by turning the attention onto the mantra. - nothing
else.
Once this is done, the rest follows naturally.
Underlying this technique is a profound understanding of the differen~~
between actions.
In the holy tradition i;o which it belongs, it is said
that this meditation conta.i11S three elements - the one who is meditating,
the mantra., and the object of meditation, and when these three elements
come tegether as ene, the purpose ef meditation has been. achieved.
But
wl\y do they come together as one?
When w0 start doing the meditation
these three e:lements are olearly separate.
The one who is medi ta:ti:r.g is
passive, the mantra is aotiv~, and the cbject ef meditatien is a third
element, not easy to define, which we have suggested is connected with
memory.
We take a certain word from our memory - the mantra - and reduce
it and reduce it until the word has disappeared and. only pure memory is left,
In. this way a store of pure memory gradually- accumulates in the mind. This
is a quite def'inite and very exact precess - a. refining process, similar in
principle to producing pure sugar from sugar cane, e>r distilling pe:r,£ume
from f'lower~.
When a. suffieient store cf pure memory has a.eaumulated,
a second process takes place - the process described in the holy tradition and the three elema11ts of meditation o-ome together.
This :prooes:s is
similar to that Gf fusing the colour of a dye.
\lhen: the temperature
reachea a. certain optimum the dye fuses into the cloth, in just the
same way as the three elements of' meditation come together.
And as- a
result of this prooess we become united with the centre of' the Gi-r ele •
This prooe81!!1 is not, of c:ourae, within our direct c.ontrol, and it
only comes about after the meditation. has been going on for some while.
Unlike the first process it i& a single e-ven~, very difficult to descri-be,
after which the mantra acmes back and we start at the beginning again.
But not quite at the beginning, for eaoh time it happen.a:: we are that
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But what effect does· it have?
muc:h nearer the centre of' the ci.rale.
It is a w~ of filling tlle mind with pure memory from the aentr&•, , s--o· that
when we get up from meditation and go through the dq this memory fall&
upon objects, of sense and wo remember what to do.
Aetually, pure memory
knowa what to do before we 'becrome aware of it, and sc it is already don&.
Diffic.ult to uniersta.n.d., for in the centre of the 0:irel.e everything' ie
already known:, and time does· not exist.
As a matter of fact, this process, which we ca.D:. call 'remembering:" , is

There a.re- pleltty

11ot by azr;r means (U)nfined; to the half' hour's meditation.

of examples: of it in life,. if only we knew where to look for· thenr.
Whe-n
Mozart was e~mposing mu.si~ he had a very pure memory.
The whole c:omposition
unfolded in front of hur, Mt by bi-t, so elearly that he al>uld retain i•t all
a.l'\d write it down1whenever he liked to do so.
Mozart did not have the med'i tati·oll -

aEt

far as we know - whi-oh rather

goes to show that this process of remembering is a gift whid some people,

re.at it is soaething whicl\ creative people·
are always- searching for - trying this or that manoeuvre to recapture it.
The meditation is a wq of making it .available, so that we-, can alwa.',"s, ha.ve
access t-o it when needed.
The writing:, do.,._ process; which Mozart was- apparenitly able to do wit-h
all the children and grandchildren playing around him in the same room, itJ

have naturally.

As a matter of

1

a third proc:ese - one which is predominantly active.

It i ·s simply a wq

of fixing memory - of giving it a permanl3:n.t place along the line of time.
Unless t-his is done the memory evaporatee,, which is- w}v ~ne ha.a such

strong urge to do scmething about it.
Mozart 1 s

If it is truly creative -

~

all'

with

o:ompositions• - they will b&- fixed along a new line of. time, in a

quite new diree;t;ion from SDYthing which happened before,.

And thi•s i line

of time ~·s , of ~urse, still with us today.
So here are tlmee different processes- oonnec.ted with the medi'tation.
The first i-s prodominantly passive, and. inov-es ,1.u,,,afflB a l ~ -fl\& . l'ine,,_o:f•

The seOl)nd is when the dy-e is £used into the cloth, at -the aentre

circJ.e-.

cf

tn.-ow• .

the

And the third. is predominant-ly active, and moves outwards along
the line of time.
As you ma;r have realised, each prooess moves · naturally
1'nto the next - a fact whic-h bec:omes mueh clearer when one sees- them in
the diagram.
(s:~e _ 5/ 4l
·)
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cld line of time

creative

The three processes we have been. discussing are a parti-oular oase
of a general law called the Law of Three Forces. *
You will see that
each proo.ess c:ontains three elements er forces, and the dif:ferenoe between
one precess and another is determined by'- the order in which the;y operate.
In the meditation. we called .these three forces the one who is meditating,
the mantra, and the objec~ of meditation, but in a general sense the;y
are passive, active, a.n:d·"Wha;t .· tor lao:k of a. better term we call neutral.
For oonvenienae let us call the active force I, the passive force 2,
and the neutral force 3.
Th.en the three processes we have been discussing
will be as follows:(* see Vol IV,Levels &
2
meditation
I - 3
Laws 5)
2 I
remembering
3
creative action.
.I - 2
3
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We Call now see more ~learly how these three processes lead into each
other, as follows:-

2 - I - 3 ••••• 3 - 2 - I.~ ••• I - 2 - 3
Bui,.

there are ao.:tually si-x different C?.~~iina.t.
t ~~·-.~
.ali
:~o,aeuea
~·- _·-·
--~·:.
· --.-· ·. _-,.---~
,

~1:t:ojet~

~~--~,

· ..

..

·- ,

.

:: ,,

..

.

This is a. mathematical fa.at from whie.h there is no escape.

And wh.en Mr OU$pensky f'irst °"old us a.bout aj;l· thi~~ he used: -to_ :sat,--

tb.at the :first three - the ones we have been:- discussing - are on a higher
level in the order of creation than the others.
In order to understand what -ha meant , · . let us imagine what happens
••

•

.. . .

- ~!

•

,

when a great period o~ cultural achi~vement is O'reat~d in man~s histor;r.
Consider the oi'Vi'l!~atf.on ot: . anci'81it 'Greeee-,.:for ' instancO:.--> Long
be:fore the a.tlciepted iate lcnown to historians, somewhere, perhaps in Egypt

or the East, preparatory work towards the fcrmation c:f such a c·i,rilisation
must have been going on.

What this preparator;r work actually was we

have li-ttle or no id.ea, for there is obviously no reo-ord of suc.h a thing,

but there is one fao:t of whicll we: e_Q

~

rea.e o~-b~ _gt\iry'ain ... it -OC>M~'S ted

mainly in the :first of these three processes - the process 2 - I -

3.

Somewhere, in some organisation on a. very high level - a~ we know BUeh
organisations exi-s ted a.t that tirae - . work was going on. in distilling ,

.~

pure m&mO?!Y

nee~ .·

f·or suoh a a.i:vilisaticn to be created; ·~

memory of scmething which had never happened before.

At a certain

moment in history, whell su:f:f"icient memory had been c-olleeted, there was
a. flash of inspiration, and the whole idea came into bei11g.

In thief one

moment- the ,dye- ·wa,s :, ;fu:s.ed int~ the cloth, and Greek oiv.ilisatic• had begun..

During the years that followed it on.ly remained.;. u

it did with Mozart -

But as we knew
for histor;r to be written down -~ the process I - 2 - 3.
tee well, other factors cannot be excluded - processes which beC'Ome an.
essential part of li£e as a. new o-iviliaatio• develeps along the line ef
time • . Th~se further processes have the erder of forces 2 - 3 - I,

3 - I - 2, and I - 3 - 2.
The process I - 3 - 2 is ~ajly: the fi~--er the.a~ t ~, to ap-paar. It
is the wcq thil\gs t811d to happen. alcng the line· or ti•e - they bee-time
habitual and repetitive, Md ultimate~ lose their meani11g.
When the

-me~i.l1g ~ · all

gpii~i the pr~ss 2 -.;. 3 -

:t begins t.o work.

'11hi·, p~oo.aas
is ci>nn~~d .w ith ;~iil, -with' imaginaticn.
It is wllat 'is t-:et'M-~ t o ·in the
Old Testameni, whe?\: it ia· said "Thou shalt noi: mak&-unto teyself a:ny- graven
image" •

This rather f ornti.4a.ble eommandnlen.t rinq)lzy' meal\8 that if y,ou try-

to imagine what God is lik& ycu will make a :false pictu:D'e in your mind -

a.l'ld that is where ·all the ,trouble begins.
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And vhen there is the process 3 - I - 2.

Thi-s proetess is connected

with d.estrueti-on, often with violen~.
When it happens-, as it does· in
the world arou.nd us· all the time, ii: seems, to us just too awful, and we
cannot understand

what it means.

But if'you look at it on a larger, and

a longer scale, sometimes you realise that certai·n thinga..:nave to b.e,
dest:uoyed - they have to di&integra;te, in order that somethitlg· new can
take their place.

Eventually even the Greek ciw.lisation had to disappear,

but what would be needed in the world t ·o day for the same thing- to happen
agam1·

2- I

3

disti-lling or refining processes.

3-

I

artistie; inspiratio•, 'remembering'.

2

creative work.

2

J-I

3-I.-2

I - 3 - 2

imagi-natien, magi-o.

disintegration, violence.
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Those of us who are doing the meditation are naturally- anxious
to know how it works.

More particularly we would like to know

where it will lead us, and how it differs from· all the other method.s
available in the world today.
The meditation has two sides.

One side· is the technique itself -

the half hour which we d.o twice a day - and the other sid.e is the time·
in betweero - the wey we spend our daily life.

The time in between-

is actually just as important as the half hour itself.
important?

But how is it

Not, :perhaps·, quite as one thinks •• ••

When we were given the meditation originally--, the wey it works was
explained in the following way:"We d.ip a white cloth in a yellow dye and let it remain in t he dye
to be coloured for a few minutes.

Then we take it out and expose

i-t to t he sun till the colour begins to fade.

We repeat the same

process, again putting the cloth into the sunlight till the colour
facles.

Similarly, we meditate for about half an hour and follow

this by coming out to act in practical life for about ten hours,
by which time we begin to feel that we are out of the influence of
the morning meditation.

We meditate again in the same way and ' ·

*

again let the influence fa.de by c::oming out into practical life.••"
By repeating this process da.y after day, we are t old- that the

influenc-e of the meditation - the spee:ial energy we d.erive from it - will
become infused., little by little, into the ordinary levels of mind we
use during the day.
meditation?

What is this speci al energy we derive from the

When the mantra transcends, as it should do during the

course of the half hour, the ordinary consciousness of our waking state
becomes uni tea., for

1:t

few brief moments, with the universal consc·iousness

at the source of our being.

When we come back to the ordinary level, we

bring some of this universal consciousness back with u~.
That is how
the process of infusion talces place - that is what is meant by dipping ·
t he cloth in the dye.
Sooner or later, or so we are assured, this process of infusion will
be complete.

And when this has c:ome about everything in life will be

permeated with this universal consciousness.

In ot her words, everything

in life will be bliss, for the bliss which belongs to the universal level
will be present in every a spect

* Mah a rishi

of our day to day experience.
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Now the main point about the med:itation - that which makes it
different from any other method we have ever heard: about - is tha-t
~

change which ta.ke:s.· place is not of' our own doing; it- comes· about

naturally.

This, fbr ;S-Ome people is·

a;

dif'"fioul ty.

They a:r-e eto

us-ad t-o the · idea, of' d.oing that they cannot give it up..

Certainly

d.ise-ipline is- nee-essa.ry in keeping-- to regular periods · of· med.itation,
and in ca;rrying- out the tec-hnique c:orrec•t ly, but in between we are
free - :free t o enjoy t he effects of the haTf' hour in carrying out our
Fo:r. it is when the special energy we g ei; f'rom the half'

daily work.

hour o·an l>e expressed through our daily actions th&,i; the process begins
to work - it is when the cloth is put out- in the sun that the

eye,

bec-omes f'ixed •.

Sooner or later we begin to re-alise that 'doing;·', in the sense o:f
a;chieving anything worthwhile in life·, c-omes- from beyond us - it comes-,
not from the ordinary level of oneself', but- f':rom a mue:h deeper source
e-onnected with the half'· hour's me<iitat ion.
more and more.
But it is: precisely he-re tha-t. one tends to go wrong.

One tries t o

get to it- by thinking - by· remembering·what the experience of'' it is- like,
and s-o trying · t-o bring· it baek into one's· mind.

This· is a mistake -

it replaces the real thing by one's own image of'. it-.
a-

Like a scent or

per-fume- o-f roses - one cannot get the scent o:f roses· b;p- thinking-· about

them, one has t ·o go into t he garden and. :f'ind them.

The scent of"

roses is carried on the air by molecule-a - each molecule carries· a
little- store o-f scent.

In the same way the mantra: carries the scent

of the· absolute·- - every time it is repeated it brings a little of' the

So by repeating the mantra we

absolute with it.

get in touch with the a·b solute - the univers-a-1 nature o-f things.
You may have noticed that the mantra is really going on all the
time•- under the surface,.

Every now and then - perhaps when we are quiet, .

or· when s:omething important happens

it: c-0mes· t:o our aiitention.

in i tsel:r is- proof' that the universal nature of things is
the

time_. .

0

when. t.-o

=there a;l]

There is no need "fro repeat the mantra purposely- -

that is not t-he same t-hing.
know

This

o-ome. ·

If' we let it a-ome naturally it will
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If you read what Mr Ouspensky said about negative emotions, you will
find that he is quite categorical about three things - firs't, that negative
emotions are useless, and only a sign of weakness, seeondly,, that they have
no real centre in us·, and can therefore be dispensed with without any harm,
thirdly, that they are never attributable to the actions of ether people,
or to external circumstances, but always without exception are due t-e

and

S:Omething within ourselves.
Unfortunately, as Mr Ouspensky points out, the world is full of negative
emotions.
And what is worse, many of our most respected institutions,
O'tll" litl3ratur-e,
our music, our art and our drama, our moral codes and many
of our popular beliefs, are full of negative emotions, all of whioh gives·
them a certain aut'hori-ty, and makes people feel jwrl:if.ied in imitating what
they hear and see.
They
But what, actually ~ negative emoti-cns-, and how do they arise,?·
depend on two things: - they are: a kind of tie-up between our instinctive
f e&lings and sensatiomr, which in thems-elvea are per:fee:tly· right: ancE natural,
and the interpreta~ion wa put on theae feelings: and sensations by our
intelleex - our ordinary thinking· mind.
The inte>lleet t'akes: what the'
body is" experieneing· and &laborate:s on it.
Particularly, it t'aket:r what is
going· on within us,, and appli~s- it vo the world outside.
When the> intellect
starts· b:orrowing the much more potent energy of the body in this wEqf',
imagination begins-·.
When imagination begins, a· vi<rl.ous cirale-, is set up,
of nega:tive thoughts: and f.~lings·.
This leads- t:o a grea:t deal of suffering;suff ering which is quite unnecessary, and which. we- are, much better and
heal thi~r wi'thout:·.
Thee point t'o nemember about negative emotions ia that they have: no
signif'icanae- - they do not' reaily ~st •
The more seriously we take-, them,
the more we struggle wit.h them and "try to overaome them, the,more important
and powerfi.11 they be'Q.'Cme.
So we turn 1;o the:- meditation instead.
The
meditation, if it goes, d'Erap enough, cran f:t-ee mr fi-om everything negative it can dispel all our negative emctiens - jus--t t'ake-· them awccy-.
Why is this-?
It is· simply a question of energy levels-.
three energy levels- concerned wi'th impressions.
There is the level of our
ordinary thinking mind, whioh i.g,the slowest, there- is· t-he level. c:f our
ina:tincrtive feelings and sens-a.tions, which is in.fini•tely fas-ter, and there.
is the level of pure emoti.on, which ia infinitely faster a.till.
Of these
three the first two - the intellec;;ual and the ins.tinc;;ive - both have a
0

0
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positive a.nd a negative side. The intellectual aa.;ys ye,s or no,. the
in.stinetive experiences pleasant and unpleasant, pleasure and pain, but
pure emoti-on., which belongs, t:o the:, heart, does, net- have any · nega:tive sni.de,. i t ·is. all positive·.
Diffieult .t ·o re~li-s e what this means: when on&- is not
experiencri.ng it•
What we ordinarily think of as emotional ha.a: nothing t:o
do with it.
All our ordinary emonons ean turn nega-tive.
Eut blisB"~ or
pure emoti()n, cannot~ be negative.
It is, either positive-, or it does·
not exist •.

N'OW a.a:

result o:f medi-t ation, it is poss-i-ble to have· glimpses, or
ooca.sional moments of' .bliss - 'waves of blim!', the Maharishi use.di t:o aa:11.
them. ·
As time goes: on these:momenta become mol"e general., until eventual:J.;r
we begin to live· them- they permeate:- our everyda;y life.
When thi~ happens
lif"etakes-- on a different:· meaning, f:or the universal mind, fromwhioh they
cu,me,is felt: and understood.
In the real world, everything is bliss-.
And when, through the meditation, we can feel this, the real purpose of
a;

meditation will have been achieved.
So there is: no need t:o worry a-bout negative emcti-ons an;r more,.
Up t'.o
a point they are hound t:o arise from time ito t'ime, for they <blpend. on habitsof thought' and pa'thways, in us whioh ~tarted long ago.
But s-coner oIY later
the meditati-on will take tnem away, for it works, on a; quitediff'erent: level the level o-r pure emoli-on.
Pu.re emotion c.lears- the mind: of:
0

impurities: , and when it o-iranlates:: in

disappear.

US',,

negative thoughts and: illusi-ons-
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A FURTHER GOUVERSA'l'IOH.

- Durir1g the last four or Ii ve J,.es.,rs ..a quite new principle has
bGen introduced in·l:o our work.
You mean the madita:!;ion?
No, the medi "ta.tion is a me·!;bo<L

I mean a princi:ple - a, quit~

new principle - one we never heard of before.
What principle do you mean?
You remem'bar Christ said,

n ~ •• go ye and learn what 'that meaneth 1

! will ha·,e mercy~ and net sacrifice;"

It is connected. with thai.

Yo~ mean ws have to be mexciiul?
Yes, but· how?

A.."l.d. what did Christ mean by

to thir...k all

We used

11 sa.crifice 11 ~

sorts o.f thing-.,: had to be sacrificed - our negativa

emotions, fo~ instancee

:But dont they?
No 9 not like that

.Lnd z.bm.,t

r.ot in ths wa.}· we used. to tm.n'J.-.

mercy, one has -to be merciful

,;,,i i;h

oneself

Only then shall we be merciful

to

others~

3ut th~

principle I was telling Jo~ about goes deepar than this.

Megative

emotions a.:re only one e:r~ple.

There is a cc::,ti'.z.in truth . whic}!. m~~,r help to explain it.

Accor'1.ing

to this truth, eveJ:J·thl.ng in the universe has goodness in it.

However

evil a tb.in§; ·may a.:ppsar out--wa.rdly 1 there is always goocl.-iess hidd.Em in

it somewhere .•
- Well, if gootl."1es!:. e:d.ots in e,er-sthi;1g, then we must be cn.:r·eful

not to destroy i-t.
And it is precisely by the wrong kind of
sacrifice that the good.'1GSS w.i. thin us is dest:royed.,

Then what should cne do instead?
Learn hew to suffer evilo

you
T'.a.en the goocl.,ess within/rill increase.

It will increa.se na:tu.rally, for goodness is no..tura.l fo-;:

.

llk"....."l.•

•

When you say goodness is natu.:cal for man, what exactly do you mean?

I thought evil was natural for man, not goodness.

If nothing staJ1ds in

- T'.a.a t is Vfha. t vie nev. .er tmderstood before.

the ws:y, man turns na. tu:cally tovmrcls goofu1ess - he turns -towards

that which is highest in hiao

For it is this wl1ich brings hi-m

the greatest delight, 'che greatest b.appiness,.
Then why does he find it so seldom?
Eec~use no-one has taueht him how to-feel the :e.u~l of goodness.
Some peopJ'.e feel this pull - they feel it naturally o

ill of us

would do so if it were not for certain 'Drong ideas.
W'nat wrong ideas do you. mea11?

That we b.a-ve to e1·2,dica.t-e e-vil 5 for instance.·

It is when we

struggle with evil that we cease to feel this pulL

:But

is this?

wb:y

- Because we set up a conflict within us.
preoccupied only w:i. th resolvin:g_ this conflict, is m1.able to turn

T1t1er1 what chot11d. c11e de instea.d?

Do whatever brings

.:.n.e mind iutc greater uni-'i;y - do whatever

makes it mcrs ~t ~e£ce with itself.

•
- T'nis new principle cl'li:.nges rnarJJ' thi!1gs

easier.

it seems to make e-..re:r,1'thing

:But cloesnt it run contrary- to wha'i; we have been told to do?

- I would neYer do what you e.?e told - I would do what you. know is

T'nen the goodness within you will increase.

certai..~ tasks and so en - what do we do about all this?
~

If you remember &bout unity, about being at peace with yourself,

you will see quite clearly whet ycu have to do.

Some of these

things IDeY bring m:ity~ b-c:tt others lead. only to con:flicto

It is

for- each to decide what is right~
Yet su:rely enlighten,-ncnt car,no'.; be a.chie-.,red without long effort
and st.r-..1.ggle?

- No, no.

'r'nat is where the whole confusion lies.

Enli ghtenrnen t

itself does not require e£fort or stJ:~ggle - it comes when struggle
is 2.bandoned ~

In the traditional ways of the past, it was always at

the point where struggle was abandoned that enlightenment came.

fact, the st:ruggle itself was prov~d€d in order that it might be
a bano.orn,d.

But we have no need fc~ these tradition~l ways - we

!n
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Enlightenment comes to us naturally,

have a way of ou:r own ..

There is no need for struggle

little by little and day Dy dayo
ar,.:y

moreo
0

0

.

I>

0

0

..

•

0

0

- Ours is a way of mercrJ, it is not a way of sacrifice and struggle.
It is based on the idea of good..~ess
t.h'h,gs •

that goodness exists in all
of this goodness,

If man feels the pull

he

will go

quite na. ·l;urally fowa.rds it o
T"nen how can he lea:rn how to feel this pull?

B"J tu...--ning towarc.s the good.l1ess and awa.y from the evil.

You

It was she who looked ba.ck at the evil, and
3".t d.walling on the evil in us 1 by

so she was t'U.....T>YJ.ed into salto

trying to overcome it, even by trying to avoid it, sooner o? later

we become petrifiedi
Bu. t st!rely we cannoJa ig;no:::-c it?
No, not igo.ore i t i learn how to su.:ffer it.,

Then the gcodl.1ess

You· said· that oei'o:re - ·yo-c1. said 'learn how to -suffer •evil t

...

but

I dent thlnk I know what yon mean.
T'nere is a place :L"'l us above the level of evil is noi:hing but goodnes~.

a place which·

Struggle wi ".;h evil ties us down - it'

~ies us to the level of evilo

3'..d; ii' we learn how to

su.:ffer evil,

if we lea.:.""'D. not to mind about it any longer - we are free to asc~nd
to this pJ..aceo

L"'l fact• we are the:re already,.

- It takes quite a lot of cot!rage ·to let it be

to throw overboard

all we have· learnt;~ the pasta
:Bi.!. t :rou. don t really have to do that o

. gradually', 1i t. tle by 1i ttle

an.cl

day by da:,,-.

It comes

.And when you begin to

experience the delight of becoI:UL"'lg free from evilr you will find i-b
isnt so very im:portant after ·allc
0

0

,_ You say there is a place iri.. us above the

•

ie"'1

0

0

o:f· evil.

Row do we

actually get to this ple.ce - what do we :ha:ve to do'?
- That is the intere3ting thing - we dont really have to get there.

It comes to us instead.
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- I thought we had to empty our minds~ to reach a place where thoughts
don-!; e:d.st any longer?
- !fo 11 no..

It is precisely this idea that hinrl.e:-r-s uso

We thin.'!,;:

we h.ave to g-et somewhere - to go from where w~ are into something we
a.re not.

But we dont a.ctually have to get a..D;ywhere at a.11..

ha.va to stay whez-e we a.i·s - to accept everything as it is,,

We

Then

the goodness will come to us - it will pou.r into us from above,,

We

shall be ~illed with gocd.ngss more a.nd moxe.
You mea..11. we dont have to change?

No, nothing has tc ·be changed~
then shall we become.cursalveso

Vfe

have to remain as we are

That is the gr~at secret.

onl.y

617
IJ:TKOVATIONS

"Therefore every scribe which is instructed

unto the kingdom of heaven is like unto a
man that is an householder, which bringeth

--forth out of his treasure things new and old."

St.T:iatthaw l3 .. 52

fil_:

Man. is a machine driven by external influences.

Certain

men only, ii' they are given the right knowledge and are prepared
to make the necessary efforts, can learl'i ll!ow to change themselves.
~:

-Van has the light of heaven within him.

The light e:x:is ts

Th.rough the meditation man is

in a.11 men without exception.

able te reach. this light-, and when it circulates within him,

things of themselves will eha,nge.

Olds

Man ha.a no will -

only self will and wilfulness.

work on himself man candevelep will.

Through

Through ef£ert he can

learn to a.void all involuntary actions.

!!:!t=

There is only ooe will - the will 0£ the creator above us.

Through. the praetise of ·meditation man becomes -united with this
will,- and then all his actions a.re oa.rried out under its influence.

Old:"

Man must sacrifice his sui'fering.

expressing negative emotiOlls.

He begins by not

In. time he learns to control his

negative emo'tions, but this requires long work and effort.
~:

The meditation i"reas us from suffering.

1n time, if we

continue with the meditation, we shall fL"'ld our :negative emotions

have disappeared.
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fil_:

Man is asleep.

It is only through his own efforts

through

going against his meo-hanioalness""' tha.the will awake.
New:

Man is a.sleep.

Re has- only to switch on the light, and

-he will awake.

fil: In

orde:r tha. t man may awake, friction is necessary.

Tl..1e

right friction eannot always be provided by life ciroumstanceso
T1ua.t is wb:y special oondi tions are necessary for work.

New:

Th.a meditation enables a man to realise. himself in the

ordinary eond'itio:ns of life.

C7M,v.;.~7
-~-,2;!4ll

"A regular comf'o:Pta.ble life is the

way to cosmic consciousness."

( Maharishi )-

In this wo:rk we try at every possible moment to be aware

of ou...-selves ..

We try to keep attention, both on what we are

doing, a.nd on ourselves,- at the -same time.

This is what is

meant by the Rdouble headed a.rrrnr".

-~:

Trying to be aw---!lre of' ourselves and what we a.re doing at

the same time makes the w.ind dull,-

When you eome out-t'rom the

-meditation go straight ahead with what yeu have to do, and do it.
-During the J:-.a.1:f hour the a:rrow ;points inwards, during the day the
a.1:":PO\l' points outw~rds.

fil:

13eth at onee only leads i;o confusion.

Vie ha.ve to learn how to control our thoughts, then we oan

:form right attitudes ..

While we allow our thoughts to turn

meehanica1ly nothing is possible.
~:

Du:ring meditation we do not try to control our thoughts - we

do not oppose them in a..."lY w---a;y.,

The medi ta t:ion ta.lees us beyond. the

level o'f thou,gh:ts - they are not L"'l the -least importe.,n:t.

I:f we can formulate our aim, and if we can remember it with
sufficient :Crequency and intensity, things will begin to change.

!!!!,g

When we do- the medita-l;ion we do not thin.clc beforehand of' our

aim, or where we .ho:pe to get.

We just sit down and do

it.
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Old:

Man has two sides, one of them is real and the other is false.

:Be:fore he meets -the work,- the -:false side, which we call ":false
pe:rsonali tytt,

is domi....TJ.ant.

personality out of' the wa:y
~:

Work consists in keeping false
in trying to go against it.

T"ne :meditation takes us straight to what is real in ourselves,

In time,

so there is no need to worry a.rry longer a.bout the :false.

as we continue rl th -the med.i t-:::.tion, wo shall :find the :f'a.lse things

in us h..~ve evaporated •

..Q!!!.:

Man is unable to see what he is really like because of

Bu:ff'ers lie between different sides of his

•tbuf'fers".

pe:rsonali ty a.nd preVa'lt him from seeing them together.

When

a man sees, or is shown oae of his buffers, he has to knook it
h.r:u·d., then in time it will be destroyed ..

!!!,:

Whe..~ we_are doing the meditation certain conflicts and

-ee1"ta.in unpleasant thoughts -and feelings are bound to a.rise
i..."1. _us f'rom time to time.

is "I could.nt care lass".

The right attitude to these thi11gs

Sooner or later they will disappear,

but in the meanwhile, try to avoid-collisions as f'a.r a.s possible.

Old:

We cannot remember ourselves at will, we ca,_"'l only try to

remembeT ourselves.

Trying to remember ourselves m~'lS placing

the mind in the :position 01 being more -conscious, in much the
same way

~;

a.$

-a.· singer plaoes his voi-ce.

Self' awareness ca-n only come -through uti.ion with the deepest

part of' our bei.'>lg.

-If we rea-ch this place · in meditation, i t

will express i tsalf' outwardly during the -day, ru1d in this way
sel£ awareness will come quite naturally.0£ oneself doss

of awareness .. ·

T:ey:ing to be aware

not help - it only hinders the natural expression
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..21§_:

We have to learn how to think.

Real thi..111:ing requires long

Ordinarily our thinking is mechanical - it

goes by itself'.

-New:

You will -rind as a result of meditation that when you have

-

to think you think, when there is no -need to think you dont think.

In -this wa;y your thi.rtJdng- is more effective.

~•

When you find yourself' in a. bad sta.tey lift yoursel:f out of

it by the ba.-ok hair.

~=

Whe..'1 you :find yoursel:f i..11 a bad state, accept it

strt1ggle or oppose it.

do not

As soon as you can, go-and de the

meditation.

ill_:-- If' you allow negative and· unpleasant thoue;hts -to start
turning in you they oa.n do a great deal of da....."la.ge.

We have to

-learn how to stop them quickly~ se£ore they begin to get hold.
~:

Thoughts are not-important - they dont do yGU any harm.

Af'ter

medi ta. tion y:au. will -find the quality of your thoughts has changed
they w-111 become sweetened - -less negative· and unpl:ea.sa11t.

Old:

You ca:ri..1--iot e.zpeet to get on in the work without :pa,,y7nent.

Every step you·· take has - to be :paid fsr - it can only be taken

at tJle expense of something else.

New:

Gcod progress in the meditation is like a man going to

the office.

If he -goes regi.1larly every ·d.ay he will get his

pay cheek at the end of the month.
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fil:

The higher the level you reach in the work the more

concentrated your effort has to be.

That is the characteristic

of an ascending octave - the higher notes are of rm.,ch .greater
intensity than the lower ones.
New:

W'nen you reach a certain :point on the la.d_der of self realisation

you begin to feel the :pull of the we:y.

The .nearer yau get to the

top of the ladder the stronger this pull becomes.

fil::

Man's ord.ina.-ry state is one of identi;fication.

He cannot

do a.r.ything,- or interest himself in anything, ,:without becoming
identi-fied-- without losing himself' in what he is doL'l1g, or

"becomingtt it.
~:-

As a. result of medi ta. tion impressions no longer make such

a deep :mark on the wax - they glan.ee orf more readily.

Like a.

shopkeeper wh.oae shop is _full of goods - it is not important to

him whether he sells this thing or that.

13u t a beggar who goes

from door to door-with only a few goods to sell - if'-he :fails to

sell them he will starve.
Old:

Man's evolution consists in a constant struggle against

the forces that keep him asleep.

At cert&L"l stages i..n. this

struggle he must o:f necessity endure grea,t suf':fering.
Essentially it is not a struggle.

"Life is bliss.

Man was born to enjoy.

Certainly not to su:f':fe:rtt.
( Mebarish.i)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"And from the days of John th~ .:&i.ptist until now
the kingdom of heaven su:f:fe-:reth violences and

the viol.ent take it by :force".,

St.Matthew ll.12

"But go Ye and learn what that meaneth, I will

have meroy and not sa.cri:fice ..... t:1 st.MattJ:i~ew 9.13
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Conversation I.

- What does the meditation actually do?
- It fills us with the spirit.
- What do you mean by the spirit?
- That which circulates when we do the meditation, and renews
the stores of energy within us.
:But how does the s:piri t circulate - where does it actually go?

There are two places in which it circulates - one is the soul,
the other the body.

When spirit circulates in the soul it

brings life to the soul.

And so we experience happiness - that

wonderful happiness that belongs to the meditation.
- And when it circulates in - the body?
- When spirit circulates in the body it brings life to the body,
and so we call it the life principle.

lb t if we could experience

it as it really is, we should find it is just the same happiness -

the same kind of happiness as that which belongs to the soul.

- But isnt the spirit alweys there - why do we need the meditation
to make it circulate?
- The spirit is always there, but in time it becomes enclosed.
It dwells, as it were, in a single room of the house.

The

meditation opens the door, and the spirit is free - free to visit
the soul, and the body alike.
- And so the body and soul become united in the spirit?
- Yes, they become united.
separate no longer.

When the spirit enters them they are
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Conversation 2.

- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?
- Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
Then what happens to the soul when we die?
It is born again.

- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.
- But how can the body belong to time, i:f' the soul belongs to
repetition?

- Everything in the body comes f'rom time - it comes from the
past - from our parents, our ancestors.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of evolutionary time, over thousands

and thousands of years.

- :But the soul does not come from the past?
- No, the soul belongs to the present - it grows from ea.eh
moment of 'now•.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.
- And the spirit is above repetition?
- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

The spirit is everJWhere, always.
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- If you look at people you will see the spirit.
- You mean people in the world around one?
- Yes 9 everyone.

It is the spirit which connects us with other

people.
- lnt ha.vent some people more of it than others?

- No, it is the same in everyone - there is no distinction.

- And the soul is in everyone too?
- It is different with the soul - it is more an individual thing.

- :But does ove:ryone have a soul?
- Potentially, yes.

But it varies a great deal.

In some people

the soul has become confused - it has never been able to

gr<:Nf.

- J3u t what makes it grow?

- Connection with the spirit.

It is when this connection is

weak that the soul becomes conf'U.sed.
- Then how can we make it stronger?
-

Through

the ·meditation.

between soul and spirit.

The meditation strengthens the connection
Then the soul can begin to grow.

- And the body - is the body also connected with the spirit?

- Yes, but sometimes this connection is not strong enough either,
and then the body ~comes unwell.

That is why the meditation

can make us well.
- You mean the spirlt is necessary for the well being of the body?
- Indeed it is.

lht the right relation between soul and body

is necessary also.
- And what does this depend on?
- If the spirit is present, the relation between soul and body
will be in balance, but if it is absent the balance is upset.
- And this depends on the meditation too?
- Yes, this also depends on the meditation.
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Conversation

4.

- You said just now that the body belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity~

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different'?
- '!'hat is the great question - that is why there are so many

different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many-

different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the body, for instance -

whose life is taken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, ho lives, he grows old, he dies - that is

all there is to it.

Dlt to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.
- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he ca.lls the

soul, but he may not understand what it is.

Usu .ally he thinks

the soul will exist separately from the body after death.
- You mean in eternity?

- Yes, but he does not realise tha.t eternity exists here and

now i n ~ lif'e - it exists in ea.oh moment of time and repetition.
What is more, it will a.lwa.ys be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks 0£ eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eternally the same.
- Yes, but where could such a place really be?

And how can one

think of it a.s always the same, when life is eternally different?
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Conversation

5.

- lnt when people die, why do they ha.ve to be parted from

us - why do they go away?
- 'l'h.ey are not really parted from us, nor do they go awa;s-.
- You mean death makes no dif':ference?
- It makes no difference - all our connections with them remain.
- What do you moan by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with them stronger than ever
before.

- And is this the spirit?
- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections exist.

But when people die, doesn't tho soul go away?
It makes a new beginning • .

- And sooner or later it returns?
- Yes, its circle is linked with our own.
- But if

we a.re connected with 1 t by the spirit, does it ever

really disappear?

- It never really disappears if the connection is strong enough.
Then how can we make the connection stronger?
i!irough the medi ta.tion.

'l'he med.i tation works on the level

of spirit.
· - And if the connection were strong enough, would we lose the feeling

of being separated?
- Yes, it is this feeling of being separated that causes so
muc.h suffering.

- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?
-Yes, it is unnecessary.

us when they die.

People are not really separated from

Their life is always there, just as our life

is always there, and all our connections with them remain.
what need can there be for suffering?

So
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Conversation 6.

- From the point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul erlsts in time, and the spirit exists. in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.

- You mean there is nothing else?
There is nothing else, from the body's point of view.
Then how does it appear to the soul?
From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn again
and again, the soul is reborn again and again, and the spirit

is reborn again and again.

Every-thing is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?

- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spirit exists eternally. Everything
is eternity for the spirit.

Then which o:f these threo points o:f view

is

the right one?

They a.re a.11 the right one - ea.oh point of view is- right.

But surely one is more correct than the othera?
If' you walk over the surface of the earth it is :flat;

look at it from above it is round;

if you

but if you could see it from

far· enough away it would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the right one?

- Yes, I begin to see what yau. mean ••••
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- But how can we escape the la.ws of' time and repetition?
- 'l'he laws of time a.nd repetition are pa.rt of the structure
of' the universe - why should we want to escape them?
Then what is their proper function?

If it were not for time, we should be unable to enjoy the
inf'ini te variety of the world in which we live.
- How do

you

mean?

- If the infinite- variety of the world were to be put before us
all at onee, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?

- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world
to unfold be.fore our eyes.

Time is concerned w1 th the newness,

the evercha.ngingness of things.

If we can learn how to make

friends with time, a. new way of looking at the world will be

revealed to us •

- And what is the purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things a.long their length, so
repetition enables us to see things 1n breadth.

'l'he breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated 1n eternity.
- You mean the number of times it has happened before?

- If you like to put it that way.

Certain things have a. great

deal of breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will alwa_y-s return a.gain.
signif~cant.

Other things a.re not so broad-. so

They may appear in one life, but not in another.

They a.re more variable, more uncertain.
- And do things a.lso have depth?
- Yes, the depth of' things is concerned with something quite

di:ff'erent - it is concerned with a. new direction - a direction

unknown either to time or to repetition.
- You mean things which never happened be:fore?
- Yes, new possibilities in life - things which have never before
been realised.
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Conversation

8.

- Then is our life always with us?
- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else.
- But if life .is a l ~ with us, wby dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- But is there nothing we can change?

- Yes, everything £!:!! be changed.

at t why change anything - wba. t

do you want to change?
- M"a.ny"

things.

suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suffering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••

- These are easily changed.
- But haw?

- Through the meditation.

Things of this kind are not essential

to life - they can be dispensed with very easily.

:a.it

generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.
- But why is this?

- Because everything needed for the f'ulfilment of life is already
there.

You have no idea how wonderful life could be, even if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
- Then how do we find the rest?
Through the spirit.

When the spirit ciroula tes in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones
which have never yet been realised.
- And it is this which has the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the meditation.
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Conversation

9.

- Then is the spirit on a. higher level than the soul a.nd the body?

- Yes~ the spirit is above the level of functions.
- What do you mean by functions?

- Thoughts, feelings and sensations - everything to do with our
psychology - the spirit is above all that.
- Then how does it actually work?
- Like turning on the light 1n a. dark room - it illumines that
which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- No, it is not emotion - it is bliss.

- :But what is the difference?
- One is a function, the other a state.
- And a.re· there different degr-ees?
- Yes, different degrees - different levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when 1 t :f'a.lls upon some
And when 1 t brings

part of us, it brings consciousness.
consoiousness, we experience bliss.

- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yes, they begin to work quite differently - they work in the
light instead of in darkness.

- Then how can we find this light - how can we find the spirit?
- :By turning away :Crom the objects it

illumines• and :finding the

source fi-om which it comes.
- And this is what the med.i ta tion does?
- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become :filled with the spirit,

more and more.

COLIN LUCAS - a view of a creative life

FOREWORD

When, from time to time, enthusiastic, knowledgeable and dedicated
researchers of Colin's architecture have asked me about his life and
work, the questions have always tended towards what could be
described as the man behind the creativity and/or the creativity behind
the man. Of course this is a subject which deserves so much more
than the occasional friendly telephone conversation ..... .

DEDICATION

This memoir is dedicated to His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi whose Vedic Technologies
of Consciousness have enabled it to be brought to light.
It is written for a loving, inspiring and lovely father and for a loving, inspiring and lovely
family, past, present and future. I hope it gives them, and many friends, something more than
'a view of a creative life'. I hope too that it fulfils one of Colin's favourite New Testament
sayings: 'Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the-Kingdom of Heaven is like unto
a man that is an householder, which bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and old.'
(St Matthew 13, 52).

Colin on holiday in Cornwall, probably 1938
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Colin Lucas - a view of a creative life 1906-1984

1

In Colin's essay on aesthetics, written for the Unit One exhibition in 1934, he
comments early on 'I feel that a new thought process is needed which will enable
us to probe into the meaning of subjective phenomena. '
During the early 1930s Colin was introduced 2 to the system of philosophy taught
by the Russian writer/philosopher P.D.Ouspensky, which he studied closely and
deeply thereafter. 3 The system included the study of the nature of consciousness
but this proved more theoretical than practical. Attempts to turn the mind within
and access the subjective were difficult and elusive.
·
But in 1960 Colin learned a natural, traditional meditation technique from His
Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. This, for Colin, bridged the gap between his
long term more theoretical study of consciousness and the actual experience of it
and could well be described as 'a new thought process ... to probe into the
_
meaning of subjective phenomena', the aspiration of the 1934 essay. He was a
regular and devoted meditator until his death in 1984.
50 years after Unit One, and in his last year, Colin again came across the now
long-forgotten essay on aesthetics during a visit to the retrospective Unit One
exhibition at the Mayor Gallery. Telling me about his visit soon afterwards, he
said in a somewhat surprised way that he thought the essay was 'rather good'!
In relating this short summary of my father's search for the source and basis of
creativity, indeed by definition one can say, for the Creator, it is most inspiring to
be able to comment that he was clearly successful. 4
For example, in a letter to his daughter-in-law Caroline Lucas in 1972, which
became the introduction to a posthumous private edition of his many sonnets,
Colin wrote:
'Everything one wants is there, deep inside one. All the energy one so
badly needs, all the happiness and sense of fulfilment one hopes to get, all
the beauty and loveliness one finds in nature. It is all here now, just exactly
where one is at this moment - there is no need to go anywhere. But one has
to dive down very deep to find it. That's how it seems to me - I wonder if it
does to you?'
·

2

Colin 's built-in understanding that the creative process is beyond solely intellectual analysis
is beautifully expressed in his Sonnet 33:
No poet can explain his verse; the same
Wonder which breathes on all created things
Lives in each line he writes; the poem springs,
Borne on the murmur of an angel's wings,
From nowhere - none can tell from whence it came;
Nor could the logic of unaided thought
Deliver lines so delicately wrought,
Telling of all he loved, of all he sought.
For when he writes, although he knows not why,
Strange memories that no man understands,
Deep diapasons of forgotten lands,
Roll in upon him from Eternity.
Oh seek notexplain, for by the same
Miracle, Man and all Creation came. 5
Colin's creative work continued to grow. On retirement from architecture he immediately
began daily landscape painting sessions, in oils, with a number of exhibitions. The last
paintings, seven totally free-flowing large pastels, wondrously catch the changing colours
and cloud shapes of the Atlantic sky off the North Cornwall coast.
Mark Lucas 6 29 December 2002

For Footnotes see pages 3 & 4
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Footnotes:
1

A group of avant-garde painters, sculptors and architects formed in 1933 to publicise modernism.
They included the painters Paul Nash and Ben Nicholson, sculptors Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth
and architects Wells Coates and Colin who at 27 was the youngest. A 'statement' of artistic views was
required (hence the essay on aesthetics) for the group's exhibition at the Mayor Gallery in 1934 which
later went on tour. Colin's Noah's House (1930), the first monolithic concrete house in Britain, and The
Hopfield ( 1933), regarded as a pioneering statement of modernism, were illustrated in the exhibition.
They are gratefully remembered by the writer as welcoming, colourfully light, warm and happy homes
for the 'unit human being' of Colin 's essay to live in. His innovative architectural work continued with
the Connell, Ward and Lucas partnership from 1934 until the war and at the LCC/GLC afterwards.

Towards the end of the Connell, Ward and Lucas partnership, Colin designed 66 Frognal, Hampstead for
his friends the Walfords. Considered one of the best early modern houses in Britain, it was much loved
by the Walfords and has recently been carefully restored towards its original, external colour. A
particularly striking feature of Colin's houses was the use of contrasting, yet naturally blending,
'Mediterranean' colours, inside and out, and, at the Hopfield and Frognal, individually designed furniture
and furnishings.
At the LCC/GLC Colin enjoyed challenging architecture without the uncertainty which faced private
architectural practice after the war, and which had indeed been a feature of the later. Connell, Ward and
Lucas days. Colin's section at the LCC completed the widely acclaimed, pioneering high-rise estate at
Roehampton Lane, a very large scheme set in parkland. Colin was clearly very pleased with
Roehampton which he regarded, I believe, as a career fulfilment. He enjoyed re-visiting the scheme,
taking it all in, particularly perhaps the award-winning high-rise blocks. There were occasional
impromptu chats with residents who invariably shared Colin's pleasure and pride in the estate. In 1972
Colin was given an OBE - in all his professional work as an influential modernist architect spanned
some 50 years.
=' By his mother, the modernist composer Mary Anderson Lucas with whom he was close artistically
and otherwise and co-incidentally by Geoffrey Walford, his friend and, later, client of the then
controversial 66 Frognal house.

After the war Colin worked closely with Mary on the setting of poetry and other pieces for recitation to
music. Her last two compositions were characteristically strongly lyrical expressions in this genre.
Mary's lovely music could usually be heard developing and trilling each morning from her delightfully
situated music room above the boathouse at Noah ' s House (the Ark) on the Thames. Colin's love of
music came from his mother and included early keyboard playing, continual enquiry into the significance
of musical scale, and an extensive repertoire of folksong with guitar, built up from student days, which
was always a feature of family social occasions.
His father Ralph, engineer and inventor, encouraged Colin's use of reinforced concrete when he was
managing the small family building firm Lucas, Lloyd & Co. after University. The experience and
confidence gained early on with this then novel design medium ('a material one could model' as Colin
put it) is a remarkable feature of his career. Colin 's student training had included a strong engineering
content and there was a family background of innovative engineering, originally from Ralph 's father
Francis, who completed the undersea telegraph cable link-ups which finally encircled the globe, using
specialist ships of his own design, in 1902. Previously he had sailed on many voyages of the 'Great
Eastern', starting as an apprentice engineer. Colin built the modernist Sun House (Sunlight Cottage) for
his grandfather in 1931, a small squarish forerunner of The Hopfield. Ralph's major engineering
innovations were the Valveless motor car which was operational during the early 1900s (being produced
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by David Brown Ltd until 1914) and the North-Lucas motor car built as an extremely advanced "oneoff' in 1922. Said to have been 30 years ahead of its time, it featured a radial, air-cooled rear engine,
independent suspension and an integral and streamlined aluminium chassis. Ralph's main commercial
career was in Thames barge transport from which he was able to retire early to Noah's House. At times
Ralph and Colin became quite taken by the search for the ultimate in sailing dinghy design and-some
fascinating prototypes were built, filling the quite large and superbly modernist boathouse at Noah's
House with even more tempting craft for the family to enjoy.
The innovative family atmosphere, briefly described, obviously provided a strongly encouraging
background, but of course Colin's sudden emergence as a pioneering modernist architect was uniquely
his own creative direction. From where it came is the theme of this glimpse at Colin's creativity and is
perhaps best expressed poetically in his Sonnet 33, already quoted. (Later on Colin found that Connell
and Ward 'had begun to use the same construction quite independently', a fascinating example of
innovative 'coincidence ').
By way of particular comment on Colin's design approach, he seemed especially in tune with design
towards the Golden ratio, that mathematical expression of orderly and elegant expansion in the universe,
from sunflower to spiral galaxy which is indeed also expressed in our own physiology - no wonder we
so readily relate to beauty in nature! Colin was very sure-footed in this area, as he was completely
certain with colour and a delight to observe in draughtmanship.
3

Over the years Colin wrote many commentaries on these philosophical ideas, for discussion with close
friends.
4

The understanding of a unified, self-interactive subjective field of conscious creativity ·at the source
and basis of the diversified, material, objective world is found in both the objective scientific approach of
modern Quantum Physics in recent Unified Field Theory, and in the matching, but subjective and
cognitive, ancient Vedic approach now brought to light and completely revived by Maharishi's Vedic
Science. This highly remarkable and most timely conjunction of the two sciences can be explored for
some of its many practical applications at, for example, \1/Ww.globalcountry.org and
www.createpermanentpeace.com. For Maharishi's Vedic approach to architecture see www.MGCVastu.com and www.Vedahouse.com.
5

There are 55 Sonnets of this style and calibre, written between 1950-72, which give an inspiring insight
into Colin 's outlook on the beauty of life.
6

Colin 's eldest son. On his retirement, Mark studied to become a qualified teacher of Transcendental
Meditation of His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.

As a parent Colin was loving and generous, but neither I nor my brother Peter really got to know him
consistently until well after the war. In any event we all grew increasingly, and I believe exceptionally,
close as adults. Colin was not at all overbearing by nature, preferring parental advice given lightly, but
assuredly, on a throwaway line.

5

Colin at his office in Greenwich, probably early 30s, when he was managing Lucas, Lloyd & Co., his father
Ralph's building firm. Ralph ' s main .business of Thames barge ' lighterage' transport was also here.
' I came straight down from Cambridge and went into a building firm which my father owned and I became
manager of the firm. My great ambition was to build my own designs with my own men ... ..and my first
houses were built like that. ' (AJ May 1984)
' When I first started as a builder in 1928 we had our own men. That was a great opportunity to experiment '
(RIBA evening 1976)

6

Noah's House (the Ark), built in 1930 for his father when Colin was 24. was the first monolithic reinforced
concrete house in Britain. Mary Lucas is on the lawn.

